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WOR-tv

offers you:

O^

* low-budget programs

* time rates at Oct. '51 level

FACTS

* non-preemption guaranteed

issue

* low-cost facilities

reasons
why

6th annual

%

%

* New York's finest studios
* top film facilities
* prime 60-second availabilities

YOU
can

'all economic
nitlook

* live-commercial opportunities

4(

* sales-booster saturation plans
ap

SELL
N.Y.

on
channel

ACT NOW
Or-'BtOjfr.
for best availabilities^

Radio Basics

orders for Fall campaigns

Television

Mify ^

now being signed.

^

pot

America's best tv-spot buy

t
cs
STpVo Basi

WOR-tv

Radio-TV
Abroad

serving over 3 ,000 ,000 TV homes
in the world's largest market

International
" asics

99
13
131
155
169

t'

WU£tfflCUl/l/ Biscuit Company

does a complete job . . .

v:r
SO

,

DO

HAVENS
$

AND

MARTIN,

Inc.

STATIONS...

WMBG
WCOD
WTVR

In Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia, Virginia,
North Carolina and South Carolina
Strietmann Zesta Crackers, and many other
Strietmann crackers and cookies, stand for
top quality in their field. And no wonder.
Today's mammoth and spotless Strietmann plant
is traditional of baking progress that
has never stopped: 86 years of experience
in a single industry.
Havens and Martin Stations are pioneers in
their field, too. In the growing Virginia markets
of which Richmond is the center, WMBG, WTVR,
and WCOD are the only complete broadcast
institution. Virginians love them because
they combine wholesome entertainment,
real service, and quality operation. That's a
combination that works well for advertisers.

WMBG

^ WCOD-

WTVR tv

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
WTVR
WMBG

represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.
represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

*^ta

CBS affiliates

group getting
lowdown on net
business deals

CBS Radio now
within 7% of
last September's
business

CBS affiliates
would abandon
radio ratings

CBS will lay practically all cards on table when it meets with affiliates committee, headed by George B. Storer, late in summer to discuss
problem of rate adjustment.
"Facts of life" will probably include
revelation that network anticipated obtaining affiliate assent to rate
reduction when it closed renewal contract with Procter & Gamble for
15 nighttime quarter hours recently.
Also explained will be how CBS
has had to make various other concessions to keep business going.
In
this hair-down session network expected likewise to set down factors
which determined decision to take risk with regard affiliate reaction.
-SRCBS during rump affiliates meeting on network rate crisis first week
of July disclosed its radio network already had 93% as much business
sold for this fall as it had under contract last September.
(List
of network's

nighttime

sponsored

programs
-SR-

for the fall on page 50.)

Item in resolution which CBS rump affiliates meeting adopted that made
decided impression on assembled broadcasters was declaration network
immediately begin program of sound qualitative research that would
"establish real value and impact of radio as an advertising medium."
Resolution also urged abandonment as selling tool of radio all present
purely quantitative ratings systems.

Reps

pitching

ABC's
o&oforstations

Tide has best
remembered

commercials in

Advertest poll

-SRABC has received pitches from several national rep organizations with
regard to taking over national spot representation of network's owned
and operated stations (5 radio and 5 TV). This function is now performed by the network's own Local Sales setup.
Markets involved are
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, and San Francisco.
-SRTide, Philip Morris, Flamingo, Bulova and Muriel cigars rated as best
remembered spot TV commercials among New York families in compilation
released by Advertest Research.
Also listed in top 20 — with survey
conducted minus aid or recall devices — were Chevrolet, Piels,
Schaefer, Clorets, Pall Mall, Castro convertible couches, Ivory,
Kools, Motts apple juice, Benrus, Raleigh,
-SR-

Langworth

radio

programs sales
better '51 total

WOR-TV first
N.Y. station
in all-night
operation

Hellman's,

Rheingold.

Langworth Feature Programs reports its business for first 6 months
1952 steadily increased to point total was much over figure for same
period 1951.
(Library service business as whole reviewed page 76.)
Like Langworth, other makers musical programs have found going good.
-SRWOR-TV, N.Y., going on all-night trick starting 19 July.
Schedule
will mix live programing, feature and short film, disk jockeys, news
sports from 11;50 p.m. to 5 a.m. Monday through Friday and to 6 a.m.
Saturdays.
More stations will probably follow suit in major metropolitan markets. WDTV, Pittsburgh, was first with all-night operation.
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Old Cold, Lucky
don't want to
stretch out

Transcription
tagging may

be abolished

tor

14 July 1952

P. Lorillard (Old Gold) and American Tobacco (Lucky Strike) each
issued communiques to the press disavowing any intentions of turning
out king-sized versions of these brands, a la Chesterfield.
Lorillard
is content to let Embassy carry king-size banner for that house, while
American regards success of its Pall Mall entry in that field ample
for one company.
-SRTranscription Rules Committee of NARTB preparing to ask FCC to abolish
rule requiring stations to tag recorded, transcribed or filmed shows
as such.
Path for petition was eased by informal session with commission. (SPONSOR 25 February issue treated situation from viewpoint
of advertisers, who urged immediate revocation of rule.)
-SR-

N.

Y.

spot
business benefits as
margarine
goes

yellow

Crosley grants
$10,000 for
election study

8%
of
families

all farm
in U. S.

own

RCA

TV

sets

to launch

biggest ad
campaign
in
its history

Murphy

CBS
weeks

added

to

ARF

board

TV

Work-

shop to run 26
with
Ford

Foundation

grant

Yellow margarine campaign in New York State week of 1 July stepped up
to point where Lever Bros. ' Good Luck brand scheduled 2,700 4- and
8-second announcements in 12 cities, with barrage crowded into 8 days.
Kraft's Parkay carried out $30,000 spot blitz of its own in TV as well
as radio, and Standard Brands' Blue Bonnet package moved into fray
with weekly schedule of about 200 announcements.
State's dairy interests have been striking back with newspaper ads, but there are no
indications whether butter forces will include radio and TV in their
counterattack.
-SR-

Crosley Broadcasting Corp. has given Miami University's
School of
Business Administration $10,000 for study on TV's role in 1952
elections.
School's marketing department will direct research.
-SRMarket Research Corp. of America, formerly Industrial Surveys Co.
(Sam Barton), reports that as of January 1952 farm families owned 3%%
of all TV sets in country and that of all farm families in U.S.A. 8%
owned TV sets.
-SRRCA Victor

launches

heaviest

ad schedule

in its history

this month.

Campaign, stressing company's lowest price TV set, includes Meredith
Wilson radio show and Curtain Call on TV, both NBC. Leading consumer
and trade magazines and 109 newspapers are on schedule.
-SRAdrian Murphy, CBS-Radio president, and E.
Collier, have been nominated to Advertising
directorate.
Others on board include Lowry
Marion Harper, Jr., McCann-Erickson ; F. B.
Smelser, Procter & Gamble.
-SR-

A. Schirmer, of CrowellResearch Foundation's
H. Crites, General Mills;
Manchee, BBDO, and D. P.

Ford Foundation starts underwriting CBS' Television Workshop 9
November as 90-minute show.
Guarantee is for 26 weeks and money comes
out of Foundation's initial $1,200,000 grant for quality TV and radio
programs.
Series will include original scripts by Maxwell Anderson,
French ballet features, and music by Leopold Stokowski ; it may be
sponsored.
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NATIONAL NETWORK PROGRAMS
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NEW YORK
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18,741

For Murder

Contents

rural folk? from
all 88 Ohio counties

SPONSOR REPORTS
510 MADISON

travelled an average
of 75 miles I and caused
the first rural traffic jam
ever recorded at the
junction of Route 23 and
Powell Road — site of
WRFD's new studios
and 260 acre radio farm)
to attend our recent
Open House celebration.
Col. C. M. "Pop" Hess,
72 year old WRFD farm sales
representative, greeted
every one of the 18,741
personally as they walked
through the beautiful
Colonial entrance to Ohio's
finest rural radio center.

1
5

MEN,
MONEY
AND
MOTIVES
MR. SPONSOR: H. P. WURMAN
P. S.
NEW AND RENEW
COMMERCIAL
REVIEWS

12
14
16
19
24

WHAT'S NEW IN RESEARCH
AGENCY
PROFILE:
ADRIAN
SAMISH
HOW TO USE THIS ISSUE
FALL ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
SPONSOR CHECK LIST
NETWORK
RADIO
SPOT
RADIO
RADIO BASICS
NETWORK TV
TV MAP

30
34
37
40
42
43
65
99
131
137

SPOT TV
TV
BASICS

155
169

GENERAL
(WITH
FILM)
MR.
SPONSOR
ASKS
INTERNATIONAL
BASICS
SPONSOR SPEAKS

185
204
227
236

BOB alias
BAILEY
George Valentine
(Private "eye")

We invited our listeners
with spots on WRFD.
And we think the fact that

VIRGINIA
GREGG
alias
"Brooksie", his secretary

18,741 of 'em came . . .
from all 88 counties . . .
is proof enough that
WRFD COVERS OHIO.
And that rural Ohio
listens to WRFD.

MURDERING
Editor

Like to know more about
Ohio's best rural radio buy?
Drop us a card — we'll
send you a fistful of facts
by return mail.
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let George Do /f
52 transcribed half-hours
12.3 Pacific Coast Neilsen on
Don
Lee Network.
Available (March
for local'52)
or regional
sponsorship east of the Rockies.
CAUTION:
This program
is
dangerous
in the hands
of
competition. Prompt action is
advised.
Cet full information
from

Madison
OIL COMPANIES

WIBC > land...

ON THE AIR

In the list of "Who's Who on the
Networks: 1950-52," contained in your
issue of June 16, it is noted that companies using Western networks apparently are not included. At least this is
true of the oil companies.
At the same time, oil companies who
use Eastern networks are included.

Biy

Is this arrangement intentional, or
is it just one of those cases that so
often happens where the Pacific Coast
is overlooked?
M. A. Mattes
Standard Oil Co. of Cal.
San Francisco
• According to James M. Boerst, editor, the
FACTuary is intended to include only national
network programs and advertisers, as distinct
from regional networks. However, if the name
of a regional net advertiser has crept onto their
list, it is becanse the source did not make it
clear that said advertiser was only regional, not
coast-to-coast.

CO-OP

RADIO

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
THOROUGH TREATMENT OF RADIO'S CO-OP PROBLEM.
Haydn R. Evans
WBAY,

Green Bay. Wise.

On page 36 of your June 16 issue
is the story captioned, "Co-op Radio's
Biggest Headache." We note that
"double billing plagues this profitable
form of advertising. National advertisers are being bilked with all radio
taking the blame for deals made by the
relatively few sharpshooters."
To this the radio industry should re-

as

America's
Hth lAiryest

MarUetl

It's a fact
V WIBC
V WIBC
^ WIBC
V WIBC
V WIBC
V WIBC
BUY

Indianapolis,
Watt Station.

coverage

is

Indiana's

includes

78

counties

reaches and sells more
its .5 milivolt
area.

listeners
spent
last year.

over

first

$4

in

and

on

retail

people inside

goods

offers you this big market, equal to the 6th largest
in the nation at the lowest cost per thousand available in the Indianapolis
area!

TODAY...SELL

TOMORROW

weren't double billing. Radio learned
this trick from newspapers. We en-

paper's rate card, photostat of which
we also enclose.
This retailer earns a rate in the
newspaper of 61# or less per inch.
You will find that the national advertisers on these pages have reimbursed
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WIBC,

Inc.

30 W. Washington
INDIANAPOLIS

JOHN

alone

offers you a market larger than Boston, Cleveland
or San Francisco with more people than New Orleans,
Milwaukee and Kansas City combined!

ply "nuts."'
You
would think that newspapers

close a tear sheet from yesterday's issue of a newspaper. Do you want to
have some fun? Ask the national advertisers represented on this page what
they paid this retail store for this coop space. Compare it to the news-

50,000

4 states.

than 31 2 million

billion

only

6.

St.

INDIANA

BLAIR

&

CO. — National

Representatives

!

*

2,779,531
Rich-From-The-Soil
Midwesterners Live
Within KMAs

Vi MV Line

At last count, 2,799,531 predominantly-rural midwesterners lived
within the KMA \i Millivolt daytime contour area in Iowa, Nebraska,
Missouri and Kansas. That's a market greater than Iowa, Washington
State or Oklahoma — or, Colorado
and Nebraska
combined!
They're America's top-spending
farm market! In 1950 these KMALanders spent $2,819,660,000 for
goods and services — a figure surpassed only by a handful of metropolitan markets!
Here is THE big farm market . . .
served by the 5,000 powerful watts
of KMA — The Midwest's TOP Farm
Station. IF YOU sell products or
services in the rural and small town
midwest, then YOU BELONG ON
KMA! Contact Avery-Knodel or
KMA today.
* 1950 Census.

the advertiser at the rate of 90^ per
inch.
WRNO

does not condone double

billing; neither should the radio industry accept the stigma of double billing and the handicap that it places on
the industry, as a fault that is exclusivel) radios.
This kind of thinking robs radio of
thousands of dollars of advertising
revenue. Worse, it weakens the position of radio with the national advertiser who is also spending money in
co-op programs.
Now that sponsor has labeled the

IN,

i

OMAHA •»

We are looking forward to an early
issue of sponsor in which you will
have developed a story on double billing showing national advertisers that
the\ are being bilked by newspapers.

«, "s qreaT

CBS

• ABC

. DU*0HT

Under Management

MAY

BROADCASTING
Shenandoah,

Iowa

myself.
This double billing situation appears
to me to be critical and if it continues
as it is now and has been for some
time, it means that the top manufacturers will withdraw radio from their

'"' Vi.^

of

CO.

in the appliance field where co-op
money is the heaviest. I have instances in my files where within a period of 48 hours from the same manufacturer we have had co-op proposals

amount
inasmuch
ing was and
required
to getas it.''shady'"
we lost billthe
business.

I dont know who is responsible for
your slor\ on co-op radio appearing
in the June ICth issue, but I am thoroughly in accord with it and cant resist the temptation to expound a little

Represented by
Avery-Knodel, Inc.

This market is heavy with wholesale
distributors and it is particularly true

on page 36 in the current issue. Furthermore, itwould be far more valuable to the industry.

O The article expressly look note of douhlchilling practices hy newspapers, stating that it
"has had a venerable history in newspapers anil
still plagues national advertisers in that field."
The artiele further quoted from a survey hy the
Wisconsin distributor for Phileo to the effect that
22% of the newspapers queried said they would
''make
a deal by-passing
their regular rate card."

IOWA

sent of the manufacturers' local representative.

varying in manufacturers" participation from 25', to 1009,. One piece
of business recalled was particularly
painful because it was a substantial

II nXO, Orangeburg, S. C.

SHENANDOAH,

great many instances have encouraged
it. if not the home office certainly it
has been with the knowledge and con-

radio industn with the "double billing
plague" we propose that sponsor explore the double billing plague in the
newspaper industry. Such a story
would be as well founded as this one

Frank B. Best

KMA

Let me say, however, that the radio
stations themselves are not exclusively to blame for the situation because
the manufacturers themselves in a

approved list eligible for this type of
advertising, and here, as in the majority of other markets, this reaches a
substantial figure and stations are going to be hard hi! if and when that
time arrives.
We have never permitted double
billing and I would be afraid to sa)
how much inone\ this has cost us in
revenue, but we have to live with ourselves and in my opinion it is a dishonest practice.

With two distributors in the appliance field we have succeeded in pretty
well curbing it. We found these distributors sympathetic with the situation and we suggested to them that if
the distributors would contract for the
placement of their schedules and permit us to bill them with the total
amount of money involved with our
regular proof of performance affidavit
and he in turn bill his dealer for his
proportionate part, that this would
control the practice.
These two distributors are giving us
v considerable volume of business now,
the billing is handled as outlined above
and they feel like they are getting their
money's worth in their expenditures.
But we have found that some of the
distributors, and in our case unfortunately the majority of them, do not
want to handle it in this manner, their
contention being that this increases
their credit risk.
I pass this information on to you
and I sincerely hope that sponsor
will keep pounding on this until an
industry-wide result is obtained, for if
it isn't we as a whole are going to lose
a substantial amount
of money.
Frank King
WMBR,

Jacksonville.

Fla.

• The telegram from Haydn R. Evans of w BAY.
the letters from Frank I). Beat of WRNO anil
Frank King of WMItR are only a few of the comments SPONSOR
received
on
its article
al
t
co-op radio and the double-billing plague. Most
of the comments were to the effect that the more
light shed on the matter the better. Responsible
radio station executives apparently feel that their
stations are being hurl by operator- who participate in activities which bilk national firms having
co-op plan-. If you have anj comments to add
to those above, address a letter to SPONSOR at
510

Madison

Avenue.

New

■» ork

22.

>.

* .

SPONSOR

What kind of pressure creates
the best advertising?

It usually isn't the pressure of time,
or work — not client-pressure, not bosspressure.
Nearly always it is simply the pressure a man puts on himself — the pressure to keep seeking a better way of
doing something which is already being done well.
It is a pressure that is being applied
every day, in every department of
Young & Rubicam.

YOUNG
Advertising
Hollywood

& RUBICAM,

• New

York

Montreal

Chicago
Toronto

Detroit
Mexico

INC.
San Francisco

City

London

SPONSOR

I said, that the city is not too large.
And believe me, the merchants go foi
it.

First or Second in

I know there are hundreds of station like us that can't afford to pay
high prices for packaged shows, so

HOLLAND

WEDDING

PROGRAM

It's a large stack of ballots on the
table in front of Larry Collins, program director of WHTC, as he announces the final results of the Holland
Wedding program for 1952.
Each year the program gets bigger
and bigger! The final count this year
was 480,000,000 votes. At a penny
each that means $480,000 worth of
sales went through the cash registers
of the participating sponsors. Last
year the tabulation was $273,000.
In 1951 we had 38 participating
sponsors and this year we had 45. We
had 33 couples last year compared to
38 this year. The merchandise to be
given away this year was valued at
$3,500 compared to awards valued at
$1,600 in 1951 — and it grows every
year.
It's the hottest thing I have seen in
my years in radio, and I would like to
see other stations use it.
As I told you before I like what you
are doing toward helping the little independents soI make this offer to your
readers if enough stations are interested to make it worth while. I will
send them a complete outline of how
we run the program, samples of the
voting ballots, posters and all necessary information — all for only $10.
As you know this will barely pay for
the paper, stencils, mimeographing,
handling and mailing.
This idea can be used by any station
from the small cities up to the size
where they lose personal contact with
the listeners and they just become a
series of numbers on a chart. It needs
the personal touch and if you have
that contact with your listeners it will
be sure fire. It could be sold to an individual store or on a participating
basis as we sell it.
Last year it brought the station a
billing of $2,000 and many new sponsors. This year we grossed $5,850.
Running the program on a 13 week
basis as we did that was an extra weekly billing of $450 which is very good
for a small town.
Its a program that the entire population can participate in provided, as
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here is a chance to get one that won't
cost them $1.00 a week — and it will
outpull and outsell any package show
available.
Don't let the small price fool you
for you will get the complete program
idea and all the information you need
to operate it successfully. You will not
get any fancy brochures, though, at
this price.
Sandy Meek, Mgr.
Holland Broadcasting Co.
Holland, Mich.

EDUCATIONAL

PROGRAMING

Robert L. Landry's column. "'Illiterates Are Tough Customers," illustrated
beautifully the problem facing radio

and TV.

Unfortunateh there are many R. C.
Hoiles — ( I don't know him personally I
but I'm sure his counterparts are deeply involved in cheating the public of
their right to the "best in educational
entertainment."
Both departmental and executive
brass are equally to blame for the
narrowmindedness, stupidity and outright dishonesty so prevalent in personnel and programing departments.
Or maybe I'm wrong — perhaps it is
the sponsor whose demands prevent
true adult-educational and good entertainment from reaching the masses.
Among friends I have advocated radio and TV shows with an educational

Quarter Hours
Between 6 a.m. and 7p.nu

E-GROWN"
WFBR "HOM
SHOWS
OUTSTANDING
IN AUDIENCE AND
RESPONSE!
Looking for a place to put
your minute spots in Baltimore? Pick the WFBR
' ' home-growns' ' — outstanding participation shows! For
instance:
CLUB

1300

Completely
outclasses
its
field — No . 1 show of its kind !
MELODY

BALLROOM

Top-rated disc jockey show
in Baltimore!
NELSON.BAKER

SHOW

1st in its time period!

EVERY

WOMAN'S

HOUR

Top-rated
30 - minute
woman's show!

core. A great injustice has been done
the general public. Most human beings are hard working, fine, ever patient and willing to learn.
They have above all the understanding and broad intellect to set aside differences — undertake the impossible
and solve the difficult. Can you say as
much for the persons who program
children's shows which confuse, frighten, and foster stupidity? Adult shows
which operate at so high a pitch as to

shoppin'fun

Top locally produced show
in its period!

MORNING IN MARYLAND
Misses being tops for 3-hour
period by a fraction!
Buy where the top shows
are — buy on . . .
*Jon. -Feb. 1952
Pulse Report

upset the entire household? Programing which never once considers the
fact that the "family shopper" and
"head of the household" is interested
in learning and understanding as well
as buying.
KAYE

PllYLLIPS

Laurelton 13, L. I.
(Please turn to page 54 I

ABC NETWORK
5000 WATTS

IN BALTIMORE,

MD.

■

We don't believe
in TV angels
Definition of an angel (in show business): Anyone who
gambles a wad on a show.
Definition of an angel (in TV): Any advertiser who gambles
a wad on a show.
Frankly, we don't believe in TV angels.
We know that TV doesn't have to be a gamble. It can be a solid,
money-making investment.
It can be, that is, if your agency can give you four things:
1. Sound judgment in the selection of a program — judgment
aided and abetted by skillful research.
2. A correct matching of your program to your marketing pattern.
3. Complete merchandising exploitation of your program.
4. Commercials full of good, simple, clear-cut sell.
If you suspect that you yourself have been a TV angel — or if you're
afraid you might become one— your next move is clearly indicated:
Just get in touch with McCann-Erickson.

McCann-Erickson, Inc.
AClVCrtlSing

New York, Boston, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati,

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Hollywood, Portland and offices throughout the world.

»

On

KROW
a
Jy^ buck
makes
more

dough!

Robert J. Landry

Relief from competition?
Herewith another of this publication's Fall Facts issues. But. of
course, the really big fall fact of 1952 will not be established until
after the first Tuesday in November.
Regardless of the outcome of the Presidential race, it is certain
that one theme is going to be hammered, hammered, hammered.
That is the desperate desire of big wheels and ordinary Joes, both,
for tax relief. Some relief. Any relief. High, medium, and low
gentry dream of ease of anguish.
Tax relief is no easy feat, and this column will now offer nothing
more specific than a pious "amen." Others will have to figure out
how to arm ourselves and the free world, against the Bolsheviki
and at the same time not hand every individual American citizen a
satchel full of rocks to carry.
*

*

*

One thing we hope won't develop, however, because of the present
irritability with tax burdens. Tax relief is one thing. Tariff relief
against foreign competition is something else. There is a distinctly
nervous feeling in the capital of our best friend and ally, Britain,
that America may slam the door of reciprocal trade in their faces.

In San Francisco & Oakland"We tested several media and
KROW sold far more merchandise per dollar invested than
any of the other types of advertising. We've seen at first
hand that KROW is geared to
do a re nl selling job."
In scores of sales tests KROW
h.is proved itself the top medium in the San Francisco-Oakland market.
for names and details, call
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY, INC.
National Representatives

KROW
Radio Cantor Bldg.

19th A Broadway • Oakland, Calif.
Serving the Entire Oakland-San Francisco Bay Area
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*

*

*

Speaking to the Advertising Federation of America at the Waldorf
Astoria last month Sir Miles Thomas, president of the British Advertising Association, laid it on the line. "British manufacturers are
disturbed, to put it mildly and politely, at the tendency of some
United States manufacturers of competitive or related lines to seek
'home' protection against foreign competition. . . . The fact is, of
course, that what we want is to trade mutually with the United
States. We cannot do that unless the United States will buy our
goods, and go on buying them."
*

*

*

He didn't mention the motorcycle companies, but it is well known
that our motorcycle companies' efforts to shut out British machines
has become very much of an " international crisis" in London, however little appreciated as such on this side. The situation in cheese
affects Britain, Denmark, France. Holland, Italy, and Switzerland,
all save the last country part of our European line of defense against
the Soviet Union.

*

*

*

British business hesitates to commit itself for
note this — advertising expenditures in the United
tliis tariff threat. British lines do not want to build
and then lose it by arbitrary fiat at customs.
Sir
(Please turn to page 200)

expansion and —
States because of
a market position
Miles with British

SPONSOR

WHY

WE

BELIEVE

IN

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

because their primary function is to operate in
the public interest.
because they have become important cultural and social forces
in our American way of life.
More than 9 out of 10 American families are influenced by
them every day.
because they have given us, and our clients, two of the most
useful of all media for selling people by telling people.
There is no more intimate means of communication
than the human voice.
because in their unlimited future of
spontaneous, educational, sales-producing
entertainment . . . lies our future, too!

FOOTE,
NEW

YORK

LOS ANGELES
HOUSTON
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Hurry P. Wtirmcstt
President
Bayulc Cigars,

Inc.,

Philadelphia

Competitors refer to Harry Wurman as a "cigar expert," an
accolade not given lightly. He started earning this industry respect
27 years ago when he was commissioned by Bayuk to build the
"largest, most modern cigar factory in the world." He did such a
good job they asked him to take over as general production manager.
Now 54, and president since 1947, Wurman has made Bayuk a
leader with annual sales of over $30,000,000 for both 1950 and 1951.
It places Bayuk with General Cigar and Consolidated Cigar.
Behind this climb to the top is cigar-smoking Wurman's ability
to mass produce quality cigars at low cost, utilize media effectively
to sell them. To reach the cigar smoker — at one time a vanishing
American — Wurman counts on air advertising to put his key brands,
Phillies and Websters, into the impulse-purchase class.
As early as 1938 Bayuk was building the foundations of its fast
growth with California Sports Review on the Columbia Pacific net.
This was followed by Inside of Sports on MBS. From 1938 to 1949,
almost without interruption, radio introduced sports enthusiasts to
the pleasures of cigar smoking.
Sales burgeoned.

YOU
CHOOSE
FIRST
CANADA'S
STATION.

Increased sales haven't lulled Wurman into
Ever on the lookout for something new, he
The Adventures of Ellery Queen on 11 ABC
day 9:00-9:30 p.m.). With about $600,000

Rthif Sale?

u

36.9*

.local sales
l/M

up!csifljanl5%

CFCF
In 4k* U.S.^e.VeeJfrCk
Im Cana^*, A||-Cawa*U.

budget going into the show Wurman feels "Bayuk will reach a new
generation of cigar smokers, the men in their 20's and early 30's,
and older smokers who might be induced to switch brands."
Commercially, Ba\uk stars its Phillies brand, a \W cigar. Commercials consist of a cigar girl, and a quartet warbling "Treat yourself to Phillies 'cause they're super-mild, super-mild, super-mild. . . ."
A 20-second film tag features Bayuk's Webster cigar with testimonials
from well-known cigar smokers like Ned Sparks and Bobby Clark.
Supplemental^ newspaper and magazine ads carry out the same
theme (through Ellington \ Companj I.
It's a far cry
the biggest ad
Wurman doesn't
factor* he built

from point-of-sale cigar store Indian days to one of
ventures ever carried out by a cigar maker. But
blow smoke rings and daydream. Prime proof is the
in 1927. It's Mill the largest cigar plant under one

roof.
14

a state of complacency.
thinks he's found it in
TV stations (Wednesof a $1,000,000 dollar

***
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get the BACKING
your sales may be LACKING

on WJBK's
nd
pe
De
SALES PROMOTION DEPARTMENT
to get you IN SOLID in the Detroit Market
Want to know how effective your advertising is in
Detroit? Want to know what competition is doing?
Want dealer and distributor tie-ins in the Detroit
area? Then call on WJBK's Sales Promotion Department! You'll get facts, backed by realistic
research . . . aggressive, imaginative merchandising,
backed by on-the-spot knowledge of the rich Detroit
market. Yours to command . . . yours for bigger and
better results on WJBK!

Peter Storer
Sales Promotion Manager
From disc jockey to control engineer
to public service director, Pete
Storer has written a success story in
all phases of radio. Formerly with
Storer Broadcasting's WGBS,
Miami, Pete moved to WJBK following his graduation from University of Miami. His success as
WJBK's public service director
made him a natural for the new job
as sales promotion department head.

A
CBS and DUMONT
National

STORER

Television . . . Tops in MUSIC, NEWS and SPORTS on Radio

Sales Mgr., TOM

HARKER,
Represented
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New Developments

on SPONSOR

Stories

See:
Issue:

"Highballing with radio"
25 February 1952, p. 32

^Object:

New York Central railroad uses morning men to boost business

The New York Central is giving its summer rate reduction plan
the greatest radio concentration it has ever devoted to one specific
campaign, according to Harry Frier, N.Y.C. account executive at
Foote, Cone & Belding.
Along with 13 other railroads, N.Y.C. has reduced fares for family
and group travel effective 25 June through 22 Octoher. The new
"Family Fare Plan" is being plugged in about 40% of the commercials on all 15 stations currently on the N.Y.C. list. The commercials
are delivered by the morning d.j.'s N.Y.C. buys to achieve a locallevel personalized air approach.
The 15 stations mentioned above actually represent an expansion
of N.Y.C.'s radio schedule since sponsor's 25 February story appeared; four more stations with morning men have been added to
the 11 SPONSOR listed. These additions are: WTOL, Toledo, Ken
Lawrence; WHAM. Rochester, Mort Nusbaum: WAGE, Syracuse,
Dean Harris; WXKW, Albany, Bill Hickok. All buys are 10 or 15minute segments between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m., three to six days a week
(per N.Y.C.'s usual broadcast policy).
The special excursions which the railroad conducts as business

in

boosters — and which are plugged by the morning d.j.'s — have been
meeting with success on a big scale. In mid-May, two solid trainloads
of people (about 1,400) were booked for a jaunt from Chicago to
Niagara Falls. In April, the line hauled a record number of people
on an excursion from Albany to the Flower Show in New York.
Recently, the New York Central made use of its radio talent outside
of a regularly scheduled program. On 15 June, Jim Conway, WBBM,
Chicago, morning man, with other performers on his program, presented an hour-and-a-half show at the Chicago railroad station. Occasion was the 50th Anniversary celebration of the 20th Century

prosperous,

progressive
Mobile . . .
Met. Pop. —
1940

Limited, an event that had been well-promoted on Conway's a.m. show

1951

114,906

231,105

Assessed

mm

»ee:
Issnc:

"Toni's new radio campaign"

Subject:

The Toni Company, heavy user of
TV lineup
air
media, announces record radio-

101%
% increase

13 March 1950, p. 18

131%

prop. val. —
$61,038,683
$148,747,991

by using

Call
Adam Young,
Jr.
National
Representative
or
F. E. Busby
Cencral Manager

ON THE DIAL710

:bs
Mobile, Alabama

The recent addition of two radio shows brings to a record high
the number of network radio and TV programs sponsored by the
Toni Company, according to R. N. W. Harris, Toni president. To
advertise its stable of hair products — Toni Home Permanent, Tonette
{for children), Prom Permanent, White Rain Shampoo, Creme
Shampoo. Creme Rinse. Bobbi Pin Curl — Toni appropriated some
$6,000,000 in 1951; of this, about 50% went to radio, 10% to TV.
Toni now sponsors (partly or fully) nine network shows. As of 1
July, it is bankrolling Break the Bank over the ABC radio network,
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 11:30 a.m. Its It Happens Every Day show
(five-minute "chat" with Arlene Francis and Bill Cullen) not only
was expanded from one day a week to six on CBS radio (Monday
through Friday, 4:00 p.m.. Saturday, 1:25 p.m.), but is now also
heard on ABC radio (Tuesdays and Thursdays, 2:30 p.m.).
A new TV panel show, I've Got A Secret, m.c.'d by Garry Moore,
has replaced Crime Photographer on CBS-TV, alternate Thursdays,
10:30 p.m. Other Toni shows are: This is Nora Drake, CBS radio;
Arthur Godfrey Time, CBS radio; Arthur Godfrey and His Friends,
CBS-TV; Kate Smith Show, NBC-TV; Grand Central Station, CBS
radio; Warm-up Time, Mutual.
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DON LEE'S
RADIO AUDIENCES

ARE

SOARING,

TOO!

JAN.- FEB. 1952 vs. JAN. -FEB. 1949*
Daytime audience 16.2% higher
Evening audience 13.4% higher
...and network
LOWER

than

rates are currently

the/ were

in

1949!

^Pacific Nielsen Ratings, Full network average
audience, Monday

thru Friday.

DON
LEE GIVES THE MOST COMPLETE,
CONSISTENT, LOCAL COVERAGE OF
THE PACIFIC COAST AT THE LOWEST
COST PER SALES IMPRESSION
OF ANY SALES MEDIUM

The Nation's Greatest
Regional Network

DON
BROADCASTING

LEE
SYSTEM

1313 North Vine Street
Hollywood 28, California

Pacific Coast rail yards bustle with business, serving
more than 14 million people who live in this vast
323,866 square mile area. Only Don Lee can deliver
your message clearly and consistently into each market from its own local network station. In addition to
saturation, only Don Lee can offer you the flexibility
of spotting your sales messages to your distribution
pattern... with no waste.
That's why Don Lee consistently carries more
Pacific Coast regional business (with more regional
shows in the top 10) than any other network. The advertisers who know the Pacific Coast best also know
the best Pacific Coast sales medium . . . Don Lee.
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Company

JVew and renew
1.

14
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New on Television Networks
SPONSOR

AGENCY

American

Chicle

Co.

Dancer-FitzgeraldSample

ABC -TV

American

Chicle

Co.

NBC-TV

Campbell Soup Co

Dancer-FitzgcraldSample
Ward Wheelock

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co
Frank H. Fleer Corp

William
Esty
Lewis & Gilman

General
Foods Corp
General
Motors Corp
iFrigidaire div)
Nestle
Co Inc
Serutan Co
Serutan
Simmons

STATIONS

Young & Rubicam
Foote, Cone & Belding
Sherman & Marquette
Franklin
Bruck
Franklin
Bruck
Young & Rubicam

Co
Co

PROGRAM,
A

40
43

Saturday Night Dance
Party; Sat 10 min between
9:30-10
pm; 5 Jul; 9 wks
Double or Nothing;
M, W, F 2-2:30 pm; 6 Oct;

CBS-TV
NBC-TV
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
NBC -TV
CBS-TV
DuMont

wks
Big52 Payoff;
Sun 8-9 pm; 22 |un; 13 wks
Pud's
Prize
Party;
Sat
11:30-45
am;
21
Jun;
13 wks
Footlights Theatre; F 9:30-10 pm 4 Jul 13 wks
Arthur
8 wks Codfrey Time T, Th 10-10:15 am; 10 Jun;

9
57
47
26

Kate
wks Smith Hour; M 4:45-5 pm; 8 Sep; 52 wks
Battle of the Ages; Sat 10:30-11
pm; 6 Sep;

5
29

LifewksBegins at 80; F 9-9:30 pm;
It's News To Me; alt F 10:30-11

47
58

Four Star Playhouse;
alt Th 8:30-9
52 wks
Republican
& Democratic
National
half-hour
weekly;
6 Jul; 13 wks

CBS-TV
Singer Sewing
Co
Corp
Westinghouse

Machine
Electric

Young &

Rubicam

CBS-TV

Ketchum
MacLeod
& Grove

CBS-TV

time, start, duration

Date With Judy; Th 8-8:30 pm; 10 Jul; 13 wks

52

11 Jul; 13 wks
pm; 3 Oct; 52
pm;

11

Sep;

Conventions;

59

2.

Renewed on Television Networks

3.

Station Representation Changes
STATION
KCOR,
San Antonio
KRSC, Seattle
WCYB,
Bristol, Va.
WEW,
St. Louis
WMBG,
Richmond
WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va.
WSCN,
Birmingham

In next
National

issue: Netc and
Broadcast
Sales

NEW

AFFILIATION
Independent
Independent
Independent
NBC
Independent

NATIONAL

ABC

Richard O'Connell, N. Y. (40
George W. Clark Inc, N. Y.
Gill-Keefe & Perna. N. Y.
Cill-Keefe & Perna, N. Y.
Boiling Co, N. Y.
Katz Agency,
N. Y.

Independent

John

Blair & Co,

Renewed on Networks.
Netc National
Executives,
Sponsor
Personnel,
ISeiv

REPRESENTATIVE
E. 49th St.)

N. Y.

Spot Radio
Business,
Agency
Appointments

(5)
Numbers
alter names
new category
refer to New and Re(5)
V. P. Black
(5)
W. S./■'.Roberts
John
Reeder
John E. Wosman
P. E. Harder
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19
(5)
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\eir and renew

4.

New and Reneived Spot Television
SPONSOR
American

Chicle

Dancer-FitzgeraldSample

American
Maize-Products
Co
Borden
Co
Borden
Co
C. N. Coughlan
Co
General
General
Lever
Lever
Lever
Lever
Philip
Procter

Foods Corp
Foods Corp
Brothers
Co
Brothers Co
Brothers
Co
Brothers
Co
Morris Cr Co
6 Camble
Co

Rapidol

Distributing

Inc
Ronson

Art

Metal

Works

Inc
Ronson

Art

Metal

Works

Kenyon

Young
Saylor& Rubicam
Benton
& Bowles
J. Walter Thompson
|. Walter Thompson
J. Walter Thompson
j. Walter Thompson
Biow
Crey
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Crey
Dowd,

Corp

Compton
N. W. Ayer
BBDO

WBZ-TV,

Boston

PROGRAM,
1-min

anncmt;

time, start, duration
6 Jul; 26 wks

1-min

partic;

N. Y.
Phila.
Pittsb.

20-sec
20-sec
1-min

stn break;
stn break;
partic; 25

WNBT,
WDTV.
WNBQ,

N. Y.
Pittsb.
Chi.;

KNBH,
Hlywd.
WNBT,
N. Y.
WBZ-TV,
Boston
WDTV,
Pittsb.

1-min
partic; 4 Jul; 13 wks
1-min
partic; 8 Jul: 26 al»
20-sec
stn break; 30 Jun; 26
20-sec stn Break; 30 Jun; 27
20-sec stn break; 30 jun; 27
20-sec
stn break;
4 Jul; 26
1-min
partic; 6 Aug; 20 wks

WRCB,

1-min

Schen.

WBZ-TV,

Boston

WNBT,

N.

Y.

WRBC,
WPTZ,

Schen.
Phila.

WNBQ,
WNBT.

Chi.
N. Y.

3

partic;

Jul;

13

<r)

WNBT,
WPTZ,
WDTV,

F.

Reeder

FORMER

wks

ir)

30 Jun; 52 wks (r)
4 Jul: 52 wks (i (r)
Jun; 5 wks (n)

)

1 Jul;

52

(r)
<r)
wks in>
wks (r)
wks
wks
wks (r)
<nl

wks

1-min anncmt; 5 Jul; 13 wks

ir)

20-sec
20-sec

wks
wks

stn
stn

20-sec
20-sec
1-min

break;
break;

1
3

Jul;
Jul;

27
26

(r)
(r)
ir)
(r)

stn break;
5 Jul; 52 wks
stn break; 4 Jul 13 wks
partic 8 Jul 13 wks
(r>

Radio-TV consultant, N. Y.
SSCB.
N. Y., acct exec
Perfex Corp., Milwaukee vp, mgr controls div
Biow. N. Y., research
dir
W
B. Doner, Chi., exec vp
BBDO.
Mnpls . acct exec
Hewitt. Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y., pres
Rutin. uitt & Ryan, N. Y., acct exec
CBS, N. Y., prod-dir
sr vp
Cecil 6 Presbrey,
N. Y., acct exec
Sherman
& Marquette,
N. Y., acct exec
Ted Ball, L. A., gen mgr
Biow, N. Y. , vp
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y.,
William
H. Weintraub,
N. Y., acct exec member

Cuy S. Warren Jr
Earl Wennergren

D. superv
P. Brother & Co, Detroit, acct exec
William
Kostka,
Denver

Station Changes

(other than personnel)

KCLF,
Clifton, Ariz., formerly
LBS, now ABC
KCAN, Kingman, Ariz., formerly
LBS, now ABC
KCPH,
Flagstaff, Ariz., formerly
LBS, now ABC
KTBB, Tyler, Tex., formerly
LBS, now ABC
WARN,
Ft. Pierce, Fla., formerly LBS, now ABC
WBCU,
Union, S. C, formerly MBS, now ABC
WDWD,
Dawson, Ca., formerly LBS, now ABC
WCRA,
Cairo. Ca., formerly
LBS, now ABC
WIKC,
Bogalusa,
La., formerly MBS. now NBC
WLBE,
Leesburg, F!a., formerly LBS, now MBS
WMAW,
Milwaukee,
call letters changed
to WCAN
WTMC,
Ocala, Fla., formerly
MBS,
now NBC
WVOP,
Vidalia, Ca., formerly
LBS, now
MBS

John Jr
Russell
Ayres
Hewitt
Ogilvy

(5)
(5)
<5)
(5
(5)

NEW

AFFILIATION

plans board
Pedlar & Ryan,
N. Y.. radio-tv
head
Advertising sis, sis prom
Young
6 Rubicam,
N. Y. , research
operations

R. L. Linkroum
E. L. Deckinger
Rod McKenzie
Gordon Agnew
Lusk Robinson

20

&

STATION
Phila.

Wilfred
S. Roberts
Lusk Robinson
Leonard
H. Russell

Numbers after names
refer
to New and Renew category

W. E.
L. II.
M. A.
A. F.
David

Redfield

Johnstone

NAME

John

6.

Eckhardt

OR
WPTZ,

Ailvertising Agency Personnel Changes
Cordon
Agnew
Mary
Andrew
Ayres
Vincent
P. Black
E. L. Deckinger
Marvin
H. Frank
Porter
E. Harder
Anderson
F. Hewitt
William
E. John Jr
Richard L. Linkroum
Ross McKee
Rod McKenzie
Toby A. Miller
John
Mosman
David E. Ogilvy

***

&

Young & Rubicam
Young & Rubicam
Lewin,
Williams
&

Standard
Brands
Inc
United Air Lines
United
Fruit Co

5.

NET

AGENCY

Co

Same,
vp
Ben Sackheim,
Grant,
Same,
Same,

Detroit,
research
pres

AFFILIATION
N. Y., radio-tv dir
vp
vp

Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F., acct exec
Same,
board chairman, chief exec officer
Crant, N. Y., acct exec, superv
Cever, Newell
& Canger,
N. Y., exec prod
SSCB, N. Y., exec
Same,
vp, acct superv
Edwards,
L. A., merchandising
dir
Harry B.presCohen,
N. Y. , radio-tv
vp
Same,
Benton

&

Bowles,

N.

Y.,

vp,

acct

Benton
& Bowles,
N. Y.. tv prod
White.
Tulsa, acct exec
Warwick
6 Legler. N. Y.. research
Same,
vp
MacGruder-Bakewell-Kostka,

Denver,

superv

dir
radio

dir

More
WHO
Dear Mr. Slielley :
These few lines are just a "Thank
You" note for the article concerning our
son, Robert, which you received and so
kindly sent on to us. I had thought of
writing to you for this but didn't know
whether you kept these articles on file
or destroyed them after they were used.
Bob is our only son and has been over
in Korea since the beginning of the War.
And since I've never had any special
reason for writing to WHO before I'm
going to take this opportunity to tell
you how much our family enjoys your
station and it's the station most often
listened to in our home. We can even
tell when a strange announcer's voice
is heard. We enjoy all your entertainment and what I wouldn't give to be
able to play the piano like Bill Austin,
sing like the "Chore Gang" and that
guy, Gene Godt and his witticism. I'll
bet his wife could choke him sometimes. We even like the chuckles he
provokes from the fellows in the studio. To make a long story short we
just enjoy all of WHO. Only one thing
that we haven't heard for a long time
that we enjoyed a great deal, Jack Kerrigan's singing. The last we heard of
him he was in the office, too.
My "Thank You" has gotten quite
lengthy but did want you to know how
much we appreciated your thoughtfulness.

to take tournament. Many lowans here
& all are anxious for the weather items
at 10:15 P.M. often cold there & 92°
here during day. This is a nice place.
Very pretty country —

Mr. and Mrs. Galen R. Gates

Val Verde Motel, Dorma, Texas
To WHO-all!
I am determined to write you a letter
right now, and do you s'pose I can find
any paper?
But I just wanted to greet each and
every one of you and thank you for the
joy you have given us this past year
thru WHO!!
Herb Plambeck, Gene Godt — oh what
a kick I get out of your humorous
episodes! We sure enjoyed the WHO
kids' hour Saturday! Bud Hovland &
Lucia congrats on baby! Jack Shelly —
Song fellows — We love you! In fact we
love. all of you down there.
From all of us
Samuel (11)
Karl
Peter (10)
(9)
Tom (8)
Miriam

(4)

Knute
Olaf
Gait, Iowa

Dear Mr. Shelley:
I wish t<> express my appreciation for
the emergency broadcast announced by
your station today on the 12:30 News
to locate me. My family had been trying since last night to reach me to
inform me of the death of a member
of my family.
A friend in Marshalltown heard the
broadcast and told me on my arrival
there this afternoon. Many thanks for
your trouble and Yours
kindness.
very truly,
Des Moines, Iowa

Gentlemen :
This is a note of appreciation in behalf of the thirty-eight churches in the
Presbytery of lies Moines for airing
the Presbyterian New-, of our General
Assembly meeting at Cincinnati, Ohio.
We wish to thank the sponsors of the
Lowell Thomas program Cor relinquishing their time so that the more than
9800 members of our denomination in
this presbytery might have the opportunity of hearing the highlights of the
Assembly.
Sincerely yours,

Harold

(11 mo.)

& Bernice

Watne

Mr. & Mrs. Thos. McClelland

L. R. Binder

S. Gilleney

Stated Clerk
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
Presbytery of Des Moines

Madrid, la.
Dear Mr. Loyet:
This letter is to express the appreciation of the Iowa Milk Dealers Association and Association of Ice Cream Manufacturers of Iowa for the fine program
conducted
by WHO.
Herb I'lambeck on your
Radio Station

/Ts a sophisticated, big-city advertising man, it may be
difficult for you to realize what WHO means in Iowa Plus.

We appreciate the fact that Mr. Plambeck evidently took a considerable
amount of time to make a study of our
industry which was so interesting and
so capably explained during his broadcast Wednesday morning, May 17th.
Thanks again for the splendid cooperation your Radio Station has given
the Iowa Industry.

personal letters of friendship and confidence - "stampof-approval" evidence, from your customers, that WHO
is giving a unique radio service to the millions of

John H. Brock way

Executive Secretary
Association of Ice Cream Manufacturers
Des Moines, Iowa
Dear Sirs :
This is to tell you how high we rate
WHO above all other stations especially
for News. We left our home at Greene,
la. last June & have been in Miss., Montana, Wash., Oreg., Calif., full length,
then here in very south of Texas. We
couldn't get you on the West Coast &
surely were delighted to hear you here.
We heard the basket ball broadcasts &
scores on billboard often & were on the
night our Marble Rock won over Allison
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Day in and day out, our mailbags are jammed with

people in Iowa Plus.

WIKI©

+ /or Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines

. . . 50,000

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE

& PETERS,

INC., National Representatives
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MORE AND MORE
SPONSORS ARE
WORLD

STARS

The greatest names in show
business . . . big, dramatic
stars who are big box office
nationally . . . are now available to local sponsors in an
JUDY

CANOVA

amazing quantity of top-quality show s !

WORLD ARTISTS
From hillbilly to Metropolitan
Opera stars . . . America's
leading vocalists and musiDAVID

ROSE

cians are ready to provide stations with listening pleasure
that's a pleasure to sell !

WORLD SPECIAL
CAMPAIGNS
DICK

HAYMES

Attention-getting, sales-making . . . World's unequalled library of clever, catchy songs
and special selling campaigns
are designed for all types of
sponsors ... all types of occasions!

MIMI

BENZELL

WORLD SCRIPTS
Every week . . . sparkling, new
continuity is sent to stations to
keep programs fresh for the
listening audience . . . the buying audience!

RAYMOND

H

MASSEY

WUKLU
promotional
EDDY

HOWARD

HU V L K I I «M l\ U
nll/3— Colorful,
portfolios . . . and exciting, sales-clinching

sponsor-selling
broadsides . . . complete,
audience-building
audition discs are provided by World to help stations sell !

MORE AND MORE STATIONS
ARE SELLING WORLD!

■

MONICA

LEWIS

"/;/ these days, when a
sound economy is more
important than ever,
WORLD sets the pace by
stations' business
needs in
ameeting
bard-headed
manner. WORLD is tops
in

commercial

libraries!''

WKOP. 3inghamton, N. Y.
Wally Buman,

WALTER

HUSTON

Program Director

"We've

found

that

WORLD, plus production
on the local level, spells
KMOD.
Modesto,
SALESD'Accardo,
!"
Gene

California

ROBERT

MONTGOMERY

Program Director

"WORLD

makes a world

of difference in programming and sales . . . this
is no idle statement. On
the contrary, it falls far
short of appraising the improvement that has resulted since subscribing
to

THE

THREE

SUNS

WBBC,
Flint, Michigan
W. Eldon Garner,
General Manager

WORLD!''

"WORLD keeps us well
ahead of the other stations
in this area. We are really

ROBERT

MAXWELL

going strong with WORLD
down here and are looking forward to more of
your production masterKEYS,
Corpus Christi, Texas
Ben F. Blackmon, Jr.,
Program Director

pieces!"

WRITE,
FOR

WIRE
BIGGER,

PROGRAMMING

OR

PHONE

BETTER

AND

WORLD
MORE

TOMORROW/

TODAY
PROFITABLE

RAY

BLOCH

against the original advertiser.
That's because the millions who
like the stars nowr have to wait until Monday and Thursday to see

Radio
spon£?£
...and now a message Worn out
TV
by Bob Foreman

T.

he subject of film reruns — that
i>. second showings of TV programs— is fraught with interest,
moment, and controversy.
There are those individuals who
flatly state it is an imposition on
the public and a misappropriation
of the advertiser's funds to allow
any film a second chance (unless it
be some special classic with a seasonal tradition such as the Amos
'n Andy Christmas radio show or
Lionel Barrymore's Old Scrooge.
Ben Duffy of BBDO, whose
opinion is usually valued in advertising quarters, has a dislike of reruns in general. He bucks them
when contemplated for some clients, saying that they would be
considered as shopworn merchandise.
But even he will concede that
there are times and places where
the second run can have its day.
For example, as an economy. The
price of a rerun is lower, of course.
than the original showing.
As a case in point. The Best of
Groucho films will be given a second chance this summer, and I
dare say even those who caught
these specific programs which were
selected from two years of broadcasting will welcome the review.
I also might add that recently I
had Mr. Duffy nodding (from persuasiveness, not from boredom, I
hope ) when I argued further about
reruns as follows:
Any repeat has a vast new audience available to it. Let's say
you've a top-rating opus like Fireside Theatre. You're averaging a
line 35 rating in a big list of markets. This means that 65% of the
people with TV sets never saw your
-how first time around. Now then
— consider what's happened in
those 50 or 60 markets during the
24

past six to 12 months since these
specific shows were aired. New
sets were added by the thousands.
Twenty-four per cent more of 'em
in the New York City viewing area
alone meaning that of the 124%
people now available, 89% of them
(65%-(- 24%) have never seen the
^hows before. And that even becomes a higher figure when you
add to your potential audience the
folks who liked your show enough
when they first viewed it to want
another showing.
So the rerun, far from being the
bane of the industry and an albatross about the viewer's neck, becomes one way out of the high cost
of TV-programing-on-film.
The simple expedient of changing the main title from Fireside
Theatre t6*the Gruber Toothpaste
Playhouse or the Eighth National
Bank's Show Window makes it
possible for a local advertiser with
a strictly limited budget (or a national advertiser buying locally)
to present TV programs of top
duality
in any market he so desires.

their favorites — or do without 'em.
But put a rerun on Wednesday or
Saturday or even later the same
evening, and you lessen more drastically the insistence of tuning in
to
the
Philip
Morris and DeSoto
offerings.
All these items are coming to
the fore these days and are being
discussed fully. From smoke-filled
rooms will come the decisions and
formulae which will, I'm certain,
resolve the problems.
But in the meantime, the rooms
are getting smokier and the discussions louder. Even though things
are a bit trying, it's a joy to be in
at the genesis of this whole doggone thing as we all are.

commercial
/
SPONSOR:
agkncy:*
PROGRAM:

reviews

TELEVISION
Diff Hand Cleaner
Birmingham,
Castleman,
Pierce, Inc., N. Y.
Station identifications

&

The subject of station identifications
has long fascinated me (as anyone who
leads these perorations must realize) because in the most limited of time slots
they can and must tell a complete as well
as compelling advertising story. They
may employ live motion, opticals, animation or any of the other film devices available to make their point, yet all the while

How soon after the film has run
for its original sponsor it should
be permitted to crop up again, retitled and fortified with a new set
of commercials for another product is a matter of opinion — ooinion that's usually divided and often heated. A dramatic program
without continuing characters
would not in any sense compete
with itself if run again within a
year of its original showing. On
the other side of the coin, shows
like / Love Lucy and Groucho with

these spots are still available (usually) adjacent to real high rating shows making
them all the more valuable to the advertiser who can use them adroitly.

their very dramatic essence dependent on one or two people present
a different problem. Were these
allows to crop up as reruns for oth-

tion to rivet the viewer's mind without
confusing it.

er sponsors, I'm sure they'd work

they have to devote part of their visual
field and audio time to the television station so it can identify itself. Furthermore,

This preface brings me to the ID which
I caught one morning for Diff Hand
Cleaner, and for my money (which it really isn't, of coarse) I'd say that here is a
model usage of the time-buy. It's simple,
forceful, direct and has just enough mo-

The effect is created simply by opening
with :a three-shot of

(a)

the Diff

pack-

SPONSOR

No Contest

Between

the

Rating Services
in Houston!
Houston's First PULSE REPORT
(April -May 1952) Confirms
HOOPERATINGS through many

years

KPRC is FIRST
-MAY

By APRILPULSE
REPORT,

TOO!
Monday

Daytime

Va Hours

8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
Monday

KPRC
Network Station B1
Network Station C
Network Station D

through

Friday

26

Nighttime '2 Hours
through Sunday

40

10

22

4

4
18

0

HOUSTON

31.6*
60*

Netw°rK
■;;-„.....■c
K?^N
above
S,at.o«

abOVC

Network

Stonon

NBC and TQN
on the Gulf Coast
JACK HARRIS,
General Manager
Nationally represented by
EDWARD PETRY and CO.
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FOR AN ALL-MAINE MARKET
MeBS RADIO IS CHEAPER...

age, (b) a pair of dirty hands in close-up
held palms out. As the audio describes
the hand-cleaning action of Diff, a slow
match dissolve takes place during which
the same hands turn clean. Easy, huh?
And a most skillful use of an optical to
give motion while creating a relevant
effect!
RADIO
sponsor:
AGENCY:
PROGRAM

LETS LOOK AT COVERAGE

AND

COSTS:

Eight Maine daily newspapers offer aggregate circulation of 245,456.*
MeBS — three stations — offers more than 260,000 radio homes. (Plus multiple-set homes and car radios.)
A quarter page, for example, in eight Maine dailies
costs about $675 (flat rate). Same space in Maine's
two largest papers (one a morning-evening combination) costs more than $250.

CONSIDER

NOW

THESE

MeBS QUARTER

HOUR

FEATURES:

PETE TULLY, political news analyst (Friday evenings) costs $230 (one-time rate).
STATE EDITION, news and editorial highlights
(Sunday afternoons) costs $150.
For more modest budgets, participation may be
bought in either of above weekly programs at far
less cost. Ask for rates on these, or for participation
in top-rated Maine Network News Service, or Maine
Farm Topics with Jake Brofee.
I Consumer

Markets

:

Social
Security
WICC,
Bridgeport
Announcements

In order to give this series of critiques
an international flavor, may I mention one
which I caught on station WICC

in

Bridgeport, Conn., while I was driving
morning.
down
from the stix (Westport) the other
It began with the ring of a telephone
and was followed by a girl's voice stating
that she was "your Bridgeport Social Security agent." From there she went into a
straight dissertation on the fact that veterans' benefits should be investigated at the
following telephone number. The phone
number was repeated several times.
The

announcement

was short, to the

point, and well produced. I bring this an
nouncement up mainly to point out the
fact that it's most encouraging to see i
government agency putting across its message with the very same sales techniques
that advertisers have long found to be succesful. It's comforting to see business
getting into government these days.

1951-1952/
sponsor:
agency:
program:

Self-seal

Envelopes

S. R. Leon Co., Inc., N. Y.
Announcements

Recently I saw this capsule drama on the
WNBT local cut-in during the Garroway

MAINE

opus and found that it most graphically
revealed the virtues of envelopes that

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM

needn't be licked to keep them private.
Henry Fonda was the protagonist and his
histrionic abilities made it possible for the
advertiser to present his story in dialogue
so that the copy sounded both believable
and informal.

WCSH

WRDO

PORTLAND

AUGUSTA

REPRESENTED

BY

WLBZ
BANGOR

WEED
8 COMPANY,
Nal, anally
BERTHA BANNAN, New England

The close-up insert of the way to seal
the product is done effectively and convincingly. Good use of star and excellent camera work on this product again point out
TV's tremendous value as a demonstration ad-medium.
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This is Milwaukee

dominates
flMffeftMMnta*'.

% .*

and here's why:

Wisconsin folks make it a habit to keep tuned to WTMJ.
Year in, year out, more people in Milwaukee and Wisconsin
listen to WTMJ than any other radio station.

WTMJ's primary coverage blankets the wealthy Wisconsin
market . . . 628,916 of Wisconsin's total of 968,253 radio
homes.
30 years of radio service to the people of Milwaukee and
Wisconsin has won a steady, loyal listenership for WTMJ,
listenership that pays off in sales results. That's why America's leading advertisers continue to renew radio schedules on
WTMJ.
Get complete, up-to-the-minute sales facts. Contact your
Henry I. Christal representative. He has facts and figures
to show you how and why WTMJ dominates in Milwaukee
... in Wisconsin.

t
THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL RADIO NBC
STATION
5,000 WATTS

•

620 KC

•

icago
Represented by

THE HENRY 1. CHRISTAL CO. New
York • Ch

I mi igued, we sent an engineer to ( he< k up.

That's what she hi ote.
Seems she and her retired husband spent
most oi their waking hours listening
to kens, but Ion ih! one day the) couldn't
hear us because ol "noise and interference."
Being a direct sort, the little old lady

He found the trouble in some faulty
neighborhood wiring and that was that.
But while he was at it he ran standard field
strength measurements

which showed

kcbs roaring through the living room with
<h millivolts.

sat down and wrote some very pointed
letters to our sponsors. Like this . . .
"kcbs has the best <uul most of the programs
toe enjoy .. .but it was almost impossible

\ow everybody's happy.
We cherish the incident because this coupl
is probably the only one of out t ,093,250
families to feel desperate about us.

to brin (iangbusters tonight!"

1 he othei
"II \<>u gentlemen cannot help I'll go higher!'
"As one American to another I am pleading
with yon h> do what yon can, for this is
really desperate with me!"

1,093,249 families just prefer us.

and listen to 50,000-watt KCBS more than
to any other station.*

CBS Hniliii in Northern California JvvDj

San Francisco ■ Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

a
4 0

• A^ MJ^

s*xX?n<&<f<£

nxjuL ^^/^^^x^S^x

llinluyfifc

f>

mWWM:Mi'Mit">j

What's New in Research?
V. V. Telepulse breakdown of programing bg tgpe
shows 20.8% of time taken up bg feature films

PROGRAM

rcaVictor
wwouMmf
VJood program ideas and top talent
deserve RCA Victor transcription
quality and service. Your materialspot announcements to full-length
shows— should get the benefit of
RCA's technical experience and
research.
Your order, large or small, is
recorded, processed and pressed in
the country's best-equipped studios
and plants . . . receives world-famous
RCA Victor engineering. Complete
transcribed radio production and
script-writing facilities are available.
Contact an RCA Victor Custom Record
office today:
(i'iO Fifth
Dept.

C-70,

NEW

Avenue
YORK

20

JUdson 2-5011
ll"> North Lake Shore Drive
Dept. C-70, CHICAGO
11
WHitehall 4-3215
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Dept. C-70,miKidc
HOLLYWOOD
38
5171
Write now for our fact-filled
Custom Record Brochure!

custom
record
sales ^
RADIO

OF

CORPORATION
AMERICA

HCA
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VICTOR

DIVISION

TYPES

Jan-June, 1951
Jan-June, 1952
#'/4 Hours Avg. Rating
#V4 Hours Avg. Raring

Feature films

3,425

3.1

2,360

3.5

Women's
interest*
Kid Shows
Westerns, Serials
l\ews

....
1.139
1,047
842

....
6.3
4.0
3.3

1,572
1,313
1,017
528

2.2
6.5
4.7
3.7

Daytime variety
Home
making-service
Quiz-Audience
participation
Interviews
Drama & Mysteries
Film shorts
Musical variety
Comedy variety
Forums & Discussions

793
783
778
752
632
579
447
324
322

4.6
1.6
5.6
3.0
13.6
1.9
5.6
22.3
2.5

882
344
496
545
901
784
212

4.9
3.7
15.4
1.8
4.4
12.8
3.7

Boxing
Wrestling
Education & Science
Mime
Comedy situation
Religion
Serial stories
Sports news
Basketball

277
205
204
199
180
179
178
168
165

7.8
2.8
2.2
2.6
13.9
2.5
5.9
3.6
6.2

287
411
174
255
133
89
60
90
98

8.1
4.3
2.9
3.1
12.0
6.1
3.6
3.7
6.3

Test pattern & Music or JSews
Baseball
Talent
Racing
Hockey
Roller Derby
Cancer telethon
Rodeo

146
130
126
43
35
34
27

.3
12.4
12.3
10.2
3.9
6.1
10.3

293
315
118
48

.6
10.4
11.2
3.4

99

6.1

76

1.4

307

3.0

Politics

23

5.9

United Nations
Bowling

22
20

3.5
1.7

Polo match

16

2.3

Soft ball
Mr. & Mrs
Misc. sports
President Truman
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

10
5
2
284

14,541

* Since July 1951 this category has been
"Daytime Variety"
Source: New York Telepulse Reports
Comment:

.7
1.7
41.3
1.5

14,007

divided into "Homemaking-Serviee"

Regardless of the fact that New

and

York is the originating point for

four networks, 20.8% of the programing time on the city's six stations is devoted, according to the above tabulation, to feature films. Comparison of the
two six-month periods also shows that 45%

more

quarter hours were consumed

by feature films this year than the previous year. Still other conspicuous trends
are indicated by the increase in the number of quarter hours of programing for
newscasts, forums, situation comedies, soap operas, mysteries, and dramas.

SPONSOR

This

here

together

cowboy

has

the dangest,

throwed

fastest,

zippiest, musical variety
show you ever did hear.
And name guests too! A sure way
to corral a top audience!
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on its 30th anniversai
of broadcastin

WCAU
dedicated the world
most comple
radio and television statio

linuatkm m an ideal

On its 30th anniversary of broadcasting, WCAU

opened the

doors of its great new radio and television center with the finest
facilities in the world. Here is the ultimate in electronic achievement, which will result in great advancements

in the programming

of news, entertainment, education, and service to the community.
There's everything at hand to increase our ability to produce
the best local programs in Philadelphia and to further our reputation
for creating shows for the CBS network.
We could not dedicate such a building without considering the
responsibility it presents. Ours is a powerful voice . . . and ours is

SPEAKING FOR FREEDOM

the precious American heritage of free speech. Both must be carefully
safeguarded. Therefore, this great building is dedicated to the
people in this area that we serve, with the pledge that WCAU
WCAU-TV

HE

and

will always be "Speaking for Freedom."

PHILADELPHIA

BULLETIN

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

STATIONS

PULLING
POWER
That Is Unrivaled

Adrian

You Need

agency profile

WHEN

TELEVISION
TOO!
WHEN

TELEVISION

constant

viewer

developed

enjoys

preference,

from sound

pro-

gramming and smart merchandising.
Central New York's rich market
rs reached best through WHEN.
When

buying television,

say "WHEN"
CENTRAL NEW YORK'S MOST
LOOKED AT TELEVISION STATION
Represented Nationally
By the KATZ AGENCY

CBS

•

ABC

•

DUMONT

N
HESIO
W
(
N
J TELEVI

iumwsE,
^■I'HJWXHJ-Ji..-..

---■■'-■■---• '

A MEREDITH TV STATION
34

Dancer,

Samish
Radio-TV v.p.

Fitzgerald

&

Sample

When an agency's client list includes such super air-conscious advertisers asGeneral Mills. Proctor & Gamble, Campbell Soup, American Chicle, Fallstaff Beer, and Sterling Drug, you know that the
radio-TV department has to function constantly on all cylinders.
Heading up the program end of this complex operation at DFS is
radio-TV v.p. Adrian Samish.
In his five years at DFS, Samish has witnessed TV's ascendancy.
Says Ade, "We have to use TV for our clients in order to continue
to reach much of the same audience we used to reach on radio. For
introducing new products (or established products in new markets)
TV has demonstrated an ability to get sales much faster than radio
everOnecould."
advantage of working with "blue chip" accounts is that economies can be effected by long-range planning. Says Samish, "We use
a considerable number of filmed shows on TV in order to stretch the
clients advertising dollar. With our type of advertiser we can contract for an extensive series of each show we select. For example,
there are 78 installments of Lone Ranger in the can, 52 of the Stu
Erwin Shoiv, and an equal number of the Beulah program. When
you turn a producer loose on a program of that size he can effect
economies."
many
"What's more." Samish continues, "we can put on at least a year's
supply of programs before starting reruns. In addition to the basic
economy of using the same film again, we get excellent ratings on
reruns, in some cases even higher than on initial showings."
Much of Ade Samish's savvy in radio-TV production is the result
of his diversified training. Family conditions forced him to get out
and hustle after two years of high school. He started in show business as office boy to Monte Proser, New York nightclub operator;
did some songwriting for the Shuberts and learned stage management under producer Chester Erskine.
Ade made his advertising debut with Arthur Kudner's agency
where he directed the True Story program for a year and a half. He
joined Y & R as a producer and director, remaining there eight years.
The next four years were spent at ABC as v.p. in charge of radio-TV
programing.
Samish came to DFS in his present capacity in 1947.
In addition to his wife and two children, Samish's Bedford Valley
acres arc shared with a keimclfull ot boxers, which he breeds, raises
and shows.
* * *
SPONSOR

All It Took was an Appetite...

... To earn Jonah an unusual cruise.
But you just can't keep a good
personality!

man

down,

whether

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to 6

he be a Prophet or a radio

P.M., Monday through Satur(Hooper, Oct., 1951 thru
May, day!
1952.)

The Omaha, Council Bluffs area has a "whale of an appetite" too, for the fare
dished out by KOWH's eight top radio personalities. Seeing's believing, so get a
load of the below Hooper share-of-audience averaged for October, 1951 -May,
1952, 8 A.M. -6 P.M., Monday through Saturday!

Largest share of audience, in
any individual tune period, ot
any
independent
America!
(May, station
1952.) in all

36.3 %

OTHER
STATION RATINGS

Sta. "A"
Sta. "B'

Sta. "C

Sta. "D'

_□.

iffilf
O

M

A

Sto. "E"

General Manager,

Todd Storz; Represented

.dependent Station"

National!/ By The

BOLLING

CO.

Serving the Community Well
without regard for reward

rewards the servant richly
with the Community's Regard
Recent Telecasts in the Community

Interest:

EXPERIMENTAL TELECASTS OF MINNEAPOLIS SYMPHONY: The series earned a

A MILE-LONG CHRISTMAS GREETING
SCROLL TO JAPANESE SCHOOL CHILDREN:

Pulse rating of 1 9 . . . on Saturday
afternoons !

St. Paul and Minneapolis boys and
girls were sold the idea just before
Christmas. Whole schools were televised signing the scroll . . . which was
flown to Tokyo.

FIRST PUBLIC SCHOOL

INSTRUCTION

ON

TELEVISION: When a janitors' strike
closed schools during a winter semester
. . . children watched teachers on TV,
worked out lessons, sent them in. First
such instruction in the United States.

TELEVISION USED FOR MASS
OF 20,000 MEMBERS

while school patrol units took oath
watching the TV screen in schools.

ST. PAUL

t0&
•

ABC

•

MINNEAPOLIS

DUMONT

Nationally represented

36

OF SCHOOL PATROL:

Police officials conducted ceremony

Entire programs planned and executed
by school system. We supplied Channel
4 and technicians.

CBS

INDUCTION

(Affiliate)

by FREE

& PETERS

SPONSOR

How to use
this issue

Highlights of Major Features in This Issue
SECTION

Sums up rate cut outlook, trend
in fall programing, show prices,
ways you can buy nets today;
includes available net shows list

Chart at right is
your i nl rod m* I ion to
1952 Fall Facts
rT 0 guide readers through the thousands of facts which appear on the
236 pages of this sixth annual Fall
Facts edition, sponsor herewith presents a chart capsuling the issue's highlights. Itis designed as a quick introduction to what is the largest issue in

Pinpoints availabilities picture,
what will happen to station
rates in fall, trend to increased
activity in station merchandising

radio
BASICS

sponsor's history.
As the chart indicates, there are
eight major Fall Facts sections: Network Radio; Spot Radio; Radio
Basics; Network TV; Spot TV; Television Basics; General (including film
and miscellaneous topics); and International Basics. Each of these major
sections is further divided under convenient headings and most of the text
is in quick-reading, question-and-answer style.
This issue is intended as a tool for
buyers of air advertising to use in
making immediate fall decisions and
throughout the year to come. It contains two kinds of information, basically: (1) industry trends and (2) research facts and figures about the air
media. In the Network Radio section,

up for fall, how latecomers can
get into TV; includes available
net shows list and television

Turn
key

page for
radio-TV

14 JULY 1952

summary of
fall
trends

STARTS ON

Page 43

Page 65

Page 99

Page 131

map of the U.S.

(spct TV J

Covers your chances of getting
better availabilities now, rates;
describes how reps, buyers

Page 155

work to standardize I D.'s

television
BASICS

Charted are sets by markets,

(with
TVrafilm)
l
gene

Page 169

average ratings and cost-per1,000's by show types, plus
dozens of other TV fundamentals
Rundown on TV film trends and
lists of film shows, producers,

Page 185

syndicators make up first portion of section. Also covered
here are research, miscellaneous topics

You'll want to keep this issue handy
as a reference and reprints of each of
the Basics sections as well as sponsor's
TV map in color will be available to
subscribers requesting them.

14 pages of charts covering
radio's dimensions, listening
habits, costs; provides answers
to virtually any factual question about the medium
Tells how much costs are going

for example, is an analysis of the outlook for a rate cut by this fall. In each
of the three Basics sections are dozens
of charts and graphs summing up the
dimensions and characteristics of commercial radio and TV in the U.S. and
throughout the world.

MAIN USE TO YOU

international
BASICS

Four pages of charts sum up
commerical radio-TV abroad; includes world map of all nations
having commercial stations

Page 227

Transit Radio which puts FM music and commercials
busses, is ready for expansion to more markets now that it
has licked Ms opponents in Supreme Court. For details on
sponsors
who have bought
Transit Radio
see
puge
i) I

Booming now that radio nets have slowed programing efforts are transcription firms. Reports of increased business are universal with Ziv's "I Was a
Communist for the FBI" one of season's big hits. Man above is ex-FBI
agent on whose life story Ziv based its half-hour program .VC»t» fHiae 7H

Every phase of air advertising changing
more rapidly than in any previous fall
Never before in the history of air advertising have so many things been
happening so quickly. In every branch
of the business, evolution is on the
move. A complete picture of all of
these changes is painted under appropriate section headings in the pages
that follow.
But here is an over-all

look at the key radio-TV trends designed to tie some of the Fall Facts
issue strands together.
(The pictures appearing on these
pages give you an illustrated sampling
of trends and topics covered extensively elsewhere. )
The story of air advertising for fall

Questions about UHF television are in minds of many advertisers
FCC Commissioner George Sterling explains phases of TV allocations
recent Maryland-DC Broadcasters meeting. Shown from I. to r. are
Sterling; Jack Surrick, WFBR and E. Jett, WMAR-TV,
all Baltimore

and station people. Here
to several broadcasters at
Tony Provost, WBAL; Mr.
stations see page
152

1952 has to start with television. For
virtually everything that's happening
in radio today stems from TV's beanstalk growth in the past few years and
its potential for multiplying itself many
times over in the next few years.
Within network radio, the big TVcreated problem is how much to charge
for time. CBS is expected to be the
first network to reach any decision.
The thinking of CBS strategists is that
time costs have to come down under
pressure from advertisers. But the network's affiliates are firmly opposed to a
rate reduction and it is probable that
their fiery opposition will prevent an
official cut before the first few fall
months have elapsed. Meanwhile, sales
efforts at all the networks continue
vigorously, with no stalemate in contract signing to match the horns-locked
position of CBS and its affiliates. Increasing flexibilitv in the way you can
buy time is the rule as the webs seek
to give their wares the maximum
tractivenes toclients.

in at-

It's interesting to see that the same
kind of flexibilil\ thinking also prevails
among the sales strategists in network
television. Network participating shows,
co-sponsorship, and skip-a-week sponsorship are all being built into the
sales structure of network TV from
early in its history. The reasoning here
is not that there's any present scarcity
of sponsors but that, when nationwide
SPONSOR

Radio statiors are mcrchandising-conscious. WTOP,

Wash., D. C,

has plan tied in with Mark Evans of Washington "HPL" Here Cy
Seliznow, Food Fair prom, manager and Evans are at counter during record-breaking Mark Evans week promotion
si*€' |MI(Jt* 70

TV comes, ways will have to be found
of splitting the high cost burden among
a larger number of clients. It's felt
that television must evolve in the direction of magazine advertising, with advertisers buying a portion of a show
for any desired period the way they
buy magazine pages.
Thus both network radio and network television are moving in the same
direction: toward greater convenience
for the client.
Spot radio, unlike network, is not
feeling much pain from TV. Business
is good on most stations even in TVsaturated markets. That's particularly
true of mornings where you actually
have trouble getting availabilities.
However, the stations aren't complacent. They know TV has had an impact on their audience at night as well
as in the later afternoon periods. Many
stations are doing their best to make
up for any present or anticipated audience drop-offs by increasing their merchandising activities. This isn't the lipservice kind fashionable among some
outlets during their halcyon days. This
is we-mean-business plugging to help
clients really move goods at point-ofsale.

WNBT, New York, tie-in with Grand Union includes presence of
stars at store openings. Here Jinx Falkenburg arrives by helicopter
for ceremony. In return for such cooperation, stores are givino
point-of-sale
push to WNBT-advertised
products St'V fUtfH'
IHU

name attractions away before it— presents their ideal sales opportunity.
They are exploiting it to the full,
hoping to increase the number of regional and national clients who bin
transcribed shows for use in markets
of their choice.
The TV equivalents of transcriptions
-film shows — are enjoying similar
boom opportunities. There's a feeling
among some ageneymen that network
TV, magazine-insertion pattern or no,
may not remain an important programorigination factor. Their thesis is that
film can do anything — except news
events, sports, and quiz shows — better

than live. They reason, therefore, thai
stations will take network feeds only
for a few stellar events and roll their
own from the film reels where dailj
show staples are concerned.
No matter which way you look in
radio and television there are signs ol
rapid change — an I plenty of unanswered questions. It won't be a peaceful year for the men in agency an I
client offices who have to scan the
pieces and put together their own par!
of the puzzle. It is to make their job
easier that this issue of sponsor was
designed.

**+

Many American firms sell and advertise profitably via the air abroad. This issue, for the first
time in any trade paper, SPONSOR compiles detailed data on air advertising internationally.
Shown below are an Esso news show on Radio America, Lima, Peru, and Rita Hayworth beinn
interviewed in 1948 on Radio Monte Carlo. For start of International Basics «<»«» |Jttff<? 227

Rapidly expanding their billings are
the transcription firms, also to be considered a part of spot radio. They feel
that the impact of television on network
radio programing — sweeping stars and
14 JULY 1952
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outlook for fall

Purse strings are loosening but . . .
. . . you won't make Kales automatically.

Hard-hitting advertising is

more important than ever before in present return to "normal" conditions
As near as the economic

economists say, so the consumer will

prophets consulted by sponsok can tell, business this fall will carry
on at a brisker pace than during the
spring. 1 here is already evidence that
the consumer is beginning to spend the
greenbacks he merely flaunted in the
face of retailers during the past fall
and winter.

buy what he "needs" — no more and
no less. It's beginning to look like that
omy.
elusive thing called a "normal" econ-

over-all

There wont be an) wild buying like
there was during the year following
ihe invasion ol South Korea. Goods
are plentiful for the most part, the

40

What does this mean to the advertiser? Generally speaking, it means
that the consumer will buy your product if he"s convinced l>\ your sales
message. Or, to put it in the negative,
if he doesn't buy your product, it's not
because he's hoarding money, it's because your argument simply isn't good

enough to make him want to buy.
This is a time for sharpening sales
tools and sales ideas, say the experts.
Isn't it always, you may ask? Not
necessarily. Fifteen months ago the
consumer bought because he was afraid
of shortages and eight months ago he
resisted sales appeals because he had
"overbought" seven months before.
Now. the pendulum is beginning to
suing back again but neither of these
extreme conditions will prevail in the
fall. Therefore, advertising will be a
SPONSOR

more important factor. Radio and television, the country's major mass media, will play a particularly important
part in keeping the economy's pipelines from clogging up again.
The foregoing analysis is, of course,
an "'averaged" summing-up of man)
factors. Each industry has its own private cycle and its own individual problems. Furthermore, when the economists say certain sales trends will take
place they may merely be projecting
a present trend, that is, assuming it
will continue in the same direction.
All advertising media will probably
benefit this fall as business swings to
acquire the dollars consumers are
spending more freely now. But radio
and TV will probably benefit in greater proportion. Radio, as the country's
lowest-cost national medium, and TV,
with its powerful impact, are synonymous with mass selling.
A danger some economists see is that
firms here and there will fail to recognize that the present loosening of
purse strings is by no means a flood
of coin. The money's there, but consumers have to be sold hard — first via
advertising and followed up at the
store counter. Firms which neglect advertising and selling on the theory that
the nation is traveling through a demiwar economy may be burned badly.
The biggest question mark today is
the steel dispute, apparently far from
settlement as sponsor went to press.
A relatively short steel strike could
mean merely delayed demand for products which depend on steel. A protracted strike, however, would eliminate
some sales completely. For example:
a prospective auto purchaser will wait
a few weeks in the early summer to
get the car he wants, but may not buy
at all if he has to wait until fall.
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The money this man does not spend
may or may not be spent later on other
products. However, when money enters the monetary stream at a slower
rate, it tends to have a depressive effect, according to economic theory.
Even more important is the amount of
purchasing power lost by striking steel
workers and those laid off because of
steel shortages.
Putting the steel strike aside, what
are the factors that make the professionals think business will be brisker
in the fall?
First of all, retail sales have already
been picking up and there are no storm
( Please turn to page 223 )
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Sponsor cheek list
bote to use broadcast advertising}

Make certain that talent pictures, biographies, and full I
program information (week-by-week details) are available I
to everyone requiring them.

Determine what you expect broadcast advertising to do
for your organization.
(The nine items cover general requirements of manufacturing and sales organizations but each organization has its
own peculiar problems. These must be ascertained in advance or else any advertising campaign will probably fail.)

] ings.
Plan tie-in

b. Move

product

c. Build

prestige

d. Build

brand

advertising,

(Correlation
of
pays substantial

a. Force distribution
| [

&

point-of-sale

all advertising
dividends.)

material,

activity

dealer

with

mail-

broadcasting

| Plan the program debut as a show, not as an opportunity
for organization executives to discourage listeners through
long talks.

I I

e. Improve

name

acceptance

dealer-manufacturer

f. Impress

stockholders

g. Improve

employee

media

I. Carry

primary

Determine

territorial

coverage

advertising

promotion
of program
starts
the program
makes
its bow.

advertising

| See that a complete promotion kit goes out to stations
(if yours is a network program, the web's publicity department will work with your agency and your advertising
manager on this).

burden

desired.
] Design

Centralize

effective on-the-air
two weeks
before

(Free network and station time is available, but many
advertisers are finding it productive of sales and increased
audiences to buy bigger announcements to supplement
what the stations and networks do.)

relations

h. Supplement printed
organization's

| See that
at least

relations

responsibility for broadcast advertising.

dealer

and

distributor

promotion

kit

on

the

program.
(Make
certain that the material does not duplicate
that
which network stations will use for the same purpose.)

Working with your organization's advertising agency, select
the broadcast form (spot radio, network radio, TV, FM,
storecasting, transit radio) to carry the campaign.
Build or buy the proper program or announcement
the market for the product.

a

| Once the program has started to build its audience, travel
it around
the country.

to reach

With the program and stations or network selected, hold
conferences with your staff so that the entire organization
knows the campaign and its objectives.
Hold district meetings with your sales staff, briefing them
on the broadcast advertising campaign. There should be
preliminary meetings during which ideas of the sales staff
In the field are obtained on the campaign.

| Formulate plans for continuing promotion. Only through
week-in-week-out exploitation ' can a new program really
be sold to its full audience.

Tie

program

in

with

all

merchandising

and

advertising

plans.
| | Make certain that everything that is done promotion wise
(guest stars, special exploitation, etc.) reaches the publicity departments of the stations, networks and your distributors and dealers in time for them to obtain newspaper

Set up a public relations conference with network or station
space.

publicity men, your organization's publicity department,
agenoy's press staff, independent public relations men of
talent, and perhaps package owner publicity men.

Plan mail-pulls (contests and give-aways) far enough in
advance so that they may be merchandised at the pointof sale as well as on the air.

(Working as a team, these men can increase the audience
of any program. Without organization and cooperative
operation, waste through duplication of publicity material
is inevitable.)
|
1 |

Don't forget to write "thank you's" to the
make promotion reports on your program.

stations

that

Establish a publicity plan for the campaign.
Where
Make certain that everyone involved knows the person
in the organization who is responsible for your broadcast
advertising.
(That executive must be briefed on not only what the
broadcast is supposed to accomplish but on the public
relations aspects of the program
as well.

I

Check

possible
have
ence to the program.

product

packaging

newspaper

reaction

to the

program.

(A special pness
life insurance.)

clipping

order

is broadcast

include

refer-

advertising

'Broadcast advertising is a living thing; it requires broadcast-by-broadcast watching, nursing, cultivating.
It's a product that is being sold as
well as one that is selling for you. Broadcasting has to be worked at and with to return full dividends. The easy way is the non-productive way.

|fc

network
radio

Rate cut hangs in balance
Network radio, realistically speaking, appears to be the onl\
sector in the broadcast advertising field in what might be
described as a state of abeyance. Persistent reports of an
impending CBS rate cut have had this unsettling effect: Advertisers and agencies conjured with the thought that some
such action — if adopted by all networks — might stabilize the
price structure and curb under-the-counter and special deals;
affiliates saw such cuts as imperiling not only their income
from the networks but their local and national spot framework; the networks themselves pressured, on one side, by
some major advertisers for a reevaluation of the medium and
harassed, on the other side, by competitor price-war tactics,
have been groping for a solution for both affiliate and buyer.
Now that CBS and their affiliates have come to an understanding that no action affecting rate adjustments will be
taken unilaterally — though the basic problem is not considered settled — the networks generally are moving ahead with
recharged effort to sell advertisers on the idea that radio can
still perform on a maximum sales level at minimum cost.
The ensuing pages give factual data on net radio's advantage over other media in cost-per-1,000. Flexibility in buying remains a top lure among the networks, as well as the
various merchandising plans — all noted herein.
14 JULY 1952
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\etivork radio yetting boost from TV as Pat Weaver

tahes

over

DIBC

radio

programing,

CBS 1

Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver's new authority over radio as well as TV programing
at NBC marks an important turn in the road for net radio. Henceforth it may

(left) with Dave Garroway whose "Today'' show he conceived as a way of ex- 1
tending net TV to morning hours. Picture immediately above is of Goodman L

rely strongly on TV-built names and

and Todson "What's

programing ideas.

Rate cut stains
Q.
Are there any indications that
a rate cut is coming this fall?
A. Overt, no; behind the scenes, yes.
Before spelling out the connotations
of this double answer, it would be helpful t© look back over what led up to
the 1-2 July meeting; of some 160 CBS
affiliates in New York.
i This rump session, after passing a
resolution demanding that CBS dismiss
any thoughts of rate cutting it was
rumored to have, invited the network's
top dignitaries. William S. Paley and
Frank Stanton, to explain the network's
intentions, il any. with regard to a
rate adjustment. Out of the latter meeting came an assurance from CBS that
the networks rate card would not be
revised without affiliate consultation.
An alliliates committee was appointed
li\ the same rump session to meet with
CBS later in the summer. Purpose: to
discuss any proposals that (IBS may
have in respect to the rate situation.)
Network radios rate problem
is a

44

Weaver

is shown above

natural outgrowth of TVs

rise. The

introduction of any revolutionary development isbound to have tremendous
repercussions and television introduced, obviously, the revolutionary
factor in the broadcasting industry.
For the first time since its inception
radio, starting from at least 194o, has
had to share home audiences with a
competitive communications medium
and. what is more pertinent to the subject in question, the advertising dollar.
As the TV audience expanded, the big
national advertisers, generally speaking, sought to span both radio and TV
by shifting their advertising budgets,
\\ ith newspapers feeling the nick the
hardest.
Suddenly — and this might be dated
1950-51 — these advertisers started applying the scalpel to radio. As the radio dollar networkwise grew scarcer,
the industry, instead of setting up machinery for controlled adjustment, resorted, in some quarters, to a bargaincounter economy. More often than not
rate cards were discarded and special
deals became the vogue.

My

Line" TV show being

brought over to CBS Radio for |

In the spring of 1952 this uncontrolled economy of an industry reached
the crisis level. Nabobs among national advertisers, as fall renewal discussions came up with the top networks, flashed the latest quantitative
radio ratingcalled
figures
that
conditions
for and
rate "hinted"
adjustments.
Now answer
to get get
the "no"posed
and
"yes"
to back
the to
question
above:
The "hint" has up to this moment
been met in two ways. Quite a number of advertisers have obtained their
"adjustment" in the form of reductions
in the price of the program. At least
one of the bluest of blue-ribbon advertisers will return its stable of programs
to the air this fall with a definite reduction inrates. What the network has
apparently done here is meet what it
considered a desperate situation with
a calculated risk. CBS is banking on
the expectation that it will be able to.
at the opportune lime, prevail upon its
alliliates to agree to an adjustment in
the nighttime rate structure. If this
fails, it will have to write off the differSPONSOR

August
It will
by the
CBS

a documented reason for a cut.
go to the committee appointed
affiliates.
has in hand contracts signed

by 166 affiliates which grant the network complete authority to revise the
station's network rates. The affiliates
gathering 1 July petitioned the network
not to exercise this legal authority.
The indications are that when CBS
does present its reasons for a cut,
along with a formula for the reduction,
it will proceed with low-pressure tactics, all of which are expected to entail several months of negotiation.

Q. Would
active?

the rate cut be retro-

A. The indications are that any rate
cut will not be retroactive, unless it is
so stipulated in individual sponsor contracts. Itis understood that the special deal contracts that go into effect
in the fall bar the sponsors involved
from benefiting from any rate card adjustments which may materialize for
the run of the 1952-53 season.

converts TV show for radio
the fall under Philip Morris sponsorship. PM is also the show's
TV sponsor. It's anticipated that trend to bring TV shows
over to radio will grow, in some cases via taped soundtracks

ence as so much less profit. In the
meantime the network will have kept
its commercial schedule on an even
keel, and can still hope that the circulation represented by this schedule will
attract enough other business to make
up the difference.
Reduced to specific terms, the practices just described can be construed
as a rate cut: the advertisers involved
will not be paying their time bills according to the stipulations of the rate
card officially now in effect. And, if
it's a program "deal," these clients will
now be paying only what it actualh
costs to produce the show. The arrangements are, in effect, a behind-thescenes rate cut. To be an overt cut the
present deals would have to be available to any advertiser and listed as
such. As the procedure now prevails,
the cut is subject to negotiation.
What makes it doubtful whether a
rate cut will be introduced this fall is
the temper of opposition displayed by
the 180-odd CBS affiliates in New York
during the two-day session in early
July. CBS will submit some time in
14 JULY 1952

Q.
How much would the cut be?
A. CBS is reported to have 25% in
mind, but this is stoutly denied. Anyway, under the assurance CBS has
given its affiliates, the amount is subject to negotiations with the stations.

Q.
How about the other networks
with regard to a rate cut?
A. They are all for the time being
sitting quietly by waiting to see what
happens between CBS and its affiliates.
If CBS announces a rate cut, it is inevitable that the other three networks
will follow suit almost immediately.
The probability is, however, that none
of them will act before CBS which was
the first to cut rates in 1951. The move

under-the-counter tactics; all be has
to do is put out a rate card meeting any
official adjustment and then proceed
as usual to granl special deals. Argue
the con's: \ se< ond round of rate cuts
would be just another case of temporizing with a critical problem which
calls for solution on a broad and allindustry scale. By yielding to one expediency after another the industry
only creates that more confusion and
question about the medium in the mind
of the sponsor.
Affiliates are concerned that network
radio may be entering into a vicious
cycle era, with network rates being cut
to attract clients and clients hesitating
to buy network radio because the rate
lowering downgrades it in their minds.
Moreover, say the affiliates, cutting network rates any more would force them
to drop some of the services they now7
give to their communities. I'.ven worse,
it would probably brinj: about cuts in
rates for local and national spot time
where business is now good.
It's for these reasons that the affiliates are battling so vigorously to hold
the rate line. They believe advertisers
can be sold on the continued value of
network radio at present prices and
many have suggested some kind of industry program along research lines.
Meanwhile, the attitude of advertisers is that the present unstable rate
structure, with deviations from the rate
card, is unhealthy for both the radio
people and the sponsors.
ABC

major programing trend
billy d.j. programs
like Cal

is to use of hillTinney
(below)

that year came as somewhat of a surprise in contrast to the present state of
prolonged anticipation.

Q.

Will a rate cut result in stabilizing the rate structure?

A. The "pro's" and "con's" on this
one are as resolute as they are miles
apart. CBS thinks that a cut would stabilize the structure by pegging rates
at a more realistic level. The contraryposition is that there's nothing to prevent a competitor from continuing his

45
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Flexibility in selling
Q.

What are the networks'
ing plans for the fall?

shopping davs of the week and with
local cut-ins for participating supermarkets made available on each pro-

quick action in announcing the advent
of a new car model, introduction of a

ABCgram. ) spotlights its Pyramid Plan,
which assures a sponsor the three top
programs virtually regardless of the
length of the sponsorship. Network
has further reinforced the plan b\

On the negative side there are such

new package, a reduction in price, and
the like.

sell-

A. Flexibility seems- to he the by word for all the networks. In other
words, let the sponsor tell them whal
is wanted, and the size of the network

points as:
I The
don'tsequences:
come in
theI 1best
and exposures
most telling
1 2 I while the shows are easy to buy.
it is difficult to allocate or validate the

moving one of the three shows involved to Friday night, one of its
strongest programing nights of the
week. Unlike similar plans on the other webs, tbis one accords a sponsor
insured discounts on frequency. During 1951-52. ABC estimates, the Pyramid Plan averaged the lowest cost-per1.000 of any participating nighttime
program plan on any network.
( l!> apparently
has no -| ifnallx
new selling plan ready for unveiling
at this time. Nor has Mutual.

and the share of the program will be
tailored to fit. Individually, the networks are making the following plans:
NBC

is prepared to offer any combination ofprograms and stations that
ma) he desired. This would include
one-shot hu\> on established sustaining programs, or saturation purchase
of one of several programs for a specific period of time. NBC also still has
the Tandem type of operation in which
several participating sponsors may buy
into several shows on different nights
in the week. Or, if the sponsor chooses,
he can take advantage of the somewhat dormant Guaranteed Advertising
Attention and Market Basket Plans.

Q.

A.

they lack the vital promotion that an
advertiser of stature likes to put behind his own program. However, distributors, especially in the automotive
and electrical appliance fields, continue
to have a strong yen for this kind of
radio operation, and hence these plans
have a substantially promising outlook
for the coming season. The majority
of the netyvorks are convinced that the

reacradio

saturation device will meet with greater sponsor acceptance each successive
season and will become as ingrained a

Some have found them quite effective, especially with respect to getting

part of the business as the spot announcement.

What have advertiser
tions been to the network

program

(Latter plan is a Tandem-type operation with programs scheduled on kev

results: (3) such plans aren't always
something that can be merchandised
to sales forces and to dealers; (4)

saturation

plans?

#/o.v.wo#°c* on m*4ii'in°ii sponsorship
Number

of sponsored

net
by

radio

product

shows

Number

groups

by

of

net8^ radio

sponsored

program

No, of shows
Sponsor classification
Automobiles

&

Accessories

Oct.)
|
(1 Jan.^
thru
15 =

1952
(April)

5

Type of program
Children's

1951
(Ort.)

3
13
9

Variety

8

Comedy-Variety

Clothing

3

Confections

5

Comedy -Situation
Commentary,
Interviews

Toilet

Reguisites

12
15

Foods

&

Food Products

Home

28

11

5

Insurance
Jewelry &

11

Accessories

Miscellaneous

2
10

Juvenile

11
5

&

Drama
Western

Home
Musical
News
Panel

Talks
Economics
&

Musical

Quiz

Publications

2

Quiz & Participation
Religious

Religious

7

Serials

Groups

Soap & Soap Products
Tobacco

Sports
Variety — Straight
8

14

2
7
12
13
7
13
20

8
2

3

3

News

Forums
Health

6

1952
I ipril I

21

Mystery
& Detection
Farm
Programs
Film

9
11

Furnishings

Institutional

12

Straight

1J

Gasoline & Lubricants

Drama:
26

Drugs & Drug Products

46

No, of shows

I4>;>1

Beverages

Cosmetics,

shows

types

Variety — Talent

Variety

1

1

1

1

2
24

3
26
22

16

12

27
8
9
34

8
34
8
2
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Mutual merchandising puts point-of-sale posters in IGA stores across U. S. Summer merchandising experiment of net has picnic theme

Merchandising
Q. Have the networks anything
new in merchandising plans?
A. CBS states that it lias one in the
works that can't be announced for several weeks. Mutual may have something to report on the resulls of a
major test recently launched in connection with its own merchandising
system, the Plus-} alue Stores. I sin"
5,500 Independent Grocers' Alliance
Stores as a base. Mutual set out to tie
in its clients with hundreds of thousands ofdisplay pieces and much other
promotion in 30 states on a limited
two-week run. The network's theory
here is that a year-'round network plan
is "impractical, unimaginative and too
costly for the sales traffic to bear if il
is to be done with honest results."
NBC's merchandising service, which is
completely free to network clients, is
moving along sprucely. Several product jobs have already been wrapped
up with gratifying results, as a batch
of letters received by NBC show.

Politics on the air
Q. How will the Presidential campaign affect selling in network
radio?

A. Nighttime business being what it
is. the networks are out to pitch for
campaign business with hammer and
tongs, and. if necessary, some stretching of the frequency rules and other
conditions. Mutual, for instance, has
announced that political business will
be entitled to the same 13-or-moreweeks' discounts as allowed other types
of accounts, and that it won't even be
necessary for a party to occupy the
same spot to benefit from the discounts. The theory here is that il
would be impossible to furnish the
same spot to any one political account
as ordered, since time preemptions
usually come on short notice.
The sales departments of the four

NBC has cross-U.S. staff of merchandising men
who help stations place poster material like
of its sponsor?
this in stores carrying goods
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Mister PLUS stands for the one network that dominates radio listening by nearly 2 to 1-throughout " N on -TV America" . . . that 45-state market
where 60,000,000 customers live and listen. . .where there are as many radio
homes as there are TV sets in the entire U.S

and where Mutual has

416 stations, more than the other three networks combined.

Actual Listening in Non-TV America
(Day and Night all week long)
This chart summarizes the findings of a 1,000,000interview study (by J. A.Ward, Inc., Feb-Mar, '52) in
151 markets in 45 states . . . distributed for accurate
sampling of the total U.S. area where TV cannot
be seen. Included, in proper proportion, are non-MBS
markets, MBS-only markets, and markets shared
by MBS with 1, 2, and 3 other network stations.
Complete documentation of Mutual dominance
is available on request.

the

UTUAL
network of 560 affiliated stations
. . . THE
TO
AND

NUMBER

NON-TV
THE

TO ALL

ONE

AMERICA

ROUTE
...

LOWEST-COST
AMERICA

Mister PLUS also stands for the one network that traditionally offers the
lowest-cost route to sales success in all radio. Today especially, Mutual
is so geared to the current advertising economy that its clients can continue
to depend on the lowest-scaled rate card in the business— and consistent
delivery of PLUS -values which no other broadcasting network can match.

ROUTE

networks expect that the joint income
from this source will he as big as it
was in the 1948 campaign, despite the
interim expansion of TV. The) base
the estimate on the belief that the small
town and rural vote will loom even
bigger in this campaign and that to get
to it the parties must use radio with
even greater intensit) than the\ propose using TV. Then again, on radio
it will be easier to get choice evening
periods on short notice.

Top agencies and clients

A. New CBS sales at press time were
three five-minute periods of Bob Troul
to Ford. My Friend Irma to Cavalier
cigarettes, and What's My Line, on
NBC for the summer, to Philip Morris cigarettes. Also noteworthy is the
fact that Mars Candy will schedule
People Are Funny on CBS every week,
instead of last season's alternate-week
arrangement. Incidentally, this is the
first time that Ford will have a steady
program going in network radio sine;1
\f cancelled The Ford Theatre in 1949
on the same network. ABC's lone newcomer to date for the fall is Philco's
five-minute evening spot Monda\
through Friday with Edwin C. Hill.

Q. What are the top 10 network
clients buying in radio?

A. Procter & Gamble. Sterling Drug.
General Food. Miles Laboratories.
Lever Bros.. General Mills. American
Home Products. Liggett & Myers,
Campbell Soup. Colgate.

Q. What's the present run-down
of the NBC and CBS sponsored
nighttime schedule?

A.
nights of the week CBS" lineup
is asB\follows:
Sunday — Our Miss Brooks (General Foods). Jack Benny (Lucky

Q. What are the top agencies
placing network radio business?

A. Dancer. Fitzgerald & Sample. \ & R.
Benton & Bowles. Geoffrey Wade. Cunningham &Walsh. Compton Advertising. BBDO. J. Walter Thompson.

Monday - - Suspense ( Auto Lite ) .
Talent Scouts (Liptonl. Lux Radio
Theatre. Bob Hawk (Camel). Bob
Trout ( Ford ) .

Business outlook
Q. What does the network radio
picture for the fall look like?

A. From present indications daytime
business should be as good as it was
last season, with even a possibility of
improvement. CBS' Monday through
Friday daytime schedule is sold out
from 10 a.m. to 4.15 p.m. NBC has
the renewal for the Procter & Gamble
programing block in the bag. and the
rest of the network's current daytime
lineup with minor exceptions will lie
sold for the fall. Mutual also is in a
strong daytime position.
The nighttime prospect, generall)
speaking, doesn't give promise of firming up much in the fall. A rate cut,
if adopted by the networks, may
change the outlook, but there is no
evidence among ad agencies that they
have clients primed to move into the
medium alter rales are cut.

Q.
What new accounts have
networks signed for the fall?

A.
50

Strike ) . Amos 'n' Andy ( Rexall Drug I .
Edgar Bergen (Hudnut ), Philip Morris
Playhouse. Hallmark Playhouse, a
Hollywood-type star theatre ( Pearson
Pharmacal ) . Longine Choraliers, and
Bob Trout ( General Foods ) .

the

New CBS sales al presstime were

Tuesday People
Are Funny
I Mars I. Mr. and Mrs. North (Colgate). Life With Luigi ( Wrigley ) . My
Friend Irma (Cavalier). Bob Trout
( Ford ) .
Wednesday — Dr. Christian ( Chesebrough). Bing Crosby (General Electric). Blue Ribbon Bouts (Pabst). and
Bob Trout ( Ford I .
Thursday — Dr. Keen

( operation

Tandem). What's My Line (Philip
Morris ) . and Bob Trout ( General
Foods ) .

Molly (Pet Milk), Fred Allen I Old
Gold).
Wednesday - - The Great Gildersleeve I Kraft I. Groucho Marx ( DeSoto I . Big Story I Pall Mall I .
Thursday — Roy Rogers I General
Foods). Dragnet (Chesterfield), CounterspyGulf
I
Oil).
Friday — Hit Parade ( Lucky Strike I .
Mario Lanza ( Coca-Cola I .
Saturday Grand Ole Opry ( R. J.
Reynolds). Vaughn Monroe I R. J.
Reynolds ) .
Sunday - - Phil Harris-Alice Faye
(RCA i. Theatre Guild (U.S. Steel).
In addition to the above CBS has the
following line up of quarter hours from
6:45 to 8 p.m. : Lowell Thomas, Beulah.
jack Smith (Procter & Gamble), and
Ed Murrow ( Amoco I.Monday through
Friday, and Club 15 ( Campbell Soup ) .
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
NBC also has four Monday through
Friday 15-minute strips between 6:45
and o p.m. They are: Three Star Exit a I Sun Oil). Pure Oil Time (Pure
Oil Co.). News of the World I Miles
Labs.) and One Man's Family I Miles
Labs. ) .
( ABC and MBS lineups were not
available at presstime. I
Q. What's the total number of
commercial night-time hours NBC
and CBS has under contract for
the fall?

A. At the time sponsor went to press
the count stood: CBS. over 20 hours:'
NBC, 151/2 hours.

Program trends
Q.

What

will be the main programing trends in radio this fall?

A. From information at hand it is
hard to discern any sharp or startling

NBC's sponsored nighttime lineup:
Monday — Railroad Hour ( American Association ol Railroads), Voice
of Firestone. Telephone Hour, Band of
America (Cities Service).

departures from the norm. CBS. however, seems to be especially active in
experimenting with program forms and
trying to develop new variations of
old forms. It intends to go on with il>
modestly scaled two hours of music
Friday nights, hoping to make this an
attractive buy through improved production technique, enhanced quality,
and reduced cost. In the field of dramatic entertainment, the network has

Tuesday Cavalcade of America
(DuPoul). Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis (Chesterfield), Fibber McGee &

high expectations for the London-produced Horatio Hornblower. which it
describes as having a now I mood of

Friday — Music experimental night.
Saturday — Gene Aulry (Wrigley).
Tarzan (General Foods), (king Busters
(General Foods). Sanka Salutes I General Foods ) .

SPONSOR

Five
Outstanding
New
Radio Shows
CBS Radio presents the year's top creative achievements in
radio showmanship — five fresh interpretations of established
program types .... Designed with realistic respect for advertisers' budgets, these new shows carry maximum appeal for
all ages, sexes, and tastes — assure low cost-per-thousand mass
audiences

Once more, CBS Radio, creator of more success-

ful package programs than any other network, leads in developing exciting new entertainment.

Announcing . . .

"The

Frank Foit

"Horatio Hornblower
"December

Bi
^

"Gunsmoke
•

Allei

"The Steve „
4t^*vnt

^vn^rfjEc-v

Give your product a seasonable lift with one
of these all-season shows . . .

taine Show"

THE FRANK

FONTAINE

SHOW-A

half-hour of

rippling corned) with Frank Fontaine and his zany
impersonations of Fred Frump and John L. C. Silvoney . . . the baby-sitting dilemmas ol the Fontaine
family (latest count: a hilarious eight). Sundays,
8:00-8:30 p.m. EDT
HORATIO

HORNBLOWER-Starring

the dis-

tinguished Michael Redgrave as hero of C. S.
Forester's best-sellers. Salt-spray adventures and
sparkling romance ... with an audience alread)
assembled by the dashing Hornblower of magazine,
book, and screen. (Mondays. 8:00-8:30 p.m. EDT)
DECEMBER

BRIDE -Spring Byington is "her

usual delightful self" (says Variety) as a new kind
of mother-in-law (her son-in-law dotes on her).
Warm situation comedy with a new view of an old

ide"

relationship — delight for every in-law in the land.
(Sundays, 7:00-7:30 p.m. EDT)
GUNSMOKE -There's a U.S. Marshal, assorted
villains, the setting is the West — but there's a priceless missing-ingredient: It's a Western without corn.
Adult writing, believable acting ... the effect — to
win a new audience for the sagas of the prairies.

PopGE CITY

(Saturdays, 7:30-8:00 p.m. EDT)
THE

STEVE

ALLEN

SHOW-A

program with a

human format — first name, Steve. It's a changing
and always surprising blend of artesian ad-libbing
...the Allen piano... the Bobby Sherwood Trio...
and bright banter with unexpected guests. A smash
hit on the Coast, this show has top national prospects. It's all easy. . . nothing's forced ... a half-hour
EDT)
of fun. (Monday through Friday, 9:30-10:00 p.m.

i Show"

Ask your CBS Radio representative for sample recordings. . . . Refresh your customers
and your sales with one of these big-opportunity shows —

. . . all on THE

CBS

RADIO

NETWORK

il- own.

It is also introducing this

fall what it describes as a "p-\< 11 < » I< > l; ical W estern," Gunsmoke.
A move that has. according to trade
comment, intriguing implications on
the radio program

front is the exten-

sion of Sylvester L. I Pat I Weaver's
authority at NBC. As vice president in
charge of the radio network, as well as
head of TV operations. Weaver is
brought within the networks radio
programing orbit. \s some industry

controlled package.- which can't lay
claim to a track record — that is. prev ions sponsorship. Nighttime half-hour
dramatic program without names range
between $2,500 and $3,250. With a
Hollywood name added, a show in this
category now comes to around $4,000.
A case in point where even this figure
is high for a screen-supported show is
NBCs Silent Men. With Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. as part of the package, this
one can be bad for $3,842. CBS is of-

obsei \ ers put it. the extension of Weavci s authorit) could be a tactical answer to one of the complaints I nun
NBC radio affiliates, namely, that NBC

fering the long-tested Crime Photographer for $3,400. and the equally wellestablished The FBI in War and Peace

has been concentrating its program creative talent on TV. to the almost com-

being offered is CBS' Frankie Fontainne, and that's listed for $5,500.
which price is around $2,000 less than
a stanza of this stripe would have had
to sell for a couple of seasons back.
Because of the lean market and the

plete neglect of its radio programing
structure. B\ linking Weaver to radio,
these observers point out NBC

is. in ef-

fect, saving to its affiliates: "You tell
us that the l\ network has been getting all the breaks in creative programing and show glamor'.'' All right, we
have now put in charge of the radio
network the very man responsible for
all the creative effort and glamor von
talk about. He"s now
much as TVs.

on your side. a-

Meanwhile NBC is without a highpowered, glamor-studded program for
the fall. The Big Show, which held the
big radio spotlight for two season-, is
not coming back. NBC. however, does
report that some important Hollywood
mimes have indicated an interest in returning to radio this fall and that network is negotiating for several such
names for programs, which "will he
offered at pines far lower than their
counterparts were listed in the past."
The most conspicuous trend at ABC
i> toward flisk jockeys specializing in
\\ estern and hillbillv music. The network is scheduling two and a quarter

for $3,975. The only new comedy show

low prices there's very little new radio
material coming from the better known
and

more

a half-hour, m.c.'d bv Cal Tinney. Between the Iwo there will be 90 minutes
o! the same t \ |m ■ ol country music presided over bv Tennessee Ernie.

A.

It would

or two. atAudit
which& time
Ken Baker's
Standard
Measurement
and
A. C. Nielsen's coverage data are
scheduler! to become available. I See
letter below for Nielsen rebuttal to Ken
Baker statement in recent sponsor
issue. )
ARB's August 1951 nation-wide survey on listening and viewing as compared to newspaper and magazine
reading showed the breakdown for the
average time spent with each medium
to be: radio, 108 minutes: TV. 43 minutes, newspapers. 34 minutes and magazines, 18 minutes.

agers. They're concentrating their efforts on TV. This situation could
change overnight. Clients, who have
been exclusively TV, are showing here
and there an interest in going back to
radio, and. according to their agencies,
some of these sponsors have expressed
a preferred interest in untested shows
so long as they have a good chance of
succeeding. This is a sharp reversal of
custom for the business. With but the
rarest of exceptions, programs have for
years been bought only on the basis of
ratings and performance on the air.
Speaking generally, the listed prire
of a show doesn't often match the price
paid bv the advertiser. Program buying has come to have a bargaining flexibility all its own. The final price can
largely depend on the size of the commitment for time.

510 MADISON
[Continued from
NIELSEN

BMB

A.

Price- arc prellv much

down

to

bedrock now. Practically all the wain has been squeezed out of network-

54

BAKER

did not discard personal

in-

terviews as"unsuitable." but found
it "impracticable" to use this superior technique because:
(a) BMB lacked the large, highly

A. ABC thinks its serial. When a
(,iil Marries, at $2,700 gross, packs

trained,
full-time
field staff.
widely
dispersed
throughout
the I'nited States, which is an

plentv ol lite vet and can deliver an

utes, $500, and 15 minutes. $750. Monday through Friday, with all prices
subject to agency commission. CBS
submits as a solid buv its Steve Allen.
00-miiiute
across-the-hoarder.
$1,200.

REBUTS

general. To accuse "a few individuals"
of "muddying" the circulation picture
by introducing
a new
and improved
technique is merely a smoke screen to
hide serious deficiencies. The facts are:
1.

Q. What shows available at low
cost can do a good job?

page 9 I

It s unfortunate that Mr. Baker's reply to my piece on Nielsen Coverage
Service
(sponsor,
June
16 1 shows
such a blithe disregard for the realities
of both BMB mail balloting methods
and of modern research techniques in

exclusive facility of the Nielsen organization, and which is
essential to the economy
and

nessee Ernie Time, composed of < Ii-k jockeyed country music and priced as
follows: five minutes. $250; 10 min-

Q. What is the price trend in network radio programs?

be amiss to undertake

any calculations along these lines at
the moment. The 1949 BMB figures
could be used for the ear count, but
such arithmetic would be dated, or
found useless within the next month

exceptionally low cost-per-1,000. It has
the same faith in its newcomer. Ten-

Costs

coverage

Q. How many ears can be reached
by the networks and at what cost?

successful freelance pack-

hours of it each week-day afternoon.
General Mills has underwritten two
segments of it — a quarter hour with
Bill Ring, out of Springfield. Mo., and

Network

accuracy
views.
i hi

The

of

uneconomic

personal

inter-

BMB

policy

of reporting separately on tinv
counties of no indiv idual importance burdened the entire
I Please linn to page (>0 I

SPONSOR

This is a RATE

CARD...

nobody buys
At WW J, The World's First Radio Station, we believe
in setting rates and sticking to them.

WWJ

Down through the years our rates have been set—
and adjusted as factors warranted— to reflect honest
appraisals of WWJ's accepted value in America's
great fifth market.

. . . nobody

If new

trends and influences disturb this market or

WWJ's value, a new rate card will be published and
enforced.

for less,

pays more.

For 32 years, WWJ management has been interested in strengthening radio through sound business
practices. Along with other forthright builders of broadcasting, we have always dealt on top of the table.
We

intend to keep on dealing that way.

THE
Ownmd

WORLD'S

and Operated by THE

National Rmprotontafivt: THE
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Available network paekaye programs (radio)
.-,
ABC

radio network shows
TITLE

CAFE

CROSSFIRE
THE

GREAT

APPEAL

TYPE

ISTANBUL

Adult

30

min.

l/wk

Panel

Adult
Family

30

mln.

l/wk

30

min.

1 wk

30

mln.

l/wk

$3,000

30 mln.

l/wk

$1,500

Documentary

ADVENTURE

Family
MR.

NEWSSTAND
NO

Musical

BROADWAY

SCHOOL

drama
Family

Drama

THEATRE

TENNESSEE

TIME

S.

A

ERNIE

Family

Variety

Family

OF

THE

Family
Aud.

WORLD

mln.

Partic.

intrigue

Discussions

with

Panoramic

with

top

Marlene

political

Dietrich

figures

Rrving

$1,750

30

min.

1 wk
5/wk

of Amer.

achievements,

gives

his

impressions

for

children

for

listeners

history,

people,

of

city

big

etc.

yes
Tup

magazine

Stories,

stories

entertainment

yes

yes

5/wk
can be $3,000

15 min.

vitw

reporter

yes

l/wk

I'/i hrs.
(portions
prorated)

CAPSULE

TOP

$3,500

$2,500
1 wk
$1,800
be
can

I'/s hrs.
(portions
prorated)
30

Quiz
Music

EXPLANATION
International

yes
Children
Family

U

TESTED

$1,500

Variety

TODAY

POSTMARK

PRICE

TIME

Intrigue

$1,600
$1,400

Contestants
Folk

yes
yes

win

prlz»s

and

themselves

music

Repo.t

on

Welcome

"today"

to

to N.Y.

people

show

100

yrs.

originating

from

from

now

Empire

State tower

CBS radio network shows
TYPE

TITLE
CEDRIC
THE

ADAMS
STEVE

BIG

Family

ALLEN

Informal

SHOW

TIME

BIG

APPEAL
Family

Commentary

Family

Comedy

Music

Drama

TOWN

Family

10

2/wk
1 wk

15
min.
30

MY

CAPITOL
MR.

CLOAKROOM

CORRESPONDENTS'
CBS

FARM

SCRATCHPAD

NEWS

COUNTY

Review

Aud.

Partic.

yes
no

$1,275
$4,000

yes

$975
5l/wk
wk

mln.

30

l/wk

yes
$950
$3,000
$3,400

yes

&

I wk

$4,500
yes

BRIDE

PEACE

min.

Situation ComedyFamily

3C

min.

I wk

$4,535

Aud.

30

min.

I wk

$3,625

3C

min.

I wk

$3,500

30

min.

I wk

$3,975

30

yes
Partic.

Family

Mystery

WAR

Family
Family

Family

Comedy

FRANK

FONTAINE

GALEN

DRAKE

Commentary

GATE

Commentary

Family

HARRIS

Informal
Price

with

Adventures

IT

NOW

Documentary

Detective's

HEARTHSTONE
HORATIO

Family

OF

DEATH

SQUAD

Family

HORNBLOWER

INVITATION
JOHNNY

TO

Mystery
Adeventure

LEARNING

DOLLAR
JUDGE

Mystery

MR.

KEEN

Mystery

THE

LE SUEUR

THE

NEWS

Y

News

Family
Report

Family

Situation
U.

S.

Adult

uses
report

Paramount

Fearless

ComedyFamily

A.

Family
Family

PHILHARMONIC

of
air

min.

I wk

$1,300

Home

I wk

$3,250

5 min.

I wk

$1,225

min.

I /wk

30

min.

1 wk

featuring

gripes

30

min.

l/wk

$3,500
$1,350
$3,750

30

nin.

l/wk

3C

min.

1 wk

30

min.
l/wk
5/wk
l/wk

ON

A

SUNDAY

AFTERNOON

OTHER

WOMEN'S

PEGGY

LEE

THE

PEOPLE

PEOPLE'S

56

CHILDREN

Music
Daytime

Sports

and

Mark

Serial

Musical
ACT
PLATFORM

Documentary

for

major

news

prizes

in

large

city

Day
Spring

for

fabulous

stories

crime

Bylngton

a dollar
of

a

minute

high

adventure

detections

standup

comedy

routines

of Dodge

City combats

erime

with

Hollywood

telling

Dillon

interview

Recreates

current
of

top

and

in West

B'way

stars

history

famous

detective

no

yes

Adaptation

of

Discuss on

of great

C

Adventures

of

Judge

past

Stcrirs

uses
about

Roundup

S.

experiences

on

mln.

Iwk

Fun-lcving

secretary

min.

I wk

$4,375

Music

soigs

$21,500

Musical

$1,600

Music,

and

to

happenings

the

scenes
who

from

commentary

solve

cases

detective

the

behind

novels
of all ages

investigator

a kindly

report

Adventures

Forester's
literature

insurance

30

30

beat

gardening

Marshall

yes
$3,215
$4,700

stunts
covering

FBI

story

theatrical

criminals

mother-in-law

of

30

hrs.

biz
Press

world

ambitions

into

$4,200
$750
$4,725

and

show
lllus.

of agriculture

Doris

and

listeners

of his

down

the

entertaining

marriageable

humor

Exploits
$4,000

In field

characterizations,

min.

30

over

Mimicry,

15

$8,500

to track

all

episodes

30

l/wk

from

Fictional

Dry

min.

music
of

editor of

facade

photographer

revue

Guests

$5,500

I hr.

days

statesmen

disguises

in

Antics

$1,050

min.

and

great

dynamic

behind

nation's

press

Musical

I wk

30

guests

from

Wilson,

interest

Homcmakers

l/wk

15 min.

with

stars

adventures

Detective

min.

Family

Mystery

MILLIE

MUSICLAND.
N

&

LINEUP

MEET

Family

Mystery

THE

LARRY

Adult

Discussion

music,

with

Recorded

15 min.

I hr.

humor

comedy,

of Steve

Informative
HEAR

hints and

Interviews,

Transports

Family

GUNSMOKE

stories,

Interviews

5/wk

min.

30

ESCAPE

RADIE

15

Family

Mystery

A MINUTE

GARDEN

min.
m'n.

$3,050

yes

DECEMBER

IN

l/wk
1 wk

15

DAY

DOLLAR

FBI

Adult
Adult

$3,550
1 ,/wk

30 min.
15
30 min.

no

Geo.

Family

PHOTOGRAPHER

DORIS

Family

News

FAIR

CRIME

Adult

Mystery
News

min.
min.

$1,050
$1,200

EXPLANATION
Hcmely

$4,300

1 wk

30

Discussion

CHAMELEON

1 /wk

nun

30

Adventure

BEAT

yes
TESTED
yes
no

min.

Family
BROADWAYS

PRICE

TIME

of

mixes

musical
and

of

the

day

criminal

investigations

business

4

comedy

classical

and

romance
operetta

music

I wk

Family

2' 2

I wk

Family
Family

15

m'n

5 wk

$2,700

15

mln

I wk

$2,500

25

min.

l/wk

$7,000

30

min.

I wk

$1,350

Age-old
Singer
Current

news,

sports,

problem
and

of

guest

story

Gives
listeners
contemporary

weather

of

choosing
in musical

free

and

traffic

between

coverage

career

and

marriage

showcase

Americans

a basis
interest

for

making

decisions

on

topics

SPONSOR

of

WGAR WINS 6th STRAIGHT VICTORY
IN CLEVELAND PRESS RADIO POLL!
See-Hear

with

GETS 30'Al
ON POINT BASIS, WGAR
STATION B...17'A
STATIONC...15'/2
STATIOND...10
STATION E .... 7
STATION F .... 1 %

STAN ANDERSON
Wins Station Honors
o Poll
in Seventh Press Radi

WGAR

First choice:
Women's

Program

^

B

LADIES' DAY

VI

e on WGAR
Your advertising messag

Children's Program H
S\
gk^ATRYTAllr^^

B

|~

Public Service
CITY CLUB

=

I

Instrumentalist

WGAR's

jgj

SlSfT

HENRY PILDNER

=

=H

Male Vocalist

===

fj§Sjj[

REG MERRIDEW
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Family

Mystery

PURSUIT

Mini

Features Scotland

Family
QUIZ

KIDS

Musical

Family

ROMANCE

Drama

Family

30
30
30 min.
30

BILL

Nows

Adult

min.
15 min.

ROBERT

QS

WAXWORKS

SHADEL

HOWARD

K.

SWEENEY

OUT

&

YOU

ARE

FROM

LONDON

PROGRAM

LOUD

&.

WEATHER,

NEWS

MARCH

TROUT

YOU

THE

SMITH

&

THINKING
BOB

&

THE

Adult
Family

Music

15 min.

Coir

30

Discussion

News

U.S.A.

THE

News

News

NEWS

edy

Adult

Discussion
Drama

THERE

manhunts

30

min.
min.
min.

yes

$450

l/wk
l/wk

Q.

guests

with

in

question

and

and

answer

quiz

records

outstanding

love

yes

Up-to-the-minute

summary

yes

Interprets

international

yes
yes

5 wk

yes
$350
yes

$1,950

yes

$5,200

l/wk

of

week's
and

of

stories

Sunday's

1

headlines

events

toomfoolcry

yes

$1,050
$2,000

5/wk

Dramatizations

Records

$950
$2,675

i wk
l/wk

youngsters

Robert

$2,950

5/wk

talented

$5,000
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5 min.

15

$2,850

l/wk

min.

5
Adult
Family

Five

l/wk

10 min.

Adult
Family

News

WORLD

Yard

$2,875
min.

Qui;

Recap by newsman, who has been at scene of week's big story
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mid-evening
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summary

predictions
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and

to inform

On-thc-scene

long

of late events
range

listeners on

forecasts
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of everyday

living

technique to historical events of pre-radio days
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MBS radio network shows (prices available on request only)
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OF
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CRIME
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25 min.
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radio network shows
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News

editor

news
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NEWS
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singing
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News
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NEWS
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in adventure
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Family
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narrating
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SHOW
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Cowboy
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Family

DISKS
Variety
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sleuth

Orson
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Family

Southern

Urbane
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Family
YOU

EXPLANATION
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Family
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Veteran
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game
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in
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Davis

work
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story
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DISK
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FORUM

ARCHIE
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OF

THE
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Forum
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THE

Drama

PLAYS
CHASE

CRITIC

Drama

AT
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Commentary

LARGE
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Drama
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Family

Mystery

Family

NIGHTER

A
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LIFE

IN
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30
min.

LOVE

Drama

YOUR

STORY
HANDS

min.
30
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Family
HOLLYWOOD

min.
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1 hr.
30
min.

Family

FALCON
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Adult
Family

l/wk

Hi

Family
BEST
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$2,353
AIR

Comedy

ANDREWS

EXPLANATION

Family

Drama
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30
30 min.
30
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Goodman
Cranik
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music
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national
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figures

debate

$2,059
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into

mis-adventure
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The finest of the
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l/wk
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$2,942
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stage
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Suspense,
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or

surprise

endings
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Pearson
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books,
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h

etc.
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fiction
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$2,971
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police
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$2,236
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fiction
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background
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ADVERTISING
Advertisers

get fast, action-packed

they use KEX, Oregon's

CHECK

ACTION

THESE

only 50,000

CURRENT

ARMOUR

results when
watt station.

CAMPAIGNS

& COMPANY

A special Portland promotion featuring KEX Kiddie Star,
Uncle Bob, has the sale of Star Brand Frankfurters and Pork
Sausages soaring!
Uncle Bob makes personal appearances at supermarkets and auditions
young talent. Winners are presented weekly at a Saturday morning
theatre party which is broadcast over KEX.

KEX

SUMMER

BANDWAGON

A combination promotion between KEX and seven grocery
groups (representing over a hundred retail outlets) has
resulted in the greatest direct selling campaign ever in action
in the Portland area.
KEX provides a saturation radio campaign —

and the stores feature

"Bandwagon" products in their advertising. These sixteen food advertisers are currently riding the KEX Bandwagon:
AMAZO
ARMOUR

Desserts

CROWN

Star Brand Products

BLUE BELL Chips
BLUEBONNET

Margerine

FAB
WELCH'S

Mills WHEATIES

GRANDMA

POST'S Corn-fetti
CUTICURA Soap & Ointment
FRANZ Bread

JUNKET

Grape

CAVALIER

Juice

MORE
FISHEL'S

General

Flour

PEPSI-COLA

celebrated 30th anniversary with KEX spot "saturation" campaign and special "Kay West Festive
Thursday" broadcast.
Result: sales climb.
During

the

Her6'S
,,f KEX
KEX »«"
ZSX'nS
freTmplus
99
last sixPr0°f
months
counties,
Co«t
of the total 121 Pac. fie :

*

^

AlaSKO
British
CO ^-b-,ioAnarinforrnates. For a
eight other sta
^
Free &
♦ion, contact KEXjale* or

KELLOGG

Variety Pack

NALLEY'S

Tang and Chips

Cigarettes

ACTION

• Portland outdoor furniture retailer

COOKIES

Sherbets

FOR

SAVINGS

THESE

& LOAN

Attributes $50,000

ADVERTISERS

ASSOCIATION

LUCKY

individual deposit

WESTINGHOUSE

BREWING

COMPANY

. Sponsors

late evening "Dance Time." Top records of the week
are tabulated from the enthusiastic response of
dealers and music operators.

to 50,000 watt KEX newscast.

KEX

LAGER

Oregon'sABCGvdcf
50,000
Watt Station
AFFILIATE
IN PORTLAND
RADIO

STATIONS

Inc

• KEX

• KYW

• KDKA

• WBZ

• WBZA

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV;

• WOWO

tor WBZ-TV,

• WBZ-TV
NBC Spot Sales

LIVE

LIKE

MEET

THE

MIND

YOUR

MY

A

Forum

PRESS

F . ir i j m

MANNERS

SECRET

Drama

STORY

Mystery

NIGHTBEAT
JANE

PICKENS

ELMO

ROPER

SCARLET
SHORT

SHOW

Music
Commentary

Drama

KHAKI

5 wk
1 wk

30

Family
Adult
Family

N

BLUE

Variety

mln.
mln.
m'n.
min.

30
30
15

Family

STERN

VOICES

AND

WHITEHALL
MEREDITH

Sports
EVENTS

News

1212

Mystery

$1,883

$2,353

mln.
m'n.
15 min.
30
m'n.
min.

1 wk

30
10
30
30 min.

30

min.
min.

yes
y:s

1l/wk
wk

2. Vlemon loss is a much smaller
factor in well-conducted personal
interviews than with mail ballots
— and especiall) when, as with the
NCS technique, completeness of recall is aided b\ :
la I Interviews with ever) available member of the family,
1 1>I Subsequent "Family Edit and
Verification of a co|>\ of the
original answers.
3. Despite Mr. Bakers claims to the
contrary, NCS achieves a substantial true probabilit) sample via a

$1,530

yes

1 wk
yes

$4,117

WAY

on

interviews

press

for

women

the prowl

for

material

guests

people

are

Robin

Hood

thinking:

political

Best

contemporary

of the

French

emphasis

s'.iort

stories

Revolution

Douglas

Fairbanks,

Jr..

from

the

armed

stars
forces

High-points
Week's

from

news,

lives

recorded

Authentic

Scotland

Meredith's

Music

Yard

of

sports

figures

on-the-scene
cases

yes
5 wk

$3,236

Room

. . . music

and

chats

yes

4. There's no "lack of uniformity" in
the work of a full-time, thoroughlytrained and well supervised field
staff when a properly designed
sample and questionnaire are used.
5. The NCS questions on program
audiences can exert no influence on
station answers, since they are
asked only at the end of the interview, and specifically avoid any
reference whatever to stations or
networks. Incidentally, they refer
to shows on all four networks —
and not just one. as alleged by Mr.

Baker.

6. The under-statement of the true
coverage of radio and TV stations
b\ the inaccurate samples and
methods
of mail ballots will do

more to damage the industry, more
to "scare broadcasters.' than any
straw men Mr. Baker creates.
Lastly, we are accused of not serving the individual stations needs.
NCS. in fact, will report on more station data, with more comprehensiveness, and more accuracy, than has ever
been provided by any coverage service.
Experienced researchers understand
clearly that the advent of television
created new7 sampling and other technical problems for researchers and
rendered the use of mail ballots, for
coverage measurements, not only obsolete but positively dangerous and damaging to a great industry. Like everything else in a dynamic country, research moves steadily forward — abandoning obsolete methods in favor of
new. improved techniques designed to
cope with changing conditions.
A. C. Nielsen. President
A. C. Nielsen Com pan)

WDBO
580K.C

STILL

stories
man

the

yes

$3,178

reau, applauded by the country's
leading researchers and fully capable of mathematical
proof.

SERVING WE \S UN / EMPIRE Since 1924
7</TV

and

The

Talent

yes
method developed in close collaboration with the U. S. Census Bu-

project with such unwield)
and wasteful sampling and
tabulating procedures that the
available funds simpl) could
not finance a wholl) sound job
of gathering the basic field
data.

newspaper

sings

by

problems

y:s

yes
yes

i Continued from page 54 I

understanding

Ch'cago

What

$1,765

510 MADISON

quizzed

youngsters

yes

$2,941
Si.842

1 wk
min
15 min.
30

discuss

$2,942

1 wk

1 wk
Family

entertainment

yes

$2,882
$1,000

5/wk
1 wk

A

Jane

$3,500

Family
Family

daytime

personalities

Mr.ture.

yes

l/wk

Music

WILLSON

Different
Today's
Teenagers

l/wk
1 wk

Family
3ILL

$5,059

$1,471

Family

Drama

MEN
IN

Family

30 min.
30

Family

STORY

STARS

Family

Drama

PIMPERNEL

SILENT

Family

MILLIONAIRE

AHEAD!

5000 WATTS

WDB0-FM

92.3 MCS

Central Flomlas Pioneer Uw

34000 WATTS

Station

1951 Retail Sales in the 21 WDBO counties totaled #616,908,000*. WDBO has approximately 19,000 more daytime families and 17,000 more nighttime families who listen regularly (6 or 7 days or nights a week) than the other 3 Orlando stations combined**.
Hooper Rad«o Audience index — morning 44.0, afternoon 48.9, evening 41.2***. No
increase in WDBO rates since 1946.
* 1952

60

Sales Management
WDBO,
ORLANDO,
FLORIDA

** Last BMB
— Natioial

Report
Representatives,

*** C. H. Hooper — Oct. -Nov.
BLAIR,
CUMMIN<jS

1951

SPONSOR

THE HOUSEWIVESPROTECTIVE LEAGUE
485 MADISON AVE.. NEW YORK
COLUMBIA SQUARE. LOS ANGELES

1

ADMIRACION SHAMPOO
ALLIED MOLASSES CO.. INC.
ALLSTATE INSURANCE CO.
ALL SWEET MARGARINE
AMERICAN CHICLE CO.
AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR CORP.
AMERICAN SECURITY & TRUST CO.
ASBESTON IRON BOARD COVERS
AVCO MANUFACTURING CORP.

B & M BAKED BEANS
BAMBY BREAD

BIRDS EYE
BLUE COAL
BON AMI
BONDGARDS CREAMERY
THE BORDEN COMPANY
BOSCO

PEPSI-COLA
PEQUOT MILLS
PETER PAUL. INC.
PEVELY DAIRY PRODUCTS
PHILADELPHIA DAIRY PRODUCTS
PIONEER LAUNDRY
PLYMOUTH ROCK GELATINE
RAYEX
REALEMON
RED DEVIL SOOT REMOVER
REDDI-WIP
ROCKINGHAM POULTRY CO.
SANDWICK'S CANDIES
SANITARY RUG CO.
SCRIBBANS-KEMP BISCUITS
SEARS ROEBUCK & CO.
SEASIDE LIMA BEANS
F.
H. SNOW CANNING CO.. INC.
SEVEN-UP
SOFSKIN CREME
SO GOOD POTATO CHIP CO.
SPANDY
STOKELY-VAN CAMP. INC.
SUNKIST LEMONS

JELKE'S GOOD LUCK MARGARINE
JERMAN BROTHERS. INC.
HERB JONES SCOURING CLOTH
JOY HOSIERY MILLS
JUICE INDUSTRIES
KEN-L-PRODUCTS DOG FOOD
KENU
KIPLINGER LETTER
KREY PACKING CO.
LA CHOY
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
LA FRANCE
LAVA SOAP
LIBBY. Me NEILL & LIBBY
LION BRAND PAINTS
LITE SOAP
LOOK MAGAZINE

BOSTON GLOBE
BRICK'S SOCIAL CLUB MINCE MEAT
BRIGGS & CO. FRANKFURTERS
BRISK
CAPITOL FRITO CO. CORN CHIPS
CENTENNIAL FLOUR
CHEER
COLLEGE INN FOOD PRODUCTS CO.
COUNTRY SQUIRE TURKEYS

FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST
FLORIDA CITRUS
FORD MOTOR CO.
FRANILLA ICE CREAM
GALBRAITH'S LUMBER
GAYMONT LAB. YOGURT

PAL ORANGEADE

■HOOD
«^ ^^ RUBBER
■ * w ** fc^ »■• t\ COMPANY
vwi || Mil ■
HOOD'S MILK CO.
HOT SHOPPES
HOYT BROTHERS PIE MIXES
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO.
INTERWOVEN STOCKING CO.
IODENT TOOTH PASTE

B IN B MUSHROOMS

DENNISON'S CHILI AND CATSUP
DIET DELIGHT
DINING CAR COFFEE
DODGE DIVISION. CHRYSLER CORP.
DOEHLA GREETING CARDS. INC.
DOESKIN TISSUES
DOWNYFLAKE WAFFLES
DRANO
DROMEDARY MIXES
EARLY CALIFORNIA OLIVES
ECONOMY CUP COFFEE
EMBASSY DAIRY
EMPIRE CRAFTS SILVER PLAN
FELS & COMPANY
FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN

7

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.. LAMPS
GIBBS & COMPANY
GILLS HOTEL SPECIAL COFFEE
1. J. GRASS NOODLE CO.. INC.
GRIFFIN SHOE POLISH
G. WASHINGTON COFFEE
HABITANT SOUP CO.
HANDI FOOD PRODUCTS CO.
HELLMANN'S MAYONNAISE
HENACRES POULTRY FARM
HILLMAN MINX
HILLS BROS. COFFEE
HIRES ROOT BEER
HOLIDAY BRANDS SOLUBLE COFFEE
HOLIDAY MAGAZINE
H-0 OATS
HOME-STYLE
FROZEN WAFFLES

|

;

SURE-JaDOWN FLOUR
SWANS
SWEETHEART SOAP
SWIFT & COMPANY
TEDDYS SEA FOOD
TIDE
TIP-TOP BREAD
TIP TOP ORANGE JUICE
TOUCANS JUICES
TRENO DETERGENT
UNIVERSAL TRADING RECORDS
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
VESS BEVERAGES
WASHINGTON FLOUR
WASHINGTON STATE APPLES
WASHINGTON STATE FRUITS
WESTERN BEET SUGAR
WHIRLPOOL WASHERS
WHITE STAR TUNA
WHITING'S MILK

LYON VAN & STORAGE CO.
FRANK MANN POTATO CHIPS
MARCEL PAPER MILLS. INC.
METROPOLITAN FEDERAL SAVINGS
METROPOLITAN POULTRY CO.
MILANI FOODS SALAD DRESSINGS
MILNOT
Me CRORY'S STORES. INC.
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.
NESTEA

WILBERT'SCOFFEE
WAX
WILKINS
WILSON'S EVAPORATED MILK
WINDEX
WOODWARD & LOTHROP
YOUNGSTOWN KITCHENS
YUBAN COFFEE
ZENITH HEARING AIDS

NUCOAL-O SPONGES
O-CE
OLSON RUG CO.
OTTENBERG'S BAKERS

j

--^^^^^^^^™

HAPPY

TENANTS:

These I ~>6 advertisers — oil current or recent users

of The Housewives' Protective League — have found that it's the most
sales-effective participating program in all broadcasting. We can make
room for you. too. Just call "the program that sponsors the product" . . .
THE HOUSEWIVES'

PROTECTIVE

LEAGUE

PLaza 5-2000, N.Y.C.-Hollywood 9-1212, Los Vngeles

11
DIFFERENT
STATIONS
WWVA

WSPD
TOLEDO
Toledo's most powerful radio station, WSPD is the voice of authority
on the radios owned by 98% of Toledo's
300,000 retail buyers. Advertisers who want
more than their share of the Toledo market,
get on WSPD.

WGBS

WHEELING

MIAMI

Blanketing the industrial heart of
America, WWVA brings big results.

The "spendingest" market in
Florida is blanketed by WGBS,

Four announcements from Wheeling's farreaching, 50,000 watt station pulled 11,300
mail replies from 25 states. CBS in Wheeling,
WWVA is a natural for better coverage and
eye-opening sales results.

Miami's only 50,000 watt outlet.
With popular CBS programming for a whopping city and retail trading area of over
427,000, this dominating voice is tops in
sound selling.

kW. VA./

WJBK
"^*>

DETROIT

Tigers and Baseball and Detroit and
WJBK all go round together. It's
Detroit's popular sports, news, and music
station where folks who like better entertainment set their dials. For a better buy, better
try WJBK.

WSAI
00 iCINCINNATI
^^"'V' Progressive Cincinnati buys by
WSAI, basic ABC station. Broadcasting better
programs on a full-time regional channel,
WSAI fans out through a- sound, substantial
market where the business index climbs
steadily up. Let WSAI put your product into
this growing Ohio market.

WMMN

WAGA

FAIRMONT

ATLANTA

The most powerful radio station in
eastern West Virginia, WMMN sells families
in a thriving industrial area as well as a fertile
agricultural region. A natural for farm or
urban products, WMMN will carry your sales
message to the people who buy.

\

WAGA is a habit for Atlanta
radio listeners. The CBS radio
outlet, WAGA
puts programs
and products in the 83,750 radio homes in
this million dollar market.

KEYL-TV
rv

1 WJBK-TV

SAN ANTONIO

§ <^

^r-' Texas
\ THREE networks, ONE station . . .
Vrv
Jr KEYL-TV offers the high Hooper
\^
{
programs
of CBS and ABC and
Du
iMont to San Antonio's 119,380
buying households. The third largest city in
the first largest state, San Antonio is the pick
'it I**
of wise advertisers who want their products
carried home.

DETROIT
Most Detroiters keep their dials
set to WJBK-TV because top TV
shows are normal for this popular

CBS and DuMont outlet. It's a best buy for
advertisers with an eye on this rich 102
million dollar Detroit retail market.

u

1 WSPD-TV

WAGA-TV
ATLANTA

TOLEDO

OHIO

GA.

Booming retail sales in Atlanta make
WAGA-TV a best buy for advertisers who want results. With retail sales increased over 6 times their 1940 total, WAGATV offers you a top sales opportunity in a
fast growing market.

Toledo's only television outlet,
WSPD-TV covers the third largest
of the eight major Ohio retail markets. Affiliated with all networks, this popular station
is the effective
of reaching Toledo's
438,000,000
retailway
dollars.

Does your product need a climate that's hot . . .
or cold? Should the market be urban or rural . . .
large or small? Whichever it is there's a top-value
Storer Station to sell your product successfully!
In broadcasting-and telecasting too— wide-awake
programming and friendly service have built
enthusiastic audiences. So put your product on
Storer Stations . . . stations where wise buyers
hear what wise sellers have to say.

STORER
WSPD,

Toledo, O.

WGBS,

Miami,

WSPD-TV,

BROADCASTING
•

WWVA,

Fla.

Toledo, O.

488 Madison Ave., New

•

Wheeling,
•

WJBK-TV,

W. Va.

WJBK,

•

WMMN,

Detroit,

COMPANY

Fairmont, W. Vo.

Mich.

•

Detroit, Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
NATIONAL
SALES HEADQUARTERS:

York 22, Eldorado

5-2455

•

• WAGA,

WSAI,
•

Atlanta, Go.

Cincinnati,

O.

KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex.

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498

ONE OF THE NATION S jf4
TOP INDEPENDENTS
■

Year
after year, the nation's
top advertisers
use WNEB
for
effective selling in the rich Worcester area.
For example, WNEB
has 1952 contracts

with the following accounts:

Drugs
Foods

General

Amazo
Autocrat

Anacin
Anahist

Coffee

Birds Eye Products
Borden's Instant Coffee
Chase & Sanborn Instant
Contadina

Tomato

Hood's

Coffee

Jelke
Jello

Good

Paste

Doan's
Ex-Lax

Pills

4-Way
Cold
Histoplus

Margarine

Ladies
Metro

rup

Pepsodent

Frostee
Iced

Pertussin

Tea

Shadow

Mrs. Filbert's Margarine
Nucoa
Pan American Coffee Bureau

Vicks
Vicks

Post's Cornfetti
Presto Cake Flour

Vicks

Wave

Cough
Cough

Milk

You're

In

Good

Journal
Mayer

Chemical

New

England

New

York

Beer & Ale
Coke

Sunday

News

Sylvania Electric
Touraine Paints
Drops
Sy

United

Aircraft

Viking

Snuff

Vatronol

Gasoline
Amoco

Chevrolet
DeSoto
Ford

Coffee

Home

Goldwyn

Narrangansett

Automotive

Ham

Magazine

Monsanto

Lipton

Victor

Tc blets

Musterole

Lipton

Whiting

Holiday

Hughes
Aircraft
International Harvester

Pepto-Bismol
Pomatex

Squire's Arlington
Sterling Salt
Tenderleaf Tea

Chesterfield
Diamond Match

Paste

Feenamint

Spaghetti

Salt

Luck

Too th

Chlorodent

Ice Cream

Hood's Milk
International

Carling's Beer & Ale
Charmin Tisue

Bayer Aspirin
Bromo-Seltzer

Eclipse Coffee Syrup
First National Stores
Franco-American

Camels

Atlantic
Esso

Company

on

WNEB

WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
Your
Represented
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by. THE

BOLLING

Best-

Buy

COMPANY,

In

New

England's

Third

Largest

Market

INC.

SPONSOR

radio

Billings continue to mount
Spot radio, the only national ad medium which ha* shown a
steady upward growth in hillings over the past 16 years, is
still growing at a rapid rate. However, many new techniques
are being used, cost pictures have changed, and the availability outlook has altered since last year.
Unlike radio networks, whose strength used to lie in the
evening hours of peak listening, spot radio has not been
shaken firmly by TV competition. Stations have built up
their morning and daytime schedules until they are selling
all the choice availabilities in these hours as fast as they
appear. Rates are being altered, with the outlook being for
reduced nighttime costs and increases in the mornings and
afternoons.
The scope of sponsor's Spot Radio section reveals how
such changes will affect the plans of spot clients, and change
the buying habits of ad agencies. Shown, too, are the latest
facts of such hot spot topics as merchandising, fall business,
trends in local-level programing, promotional tie-ups, results
from using spot radio, regional network trends, transcriptions.
At right, sponsor's Spot Radio section is indexed for
handy reference. Study of the contents will prove of value
to any sponsor with spot radio in his fall plans.
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Spot radio availabilities
Rate outlook
Kusiness outlook

07
Mi

Merchandising
BR

Spot radio fundamental*
Spot radio programing
Transeriptions
Library

.services

Regional networks
Foreign language market
l^egro market
Transit radio
FM

Storeeasting
Co-op radio
Top spot agencies
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in spot radio is on upbeat as stations intensify merchandising

KRSC's Bill Simpson (left, with easel) and Clark Company's John
Stewart explain the details of this Seattle station's merchandising
plans to N. W. Ayer timebuyer Carol Sleeper. Merchandising has
given big boost to volume
of spot radio billings in many markets

Availabilities
Q. What

will the situation be this

fall regarding spot radio availabilities?
A. After surveying the leading station
reps, as to their availabilities, and a
group of leading ad agencies, as to
their buying intentions, this is what
SPONSOR found to be the picture for
fall spot radio buying:
1. Morning time: Since earlymorning radio has been practically unhurt by TV, even in the biggest video
markets, the low prices, big results, and
growing circulation of morning radio
has made it the most popular spot buy
in sijdit.
The tightest squeeze is in finding
good availabilities for minute announcements and chainbreaks, plus
good participation slots, between the
hours of 7:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. Here,
66

v

At top is typical in-store merchandising poster used in conjunction
with KNX's "HPL" and "Starlight Saluate" shows. Below, a drugstore in the WLW listening area blossoms with tie-in merchandising
linked to a battery of shows and talent. WLW is veteran merchandiser

tlie growth of television seems to have
no effect on agency requests, for the
situation is even tighter in big TV
markets like New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles than it is in non-TV areas. On
a long list of the country's best-known,
big-power stations, the hard-to-findtime problems start at 6:00 a.m. and
end as late as 9:00 a.m.
Most asked for item: "Good slots in
well-rated morning newscasts, or next
to newscasts." Second choice: "Wellrated 'Morning, Men' or wake-up
2. Late a.m., afternoons: The squeeze
shows."
play begins to ease up in the late mornings, tightens around the noon hour,
and eases again in the afternoon. Announcements slotted next to the highest-rated daytime network shows are
hard to place on key stations, and some
stations even double-spot to fit them in.
Reps and stations are becoming
aware that advertisers want more than

just a set of ratings, or even cost-per1.000 figures when they buy. Most of
them now make morning and afternoon pitches on the basis of the audience compositions for the time slots,
without waiting for the advertiser to
ask for these figures, particularly
where the audience is primarily female
and the advertiser is a food or soap
manufacturer.
Some stations and reps are going in
strongly for "groups" or "packages"
of afternoon spot availabilities, with
attractive card-rate discounts because
of the stepped-up dollar volume. These
are being pitched strongly to the larger
agencies who have household product
accounts or food accounts. Many deals
in this category were reported to SPONSOR for fall starts, at card rates.
Also, stations are grooming their
own "service" shows (homemaking,
cooking, local news, interviews in the
afternoons, and are winning a lot of
SPONSOR

PM

new listeners and air advertisers to
this segment of spot buying.
3. Evenings, late p.m.: During evening schedules, once the toughest spot
time to clear, most of the easy-to-get
availabilities occur. This is primarily
because TVs greatest strength and
deepest inroads have been during the
hours of 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
Prior to 7:30. newscasts are much in
demand as are some early-evening local
shows. These shows generally have a
high ratio of males to females in the
audience, since they reach family heads
just around the supper hour, or driving home from work. Announcement
slots next to these shows are also popular, with best-rated ones hard to get.
During the main part of the nighttime schedule, with a lot of evening
time for sale on the networks and a
lot of holes in network evening program schedules, there is a wide choice
of availabilities of all types. Here
again the "package" deal is a big item,
with reps offering card-rate discounts
that run as high as 50% for a big
group of announcement slots primarily in evening slots. These are often
a good buy for advertisers, reps point
out. since any losses of audience to
TV is largely counterbalanced by the
"wholesale" price that's being paid.
Late-night and all-night disk-jockey
participations are becoming more pop-

ular with advertisers; the best-rated
shows are virtualK sold out.

Kale outlook
Q. What's likely to be true this
fall of spot radio rates?
A. \s compiled l>\ sponsor's staff,
opinions on spot rates ranged all the
\sa\ from the optimistic views of
\AIMSK I "Present rates will continue" Ito a station sales executive who
predicted gloomilv that "there are almosl certainly going to be some rate
cuts h\ stations at night, particularly
in T\ areas."
Generally, this was how the situation
shaped up for fall :
1. Morning, daytime rales: The
trend in morning rates is upward.
Once considered more or less "marginal, the morning hours of 6:00 to
0:00 a.m. have been growing in value.
This is due primarily to the lack of TV
competition in these hours, the increase
in "secondary set" listening (kitchens,
bedrooms), and the over-all growth of
radio homes.
Some of the price increases in morning spot radio this fall will be outright
revisions of the rate schedule, both in
and out of TV areas. However, on
many stations, such as those represented bythe NBC and CBS spot sales
divisions, the price hikes will come in

NARTSR clinics allow exchange of knowledge between agencies,
clients, reps. Picture below shows session at which Bill Eastham
(standing right), Lever Bros, brand advertising manager was guest
of honor. Others (I. to r.) include George Brett, Kati Agency; Tom
Flanagan, NARTSR; Robert Eastman, Blair: Fred Neuberth, AveryKnodel.
Sitting
Martin
Beck,
Katz;
Jones
Scovern,
Free
& Peters

the shape of reclassifications of time.
It's going to work out something like
this: If you've been holding down a
spot at 7:30 a.m. on a station that's
reclassifying, you tnaj find that the
start of. say, Class "B" lime has been
rolled back from eight o'clock to seven
o'clock, and your original time slot
has moved into the next higher categorj on the rate card.
Whether the price is increased or
(he time reclassified it will work out to
virtually the same thing for the advertiser. The choice is a diplomatic one,
and largely up to the station. You can
get an idea of what these rates ma\
look like h\ comparing the differences
between Class "C" and "D," or between class "B" and "C" on the rate
cards of several large radio stations.
Spot rates for late morning or afternoon availabilities are likelv to remain
at practically the same level this fall as
they were this spring.
2. Evening, nighttime rates: Here,
the trend is the reverse of the situation in morning and daytime radio.
The bulk of radio research has shown
that, with a few notable exceptions, the
listening to nighttime radio is sagging.
Therefore, the adjustments in nighttime spot radio rates will tend to be
down. These will not always be a
straight "reduction" in rates. Again,
they may be reclassifications in a few
places. In cost cases, however, adver-

Veteran agencyman C. L. Miller, C. L. Miller Co. (second from left)
at another NARTSR spot radio clinic-luncheon. Others (I. to r.) are
Arthur McCoy, Avery-Knodel; Tom Flanagan, and Jones Scovern.
NARTSR's philosophy in sporsoring sessions is that both buyer and
seller benefit when there is systematic discussion of the advertiser's
needs.
Then
reps
salesmen
can
service
their clients
accordingly

tisei> will be offered "package" deals
— at card rates — which amount to the
same thing, rather than rate cuts.
Some of these deals will come in at
dollar-volume discounts that run as
high as 50rv . with the average being
about 20r/f . The sales argument is
simple: the money that's saved in buying a big schedule of nighttime spot
announcements counterbalances any
general loss of audience. In some
rases, "packages" of announcements on
individual stations may run as low as
10 a week. Usually, they'll be sold in
groups of 21 or more, sometimes on a
"fixed" I advertiser's choice! schedule;
sometimes on a "floating" (station's
choice of whatever's open I schedule.
All increases or decreases, day or
night, are expected to be realistic in
terms of cost-per- 1.000.

Q. Will there be many
in spot radio this fall?

"deals"

A.

So long as some 2.350 radio station compete against each other and
against TV for their share of the spot
radio dollar, there will be under-thecounter deals. However, the expectancy
for fall is that advertisers who insist
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going tougher.
By fall 1952 most of the leading radio stations will have made adjustments in everything from rate card
prices and time classifications to discount structures and local talent fees.
Some have trimmed their sails pretty
tightly, and with the NARTB and
NARTSR looking on watchfully, are
not likely to cut am further.

FORJOE

&

CO.

dising at the various stations.
"A lot of new clients, too. will be
on our books for fall. Some of these
are veteran advertisers who have never
used spot radio before, and are coming
to it because of the strength of our
sales stories and successes. Some of
them are new-product advertisers, who
are using spot radio to help launch
new goods and services, since it's easv
to match spot radio to distribution
Another veteran station rep put it

Business outlook
Q.

How

does spot business shape

up for fall?
A. From the standpoint of both buyers and sellers of spot radio, the picture is optimistic. From veteran advertisers with multi-million dollar budgets to relative newcomers with modest
radio allotments, admen are looking
at spot radio with renewed interest.
The rapid development of local daytime programing, local personalities,
and local merchandising by radio stations in and out of TV areas has created added interest in spot radio. Too.
there are signs of a swing back from
TV, both network and spot.
Stations and radio station reps, who
fought an uphill battle during the past
season against everything from spot
TV to radio networks with spot-like
sales vehicles, are understandably
pleased with the fall outlook.
Said an executive of one of the
network-owned station rep organizations: "Last year, around this time, we
were witnessing a parade of spot adtisers who were dropping out of spot
radio because of TV. Many wanted to
experiment in TV spot; a few were
trying to balance the costs of highpriced network TV. New business was
hard to flush out of the bushes — I
guesstic.weHow could
didn't we?
sound very enthusias-

EVERY

MINUTES
HOUR

on using bargain-basement tactics in
shopping for radio buys will find the

"Today, things are different. We've
had a bumper crop of renewals that
have carried us right through a strong
summer, with more renewals due for
fall. In addition, we've had a substantial number of our 'old customers'—
many of them returning to us from
TV — coming back. This is particularly true of food advertisers, who have
been attracted back to spot, radio because of recentlj stepped-up merchan-

this way to sponsor: "In the earlv
patterns. '
days of radio's growth, the networks
signed deals with stations which gave
to the networks the choice evening
hours and daylight hours. We were
lucky to stay alive by selling what local
programs were left, plus adjacencies to
the network vehicles.
"This fall, the shoe's on the other
foot. Sponsors are asking for davtime
or morning spot radio, local newscasts,
evening saturation campaigns and the
growing number of well-rated local
shows. The potential for growth has
turned in favor of spot. And, the networks no longer look upon us as a
kind of bargain-basement operation.
They compete with us every step of the
way for the radio ad dollar."

Q. Will the lineup of spot radio
advertisers this fall be virtually the
same as last fall?
A. Several leading advertisers — from
Hudson Pulp & Paper to the auto
manufacturers — will be much more
heavily in spot radio, having experimented freely in TV and found it not
always suitable to either their problems
or their ad budgets. This TV "turnover" is likely to continue until fa)
everyone has tried TV, or (b) everyone has made up his mind about it.
At the same time, there will be several new categories of spot advertisers
on the air in radio this fall, principallv
among

the booming crop of chlorophyll products and new agricultural
products. Since spot radio is not restricted toTV areas, but at the same
time can be held down to areas in
which distribution is being achieved,
it's still one of the best choices in the
national media line-up for the introduction of new products.

Q.

What

national advertisers are
SPONSOR

brings you a NtW approach
to the OREGON Market
The picture has changed in Portland — KWJJ, Oregon's most
powerful independent station, now presents a bigger and better buy than ever before.
Here is what has been happening.

NEW

Ownership

Rod

The station has been purchased by
reorganized for improved program-

has added

new

"BIG

Station".
MONEY"

to

spot your sales message in Portland's
market. KWJJ wide coverage, popularity and program

variety offer the

features and record programs
lead in audience appeal.

programs, both transcribed and

that

live talent to

produce a new program schedule which has unlimited variety and
creased family popularity.

NEW

"Family

don't need

perfect vehicle for "Spots that Pull."
Tie in with top news, sports, music,

Programs

KWJJ

Portland's
You

F. Johnson and its management
ming and service.

NEW

"SPOT" Your Campaign on

in-

Merchandising Service

KWJJ

has always stressed its merchandising service to advertisers. Now

a whole new program of special promotions and merchandising plans is
offered to help make your campaign
on KWJJ
more
effective.

NEW

National Representatives

KWJJ
many

now

offers increased coverage

offices of its new

of the national field through the

representatives, Weed

KWJJ

them

for detailed

facts

on

KWJJ's

Billion

and Company.

Dollar

Contact

Market.

10,000 watts

Oregon's Most Powerful Independent Station
National

WEED

Representatives

AND

New
York. Chicago,
Atlanta,
Hollywood,
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COMPANY
Detroit. Boston
San Francisco

Studio and Offices

1011 S. W. 6th Avenue
PORTLAND
4, OREGON
Phone

ATwater

1080 on Your Dial

4393
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buying heavily in spot radio for
fall?

dictions for fall indicate that they will
be as big a buyer of spot radio time

A. According to a sponsor checkup
among station representatives and ad
agencies, these categories of advertisers are expected to be most active in
spot radio this fall:
Soaps — The postwar boom in de-

and programs as the anti-histamine
products were a couple of seasons ago.
The regular drug advertisers in spot
radio — the patent medicines, the laxatives, the analgesics — are expected
back this fall in somewhat greater
numbers and with larger campaigns
than last year. Traditionally, when
drug sales are good, drug advertising
booms. And. drug sales have held up
well during 1952.
Later in the fall, although much of
the buying is being done now, the
cough-and-cold remedies, such as Pertussin and the cough drop firms, will
be in spot radio in Northern markets,
working southward as the season pro-

tergents, paced by P&G's Tide, is continuing, but the competition — Lever's
Surf. Colgate's Vel — is beginning to
make a strong showing. The battle is
on constantly in all major media, with
the major soap firms shuffling around
their spot radio schedules for determents, and even for their standard soap
brands. There's usually a steady, 52week "basic" campaign going for most
of them, supplemented by periodic
splashes that involve heavy spot radio
geared to special contests, merchandising drives, or coupon "sampling"
deals. Several of the major soap firms,
particularly P&G and Colgate, who
trimmed their spot radio in TV areas
last year, are beginning to move back
into the video cities with increased
spot radio.
Drugs — Hottest are the new rash of
< hlorophyll products — from toothpaste
to dog deodorizers.
The advance pre-

gresses.
Foods — Always one of the major
advertising groups in spot radio, the
food product firms are expected to be
even larger this fall than they were
last. For one thing, increased national
income has meant more food spending,
and a higher standard of living for
more people. This, in turn, leads to
competition for "new" family categories, and for rural consumers. Also,
food advertisers have turned to day-

IN MIAMI NOW!
If you still think Miami's merely
a "Winter Resort "...take a look at
these figures from the Miami and
Miami Beach Convention Bureaus!
227 Conventions Booked
November Of This Year!

April Through

time and morning radio to sell everything from breakfast cereals and coffee to cake mixes, as the strength of
daylight-hour radio has grown.
Spot radio has begun to look more
and more attractive to food advertisers
because of the stepped-up merchandising campaigns now being waged by
radio stations in all parts of the country. In the competitive field of supermarket selling — where a product sells
or doesn't on a combination of good
packaging, good displays, and good
advertising pre-sell — food advertisers
are aware that guaranteed merchandising tie-ins can do a lot to increase
the power of advertising.
So far, the biggest pushes in station
merchandising have been in the direction of promoting food items, and the
major accounts are beginning to sit
up and take notice.
Others — None of the advertisers in
the automotive, appliance or other
hard goods classes is willing to make a
prediction about spot radio expenditures for fall.inTheir
are "iffy"— ■
if shortages
vital plans
materials
do not
develop, if the armed forces requirements do not cut too deeply into civilian production, if labor situations can
be straightened out.
Movie advertising in spot radio is
expected to jump upwards, as is the
spot air advertising done by magazines
and publishing houses. Spot radio
usage by retail firms, or retail chains
like Sears or Ward is expected to be
heavier than last year. Beer and soft
drinks will be at least as strong as last
season.

Merchandising

212,455 Conventioners From Everywhere
Will Attend These 227 Conventions!
$25,932,970.00 Is A Conservative
Estimate Of The Number Of Dollars
These Conventioners Will Spend Here!

And. ..remember, all this is in
addition to our thousands of
Summer Tourists and our half a
million year-round residents!
Get your share of this big.
bustling all -season business!
WIOD can get it for you. Just let
your Hollingbery man fill you in
on the details.

James

M. LeGate,

General Manager

5,000 WATTS • 610 KC -

National Rep., George P. Hollingbery Co
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Q. What developments in station
merchandising are expected this
fall?
A. Virtually all major radio outlets,
in or out of TV areas, will have a station merchandising operation this fall,
or will have one operating soon after.
This is a statement that's true today:
it certainly wasn't a few short years
ago. A few pioneer stations like WLW,
Cincinnati; WWVA, Wheeling; WRVA, Richmond; WFAA. Dallas; WLS,
Chicago; WJR, Detroit; WFIL, Philadelphia and others have long done periodic or regular merchandising drives.
But for the first time now the trend is
in all classes of I1. S. markets.
Merchandising
has boomed
at the
SPONSOR

station level because of a combination
of pressures. Television has made a
dent in the revenue of radio stations —
in and out of video markets — since
many advertisers took their TV money
away from radio spot. Also, with the
number of AM and FM outlets in the
U. S. constantly growing the scramble
for the advertiser's dollar has become
more harried.
In a few cases, merchandising is
being offered by hard-put radio stations as a kind of come-on to advertisers, instead of rate-cuts. This is a practice frowned on by the station rep trade
group, NARTSR. At the same time,
the American Association of Advertising Agencies, currently drafting a
station-agency code of ethical practices,
is keeping a sharp eye out for agencies
who demand merchandising as a condition of buying time or programs.

Where Can You Buy
Average Ratings of 24.0?

Space doesn't permit a listing of
those radio stations who, individually,
are organizing merchandising drives.
They range from the merchandisingplus - personal - appearances done by
KGW in non-TV Portland. Oregon, to
the smooth-clicking radio merchandising-plus-contests organized by WTOP
in TV-conscious Washington, D. C.

Right now you're looking at the home of College Radio — "campuslimited"' stations managed and operated by students for students. Sixtyone college radio stations make up the Intercollegiate Broadcasting
System. These stations offer not only a great educational opportunity
for the undergraduates, but also an unexcelled medium for the advertiser to reach the college student.

Across the nation, you'll find all types
and sizes of stations merchandising
throughout their listening areas, and
boosting ad impact beyond TV limits.
Newest and hottest trend in spot radio merchandising has been the organizing and operating of merchandis-

is the best
"heeled"
country
today.

ing "packages" by station reps, which
cover all or several of the stations they
represent. Typical big-time efforts in
this respect are the "Chain Lightning"
operation of NBC's Spot Radio Sales
branch, and the "Supermarketing"
drives of CBS' Radio Sales. Intensified merchandising efforts are also being promoted these days by other station reps, from Avery-Knodel to Weed
& Company, featuring tie-ins with food
chains, drug chains, retail stores.
These merchandising operations are
truly big-time deals. They call for an
advertiser to spend a minimum amount
in a minimum period (example: $1,500
a week net for 13 weeks on WNBC,
New York, as part of "Chain Lightning") and in return guarantee him
various point-of-sale promotions. These
include counter displays, island displays, shelf promotions, preferred positions, window promotions, and the
like, plus a featuring in the store's (or
chain's) advertising in other media.
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H lien you sell a college statical, you've got a lifetime
customer!
There are 6,000,000 college graduates living today, and
the college halls embrace

2. HI 10.(11 H I undergraduates.

The rnllege market

and certainly the most influential

group

in the

The time to influence this group is when they are in college. If it is a
product you are selling, remember brand preferences formed in these
years may very well be lasting! If you have an institutional message,
present it while they are in college!
College years are the years for assimilating knowledge and ideas. It
is a time of preparation for life. It is a formative period. Form their
buying habits — for your product — while they're in college!
You buy average ratings of '2. 1. 0! The most effective way
of reaching and selling the college student is through his or her own
college radio station. Like pep rallies and proms, campus broadcasting
is an integral part of college life.
Proof of this rests in the fact that recent audience surveys show that the
average time period on a college station enjoys a rating of 24.0. Add to
this consistently high rating the intense loyalty of the listeners, and
you know you have an advertising medium magna cum laudel
You can buy any of the 61 IBS affiliates individually or as a group.
For complete market data and information regarding IBS facilities,
programs, coverage and rates, contact the IBS representative.

Intercollegiate Broadcasting System
The Thomas
205
35
3049

East 42nd
E. Wacker
E.

Grand

F. Clark Co.,

Street,

New

Drive
Blvd.

York

17,

New

Chicago,
Detroit,

Inc.
York
Illinois
Michigan

The first round of such merchandising deals has produced startling results. The head of one large grocery
chain on the Eastern seaboard, for instance, who had participated in a recent station merchandising campaign,
reported that the sales of featured
products were up anywhere "from
Id' i lu 200' < '" as a result. Local sales
increases, on a few occasions, have hit
as much as 400^- and have held up
well after the promotions. This is the
kind of sales story which makes practical sense to advertisers — particularly
food manufacturers or those who sell
in supermarkets, or drug chains.
The trend in American retailing of
food products and drug products since
World War II has been toward large,
self-service stores where displays are
usually equalized and advertising
pushes largely neutralized. Therefore,
the aggressiveness of stations and reps
in lining up store chains for joint
radio-retailing promotions has brought
many new advertisers to spot radio,
and has added to the over-all value of
spot as an advertising medium.

Q. What are some representative
examples of spot radio merchandising bystations?
A. Here are capsule summaries of the
merchandising activities oi just a few
radio stations which are carrying their
advertising impact far bevond the radio loudspeaker:
1. WLW, Cincinnati, is a real pioneer in station merchandising, has
been active for over a dozen years. No
fewer than 26 major merchandising
services — from in-store displays to
sales research — are handled by the
giant Midwestern outlet, and are available to advertisers. A recent, stationwide campaign in WLW's four-state
area was called "Parade of Stars." and
featured the TV outlet in addition to
the AM station. Some 5,000 grocers
participated, using special promotion
kits and a wide variety of display material to back up some 65 featured
grocery products. As always, the WLW
month-long drive boosted the sales of
all the products involved.
2. WISN, Milwaukee, recently celebrated its 30th birthday as a station,
and the 10th anniversary of a happy
partnership with the drug chains in its
areas. Airing a weekly-quartcr-hour
show called Knotv Your Druggist Better, WISN has done much to point up
Storer

Broadcasting

Company

Represented Nationally
by KATZ

SPONSOR

the druggist's role in the community.
In return, the druggists have cooperated over and over again with the station in handling special drug merchandising campaigns for WISN-advertised
products. The Milwaukee outlet also
services grocers and druggists with
regular dealer bulletins, merchandising ideas, helps arrange periodic special displays and promotions, and then
follows them up with personal calls.
3. WGAR, Cleveland, is in the
works now with a new "Merchandising" campaign which ties in such major supermarket chains as A&P and
Kroger with guaranteed display promotions. Advertisers who sell their
products through these two chains, and
who qualify in other respects i including a minimum expenditure of $250
per week net for 13 weeks on WGAR i
are eligible for the point-of-purchase
promotional backing. Special store
displays will feature the air-advertised
products, and special round-the-clock
plugs on WGAR will call attention to
the store displays.
4. KNX, Los Angeles, is representative ofthe big-power radio stations in
mature TV markets which now realize
that one of the best ways to counter TV
losses is to make gains in the outlying
areas where TV cant touch them,
meanwhile merchandising to a farethee-well right under TV's nose.
In conjunction with the station's
well-rated H ouseivives" Propopular,tective
League and Starlight Salute
participation show, KNX employs a
full-time merchandising manager with
a thorough knowledge of sales and distribution problems. Merchandising
campaigns are thorough; they start
lolling two weeks before the advertiser is due to bow onto the show, and
they follow him from the early "flash"
bulletins to dealers right through elaborate composite and individual displays, shelf promotions, window displays, and tie-in retail advertising.
KNX makes its tie-ups with drug, department, and jewelry stores in addition to the usual supermarkets and
food stores. Typical result: the Marco
Company of Los Angeles took a 13week participation for their pet food
on HPL and SS shows. Then, the merchandising began to roll. Ten days
before their commercials started, the
Marco Company had sold over one
thousand cases of the product to retailers on the strength of the upcoming
radio-plus-merchandising drive.
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of news shows. < 11 is because of this
• infusion that si'O.nsor avoids using

Spot fundamentals
Q. Does spot radio derive its name
from the term "spot,"
short announcement?

meaning

the word "spot'" to mean air announcement. '

A. 'I hi- i- a common misconception,
even among executives of firms which
have used spot radio for main years.
Actually, the word spot used here
means on the "spot"" the advertiser
chooses. The form of advertising message may vary all the way from
short station break announcements or
other types of "spots" to participation
in local programs or full sponsorship

Q.

What

are the chief advantages

of using spot radio?

A. Apart from the fact that it brings
sales results at low cost — as witness the
results of the ARBI studies — spot radio
is still the most flexible air medium,
with
biggest pointed
"circulation."
As the
NARTSR
out recently,
"spot radio affords almost limitless op-

more
people are listening
more
to WQXR
because there is no
substitute for good music
Ratings day and night have climbed for the
past 2 Years — and are still climbing.
While average Pulse ratings have increased, rates have not.
And agencies, constantly on the look out for good, economical buys, are recommending WQXR to clients who keep a
sharp eye on budgets. They are finding WQXR's
per-thousand most attractive and productive.

low cost-

WQXR's big 600,000-family market is in the market for
your product. Let us show you how you can best reach these
responsive ears... which cannot be reached so effectively
by any other New York radio station.
Call or write:

W UAK

229 West U3rd Street, Neiv York 36, New York
LAckwanna U-1100. Represented by
The Paul H. Raymer Company
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portunit)
to pin-point the
you're trying to reach."

audience

Q. What does spot radio's "flexibility" mean to an advertiser?
A. Spot radio gives an advertiser a
wide-ranging choice of air vehicles to
carry his advertising message. Basically, this breaks into three categories:
(1) programs. l2l announcements and
participations, and (3) station breaks.
An) of these three can be live or
transcribed, or combinations of both.
They can include everything from
brief "station I.D." announcements
and time signals through 20-second
and 30-second station breaks, and on
up to minute announcements, participations, disk jockeys, local personalities, farm shows, newscasts, sports
events, or transcribed full-length programs.
In terms of frequency, they can
range from the simple, steady $40,000annually campaigns of Oyster Shell
Products (a single minute announcement per week on a list of farm stations) through the gigantic saturation
campaigns of General Mills for Wheaties 1 900 announcements per week for

13 weeks, averaging 10 announcements
per day per station).
In terms of markets, spot radio's
flexibilitv can range from a single "test
market" campaign for a new product
on up to the nationwide, all-majormarket drives used b) the auto manufacturers to announce a new model.
Q. Who
radio?

can be reached via spot

number of automobiles to seasonal
business variations and local listening
tastes can alter the picture.
An advertiser entering spot radio
for the first time must be prepared to
face many small decisions — far more
in sum than are involved in choosing
a major network vehicle. He must be
prepared also to allow his agency the
maximum in freedom to make buys
quickly. It takes fast stepping plans,

In the broad sense, every radio

hard work to reach spot radio's audience with the right advertising vehicle

home in the nation, plus the outsidethe-home listening done to auto sets
and portables, and other forms of radio listening, is part of the basic coverage of spot radio.
In more precise terms, what applies
to radio today in the way of statistics,
listening and rating charts is true of

at the right time. However, the audience is there, and sales results more
than make up for the extra effort.

A.

spot radio.
to page
sponsor's
Radio
Basics Reference
section I see
99 1
will give advertisers and agencies a
broad picture of spot radio, and who
can be reached by it.
However, getting the most out of
spot radio is a matter of skilled timebuying by agencies. Individual thinking must be applied to each market
since everything from the climate and

Spot programing
Q. Are there any new trends or
unusual advertising buys in station
programing?
A. Here are some of the major
trends in local-level programing, as
reported to SPONSOR by station reps
and local program officials:
1 . News programs — A year ago, sponsor reported that "tke boom in news
programing since the Korean war con-

70 e T>a 76u
AT KQV, it's a 24-hour-a-day job
aggressively promoting in the right,
places

for its advertisers.

Carefully

planned promotion - - newspaper, dealer contests and special theater tieins - - is one reason why our rating and our local and national billing are
consistently high. Spot revenue-wise, KQV
stations of the nation.

is among the top five Mutual

Pittsburgh's Aggressive Radio Station
5000W-1410KC
Basic Mutual Network • Natl.Reps.,WEED&C0.
74

SPONSOR

tinues unabated/' Today, that's still
largely true, with the Korean situation
dragging on, Europe jittery, and the
national elections just around the corner. Although TV newscasting has
improved greatly in the past season,
audiences still look to radio for fastbreaking news.

P

ARE U0<L A MR.
SPOT

Spot radio lets you hand-pick the station which will
do the best selling job for you — market-by-market.

But general rating levels of newscasting throughout the U.S., except
for non-TV areas, are not higher than
last year. There are. of course, some
exceptions to this. Still, as Bob Hoffman, research director of WOR, told

SOUTHWEST

] effected accurately in today's ratings."
/tations, realizing that one of their
chief programing devices is news, are
throwing a lot of effort into developing
more news strips, and promoting those
that already exist. In several recent
instances, stations have turned down
network sustainers and even commercial shows to build early-evening newscasts across-the-board. Sponsors for
them are easy to find among both national and local advertisers. The

VIRGINIA?

Southwest Virginia, of which Roanoke is the hub,
is a complete market within itself. It represents

SPONSOR: "The ratings of local radio
newscasts are not striking when measured against those of peak news periods in 1951. However, radio newscasts
are doing better relatively in TV areas
than other types of radio programs. In
other words, they're proving more durable. It's well to remember that there's
9 trend toward listening to radio newscasts on secondary sets, particularly
during the time when the early-evening kid shows are on TV in video
areas. Again, more newscast listening
late at night is being done to secondar\ sets in bedrooms. These are not

0fffy?

RADIO?

about one-fourth of Virginia's total buying power.

WDBJ?
WDBJ is a 28-year-old pioneer in this rich market
— a consistent leader year after year in listener

ft

loyalty, prestige, coverage, and sales results! Ask
Free & Peters!
Established 1924 • CBS Since 1929
AM . 5000 WATTS . 960 KC
FM

. 41.000 WATTS

• 94.9 MC

ROANOKE,
Owned

and Operated

FREE

;■;.; . ■■:..:

& PETERS,

. ■ .

by the

TIMES-WOULD

VA.
CORPORATION

INC., National Representatives

■'■':■:.■■.:

CHEAP
ELECTRIC POWER
IS BRINGING

Presidential campaign is expected to
do much to enhance news listening th
fall and make for added sales of news.

NEW

2. Participation shows — At both
station and agency levels, an ever-increasing amount of attention is being
paid to good participation shows. These
run the gamut from morning disk

WESTERN

jockeys to women's shows and latenight platter twirlers.
Buying time in such programs has
been made much easier, with more stations servicing their reps with thorough
research on ratings, costs-per-1.000.
sales results and the like. As one of

INDUSTRY
TO

MONTANA

76e Ait TKotfo Station*

1 \i

J. Walter Thompson's timebuyers put
it to sponsor:

ouuo wans
Night 4 Day
MISSOULA

izv wans
Night & Day
ANACONDA
BUTTE

"We used to play it safe, for the
most part, in our spot campaigns,
scheduling transcribed announcements
and breaks next to local programs.
Often, we did this to please clients who
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MONTANA
THE

TREASVRE

STATE

OF

THE

75

48

had no respect for, or interest in. local
programing. Now. with good morning and afternoon announcement slots
hard to find, clients have been forced
to think in terms of local programs.
Manv accounts I know who have tried
participation programs are highl)
pleased with the results. This in turn
leads to more program business for
stations especially among those that
continue to develop good local shows."
So popular has the local-personality
type of participation show become that
station reps todav have been looking

increasingly for good program formulae which can be duplicated on all their
stations and made into a kind of "package."' One good example of this is the
stretching of the Housewives' Protective League to include all-but-two of
the radio stations represented by CBS
Radio Sales. As sponsor went to press,
plans were in the works to extend HPL
to those last two markets also, giving
CBS complete uniformity. Advertisers
can buy into any or all of these shows.
In buying all of them they have a potential audience that's about the same

size as the total U.S. television homes.
Network co-op shows have been
turned, by many stations, into participating programs to boost the amount
of daytime slots they have to sell.
More of this is expected for fall.
3. Other program trends — With radio growing increasingly competitive,
stations have turned toward developing more specialized program types.
Sparked by such industrywide prime
movers as the NARTSR spot radio
clinics, the BMI broadcaster clinics,
and national and regional meetings of
broadcaster groups, stations are now
going after "special interest"' audiences
with programs designed for their ears.
Music shows are seldom mixtures of
different musical types. They now range

HEREVER

YOU

from stepped-up rural and folk music
shows aimed at farm audiences to
specialty
shows -low.
like WNBC's
classical record
There areall-night
shows
for language groups, hobbyists, motorists, gardeners, farmers, and vacationists in ever-growing numbers. Programs of a purely public-service nature, and those of special communis
interest (local news, club doings, etc. i
are on the increase.

All over Western

"The theory behind this is simple,'"
a station manager told sponsor. "We
pick up some more audiences here, and
we pick up some more there. In sum.
they add up to a substantial boost to
our basic listening audiences, and help

New York, Northern Pennsylvania
and nearbyOntario,
WGR is the MOST

to integrate the station into the business and social life of the community."

LISTENED-TO
RADIO Station.

Transcriptions
Q Are advertisers increasing their
use of transcribed shows?
A. The transcribed radio program
business is enjoying a boom. It is now
the chief developer of new big-time
radio shows and other attractions designed to keep station programing on

iAjroadcoA&ng Corpj&ra&vit
RAND

BUILDING,

Notional Representatives:

BUFFALO

3,

N.

Y.

Free & Peters, Inc.
leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpatrick
I. R. ("Ike") lounsberry
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a high professional level — and afford
advertisers a low-cost means of programing.
The Frederic W. Ziv Company, industry leader, states that their 1952
production budget is triple what it
was a few years ago; for the next several years, they have a very elaborate
production schedule. In the 1951-52
season, Ziv invested $2,548,000 in
three new program series: / Was a
Communist
for the FBI, $650,000
SPONSOR

($12,500 per program, 52 in series);
Bright Star, $650,000 (ditto); Bold
Venture, $1,248,000 ($12,000 per program, 104 in series).
RCA Recorded Program Services
has appreciably upped its production
budget to meet increased demand for
syndicated shows. They report that
the number of advertisers using their
shows has increased 25% since last

MIDDLE
TENNESSEE'S
RADIO
VOICE

year, with regional sponsors predominating among the new ones. The 300
stations currently carrying their programs represent a 40f i increase in stations over last year.
Harry S. Goodman reports that the
number of advertisers using his shows
increased about 40% since last year,
while dollar volume has gone up 25' < .
Show sales were adversely affected in
some 15 major markets (due to TV)
but Goodman turned his concentration
on the smaller markets; now he has a
larger number of advertisers who pay
less money each but it all adds up to
expanded dollar volume for Goodman.
Although Goodman is not now pro-

100% NEGRO PROGRAMMING!
100% NEGRO PERSONALITIES!

ducing any new radio shows (he's
concentrating on new TV productions), he looks forward to continued
high sales of the 29 programs already
"in stock/'
Charles Michelson. Inc. indicates

MR. ADVERTISER:

ward completing a sale? If you're overlooking the NEGRO
segment of the city of Nashville's population, you're
neglecting 30% of your prospects!

gross income is up 25 to 30% since
last year, while the number of advertisers using their shows multiplied by

The only sure way of making a 100%
Nashville is through the use of NEGRO
NEGRO

some 60 to 70( /< . They have upped
their production budget over 100%
since last year, have put out about six
new programs. The number of stations carrying their programs (450 to
500) has increased by about 100 since
last summer. They report an increasing use of their shows on the larger
stations and on the smallest ones, with
the medium-sized outlets lagging. Reasons: Net affiliates are hungry for programs to make their time remunerative.
The small-station spurt Michelson attributes to the break-up of the LibertyNetwork.
MGM Radio Attractions has become
more of a producer than a syndicator
over the past year. As of 31 December
1951, the firm signed a long-term contract with the Mutual Broadcasting
System entitling Mutual to the use of
the 10 leading MGM shows on a more
or less exclusive basis in the U.S. With
these programs, which are all top-star
shows, Mutual has been programing
six evening hours weekly over its entire network of over 550 stations (Mon14 JULY 1952

Would you be satisfied if you knew

one of your salesmen was only making a 70% effort to-

WSOK

RADIO

sales effort in
RADIO1

in Middle Tennessee is WSOK'

is the station that began broadcasting December

14, 1951 and ranks THIRD*, month-by-month in the
C. E. Hooper total rated share of audience time periods,
January through April, 1952.
When you compare rates and Hooperatings with the other
leading Nashville stations, you'll be convinced that WSOK
is your best radio buy in Middle Tennessee.
Over 110,000 NEGROES
MV listening area.

live and buy in the WSOK

0.1

Forjoe men have fact sheets on this top station and
market!

FKffl

I ml trtti i if< ii large segment

1000
WATTS

o)

Whitt

NASHVILLE,
REPS

FORJOE

&

CO.

listeners *//*<».

1470
KC

TENNESSEE

. . . DORA-CLAYTON

(Southeast)
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day through Saturday evenings, from
8:00 to 9:00 p.m. each night I. MGM
Radio Attractions also has a similar
tie-up with a Canadian group of stations, All-Canada Radio Facilities.
which uses most of the same shows as
Mutual.
Incidentally a frequent plaint heard
at BAB and BMI district meetings is
that there is a shortage of half-hour
programs. Some of the complaining
station men say they've pretty well exhausted the availahle material of this
type and are looking forward to a
hroader output of the 30-minute transi i iptions from among the syndicators.

Q. What
transcribed

advertisers
programs?

A.

are

using

Transcription firms almost unanimously report notable increases this
past year in the number of advertisers
buying their shows (see figures in
Question 1 ) . Ziv notes that multi-market transcription buys by regional and
national advertisers of its big-time
vehicles have been increasing. / Was
A Communist for the FBI, which has
been sold on over 550 stations, was
purchased for 50 stations by the Jacob
Schmidt Brewing Co. of St. Paul; in
10 markets by the Golden State Dairy
Company of San Francisco; in six by

the Timken Roller Bearing Company.
Greyhound Bus Company, BigelowChevrolet, are among other sponsors
of / Was A Communist and other Ziv
shows. Brewers, utilities, grocery and
food sponsors are leading Ziv program
purchasers.
Regional advertisers predominated
among those buying RCA syndicated
programs this past year, and RCA
looks forward to welcoming even more
regional as well as national sponsors.
Among those already on the RCA list
are McCormick Biscuits, Ltd.. Borden.
General Electric. Frigidaire, Mail
Pouch Tobacco, Procter & Gamble.
Charles Antell sponsored five of the
MGM Radio Attractions over the whole
Mutual network in a nine-week campaign just ended. These programs
{ Woman of the Year, The Black Museum, MGM Musical Comedy of the
Air, Adventures of Casanova, Adventures ofMaisie) are currently taking
a 13-week hiatus from the air; the
other five MGM features (Crime Does
Not Pay, Story of Dr. Kildare, The
Hardy Family, Gracie Fields Show,
MGM Theatre of the Air) will remain
on Mutual throughout the summer.
They are sponsored on a co-op basis
by some 650 advertisers. Pequot
Mills and Amana Refrigerators sponsor another MGM show on Mutual,
The Paula Stone Show.
National advertisers bankrolling

You can't cover Indiana's #2
market from another state.
Our rates are local and include
complete

merchandising

distri-

bution and promotion assistance.
We

serve 400,000

Goodman programs, most of them on
a co-op basis, include General Electric.
Philco, Admiral, Nash Kelvinator.
Kroger Grocery Company. Sponsors
using Charles Michelson offerings are
largely local but include some national
spot buyers. In the ranks are Wrigley's, General Motors, Blackstone Washing Machines, Borden, Lever Bros.,
General Foods (for Post Toasties and
Instant Postum). Jackson Brewing
Company (Midwest and South), Early
& Daniel Feed Company.

loyal listen-

ers in Negro, rural, industrial,
and four nationality groups.
Only the Gary Sales Plan sells
Indiana's second market.
Call us without obligation.

Gen. Mgr.-WWCA

WWCA

Q. What types of transcribed
shows are most popular?

A. Mysteries, soap operas, and bigname, network calibre shows seem to

ian
Gary2 Ind
eta's
Mark
No.
Chicago's
Radio
Monster
78

be in the lead. Ziv's / Was a Communist for the FBI, starring Dana Andrews, iscarried on over 550 stations;
Bold Venture on over 500: their Bright
Star comedy series starring Irene
Dunne and Fred MacMurray which
debuted 24 September 1951. signed
227 markets in its first M) days, is now
SPONSOR

on over 400 stations; Boston Blackie's
19.1 rating in Kansas City made it
the highest-rated show in the city on
Sunday afternoons. Ziv offers 26 program series, ranging from the musical
Guy Lombardo Show to western Cisco
Kid to soap operas Dearest Mother and
Forbidden Diary to sleuth stanzas
Philo Vance and Boston Blackie.
Soap operas head the Goodman
popularity list, namely, Linda s First
Love and Mary Foster, Editor's Daughter, (sponsored by Kroger Compan) I.
Burl Ives Sings and Hymns of the
World come next, then the mystery
show Let George Do It, previously a
top-rated show on the Don Lee Network which Goodman "took off the
line" and sold in other sections of the
country. Public service feature. Doctor's Orders, has also been selling well.
RCA Recorded Program Services offers 24 syndicated programs, found
that the most popular this year were
Aunt Mary, The Haunting Hour,
Weird Circle, Five Minute Mysteries,
The Playhouse of Favorites, and A
House in the Country.
Widest sponsorship in the Michelson
stable goes to mysteries, with The

Q.
What
cost?

lnr

Vm

Zi\ predicts their business will expand in direct ratio to the speed with
which the network radio business de
(lines. With their lavish production
budget they plan to produce shows
with even more top stars, and the best
script material available.
According to A. B. Sambrook, manager of RCA Recorded Program Sei
vices Sales: "The fall outlook is a
bright one, with every indication of
increased sale> In stations and sponsors. The trend will be toward greater

do transcribed programs

A.

Costs still vary, depending on station and size of market. But generally, an advertiser can buy a transcribed
show for even less than last year in
many markets, due to TV competition.
RCA syndicated programs, which
last year ranged from $4.00 to over
$200.00 a program, can be bought this
year for from $3.00 to $150.00 per
show. Goodman shows also start at
$3.00 in the smallest markets, run up

use of these shows by well-known regional and national
sponsors."
Goodman
looks forward
to a revival
of sales in the major markets this fall
as the networks have fewer top programs to feed their affiliates.
Michelson says his upped business
this past year was not due to any special promotion or selling effort on his
part, but to the growing recognition
by stations that they need transcribed
shows to remain in a competitive position programing-wise.

to $250.00 in major centers — a reduction from last year's top rate of $400.
What

is the fall outlook for

MV/M 0.5
Within

1950 DATA

_~_rL._
lAffKfl

transcribed programs?
A. V er\ ros\ . Zi\ l!< \ Goodman.
Michelson all anticipate steadily rising
sales, continuing the jiains of L952.

Sealed Book and The Avenger on tup.
WTOP, Washington, D. C. uses a solid
Michelson mystery block from 8:00 to
11:00 p.m. Fridays, has topped all
other Washington stations rating-wise.
Michelson has added two new mysteries this year, In the Name of the
Law, and Order in the Court; will soon
release Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde series.

AUDIENCE,
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Contour, DAY

Households
In Communities
On Farms
Radio Homes

over "The
Altoona.

Station

OF
OQ
ImOuO Q*

THE

Most

People

Listen

to

Most"

In Communities
On

in

MARKET,

1949,

Food Stores
General Merchandise

$

Eft ft*
UU.U

OF

THE

TIME

Stores

JACK

nil

SNYDER,

MANAGING

NATIONAL

DIRECTOR

REPRESENTATIVES

201,220

10,900
44,300

38,180

41,760

68,500

2,540
41,950

64,100
59,780
8,720

39,630

56,090

2,320

8,850,000
8,870,000
17,500,000

Filling Stations

5,240,000

Building Mtl. -Hardware
Eating-Drinking Places

6,700,000

TOTAL

RETAIL

SALES

FARM MARKET,

8,010
49,180,000
19,700,000
10,670,000
11,120,000
27,240,000
10,250,000
10,530,000
12,810,000

8,320,000
2,280,000
10,180,000

2,840,000
14,870,000

1 19,670,000

169,210,000

2,250
4,150
1,630,000
6,670,000

14,340
7,710
6,520,000

1949

Number of Farms
Automotive Vehicles
Cost of Feed
Purchased
Value
of Products
"Con

239,400

138,900

15,130,000

Drug Stores
All Other Stores

Due
to fine programming
and outstanding
public
service, WFBG
has dominated
the rich Altoona market for the past 26 years.

149,800

36,600,000

Apparel
Stores
Home Furnishings
Stores
Automotive Outlets

PEOPLE

LISTEN
TO 1:00
WFBG
(6:00 AM till
AM)

Farms

RETAIL

Contour, DAY

1950

Population
In Communities
On Farms

Your message on WFBG
reaches a potential listening
audience of over a quarter million people . . . people
eager to purchase
your merchandise
when
presented

MV/M 0.1
Within

$
$

24,400,000

1945 lAgriSources: Census of 1950 iPopulatio n) 1949 (Business)
)S Consumer
Markets;
coordinaculture*:
BMB
Radio Families', SRC deral estimates
by WALTER
P.
tion to 1949-1950
on basis of Fe
BURN, Middlcbury, Vermont
an Met. Altoona Area Survey, January 1951. All Stations participating.
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Library services
Q. Are advertisers and stations
buying more library service programs?
A. Decidedl) yes. Despite the flood
of free records supplied to stations by
phonograph manufacturers in return
for free plugs, the library service business is doing better than ever. This
may be due in part to the intensified
promotion and selling efforts made by
most of the services, and in part to the
continued opportunity libraries offer
sponsors and stations to present
smooth, professionally scripted programs at very low cost.
There are nine leading library companies: Associated Program Service,
New York; Capitol Records, Hollywood; M. M. Cole, Chicago; LangWorth Feature Programs, New York;
C. P. MacGregor, Los Angeles; RCA
Recorded Program Services (Thesaurus Shows), New York; Sesac, New
York; Standard Radio Transcription
Services, Hollywood; World Broadcasting System, New York.
Business at the World Broadcasting
System, according to general manager
Robert Friedheim, is breaking all pre-

\ ious records. The number of advertisers using their shows increased 30 to
IV , since last year, largely on the local level. World now has more than
900 radio station-subscribers, a 15%
increase over last year. In April 1952
alone WBS signed 42 new contracts
with stations. This was the biggest
month in their history. They've upped
their production budget by some 25%.
Associated Program Service, says its
vice president and general manager
Maurice B. Mitchell, is serving more
stations now than ever before. He attributes this partly to their new policy
of offering stations specialized libraries
— such as a production music library,
a show medley library, a popular library— at considerably lower rates
than the full APS library. This, states
Mitchell, has had the effect of opening
many hitherto closed doors. Many stations using competitive libraries have
bought these specialized units to augment weak sections: others which never before used a library are also selecting only the units they need. As for
the production budget, barometer of
future hopes, APS has always been a
large one, says Mitchell, and they have
no plans to reduce it.
According to Bennett S. Rosner, ad-

0
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vertising manager, sponsorship of
RCA s Thesaurus library service shows
and commercial features has increased
by over l,000ff since last year (based
on reports from their subscriber stations.I Regional advertisers comprise
most of the newcomers. RCA has greatly increased its Thesaurus production
budget, in line with the continuing business climb.
Sesac reports an increase of about
20% since last year in the number of
stations they service, which now total
approximately 500. They are also
aware of an appreciable increase in
sponsors, largely local, and have upped
production
allocation some 25%.

Q. What do library services offer
to sponsors?
A. The primary offerings of libraries
are still musical programs, many of
them expertly built and scripted and
featuring well-known talent on highfidelity recordings. These musical
shows run the gamut from pop to concert, from Western to religious, from
Broadway show tunes to Dixieland
jazz. Most services have 4,000 to 5,000
selections in their basic libraries, script
between 15 and 30 program series.
These programs offer sponsors shows
of network calibre combined with the
grass-roots appeal of local announcing.
Associated offers 14 programs with
such stars as Vic Damone and Mindy
Carson representative of the calibre
of talent to be found in The Stars
Sing, Music for America, Candlelight
and Silver, and Curtain Calls. Associated also has a collection of 179 different commercial jingles — including leadins for a wide variety of sponsors,
weather,
Christmas
arbitration
the library

"EARLY WORM"

JOHNSON

The "Early Worm" never gets the bird from sponsors who want
results. Irwin Johnson's "Early Worm" program has top listenership
throughout the 24-county, Central Ohio area reached by WBNS . . .
starts the day right for loyal WBNS listeners. They stay with WBNS
to hear top local and CBS network shows . . . including all the top
20-rated programs!
K

JOHN

BLAIR
POWM

WINS
—
5,000
WCLD-FM — S 3.000
(OLUMIUS.

OHIO

OUTLET

8C

time, shopping-days-tilljingles. (A recent AFRA
decision took jingles out of
category, ruling that they

are now to be considered open-end material requiring repayment to performers every 13 weeks. New jingles would
come under this provision. Unless this
situation is subsequently changed by
negotiations this fall, it would economically block the production of new jingles by libraries.)
Of the over 25 programs World
Broadcasting offers, the most popular
sponsorwise have been long-standing
Horn em a ker Harmonies, Dick Haymes
and Forward America. Newcomer
Chapel by the Side of the Road features Raymond Massey, with Bible
readings and devotional music, has surSPONSOR

prised World
by the interest it has
stirred in metropolitan centers such as
Rochester
(WHAM)
and St. Louis
(KSD).
The People Choose, a narrative with musical interludes, is a political series designed for this election
year.
World
programs
feature such
stars as Robert
Montgomery,
Mimi
Benzell, David Rose, Lanny Ross. Kitty Kallen. World prides itself on its
varied programing fare, as well as its
wide range of supplementary material
and special occasion
jingles.
They
have recently
introduced
a series of
"sell sounds" — sound effects designed
to give greater impact to commercials.
The most heavily sponsored of the
30 RCA
Thesaurus
shows this year
were The Freddy Martin Show, Date in
Hollywood, The Hour of Charm, The
Wayne King Serenade, Music by Roth,
and The Tex Beneke Show.
Recently
added programs include Sons of the
Pioneers, A Christmas Carol, and The
Story of the Nativity. In addition Thesaurus offers recorded introductions of
talent, announcements, program signatures, sound effects, and mood music.
Lang-Worth
musical programs are
liberally peppered with such stars as
Allan Jones, Vaughn Monroe, Frankie
Carle. Patti Page, Alan Dale, Juanita
Hall, Tito Guizar, Tony Pastor, Count
Basic

Shows range from the "Musical Western" Riders of the Purple
Sage to the symphonic Concert Hour.
Sesac offers 15 programs
ranging
from Mr. Muggins Rabbit, a kid show
with incidental music, to the religious
Little White Chapel, the patriotic Here
Comes the Band, and the light concert
Music We Remember.
Standard Radio Transcriptions has
Hollywood Calling, pop concert with
interviews, Musical Roundup, Western
variety, and Sports Parade, sports story with music, among others.
Capitol Records offers such names as
Jan Garber, Skitch Henderson, Frank
deVol. and King Cole in their pop and
dance programs. Andy Parker provides the Western touch and Pee Wee
Hunt caters to Dixieland jazz tastes in
The Man From Dixie.
C. P. MacGregor, in addition to such
shows as Melodies that Endure, Say It
With Music, and Americana, sends out
Holiday Scripts, special scripts with
music for holidays.

To the radio advertiser
who inquired about an
under-the-counter deal
One of our boys recently put aside his rustic
clothes and haystrewn speech for a look at the
World.
"Madison Avenue is a shambles," he
reported. "All advertisers are equal only some
are more equal than others. Rate cards gyrate.
Counters for dealing under are everywhere. One
fellow even made me a Proposition!"

him down with a month's vacation
We
and calmed
decided to make a Statement, to wit:
1. Our rate card No. 18 became effective
June 1, 1951.
2. If rate increases become necessary a new
rate card will be issued (with a year of grace
between announcement and effective date).
3. If rate decreases go into effect a new rate
card will be issued; everyone will know about
it and benefit from the reduction.
We're old fashioned- about rate cards. Ours mean
what they say. Everyone is treated the same as
anyone. This saves time-buyers embarrassment:
stand; they don't have
theybargaining.
where
theybe know
to
worried
about

We submit that WMT's published rates offer a
fertile source of advertising value: 338,480
families who listen each week to WMT's exclusive
The Katz
regional and CBS programming.
Agency, our national representative, says amen.
5000 WATTS, 600 KC
REPRESENTED

Q.
A.

What sponsors are buying library service programs?
sponsor noted in a music libraries

NATIONALLY

BY THE KATZ AGENCY

BASIC CBS

RADIO

NETWORK
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article I 15 January 1951 1 that library
shows boast a long roster of local
sponsors, but national and regional advertisers have not accorded them much
attention. That there has been somewhat of a change in this trend is indicated byRCA Thesaurus and its report
that of the vast increase 1 1,000% ) in
sponsorship of its shows since last
year, the largest factor was regional
sponsorship.
Among Thesaurus show sponsors are
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company. Arthur
Murray School of Dancing. Beltone
Hearing Aid Company. Dodge-Pl\mouth Dealers, Ford Motors. Cities
Service, Oldsmobile, Borden. General
Electric. Pure Oil. Zenith. Myndall
Cain Cosmetics, Motorola. ChryslerPlymouth Dealers.
National and regional advertisers
using World shows include: National
Biscuit Company. Sinclair Oil, Cities
Service, Sherwin Williams Paints. International Harvester. Borden. Shell
Gas and Oil, Texaco Company. Sears,
Roebuck, Lipton. W. & J. Sloan Furniture.

Top Hooper, top coverage., top merchandising
support means WRBL
livering the booming
1951 Columbus
INCREASE:
16.5%
WRBL

Columbus

showed a 10%

10.5%

INCREASE

RETAIL

market.

In

POPULATION

SALES INCREASE;

in Effective Buying Income.

delivers 18.7%

all other media

leads ALL media in de-

MORE

COVERAGE

in the Columbus

than

26 county

trading area. For complete coverage at the
lowest cost per thousand
Hollingbery.

contact WRBL

or

APS programs boast a long list of
local sponsors, still earn Westinghouse
Dealers, Household Finance Corp.. and
Thyovals
(vitamins).
Q.
What do library shows cost?
A. Similar to transcribed programs,
costs vary according to the market.
APS reveals that an entire show can

be bought for $2.00 — just the price of
one of the transcriptions — on some stations, but would cost considerably
more on the major market powerhouses. World programs sell to sponsors for from $5.00 to $100.00 per
show — and higher. What it all adds up
to is that library shows are still a very
low-cost — yet high-calibre — type of
programing which stations are putting
<m the air for advertisers.

Regional networks
Q. What factors are causing the
growth of regional networks?
A. There's nothing strikingly new
about the use of regional networks by
spot air advertisers, a common enough
practice since the early 1930's. But. in
the past year or so. regional radio webs
have emerged as a sharply-defined contender for the $135.000.000-plus spent
annually in spot radio broadcasting.
82

SPONSOR

This growth of a medium- within-a-meflium has been due to I a I the increas-

timebuying

ing amount of promotion, campaigning, programing, and advertising
know-how being exhibited by regional
webs, and (b) the flexibilit) of regional webs.

billing take the place of individual
dealings with three to 10 stations.
For instance, llie Tobacco Network

Regional networks meet a variet) ol
advertising needs. For the national
advertiser who wants to break awav
from a network pattern and hit hard
in a certain area, or for the regional
advertiser who has a distribution pattern peculiarly his own. the regional
network may be the answer. Regional
nets are valuable as well for advertisers
who want to supplement inadequate TV
coverage. An important benefit is the
fact that the agency's paperwork and

procedure

i> simplified.

One contract, one clearance, and one

of Raleigh, Y ('.. comprises six stations and covers eastern North Carolina, the states major market. The network oilers sales, sales promotion, and
merchandising all from its executive
offices in Raleigh.
\n advertiser with marketing distribution in three states such as Washington, Oregon, and California, might
be interested in the Columbia Pacific
or Don Fee networks. Columbia Pacific covers an area that runs from the
Canadian to the Mexican border. The
Don Fee chain, with !~> stations is a
"package" designed to cover the Pacific ("oast with a single advertising
order. Don \jc and CBS Pacific are
flexible in that advertisers do not have
to take the whole network. A new advertiser can start by buying coverage
only of the areas in which he has (or
wishes to establish I product distribution. As his distribution grows, he can
add stations market by market.

TWO
CBS

Q. What brought
into being?

A.

Angling for
New Markets?
If you're fishing for new markets, past result stories point
to KFYR as a likely spot. The
station with the nation's largest area coverage, KFYR
doesn't depend on "fish stories"— offers the national advertiser hard-hitting facts which
bear out KFYR's coverage and
selling claims in this rich, rural
market.

regional nets

Advertiser need for focused sell-

ing is the major reason for the formation of regional nets. But in some instances, the popularity of certain regional programs led to formation of
networks.
Such was the historj of the Texas
Quality Network which came into being in the spring of 1934. It was
formed basically to carrj Southwest
football games and one of its first accounts was Burrus Mill & Elevator
Company, which is still on the air.
One of the newer regional nets
founded primarih because of audience
interest in specialized programs is the
Wyoming Cowboy. It began operations in February 1052 and was the
outgrowth of statewide interest in University of \\\oniing sports activities.
The net serves three-fourths of Wyoming's population of 285,000.

Q. Who are
advertisers?
5000 WATTS-N.B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair
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some

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

ONE

MARKETS

LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

Sales -winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally
include this pair of topproducing CBS Radio
Stations. Results prove
this! Write, wire or phone
our representatives now
for availabilities and
rates!

regional net

A. Proof of regional network success
are the host and variety of advertisers
to be found on them. They include such
accounts as Conoco, Anacin, Bulova,

National Representatives

JOHN

BLAIR

&

CO.
83

Camels. Studebaker. Surf, Western Air

an

Lines, Mogen David Wine, Pan American Coffee Bureau, Sunshine Biscuit

brought about by the population shift
to the suburbs and the preponderance
of new construction in the suburban

Company, and many
and regional accounts.

IN
THE
MIDDLE

Q. How
networks

TOBACCO

MARKET

WGTM
•

CBS AFF.

WILSON
NORTH

A.

1,275,800 PEOPLE'
whose
1951
EBI was
$1,155,020,000.00*
who "wentto market"
to the tune
of
$806,083,000.00

1951*
Full

5,000

Watts

590

Kilocycles

in

Time

Allen

Wanamaker,
General
Manager
•
Wilson,
N. C. *
The Walker Representation Co., New York Citv
SM SURVEY OF BUYING POWER, May 10, '52
— 29 Counties Covered by WGTM

84

audience

area. The net is composed of WARLAM-FM. Arlington. Va.: WUST-AMFM. Bethesda-Chevv Chase. Md.:
WFAX. Falls Church. Va.; WGAY.
Silver Spring. Md.:
andria. Va.

WPIK.

Alex-

Each of the stations is owned, managed, and programed completely independent of the others. Basic format is
block programing of music and news,
the principle differences among them
being the emphasis on sports and types
of music: hillbilly, popular, sweet, concert. Negro. Advertiser-advantages:
the five stations may be purchased as
a unit for either announcements or programs. Spot announcements may be
bought at the same time on each station or staggered. Big advantage of
buying the same time on each station
is that youre assured of an unduplicated audience. Sponsors on the stations include Bayer aspirin, Motorola.

Don Lee in number of stations, it probably covers the largest area of any in
the country. Its territory has a population of 3.935,992 with 1.172.123 radio homes and retail sales of $4,169.470,000.
Q. How many
are there?

CAROLINA

SELLS 'EM!

large an area do regional
cover?

A. Regionals scale down from West
Coast-encompassing Don Lee and CBS
Pacific to the more typical Z-Net (Pacific Northwest Broadcasters) which
covers the important cities of western
Montana. Generally, local conditions
shape the coverage area of a regional.
Sometimes the effort of half a dozen
medium coverage stations to compete
with a powerhouse in the area causes
them to hand together in a natural alliance. In other cases common ownership may be the binding factor.
The regional networks are by no
means confined to one-state coverage.
The Intermountain Network, for example, is composed of seven stations
in LItah. four in Idaho, seven in Wyoming, nine in Montana, one in Nevada, six in Colorado, nine in New
Mexico, and one in Texas. Second to

OF
THE
WORLDS
LARGEST

5000 WATTS

other national

increased suburban

regional networks

There are approximately 70 as of

the spring of 1952 with new nets forming recently at the rate of one every
few months. An upcoming issue of
sponsor will contain an article detailing the value of regionals to sponsors
and including a list of all regional networks and their reps. A representative
handful of regionals includes the Western Slope Network in western Colorado, the Oklahoma Network, Granite
State Network, and the Wisconsin Network.
Q

How

do

citywide

J

__JSS»*'

»

^^■■'

BOB

TREBOR

networks

operate?

A.

Strictly speaking, these are not regionals. The Metropolitan Network of
Washington, D. C. for example, covers
the metropolitan area of Washington
only. But it has the same ease-of-purchase advantages as networks covering
much larger regions. Its stations are
suburban based and designed to reach

IN

ROCHESTER,
Represented

THE

BOLLING

Nationally

N. Y.
by

COMPANY

SPONSOR

Pertussin, Adam Hats.
Joe Brechner, of WGAY and chairman of the five-station group, comments on why advertisers are turning
to this type of radio operation. "It has
been our observation that as TV increases its impact that the national advertiser isgoing to turn more and more
to the methods and media which have
been producing results day in and day
out for retail advertisers where dollars
spent for advertising have to ring the
cash register the next day. Phis logically leads to the use of the Metropolitan Network group for convenience of
purchase by the national advertiser at
regional rates in proven independent

Pittsburgh, New Orleans, Los Angeles,
San Francisco. Exceptions: Midwest
farm communities, Spanish Southwest.
Biggest single market is New York
with 2.5 million Jews, 2 million Italians, 750,000 Germans, 412,000 Poles
350,000 Puerto Ricans, 123,000 Hungarians. 57,000 Czechs, 54,000 Norwegians, 53,000 Greeks and main others— 75 nationalities in all.

A. Over these six specialized stations
I all of which repoi ted business as good
as or better than last year) :
I. WI1W German. Spanish, Italian daily plus French, Hungarian,
Greek, Polish; 2. WEVD— Yiddish;
3. WHOM— Italian, Spanish, Polish.
German, Yiddish (plus Chinese, Turkish, Swiss-German and Ikrainian on
WHOM-FM); 4. WLIB— Polish, Yiddish (plus Chinese, Turkish, SwissGerman and Ukrainian on WHOMFM) ; 5. WO V— Italian (some French);
6. WWRL — Arabic, Czech, French,

Q. How can the sponsor cash in
most effectively on the New York
foreign-language market?

German, Greek, Hungarian, Lithuani-

radio stations."

Foreign-language radio
Q.

How big is the foreign-language market?

A. Nobody's sure. The 1950 census
showed 10,147,000 foreign-born whites
in the U. S. at the time. Per capita income then was $1,436. Thus the market restricted to foreign-born alone
could be estimated conservatively at
more than $14 billion, assuming this
group saved no more than the rest of
us. Add the children and grandchil-

THIS RICH MARKET

dren, and the sky's the limit in estimating potentials.

Radio delivers MORE
Q. How can a sponsor reach these
10 million listeners most cheaply?
A. Over 384 stations program in 30
languages, according to an NARTB
survey made in 1950. Situation has
not changed much since then, a spot
check by sponsor showed. The languages range from Albanian to Yugoslav and include Arabic. Chinese, Danish, Gaelic, Japanese, and Slovenian.
Top 10 and the number of stations
carrying follow:
Language
Spanish
Italian _
Polish
French
.

No. Stations
.
_

124
100
41
165*

•sponsor estimate

1952:

Language
No
Czech
Greek
. .
Yiddish
Portuguese
& German _
189.

x

sets-in-use in the South

Bend market than before TV! . . . Hooper Serveys for Oct.-Nov. 1951 compared with Oct.Nov. 1945 prove it. Morning up 6.8, afternoon
up 8.0 and evening up 4.4. Television is still
insignificant here because no consistently satisfactory TV signal reaches South Bend. Don't
sell this rich market short. Wrap it up with
WSBT radio.

30

Station*

Years

on

the Air

35
33

32

*«

28

Q.

Where are these foreign-language markets concentrated?
A. Mostly metropolitan centers such
as New York, Philadelphia, Boston,
Chicago, Detroit, Buffalo, Cleveland,
14 JULY 1952
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11th

IN EFFECTIVE

BUYING INCOME
PER CAPITA
among
Sales Management's
162 Metropolitan Areas

•

Distributors and merchant's
here are pleased that the QuadCity area has moved 3 steps
ahead to 11th place in the
effective buying income cate
gory. This great depth of
quality among 240,000 Quad('itians is a pretty good promise of success for the advertiser who lias quality merchandise to >ell and does it
wisely through the use of
WHBF-TV now received by
over 110,000 T\ set owners.
Lcs

Johnson,

V.P.

and

Cen.

Mgr.

an, Polish, Russian. Spanish, Ukranian.

A. 1. More national advertisers are
using it than ever. Sampling:
National Shoes, Procter & Gamble,

Q. How much does time cost on
a representative group of stations?
A. It costs $712 for one hour weekly
for 13 weeks or $80 for one minute
weekly on WOV, New York, and these
eight other members of the Foreign
Quality Language Network: WSBC,
Chicago; WSRS, Cleveland; KOWL,
Santa Monica; WJMJ. Philadelphia;
WHOD, Homestead, Pa.; KSAN, San
Francisco; WACE. Chicopee, Mass.,
and WHAY, New Britain, Conn. You
can take either language or both; they
list a listenership potential of 3,575,600
Italians and 2,009.125 Poles. (Only
four of the stations carry Polish. I

Red Cross Salt, Ward's Tip Top Bread.
Busch Credit Jewelers, RCA Victor,
Eastern Airlines, Pan American Airways, General Foods, Sabena Airlines,
Gallo Wine, Gem Oil, Pepsi-Cola.
Quaker Oats, Lucky Strike, Bond
Bread, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Carnation Milk, Nestle, Planter's Nut & Chocolate Co., Babbitt, Kirsch Beverages.
On co-op programs: most namebrand appliances, DuMont TV, GE
Frigidaire, Eaglo Paints, Ruppert's,
Schlitz, and Pabst beer.
On border stations in Mexico you'll
find many of the above plus Pet Milk,
Old Golds, Camels, Philco Products,
Kellogg's Corn Flakes, Calvert's, Goodrich Tires, Westinghouse, Norge, and
Bendix.

Q.

TELC0 BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

* *-

KCMC
(AM

74% have autos and — note this — 98%
have radios.

KAMD

NlARKy
CAMDEN,

FM)

Ark.

TEXARKANA
•

DELIVERS

READY
571,000

SALES

PEOPLE

$420,267,000

Effective Buying Power

$367,535,000

Retail Sales

*From

Safes

Management

the ARKTEX STATIONS
ORDER

•
ONE

Sold

singly

ONE
CLEARANCE
BILLING
or

For details,
FRANK
Gazette
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O.
Bldg.,

Q. Can the sponsor reach the
Spanish - language market with
border stations?
A. Much of it. XEGM of Tijuana,
Mexico, claims 750,000 Spanish-Americans in its coverage area extending to
San Luis Obispo County north of Los

•' Ark., Tex

ONE

City or Madrid, 300,000 in the San
Francisco-Oakland area and a whopping 1.3 million in Texas (figure used
by the Texas Spanish Language Broadcasters) Financially,
.
they compare favorably with other nationality groups.
Example: In the Los Angeles area onehalf the 105,000 Mexican families own
TV sets, 68% live in their own homes.

/
Jkwfc
/ HOT.
SPRINGS

GOLDEN 1
TRIANGLE

mar-

A. Si. Besides New York's 350,000
Spanish-speaking Americans, there are
525,000 persons in the Los Angeles
area who would feel at home in Mexico

WHBF
THE

Is the Spanish-language
ket important?

MYERS,

in

groups

write to:
Gen.

Texarkana,

Angeles. Others, which program completely inSpanish: ZEJ, Juarez; ZEAS,
Nuevo Laredo; ZEAC, Tijuana: XED.
Mexicali; XEMU, Piedras Negras;
XEO, Matamoros; XEOR, Reynosa;
KICO, Calexico. You can hit harder on
these programs, advertise products
banned from U. S. air. Example: hard

2. Programs are improving. More
are like English-language shows than
ever. Soap operas are written for the
language group. Highly popular are
disk jockeys, folk music, Mr. and Mrs.
type shows, amateur nights, comedy
sketches, news, and (Italian especially)
transcriptions of interviews with relatives and friends back home, which
WOV features. Even American jazz is
being recorded in foreign tongues. Example: "The Thing" was waxed in
Italian, Polish, Yiddish, Spanish, and
German ("Das Ding"). However, the
programs out of town still have a long
way to go, says Rino Negri, Emil Mogul Co.'s v.p. in charge of foreign-language media. "They're 10 years behind New York," he adds.
3. Americanization of second and
third generations continues, and the
total number of foreign-born whites is
decreasing (11.419,138 in 1940, 10,147,000 in 1950). But listenership remains at an all-time peak because of
better programs, the influx of DP's and
Puerto Ricans and the listener's natural love of his native tongue and cus-

liquor. But don't forget the many excellent U. S. stations near the border.
(SPONSOR has a complete list of Spanish-language stations available on request.)

Mgr.
Arlc-Tex.

Q.

What

are

the trends in
eign-language broadcasting?

for-

SPONSOR

- - - radio
campaign
in
Southern
California?

INSURE

loins, according to Charles Baltin. v. p..
W MOM. New York.
4. TV will make inroads into the
market but not nearly as deeply as in
the others, according to the experts.
Lhe} list two reasons: lal the foreign-language listener is so loyal to
his program he will tune it in for the
brief period it's usually on in preference to anything else on the air; i b I
TV's too expensive to use extensively
for slanting toward specialized audiences. At present only three stations
in the U. S. are offering anything to

ITS

SUCCESS!

WKOW
Delivers More Homes
Per Dollar in
Wisconsin's Rich
*Moo4a Market

the foreign-language viewer: WOR-TV,
New York, which uses Italian films:
\\ PIX, New York, which uses English
programs designed to attract ItalianAmericans, and WBKB, Chicago,
which also uses Italian films.

Q. What tips do the experts in
the field have for the prospective
sponsor?
A. Know the market or get someone
who does, say Joseph Ruggiero and
William Ashley (For joe & Co.). Nat
Roth I'Furman, Feiner & Co.), Richard Jacobs (Joseph Jacobs Org.) and
Rino Negri (Mogul I.
Be careful of the language (your
foreign-language group may speak a
dialect). Know your market limita-

There's

More

SELL
on

UJRIU
RICHMOND
VIRGINIA
910kc-5kw
ABC
AFFILIATE
•
National
Representatives
EDWARD
PETRY
& CO.,

INC.

tions. Example: Don't try to sell nonkosher meat to New York's Jewish
families. 80.8 '/r of whom buy kosher.
Let the station help you decide on programing. Don't throw in a spot and
expect miracles but plan a campaign
as carefully as in English-language
broadcasting. And take advantage of
the fact that the foreign-language m.c.
is often a leading personality in the
community. So work with and through
him in merchandising your product.
Example: Eugene Konstantynowicz.
Polish director of Detroit's WJLB
who's "Gene" to many thousands in
the 350,000-strong Polish community.
Gene recently got 2,022 pieces of mail
containing 10.110 Felso labels in three
days with one program.
3- Any flaws in the foreignbroadcasting picture?
A. Yes. There's little new research
(some locally by Advertest and Pulse I .
Multiple spotting is common, mostly
outside New York. Brokers buy an
hour, then resell bits to advertisers at
a profit. Result: commercials lose effectiveness. There's no coordination
nationally or regionally among
sta-

* Includes
50

Madison

and

prosperous
counties
in central and
southern Wisconsin

Here's the one station that really
blankets
the rich
"Moo-la" market
of
Wisconsin.

Day

after day mail response from all over
the state and adjoining states is
proof that WKOW
is your best radio
buy
in Wisconsin.

MOST POWERFUL
WISCONSIN'S
RADIO STATION
•

10,000 WATTS
•

MONONA
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
Madison
Wisconsin

•
Represented
HEADLEY

REED

by
COMPANY

ON

1 070
YOUR
DIAL
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"We have a
Sponsors say

"Our AP newscasts are a powerful influ-

AP News best

ence inthis area," says Mr. Coleman. "We
actually hear from many husbands that supper islate because the housewives insist oh

medium they've
ever used"
~/r

waiting list of
sponsors for our

listening to our 6 P.M.*- AP newscast! And
the advertisers; who sponsor AP news tell

AP newscasts"

us it's their best business-getter,"

.00MT**-

+%* -

> J. T. McKenzie, Whiteville appliance
dealer who sponsors WENC's 6 P.M. AP

Ward A. Coleman
General Manager
WENC, Whiteville, N. C.

newscast says: "We've been unable to keep
enough washers in stock since we bought
the program three years ago! We're thor-

George X. Smith
Vice President and Manager
KFOR, Lincoln, Nebraska

mi

oughly sold on AP news!"

CTM

aSBaHSsSs

pHHta
fleSfisSSslH

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride

THIS

STATION

'
IS A jMEMB . BE,

Associated Press . . . constantly on the job with
• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours.

"H

• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone.

'•Mexclusive

?Swi

state-by-state news

circuits.

■
XT

"AP newscasts are consistent Hooper

• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.

leaders in our market,'' declares Manager

• offices throughout the world.

Smith. "We consider them most important

• staff of 7,200 augmented by

in gaining and holding our listening. audience. And AP newscasts stay sold; they are

<^?

member stations and newspapers .. . more than 100,000
daily. and women contributing
men

seldom available to a new sponsor. We have
a waiting list for AP news — the news that
sells* in this metropolitan market!"

IT'S AS SIMPLE AS THIS: When
you feature AP news, you attract

Hardy Furniture Company, sponsor

sponsors . . . when sponsors feature AP news, they attract custom-

of AP news on KFOR for many years, reports:

ers. That's why so many stations
have found that AP news is easy

"Recently we advertised a quantity of elec-

to sell, easy to keep sold!

on our AP newscast. Listener response was

YOU CAN LEARN exactly what
AP news can accomplish for your
stations and your sponsors by

immediate. We sold out completely, re-

contacting your AP Field Representative, orby writing:

tric de-humidifiers at $129.95 — exclusively

ordered, sold out again!"

EM
\ 0

OF

THE ASSOCIATED

D

PRESS.

I M » s

^-

tafli HeKttrtia.

erP
BRortwfcW

tions i except for the Foreign Language
Quality Network, which has just issued
a rate card i . Timebuyers complain
they have to take a trip to get data.
There are no standard rates. Programs
are sometimes very poor. ( But the
same agency exec who complained of
the above added: "It's still the cheapest means of reaching an audience I
know." I
Q.

Who

are some

in the field?

of the experts

A. In New York: Agencies like Emil
Mogul Co., 250 W. 57th St.: Pettinel-

la Advertising, 29 Washington Sq.
West; Furman, Feiner & Co., 117 W.
46th St.; Joseph Jacobs Org., 1 E.
42nd St. Radio reps: Forjoe & Co.,
29 W. 57th St.; National Time Sales,
17 E. 42nd St.; Foreign Language
Quality Network, 45 W. 57th St.
Elsewhere (all in the Spanish mar
ket I : Joseph Belden & Associates
207V, W. 6th St., Austin. Tex.; Leon
ard Shane Agency, 104 S. Vermont
Los Angeles; Hank Hernandez, 632 S
Catalina St., Los Angeles: Harland G
Oakes & Associates. 672 S. Lafayette
Park PI.. Los Angeles.

Negro market
Q.

Does the Negro market constitute a sufficiently large segment
of economic wealth to warrant
separate
tisers?

consideration

by adver-

A. Marketing authorities agree that
am group that numbers 15 million and
earns $15 billion annually — as do the
Negroes of America — is deserving of
special attention from those who have
things to sell. The trend toward direct
appeal to this market in advertising
has been especially sharp on the radio
front.
Workable

and sound concepts as

to programing for Negro audiences
have been developed in many areas.
Surveys disclose that the popular misconception ofNegroes being a secondclass market is being corrected. Also
that important national and regional
advertisers have become aware of Negro tastes and have focused their efforts in that direction, with highly
ket. ) results. I sponsor in a subsegainful
quent issue will carry an article with
extensive updated material on this mar-

77Umc4s

Evidence of sales success in this field

'■02&L-

may be seen in the number of advertisers who renew and expand their operations after tentative experiments.
For example. WPAL, Charleston, S. C,

/-ima&v1-

reports: "Approximately 97% of the
accounts which first started with us in

Sell the giant
^«
German-speaking
\
audience via
\

* Pulse

their budget with us, rather than curtaining or remaining static."
One of the keys to the success of Negro programing is the care with which
stations have selected personnel to handle this programing. In most instances,
stations start with a disk jockey show
and are able to get a well known local

report on
request

YOUR PLAY! YOU WIN EVERY TIME WITH WWRL!
Only WWRL can penetrate and sell so effectively the vast foreign
language market and the lucrative Negro market. WWRL reaches each
foreign group in its native tongue. You can rely on WWRL —
New York City's Sales Specialist— to MOVE YOUR PRODUCT!

5000 WATTS

90

Negro programing nearly four years
ago are still with us. and a large percentage of them — both local and national - are periodically increasing

•

1600 KILOCYCLES

personality to do the job. The importance of this step lies in the fact that
the d.j. starts off with a good degree of
acceptance, quickly develops a loyal
audience by heavy participation iu
local affairs in the community. Fund
drives, dances, and social affairs of all
sorts call on the d.j. for personal appearances, all of which considerably
enhances his reputation and audience.
In this day of increasing merchandising consciousness, many stations
might well study the job being done by

SPONSOR

Negro d.j.'s for some of the more progressive stations. Programs catering
to non-white audiences frequently
originate in supermarkets, department
stores, and other retail outlets. Increased store traffic is inevitable.
WDIA, Memphis, for example, blankets
grocery and drug outlets in its area
with monthly lists of advertisers, reminding them that advertised products
are easier for the merchant to sell. The
station also named popular disk jockey
A. C. Williams as fulltime promotion
consultant, assigned him to do public
relations, contact work, and merchandising among the half million Negroes
in the counties reached by WDIA.
The success of these operations has
supplied the stations with sufficient
funds to conduct some first-class market studies, supply advertisers with
valuable information which they can
use in their campaigns to sell Negroes.

i eestablishment of national sales facilities have been taken. National advertiser reaction to the favorable Supreme
Court ruling has not been measurable,
so far, since these facilities are not \ el

Q. What advertisers have been
using Transit Radio and with what
results?
A. At present, Transit Radio lias on
its roster between 150 ami 200 local
sponsors and half a dozen national advertisers. These include \\ hitehall

in No
full changes
operation."
have been made in basic
T-R programing, which has been
found to be satisfactory and consists
of music, news, time and weather announcements, and sports scores. Commercials are short and spaced at least
five minutes apart.

I'harmacal, Fanny Farmer Candy, Continental Baking i Wonder Bread i .
Brown & Williamson I Raleigh cigarettes), and Bell Telephone. During the
litigation period, according to Crisler.
national advertisers shied away from

No. 36

OF

A

SERIES

ED CARTWRIGHT
In Runs Batted In *

WHEC

Transit Radio

In Rochester Radio!

Q. What is the current status of
Transit Radio?
A. At the end of May, the Supreme
Court decided 7-to-l that radio programs piped into street cars and buses
do not violate the Constitutional rights
of passengers. This ended Transit
Radio's long tussle in the courts to
have its legality upheld, and did away
with a major obstacle to Transit Radio
expansion.
Nine cities now have Transit Radio:
Washington, D. C, Trenton, Worcester, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, St. Louis.
Kansas City, Mo., Des Moines, and
Tacoma. Since the Supreme Court decision, Transit Radio headquarters in
Cincinnati has had about 50 inquiries
from FM stations ( the only type which
carry T-R programs), about 40 of
which represent cities where T-R is
economically feasible. These include
Honolulu, Atlanta, Grand Rapids, Boston, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Miami,
Buffalo, Philadelphia, San Francisco,
Richmond.

IN ROCHESTER

Pulse surveyed and rated. Here's the latest score,—
STATION
STATION
STATION
STATION
STATION
WHEC
STATION
D
B
C
E
F
0.. ... 0
FIRSTS.. . . .216. .159.. ...20. ...0..
...0.. ...0.. , , , 0
TIES
.
. 35
... 0.
35.
WHEC
WHEC

because of the overhanging legal problems. At the same time, it has been
difficult to maintain salesmen's morale
when confronted with an irrefutable
excuse not to buy."

Steps toward the

carries ALL of the "top ten" daytime shows!
carries SIX of the "top ten" evening shows
PULSE BI-MONTHLY

REPORT— MARCH-APRIL,

IATCST MFORE

According to R. C. Crisler, president of Transit Radio, Inc., "There is
no question but what a great many
advertisers have avoided Transit Radio

432 weekly quarter hour periods are

BUY

ClOtING

WHEC
WHERE

THEY

RE

1952

TIME

LISTENING:-

ett&l
NEW

YORK

5,000 WATTS
Ktprtttntalivty EVERETT-McKINNEY,

Int. New Yorlt, Cni'cogo, LEE F. O'CONNEll

CO., Loj Angtlty Son Froncuco
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T-R on the premise that it might he a
vanishing medium not worth their research or experimentation. Local advertisers, however, seeking immediate
benefits and not engaged in such longterm thinking, have remained more or
less indifferent to the legal proceedings
and have been consistent clients. The
number of these local advertisers have
increased from 50 to 100% since last

STATIONS
CBS

AUGUSTA,

GA.

*«T. POP.
179,272
PLUS
H-BOMB PLANT &
CAMP GORDON

WRDlrV

85,000

ABC

COLUMBIA,

MIT. POP.

U/
/• V/A OQ
ft V
NBC
* is
IV A
I.I D
l/v
K
If
If /I
IN

NBC
•V

D

S.C.

year in the various T-R markets.
The experience of Kent Jewelers in
Washington, D. C, illustrates results
obtainable from Transit Radio. ARBI

GA.

conducted a newspaper-vs.-Transit Radio test in which Kent spent $350 for
space in the Washington Times-Herald,
and the same amount for announcements over WWDC-FM. Advertising
featured men's and women's watches
for $8.88. Results showed that 62.1%
of all customers contacted had learned

144,000

&m

FT. JACKSON
60,000

COLUMBUS,

*"• POP* 169'921
FT. BENNING
42,000

?j^

MACON,

about the watches through Transit Radio; 16.1% through the newspaper.
Advantages of Transit Radio for the
advertiser are summed up by President
Crisler as follows: "Transit Radio delivers a guaranteed audience, so that
the advertiser knows exactly how many
listeners he is getting for his money;
he does not have to resort to unusual

GA.

BIBB CO. 136,300

1*1 L

WARNER

ROBINS

27,000

for complete information
call
HEADLEY-REED
CO.

Here

are

the

FACTS

about

KROD'S
MARKET
AREA
El Paso
Southwest!

The

From

May

10,

1952 Sales Management

or expensive programing."
Q.

What

about cost-per-1, 000?

A. It's low, averaging $1.00 per 1,000
listeners during off-peak hours and 75c
per 1,000 listeners during peak hours.
The figures are higher in small communities and lower in largest cities.

the FM story — why it exists, why stations use it, and what it offers in extra
program choice and improved hearability. The major finding of NARTBRTMA research has been that more
people listen to FM because they have
to than because they prefer the tone.
These are people living in a "white
spot" area not within the nighttime
umbrella of local AM stations.
Here only FM duplications of AM
broadcasts will get favorite programs
into the living room. Residents of sections where the AM signal is frequently cut by industrial static, weather, and
foreign broadcasts are in the same
predicament as the fellow - listener
whose home town enjoys no after dark
radio service except by FM. And.
since it is well established that "listener loyalty" tends to favor nearby call
letters, the advertiser's commercial is
most aptradio
to be
heard on a so-called
"local"
station.

Q. Where are such listening conditions prevalent?
A. Conditions of this type are more
prevalent in the South than elsewhere
in the United States: in the Carolinas,
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana,
Virginia, and Kentucky. But the situation is not localized below the MasonDixon line. There are areas which depend on FM for clear reception in
Ohio, New York. Massachusetts, West
Virginia, California. Pennsylvania, and
many other states.

Q.
FM? How

does the future look for

Q. What's the fall outlook for
Transit Radio?
POPULATION
RETAIL
SALES
$508,523,000
FOOD
SALES
111,255,000
CEN.
MDSE.
SALES
57,945,000
AUTOMOTIVE
KROD
SALES
101,241,000
„as the greatest cover,UC „
age of any radio staSALES
24,728,000
rj0n in El Paso, regardless of power.
The El Paso Southwest is a steadily, soundly growing area. It's expanding economy is based on industry, agriculture, ranching and other important sources.
You can sell it more completely and economically
over KROD.

CBS RADIO

NETWORK

RODERICK

92

BY

BROADCASTING
THE

0.

L

TAYLOR

Corp.
COMPANY

people own FM receivers and 650 AMFM stations are on the air. Of these,

is FM's value to the ad-

A. The NARTB and RTMA have harnessed the energy of broadcasters, distributors, and retailers in digging out

operation shortly; WBEN, Buffalo, increasing its FM facilities and power in
the fall; WBT, Charlotte, which has
extended its FM hours of operation.

tial expansion was taking place," he
said. The number of sponsors they can
expect this fall, he added, will depend
on the sales setup which is established.

FM

IN EL PASO

5,000 WATTS

A. FM's growth has been slow but
steady. And it seems certain to continue. At present more than 8,500,000

approximately 30% now program FM
separately on at least a partial basis.
New FM applicants include WEBC,
Duluth; WMOU, Berlin, N. H.; WTWN, St. Johnsbury, Vt.; WCPS, Tarboro, N. C; WJOI, Florence, Ala.;
WWWB, Jasper, Ala.
Other well-known stations who are
adding FM or expanding their FM
operation include WGAR, Cleveland,
scheduled to put its FM transmitter in

Q. What
vertiser?

600 KC
REPRESENTED

A. Bright with expectations of growth
and prosperity, according to President
Crisler. "We feel we are in a more
favorable position today than we were
two and three years ago when our ini-

SPONSOR

Q. Have advertisers been making
successful use of this specialized
FM audience?
A. Zenith, with an FM campaign for
its hearing aid this spring, achieved
these results:
In North Carolina sales leads from
FM were five times those from other
media at 5.4% the average cost of
other media.
Michigan
"pull"
was
two times
greater than other media
at 12.!!' ,
average cost of other media.
WJLN-FM, Birmingham, Ala., ran
a test on FM some months ago to find
out who the listeners were and where
they lived. The first 500 responding
were to receive as a gift a lighter
shaped like a Coco-Cola bottle. The
station received over 1,000 letters
from 163 Alabama towns. Of these replies 90% were from outside the WLJN-AM coverage area. This in itself
was indicative of WJLN-FM's special
coverage.
Griesedieck Brewery of St. Louis
carries the Cardinal baseball games on
WSOY-FM only (Decatur, 111.) Last
season the local distributor reported an
increase in sales.
WFLN-FM, Philadelphia, told sponsor about these typical one-year-orover advertisers: The Record Mart
(2%), Allan Radio Company (2), C.
H. Davis Inc. ll), Browning Chevrolet
(2), Colonial Motors (2), Lester Piano
Co. (2), Otto R. Trefz Jr. Co. (2).

4 Reasons Why
The foremost

national and local ad

vertisers
use
WEVD
year
year to reach the vast

afte>

Jewish Market
of Metropolitan New York
I. Top
adult
programming
2. Strong
audience
impact
3. Inherent listener loyalty
4. Potential
buying
power
Send for a copy of
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
HENRY GREENFIELD

WEVD

Managing
Director
117-119 West 46th St..
New York 19

One advertiser. Bishop \ Hedlicig. advertised Rittenhouse Fund la mutual
fund i and had to go off the air temporarily after six months to catch up
with sales leads. KITE-FM's Chuck
Balthrope (San Antonio) reports:
■\\ ith KITE-FM's rates we're reaching bigger-income homes for the same
low cost-per-hundred as on four-year
old KITE-AM during the daytime.
KITE-FM, when only six months old,
had practical proof of a measurable
and growing audience. Its programing
has resurrected an interest in those
40,000 homes equipped to hear FM.
Thus the advertisers on KITE-FM are
reaching an audience not covered b)
any other medium at an extremely low

Storecasting
cost."
Q. What does Storecasting do for
its sponsors?
A. Storecasting, established in 1946,
is a combination broadcast-and-merchandising service offered to grocery
and drug manufacturers selling their
products in supermarkets. Via FM radio, it currently reaches about 700
supermarkets in five major areas:
Southern New England (WMMW-FM,
Meriden. Conn.) ; Northern New Jersey (WGHF); Philadelphia (WIBGFM); Pittsburgh (WKJF) ; Chicago
(WFMF). Audiences of more than 3,500,000 customer-listeners hear the
broadcasts while shopping in the First
National Stores of Southern New England; the National Food Stores, Chicago; Acme Markets, Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh, Northern New Jersey; the
Thorofare and Giant Eagle chains in
Pittsburgh.
Storecast billing this year, up slightly from last, is around $750,000. At
the moment, 135 sponsors plug some
260 products via Storecast. Sponsors
using Storecast have the advantage of
reaching customers right at the point
of sale in the midst of shopping
An integral part of Storecast service
to advertisers is its extensive merchandising and promotional activity aimed
to benefit both store and sponsor.
Crews of grocery and drug merchandising specialists make more than 450
personal service calls to supermarkets
every week to certify that all Storecast
products are in good supply; that they
have the best possible shelf position
and numerous other advantages.

recommends

TEXAS'5thMARKET/i
the rich, industrial
tri-city area""'v

ORANGE '

BEAU,MONTT\ ___^j
s \
(lEff-ERSON

CO.)

KPAC serves a population of 236,100
in the rich Beaumont — Port ArthurOrange
metropolitan
tri-city area.
KPAC is the No. 1 radio salesman
for
sponsors
1 oillocal
refining
area.in the world's No.

5000 WATTS
JOHN
E. PEARSON
CO.
National Representative*

NEWS on

KMBC-KFRM
is TOPS...

...because

KMBC-KFRM

stays orTtop'of

the NEWS!

And there is no greater value today
than radio news !
KMBC - KFRM news programs are the
most-listenedto newscasts in the heart
of America. They enjoy their high ratings because of the reputation for accuracy and immediacy built by the KMBCKFRM News Department.
Hereisatremendous sales potential in
one of the nation's richest markets. ..the
great Kansas City Primary trade area.
Call KMBC-KFRM or ask your nearest
Free & Peters' colonel for complete details on the mighty voice of the KMBCKFRM Team and for newscast availabilities.

KMBC
KFRM

of Kansas City

for Rural Kansas
6th oldest CBS Affiliate
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Q. Who uses Storecasting?
A. A host of nationally advertised
brands are included among the 260odd food, grocery and drug products
currently on the Storecast roster, such
as: Armour Meats, Jell-O, My-T-Fine
Desserts, Beech-Nut Baby Foods, Libby's Baby Foods. Pepsi-Cola, Yet Tissues, Brer Rabbit Molasses, Hormal
Chile Con Carne, Snow Crop Orange
Juice. Mennen Brushless Shave Cream,
Schaefer Beer, Kraft Salad Dressings,
Wrisley Soap, Sterling Salt. Among the
newer advertisers signed are Post
Toasties, Philip Morris Cigarettes, Blue
Ribbon Napkins, Good Luck Margar-

It takes 3 other
stations combined
to beat WFBL's
daytime share of
radio audience in
Syracuse, N. Y.
WFBL

gives you MORE

AUDIENCE

per advertising

dollar than any other Syracuse medium. For MORE
SALES
in a Great Market, advertise on WFBL.

For Proof —
Call Free & Peters Inc.
Exclusive
or WFBL

National
Direct

Representatives

WFBL
MEMBER

94

CBS

NETWORK

Syracuse,

New

York

ine, Holiday Instant Coffee, Swift's
Sausages, Westinghouse Bulbs, White
Rock Beverages, Swanson Frozen
Poultry. Many sponsors have expanded their Storecast schedules over the
past year.
Q.

What

does Storecasring cost?

A.

Rates vary for each market, depending on the number of stores
and customers reached. One to 51

plugs in the Southern New England
area or the New York-Northern New
Jersey area cost $6.80 per announcement; in Philadelphia, $8.65; in Chicago or Pittsburgh, $9.35. A schedule
of six announcements per week for 13
weeks would cost $39.00 a week in
Southern New England; $49.20 in
Philadelphia; 53.40 in Chicago. Twelve
pitches a week would cost a sponsor
$69.00 a week in New York-Northern
New Jersey area, $93.60 in Pittsburgh.
The most intensive schedule listed (24
announcements per week for 26 weeks)
in the most expensive markets (Chicago and Pittsburgh) comes to a total
of slightly over $4,000.00.

Q. What

results does Storecasting

get for sponsors?
A. That sponsors are satisfied with
Storecast results is borne out by the
continued renewal rate of about 70%.
Storecast has scored boosts in product
sales of 25% to 150%.
So that advertisers may see exactly
what results Storecast obtains for their
products, the Storecast Corporation has
recently set up a comprehensive "remerchandising
men who porting"
visitsystem.
theThestores
fill out a
Storecast Activities Report which gives
a day-by-day, store-by-store account of
just what's happening to each product.
SPONSOR

NettvorU programs available on local stations (radio)
Miiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
ABC radio shows
TIME

TYPE
News
MARTIN

AGRONSKY

AMERICA'S
BIG

TOWN

JON

AND

MEETING
SPARKIE

ELMER

DAVIS
FINNEGAN

PAULINE
BOB
PAUL

FREDERICK

GARRED
HARVEY

HEADLINE

Forum
Program
Children's

General

45

Juvenile

15

General

30

min.

TESTED

I »k

6/wk

DREW
MR.

MALONE
PEARSON-

of the nation's

Popular

News

General

15 mln.

Sports

General

15 min.

News

General

News

General

10 mln.
15
mln.
15

News

General

min.

General

2 wk

yes

, wk
l/wk

yes
yes

public
stories

l/wk

Narrative

General

News

General

30

PRESIDENT

MARGARET

MrBRIDE

and

news

featuring

analysts

outstanding

leaders

adventures

mln.

discussions

Distinguished

30

min.

with

news

ABC

analyst,

Sports

news

and

Expert

news

analyst

5/wk

yes

One

yes
yes
yes

On-the-spot

1 wk
l/wk
l/wk

of radio's

Human
One

yes
yes

5 wk

yes
yes

WSPA

forum

interviews

Fifteen fast factual

5/wk

min.
15 mln.
10
15 min.

yes

Lively

and

commentators

three-time
with

United

and

Peabody

sports

prominent

award

personalities

winner

celebrities

news

minutes

Nations

correspondent

most

dynamic

and

of new*
news

interviews

commentators
with

editor-narrator

Taylor

Grant

interest stories

of the

Historical
Edward

MARY

best-known

1, wk

5/wk
TED

EXPLANATION
One

Fun,

rain.

News

EDITION

IS min.

min.

Radio
News
Conference

CROSSFIRE

BOB

APPEAL
General

great
drama

news
based

personalities
on

In radio today

Incidents

In

lives

of

U.

S.

presidents

with

Arnold

Interviews personalities
accomplishments

of national

and

international

prominence

on

current

Has The Strongest Pulsebeat In

The Carolina-Piedmont (spartanburggreenviue) Area I
This past April... The Pulse, Inc., completed a
comprehensive survey of who's-listening-to-what-and-when in
these seven representative counties in part of our WSPA area
. . . Cherokee, Greenville, Laurens, Spartanburg and Union in
South Carolina — Polk and Rutherford in North Carolina.

Here's

What

It Proved

From 6:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon

Here's Why!

In this prosperous, populous
Carolina-Piedmont (SpartanburgGreenville) Area... WSPA is tops in
Showmanship because — in addition
to the great CBS shows — our program
is spiced with our own popular WSPA
personalities and interspersed with
accurate and frequent local, national
and international news coverage.
That's what keeps WSPA on top in
audience preference!

WSPA enjoys more than THREE
TIMES the audience of the next
highest of the seven stations
reported in the seven counties
surveyed!

From 12:00 Noon to 6:00 P.M.
WSPA enjoys more than THREE
TIMES the audience of the next
highest station!

From 6:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.
WSPA enjoys nearly FOUR TIMES
the audience of the next highest
station!

And. ..Can We

Sell!

Just call any John Blair man! He'll gladly give you
all the details and figures pertinent to our huckstering
ability in this rich, ready-to-buy, 17-county market.
Represented By
Harry E. Cummings
Southeastern Representative
John Blair & Co.
First CBS Radio Station For
The Spartanburg-Greenville Market
Ross Holmes
Roger A. Shaffer
Managing
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Director

Sales Manager

5,000 WATTS
South

Carolina's

950

Oldest

SPARTANBURG,

KC
Station

S. C.

95

NO

SCHOOL

Juvenile

TODAY

90

milt.

Saturday

Program
Children's

morning

funfest of stories and

songs with

Big

Jon

&

Sparkle

l/wk
PIANO

PLAYHOUSE

GEORGE

SOKOLSKY

*Co-op

in

limited

Music

General

30

Commentary

General

15 min.

min.
l/wk
l/wk

MBS radio shows
News

TALKING

BROWN

CRIME

DOES

BILL

News
NOT

FIELDS

CEDRIC

FOSTER

THE

HARDY

ROBERT
I

A

FULTON

MEN'S

Family
Mystery

TAKE

A

DR.

15
30

min.

5l/wk
wk

15

min.

5/wk

THE

15

Men
Family

Drama

AIR

Music

Family

Finance

Adult
Family

YOUR

NEIGHBOR

WAR

FRONT— HOME

guest

artists

FRONT

talks

with

MGM

cast

analyzes news

entertainer and

known

Andy

and

news
the

Judge

editor

and

Famous

Carlton

E.

l/wk
5 wk

min.

30 min.
15 min.
30

min.

Bachrach

of

Zany

jockey
guide

Lew

Ayres

Quiz

with

their

famous

series

interpretation

magazine
guests

stories
give

tips to men

presentations

to finance

and
Red

in

and

dramatic

Layman's
l/wk
l/wk

cast

commentator

and

Top-notch
disk

supporting

Morse series

news

Bert

MGM

commentator

Midwest

1 wk
l/wk

min.

Family

Famous
Well

15 min.

30

Drama
News

correspondent

adventure

columnist

Dramatizations

Family
TELL

and

newscaster

mystery

5/wk

Family

Quiz

NUMBER

Detective
Syndicated

Washington

30
15 min.
60 min.

Drama

KILDARE

Washington

traveler and

min.
min.

25

Fashion

REPORTS

OF

l/wk
5 wk

Family

Drama

PARADISE

STORY

min.
min.
15
i;,
30
min.

Family

News

JR.

CORNER

RUKEYSER

5/wk
1 wk
5/wk

Family

THEATRE

POOLE'S

Distinguished

l/wk

Family

Drama

MYSTERY

OF

Perrin

commentator

30

Family

News

THEATRE

Forrest
and

EXPLANATION

World

min.
min.

Family

Music

SHOW

FAMILY

MAGAZINE

MGM

News

NEWS

LEWIS.

and

lecturer

min.
Tl
min.

Family

HURLEIGH

LOVE

15

Family

Drama

PAY

CUNNINGHAM

GRACIE

Margaret

columnist,

yes
ME
15

Family
CECIL

syndicated

yes
APPEAL
Family

TYPE
BAUKHAGE

music featuring

Noted
yes

01 ly.

markets

Piano

Lionel

Barrymore

Benson

as

co-star

in

this

m.c.

5/wk
5 wk

Good

neighbor

l/wk

News

direct from

stories and

awards

Korea front

NBC radio shows
TITLE
BILL

STERN'S

DANGEROUS
HOME

V.

NEWS
TALES

OF

THE

NEWS

DOODY
KALTENBORN

RICHARD
KATE

REV

ASSIGNMENT

EDITION

HOWDY
H.

SPORTS

EW

HARKNESS

General

Sports
Adventure

General

nun

News
Variety

General

min.
min.

Juvenile

News

General

News
Variety

General
Family

OF
OF

THE

WORLD

THE

TEXAS

NEWS

ROOTIE

KAZOOTIE

60
15
15 min.
min.

FORUM

WHO

THAT

OF

AIR

1 wk
5/wk

5/wk

4 wk
2/wk

5/wk

Western
Adventure

General

30
15

5/wk
l/wk

News

General
Juvenile

min.
min.
to

Quiz

Co-op radio
Q. How will 1952 spending in
dealer co-operative radio advertising compare with last year?
A.

According to the Broadcast Advertising Bureau, spending will increase. But actual dollar figures are
hard to pin down because of the complexity and local nature of co-op advertising. Double-billing (see 16 June
SPONSOR) also masks the amount of
money spent since part of the national
advertisers' dollar contributions are
pocketed by hard-dealing retailers. It
has been estimated, however, that
$100,000,000 was spent in co-op radio
advertising last year.

Grnrl al
ill

Radio

yes

Dean

yes

Expert

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

7/wk
min.

General

yes

yes

,;d min.
15

show

linn

Donlevy

sports
in

Mueller
edition

coverage

tales

of

a

midday

in

of famed

and

features

international

kid

intrigue

newscast
puppet

show

l/wk

General

Puppet
Forum

Brian
Merrill

min.

min.

EXPLANATION
Comprehensive

News

News

ROUNDUP

AMERICAN
SAID

RANGERS

TESTED

25
15 min.
15

SMITH

WORLD

96

TIME

APPEAL

TYPE

Morgan
Joel

Beatty

roundup

Walter

of

with

a

Kiernan,

late

stars

in

from

NBC

people

news

of matters

cast of hand

Prominent
yes
yes

wrap-up

McCream

News

with analysis

interpretation

All-around

Fantastic

l/wk
l/wk

of commentators

police

case

news

by

Smith

and

Ted

Collins

interpretation

histories

correspondents
puppets

discuss
Bill

of interest

night

in delightful

issues

Henry

and

fantasies

of day
guest

celebrities

l/wk

Q. What 30 are some ofyes the big problems facing a national advertiser
yes
who is considering adding radio to
his list of approved co-op media?
A. The national advertiser may find
that retailers know too much about
how to save (or make) money on coop advertising through double-billing
deals with dollar-hungry stations.
Where his distribution setup is large
and complex, the manufacturer would
do well to set up a simple and easy-tounderstand co-op plan for radio. Providing transcriptions and advertising
copy is a common answer to the problem of how to insure effective use of
the medium by dealers.

Top spot agencies
What ad agencies are expected to be most active in spot
radio this fall?
Q.

A.

These advertising agencies will be

placing some of the largest schedules
and heaviest dollar volumes of spot
radio business:
BBDO; J. Walter Thompson; Young
& Rubicam; William Esty; Benton &
Bowles; N. W. Ayer; Ted Bates;
SSCB; Ruthrauff & Ryan; Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Especially active in
the Midwest will be Chicago agencies
like Arthur Meyerhoff and Foote, Cone
& Belding.
SPONSOR

ALL THIS IN ONE SPOT
• . . MAXIMUM
NBC

POTENTIAL

Spot Sales represents radio and

television stations in 10 markets that account for nearly 50' < of the nation's
retail sales.

. . . BETTER

SERVICE

Separate radio and television, sales, traffic
and research stalls provide quick, accurate
information for planning and placing spot
advertising campaigns.

. . . RESULTS
Fifteen powerful radio and television
stations provide outstanding local programming to put \onr sales message
across.

Join our Success Story roster — buy your
spot advertising thru NBC

Spot Sales,

representatives for:

NBC
CHICAGO

• CLEVELAND

. WASHINGTON

SPOT

SALES

• SAN FRANCISCO

New York

WNBC

Radio

WNBT

Television

Chicago
Cleveland

WMAQ
WTAM

Radio
Radio

WNBQ
WNBK

Television
Television

Los Angeles
San Francisco

KNBH
KNBC

Television
Radio

Philadelphia
Roston
Denver

WPTZ
WBZ-TV
KOA

Television
Television
Radio

Schenectady
Washington

WGY
WRC

Radio
Radio

WRGB
WNBW

Television
Television

30 Rockefeller I Ma/a. New York 20, N.Y.

• HOLLYWOOD

DENVER

• ATLANTA*
• CHARLOTTE*
*Bomar Loivrancr & Issociates
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Here's the lush potential of "Personality's" half-millivolt area alonel

TOTAL

POPULATION

992,994

TOTAL

FAMILIES

250,337

RETAIL SALES

$543,571,000

FOOD

$111,735,000

SALES

GENERAL

MERCHANDISE

FURNITURE AND
HOUSEHOLD
GOODS
EFFECTIVE

BUYING

SALES

$80,496,000

The best in ABC

PROGRAMMING

and CBS

network

radio, plus a local flavoring of programming and news.

PROMOTION

Publishing monthly audience-building
consumer magazines to help promote
your program and product.

SALES

$29,969,000

INCOME

Source — U.S. Census

BECKLEY — 560KC

Two power-pocked stations to provide
a double "knockout" punch . . with FM
for good measure.

POWER

$965,894,000
and 8MB

Survey,

Operated jointly and staffed by competent, capable personnel who live . .
and love . . radio.

EXPERIENCE

1950

if cosfs less when

you

use "Personality"

CBS Radio Network Affiliate
1000 W DAY* 500 W NIGHT

Joe L. Smith, Jr., Incorporated

• represented

\

"^A

ions J>

nationally by Weed

& Co.

I
I

I

In sponsor's Radio Basics section, which has gained acceptance as the industry's primer on the subject, are charted the
outstanding facts coacerning radio and its use in the fall of
I

this year. In an easy-to-follow progression, the advertiser

Dimensions
audience

of radio's

WO

and his agency will learn from the section's charts and tables just what the dimensions and scope of radio really are.
Starting with the latest facts on the number of U.S. radio

II

Radio listening habits

/ f/ »

sets and homes, he'll learn how these sets are distributed
about the homes in outside-the-living-room locations, how
much listening is done over-all and how much is added by
the growing number of out-of-home radio receivers.

III

Cost of radio adver-

Hit

Radio's circulation vs. other media, differences in listening hour-by-hour, seasonal variations in listening and radio

IV

tising'
IC.-iilio's billings

ratings, cost-per-1,000 figures, spot radio costs — all these are
detailed — and analyzed where necessary.

V

Networks, stations, station representatives, agencies, and
independent research firms have contributed to this section
which gives the advertiser truly "basic" data as well as some
of the most up-to-date and advanced research findings. To
locate the different topics covered, use the index at right,

VI

124

Kadio vs. TV coverage
in TV cities

Where in-home
ing is clone

listen-

I2G
t »ha •
I2H
g.

although sponsor advises a start-at-the-beginning reading.
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1. How many U.S. homes have radio?
SOURCE:

Joint

Radio

Network Committee

Report,

I January

1952

■

I . S. radio sets now total
over 108,000,000
■

sir
I

I
96%

4%

have radios

have no radios

Radio set saturation of U. S. is so great it
can be considered 100% for many areas.
Figures at left are average for whole country, including over-96f( metropolitan areas
and slightly less-saturated rural areas. Total
sets for summer
1952 is over 108,000,000.

I!

1,937,900 homes

42,800,000 homes

2. How many sets are there per home?
SOURCE:

American

Research

Bureau study for ABC, January

1952

Si.v of 10 homes have
more thiin one set
One-set homes are in the minority.
Six out of 10 homes have two or
more radios. In big TV cities number of multiple-set homes is higher. Pulse study in 20 TV cities
(for BAB) put number of two-set
homes at 37.1 %, three-set homes
at 29.0%. ARB figures at left
are averages for the entire U. S.

One set

Two sets

17,020,000 homes
or 39.8%

Three or more sets

15,080,000 homes
10,700,000 homes
or 35.2%
or 25.0%

3. How are multiple sets divided between radio-only and radio-TV homes?
SOURCE:

American

Research

Bureau study for ABC, January

1952

U. S. radio-TV homes
U. S. radio-only
(39.1%)
(60.9%)
3

OR

2

homes

TV homes have more radios

MORE
SETS

SETS

44.5%

In homes which have both radio and TV sets,
67.5% have more than one radio set, but in
radio-only homes figure is 55.5%. With
their greater-than-average number of sets,
TV family members can continue listening to
radio conveniently. Part of family can listen
outside living room while rest view TV.
(Data on rooms where listening takes place in
radio-TV and radio-only homes on page 128.)

SET

100
SPONSOR

4. How many out-of-home sets are there?
SOURCE:
Joint
Radio
Network
Committee
uary 1952, plus SPONSOR estimate of spring

Out-of-home

Report,
I Jan1952 auto sets

SOURCE:

sets

Advertest
Research
politan-area homes, February

study
1952

in

New

York

metro-

S

HOME
HOMESin home
Yiiihiht of portable
radios

Total: 29,419,266
RADIO-TV
HOMES

HOMES
INTERVIEWED

1,036
Total

of

homes

with

radios
portable
Homes with one

portable

317

22 3%

TOTAL
18.7%
3.6%

16 1%

DIORA
14.2%
1.9%

25.5%
707
21.1%
4.4%

radio
Homes

AUTOMOBILE
SETS
24,419,000

PUBLIC
INSTITUTIONS
PLACES
DORMITORIES
4,100,000
900,000

than doubled

between

two or more

of porthome

0.18

0.27

0.31

Though limited to New York area, data above indicate extent
to which portable radios have become standard equipment in
metropolitan homes. More than one out of five have such
sets. TV homes have more portables than radio-only homes.
Over
one-quarter
of television
homes
own
portable
radios.

Auto figure above is for spring 1952. It was updated from
I January figure by adding number of sets installed since.
Car radios more

wilth

portable
radios
Average
number
able radios per

'48 and '52, continue

rise at two million-plus annual rate. Over 75c't of U. S.
cars have radio, with the figures much higher in some markets.

5. How much does the out-of-home audience add to [n-home listening?
SOURCE:

Pulse

out-of-home

City

listening study January

Average
use

of

quarter-hour
"in-home"
listening

1952

(except

New

York

which

Average
use of

sets-inradio

is February

quarter-hour
listening
"out-of-home"

Philadelphia

18.3

3.3

New

York

21.3

3.5

Boston

21.5

3.3

Detroit

20.2

Washington

21.3

Atlanta

21.2

Cincinnati

19.6

•—

1952)
sets-inradio

Minneapolis-St. Paul

22.9

Chicago

20.7

Birmingham

24.4

St. Louis

20.3

Seattle

25.0

....

Out-of-home
Out-of-home

2.9
2.6
3.0
2.4
2.6

by

18.0%

14.9%
14.6%
~_~

14.6%
13.3%
12.7%
12.5%
12.3%
11.8%
10.4%

bigger plus note titan year ago. Pulse ftmf.v

listening added

I5rj to the winter-spring radio audience

in 12 markets. This represented a "plus" to sponsors ranging from
18% in Philadelphia to 10.4% in Seattle. Philadelphia, Pulse points
out, has consistently ranked first in terms of percent added by outof-home listening in surveys it has conducted over the past two
years. Out-of-home represented a bigger plus in the winter of 1952
than in the previous year. Pulse figure for 1951 (in seven of the
above
12 markets)
was
13.7%
added
by out-of-home.
In these same

14 JULY 1952

3.1
2.6

listening
added
out-of-home

15.4%

™,.J

^

of

16.4%

3.0
3.1

%

seven markets in 1952, out-of-home plus was 15. 2*7. Out-of-home
listening, now checked continuously by Pulse, is higher in summer
than in the winter figures shown here. (Figures on the next page
show how much out-of-home can add to ratings of specific shows in
study above, over 350,000
summer time.) Since Pulse conducted
i
portable radios were purchased in the U. S. Car radios, however,
account for bulk (over 55fr ) of out-of-home listening. Other places
where out-of-home listening occurs include beaches, taverns, factories.

101

6. How much does out-of-home listening add to ratings of individual shows?
^r

of rati ng out-of-home

represents

Shows

N. Y.

St. Louis

LA.

Arthur Godfrey

7.5%

9.5%

25.0%

(daytime)

Big Sister
Telephone Hour
Big Story

5.5%

5.5%

4.9%

5.3%

4.8%

3.3%

4.9%

1.4%

6.1%

Grand Central
SOURCE:

3.5%

Pulse, Inc

, July-August

13.5%

10.0%
I95I

ratings

Out-of-home listening contributes
6* to 7% of summertime ratings
For all summertime shows, 6 to 7% of the "true" rating
(out-of-home plus in-home) is made up of out-of-home
listening. Sometimes the figure is much higher. Take the
Arthur Godfrey morning show on CBS, shown in Pulse
chart at left. Last summer in Los Angeles, Godfrey was
heard between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m. In this auto-minded
market, where nearly nine of 10 cars are radio-equipped,
people driving to work and other out-of-home listeners
represented at least 25% of the show's rating in the
market. This is an extreme case but it indicates how important out-of-home listening can be. Listening in cars
is a particularly big factor for news and d.j. shows slotted
in the hours when people drive to and from work.

7. How does radio's circulation compare with other media?
SOURCE: Total U. S. radio homes figure from I January 1952 Joint Radio Network Committee report: CBS Radio Network figure from
CBSResearch, based on updated BMB Study No. 2, as of Jan. 1952; NBC TV figure from NBC Research, based on ARB study Jan. 1952
(homes viewing one program per wk.); Magazine figures are Jan. 1952 figures from Audit
Bureau
of Circulation

MEDIUM

CIRCULATION

%

OF U. S.

All U. S. radio homes _

42,800,000 homes

96.0

CBS Radio Network

33,260,000

74.5

NBC Television Network

15,500,000

34.6

Saturday Evening Post

3,998,616

9.0

Life

5,296,656

12.0

10,006,564

22.0

This Week

8. How many homes are reached by the average program (in four weeks)?
SOURCE:

A. C. Nielsen,

AVERAGE

November-December

DAYTIME

AUDIENCE

1951

(CUMULATIVE)

Average five-times-a-week daytime network radio show (15
minutes) reached 8,474,000 homes one or more times during
four weeks of November-December
1951.

102

AVERAGE

NIGHTTIME

AUDIENCE

(CUMULATIVE)

Average once-a-week 25 minutes or more evening
net radio shows (excluding children's and fight programs) reached 7,584,000 homes.

SPONSOR

KXEL
roved

1942-Leadership-1952
Twenty-two

Listening

rnina
KXEL

28.4

Des Moines (NBC)

17.8

Cedar Rapids (CBS)
Waterloo (Mutual)

19.6
2.8

IOWA
^_X$

County
Study of
Habits — 1952 Conlon

ernoon.
KXEL

27.3

Des Moines (NBC).

22.0

Cedar Rapids (CBS)
Waterloo (Mutual)

20.0
2.8

r 1/lore ^Jhan
C^uenina

Tall Corn
a/ii

KXEL

26.3

Des Moines (NBC)

24.4

Cedar Rapids (CBS)
Waterloo (Mutual)

22.9
1.8

Here

is the unvarnished

truth. You

are

not

getting

money's worth of listeners, if you are trying to cover
east Iowa, without
KXEL.
Get
Call

Des Moines

the complete facts on Northeast
your
Avery-Knodel
man
or write

your

North-

Iowa's listening habits.
direct to KXEL.

KXEL 50,000 Watts ABC
JOSH HICCINS BROADCASTING
WATERLOO,
IOWA

COMPANY

Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
ABC OUTLET FOR CEDAR RAPIDS AND
WATERLOO,
IOWA
103
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1. How does listening differ hour by hour?
SOURCE:

A. C. Nielsen, March

1952

' i of homes

\iiin(x»r of I . V radio homes

24

Add

000 to

figures for

homes

reached

in

using radio by hours of day (March

bars

below;

includes

radio-TV

and

11
20

8,646^ 9,416

18
16

-19,801
10,186

'-'"i

9,801

9,930

8'774
8'646R 432
7,747,1^

7,618

7,490

— ——
6,720

14

1952)

radio-only homes

12
10

4,451

4,794

8

6
4

1,455

2
0

L_„
6a.m. 7

8

9

10

11

12

1p.m. 2

3

4

5

6

9

7

10

11

12

2. How many hours do homes listen per day?
SOURCE:

A. C. Nielsen, April

1951-March

1952

I r «•!•«««• total hours radio is used per home
Includes

radio-TV

and

radio-only homes,

April

1951

3.65
';'■■■■■ — '— '

through

< 3.31

March

per day in all I . S. radio homes
1952

3.56

3.66
3.54

3.17

3.40
: ■ ■ • ■ ; .vv--.v-.--J

3.41

3.02

2.95
2.71

2.68

1
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUG.
SEPT.
OCT.
NOV.
1951

104

DEC.

JAN.

FEB.

.1

MARCH
1952
SPONSOR

r/Aff
Mm

-jim §
5:00 to 8:30 AM
DAILY

WH
WEED
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&

Memphis, Tenn.
CO.

Representativej
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In the Chicago Market*. . .

IS THE BIGGEST MEDIUM...
■* ^mW

TOTAL
HOMES

mm

mm HI WOmmM - WmmW

Mi ^BrW ^mWm mmmm ^m*

m*

Wm m mm WmMmt Wmmm

urn ^

<Y

WW ^fmW

IB T W

m»

w*

mt

2,969,000

m

/H

RADIO
HOMES

s\{

/%
2,908,600

CHICAGO
DAILY
NEWSPAPER
HOMES

CHICAGO
TELEVISION
HOMES

A

/

TTfT

□x

TFTT

J\V

O I

^WmmmWmm^

'Wm

1,879,871

1,029,010
Eath figure— 500,000 homes)

Audience data from Pulse of Chicago, March-April 1952
Homes estimate from Sales Management. May 1952
Radio homes estimate from Sales Management, May 1952
and 8MB 1949 % radio ownership
Newspaper estimate bases' on latest Chicago newspaper
data available

Television estimate from Teiepulse, May 1952
ft! counties in Illinois, Indiana, fowa, Michigan and
Wisconsin (WBBM 50-100% day and night BMB area, 1949)

In Chicago . . , your best buy

HAS THE BIGGEST AUDIENCE!
-D

^/ifii A Ht ^
STATION B
share
of audience

/•/

^•z•

/'

| /

27.7

V

■^

-Z-

•i

i£.7

<

STATION C

U4

share
of audience

•

•

§»■

t

STATION D
share
of audience

^

. K*

\^

^-z*

V>

^

10.0

v >

(Each figure— 2.5% Share of Audience)

WBBM

Chicago's Showmanship Station
50,000 watts -Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

3. How does current listening compare with a year ago by hours of the day?
SOURCE:

%

A. C. Nielsen,

of all homes

1951-52

using radio, showing portion radio-TV and radio-only homes
26.0
25.5

homAe'!

eontrlbute
27.0

23.5

24.0%

21.6
1

Amount

radio-TV

21.6

"~

-

20.6

20.8

22.2

™—

21.4

18.8

homes
contribute

Amount
radio-only
homes
contribute

MARCH

1951

1952

10 A.M.-I2 NOON
M.-F.

1951
12 NOON-2
M.-F.

1952
P.M.

1951
2-4

1952
P.M.

using radio are down for the month of March

1952
P.M.

M.-F.

M.-F.

littoHtif of 1952 listening drop varies with
Homes

1951
4-6

1952 compared

with the same month in 1951 (figure on top of bars). But the amount
of drop-off varies considerably with the time of day. The drop is
2.4 percentage points for the 10 a.m. to 12 noon period but it
mounts to 5.6 points in the evening hours of 8 to II p.m. Most stable
period is between 2 and 6 p.m. when the drop is only one point between 2 and 4 p.m. and two points between 4 and 6 p.m. Through

1951
6-8

1952
P.M.
M.-F.

1951
8-11

1952
P.M.

ALL

EVES.

time of day
the course of the day in both 1951 and 1952 the amount of listening
contributed by radio-TV homes (white portion of bar) decreases
steadily. Between 10 a.m. and 12 noon in 1952, radio-TV homes
contributed about one-third to the all-homes-using-radios figure; the
8-11 p.m. figure shrinks to under one-tenth contributed. In other
words TV set owners listen more in the mornings. (It is this one fact
which has created
a buying
rush on morning
radio availabilities.)

4. How does listening vary with the season (19484950 percent homes using radios)?
% homes
using radios

Nighttime 6 p.m. -12 mid.

Daytime 6 a.m. -6 pm.

JAN.
FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.JUL. AUG. SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC.
1948
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JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY
1949

JUN.JUL. AUG. SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC. J
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Both charts on this p<if/<* voittintw on page lit!

WHAM

PERSONALITIES

All with HIGH Pulse Ratings
All at LOW COST Per 1000 Listeners

These WHAM

personalities and par-

ticipating programs have made enviable records for producing sales. They have hosts
of radio and personal friends who have confidence

Telle

in the products they sell. They gain quick acceptance for new products and keep up the sales volume
of time-tested items.

Test

When spot advertisers compare the cost per thousand measured listener impressions, they will
understand why WHAM contract renewals are outof-the-ordinary.

RIGHT

SPOTS

TO TAP

WHAM's Radio Personalities
constantly sell 350,100 radio
families in the station's 16County primary area in Western New York. When you are
buying time, there is just one

Cinderella
Weekend

A BIG

MARKET

NUSBAUM

Answer
Man

?

station — WHAM— that is listened to by most of the people
in these 16 Counties 99.3% of
the time (Pulse Report) — not
to mention 7 additional BMB
Counties not included in Pulse.

town
Home-

Farm News

ROSS
WELLER

MORT

Country Fare
GEORGE

HAEFNER
ANN

and

BOB KEEFE

The STROMBERG-CARLSON
Rochester, N. Y.

HI m Mi IB til ui UiuTii ; bbT
GEORGE

P. HOLLINGBERY

Station

Basic NBC — 50,000 watts
clear channel — 1180
kc

COMPANY,

National Representative

continued from top page ios

3. How does listening compare with a year ago?
SOURCE:

%

A. C. Nielsen,

of homes

it.viiio radio in all V. S. radio homes,

All
homes
using

Radic
TV
lhomes

radios

Radio_®-5 "1 homes
onlY

24.0%

21.6

in radio-only, and

March

1951

March

1952

in radio-TV

homes

34.5
31.7
27.0

26.0
26.6

24.9

22.7

i
i
i

21.6

23.5

23.5

23.7

20.8

23.4

20.6

t

17.8

22.2

21.4

18.8

16.5

17.3
r

22~3

31.8

30.2

27.4

25.5

24.0

'

!

1951-52

12.0

14.1

13.7
i

11.5
9.4
8.5
4.8

A.M.-I2
NOON
M.-F.

NOON-2
M.-F.

2-4

P.M.

Listening is tip itt rutlio-only homes
Following

the solid bar lines across

that listening is up from
But in radio-TV
considerable.

homes

the chart above

daytime

is not enough

radio-TV

the

decline.

you

Take

10 a.m.

increase

to counterbalance

through

12

M.-F.

use of radios in radio-TV
17.8%

noon

weighted

in
the

for the number

U.S. radio homes
study

period

homes

declined

in 1952. The result of combining

s,

of

the

of homes

chart

above

will

s

•*

*mm>

■ »«

**-

110

.**

*#•<

FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.JUL AUG.
SEP. OCT.
I950

NOV.

EVES

from

28.2%

in 1951 to

some

period.

interesting

of all
Further

variations.

c°«^»^h boiiom va&* 1085^2
40

«
Nighttime

6 p.m. -12

mid.

Daytime

%
homes
using
radios

6 a.m. -6 pm.

t%«

^5 «£a

y
^0*

ALL

they represent, is 21.6%

reveal

•■■«

*« *w ■»
.
.
^

.4

P.M.

these two figures, properly

using radio during the 10-to-noon

4. How does listening vary with the season (1950-1952)?

\

8-11

as an example. Here use of radios in radio-only homes went up
from 22.3% in 1951 to 24.0% in 1952. Meanwhile, however, the

for the decline

figures. The

radio use in radio-only homes

P.M.

thirina daytime

shows

the reverse is true and listening declines are

It is this sharp drop-off which accounts

6-8

P.M.

M.-F.

10 a.m. through 4 p.m. in radio-only homes.

in the all-U.S.-homes-using-radios
homes

4-6

P.M.

M.-F.

DEC.

^

30
20

N

A

10

c^
I-.

JAN.
FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN. JUL. AUG. SEP. OCT.
I95I

NOV.

DEC.

JAN.
I952

FEB. MAR.
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APR.

. . . tuned

to your sales story!

For economical mass coverage of the richest, biggest market
in the Southwest there's no substitute for WFAA! With two stations, each
tailored program-wise, you can select or combine the WFAA frequency you
need to reach a specific audience. WFAA-570 emphasizes news, music and special
events. Big, clear channel WFAA-820 uses a programming measuring rod that
has been a success for thirty years — strong mass appeal.
Here is the great Southwest . . . wide open for your sales message.
You can reach it . . . you can SELL IT . . . with the
double impact of WFAA-820

.5

and WFAA-570!

MV/M

Primary

Area

WFAA-820

Square Miles

116,000

Radio Homes

1,143,500

964,000

Population

4,508,906

3,829,547

Families

1,374,422

1,148,449

95,214

Retail Sales

$4,486,037,240

$3,817,735,610

Effective Buying Income

$5,401,326,660

$5,081,706,385

Buying Income per Family

$3,930
SOURCE

NBC-ABC-TQN

5 0
A/ex Keese, Station Mgr.
EDWARD
PETRY & CO.
National Representatives

SALES

MANAGEMENT,

MAY

$4,425
>0,

1952

Affi

K W

WFAA-820
DAL
Radio
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WFAA-570

Service

of

The

Dallas

Morning

News
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5. How do ratings of radio program types vary with the season?
ONCE-A-WEEK EVENING 25 MINUTES OR LONGER
{Rating

Nielsen
rating periods

1 JAN

10.9

2

11.3

1 Feb

11.4

2

10.2

16
16
16
17
16

1 MAR

10.3

2

10.4

14
15

9.8

15

1 APR

2

8.9

1 MAY

8.0

2

6.8

1 JUNE

7.0

1 JULY

2
1 AUG

2
1 SEP

5.4
4.5
5.4

4.6
5.4
6.5
6.2

1 OCT

8.6

1 NOV

2
1 DEC

2

9.3
9.5

8.9

9.9

3

9.6

3
1 APR

1

Music

9.4

18

6

8 10.1

18

11.7

8 10.3

18

6.7

7

10.2

8

18

6.0
6.5

7

9.5

10.4

8

9.1

18

9.7

9

8.2

18

9.2
9.0

9

8.5

19

7.5

9
9
8

7.4
6.6

5.2
5.6

6

8.1
7.1

19
20

6.3

19

6.0

21

5

5.2

21

6

4.9

14

5

4.7

15
14

1

5.3
6.0

5.1

5

5.4

11

4

6.8

7

6.6

9

3
10

7.4

8
10
10

6.9

12

7.2

13

7.8

10
8.1
8.9

10
10

11
10

7.4

10

10

8.2
8.5

10

8.3

13

6.3

5.6
4.6
5.3
4.4
4.5
3.2
4.3
4.5
3.6
4.0
4.8

7.1
6.0
6.0

7.5

12

6.3

8.4

12

6

6.5
6.2

6.8
7.0
7.9

7

4
4

10.2

4

9.5
9.3

3
3

8.8

7.9
7.6

3

8.7

3

8
6

3
6.7
5.8

4

8

6

5

4.7

6

4.7

5

6

4.1

4

5

4.1

4
4

7

5

6.5
6.2
5.2
7.8

3

6

6
5

3

7.4
6.8
7.1
7.1

3

7 11.5

7

4.4
4.9

5.1
5.7
7.8
6.7

7 11.1

7

10
10

8.8
8.8
9.4
8.5

11
10

7.6

SOURCE: A. C. Ni elsen

10
10

AM

ratings,

7

6 10.9

6

8.7
8.9

6 10.2
10.3
6

6

7.9

6

9.1
7.6
8.7

6

5

8.2
4.4

6

3.0
3.8
4.3

5

5

6.0

6

5

6.3
5.9
6.0
4.8
4.7

4

4

no si

5

2

7.0

5

8.7
8.2
9.0

6

3

8.3

6

3

8.3

6

1
1

2

7

3

2

5

5.8
6.2

5
4

no sr

5

5

8.1
8.0

6

2
3.8

6

6

2

5

6
8.1
7.6
8.7

7

7

5
4.4

10.5
9.7

7
10.0 Quiz
6
7

6

3

6

6

3

7

6
6.0
6.2
4.8

&
Aud. Par.
11.8
11.5

6

6
8.1
7.0

3

5.3
4.7

4

9.7

6.1
7.1
8.3

7

7

12

16

6

7
5.6

8.3

7.9

6

4

lows
lows
1
1

3
6
6
6

6.9
8.6
10.6

3

11.2
10.5

3

3

3

6
8.1
7.9

11.5

4

6

8.7

3

6

10.7
11.6

3

6

8.7

10

1 JAN

1 MAR

8

4

9.1

9.8

3

1

Variety
Comedy

/ the type.)
Variety

Popular
Music

6.2
7.2

5

11

1952

1 FEB

14
13

Concert
Music

of shows c

10.6
10.7
11.5

7.8

1

2
2

15

10

2

Mystery
Drama

Genera 1
Dram;

Situation
Comedy

1951

is figure at left; at right is number

9.4
8.8
8.5

9
9
9

8.4
8.8
8.1
7.6
1951.

9

8.8
8.5
8.0
7.4

13
13
13

6.1
6.1

6
7

13

6

7.9

14

5.9

6

9

7.5

14

5.8

5

6.5

13

6.6

6.2
6.3

Programs evaluated are network si

6

2
2
2

6
5.8

9

9

6.3
6.6

6.5
6.2

2
2

4
8.2
8.2
7.9
7.4
7.9
7.8

lows only.

4

8.7
8.3

6

4

8.0

7

4
4

2
6.6
5.6

4

8.7

4

2

8.6
7.6
8.2

3

6

7

10.5
10.4

3
3

10.9

3
3

7
6

7.1

8.9

3

9.4
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WHAT DO YOU SELL?
Feeds . . . Seeds . . . Farm

Equipment . . . Gasoline

. . . Oil . . . Tires . . . Automotive Equipment . . .
Foods . . . Drugs . . . Cosmetics . . . Household Appliances .. . Soft Drinks . . . Beer . . . Cigarettes . . .
Confectionery . . . Soap . . . Clothing . . .

WHATEVER YOU SELL...
Use WNAX to Do the Job in BIG AGGIE LAND
Big Aggie Land, 267 BMB counties in Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska, and Iowa, is served
only by WNAX. In this world's richest agricultural area, 405,210 families listen to WNAX
. . . 80% of them three to seven times every week.
Last year retail sales in Big Aggie Land totaled #3,462,941,000 — greater than Los Angeles,
Detroit or St. Louis.*
*Compiled
from 1952 Sales
Survey of Buying
Power

Management

Yes, the 405,210 families who listen to WNAX are on
an all-year buying spree. WNAX, and WNAX alone,
delivers this free-spending Major Market in one big, lowcost package.
On the basis of a one-time Class A chainbreak, 5 cents buys
1,000 families. #1.00 gets you 20,000 radio homes. So,
cut your sales cost— BOOST YOUR SALES PROFIT
in Big Aggie Land with WNAX. Call your Katz man
today.

THE MIDWEST ADDRESS OF CBS

YANKTON - SIOUX CITY

AFFILIATED WITH THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
113
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5. How do ratings of radio programs vary with the season?

continued from page 112

MULTI-WEEKLY DAYTIME
iRuting is figure at left: at right is number
sluncs of the type.)

of

:&
Nielsen
rating periods

Adult
Serials

Child
Programs

Aud. Par.
10

1 JAN
2
1 FEB

7.2

25
25

6.9

25

7.1

25

2

7.0

1 MAR

7.4

2

7.1

1 APR

6.8

1951

2

6.4

23
24

24

6.4

2

6.0

22

1 JUNE
2

6.4

22

1 JULY

5.0
5.3

1 AUG

2

5.4
5.6

1 SEP

5.5

2

5.8

1 OCT

2

21

5.8

4.5
3.9

5

4
4

4
4
4
2

2.8

10
4.1
4.0
3.4
3.7
3.5

1

10
10

26

4.2
4.3
4.5
4.9
6.1
5.5
6.0

1
2

1 JAN

6.1

3

6.0

27
27
27
27

8

season during any Nielsen rating period. For example, daytime soap

7

of their audience in the summertime;

time variety-comedy shows

take a summertime

night-

beating, and hold

only 25% of their audiences. (This is indicative as well of the quality of the reduced number of summertime comedy shows, as well as
tastes and listening loyalties.)
With
shows

this chart, sponsors can weigh the ratings for their own
against rating averages for similar shows, and can judge

3

4.2

3

3.8
4.1

daytime serials hold their audiences fairly well during the summer,

3

3

4.3
4.5

6.6

9
10

roughly the year-'round audience potential of several basic types of
network (and local, too) programs. Also, they can judge which

Other trends are evident, such as the fact that mystery shows and
while other types slack off. Also, the trends in the types of shows
that take off for the summer months can be charted. (Example:
situation comedies dropped from a winter peak of 16 to one show
during last summer, but mysteries only lost about half of their ranks.)

3
3
3
3

4.6
5.7

7

operas hold about 70%

categories are represented most strongly on a year-'round basis by
the sheer weight of numbers, and can make month-by-month comparisons of averages and numbers.

6.0

28

9

3.8

4.7

5.6

under any given show type, such as

3

3

27

Reading the chart downward

3

6.6

5.9
6.1

national Nielsen ratings for radio, it shows primarily the relative rating behavior of any major radio show type, in comparison with other

3.7
3.3

1952

27

on page 112 and

"Situation Comedy," will show the prospective buyer or current sponsor how the average rating of all such shows on the air vary with the

7

21
22
25

The chart, starting with evening programs

continuing at left, has many important uses for sponsors. Based on

8

3.7
3.8

3.4
3.5

Hon- to use this chart

program types and with itself, over a period of more than a year.

10 1

no shows

5.9

5.6

10

IS

2

1 APR

4.3

7

6.0

6.2

10

3.8

1 DEC

3

4.6

no shows

2

6.2

10

19

24
25
25

1 MAR

4.6
5.0

no shows

6.4
5.5

3

10

20

24

5.9
6.1

10
5.4
5.0

no shows

5.2

1 FEB

10

5

4
4.7
5.4
4.0

4.9 Qui:

21

5.9

1 NOV

5.8
5.8

11

1 MAY

2

6.2
6.6

5

5

22

5.7

6.4

3
2

4.7
4.6

10

4.8
4.3

10

4.2

10
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more
COVERAGE
5000 wafts (full time)
on 630 kc, blanketing
NEW ENGLAND'S SECOND LARGEST MARKET,

New Englanders

and also covering the
rich Fall River-New
Bedford,

Mass-, mar-

keting area with a signal greater than 2 mv.

listen to WPRO

AUDIENCE
An

active

audience,

loyal to a BALANCED*
schedule of TOP-RATED

than any other

CBS and local programs
—programs

designed

for PRIMARY
attention.

listening

Important

because— listeners who

Rhode Island

really LISTEN, are buyers who really BUY!

station.
to reach the
most buyers,

BUYBASIC..|CBS|

WPRO

AM
& FM

PROVIDENCE - 630 KC • 5000 W
REPRESENTED

BY

RAYMER

6. How do program types compare in number of homes reached?
SOURCE:

A. C. Nielsen, 3-9 February

1952

Average number of homes reaehetl by program types, 3-9 February li)52

Once-a-week evening (25 minutes or more duration)
SITUATION
COMEDY

3,766,000
homes
(8.8 rating)

GENERAL
DRAMA

3,638,000
homes
(8.5 rating)

MYSTERY
DRAMA
CONCERT
MUSIC
POPULAR
MUSIC
VARIETY
MUSIC
VARIETY
COMEDY
(10.4 rating)
4,451,000 homes

QUIZ & AUD.
PARTIC.

Multi-weekly daytime
ADULT
SERIALS

2,525,000 homes
(5.9 rating)

CHILD
PROGRAMS

2,525,000 homes
(5.9 rating)
2,012,000 homes
(4.7 rating)

QUIZ & AUD.
PARTIC.

7. How many homes were reached by the top 10 radio shows last season?
SOURCE:

A. C. Nielsan report for two weeks ending 9 February

Show

1. Lux Radio Theatre
2. Jack Benny
3. Amos V Andy
4. Bergen
McCarthy
5. You Bet Your Life
6. Talent Scouts
7.
Suspense
8. People Are Funny
9. Our Miss Brooks
10. The Big Story
116

§ii|

1952

Lux leads, but gap is narrow

No. of homes

6,720,000
6,420,000
6,120,000
5,906,000
5,307,000
4,922,000
4,922,000
4,665,000
4,580,000
4,451,000

In this peak-of-season Nielsen report, "Lux Radio
Theatre" continued in its usual top spot as radio's
highest-rated show nationally. Although its lead was
not large (300,000 homes) over the number 2 show,
"Lux" did considerably better than the average for its
show type. Note too that there is a tie for the number
6 spot, indicative of how close the gap has become
between the first and tenth shows in radio. What still
SI:

counts is not mere supremacy, but cost-per- 1 ,000 and
ability of the program to sell to its audience.
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won't drown you in figures. We'll just

>N*

shipping-and-industry-rich Hampton
Norfolk's WCAV,

Roads.

most powerful indepen-

point out that for the calendar year 1951,

dent station in Tidewater, baits your hook

naval installations alone in the Hampton

with programs and personalities that land this

Roads area paid 42,000 employees #155,-

big market smack in your lap.

000,000. That's a lot of buying power — and
it's still growing. But it's only a small fraction of the tremendous total in defense rich,
14 JULY 1952
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How does network radio compare with oilier media in people per dollar?
SOURCE:

CBS film "More Than

Meets the Eye.''

For explanation of how

figures are deriv-ed, see below

MEDIA

PEOPLE PER DOLLAR

Radio
Television
Magazines
Newspapers

.___

934
365
334
240

..::y:::vX:::::::::::xXv:::::::x::S::::::::::::::S:vx:¥::::::::.

:::::::::¥^^::•^:^^X:::.:•^::;::■::X:::X::':::■:■:.:■:.::::;^:^:::::.:-:■::;:;^:v

Siow i'igurex were derived
Network radio's cost is based on Nielsen Radio Index data on all
sponsored programs for which information is available, for the period
October 1951 to January 1952 (1st report). Number of listeners
per set is from nation-wide American Research Bureau study, February 1951.
Magazine

Network television's cost is based on approximately two-thirds of
all sponsored television programs (all available) for the month of
February 1952. Number of viewers from the American Research
Bureau. Cost of time: PIB gross time cost as of January 1952, net
time cost estimated at 75fr
of gross.
Cost of programs: Variety.

cost is for the average full-page black-and-white ad in

eight leading publications (Life, Look, Collier's, Saturday Evening
Post, Ladies' Home Journal, Woman's Home Companion, McCall's,
Good Housekeeping). Circulation from ABC as of June 30, 1951.
Readers per copy from Magazine Audience Group Study, 1949.
Percent of ad noters from Starch data, July 1950-June 1951. Page
costs are figured on the one-time rate in effect in January
1952.

Newspaper cost is based on an average 500-line ad in the largest
morning and evening newspapers in 50 largest U. S. cities. Circulation, ABC as of September 30. 1951. Readers per copy estimated
at 2.5 Percent of ad noters, from Continuing Study of Newspaper
Reading, Nos. 1-125. Space costs are based on the flat line, onetime rate in effect March
1952.

nmtmmm

2. What's the cost-per-1,000 homes of network programs by types?
SOURCE:

A. C. Nielsen, 3-9 February

1952

Once-a-week evening (25 minutes or more duration)
SITUATION
COMEDY
GENERAL
DRAMA
MYSTERY
DRAMA
CONCERT
MUSIC
POPULAR
MUSIC

$8.85

VARIETY
MUSIC
VARIETY
COMEDY
QUIZ & AUD.
PARTIC.

$8.95

Multi-weekly daytime
ADULT
SERIAL
CHILD
PROGRAMS

Note: In contrast to chart one above, (based on "people") chart
two is based on "houses" — and there are more than three people
per home. Further, two of the lowest cost nighttime categories
(news and sports) are not shown in this Nielsen breakdown.

QUIZ & AUD.
PARTIC.
$2.88
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THE

PROGRAM
THAT . . . .

Starring

e
n
o
Tyr
W

gUttfe*" ■-■

>v#>

AMERICA'S

FA
AVORITE

SON!!

W MUSI

His faith in America gave
America faith in hir

■^ TK2'

SP°^SORs

I

/OR loCAL

Wf Wjf-fti jrK

*EDWIN C. HILL
• TYRONE POWER
Authenticity
Adding
Edwards
Dean
As Senator
He put Old Glory above
his personal glory!

He humanizes the Why and
How of government!

OF THE U. S. SENATE
AT WORK!

$%

>

SUCH A DRIVING,
FEVER-PITCH
.^K,

OF EXCITEMENT

PULSING,
ABOUT

'What goes on in Washington?"

%u'^T

m

3. What are some typical talent-production costs for radio shows?
SOURCE:

SPONSOR

June

1952

estimates

Molly
VARIETY
SITUATION

Amos V

COMEDY

Andy

$15,000

Dragnet

$3,500

Barry Craig

2,750

Our Miss Brooks

7,500

Life with Luigi

6,000

GENERAL

My Friend Irma

6,000

Philip Morris
Playhouse

QUIZ

DRAMA

DRAMA

Suspense

$ 7,000

Big Town

4,500

Martin Kane

4,500

Mystery Theatre

4,000

FBI in War, Peace

3,975

7,000
6,500

Armstrong Theatre

4,000

MUSIC

NARTSR

AVERAGE

study of 93

COST

OF TIME

radio stations,

VARIETY

&

$18,000
12,500

MUSIC

Bing Crosby

POPULAR

Voice of Firestone $18,000
(For both radio and TV)
Telephone Hour

12,500

Railroad Hour

11,000

PARTICIPATION

You Bet Your Life $16,500
(For both radio and TV)

Jack Benny
Fibber McCee

$20,000
CONCERT

Band of America

7,000

MUSIC

Hit Parade
Mario Lanza

$9,000
8,000

Guy Lombardo
Sammy Kaye Sere
nade

5,500
4,500

time period?

4. What7 s the average cost of spot radio
SOURCE:

$6,000

$10,000

Big Story

AUDIENCE

52,250

COMEDY

PANEL

What's My Line

Dr. Christian
MYSTERY-CRIME

Cive and Take

1951

(CROSS)

For

Class A, one hour

$163.63

Class A, half hour
Class A, quarter hour

63.02
22.14

estimates

only

The figures at left are useful for quick estimates only.
They could be used to give a tentative, tablecloth answer to a question like this: "How much would a campaign of 1,000 60-second announcements cost?" Answer: $22,140, a useful but merely
tentative
figure.

97.14

Class A, one minute

"tablecloth"

11

5. How do spot radio costs compare now with 1941?
SOURCE:

NARTSR

NARTSR

study of 93 radio stations,

1941

rates jor

Class A hour, hall-hour, 15-minutes, {-minute 93
l stations 1

Cost-per-1,000
basis, calculated
tional sets-in-use figures

from

na-

Cost-per-1,000 basis, calculated from number of U. S. radio families

(Base:

122

1941

=

1951

7947

10-year cost comparison

Average cost basis, derived from

vs.

7957

100 120
100

74

100

88

Cost-por- 1,000

down

While the rates charged for spot time by
radio stations have gone up 20rr in the
decade between 1941 and 1951, cost-per1,000 has declined. The cost-per-1,000 decline is 26% whn it is calculated on the
basis of national sets-in-use. It is 22%
when costs are measured against radio families. Reason for the decline is the increase
in sets-in-use and radio families since 1941
which more than offsets the 20% average
rate increase
by U. S. stations since
1941.

700;
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{'.-:■■■/ *
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millions listen

• •

-•jf^/ millions buy!
?/

illl

i4

WJR

MARKET

DATA

(primary coverage area)
Per cent
of Total

the GREAT

U. S. Market

Population

.:

12,601,300

8.3%

Radio Homes

3,785,540

Passenger Car Registrations..

4,116,934

10.2%

$739,614,000

10.1%

F/7//ng Sfafton Sales

VOICE

8.6%

of the
LAKES

GREAT

This summer 4,500,000 vacationists will visit
Michigan . . . most of them by automobile. Comhine this with over 4 million passenger car
registrations already within the range of W J K"s
signal, and you're looking at the greatest
filling station sales potential in the Midwest!
Sell these millions of customers, with the only
single medium that reaches them all. That's
WJR, the Great Voice of the Great Lakes!

V> JK Delro.l
The Goodwill Sli
CBS Network
Radio

<*§

Radio — America's Greatest Advertising Medium
Represented Nationally by the Henry I. Chr'ntal Co.
V/JR— Fisher Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich.
Mil*
MIKE

WJR

Foifern Office. 665 Fifth Avenue. New

Vor* 17, N. Y.
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1. How much money gross, has been spent to buy network time 48—52?
:OURCE:

Publisher's Information Bureau
1952
FIRST 5
1951
FROM
MONTHS
OR +
t

1948

1950
1949

I95I
TOTAL

- 24.0%

$25,036,805

YEARLY

$68,784,773

$70,744,669

$63,403,583

$62,265,105

20,475,920

-18.9

54,324,017

61,397,650

64,013,296

69,697,590

16,402,402

+ 11.8

33,708,846

35,124,624

42,342,854

44,304,245

8,628,653

+ 12.5

17,900,958

16,091,977

18,040,596

22,728,802

TOTALS

[193QJ $27,694,090 l^JZ]

$115,404,803 IJ949J $187,800,329

J2935J $49,293,901 (JHT]

$190,930,336 [1950]

IWH)]

$198,995,742 [±95l] $174,718,594

$96,455,603 (JHB\

$183'358'920

2. How much money was spent to buy spot radio time?
SOURCE:

SPONSOR

estimates

120
90

120
90

60
60
30
30

1950
1947
1948
$90 million $100
million

124

1949
$108
million

1952
1951

$120

million

$132

million

$139(estimated)
million

SPONSOR

NEW

YORK

BOSTON
CHICAGO

wQed & company
RADIO

DETROIT
SAN

FRANCISCO

ATLANTA
HOLLYWOOD

STATIO

— "*^BI

Bflf

EPRESENTATI

| 1-

*

VES

1. How do radio only and radio TV homes compare in the 63 TV market?
SOURCE:

TOP

NBC

Radio

2 TV

Research

MARKETS

Department,

NEXT

4,155,000

I May

5 TV

1952

MARKETS

NEXT

14 TV

MARKETS

NEXT

4.321.000

4,373,000

TV HOMES
(25% OF TV HOMES
IN THE U.S.)

(25% OF TV HOMES
IN THE U.S.)

1.673.000

1,692.000

2.541.000

HOMES

RADIO-ONLY

HOMES

TV

MARKETS

4,442.000

TV HOMES

RADIO-TV HOMES
(24% OF TV HOMES
IN THE U.S.)
RADIO-ONLY

43

TV HOMES
(26% OF TV HOMES
IW THE U.S.)

RADIO-ONLY

AREA

14,814,000

RADIO-ONLY
AREAS
HOMES,
NON-TV
35%

RADIO-ONLY

HOMES

4,789.000

RADIO-ONLY

HOMES

OF ALL U.S. HOMES

Radio-only homes in TV areas, 1 May, 1952
TV MARKET

RANK

RADIO1/1/52
HOMES

TV 5/1/52
HOMES
NEW
LOS

Top 2

YORK
ANGELES

2,970,000
1.185,000

CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA

I1CAI
NPXl

UGAI
MOYt

1AIt

CLEVELAND

7

PITTSBURGH
ST. LOUIS
BALTIMORE
SAN
FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON
MILWAUKEE

8
9

1 I
14

CINC.INNA
MINN
-ST. TIPAUL
NEW
HAVEN
BUFFALO
INDIANAPOLIS
PROVIDENCE
COLUMBUS
SCHENECTADY

l.i
Id
17
18
19
20
21

40

126

figure

is based

on

number

market ; is not

132,390
123,320
260,050
89,620
136,590
202,300
213,610
62,870
162,550
64,240
64,480
300,470
188,610
167,990
104,790
121,670
91,810
19,560
66,810
76,110
132,980
94,600
131,330
40,820
161,520
137,720
100,600

179,050
74,490
108,310
125,010
92,190

17,296.800

27.986.430

10,695,630

63
62

in

157,520
85,740
192,190

154,190
187,410
203,330
169,690
160,620
89,940
120,200
214,430
225,520
107,620
117,110
150,810
51,340
64,170

55
56
57
58
59
60
61

sets

83.130
96,590
147,610
244,220

79,700
79,100
78,320
77,500
76,400
73,000
69,500
66,000
63,00O
56,000
39,400
29,250
14,200
10,700

53
52
54

of

86,740
612,010
102,210

88,680
86.000
83,000
83,000

93,000
92,300

46
47
48
49
50
51

TOTALS

309,350
168,250

235,980
142,820
224,330
254,520
230,020
189,288
179,880
201,040
262,050

45
44

GRAND
RAPIDS
MIAMI
AMES
GREENSBORO
ERIE
HUNTINGTON
KALAMAZOO
TULSA
SAN
ANTONIO
SALT
LAKE
CITY
UTICA
BINGHAMTON
NASHVILLE
JACKSONVILLE
PHOENIX
BLOOM INGTON
ALBUQUERQUE
BROWNSVILLE

242,790
251,670
218,810
143,560
183,810
190,110
204,600

1117,000
1 4.0OO
110,000
103,000
102,000
93,000

41
43
42

™™
n™1ORLEANS
NEW
Next 43 OKLAHOMA
CITY

316,590
371,300
377,610
226,870
314,550
211,240
211.480
444,470
331,610
308,990

164,000
164,000
152,000
147,000
147,000
144,000
143,000
141,000
138,000
130,000
127,000
124,000

35
34
36
37
39
38

573,130
331,990
291,570
239,620
255,810

419,590
463,610
518,220
353,740
378.270
406.190
342,390
333,320
467,050
277,620

180,000
169,000

33
32

1,728,130
1.373.990

737,350

207,000
188.00O

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1.222,530
450,730

566,250
472,740
989,010
466.210
415,130

377,000
364,000
332,000
323,000
316,000
274,000
268,000
220,750
214,000
210,000
210,000

12
13

4,192.530
1,635,730

1,134,620
958.570
869,810

428.000
398,000
386,000

1(>

KANSAS
CITY
DAYTON
TOLEDO
ATLANTA
DALLAS-FT
WORTH
SYRACUSE
JOHNSTOWN
LANCASTER
ROCHESTER
SEATTLE
CHARLOTTE
HOUSTON
LOUISVILLE
MEMPHIS
OMAHA
RICHMOND
SAN
DIEGO
NORFOLK
DAVENPORT
BIRMINGHAM

•Homes

1,155.000
1,042,000
895,000
667,000
614,000

i

.".

5
n

N
BOSTO
DETROIT

JR

RADIO-ONLY
HOMES

eorrcetcd

for

multiple

set

TV

93,880
118,040

16,940
84,220
14B.430
50,700
162,520
51,620
121,560
77,710
37,140
53,470

homes.

SPONSOR

There's mor^ihan one reason wKy national advertisers consistently
renew their Keystone time.

They kno>/of Keystone's more than

affiliates dotting the nation ana that all or only the number they
need may be purchased in a package'- — with one time saving order.
However, they ajsefrealize that the prosperous people living in Keystone's
rich Hometown and Rural America are beyond effective television and they
listen more often and longer to their local level KBS radio station than
they do to the distant metropolitan stations.*

Investigate the

sales potential of Keystone's Market — and the ability of Keystone to produce it!
•RMB

NEW
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YORK:

580 FIFTH

AVENUE

CHICAGO:

111

W.

REPORT

WASHINGTON
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1. In what rooms do they listen in radio- only and radio-TV homes?
SOURCE:

Joint

CBS

Radio

Network-NBC

Radio

Radio-only

Network

Survey

by

ARB,

1951

Radio-TV

homes
MORNING,

6 A.M.-12 NOON

LIVING ROOM

36.4% IP

homes

K ITC H EN

59.2%

lllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 20.1%
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

12.7%

40.9'

BEDROOM
DINING

4.9%
1.2% I
3.9%

AFTERNOON,

ROOM

llllllllllllllli: 6.3%

AUTO

HIM

OTHER

llllllll 1.9%

12

LIVING

52.8'

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll; 8.3%

NOON-6

4.2%

23.8%

P.M.

ROOM

24.4'

BEDROOM
11.4',

DINING

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

mi llllllllllllll
9.1%

KITCHEN

6.5%

ROOM

8.8%
7.9%

AUTO
OTHER

EVENING,

6 P.M.-12

43.9'

MIDNIGHT
miiiiimiimiiiimiii 29.0%

59.4%

LIVING

ROOM
iiimiiimiiimiiimiiimiimiiiiimiimiiii 37.4%

KITCHEN

14.2%

BEDROOM
DINING

5.1%

ROOM

6.5%

AUTO

7.8%

OTHER

TOTAL

DAY, 6 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT

49.5% i

LIVING ROOM

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

KITCHEN

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

BEDROOM

lllllllllllllllllllllill 9.6%

27.2%

13.2'

3.6% ^n

DINING ROOM

1.5% «■
5.0%. 1^

TV

families

listen

most

In

22.9%
50.0%

llllllllllllllllllll 6.2%

AUTO

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll 6.3%

OTHER

llllllllllllllli 5.0%

hntehen

There are significant differences in the rooms where listening
takes place between radio-only and radio-TV families. The
families with TV sets do more listening outside the living room
than the radio-only families. Apparently, the presence of the
TV set in the living room has cut down on the amount of
listening that takes place there, and has made the so-called
"secondary" sets in these radio-TV homes actually the "primary" ones. As was indicated on the first page of this
year's edition cf Radio Basics (bottom chart), radio-TV
homes have more radios than radio-only homes.
This helps to

explain why the "dispersal effect" is greater in these homes.
The room where half of the listening is done by radio-TV
families is the kitchen (see chart immediately above this
paragraph). Note that while radio-TV families spend 50.0%
of their listening day in the kitchen, radio-only families spend
almost the same proportion of their listening day (49.5%)
in the living room. Bedroom listening increases in importance
as the hour grows later, reaching its high point between 6
p.m. and midnight when 14.2% of listening in radio-TV
homes
takes place in bedrooms
and
15.2%
of radio-only.
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1

s most far

l^o wATTS

"Ed. Note: "We dont know what caused the Inc. but as
Pal says the control room of WPAL did hum up recently.
But, 30 minutes Inter PAL was back on the air from its
transmitter, and is now back in the most modern studios in
the city of Charleston."

John
FOREIGN

BARKERS:

s

E. Pearson
E>.

Co.

Dora.C|oyton

Agency

OF
CHARLESTON
SOUTH
CAROLINA

You would be amazed..*

how far your budget can go in television
Most stores weigh steak before trimming.
A few trmi first — then weigh. The steak's
the same. But the value's not. If you're
paying for the trimmings in television,
you, too, will find that Dollars Do More
on Du Mont.

DUMONT
TELEVISION

NETWORK

515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y., MU 8-2600
A Division of The Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.

BO

SPONSOR

Cost rise slows down
If it weren't for the fact that network TV is on the verge of a
mighty leap forward, when new stations come on the air, it
could be said that there is an air of stability clothing the
medium this fall. As it is, no sooner will the national advertiser settle down into TV with a sigh of familiarity than he
will be dumped right out of his chair.
As far as short-range plans go, however, the advertiser will
find in this section much helpful information. Will there be
an appreciable number of new TV stations on the air before
Christmas? How many?
Will there be a bigger market potential this fall for existing stations? How many viewers will an advertiser be able to
figure on by the end of the year?
How about program and time costs? Going up at the same

Cost

(rends

132

Nighttime availabilities
Television map

133
137

Program

I 12

trends

rate? Leveling off? (The answer, in brief, is that net TV's
cost rise is slowing down.)

Daytime TV
Participations

I 13
145

A thorough coverage of time availabilities is also provided
in this section plus listings of shows with participating sponsorships which have openings for advertisers. The pros and
cons of participations are discussed.

Top TV sponsors
Merchandising

1 IB
I Hi

Merchandising plans are touched on, too. And for those
advertisers interested in the technical progress of TV, some
of the more important developments are described.
At the right is an index listing the topics covered.
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Technical

progress

in

tele-

Dimensions

casting IHi
1 18

Post-freeze

1 13

TV

Available
net worth
packages, list
1 lira-high frequency

(Mil

I 19
) 152
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Cost trends
Q. Will time costs continue to
increase?
A. Yes. but they will tend to level off
somewhat this year, primarily because
the increase in TV set sales has been
leveling off. What the cost picture will
be once the new TV stations come on
the air in droves is another matter.
While no exact answer can be given
at this time, it is safe to say that the
rate increase will be substantial enough
to create a trend toward sharing of
commercial time on a single program
by several sponsors.

Q. What network increases may
a national advertiser figure on this
year?
A. Because of the great number of
powerful, independent TV stations, the
initiative in time cost changes does not
come from the networks. The one-station market outlets, from which most
of the increases will probably come,

will raise their rates when they feel
their increase in viewership warrants
it. One network source estimated that
the total network time cost increases
between this past January and January
1953, will average about 10%. The
1 July station increases ranged between
V, and 25% for the most part, but
all stations did not raise rates at that
time. WTTV in Bloomington, Ind.,
raised its basic rate lone-hour, one
time) 150% but the new rate is still
well below the average. The rate increase isactually a case of a small station earning a rate increase ($300) on
the basis of a big relative jump in
viewers in its market. Reasons for
raising rates vary with the station.

Q. To what extent are rate increases based on the increasing
number
area?

of sets in the station's

A. The number of sets is the basic
factor in all rate increases. Small increases may be expected among some
stations which increased their telecast-

Talt'tit costs t'ontinue up but production economies

ing umbrella by increases in power
and antenna height, but this is the opposite side of the same coin. Recently,
30 stations in 25 markets went ahead
with such changes on the basis of previous FCC decisions. The effect of
these changes is to increase viewer
potential in fringe areas.
Increases in rates are also affected
to a slight degree by general cost pressures, such as expenses.
Of course, as any TV network salesman will hasten to tell you. the important thing is not absolute time cost but
cost-per- 1,000 sets. For example, while
CBS time costs have increased about
eight and
the web's
18 times.
the same
Thrower.

one-half times since 1949,
circulation has been upped
Other networks tell much
story. According to Fred
CBS-TV sales head, there

has been a "continued sharp drop in
CBS-TV gross circulation cost-per-1,000 homes from $3.45 in January,
1949, to $1.74 currently (June)."
Q. Are daytime TV costs much
cheaper than nighttime?

are in the offing

TV nets continue talent raids with consequent cost increases. Jackie
Gleason (above) switch trom DuMont to CBS is case in point as is
W. Minor (shown at left center picture) move from CBS to NBC.

CBS' new New York studios, to be located in former Sheffield plant.
New show trends for fall include NBC plans for Ralph Edwards show

Low-cost

(center) and CBS' bringing over "Guiding Light" to TV (star at right)

show

like

DTN

"Rocky

King"

(above,

right)

™

are

few.

Production economies

are being achieved with new TV centers like

A. Time costs during the day are
roughly half of those at night and program costs tend to be much less. Costper-l,00Q is about the same day and
night.

wood has mechanized a good deal of
the backstage scene-shift inn techniques

top talent and production people expect (and get I escalated raises in their
contracts.

and the net's purchase ol tin- Sheffield
Farms Co. building in New York Cit)
will also lead to studio economies.
DuMont, unable to match the high
priced shows of its competitors, seeks
customers by specializing in low-cost
m\ stery programs.

Q. Is there any effort being made
to reduce program costs?
Q. What will program costs be
in general this fall?
A. Like time costs, program costs in
general are leveling off. In individual
cases, competitive bidding for topdrawer talent may push up prices beyond the norm. For instance, in recent
network raids NBC took Worthington
Minor from CBS and CBS, in turn,
lured Jackie Gleason from DuMont.
The announced program costs are, respectively, $35,00 and $65,000 per
hour per week.
Film is considered a way out of the
high-cost problem. But while the additional cost of filming a program
may be recouped later, the fact remains that a sponsor can figure on laying out at least an additional $5,000 a
week for putting his show on film.
Another cost factor enters when a
show has been running for a long time:

A.

Y ess in the sense that any producer will try to avoid unnecessary expenses. Such things as rear-screen projection and special effects have been
helpful in the past and studio people,
as well as outsiders, are always looking for new gimmicks to cut costs.
Film producers for TV are especially
cost-conscious, being aware that creating a movie for the TV market of 109
stations is far different from making
a movie for thousands of exhibitors,

Nighttime availabilities
Q. Has the fever to get into nighttime TV abated?
A.

The fever is still there but it is

offset a little this year by second looks
at cost vs. the bankroll. Even with a

'i et, there is also the awareness that
a national advertiser will expect a

top-rated star like Milton Berle, for example, the Texaco people found their
Star Theater a heavy, financial burden
(it weighs about $6 million a year).
Starting this fall, Buick will shoulder
one-fourth of the cost (for oncc-ever\four-weeks sponsorship).
On the whole, TV sales are running
ahead of last year, and there is ever)
evidence that advertisers will continue

handsome smoothly - produced showcase for his product when he decides
to turn lo film programing.
Production costs will be pared in
the future as a by-product of new
studio facilities and the knowledge
gained by experience in producing TV
by
allows.
CBS' Television Citv in Holh-

#/o.v.vc*©i*#*
o#* itvltriprk sp&nsorsh ip
Number
of sponsorec net TV shows
Number
by show

product groups

of sponsored
types

TV

No on TV

No on TV
Sponsor classificatio n

1951
=
(I tin.)
Jan.
thru
15

16
Automobiles

Confections
Toilet Requisites

Comedy -Situation

9

7

Commentary,

17
13

11

Foods & Food Products

Drama:

Home

26

23

Institutional

8

7

Home

Insurance

1

1

Musical

6

Miscellaneous

4

6

Publications

2

3

Health

10

9
11

11

Talks
Economics
&

Musical

News
Quiz

Quiz & Participation
3

22

Western

Forums

Panel

6

JL°_

9
6
17
8
26

Film News

4

7

Drama

18
7
10

11

!

Mystery & Detection
Farm
Programs

41
6

Jewelry & Accessories

&

7

10

Interviews

Straight

Juvenile

Gasoline & Lubricants

Tobacco

< Ipril

(Oct.
8

Comedy-Variety

6

14

Soap & Soap Products

>

1952
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You get RESULTS beyond the expected

FOR LOCAL
AND REGIONAL
SPONSORSHIP
ON FILM...

the greatest name}
television programi^

OTHER GREAT ZIV SHOWS
BOSTON BLACKIE • YOUR TV THEATRE
• THE CISCO KID • STORY THEATRE
• YESTERDAY'S NEWSREEL
• EASY ACES
• SPORTS ALBUM • FEATURES
• WESTERNS • CARTOONS
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then you telecast .
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/"\N Saturday night, February 16, 1952,
^"^ WSM-TV staged a 7'/2 hour Telethon
for the Middle Tennessee

to raise money

Heart Association Fund.

What

happened

contains food for thought for every advertiser interested in selling the heart of the
Central South.

•

Over 200 artists (all WSM,

and WSM-

TV staffers), folk and popular, appeared before the WSM-TV
•

cameras.

After 2,100 plus calls, phone facilities

were

so hopelessly jammed

that people

drove as far as 70 miles to make contributions in person.

y&&

2,161 individual pledges were recorded
before the Telethon went off the air.

rvice

public
•

Pledges came

points
rfrom
Indiana,
and
Arkansas.

as
as

in from a six state area,

far
far

north as
west as

Evansville,
Jonesboro,

Note well three things . . . public service beyond
the call of duty . . . talent better than 200 strong
. . . coverage far greater than normal.

All these

add up to an extraordinarily effective sales medium
for your product. Irving Waugh
can fill in the details.

Channel

4

Nashville

or any Petry Man

WSM-TV
— I7,627,30C

ts in Canad
/, Buffalo
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rs Brownsvilli
in Mexicairch
Matamoros

Los. Angeles

-V

KTLA

CHANNEL

5

the leading station in
America's second
television market

First in

*m M*m

m*

KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • Hollywood 9-6363
Eastern Offices
• 1501 Broadway, New York 36
• BRyant 9-8700
PAUL

ALWAYS
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to pour money into TV. Last year
more than $480 million was spent for
all TV advertising, 7%% of all major
media advertising dollars, and some

PINPOINT
YOUR

PERSISTENT
SALESMAN

quarters expect this year's TV total to
run between $600 and $700 million.
Last years network TV time sales total
was $128 million.

Still open is the CBS slot opposite
NBC's Milton Berle on Tuesdays between 8:00 and 9:00 p.m. NBC has

Providence

Represented Nationally by

Weed
In New

Television

England

—

Bertha

Bannan

Q. What about buying into existing nighttime shows?
A. For some advertisers the best answer may be: If you can't beat 'em,
join 'em. Participating sponsorship of
an existing and widely telecast, wellrated show7 may be an ideal solution
if the advertiser can reach the audience he wants. As of this writing, here
are some of the unsold show portions:
On NBC, the 10:00 to 10:30 p.m.
portion of Your Shoiv of Shows on
alternate Saturdays; also one minute
of commercial time on the same program weekly; the possibility of cosponsoring the Worthington Minor
show has been mentioned: also alter-

Minor, of CBS' Studio One fame,
against Arthur Godfrey and his
Friends. (Although not officially announced, the Kate Smith Evening Hour
is not expected to return in the fall.
The show failed to hold its own against
Godfrey.)

nate weeks on One Man's Family, 7:30
to 8:00 p.m.. Saturday: alternate
weeks on Kukla, Fran and Ollie, 6:00
to 6:30 p.m., Sunday (replacing Roy
Rogers, who will be moved forward a
half hour) .

Gleason for an hour, aiming its competitive fire at either the NBC All Star
Revue between 8:00 and 9:00 p.m.
or Your Show of Shows, 9:00 to 10:30
p.m. (decision on exactly where to slot
Gleason was not yet made at press
time). Both networks say they are
looking for single sponsors for Minor
and Gleason. They will, of course, sell
the shows on a co-sponsored or part h ipating basis, if they have to.
Some of the fractional network sustainers which DuMont is offering include Twenty Questions, Friday, 8:30
to 9:00 p.m.. on seven stations (DTN's
cost-per-1,000 figure on the show is
$6.38) ; This is Music, Thursday,
10:00 to 10:30 p.m.. also on seven
slations: What's the Story?, Thursday,
9:30 to 10:00 p.m. on six stations, and
Down )<>u Co, Friday, 8:00 to 8:30
p.m., <>n eight stations.
At ABC, new program plans are
ideas rather than realities. There is an
unsettled air at the nci because of the
prolonged

142

the choicest: 8:00 to 8:30 p.m., Monday through Friday; 9:30 to 10:00
p.m. Tuesdays and Wednesdays, and
9:00 to 9:30 p.m, Thursdays.

open at 8:00 to 9:00 p.m. on Wednesday, is planning to throw Worthington

CBS has plenty of Saturday night
time available and will use Jackie

WJAR-TV

bring ableinto ABC,
a new but
program,
that's is
agreethe network
not
anxious to build new shows. As for
time availabilities, here are some of

Q. Are there any nighttime availabilities?
A. For the advertiser seeking broad
network coverage, there is very little
top-rated time that he can step into
at night with a new program. There
are more than 40 markets where only
one program can be telecast during
any one time segment. Clearing time
across-the-board is a stupendous task
and if a spot operation is tabooed for
some reason, the advertiser will have
to settle for much less than national
coverage.

SELLING PROSPEROUS
SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND
with
UNDUPLICATED COVERAGE
in 220,000 HOMES!

posed merger with United Paramount
Theaters. If an advertiser wants to

FCC

hearings

on

its pro-

Aside from the Jackie Gleason show,
which CBS would like to sell in one
piece, there are two new fall programs
which have alternate weeks open. They
are It's News to Me, starting 3 October, 10:30 to 11:00 p.m. Fridays, and
Balance Your Budget, starting 14 October, same time. Tuesdays.
At ABC. among those plans in the
definite stage is the transfer of Ozzie
and Harriet to TV. The intention is to
put it on film hut no time has been set.
The network reports that General Electric has bought alternate weeks and
that half the show is still open. Program costs will be $30,000 for a halfhour, it is believed.

Program

trends

Q. What's the big program trend
on network TV?
A. The phenomenal audience figures
for / Love Lucy have set off a trend
toward
situation
comedy
programs

SPONSOR

which will probably continue until
telecasting is surfeited with them. Although NBC expects its TV evening
schedule to be packed pretty tight by
fall, it has packaged some new shows
of the situation comedy type. At this
time, most of them are on a stand-by
basis ready to be thrown into whatever time slots become available.
Among

them are Life of Riley,

Duffy's Tavern, and Ethel and Albert,
the latter salvaged from the now-defunct Kate Smith Evening Hour. One
of the new packages, Mr. Peepers,
starring Wally Cox, is a Ford summer
offering. NBC hopes it will pan out
well enough to warrant Ford's continuing it in the fall. CBS recently
sold Our Miss Brooks to General
Foods for the Friday 9:30 to 10:00
p.m. spot, and has Life with Luigi in
process of conversion to TV.

Q. Will the trend to putting live
network shows on film continue in

the fall?
A. The consensus of opinion is that
the trend will continue. The prejudice
against film which existed a couple of
years ago has been pretty well eliminated due to the successful conversion
of many popular programs.
Some network executives look with
no little alarm at the progressively
strong swing to film. As one of them
put it: "There's still something to be
said for spontaneity."
Many advertisers and agencies like
film because fluffs and weak moments
can be shot over again. They are also
keeping in mind the huge potential
market in areas that don't have TV
now and the savings involved in rerunning the films when new TV stations go on the air. However, there is
a common feeling that filming costs
should be brought down somehow.

Daytime TV
Q.
Is daytime viewing increasing?
A. Yes. A recent Nielsen report says
that average U.S. TV viewing has
doubled during morning hours. Specifically, the survey dicovered that between 7:00 a.m. and noon on weekdays, listening increased from 13 minutes per TV home per day during December, 1951, to 27 minutes in March
1952.
Between noon and 6:00 p.m.,
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the coresponding
increase
()(> minutes to 84 minutes.

was

from

Q. What new program plans are
shaping up for daytime TV?
A. The biggest news is NBC's talk
about making a spirited bid for viewers during the 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
segment on weekdays. Up to now,
CBS has had pretty much its own way
during that time. The NBC plans have
not jelled but Balph Edwards is being
readied for an audience participation
show. There are also rumors about
NBC's introducing soap operas which
involve a "new technique."' but the network won't be pinned down on this
point. NBC is also extending its late
afternoon coverage by bringing Welcome Travelers over from radio and inserting itin the 3:30 to 4:00 p.m. slot.
Procter and Gamble will sponsor the
program but has not decided whether
to run it three, four, or five days.
Among the other networks, ABC is
considering grooming its Breakfast
Club for simulcast in the fall, but plans
depend on the approval of the shows
■current sponsors.
CBS has already dipped into radio
for new daytime fare. Starting 30
June, it substituted a popular radio
soap opera, Guiding Light, for The
First Hundred Years, which had been
on weekdays for Procter and Gamble.
This marked the first entry of a radio
soap opera into TV programing. P &
G retains sponsorship.
Other changes in the CBS daytime
fall schedule include the extension of
the Godfrey morning show to one hour
and slicing of the after-noon Garry
Moore show to a half an hour. Starting 6 October. Campbell Soup will
sponsor Double or Nothing on Mondays. Wednesdays, and Fridays at
2:00 to 2:30 p.m. in place of half the
Moore show. CBS will also add Art
Linkletter's Houseparty from 3:00 to
3:30 p.m.

Q. What are the daytime participation availabilities?
A. Aside from the projected plans for
the late morning. NBC offers the Garroway show, Today, which is telecasl
to the eastern half of the I'.S. from
7:00 to 0:01) a.m. 'Today has a complicated sponsorship pattern because of
its huge time bulk, but an advertiser
-'•(•king to reach carls morning view144

yov can see the
difference en WBNS-TV
A beautiful 3 acre plot is the site ©f WBNS-TV, where a 15,000
sq. ft. 2 story building houses an ultra-modern air-conditioned
television station with up-to-the-minute facilities and a staff of
28 engineers who maintain and produce top-quality programming. WBNS-TV is one of the few stations with a stand-by
transmitter and antenna system, assuring continuity of service.

"Bock Eyes Sports" . . . 6:15 to 6:30
Monday thru Friday . . . with Jack
Buck reporting intricate sports sidelights and featuring United-foto storehoards, films, slides, flips and personal
interviews for another top-rated
WBNS-TV
program.

WBNS-TV's radiated power is 25,000
watts. The antenna, 595 feet above the
ground, radiates clear, sharp pictures
to over 200,000 families in the heart of
Ohio, bringing top-rated programs
over Channel 10, where you can SEE
the difference.

ujbns-tv

COLUMBUS, OHIO
CHANNEL 10

CBS-TV NETWORK • Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch and
WBNS AM • General Sales Office: 33 North High Street
REPRESENTED BY BIAIR TV

SPONSOR

ers can be fairly certain that time will
be available to suit his purpose. Sponsors have used Today for short-term
saturation purposes as well as for longrange sales campaigns.
NBC also has two quarter-hoHrs of
Gabby Hayes (5:15 to 5:30 p.m.) and
the possibility exists that there may be
openings in the Kate Smith and Howdy
Doody late afternoon shows.
At CBS, the sustaining soaper The
Egg and I is open for single quarterhour buys across the board on weekdays, and there are also openings in
the Garry Moore Show. The Godfrey
Time show in the morning may have
two quarter hours left by the time you
read this and, if Lever Bros, doesn't
pick up its option on Art Linkletters'
Houseparty, there will be two quarter
hours available there, too. CBS' Quiz
Kids, Sunday between 4:00 and 4:30
p.m., has alternate weeks for sale.

Participations
Q. Is participating sponsorship
popular among big advertisers?
A. Yes. Edward I). Madden, NBC
vice president, disclosed in a recent
speech that I 1 ) 48 of the 50 "leading '
advertisers are using TV and (2) 36
of the 48 on TV are using some form
of participating sponsorship. He also
said that 35 of the second 50 are on
TV, and 19 of these also use some
form of participating sponsorship.

Q. Are there advantages to advertisers in participating sponsorship?
A. The NBC-Hofstra studies hinted
at certain conclusions about participations that fit in very nicely with the
trend toward such advertising. It was
indicated that while viewer recall iacreased as the advertising increased
(in terms of length of time ) , the percentage of increase lessened after a
while. To put it in simple terms, if the
advertiser doubled his program length,
viewer recall would increase but not
in the same proportion. The increase,
for example, might be only 50% instead of 100%, although there is an
additional factor here involving an increase in penetration.
The conclusion to be drawn from
this is that an advertiser might do better to sponsor two half-hour programs
than
one
full hour
program.
Dr.
14 JULY 1952

Thomas Coffin, supervisor of program
research at NBC. points out that participations produce more sales effectiveness per dollar spent, according to

WAVE-TV

figures in NBC's TV/Today study.

Q. Are there any disadvantages
to participating sponsorship?
A. Other things being equal, there is
unquestionably a loss of impact if. for
example, an advertiser switches Irom
sponsoring a full half hour to sharing
the time land not buying any other
TV time) or sponsoring the same program on alternate weeks. Sponsor
identification is lost also. In the case
of two different shows alternating during the same time slot with two different advertisers there is the further
danger that viewers will forget which
program is on during a particular
week. This was pointed out in an Advertest Research study last year. The
study, however, concluded that, despite this disadvantage an alternate
week TV show can be "a strong audience builder and an effective advertising vehicle."
Q. Is participating sponsorship
here to stay?
A. The pressure behind the growth
of participating sponsorship — the high
cost of TV — will continue and participating sponsorship will grow with it.
Additional TV markets are bound to

in KENTUCKY!

in AUDIENCE!
Every day of the
week, 10.9% more
homes tune to

WAVE -TV
than to Louisville's
second station!

mean additional (josts — there's no getting away from that.
The final effect of all this will undoubtedly be to push TV toward the

(According to scientific
survey made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper, Head of

"magazine concept" of advertising.
This means that TV program content
will be completely created and controlled by the network. Advertisers
will buy "pages" or segments of time
where they feel they can get the best
audience for their product.
During the day, for example, a network may set up "departments" or
block programing with one block
aimed at the children's market, one at
the women's market, etc. And advertisers will buy into one or more of
these departments, depending on the
audience he wants to reach and how
much he can afford.

Q. Are there other ways to use
TV beside alternate-week programing and participations
that

the Psychological Services
Center, University of
Louisville, in WAVE-TV
area, March, 1952)

WAVE-TV
CHANNEL 5

NBC • ABC • DUM0NT
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
4»
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networks offer to a moderate-budget sponsor?
A. There are no really cheap formulae available for advertisers who find
network TV beyond their budget.
Some efforts have been made to bring
down program costs. DuMont offers
low-cost mystery shows. ABC is toying with the idea of breaking up some
valuable nighttime slots into 15-minute
programs. The latter move is considered on the theory that everybody
would like it: The sponsor would get
a complete program for himself at a
price he can presumably afford and
would hit his customers with commercials every week. The stations would
make more money since two quarterhour programs bring in more cash
than one half-hour program.
This approach would not solve time
clearance problems, however, and
would even aggravate them if, for example, the network could sell the first
quarter-hour, but not the second. It
would also bring to the fore some new
programing problems, since a quarterhour limits the kind of show that can
be telecast. The program would, in
addition, have to be competitive in
appeal with the bigger, more handsome
offerings on at the same time.

KrMB
Channel

-8

SAN DIEGO'S
lSI <cuwL otdcf
TV STATION
4t<ut6et4, CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET
San Diego's
Electric
Power
Sales in 1951
were 21%
higher than

1950

Wise Buyers Buy
KFMB-TV,AM . 550AM
TV - CHANNEL
K. C.
KFMB - 5th and Ash, San Diego I, Calif.
John A. Kennedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgr.
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Top TV sponsors

print. Greater attention is being paid

Q. Who are the top 10 advertisers
on network TV?
A.

In order, they are Procter & Gamble, General Foods, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco, Colgate-Palmolive- Peet, Liggett
& Myers, P. Lorillard, Ford Motor,
American Tobacco, Lever Bros., Kel"',--■

Merchandising
Q. What do networks offer the
advertiser
in merchandising
aid?
A. The opinion of non-network people is that not much in the way of merchandising aid has been offered TV
clients so far. The reason cited is simply that networks felt they didn't have
to offer such help since what the sponsor really wanted was network time.
There have been occasional instances
of tailored merchandising support but
nothing in the way of over-all network
aggressiveness.
NBC is now laying plans for a TV
merchandising operation. It will be
joined to the present radio merchandising setup in the fall and will be
under the over-all supervision of Fred
Dodge. The 12 radio field representatives now under Dodge will take over
TV as well once the TV merchandising
operation gets under way.
In radio the field representatives
work directly with stations but also
cover major retailers, such as the food
and drug chains. Part of their job is
to help stations help themselves — in
the setting up of station merchandising
departments and in advising stations
on non-network merchandising problems.

Technical
progress in
telecasting
Q. What are the new
ments in kinescoping?

develop-

A. There haven't been any important
technical developments but networks
are learning to refine the making of
good kinescope prints or TVRs (television recordings), as they are often
called.
Improvements
are being made
all
the way down the line to sharpen the

to lighting and in training studio technicians inproper lighting requirements
for TVRs. As one network executive
put it: "There's no sense in making a
kine of a mystery drama where a guy
lights a match in a dark room, ft just
won't come over." Camera techniques
have been improved also, and in processing and recording, electronic and
chart controls have been developed.

Q.
A.
saw
For

What is is
a "hot
kine"? which
This
a new
development
the light of day this past spring.
example: the Dinah Shore program is telecast from Hollywood at
4:30 p.m. in order to reach the huge
Eastern market at 7:30 p.m. At the
same time a TVR is made on 35 mm
film in Hollywood. It is processed at
high speed and the program is reshown
for West Coast listeners three hours
later. In contrast to the usual situation, the TVR doesn't leave the studio.
The print is made on 35 mm film
rather than 16 mm because engineers
feel that a better picture can be telecast with 35 mm. Not all stations have
35 mm

equipment, however.

Q. Is there any new telecasting
equipment being developed?
A. A compact camera - transmitter,
known as the "walkie-lookie," which is,
in effect, a portable TV station, was
scheduled to make its debut at the Republican convention in Chicago. It
has no connecting cable to limit its
meandering among the hubbub on the
convention floor.
A new mobile unit now being built
will have complete TV facilities plus
motion picture equipment, including
an instantaneous film developer. The
unit will also carry TV film projection
equipment so that film sequences
which might be out of range of the
TV camera can be integrated with the
live presentation.

Q.

What

about
technical
developments in the future?
A.
Some of the Buck Rogerish plans
include:
1. A robot camera, electrically controlled bythe cameraman in the studio
just as robot planes are now controlled.
2. An air-borne TV camera, which
could cover sporting events, such as
golf matches, from a helicopter.
SPONSOR

YOU MIGHT WALK A MILE IN
6V2 MINUTES*-

_

BUT...
YOU NEED THE
FETZER STATIONS
TO SET RECORDS
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!

^

I

\

If you want to "■hike" your sales in Western Michigan, sign up rioiv with the Fetzer Stations — WKZOWJEF in radio, WKZO-TV in television.
RADIO: WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand
Rapids, a CBS comhination, deliver about 57%
more city listeners than the next-best two-station
choice in these cities. The 1949 BMB Report
shows tremendous rural circulation, too — a 46.7%
increase over 1946 in unduplicated daytime audience ... a 52.9% increase at night! In the Grand
Rapids area alone, this amounts to an unduplicated coverage of 60,000 homes, day and night.
Best of all, WKZO-W JEF cost 20% less than the
two next-best stations in Kalamazoo and Grand
Rapids !
^Michael Pecora walked a mile in 6 minutes, 27-1/5

WJEF

TELEVISION: WKZO-TV, Channel 3, is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet for KalamazooGrand Rapids. The 28-county Yideodex Diary
Study for April, 1952, using BMB techniques,
proves that WKZO-TV delivers 91.7% more Western Michigan and Northern Indiana television
homes than Station "B"/
Ask your Avery-Knodel man for all the facts —
or write direct.
seconds in New York City on February 22, 1932.

WKZO-TV

RAPIDS
GRANDCOUNTY
ftfA
andin KENT

WKZO
,N KALAMAZOO
GREATER
^ and
WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS RADIO}
BY

MICHIGAN
WESTERN INDIANA
1&PA
and mNORTHERN

(CBS RADIO!
ALL THREE OWNED

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

AND OPERATED
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today in smaller cameras and relay
transmitters.

It is in the practical development stage
now.
3. Trans-oceanic broadcasts which

Dimensions

are being studied with the idea of using regular commercial planes for airborne relays without any significant
change in airline scheduling. It has
been conservatively estimated that Eu-

Q. What are the present dimensions of network TV?
A. As of today, there are 108 U.S. T\
stations on the air. They are distributed among 63 markets, two-thirds of
them having only one station. This
one-station market factor colors almost
every aspect of telecasting and has been

rope is about 11 "hops" away — each
hop being from one plane to another.
4. A mobile unit capable of being
carried in a flying boxcar. It is a possibility because of the work being done

a prime causal force in many of TV's

important trends. (An additional TV
station in Mexico covers part of Texas
so that )there are actually 109 U.S.
stations.

Q

How many listeners can a national advertiser figure on during
the remainder of the year?
A. The figure for 1 October, based
on past deliveries of TV sets by manufacturers, will be about 57 million listeners. Bythe end of the year, it will
be about 60 million. This is derived
by the rule-of-thumb estimate that each
set has an average of three viewers.
These are projected figures that carryforward aknown sales trend and so

how important is

cannot take into account such intangibles as the effect of the political cam-

WSAZ-TV

paign on TV set sales.
New TV set brands and some extremely heavy ad budgets by present
set manufacturers will also affect the
fall sales picture. And finally, there
is the matter of viewing by those who

to you?

don't own sets but who will be planted
in their neighbors' living rooms during
the Presidential campaign.
WSAZ-TV,

with its HOMETOWN

PROGRAMING,

Post-freeze TV

is close to the hearts and the purse strings of
over 2,000,000 persons in the rich Ohio Valley —
67 counties in West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky
and Virginia.

1
' " -^
These loyal WSAZ-TV
$1,446,895,000

viewers spent

in retail sales

in 1951.

Gould your sales be better in this area?
Sales can always be better!
So WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV

is very important to you!

sells more goods to more people more

often than any single medium in West Virginia.
Let WSAZ-TV

sell for you!

Affiliated with all four Television Networks

WSAZ-TV
h

a

n

HUNTINGTON, W. VIRGINIA
represented by the KATZ AGENCY

n

Q. What is the long-range picture in network TV?
A. For those who like to polish a
crystal ball, there is the prediction by
Edward D. Madden, vice president in
charge of TV sales and operations at
NBC (details in Television Basics section.) Madden expects 80 new TV
markets to be opened next year and a
total of 315 markets three years from
now. By the fall of 1955, he said,
there will be around 600 TV stations
and about 95 million viewers.
The national advertiser can well imagine that once this year is gone the
crescendo of change will be deafening.
He will have to be fast on his feet and
well-equipped with the latest research
data, for day-by-day decisions will be
the rule for a long time.
In a recent speech to the Life Insurance Association of America, David
Sarnoff, RCA chairman, carried the
prediction of TV sets on the air some
two years further into the future. By
mid-1957, he stated, there will be 1,500
stations and 50.000.000 TV sets in use
in the country. These figures were
topped by C. E.'s Dr. W. R. G. Baker
who forecast an "eventual" 2.000 stations and 53.000.000 TV sets in use in
the United States.
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Q. What new TV markets are
likely to be opened up first?
A. According to Charles E. Midgely,
Jr., manager of broadcast media at the
Ted Bates agency the following markets will probably be first: Denver,
Portland, Ore.; the Tampa-St. Petersburg, Springfield-Holyoke, Massachusetts areas; Youngstown, Wichita.
Flint, Spokane, the Beaumont-Port Arthur area, and Duluth.

Q. What

will be the procedure

and scheduling of FCC's application hearings?
A. FCC has set up a "priority list"
for the hearings, which began 1 July.
It does not govern the actual order in
which applicants will be finally licensed. This list is just a tentative
schedule for the hearings — the order
in which applications will be processed

by FCC — without any commitment as
to length of hearing or outcome.

\\ hile rates w ill go up as new markets are added to tin- nation's I \
skein, the rise in costs will be partialis
offset eventual!) by the fact thai mam
one-station markets will become threeand four-station markets. This means
that viewing will be split up among
networks with none of the three and
four stations having as many list
at any one time as the single station
had in the halcyon days.

Q.

How will time costs be affected by new TV stations and
added TV markets?
A. A Class A half-hour show (NBCTV network I today costs a sponsor
$25,842.60, and reaches just under
40'; of United States homes in the 63
existing TV markets. If times charges
rise in proportion to the number of
homes reached, then a comparative
half-hour will cost $34,922.50 to reach
50% of United States homes; $69,845
to reach all the homes in the United
States — a theoretical 100' , .
In old TV markets, new stations will
fix their rates in proportion to the
number of sets in the area, whereas
new TV markets will set an arbitrary
minimum figure.

The station that formerly had the
market to itself will certainl) not be
able to raise rates as it did in the past
and. indeed, the possibility exists that,
if competition is keen, it may have to
lower them. And the new stations
< nming into an erstwhile one-station
market may never be able to get their
rates up to the level that once existed
when one station monopolized the
best shows and the audience.

Available network package programs (TV)
11111111,1111111111,1111111111111 Illllllllllllllil Illllli m"«m
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ABC TV package availabilities

AMERICAS
MR.

Poll

SPEAKS
TOWN

BIG

ME
Adult
Adult

Documentary

ARSENIC

THE

APPEAL

Forum

MEETING

Comedy- Mystery

HERO

IS min.
30

l/wk

min.

l/wk
1 wk

Adult

30

min.

1 wk

30

min.

1 wk

30

min.

Drama

Adult

CROSSFIRE

Dlscussion

Adult

PRICE

$2,900-3.200

TESTED
no

Comedy- Drama

LAWYER

SQUARE

Discussion

COURT

The

$2,200-2.500

Burton

$10,500-11.500

Ernest

$10,200-11.000

30

min.

30

min.

GAME

OF

THE

HOME

WEEK

Homemaker
Forum

HORIZONS

THE

HOT

HOW

DID
JIMMY

JUNIOR

THEY

SHOW

THEATRE

FALSE
WAS

STEP
A

PREACHER

PAUL

DIXON

PAUL

WHITEMAN
PEOPLE'S

THE

PROFESSOR

REVUE
CHOICE

RENDEZVOUS
WITH

Discussion
Interview

ACTING
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min.

30

min.

Adult

30

min.

Adult

30

min.

Family

Adult
Adult

30

min.

30

min.

Children

30

min.

Mystery

Adult

30

min.

Orama

Family

Adult

Drama

Adult

Comedy

Family

Musical
Musical

Drama

Family
Family
Family

Adult

Drama

Adult

Participation

Family

brines

nationally

l/wk
I'wk
l/wk

$3-4.000

yes
yes

$10,000

yes

30 min.
30

min.

30

min.

30

min.

$3,400-4.000
$2-3.000

I wk

l/wk

1 wk

"Dean"

of

open

famous

Gallup

Poll

to

TV

forums

Turkus — inside
Truex

in

a

Melodrama — with

stories

of

the

comedy-mystery

a

newspaper

crime

world

series

background — Betty

Furness

stars
drews
Washington

commentators

panel — Elmer

Davis— Bert

An-

yes
$16-18.000

l/wk

l/wk

Children

Musical

THE

IT

WAY?

Discussion

TRIAL

PAPA

SAY

THAT

SHAYNE

NEWSSTAND

ONE

GET

FIDDLER

CIRCUS

MICHAEL

ON

Discussion

SEAT

THE

30

Sports

SHOW

yes

l/wk

Family

THE

$4,500-5.000
l/wk

Family
Adult

Gallup

$5,200-5.600

yes

FOUR

EXPLANATION
Dr

min.

30

Adult

BY-LINE

COUNTRY

iiiiiiiiiiiuiiii

Tl
TYPE

TITLE
AMERICA

mm iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii

yes

Highlights

with

Thomas

Mitchell

criminologists,

of best college

Homecrafting

show

football

yes
no

figures

Stuart Scheftel and

Psychiatrists
yes

Top Hollywood
movies
Real

$6,400-7.000
yes

on

circus

Private

modern

star

games

each

Sat.

series

with

name

film

top faculty brains

and

Brokenshlre

interrogators probe controversial

day

with

a

on

Norman
with

with

problems

stars and prevues of outstanding

acts

eye

name

as

parolees panel

featuring

Columbia University forum
students In open discussion

$3,700-4.000

$9,600-10.600

Ex-convicts,
moderator

yes

$2,200-2.600

$3,500-4.500

Comedy-drama

trimmings — from

Chicago

movle-pocketbook

series

unreleased

l/wk
Runs the gamut

$10,500-11.500

of all types of drama,

best magazine

storid

l/wk
$1,500-2.000
l/wk
l/wk

yes

$10-11.000
yes
$13,500-15.500

yes

Jurists probe current news events — national
Exciting

case

Period

histories — Hollywood

situation comedy

Issues "on trial '

origination

of a minister

and

his family

in

l/wk
30 min.
30 min.
30

min.

30

min.

l/wk
l/wk

$27,500-28.500

l/wk

$10,800-11.500

1 wk
30 min.
30

min.

$1,500-2.000

l/wk
1 wk

yes
yes
yes

yes
$10-11.000
$11.-13.000
$5.300-$5.800

Music

and

Suspense
yes
yes

comedy

with

pantomime — musical

personalities

Musical extravaganza with
name stars and full orchestra
1900's
Congressmen sponsor outstanding talent frosi their home
states — Jack
Barry co-ordinates

Foreign

drama

with

Jos.

Intrigue adventure

Schlldkraut — from
with

Nona

Massey

Hollywood
as star

yes
yes

Charades — Clayton Collier keeps score on teams from Broadway shows

yes

149

Family
STARS

AND

THE

STORY

SUPER

Musical

STARTERS
TELLER

CIRCUS

TALKING
TAM

IT

OVER

WITH

TILLIE

OSHANTER

UNITED

OR

30

NOT

min.

$10,500-11.000

Family

Readings

l/wk
l/wk

IS min.

Juvenile

Children

Juvenile

Children

Sports

Mile

min.

Adult

Discussion

stars

yes

Raymond

wk

$4,000-4,500

yes

The

l/wk

$3,700-4,000

1

min.
30
60 min.
30

Name

$2,700-3,000

min.

original

■Alice
no
yes

(O.T.O.)$4-5,000
$1,500-2.500

sponsor

Edward
TV

golf

circus

from

Barry

query

as

Chicago

of the

U.

m.c.

short stories

type of fantasy — Mary

tournaments

Correspondents

Jack

narrates most famous

in Wonderland"

Greatest

yes

up-and-comers;

Johnson

N.

Ann

O'Neill

year

leaders

l/wk
30

CBS TV package availabilities

yes
TYPE

TITLE
ADVENTURES

OF

CASS

Musical

DALEY

Comedy

PRICE

TIME

APPEAL
Family

min.
EDDIE

BRACKEN

CRIME

STORY

PHOTOGRAPHER

THE

EGG

AND

1

JACKIE

GLEASON

IN

PARK

THE

LEVENSON

LIFE

WITH

MAN

OF

Daytime

Family

Drama

(live)

WEEK

min.

15

min.

30

Drama
Variety

30

QUIZ

NEWS

1

SONGS

FOR

WHAT

IN

SALE
THE

Panel

WIZARD

l/wk

5/wk

show

with

move

great

to the country to raise

$3,250

Bill Sears meets Calvin the Crow. Sir Geoffrey the Giraffe.
Albert the Chipmunk.
Magnolia the Ostrich
in the park

$18,850

Bright,

fresh

comic

comic

$25,000

Famous

story

of

$4,100

A ofnote-worthy
nanc
news
experts

in the news is interviewed by a panel

A

seen

approach

impact

of

America

$6,000
$27,500
$2,750 for

<A

$6,500
$1,450 for

'/4 hr.

hr.

literary classic

as

through

on

Italian

the

eyes

Durward Kirby. Denise
Smith and his orchestra

Garry

Moore with
son, and Howard

Charles

Collingwood

hr.

and

Dorothy

Brilliant youngsters answer
them
by Joe Kelly

l/wk
301

immigrant

of a child

Lor, Ken

Car-

Doan

almost

present

any

the

news

question tossed at

$5,900

1

Amateur

song-writers

with

Steve

Allen

presiding

from

all

$24,500

30
Family

variety

crimes

Lavish

min.

Family

Puppet

solves

$66,175

Will III
Anthropologists

min.
min,
WHISTLING

photographer,

Monahan

min.

15

Qui;

ace

Story
of a city couple who
chickens

for

, wk

Family

WORLD

wk

Ccsey.

and his fruitless pursuit of Connie

l/wk

30
Quiz
Variety

father has struck oil,

l/wk

nun

Family

KIDS

hr.

min.

Family

News

$2,900

<U

l/wk

min.
MORNING

$14,500

5/wk

30

Children
Family

1, wk

min.

in

Family

$29,500
$12,500

min.

Family

l/wk

min. l/wk

30

Family

Interview

MOORE

30

Eddie
(film)Bracken

1 hr.

Children

Situation
Comedy

$28,500
l/wk

min.

30
30

Family

Variety

MAGINATION

GARRY

Drama

Family

Variety

LUIGI

THE

1.

Family

Puppet

SAM

MR.

Situation
Comedy

EXPLANATION
Unsophisticated country girl whose
attempts to crash
N. Y.

30

l/wk

$2,850

l/wk

$5,600

Bill

and

identify

Cora

Baird

objects

puppets

parts

of

ttie

in a fantasy

Du Mont TV package availabilities
TITLE
BATTLE

OF

DOWN

YOU

JOHNS

SCIENCE

AT

REVIEW

EIGHTY

TAKE

THE

THE
THEY

MEETS

STAND

30
ill

Disk

jockey

THE

Forum

CHITICS

ACCUSED

Drama

l/wk

$4,000

l/wk

$2,500

min.

l/wk

min.

l/wk

$1,842

nun

l/wk

$2,300

;u
Family

Drama
Family

Family

$2,405

30
;u min.

5/wk

min.

l/wk

hr.

l/wk

30

IS

MUSIC

1

30 min.
l/wk
15
30 min. l/wk

Musical
Family

WHAT'S

THE

WOMEN'S

STORY
Quiz
Discussion

CLUB

Women

min.

l/wk
;
wk

TITLE
S7AH

P.EVUE

TYPE

APPEAL
Family

Comedy

ME

60

min.

game

Scientific
yes
yes

with

business vets vs.

newcomers

prizes

demonstrations

Jokes,

jests

Gail

Compton

Cartoon,

of another
and

era

recalled

daughter

by

present

octognarlans

trained

pets

charades

yes
Don

Russell

and

guests

yes
$1,616
$2,000
$2,326

yes
yes

$3,000

yes

$4,895

yes
yes

$2,068

yes
yes

NBC TV package availabilities
ALL

Parlor

min.

30

Family

EXPLANATION
Talent contest: show

min.

Family
THIS

TESTED

l/wk

30

Family

Quiz

THEATRE

AUTHOR

Family
Family

Family

DRAW

BREAK

CINEMA

PRICE

min.

Forum
Animal

THE

/wk

Tl
ill

Family
Quiz
Discussion

SHOP

ON

APPEAL
Family

min. ME

GO

BEGINS

QUICK

THE

AGES

HOPKINS

LIFE
PET

THE

TYPE
Variety

Mi, a
PRICE

TV

films with

Pro

and

con

Realistic
Musical

panel

Hollywood

book

courtroom

drama
from

newspaper
and

swing

to

classical

game

discussions

yes
TESTED

players

review

presentation

Fast-moving
Interviews

feature

of

interest

to women

EXPLANATION

yes

every

Comody

3rd Tlweek

shows

rotating

great

comedy

stars

Family
FRED
BOB
CAMEO
JUDY
HOAGY

ALLEN
AND

SHOW

RAY
THEATRE

CANOVA
CARMICHAEL

CHAMBER
MUSIC
SOCIETY
OF
LOWER
BASIN
STREET
THE

150

CLOCK

Comedy
Comedy

Quiz
Family

Drama
Comedy

30

min.

30

min.

30

min.

no

Family

Family

yes
l/wk
l/wk
l/wk

Musical

$7,500

Family
m'n.

l/wk

30 min.

1 wk

30

Musical

Family

Drama

Adult

Audience

30

m'n.

with

adlib

Comedy

satire

Dramas

produced-directed

no

Situation

no
yes
no
yes

Musical
Dixieland
Mystery

l/wk

quiz

comody

music
dramas

comedy

by

by

Albert

Allen

McCleery

(film)

with

high-brow

built

around

narration

element

of time

$9,500

SPONSOR
yes

\

Match
thiis
market
for
Scratch!

/\

Here's a clear-cut case for:
THE RICH DAYTON

MARKET

and

Dayton Industry's average weekly
pay check — $83.67. Highest in Ohio
and one of the highest in the country.

TV & AM

WHIO's share** of the total radio
audience — 41.8%. This against Station
A— 13.7%; Station B — 20.0%; Station
C— 16.5%

Retail sales for Dayton and Montgomery County — $475,000,000. For
the past 18 months Dayton has been
named as a "Preferred City."*

c

WHIO-TV's share*** of the top 15
weekly television shows aired in this
area — 11 of the top 15. The top multiweekly show in this area is a WHIOTV locally produced news program,
showing a strong production staff.

Pick yourself a market with 1,293,595
prosperous prospects — and the one
station that gives you top coverage
of that market with both TV and AM.
WHIO

in Dayton is represented nationally byGeorge P. Hollingbery.

(

■

OHIO

COVERAGE

Number of families in WHIO's big
TV and AM coverage area — 366,457.

Payrolls in Dayton for the year 1951
— $630,951,822.

* SALES MANAGEMENT
** HOOPER for April, 1952
*** PULSE for May, 1952

WHIO's

no

WALLY

COX

BARRIE

CRAIG.

JOAN

INVESTIGATOR

no
Family

Drama

Comedy
DUFFY'S

TAVERN

RALPH

EDWARDS

ETHEL

AND

Variety

VARIETIES

FOREIGN

Family

min.

Family

30 min.

ill

ALBERT

EUROPEAN

Family

mln.
30
ill
30 min.

Family

Comedy

DAVIS

min.

Family

Comedy

SHOW

Comedy

30 min.

HAYES

GARROWAY
THE

AT

LARGE

Juvenile
Variety

Family
Family

Comedy

GOLDBERGS

Drama

DOODY

Juvenile

INTERNATIONAL

IT'S

A

RUTH

LYONS

Family

Comedy

RILEY

MIDWESTERN

Adult
Family

SHOW
HAYRIDE

Variety

Family

Variety

Family

15
30 mln.
30
min.
min.

MICKEY
TONY

ROONEY
MINER

NATURE
ONE

PLAYHOUSE

OF

SILENT

Family

THINGS

MAN'S

Family

Drama

Science

Family

Drama

FAMILY

30
30

MEN

Drama

THOSE
ENDEARING
YOUNG
CHARMS

Drama

THREE

Drama

VICTORY

AT

SEA

WALTER

O'KEEFE

Family

Adull
Family

Documentary
Family

WELCOME

TRAVELERS

Audience
Quiz

Parti(

$20,000

30

yes
yes
no

l/wk

Situation

comedy

(film)

Variety,

quiz

Family

life

Bill

Gargan

musical
comedy

(film)

featuring

European

Adventures

of

foreign

Children's

show

with

variety

legion
cowboy

production

variety

situation

comedy

acts

(film)

(film)
films

show

Children's

variety

show

with

comedy

Alms

no
yes
$6,500

l/wk

$900
for
$22 IMili

Discussion

Jr.

of vital

produces,

Children's

no

Situation

no

Folk

panel

hosts,

occasionally

stars

in

music

problems

quiz

comedy

Entertainment,

'/4 hr

family

(film)
audience

and

participation

and

interviews

acts

yes

l/wk
l/wk
l/wk

yes
no
l/wk
l/wk

Doug
film Fa'rbanks.
drama

$20,500

min.

$35,500

1 wk

Situation

comedy

(film)

Full-hour

quality

plays

Dr.

Roy

K.

Marshall

Family

situation

no

Stories

of

yes
no

Family

situation series

min.
alternate l/wkwks
min.

(film)

Family

l/wk

min.
60
60
min.
30
15
min.

series with

comedy

segs.

min.
min.

30

detective

$15,000

l/wk

30

Private

Slick

min.

30
A, lull

5/wk
l/wk

l/wk
l/wk

comedy

Situation

Series

min.

min.

Situation

no

$9,000
yes

30
several
15 m n.

min.
Family

$10,500

l/wk

30
Comedy

no
no

min.

Adult

Panel

JURY

OF

Drama

Panel

PROBLEM

JUVENILE
LIFE

THEATRE

or
l/wk

Variety
HOWDY

l/wk

2/wk

Family
GABBY

no

l/wk

15 min.
Family

Adventure

LEGION

no

l/wk
l/wk
l/wk

15 mln.
Family

Variety

$12,500

In simple

science

lectures

drama

international

intrigue

(film)

$17,500
30

min.

30

min.

30

min.

30

min.

yes
no

l/wk
l/wk

Scries

l/wk

.Family

min.

Dramas

l/wk

involving
of naval

three

psrsons

warefare

(film)

no
yes

Audience

quiz

no

Audience

participation

variety

Family
YOUTH

WANTS

TO

KNOW

Forum

30
30

min.

Important

5/wk

persons

Interviewed

by the youth

l/wk

Ultra-high frequency
Q. What role will UHF play in
the post-freeze era?
A. UHF is just like the present VHF
television — only it's higher in frequency. Engineers report UHF behaves in
just about the same manner as VHF
with negligible differences in the distance signals travel and in signalstrength characteristics. Set manufacturers, too, say they will have no difliculty in making converter units for
adding UHF reception to present VHF
sets; or, in producing sets with the
UHF built in. (Converters will cost
$25 and up, it's said.) Accordingly,
the distinction between UHF and VHF

there is now a well developed yes
VHF
audience. In such markets, the UHF
stations will have a tough time gaining
a foothold, perhaps struggling along
a6 the TV equivalent of FM. These
stations will have to put something
special on the air to cause viewers who
can already receive three to four or
more stations to buy converters for
their sets.

are laying the groundwork for sale of
UHF stations. RCA, for example,
which will eventually have additional
UHF convertors in present VHF areas
highlighted UHF in a recent consumer
magazine ad which told how it had
spent $3,000,000 to study UHF alone.
The ad explained that RCA has been

Eventually, however, as today's sets
are replaced by new ones with builtin UHF, the distinctions even in these

UHF

152

the "key to nationwide TV coverage." explaining that it "Provides 70
new channels for about 1,500 new sta-

present multi-station markets will vanish. Ten or more years from now,

being prepared

Zenith has long been telling the public that its sets are easily converted for
I II F with the mere addition of a new
tions."
tuner strip. The firm even has cardboard models of its tuner placed in
the new tuning strip can be added.
Other manufacturers as well stress

as well as advertising

easy conversion in their consumer advertising oftelevision sets.

you'll probably be tagged an oldtimer
in the business if you're still talking
about TV stations in terms of whether
they are UHF

or VHF.

television will eventually cease to exist.
You won't stop to think when you buy
a station "this one is UHF, the other
VHF." You won't, that is, except in
present multi-station
markets
where

operating an experimental UHF station near Bridgeport, Conn. It called

Q.
Is the public
for UHF?
A.

Publicity

SPONSOR

NBC's MEN

IN THE NEWS:

Kaltenborn

rhoto>,-raph by RAI.rn STKINKR

"The situation is tragic— but not serious."
H. V. Kaltenborn has been estimating serious situations since the
Spanish-American War, in which he
was a soldier-correspondent.
Since then he has spent twenty
years in the newspaper business
and thirty years as a radio
commentator.
In a career which could fill several
books (and has), Mr. Kaltenborn
has broadcast interviews with
Hitler, Mussolini, Ghandi, and
14 JULY 1952

Chiang Kai-Shek, has been captured
by Chinese bandits and in his
coverage of the Spanish Civil War
was the first to broadcast from the
scene of battle.
Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
H. V. Kaltenborn's clipped speech
and famed pronunciation of "Russia"
are heard on Pure Oil News Time,
sponsored by the Pure Oil Company.
And along with the rest of NBC's
distinguished company of newsmen,

Mr. Kaltenborn is currently reporting
on both radio and television the
biggest political news since 1932.
Kaltenborn, the dean of radio news
commentators, is another reason why
most people hear the news first and
hear more of it from NBC.

JNr>U tail in and television,
a service of Radio Corporation of America
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"SUCCESS STORY"

19th ANNUALstarring
PERFORMANCE

ORIGINAL CAST
* H.

V.

Holmes, president of S. C.

Holmes
& Sons, clothiers, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
* R. P. (Bud) Akin, senior account executive, the KTUL Sales Staff.

This oft-repeated scene has become a tradition
between Clothier H. V. Holmes and KTUL Account Executive R. P. (Bud) Akin. For the 19th
consecutive year, these two men have swapped
signatures on KTUL advertising contracts. The
satisfaction is obviously mutual.

• KTUL has MORE LOCAL PROGRAM
network radio stations COMBINED.
• LOCAL ACCEPTANCE
SELLING POWER!

SPONSORS

is the "CRASS

ROOTS"

than ALL OTHER

TULSA

TEST of a Radio Stations

• Get the KTUL story from your nearest AVERY-KNODEL,

Inc., office.

RADIO
CBS Radio Network
JOHN

AFFILIATED

with

KFPW,

ESAU — Vice

FORT

President — General

SMITH,

Ark.,

Manager

and

KOMA,

OKLAHOMA

CITY

Easier to get into now
Spot television, having taken off like a hopped-up rocket from
a standing start just four short years ago, is beginning to slow
up now, and the main advertising patterns are beginning to
emerge. But, advertisers considering spot TV, whether veterans or newcomers, have many questions unanswered for
fall, 1952.
"What's going to happen to spot TV rates?" "What availabilities are being offered?" "Should I use a network program or a spot TV film campaign?" These are just a few
of the posers asked by clients and ad agencies today, and
which are answered here in sponsor's Fall Facts section on
spot video.
Much progress has been made in the past year in arriving
at more "standardized" methods of procedure in spot TV,
involving everything from commercial station identifications
to the ordering of television film programs and commercials.
These, too, are covered in this section, as witness the index
at right.
The trends in local-level TV programing, the development of participation programs, late-night film shows, the
situation concerning TV station merchandising, and the general business outlook for fall — these are all to be found in
this section.
With national TV network prices forcing many TV advertisers to shift dollars to TV spot campaigns, with TV station
availabilities still tight, and with new trends forming in TV
rates, advertisers need these dollars-and-cents facts.
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lop agencies and clients

1 66

Meetings

between

agencies

and

reps

are

smoothing

topics such as the
NARTSR clinic above, in which reps and agencies discussed
nts, have prorequireme
"I.D."
station
l
lack of standardization of commercia
Seen above clockwise starting with
duced new rules, easing of TV problems.

Availabilities
How tight will good spot TV
Q.
availabilities be this fall?
A. For the first year in several seasons of booming spot TV sales, good
spot availabilities are showing up. The

head of one agency's TV timebuying
functions told sponsor: "The whole
situation is beginning to loosen. Station reps who had nothing to offer us
last vear are beginning to make real
sales pitches. Many TV stations have
opened up marginal hours and daytime TV faster than advertisers were
buying, making more time available.
Other stations report that several TV
spot advertisers are beginning to hold
back in TV spending, either to cover
other media increases or to go back
to spot radio."
Generally speaking, the choicest time
slots and participations, and the bestrated local shows in spot TV are still
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out

some

of spot

TV S problems

like

Dc
Bill Schneider
Susan Mumford (white hat), Anne Wright, "Red" Neubert,
Dave Gud.
Raycroft
Russ .vaV
Leder, ixu«
Herb Leaer,
Brooke, nerD
Jegelstein, Jack BrooKe,
irwin Segelstein,
McClure, , Irwin
Grunewal
brod, John Freese, Lloyd Griffin, James Neal, Fred Raphael, Ted

hard to buy. especially in the major
TV markets. However, there's a growing number of availabilities that are
not as well-rated, but aren't as expensive. The advertiser who intends to
buy a large spot TV campaign this
fall will find that there are more selections than there were last year.
The differential between what a station makes from a network program
and to what it gets from a spot program— from 25c to 45c more on the
dollar via spot — goes a long way toward making stations more prone to

clear good time for spot TV adver-if
tisers. This differential also helps
a sponsor is seeking the added values
of publicity, promotional pushes, and
point-of-sale merchandising.
More of a programing trend, but
worth mentioning here, is the fact that
TV stations will be offering more syndicated film shows and feature film
packages than ever before. Industry
estimates are for a whopping $20,000.-

000 to be spent to produce video films
this season, with a large percentage of
these films winding up as part of locallevel packages. Also, stations plan to
offer more network TV co-op shows
through their reps for national spot
sponsorship.

Rate outlook
Q. Will spot TV rates continue
upward this fall?
A. Just as spot TV's total billings
have jumped from practically nothing
to the $65,000,000 brackets in the
past four years, spot TV rates have also
climbed as more TV sets have entered
TV markets.
However, the trend is now towards a
slow-down in rate increases, according
to a survey of TV station reps by sponsor. Set sales in all markets are continuing, but when viewed by individ-

SPONSOR

of video and audio
requirements for

nnouncing

for the

Few I \ stations an expected t<> \><
so hard-pul Foi business that they have
to make under-the-counter deals, as is
taking place lure and there in •
radio. However, there have been instances oi T\ stations making
on the harder-to-sell late-evening periods or in the over-five station markets.
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NBC
SPOT
SALES
WNBT

Chicago
New York
Los Angeles

WPTZ

Philadelphia

WBZ-TV
WNBK
WNBW
WRGB

TV's boom growth, as regards the
number of spot advertisers," a station
rep firm which represents over half a

Boston
Cleveland

dozen TV outlets told sponsor. "Our
salesmen have to be on their toes, and
our stations have to offer everything

Washington
SchenectadyAlbany-Troy

from sound point-of-sale merchandising to 52-week rate guarantees to gel

standardization of f.D.'s
hompson

to

William

Esty)

fall
fall
in
ranging
was

NBC

line
from

with
NBC

Spot

recommendations
Spot
Sales
to

Sales

wh'ch

has

groups,
such
one
shown
at
left
& Peters
agencies
from
J. Walter
standards
adopted
uniform
"I.D.'
commercia

ual markets or on the national scale,
the sales graphs are beginning to level
off into plateaus in which gaps are
being filled. And, a large percentage of
the business is replacements or secondary TV sets.
The effect of this on rates — which
have been held to a reasonable balance
between TV homes and TV station
rates, as witness the Katz Agency chart
on page 180 — has been to stabilize
them, after a series of dizzy upward
spirals. Before last fall, stations and
reps usually told sponsors they could
expect rate increases anywhere from
10% to 25% in most markets, with a
six-month rate protection at best.
This fall, the outlook is for 52-week
rate guarantees in most cases, with
only a few here-and-there spot TV rate
increases anticipated, few of them in
the larger video markets.
Rate changes, when they do occur,
are expected to run in reverse to spot
radio changes; daytime rates will be
14 JULY 1952

of
Free

constant, with more selling of big-discount packages of slots. Nighttime
rates, particularly in interconnected
cities in the East and Midwest, may go
up in a few cases, where they involve
adjacencies in prime evening hours
next to high-rated network shows.

Local live shows

business

N. C. Rorabaugh), the zoom is leveling off into a gentle climb.
"We're beginning to see the end of

Si!C

firm
to
i;irst station
rep
firm
to
which
included
rep firms

does spot TV

shape up for fall?
A. In the opinion of most station reps
and agen< ies contacted b\ SPONSOR,
spot TV business this fall will be good
— but not much better than last fall.
After zooming from a total of some
76 national-regional TV spot advertisers back in June 1948 to a total of
around 1,300 today (according to

WNBQ
KNBH

How

TV business."
spothowever,
newThis,
was the over-all concensus: Almost all of last fall's leading
TV spot advertisers will be using the
medium this fall, particularly those
who hold valuable time franchises. A
few new faces will be around, primarily those advertisers who are launching new products or intensifving their
sales drives, such as the king-sized
Chesterfield and the chlorophyll drug
and cosmetic products.
{Please
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Day A Time

Program
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Rating

Shar*
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WNMC-TV
1 Station

Mon.t4Sp.rn.

28. 0

THE STORM

WKRC-TV
3 Stations

To... 10:30 p. m.

15.8

31.9

3

NEWS

3 Stations

Mon.-M. 11 p.m.

14.4

40.0

2

1WKT-TV
Station

.ho,... p.m.

62.0

100.03

2 KMTV
Station.

Mon.-Frl. 5 p.m.

SIDEWALK

INTERVIEWS

93.3

1

!

REPORTER

SOONER

SHINDIG

LOU'S LAIR

WXtl

7.2

40. 0<

KPIX

WRESTLING

3 Station.

Tiin.9p.ni.

19.4

37.3

!
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You can make an expedition out of finding the
right TV spots. But the easiesl wa\ —and the bestis to talk with our Mr. S.

Our Mr. S
has just been
where you're
going

For he travels farther than anyone to keep up
with seven of your top markets. And does it more
frequently, too.
/// the last six months, for instance, every one
of our account men has made at least one complete
tour of all seven markets.
Our Mr. S. has brought back the most first-hand
facts on these markets you'll find in captivity.
He has an on-the-spot perspective which no one else
can give you.
And when he recommends

a TV spot, you can he

sure that your product will be in the right place at
the right time.
You'll climb the highest sales curve with Mr. S.
as your guide. When you plan your next campaign,
he'd be pleased to help you.

CBS

TELEVISION

SPOT

Representing WCBS-TV,
WTOP-TV,

Washington; WBTV,

SALES

New York ; WCAU-TV,

Charlotte; WAFM-TV,

Philadelphia :

Birmingham

KSL-TV, Salt Lake City; and KNXT,

I.os Angeles

REDUCING
SPONSOR: Modern House
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

CORSAGES

MACHINES
AGENCY: Richard Meltzer
Modern

House spent $400

while participating in Les Malloy's Preview Party. The
shou
failures a full-length feature movie shown
in a
"home-projector" settling by Les and his wife. In one
month
of promoting Relaxacizor. a figure control machine. Modern Home sold 70 units. This represents, at
better than $150 a unit, over $11,850 in sales against the
$400 TV cost.
KGO-TV, San Francisco

PROGRAM: Preview
Les Malloy's
Party

SPONSOR: Lubin & Smalley
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

Lubin & Smalley are one
of the largest florists in Pittsburgh. In advance of Mother sDay they ran two live announcements to promote the
sending of corsages. After the two announcements, they
report the phone rang continuously and business was up
200% over the best of previous years. Lubin & Smalley
realized returns of many hundreds of dollars on an expenditure ofabout $200.
WDTV, Pittsburgh

CANDY

TV
results

AGENCY: Rothman & Gibbons

PROGRAM:

Announcements

SAMPLES

SPONSOR: Hupper's Candy Store
AGENCY: Direct
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
H upper wanted to interest
new customers in their candies. To do so, they bought
a weekly participation in Teleshopper, a window shopping, chatty type of show on 1 :45 p.m. Wednesdays. After
three weeks Hupper offered a sample box of candy. Within two days 200 cards came in. Participation: $15 a week.
WGAL-TV. Lancaster

PROGRAM:

Teleshopper
4

BREAD

FROST

SPONSOR: Yost Baking Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

ELIMINATOR

SPONSOR: Formular X-l
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

\GKNCY: Anastasion
The product

is a fog and
frost-eliminating compound for windshields.
To remind
viewers of its values, Formular X-l chose an appropriate
time for its demonstration — directly preceding a weather

1 \PSULE CASE HISTORY:
This Johnstown firm ran a
series of one-minute announcements at 6:59 p.m. To test
TV effectiveness fully, all other media were dropped. The
campaign
was designed to specifically promote Hollywood bread, a reducing aid distributed by the company.
After 10 weeks at $225. bread sales were up 48% or an
increase in gross returns of several thousand dollars.

forecast show, Something's In The Wind.
At a cost of
$82.50. one 6:55 p.m. announcement rang up 353 cash
orders for one or more packages at $1 per package.

WJAC-TV, Johnstown

KSL-TV, Salt Lake City

PROGRAM:

Announcements

HAIR CURLERS

PROGRAM:

Announcement

DINNERWARE
■
i

SPONSOR: Carlton Curlers

AGENCY: Umland & Co.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Carlton demonstrated
and
displayed his $1 curlers on three Sunday Del Courtney
participations. After the first $100 commercial this was
the reaction: the following Monday 260 letters and orders came in; Tuesday, 80 more; Wednesday, 140 more.
Besides, Carlton realized $90 worth of hair dressing business. Total gross: $570 from the first participation with
the succeeding two equally successful.

KPIX, San Francisco

PROGRAM:

Del Courtney Show

SPONSOR:

Thrift House

AGENCY:

Product Services

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY :
This past May Thrift House
spent $11,900 for participations in the Eleventh Hour
Theatre and various other WNBT daytime shows. The
products advertised were a gold and silver dinnenvare
ensemble,
and Thrift House
waterless cookware
for
$49.90. Resulting sales for the month totaled approximately $140,000 and client has signed a 52-week contract
for 1952-53 for a minimum $150,000 expenditure.
WNBT, New York

PROGRAM:

Eleventh Hour Theatre

of G

ears

rowing

r

Z^J Z±J
AM

•

TV

FM

WILMINGTON,
19?2 marks for WDEL,

DELAWARE

three decades of broadcast opcra=

tion — thirty years o\ growing with the many
expanding

vigorous,,

communities in its listening and viewing area.

Established in 1922, WDEL
In 1947, it broadened

was

Delaware's first station.

its services to bring frequency modu-

lation to its listeners. And

three years ago, in 1949, it

pioneered the State's first television station. Today, WDEL
is Delaware's only three-way broadcast operation.
On the occasion of its thirtieth birthday, WDEL

restates its

past and future plans and philosophy of operation. These
are to improve constantly its programming

and tech-

nical facilities and to serve always the best interests
of the people in its area — listeners, viewers and
advertisers.

Represented by

ROBERT
NEW
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Thus, the leading categories of spot
TV advertisers — foods, beer and wine,
tobacco products, drugs and toiletries,
household appliances, jewelry, and petroleum products — will be using the
medium this fall, in virtually the same
volume as a year ago. In a few cases —
such as the slowly-increasing TV campaigns of Bulova Watch Company, the
volume may be higher.

Spot fundamentals
Q. What
vision?

precisely is spot tele-

A. Since 65% of the country's TV
markets are still one-station markets,
there's less of a clear-cut distinction between network TV and spot TV than
there is between the radio counterparts. When network time is exceedingly hard to clear in TV, and a station
list for an advertiser may be 75%
"kine" markets, about the only continuity that's left is in the program.
Hours and time slots can vary as widely in network TV as they do in the
general province of spot broadcasting.
However, this definition given last
year by sponsor still fills the bill:
"Spot TV can be considered as market-by-market buying of TV time or
programs, announcements, participations and station breaks that do not
involve network facilities or go through
network sales channels, and which operate at the local market level."
As yet, TV has not grown to the
point where distinct regional TV webs
are developing. This may come sometime in the future, when all of the possible TV markets are being covered by
video outlets, and "total U.S." costs are
prohibitive. Today it's either a national network campaign or a spot TV
campaign that's being aired, with no
great range of activity in between.

the difference in advertising impact and
price over spot radio or a particular
product.
As one agency man put it to sponsor: "In our TV recommendations to
clients, this flexibility of spot TV is
often brought out. This is a very important point,aresince
of the nation's
TV markets
still41one-station
markets, and network TV time is still
tough to clear. This flexibility is even
more important a factor in choosing
TV spot than in selecting radio spot,
since radio networks today will do
handsprings to make themselves flexible
and to fit into all kinds of campaigns."
In addition, spot has certain other
advantages which look attractive to
main purchasers. Sponsors who have
bought film packages, or who have put
their shows on film with an eye to using the films eventually in new TV
areas as they open, find spot TV a
method of amortizing film costs over a
long period of time. Also, by producing Ior supervising ) programs on film,
agencies and advertisers can retain
greater control of the content.
From the viewpoint of TV stations,
many of whom (like
WDTV. for instance) are
er's seat because they are
station in a large city,

looked upon more lovingly than network TV. Stations realize, of course,
that network TV's stars and shows are
what builds viewing and boosts the
value of adjacencies. But. their "take
on a spot deal may be 550 to 700 out
of the advertising dollar; in network
TV the same deal might bring them
only 300. Therefore, stations promote,
merchandise, and cooperate with spot
advertisers to an extent not always
seen in their handling of network accounts.

Q. Who can be reached by advertisers using spot TV?
A.

Q. What special attractions does
spot TV have to advertisers?
A. Spot TV is the most flexible form
of national TV advertising. Advertisers can move into spot TV with small,
medium, or large budgets, and still be
able to have worthwhile campaigns.
Newcomers to TV advertising find it
particularly useful as an "experimental" medium, to try out commercial
techniques and to determine if the
sight-and-sound values of TV are worth
162

Pittsburgh's
in the drivthe one TV
spot TV is

Spot video's potential "circulation" is the same as that of all television, and the figures on TV areas, set

counts
and section
viewing apply.
shown in sponsor's
TV Basics
Apart from the use of a standardized
program approach, such as spot TV
films, the buying of spot TV calls for
judicious timebuying at the agency level. Good spots are still hard to come
by, and it takes skill to work oul a
'.•(kmI schedule thai will reach the greatest amount of TV viewers in which the
advertiser is interested.

Broadly
target
in spotspeaking,
TV is thethe
fouradvertiser's
out of 10
U. S. homes that are TV-equipped.

Programing
Q. Are there any new trends or
unusual advertising buys in spot
TV programing?
A. Here are two of the major trends
in local-level TV spot programing,, as
reported to SPONSOR by station reps
and local program officials:
1. Daytime participation shows —
Network facilities in TV di'dn't grow
as fast as they did in radio and many
TV stations found they had to improvise locally when TV was just starting.
Today, many of those off-the-cuff shows
have grown into well-rated local participation shows, with loyal daytime
followkigs and a long list of participating national advertisers.
Such shows as Tommy Reynolds
Show on KEYL-TV, San Antonio;
Pony

Express, WFIL-TV, Philadelphia: Smokey Rogers General Store,
KFMB-TV, San Diego: Jeans Kitchen
Fair, WBNS-TV, Columbus. Ohio;
Chef Cardini Show, on KGO-TV, San
Francisco; Al Jarvis on KECA-TV,
Los Angeles; the wake-up telecasts of
Warren Michael Kelly in the early
mornings on WX\Z-TV. Detroit;
Clyde McLean s Weather Man on
WBTV. Charlotte; the morning potpourri of gags, Brent Gunts Show, on
WBAL-TV, Baltimore; Stop! Look V
Cook! on WNBF-TV. Binghampton,
N. Y.; Money Talks, on WMBR-TV,
Jacksonville. Fla.; and the Nancy
Craig Show on WJZ-TV are typical of
the local daytime and afternoon participation shows which have already
brought good results at low costs to
spot buyers.
Timebuyers point out that the stations which produce these participation shows net more money from them,
generally, than they do from network
shows. Hence they are more likely to
cooperate with participating advertisers with merchandising tie-ins and promotional backing.
2. Late-night film shows — As sponsor reported in its 21 April 1952 issue
("Does late-night TV pay off?"), some
85' , of U.S. television stations now
have programs "up to midnight and
beyond."
Even thing
from
frozen
SPONSOR

MUSIC

and SPORTS
TEAM UP
in the NEW

Scufet Setce<i. , .

. . . thrilling eye-witness accounts of dramatic action us the)
happened on (In* baseball diamond — in the prize ring — on tin*
gridiron — and elsewhere — to tin* great, the near-great, and the
unknow n> who played the game and played to win — often when
there was more at stake than just the game itself.
A complete script package featuring your
own talent with records . . . available three
times weekly as a 15-minute presentation.

YOU'RE
TEEN

AGE

BOOK

SAFE

IN

USING

YOUR

PARADE

Sparkling and appealing 15-minute scripts
available on a three times weekly schedule
. . . Brings to your audience
book

a series of dis-

tinguished reviews by America's outstanding
critics. Slanted to the teen-ager but

captures the adult as well.
ACCORDING

TO

THE

BMI

CONCERT

HALL

The finest in concert

music presented as a

series of full-hour programs, three times
weekly. Authoritative scripts which make
concert music popular music. Supplemented
by "TODAY IN MUSIC"- dates and facts
about the important music events of the
month.
SPECIAL

RECORD

CONTINUITY

EVENT

SCRIPTS

Timely facts about the unusual, with musical

Complete

based

on

cues that fit neatly into a dynamic 5-minute
show. Available seven times per week for
52 weeks. Now
in its 8th successful year.

periodic national events . . . timely and

ef-

BMI CONTINUITIES are a regular service to BMIlicensees at no cost. They are designed as practical
programs and may be used as commercial or sustaining features.
TO INSURE your receiving "STORIES FROM THE
SPORTS RECORD" and other BMI scripts regularly,
simply send your request to BMI's Continuity Department.

Record"

half-hour

programs

fective supplements to the "According
series.

to the

Broadcast Music, Inc.
580
NEW

FIFTH
YORK

•

AVENUE,
CHICAGO

NEW

• HOLLYWOOD

YORK
• TORONTO

36,

N.

Y.

• MONTREAL
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orange juke to folding beds has been
sold successfully, usually through local feature-film packages. Only the
kids are missing from audiences.
Here are just a few of the late-night
film shows open to advertisers on a
participating basis:
The Late Show and Late Late Show
of WCBS-TV, New York; Nite Owl
Theatre, on VAX EL. Cleveland; Sound
Stage Four on WTCN-TV, Minneapolis; Movie> ill Midnight on WTMJTV, Milwaukee I a station which also
telecasts late-night kinescopes of network shows to reach defense workers) ;
Late Evening Movies on WDSU-TV,
New Orleans; Jackson s Theatre on
KTTV, Los Angeles ; Clover Club Date
(in conjunction with a local night club,
a la Barry Gray) on WTVJ, Miami;
and Movies 'Til Midnight, on Baltimore's WAAM.
Sponsors who think that, outside of
New York, the country retires around
10 o'clock are in for a great surprise.
Nielsen TV sets-in-use figures for January 1952 in the U. S. showed an average of 14.3 for the period of 11 to
midnight, compared with 10.5 for the
same month in 1951. Expectations for
fall are even better, since most stations
in one-station and two-station markets
have been scheduling programs I including network kinescopes) later and
later at night. Costs are low, and
costs-per- 1,000 homes reached are comparable to those of the best daytime TV
shows.

Film programing
Q. What's the trend for fall in
spot film programing?
A. Multi-market spot TV campaigns,
using film programs, are on the increase. In fact, this is as significant a
TV trend, in the eyes of both advertisers and agencies, as merchandising
is in spot radio.
By industry estimates, at least two
or three years will pass before there
are enough TV stations to (a) give
networks full-time affiliates in all of the
key video markels, and (b) until the
problems of clearing live TV network
time begins to ease, and the number
of kine stations in station lists begins
lo drop.
Meanwhile, reps and stations are
promoting the values of spot TV film
164

programing to national advertisers as
spot has never been promoted before.
So successful has this campaign been
that agencies handling network shows
have often had to put emissaries on the
road to help cement their relationships
with TV stations who view network
shows as "30-cents-on-the-dollar deals."
(That is. the station's share of the rate
paid totothe
network by the advertiser
comes
30%.)
Needless to say, the sales target for
the reps and stations promoting this
method of TV advertising is not simply
a list of current network clients. Many
clients sponsor package shows (examplesCBS
:
TV's Suspense, NBC TV's
Kate Smith, DuMont's Captain Video)
which are firmly tied to the network
by virtue of being a "house package"
or through iron-clad contracts with
producers. These programs, which constitute over 40% of TV's major vehicles, are never likely to "go spot."
But. among the clients who sponsor
and the agencies who handle the remaining shows, sponsor learned that
there is growing activity and interest
in the idea of filming these programs,
then placing them on a spot basis.

Adds Katz: "If you are on the network, and the network's affiliate in a
multiple-station market can't deliver
satisfactory time, then you're out of the
market — no matter how important it
is to you. As a spot program advertiser you can, in these markets, cross
network lines for the stations which
offer the best buy."
3. General costs: Putting a show on
film, which gives the advertiser better
quality, fewer fluffs and greater scope,
is not inexpensive. Costs run all over
the lot, with producers hesitating to
give off-the-cuff differentials, sponsor
estimates that to do the "average" live
TV show on film and then distribute it
will cost anywhere from 15% to 40%
more, depending on show type. However, a good bit of this is balanced out
by the fact that buying the same station time, through spot channels rather
than network sales offices, can cost less.
Katz has figured out that an evening
half-hour on 39 NBC TV affiliates and
stations will cost some 19% less when
bought on a spot basis than when it's
bought through NBC TV, for instance.
4. Amortizing: There's a healthv
outlook for advertisers in rerunning
their film programs in new TV mar-

Q. What are some of the leading
reasons why sponsors are using
multi-market film program campaigns in spot TV?
A. There are several good arguments
for the use of film programing, placed
on a market-by-market basis, as opposed to a straight network program
deal. The Katz Agency, Inc. (station
reps) lists a few of the more important
ones as being:
1. Ratings: "Based on Pulse averages (for N. Y. and L. A., before the
cable went through I the kine rating is
just a little more than a third of the
live rating. An audience loss of twothirds is the price the network advertiser pays when, to get any decent kind
of coverage, he has to resort to delayed kinescope recordings."
2. Market choice: States Katz Agency: "On spot TV you select as many or
as few markets as your budget or sales
strategy dictates." This is usually a
matter of small concern to the advertiser with a huge budget who wants the
utmost in a station list. But, for the
medium-budget or small-budget advertiser who's faced with bin inii minimum
networks that can \ar\ from about 20
stations to about 40 outlets, spot's
flexibililx looks inrreasin<d\ attractive.

kets, or in reselling them for "second
runs" in markets already used. This,
however, is not a gravy train; there
are many problems to be solved, many
deals to be made, and a lot of paperwork involved before a sponsor's film
show begins to pay dividends.

Standardization
Q.

What's being done to "standardize" and simplify the problems of spot TV?

A.

In the early days of spot TV,

building schedules and planning campaigns was often as difficult as shipping afreight car from one end of the
country to the other in the days before
track widths were standardized. Today,
although many problems of "standardization" of TV coverage figures,
equipment, techniques. s< ript foi mats
remain to be solved, there is progress.
Here are just a few of the more important industry developments which
have eased headaches of buyers and
sellers in spot television :
1. Film problems — With the advent
of TV, many agencies found that they
were suddenlv in the film business, not
SPONSOR
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on KDYL
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KDYL
300%
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And this is only one of a host of
satisfied sponsors who have found
that it pays to include KDYL and
KDYL-TV in their advertising plans.
The reason KDYL
off in results?

and KDYL-TV

pay

KDYL and KDYL-TV Salt Lake City are leaders
in the heart of a BILLION DOLLAR MARKET!
Income

payments

to Utah

individuals

in 1951

totaled over $1 billion— the greatest year in Utah's
historyl
Production of IRON

and STEEL was

was

Utah's PETROLEUM REFINING
its greatest year in 1951.

•

More

greater in 1951

than in any previous year.
EMPLOYMENT

•

at an all-time high.

1951
•

CASH

ELECTRIC
than

POWER

in any

FARM

was

industry experienced
utilized

in

Utah

in

prior year.

INCOME

was

greater

than

in

any

previous year.

KDYL and KDYL-TV can help you "cash in" on this tremendous Utah
prosperity. These radio and television pioneers— both NBC affiliatesoffer you what it takes in programming, audience, merchandising and
showmanship to get your share in this booming, growing
market.

KDYL
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CHANNEL

5,000 WATTS
first In
Showmanship
National Representative:
John Blair A Co.

NBC for UTAH

KDYL-TV

4

first In the
/Mountain Wmst
National Representative:
Blair-TV, Inc.
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as interested spectators but with the
heavy responsibility of executive pro-

that 75% of the screen is available for
the commercial I trademark, slogan,

ducers. They just didn't speak the
language of the film business; film producers, too. weren't used to the terms
and problems of advertising agencies.
Much pioneer work has been done
bv the American Television Society in

picture I with the upper right-hand

smoothing out the rough spots in general relationships between ad agencies
and film producers. (See "Blueprint
for agency-film maker teamwork.
sponsor. 5 May 1952, page 36.) Now.
even agencies with limited experience
in film work can submit to a producer
all the information he'll need as the
basis of an accurate bid or cost estimate, meanwhile having a clear-cut
idea of where responsibilities start and
stop.
It's been said of the ATS work in
this field that "a mutual understanding
of their individual problems should
lead to more efficient operation, lowered costs, and a film commercial of
superior effectiveness."
2. Standardized TV "l.D.'s" — Another problem in which the ATS has
had a hand, along with NARTSR. has
been the question of standardized
audio and video requirements for commercial "station identification" announcements. These eight-second and
10-second announcements have proved
to be valuable commercial vehicles,

particularly as "'reminder" advertising,
for products ranging from Parliament
Cigarettes to Red Devil Paints.
Until recently, however, the sponsor
who wanted to make a single 16-mm
film or slide series to be used in a widespread campaign of "I.D." announcements was out of luck. Some stations
had their miniature identifications on
the upper left-hand side of the screen :
some had them on the right. Openings, closings, techniques, and type of
equipment varied considerably, and
meant extra artwork for agencies.
Now, following the recommendations
of ad agencies and NARTSR, NBC
Spot Sales has set the pace in standardizing "I.D." commercials on the
eight TV stations it represents. Other
reps, such as Katz. Blair-TV. and CBS
Spot TV Sales have indicated to sponsor that they will soon follow NBC's
example in adopting uniform standards.
Most likely possibility for fall: Before the end of 1952, most of the country's TV stations will have standardized their commercial
I.D. slides so
166

quartertion. Aleft
for theformat
station's
identificastandard
for the
audio,
parallelling that of NBC Spot Sales, is
also expected.
3. Standardized coverage data —
Few sponsors, in TV's short-pants days,
questioned the engineers' definition of
TV coverage, which was "line of sight.
or about 50 miles." Timebuyers drew
neat circles around TV towers, and
said "That's it. boys." Due to various
atmospheric conditions, geographical
variations. and economic circumstances. TV coverage has proved to be
quite different from the simple 50-mile
circles. Outlying towns have put up
giant "community antennas," which
have added hundreds of families to
what was felt to be the limits of coverage. Even isolated farmers have put
up towers that look like aircraft beacons as far out as 100 miles from
video stations. At the same time, there
are sections of cities and nearby towns
where video reception is physically impossible, and these will have to be
dropped
"coverage."
Due to from
clarify
the situation this fall
will be the nationwide coverage and
circulation reports from Standard
Audience Measurement and Nielsen
Coverage Service. They will furnish
basic data to timebuyers on everything
from TV station coverage and weekK
audiences to information on multipleset TV homes.
4. Clinics, meetings. — Although the
frontiers of TV knowledge are constantly being pushed ahead, both buyers and sellers of TV spot are aware
that the more information is exchanged, the better the medium will be.
More "seminar"-type meetings this
fall between specialized TV firms are
expected, like the film seminars in 1951
given by Transfilm. The American
Television Society meetings, the NARTSR sessions between agencies and
reps, and stepped-up NARTB sessions
will help to spread TV knowledge
throughout the industry, and will help
to set more firm standards of practice
and good taste. The American Association of Advertising Agencies, and its
joint (with ANA) offshoot, the Advertising Research Foundation, is also expected to play a large role in establishing good station-agency relationships,
and in acting as a referee in handling
problems dealing with TV research.

Merchandising
Q. Are TV stations beginning to
develop merchandising campaigns?
A.

Merchandising in TV spot is far

from being as widespread, well-developed or aggressive as it is in spot
radio. A few key stations in mature
TV areas, such as NBC's and CBS'
network TV flagships in New7 York, as
well as a handful of others like WLWT and the Los Angeles TV outlets, are
beginning to follow-through on TV
campaigns at point of sale.
You're more likely to find merchandising, at this stage of the relative development ofTV and radio, being done
at radio outlets, since this has proved
a profitable business-getter in their
running fight with TV. Most TV stations manage to find business enough
without having to add merchandising
as an inducement. Also. TV stations
do not have the kind of coverage areas
that big radio stations have in which
the added weight of merchandising
can go a lot further in boosting total
retail sales.

Top agencies and clients
Q.

Who

are the leading agencies

placing TV spot business for fall?
A. According to a cross-section of
station reps, here are the agencies expected to be most active in placing TV
spot business. An alphabetical order,
they are:
N. W. Aver: D'Arcy: BBDO: Biow;
Leo Burnett: Compton: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Kenyon & Eckhardt;
Maxon; McCann-Erickson: Potts. Calkins & Holden; R&R: Tatham-Laird;
J. Walter Thompson: Weintraub;
Young & Rubicam.
Q. What clients are leaders in the
use of TV spot?
A. Several stations reps listed these
clients, in alphabetical order, as being
heavy in their present or anticipated
use of spot TV:
Ballantine, Blatz, Bulova, Buster
Brown Shoes, Coca-Cola. Chrysler,
Ford and Ford Dealers. General Foods,
General Mills. Gruen Watches. Lever
Bros.. Interstate Baking. Kellogg,
Philip Morris. Procter & Gamble,
Schaefer Beer, Sterling Drug. Virginia
Dare. Ward Baking, and Wriglev.
SPONSOR

HEW HORIZONS

...IN TELEVISION!
WXEL

expands!

• Four completely equipped modern studios
• Theatre-Studio in the heart of downtown
Cleveland
• Three hundred seats — large screen projection
• Award-Winning

Mobile Unit and Remote Crew

• Cleveland's largest television production plant
• Fourteen television cameras
• Sound movie cameras
• Latest film equipment
• Fully staffed publicity, promotion and
merchandising departments

Bringing Cleveland the finest in Local, National and World
• CLEVEwide TV events: CLEVELAND INDIANS GAMES
• NATIONAL TENNIS
• BOXING
LAND BROWNS GAMES
• PREMIERE THEATRE
• TOP STORY
• SOHIO REPORTER
• SPORTS FINAL

WXEL
11 lW/ Channel 9
3_

1111

CLEVELAND
/

ABC,
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DUMONT

REPRESENTED

BY THE KATZ AGENCY,
///
\

\
INC.
\
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Story of Christopher Columbus
Robert Cavelier, Sieur de Las Salle

John Quincy Adams
Eli Whitney

Benjamin Franklin
George Washington
Thomas Jefferson

Andrew Jackson
Daniel Webster

Daniel Boone

Henry Wadsworth
Horace Mann
John C. Fremont
Abraham Lincoln

Lewis and Clark
Alexander Hamilton
John Marshall

Andrew

Carnegie

Booker T. Washington
Susan B. Anthony
Washington Irving
James Fenimore Cooper

John C. Calhoun
Longfellow

John Greenleaf Whittier
Oliver Wendell Holmes
Louisa May Alcott

Although TV this fall will still be confined to a freeze-era list
of some 63 video markets, television is beginning a period
of great and important growth. What the situation is today,
and what it's likely to be in the near future, are presented
in sponsor's TV Basics section — the first time such TV fundamentals have been covered in a separate section.

I

Dimensions
audience

of TV's

no

Television's current size and scope, the viewing habits of
TV owners, how their time is divided among other media,
the seasonal
tion ol TV,
these affect
are detailed

variations in viewing, the geographical distribuits socio-economic factors, the cost factors — all
fall TV plans of advertisers, and all these topics
here in easy-to-follow charts and table-.

As in sponsor's Radio Basics section, research contributions were made by TV networks and stations, representatives, agencies, and independent research firm-. Careful
editing and arrangement of these "basic" data present them,
in logical order, to the reader. Reference to the index at
right shows location.
Agencies and advertisers who use this TV Basics section
will find that its contents, despite the continuing growth of
TV, are not likely to be out-dated overnight. Rather, it will
be a handy reference for many months to come.
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II

Television
habits

viewing

Ell

Cost of television
advertising

IV

Television's billings

174
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1. What is the current size and scope of TV, market-by-market?
1952.

SQURCE:

NBC

Television

Research;

Edward

Petry

Co.

TV

1 iMt

U.

S. television

data

chart,
NU.

FAMILIES
NO.

SETS

M

ALBUQUERQUE
AMES
ATLANTA
BALTIMORE
BINGHAMTON
BIRMINGHAM
BLOOM INGTON
BOSTON

C
E
E
E
C
t S«-«E

BROWNSVILLE
iMATAMOROS.
3UFFALO
CHARLOTTE
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
COLUMBUS
DALLASFT.
WORTH
DAVENPORT.
R.I.
DAYTON
DETROIT
ERIE
GRAND
RAPIDSl
KALAMAZOO
J
GREENSBORO
HOUSTON
HUNTINGTON
INDIANAPOLIS!
BLOOMINGTONj
JACKSONVILLE
JOHNSTOWN
KALAMAZOO
KANSAS
CITY
LANCASTER
LANSING
LOS
ANGELES
LOUISVILLE
MEMPHIS
MIAM 1
MILWAUKEE
MINN. -ST.
PAUL
NASHVILLE
NEW
HAVEN
NEW
ORLEANS
NEW
YORK
NORFOLK
OKLAHOMA
CITY
OMAHA
PHILADELPHIA
PHOENIX
PITTSBURGH
PROVIDENCE
RICHMOND
ROCHESTER
SALT
LAKE
CITY
SAN
ANTONIO
SAN
DIEGO
SAN
FRANCISCO
SCHFNECTADY
SEATTLE
ST.
LOUIS
SYRACUSE
TOLEDO
TULSA
UTICA
WASHINGTON
WILMINGTON

TOTAL

Research

NO.
STATIONS

ZONE

AREA

(1 MAY

!n«l

53,700
193,700
325.600
177. 200
93,600
261,400

■ iri ..]... 1 i )

TRATION
26.4

14,200
169.000
83. OOO
386,000

42.9
51.9
80.9
40.0

■ ■-

66,000
103,000

70.5

81.3

895.000
l,101,3OO

MEXICO)
E
E

352, 10O
363,700

143,000
1.155.000
323,000
10,70Oa
614,000
268.00O1'
210.000

C
E
E
E
C
C
E
E
E
E
E
E
C
E
C
C.
E
E
(See
C
E
E
P
C
C
E
C

Gran

d

3
3
3
3
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Rapids)

1,707,800
425,000
796,100

1
1
1
7
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
7
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
t
1

473.600
216. 10O

C
C
E

C
E
E
C

c

F.
E
M
E
E
E
M
C
P
P
E
P
C
E

E
C
F
F
E

333,200
397.800
203.80O
278.50O
943.200
89.000

76.1
39.3
77.1
67.6
76.0

110.000
188.000

63.0
67.5
41.2
54.0
70.7
89.6

164.000**
79,700

364,000
183,300
328.30O
193,200

667,000"

433.600

79,100

45.9
45.3

167,000d
83,000
141.000

43. 0
40.9

120,100
300.500

46.6
57.7
50.6

56,000
250,000'
152,000

43.7

207.000
147,000
93,000
1.185.000

222. OOO
1.611.900
258.000
294.
200
189.700

68.0
41.9
73.5
53.5

138. OOO
130,000
86,000

408,700
458,400
218.20O
404,400
2K4.300

44.2
45.3

332.000
316.000

81.2
67.8
68.9
28.9

274.O0O
63,000
93,000
2.970.00O

4,152,100
204. 60O
244.3O0
210.500
1.385.800
121. lOO

32.7

114.000
92,300
127.000

71 5
55.7
37.8
60.3

1.042.00O

32.5
75.2

428.000

747,800
141,700
401.
200

57.2

214,000
124. OOO
39.400***
147.000

209.700
88. lOO
1 77.900
181.8O0

76.400
73.0OO

975. 80«

64.4
82 6
43 .0
62.5
38.6
32.6

377.0OO
21O.O0O
11 7. OOO*
398.
OOO
144.000

335.900
441 .200
568. 900
226.500
314.300

70.0
72.4
57.3
42.5

164.00O
18O.00O
69.50O
77.500

182.200
122.600

B.I.I
56.7
77.1

364.
OOO
102.000
1 13.900
472.3P-0

J .952)

I7.2»rt.«Of»

27.ai2.7nn

I OS

53.3
87.5
70.1

70.9

•Covered l>\ Los Angeles.
"Estimate for Texas area. Estimated 2,500 additional sets in Mexican area.
''Does not include estimated 52.000 sets in Canadian area reached by Buffalo station.
"Does not include estimated 35,000 sets in Canadian area reached bv Detroit stations.
•"Grand Rapids separately —134,000— Kalamazoo separately— 141,000
""Indianapolis separately— 223.000— Bloomington separately — 157,000
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2. How many multiple-set TV homes are there?
SOURCE:

»

Advertest

How

Research

study conducted

2 sets
3 sets

mm-.'

93.8%

1 set

170

June

5.8%

1932.

Yes

maiit/ TV sets do i/ott

flaw in your home

Total

for SPONSOR,

.....

No .

Ho noil intend purehas* iiifi an additional set for
your
home
next
near?

Don't know
Total

5.4
.8
Advertest

100.0%

findings above

metropolitan

show

that multiple-set TV homes

area, largest TV concentration

N. Y. figure of 6.2%

are emerging

70.1
24.1
100.0%
in New

York

in U. S., but not in any startling amount.

multiple TV is less elsewhere

but shows multiple trend

is starting.

SPONSOR

3. How is TV distributed by geographical areas?
SOURCE:

A. C. Nielsen,

1952

Northeast
ALL
RADIO
HOMES
(000)
INCLUDING
THOSE
HAVING
TV

East Central

11,984

West Central

7,918

8,089

Pacific

South

8,988

5,821

%
OF
RADIO
HOMES
HAVING
TV
SETS

TV HOMES
(000)

7,351

3,642

1,508

2,524

1,914

4. How soon will new TV stations come on the air?
1955
SOURCE:

NBC

TV estimates

(by Edward

D. Madden,

v. p.) —June

1952.

1952
108
Total U. S. TV stations

600

63

U. S. markets with TV

17.5
Total TV homes (in millions)

315
32.0

The outlook for post-freeze TV outlets
In a recent speech to the American Marketing Association, NBC's
v.p. in charge of TV operations and sales, Edward D. Madden, made
the above predictions on the subject of new TV stations. As Madden
views it, there'll be a gradual growth
Expectations, now that the freeze is
line" functions are rolling, are for no
during the rest of 1952, according to

chairman, Gen. David Sarnoff, predicts that by mid-1957 there will
be 1,500 stations and 50,000,000 TV sets in homes and elsewhere.
Figured at a conservative average of two-persons-per-set, that'll give

in U. S. television, not a boom.
off and the FCC's "processing
more than a dozen new stations
Madden. In 1953, some 80 new

you virtually all of the adult population of the U. S. What's the
ultimate outlook? One prediction has come from General Electrics

markets (mostly hitherto-non-TV areas) will be added slowly. The real
rush will be in the next two years, Madden calculates, bringing the
total up to 600 stations in 315 markets. This is likely to reach a total

Of course, all of the above figures are guesstimates of the situation.
Critical defense needs could throw the whole timetable out the win-

of 96,000,000 persons, or 60% of the nation's population. Beyond
this point, the thinking goes off into the wild blue yonder, but RCA's

on 5 July, Martin Codel's authoritative "TV Digest" reported that
the FCC
"is in position to make
some imporant
grants right now.'

14 JLM.Y 1952

Dr. W. R. G. Baker (after whom GE's WRGB, Schenectady is named)
who sees an eventual 2,000 stations and 53,000,000 TV sets after 1957.

dow. Lack of pressure from the military could speed it up. However,
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5. How do TV and radio families compare on a socio-economic basis?
SOURCE:

A. C. Nielsen,

1952

CITY
SIZE

INCOME
TV
AM

A6E OF
OLDEST CHILD

TERRITORY

■

32
33

UPPER

39

METRO

43

NE

49 :

NONE
I.
1

:

«
„

„__^

■
.

■

30

lb

LOWER

SM.WWRAL

compare in socio-economic terms. The chart
at left shows the differences in income levels,

15

WC

CD

city sizes, family status and size, education

■

14
21

24

10-15

SOUTH

CD

II
31
^^

II

PACIFIC

,

M0

25 '

ifCAD

Of

AGE

MOUSE)

SCHOOL

23

1
3 4

CD

CD

HIGH
SCHOOL

60

52
CRAFTSMEN
FARMERS

39

CD

\

29

is again

politan (500,000 and over) cities, while radio
evenly distributed.

Other comparative bar lines in the chart
show that TV homes are more likely to have

: 22
: ■

Radio, incidentally, has a higher saturation
among both the retired and the unemployed
than does television in the U. S.

30

3
25

i

COLLEGE

22

The same applies to city sizes, with TV's
heaviest concentration being in the metro-

31

35-54

CD

39

\

5SAA0RE

■*

higher in TV homes, and the head of the
household is more likely to be a white collar
worker or a skilled craftsman.

lfo-34
30

brackets, while radio —

young children about, and be larger-family
homes. Educational levels are about 10%

16
;;<••'• ;.

36

46

H

28

WUITE
COLLAR

39

OF

18

W0U5EWIFC

CD

middle-income

with its huge circulation — is almost evenly
divided in thirds.

HOUSEWIFE

23

1-2

30

CD

OCCUPATION

MIGHEST
EDUCATION
GRADE T 12

etc. of the two basic broadcasting units — the
TV-radio home and the radio-only home.
Reference to the figures will show that nearly
85% of the TV homes are from the upper
and

':

FAMILY
SIZE

Here, profiled from the U.S. — wide data of
A. C. Nielsen, is how radio and TV audiences

■— -

CD
MEDIUM

85% of TV homes
still upper-brachet

2b

CD

EC
CD

I

,"'

41

3?

38

0-9

35
MIDDLE

:
■

65

\

28

MANUAL

**

CD
RETI
RED

gUNEMPLOyEP

■
1 : 26
_'

27 'PHI
17

mm

14
55 COVER

.

_— :

i

—J _- J
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SPONSOR

1

Mail from all Chicagoland...

FORTY

PER CENT

144

Illinois cities and towns
in addition to Chicago

34

Indiana cities and towns

10

Michigan

8

Wisconsin cities and towns

cities and towns

of the mail was received from areas OUTSIDE

Chicago

— again proving that it's Station WNBQ which offers COMPLETE Chicagoland television coverage and a loyal and responsive audience which BUYS.

TELEVISION

IN CHICAGO

Represented by NBC Spot Sales
173
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1. How does TV viewing vary with the hour of the day?
SOURCE:

A. C.

Nielsen,

March

1952

% TV Homes

70

Total I . S. homes
Homes

reached

using TV by hours

11,409

of day

10,996

(000)

60

9,897

'".l.w;i

8,416

50
7,209

40

6,085

6,168
3'"» 3 39
0

4,762

30

4,150
3,753

3,158

20
2,249

;■■

■

1,257
827 f^

10

33 347 j
,,..,,....f
6A.M.

8

{

t

t

{

j

,

9

10

11

12

1P.M.

t...,

2

i

3

.x

4

5

t

I

\

1

J

6

7

8

9

10

~JL -iii
11

12

2. How many hours do TV homes view daily? (compared to their radio listening)
SOURCE:

A. C. Nielsen,

Time TV homes

1951-52

spend teiffi TV and radio

5.76
5.64

TV HOURS
PER DAY.
APR.
51

4.97

5.12
4.30

TO MAR. '52

RADIO
PER

5-32

1.94

1.97

H.UO

2 96

3.52

HOURS

5.29

5.61

3.57

2.38
1.80

DAY, '5APR
1 TO

1.87
!■■«»■ ' ■ ■--■»- -

1.80
1.55

1.60

1.81

1.85

1.85
1.77

MAR. '52

^88l:
^%o^C

...........
APRIL
1951
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MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUG.

SEPT.

~X=^

-».^i- --.■■.--..»
OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

JAN.

FEB.

MAR.
1952

SPONSOR

WFAA-TV, Texas' top TV market
including both metropolitan Dallas
and Fort Worth, shows quite an array of
appealing figures! Heading them
up is a population of 1 ,270,700 with
$1,988,192,000 buying income!

look at these figures!
NET EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME
WFAA-TV Market

PER CAPITA

$1,573

U. S.

$1,423 j

PER FAMILY
5,129
RETAIL SALES PER FAMILY

yM

W

/

V /

/

'/ J^^L
^f >*1

S\^^

RETAIL ST0RES
AUTOMOTIVE
GENL. MDSE
DRUG
FURN., HHLD., RADIO
ISo/ei

Management.

NOW

Mar

10,

171,791

(fe/ecoifing,

June

16,

Difference

11%

4,922 j-

4%

54,014 $3,377 f
767 599
818 402 |
130
99 |
191 176 f

19%
28%
103%
31%
9%

195?)

TV

HOMES!

195?)

<1
WrAA-TVjP
*

/

CHANNEL

NBC- ABC-

RALPH
EDWARD
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NIMMONS:
PETRY

DU MONT

STATION
&

CO.:

f~±

MANAGER

REPRESENTATIVES
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3. What's the national average in hours of viewing per home per day?
SOURCE:

A. C.

Nielsen. April

1951-March

1952

Average number of hours TV is usetl daily
in all radio and rci«lio-TV homes

APR.

51

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUG.

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

JAN.

FEB.

MAR.

52

4. How many homes are reached by the 'Top Ten77 TV shows?
SOURCE:

A. C.

Nielsen

NTI,

26 April

"I. lieu" homes

1952
Homes

Programs

Reached

I Love Lucy
Godfrey & Friends (Liggett & Myers)
Texaco Star Theatre
Red Skelton
Your Show of Shows (Reynolds)
You Bet Your Life

10,753,000
7,605,000
7,559,000
7,421,000
7,383,000
7,302,000

Colgate Comedy Hour
Your Show of Shows (part.)
Robert Montgomery Presents (Johnson)
Philco TV Playhouse

7,175,000
6,791,000
6,670,000
6,644,000

top

radio's best
Although TV has so far been confined
to a limited area of 63 markets, the
number of homes reached by the
highest-rated

shows is dramatic

of the impact

proof

of the visual air me-

dium. Philip Morris' "I Love Lucy,"
the number-one show during this inseason rating period, is estimated by
Nielsen to have reached over 10,000,000 TV homes — far more than are
reached

by

the

number-one

radio

show ("Lux Theatre") in the same
period, even making allowances for
multiple-set,
outdoor
listening.

5. How does TV viewing in radio-TV homes vary with the season?
SOURCE:
% homes

A.

C.

using TV

Nielsen,
Daytime

1951-52
(9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Nighttime

(6 p.m.

to

midnight)

■^

JAN.
FEB.
MAR.
APR.
MAY
JUN.
JUL.
AUG.
SEPT.
1951

176

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

JAN.
1952

FEB.

MAR.

APR.

SPONSOR

6. How do TV owners divide their time among various advertising media?
SOURCE:

NBC

TV

Research

Department

(same

source

(or other

two

charts

below),

early

1951

Minutes per person spent on eaeh tneilium
OWNERS
NON-

OWNERS

MEDIA

TOTAL
SAMPLE

MAGAZINES

%SAMPLE
TOTAL

5.7%

TV-

1Q.8

12.9

15.1

Most titnr spent with T\
According to this study, conducted by NBC

NEWSPAPERS

RADIO

46.8

60.8

television

119.4

135.3

TOTAL SPENT ON ALL MEDIA

253.7

48.6

50.4

10.2

195.1

21.6

90.1

40.3

72.8

32.4

224.4

TV early in 1951 in the New York area, TV
owners spend more time with TV than with
all major media put together. In fact,
some 18.3% more. However, TV also adds
to the time people are exposed to ad
media. Reference to the chart will show that
TV adds almost an hour to the total time
people spend with advertising media in
general. The average time spent with
TV (all family heads, entire market) is
about 73 minutes per day, which NBC TV
feels is "probably an underestimate" for
the population
in the country
as a whole.

100.0

7. How does length of TV ownership affect time spent with other media?
Minutes per person spent tlaily by length of TV ownership
TIME
TV

OWNED
SET

TV

RADIO

133

1-5 MOS.

NEWSPAPERS

returning to normal use of other media.
NBC TV points out, however, that the

46
6-H

MOS.

9

134
62

12-23

24-MOS.

MOS.

134

oldest set owners are usually in the upperclass income brackets, and tend to read
more

45

11

61

140

PLUS

\o "novelty" eiieet
The facts in this chart apparently explode
a truism, that is, that TV owners tend to
use their sets less as they own them longer,

10

47

58

MAGAZINES

than

brackets who

do

families in lower-income

bought their TV sets more

recently. The media

13

50

62

mostly

use differences be-

tween groups in "length of ownership" is
a matter
of income
level.

8. How does income level, rather than TV ownership length, affect media?
M inutes per day spent h\ /
LOW-INCOME
1. One-year
2* Two-year
3. Three-year

HIGH-INCOME
1. One-year
2» Two-year

OWNERS
owners

137

owners

142

owners

159

RADIO

62
64
72

OWNERS
owners
owners

3* Three-year owners
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TV

in route

levels
NEWS
PAPERS

47
43

45

MAGA
ZINES

8

125

57
58

135

56

Relationships between length of TV ownership and time spent on different media
varies considerably as between low and

8

high-income families. In low-income families, those who have owned their set longer

9

spent equal or less time with other media
than do new owners in that category.

46
131

Ineome afieets media use

11

Among high-income families (over $4,000
a year) the reverse tends to be true, with
increases showing in all categories of media
activity except radio, where

there is a

49

14

slight decrease. Says NBC: "Such differences should probably be borne in mind in

52

15

considering the 'long-term effects of TV
ownership'

on

various

media."

177

9. What are the average month-by-month ratings by TV program types?
SOURCE:

A.

C.

Nielsen,

1951-52

EVENING PROGRAMS-EXCLUDING CHILDREN'S
Variety

Rating is figure ut left;
at right is number
Variety
Nielsen

rating

periods

1951

1 JAN

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

28.6

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

MAR

27.2
26.1

APR

26.6
28.4

MAY

24.8

20
18
18
17
18
18

19
18
15

JULY
AUG

24.0
22.7

FEB

25.1

25.6

26.1

24.4
26.5
27.6
27.1
25.7

MAR

26.1
27.2

APR

27.3
23.9

MAY

24.8
24.4

178

12

8 27.9

27.1

13 28.3

8 27.6

26.4
26.6

14

17
17

25.2
25.3

14 21.4

8 27.4
8 27.5
7 30.6

7 24.5

14 22.7

26.1

14 21.2

7 23.4

23.3

17 21.3

15 J
21.1
22.5

23.6

16
22.5Sports

24 21.9

18 20.1

23 20.9

19 20.3

24 21.7

19 20.0
20 18.9

25 21.8
24 19.7

19 18.5

23 20.3

18 18.9

22 20.7

21.7
16
15

7

23 17.3

17
15

7 15.8

19 14.2

23 16.5

18 15.2

23 17.5
21 17.5

15 14.6
14 15.0

17 16.7

8

16
16
17

17

15 21.9

4 17.2

8 15.9

15 16.0

18
15

16 24.4

7 20.4

11 15.5

17 16.8

18
15

16 24.8

8 24.8

20.9

21 30.2

10 27.4

22 32.8

10 29.2

21 31.7

10 27.5

21 32.7

10 27.3

20 30.7

9 31.2

22 32.6

1 1 32.6

21 32.6

1 1 32.7

21 31.3

12 32.9

21 30.2

12 31.8

21 30.7

12 31.0
12 32.7

8

21.8

21.0

13.3

19

14 17.2

19
13.6
15.1

20.6
22.6
19.9

24 J 18.3

23 19.8

21.9

15 15.8

22 1 19.8

15

16 16.4

21 21.9

14

21.1

20 22.1

14
15

22.1
24.9

15 17.7

16 18.1

20 22.5

19 18.6

16 22.3

17 20.3

15 23.2

14
14

16 21.0
17
16 21.1

14! 24.5

19.4

15 23.3

16 20.1

14 23.8

17 20.4

14 24.7

15 20.2

14 26.7

11

15 18.4

13 24.5

11
10

14 ! 23.0
14 23.3

23.1

20 30.7

23.4
21.9

19 33.2

10 31.1

20 31.1

10 30.6

21.7

20 27.4

10 28.1

13 16.6

21.2

20 26.6

10 27.4

13

16.9

14 24.2

24.1

19.4

18

15 14.9

20 29.9

8

19.7

21.9

16.0
15.3

8 14.9

9 27.0

24.4

21.9
8 20.3
19.0
9
19.7
9 17.5

23.6

19

4 16.0

13 16.4

21.9
7 23.1

7
6

8 16.2

15 19.4

23.1
20.9

23.5

6 18.4

15 19.8

Programs

24.0

19 19.9

17J 15.1

&

All Eve.

Music

22 21.1Quiz

13 15.5

22.1

24.1

7 20.3

Aud. Par.

19 20.0

7 25.1

7 22.8

18

20

8 29.8

25.5

18 24.8

21
20

15 27.4

14 24.4

20
22.1
16
24.3
18
25.7
18 24.5

21

14 29.3

15 30.1

17 21.4
17
22.1
18 21.5

18

12 29.4

27.9

22.2

21.9

27.0

DEC

14 29.7

12 22.6

25.7

NOV

27.4

21.2

26.6

OCT

28.4
26.6

8 29.3

16

13

Music

12 29.0

17

20.9

Comedy

8 27.6

21.6

20.7

SEP

16

Situation
Comedy

12 27.6

28.7

16

23.9

1 JAN

2
1
2
}
2
1
2
1
2

28.7
28.2

1 JUNE
2

)952

Drama

26.6

FEB

Mystery
Drama

General

of shows of the type.)

14
13

21.3
25.4
21.0
21.0

14 22.2
13

19.7

16.2
17.0
18.3

9.4
14.1
14.6

12.9
13.3

20.6

6

14.9

6

15.4

8 21.6
22.3
6 22.0
23.0

6

6
7

15.2

24.2

16.1
19.6

24.8
24.3
19.0

7 19.4
8
8

23.4

18.6

16.2

4 23.6
23.8

18.2

8 17.2

22.4

15.8
16.5

10

95
114
115
HI

94
108
116
94
121
126
124

7
9

118

4|
4 18.8
17.9
16.9

21.0
20.1

21.6

23.4

5

13.6

8

21.7

13.6

5 19.4

6

6

122
123
124

5 20.2
14.5
14.1

11.1

6

120

116

14.3

6

5

117

20.2

9.8

6

118

115

6

21.2
20.3

20.6

23.4
22.7
22.6
24.1

6
6

24.1

117

21.2
21.2

8
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122
123
123
119
121
122
122
122
122
118
116

114
113

CHILDREN'S SHOWS
Day 1'rogs.
(ex

Nielsen

Others

Western i

hild.)
c

rating

periods

13

33.2

4

17.6

14

1 JAN

11.7

17

36.3

4

17.8

15

2

12.0

18

35.5

4 20.4

14

1 FEB

11.2

33.3

4

17.3

16

2

9.4

19
20

34.4

4

17.2

16

1 MAR

10.5

20

36.3

4

16.1

18

2

10.1

21

32.7

4

15.7

18

9.6

21

30.8

4

15.5

18

6.4

24

23.1

4

11.1

18

1 MAY

5.8

24
25

21.1

4

11.1

16

2

19.8

4

11.5

15

25

19.6

4

10.6

15

17.9

4

10.2

14

5.6

24
20

19.9

3

9.6

12

2

5.9

20

19.3

3

9.9

13

6.0

18

19.8

3

9.6

14

5.8

24

18.8

4 10.0

17

1 SEP

6.0

28

16.4

5 10.1

14

2

7.2

35

24.8

5 12.6

14

1 OCT

7.4

35

23.8

5 12.7

13 9

9.2

28.0

5 15.5

13

92

34
35

26.1

5 17.4

13

8.3

34

26.5

5 16.4

9.7

3?

26.7

10.3

33

6.7
6.8
5.6

The chart at left, despite its formidable array of rating
figures, is a useful research tool in any TV sponsor's reference collection. It gives advertisers a chance to study
the trends in rating averages for particular show types
over a period of more than a year. Month-by-month, it
also gives him a chance to weigh rating averages against
each other. When

1 APR

matched

with average program time-

and-talent costs, they give a sponsor an opportunity to
weigh relative costs-per-1 ,000 homes.
The simplest use for this chart is in following the rating
trend for a basic TV program type, as measured by A. C.
Nielsen. Reference to the figures at left will reveal that

1 JUNE

"general drama," as a TV category, is declining slightly
in its rating average when compared on a year-long basis.
Situation comedy shows, on the other hand, are rising, as

1 JULY

witness the year-long NTI figures between January 1951
and January 1952.
Read across, the chart shows the relative positions of

1 AUG

TV program rating averages for all of the Nielsen rating
periods between January 1951 and the end of May 1952.

2

Sponsors can judge, roughly, what types of programs hold
their audiences best in a 52-week

~>

10.9

If oir to use this chart

■p

10.4

campaign

that goes

right through the summer months. The right-hand number in the columns, the total number of shows of a type
being televised during a given rating period, reveals where
the greatest number of "summer casualties" occur.
The most significant fact revealed by the table at left

1 NOV

is probably the trend upward in all TV program

13

1 DEC

5 17.2

14

p

31.7

4

16.9

14

that most categories of TV programs (particularly situation comedies) are generally attracting larger rating averages and thus more people.
Figures on number of shows in the chart show that

1 JAN

30.7

4

18.1

14

2

30.5

4

17.1

15

11.2

31
30

10.6

30

30.3

4

17.5

15 j

10.7

30

29.8

4

16.9

15

1 MAR

10.4

31

28.2

4

17.3

13

2

9.5

27

27.1

4

16.0

13

1 APR

7.7

27

22.6

4

12.5

13

2

7.9

23

21.0

4

10.7

13

1 MAY

8.3

20

18.7

4

11.2

13

2

1 FEB

ratings.

For both evening and daytime, the all-program ratings for
May 1952 were over the levels for May 1951. This means

mystery programs, whose rating average is beginning to
sag a bit, are still the most durable of TV programs.
There are relatively more TV mysteries on the air during
the summer,

as opposed to winter, than any other pro-

gram type. Ratings, too, hold up, with the extreme summertime low still being about 75°o of winter levels.
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1. How does net TV compare in costs-per 1,000 people with other media?
SOURCE:

NBC

TV.

1952

»I«mI»« comparative costs-per- 1,000
$5.17

$1, .57

$3.83

$3.36

-,
—
E
E— ,
DnWll—r-'

]
LIFE MAGAZINE PACE
BLACK & WHITE
(INC ART, MECH.)

NBC TV DAYTIME
HALF-HOUR SHOW
(AV. TIME & TAL.)

NBC TV EVENING
HALF-HOUR SHOW
(AV. TIME b TAL.)

500-LINE ADS
64 LEADING
NEWSPAPERS
(INC. ART, MECH.)

2. What is the relationship between spot TV costs and TV set circulation?

I Sept. '49

I Dec. '49

I Mar. '50

t July '50

I Oct. '50

Costs-vs.'Sets are down
upward

as TV

sets

180

in

TV

was

stations raised their rates, sponsors
no

markets.

sensible
The

relationship between
chart

above

I May '51

Based on the combined

In the last two or three seasons, with TV spot costs constantly jumping
that there

I Feb. '51

shows

have

often felt

station costs and

that

this

is

not

so.

"open

I July '51

I Dec. '51

rate" for one-minute

I Mar. '52

I June

Class A film avail-

abilities, using the highest-cost station in each market, the down-curving line above

shows how this rate-vs.-sets has declined from a level of

950 in the fall of 1949 to present level of some
It is, however,

a simple

ratio

of

480-per- 1 ,000 TV sets.

cost-to-circulation

in 63

TV markets.

SPONSOR

52

3. What's the cost-per-1,000 of network programs-by types?
SOURCE:

A.

C.

Nielsen,

9

February

1952

Evening once-a-week ftalf-ftour show comparisons (two weeks ending .9 February 1952)
QUIZ &
AUD. PART.
SITUATION
COMEDY
GENERAL
DRAMA

3
<
at
O
O
£

VARIETY
COMEDY

=

MYSTERY

g

DRAMA

H
X

OTHER
MUSIC
INTERVIEW

VARIETY
MUSIC

(2 1.4 rating)
$15.69
3.35

1/4 -HOUR
PROGRAMS

( 17.0

rating)

1-HOUR
PROGRAMS

(34.7

rating)

$13.82

4. What are some typical talent-production costs for TV shows?
SOURCE:
SITUATION

SPONSOR

June

1952

$30,000
27,500

Our Miss Brooks

23,500

My Friend Irma

22,000

Aldrich Family

VARIETY

The Web

COMEDY

Amos 'n' Andy
I Love Lucy

estimates

20,000

Ellery Queen
Charlie Wild

GENERAL

$10,000
10,000
9,000

DRAMA

MYSTERY

DRAMA

Hall of

Fame

11,000

City Hospital

10,000

Crime Syndicated

$14,000

Treasury Men in
Action

13,000

Martin Kane

12,500

AUDIENCE

Man Against Crime

12,000

Beat the Clock

Suspense

12,000

Strike It Rich

14 JULY 1952

What's My Line
Down You Co

CONCERT

Schlitz Playhouse $28,000
Hallmark

QUIZ PANEL
Celebrity Time

PARTICIPATION

$6,500
6,000

$11,500
8,500
4,000

MUSIC

Ezio Pinza Show

$29,500

Royal Showcase

25,000

This
nessIs Show Busi-

17,500

Arthur Murray

Voice of Firestone
( For both radio an $18,000
d TV)
VARIETY

MUSIC

Party

12,000

Star of Family

14,000

COMEDY

Jack Benny
Red Skelton
Burns and Allen
Paul WinchellJerry Mahoney

$35,000
30,000
28,000

POPULAR

MUSIC

Hit Parade
Sammy Kaye Sere-

16,000

$28,000
nade 11,000
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1. How much money, has been invested in network time in recent years?
SOURCE:

Publishers

Information
1952

Bureau
1950

FIRST 5
MONTHS

I95I

FROM I95I
+ OR -

TOTAL

1948

1949
FROM

1950

+ OR -

$27,065,274

$42,470,844

+ 91.0 V

$13,011,831

$3,446,893

226.4'.

No
35.162,947

+ 56.3

59,171,452

179.3

21,185.692

6,500,104
P.I.B.

9,434.888

+ 35.9

18,585,911

3,740,274

+ 49.8

7,761,506

YEARLY

4- 180.4

(No report)

1,391,991

(No report)

955,525

Report

TOTALS

191$]

$12,294,513
195J1

19501

6,628.662

$127,989,713

$40,826,185

2. How much money is being spent to buy national spot TV time?
SOURCE:

SlPONSOR

estimate

n

1950

1949
$8 million

182

$25

million

1951
$60 million

$72

1952
million
(estimate)

SPONSOR

c£udll with a Reputation

That's Mary Landis . . . chief cook etc.,
on the "In The Kitchen with Mary Landis" show.
Reputations aren't built overnight, you know.
It took three years of "doin" for Mary

to

produce what is now recognized to be Baltimore's
outstanding cooking show on Television.
And

prominent

local and national advertisers

will gladly show sales success stories
traceable directly to the Mary

Here's

good.

Landis show.

Good

News

Anita Conboy, our "Mary Landis"
is soon to have a baby.
She will continue to
direct the show

behind the scenes, and

give personal guidance to her very capable
assistant, Marsha Adams who will do the
show

"In
now

'til Mary returns ... in person.

the
Kitchen
w ith
LANDIS1'
MARY
BIGGER
and
ever
B ETTE R than

► A brand new, custom-built kitchen provides
a new setting.

► The

exclusive

home

kitchen-tested seal

stamped on every advertiser's product.

► Mary Landis, two home economists, and a
special announcer devote full time to this
multiple feature program.

► A monthly recipe booklet available to viewers
on request.

► Extra aids to make this a complete TV advertising-merchandising package.
► On-the-air and newspaper promotion give
certainty to the reputation of this three-year
success.

Television Baltimore
MON. THRU FRI. — 1:00 TO 1:45P.M.

NATIONALLY
EDWARD

REPRESENTED
PETRY

&

CO.

BY

WBAL-TV
N BC in Maryland

183
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THE AWARD WINNING STATION
WITH THE HIGH HOOPERS
IN ONE OFTHE NATION'S RICH EST MARKETS!
TOP QUALITY
MARKET
OF
PENNSYLVANIA
Highest
Highest

Per Capita
Quality of

Among
State's
Markets

Income
Market

Major

Retail Sales 192%

of aver-

of Stateactivity 92%
Retail agesales
above national average
Income average $353 above
U. S. per capita
Your selling has an above
average effect when you use
WHP. And you get a bonus
of Lancaster, York and
Lebanon.

-r

71 f

"*

Share of Audience
M o r n in g
Afternoo n

60.2
65.3

E v e n in g

59.6

CBS Radio Network

>^ HARRISBURG,PA.
KEY STATION

OF

THE KEYSTONE
STATE

5QOOW580KC
REPRESENTED

BY

BOLLING

Tl

TV film trends, film listings,

186

TV film trends
TV film

pre»gr«ims. list

189
192

radio-TV research, sports . . .
This section, containing a miscellany of air advertising topic-,
opens with a discussion of films for TV. Main film trend
spotted is the bullishness of agencymen about TV film. They
see it as becoming the maor programing component of the
medium within a short time. Included in sponsor's coverage of television film are a variety of lists, ranging from a
cross-section of film fare to the names of syndicators.
Immediately after the pages devoted to film appears a
series of charts from an up-to-date ANA study of TV cost-per1,000. These just-released charts are printed here for their
value in day-to-day use as buying tools.
Other subects of industry-wide interest to be found in thi<
section include an explanation of the differences between the
various radio-TV research organizations, radio and TV sports
sponsorship, and mail order air advertising. See index at
right for page numbers of all topics.
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TV film producers, list
Film ciminu'rciiil producers.
list
Film

s.vndicators.

194
196

list
1»7

Allied

services,

list

TV eost-per- 1,000

Research
Theatre and fee TV

202

206
21 1

Unions
C ontests and premiums
Codes and censorship
TV and sports

21 1
219
2I!>
22 1

Itadio and sports

221851

Vlail order and 1*. 1.

22:»

ffl&w*

TV film trends
Q. What is the outlook for TV
film programing this year?
A. In its TV Film Section I 10 March
19521 sponsor stated that a poll taken
among leading ad agencies showed that
7(1' , of them were of the opinion that
b) the time TV covered all markets
TO', of the programing would be on
film. Recent events not only lend considerable substance to this forecast but
indicate that the 70' ' ', level will be
reached long before the time estimated.
Leading the parade toward film is
the country's largest advertiser. Procter & Gamble. It has just added a third
show to its film line-up. The Doctor.
This advertiser has a separate subsidiary. Procter & Gamble Productions.
Inc.. which not only produces all P&G
film programs but controls all the
rights to these productions. The costs
for the three P&G shows on film, as
(|uoted by the company itself are: The
Doctor ($17,000); Fireside Theatre
(around $20,000 I ; and Beulah ($17,000 l . The production tab for the threesome for the 1952-53 season will total
around $2,250,000.

TO INTRODUCE

NEW

CEREAL,

KELLOGG

BOUGHT

TIME LOCALLY

FOR "WILD BILL HICKOK"

Bill Craig, head of P&G's TV operations, bears out sponsors estimate of
TV film. Craig says: "In five years 1
estimate 75', of TV's programing will
be on film. I'm ver\ enthusiastic about
the use of film for dramatic shows."

gram of that tvpe couldn't keep its
spontaneit) with a film version. Day time serials? Too expensive to film,
according to Craig. Besides an advertiser wouldn't want to show two different episodes in the same town at the
same time.

RATINGS

PROGRAM

FOODINI
SUNDAY

1:15 P.M.

SMILIN ED
SATURDAY

11:30 A.M.

FILM THEATRE
SUNDAY

GENE

AUTRY

SUNDAY

BOOTS

2:OOP.M.

7.00

P.M.

& SADDLES
FRIDAY

6:OOP.M.

CISCO KID
TUESDAY

7:00

P.M.

this fall. It's strictly a one-time shot
and will not be available for reuse I be-

"Script rights revert to the author,
and union regulations prevent a reshowing of the kinescope — $30,000
gone with the wind. Film on the other
hand has that all-important rerun value which is the quality I feel counts

Television Playhouse, says "TV will
price itself into film. A full-hour dramatic show may cost the sponsor some
$30,000 per week for the production.

WIN

HIGH RATINGS

14.7 75.9
15.7 68.3
58.1

RATINGS

PROGRAM

SNARE

8.6 81.9

28.3

And when the show is over, what doehe have for this money? . . . Nothing!

cause of Skelton's movie contract I .
Fred Coe also presents some hardhitting reasons why the major programs of the very near future will be
on film. Coe. director of Goodyear

Craig added that P&G's Welcome
Travelers would be live because a pro-

FILM PROGRAMS

Other P&G activities call for the
first Red Skelton show to be on film

13.9 47.0

KIT CARSON
TUESDAY

LONE

6 OOP.

7:30 P.M.

FIRESIDE THEATRE
TUESDAY

RACKET

9:00

P.M.

SQUAD

THURSDAY

10:00

Singer Sewing Machine Compam is
sponsoring Four Star Playhouse, a
half-hour dramatic series to be filmed

M.

RANGER
THURSDAY

SHARE

the most in television."
Bearing out these comments are the
top sponsors who are switching to film.
Ford Motor is sponsoring a Hollywoodproduced show (Screen Gems is producer .I In the fall, the Carnation Company and the B. F. Goodrich Company
will alternate weekly sponsorship of
the Burns & Allen program on film.
The program is currently on live in the
East and by television recording in
other sections of the countr\ .

P.M.

28.8 59.8

in Hollywood bv Official Films. The
program will be seen on CBS-TV on
an alternate week basis beginning 11

40.0 63.2

September (Thurs. 8:30 to 9:00 p.m. I .
Oilier advertisers, firm believers in
film, include Schlitz, DuPont, Chrysler

31.7 62.2

Corporation

(DeSoto-Plymouth

deal-

SPONSOR

20.6

68.9

28.1

93.0

AMOS

N' ANDY
8:30 P.M.

THURSDAY

I LOVE LUCY
MONDAY

9:OOP.M.

38.0 58.5
48.6

74.1

FIL

ARKETS

WERE

CHOSEN

TO

KEEP

PACE

WITH

DISTRIBUTION

ers I . Top-rated shows on film include
My Friend Irma. Dragnet, Dangerous
Assignment, Fireside Theatre, with
Irma number one anion" all net shows.
Q. What are some of film TV's
problems?
A. The problems of TV film syndication— pricing and repeat runs — loom
as the major difficulty. Fred J. Mahlstedt, director of CBS Television Film
Sales, says, "Experience gained in the
next year should go a long way toward
solving these problems. The coming
year will shape up as the vear in which
the TV film distribution and film production industries will approach reasonably stable operations. With more
and more advertisers and stations turning to films for TV programing it is
pretty obvious that the future of the
entire television industrv depends to a
great extent on a solid foundation of
reliable and solidly financed production and distribution outfits.

AND

PACKAGE

ART

TIED

IN

Rather than seeing problems, most
observers fact.
felt film's big future was the
standout
William Chalmers, Grey Advertising
vice president and radio-TV director,
told sponsor: "Major programing is
all going to be on film. The networks
will be important for day-to-day live
services I news and sports I . But when
you get into film, stations aren't going
to want to bother with the networks

WITH

PROGRAM

FOR

STRONG

KID

APPEAL

(|uite a different relationship between
the networks and stations. The local
stations will have to decide whether
live net service is important enough to
So went the majority of the comments on film. The problems are recognized but aren't deemed important
enough to hold film back. From what
looks like a major role in T\ pro-

when they can get the full profits from
local film programing.
It will result in

them."'
[Please turn to page 198)
gram ins:.

On following pages see lists covering
•

Available TV film fare

»»«»«' '#•*>

"As in any new industry. TV film
sy ndication needed a few shakedown
years to separate the wheat from the
chaff. By the end of the coming year
I feel that this should be pretty well

•

TJ

/»«</«' 192

•

Commercial

•

Film syndicators

/'"?/'* I9U

accomplished."

•

Film allied services

/>»</*' 197
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film producers
producers

i»«fC

194

For further discussion of film see Hob Foreman's column, i>a±'
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thanks to
every station in the nation
for voting UNITY top honors
~ ~ ~ and thanks to BILLBOARD
accorded

Write, wire or phone for
UNITY'S new 40 page
catalog of films to fit
every time segment and
type of programming.

to UNITY

for the many

-V

Kudos

in the first National T-V Film Survey
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1501 BROADWAY,

NEW

WORMHOUDT
"BOB"
MAYERS
ARCHE
Manager
Salei
President

YORK

18. N. Y. • LOngacre 4-8234

"CONNIE"

Program

LAZAR

Director

LEN

Eastern

fIRESTONE
Div. Mgr.

$/0

TV

WEINEK

Booker

PROGRAMS:

a cross-seetion of video films on the «,r now or available for
sale
No. of
Length

Programs, by type

How available

episodes

Children's Shows
CYCLONE

15 m. strip

MALONE

JUMP
TRACY

OF

HOLIDAY

RABBIT

FUN WITH

FELIX

FUNNY

BETSY AND

FOR

UNK

AND

195

THE

MACIC

KEY

FAIRYTALES

Sales

Consolidated

TV

Sales

Net

15 m.

13 wks.
14

Dynamic

Films

Dynamic

Films

Studios

Continuous

Station

iN.Y. )
Pictures for TV

15 m.

26

lack

15 m.

13

Harry S. Coodman

<N.Y.)

KTLA

On

request

On

request

Synd. or Synd.
Net

On

request

Prods.
Prods.

Net

or Synd.

Net

or

Synd.

S25-400
On request

S120-500
Paramount TV

Kenaston

each

Synd.— S75-1. 050 wk
Net— SI. 800 each

or Synd.

Net

CBS TV Film Sales
Prod.

or Synd.

S20-400
Net— S200

S48-290

Motion

Olio Video TV

Synd.

Synd.

Inc.

Fletcher Smith

strip

Net or
Synd.

jerry Fairbanks,

26 wks.

strip

UTP

TV

Snader Telcscription Sales

5 or 15 m.

15 m.

ANDY

STREAMLINED

Enterprises

39

15 m.

BEANY

Crosby

Consolidated

13

15 m.

SCIENCE

TIME

strip

5 m. strip

BUNNIES

JUNIOR

15 m.

HOUSE

65

30 m.

CRUSADER

Range*

13
15 m.

DICK

Cost

65

THE CHIMPS

JUMP

Sales Agent*

Producer*

in the can'

United

Productions

weekly

Synd.

Artists Television
$45-200
On request

DuMont

Film

Dept.

Synd.
Synd.

Commentary — General
HOLLYWOOD

IOHN

REEL

KIERAN'S

THIS

IS THE

15 m.

KALEIDOSCOPE

STORY

HY-LICHTS

52

15 m.

12
13

International

15 m.

52

Morton TV Prod.
DuMont

15 m.

TELEVISION

Erskine Johnon and
Coy Watson

CLOSEUPS

26

5 m.

Tele-film

Film

Paramount
United

TV

Productions

Artists

Television

S25-200

Synd.
Synd.

S24-300
On request

S45-400

Snader Telescriptions

Dept.

lerry Fairbanks,

Synd.

On

Synd.

Inc.

request

Synd.

Drama — Adventure
ARMCHAIR
BIC CAME
CLYDE

CHOST

30

HUNT

BEATTY

STRANCE

m.

30 m.
SHOW

30 m.

ADVENTURE
TOWNS

OF THE

S40-125

104

ADVENTURE

WEST

Sterling TV Co.

S. |. Turell

26
26

Jules B. Weill
Walter White,

Film
Jr.

15 or 30 m.

Cordon

15 m.

Simmel-Meservey

Vision

Commodore

Levoy

CBS TV

Film

S100-750

Corp.

(N.Y.)

Prod.

(Hywd)

Synd.
Synd.
Synd.

Synd.

Drama — Comedy
LUCY

AMOS

'N' ANDY

BURNS

& ALLEN

THAT'S
CLIFF

MY

Net
Continuous

Desilu

30 m.

Continuous

Amos

30 m.

Continuous

Ralph

30 m.

26

Roland
Reed
Prod,
i made to order)

30 m.

BEULAH

POP

30 m.

NORTON

S50-190
S25-400

Synd.

52

I LOVE

On request

Sales

5 m.

In prod.

Not on sale

Productions

Not on sale

V Andy
Prods.
(CBS Package)

Net
Not on sale

Revue

Levy

iCBS

Net

Package)

Productions

Continuous

Benton & Bowles
I made to order)

6 (more in prod.)
13

Emy

Not on sale

Net
On request
Not on sale

MCA
Net

or

Synd.

Net

or Synd.

Drama — General
THE BEST THINCS
HOLLYWOOD

U

STORY
THE

HALF

IN

LIFE

HOUR

THEATRE

—

UNEXPECTED

(REBOUND
ilNVITATION

15 or 30 m.
30 m.

Jerry Fairbanks,

30 m.

26

Grant-Realm

30 m.

13

Ziv Television
Crosby

30 m.
PLAYHOUSE

15 m.

26
52

Then only one company is named, it is both producer and sales agent.
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Rene

Consolidated TV Sales

Productions

Enterprises
Williams

Net

Inc.

or

Synd.

Net— S6.000

S80- 1,000
Ziv

TV
S165-3.000

UTP
Syndicated

TV

Productions

! listed are only fur available markets.
higher rate
.of the »<.<

Synd.

S145-2.440

Synd.
Synd.
Synd.

S115-158

&

(15

Synd.— $78-880
On requet

„ lower or

189

m.)

No. of
Programs,

Length

by type

LITTLE THEATRE

15 m.

ROYAL

30 m.

PLAYHOUSE

MAN

IN

THE

IRON

MASK

30 m.

KINGS

CROSSROADS

30 or 60 m.

ADULT

DRAMA

15 or 30 m.

SERIES

Soles

episodes
"in the can"
26

How

oval

able

TeeVee Producer*
Company

$50-575
Cost

Range*

Crosby Enterprises
26
104
52

—

Revue

UTP
MCA

Productions

$75-1,500
On request

Synd.
Synd.

Agent*

Sterling

Television

William

Morris Agency

$100-750
On
request

Synd.
Synd.
Synd.

Drama — Mystery
HOLLYWOOD
THE

CASE

THE

FILES

OFFBEAT
OF

EDDIE

OF

SCOTLAND

JEFFREY

PACE

PUBLIC

PROSECUTOR

DETECTIVE

KENNEDY,

FOREIGN

Parsonnet

13

Imppro

30 m.
30 m.

26

30 m.

39

15 m.

13
26

30 m.

Lindsley

Parsons

DuMont

Film

Jerry Fairbanks,

30 m.

13
39

Sheldon

VICTIM

15 m.
30 m.

MYSTERIES
5 m.
15 m.

DILEMMA
HARDY,

ACE

CRIME

REPORTER

$125-1,500

Inc.
Inc.

J. Walter

request

On

request

Synd.

On

request

$111.15-2,193.75
$65-2,000

Synd.

Thompson

Sterling TV Co.

S. J. Turell

On

Synd.

Synd.

Film Syndication Dept.
Reynolds

Synd.

Synd.

Louis Weiss & Co.

Adrian Weiss Prod.

$100-1,250

Synd.

CBS TV Film Sales

Department

Jerry Fairbanks,

INTRIGUE

BLACKIE

$75-1,775

UTP TV Film Sales
CBS

NBC

CAPSULE

JIM

13
26

30 m.

39

ASSIGNMENT

THE

BOSTON

CRIMINOLOGIST

30 m.

30 m.

DANGEROUS

MEET

JONES

YARD

FRONT

CRAIC

DRAKE

Synd.

$115.83-429

Synd.

$110-2,250
$60-200

78

Ziv Television

13

Charles Michelson,

Inc.

(N.Y.)

Synd.

13

Harry S. Goodman

Prod.

(N.Y.)

Synd.
Synd.

156

Illustrate,

Inc.

$20-89.75
On request
On

Synd.

5 m.

request

Synd.

Drama — Western
CENE

AUTRY

RANGE
KIT

30

CARSON

HOPALONC
BUSTER

CASSIDY

CRABBE

THE

CISCO

ROY

ROGERS
BILL

LONE

RANCER

Flying A
Flying A

30 m.

26
52

60 m.

26
49

52

30 m.

SHOW

KID

WILD

m

30 m.

RIDER

CBS TV Film Sales

Prod.

CBS TV Film Sales

Prod.

Net &
$150-2,000

MCA

Jules B. Weill

Synd.

NBC

Film Synd.

Film

Vision

Corp.

78

Ziv Television

Net
Synd.

30 m.

26

Roy Rogers

Synd.
Synd.

30 m.

78

Wm.

Broidy

Apex

Films

Productions

Net

Prod.

Synd.

$125-1,500
On
request

Synd.
(N.Y.)

30 m.

30 m.

HICKOK

Revue

Prod.

Synd.

$75-700
$100-750
$95-2,095
Not on sale
Not on sale
Not on sale

52

Music
15
HOLIDAY

IN

PARADISE
CAFE

PARIS

CONTINENTAL

PHILHARMONIC

WORLD'S

IMMORTAL

MUSIC

TO REMEMBER

ENCHANTED
ALL
OLD

AMER.

OPERAS

MUSIC

NATIONS

SYMPHONY
BARN

13

m

26

John Nasht
Jerry Fairbanks,

15 m

13

Sterling TV Co.

13

Eugen

15

ISLAND

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS & SALZBURG
MARIONETTES
VIENNA

m

30

DANCE

nc.

CBS TV Film Sales

$85-1,250
On request

Synd.

15
m.
m

Sharin

Sterling

TV

Co.

CBS TV Film Sales

Eugen

Sharin

30 m

7

Ceo.

Richfield

CBS TV Film Sales

30 m
15
30 m

13

Ceo.

Richfield

Screen

13

S

Turell

Sterling TV Co
INS-INP TV Dept.

|

All Nations Prod.

m.

Corp.

Gems,

Inc.

On request
$45-150

Synd.

$30-250

Synd.
Synd.
Synd.
Synd.

Kling-United

30 m

Synd.
Synd.

UTP

26

$70-600
On request
$50-500
On

request

$75-675
Synd.

Musical Shorts
TELESCRIPTIONS
TV

DISK JOCKEY

Synd.
3l/2 m.

TOONS

3'/2 m.

TELE-DISK

JOCKEY

3 m.

MUSICAL

MOMENTS

3 m.

800

(00

170

Snader Telescriptions Sales
Screen
Seaboard
Dynamic

Gems,

On

request

On

request

Inc.

Studios

United Artists

Films

Mot.

Pic.

for TV

Synd.
Synd.

$20-50
On
request

Synd.

190
2-4

Synd.

SPONSOR

*

No. of
Programs,

Length

by type

How

episodes
in the can'

available

Sales Agent*

Producer'

Cost

Range'

News
Continuous

INS-TELENEWS

DAILY

8 m.

INS-TELENEWS

WEEKLY

18 m.

Continuous

30 m.

26

MARCH

OF TIME

through the Years

NBC

DAILY

NEWS

REPORT

NBC

NEWS

REVIEW

Continuous

8 m.

OF THE WEEK

Continuous

15 m.

INS-INP

Telenews

Prod.,

Inc.

On

request

INS-INP

Telenews Prod.,

Inc.

On

request

On

request

The March of Time
NBC

Synd.

News & Special
Events Dept.

NBC Events
News

& Special
Dept.

NBC

Film

Synd.

Synd.

NBC

Film

Synd.

Synd.

Wkly.
15 m.

WASHINGTON

CLOSE-UP

WASHINGTON

SPOTLICHT

15 m.

PARADE

15 m.

HEADLINES

ON

YESTERDAY'S

NEWSREEL

UP-MOVIETONE

NEWSREELS

Wkly.

United

Artists

Snader Telescriptions
United

World

15 m.

156
52

Ziv Television

15 m.

5 da. weekly

United

Synd.

Television

$33-275

Synd.

Sales

Films

Synd.
Synd.

Press-Movietone

$150-350 wkly

News

Synd.

$55-400
On request
$20-260
On request
$40-500

Synd.

Special Interest Films
CRUSADE

IN THE

THIS LAND

COULD

26

10 m.

On

request

Dudley Television Corp.

On

request
request

OF OURS

15 m.

In prod.

Dudley Television Corp.

Synd.

On

BE WRONG

15 m.

26
13

Dudley Television Corp.

Synd.

On request

HOLLYWOOD

15 m.

CLOSEUPS

VACATION
COINC

30 m.

PACIFIC

OF OURS

THIS WORLD
YOU

Synd.
March of Time

WITH

PLACES

HOLLYWOOD

THE
with

ON

STARS
Uncle

THE

Ceorge

26
13

10 m.
30 m.

LINE

Cene

Lester

Productions

Cene

Lester

Productions

|erry

Fairbanks,

Synd.
Synd.

Inc.

CBS Television

Synd.
Synd.

Film Sales

65
STRANCER
MOVIE

THAN

QUICK

MACCI
HANDY

FICTION

McNELLIS—
ANDY

United

15 m.

QUIZ
What's Playing

World

Continuous

Walter B. Schwimmer

15 m.

13

Station

15 m.

Prod.

Synd.

UTP

Distributors

Sterling Television Co.,

Inc.

MADISON

with Gadabout

SQUARE

Caddis

GARDEN

CLASSICS

SPORTSMAN'S

CLUB

REELS

TELESPORTS

RINCSIDE

FROM

WITH

WRESTLING

15 m.

26
52
13

Beacon Television

30 m.

13

Leslie Winik

Synd.

$55-390
$40-125

Dynamic Films,

15 m.

Woodruff

HOLLYWOOD
THE

RASSLERS

HICHLICHTS

60 or

ON

15 m.
15 m.

ALBUM

THIS WEEK

IN

TELENEWS

SPORTS

SPORTS

EXTRA

Television

Motion Pictures for TV

SPORTS

PLAY

Paramount

15 m.
30 m.

52
26

Fairbanks,

Station

Prod.

$100-350

Synd.
Synd.

Inc.

Synd.
Synd.

Distributors

Marted Prod.

$125-900
On

request

$25-440

$70-250
$100-400
On
request
On

request

Synd.
Synd.
$40-125
$50-400
On request

UTP
Synd.
Synd.

Ziv Television

5 or 15 m.

26

15 m.

52
Continuous

INS-INP TV Dept.

Continuous

INS-INP TV Dept.

15 m.

Synd.
Synd.

Sterling Television Co., Inc.
104
52

$25-400
$65-510

Synd.

Jerry

DERBY
PARADE

Continuous

Synd.

United Artists

60 m.

ROLLER

DOUBLE

26
Continuous
52
90 m.

Inc.

Television Prod.

RKO-Pathe

15 m.

30 m.

Features
MCA

30 m.

10 or
DICEST

WRESTLINC

SPORTS

$15-175
$125-750

United World Films

15 m.

PLACES

SPORTS

(all film)
(script)

Synd.

SPORTSCHOLAR

SPEED

request

Synd.

Sports

THE

On

$44-440
$40-400

Synd.

52

COIN'

request

Synd.

Films

15 m.

On request
On

Synd.
Synd.

$37.50-500
On request
On

request

Synd.
Synd.

Women's
FASHION
THE
DR.

Shows

PREVIEWS

FEMININE
FIXUM

ANCLE

HOUSEHOLD

HOSPITAL

FILE FACTS
YOUR
jTHE

BEAUTY
FEMININE

CLINIC
TOUCH

14 JULY 1952

15 m.

Continuous

Clayton

15 m.

Continuous

Ilka Chase

15 m.

13

Vogue Wright Studios

Synd.

Kling-United

Synd.
Synd.

5 m.
15 m.
15 m.

13
104

Dynamic

Cousens

Prod.

Films

Sterling Television Co., Inc.

UTP
United

UTP
Mot.

Artists

Pic.

for

$50-135

TV

Synd.
Synd.
Synd.

$55-400
$7.50-72.50
$50-400

On

request

On

request

191

(wk)

PRODUCERS:

those knoivn to act as their own sales auent are marked with

HOLLYWOOD
Address

Producer
M.

&

A.

Alexander

Amos
"Amos

' ri Andy
n' Andy"

Apex

Film

Productions

Corp.

"Lone
Ranger"
"Texas Ranger"
Bracken
Productions
"Nick

Volpe"

* William
F. Broidy
"Wild
Bill Hickok"
"Case
History"
Cardinal

Prod.

"Religious

Productions

'Commodore
Productions
' Clyde
Beatty
Show"
Consolidated TV Prod.
"Cyclone
Malone"
Jump-Jump of Holiday
Courneya

* Bing
Crosby
Enterprises
"Rebound"
(sell 1st run only)
Television

World
Could

Corp.

Desilu

Productions
Lucy"

Don/evy

9433

lack

Chertok

Earle

Dumont,

HE 6844

HE
Way

General
Service Studios
10-40 N. Las Palmas
Hollywood
1350
N. Highland
Hollywood
5746 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood

Ave.

1177

CH 8-6637

William

Jos.

Jr.

F. Broidy

F.

Rev.

McCaughtry

J. K.

Friederick

RKO-Pathe Studios
Culver
City

Inc.

9908 Santa Monica
Beverly
Hills

Blvd.

Blvd

* Frank

■

"You

Bet

Co.

Your

John

Guedel
with

Blvd.

Inc.

Productions

Linkletter"

Sunset

Blvd.

8451 Melrose
Hollywood
6920 Sunset
Hollywood

Blvd.

lerry Courneya

Robcck

5920

Lewis

Productions

"Affairs
of China
Smith"
"Playhouse
of Stars"
Mack
McConkey
Prod.
"Big Time
Wrestling
from
Hollywood"

192

'Roland
"Beulah"

1680
N. Vine
Hollywood

Motion
Picture
Hollywood
1459 N. Seward
Hollywood

Productions

CR

1-7258

Everett
Charles
Don
Carl

CR 1-7258

Crosby
Brown

McNamara
Dudley

Reed

Productions

Theatre" Space
"Mystery Jones,
"Rocky

Ranger"

*Hal
"The
Roy
"Roy

Roach

Studios,

Children's

Hour"

Rogers
Rogers"

3-8411

Oppenhcimer

3111

Harold

E. Knox

Jack

Denove

Productions

Jerry

Fairbanks

HO 9-3628

Frank

WE

3-9281

1. Lindenbaum

HE

5694

John Guedel
Armand Schaefer

HE

Center

5186

3-8807

AX

1 3854

"TV

Disc

Jockey

Toons"

Televideo

HE

2126

Prod.

Scott

666 N. Robertson
Hollywood

CR

6-1085

CR

3111

HU

2-7111

Dewar

0-4525

H.il

HI

7287

Cene Lester
Martin
Spcrber

9-5981

1(H0 N Service
General
Studios
Las Palmas
Hollywood
KTTV Studios
Hollywood

"Dick
Tracy"
Telescriptions

Edward

|r

Lewis

8444

Mack

McConkey

Phil Krasne
|ack
Cro„
Lindsley
Parsons

I

It

U-Z/bl

HU

2-2181

Pictures
Associates

"Book of Knowledge"
WDBC Films
15-minute
dramas
Weiss

Productions

"Craig
Kennedy.
Criminologist"
"The Thrill of Your Life"
Williams

Productions

"Invitation
Playhouse"
Frank Wisbar Productions

MCA

Studios
Hal

Roach

VE 8-2185
Culver Washington
City
8822

Blvd.

CR 4-54oi
CR 5111

Goldwyn
Studios
Hollywood
8913 Sunset
Hollywood

HU 2-3111
Picturesst. Studio
rjower

[Hollywood
Eagle Lion
Hollywood

Studios

Beverly
Hills

HU

2-2181

L tl
City

(N.Y.)
(Hywd)

Cil

Ralston

Hal

Roach, Jr.

Louis C. Simmel
Edward C. Simmel
BR 2-3874
CR 5-1114

Drive

Louis D. Snader
Bill Perry

;
HO

Ave.

9-6369

TE 0-2761

j.

6030
Hollywood
Hollywood

J. Sutherland
Pat Costello

Blvd.
Cifford

Blvd

HO 9-7205

Studios

HO 9-8321

5255 Clinton St.
Hollywood
Hal Roach
Culver
City Studios

TE 0-2761

KTTV Studios
Hollywood
655
Fairfax Ave.
Los N.
Angeles

|. A.

Thomas

Steve

Donovan

HU

2-7111

WE

5287

Edward D. Wood, Jr.

Eagle-Lion
Hollywood

HO 9-3744

i

Louis Weiss
Adrian Weiss

Rene
CR

5255 Clinton St.
Hollywood

1

Jesse J. Coldburg

Goldwyn
Studios
Hollywood
Studios

Phillips

BR 2-1376

211 S. Beverly Dr.
Beverly
Hills

California

Ralph Cohn
Jules Bricken

TE 0-2761

Dr.

177 S. Beverly
Beverly Hills

i
in
Culver

Roy Rogers
Davjd Cnudnow

Blvd.

Los Angeles
Occidental
f10 ?

Cameras"

O. Reed

iBeverly Hills

,-.
...
ProducSutherland
*John
tions
(Documentaries)
TCA Productions

Rene

Sol Lesser
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Hal Roach Studios
275 S. Beverly
Drive

1176 Highland
Hollywood

'Adrian

Robinson

CR 5111

Sportsvision,
Inc.
All-American Game of the Week
(Football)

"Roving

Ted

McConkey
Canficld

P. K. Palmer
Goldwyn
Studios
Hollywood

* Simmel-Meservey,
Inc.
"Ghost
Towns,
Inc."
*Snader Productions

"Fireside
Theatre"
*Ziv TV Programs
GL

Blvd.

321 S.
Beverly

"Cowboy
G-Men"
* United Screen

TE

HI

Ro.uh

Jack Webb
Marty Martyn

9-6369

Hal Roach
Studios
Culver City

"The
Little Theatre"
"Gi-Ci & Jock"
* Telefilm, Inc.

Watson

Donald A.

3-8411

HO

* Showcase Productions
"Racket Squad"

Telemount
Coy

SU

DU 8-5121

John Cucdel
W.

Mack
Homer

CR 5-8607

Ferrin

Morton
SU

8444

Ceneral
Service
Studio
1040 N. Las Palmas
Hollywood
5746 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood

Columbia
i43g N

"Electric Theatre"

Arthur L. Stern
William Trinr

HU 2-1101

Productions

.screen (jems

Screen
CR

Inc.

"Secrets of the French Surete"
"Annie Oakley & Tagg"
Jess

CL

Koland

"Abbott
& CosKllo'
*Tee Vee Company

Hollywood TV Service, Inc. 4020 Carpenter Ave.
N. Hollywood
"Commando
Cody"
"Sky Marshall of the Universe"
4952
Presidio
Johnson-Watson Prod.
Hollywood
"Hollywood
Reel"
971 La Cienega Blvd.
'Illustrate, Inc.
Hollywood
"Tclecomics"
"|im Hardy, Crime Reporter"
"Our
Lady's Juggler"
426 N
Rockingham
Rd.
Imppro, Inc.
Hollywood
"The Case of Eddie Drake"
1487 N. Vine St.
*Gene Lester Productions
Hollywood
"Hollywood Closcups"
Edward

Gross
r

CR

(new firm)

6052 Sunset
Hollywood

6528

Life"

A Pictures,
Autry"
Rider"
Oakley"

"Life

Produc-

Productions

Flying
"Gene
"Range
"Annie

Krasne-Jac
k
i^.„,_„ i„i,
Town

Peter

Detective
Theatre"

Ferrin

Filmcratt

Phil
bl;i
B'S

HO 9-6369

White,
jr.
Thomas
M.

Seward

"The Best Things in Life"
Odyssey Pictures
"Terry and the Pirates"

Walter
Shirley

SU

General Service Studios
1040 N. Las Palmas
Hollywood
Hollywood

Productions

HO 9-8229

"Little Orphan Annie"
"Casoline Alley"

"Front
Page
Hollywood

World

P. K. Palmer
"Brenda
Starr"
"Moon Mullins"

TE 0-2931

Studios
Corp. Republic
North
Hollywood

'Jack
Denove
Productions
Programs
and commercials

'Jerry Fairbanks
tions

Productions
Play"

Lindsley Parsons Prod.
"Files of Jeffrey Jones"

5106

N

1Hollywood
Republic Studios
North
Hollywood

Revue Prod. (MCA subsid.)la&,e
Lion
Half-hour
"Kit
Carson" adult dramas
Hollywood

9908
Santa
Monica
Beverly
Hills

Assignment"

Este Productions,

Aborted
"Double

Jack Chertok

HE

I1459

"Dragnet"

New

Sunset Studios
Hollywood

Tele-Artists

Tele-Artists Musical Novelties
Mark
7 Productions

Fonda

Rosamond

Development

"Dangerous

Blvd.

5106

*McConkey
James

of Ours"
Be Wrong"

"1

Love

8259 Beverly
Los Angeles

YO

1566 N. Cordon
Hollywood

"The
Chimps"
"Close-Up"
"Worlds of Adventure"

"This
"You

HE

Contact

Alexander

House"

Productions

'Dudley

TE 0-2761

General
Service Studios
1040 N. Las Palmas
Hollywood

140 N. Hollywood
Hollywood

Series"

Chertok
King"

|HI
3414
j Phone

1459 N. Seward
Hollywood

Co.

"Sleepy
|oe"
Cathedral Films
Jack
•Sky

6040 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood
Hal Roach
Studios
Culver
City, Cal.

M.

Phone

Address

Producer

Contact

Williams

5111
Frank Wisbar

HO 9-8321

1
Eddie

"The Cisco Kid"
"Boston
Blackie"
"The
Unexpected"

SPONSOR

Davis

NEW

Ambassador

Films, Inc.

Short subjects for TV Isold
through CBS Television Film
Sales and Sterling Television)
'Archer Productions, Inc.
'rograms and commercials

118 W. 57th St.
New York 19

35 W. 53rd St.
New York 19

|U

*Bray Studios, Inc.
Cartoons,
travelogues,
nature

729 Seventh Ave.
New York 19

programs and

Zinescope Films
vlade-to-order

programs

*Demby, Broun & Co.
Programs for syndication
•The Saddle Pal Club"

)ep/cto Films, Inc.
dade-to-order
:ommercials

programs

'Dynamic

CI 5-4582

and

Films, Inc.

'rograms
sold through
syndi:ators; made-to-order programs
md commercials

Eugen

Lewis Sound

Sharin

Made-to-order
commercials

Leo

"March
Charles

Tranum

|. R. Bray
Paul A. Bray

Explorers Pictures Corp.
'rograms for syndication
Jerry Fairbanks Proa.
See Hollywood
listing)
1 Fairfield
'DiMaggio's

Films
Inc.
Dugout"

ederated

Television

Pro-

duct ions. Inc.
4ade-to-order
programs
and
ommercials

Programs for syndication

FL 8-1935

Ceorge L. Ceorge

7"ed Nemeth Studios
ommercials and shorts

PL

254 W. 54th St.
New York 19

CO

9-2495

Clayton

W.

Cousens

TR

89th St.

3-6221

York 24

PE 6-1780

270 Park Ave.
New York 17

?L 8-1582

1501
New

LO

Myron

L.

Broun

Parsonnet

iohn

Hans

Henry
Morley
Nathan
Zucker

'Bernard
Programs

Earl W.

Hammons

-

&

W

Television

Pro-

MU

40 E. 51st St.
New
York 22

EL

40 E. 40th St.
!New York 17

MU

Lalley and Love, Inc.
rograms

and

commercials

14 JULY 1952

2-5171 Ceorge

5-1884 i Reggie

5-7220 H.

Schuebel

V.

Chain

S.

JU 6-5227

PL 5-6131

Allen

Dan

A.

Funl

Goodman

MU

Bob Whiteman

Yoik

Ted

Nemeth

Marion Parsonnet
MU

8-4500

TR

9-9208

36

E. 79th St.
York 21

Larry

Merchant

PL 9 3600

127 E. 61st St.
New York 21

TE 8-7550

'Fletcher Smith Studios

321 E. 44th St.
New York 17

MU

165 W. 46th St.
New York 19

PL 7-6600

comml

J. Prockter

JU 6-4830

^Skyline Productions
Programs for syndication

Inc.

programs,

Murphy

Harvey Cort

RE 7-9200

comml.

Studios

St.

5-4258

com-

Programs made-to-order
for syndication

Cering

and

Masters, Inc.
and commercials

U W. 56th St.
New York 19

'Special Purpose Films
Programs and commercials
'Sterling
Television
Programs tor syndication
Streech
and

Co.

Prod.

commercials

* Telamerica, Inc.

Ed

Evans

Jack

Henderson

Ralph

Cohn

5 5044

'rograms

and

commercials

Telenews Productions,
News,
sports
Television
ductions

331 Madison Ave.
New York 17

Broadway
York 19

|U 2-2928

Jerry

Albeit

MU 7-9116

Paul

Moss

|U 2-4060

Vincent

L. Herman

"|im

&

|udy

Screen
in

5-1382

lames A. Love
John B. Lalley

Broadway

New

York

Inc. 530
Mew
Pro-

Robert

B.

Spafford

Fletcher Smith

JU

6-0020

William

John

F. Crouch

Fox

S. J. Turell
JU 6-3750

Wilbur

Streech

19

9th
York Ave.

JU

2-3816

EL

5-1422

JU

6-2450

17 E. 45th St.
New
York 17

MU

2-8877

588
New Fifth
York Ave.
36

PL

7-0744

145
New

CI

Wally

Could

Charles

N.

Burns

Charles

|. Basch

Teleland"

* Tempo Productions
'rograms and commercials
Times Square Prods.
"Crime Crusaders"
"Sleep No More"
"They Can Come Back"
Transfilm,
Inc.
Made-to-order
programs,

EL

1697

Johnson

5-6626

316 W. 57th St.
New York 19

270 Park Ave.
Mew York 17

17

3 E. 57th St.
New York 22

<cw

Michelson

MU 2-3218

157 E. 69th St.
Mew York 21

Sound
Programs

307

1775
,New

5 5147

CI

programs,

Ellis

Marion

1564 Broadway
New York 19

CI

729 Seventh
Mew
York 19 Ave.

Seaboard

I. B. Weill

PL 5-9473

lolbert Productions

am Handy
lade-to-order
programs
and
smmercials

4-5592

270
New Park
York 'Ave.
17
E. 44th

729 Seventh Ave.
New York 19

i25 Madison Ave.
New York 22

made-to-order

Screen Gems,

Shea

Owen

MU 8-0385

Programs

Ncw York

nternational Tele-Film,
Inc.
rograms for syndication

Elgar

7-0695

00 E. 56th St.
Mew York 22

'Wilbur

Inc.
ductions.
4ade-to-order
programs
and
pen end
films

rograms

Peter

6-1212

PL

7-8144

221 W. 57th St.
New York 19

Pathe, Inc.

shorts;

Hammons

Bernard

J. Prockter

programs
Sarra, Inc.
Made-to-order

JU

PL

170
New

* Pilsbury
Productions
Children's
programs

Made-to-order programs,
mercials, musical shorts

Ave.
17

19 E. 53rd St.

li

E. W.

Sanford

Broadway
York 36

Harry S. Goodman Productions
rograms in syndication and
ommercials

commercials

Productions

Made-to-order

100 Central
Park
New York 19

G-L Enterprises, Inc.

6-1780

723 Seventh
Ave.
New York 19

•0 E. 42nd St.
Mew York 17

Olio Video
Television
Productions
Programs for syndication

*RKO

1501 Broadway
New York 36

551 Fifth
New York

15 W. York
47th 19 St.
New

Programs
for syndication; madeto-order programs
5-7621

PE

Lewis

Ave.

'01 Seventh Ave.

34 E. 51st St.
New
York 22

Vernon

Charles
Inc.

42-45
160th St.
Flushing, N. Y.

Allen A. Funt, Productions
rograms for syndication

rograms and

369 Lexington
Mew York 17

0. I. Pincus
Frank Seaver

112 W

Broadway
York 36

2-1322

rank

Time

'Charles Michelson,
rog.ams for syndication

'rograms
yeter Elgar
dade-to-order programs

of

CI 7-6110

>New

1501
New

Pictures

LU

Langlois

TV
Educational Films, Corp.
of America

and

730 Fifth Ave.
New York 19

>LA 4-1173

75 W. 45th St.
New York 17

Films
programs

* Murphy-Lillis Productions, Inc.
Programs and commercials

152 W. 42nd St.
New York 36
(Jack-O-Gram Studiosl

Zlayton W. Cousens
'rograms for syndication

6-2690

PL 5-9830

Programs

Caravel Films, Inc.

CI 7-1900

Contact

Phone

Address

Producer

Contact

Lion Television
Prosrams

270 Park Ave.
New York 17

red Baldwin, Inc.

Made-to-order
:ommercials

Phone

Address

Producer

YORK

; Transv/deo^Corp.
Programs

comml
of Am.

W. 45th St.
York 19

J. Pomerantz
6-4443

Charles

W.

Curran

35
45th 19St.
New W. York

LU 2-1400

Walter Lowendahl
Paul deFur

2 W. 46th
New
York

LU

Ceorge

St
19

2-1281

193

Luttinger

Jr.

Address

Producer
Programs
Transvideo
America

2 W. 46th St.
New York 19

Corp. of

1600
New

*Van Praag Productions
Programs,
comml.
Video Varieties Corp.
Made-to-order
programs,
comml
Vidicam Pictures Corp.
Made-to-order
programs
* Winik Productions
Madison Square Garden events,
sold by MCA

Phone

Phone
LU 2-1281

PL 7-2857

Broadway
York 19

41 E. 50th St.
New York 22

MU

240 E. 39th St.
New York 16

MU

625 Madison Ave.
New York 22

PL 3-0684

8-1162

George

Luttinger
Contact

William Van

Otis

Producer
' Kling Studios

Praag

Herbert

P. Williams

"Bob

Interviews

Elson's

123

of

W.

6-3310

Ed

CarroH

&

'This

Leslie Winik

Is the

* Stuart V. Dawson
Package
programs

Chestnut

Phone
St.

Ml

2-0128

"Wrestling
"Raymond

WA

2-7488

520

Ml

2-5231

520

* Harold
R. Gingrich
Package programs
* International
Films

410 S. Michigan Ave.

N.

Wrestling

Matches"
Massey Reads

Michigan

Ave.

S. Racine Ave.

N.

Michigan

9 S. Clinton

Visiting

Ave.

St.

Bernard

Berman

Stuart

HA 1-0409

Fred

Ml

2-7021

Harold

AN

3-5337

Russ
|ohn

V.

"Snader
Sales

C.

Raymond

R.

N.

Wabash

Ave.

Cingrich

Television

Fl

6052

Sunset

Paul J. Fennell Inc.

1159

N

Filmcratt

Productions

8451

Melrose

Five Star Productions

6526

Sunset

Roland

275

Inc.

Reed Productions
Studios Inc.

S.

Blvd.

Highlands

Blvd

Beverly

S.

Beverly

201

N.

Occidental

of

40 W.

6-4474

lames

E.

Animated
Audio

Producers

Productions

Productions

194

N

Michigan

Ave.

Michigan

Ave.

N. Wabash

E.

Lake

720
59

N.

Ave.

St.

Michigan

E. Van

59 W.

Studio

"Captain
"Sterling

Breeze"
and Silverplate'

* United

Broadcasting

* Vogue

Wright

Co

Ave.

Buren

Hubbard

St.

301

E.

'600 Broadway
1600

Broadway
9th

Ave.

M.

Blvd.

Erie St.

Studios

469

E. Ohio

221

N. LaSalle St.

Lipsey

Mr.

Kent
Morton

CE

6-4144

ST

2-7344

ST

2-0460

Capico

SU

7-5706

S.

R.

Rodgers

WE

9-5466 George

Fisher

su

lack

|. Page

Kapps

7.1297

SU

St.

7-9114

William

L. Klein

MO 4-5600 Ceorge

RA 6-4626

Carl

T. Becker

W.

Webster

their clients

and

Prodi

Address

Contact

Phone
Borden

Films

730

5th

Ave.

CI

7-6110

HU 2-1101

ients*
General ClFoods

WE

3-9281

Standard
Oil
California

HE

4807

Cory

CR

6-1101

General
Sterling

TE

0-2761

Liebmann

HI

1158

Owl

Cigars
Shamus
tions

Co.

Culhane

of
Depicto

Peter

Mills
Drug
Breweries

Brewing
America Corp.

Productions

Unger

&

Elliot

18

E. 37th

W.

St.

54th

St.

E. 53rd St.

130 W.
245

Graphics

MU

2-8243

CO 5-7621

57th

W.

55th

St.

MU

8-5626

|U

6-5582

|U

6-1922

of

Filmwright

Hartley

Phone
Palm Beach Co.
Servel Inc.
Clients*

Productions
Studio

15

International Movie
ducers Service

Borden

Kaleb

Film

Co.

W.

20 W.

Productions

Kclvinator

3 E. 57th

EL

5-6038

|U

6-0133

St.

Pro-

515

St.

46th

19 W.

St.

47th St.

Madison

44th

Ave.

St.

Standard
Brands
Inc
Chesebrough
Mfg.
Lever Bros.
Bristol-Myers
Prince
Gardner
( billfolds)
Woodbury

Lever

Fruit

Hankinson

CO 5-6771

364

Films

Elgar

Elliot,
Film

CH

CO 5-2942

207

DuPont
United

7-5915

Produc-

Corp.

DU 2-8211

0 7171

Johnson
& Tobacco
Johnson
American
Socony Vacuum Oil
Toni Home Permanen

GL 1657

PL

B.

Dance"

of firms

cross-section

White

Address

630

Herbert S. Laufman

7-1100

George Tressel

Raphael G. Wolff Studios
of Hollywood
Commercials,
Documentaries

lewell

YORK

Producer

Film

Blvd.

Drive

Olive Ave.

N EW
American

Drive

Televideo Products 328

United
Productions
America

Ave.

8822 W. Washington

Produc-

9-2302

DE

Phone

Address

John Sutherland
tions

Rodgers

Tressel

Caravel

Producer

Screen

N

Fea-

Telescription
Corp.

HOLLYWOOD

Hal Roach

Ave.

WE

Nurse"

'Mr. Wizard"
"Old
American
Barn
"Lutheran
Hour"

Davis
R. Cuenther

PRODUCERS:

COMMERCIAL

Fairbanks

Michigan

"Dr.
Fixum"
"Visiting
Nurse"

'85

Niles

'Telescription
Library"
'Washington
Spotlight"
'Dick Tracy"

Dawson

the

* Jewell Radio & Television
Productions
Made-to-order
shows

Jerry

360

64
* Republic
tures

Howard

Open
Bible" end and custom films

FILM

N

Television

Contact

Bernard

Contact
Fred

333

Story"

*Sherwin
Robert
Commercials

1425

* Douglas
Productions
"Movie
Quick Quiz"
"Today's
Ballgame"

Pro-

203

the

Bettenbender
made-to-order

7-0400

Raoul

* Morton
Television
ductions

* Sidney J. Page
Productions

Century"
*Berman
Commercials,
shows

DE

"Stars Over Hollywood"
"Famous
Playhouse"

Address
Produc-

430

* Movie Advertising Bureau
United Film Service
Commercials

Producer

Fairbanks

Address
& Co, 624 S. Michigan Ave.

S. Laufman

*MCA
TV Ltd.
Mr. Wazard"

"Your

Film

N.

'Hormel
All-Girl Revue"
'Old American
Barn Dance'

CHICAGO
* Academy
tions

601

|U

2-3960

EL

5-6620

Bros.

Rubber
Goodyear

Tire

Procter
General

& Gamble
Foods

America Corp.
Brewing

of

DuPont
Celanese
America Corp.
Bayuk
Cigar

of

Standard

MU

&

Aluminum
Cooking
Utensil
Corp.
Commercial
Solvents

2-0144 Coca
Co.

SPONSOR

Cola

Brands

Bottling

of New

York

Phone

Address

Producer
Kcnco

Herbert

480

Kerkow

Robert Lawrence
tions
Lewis

333 W.

Productions

Sound

Produc-

Lexington

Ave.

418 W. 54th St.

PL

7-8466

R.

|. Reynolds
Tobacco
Procter
& Camble

EL

5-0683

Conoco

JU

2-5242

Lite

W.

45th

St.

LU

2-1322

MPO

Productions

National Screen Service
Corp.

1600

Ted

729

Nemeth

Studios

480

Gray-O'Reilly Studio
RKO
Sarra

E.

53rd

CI

Broadway

7th

Ave.

Lexington

Ave.

625

Madison

Inc.

200

E. 56th St.

Screen Gems

Inc.

7th

Ave.

5-5147

Emerson
Polaroid

Drug

5-5044

St.

MU

5-6626

Sound

165

W.

St.

PL

Produc-

|U

Minute
Nash

Rice

Bristol-Myers

2-3816

Sport Shows

•

Video Spots, etc.

Used

|

NBC-TV
ot Time TV

FILMUSIC CO.
6 79 W. 54th St., New York City
JUdson 6-4155-6
in Hollywood Hillside 4687

"one of the world's largest
music -on -track libraries"
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Ave.

Productions

35

41

Varieties
Pictures

Corp.

IU

6-1922

bacco
Zippo
R- |. Reynolds ToAmerican
Tobacco

PL

7-0744

Wildroot

240

W.

45th

E. 50th

St.

LU

2-1400

National
Corp.

St.

E. 39th

St.

MU

8-1162

MU

6-3310

Producer
Chicago

Kling

Film

Lab

Inc.

56

601

Studios

E. Superior St.

N.

Cigar
Service

Jacques

Kreisler

Falstaff

Brewing

Swans Down
mixes)

WH

Fairbanks

DE

4-6971

Products

7-0400

Allis-Chalmers
Nescafe
Swift
Quaker Oats
Elgin Watch
Clients*
Admiral
Brach
Candy
Illinois Meat
Co.
National
Radiator
Marshall
Field

United Broadcasting
Vogue-Wright

Co.

Studios

301

E.

Erie

237

E. Ontario

SU

7-9114

DE

7-8350

Greyhound

Are some of your new films
□

Dirty?

Tacky?

Services include cleaning... repairs... rehumidification... scratch removal. ..and the famous PeerlessTreatment that guards against future damage,
makes your films screen better and last longer.

JEERLESS
FILM PROCESSING

CORPORATION

165 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 36, NEW YORK
959 SEWARD
STREET, HOLLYWOOD
38, CALIF.
When you write,
maximum number

please meniion size of your library and
of prints you could spare at one time, for
cleaning and treatment.

Bus

C. A. Swanson
Spring Air Co.

PEERLESS- Serviced

1

(cake

Phone

□ Oily?
□ Scratched?
□ Dried out?
□ these
"Rainy"?
If the answer is "Yes" to any of
questions,
your next step is to have such films

I

Carbon

O'Cedar

Address

Are some of your old films

and others

I

5th

St.

Peet
R- bacco
I Reynolds ToColgate-PalmoliveProcter b Camble

Now is the time to CHECK your prints \f

Exclusively By

March

588

Graphics

CHICAGO

□

•

55th

5-1422

Film Libraries-/

sound track
for use in films

Dramatic Shows

W.

EL

Ave.

Bristol-Myers

B.iyuk
Cities

FILM MUSIC

•

245

OR 7-7270

Contact
American
Tobacco
Curtis
Publishing
Seaforth

RDX
Personal

Procter & Camble
Schlitz
Brewing
BVD Co.
DuPont

7-6600

-

-

Park

Vidicam

Universal
Cas Range
Mars
Inc.
Pure Oil Products
Cold Seal Co.
Stopette

E. 44th

Wilbur Streech
tions

270

Video

Armour

321

Broadway

Ceneral
Electric
Ronson
Celanese
Corp. ot
America

8-0085

Fletcher Smith Studios

1697

Electric

9-3600

7-9200

46th

General

PL

RE

Inc.

Inc.

Transtilm

MU

St.

Masters

Telamerica

Tempo

American
Chicle
Campbell
Soup
Ceneral
Mills

E. 69th

Studios

Broadway

Television

3-1531

157

Seaboard

734

To-

PL

CI

Ave.

Studios

8-7830

6-5700

CI

Pathe

729

MU

St.

Bill Sturm

magazine

Schaefer
Wildroot
Nash
15

Addr

Producer

Contact

R. bacco
). Reynolds
75

Films

52nd St.

Phone

195

SYNDICATORS:

Shows

Syndicator
Beacon

sales agents for their own shows and/or for shows filmed by others
available and

length

(in minutes)

Shows

Television Features

420 Boylston St.
Boston,
Mass.
Commonwealth 6-6881
B. C. Keane

Coin'

CBS Television Film
485 Madison
Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.
PLaza 5-2000
Fred Mahlstedt,
Director

Sales

Consolidated
TV Sales
Sunset at Van Ness
Hollywood
28. Cal.
Hollywood 9-6369
Peter M. Robeck, Nat'l Sis Mgr.
New York Office:
25 Vanderbilt Ave.
New
York 17, N. Y.
Murray
Hill 6-7543
Halsey V. Barrett, East.

Sis.

Places with Gadabout Caddis — 15 m.

Gene Autry — 30 m.
Holiday in Paris — 30 m.
Hollywood on the Line — 15 m.
Range Rider — 30 m.
Strange Adventure — 15 or 30 m.
The Case of Eddie Drake — 30 m.
The Files of Jeffrey Jones — 30 m.
Vienna Philharmonic — 15 m.
World's Immortal Operas — 30 m.

The Best Things in Life— 15 or 30 m.
Jump Jump of Holiday House — 15-m. strip
The Adventures of Cyclone Malone — 15-m. strip
The All-American Football Came of the Week — 30 m.

DuMont Film Department
515 Madison Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.
Murray Hill 8-2600
Donald A. Stewart, Coordinator

Hy-Lights— 15 m.
Scotland Yard — 30 m.
Speed Classics — 30 m.
Weather
Forecast
Jingles — 30 sec.
Jingle Dingle — 15 sec.
Holiday
of Dreams — 5 m.
In the Fashion
Spotlight — 5 m.
Streamlined
Fairy Tales — 15 m.

DuMont
Teletranscription
i Same address and phone as above)
Bob Woolf, Manager

• Shows available only to DuMont affiliates!
Rocky King, Detective — 30 m. dim. availability)
Johns Hopkins Science Review — 30 m. (sustaining)
Pentagon-Washington — 30 m. i sustaining!
Life Is Worth Living — 30 m. (sustaining)

Jerry Fairbanks,
Inc.
6052 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.
Hudson 2-1101
George Ellis, Sis. Mgr.
N. Y. Office:
551 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
MU 2-5171

Crusader Rabbit — 5-m. strip
Front Page Detective — 30 m.
Going
Places with Uncle George — 10 m.
Hollywood Half Hour — 30 m.
Hollywood
Theatre — 30 m.
Jackson and Jill — 30 m.
Paradise Island — 15 m.
Public Prosecutor — 15 m.
Ringside with the Rasslers — 60 m.
Television Closcups — 5 m.

Guild Films, Inc.
5746
Sunset
Blvd.
Hollywood,
Cal.
510 Madison
Ave.
New
York 22, N. Y.
PLaza
3-4170
Rubin
R. Kaufman
Nat V. Donato

The Guild Theatre — 30 m.
Hello, Darling — 15 m.
Gallagher's
Travels — 15 m
Close-Up — 15 m.
Adventures in Storyland — 15 m.
Lash of the West — 15 m.
Guild Sports Library (400 selections)

INS — Telenews

Telenews Daily — 12 m.
Telenews Weekly
Review — 18 m.
This Week in Sports — 15 m.
All Nations Symphonies — 15 m.

235 E. 45th St.
New York 17, N. Y.
Murray
Hill 7-8800
Robert
Reid

Inc.
Official Films
25 W. 45th St.
New York 36, N. Y
PLaza
7-0100
rWilliam
R. Coodheart,

Paramount
Televisi on Prod.
1501 Broadway
New York 36. N. Y.
Bryant 9-8700
John Howell
Peerless
Television
729 Seventh Ave.
New York 19, N. Y.
Plaza 7-2765
George Shupert

It's a Small World
Feature
Films
Thrilling Bible Dramas

March of Time
369 Lexington Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.
Judson 6-1212
Frank Shea, Sis. Mgr.

Crusade in the Pacific — 30 m.
March of Time Through the Years — 30 m.
Ballet in France — 15 m.
American Wit & Humor — 15 m.

Capsule Mysteries — 5 m.
Blackstone. the Magician — 15 m.
Highlights of Famous Diamonds — 1 m.

Monogram
Pictures
1560 Broadway
New
York 19, N. Y.
PLaza
7-3070
Lloyd Lind

Alaska — 76 m.
And So They Were
Married — 79
Betrayed — 67 m.
China's Little Devils — 75 m.
Forever Yours — 84 m.
I Killed That Man— 71 m.
Klondike
Fury — 63 m.
Lady Let's Dance — 85 m.
The Unknown
Cuest — 64 m.
Federal
Bullets — 61 m.

Corp.

William
Morris
Agency
1740 Broadway
New York 19, N. Y.
ludson 6-5100

m.

All types of dramatic shows — 15 and 30 m.

Motion Pictures tor TV
655 Madison Ave.
New York 22. N. Y.
Templeton 8-2000
Sy Wcintraub

Funny Bunnies — 5 or 15 m.
Ship's Reporter — 15 m. strip
Superman — 30 m.
The Clue — 15 m.
Wrestling Highlights — 15 m.
Your Beauty Clinic — 15 m.

Music Corp. of America
Syndication
Dcpt.
598 Madison Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.
Plaza 9-7500

Over 200 dramas under your own program title — 30 m.
(mystery, melodrama, comedy, adventure)
Kit Carson — 30 m.
Man in the Iron Mask — 30 m.

D3VC

Sutton

NBC Film Syndication
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, N. Y.
Circle 7-8300
John B. Cron

221
New

Dangerous Assignment — 30 m.
Hopalong Cassidy — 60 m.
The Daily News Review — 71-i m. strip
NBC News Review of the Week — 12'/2 I

minutes)

m.

Time for Beany — 15 m. strip
Wrestling from Hollywood — 20 m. or 60 m.
Hollywood Reel — 15 m.

68

British

features

Foodini The Croat — 30-15
m.
American Sports Show — 15 m.
China
Smith — 30 m.

W. 57th St.
York 19

Andrew
P. Jaeger
JU 6-4830

RKO-Pathe,

Inc.

625 Madison Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.

Sportreels — 10 or 15 m.

PLaza 9-3600
Edward Evans
Screen Gems,
Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.
New York 19, N. Y.
Circle 5-5044
Ralph
1438 N.Colin
Cower
Hollywood,

TV Disc Jockey Toons — 3 '4 m.
Music to Remember — 30 m.
Hollywood Newsrecl — 15 m.

Cal.

Jules Bricken

Simmei-Meservey,

Inc.

321 S. Beverly Drive
Beverly
Hills. Cal.
Bradshaw 2-3874
Louis C Sinimel, Pres.

Snader

Ghost Towns

Telescription

CR 5-1114
N. Y. Office:
229 W. 42nd

Telescriptions Library =1 — 3V4 m.
Telescriptions Library -2 — 31/g m.
Dick Tracy — 30 m.
Washington Spotlight — 15 m.
This is the Story — 15 m.
Kid Magic — 15 m.
Dr. Fixum — 15 m.

St.

Longacre 4-3971
New York 36, N. Y.
E. Johnny Graff

Specialty
Television
1501 Broadway
New York 36, N. Y.

Sterling Television
316 W. 57th St.
New York 19. N. Y.

Films

Inc.

Co., Inc.

Syndicated
Television
1000 Cahuenga
Maury
Cresham Blvd.
Hollywood 38. Cal.

Buster Crabbe Show — 30 m.
Big GameFilms
Hunt — 30 m.
Feature

ludson
6-3750
S. J. Turell

Prod.

Football This Week— 15 m.
Tom Tyler — 30 m.
Roller Derby — 30 m.
Maggi McNellis — What's Playing — 15 m.
Enchanted Music — 30 m.
Cafe Continental — 15 m.
Armchair Adventure — 30 m.
Handy Andy — 15 m.
Vienna Choir Boys and the Salzburg Marionettes30 m.
Sports on Parade — 15 m.
What's the Record— 3'2 m.
Junior Crossroads — 15 or 30 m.
The Feminine Touch — 15 m.
King's Crossroads — 30 m.
Meet the Victim — 15 m.
Invitation

Playhouse — 15 m.

Vienna
Musicals
Famous Operas & Operettas
Adventures
in Stamps
Paris Fashion Parade

TV-Unlimited,
Inc.
341
Madison
Ave.
New
York 17, N. Y.
MU
3-3881
Herbert
Rosen

TeeVee

of the West — 15 m.

Sales

328 S. Beverly Drive
Beverly
Hills. Cal.

Company

445 Park Ave.
New
York 22
Saul Reiss
PLaza 9-8000

J. Walter

N.

Little Theatre— 15 m.

Y.

Thompson

Co.

420 Lexington Ave.
New York 17. N. Y.
Howard Reilly
MUrray
Hill 3-2000

20thCorp.Century
444 W. 56th
New York

Foreign

Fox

Intrigue — 30 m.

Film

St.

Crusade in Europe — 30 m.
Children's
Newsrecl — 15 m.

CO
Peter 5-3320
Levathes
Phil Williams

United Artists Television
Div.

(in

on request

Charles Michelson, Inc.
15 W. 47th St.
New York 19, N. Y.
PLaza 7-0695
Charles Michelson

length

Prod.

LOngacre 4-5592
Jules B. Weill
Station Distributors,
40 E. 51st St.
New York 22. N. Y.
Plaza 9-4953
J.iv Williams

Major
TV Productions,
Inc
RKO Pathc Studios
Culver City, Cal.
N. Y. Office:
RKO
Building
New
York 26, N. Y.
PLaza
7-6990
Mauric
Cresham,
Cen. Sis. Mgr.

and

Four Star Playhouse — 30 m.
Robert Cummings Show — 30 m.
Impulse — 30 m.
Terry & The Pirates — 30 m.
Joe E. Brown Show — 30 m.
Secret File U. S. A— 30 m
Tales of Robin
Hood — 30 m.
Rocky Jones. Space Ranger — 30 m.
Willie Wonderful— 15 m.
Female of the Species — 30 m.
Lucy Chase, Woman
Investigator — 30
Love Story Theatre — 30 m.
Confessions Theatre — 30 m

PSI-TV

Mgr.

available

Syndicator

729 Seventh Ave.
New York 19, N. Y.
Circle 5-6000
J. Mitchell

John Kieran's Kaleidoscope — 15 m.
Telesports Digest — 30 m.
Unk & Andy — 15 m.
The Feminine Angle — 15 m.
Washington Close-up — 15 m.
Tele-Disc Jockey — 3 m.
Clete
Roberts
World
Report— 15
View the Clue— 15 m.

m.

Syndicates

Shows

available

and

length

(in

minutes)

1

United
Press-Movietone
220 E. 42nd St.
New York 17, N. Y.
Murray Hill 2-0400
LeRov Keller

Newsreels — 12-15

United Television Programs
444 Madison Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.
Plaza 3-4620
Aaron Beckwith
United World Films
445 Park Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.
Plaza 9-8000
Norman Cluck

Du

Mont Television
Film Sales

m.

Cowboy C-Men— 30 m.
Jhe, Chimps— 15 m.
Hollywood Off-Beat — 30 m.
Fashion Previews — 15 m.
30 m.
R°Val Playhouse—
Rebound
— 30 m.
Old American Barn Dance — 30 m.

Sleepy |oe — 30 m
Movie Quick Quiz — 15 m.
Double Play with Durochcr & Day — 15 m.
File Facts — 5 m.
Worlds of Adventure — 15 m.
Paradox — 5 m.
Big Town — 30 m.

Sports Schoiar — 15 m.
Stranger than Fiction — 15 m.
Headlines on Parade — 15 m.

Coing
Places — 15 m.
Football
Extras — 5 m.
The Fighting
Man — 30

I

The Fastest Growing Film
Distributing Organization
In thr Entire
Country!

m.

APRIL

Vogue-Wright Studios
469 E. Ohio St.
Chicago,
III.
MOhawk 4-5600
Lloyd C. Nelson
Louis Weiss & Co.
655 N. Fairfax Ave.
Los Angeles
36, Cal.
WEbster 5287
Louis Weiss
Woodruff Television
1022 Forbes St.
Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
Court 1-3757
R. C. Woodruff
Ziv Television
488 Madison Ave.
New York 22. N. Y.
Murray Hill 8-4700
Kurr Blomberg

Dr. Fixum

Household

Hospital — 15 m.

JUNE

Prod.

WE

Sales

Reps!
Reps!

... 10 Sales Reps!

COVER
THE
COUNTRY
OFFERING:

The Soortsman's Club — 15
Your TV Theatre— 30 m.

Boston Blackie — 30 m.
The Cisco Kid— 30 m.
Sports Album — 5 and 15 m
Story Theatre — 30 m.

•
•
•
•

Yesterday's Newsreel — 15 m.
The Unexpected — 30 m.
The Living Book — 30 m.
Walter
Lantz
Cartoons — 10 m

(accessories,

Du

sales,

rentals,

etc.)

L

Efficient

Ave.,

N. Y.,

MU-8-2600

J

yes 'n no

New

Broadway, JU 6-1700
De Luxe Labs.. Inc.. 850 10th Ave., CI 7-3220
Du Art Film Labs.. 245 W. 55th St.. PL 7-4580

series

type

weekly

(15

TV

film

minutes)

show

features:

HOME Audience Participation
LOCAL Sponsorship

Filmlab. Inc., 126 W. 46 St., LU 2-2863
Guffanti Film Labs.. Inc., 630 9th Ave.. CO 5-5530
Mecca Film Labs.. Inc.. 630 9th Ave.. CI 6-5289
Mercury Film Labs.. Inc.. 723 7th Ave.. CI 5-4930
Movielab Film Labs., Inc.. 619 W. 54th St.. JU 6-0360
Pathe Labs.. Inc.. 105 E. 106th St.. TR 6-1120
Precision Film Labs.. Inc.. 1600 Broadway. JU 6-2788
(treatment,
titling,
ping,storage, etc)

Service

Merchandising Tie-ins

Madison

Consolidated Film Industries, Division of Republic Pictures Corp., 1740

SERVICES

Programs

Programs

professor

FILM LABORATORIES

FILM

Quality
Cost

Mont Television
Film Sales

515

Camera Equipment Co., 1600 Broadway, JU 6-1420
Camera Mart, Inc., 70 W. 45th St., MU 7-7490
J. A. Maurer, Inc., 37-01 31st St. (Long Island City), ST 4-4600
National Cine Equipment, Inc., 20 W. 22nd St., OR 5-0677
Ruby Camera Exchange, Inc., 729 7th Ave., CI 5-5640
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp, 602 W. 52nd St., PL 7-0440

MISCELLANEOUS

High
Low

See producers list in previous section.

Cross-section of firms ttiiling producers ( \»»«r York only)

REASONABLY Priced
Starring:
BILL CULLEN
ship-

Bonded Film Storage Co.. Inc., 630 9th Ave.. JU 6-1030
Comprehensive Service Corp.. 245 W. 45th St., CO 5-6767
Modern Talking Picture Service, 45 Rockefeller Plaza. JU 6-5530
National Screen Service Corp.. 1600 Broadway, CI 6-5700
Peerless Film Processing Corp., 165 W. 46th St., PL 7-3630
Titra Film Labs.. Inc., 1600 Broadway, JU 6-2788
Vacuumate Corp.. 446 W. 43rd St.. LO 4-1886
Video Expediting & Library Service, Inc., 141 E. 44th St.. MU 7-0554
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3

8 Sales

JULY... 15 Sales Reps!

SERVICES:

CAMERAS

...

Craig Kennedy, Criminologist — 30 m.
The Thrill of Your Life— 30 m.

*Some producers sell their own shows.

ALLIED

...

MAY

Here is the perfect merchandising show lhat proves its worth
each week through mailed audience responses.
Write or phone for full information ami audition prinl to
the producers:

ove.

3
New

York

East

57th

22, N. Y.

Street
Eldorado

5-1382

[
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FILM TRENDS

Q. What

I Continued from page 187 I

vertising agencymen's viewpoints
on live vs. film programing?
A. Walter Craig. Benton & Bowles

Q. Will Hollywood or New York
eventually become the center of
TV film operations?
A.

Andy Jaeger of Procktor Produc-

tions says. "If you utilized all the studios in New York, Hollywood, Rome,
Buenos Aires, Berlin, and London,
there wouldn't be enough space to
make film to meet all needs." Hence
both centers will play important roles,
each in its own way.

are some of the top ad-

radio-TV vice president, says "There's
a certain quality of personal being that
comes through in a live performance.
Furthermore there's a satisfaction to
the viewer in knowing that a show is
being done for them right now. That's
why a good Broadway play draws
capacit) audiences at prices ranging
up to $7.20 a seat."
Lewis H. Titterton, Compton's vice
president-director
of radio-TV,
be-

a r a ve I

e evision
— gives you the exclusive
services of a specialized TV department staffed by people who confine
their talents to your TV film requirements.
This department

works

for you

Seaver, vice-president, and

through Frank

Calhoun

McKean,

executive producer, —

- backed by 30 years of Caravel
production know how.

CARAVEL FILMS, INC.
198

Q.

What are some typical examples of sponsors who are placing
film programs via spot TV?
A. Here are three representative cases
of sponsors who have chosen the spot
TV film path, rather than network programing, as their vehicle:
1. Packard Motor Company, after
some bitter experiences in both network program qualih and in clearing
network TV time, has been airing a
film program, Rebound, in some 19
major markets. These cities — which
range from New York to Seattle — are
all areas in which Packard's potential
for results was highest, based on their
past sales records. In 14 of the 19
markets. Packard I via Maxon agency)
is on the air on Thursdays, Fridays,
and Saturdays. This is important to
the motor firm since viewers are
reached in time for them to stop at
dealers and look over the new models
on the weekend.
2. Ballantine, long a pioneer in spot
TV programing (primarily using

c

730

lieves that straight audience participation shows come off best live, but that
comedians, drama, and variety shows
can best be done on film.

Fifth

Ave.

Circle

7-6111

sports),
is "national'
in the sense
that
its beer and
ale is advertised
and sold
from coast to coast. However, its
heaviest sales and heaviest competition,
particularly in ale sales, is in the East.
To bolster nearly a dozen Eastern markets. Ballantine bought the slicklyproduced Foreign Intrigue series, subsidizing production from the beginning. Then, through J. Walter Thompson, the program was placed on a spot
basis, often crossing network lines to
do it. Some choice slotting has resulted. Sample: At 10:30 p.m. on
Thursdays. WNBT. New York. This
takes advantage, in somewhat marginal
time, of the accumulated "block viewing" to earlier TV mysteries on the
same night, such as T-Men in Action,
Gangbusters. and Martin Kane. Meanwhile, agency and client have syndicated the show in other markets to
other advertisers and are doing much
to recoup the show's costs, which average around $22,000 to $25,000 for
each episode.
3. Kellogg, not long ago. was about
to launch a new product, Corn Pops.
In the competitive field of breakfast
cereals, where proper advertising support and merchandising follow-through
is a "must," Kellogg decided that a
SPONSOR

keystone in the market-by-market introduction was to be spot program TV.
Accordingly, Kellogg bought a rousing Western series, Wild Bill Hickok,
produced with the classic Hollywood
know-how in the making of "horse
operas." The first distribution started
on the Pacific Coast, and then moved.
in jumps, toward the East. Placing
the show through spot channels, Kellogg was able to match closely its TV
coverage for the product with the
growing distribution.
At latest report, Wild Bill Hickok
had grown from its single-area start
to cover some 50 major TV markets,
about 80% of the nation's total TV
markets. In almost all cases, Kellogg
had good opportunities and plenty of
time to pick good TV time slots, occasionally arranging for the spot buy
first, and then starting distribution
later. In all cases, Kellogg got just
the coverage it wanted — no more.
For example of how Kellogg ties in
its program and its merchandising, see
pictures on page 186 and 187. The
Battle Creek firm has turned its packages into audience promotion for the
program via pictures of the stars. And,
in turn, the packages become point-ofsale reminders to buy for viewers of
the show.
4. Van Camp Sea Food Company,
for its Chicken of the Sea Brand and
White Star Brand Tuna, signed last
month for a sizable film campaign featuring a new series of Hopalong Cassidy Westerns. The series is being shot
now in Hollywood, and will feature
Bill Boyd as the famous Hoppy in a
tailored-for-TV format of half-hour
length.
The big packing company was quick
to snap up the series when it was announced byNBC-TV Film Syndication

LAWRENCE F. SHERMAN. JR.
Motion Picture Editorial Service
• TELEVISION
• COMMERCIAL
• THEATRICAL
630

Ninth

Avenue

New York 36, N. Y.
Luxemburg 2-2988

that a shooting schedule was going to
start. Hopalong Cassidy has already
proved a durable vehicle through the
multiple runs and re-runs of old feature-style Westerns in many markets
for sponsors ranging from General
Foods to local retailers.
Present plans of Van Camp call for
the new series to be televised in al-

do feature film rental organizations determine price?
A. There is no absolute yardstick for

most 50% of the nation's leading TV
markets, with spot buying being handled by the firm's ad agency, Brisacher,
Wheeler. It will be backed heavily
with publicity and merchandising
drives.

tion's card rate (2) number of sets in
station's coverage area, (3) number of
stations in the area. Most important:

Q. Can spot advertisers with film
shows clear time?
A. The Katz Agency, which has been
studying the problem closely, says
yes — emphatically. They advance the
case histories of these advertisers as
proof. The Electric Companies Advertising Program sponsors Electric Theatre (through N. W. Ayer). They have
33 markets. In 17 of these markets, the
broadcasts are on between 8:00 and
10:00 p.m. — local time. In Philadelphia and Wilmington they're on at
6:00 p.m., Sunday. In four markets
they start at 11:00 p.m.
Gruen Playhouse has cleared 35 markets on a spot basis. Of the 35 clearances, 28 are between 7:00 and 11:00
p.m. Included are such top markets as
Rochester, St. Louis, New Orleans,
Seattle,
Des
Moines,
and
Boston.

Q. What looms in the future for
the feature film rental industry?

determining price and it's pretty much
a matter of negotiation between the
film renter and the local station. George
Shupert, vice president of Peerless
Television Productions, says price is
determined by these factors: (1) sta-

the renting firm's knowledge of a particular market. For example, although
Philadelphia ranks among the first five
in number of receivers, the prices to
be gotten there aren't as high as in
other markets that are further away
from network lines.
Peerless rents 26 features in a block
— none individually — and the rental
rate is determined in addition to the
factors mentioned above, by frequency
of film run — one run in six months,
two or four runs a year, etc.
Arche Mayers, president of Unity
Television Corporation, echoes, Shupert's sentiments. The future of the
business promises to be "terrific."
Price determining factors, he adds, are
"quality of films, whether they're first

CALL US
for good, I oil' cost

I TV SHOWS
I
4

We 11 build your own
show, showcasing chil"■ dren from your own community, produced in your own
studio. Ideal for local or regional sponsorship.

A. According to industry" estimates
the current film rental business runs
to about $20,000,000. But this is small
change compared to what seems destined for the future. With hundreds
of local stations slated for operation
in the next few years, it's certain
feature film showings will play a
jor role in filling up local station
gram schedules.
As for supplying the stations

hour - "Paris Fashion
a Mu-V2
■ Parade" .MS. "Vi%ennand
FIL
2 TV
mous Ope
ras and
sicals" .. "Fa
Operettas" . . Superb technical
quality.

that
maprowith

film features, there won't be any difficulty there. Hollywood and British
moviemakers can supply increased
needs and, independent movie makers
like Hal Roach and Edward Small, can
sell their products a day after they
finish production, unlike West Coast
and English products that don't appear
on TV screens until they're five to 10
years old.
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run in that particular area, or whether
there exists a shortage of film in a cer"As for film purchases," says Mayarea."'is a matter of negotiatain"that,
given too,
ers,
tion between ourselves and motion picture producers."

* * *

MEN, MONEY, MOTIVES
{Continued from page 12 I
under-statement asks the question:
"How do you budget for advertising
1 in the L .S.A. I and invest in market
research (of the U.S.A. I if you see
every likelihood of losing your invest-

*

*

*

A second speaker at the Advertising
Federation convention also took up the
tariff threat. Perle Mesta. our Ameriment?"
can Minister to Luxembourg, was con-

>

Precision Now Offers
Unmatched Facilities For
1 6111111 Processing!
Here at Precision, we are constantly revising our film processing
technique; utilizing new engineering principles and new machinery which enahle us to offer 16mm producers the finest processing
service they will he aide to find anywhere.

Here are some of the it«»ir types of et/aip1114'isi that rnahe i*reeision a leader amona
film proeessina laboratories:
New I ( >ni in Developing Machines
automatically operated — Maurer-designed lo handle the complete range
of 16mm work — negative or positive
promptly and efficiently.
Automatic Temperature and Air
Control built to a Maurer design.
Rigidly maintain every technical condition necessary to the finest 16mm

New Electronic Printer: For the re.
production of magnetic sound to
16mm either independently or in
combination with picture prints.
New Control Strip Printers operate
without notching original — produce
fades a:id dissolves from A&B rolls
— incorporate filter changes between
scenes.

procc*>ing.

Electrically Heated and ( iontrolled
Drying; Cabinets on each new developing machine turn out high
quality film, waxed and ready for
immediate projection.

and I don't think it is doing us any
good at home. ... It is a situation
which the Soviets
are
quick
to exploit.'"
>fc
:j;
^
Advertising itself tends to be an international industry. There are American admen colonized in numbers in
London. Paris. Bonn, Mexico Cit\ .
and other foreign capitals. British advertising brains are directly employed
in New York, and we don't just mean
at Hewitt. Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.
Advertising and advertising men would
appear to have everything to gain
from the maximum of freedom in export-import terms. They have very
little to gain from tariff-erected home
market monopolies. It is not necessary to name names. Suffice that companies that kill competition by political string-pulling are not notable for
meeting competition, or needing to, by
advertising.
-fc

-H

PRECISION
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

a lively export market (admittedly set

New York 19, N.Y.
JU 2-3970

back a lot by the war and the Communist upheaval in Asia I , but still the"
fact is well established that radio programs are exportable and importable
commodities. Let's fight for open
doors, not closed doors. That way it s
nicer for more
mocray.

200

'S

Already American television has
spilled across international boundaries
into Canada and Mexico. Radio has

21 West 46th St.
Precision Film Laboratories — a division of J. A. Maurer, Inc., lias 14
years of specialization in the 16mm
field, consistently meets the latest demands /or higher quality and speed.

siderably blunter than Sir Miles. "We
talk about the beauties of free enterprise. And then we put shackles on
theirs. This is hurting us overseas,

people, and for de• • •
SPONSOR

> WTIC's 50,000 Watts represented nationally by Weed"& Co.

•

Paul W. Morency, Vice-Pres. — Gen. Mgr., Walter Johnson, Asst. Gen. Mgr.— Sales Mgr.
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In preparing this tabulation on time costs for
20-second film spots for members, the Association
of National Advertisers selected that time segment

as type most commonly used by national advertisers, and Class "A" because the ANA's radio-TV
committee felt advertisers were most interested in

ANA Study of TV time cost-per-1,000 seti
20-Sec.

City

Station
Call
Letters

Seven Station
WNBT

CitiesNew York

MAXIMUM

Estimated
TV Sets in

Jan.

Station AreaJ
Jan. 1 '51

.Ian. 1 '52

2,050,000

2,800,000

WCBS-TV
WJZ-TV
WABD
WOR-TV
WPK

Per

$500.00
525.00
425.00 '
Spot
350.00
200.00
185.00
130.00

WATV
801,000

Los Angeles

1, 1951
Per M

KTLA
KNXT"

1, 090, 00C

KECA-TV
KNBH
a - Formerly KTSL
KTTV
b-Formerly KFI-TV
KLAC-TV

80.00
165.00
150.00
165.00
150.00
82.50
135.00

Sets

20-Sec.

Class A Fil
Jan.

1, 1952
Per M
Per

Per

.06
. 10
..21
19

200.00
200.00
130.00

300.00
230.00
220.00
200.00
180.00
115.00

..21
19
. 10

90.00

. 17

325.00

KHJ-TVb
WNBQ
WBKB

830,000

1.090,000

WENR-TV
WGN-TV
WNBW

Washington

200.00
200.00
175.00
150.00

220,000

324. 000

100.00
100.00
90.00
90.00

WTOP-TV
WMAL-TV
WTTG

Cities
Philadelphia

Detroit

Cleveland

Baltimore

San Francisco

WCAU-TV
WPTZ
WFIL-TV

750,000

WJBK-TV
WWJ-TV
WXYZ-TV

405, 000

WEWS
WXEL
WNBK

396,000

WMAR-TV
WBAL-TV
WAAM

265.000

KGO-TV
KPDC

1, 001, 000
604.000

568,000

358, 000

WCPO-TV
WKRC-TV

150.00
150.00
150.00
200.00
$190.00
150.00
125.00
125.00
120.00
100.00
100.00

143,000

315,000

55.00
75.00
80.00
75.00

220.000

305, 000

WBNS-TV

120,000

191, 000

WAGA-TV
WSB-TV
WLTV

86, 200

Dallas-Ft. Worth WBAP-TV
WFAA-TV
KRLD-TV

100, 600

Two

100.00
50.00
100.00

WLW-C
WTVN
Atlanta

.20
.20

:49
$.47
. "9
.37

120.00
120.00
120.00
100.00

152,000

149,000

80.00
40.00

300.00
300.00
250.00
200.00
$200.00
200.00
165.00
160.00
150.00
150.00

.38

125. 00
113. 75

.38
.36
.38
. 52
. 56

.34
.34
.32
.83

120.00
120.00
120.00

Minn. -St.

Dayton

Syracuse

V/:.

Louisville

Omaha

WBZ-TV
WNAC-TV
Paul

642.000
217, 000

848,000

60.00
80.00

45.00
45.00

80.00
80.00

WHIO-TV
WLW-D
WHEN

125.00

250.00

150.00

250.00

130.00
$130.00
107,000

95. 100

170, 000

160, 000

50.00
50.00
80.00
77.00

WSYR-TV
WHAS-TV
WAVE-TV
KMTV
WOW-TV

73, 300

55, 800

122, 000

112,000

65.00
60.00
70.00
70. 00

.60
$. 60
.47
. 84
47
.81

.28
.28
. 18
.37
.37

.30
.30
.25
.33
.33

4'

160.00
200.00
140.00
112.50
100.00
72.00
67.50
67.50

135.00
135.00

Sets

150.00
$142.
50
105.00
106.25

.29

87. 50
120.00
75.00

.42
.35
.32

75.00
71.25
44.00

52.50
63.00

. 19
.24
. 14
. 17
.45
.33
.31
.31

. 18
. 18

184.00
270.75
176.00Spot:
89.25
153.00
200.' 00
67.50

260.00
300.00
240.00
150.00
120.00
97.20

150.00
140.00
$150.00
145.00

. 74

45.00
60.00

.59

53.90

100.00

.69
. 48

52.00

90.00
80.00
80.00

. 82
. 74

56.00

48.00

52.50

.30
.37
.28
.31

.27
.22
.27
.23
.25

112. 50

$.25
.20
.26

.28
.22
.28

93.75
85.25

.26
.31

96.00

.27
.31
.45
. 52
.24
.24

-

.34
.34
.34

.53
$.60

.24
. 14
.28

.27
.30

96.00
96.00

.26
.30
..30
24

114.75
91.00
112.50

.30

72.80

200.00
200.00

. 16

136.00

. 19

$153.00
85.00
90.00

.51
$.51
.35
.42
.63
1.00
.57
.71
.65

. 71

.38
.30

87.50
90.00
70.00

33.75
33.75

1 10. 00
77.00

.06

112.00
150.00

60.00
60.00
60.00

100.00

. 18
. 16
. 14
17
.08

$.35
.26
.37

.35

$110.50
37.50

..05
11
.04
.05
.25

270.00
270.00
225.00

33.75

125.00

.25
$.28
. 16

.22
100.00
90.00

48.00
54.60

ilO. 50

Per M
Sets

699.43
$775.00
440.00
318.75
150.00
140.00
110.50

.29
.67
.38
.58
.70

.29

. 71

Per

60.00
30.00

100.00
120.00
.29

.21
.08
.. 15
13
16

70.00

.51
.68
.39

. 54
.54
. 54

. 16

80.00
45.00

Class A Film Rate
Jan. 1,
1952

.08

75.00
64.00
52.50

.52

. 17
$.24
. 13
.07
.05
.07

. 18

$.33

.28
.26

.23

135.00

160.00
$180.00

.89
.82
1.25
1. 25

. 11
.08
.30

. 44
.43
.41
.65
.52

45.00

302, 000

KSTP-TV
WTCN-TV

101.25

. 18
. 17

125.00
100.00
100.00

.93
.46

. 19
.23

165.00
127.50
64.00

.20
.21

.38

Station

Cities
Boston-

"
Spot .28

135.00
130.00
125.00

104.00
78.00

.45
. 45
.45

64.00
132.00
120.00

.38
.38

.83
.42

-

148.00
99.45

. 15
.07
.05
.07

.31
.37

.32
.32
.30

75.00
70.00

WLW-T
Columbus

.45
.45

95.00

KRON-TV
Cincinnati

.24
.24
.21
. 18

.20
$.28
.28

300.00
300.00
200.00

.41
.41

Three Station

Spot
473.81
$500.00
340.00
262. 50
150.00

550.00
425.00
.26
.21
$.24
.09
.. 17
10

1951
Per M

Sets

775.00
$775.00

Four Station
Cities
Chicago

MINIMUM
Jan. 1,

m Rate

82.50
53.90

.46
.37
.47
.37
.48
.36
.40
.32
.40

.40

.24
.24
. 50
.45
$. 51
. 53

72.00
80.00
64.00
60.00

.34
.59
.52

.66
.94

. 54
. 57

that classification. Potential circulation was useil
because, among other things, comparable data on
delivered circulation was not uniformly available

for all stations. Set figures are from MBC TV network data charts and the rate information from
"Television Advertising Rate & Data."

or 20-second Class "A" film commercials
City

Station
Call
Letters

37,000
|jan.
1 '5 1

DavenportRock Is. Moline

WHBF-TV
WOC -TV

38. 500

Salt Lake City

KDYL-TV
KSL-TV

36,400

WOAI-TV
KEYL

37,200

San Antonio

Jan.

Station Area3

WAFM-TV
WBRC-TV

Birmingham

20-Sec.

Estimated
TV Sets in

Jan. 1"52
88, 300

1.

[maximum 1951
Per M
Per
50.00
37.50

Pittsburgh
Milwaukee

111:

1.30
.91

70. 200

40.00
40.00

1. 10

63.400

45.00
35.00

239,000

363.000

WDTV

2 12,000

358,000

WTMJ-TV

202,000
171,000

306,000
248,000

KSD-TV

WBEN-TV

New Haven

WNHC-TV

130,000

224,000

Schenectady

WRGB

133,000

194, 000

Indianapolis
Kansas

City

Toledo

Memphis

120.00 •
100.00

60.00

WDAF-TV

148.000

80.00

61.300

133.000

60.00

76, 500

131,000

60.00

WSPD-TV

WHAM-TV
KING-TV
WBTV
KPRC-TV
WMCT

75, 000

70, 100

125,000

80.00

125,000

55.00

117,000

50.00

.93
.82

56.00
52.00

29.75

.49

90.00
$82. 50

.67

110.00

80.00
.59
$.47
.52
.60

.87
.99

76,000
57, 100

112,000
105,000
97, 600
92,300

.81
1.07

80.00

50.00
60.00
75.00
80.00

90,000
82, 000

$ 60.00
65.00
65.00
40.00

40,000
47,200

Tulsa

58,200

77, 500

30.00

Ames

WOI-TV

33, 700

76,000

25.00

50.00

.66
1.05

45.00

. 77
.80

.60

40.00

.73

.69

68.00
43.00

.96
.80

1.49
1. 18

100.00

1.06

$ 110.00
80.00
100.00
90.00'
60.00
65.00
100.00

. 52

80.00

WFMY-TV

42,000

76,000

50.00

. 74
1. 19

65.00

WKZO-TV

31, 100

69,000

40.00

1.29

90.00

WSAZ-TV

32, 500

66,000

36.00

72.00
1. 11

Utica

WKTV

33,000

64, 000

24.00

Erie

WICU

40, 100

58,900

65.00

23,000

54, 800

30.00

WMBR-TV

26,000

WNBF-TV

31,300

KPHO-TV

25. 100
13, 100
7,000

52, 000

40.00

50,200

30.00

39,000

40.00

21,000
13.000

22.00
20.00

.91

65.00

1.34
1.23
$.39

.68

56.25

.84
.65

37.50

.80

54.00

.49

56.25

1..95
11

1.29
. 75
.83
1.05
1.30
.86
1.09

1.62

90.00

1.30

50.00

.96
1.59

50.00

30.00
27.00
19.20

1.53

55.25
24.00
30.00

.91

60.00

1.20

60.00

.96

24.00

34.00
16.00

30.00
20.00

2.86

$115. 50

.36
.49

.44
92.00
75.00

.41
$.47

110.00

.40

75.00

.48
.61
. 51

67.50
.45

82.00
.52

.88
. 74
$.75

.66
.59
78.75
60.00

.68
.68

81.00
67.50

.54
.69

85.00
$ 60.00
75.00
48.00
53.63
85.00
60.00

.87

.46
.56
.95

. 77

68.00

.77
.81
1.04
.93

.60
$.67
1. 10
.68

52.00
67.50
.79
54.00

.96

61.00

.83
.58
1.38

90.00

.98
.68

1.02

1.54
1.68

1.00

. 80
18.75
40.00

.22

75.00

60.00

32.00
41.25
27.00

80.00
150.00

80.00

38.40

.73

1.54

.52
.97

42.50

$ 40.00
50.00
52.00

.88
.82

96.00

.86
1.08
.92

131.25

60.00

.71
90.00

1.30
$1. 12
.93
1.00

.69
$.48
.60

. 61
.68

100.00

.53

99.00
80.00

. 51

1..78
14

100.00

.50

60.00

100.00

90.00
120.00

.41
.30

.33

. 53

80.00

40.00

.48
.48
.53
.53

.58
.97
.80

45.00
72.00

70. 100

WOOD -TV
WJIM-TV
WDSU-TV
KOTV

KOB-TV

100.00

.69

81,000
80,000
78,400

WTTV

.28

. 85

53, 600
50,000
70,000

WSM-TV

.48

80.00

WDEL-TV
WTVJ

Albuquerque

36.00

105.00

50, 500

Bloomington

100.00

.98

45.00

.71
1..68
10
1.03

75.00

68,000

Phoenix

26.25
Spot
°
37.50

97.50
64.00

Seta

42.50
Spot
45.00

40.80
37. 50

•115.00
100.00

.42

.86
1.07

1. 15

.86
.68
.97

48.00

WKY-TV

Binghamton

$.48
.92
. 75

Per M
Per
42.50

30.00
34.00

116,000

WTAR-TV

Jacksonville

|

1, 1952

.71
. 71

115,000

Oklahoma City
Wilmington
Miami

Nashville

.57
.57

59, 300

Norfolk

Huntington

Per
42.50

Class A Film Rate
Jan.

Per M
Sets

100.00

50.00

63, 100
50,400

. 54

20-Sec.

1, 1951

31.90

175.00

$115.50
132.00

80.00

Richmond

Kalamazoo

70.00
65.00

. 50

181.000

WTVR

Greensboro

50.00
48.00

$ 82.50

88,900

KFMB-TV

New Orleans

1.21

Jan.

Spot0

150.00

93,200

San Diego

Grand Rapids
Lansing

1952
Per M
Sets

60.00
60.00

.38

WFBM-TV

WGAL-TV

Houston

Per
50.00
50.00

100.00

188,000

WJAC-TV

Charlotte

80.00

120,000

WJAR-TV

Lancaster

Seattle

1.

1. 10

130.00

191,000

Johnstown

Rochester

Jan.

MINIMUM
1

.94

Buffalo

Providence

1.35
1.01

35.00
50.00
Spot0

85, 100

One Station
Cities
St. Louis

Sets

Class A'Film Rate

40.00
1.04
1. 15
1.35
.77
1.22

1.42
1. 54

14.00

2.00

37.50

1.53
.95
.82
.73

48.00
45.00
22.50

1..72
15
.96

14.00

1.08
1.07

Pi

What niff jor problems do you foresee for radio-TV
tttlvertisers this fall?

Andrew
Jergens in Company
I Vice
President
Charge of Advertising
Cincinnati

The

jeevaluate the show to determine its

picked panel
answers
Mr. Campbell

worth as a means of reaching the public with the Bevere product story.
Briefly, we all took a hard look and
decided that in this, a Presidential
election year, the increased time costs
would be more than justified. We think
it obvious that Meet the Press would
build its audience during the campaign
year. We felt thus, that Bevere would

It seems to us
that the primary
problem confronting advertisers using television and radio
today is how to

Mr. Keyes

justify the mounting costs tomorrow. Our clients
are taking second
looks at the rate

of the cost climb. Presumably, in the
fall, time and production costs in television, atleast, will have climbed even
higher. The advertising agent will have
to justify to his client — and the client
to himself — the increased expense involved in reaching markets with this
media. This will call for more research
and sales analysis to determine the dimensions of the viewing audience and
its viewing habits.
One of our clients, Revere Copper
and Brass Incorporated, faced this cost
problem early this spring and solved it
only by increasing their television appropriation. Revere has sponsored
Meet: the Press, the news panel show.
For just over two years. The show is
gent rally regarded as the tops in its
field and as a network I NBC) production has gained national attention.
Time costs have doubled since Revere
undertook sponsorship and program
costs, while relatively low, have gone
up commeasuratel) .
Faced with the problem of mounting
costs, Revere and the agenc) had to
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not only be able to increase its "hard
selling" efforts on behalf of its cooking utensil line, but the company itself
would gain much added prestige to be
identified as the sponsor of this top
public service program at such an important time.
Increasing an appropriation is a
pleasant, but b\ no means the satisfactory, way of meeting such a problem.
We propose to take a hard second look
at it at the end of the year. We may
find that it is necessary to return to
radio which still has appeal and which,
with regional networks and joint participation deals, may be very attractive
indeed in 1953.
Stanley J. Keyes. Jr.
Executive vice president
St. Georges & Keyes, Inc.
New York

The basic problem is an old one
that is reappearing once more in
all types
of business - how
to
sell more

effec-

tively than competition! Sound,
Mr.

Mahoney

aggressive
leadership from the
top
down must be the

keynote of the fall operation. No softies or plain ordertakers have any place
in this program. Everyone associated
with radio or television advertising has
to sell. Management must set definite
goals and sell their own organizations
on these plans before anyone else — client or agency — can be sold.
Constant realization that the race
still goes to the swiftest. Initiative,
daring, and intelligence will be the
tools of the successful. In our type of
competitive, result-minded economy,
some groups will succeed, while others
fall back. New innovations, gimmicks,
merchandising tie-ups, service to the
community, benefits to the advertisers
— some tangible selling advantages
must be exploited. Complacency or
fear of mistakes — both breed the same
malady — stagnation.
This is a dollar-and-cents business.
Theories, generalities, and fondly remembered success stories of the "good
old days" are out. Advertising costs
dollars, and air advertising should produce sales dollars. I believe it does,
but I think it can be more fully demonstrated. Coverage maps, ratings, and
rates are very important; but we do
not need reps or stations primarily to
give us that information. Tell us how
other advertisers are getting more out
of their dollar; show us how we can
effectively promote radio or television
advertising as a selling force to our
clients.
Sell with
ideas and constructive
imagination, but sell . . . sell . . . sell.
The smart salesmen and merchandisers
will draw the aces and win the pot.
David J. Mahoney
President
David J. Mahoney, Inc.
New York
SPONSOR

The problem our
clients and other
advertisers are

fIyN STYHE PICKINS
COTTON FIELD!

experiencing this
fall with respect
to television are
all related to the
single word cost.
It will be a resourceful agency
and advertising
Mr. Hilton
manager who is
able to steer a modest budget advertiser into television this fall.
To sidestep the high cost of this medium, our clients this fall will be using
Class C time spots; participations on
daytime shows with the principal delivering the commercial; inexpensive audience participation in quiz shows;
alternate-week sponsorship.
Peter Hilton
President
Hilton & Riggio
Neiv York

• Yes . . . "pickins" can be easy
and profitable in New Orleans, ifyou select WDSU for
the job. Recently, a large department store* tested their
advertising of a cotton piece
goods sale. In the test, they
used an equal expenditure
for: radio spots on WDSU;
and advertising in a

com-

peting medium.
• Advertising Research Bureau,
Inc. conducted an impartial
survey among customers who
swarmed into the store. Results showed that 37.8% had
heard the sale news on

The problem, as
I see it, for current radio and

WDSU! Only 19.3% had seen
the advertising in the other
medium.

television advertisers is more
acute than ever.
We all know that
TV costs are still

• In total dollars spent, WDSU's
radio customers accounted for
40% of the sales, while the

spiralling ... at
the same time
Mr. Blauhut
that radio costs
are decreasing.
To decide arbitrarily that one media
is more profitable than another in the

other medium's customers accounted for only 18.8% of
the sales.
• Dollar

proved a far more profitable
medium in both attracting customers ond influencing them

terms of "cost-per-sale" is practically
an impossibility. At what cost point
can we say that radio is better than
TV (or vice versa)?

In whatever
to buy.
your
sales
problem "field"
lies,
WDSU can deliver effective

The big problem that's still with us
is, of course, "where does the small advertiser fit into the national TV picture?" You might say they fit in those
programs that are sold on a participating basis or alternate week basis. But
the small advertiser needs constant
product identification more so than the
big national accounts that have immediate acceptance. The local or small
budget advertiser in many cases is given a rough shuffle — and this will continue so long as the dollar sign is the
guide to media buying and programing.
Don Blauhut
Radio-TV Director
Emit Mogul Company
New York
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for dollar, WDSU

and profitable results in the
"Billion Dollar New Orleans

♦(Name

ond details on request)

Market"!

• Write, Wire,
or Phone Your
JOHN
BLAIR Man!

*mm
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Research
Q. Does the "rating muddle" still
exist in radio and TV research?

A. Yes it does, and the situation isn't
getting any better. Networks and stations still have "favorite" rating ser-

vices, usuallv the one which shows
them consistently in the best possible

through the reports of several services.
When they conflict, as thev often do,

light. Agencies, trying to find an impartial middle path, and because certain national rating services (see chart
below) do not provide local rating
figures, usuallv subscribe to several.
Clients,
too. try bravely
to plow

the "rating muddle" begins.
No single rating and audience measurement service is "perfect." Thev
all have strong points — speed, socioeconomic samples, audience compositions, etc. — which another service may

Four basic radio and TV research techniques and their weaknesses (fall 1952)
SERVICE

TECHNIQUE

1. Meter
C.

Nielsen, Chicago
and New York

AUDIENCE,

National radio ratings; national TV ratings — both projec table to total radio/TV
homes in U.S. Loeal radio
and TV ratings in some key
areas.

RATINGS

Share, average, total audience; "Nielsen Rating" (measures audience for six minutes or more of program) ;
cumulative, minute-by-minute,
flow of audience ; other analytical data

WEAKNESSES

SAMPLE

DATA

Fixed; electronic meters
on about 1,500 radio.
580 TV sets (TV sample now being enlarged
in proportion to growth
of TV) ; samples selected according to socioeconomic relation to rest

Lack

of

speed ; high

cost; measures wholefamily listening, rather
than individual members
of family ; no audience
compositions

of U.S.

2. Phone
coincidental

In radio, random; at
least 480 phone calls per
Radio audience for 100
Share of audience; average
cities; TV audience for 40
city during evening halfhour; 600 for daytime
cities; radio-television com- audience; audience composi- 15-min. show. In TV,
parisons for 64 cities
tion
(a) C. E. Hooper, New
fixed home base; at least Does not sample before
York
f:00 phone calls per city 8:00 a.m. or after 11:00
p.m. ; restricted to phone
owners ; does not reach
rural listenership; does
National radio audience rat(b) Trendex, New York
In radio, random, with not reach all listening
ings based on 20 cities in
which TV penetration equal Average audience; share of at least 1,000 homes in within home or out of
audience; audience composi- each city phoned. In TV home. (Hooper give.to TV penetration nationaltion; sponsor identification home base. 500 homei ratings as early as 6:00
ly; TV ratings in 20 of
largest interconnected cities
a.m. on a "computed coincidental" basis)
phoned
(c)

Robert
S. Conlan,
Kansas City

of
Radio and TV audience rat- Share
ings in any area upon re- audience

audience;

average
Random

sample

quest

3. Diary
(a)

Total audience; audience
Quantitative and qualitative composition; qualitative reactions to programs and comVideodex, Chicago, TV audience ratings representative of all TV areas (63
mercials; description of soNew York
cio-economic characteristics of
cities included
in surveys)
each home

Tabulation of 9.201
homes. rotated foui
times a year; diaries
kept for one week of
each month

Radio ratings for Washington, D. C. ; TV ratings repre- Total TV audience; TV audi
sentativeof all TV areas and ence composition; TV rating!
for six indivi'". cities

group each month :
diaries kept one week
each month

(b) American Research
Rureau, Washington, D. C.

(c)

Television
audience
in Los Angeles

Tele-Que,
I^os Angeles

4. Aided recall
interview
The
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Pulse,

New

York

rating*

Total
audience
composition

audienct

Random;

new

sample

Random;
new
sample
group
each
m o n th
diaries
kept
one
week
each month

Measurement restricted
to seven days' listening
or viewing, per month;
presence of diary claimed
to affect listening habits;
h.u man falterings of
memory when recording;
returned diaries are not
always representative of
U.S. as a whole

Mollified area; persona! H u m a n faltering of
Radio audience ratings in
interviews in which re- memory; claimed tenden73 markets coast to coast; Total audience; share of auspondent is asked during
to recy of respondent to exdience audience
;
composition ;
call his listening
radio/TV comparisons in 39 OUt-of-home
radio data
aggerate listening accordmarkets
a span of four or five
ing to how question is
hours with aid of pro- asked; fails to reach listeners in rural areas
gram roster

SPONSOR

WOK
Standard
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Study of Station Audiences is on the way. Tabulations

are now in progress. Millions of punched cards and thousands of hours of tabulating machine time are necessary to produce reports for every station in the country.

Agencies

and

Advertisers

can obtain the reports on our subscrib-

ers— either from us or from them — for the asking. The Study was done by broadcasters for the time buyer.

IOII

CCfll expect

the same sort of complete and reliable information thai

you received from BMB.

Figures on every station (AM, FM and TV). Figures for

every county (some of the counties split for your convenience). Figures for each
of about 1700 separately reported cities. This detail produces the flexibility you need,
for making your coverage patterns and relating them

All

tfOU

need

do

to distribution

requirements.

is to ask stations to provide you ivith their reports. The

data for non-subscribing stations will not be available to agencies or advertisers until
the stations have subscribed.

Although this is our first nation-wide coverage Study, it is the third one
that has been conducted in keeping ivith specifications established by the industry
for coverage measurements. This comparability — going back to 1946 — definitely
makes our reports

woitsii w \i i ix, ioki

STANDARD

audit and measurement services, inc.
89

BROAD

WHITEHALL

STREET

•

NEW

YORK

4,

N.

Y.

3-8390
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lack by its very nature.
For instance. Nielsen gives radio and
TV ratings which are based on a sample and method that insures them of

and radio-TV research high
agenda as a serious problem to
gate. The ARF findings and
mendations may help to clear

being "representative" of U.S. listening and viewing habits; but, the Nielsen firm only gives local ratings in
a few areas. Hooper, on the other
hand, gives local ratings; but his ran-

classic "muddle."
Radio station owners, and radio networks to some extent, have been voicing their own complaints about the

dom phone sample is not "representative"' of either the locality or the U.S.
as a whole. Pulse is more "representative" than Hooper, less so than Nielsen; but Pulse gives audience composition figures where Nielsen does not.
Diary methods, like ARB. furnish
Nielsen-like data, including audience
compositions, and go beyond Hooper
and Pulse in this respect; but they do
not furnish the minute-by-minute data
that Nielsen provides. And so on. and
on.
It's interesting to note that the Advertising Research Foundation, impartial offshoot of the ANA and the 4-A's,
has put the whole question of ratings
pilimilll!!lilll!ill!llll!!lllll!lllllll!!!ll!!lll!llimillllll!llll!!!lllllll!!llll!l!lll

on the
investirecomup this

"It s ironic and tragic that after 30
years we still don't really know what
radio is worth. And, remember, we're
the advertising medium that has been
researched to the hilt. We've misused
the research we've had, and have yet
to get the research we need."

"rating muddle." Most of them feel
that the confusion does nothing to fur-

Q.

ther radio's prestige, and that the conflicting ratings make all radio research
and radio values look dubious.

Which

What Victor A. Sholis, v.p. and director of Louisville's WHAS, told a
group of CBS affiliate executives just
a few weeks ago is typical. Said
Sholis:
"While we hold the line on the rate

A. The following quartet of research
firms are specialists in qualitative radio and TV research. Here's an outline of who they are, and what they
do:
1. Advertest Research, 133 Albany
Street, New Brunswiek, N. J.

card, let's make the effort and investment to find out — for the first time —
the true value of radio as an advertising medium. Its true value in terms
of impact and results. Its true value
today in relation to other advertising
media.

(a) Monthly reports are issued,
titled "The Television Audience Today." These cover a wide range of
topics, from the effects of length of set
ownership on TV viewing to the effec-

.■■■:
& G3$8S>
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firms give

qualitative information (the"why's
and wherefores") about radio and
TV, and what does their service
consist of?

Pulse Inc. May through October '1951
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tiveness of alternate-week TV programing. The interviews are done among
a fixed, socio-economic panel of some
750 families in the New York Metro-

(b) Special pre-TV analyses of projected TV commercials, by using artwork storyboards, and copy.

politan area.
(b) Special qualitative and quantitative studies of TV programing, remembrance of commercials and the
like are done to order, as are special
radio and market research studies. Interviews can be adjusted to give results
which are roughly representative of
the U.S. in miniature, despite being
confined to the New York area.
2. Advertising Research Bureau,
Inc., 705 Central Bldg., Seattle. Wash.

Q.

What are the main trends today in radio and TV research?

A. Here is what sponsor learned in
a series of interviews with executives
of the leading independent research
firms and radio-TV networks:
1. Radio — With radio advertisers
being cautious in their spending today,
because of the inroads of TV and general hikes in media costs, radio has

entered an era of "specialized" research on both its audience and its
dollar results.
Typical of such research is the measurement of auto radio listening,
largest single-out-of-home Eactor, b\
Hooper, and by Pulse for the Broadcast Advertising Bureau. Pulse, too.
has expanded its out-of-home ratings
because both stations and clients are
clamoring for more data in this field.
Radio's results are being measured
increasingly. The ARBI studies are
growing in scope and acceptance, and
are setting a formula that will be fob

(a) Irregular, by-arrangement studies of spot radio to compare the sales
effectiveness of radio, newspaper, and
other advertising at the retail level.
How it works: a retail store spends the
same amount in radio and other media
to push the same product. Then. ARBI
interviewers in stores find out which
medium brought in how many customers, and what they bought. Results
of a series of ARBI studies covering
use of radio by Sears, Roebuck are
covered in the Spot Radio section of
this issue.
3. Schwerin Research Corp., 2 West
46th St. .N.Y.C.
(a) Audience tests of radio and TV
programs and commercials on a special "captive audience" in a small New
York theater. Results show a minuteby-minute line of "like" and "dislike",
and later analysis and post-session
question periods go far in revealing
why the audience reacted as it did.
This data can be related, incidentallv.
to Nielsen minute-by-minute rating
profiles, to determine ( 1 ) whether a
program is holding its audience, and
(2) if not, why the audience is lost.
(b) Separate tests of sponsor identification, product acceptance, socioeconomic composition of the audience
for a program, and related marketing
problems.
(c) Tests similar to (a) to determine, in advance, the audience reaction to audition platters of radio programs, or to TV "pilot" films or kinescopes.
4. Daniel Starch & Staff, 420 Lexington Avenue, N.Y.; 101 E. Ontario,

Chi.

(a) Regular reports, usually monthly, on TV commercials, showing audience reaction, brand acceptance and
other factors.
14 JULY 1952
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MILLION

MEALS

Every year, the big, hungry Kansas farm
families eat 148 million meals. The best

.^JJ

way to put your product on their table is to
use WIBW — the station that these families
listen

to most.*
"Kansas Radio Audience 1951

WIBW
Serving and Selling

■THE MAGIC CIRCLE'
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lowed in many areas of the countr) to
determine radio's pull against other
media, and in checking radio's actual
sales power. The American Research
Bureau, for ABC and in some upcoming studies of its own. is checking on
""presence of product" in matched samples of listeners and non-listeners, to
show how effective is the sales power
of network programs.
2. Television — Like radio, the trend
is toward more research in TV as well.
Agencies and clients want more frequent reports on TV. larger and better
samples. With more stations due on
the air in the coming months, admen
feel that accurate data will he needed
to show what effect the new stations
are having on the audiences of the
older outlets.
sponsor learned that one advertiser,
for instance, has commissioned a research study to discover the percentage of the TV audience that is "audioonly." That's right, "audio-only. " It
seems that this advertiser has learned
that TV viewers, particularl) when
they have had their set for a while,
often have a tendency to turn it on.
like a radio, and listen to it while

doing something else, occasionally
glancing at the picture tube. At the
same time, there are people whose attention wanders during commercials,
and who miss main points that are
presented on a purely visual basis.

Q. Which research organizations
give quantitive
information?
A. The following eight research firms
are specialists in the field of quantitative audience measurement in radio

and TV:

<

Is there likely to be a "coverage muddle" as well?
A. Just as there are confusing rating
services, the radio-TV industry is cur-

1. American Research Bureau, National Press Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Q.

rently having its '"circulation" charted
by two different companies — Nielsen
Coverage Service ( more or less sponsored by NBC ) and Standard Audience Measurement (under the aegis of
CBS, more or less).
Briefly, the Nielsen Coverage Service will provide radio and TV coverage data for stations and networks on
a national basis and on a market-bymarket basis, adding to it other socioeconomic and listening/viewing factors. Source for the data will be the

I a I Monthly TV rating as "national" figures, based on diary reports
placed in cross-section of U.S. homes.
These show audience size for each
show, audience composition, viewers
per set, viewing by length of set ownership, radio vs. TV, and other data.
lb l Nielsen-type radio data for the
monthly.
city of Washington. D. C, issued
(c) Monthly TV "City Reports" for
New York, Philadelphia and Chicago.
Similar reports issued quarterly for
Cleveland. Washington, and Baltimore.
2. Robert S. Conlan & Associates,
1703 Wyandotte St., Kansas City.
(a) Special individual city reports

Nielsen Audimeters and personal interviews.

by arrangement. Radio ratings collected via concentrated one-week telephone coincidental survey.

The Standard Audience Measurement provides roughly similar data,
but acquires it through a mail ballot,
as did its predecessor, BMB.

(b) Special "Area Surveys" by arrangement.

"Here's Cherry"
5:00 to 9:00 A.M.

Monday

thru Saturday

American Safety Razor Company's SILVER STAR
BLADES Mon.. Wed., Fri., 7:15-7:30 AM. is the
most recent addition to "Here's Cherry" show.
CHERRY is picking ripe profits for FLORIDA
CITRUS . . . TAYSTEE BREAD . . . POLIDENT . . .
SILVER DUST . . . BAYER ASPIRIN . . . SHADOW
WAVE

. . . CLORETS

. . . many others

umiak
George Faulder
General Manager
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nOSHUILLE
5,000 UJBTTS
RADIO
New

REPRESENTATIVES,

York • Chicago

INC.

• Los Angeles
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Now, for the first time in Southern California, you can-

MAKE THE WHOLE SALE
AT A WHOLESALE RATE!
Do it With KBIG, now on the air
reaching all of Southern California
direct from Catalina!
KBIT/ is the convenient, efficient
way to reach the whole Southland —
one medium, one set of copy, one bill.
Not just Americas Third Market I Los
Angeles), or Americas 31st Market
(San Diego), or Americas 67th MarketSan
I
Bernardino-Riverside) —but
all of them PLUS lots more in between. A total of nearly six million
people, at a base hour KBIG rate of
only $11!!.

KBIG Does It Alone? Yes.KBIG's
10,000-watt signal focuses all its
strength on its market and wastes none
out to sea. Booming across salt water
(finest known conductor of radio
waves). KBIG covers Southern California's mainland from Santa Barbara
to Mexico. KBIG helps you to make
the Whole Sale, to all the Southland,
at Wholesale Prices — as little as $9
a spot!

Prove It To Yourself! Compare
KBIG's base hour rate ($118) or base
minute rate ($18) with any combination of newspapers, outdoor, television or radio you need to get this
same coverage. You'll see why KBIG
is the BIG Buy. the way to make the
Whole Sale at the Wholesale Price.

Availabilities Will Never Be As

Good As Now! Call Meeker or us
— get the whole KBIG
place your schedule on

10,000 WATTS
740 KILOCYCLES

STUDIOS IN AVALON
AND HOLLYWOOD

Z^
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story — and
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John Poole Broadcasting Company
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(c) Periodic studies of out-of-home
radio audience in major radio markets.
(d I TV reports covering 39 markets.
6. Tele-Que, P.O. Box 6934, Los
Angeles, Calif.: 260 Kearny St., San
Francisco, Calif.

average audience, minute-by-minute
audience, total homes, cumulative audience, and other analytical data. Based
on Audimeter records in some 1.500
homes for radio, about 580 for TV.
lb) Similar monthly regional and
local reports, covering Pacific Coast
I radio) New York City (radio and
TV). Chicago, Los Angeles, Cincinnati.
Pittsburgh (radio).

3. C. E. Hooper, Inc., 10 E. 40th
St., New York.
I a I Radio Hooperatings Reports for
about 100 cities, based on phone coincidentals, varying in frequency from
once-a-month to once-a-year, depending
on size and importance of area.

(b) TV-Home Hooperatings, covering two weeks of evening programing
in TV each month. Published monthly
for New York. Los Angeles, Chicago.
Philadelphia. Boston. Detroit.
(c) Early -morning radio ratings for

(a) Monthly TV program ratings
for Los Angeles and San Francisco.
(b) Occasional special surveys of
TV commercials on a popularity basis.
7. Trendex, 347 Madison Ave.,
N.Y.C.

(c) Program-Market Ratings, which
show the extent to which listeners to a
particular radio or TV program use a
commodity, as related to the general
level of use.

60 markets, figured on a "computed
coincidental" technique, covering from
6:00 to 8:00 a.m.
Id) Monthly, city-by-city media
comparisons, reporting on percentages
of radio, TV sets-in-use throughout the

(a) Monthly radio report on 20
cities which have a TV penetration
equal to the national television penetration.

(d) Nielsen Coverage Service, which
will show (starting in August) daily,
weekly, and monthly coverage data of
radio and TV stations and networks.
5. The Pulse, Inc., 15 West 46th St.,
New York.

elay and night, covering some 40 major cities. Also, a TV network "Pocket Piece" is published, for a minimum
of 23 markets, giving a summary oi
the ratings of sponsored network TV
shows, by programs, in these markets.
4. A. C. Nielsen Co., 2101 Howard
St., Chicago; 500 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
(a) National Radio Index and National Television Index, giving program ratings, homes using radio/TV.

(b) Monthly report of evening TV
show ratings for network cities.
Telephone coincidental method used.
8. Videodex, 342 Madison Ave.,
N.Y.C.
(a) Monthly, individual city reports
on TV for 20 markets.

(a) Monthly radio reports for the
New York market (ratings, etc.) based
on aided recall interviews.

(b) Monthly network TV
for all 63 television markets.

(b) Monthly radio reports for the
New York market (ratings, etc.) based
on aided recall interviews.

reports

(c) Second part of (b) above lists
time of all net TV programs, audience

lb) Bimonthly radio reports for 20
markets, annually-to-quarterly in 53
more.

composition, opinion of program, opincommercial on "Excellent, Good,
Fair"ion of scale.

EY'S
RIAL VALL
$100,000,000.00 IMPE
PIONEER
VOICE
First station
In entertainment
Retained spdnsdrs
Sales results

EL CENTR0
CALIFORNIA

Top programming
MUTUAL

— DON

LEE

AFFILIATE

Represented by Paul H. Raymer
New
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York — Chicago — Boston — Detroit — Memphis — San

Co.

Francisco— Hollywood
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There is no such thing as programs remaining
static, or "by formula" at WREC. Programming is kept fresh, interesting, keyed to the
moment . . . constantly reaching for that
which is better.
That the audience appreciates this is reflected
in the fact that WREC has the highest average Hooper rating in Memphis — and actually costs less per person reached (10.1%)
than in 1946.

m

Alert advertisers know WREC brings them
more in sales — more in prestige.

MEMPHIS
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REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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Theatre and fee TV

which has had less than a dozen offerings in past year: (3) high initial cost
of equipment.
Prize fights have been a major
source of TV programing. The Robinson-Maxim fight on 25 June went out
to 38 theatres in 24 cities, drew 94,000
patrons at increased prices ranging up
to $3.60 per seat. A score more theatres

Q. Are theatre and fee TV related
in any way?
A. Only insofar as they are both competing for events, like sports, which
have previously been televised exclusivel) via sponsored television. Presentation of sports events and motion pictures through fee TV or theatre TV
could deprive advertisers of the use of
these bi<> audience pullers
Q. What progress has been made
in building theatre TV nationally?
A. Of the more than 23.000 theatres
in the I .S. (including drive-ins) only
81 were equiped with large-screen TV
equipment at the time this issue went
to press. RCA. which supplied about
(>()' < of the existing installations, declined to disclose how many orders
the\ have on band for future installations, but an informed source puts the
figure at about 100 orders for delivery
before the end of the year.
The only major competitor of RCA.
General Precision Equipment I makers
of Simplex projectors) have made six
installations and have orders for about
30 more. This outfit sells their equipment package at $15,650 in comparison
with RCA's price of $15,800. RCA
price is down from last years quotation of $25,500.
Three factors are holding back major expansion of theatre TV: I 1 ) lack
of cable facilities to bring the TV
shows into theatres; (2) slim fare offered by Theatre Television Network.

wanted the fight but couldn't get cable
facilities west of Omaha due to cable
being pre-empted by commercial TV
facilities.

onstrated their coin-in-the-box device
in New York recently, drew interest
from the sports world, educators, motion picture people, advertisers.
Strangely enough, some advertisers
admit pay-as-you-see system is inevitable, are planning ways to cash in on
it: one manufacturer wanted to know
if it is possible to use some sort of
'"slug" as a premium which could be
used on Telemeter to receive specific

\n interesting sidelight is offered
by Nathan L. Halpern, prexy of Theatre Network Television. Inc. They are

program on TV free of charge. Telemeter's Palm Springs test is being
watched by theatre owners because
this California experiment will send
first run movies into homes via the

offering a "TNT" plan to major corporations as a means of carrying closed
circuit sales meetings, with sales force
assembled in various theatres and ex-

local picture house, which will get a
cut of proceeds.
Another angle which may appeal to
advertisers lies in the wire recorder

ecutives giving their pitch from a central point. System can also be used to
demonstrate new products, or for instructional purposes.

which is an integral part of the Telemeter device; it was originally intended to monitor programs paid for by
viewer so that funds could be divided

Q. How soon will fee TV be in
actual competition with advertisers?

up among promoters supplying programs. Now, the possibility exists that
the recorder could be used to register
all programs received, whether paid
for or sponsored, thus giving a much
wider base than now exists for rating

A. This is still anybody's guess. Zenith
has filed for their Phonevision system
with the FCC. has no idea when the
Commission will get around to holding
hearings. Opposition is expected from
citizen committees who don't relish the
thought of paying for TV shows and
groups representing advertisers. The
NCAA and possibly International Boxin" Club will plump for pay-as-you-go
TV system.
International Telemeter Corp. dem-

The third entry in the fee-TV sweeppurposes.
stakes. Skiatron Electronics & Television Corporation of New York, plans
a 30-day test in New York, subject to
FCC approval, commencing about 15
October. Plan is to follow the pattern
set by Zeniths Phonevision test in Chicago last year; it will use 300 families,
depend heavily on motion pictures,
and possiblv some sports events.

^t hall billion dollcar man net
SPRINGFIELD, ILL
Illinois' Capital City and

Sangamon

County — plus the seven

counties that surround it—

report total retail sales of $471,000,000, and segments of other nearby counties bring the
total to a good half billion. BUYING
itself shows

WTAX
rich area.
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m j^r family income
With the extraordinary per family income
of $6,553 (Sales Management estimate),
Washington is outranked by only four
other markets in the United States, and
these are not among markets normally
classified with Washington.
Washington alone, with its 278,500 Government employees earning a monthly payroll of over one hundred million dollars,
can offer this unique buying power.
Washington is a STABLE market, a
QUALITY market, a RICH market.

Among radio stations

WRC
WASHINGTON...
Established in 1923, WRC

of service to the nation's capital.
An average of 25 news shows weekly
originate to the network, in whole or in
part, from WRC. A number of special
events and discussion programs also are
fed to NBC by the Washington station.
The same careful production is applied to
all local programming.

FIRST in WASHINGTON

WRC

5,000 Watts

-
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has the top-rated early morning

show, Bill Herson's "Timekeeper," and
the largest number of top-rated quarter
hours (56 out of 112) between 7 and 11
p.m., Sunday through Saturday (ARB,
Feb., 1952).

980 KC

Represented by NBC

is first in length

Spot Sales

WRC is an ESTABLISHED station, a
LISTENED-TO station, a SELLING215
station.

Unions
Q. Are there any upcoming developments that would affect air advertisers?
A.
Yes. there are some jurisdictional
questions coining up. One, is whether
to merge all talent union membership
into a single card plan: the other,
concerns the jurisdiction of the Screen
Actors Guild over the production of

TV film.

At present there are five unions
whose members participate as entertainers in TV. They are the Television
Authority, the American Federation of
Radio Artists, the American Guild of
Musical Artists. Actors Equitv. Chorus
Equity, and the American Guild of
Variety Artists. I nder an agreement
with the five other unions, TVA acts
as a bargaining agent in the medium
for all of them.
The next move on the agenda is to
make it possible for a performer holding a membership in any one of these
unions to be eligible to work in any
other entertainment field without having to take out another union card.
In other words, membership in AFRA
would suffice for stage work, which
comes under Actors Equit\'s jurisdiction. A poll on the one-card plan has
been held among the members of all
six unions and tabulation of the vote
is due shortly.
TVA s authority at the moment is
limited to live or kinescoped programs,
while the Screen Actors Guild func-

Its WAPX

test case regarding the Amos '»' Andy
show. However, TVA still expects to
contest the issue.

. . . And this does not include the
tremendous PX and Commissary
-ales at the Maxwell Field and
Gunter Field Air Force bases.
\\ \l'\ helps you sell this market
with radio advertising plus the following merchandising aids:

WAPX

The

the networks on a "Minimum

Q. What is the jurisdictional status of TV writers?
A. Like main another labor problem
in TV. the question of who represents
TV writers has been largely a makeshift operation that was solved slowly
while TV grew rapidly.
Radio writers are covered by a
"Minimum Basic Agreement," worked
out several seasons ago between the
networks and the Radio Writers Guild,
one of the craft guilds of the Authors
League of America. Agencies and independent producers adhere to this,
through letters of agreement. Problems
are few, scales are set. and there's little bickering between guilds of the
ALA.
Television has been another matter.
Although most of the members of the
Radio Writers Guild have doubled increasingly inTV, the RWG does not
have official representation for them.
As TV was growing, a running battle
started between the RWG and the
Screen Writers Guild and the Dramatis! sGuild, each of whom thought that
TV was in its province. There is even
an offshoot called the Television Writ-

the ABC

During the ten-year period from
1939 to 1950. the Montgomery
metropolitan area recorded the
following increases:

A temporary stop-gap has been
found in the National Television Committee, composed of representatives of
the ALA and from its member guilds.
This NTC group has been carrying out
negotiations (pending ALA decision
on who will represent TV writers) with

demarcation of jurisdiction was demanded h\ the SAG and upheld by the
National Labor Relations Board in a

Latest step forward, while these
NTC meetings have continued, has
Agreement."
been a series of meetings of the Authors League in New York to decide on
a League-wide reorganization. This is
primarily to decide where and how TV
fits in. (A new Guild? Assignment to
an existing Guild?)
Following this decision, first major
shake-up in the ALA in several decades, the contract negotiations will
probably be speeded to a conclusion
before the start of 1953.
Q.

Inasmuch as these union negotiations affect the costs of programing, how long can advertisers
count on TV salaries remaining at
their present levels?
A. As is common in other fields when
it comes to labor contract bargaining,
management in the broadcasting industry seeks to get as long-term a contrad as possible, while labor prefers
to keep it down to a year so as to be
free to negotiate wage boosts and
fringe benefits as often as possible.
However, most contracts now in effect
are for two years. No important negotiations are expected this fall.

$165,000,000!!
Furniture-Household-ltadio
up 215%

Retail Sales up 256%
Food Sales up 310%

Automotive
Promotion
Announcements

Bus Cards

Express Truck
Itillboards

Screen

Personal

Lighted IVlarque,
downtown

Highway
Signs
Newspaper
Display
Ads

ABC

Motional

Station —
Representatives:

Montgomery,
The

Walker

Advertising

Sales

Sales up 267%

Mail Promotion

Progressive

Basic

Affiliate in MONTGOMERY

. . . Where 1951 Effeetive
Buying Ineome Was Over . . .
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ers Group.

tions as the bargaining agent in the
production of shows filmed via the
standard movie camera for TV. This

Appearances
Theatre Displays

Alabama
Company
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all summer long

millions of mmm
Onto*TM
will listen

insist on FM in your schedule

and get complete radio coverage
This year FM listening is headed for new
and greater popularity. The baseball season
and politieal events have made America more
radio-minded than ever. And when every
word eounts, millions have learned to count on FM.
Yes — millions have discovered how FM cuts
through static and interference to give realistic
reception even during summer

storms. With the

"summer static season" on its way, many will turn
to FM programs exclusively.
All this is good news for you. It means

Special to Broadcasters:

your sales

message will reach a larger audience — and reach it
more effectively — when you include FM.
R2221

Your local Zenith dealer will gladly
help promote your station and
programs in his newspaper ads and
displays. Get in touch with him today.

r0NITH
ZENITH

RADIO
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SYRadio Sales
Local
W

UP 39%!

For the period ending April 30, WSYR's local
radio sales were 39% ahead of the same period in
1951. The local advertisers who are responsible
for this increase are the ones in the best position to
test the effectiveness of all media in this rich market. They know which advertising keeps the cash
registers ringing. National spot advertisers — take
note!

One Important Reason. ..In Syracuse,
RADIO
TELEVISION SUPPLEMENTS
Doe* NOT Replace it as a Source
of Entertainment and Information
Syracuse is a two-TV-station city. According to Niagara Mohawk
Power Company monthly surveys, 71% of the homes in the
Syracuse area have TV sets. According to the calamity howlers,
radio in Syracuse should be a dead duck. But two separate surveys
of television homes show that radio is alive and vigorously kicking.
(Details, including methods of sampling, free on request). Here
are the results:
Survey

No. 1

Date

Oct. 51

No. 2

m

Number of
TV Homes

763

493

704
Dec. '51

Combined

TV Homes

Number of
Homes
Called

1467

Average
Radio

2.90

=^======

Only,

Hours per Day

4.50
Television
4.76

493
986

The $wrVev ..

3.24
3.07

4.52

•"""c-iieiu.
Another

Vi mton

ACUSE
570 KC

NBC Affiliate. WSYR-AM-FM-TV. ..the Only Complete Broadcast
Institution in Central New York. Headley-Reed, National Representative.
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Q.

Can

the national advertiser

count on the networks' negotiations to assure them of nationwide agreements?
A. Generally, yes. But there are so
many unions involved, ranging from
hair dressers and makeup technicians
to writers and directors, that negotiating is conducted at both national and
local levels.
A rule of the thumb seems to be that
staff employees are handled at the local
level, and free lancers such as actors,
directors, and writers are dealt with
on a national level. The recent contract
between the nets and the directors"
union set wages for the New York stations and gave the Radio-TV Directors
Guild the status of "national recognition and a national guild shop."' Thus,
although no wage levels were set for
the nets other owned and operated
stations, the RTDG would be able to
dicker for the other stations as soon
as the National Labor Relations Board
issued a certificate making that union
bargaining agents for directors in
other cities.
It is often desirable to carry out
negotiations on a local level. Local
affiliates of the nets prefer the flexibility of local bargaining. Small city
broadcasters would be resentful if pay
scales were set nationally on the New
York or Hollywood scale levels, always
higher than elsewhere in the U. S.

Contests and premiums
Q.
What
tests?

is the fall trend in con-

A.
The big contest users are keeping
their fall plans under wraps but thev

admit that the upcoming season will
be very active. One of the reasons
for this is that advertisers are highK
cost-per-1,000 conscious and they see
contests as a good means of building
audiences for their shows as well as
getting people to bu\ their products for
the first time.
Q.
What
miums?
A.

is the fall trend in pre-

Its shaping up to be the biggest

premium year in history. Self-liquidating items are well in the majority,
as in previous years, but fewer items
costing a dollar or more are being offered. Most popular items have ranged
from 25<£ to 500 each.
Cutlery, plastic houseware, and
kitchen tools continue to pull well and
will probably be the most offered
premiums this fall.
Q. What offers have been most
successful this past season?
A. Colgate's offer of a
Colgate boxtop and 500
than a million replies: a
for a copper hanging bowl
as many half-dollars.

doll for any
pulled more
similar offer
drew almost

Flamingo orange juice's offer of a
Swing-A-Way wall can opener pulled in
over 510.000 can tops. Although
Flamingo halted spot TV advertising
last November, the can tops are still
coming in with apologetic letters.
Minute Maid lemonade announced
the offer of a lemonade stand for
youngsters on the Gabby Hayes NBCTV show on 11 and 18 June. By the
25th, over 8,000 quarters and pairs
of can tops had been received. Indications are the offer will pull steadily
all summer long.

New broadcast codes
and censorship
Q. Is government censorship of
radio and TV imminent?
A. Despite the front-page publicity
won by Rep. Gathings and his
"hootchy-kootchy" demonstration, the
House subcommittee which is investigating alleged bad taste in radio and
TV programing is not expected to come
up with recommendations for restrictive legislation.
In his testimon) before the subcommittee. Harold F. Fellows, president ol
the NARTB said he is "supreme!) confident" that the industn can eliminate
any offensive programs without government censorship.
Fellows' statement that the bulk of
complaints were inspired by "minorit)
groups
having
an Arthur
ax to grind"
borne out
by Rep.
G. Klein,wasa
committee member, who said that
the subcommittee received "thousands
ol complaints from the lunatic fringe
of the radio-TV audience."
The Washington session recessed
until mid-August, at which time two
other NARTB spokesmen, one representative ofthe Civil Liberties Union
and one from NBC. will testify.
Cornerstone of the industry's defense
is expected to be the TV Code. Already accepted by 90 stations and four
networks, it is expected that by the
time the subcommitte convenes again
close to 100 stations will have agreed
to abide by the provisions of the Code.
The industry is expected to put
across a telling point: it's just plain
unprofitable not to produce the highest
standards in good taste and programing. In his testimony, Fellows pointed
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out that licensees "have a keen sense
of awareness of the value of circulation. . . . They know full well that
every receiving set is equipped with
convenient means for tuning their program offering in . . . or out . . . and
that under such a system of freedom of
choice, the judgment of the people is
the ultimate standard of acceptability."
Then, too, the Civil Liberties Union
may be expected to stress the fact that
the Constitution of the U.S. guarantees certain freedoms in the field of
communication.
Clincher in the industry's arguments
will probably be a spirited presentation of the other side of the coin. TV
has many excellent shows to its credit
and has enough ammunition to counter
every "bad taste"' blast against its programing. Close adherence to the Code,
particularly in the next month or two,
will do much to strengthen the industry's demand that it be permitted to
operate without government controls.

Within the first 10 days, almost 1,500
new retail outlets were handling the
beer. By the end of the second month
of telecasts, 3,000 package stores,
groceries and taverns had been added
to Hamm's dealer list. Result: Hamm
has tripled sales in the area.

Q. What's
attendance?

happening

to sports

A. Of interest is the fact that despite
the daily TV coverage, attendance at
the ball games referred to above is up
over last year.
Unfortunately, in most other major
league cities the box office thus far is
taking a beating. In New York, for
example. Giants' attendance is off over
110,000 tickets, and the Yankees' turnstiles (after 33 games) have clicked
only 588,000 times in comparison with
875,000 at the same stage of last year's
season. The management of the two
teams blame the bad weather for the

fusal of Atlantic Refining Co. to sponsor broad< a-ts of the Saturday games
because they claimed they lost their
audience to T\ .

Q.

What developments of interest to advertisers are imminent in
the sports picture?
A. Because of the hefty audiences
drawn l>\ telecasts of spoil events,
everyone is trying to get into the act.
Theater owners, who blame their red
ink on TV instead of bad pictures, are
showing a growing interest in large
screen TV for their houses. The fee
TVers look upon sports as their opening wedge, just as sports sparked interest inTV in its early days. Because
of the vast potential take possible,
sports promoters are eager to jump on
the fee TV bandwagon. If this comes
about, advertisers might have to make
some changes in their radio and I \
programing.

drop (it rained eight out of 10 week-

TV and sports

ends), but many of TV's critics blame
the loss of revenue on telecasts.

Radio and .sports

Actually, the major leagues have no
Q. How effective is sports sponsorship?
A. The scarcity of sustaining sports
events is ample proof that sport TV
sponsors are enthused about results
they receive from sponsoring boxing,
baseball, and other sports.
A recent success was rung up by the
Theodore Hamm Brewing Co. of St.
Paul. Dissatisfied with distribution and
sales in the Chicago area, the brewer
co-sponsored with Chesterfield telecasts of the home games of the Chicago White Sox and Cubs over WGNTV at a cost of about $8,000 per week.

complaints about TV's effect on their
boxoffices. but the minor leagues tell a
different story. Most of the minors
have discontinued daytime weekday
games and switched to the more expensive night games. The telecasting
of major league games into minor
league territory is slowly strangling the
minors. This, of course, deeply concerns the majors because they foresee
the drying up of their talent pool.
In the field of football, the NCAA's
restrictions on telecasting have made
local sponsorship of college football
games impossible. This has a side effect on radio as is evidenced by the re-

Q.
dio?

Is there a trend toward declining sponsorship of sports on ra-

A. Highly publicized exit of Atlantic
Refining from radio coverage of college football caused some of radio's detractors to give the move more significance than it deserves. Far larger
budgets than Atlantic's are being
poured into radio coverage of sports.
By far the biggest item in Falstaff
Brewing's ad budget is Game-of-theDay, and coverage of the Chicago Cubs
and St. Louis Browns — on radio. Miller Brewing Co. covers baseball, bas-
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And

works is the word

which

perfectly describes Eddy Jason, Wis-

consin's best-known Radio personality.
Been with us 12 years. Heads one of our Theatrical Units (5-piece
Band thrown in) called Town Hall Players. He writes Plays (excellent)
— Songs (fair) — Poetry (awful). Both Eddy and Town
part of Wisconsin's

Hall are now

good living.

Last year, in 317 personal appearances throughout our Primary,
Eddy and his Town Hall Gang played to more than 177,000 paid
admissions. And their recordings for Juke Boxes have become big
favorites in 17 Counties.
In addition to his personal appearances,
slot, as well as our Homemakers'
at noon.
Yep, we

really mean

Eddy handles our 5-7 AM

Hour . . . and a 15-minute

it: "This Guy Works For Us" . . . and how!

5000
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ketball, hockey, and football —on radio. Gillette and Pabst have their boxing shows on TV, but make sure that
they back it up with radio coverage of
the same events.
Advertisers in practically every category have been and continue to be
enthusiastic sponsors of every type of
sports event. In a small town in Pennsylvania a candidate for mayor who
bought time between rounds of a local
fight had so many favorable comments
that he said, "Next time I'm running
for any public office you can bet your
boots that I'll use my whole radio
budget for sports events; anything
from a boat race to a chess match."'
Despite the fact that every major
league ball club is covered by TV, advertisers have plunked down their
cash to insure broadcasts of every
game, at home or away. With the exception of Atlantic, no major advertiser has given up radio coverage.
On the contrary, both new and established sponsors are demonstrating
their realization that the cost of radio
coverage of sports events is low when
the size of the audience drawn is considered. For example, CBS has been
carrying the Professional Golfers Association tournament on a sustaining
basis for five years. This year CBS
worked out a series of 15-minute summaries and sold the lineup to Reynolds
Metals. General Electric, which carried three hours of college football on
CBS-Radio every Saturday last winter,
is expected to pick up its option for
this year's coverage.
John Derr, director of sports for
CBS-Radio, reports, "We've got more
sports on radio in 1952 than in '51.
Actually. I look for an increase of
sports programing as more time be-

available."

Mail order and P.I.
Q. Has mail order advertising
shown an upward trend?
A. Despite the big success of a few
firms recently such as Charles Antell
and J & P nursery, volume of mail
order advertising is down. Paradoxically, one of the main reasons for this
is the success of Antell. Promoters of
mail items have seen the success of the
above two items via 15-minute integrated shows (which some people have
accused of being "15-minute commercials".) Hence many other companies
would like to do the same type of show
on radio or TV. But criticism has
made stations hesitate to accept this
business.
Then, too, because of bad smell created by some items which did not live
up to specifications, stations and nets
have been setting up many and varied
restrictions which make preparation of
commercials difficult.
According to an executive of a top
mail-order agency : "Today, TV is
more receptive to mail order business.
A year ago nets would apply policies
on TV which seemed designed to bolster their radio business. Now TV
seems to need the dollars more and
is becoming more

reasonable in its

demands.''
Q. Are stations handling more
business on a per-inquiry basis?
A. Definitely not. The practice of disregarding rate cards in favor of a percentage or per-inquiry
arrangement

-liows indications of being on the wa\
cut. I lie stations accepting business
on this basis are mainl) -mall ones
(with notable exceptions) and their
operating methods turn out to be inefficient. The orders thej receive are
not alwa\s large enough to o\ercome
the cost <>! the correspondence, bickering, and ill will the) create.
Agencies and station reps frown on
this type of business because many
stations which have made P.I. a profitable operation would prefer to deal
directly with the advertiser in order
to eliminate commissions.
The P.I. deal appeals strongest to
small manufacturers, distributors, and
jobbers because it doesn't require a
capital outlaw Instead of the usual
straight rate card arrangement, the
P.I. advertiser has to pay for actual
sales results only.

FALL ECONOMICS
{Continued from page 41)
clouds in sight to make anyone believe
sales will decline after the summer.
The 1951-'52 slump cleared the way
for replacement of home goods with
retail inventories declining from a high
of $20,643,000 in May of 1951 to a
low of $17,887,000 in March of this
year. Then they began moving up
again, which means orders for manufacturers. However, since manufacturers' inventories increased during the
same period, there has not been any
direct fillip to industrial payrolls.
Nor will there be in the fall. Goods
will be easy to get and retailers probabl) will keep themselves stocked only
enough to avoid running out of important numbers. (That is one reason
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why the term "normal" can be applied
to today's economy.)
The economy in general is healthy,
if official indicators are any guide. In
terms of dollars, the gross national
product has been rising and during the
first quarter of this year was running
at the annual rate of $339.7 billion, an
increase of $20 billion over the previous first quarter.
All of this is not consumer goods.
A huge chunk of the gross national
product figure is armaments. As far as
personal consumption expenditures go,
in terms of dollars they have increased
from $208.8 billion (the annual rate)
during the first quarter of 1951 to
$209.6 during the corresponding quarter of this year. During the same period, the price index (for moderate income families in large cities) rose
from 184.5 to 188.0. indicating there
was a small decline in actual amount
of goods and services purchased.
That's only part of the story. Another important indicator is the amount
of disposable personal income, or income after taxes. This increased from
an annual rate of $216.5 billion to
$226.3 billion during the same periods.
It's not a simple matter to accurately
relate disposable personal income to
the price index but a rough comparison shows that D.P.I, increased .04V <
■while prices increased .017%.
However, a lot of goods were
dumped via price-cutting during the
first quarter of this year, (not all of
them are reflected in the price index)
and the fall picture presents the possibility of upward price pressures. These
pressures will be concentrated among
those items which declined drastically
during the recent "recession."
The difference between personal con-

sumption expenditures I what is spent
by consumers ) and disposable personal
income (what is received by consumers) is known as personal net saving.
There has been a lot of talk, a lot of

a drop of 1.0' r from the preceding
quarter. This shows that the consumer
is already dipping into his reserve.
Some of the other indicators lay
bare the importance of the govern-

it loose, among businessmen about the
high rate of personal saving and how
it is the job of business to unclench
the tight fist of the consumer.
In the first place, it is pointed out
by economists, personal net saving does
not refer solely to stocks, bonds, and
money in the bank. It also takes in for

ment's power in affecting the nation's
economic health. Spending for arms
i- an obvious example. A stead]
stream of armament orders, in turn,
affects capital investment in new plants.
Government spending for arms will
reach a high point in the current
i 1952-53) fiscal year and then is expected to decline. It is pointed out,
however, that some of this government
spending is in the nature of payments
to manufacturers for current production or past production. This means
that the miners who dug the coal, the
craftsmen who made the machine tools
and the industrial workers who assembled some of the planes have already
been paid. Now the manufacturer,
who previously borrowed money to
pay his employees, is getting a check
from the government for deliveries.
Over-all capital investment in new
plants and machinery, an important
underpinning for the economy, will be

example, premiums paid on life insurance policies, payments made on appliances and autos, and mortgage payments. In the case of life insurance
policies, the cash value becomes important only when the policy matures
or when a family, in dire need of
money, turns to cashing in the policy
as a last resort. Payments made on
appliances do, to a certain extent, release borrowing potential to the extent
of the payments, but that is still not
money in the bank. And mortgage payments, while they tend to increase the
home owner's equity are not liquid assets until the house is sold or refinanced.
In the second place, mass demand
comes out of current consumer income
since the richest 20% of the nation's
families do 93%
of the saving.
In the third place, economists have
discovered that there is a group of
habitual savers.

high this fall.
•
One of the big questions worrying
economists is what will happen when
government arms orders decrease. Will
business, government and labor manage to put into the consumers' hands
enough money to buy the huge amount
of goods which will be produced with
all these new machines and factories?

The personal net saving figure is important to the extent that it indicates
a cushion for the economy. It is also
important that the percent of saving
during 1951 was higher than at any
time since 1944, when it was an astronomical 24.1%. The percentage figure

Part of this answer depends on the
international situation, part depends on
government tax and spending policies
and. last but not least, part depends
on the ability of American business to

for the first quarter of 1952 was 7. 1' < .

sell goods.

-k * *
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Gold ($18 billion) rush of 1952
U. S. exporters will divide an $18 billion pie this year.
It will be a chunky $3 billion over 1951.
To get their share smart advertisers are placing $60 million in
time and space at home, another $240 million through local distributors1— in all, a mere 1.66% of the $18 billion total.
In contrast, American business as a whole shelled out $6.5 billion2

World map of commercial
radio-TV countries

• >•> O
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♦ •/» *

International
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2.11

— or 4.3% — in advertising (time, talent, and production) to harvest
the $151.2 billion3 Americans spent on consumer goods last year.
Of this. $2.2 billion went for newspapers, $690 million for radio,
$562 million for magazines, $484 million for TV.
How much of the export money is spent on radio is anybody's
guess, sponsor's guess, based on expert opinion, is about 10% or
$30 million, despite the fact that radio is by far the most effective
means of communication in countries burdened with poor roads and
high illiteracy.
What are the facts on the 50 countries permitting commercial advertising byair? Where are the 99 million sets outside the U.S.?
1 Export Advertising Assn. estimate - Amer. Assn. of Adv. Agencies
Printers' Ink estimates 3 Sales Management estimate
(Continued on jollowing page)
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What is the market outlook in each country? What competition do newspapers offer? What's the TV picture?
These questions, and many more, are answered in the
1,400 statistics listed in the accompanying charts.
The radio situation abroad is good. You can now reach
most of the free world over the 1,641 stations in the 50
countries indicated on sponsor's international commercial
radio map. Even if the country has no commercial radio,
you can get your message to its people over such international powerhouses as Radio Luxembourg, Radio
Monte Carlo, Radio Internationale (Tangier), Radio
Lourenco Marques in Mozambique. Radio Goa in Portuguese India, and Radio Ceylon, which is strong enough
to sell Wheaties to the Japanese emperor.
We've left out a few commercial-radio countries for
lack of information but will get them next time. Among
them: Andorra (which broadcasts in French and Spanish
to France and Spain ) , the Belgian Congo, British Kenya,
Formosa (Voice of Free China), and Iran, where commercials are limited sharply. Biggest omission: the
U.S.S.R. because the market is frozen. The Soviet Union
has permitted daily commercials over many of its 100some stations since 1947. Of 13 million receivers, nine
million are wired so Ivan's got to listen to his master's
voice.
Want to "cover" the globe with an hour's program?
One main station in each country would cost you a mere
$5,993.65 As for commercials, you can buy three words
on Radio Cultura de Aracatuba, Sao Paulo, Brazil, for
only lO1/^- Among the cheapest: Radio Commercial,
Ecuador, 6(* for 15 seconds.
Here are 10 tips to the foreign-radio sponsor
1. Don't wait too long to try foreign radio. The "big
rush" to use the air is for three reasons: (a) improved
quality of programing; (b) press limitations (illiteracy,
urban circulation) ; (c) disproportionate rise in press
rates because of newsprint-price advances.
2. Work with station reps, local distributors and local
ad agencies to get the best programs. Use programs in
preference to announcements wherever possible. Too
much triple and quadruple-spotting.
3. Use a reliable export agency.
4. Cut your commercials in the U.S. for better quality,
but watch limitations on this (Chile, Colombia, Venezuela,
etc. ).
5. Know national regulations. (Colombia bars singing
commercials. New Zealand won't let you brag. In Ireland you have to an Irish firm to sell via air.)
6. If currency regulations keep you out, consider local
Mibsidiaries.
7. Don't beat down rates. Result is multiple-spotting.
8. Edit your copy locally for idioms, usage.
9. Use variety programs.
Too many soap operas.
10. Don't ignore TV. It's booming.
What's wrong with radio abroad? (Most common
plaints heard in the trade) :
1. Over-spotting (up to 10 solid minutes).
2. Need for more rate standardization.
3. Poor programs.
4. Little merchandising.
5. Almost no research.
6. Too many stations in small area.
7. Shortage of writers, performers.
BUT — all the experts who were asked agreed:
"Foreign radio is a very good buy!"
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You can sell via radio in the
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1. How big is the foreign market? (commercial radio countries only)
Eng,

COUNTRY

'MILLIONS'
1950'
156,197,000
( 1 Mar. est.)

UNITED
STATES
(For comparison
only)
1

Argentina
Australia

4

Bahamas

5

Barbados

6

Bermuda

3,990,000

Brazil

9

Brit.

52,645,000
420,000

Guiana

Ceylon

13

Colombia

14

Costa

IS

Cuba

76

Oom.

Rica

2,277,000
3,378,000

Ecuador
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79

Greece

20

Guatemala

2,803,000

2 7

Haiti

3,750,000

22

Honduras

1,534,000

23

Hong

24
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25
26
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Jamaica

69,000,000'
7,960,000

2,260,000
46,272,000

Kong

27
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30
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4 1

Soar

42

El

49
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SO
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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672,000
943,000

$

2,150,000
1,018,000
12,320,000

$

Eng
Eng

iMILLIONSi
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'MILLIONS)
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U.S."

LOOK

LANCUACE
Eng

$ 2,007

55

5,530
60

$

112

1,083"

487
1,070
,000'
16
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1,456
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1,550
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$

67
$ 141'
$
188
$ 13243'
$1,1
$

125

$

296

$
$

75
40

627,000

A
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200,000

B
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C
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Rico

D
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Islands

$
$
$
$
$

2,270,000
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■'
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$
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$
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$$
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$
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$
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Trinidad
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$
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$
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Chile
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Bolivia
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Canada
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Angola

2
3

PER
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NATIONAL
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POPULATION

1951

85s
H951
(Canada)1
-English, Hindi, Sinhalese used nationally, many more internationally
'Ceylon I
''47,607,COO
in West
Germany
'Western Zone only
1 Inc Indes Belgium
1

ch, English, Flemish

(Luxem-

bourg I
'English. Malay, Tamil, five Chinese

5
dialects
'"98%
rate
Portuguese
"1949

(Malaya)
English, rest Afrikaans, sepatransmission in Portuguese for
East Asia
(Port India)

"English, French, Dutch, Burmese,
Thai. Kyoyu, Cantonese, Peninsular Malay. Indoesian Malay
(Singapore)
"Portuguese
Asia
iFrench,
Spanish,
English,
Arabic

used'

rNot to be considered part of for(Tangier)
eign market, but listed here for comparison only
"Alaska Broadcasting System estimates Alaska's income at $400 million;
thus per capita income is $2,000
"English, Japanese, Chinese, Filipino,
Korean
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2. What are the facts about radio abroad?
NO.
TIONS
STA-

UNITED
STATES
(For comparison only

4

2,347

1

Angola
Argentina
Australia

53
141

4
5

Bahamas
Barbados

1

6
7

Bermuda
Bolivia

1
26

govt
both
govt

0
1

Brazil

pvt
both

3

both

0
3

Brit. Guiana
Canada

211
1
156

7 7

72

Ceylon
Chile

2
65

73

Colombia

85

14

Costa Rica

28

75

Cuba

88

0
0

135
27

3

700,000

15

1

35,000

15

0

50,000

Germany

23

79
20

Greece
Guatemala

2
17

27
22

Haiti
Honduras

2
3

23
24
25

Hong Kong
Italy
Japan

3

26
27
28

Jamaica
Liberia
Luxembourg

29

Malaya

30

Mexico

37

Monaco

32

Mozambique

33
34

New
Zealand
Nicaragua

28
22

35

Panama

26

36
37

Paraguay
Peru

6
20
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Philippines

6

Portugal
Port. India
Soar

9

pvt
pvt
both
govt
govt

both
govt
pvt
both

Uruguay

50

Venezuela

29
9
12

C

Puerto Rico

25

D

Virgin

2

N. Y.i

pvt

both
pvt
both

8"
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0e

4
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0

44,263''
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2
1

**
0*0*
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0000
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2
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1
2
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2
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govt

0
0
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79,000"
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61
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10

21,450
9,000,000"
0,000**
35
580,000

27,093"
5,000
604,746"

0

53
48
22
27
126
20

1

300,000

0

200,000
12,129"

2

1

105

4
212,450

0
0

1"

d
517
1

5

pvt

49

Islands

both
pvt

8,701,000
7.543,000"
25.000
55,946"

21,000,000**

govt
both
govt

2
45

Hawaii

1"

30
106
55

3

3
3

3

\

0
0
0

7
37

Trinidad

! U. S. TERRITORIES
aAlaska

0
2
3

0

Tangier

5
19
1

25,000

govt
both

48

167
18

10,000

1
12

47

WRUL,

govt

0

39

6
45

143.000
11,592,000"
57,000

govt
both

govt

Spain
Surinam

E

pvt

1

45
46

85
51
357

23,000

78

Singapore
South Africa

2,500,000
35,000

0

pvt

both

43
44

28

500,000

6

El Salvador

30
270

2

35

1 42
.-

11,750
2,010,000"
6,000
10,000
150,000

govt
both

Dom.

I 39
! 40
41

254
150

pvt

Ecuador

7
196

90
2

9,000
1,500,000

0
3

77

2
1

103,000,000

5,000,000
42.000
550,000

both
both

31
139

3
3

10"

76

Republic

0

pvt
both
both
pvt

1■ '

9
70

NO. SETS
PER
1.000
PERSONS

SETS

664

2
3

8

B

WORKS
NET-

OWNERSHIP

0'

COUNTRY

43

285
66

pvt
pvt
pvt

oth erwise
'Medium
wave
l nless
pvt
noted.
Some stations however,
es
ate short and/or long wave
♦'Coverage
in seve ral countr
rates
all opertCapital
city
stat ions;
subject
to frequency discounts
"Short wave

WCBS.
(hr)

New
$125

NICHT

■■Wired
■"Licensei
i receivers only
redistribution
servic ies
dRegona
i/ately
owr ed in British color any)
"■Some si
only (West 4' Germ
'Smalles lort-wave networks e; pri reported
time
segment
s aid;
no
announcem ents

RATESt

TIPS

TO

'seeAllcode
U.S. page
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ADVERTISERS

York— $1,350
H5
sec)«

Station
CR6AA— $28
ihrl
$14 mo 115 sec daily)

Claims

13

mil

people

in

cov- Pas

Market
shrinking
steadily
erage
area (92,772
Cood
market
for U.S.Europeans)

' ""
HCR
IRP
3DB. Melbourne—
$149
ihrl
°
only
subsidiaries
6
$6.72
(3 mini
radio began
Aug
1950
Station
ZNS— $34 02
(hr) Cmrcl
AJY
Many
U.S. products
barred
Rediffusion'— $12.60
(hrl
AJY
due to currency
curbs
High per capita income
Station
ZBM— $36
(hr)
AJY
Radio
Nacional — $20
<hrl Can use 10°o of time for
cmrcls;
most
consumer
MG, PAB
$1.50 ' 50 words!
goods
imported
Only 8% of profits exportable; \ac
Station
PRA-— $432
(hr)
$5.40 (15 words)
still U.S.'s 2nd biggest mkti
Many
US.
products
barred
AJY
Station
ZFY— $21
(hr)
Besthomes
U.S. market, 940/0 radio
DC
JHM
W&C,
CFRB.
Toronto— $180
( l/2
hr) $30 (15 sec)
Radio
blankets
2 continents; Par
Radio
Ceylon — $165
<hr>
Coop.
Vitalicia — $4.47
(20 Must
record
ancmnts
locally. m,0
PAR
S$|<
'
goods barred
most consumer
words)
Nuevo Mundo — $120 'hr)
TAD
Price controls out
ICWM
MG
Better market
dad' MG
$3.07 ( 15 sec)
than last yr
;AJY
PAB
Alma
Tica,
San
Jose — $3
(hr) $.18 (30 sec)
CWM,
MG
CMQ — Net, 17
sta) — $712
Mature,
competitive
radio
''2 hrl $49 (15 sec)
market;
high standards
Hin-Hiln— $15 (hr) $.25
2,000 sets 1938; no foreign
Mr
PAR

AJY

"-'.

(30
Radio

(hr)

sec)
Comercial — $7.56
$.06 (15 sec)

exchangeto U.S.
shortage
Imports
rose

M^'
CWM

in yr

Spot ancmnts only on a few
Little
cmrl expanding
radio activitymarket
stations;

Voz
de Guatemala — $60
Watch
coffee prices, Govt
(hr) $1 (15 sec)
fight with United
Fruit
Station
4VM— $18
(hr)
No Govt curbs; business
Radio
Monserrat — $30
(hr) No govt curbs; road-building
U.S.helping
$.65 (30 sec)
country
licensing
strict
Rediffusion'-— $20 (hr) $5
U.S. imports jumped 1 /3 in yr
Booming;
16 cmrcl
stations
being
established

rMD
MG
'

1

MG

PAR

AJY,
PAB
AJY. CWM
AJY

CWM,

GB
AJY
MG,
PAB

NTS, AJY, HGO

PAB

MG,
PAB
in 1947- MG,

Radio Coa — $132
(hr) $8
Radio
Saarbrucken — $116
(l/2 hr) $43 (20 sec)
Radio
Mil Cicuenta — $28.60
(hr) $1 (15 sec)
Rediffusion' — $32
(hr)
Springbok
Network — $300
(hr) $12 (20 sec)

PAB

PAR

Radio
$.83
Radio
<Vi
Radio

Radio America— $39 C/2 hr) 525,000
in yr radios added
$.98
(15 sec)
50, a free market
DZRH,
Manila— $250
(hr) Imports from U.S. up to 40%
$25 (20 sec)
Under
firm
Govt
supervision

MG

PAB

AJY

Mundial — $16
(hr)
[Minor
curbs
only
(30 sec)
Cont., Panama — $15
!No curbs;
stations
tripled
hr) $1.30 (15 sec)
since 1946
La Capital — $35. 64 (hrl Dramatic programs best bet

SSK
'

~PAR

Radio
Jamaica — $44.10
(hr) Many
U.S. products
barred
Station
ELBC — $1 (mini
jNo radio before 1951
Radio
Luxembourg — $1,429
Best way to reach France,
(hr.) $343
(15 mini'
Belgium.
England
Rediffusion'' — $20 (hr) $5
Radio
Malaya
serves Singapore
(30 sec)
and Malaya
XEX,
Mexico
City— $220
XEX
(500,000
wattsl
most
(hr)
$7
(30 sec)
powerful
in world
Radio
Monte
Carlo — $348
Claims
225 mil people
in
d/4 hr) $174
(5 min)
coverage
area
Lourenco
Marques — $80.88
Covers South Africa, Rhodesias,
(1/2 hr) $9.70 (30 words)
some Belgian Congo
Severe
import
curbs

MG,

PAB, AJY

PAB,

AJY

PAB,

AJY

PAB,
PAB
PAB
PAB

MR

MG,

PAB

50 mil people in coverage area
No

trade

curbs;

market

open

IMost1950 U.S. goods barred
Sold out since inauguration

AJY
PAB

Business somewhat
better than PAB
PZH,
Paramaribo— $1. 50
PAB
in 1951
(25 words)
Radio International — $20 (15 Covers
North
Africa, Spain
min) $3 (25 words)
MG
AJY
Radio
Trinidad — $36.75
Many
U.S. currency
products curbs
barred
due to
(hr) $3.60
(45 sec)
U.S. imports
doubled
in yr
Radio
Carve
$67.50
(hr.)
$.56 (20 sec)
Radiodifusora
$120

660
140,000
106,000"
150,000

SAMPLE

MG, PAB
(Vi

hr)

U.S.'s 4th

best

Latin

market

U.S. flag
Fastest
growing
market
under
Alaska
Bcstng.
System' —
$202.35
'hr)
$17.25
(20
64,000
radio homes
in 1939;
Station
KCU— $112.50
(hr)
$15 (30 sec)
— 1 18°0 1939; radio
Hadgrowth
6 stations
Station WAPA— $100
(hr)
most effective
medium
Stations
cover Leeward
Is.,
Station
(hr)
$9 (15WSTA—
sec)k $2550
eastern
Puerto
Rico, others
$1.05
(30 sec)
Estimates
audience
50,000
$250
'. 1,2 hr) $35 (1 min)
Europe.
125,000
Latin
Amc-ic»
-Class B time
•'Alaska
Bcstng.
System
estimate:
106,000
'6 stations
'Stations affiliated with Continental
U. S networks
lC\er
Puerto
Rican
Network
(3

ARS, JCF, DAS, SAW
(see

page

233)

IAP, MG, ES, AJY, PAB
CWM,
None

PAB,

AJY

stations)
•Only
privately
owned,
operated
"Commercial"
short-wave
station
in
U.S.; broadcasts
daily to Europe
(5
languages),
Latin
America
(2
languages) ;
transmitters
in
Scituate,
Mass

American
cross section
abroadof grouped
3. How do newspapers compare with radio abroad?* sponsors
COUNTRY

NO.
DAILIES

UNITED STATES
(For comparison
only)

1,773

— ______
1

Angola

2

_

—

3
4

Bahamas

542

5

Barbados

1

6

Bermuda

2

6,000
13,000
12,600

7

Bolivia

9

56,000

Brazil

9
10

British

1 1

14

77
78

77

3

1,500,000
17,000

94

3,446,915

Colombia

39

55
27
88

Costa

379

73,500

33

450,000

3

40,000

Rica

Republic

25
162

85,000

60

16,500,000
800,000

Guatemala

6

50,000

27

Haiti

6

22
23

Honduras

2

24,500
14,500

Hong
Italy

5

79

Greece

20

Kong

Japan
Jamaica

26

98
130

29

Luxembourg
Malaya

30

Mexico

65,000

5

130,000

31

Mozambique
New

19

151,000

98

1,185,000

Zealand

36
37
38

48
12

688,000

Panama
Paraguay

II

43.700
90000

3

17.000

Peru

41

320.000

Philippines

20
33

480.000

Portugal

40
39

Port.

41
42
43

2

Soar
El Salvador

129
19
121

46

Spain
Surinam

47
48

Tangier
Trinidad

49

Uruguay

50

Venezuela

18
87
25
238
102

4,000
9,846

$
$

8,539
26,415
140,000

421,121

.80
.60

Alaska

B

Hawaii

C

Puerto
Virgin

Islands

$

.80

$

1.30
Footc, Cone
Armour Cr Co.
Hallicrafters

$ 8.35
$ 1.20

& Assoc.

&

Belding

Int.

$ 9.10
100,000
138,000

$ 3.60

65,790

$

19,084
44,500

$ 2.00
$ 1.20

225,000

Foreign
Advertising
Best Foods

$ 4.00

2 1 ,000

$

.80

Gotham

&

Service

Bureau

Advertising

A. C. Barnes Co., Inc. (medicinals)
Ex-Lax
The
Collins Co. (agricultural tools)

1.35
Andrew

Jergens

28,000
6
II
98
47
224

6,000
7,800

$

1.25

$
$

.70
1.00

Jergens-Woodbury
Forhan's
Maple Island (dry milk)
Red Rock Co. of South America
Zonite Products

450,000

International

1,895,228
54,335

Advertising

(beverages)

Agency

Anglo American
Drug
Dr. A. W. Chase Medicine

J. M. Mathcs
Canada Dry Ltd.

441
48
30
211,850

Canada Dry Dc Cuba
McCann-Erickson
Coca-Cola

365
37
118
13

39
58
25

140,000
12,000

Home

67,500
1 12,000

1 31
13

820,000

68

18,000
110,000
96,000

56

10,300

2

20,000
48,600

55
133
80

2
31

300,000

42,062
1.20

$ 3.85

54,630

P. Lorillard
National Carbon
Norwich Pharmacal
Packard Motor
Prest-O-Lite
Pro-phy-lac-tic Brush

$ 2.43

Ruppert Brewing
Warner-Hudnut

$ 2.25

Westinghouse

4

30,800
145,000

5

158,000
2,000

Electric

Robert Otto & Co.

216

10,070

317
73

76,715

Campbell Soup
$

74

3

Service

Criffin
Lambert Pharmacal
Lever Bros.

102,190
65

iKolynos)

Borden
Electric Auto-Lite
Esterbrook Pen
Coodall Fabrics

170

400,000

International

National
Export Advertising
American Safety Razor

$ 5.00

$

1,570,000

Products

R. J. Reynolds
Schenlcy
(Blatz beer)
Standard Oil of New Jersey

25,000

58,834
2,000

FOOTNOTE:
'Based
on World
Communications — Press, Radio.
Film, Television
Albert A. Shcat and Editor 6 Publisher International Yearbooks, 1951, 1952.

1.40
Humphreys

$ 3.92
$ 2.50
$ 0.58

(UNESCO,

edited

by

Medicine

S. C. Johnson & Sons
Ceorge W. Luft (lipstick, powder, rouge)
Miles Laboratories
Miles Laboratories. Ltd., Canada
Miles Laboratories, Pan American
Northam Warren Corp. (nail polish, deodorant)
Lydia

232

Camble

Dillon-Cousins

13

3

7
Rico

&

Colgate- Pa Imolive-Peet
Home Products International

TERRITORIES

A

0

Procter

$ 6.20

29
U. S.

Compton
Advertising
Campbell Soup

$13.31

500,000

India

Singapore
South
Africa

44
45

-

3

Nicaragua
34
35

—

& Currier

Eno, Scott & Browne
Potter Drug & Chemical

$ 2.00

Monaco

32
33

4,500,000
18,423,000

2

Liberia

27
28

- - - —

408,590

16,000

200,000

Ecuador
Germany

24
25

340
64
14
42

456,000
600,000

Dom.

—

$42.70

340,000
209
455

7

Cuba

16

by their agencies
Atherton

2,251,430

- -

_

30
245
80

Ceylon
Chile

15

3,460,000
3,600,000

220
Guiana

Canada

12
13

_

INCH
RATE

CIRC. TOP
DAILY

3
180

Argentina
Australia

8

346

54,017,938

_ _ _

_

COPIES
PER 1,000
PERSONS

TOTAL
CIRC.

E. Pinkham

SPONSOR

ing

F. & M. Schaefer
Standard Brands Int. (margarine)
U. S. Rubber Export (footwear only)

4. What is the TV picture abroad?
(Only countries

Thompson

station:

Carter Products
Kraft
Mentholatum
& Co.

Artistic Foundations
Dodds Medicine
Colden State (dairy products)
McKesson tj Robbins
Mennen

Pierce's Proprietary
Pillsbury
Reid Murdoch (canned foods)
Schlitz
Seagram
(liquor)
Weldon Farm Products
Wildroot
Wesley Associates (formerly
Advertising
Ltd.)
Gillette

(using Radio Luxembourg)

Young

&

Dorland

Rubicam

SAMPLE
Air
Build0

Canada

0
0
0
3
0

0
0
1
2

4
12
1
1
4
1

87

Cuba
Colombia1'

0
6

1
2

8

9

Dom.

0

1
2
3
4
5

Argentina
Australia
Bahamas
Bermuda
Brazil

6

Republic

On1

7101

Great
Britain'
Guatemala

0

7723
14

Japan
Italy"
Mexico

6

75
16
17

Peru
Spain
Uruguay

18

Venezuela

0
0
0
108

UNITED
STATES
(For comparison only)

Bristol-Myers
Continental
Foods
Ceneral Foods

Planned

1

„ .
3,500

govt

15,000
80,000

qovt

RATES

TORONTO STATION
$1,600
(hr.)
$240
(20 sec.)

govt
CMQ-TV
$216

70,000

$32.50

govt

1
0
0
1
II

NIGHT

' Owner-

1,000
1,200,000

1
4
22
20

1
0
1
1
0

1,500
30,000

2

govt
pvt

govt
pvt
govt
pvt
govt
govt

NET (5 Sta.)
(l/2hr.)
(20 sec.)

pvt

XHTV,

MEXICO

$150 (hr.)

CITY

$13 (I5sec.)

WNBT,
NEW
YORK
*775
sec.)
$3,750(20 (hr.)

govt

17,500,000"

Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Hunt Foods

U. S. TERRITORIES
A
Hawaii
B
Puerto Rico

Johnson & Johnson
Life Savers
Lipton

0
0

0
1

1
2
2,000"

*U. S. State Dept. estimates total sets outside U. S. at 2.5 million by Oct.
952.
tCoes on air in September
(Monl
rates lower).
"Undecided on commercials
bDue to go on air late July or August

Cluett, Peabody (Sanforized division)
Singer Sewing Machine
Time Inc.

pvt
govt
govt
pvt
cExpected to accept commercials
in time
4d
dl experimental
cl Vatican station,
'Experimental
p2vt experimental
si 2 expected to be on air by end of year
hl July estimate

1"

Vladimir

COUNTRY

commercials)
Sc'S
Sh,p

3"

Irvin

permitting

1'

J. Walter

pvt
pvt

5. U. S. reps for radio & TV stations abroad

lf

(with explanatory initials used on Chart 2)
ARS — Alaska Radio Sales
17 East 42nd St., New York 17
GB — Guv Bolam
175 Fifth Ave., New York 10
HCB — Howard C. Brown Co.
6059 Melrose Ave., Hollywood
38, Cal.
CWM — Clark-Wandless-Mann. Inc.
205 E. 42nd St., New York 17
DC — Donald Cooke. Inc.
551 Fifth Ave., New York 17 (also Chicago, Los
Angeles, Cleveland, Detroit, San Francisco)
JCF — James C. Fletcher. Jr.
60 West 46th St., New York 36
MG — Melchor Guzman Co.. Inc.
45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20
IAP — Inter- American
Publications, Inc.
41 East 42nd St., New York 17
KA — Katz Agency. Inc.
488 Madison
Ave., New York 22 (also Chicago,
Detroit, Kansas City, Atlanta, Dallas, San Francisco, Los Angeles)
SSK — S. S. Koppe & Co., Inc.
630 Fifth Ave., New York 20
JHM — Joseph Hershey McGillvra, Inc.
366 Madison
Ave., New York 17 (also Chicago,
Los Angeles, San Francisco)

SPONSOR thanks — the following individual;
and organizations for helping gather the material
for these charts:
Steve Mann, Tom Malone, John Carter, Adam J.
Young, Jr., Inc.; Art Cordon, Tom Leary, Al
Alperton, Pan American Broadcasting Co.;
Charles Soden, Roy Smith, Alaska Radio Sales;
Peter McCurk, Weed & Co; Guy Bolam; Al
Martinez, Vincent Ramos, Melchor Guzman Co. ;
S. S. Koppe & Co.; Katz Agency; Regina Marrus.

II August issue of SPONSOR

MR — Media Representatives, Inc.
270 Park Ave., New York 17
HGO — Harlan G. Oakes & Associates
672 S. Lafayette Park Place. Los Angeles, Cal.
(also, Chicago, San Francisco, New York)
1STS — ISational Times Sales
17 East 42nd St., New York 17 (also Chicago, Los
Angeles)
PAB — Pan American Broadcasting Co.
17 East 42nd St., New York 17 (also Chicago, Los
Angeles)
JBP — Joshua B. Powers, Inc.
345 Madison Ave.. New York 17
DAS — Duncan
A. Scott
Mills Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
ES — Edwin Seymour, Inc.
270 Park Ave., New York 17
GAW — Gilbert A. Wellington
5546 White-Henry-Stuart Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
AJY — Adam J. Young. Jr.. Inc.
22 East 40th St., New York 16 (also Chicago, St.
Louis, Los Angeles)
W&C — Weed & Co.
350 Madison
Ave., New York 17 (also Chicago,
Detroit. San Francisco, Boston. Hollywood, Atlanta)

Broadcast Advertising Bureau; Young & Rubicam;
UN Statistical Office; Chemical Bank & Trust
Co., N. Y. ; Export Advertising Assn.; Amer.
Assn. of Adv. Agencies; Amer. Newspaper Publishers Assn.; Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co, Forgn.
Adv. Dept. ; U. S. Dept. of Commerce, N. Y.
Office; Consular Offices of Brazil, Liberia, New
Zealand, Germany, South Africa, Ireland; Natl.
Forgn. Trade Council; A. William Oliver, Jr.
Joshua B. Powers, Inc.; Fernando Eleta, Radio
Programas Continental,
Panama;
Louis Hernan-

REPS FOR HAWAIIAN

STATIONS

Walter Biddick Co.
1151 S. Broadway, Los Angeles 15, Cal.
Derney & Co.
535 Fifth Vve . New York 17
Free & Peters. Inc.
cisco)
444 Madison Ave., New York 22 (also Chicago,
Atlanta, Detroit, Ft. Worth, Hollywood, San FranW. C. Grant Co.. Inc.
703 Market Street. San Francisco, Cal. (also I <>s
Angeles, New York, Chicago)
George P. Hollingbery Co.
307 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 111. (also New
York, Atlanta, San Francisco, Los Angeles)
Katz Agency
(address above)
Tracy Moore & Associates
6381 Hollywood St., Hollywood,
Western Radio Sales
79 Post St., San Francisco, Cal.
Adam J. Young. Jr., Inc.
(address above)

Cal.

dez de Hita, CMQ, Havana; Edwin Seymour.
Inc.; James C. Fletcher, Jr.; Irwin Vladimir &
Co. The following publications were used:
World Communications (UNESCO, Albert A
Shea,
editor); Broadcasting;
Dun & Export
Bradstreet's
Intl. Markets;
Editor & Publisher;
Trade
& Shipper; Facts on File; New York Herald
Tribune; New York Times; Printers' Ink; Sales
Management UN Statistical Yearbook; World
Almanac.

trill contain section devoted to Canada radio and TV
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Page

Alaska
Radio Sales
Arktex Stations
Assoi iated
Press
Associated

Program

Batten,
Barton,
Broadcast
Musk.

_

Service

_

Detroit
Cincinnati

1 ilniuMc

KRRK
rfr&iHteU

"Pte^enned Station

• T. K. Barton, Vice-Pres. & General Manager
• Julian F. Haas. Commercial Manager
• National Representatives. Ed. Petry & Co.

Ernest A. He lines
Big Reseurcr Man
Marschalk & ity.
Pratt
New York C
Dere Ernie:
Folk s down

here iz so xcited these

fiP">Li

t days
in
Class
cause AAA
we're
baseball
now

\ u»

along with Minneypolis, Louiseville, K. C, and
Milwakey.
Thats
a good crowd for

a;**

rl
,
1
1
r

m

li
II
\1^cpH
m *

<H

»

Ix

oar ('.has. Senators to be with.
Hit jist goes to
show
thet
you
can't tell a markit by the population in the main
city, Mm
her to
look at the hole
area.
Esso
hez
knowed about the
hole
area,
lor

.!>

go/n' on II \eres
1 WCHS
haz bin

v can i in' tli Esso
Reporter.
Theyres
lots oj
bizness
.7o« » here
with
coal
and
chemic es ant ! // C/YS ,<///, 5000 at 580
iz the way to cocer it. Yrs.,
llgy.

w c
Charlc
234

H S

ston,

W. Va.

Foote,

3
163
198
..51,52,53
158,159
...
...... 14

Inside Back

Don
Lee
DuMonl
Film Sales
DuMonl
Network

czmna

168

Durstine & Osborn
Inc. ..

( aravel 1 ilms
CBS
Radio
Network...
CBS-TV
S
Sales
( 1(1. Montreal
CKLW,
Crosley,

226
86
88, 89

-

_ 220
Cover
17,18
197
130

...

195

Cone

and

lidding

....

13

Georgia
[~rio
Goodman,
Harry
Housewive's

Protective

Intercollegiate

224
4
League

Broadcasting

61

System

71

KARK,
Little Rock
KBIG, Los Angeles
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KVOO T/fotfAqain

Adding new lustre to a long record of
"firsts" in radio broadcasting is the
"KVOO AREA DEVELOPMENT
DEPARTMENT". Believing
responsibilities extend into the
well as the present, and that
and opportunities of the area

that our
future as
the needs
we serve

■■

COMPLETED

W&

AUTHORIZED
APPROVED

8

CURRENT
PROJECTS
TULSA
AREA
WATER DEVELOPMENT

)

can be helped through better coordination of area efforts and interests, KVOO

Above map shows tremendous lake development in
Eastern Oklahoma, Western Arkansas and Southwest
Missouri where outstanding recreational and industrial
opportunities are now being realized. This represents
but a part of vast water and power resources available
in KVOO area.

established this new, full time department May 15th.
Headed by Tom DeVore, formerly
KVOO Program Director, the KVOO Area Deevelopment Department is now busily at work
in cooperation with chambers of commerce, civic
clubs, vacation and recreational groups, and other
organizations whose prime interests are building
a greater Southwest.

service which makes advertising heard on this

This is the kind of broadminded, unselfish service

station have a great "plus value" for sponsors.
If you want to put your product advertising first
in this market use the first station in the area . . .

which has built Oklahoma's Greatest Station to
its present enviable stature. It is the kind of

It's KVOO,
Station!

RADIO

STATION
NSC

EDWARD
50,000

of course, Oklahoma's

PETRY

AND

CO.,

KVOO

AFFILIATE

INC.

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

WATTS
OKLAHOMA'S
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Greatest

CREATEST

STATION

TULSA.

OKLA
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personalities, as a rule, gain such acceptance for themselves as to insure
faith in what they say about a product.

SPEAKS

When you're in the buyer's seat in
advertising, there's no more pleasurable feeling than being equipped with
the right tools; like having within your
reach basic facts about the medium,
the latest developments in each lacet
and corner of the field, maps, price tabulations with handy descriptive data,
and other things that it takes to go
about the job of making shrewd recom endations ordecisions. We think
that this year's Fall Facts issue offers
all that, and more, neatly wrapped up
in a concise, comprehensive package.
Guesswork never makes a good substitute for well marshalled facts. We
believe that Mr. Advertiser and Mr.

2. Look into late night TV participating programs — An overwhelming
number of stations program up to midnight and beyond and participations in
the film shows have proved a noteworthy buy for all types of products
directed at adults (see 21 April SPONSOR, page 28).
3. Scan the list of network radio
shows — Some of them have seen consistently successful sponsored service
and can be had at an attractive price.
You'll also find a few that have recently been debuted sustaining-wise,
which could entice the audience you
want and at the right price. Buying a
program with a track record is the line
of least resistance, but you can never
tell but what one of the newcomers is
more in keeping with current tastes or
preferences.

CUIDE TO FALL BUYINC
Spread over the five question-amianswer sections of this 236-page Fall
Facts issue, sponsor's sixth, are tips
on what radio and TV have available
for sponsorship this fall, tips on good
buys, and hundreds

of facts that can

be of immeasurable

aid when buving.

Highlighted in the issue, are the

Agencyman can't help but find something of practical and immediate value
to him within these covers, and out of
this discovery will come a natural urge
to roam through the various sections,
examining research charts, tables on
costs and spending.
Out of the massive collection of "tips
to sponsors" that sponsor's editorial
staff has garnered, the following are
but a sample:
1. Get in early with your orders for
morning radio time — Agencies report
that they're finding the situation tight
on most of the top stations. The once
considered more or less "marginal
hours" between 6:00 and 9:00 a.m.
continue to grow in value and there's
a marked move to hike the rates here
via reclassification of time. .Accounts
like Silver Star blades find the stretch
between 6:00 and 8:00 a rich vein not
merelj in terms of impact but dollar
value. Opportunities for a sponsor to
get an effective sell on these morning
man participating shows are getting
•keener all the time, since the presiding
236

basics — radio, television, and international, sponsor this year for the first
time presents a TV

Basics, which in

itself covers 12 pages. Radio Basics
this year covers 15 pages more than
last year. Indicative of its popularity is the fact that the reprint of
last year's Radio
30,000 copies.

Basics sold over

Highlighted on this j/age are several of the buying opportunities
charted in this Fall Facts issue.

4. Consult sponsor's film shows
cliart — There are quite a number here
with solid track records, half and
quarter-hour films tailored for TV that
can provide read\ access to stations
where the schedules are more or less
taut. Included are shows of radio
origin whose film versions have been
taring well on a national account's
rather limited network lineup. You'll
find this chart I starts page 189) comes
in handy under your desk-glass or in
your file if and when the problem of

film buying
brought up.

or

recommendation

is

5. Inquire about the availability of
syndicated radio shows — You'll encounter lots of topnotch fare that has
racked up substantial audiences and
performed crack selling jobs. The buying pattern is tailored to your own requirements, either regional or local.
6. Check on the availability of wellgrooved late evening news on local radio stations — A leading news sponsor
of national proportions here and there
has let go of news periods that have
done him yeoman service through the
year to tackle TV, but the odds are that
these radio niches still pack plenty of
punch for the money.
7. Keep yourself apprised of the
TV homemakers and interview programs— This type of show, which spans
the clock from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00
p.m., usually proves effective for both
high acceptability and product turnover for those who are primarily interested in the housewife market. Pride
in local personalities appears to be a
major factor in giving the type a quick
build, and buy.
as a rule it's a specially
economical
This issue is the biggest and most
fact-packed in the history of sponsor's
Fall Facts series. It takes you through
all stages of the radio business, network and spot, incisively covering
trends, characteristics, the way each
can be bought, and program opportunities.
For the advertiser who is film-minded there's an up-to-the-minute review
of the field from all angles, a lookaround at trends and programs.
An innovation in this sixth Fall
Facts issue is an international section,
called International Basics. It will be
read with interest not onlv in this country but in many other countries
throughout the world. It represents the
most factual study yet published on
international advertising with specific
relation to air advertising. It contains
about 1,400 facts and covers 50 countries plus U. S. territories and possessions. Included is market data on
radio-TV, newspapers, station reps, advertisers, and agencies in the international advertising field.
We hope that Fall Facts proves as
profitable in your everyday business
operations as we found its preparation
exhilarating.
SPONSOR

Mzetyoc/r

Who is he? He's the American Farmer, the
current American capitalist. He's the real
owner of his own business — and farming is big
business today.
He makes a lot, he saves a lot, he spends a lot.
He's your best prospective customer.
One-tenth of all these prosperous prospects for your
product live in WLW-Land— One-tenth of America.
The best way to reach them is by Radio . . . and the most
effective and economical radio in this area is WLW.
The full story of "Your Best Customer" —
all the facts and figures— is on film. Ask to see it.

WLW

The Nation's Station

BONUS
in Washington
When you buy WWDC in Washing-ton, you get a great big free bonus
audience! A special survey by Pulse — made when no baseball or other
special broadcasts were on the air — shows that WWDC has by far the
largest out-of-home audience in the Washington area.
Out of 504 time periods measured by Pulse, WWDC was first 302
times, and tied for first 147 times. In other words, WWDC dominates this
audience 94% of the time.
And this out-of-home audience is big. U. S.
Government figures show that the Washington
market has 244,067 automobiles with radios.
This big bonus audience that WWDC
delivers advertisers is just one more reason
why WWDC

is the Washington station that

sells goods.
Your JOHN

BLAIR man will give

you all the details about WWDC's
dominant position in this always-rich
market. Call him soon.
REPRESENTED

BY

JOHN

BLAIR

&

CO.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

I 22

,
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In Los Angeles . . .

RADIO

REACHES

JUST

1% LESS

Shooting for bigger sales in Los Angeles?
Radio is your most effective weapon. Because 99%
of all homes in metropolitan Los Angeles are radio
homes. And of all Los Angeles radio stations, KNX
scores highest, winning 41% more 14 -hour firsts
than all other Los Angeles stations combined. (At
night, when TV viewing is at its peak, KNX

=RIL
SOURCES

PULSE.

MARCH

APRIL

1952

• TELEPULSE.

THAN

delivers 14.2% more families than the average TV

2o

station, too . . . at less than half the cost.*) You're
sure to hit your sales target 99 times out of
100 when you use 50,000-watt KNX.
call us or CBS Radio Spot Sales.

For details,

KNX

Los Angeles • CBS Owned
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
(*CLASS

1952
SROS.

EVERYBODY!

MAY

1952

3MB

1949

A

■JUTE BREAKSj

"COST

TOO

MUCH",

they said ... until

people started

ttkmkfa\i)\
A certain manufacturer makes a tractor brake requiring
original factory installation on new tractors. It can
not be used for replacement.
This brake is exceptionally high quality . . . and has
an unusual safety factor . . . but is somewhat

more costly,

so most tractor manufacturers hesitated to use it.
Their costs had already sky-rocketed . . . and they didn't
think farmers would pay more for tractors with
these better brakes. As a result, these brakes
were available on only twenty-three 1950 models.
An intensive advertising campaign on WLS "sold" the
idea and advantages of these better brakes to
farmers . . . and the demand

thus created readily convinced

leading tractor manufacturers. As a result, these brakes
were offered on forty-eight 1952 models...
and the brake manufacturer had $3,000,000 in orders.

WLS GETS RESULTS .
AUTOMOTIVE
Jf&i the
SUPPLY INDUSTRY

If you have a product or service of merit . . . you'll find
the vast WLS audience equally receptive and
responsive to sound reason and sincere appeal.
Better see your John Blair man or contact us today. . .
and add yours to the growing list of success stories
being developed for WLS

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK

advertisers the nation over.

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

Vick's new cold
syrup headed for
spot radio-TV

Cigarettes spend
only 2/5 cent per
pack for advertising

Ennds
now

air budget
$3,000,000

Multiple sponsors
better for
conventions?

Longines may
be looking
Film trend spurs
executive transfers

Telemeter points
to Telethon
as fee-TV success

Survey holds
stations
responsible

for TV morals

Vick Chemical will use heavy radio and TV spot campaign this fall for
its new cough syrup, Cetamin.
Schedule of one-minute radio announcements will take in major and secondary markets.
TV lineup provides
for about 20 markets.
Use of both media will be coast to coast.
-SR0. Parker

McComas,

Philip Morris

president,

disclosed

at stockholders*

meeting cigarette industry's average for advertising^ is but twofifths of cent per package.
He cited this fact in relating industry's
efforts to get tax relief and "a Congressman's" rejoinder industry
could absorb tax increases by dropping advertising.
McComas stated
Federal Government gets $1,500,000 annually from cigarettes; states
and cities, $500,000,000.
-SRPearson Drug spending over $5,000, 000 in radio-TV for Ennds during
next 12 months, concentrating on network shows.
Includes Inner Sanctum, My Friend Irma, Police Story, all CBS, and Lights Out, NBC.
-SRRadio-TV experts of Democratic National Committee believe networks
erred in selling Chicago Convention sponsorship to single classification of advertiser (appliances) and each network to single sponsor.
They thought each network should have had multiple sponsorship for variety in commercials.
(Cross-section of trade opinion on commercial
treatment during convention broadcasts appears on page 24. )
-SRTrade buzzing with report Longines-Wittnauer Watch
switch.
Account now with Victor A. Bennett Co.

open to agency

-SRIncreased transfer of executive personnel from New York to Hollywood
by ad agencies, syndicators and others to meet stepped-up trend toward
film shows.
Among syndicators latest switch is Herbert Gordon, Ziv
vice president in charge production, who will make Hollywood his base
of operations indefinitely.
(See article covering economics of trend
toward film programs on page 19. )
-SRInternational Telemeter Corp. is citing as proof of boxoffice soundness for its fee-TV system — which is-pay-as-you-see — experience of
recent Bob Hope-Bing Crosby fund-raising Telethon.
(Over $1,000,000
pledged but relatively small portion redeemed.)
Comments Telemeter:
"The Q.E.D. seems to be that entertainment, no matter where it is
sold, must be sold for cash."
-SRWoodbury College, in California survey dealing with TV's impact on
viewers' daily habits, found 55% set owners polled thought stations
should be responsible for moral standards TV programs ; 28% said it was
up to advertiser.
On query whether they would pay $1 to see telecast
of major sports event in theater, 73% voted "no", but 55% answered
they would pay that sum if sports telecast were in home.
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Radio specialists
head key spots
in NBC

KFEL-TV
within

merger

on air
10 days

of permit grant

TNT

sets up

division
meetings

for

telecast

for 28 Julv

1952

Nature realignment NBC organizational setup proving somewhat of puzzler to trade.
Especially with regard assignment direction of radioTV merged top key departments — sales and programing — to two radio
specialists, John K. Herbert and C.iarles C. Barry, sales and program
vice presidents, respectively.
Under merger all NBC TV and radio
operations both report to still another radio man, Frank White, general manager. Only explanation trade observers seem able conjure up
for this concentration of authority in radio specialists is it could
represent gesture of assurance to NBC radio affiliates.
Chain of
command has White reporting to Sylvester L. Weaver, Jr., who in turn
reports to Joseph H.McConnell, NBC president.
-SRKFEL-TV, Denver, went on air (21 July) 10 days after it got construction permit, setting record among TV Stations.
Station had purchased
equipment many months before, and, after CP grant came through for
channel 2, it prevailed upon FCC to give it special temporary authorization. This may be beginning of series quick starts from among
latest CP grantees.
-SRTheater Network Television has created a new division, Theater TeleSessions, to handle closed circuit live broadcasts of dealer, stockholder and institutional meetings.
Division will be directed by Victor L. Ratner, former CBS advertising-promotion head and lately Macy's
ad director.
-SR-

BAB, Pulse
offer data on
out-of-home
listening

Negro radio
wins strong
listener loyalty

Bing Crosby
selling TV film
through CBS

Broadcast

Advertising

Bureau,

in brochure

on auto sets, estimates

count now around 24,500,000.
This is 65% of nation's 57,000,000 automobiles. Pulse survey of "going to work habits" (conducted in May
1952) found that 842,750 persons in Los Angeles area, 74% of them
traveling by auto, listen to radio while going to work.
New York area
study by Pulse gave this type of listening count as 907,960, with portion who travel by auto given as only 26%.
-SR~
Increasing numbers of sponsors are beaming messages to Negroes via
radio stations which set aside all or part of programing for Negro
listeners.
Stations have developed standing in Negro communities by
deft combination of entertainment and public service programing. WEAS,
Decatur, Ga. , for example, has programed for Negroes since going on
air in July 1947.
Station won citation for show which was credited
with bringing about 58% decrease in juvenile delinquency.
By such
community-minded actions, Negro-appeal stations win listening and buying loyalty. (Section covering Negro radio starts on page 29.)
-SRCBS-TV Film Sales has taken over the sales representation of Bing
Crosby Enterprises* TV film Productions.
Properties include Crown
Theatre, The Hank McCune Show, Rebound and The Chair on the Boulevard.
-SR-

C

& W
survey
shows viewing

grows with length
of set ownership

Cunningham & Walsh's Fifth Annual Videotown Survey just
discounts theory that longer family has TV set the less
watching it. According to survey, older sets are in use
5 hours daily and viewers in general are staying up half
than last year to watch TV.

completed
time it spends
for average
hour later

SPONSOR

THROUGHOUT
6 A.M. TO

THE

WCCO

AREA...

MIDNIGHT... 7 DAYS

A WEEK.

WCCO
-delivers, on the average,
a 32% bigger audience
delivers a bigger audience
during 3 out of
every 4 quarter-hours
-than the total audience
of the next 30 stations in
the area combinedat one-sixth the cost!

Source: WCCO

Listener Diory, concluded by Benson and Benson, Inc.
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ARTICLES
Ss the rush to film shows economically sound?
19

Some say film's high quality with the opportunity for amortizing costs through
reruns make it a sponsor's best bet. Others are skeptical. Here are both sides

MEN,

Stocks on the air
Something's happening to Wall Street — the Market is going middle class. Part
of the credit for broadening the securities market must go to increased use of
radio by brokers who are now finding radio produces leads at low cost

MR.
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by sponsors in practically all categories

l%eyro radio: 2®0-plus specialist stations
Outlets for programing pinpointed at the Negro market are on the increase.
is the amount and quality of research they supply to advertisers

Neyro radio: a picture summary
Popping
out of these
vitality as a medium

N. P. Hutson

SECTION

The Neyro market: $15,000,000,000
Recent strides, social
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RENEW

COMMERCIAL

opinions about convention commercials and their effectiveness. Most provocative were the comments of radio-TV consultants to the Democratic
Party

6

P. S.

MR.

queried a cross-section of advertisers and agency executives to get
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NEW
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is a visual

So
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of its strenyth
explanation

of

Negro

Selliny to Neyroes: don't talk down

36

Using "Uncle Tom" approach wins an advertiser nothing but scorn. Tieing in with
established local personalities is the key to successful selling

JMeyro results stories: rich yield for all clients
Local advertisers
proved that the trick could be done,
chips" are cashing in on pinpointed sales approaches
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An entire section devoted to facts about Canada as a market, its radio advertising opportunities in detail, for the guidance of U.S. sponsors
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"KWKH

produces
phenomenal
returns
»

Says R. W. HODGE
Vice-President, National Automotive Maintenance Ass'n
As a successful automotive maintenance operator, and
a top official in the NAMA, Mr. R. W. Hodge is doubly
qualified to discuss KWKH's advertising value for member garages in the Louisiana- Arkansas-Texas area.
Here's what he recently wrote us:

••KWKH's Louisiana Hayride produced $140,000
in financed business for the members of the Shreveport Chapter NAMA during the year ended Feb. 1,
1952. This was directly traceable to the Hayride
since our finance plan was not advertised in any
other way. We cannot say, definitely, how much
cash business the show influenced, but all agree it
was considerable*
"This phenomenal return was in addition to the pres
tige value of the advertising. I sincerely believe that
KWKH's Louisiana Hayride is the most productive
advertising we could possibly have bought.
(Signed) R. W. Hodge

»

KWKH

DAYTIME

BMB

MAP

Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

Ni
Texas
SHREVEPORT I LOUISIANA

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio

The Branham Company
Representatives

Arkansas

Henry Clay, General Manager

I«, il«|
Robert J. Landry

flumi

a

The myth of the barefoot boy

thaVs what
you like about
the South9 s

Baton Rouge

In the year 1802 Eleuthere Irenee du Pont, from France, set up a
small plant near Wilmington. Del., for the manufacture of black
powder, an explosive for which there existed a booming demand in
a new land of hunters, Indian-fighters and land-clearers. The black
powder was to be used in 1805 against Barbary Pirates. Until 1832
it was the sole product of the company. Then du Pont expanded
into refined saltpeter, charcoal, acids and creosotes. By 1880, with
the American Far West rapidly opening to settlers, du Pont added
dynamite and nitroglycerine, invaluable aids to mining, quarrying,
building and railroading. Today the gamut of products is dizzying
but definitely no longer limited to work-aids for brawny males. Today
du Pont is as close to the gals as their stockings, bras and girdles.

*

. . . because your sale? story
on WJBO.

the booming voice

of Baton Rouge, reaches the
largest overall audience of any
station in the market.
The South, traditional land of
cotton, has become the dynamic

•>:- «

The fact that du Pont currently celebrates 150 years of operation
stands out, firstly, because of the fabulous saga itself, and, secondly,
because singularly few American corporations can boast so long a
span. A college professor sampling the manufacturers of western
Pennsylvania recently established how very few companies were 75
years old. But, interestingly, many were, or soon would be, 50 years
of age. Probably a dozen big companies, most conspicuously the
Ford Motor Company, are commemorating the half-century mark
this very year, 1952.
* *
*
When a big company clicks off 50 years and is still going strong,
that fact assumes importance not alone as a case-study in the principlesand
I
personalities ) of management but as part of the over-all

land of new industry. Baton
Rouge typifies the South"s industrial -- and agricultural growth. Use Baton Rouge as a

case for the so-called "American Way of Life." Instinctively, management sees this. If not, trust public relations counsels or advertising agencies to point it out. Typically, the 50th anniversary is celebrated byplenty of special spending — all the way from special movies
•X- to
« expanded
*
to special business biographies
advertising.

test market, or use it as part of
an integrated marketing plan —
but use it— for results!

Put this down as one part of "institutional advertising." itself a
fairly new phenomenon. For a long time, during and after the first

5,000 watt affiliate in Baton Rouge, La.

AmilATED

WITH

THE

STATE-TIMES

AHO

FURTHER DATA FROM OUR NATIONAL

GEORGE

MORNING

ADVOCATB

REPRESENTATIVES

P. HOLLINGBERY

CO.

"Hundred Days" of the New Deal and the NRA, businessmen took a
terrific emotional shellacking. For ordinarily opinionated chaps,
many of them were strangely meek. Recovery of self-confidence and
dislike for having themselves used as whipping boys finally produced
tentative answers in the form of paid advertisements. In this sense,
institutional advertising may be described as an uncertificated offspring of the first two Roosevelt administrations. The utilities took
the leadership in advertising their arguments, and it was the utilities,
remember, that President Truman had in mind when he rapped "nonselling" advertising by corporations this spring.
*
*
*
Not all the copy used has been good. Some institutionals have been
I Please turn to page 57)

SPONSOR

how to make
radio

CK"
"beJAnimble
...and quick!

■■■■■:
*■■■■
'■■■■
TM| -.

In Cleveland . . . Aeroways Flying School
bought spots on a WHK

participation

show ... to encourage new enrollments. TWO
spot announcements brought in FIFTEEN
leads that resulted in THIRTEEN

flying contracts.

Aeroways Flying School did $6,000.00
worth of NEW

3

yS.

Jump to WHK

business for $64.20 !

for high-flying results !

WHK
CLEVELAND
Represented by
Headley-Reed Company
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liiadisan
DOUBLE-BILLING
Double billing was some years ago a
pretty vicious racket here as elsewhere.
We at this station deplored it and it
was hurting us because the innocent
were tarred with the same brush as the
guilty.
We approached every appliance distributor in the city, including Philco's
Radio Specialty Company. We told
them that there was a very simple way
of eliminating the evil and of saving,
by so doing, vast sums of money. Let
the distributor buy the time — pay us
the very much lower rate he would
earn than any dealer could possibly
enjoy. Then, let the distributor bill the
dealer; if the dealer was playing it

1,000,000 letters
inanwnanfli!

straight, he'd save money too because
he would earn the advantage of the distributor's low earned rate. And double-billing would be a dead duck.
Result, but for Admiral's factorv
branch: zero! But they all said they'd
O.K. dealer's use of our station — which
meant that the failure of our effort did
not indicate non-acceptance of our station.

This figure isn't fantasy —
it's fact1 Recently this year
■— in one single month — CKAC's
"Casino de la Chanson"
pulled in 1,060,000 replies,
almost all containing proof of
purchase.

This

fabulous

quiz show has worked wonders since it hit the airwaves— it can work wonders
for your product, too.
Ask us for details.

CBS Outlet In Montreal
Key Station of the
TRANS-QUEBEC

MONTREAL
•

10 kilowatts

Representatives:
Adam

place, appliance manufacturers do not
consider co-op advertising as "advertising." They consider it a sales lever.
By approving an advertising budget for
a dealer, they stock the dealer. So it's
simply sales expense and not advertising expense.
In the second place, the kind of institutional generalized copy that distributors send out would never sell a
nationally advertised appliance for any
one dealer who spends his money, even
if his money is only 50% of the total.
It might advertise "X Brand Washer"
but "X Brand Washer" is on sale at
thousands of stores, all at the same

radio group

CXAG

730 on the dial

Frankly, I think the writer of your
article is a little naive. In the first

J. Young Jr. - New York, Chicago
Omer Renaud & Co. — Toronto

In the third place, most of these disprice.
tributors O.K. 75-25 for newspapers,
sometimes 100% for TV and, at the
most, 50-50 for radio. So radio could
be a poor buy, competitively, for an
honest dealer.
In the fourth place, I have never yet
heard of an appliance distributor paying talent costs (unless it is for syndicated shows which he supplies).

Sure, double-billing is a vicious racket. It should be eliminated or it will
hurt radio even more badly.
In our case, we have become so disgusted with appliance dealers demanding it that our salesmen are prohibited
from soliciting appliance accounts.
But if the distributor means what he
says, why doesn't he buy the time himself— on the basis of the lowest costper-1,000 he can get — and make his
own deals with his retailers?
He won't in radio but he will in
newspaper.
Jerome Sill, General Manager
WMIL, Milwaukee
• On the point of the writer being a "little
naive," Mr. Sill appears to be indulging in
semantics. Granted that an appliance company's
sales department uses co-op advertising as a sales
lever, the source of the money spent on co-op
docs not come from the sales manager's fund hut
rather from the company's national advertising
appropriation. The manufacturer prepares the
copy for such co-op advertising and the arrangement with the dealer stemmed originally from
the fact that the national advertiser would therebe able lo pay less than the national rate
for bynewspapers.

In your current issue there is an article on the evils of double billing.
As a member of the Co-operative Advertising Committee of the Association
of National Advertisers, as well as being administrator of large sums for cooperative advertising, I am appreciative of any help in discouraging this
nefarious practice. I know that it is
widespread among radio stations, particularly with those that do not have
network affiliations, and also among
the small newspapers and some not so
small. It is wasting millions of dollars
that would otherwise be spent for business producing advertising.
R. H. Harrington, Adv. Mgr.
The General Tire & Rubber Co.

AGENCIES

AND

TV

We were all very flattered here in the
office over the very nice things you said
about our agency in your editorial. It
was certainly a good way to prove
some of the readership of sponsor to
us, because we have received many,
many comments from many different
sources. In fact, your editorial couldn't
have been better timed. It so happened Iwas making a call on a large
Midwest advertiser the week this particular issue came out. The top brass in
the advertising department had already
read your article and complimented us
{Please turn lo page 67)
SPONSOR

Tiruovu

WREC prestige doesn't come out of
thin air . . . Audience preference comes
first to create listener-confidence in
Memphis No. 1 Station. This "Magic
Touch" in programming is the result of
keeping in close touch with the people
of this great and growing area. (That
WREC has the highest Hooper rating
of any Memphis station is the proof!)
Keeping programming quality high and
costs LOW works like magic for
advertisers, too! WREC gives top
coverage in this market of over
$2,000,000,000 at 10.1% lower rates
per thousand listeners than in 1946!
Let WREC put a touch of SALES
magic in your advertising program.

MEMPHIS
28 JULY 1952

NO.

1 STATION

WAVE
RAOIO SALES

I9S2

"Should

I chop a hole

in the ceiling, boss?"
WAVE'S

national radio sales in the first five months of 1952 are

up 41.68% over 1951 — and 1951 itself was an excellent
year for WAVE radio!
It's cause and effect, gentlemen.
WAVE radio delivers an
extremely high percentage of the 698,148 radio sets within 60 miles
of Louisville— -can deliver 1.000 impressions for only 376!
Get all the facts from Free & Peters!

WAVE

5000

WATTS

NBC

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc.. Exclusive National Representatives

10
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>«*«• on Radio Networks
SPONSOR
Ford

Motor Co

STATIONS

AGENCY

iFord divi

). Walter

PROGRAM,
eob

Trout
10-10:05
Bob Trout

Thompson

time,

General

Foods

Corp

Foote. Cone & Belding

Ceneral

Foods

Corp

Benton

CBS

151

Ceneral
Ceneral

Mills
Mills

Inc
Inc

Knox
Reeves
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Cunningham
& Walsh

ABC
ABC

172
274

NBC

190

Dean

Lennen

NBC

190

TwoSep; tor 52the wksMoney;

Liggett & Myers
Co
P. Lorillard Co

Tobacco

&

Bowles

&

Mitchell

start,

& the News;
pm; 30 Jun;
& the News,

duration

M 10:30-35
pm; T, W
27 wks
Th, Sun 10-10:05
pm;

Jul; 26 & wks
Bob3 Trout
the News;
F 10-10:05
pm; 4 Jul;
26 wks
Bill Ring Show; M-F 12:30-45 pm; 30 Jun; 52 wks
Cal Tinney;
M-F
4-4:30 pm; 30 Jun; 52 wks
Martin

&

Lewis;
T

16

Sep;

52

22

Jul;

MBS

514

Paula

CBS

186

52 wksCodfrey;
Arthur

alt

Philco

Hutchins

ABC

350

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
Toni Co

William
Esty
Tatham-Laird

NBC
ABC

179
275

United

BBDO

NBC

187

Sep; C.52 Hill
wks &
Edwin
M-F
10:30-35
Vaughan Monroe;
It Happens Every
pm; 1 Jul; 52
Theatre Cuild on

the Human
Side of the News;
pm; 1 Sep; 52 wks
W 8-8:30 pm; 3 Sep; 52 wks
Day T, Th 2:30-35 pm, 10:30-35
wks
the Air; Sun 8:30-9:30 pm ; 14

Corp

Th

pm;

days

10:15-30

30

Fuller & Smith & Ross

Steel

T,

9-9:30
pm;

Jackson

States

Show;

T

10-10:30

Naumkeag
Steam
Cotton
Co
Corp
Owen-Corning
Fiberglas
Corp

Stone

Jerry

M-F

am;

10:15-30

am;

2

Sep; 52 wks

2.

Renewed

on Radio Networks

SPONSOR

AGENCY

American

Chicle

Co

American

Chicle

Co

Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Dancer- FitzgeraldSample

American Oil Co
Campbell
Soup Co
Chesebrough
Mfg Co
Colgate- Pa Imolive-Peet
Electric Auto-Lite Co
Theo Hamm
Brewing Co
Kraft

Foods

Co

National
Biscuit
Pabst Sales Co
Procter &
Procter &

Camble
Camble

Co
Co
Co

Procter & Camble Co
Rexall
Drug Co
Whitehall
Pharmacal
Co
Whitehall
Pharmacal
Co

3

PROGRAM,

time,

start,

duration

Defense Attorney; Th 8:30-9 pm; 3 Jul; 52 wks
CBS
ABC

260

Top

Cuy;

F 8-8:30

pm;

4 Jul 52

wks

Joseph Wheclock
Katz
Ward
McCann-Erickson
Ted
Bates

CBS
CBS
CBS

183
167
81
192

Edward R. Murrow M-F 7:45-8 Dm; 30 Jun; 52 wks
Club 15; M, W. F 7:30-45 pm; 25 Aug; 52 wks
Dr. Christian W 8:30-9 pm; 15 Oct; 52 wks
Our Miss Brooks Sun 6:30-7 pm; 5 Oct; 52 wks

Cecil

CBS

184
20

wks
Suspense;
M 8-8:30 pm;
Edward
R. Murrow;
M-F

NBC

169
193

Great

&

Presbrey

Campbell-Mithun
Brorby
Needham,
Louis &

CBS

McCann-Erickson
Warwick
& Legler

CBS
CBS

Compton
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Benton
& Bowles
BBDO
John
John

CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC

F. Murray
F. Murray

192
135
128
153
190
129
141

Gildersleeve;

W

29 Sep;
7:45-8

8:30-9

pm;

52 wks
pm; 30
24

|un;

u

52

Jul; 59 wks

Arthur Codfrey; M-F 11-11:15 am; 1 Sep; 52 wks
Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts; W 10 pm to conclusion;
1 Oct; 52 wks
Lowell Thomas; M-F 6:45-7 pm; 30 |un; 52 wks
Beulah;
M-F
7-7:15
pm; 30 |un; 52 wks
Jack Smith;
M-F
7:15-30 pm; 30 Jun; 52 wks
Amos & Andy; Sun 7:30-8 pm; 28 Sep; 52 wks
JustwksPlain Bill; M-F
5-5:15
pm; 27 Jun; 52 wks
Front Page Farrell; M-F 5:15-30 pm; 27 |un; 52

New National Spot Radio Rusiness
SPONSOR
American Cyanamid Co

4.

STATIONS
275

ABC

PRODUCT
Tobacco
spray

plant

AGENCY
Hazard

STATIONS-MARKET
Ky., N. C.

(N.Y.I

|

CAMPAIGN, start, duration
Anncmts;
Oct; 13 wks

National Rroatlcast Sales Executives
NAME
Robert
Joseph

M.
C.

Adams
Beal

FORMER

NEW AFFILIATION

AFFILIATION

WOL,
Wash.,
prom
mgr
WDSU-TV,
New
Orleans,
sultant

tv prog

con-

WRC.
Same,

WNBW,
tv prod

Wash.,
mgr

prom

dir

Numbers after names
new category
refer to New and Re-

In next issue: New and Renewed on Television
(Network and Spot) ;
Station Representation Changes; Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

S. L. Werner
Frank White

III
(4)

Robt. M. Adams i It
Carroll Foster I 1 I
//. R. Krelstein I I )
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28

1952

JULY

\eiv and renew
NAME

FORMER

Lambert
B. Beeuwkes
0. R. Bellamy
Ford Billings
Robert
Edward

5.

WDAS,
Phila., gen mgr
WLW,
Cine, exec
Creer Radio Stations,
W. Va., 0., gen
mgr
(WA|R,
Morgantown
& WDNE,
Elkins, W. Va., W|ER, Dover, 0.)
Eastern sis rep
Sanadv Antonio
Light, San Antonio,
gen
mgr

F. Blair
V. Cheviot

Joseph N. Curl
Richard
de Rochemont
Robert
DeVinny
Edward
R. Eadeh
Ceorge Ellis
Henry
Flynn
Carroll Foster
Mahlon
A. Glascock
Rodney
F. lohnson
Charles L. Kelly
Robert
Klaeger
Harold
R. Krelstein
Charles
H. Larson
Phil Lewis
Howard W. Maschmeier
William F. Miller
Walter
S. Newhouse
|r
Abe Plough
William B. Rudner
Richard S. Salant

ABC, N.Y., tv spot sis acct exec
March of Time,
N.Y., exec prod
Midwestern
sis
ABC, N.Y., dir coverage, market research
Ziv, N.Y., sis mgr
CBS, N.Y., asst sis mgr radio spot
KiRO,
Seattle, dir public affairs
Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick, Wash., acct exec
Broadcast exec
WMAL-AM-FM-TV,
Wash.,
prog dir
Transfilm, N.Y., head motion picture prod
WMPS, Memphis, vp-gen mgr
Broadcast exec
WCCO,
Mnpls.,
sis staff
WPTR,
Albany,
prog dir
KMOX,
St. L., N.Y. sis rep
WQXR,
N.Y., acct exec
WMPS,
Memphis,
pres
WMPS,
Memphis, stn dir
Rosenman, Coldmark, Colin & Kaye, NY.,

Robert W. Sarnoff
Arden
Swisher
Sherril Taylor
Cuy Vaughan
Jr
Sylvester
L. Weaver
Frank White

gen
NBC,
KOIL,
KNX
WSPA,
NBC,
NBC,

)r

counselvp
N.Y.,
Omaha, comml
mgr
Radio-CPN, L. A., sis prom mgr
Spartanburg, S. C, sis mgr
NY., tv net vp
N.Y., exec

AFFILIATION

WLAW, 8oston, gen mgr
WPTR, Albany, gen mgr
Robert S. Keller, N.Y., exec
Cuild Films, Cleve., sis mgr ( 1900 Euclid
WOAI-TV,
San Antonio,
comml mgr
WOV,

N.Y.,

NAME
Harry

P.
W.

Campbell
Chesley

|r

jack R. Creen
j. Harvey
Howells
William Kalan
William
H. Scully

FORMER

sis mgr

Transfilm,
N.Y., prod-consultant
Cuild Films, Chi., sis mgr (20 East |ackson Bldv. I
DuMont,
N.Y., research
dept mgr
lerry Fairbanks,
N.Y., sis mgr
Same,
eastern
sis mgr
Same, asst to pres
WMAL-AM-FM-TV,
Wash., dir radio-tv sis
KWJI, asst
Portland,
Ore., pres-gen
mgr
Same,
gen mgr
Same, prod vp

I

Same,
pres-gen
mgr
KWJ),
Portland,
Ore., exe: asst
Same, sis
mgr
Same,
asst to gen mgr
WCBS,
N.Y., gen sis mgr
Katz, N.Y., radio sis staff
Same,
exec committee
chairman
Same, vp-stn dir
CBS, N.Y., vp, gen exec
Same,
Same,
Same,
WIST,
Same,
Same,

also head film div
gen mgr
sis prom, adv, exploitation dir
WIST-FM, Charlotte, N. C, managing dir
radio-tv net vp
radio-tv net vp-gen mgr

AFFILIATION

NEW

General Foods, Battle Creek, prod mgr (Post
Cereals
div)
Pepsi-Cola, N.Y., vp
Leo Burnett, Chi., media research analyst
Lever, N.Y., adv mgr (Good Luck prod div)
Schwerin
Research, N.Y., client relations vp
Lever, N.Y., adv brand mgr (Lever div)

Andrew

AFFILIATION

(ergons,

Cincinnati,

adv

vp

Philip Morris, N.Y., vp
Toni, Chi., assoc adv mgr
Same,
adv mgr (Lever div)
Toni, Chi., assoc adv mgr
Same, adv mgr (Good Luck prod div)

I%ctv Agency Appointments
SPONSOR

PRODUCT

Balm Barr Inc, Chi.
Bonide
Chemical
Co, Utica
Bostwick
Laboratories,
Bridgeport
Byrne
Products
Inc, N.Y.
California
Marine
Curing
& Packing
Terminal
Island, Cal.
Candyland
Inc, Sioux City, la.

Co,

(or service)

City AGENCY
H. W. Kastor, Chi.
Farquhar,
Utica
Marfree,
N.Y.
Admiral,
N.Y.

Balm
Barr lotion
Household
products
Moth
proofing
product
Proprietary
preparations
Tuna, sardines

Mogge-Privett,

L.

A.

Marshmallows

Hilton

Cocilana
Inc, Bklyn.
Delaware Valley Dairy, Trenton,
N. |.
Dr. Shor's Products
Inc, Phila.
Globe
Pharmaceutical
Distributing Co, Chi.

Cloro-Nips
cough
drops
Dairy products
Chlorophyll
toothpaste
ment
Burn-Aid
medicated
bandage,

Al Paul Lefton,
N.Y.
N. W. Ayer, Phila.
Herbct B. Shor, Phila.
Schwimmer 6 Scott, Chi.

Harris Chemical Co, Cortland,
N.Y.
Hudson Dealers of Southern California, L. A.
Ideal Bakery,
Batesvillc, Ark.
Imperial Knife Associated Companies, N.Y.
J-A Corp, Chi.

Fly-Ban fly killer
Automobile dealers
Baked goods
Household
cutlery

Keelor Steel Inc, Mnpls.
Kellogg
Co, Battle Creek
Lewis
Brothers
Bakeries,
Anna,
Lux Co, Elkhart, Ind.
Pervo Paint Co, L. A.

III.

Lemon
Quick
powdered
lemon
centrate
Nu-Wrinkl
lawn edging
Baked
goods
| All
products
Household
products
Paints

oint-

con-

&

Riggio,

Marfree, N.Y.
Erwin, Wasey,
L.
Action, Memphis
Wilson,
Haight &
Buchanan, Chi.

N.Y.,

1/. A. Glascock
R. de Rochemont
Joseph C. Heal
Phil Lewis
/•.. R. Eadeh

(4)
I 11
111
(4)
(4)

R. W. Sarnoff
Joseph N. Curl
If . S. Newhouse
/.. /?. Beeuwkes
//. W. Chesley

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(5)

Atlas,

Sioux

A.
Welch,

N.Y.

Graves,
Mnpls.
Leo Burnett Co, Chi. (eff 1 Oct)
Action,
Memphis
Marfree, N.Y.
Hixson & (orgensen, L. A.

Numbers after names
to New i and Rerefer categoi
new

12

Ave)

Sponsor Personnel Changes
Roland

6.

NEW

AFFILIATION

SPONSOR

OUT

OF

THE

FRYING

PAN

. . . into the Panhandle

/%

Nineteenth Century booster, writing to a
New England friend, described some of the

Texas Panhandle's paradoxes. "Ranch houses
are ten miles from the front gate. We have more
cows and less milk, more

preachers and less

religion, more climate and less rain, more rivers
and less water, more hot days and more cold
nights, than any place in the world. We

also

have some characters who ought to be roped and
hung. All we need is more water and a better
class of people."
The friend replied. '"That's all hell needs."

surrounded

by oil fields, wheatlands, cattle

ranches and prospering farms. The days are still
hot, the nights are still cold, but there's no better
class of people anywhere.
With the highest retail sales in the Nation
($1728 per capita, $5490 per family- Sales
Management) . Amarillo owes much to its vast
trading area. Shopping center for two million
persons in 78 counties. Amarillo is also the home
of KGNC. the one (and only) ad medium
covers the entire trade territory.

We're happy to report progress on practically
all counts. Justice, no longer dispensed with a

which

KGNC

rope, flourishes in a flourishing countryside.
Amarillo, scene of the world's largest cattle auctions (19S1 volume in excess of $53 million), is

marillo

NBC AFFILIATE
710

KC
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10,000

WATTS

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY THE O. L. TAYLOR

COMPANY

13

AUKEE

ONE

OF

INDEPENDENT
RADIO STATIONS !
IN MARKETS

OVER

500,000

IrJpiiw

Norman

P. Hutson
President

Frank

H.

Fleer

Corporation,

Philadelphia

Fifty-year-old Norman P. Hutson is a genial executive playing a
dual role. In Philadelphia, after business hours, he works actively
as vice president and director of the Philadelphia Society for Crippled Children. The kids, for the most part, don't know about this
humanitarian work. They do know, however, about Hutsons favorite
product. Fleer's Dubble Bubble gum.
Part of Fleer's success can be attributed to its willingness to gamble
or experiment with media. Thus, by 1940, when Hutson joined
the company as executive assistant to the president, it was ready to
go into radio. Fleer's bought Don Winsloiv of the Navy on nine stations. The cost was about $150-200,000.
Hutson, in the agency business during the late 20's and early 30's,
was able to look at this venture analytically. Behind him were manyyears with such top-notchers as Frank Finney and Sturges Dorrance,
and much activity in management, sales and advertising counseling.
About the Don Winslow campaign Hutson says: "The sales increase was very noticeable but nevertheless not sufficient on our 1£
Source: Hooper Radio Audience Indexes
Unaffiliated
Radio
Stations
Mar.Apr., 1952.

and in milwaukee. ..
For $100 per week or more, WEMP
delivers 2 times the audience of
network station No. 1 and IVz
times the audience of network
station No. 2*.
*A11 Hooperatings based on Oct. -Feb.
1952 Comprehensive, using highest individual 15-minute strip rating 8:00 a. m.

WEMP
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HUGH

BOICE, JR., Gen..Mgr.

HEADLEY-REED,

14

WEMP-FM

OF MUSIC, NEWS, SPORTS

Nat'l

Rep.

product to warrant its continuance."
But war finished further media speculation. A vital ingredient
used to make bubble gum comes from the East Indies. With this
supply cut off Dubble Bubhle production stopped. When it came
back in 1945 demand was so heavy that little advertising seemed
necessary. That is, on the surface. Then Hutson thought of Fleer's
10-12.000 jobbers and 500.000 dealers all banking on repeat sales. It
was this that paved the way for Fleer's newest air entry, an ABC TV
network show called Puds Prize Party (through Lewis & Gilman I .
Hutson thinks this Saturday morning effort featuring charades and
games enacted by kids as well as viewer contests will bring repeat
sales. "Every additional sale costs some kid a penny,'' explains
Hutson, "of which we get about half. We must get repeat sales if
our advertising is to pay off." With about $200,000 invested in the
-how Hutson is sure the \ enture ol "the only, penny confection in
television" will have almost every kid viewer in the country blowing
bubbles in front of his TV set.
Futson's interests, asides from keeping the kids entertained, include a non-sum chewing Dalmatian and a rare game ol tennis. * * *
SPONSOR

Here's one for the book(s),
Mr. Advertiser!

BOOK ORDERS TRIPLED
by publishers advertising on
• One form of advertising that must show
results, quickly and unquestionably, is advertising for mail-order purchase of books.
Two of the outstanding leaders in this
field . . Doubleday & Co. and the Grolier
Society. . have again proved that WBZ stands
in a class by itself for consistent results in the
New England market.
Writes Joe Gans of Thwing

& Altman,

agency for both publishers: "This year we
more than doubled our previous best season
in total number of broadcasts on WBZ. We
more than tripled the number of orders received—at asubstantially lower cost per order.
To put it another way, we carried a larger
schedule over a longer period of time, and
accomplished
one of our greatest success

BOSTON • 50,000 Watts
stories. WBZ

seems to be getting more power-

ful each year!"
Are you taking advantage of WBZ's unique
and widespread influence in all six New
England states? If you're looking for recordmaking results in this responsive market, get
in touch now with WBZ or Free & Peters.
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Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc KDKA.WOWO-KEX-KYW-WBZ.WBZA. WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV,
RADIO - AMERICA'S GREAT ADVERTISING MEDIUM
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NBC

Spot Sales

TIME
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See:
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EXPLOITATION
PROMOTION
PUBLICITY

EQUALS

KFWB
LOS

ANGELES

ENTERPRISE!
THE MOST

SATISFIED time buyers are those who have discovered that in selecting
KFWB in Los Angeles they
consistently secure the most

KFWB

— in terms of extra promotion, exploitation and advertising— for their clients.
in the first six months of
1952 used more 24 sheets
and newspaper space to exploit its advertisers' programs than any other station in Americas' second
largest market.

IN THESE DAYS you want MORE
than time . . . MORE for
your dollar . . . KEWB
gives it to you in PROMOTION AND SHOWMANSHIP.
CALL

BRAN HAM

...

Let them

show you what KFWB can
do for your clients in Los
Angeles!

THE
BRANHAM
COMPANY

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANOILIS
CHARIOTTI
OETROIT
ATLANTA
MIMPHIS
ST. LOUIS
DALLAS

27mns
of service in
THIRD LARGEST
America's
MARKET

KFHfB
LOS

ANGELES
HARRY

MAIZUSH

Subject:

on SPONSOR
"Why

K<5W

stories

merchandising

went

on

16 June 1952, p. 43
the road"
Radio station builds audience impact
bv taking show on the road

A big factor in stepped-up merchandising by radio stations, is the
"get out and meet the people" approach. Stations like WNAX, Yankton, S. D., with its touring Missouri Valley Barn Dance, have long
realized the value to sponsors of personal appearances of shows or
talent. And recently SPONSOR told of the sales promotional success
KGW, Portland enjoyed when it brought live talent to entertainmenthungry small communities.
Still another adherent of personal appearances is WIF. Philadelphia, with its Kitchen Kapers, a quiz show aired 10:30 to 11:00 a.m.
daily. The program appears weekly in various communities in and
around Philadelphia and nearby New Jersey. WIP cites these advantages oftouring the show: (1) it gives a different local sponsor
an opportunity to sponsor the show each week; (2) it affords heavy
local merchandising impact for the sponsor among chain and independent store operators in the area where the show is playing and
(3 I it attracts completely different audiences at each showing, thus
building listener-following. (Road appearances take place in the
evening, consist of three half-hour programs which are recorded on
the spot. These programs are broadcast the following week.)
WTien an advertiser contracts to sponsor a Kitehen Kapers road
appearance, about six weeks in advance WIP sends him a kit with
complete instructions on how to give the show the strongest possible
promotion. The kit includes, among other material, pre-printed posters and tickets, both carrying the sponsor's name, sample press release, suggested newspaper ad layout and complete publicity plan.
To assure prominent counter displays of sponsor products and adequate stocking, a WIP merchandising man covers all major stores
in the area one to two weeks in advance of the show's appearance.
Among sponsors using the show are The Dracket Company; G. F.
Heublein & Bro.; LaFrance (General Foods; Nestea; Southern
Fruit Distributors: Milani's 1890 French Dressing; Krev Packing.)
''TVs hottest problem : public rela16 June 1952, p. 27
TV, attackedwins
mostover
by athe
nation's
highbrows,
prominent
intellectual
tions"

Television's most persistent critics have been among the nation's
intellectual elite — writers, journalists, professors. But recently, one
previously-anti-TV highbrow confessed that he has discovered certain
good things about video which have won him over. This "convert"
is author Louis Bromfield. He was recently quoted in the Cleveland
Plain Dealer as saying :
"It seems to me that television excels in the field of plays and
vaudeville. The level of good plays and productions which interest,
entertain, hold the attention and rank very high in the field of quality,
is far higher than the record of Broadway, and infinitely higher
than the abysmal record of Hollywood during the past few years.
"I think there are a lot of reasons for this: 1 1) There is a definite
time limit; movement and form must be brisk and the performer
must be on his toes; (2) there are limits of time and space and money
which prevent great "productions" of rotten banana lushness which
try to make up for the poverty of material and talent; (3) there
can't be any retakes to patch up the lack of talent in a performer."
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Salesmaker for the Nation's Smokers
For twelve years Prince Albert's Grand
Ole Opry via NBC has played a dominant role in keeping the tidy red pocket
tin out in front as the favorite tobacco
for smokers of pipes and "makin's"
cigarettes.
Prince Albert's Grand Ole Opry
originates at WSM, employs WSM
talent exclusively, is an integral part of
that 26 year old, four hour long Grand
Ole Opry which has, virtually single
handedly shifted the musical center of
gravity to Nashville ... Music City, USA!
Nashville 650
CLEAR

CHANNEL

IRVING
EDWARD

WAUGH,

- 50,000

WATTS

Commercial

Manager

PETRY, National Represen taiive

***** ^^^McM^J^k69PXc^X^A<^lc^Xc^MW
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Speak of sports in the Carolinas and 3.000,000
listeners think of WBT's Lee Kirby. His 15-year
record as play-by-play artist for Atlantic Refining
Company ranks him with the nation's best. His WBT
sportscast currently draws a 15.1 Pulse rating for
a 59% share-of-audience. Two more significant
examples of the pre-eminent power of WBT local
personalities — and WBT itself.
COLOSSUS

OF THE CAROLINAS

CHARLOTTE,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Ruthrauff & Ryan
series
which
is

group plotting details of "Big Town" film
Hollywood
produced.
L
to
r. Sidney

Sloan,
executive
president;
and

producer;
Frederick
Norman
Matthews,

B. Ryan,
production

Jr., R & R
supervisor

Is the rush to film
shows economically sound ?
Complex factors make this hot controversial issue among admen
■BtJ
^B

\UCIK
long ago asking a
ng themselves: IsTV destined to become an electronic Hollywood?

In light of what's happening right
now some of them are convinced that
the question — with respect to dramatic
shows — has already been answered in
the affirmative. Others of the ad fraternity admit they are perplexed bv the
upsurge of TV film but they don't think
film is going to prove the solution to
the problem of high TV costs.
Here's what's happening. Network
sponsors of half-hour dramatic programs are rushing pell mell to film.
28 JULY 1952

This fall the ratio of live to film among
programs of this type will probably be
well over two to one in film's favor. At
the present rate, 70% of straight drama and situation comedy shows may
be on film by the end of the 1952-53
network cycle. Underscoring the significance of the trend is the fact that
30-minute dramatic programs dominate network nighttime schedules.
The sharp surge toward film has produced a controversy of no small proportions among advertiser and agency
ranks. Heated debates on the topic are
common across conference tables in the
Madison-Park-Lexington-Avenue
belt.

A frequent line of argument runs
something like this: If going into film
production with their own capital is
good enough for such top-rated advertisers as Procter &. Gamble, Lever
Bros., R. J. Reynolds and DuPont, it's
good enough for us to recommend similar procedure to our clients. And, if
the idea of repeating a certain number
of film programs each season has been
accepted by as shrewd an operator as
General Foods, then it's solid enough
to pitch to our clients for their consideration.
The skeptics among the agency
brethren counter this enthusiasm with
19

Over half of all network

ABC
Lone Ranger
Beulah
The Erwins

(film)
(film)
(film)

Ellery Queen
Date with Judy
Tales of Tomorrow

Alive)
(live)
(live)

CBS

Luigi
_
Police Story
Four Star Playhouse

(film)
(film)
(live)
(film)

ABC

Circle
Theatre
T-Men in Action __

(live)
(live)

CBS

Dragnet
Gangbusters
The Doctor
Ford Theatre

(film)
(film)
(film)
(film)

Crime
Syndicate
City Hospital
Suspense — Danger
The
Hunter
Burns & Allen

(live)
(live)
(live)
(live)
(film)
(film)

Amos 'n' Andy
Big Town
Racket Squad
Mama

(film)
(film)
(film)
(live)

Cavalcade of America
Mr. and Mrs.
North .__.

My
Friend
Irma
Schlitz Playhouse

(live)
(film)

'Considering going film

Some of these "aginners" argue furiously that live production has advantages film can never duplicate: others
predict that there's bound to be a reaction from the rush to film which will
prove not only bitterly disillusioning
but quite costly. In other words, conflicting viewpoints have created two
camps whose viewpoints may be summarized as follows: one asks, why not
anticipate the inevitable now. and the
other, points the finger with alarm.
I nlike the argument provoked by
the swing to originating radio shows
in Hollywood late in the *30"s. this controversy, while also involving Hollywood, brings up economic issues of unprecedented complexity. In going film
an advertiser is basically motivated by
the urge to reduce his TV cost, whereas
in the latter '30's he switched to Hollywood for glamor and. beyond that,
better ratings. The switch to film today
is a question of capital investiment in

ii Network

Sky King
Roy
Rogers
Lights
Out
Fireside Theatre

(film)
film)

spells so much "blue sky": nobody
knows yet, they say. what the economic
pitfalls are of owning your own film.

1
(live)

I Love Lucy
Our Miss Brooks

* Martin

Kane

(live)

* Big Story
Aldrich
Family

(live)
(live)

One

(live)

Man's

Family

Shopping

n

SUMMARY

Hall of Fame

(film)
(live)

the reminder that the rush to film still

(live)
(live)
(film)

NBC

Gene
Autry
Lux Theatre
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___

half-hour dramatic shows are on film las of mid -July

for network
(film)
(film)

programing with expectation of obtaining the final return on the investment
through sales of the film product to
other advertisers. It also involves the
extension of the advertiser's periphery
of operations into an alien field, namely, film producing. This kind of
branching out is something he is not
inclined to do in his own manufacturing operation I for example doing his
oyvn lithography, making his own
premiums I .
Many sponsors with network interests are faced with a dilemma. The
question is — which is cheaper and
easier for the advertiser — film or live?
With a view to clarifying the problem, sponsor polled the opinions of advertisers, agency men. network executives and film producing experts. Special cognizance was given in these interviews to the economic issues: (1)
the kind of capital investment by advertisers in film programs: (2) the
theory and practical application of repeat programs, or reruns; (3 I the various use formulas written into contracts
for network film programs:
and (4)

Film
Live

3
10

I

3
9

7
Network
not set

o
22 19
2

Total

the looming role of Hollywood unions
in the rerun picture.
Here's how the profx>nents of film
shape their arguments:
1. No better case for the acceptance
of film by the viewer can be made than
the fact that it took a film program, /
Love Lucy, to get the top rating and
establish a record in ratings for the
medium during the past season.
2. A quality film has an advantage
in competing with a kinescope for
prime time in a one or two-station market. Stations will take a print of the
film yvhere they might have refused to
clear time for a kine.
3. Film offers the closest approach
to perfection in production, and, because it can be edited in advance, it
minimizes the possibility of public relations problems — a safety factor of no
mean value to many sponsors.
4. Film has the great advantage of
mobility over live; limiting the production to indoor scenes can make viewing
monotonous.
5. Economically, film is the adverI Please turn to page 69)
SPONSOR
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Sponsors count on reruns
to make film economical.
Here's
General Footls formula for number of
"Our miss Brooks" reruns over three years
tract

Con1st
year

No.
films
new

28
35

2nd
3rd

premise

4

$30,000

$33,000

19
11

repeat film

repeat films

39 weeks
per use for

$14,000

$7,706,000

$28,360

$14,000

$1,078,000

$27,640

$14,000

$1,006,000
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of selling and

buying

film for network

that cost per program

films during the course
formula
number

Cost new and

films
repeat
No.

$37,000

Theory

Average cost

Cost per

Cost per
new film

is reduced

of a network

$25,795

airing is based

by mixing new

sponsor's seasonal

and

on

the

repeat

schedule.

The

in the "Our Miss Brooks" deal calls for gradual increase of the
of repeat shows each year, with individual cost of programs

declining accordingly.

Formula

is from contract between

GF

and CBS.

MYS1
KNfGI

r\
Blatz tried reruns for "Amos 'it' Andy," is
now dropping policy. Ratings for reruns/X
were good but dealers, vietvers protested

H&f

rating

38
duc&X xepea

36
34

y**,

^M&&

32
'xzcttbi

30

tvenfl i

28
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
1951
SOURCE:

From

Dec.

Jan.
1952

'■"rfc£* &/_^S

1

Z&A0i

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

ARB, 1952

a rating and

cost-per- 1 ,000 viewpoint

the repeat

policy of the

"Amos 'n' Andy" film series proved gratifying to Blatz Beer. Though the
rerun idea contained a sound economic base, the sponsor took into
consideration

some

dealer objection and complaints

(as reflected in about

1,000 letters received

from

to discard the repeat practice altogether. New
new
films on an alternate-week
basis scheduled

28 JULY 1952

against the practice
viewers) and

elected

"A & A" policy is all
to run for two
years.
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roundup

I Stocks on the air
Wall Streeters are turning to radio to
broaden their market, teaeh people finanee basies

There is a new merchandis-

pages of newspapers.
But since the war as many as two
dozen brokers operating from Wall
Street and points west have sought to
broaden their clientele with radio advertising. There has been scattered use
of TV as well.
Radio advertising for stocks and
bonds has not departed radically from
the conventional tone of broker advertising. Much of it is institutional and
comes under the heading of public
service. Sales pressure is kept low until the air salesman reaches the right
psychological point for turning on the
heat.

ing philosophy among the
nation's salesmen of stocks and bonds.
Just as free enterprise has brought the
automobile within the budget of the
common man. Wall Street is learning
to expand its securities market to everyday Americans. In this broadening of
the market, radio advertising has
played a large role.
The fact that brokers are using radio at all in increasing numbers is indicative of how far the trend to mass
selling has already come. Traditionally, their means of reaching the public
was through word-of-mouth recommendation, personal solicitation and dignified small-space ads on the financial

Ira Haupt & Co. gave a good demonstration ofthe technique last year.

The company bought two quarter hours
a week over WHLI. Hempstead. L. I.,
for a show called News and Views. One
program each week was devoted to announcements about local club activities.
The other permitted a local club member to give a talk over the air about
his group.
Ira Haupt kept its plug down to
mentioning at the opening and close
that the program was a public service
by Ira Haupt & Co., investment brokers. But. in return for letting a speaker use the air. each club agreed to permit an Ira Haupt representative time
to speak at one of their meetings.
Either Tony Reinach or Charles E.
Bacon, partner in charge and manager,

1951 Brookings Institution figures show broadening of securities market
i (liKdiiiiiml lewis
TOTAL

POPULATION

year of school
completed

by

Reported combined

income

INDIVIDUAL

Members income*
of families reporting incomes of:
I ess than $2,000
S2,000 to S2.999
}3,000 to S3.999
$4,000 to $4,999
$5,000 to 9,999
_._
SI 0,000 or more
Total
individuals

CAWW

WOMAN
INDIVIDUAL

SHAREHOLDERS

Percent
im
in idem
group<

Est. no. in Percent
the group distribution

Reported combined

famii\

pop.
8th grade or less
1 to 3 years high school
1 years high school
1 to 3 years college
4 or more years college

3.1
3.2
7.7
15.1
18.0
2.8
I..I

WOFlSSIONAi

1 01 ii"

"Excludes

22

140,000

shareholders

POPULATION

Numoer

■'.'. .820.

Percent

19, 100.1)00

19,440,000
23,790,000
8,820,000
7,210,000
720,000
90,280.000

groups

family

Number

8th grade or less
I to 3 years high school
4 years high school
I to 3 years college
4 or more years <ollege
( ii mm students
Total*
_
_.

Last

owners
TOTAL

Last year of school
completed

INDIVIDUAL

Share

of adult share owners

16.5
15.7
23.1

26,660.000
24,460,000
35,900,000

17.6
4.1
100.0

27,370.000

23.0
STOCKHOLDERS
Percent
mi
in idem
group e

6.310,000
155,520,000

FARMEU

the group
Percent
Est. no. in distribution

:-.().

4.3
1,230,000
630,000
1 .840,000

19.4
9.9

Members income*
of families reporting incomes of: _...
1 ess than $2,000

20.9
29.0

$2,000
$2,999
S3.000 to
to $3,999

1 ,330,000
1 ,300,000

20.5

20,000
6,350,000

1 00.0
0 3

under

21 years

of age.

flUSINCSSMAN

54,000 to
$5,000
to $1,999
$9,999
$10,000 or more
Total individuals

1.4
pop.
1.6
I.I
3.0
4.2
8.0
24.7

280,000
590,000
830,000
2,880.000
6,490,000
1 ,560,000

5.4
9.1
44.4
12.8
1 00.0
24.0

•Based on anticipated 1952 income before taxes, as reported
b\ a representative family member, usually the head.
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Stock talks attract prospects at lower cost
Agencyman
Ed
Rooney
(I.) timechecks

than newspaper "tombstone"
ads.
Kidder,
Peabody's
Milt
Martin.

respectively, of the mutual funds department talked to the club about mutual funds. They also covered insurance, savings accounts, home buying,
mortgages, government bonds. Booklets were distributed and membership
lists obtained. Mailings quickly determined which of the members were
"live"tionprospects
and personal solicitafollowed.
It is tactics such as this which have
brought new investors into the stock
market. Ira Haupt & Co. had three
salesmen in the mutual funds department in January 1950. sold a total of
$1,241,000 in that year ( over $900,000
of it during the last three months).
Today there are 75 salesmen in the department, with business running at the
rate of $500,000 a month.
The broadening of the market for
stocks is clearly shown in a report released afew weeks ago by the Brookings Institution. It revealed the total
of share holders in the U. S. at the end
of 1951 was 6,490,000. Of these, onequarter — or more than 1,600,000 —
made their investments within the past
three years. Six percent — or nearly
390.000 people — became shareholders
in 1951 or acquired shares again that
year.
This broadening of participation in
corporate activities is largely the result
of three factors: (1) educational campaigns by brokers and the New York
Stock Exchange; (2) efforts of the
"blue chip" corporations to keep their
slock priced within reach of the general public by means of stock splits
whenever the market price exceeds
$100; (3) the variety of mutual funds
that have become available and which
permit the "little guy" to get into the
28 JULY 1952

That air is potent medium
Tellier.
He sold $300,000

market via small, periodic investment.
Though the customers are there to
be sold, investment advertising has its
obstacles. It is policed by at least three
groups: the Securities Exchange Commission, the New York Stock Exchange
and the National Association of Security Dealers. Although none of these
agencies admits having power to "approve" or "disapprove" advertising,
each insists on seeing copy and quickly
points out any discrepancies, cracks
down on offenders in various ways. If
the letter of SEC laws was followed,
some feel there would be nothing but

for brokers was
in stocks
but

shown
station

by Walter
cancelled

funds department of Kidder, Peabody,
and the management head of a different
mutual fund each week. WOR, New
York, carried the show on Sunday
mornings at 10:15. This time was
picked so as not to interfere with the
listeners' church habits or compete with
TV or other Sunday activities.
The program, entitled Your Money
at Work, offered a booklet on mutual
funds and a "confidential" Income
Planning Guide which enabled Kidder,
Peabody to recommend mutual fund
investment programs designed to meet
I Please turn to page 59)

"tombstone" ads listing the name of
the security, number of shares and the
broker from whom a prospectus is
available.
Brokers, because of SEC restrictions,
seldom plug individual stocks in printed or broadcast advertising. A class of
investment such as common stocks or
mutual funds, per se, will be explained
but a particular stock or fund is not
usually singled out, like a brand of
cigarettes, and pitched as "less risky,
more profit inducing, held by the most
doctors, or recommended by men who
know investments best."
The air campaign recently staged by
Kidder, Peabody & Co. through their
agency Doremus & Co. illustrates the
amount of care taken in investment advertising. Says Ed Roonev, radio-TV
director of the agency: "Those scripts
had to be checked by the S.E.C., N.Y.
S.E., our attorneys, the guest speaker,
special counsel, and three or four comBut pany
theexecutives."
results showed it was worth
il. The format of the show was to be a
15-minute discussion between Milton
Fox-Martin,
manager
of the mutual

Hotv mutual
funds broatlen market
for securities
During the past decade mutual fund
assets have risen from $500,000,000 to
more than $3,000,000,000. It is estimated that over a million people have
entered the stock market via this
route. Balanced investments within
each fund gives stockholder feeling
of security which is not possible when
holdings are concentrated in only one
or a few types of common stocks.
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Advertisers learned plenty
at the conventions
Here are flaws and strongpoints in convention air selling as adnien see them

over-ail

No members of the audi-

ence were glued more closely to their TV and radio sets during
the recent nominating conventions than
men and women of the advertising fraternity— and for good reason. There
were important lessons to he learned.
Here was the biggest radio-TV selling effort in the history of U. S. business and very little was available in the
way of landmarks to guide advertising
policy
Here and
was tactics.
probably the biggest cumulative audience to see and hear any
single radio-TV offering.
Here were three large appliance manufacturers, and nobody else, spending
more than 87 million for two weeks of
advertising. (In addition, the three
radio-TV networks went into the hole
for about $3 million on the theory that
it was their duty to present to the
American people a key mechanism in
the democratic process.)
What was learned out of all this and
what kind of selling job was done by
the advertisers? To get some educated
opinions, SPONSOR talked to a number
of advertising people in the agency,
network and electrical appliance field,
including those directly concerned with
the selling side of the convention presentation.
Although opinions were far from
unanimous, here is what the survey
brought out:
•

The biggest headache is the spotting of commercials. The sponsors —
vJtniral on ABC, Philco on NBC and

Westinghouse on CBS and DuMont^
were well aware of their responsibilities in sponsoring a program of this
type. They also knew how touchy a
radio-TV audience can he about a
commercial interruption at the wrong

24
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Most
liked

admen
interviewed
by SPONSOR
Betty Furness sell for Westinghouse

Both radio and TV gave audience
ups with portable equipment
like

time. Despite this, there was enough
criticism from those admen queried to
indicate that the spotting problem was
not completely solved, at least from
their point of view as members of the
audience.
• In general those interviewed
thought the radio and TV commercials
were sound as far as selling principles
go and workmanlike in detail. However, in noting that the commercials
were often similar to those used by the
advertisers on their other programs,
many admen voiced a vague dissatis-

is sponsoring a public service type of
program. The public is used to straight
salesmanship. Furthermore, it was said,
considering the amount of money
spent, it would have been wasteful for

an advertiser to buy convention sponsorship and not unlimber the best sales
artillery in his arsenal.
• Most of the sources liked Beth
Furness and her Westinghouse spiel,
and agreed that by this time she is as
well known as any of the candidates.
A few said that since male interest in
a political convention would normally
(Please turn to page 63)
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10 tips on convention air advertising
Below are listed 10 conclusions drawn by four Democratic Party radio-T\
sultants who monitored the Republican Convention

con

Advertisers who use commercials of one minute or longer risk cutting into vital convention proceedings, annoying the audience
' Appliance
manufacturers
do not make
best convention
sponsors
because their sales pitches hare to be too long and complicated

•
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Long debates caught sponsors with relatively too tew commercials.
Interviews
like this with Warren
were
used
as programing
fillers

situation calls for it, and Philco must
have had good reasons for a low-key
ad theme. However, there is no reason
for an advertiser to feel that he must
use this kind of commercial because he

faction with the lack of "imagination"
and "creativeness." Tailor-made commercials should have been used, many
felt.
• Most of those interviewed felt that
there was not enough variety in the
commercials, especially during the Republican conclave. It was pointed out
by the sponsors, however, that they
were prepared for only 30 hours of Republican programing and ended up
with twice that much. Steps were taken
to have a greater number of commercials on tap during the Democratic
Convention.
• The consensus was that the commercials were not too frequent or too
long, although a minority disagreed,
pointing to Westinghouse as a user of
too much time. A Westinghouse spokesman said that during the Republican
Convention a total of 138 minutes of
commercial TV time was consumed,
which averages out to two and onequarter minutes per hour — well under
the norm. ( Philco gave their Republican Convention TV average as under
one and one-half minutes per hour.)
Concerning Philco's relatively institutional approach, the general attitude was this: an institutional type of
commercial is effective when the sales

closeabove

10

J

Networks and political parties should get together and agree on the
scheduling of commercials so they can be evenly spaced

A

Commercials
should
be eased into
marks about what is happening on

C

Cartoon
film commercials
because they offer chance

£

Exclusive sponsorship of conventions
is of doubtful
not necessary in order to get effective sales coverage

y

Commercials should be varied as the audience can tire quickly of
the same sales message and the face of the same pitchman

O

Network sponsors of national events need protection
stations using station breaks to pack in commercials

Q

Visual identification
of sponsorship
can be overdone.
When
product name appears everywhere, the viewer gets irritated

by introducing
them
with
the floor of thr convention

are a natural
for convention
to combine entertainment with

re-

sponsors
pitch

value

against

Networks should
sill the convention
to sponsors
fur limited
spot coverage, rather than make a gavel-to-gavel commitment

and

is

local

the

high-

WFAA

STARTED

OUT

IN TENT-ENCLOSED

LIBRARY

OF NEWSPAPER

OFFICE,

HAS

GROWN

TO 50 000-WATT

POWERHOUSE.

STATEMENT

BY FOUNDl

How WFM's Anniversary "Fair" boosted
Product displays, newspaper

Stations are becoming so
merchandising - conscious
nowadays that they even put advertisers in the spotlight when holding special celebrations to mark their own anniversaries. When WFAA, Dallas, observed its 30th anniversary with a
week-lonjj open house loi listeners
(from 23 to 29 June), every sponsor
on the station — network, local or national spot was boosted in attractive
displays; the corridors and studios of
the station were literally turned into a

over-all

-how room

for \\ FA \ s clients.

Gay 20's display intrigues (I. to r.) Martin
Campbell, supervisor of WFAA radio and TV;
Alax Keese, manager; Ted Dealey, pres., "Dallas
News"; J. M. Moroney, "Dallas News" air v. p.

ad lie-ins. made visitors to station's open lion*

The Radio Fair — as the event was
called — attracted 30.320 visitors. The
station reminded these listeners that
sponsors by:
were part and parcel of the
hosting
• The above-mentioned displays
• Using sponsor-contributed products
as prizes in three daily door prize
drawings,
"jackpot" awards at
the
end of plus
the big
week.
•

Supporting the event with an intensive newspaper advertising and publicity campaign, mentioning the name and
product of every advertiser who contributed to the door prizes in each ad
run during the anniversary week. This
meant that over 65 advertisers received
daily credit in large newspaper ads inviting the public to attend the open
house and its festivities.
In addition. WFAA had its air talent, many of them linked with specific
advertisers, personally meet the public
by shaking hands in corridors, giving

autographs
and providing entertainment.
That advertiser and agent \ reaction
to WFAA's
26

efforts on their behalf was

highly favorable can be seen by the
several comments from admen which
appear on page 28.
The thinking behind the event and
its advertiser-boosting emphasis is explained byMartin B. Campbell, supervisor of WFAA and WFAA-TV, and
Alex Keese, station manager. Campbell
told SPONSOR:
"Merchandising, properly handled
and controlled, is in reality a sales tool
for the station and the advertiser. It
should be designed to accomplish something for the advertiser — not treated as
lagniappe.
"You cant do merchandising with
local firms and local sales people without advertising your station.
"In merchandising, station salesmen
are able to effect change of pace — doing something for the sponsor for a
change. This creates the impression
that \<>u are thinking and working for
his business. It provides an entree into
firms that you have not been able to
break into before. Cood merchandising as a job will get a lot of local people interested in what your station is
SPONSOR

OUTHWEST
1922

Uncnitolltlf *
nUo|JllClll Ij .

( IN

1922

(INSCRIPTION

ABOVE)

REMAINS

S*ars' many °f them identified with sponsor shows, personally greeted
visitors, assured future listening loyalty

ITS MOTTO

its advertisers

Snho1
Allt/lrfr dUllo*
HUlUvl

autographs to all comers.
Talent willingly
Johnny
Nolton gave
signed
pictures for admiring

Baritone
females

feel sponsors were hosts, too
doing. It will move goods off the dealers' shelves and result in a lot of valuable promotion for the station."
Giving the "reason-why" for the celebration, Keese said: "We wanted to
give a party to honor the listeners who
patronize our advertisers and have
made possible our growth and development. Of course, our advertisers were
lepresented; every single one of them
— network, spot announcement or program— had an attractive display of
their product or service."
On-the-air promotion for Radio Fair
started on 1 June, three weeks in advance. During the air campaign, every
WFAA personality extended a personal
invitation to listeners to attend the celebration. Copy ran along these lines:

^Svyv-rw— wvjrr^r t

xx J

^m*l

mm

>&

A* '**"

S***«**\

TV

rnX Aul aim mAnla
Lille! lull'
llclll.

mwQW' ■ A

Stars like Reuben
visiting audiences.

Bradford did their shows to big
Entertainment
was continuous

"Next week, WFAA will be celebrating its 30th anniversary. We're having
open house up here for all our WFAA
listeners . . . and I want to extend my
personal invitation to each of you to
slop by and visit with us. You'll meet
your favorite WFAA stars . . . you'll
see your favorite WFAA programs.
(Please turn to page 63)

Dm«A*i
llZvOa

Housewives won products of sponsors when they entered awardgiving participation
shows, or hit jackpot
in daily door
prize
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turn page

SPONSORS

GOT

WALL

DISPLAY

TO

lfftneti ro in pi intent WFAA

REMIND

the firm's facilities during WFAA's
30th anniversary celebration.
"We feel the celebration afforded excellent promotional possibilities for our
client. As you know, advertisers are
eager for the opportunity to display
their wares to a vast number of people . . . especially at no cost!
"Not only did your visitors meet and
see many WFAA stars; they experienced a personal contact that tends to
create a more faithful listening audience, as the listener feels he 'knows'
the personality. As we use WFAA to
help sell Fail Hayes Chevrolet Company, we are convinced that we now
L'ct a more attentive ear for our sales
messages since the listener has been
exposed to the live personality.
*" I he newspaper ads were also a
help, and we've used the giveaway in
which Farl Haves participated as an
additional merchandising device for
his product
sen ice.
"Thank you again for making possible our participation in your celebration. One visit to WFAA during celebration week was proof of its success."
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THEY

MAKE

STATION'S

ENTERTAINMENT

POSSIBLE.

ABOVE,

SPOT

CLIENTS

for pttttiny "elbow grease" into merchandising at celebration

"On behalf of our client. Karl Hayes
Chevrolet Company, Dallas, may we
thank you for the excellent display of

M.
V.P

VISITORS

O. Rike, Jr.
and Manager
Bozell & Jacobs

"We were very pleased with the emphasis WFAA put on merchandising at
their 30th anniversary. WFAA has always done a wonderful merchandising
job, but the way in which you handled
product identification, displays, giveaways, newspaper tie-ins and other promotional media was exceptionally good.
On behalf of our client, the Ireland
Chili Company, we want you to know
how much we appreciate
it." Woody.
W. C.
V.P.,

Radio

& TV
Grant

Jr.
Advertising
Advertising

"Your 30th anniversary celebration
was tremendous.
It proved
the intense.
public's
interest
in radio is
wide and
"From an angle man's tangent viewpoint, was
I
most amazed by the clever,
artful inclusion and handling of your
advertisers" products displays. The relating of each advertiser, his product
and program in a vivid, dramatic, individual display . . . the hearing and
seeing of program broadcasts . . . how
could anyone forget?
"We are pleased to have had an account participating in this jackpot bo-

"This promotion differed from the
run-of-the-kilo job like a well-constructed building differs from a set of blueprints. Media — particularly radio —
often devise sound plans, wrap them
in a beautiful package, and place them
carefully on a shelf where they will not
bother anybody.

" \ big pat on the back to WFAA for
the big-time showmanship in connection with its 30th anniversary. The
thousands
nus." on thousands who came

"Instead of paying lip-sen ice to the
job of merchandising, WFAA took an
Isold weather-beaten idea- open house —
and shot the works around it. Their

pouring into WFAA's studios, demanding to meet in person, for example.
such personalities as Lynn Bigler, who
i* the voice of Gladiola Flour, make a

elbow-grease paid off. As long as there
arc stations around with such vision,

lot of pall-bearers for radio's highly:
advertised funeral! What funeral?

energy, determination, there'll be radio.
"If all those obits are true, radio is
having the doggonedest wake \ ou ever

"It was a good — and perhaps muchneeded — hypo for radio in these parts.
The business community will have to
believe that radio is a very live critter.

saw

and it could go on forever."

Robert
H. Nash
Account Executive
Ira E. Dejernett

James

W.

f. Randall
Partner
Randall-Perry

Albert

Couchman

Couchman

Agency
Owner

SPONSOR
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DOKEY"
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NEW

ORLEANS

D.J.,
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PERSONAL
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OF

NEGRO-APPEAL

The forgotten 15,000,0
three years

RADIO

• f •

When sponsor first reported on Negro-appeal radio in its pioneering 10 October 1949 article
"The forgotten 15,000,000," the development of this segment of American air advertising was just beginning. Today, a recent sponsor survey showed more than 200 radio stations in
all parts of the country are programing partially or entirely to the Negro radio listener,
offering him everything from music and news to contests and community events that are
tailored to Negro tastes.

In fact, the Negro audience is now as recognizable a

segment as, say, sports or classical music fans when it comes to measuring over-all U. S.
listening.

A gilt-edged list of leading advertisers are already aware that one

of the best ways to reach this $15,000,000,000 market is via Negro-appeal radio.
More are being added each week, sponsor has therefore reexamined this growing radio
opportunity.

This magazine is proud of its record as the first publication to spotlight Negro radio.
29
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The to market:

NEGRO

Q.

AMERICANS

PREFER

TO

BUY

TOP-QUALITY

Is there really such a thing as

"the Negro market"?
A. Yes, indeed. Despite the faet that
Negroes eat the same food, hear the
same radio shows, wear the same
clothes and speak the same language as
U. S. whites, the American Negro population— now estimated at 15.000.0(1(1
—can he considered a "market*" from
several angles.
Phis is how Joseph Wootton. head of
the Interstate United Newspapers' radio division and himself a Negro, put
it to sponsor:
"There are a few Negroes in this
country, mostly in the upper income
brackets, who trv to lose an) of their
identification with the Negro group.
They avoid reading the newspapers and
magazines that appeal to the Negro
audience; they don't li>tcii to stations
that program for Negroes. They live,
for the most part, like whites.
"But. the great mass ol I . S. Negroes will continue as an 'identifiable
group' for a long, long time to come.
As long as there is racial segregation
30

CONSUMER

PRODUCTS,

EXPLODING

MYTH

OF

A

"SECOND-RATE"

MARKET

or racial prejudice in this country, Negroes will continue to turn to their own
news and entertainment media tor

there is a distinction between 'white"
and non-white." there will be a Negro

everything from the interpretation ol
new legislation to the enjoyment ol
performing artists of their own race.
"Naturally, all Negro parents hope
that their children will have a better

Q.
What
market."

break in life and a better place in society than they did. But changes come
slowly, when you're dealing with millions of people. Advertisers must realize that an improved economic picture
for the U. S. Negro market hasn't
meant the decline of Negro-app:'al media. With more money to spend. Negroes have tended to increase all ol
their leisure-time activities, hut the rise
has been sharper among activities and
media that's slanted directh to Ne"Often, the Negro with an improved
groes.
income is cautious. rel\ ing on the advertising that's aimed squarely at him
in his own media to help him decide
how he's going to spend that monev.
Generally, you can say that as long as

is the scope of the U. S.

Negro market?
A. Here, in highlight form, are the six
key facts concerning "the forgotten 15
million."" as gathered b\ SPONSOR:
1. Population — The Negro population in the United States, some 99/^
of the "non-white"' Americans, now
stands at close to 15.000.000 persons.
This is a 16% increase from 1940 levels. At the same time, the number of
white people in the U. S. increased, by
comparison,
v . Americans
In other
words, about some
one out14.5'
of 10
today is a Negro, and as a race within
the U. S. they arc increasing more rapidlv than whites.
2. Income — Although U. S. Negro
income totals $15,000,000,000 annually the median income of the individual Negro
still doesn't
{Please
turn to match
page that
72) of his
SPONSOR

1.

How has Negro population grown in the United States,

Negro

INCREASE

centage of the total population that is Negro is increasing faster than the white. Contrast the figures at left
with the percentage of increase of American whites,

14,894,000

SOURCE: Bureau of the Census,

2,

%

75.8%

12,866, 000

population

One out of every 10 Americans is a Negro, and the per-

1950

1940

1940-1950, which stands at 14.4%. As a racial group
Negroes
represent a market
as large as all of Canada.

1950

W hut was the increase in Negro urban population, 1940- 1950?

1940

Figures in the last U. S. Census revealed the startling
changes that have taken place in the location of Negro

6,253,588
INCREASE

1950

A

population. The trend, due to steady migrations, has been
away from rural areas and toward urban centers. Today,
about six out of 10 Negroes live in urban areas, and about
one out of three in cities of over 100,000 population.

9,120,000
2,886,000
SOURCE-

3.

1940-1950?

Bureau of the Census,

Migration

1

Is Negro income rising?

trends

have

been

away

from

the

South.

ffoir tnang Negroes are etnplogetl?
y-

1939-1949 MEDIAN

INCOME

INCREASE

Negro median income is
still below that of U. S.
whites, but the gap
now

192%
146%

As

starting to

8.5

( IVILIAN

is

In the past decade, Ne-

FORCE

IAE

gro employment has risen, and job opportunities
for the Negro have
broadened. As chart
shows, nine out of 10

r OR
old.

close.

Mi

EMPIQWD B
MUttO

the figures at left

show, the 10-year rise in
income levels of Negro

85

— -

106

Negroes in the civilian
labor force (91.5%) are

families has been notably
faster than for whites,
and the trend continues.

B
4

-

employed. Figure for white
workers
is about
95%.

'.

8.S

SOURCE: Bureau of the Census, 1950

SOURCE: Bureau of the Census, 1950
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\
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5.

What are the top 24 markets
CITY

New York, N. Y.
Chicago, Illinois
Detroit, Michigan
Philadelphia, Penna.
Washington, D. C.
Greater Los Angeles
Birmingham, Alabama
Cleveland, Ohio
Memphis, Tennessee
Atlanta, Georgia
Greater Newark, N. J.
Baltimore, Maryland

POPULATION

800,000
420,000
350,000
350,000
280,000
220,000
205,000
195,000
195,000
190,000
190,000
190,000

JRBA

bg Negro population?
% TOTAL
OF CITY
9.8
11.5
18.7
16.2
31.8
8.7
48.8
9.6
16.3
31.6
12.0
19.3

POPULATION

CITY

St. Louis. Missouri
New Orleans, Louisiana
San Francisco, Calif.
Houston, Texas
Indianapolis, Indiana
Pittsburgh, Penna.
Kansas Citr, Missouri
Charlotte, North Carolina
Cincinnati, Ohio
Greater Durham, N. C.
Greater
Wilmington, N. C.
\ Greater Jacksonville. Fla.

SOURCE: Bureau of the Census, 1950, other local sources, as prepared by Interstate United Newspapers,
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courtesy of Associated Publishers Inc., representatives
of leading Negro newspapers

Inc.

180,000
175,000
170,000
160,000
130.000
119.000
118,000
115,000
115,000
110,000
108.000
106,000

%

OF CITY
TOTAL
13.3
30.1
7.8
22.4
13.2
10.2
22.0
35.0
15.0

38.0
31.0
35.2

ENTERTAINMENT:
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"LOUISVILLE

LOU"

AND

KOWL'S

"JOE ADAMS"

D.J.

SHOWS;

WHAT'S

"BREAKFAST

AT

CLUB

ZEL-MAR,"

WGN

Negro radio: 200-plus specialist
Q. How many U. S. radio stations
program directly to Negro audiences?
A. It would seem that there'd be a
simple numerical answer to such a
question. But, it just isn't so. No one
can state with complete accuracy the
exact number of stations that are beaming programing, either as a specialty
or as an occasional thing, at the Negro, because of two factors:
1. Rapid grotvth — Negro-appeal radio programing has been in a boom
period for the past five years. This
boom has been confined to independent
stations for the most part, and it is
continuing in this direction. Many of
them came on the air in the first postwar rush of new radio outlets, found
that the going was pretty tough when
they tried to use a "shotgun" programing approach, and then switched in
whole <>r in part to Negro programing.
This revamping of station program
structures is still going on. With no
network involved, it's hard to keep
track of it on a market-by-market basis.
However, the consensus of admen who
arc media experts on the subject of the
Negro market is that there are "from
200 to 250" radio stations who spend
all, or a good part, of their time programing to Negroes. These stations
cover at least 00',

of the country's to-

tal Negro population, and practically
all of the urban Negroes.
2. Extent of programing — Stations
programing to Negroes often vary
widely in the percentage of their total
programing that is beamed to this
market. This fact alone makes it hard
to draw the dividing line between stations that are Negro-appeal and those
that are not.
Some big stations, like Detroit's
WJR for instance, might air one or
two programs a week, with an intensely loyal Negro following. Most Negroappeal outlets,
New devoting
Orleans'
WBOK,
straddlesuch
the asfence,
anything from 25% to 60% of their
programing in this direction, with the
rest aimed at such specialized white audiences as language groups, hillbilly
fans, or news listeners. A few stations,
like Atlanta's WERD, are designed
from the ground up to be almost 100^,
\enro-appeal
stations.
Adding these two factors together —
the increase in Negro-appeal stations,
and the variations in the extent of the
programing — causes a certain normal
confusion. However, the firms that
represent these stations, and the stations themselves, are stepping up their
research activities and the flow of marketing data. It won't be long before
sponsors will know the complete story

32
For list of stations teith Negro programing

see page 74

on just where Negro programing is being aired, and how much.

Q. What's the total potential audience among U. S. Negroes that
can be reached by Negro-appeal
spot radio?
A. On the basis of average set saturations, measured against the total number of Negro homes in areas serviced
by stations known to do a sizable
amount of Negro-appeal programing,
these are the figures:
Spot radio that's designed specifically for Negroes and aired on stations
that concentrate on this audience segment is aiming at a total potential au-

COMMUNITY

SERVICE:

COVERAGE

OF

LOCAL

"GENIAL GENE," WLOW'S

D.J. REMOTE

FROM

RECORD

SHOP,

WPAL'S POETIC "IN THE GARDEN"

Q. What are the facts of radio set
ownership among Negro families?
A. No nationwide set "census," in the
style of the recent Joint Radio Network Committee count of U. S. sets,
has ever been made exclusively in Negro homes. Also, major independent
research firms have not investigated
this problem on a nationwide basis, although Pulse has checked listening
among Negro families in many markets.
However, since

EVENTS,

LIKE

BLOOD

DONATIONS,

Negro-appeal

LODGE

radio

GROUP

is primarily spot radio and bought on
a market-by-market basis, many stations programing to Negro ears have
made their own studies of radio penetration in their own areas, and have reported to SPONSOR.
Here is a cross-section of these studies, giving the radio set picture in Negro homes in cities located in both the
North and the South, including large
cities and small towns:
New
WWRL,

York City — According to
a station which has increased

its Negro-appeal programing from six
hours weekly in 1942 to a well-rated 44
hours weekly today, set ownership
among Negroes in the New York area
is "above 98%, with many homes hav-

ACTIVITIES,

CHRISTMAS

AND

RELIGIOUS

NEGRO

AIR SHOWS

ing more than one set." There are over
1,000,000 Negroes in New York City.

stations-more coming
dience of some 3,150,000 Negro homes,
according to a sponsor estimate.

TYPIFY POPULAR-APPEAL

Washington, D. C. — The nation's
capital has a high percentage of Negroes in its population, nearly 35% of
a total population of about 1,500,000.
A station with a sharp eye for merchandising and programing opportunities, WWDC estimates that there is
"near-saturation" of radio in Washington's Negro-family homes.
Philadelphia — The Negro population
of Philadelphia, like many a Northern
city, has swung up sharply since 1940.
A decade or so ago, Negroes accounted
for about 8% of the population of the
City of Brotherly Love. Today, that
figure is nearly 12.5%, amounting to
some 450,000 people. Radio saturation, as measured by WDAS, is "over
in Negro families in this area.
Charleston,
S. C— WPAL,
which
started its independent Negro programing less than four years ago with a
(Please turn to page 78)
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Negro radio:
you have to see
il to understand it
The spirit of youth and enthusiasm glowing in the pictures on these
pages provides your best indication of what Negro radio is really
all about. Like the dancers in the picture at right, it is just getting
into swing. Three years ago when sponsor did its epochal article
on Negro radio — The forgotten 15.000,000 — there were only a few
stations with programing beamed at Negroes. Today's 200-plus
such stations may turn out to be only the beginning.
The picture of the jitterbugs is representative of more than just
the youth of Negro radio. Il is actually a visual summation of all
that makes this specialized branch of spot radio strong. The dancers
are participating in a jive contest held weekly by WWCA. Gary, Ind.
They are evidently enjoying themselves as are their onlooking
friends. Thus the station has provided them with a healthful, community-minded service — performing the dual role of showman and
social servant.
It is by such programing on two planes that Negro radio has gained
li^tt ner loyalty known to few other specialized media. The teen-agers
shown at right, as well as their grateful parents, are as responsive to
the selling over Negro radio stations as they are to programing.
They buy with enthusiasm — provided you keep your selling in harmony with the entire operation. Let the same talent who have earned
respect with their programs sell for you and you're making sales
sense. Jar the atmosphere with some off-beat notes of canned selling
and you've wasted an opportunity.
As the pictures along the bottom of these pages plainly show, it
isn't just youths who give Negro radio its vitality. The d.j. at lower
left reading a request letter, the blues singer next to him giving it
her all, the WERD newscaster interpreting news of interest to Negroes
— all show you the kind of enthusiasm that goes to make up Negro
radio in 1952.
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OUTLETS

BOYD AND D.J. PAT PATRICK; WJIV'S WHITE "JACK THE BELLBOY'

-^tO.
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OFFICIAL ENTRY

►

AND IT'S MORE BOUNCE
TO YOUR SALES
STOCK

O. K?

ORDER

o*<-

BLAN (

miss Sweet Peac
Snuff for W52

TODAY!
Kotou

I. u.«»j itiicin .\«»l* til (ficir oini Style. Like most Negro d.j.'s,
WWCA, Gary, Ind., performer above is most effective as salesman when
he

phrases

own

sales

pitch

from

client's

outline.

Show

is from

store

2. Take

€idrantage

of merchandising

opportunities.

to lopes: don't talk down

Several years ago, one of the leading
cigarette firms decided that a good way
to boost sales was to aim a special advertising campaign at Negroes. The
tobacco company quickly mapped out
its plans, nicked what it felt was a surefire selling angle, and charged ahead.
Then, executives of the big firm sat
back contentedly to await results. They
never came. In fact, the whole campaign was viewed by the average Negro smoker with the cold indifference
reserved for a saloon keeper who has
blundered into a temperance wienie
roast.
Ad\ertisin« men were soon called on

minority, the pitch had been a racially
stereotyped one, centering on an ap-

peal of "Get more for your money."
Today, with Negro-appeal radio adding an ever-growing dimension to the
means of selling to the Negro market,
advertisers still fall into the same kind
of blunders when they buy time on
Negro-appeal outlets. They start off
with a prejudiced concept of the Negro
market, and then proceed to do themselves more harm than good with a
campaign that offends Negro listeners,
or makes them feel that they are being
ridiculed or talked down to.

the carpel by top brass, who loudly demanded an explanation. Nobody had
a good one. Finally, many months
later, the cigarette firm learned why its
well-meant campaign bad laid an egg.
Instead of featuring its premium
brand, the tobacco firm had chosen as
its star performer in the Negro market

SPONSOR, realizing that selling to Negroes (or any other minority group)
\ ia radio is a nicely-balanced blend of
tact and good advertising tactics, has
therefore prepared the following report
covering many of the basic problems in
this field. Information for it was gathered by SPONSOR editors in a nationwide survey of stations who air Negro

its 10-cent brand. And, since the firm's
admen had held the notion that the
Negro was an impoverished, ignorant

programs, as well as through discussions with media representatives,
agencymen
and several clients who
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appeal stations go all out to help as shown in WWRL, New York, mailing of autc
graphed picture to dealers; WDIA, Memphis, card; WLOW,
Norfolk, Va., contes

have used Negro-appeal broadcast advertising with success.
A few readers may find some of the
information that follows to be "old
stuff" to them, having learned it the
hard way by trial and error. But, for
those advertisers who are eyeing the
nation's $15,000,000,000 Negro market for the first time as a distinct economic unit, and who now realize that
one of the best ways to reach and sell
this market is through the use of Negro-appeal-Xradio, these
tips
could prove
*
»
invaluable :
1. Negroes, despite lower-than-white
income levels, prefer the best of brandname merchandise and respond well to
air advertising for such products.
As Philadelphia's WHAT, an independent station that airs its programing exclusively for that city's 450,000
Negroes, put it to sponsor:
"Through experience, we have found
that Negroes have a sensitive prefer( rice for quality merchandise, and
many of them will buy higher-priced
SPONSOR

t. Tie into radio with your newspaper
)!>achs furniture
iround WLIB,

tuts.

stores builds large-space ads in Negro press
New
York, personality,
Ruth Ellington James

goods even if it means cutting down
somewhere else."
This is a hard fact for some advertisers to grasp, but to ignore this precept
is to invite disaster. To use it properly can bring results out of all proportion to expenditures.
WLIB — a New York independent
station that has managed to attract a
huge and loyal Negro audience — explains itthis way:
"The most important factor in approaching the Negro through air advertising isconsidering the Negro consumer ahuman being of dignity and
self-respect — one who does not want to
be talked down to, or catered to blatantly.
"The Negro buys the best, whether
it is clothes, automobiles, food, liquor,
houses or furniture. High-priced staples and luxuries are bought by Negroes in greater quantities than by any
other comparable population group.
"It is an accepted psychological fact
that a minority people seek to attain
more of the good things in life and
articles of better quality than would
ordinarily be expected of the general
populace in comparable income levels.
This understandable desire for recognition makes the Negro
far more

-f. Follow up at poittt'Of'Sale. Strong p-o-s follow-through is always good but makes
more sense than u?ual with Negro radio where loyalty of audience to stations is unusually strong.
Above, Negro magazine Ebony, a WBOK, New Orleans, advertiser, uses cards on magazine rack

brand-conscious than tbe average conThese comments are typical of the
sumer."Negro-appeal stations are quick
advice
to give new advertisers who feel that
the Negro market is a golden opportunity for second-rate or left-over
brands. So many advertisers have
made this mistake in the past that Negroes are today apt to become instantly
suspicious, and close their purses accordingly, to anything that sounds like
an inferior buy.
On the other hand, the advertiser
who throws away his notions about
Negroes "not being able to afford my
best products" when he is deciding
mhat he's going to sell is headed in
the right direction.
2. Negroes are proud and sensitive
Americans, and can spot a chauvinistic
advertising approach every time.
In selling to Negroes on the air, one
of the surest ways to bring the Negro
sale of even the best brand of merchandise sliding downward instead of upward is to use an approach in commercials that is patronizing.
Few advertisers, of course, would
dream of being as obvious as the drug
firm which once planned to advertise
a hair product on Negro-appeal radio
stations with a transcribed
pitch of

"Attention Negro women ! Now

you

can have hair that's just as attractive
as that of white ladies!" (The stations
to whom this campaign was offered refused it, knowing that Negro women
would not only steer clear of the product, but of the station as well. )
However, many a well-meaning advertiser who doesn't want to leave the
selling up to the individual performers
on Negro-appeal outlets and who insists on having agency written copy
read verbatim on the air can make
other and more subtle mistakes.
SOR:As WDIA, Memphis, stated to SPON"What sells a white person will sell
the Negro listener in almost every instance. He needs and buys a home,
food, clothing and little luxuries. He
needs respect in the community, recreation, a good job, just as white people
do. Our commercial policy is never to
high-pressure the Negro listener. They
have been high-pressured too long.
Attempts by advertisers to create a
"friendly" commercial impression usually turn out to be a resounding flop
when a radio client goes off the deep
end in trying overly hard to be a real
pal to Negro listeners. Even if colored
talent is
beingturn
used,
when86)the ani Please
to page
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lep results:
From Memphis to Santa Monica, radio
station operators have leaped at the
opportunity to tell sponsor the story
of advertisers, national and local, who
have aimed their pitch at the Negro
market with resounding success. The
stations which have delivered the best
results for sponsors are those which
have most successfully integrated
themselves with their communities.
From the replies received to a
SPONSOR questionnaire it is evident
that the station managers, salesmen
and disk jockeys of stations with Negro programing are the greatest colection of "joiners" in the country. It
is not unusual to find station personalities who belong to as many as 40
clubs.
The sales results of sponsors who
use these personalities to plug their
products attest to the soundness of this
philosophy of boundless associations.
In each case listed below, the air selling was done by a station personality
whose recommendations have a high
degree of acceptance in his locale.
Some of the outstanding performers
are pictured elsewhere in this section,
but here are some examples of the
effectiveness of their work:

WDiA,

Memphis

Washing machines — When the General Home Service Co. opened its doors
in 1949. it received a co-op appropriation from the Memphis branch of the
General Electric Sales Corp. A 13week test was scheduled using a quarter-hour participation on one of the
WDIA Negro disk jockey shows. At
the end of this period the store added
no sales of the item. A total of 546

ftcuiofc shots build store traffic
WHOM,
Homestead,
tion Mary Dee busy
New

product

he

clerk by WWDC's

Pa., keeps star
making
personal

is plugging
Jon

is explained

to

Massey in D.C. market

In Gary, Ind., d.j. Jesse
weekly show from market,
Thorn McAn

attracpitches

Coopwood
does a
adds zing to plugs

shoes "sell like crazy" when Winston-Salem's WAAA sends its ace to stores

SPONSOR

rich yield for all types of clients
washers had been sold — more than any
other dealer had disposed of and almost as many as all the G.E. dealers in
Memphis together had sold. This account has never been off the station
since and in certain seasons has increased its amount of time on the air
from five to 10 or 12 quarter-hours
weekly.
Patent medicine — Calotabs went
about its test with exactitude. An exact stock count of both 15f* and 25tf
sizes was made in eight of Memphis'
volume drug stores (seven independent, one chain ) , all having a high percentage of Negro business. A second
stock check was made two weeks later,
one day before the air campaign.
Four announcements a day were
used, Monday through Saturday, and
to make the test even tougher the advertiser used e.t.'s rather than the live
voices of WDIA personalities.
Seven weeks after the announcement
schedule began, the same eight stores
were checked and sales recorded for
the two-week period just past. Results
were: Dollar volume increase for both
sizes of Calotabs was 571%; 383% for
the 150 size and 906% for the 25tf size.
The sponsor snapped up a 52-week
renewal.
WERD,

Atlanta, lia.

National advertisers using Negro radio
APPLIANCES

Admiral
Easy Washer
General
Electric
Maytag
Hot point
l\orge
Philco
RCA

Singer
AUTO

Goodyear
BAKERIES

Continental Baking
Purity Bakeries
Ward Baking
BEER & WINES

Atlantic
Ballantine.
Blalz
Champagne
Cartings
Griesedieck

Knickerbocker
Manischewitz
(wine)
Miller High Life
Jax
Stag
National
Red Top Bohemian
Regal
Twenty Grand
Virginia Dare (wine)
W etch's (wine)

A & P
Kroger

City

TV sales leads — Over 500 replies
were received in response to an offer
(Please turn to page 84)
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Dr. Medical
Pierce's Discovery
Golden
cine)
Ex-Lax

Durkee's Florida Citrus Fruits
Folger's (coffee)
General Foods
General
Mills
Gold Medal (flour)
Kellogg
Griffin
(shoefood)
polish)
Ideal (dog
McCormick (spices)
Maxwell House (coffee)
ISucoa (margarine)
Lipton's (tea)
Pet (milk)
Pur ex
Royal Hawaiian

(hair

Scott's (emulsion)
Rybutol
SSS Tonic
Stanback

Super Suds (flour)
Swansdown
Tarstee Bread
Tide
Wilson & Co.

Sunkist Frozen
Sulfnr-8

Orange

W ildroot Creme Oil
4-Way Cold Tablets
666Juice
Cold Tablets

INSURANCE

Service Life
Universal
Life
DRUC

PRODUCTS

Armour
Aunt Jemima

Personal

Pepto-Bismol
Pepto-Magnin
Pertussin
dressing)
Roral
Crown

Shinola
fish)
Silver Dust
Standard
Brands

ELECTRICAL

delivery of prize wins

PRODUCTS

Anacin
Arrid
Bayer Aspirin
B. C. Headache

aood

w;ll

SUPPLIES

General
(lamps)Electric

GROCERS

CROCERY

Fath"r John's (mediFeenamint
Formula X
Gem Blades
Grove
[laboratories
Hadacol
Miles Laboratories
Murine
Musterole
Nervine

(tuna

APPAREL

Danneman's Supermarket decided to
tie in with an announcement of their

JSew York

Velvet

Black Draught
Calotabs
Charles JSo. 9Antell Formula
Chlorodent
Clorets
Colgate (dental cream)
Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription

Carnation
(milk)
Carolina (rice)
Cloverleaf (dry milk)
Dad's (root beer)
Diamond
(tissues &
wax paper)
Fab

Adam
Hat
Robert Hall
Thorn McAn

WL1B,

pow-

SUPPLIES

Margarine — Quickly noting that Nucoa margarine had started an announcement campaign over WERD,

own, offering the product at a bargain
price. On the following day, after one
announcement, the store reported sales
of over 3,000 pounds of margarine.
Auto tires — After Prior Tire Company started a saturation announcement schedule, one of its salesmen reported that his sales alone were up by
$5,000 or more per week.
Barbecued chicken — Ben Reid. a local cafe owner, told the station that he
sold approximately 300 barbecued
chicken dinners as the result of one announcement onWERD.

Ballard & Ballard
der)Foods
Best
Borden
Calumet
(baking

Mary

FINANCE

Remedy

Dee's

COMPANIES

Family Finance Corp.
Seaboard Finance Corp.

personal

appearance

plugs

Fort

Pitt

MENS

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR:

CAPSULE

McCaa Chevrolet

CASE HISTORY:

\CENCY:

Direct

This auto dealer in West

Memphis, Ark., started with five one-minute participations
daily to promote used car sales. Sales picked up perceptibly. Then McCaa shifted to two announcements daily for
two months at about $9 per announcement. During this
period McCaa Chevrolet reported the sale of an average
oj six cars a day directly attributable to the announcements: s10,000 north oj used cars for a $000 expenditure.
PROGRAM:

\\ Dl \. Memphis

Announcements

SPONSOR:

CAPSULE

HOSE

Joy Hosier

Mills

CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Maxwell Sackheim

Over a three-month period,

Joy Hosiery employed 30 participations on the Mrs. Page
program on the Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, 9:30
to 9:45 a.m. shovjs. They offered five pairs of men's
nylon hose for $2.98 plus C.O.D. and postage. The announcements, costing $3,300. produced $11,210.66 in
sales. This from 2.817 pieces of mail containing 3,762
unit orders.
The cost per order was 88(*.
WJR, Detroit

PROGRAM:

Mrs.

Page

CATTLE
SPONSOR:

results

CASE HISTORY: On his first venture into radio J. C. Lewis, Meadowbrook Farms owner, contracted

for a series of 13 five-minute stockyard reports scheduled
at noon. After the first program, which contained two
100-word commercials. Lends sold 10 heifers and one
bull. For Lewis that meant a sale of $7,000 worth of
cattle at a total cost of five minutes of station time, or
less than $75.

SPONSOR:

Harris Chemical introduced

CAPSULE

AGENCY:

WGY listeners to their Fly-Han through participations on
The Chanticleer, an early-morning program. The insecticide was offered to listeners on a mail order basis for
$2.98. Results were immediate and for 13 weeks Harris
averaged 455 orders weekly on an expenditure of $450 each
week. Average sales tally for every $450 spent: $1,355.90.
PROGRAM:

\\ • .> . Sclirjicc-l.-iih

The Chanticleer

DOUGHNUTS
SPONSOR:

Donut

Bar

\(.E\(A

: Direct

at an advertising cost of $7.50 — a radio-spurred sale of
2,052 doughnuts.
Roseburg, Ore.

PROGRAM:

Stock Yard Reports

Tradewell Stores

CASE HISTORY:

PROGRAM:

Announcements

AGENCY:

Tradewell

Direct

Stores had

to

move 800 cases of fresh strawberries before they spoiled.
They scheduled 15 run-of-the-air announcements for a
Tuesday afternoon, evening, and all day Wednesday. By
Wednesday morning, however, remaining announcements
were cancelled. Eleven, announcements for $63.14 sold all
800 cases of strawberries.
KRSC. Seattle

PORTRAIT

• M'SULE CASE HISTORY: The sponsor used air copy
based on The Dunkers Handbook, published by the
Downyflake Doughnut Company. Three one-minute announcemenls during u single baseball game was the
starter. After these three commercials, Donut liar reported sales of 171 dozen doughnuts or over $90 worth

KRXL,

Baltimore

Marfree

Harris Chemical Corp.

CASE HISTORY:

Gilbert Sandler

STRAWBERRIES

INSECTICIDE
SPONSOR:

AGENCY:

CAPSULE

WBAL.

CAPSULE

Meadowbrook Farms

SPONSOR:
CAPSULE

Varden

PROGRAM:

STUDIO

Studio

CASE HISTORY:

attract customers

Announcements

AGENCY:

Direct

This local studio sought to

with disk jockey Beechcr Frank

folk singer Jimmie Osborne. Commercials

and

were integrated

in a daily five-minute show. After 12 shows, Varden
pulled 1.350 inquiries from interested potential customers.
Cost-per -inquiry amounted to 12.6 cents for the 60 minutes ofair time. Two-week cost: $171 — to build up a sales
potential of several thousand dollars.
WKLO,

Louisville

PROGRAM:

Beecher Frank-Jimmie Osborne
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Valued 45 Mijjjp^t>
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MIGHTY
HUSKY
MARKET
Perhaps you've read about Topeka's rapid increase in
retail sales -- the nation's leader in increase for many
weeks running, in fact. Perhaps you know too that big
and reliable industries give Topeka one of the highest
employment ratings in the nation. You may also know
about the record wheat crop we're enjoying .... or
the record 45-million dollar construction program just
underway. Knowing these facts, you may need one

NEW

CARLINCHOUSE

more for your fall-buying file: Topeka's trade territory
population of nearly 500,000 is sold on WREN.

BLDC.

* More Listeners.. More Hours.. Than Any Other Station in Topeka
*ASK US FOR ANY

5,000 Watts
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LAST 4 YEARS
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Why is it worthwhile for a national advertiser to
plan a special radio campaign geared to the Negro
market?
Charles D. Kasher

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Kasher

10' < Negro population of the
United States.
And. he should
Mr.

Ferguson

get it at a lowercosl-per-1.000,
making it produce even more than
20' i of his net profit. Sound like a
pipe dream? There are more than
15,000,000 Negroes in America. Geographically they can be located, frequently making up half the population
of a city. They are a sincere, responsive radio audience. They are a vivacious, fun-loving, warm-hearted people
and they love to be entertained. In
this part of the country, radio, beyond
the shadow of a doubt, is the only medium that penetrates the suburb and
subdivision, the town and farm, and
goes through educational, racial and
-<><ial barriers to reach the mass of the
\c;jl n

After all the enthusiastic articles
and impressive
statistics with
which advertisers

of his in whom he has confidence and

Because a smart
national advertiser could very
conceivably get
20% of his sales
volume from the

people.

To a great degree, their speech is
idiomatic to the extent that nobody
sells a Negro like another Negro ivho
knows how l<> sell. For long term results an advertiser should invest his
monej in a Negro personality of proven ability. Many sales messages intended f<>r the cars of the Negro have
fallen far short of their goal. Rut.
once that sales message i- phrased in
liis kind of talk and voiced by a friend
42

pride, he'll buy more quickly and he'll
buy more.
They are an intensely proud and
loyal people. To a degree, they buy
what our WDIA personalities sell because they are proud of them as symbols of progress. They are eager to cooperate with them for the good of all
Negroes.
What of that remark about lower

President
Charles
Antell, Incorporated
Baltimore,
Maryland

and
haveI
been agencies
barraged,
doubt whether
a n y o n e today
Miss Allison

questions
value of the the
Negro

cost-per-1.000? In a station like ours

market. Our ex-

you have one of America's most efficient advertising tools. A good Negroaudience station puts your message
directly into the ears of the people you
are trying to convince with very little
seeding of barren ground. And even
when a station has a considerable
white audience as well, as ours has.
this bonus is a part of the market on
which advertisers have long depended
for sales.

perience certainly proves it. Through many years
of
advertising package goods products to
the "'general" market, we have never
seen results such as have been achieved
in a relatively short time in the Negro
market — results far beyond the optimistic predictions in those articles and
statistics.

From their cold, aloof ivory towers,
some advertising men have been striving desperately to dream up the one
idea that might squeeze the last drop
of blood from an already mutilated
white turnip. And yet, within his
grasp, hangs plump and juicy, the succulent plum of a $15,000,000,000 Negro market.
The sooner he wakes up and reaches
i ut for this plum, the sooner he ma\
join the ranks of those -cores of national advertisers who are already
quietly going about the business of
making money, hoping fervently that
not too much of the competition will
catch up on to the fact that here, literally, is the -ales opportunity of the
decade.
Bert Ferguson
Manager
WDIA
Memphis

However, if the campaign to the Negro market is to be truly worthwhile
it must be really "special." We have
found that it is impossible to produce
an amazingly high volume of sales at
a dramatically low advertising cost.
But only by applying special effort
along special lines.
The timebuyer approaching the Negro market often does not have the
well developed yardsticks and working
tools which serve so effectively in the
general market. The three R's — rcp>.
rate cards and ratings — which are so
important to the timebuyer's other activities are too often lacking here. And
so, special knowledge must be developed painstakingly and special procedure- must be improvised for making subtle decisions which often can
mean the difference between sensational success and discouraging failure.
Copy. too. must be different. You
can't always use the cute jingle or
minute transcription which has done
SPONSOR

so well on the larger, general market
stations. In fact you can't always use
the same copy in all parts of the country, nor equally well on gospel and
jive programs.
Our actual experience has proved
beyond question that the Negro market
is definitely worthwhile — responsive,
loyal and very profitable. But only if,
of course, it is approached in a "special" way.
Madeleine Allison
Media Director
Herschel Z. Deutsch
New York

\\ bile some ast u t e advertisers
have discovered
the Negro market, the bulk of
national advertisX ^H H
f ^H
' ^|
Mr. Donneson

first national adin any
vertiser
particular industry that
beams

specific advertising to the Negro market immediately
gains the undivided product loyalty of
large segments of this market.
The cost-per-1,000 listeners is usualh many times less than on the larger
radio stations. Negro-audience programs are usually found on smaller independents ranging in size from 250
watts to 5.000 watts, but all with signals that come into the Negro communities like a ton of bricks. However,
iheir rates are low enough to make the
cost-per-1,000 very low.— At WWRL
the cost-per-1,000 on Negro audience
shows is as low as 11#. Very few media can deliver at such low cost.
Negro people do listen to Negro
audience shows all over the country.
A study made by Pulse in New York
two months ago. showed that more
Negro people in greater New \ ork
(Negro pop.: 1,001,3711 listened to
5.000-watt WWRL than any other radio station, network or independent.
This is typical of listener studies made
b\ unbiased rating organizations in a
dozen or more Negro markets.
The Negro market i- large enough
ti' require special attention. Most advertisers in planning a national campaign would not omit cities like Boston
(pop. 801,000) St. Louis (pop. 856,000 1 or Pittsburgh I pop. 676.000).
Yet in the New York area alone there
[Please turn to page 49)
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Next came the swamis with towels on their heads, and these gave
forth the revelation that no one
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/n //o/> Foreman
lS the tall roster of shows went
off the air. some amazement was

A-

registered at the fact that the situation comedy type of program
had climbed to a position of dominance. Exemplified by / Love
Lucy, which is way out front in
anybody's rating system, shows of
this type ended up leaps and
bounds ( or should I say sprocketholes ) ahead of, say Mr. Berle
who. according to A.R.B.. just
made the first 10.
My Friend Irma had also clo-ed
fast and looks like it will lie in the
money for a Ions: while next season, too. The only amazing thing
to me is. why the amazement?

The

human

embryo

passes

America wouldn't have time with
all their dusting and diapering
chores.
busy!) ( Once they had also said
there was no market for daytime
radio because women were too

through the entire history of man's
development and television, too. is
doing just that — almost before being born. So there should be little,
if any, wonderment at what is happening right now. For example,
look back a scant five years, and
you'll recall, I'm sure, how the
soothsayers were stating flatly that
TV was only for plav-by-pla\
sports broadcasting. (Remember
when they said that about radio?)
Then the boys with the ouija
boards went on record stating that
you needed an hour-long program
to get impact out of the new medium. (Radio look 20 vears to

Ben Duffy on film show
As a follow-uu
July issue, here's
1. // the public is
it is important that

could possibly watch daytime television because the housewives of

reruns

to Bob Foreman's comments on reruns in the 14
a viewpoint from Ben Duffy, president. BBDO:
expected to buy a product as a result of advertising,
nothing be done to discredit the product or company

making the product. It should always be "in character?' A rerun or
second showing would rewh some new jieople, but those who viewed it
before may get upset and this would reflect on their attitude towards
the client's product. Why go looking for trouble by being "penny wise
and pound foolish?''
2. Experience has indicated that reruns can secure an audience, but
research on the effect of reruns on the TV public 'those who have viewed
before) is lacking. Not audience measurement, but audience attitude.
3. Reruns are okay at certain times under certain conditions (summer
replacements, etc.) but at the height of the season, lor high ranking,
high cost shows in fee) time spots and sponsored by top ranking advertisers, they are out of place.
I. The quoted costs for second showings for many shows are too high.
•>. A lot depends upon the type of sponsor. For example, advertisers
with set e<ted dealers selling high priced products may be criticized In
the dealers for "palming of]'' second showings.
ft. ) ou can get away with second showings on children. Perhaps here it
is an advantage because children like to anticipate what is going to
happen. (Hopalong Cassidj is a good example.) Further, you can get
aica\ with second showings in non-competitive time spots better than
you can in the competitive time periods. "The show's the thing." A
person may read a good book twice instead of reading a poor book. Hut
if you had the selection of two good books on your reading tabic, you
iiou/d be more likeh to read them both than to read one twice.

And now we find that the loosely formated, 60-minute TV variety show has burned up more acres
of gags and comics than are availdble, so each week there is considerable fizzling and sputtering, and
shows of this type have more and
more trouble getting off the
ground. Then, at this crucial moment, in waltzes the first really
lunnv situation comedy (unfortunately, the Erwins and Beulah
missed). The newcomer was half
an hour in length, a barrel of fun.
(Please turn to page 48)

commercial

reviews

(See also Conventions story page 24)

TELEVISION
SPONSOR :
agency:
PROGRAM :

Westinghouse
McCann-Erickson,
N. Y.
Republican
Convention

The Westinghouse commercial format
of the Republican Convention, at least for
the first two days of the extravaganza, was,
I'd say, a model of restraint, good taste,
and held to a minimum of intrusion. Having transported the first lady of commercialdom, Betty Furness, to Chicago, the
advertiser offered copy that was informative, interesting and well presented. The
first glimps; I caught of Miss Furness (I
think it was her premiere — on the dav hefore the circus began) she explained, by
way of preface and apology, that she would
br;ak in from time to time during the
proceedings to tell us about Westinghouse
?nd its products. Tactfully she pointed
out that her remarks would never obscure
any important convention news, and she
showed how a buzzer would interrupt her
(Please turn to page 56)
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T. V. story board
A column sponsored by one of the lending film producers in television
S \ I { 11 A
NEW
YORK:
200 EAST
56TH
CHICAGO:
16 EAST
ONTARIO

STREET
STREET

How to present a new product to TV viewers is ably illustrated
in a series of program commercials for Finesse — the new cream
shampoo of Jules Montenier, Inc. For this highly competitive market, these SARRA-produced messages sell — and sell hard- — on the
product's colloidal cleansing, utilizing live action and illustrative
animation sequences. As an added note, Dr. Jules Montenier himsell
appears in the SARRA VIDE-O-RIGINAL commercials. Earle
Ludgin & Company is the agency.
SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

In an aura of dignity, introduced by the distinctive twin medallions
to mark its 60th anniversary, Philco showed its entire line of products to the TV audience in a commercial opening produced by
Sarra especially for presentation of the Republican and Democratic
national conventions. The quality of reproduction and reception
is another evidence of the excellence of the SARRA VIDE-ORIGINAL print. Produced for the Philco Corporation through the
Hutchins Advertising Co., Inc.
SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

This sprightly group of TV commercials produced by SARRA for
Lone Star Beer bounce right into viewers' consciousness and hold
their attention from jingle introduction through a series of productenjoyment action scenes interpolated with appetite-appealing stilllifes to the ending jingle fadeout. The sparkle of Lone Star Beer
is shown to best advantage in the crystal-clarity of the SARRA
VIDE-O-RIGINAL prints. Made for the Lone Star Brewing Company under the supervision of Thomas F. Conroy, Inc.
SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago:
16 East Ontario Street
28 JULY 1952
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and presented two different, yet
sympathetic people. What happens? We're amazed that it wins
friends and influences rating services. But why?

#*

Since Lucy's success, it's safe to
assume that scores of other situation shows are already underway,
both live and on film. Some have

&!.

already been aired as summer replacements. Others are in the cutting rooms being processed into pilot films, and still others are onlv
in typewritten form, bound with
equal parts of Bristol board and
hope.
One of the smartest ways to develop shows of this type and of the
right caliber has been devised by
several producers who are currently engaged in the making of television films. These outfits are now

soles increase
PERMA

STARCH'

A. Earle Clark, food broker, has found that wvTwtf television
has brought him sales increases up to 400"/, ... this from the
825,(100 year 'round residents who spend over one billion
dollars annually in the great south Florida market.

L-mw

Learn more about this amazing WTVJ

CALL

YOUR

FREE

&

PETERS'

sales story !

COLONEL

TODAY!

by him or by "them" if it is syndicated) becomes the pilot film
from which the contemplated situation series is peddled. I know
of one case in which this technique
has already worked and another
near-miss.
Whatever

*?fottdad 'pCiaC' TV StatC&t

CHANNEL 4

in production with a series of unrelated dramatic programs, which
are already spoken for by sponsors
either on a network or as local
buys. In each 13 of the series, the
producers expend a little extra
money and a lot of extra effort
trying to come up with a plot or a
cast or a combination of both
which looks like it would be a good
bet expanded into a series on its
own. This singleton film paid for
by the original sponsor (and run

MIAMI

does emerge

next

year, it is obvious that more and
more situation comedies will find
their way onto rosters of networks,
local stations, and advertisers next
fall . . . for the simple reason that
such ventures are pleasant to view,
comparatively low in cost (up
against the hour variety show, that
is) and far easier to put together
from a scripting, casting, and production standpoint.

thing, I'd say, for audiA good
ences and advertisers alike!
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[Continued from page 43)
are more Negro people than the entire
population of any of these three cities.
A national advertiser will receive a
great deal of extra merchandising because these stations are anxious to
make the campaign a success. At
WWRL we set up product displays in
supermarkets; send out many promotion pieces to grocers, druggists; call
on wholesalers; attend company sales
meetings; continually advertise and
promote shows through newspapers,
posters, etc.
Breads, rice, sugar, flour, canned
milk, canned meats, coffee are more in
daily demand than luxury type foods.
Any advertiser in each of the above
industries that beams ads to the Negro
market will gain thousands of regular
customers who buy this type of product.
However, when money is available
Negro people will buy the best quality
product regardless of price. With more
people working today than ever before, the Negro market is ready for
higher priced items in all food and
drug, as well as soft and hard goods
lines. One supermarket chain sells
more quality cuts of steaks in low income Bedford-Stuyvesant in Brooklyn
I predominantly Negro I than in their
high income, predominantly white
Manhasset, L. I., supermarkets.
A national advertiser will be reaching domestic workers who not only buy
for their own family, but in many instances for the family they work for.
Selvin Donneson
Sales Manager
WWRL
New York
When a national advertiser
knows that he has
substantial distribution ina Negro market he
shouldn't be content to sit back.
Instead he should
do something specific to keep up
Mr. Wootton
with competition
through the utilization of special campaigns rather than a general campaign.
If, for example, the product up for
promotion, is food the advertiser knows
the Negro population represents a substantial percentage of the total popu28 JULY 1952

lation. He then has some idea of the
potential dollar volume they represent.
Since the per capita spendable Negio consumer dollar, for food, estimated at 27.9 cents, approximates the
national average, the interested national food advertiser's targets can be pinpointed, market-by market, just so long
as they have information which fully
establishes such a potential.
These advertisers must be willing to
grapple with the definition of "markets," generally, and the so-called Negro market, in particular. They must
establish the market ratio between
white and non-whites, and be governed accordingly.
This is one of the measurements devised to provide the evidence of Negro
market worth, as related to any contemplated over-all campaign.
Many so-called "sure fire" national
radio campaigns actually promote
"discrimination," against the advertiser's own dealerships. Dealerships whose
investments in property, by grace of
location, happens to be, in what, some
uninformed advertisers and/or their

KNOW

agencies prefer to call "C" and "D"
markets.
One of several possible formulae for
some national advertisers designed to
enable them to determine the worthiness, in Negro radio usage, is to reassay the sales pattern their products
now reveal, to find out, whether or not
such products have a common affinity
with Negroes and/or Southerners as
consumers.
Under this requisite, the advertiser
may get to know the sympathetic relationship between market groups, presumed to be different, in social and
economic backgrounds.
When
Hillbilly
the same
measured

appealed to, through both
and Spiritual programs over
station, the impact can be
separately.

Local and/or regional sales managers inherit a greater control over the
processes for merchandising tie-in, related to the media and the product.
Coverage of a market is not the only
desirable element to be achieved by
the national advertiser interested in
Negro markets. Through the employment of Negro market radio, penetration is then possible, as well.
Joe Wootton
Director
Radio Division
Interstate United Newspapers
New York
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WHEN

TELEVISION

Chester MaeCraehen
agency profile

It isn't very often than an agency radio-TV director gets his name
mentioned on a coast-to-coast TV show, so that an incident on Break
the Bank last year was something of a precedent shatterer. In the
middle of this show Bert Parks was delivering an Ipana commercial
when it suddenly dawned on him that there had heen a script changejust before the show and that he was delivering the unrevised version.
Throwing out his arms in a supplicating gesture. Parks cried into

RESULTS
Here's a rich market . . . and
here's Central New York's most
looked at television station —
ready to present your story to
a "buying" audience. More top
shows . . . more local advertisers .. . greater results.

say "WHEN

11

CENTRAL NEW YORK'S MOST
LOOKED AT TELEVISION STATION
Represented Nationally

By the KATZ AGENCY

CBS

ABC

DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

SYRACUSE.
A MEREDITH TV STATION
50

V.p. & dir. radio-TV prod.
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield

the camera, "Chester. Chester, forgive me. I really didn't mean it."
Although this is not a typical incident, it is indicative of the sort
of camaraderie that Chester MacCracken generates among his associates. He is the antithesis of the "Von Stroheim type" of radio-T\
director described in a recent sponsor article. In the score of years
that he has been in the air media end of the agency business, no one
recalls an instance of temperament or lost temper.
Born in Chicago, Mac moved out to the quieter environs of Oregon at an early age. eventually took his degree at Oregon State. After
seven years with Skelly Oil Co.. during which he switched from
being a sales student to the advertising department, he worked for
Scott Paper Co., J. Walter Thompson. Benton & Bowles and Pedlar
& Ryan before hitching up with his present employer.
Mac looks forward to the expansion of TV facilities for a number
of reasons, one of which is the desire to avoid the loss of quality
which results from the use of kinescopes. "It's not too much of a
problem with Bristol-Myers" Break the Bank because bright lighting
is used throughout the show," he says. "But Borden's Treasury Men
in Action often uses low-key effects which transmit poorly on kine."
"Another advantage of TV's expansion is the fact that the onl\
added cost to the sponsor will be time charges. Talent costs remain
the same whether you use 10 stations or 1.500."
"But. frankly. I don't see how it's possble. from a business economy
point of view, to support 1.500 TV stations. Even with the limited
number of stations, we have today, some of them arc still losing
monej .
From his office on the 52nd floor of the Empire State Building,
Mac commutes to his home in Bronxville, N. Y. One of the few men
in his line who doesn't see any sense in flogging a little white ball
around the fairways, he gets his relaxation reading and puttering
• • •
with photography.
SPONSOR

We've sorted out the facts
Don't let the 240 pages scare you.
Once you've cracked the 1952 Fall Facts Issue, you'll discover that
we've kept your reading interests uppermost. We've indexed, sectionalized, charted our thousands of facts.
We've handled text in question-and-answer style.
By all odds, this is the most factual and important of the six Fall
Facts Issues published by SPONSOR. Naturally we're prejudiced. But
unbiased readers are writing, wiring, and phoning that each of the
eight sections is a honey — and we're doing any reader a service by selling him on the extraordinary value of using its contents.
The highlights of the book are Radio Basics, TV Basics, International Basics, and the detailed TV Map. Each of these four sections
is being made available in reprint form. Last year only the Radio Basics
reprints were available; 30,000 were sold.
If this ad sells you on the Fall Facts Issue ( that's its aim ) and you
don't
have a copy write to SPONSOR, 510 Madison Avenue, New
York 22.

SPONSOR
28 JULY 1952
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WLW-TV spurs activity with
"'Operation Sunburst"
To dissipate hot-weather inertia
about TV, both audience- and advertiser-wise, and to prove to sponsors that
they can get as good results from TV
in the summer as at any other time.
WLW-TV (WLW-C, Columbus, WLWD, Dayton, WLW-T, Cincinnati) is running its allout summertime promotion

This SPONSOR department features capsuled
broadcast advertising significance culled fro
ments
of the
industry.
Contributions
are

Oakland pitches its industrial advantages via TV
Oakland. Cal., fed up with being regarded as San Francisco's "kid brother," started a drive to promote itself
back in 1936. This year, when Oakland
added TV to its promotional efforts, it
became probably the first advertiser to
use TV for the purpose of pitching the
industrial advantages of an area.

To lure industry,

films dramatized

area

pluses

The Metropolitan Oakland Area
(Alameda County) has a $70,000 annual advertising budget, financed entirely bycity and county funds, in order to attract new industry to the area.
This year Ryder '& Ingram Ltd., Oakland ad agency, which handles the
MOA account, decided to allocate
$10,000 of the budget to TV (the rest
goes largely for ads in business mags
and newspapers, direct mail, follow-up
activities). The thinking which led to
the decision ran something like this:
The best way to sell a prospect was to
have him visit Oakland for a personal
look. The next best was to make a fulllength feature film and show it to him.
Both of these were ruled out due to
high cost and other factors. TV offered
a means of showing off Oakland at
comparatively low-cost — providing it
was used smartly.
The agency had three five-minute
sound films built (bv the W. A. Palmer Company, San Francisco) on the
general theme "Why they chose MOA."
Fach featured a testimonial from an
executive of a national firm telling whv
his firm selected this area for a branch
plant and how it worked out in actual

52

plan ond
"Operation
Sunburst" for the secyear.

operation. The three firms chosen were
General Foods. Maxwell House Division; St. Regis Paper Company and
Detroit Steel Products Company.
These films were run between March
and June on stations WPIX and
WNBT. New York; WEWS and
KNBK. Cleveland; WENR and WBKB,
Chicago. To make sure that the right
audience saw the films. MOA used
mail, phone and wire to notify all industrial prospects in each viewing area.
From the standpoint of volume and
quality of returns, according to Ryder
& Ingram president, Ross H. Ryder,
TV compared favorably with any of
the other media being used (at the end
of each film, they invited write-ins for
a free book "Why they chose MOA of
California'). But more important than
the number, volume or quality of returns, said Ryder, were the scores of
letters from business counsel, site-finding firms complimenting the area.
Photo at left shows the key men involved in the campaign: (1. to r.) :
Walter Eggert, pres., Oakland Chamber of Commerce; Maurice G. Read,
chairman. Exec. Committee. MOA;
Ross H. Ryder; Harry Bartell, chairman. Alameda County Board of Supervisors, -k-k -k

WS1R

This year, in addition to a lineup of
top-caliber summer shows backed to
the hilt with continuous promotion,
merchandising and exploitation, the
drive is spearheaded by a special interest-provoking feature: a contest for
viewers offering $50,000 in prizes. The
contest centers on the theme "If I were
President," capitalizes on the heightened interest in politics this year.
Strong viewing incentive is provided
by the clues that the three WLW-TV
stations flash on the screen daily — at
irregular times — to help contestants answer 90 questions pertaining to the
presidency. Each entrant must also
write a short essay on what he would
do if he were the chief executive.
Launched on 17 June, the contest
will run throughout the three-month
"Sunburst" schedule. It is being extensively promoted via newspaper ads.
cab covers, car cards, 3,000 newsstand
posters, truck posters, hundreds of
counter cards, plus on-the-air promotions, day and night. Some 500,000
entry blanks are being distributed
throughout the area.
Because of the "Sunburst" effort,
WLW-TV reports a 35% gross billing
increase for June 1952 over June 1951 ;

plays weehend host to timehuyers at sporting event

More than 59 timebuyers from leading ad agencies were weekend guests
of WSYR and WSYR-TV
(Syracuse)
at the Intercollegiate Rowing Regatta

late in June. They are shown in the
photo above at Hancock Field, Syracuse, about to board one of the two
planes chartered for them by WSYR.
SPONSOR

as of mid-July, 102 new accounts have
been acquired.

tying in with "Sunburst"
ers include
Clorets. Red Top
summer
thisAdvertis
Beer, B. C. Remedies, Tide, B. F.

•

COMPARE

...

the Coverage

with

the Cost and You'll discover

Goodrich. Sinclair Oil, French's Mustard. Palm Beach Suits, Albers Supermarkets, Kroger Grocery Company.

Why this Greater "Dollar Distance"
Buy is Ringing More Cash

Among advertisers using "Sunburst '
resultfully last year, according to
WLW-TV, were Ford Dealers, Raleigh
Cigarettes, International Harvester,
Minnesota Mining. American Vitamins.
U. S. Tobacco, Arthur Murray. Pontiac
Dealers.
* * *

Registers than ever
for Advertisers!

Briefly . . .
Jane Todd, woman commentator on
KCBS, San Francisco, was the grand
prize winner in the 1952 Wendy Warren and the News I CBS Radio. Monday
through Friday. 12:00 to 12:15 p.m.)
\ft omens Commentator Contest. Her
story of a Chinese-American housewife
whose shrimp-fishing business will send
three youngsters to college this fall
won Jane Todd a stay in New York
City, complete with a tour of high
spots, as guest of General Foods and
Benton & Bowles.

KCBS commentator

Todd

won a whirl in N. Y.

At a party held by Wendy Warren
in Miss Todd's honor at the SavoyPlaza Hotel, guests included (photo, 1.
to r.) Henry Flynn, Eastern sales manager. CBS Radio Spot Sales: Jane
Todd; Fred Hitchcock, product manager, Maxwell House Coffee Div., General Foods; Wendy Warren; Harry
Warren, Maxwell House account executive. Benton & Bowles.

*

*

•

Covers

a tremendous

Population Area
in 5 States at the
Lowest

rate of any

Major Station in
this Region!

*

Following the House of Commons
approval of a plan for making British
television commercials, a slurring statement was made concerning American
"Good taste" in TV commercials. Officials of the Telepix Corporation, Hollywood TV producer, rushed to the de( Please turn to page 58)

"It's

The

DETROIT
Guardian Bldg.

Area's Greater
•

Adam J. Younc, Jr., Inc., Nat'l Rep.

Buy!"

Detroit 26
•

J. E. Campeau, President
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What's New in Research?
Comparison of program types shows boxing
topped by eomedy variety
1-7 JUNE

PROGRAM

RANK

TYPE

Boxing
Comedy variety

Comedy situation
Drama & Mysteries
Talent competition
Horse racing
Musical variety
Quiz-Aud. Partic.
Wrestling
No.
(Source:

AVG.

Quarter-Hours:

1-7 JUNE

RANK

RATING

25.6
25.5
10.9
19.3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Westerns

1952

15.0
12.0
11.5

RATING

12.3
22.5
14.3
12.5
16.7
15.3
4.5

10.7

8
9

11.4
10.7
No.

AVG.

0
1
4
5
2
183

17.8

©82

1951

10.2
7.2

14
Quarter-Hours:

647

Multi-Market Telepulse)

Continent:
Despite the rapid rise of comedy variety as the
most popular TV program type, boxing still manages to stick close
on the heels of the leader. It will also be noted that the only standard program type that underwent a marked shift over the year was
Drama & Mysteries. In June of last year it was the second most
popular type. This year it ranks fifth.

Xatiomil Ratinys top 10 proyratns
(Percentage

PROSPEROUS

of homes

TRENDEX

reached

in program

TV

station

areas)

NIELSEN

RADIO

SOUTHERN
1-7 July

NEW

Rank

8-14 June

1952

Program

Rating

Network

Rank

1952

Program

Rating

ENGLAND
with

1
2

Talent

Scouts

3

Godfrey's Friends
Rocket
Squad

in

4

Pabst Fights

220,000

5

The

6

Summer

COVERAGE

UNDUPLKATED

homes!
Represented

Weed

7

Nationally

by

Television

Web
Theatre

29.9
26.2

CBS
CBS

22.1
21.4

CBS
CBS

20.7
19.6

CBS
NBC
NBC

Big Town
Dragnet

19.1
18.3

NBC

8
9

Little

18.2
17.6

CBS

10

Margie

Danger

54

England

—

Bertha

Bannan

Trendex
Note: Republican
all network ■ — 41.0 rating

convention

July

You Bet Your Lite

3

Broadway
Romance

4

Fibber McGee

5
6
7
8
10
9

CBS
In New

1
2

Dr.

Is My

Christian

Big Story
Walk a Mile

7.6
Beat

7.2
6.7
6.6
6.2
6.0
5.9

The Lineup

5.3

Great Gildersleeve

5.3

Bob Hope

5.3

7.
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Y####* available

in reprint

farm

4 BASIC TOOLS FOR SPONSORS
NEW
SPONSOR
Please send me

Radio

Basil's (revised, 19S2)

RADIO

\(>-l>age supplement reprinted from 1952 Fall Facts

►

•

510 MADISON AVE.
copies of

BASICS

YORK 22

•

and Bill me later.

Name

issue. Includes 31 charts and tables statistically outFirm
Address

lining the vital facts of radio distribution, listening,
cost-per-thousand, out-of-home listening, comparative
media costs, hour-by-hour listening, effects of TV, etc.

State

City
10c. single
each copy.
in quantities of 100 or more;
for

TV Basics

SPONSOR
Please send me

(a sponsor first)

16-page reprint of supplement appearing in sponsor's
Fall Facts issue. Statistical data on TV homes, viewing

►

TV

•

510 MADISON AVE.
copies of

BASICS

YORK 22

and Bill me later.

Address
State

City
for
10c. single
each copy.
in quantities of 100 or more;

SPONSOR
Please send me
(showing TV locations and network links)

NEW

Firm

charts presenting the case for TV as gathered from the
best available research sources.

Wlap

•

25c.

Name

habits, cost-per-thousand, comparative media costs. 22

TV

15c. each for 25 or more;

►

TV

MAP

•

15c. each for 25 or more; 25c.

510 MADISON AVE.
copies of

sets in market, net affiliation of stations; representative

Firm

for each station with New York phone number.

Address

NEW

YORK 22

and Bill me later.

Name.

Shows every TV market and stations; lists number of

•

______^__

City

State

10c. each, scribers;
50 oradditional
more;
copy,20c.25c.each, 10 or more; single map free to sub-

international

Basics

SPONSOR
Please send me

(Radio & TV Abroad)

Basic data on stations in the 50 countries outside
U.S.A. that permit commercial broadcasting. Charts
of international market and radio coverage; comparison ivith newspapers; U. S. imports; U. S. advertisers
and moneys spent; agencies doing business abroad, etc.

»

•

510 MADISON AVE.
copies of

INTERNATIONAL

•

NEW YORK 22

BASICS

Name.
Firm^
Address

City

State

10c. each for 50 or more copies; 20c. per single copy.

SPONSOR

The
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magazine for radio and TV advertisers
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i Continued from page 46)
whenever the convention itself warranted
a flash cut-in. A good gimmick and excellent public relations.
Also — this was the first time in history,
I believe, that a program was enabled to

the propulsion equipment (whatever that
is) on the new liner, United States. The

above) for Westinghouse. I'm referring
to the use of a voice-over treatment to de-

copy was fairly colloquial and, as usual,
well delivered.

pict the virtues of a piece of equipment
versus the straightforward presentation of

sponsor:
agency:
program:

a Betty Furness talking-as-she-demonstrates.

Philco
Hutchins Adv. Co., N. Y.
Republican Convention

interrupt a commercial and may very well

Having witnessed but a fraction of the

start a trend in the industry, though I
doubt it.

convention sponsored by the above adver-

The brief and fairly infrequent commercial chats with Betty covered a variety of

tiser, I'm not in a position to make any
sweeping statements. But I would like to
point out one basic difference between Phil-

subjects such as dehumidifiers, ranges and

co copy and

what I saw

(and

described

Here is a fair comparison of the two
techniques and, of course, the more direct
(Furness) method

beats the voice-over

hands down. I say "of course" because
a person talking as product features are
pointed out by the speaker is far closer
to the direct type of selling done on the
retail sales floor, and since TV is at its
best when it's closest to retail selling, voiceover is obviously the weaker of the two.
In fact, I often wonder why so much
voice-over is used for demonstration copy.
It seems silly to have one voice talk while
another person in pantomime points to the
features being described. This puts an insurmountable acting-burden on the thespian doing the mute demonstration as well
as dissipating the greatest value of television, namely, its ability to combine integrated sight, sound and motion. Philco's
pretty little girl gesturing at the refrigerator while a man's voice extolled same was
inane — but not her fault.

You can't cover Indiana's #2
market from another state.
Our rates are local and include
complete

merchandising

sponsor:
agency:

distri-

bution and promotion assistance.

program

We

serve 400,000

loyal listen-

:

Wheaties
Dancer-Fitzgerald -Sample,
Inc., N. Y.
Stu Erwm
Show

Wheaties copy on the Erwin show as

ers in Negro, rural, industrial,
and four nationality groups.

evidenced by the middle break on 7 Julyis an example of well rounded salesman-

Only the Gary Sales Plan sells

ship. This effort delivered Mike Fitzmaurice as a sportscaster, Stan Musial as a

Indiana's second market.

home run hitter, a giant size kernel of
wheat as a demonstrator, and some slick

Call us without obligation.

optical work as package-identifier.
Within the span of a single commercial,
we thus covered a number of very sound

Gen. Mgr.-WWCA

and diverse, but well-related copy points.

WWCA

The sports insert which progresses from
crowd-scene to the sportscaster in his booth
and then to the field is well shot and edited
so that it appears to be a continuous piece
of filmed action (which I'm sure it isn't),
and the part played by Fitzmaurice is thoroughly convincing.

Gary2 Ind
keta's
Marian
No.

I'm not sure that the giant wheat kernel
as it is taken apart to point out its energy-

*
56

Chicago's
Radio
Monster

supply, etc., is a very tasty thought but it
certainly is a graphic one.
As for the gimmick at the end — pop-ons
of the various letters which go to spell the

SPONSOR

name Wheaties on the box — here is a fine
bit of attention-holding art and lab-work.
It is replete with action, since each letter
also brings with it a line-drawing of someone engaged in a sport-endeavor — it is
relevant because of the way the visual
treatment is achieved, and it is dramatic
since the motion really holds the eye and
fixes the product name in one's mind.
agency:
program:
SPONSOR:

Schick Electric Shavers
Kudner Agency, Inc., N.
Crime
Syndicated

Y.

I have only one bone to pick with the
copy used for this electric shaver — and
it's simply this. Every woman (not the
market, I realize) and most men who see
this copy in which the salesman uses the

The

General Electric Company
Announces

shaver and then hands it to the prospective customer to use is horrified, disgusted,
and repelled. I daresay even the most masculine male feels that there is something
unsanitary and downright vulgar about
this — almost as bad as using someone else's
toothbrush.
Hence no matter how good the product
and how sound the demonstration of it
on this footage, a repulsive thought such
as perpetrated here, as graphically as TV
can do it, serves to unsell Schick shavers.

MEN, MONEY, MOTIVES
(Continued from page 6)
tricky, not candid, loaded with selective
statistics. Worse, copy has been written
on occasion more to appeal to the
known prejudices of the men okaying
the appropriation than to appeal to
John Q. Public. This was the sort of
self-deception by Boards of Directors
against which Fortune sounded off.

A symbol, it seems, of the hoked-up
kind of institutional advertising which
has drawn unfavorable comment is the
barefoot boy with fishing pole. Just
why this barefoot boy, out of James
Whitcomb Riley, is supposed to be so
nostaglic, so beguiling, so perfect an
argument for rugged individualism is
never explained. But the folklore seems

The Appointment of

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO
New York, Chicago
as
National Sales Representative
for

Radio Station

WGY
Effective August 1, 1952

uncritically accepted among advertising copy writers that almost any Board
of Directors is sure to purr with delight
if they are shown some variation of
Huckleberry Finn.

Fortune has called the roll of non-
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sense in institutional advertising. But
none of the valid objections to copy
hokum invalidates the usefulness of

that success in business was equivalent
to failure in morals. Great numbers of
Americans still bought the concept that

"institutional" advertising itself. What
is needed is better use, not abandonment.
ft ft #

"bigness is bad and that business is
sharpie, wholly materialistic and pred-

Fairfax (imie. president of Foote,

Cone spoke of institutional advertising as building-in a third-dimensional

atory, and profoundly unscrupulous."

*

("one & Belding. emphasized anew recently before the National Industrial
Advertisers Association in Chicago the
vast need of getting business more favorably impressed upon the people. It
was too widely accepted, he argued.

*

*

factor in the public's picture of business. This is a good analogy. Plainly
the public often lacks understanding in
depth of business. But it goes the other
way round, too. Often enough business

«
r
«
w
;&

managements exhibit a lack of understanding indepth of the way ordinary
Joes react. No barefoot boys with fishing poles, they.

* * *

ROUNDUP
{Continued from page 53)
fense; they immediately sent a demonstration reel of typical American TV
commercials to the House of Commons
to disprove the statement. Ad agencies
handling products which had TV
pitches on the reel included Roy S.
Durstine, Calkins & Holden, Tim Morrow, Hixson-Jorgensen. Ringer and Associates. Richard B. Atchison, Leonard
Shane.

*

*

•: -

The newest Frederick W. Ziv Company radio production. Freedom, U. S.
A. — a dramatic, informative series
about the American scene starring Tyrone Power — will be released for
broadcast early in September. This is
the first Ziv radio program since / Was
A Communist for the FBI was inlroduced last year. Freedom, U. S. A.
combines showmanship with the realities of the American scene today, according toJohn L. Sinn, executive v.p.
of Ziv; was created by Ziv in response
to requests by many radio stations that
they produce another new program.
KFWB.

Los Angeles, points with

pride to the results achieved in a oneday announcement campaign for Wilshire Beverages. Sponsor used 23 halfminute announcements. Bob Kaufman,
An independent survey of radio listening habits in the
Red River Valley was recently made by students at
North Dakota Agricultural College. The Survey covered 3,969 farm families in 22 counties within about 90

KFWB account executive, reports a total of 5,798 cards and letters in response; this, he stresses, in a market
which has 23 radio stations and seven
TV stations.
«*
»

miles of Fargo. In answer to the question, "To what
radio station does your family listen most?" 78.6% of
the families said WDAY, 4.4% Station "B", 2.3% Station "C", 2.1% Station "D", etc. WDAY was a 17-to1 choice over the next station . . . a i'/^-ro-I favorite
over all competition combined!*'

The 150th anniversary of the DuPont Company on 18 July was marked
by ceremonies at the site of the company's first mill on Brandywine Creek.
Wilmington, Del. Included was a onehour program on NBC Radio. In connection with the anniversary, DuPont

It's the same story in town. Year after year, WDAY
makes a run-away of the Hooper race, consistently getting a 3-to-l greater Share of the Fargo-Moorhead
Audience than all other stations combined!
Truly, WDAY is a colossal radio buy in a stupendous
farm market. Write direct, or ask Free 8C Peters for
all the facts.
^Competition includes local studios of the other three
major networks.
WDAY

•

NBC

•

970

KILOCYCLES

•

5000

WATTS

Fret- & Peters , Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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has published a book. "DuPont — The
Autobiography of an American Enterprise"— tracing the company's role in
the growth and development of the
nation. DuPont currently sponsors
Cavalcade of America (Tuesdays, 8:00
to 8:30 p.m. I on NBC radio, through
BBDO: may extend show to NBC TV
this fall.
SPONSOR

The 15 local chapters of the American Association of Advertising Agencies report that the recently-elected
chairmen of the Boards of Governors
of each chapter are as follows: Chesapeake Chapter: Joseph Katz. Joseph
Katz Company, Baltimore; Cleveland:
S. L. Abrams. Ohio Advertising Agency; Dayton: Hugo Wagenseil, Hugo
Wagenseil & Associates; Northern California: John J. Wiley, Kenyon & Eckhardt, San Francisco; Oregon: Wayne
R. Leland. House and Leland; Philadelphia: Wesley M. Ecoff, Ecoff &
James, Inc.; Pittsburgh: Harry P.
Vieth, BBDO; Puget Sound: J. F. Crollard, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Seattle; RockyMountain: Carl A. Salstrand, Ball &
Davidson; St. Louis: E. E. Kromnacker, Arthur R. Mogge, Inc.; Southern California: Lee Ringer, Ringer &
Associates, L.A. : Southeast Chapter:
W. W. Neal, Liller, Meal & Battle, Atlanta; Southwest: Wilson W. Crook.
Crook Adv. Agency. Dallas; Spokane:
Harvey A. Brassard, Devine & Brassard, Inc.; Twin City: Harold C. Walker, Harold C. Walker Advertising.

STOCKS

ing a recording a short time ago.
Kidder, Peabody also tried eightand 20-second breaks on NBC i \ Today but found the time insufficient
to get their story across. They plan to
try five-minute segments of the morning TV show soon.
Another broker who has made successful use of the air to promote mutual funds is Bache & Co.. New York
I via Albert Frank-Gunther Law).
Bache tried a number of program t\pes
before settling on thrice-a-week spon-

7:20 p.m. WOR show conducted nightly by Henry Gladstone. This show, currently on the air. features a general
roundup of business and financial
news, important stock market quotations and trends. The commercial consists of a pitch for mutual funds in
general, stresses the reliability and services of Bache & Co. in particular.
That a mass market for mutual funds
exists is indicated In the Brookings
Institution study. It found that more
than 1.220.000 individual sharehold-

sorship of Today's Business, a 7:15 to

ers in the I*. S. are members of lam-

ON THE AIR

{Continued from page 23)
various needs.
Despite the fact that the campaign
was basically institutional, with relatively minor stress placed on obtaining
leads, it produced more leads at less
cost than was previously obtained from
printed media. The quality of the leads,
in terms of conversion to sales, matched
those which had been drawn by the
financial section of The Neiv York
Times — but at substantially lower costper-lead.
In the matter of actual sales, which
is what really counts, the show has cost
the sponsor about 40 for each dollar
of sales. Each program pulls from 200300 leads (about 85 per week, from as
far away as Philadelphia) which are
followed up by three weeklv letters and
a personal solicitation if the prospect
seems "hot." Now taking a summer
hiatus, the program will be on the air
again in the fall.
So successful has the WOR show
been that recordings of it are used by
Kidder. Peabody over WHDH, Boston,
and WGN, Chicago. Transcriptions
have been used by other dealers for
sales meetnigs and a Wichita dealer.
Small-Milburn Co., started broadcast28 JULY 1952

Only ONE Station DOMINATES
THIS RICH, CROWING
15-COUNTY
WITH

MARKET

HOME FURNISHINGS SALES OF $38,324,000
Sales Management' 1952 Survey of Buying Power

^?e y(ma<K<i/£ert&k^ £&iZt0n>
AM

FM

WINSTON-SALEM
NBC Affiliate

Represented b»:
HE4DIEYREED

CO

ily groups with annual incomes of less
than $4,000; 2,880,000 stockholders
are in the $5,-10,000 bracket.
The brokers' big problem is one of
educating his market and developing
trust in investment brokers. As a result of the 1929 market crash persons
of moderate means have been quite
cautious about investing their limited
finances in a particular common stock.
In other words, they have hesitated to
put all their cash eggs in one basket.
Their limited means (and knowledge)
also prohibited them from purchasing
a diversified portfolio of stocks so that
if one stock dropped abruptly the others could take up the slack.
Along came the mutual funds. Despite the fact that various investment
funds have been available for over 25
vears. it has only been during the past

decade that their assets have increased
from $500,000,000 to more than $3,000,000,000. The more people who got
to know about this form of investment,
the more who diverted surplus capital
to it.
Oversimplified, the principle of mutual funds is that an investor can purchase a piece, however small, of a large
pool of diversified stocks (and sometimes bonds). These pools, or portfolios, are set up with specific investment purposes.
An investor, for example, could purchase stock in a pool whose purpose is
to guarantee (as much as anything can
be guaranteed these days) a dividend
yield which, while comparatively safe,
is in excess of what he can get from a
savings bank or government bond. Or
he can get into a fund whose specula-

In HANNIBALAND
THEY have money
to spend!
* HANNIBALAND-z/h Urge 41 county
area surrounding Hannibal, Mo.,
Quincy, III., and Keokuk, Iowa.

tive nature is such that a good possibility exists of increasing his capital investment. Or he may want a hedge
against inflation on the theory that
common stock values more closely mirror current prices than does government currency.
Bache & Co. manages to get one or
more of these points across on each
up.
show and finish the job on the followThis is not the first Bache experience
with air media. A trial period on the
Tex and Jinx Show (NBC) pulled a
load of inquiries but resulted in few
sales. A CBS news show late at night
had similar results. The trick seems to
be to pick a show that draws a particular type of audience.
Says Albert Frank-Gunther Law's radio-TV director. Robert Day: "We
have found that radio, properly used.

*•••••••
"Radio advertising is not as 'big a
business' as it should be — nowhere big
enough. Annual radio advertising volume is roughly equivalent to the dollar
volume of tires sold each year by only
one of the leading tire companies. It
is about the same as the sales at candy
stands in theater lobbies. Is radio advertising less important than the candy
and popcorn sold in theaters?"
CHARLES C. CALEY
Chairman of Board. BAB

•

•*•••••

not only gets us prospects at a much
lower cost-per-lead than printed media,
but that we can convert a higher prosubstantial
sales."
Bache portion& of leads
Co. areinto
currently
sponsoring
the Paul Gibson Show over WBBM,

The population of the rich Hannibaland area is mostly
rural. These are the folks who have the money to spend
to buy your products. To sell 'em use the station they
listen to most— KHMO.
KHMO
reaches and sells the buying power of the
240,470 radio families who live in this large, 41 county
area.
Make your selling job easy in the middle-west in
Hannibaland — buy KHMO.
Write, wire or phone
KHMO or Pearson today for availabilities.

KHMO
5000 watts day
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Representative
John E. Pearson Company
•
Mutual Network
Hannibal, Missouri
1000 watts at night

Chicago, after a year's use of John
Harrington's newscasts. In Philadelphia, they tried classical music over
WCAU, have now switched to 6:00
p.m. newscasts once a week. They plan
to try some a.m. participations over

KYW

in the fall.

The importance of program selection
is exemplified by the experience of
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Beane.
As far back as 1948 this firm tried a
number of radio formats and finally
took a hefty plunge into TV. It signed
for a nine-week sponsorship of a show
called America Speaks, featuring Dr.
George Gallup. Coming during the
election season, the NBC TV network
program built a large audience and
pulled a fair number of leads. The
show came to an abrupt halt after Gallup's flat prediction of a win for Dewey
proved wrong. Nobody wants to talk
aboul the show now. but it is obvious
SPONSOR

that the reasoning behind the cancellation was simple: how do you expect
to build confidence in your selections
in the highly complicated financial
market
you ancan't
pick which of
two
men when
will win
election?
Since that debacle MLPFB's air activities have been limited to supplying
radio stations with quotations from the
New York Stock Exchange in return
for a plug. At present 14 stations carry
stock prices, nine broadcast commodity
quotations, and 20 carry both.
Another stock selling advertiser is no
longer on TV for an altogether different reason. His success was apparently
too great.
This story needs a bit of background.
The cancelled sponsor, Tellier & Co.,
is an investment house — not a member
of the New York Stock Exchange — which specializes in speculative slock
issues. These stocks rarely sell for
more than 35tf a share (often as low
as 15^) — commonly referred to by the
big brokers as "cats and dogs."
Walter Tellier, president of the brokerage house, operates on the theory
that the little fellow is just as entitled
to a little "action" in the market as the
big boys. He makes no bones about
the speculative nature of his offerings.
Working with his agency man, Bob
Day (Albert Frank-Gunther Law), he
cooked up a format for a TV pitch.
They then bought a participation on
WPIX's 7:15 Show, a movie program
m.c.'d by one time child star Freddie
Bartholomew.
The stock selected was that of the
Trad Cabinet Corp. of Asbury Park,
N. J., a firm organized for the purpose
of building cabinets for TV sets. The
plan was to offer just under $300,000
worth of stock at 25^ per share.
Bob Day learned just before the first
show went on the air that Tellier had
held 20 of his salesmen at the office to
take phone calls, and gloomily pictured them playing cards all night long.
Then came the show. After an introduction from Bartholomew, Walter
Tellier stood up with a long pointer,
aimed it at a blown-up stock prospectus that dominated the screen. "Ladies

^Jhe ^Jelevl&lon

^rudience of\Joduu

In answer to a number of requests, we are publishing
below a complete list of studies covered to date
through "The Television Audience of Today." All
of these studies are still available and many be purchased from the TV section of Advertest Research.
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Advertising Effectiveness
Television News

and gentlemen," he said, "my name is
Walter Tellier and I'm a stock broker
with offices at 42 Broadway. I'm here
this evening to tell you a little something about a purely speculative stock
that we are offering in a new com-

90
NEW

BRUNSWICK

Television Movies
Radio vs. Television
Advertising Effectiveness
TV's Effect on Reading Habits
Television Variety Programs
Daytime Television
TV Index of Product Usage
Purchases of Durable Goods
Television Commercials
Children's Televiewing
TV vs. Radio — 18 Month Comparison
Televiewing After 11 PM
Advertising Effectiveness
Week-end TV Habits
TV Mystery Programs
TV Western Programs
Daytime Television
Weekly vs. Alternate Week Program
Study of Non-Owners
Summertime Television
TV News and Educational Programs
Television Commercials
TV vs. Radio— 30 Month Comparison
Sports and TV
Movies and Television
Early Evening Televiewing
Television Drama
Product Usage
Daytime Television
TV Spot Commercials

BAYARD
•

NEW

STREET
JERSEY

• CHarter 7-1564

pany."
After making his pitch and warning
28 JULY 1952
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HEARING

viewers that the company wouldn't
start to pay off for three or four years,
if then, he invited phone calls to his
office for further details. He gave the

IS

phone number, urged them to "do it

BELIEVING

The office switchboard lit up like a
Christmas tree. Salesmen had time
only to take names and addresses before breaking off to answer another
call. Literature was mailed out the
now."
same night and a follow-up made three
days later. Between 500 and 600 calls
were received after each telecast with a

Central Ohioans buy brand
names associated with favorite
radio personalities. Loyal, yet
ever-ready to try something
new, Central Ohioans, Wfa million strong, make up a billion-dollar market for old and
new products.
Reach this 24-county market area through WBNS

high mark of 800 being hit one night.
Relates Tellier: "Those telecasts really produced for us. We got leads at a
cost of about l&V apiece. Newspaper

Radio

ads had supplied leads at about $2-2.50
each. You can see why we were enthusiastic about continuing the WPIX
series. But when renewal time came
around the station made all kinds of

— Central Ohio's only CBS outlet. The top 20-rated programs round out a balanced schedule which attracts loyal
listeners who hear . . . believe . . . and buy!

ASK

JOHN

BLAIR
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excuses for refusing our business."'
(A WPIX spokesman told sponsor
that the reason the contract was not
extended was that "the product offered
was too speculative.")
Following up leads produced by the
telecasts, Tellier salesmen were able to
convert better than 50% of the prospects into stockholders, with orders
averaging about $100 per sale. But
Tellier has been unable to buy TV time
since then.
Among the other investment firms
which have used the air is the Wellington Fund of Philadelphia which has
tried eight-second spots, turned to giving away about $1,000 worth of shares
in return for plugs on Stop the Music
(ABC TV). A TV ticker tape idea
didn't pan out and was dropped by
WOR-TV.
The use of radio by investment
houses and financial magazines in general is on the upsurge. Currently
Shields & Co. in Buffalo. Dempsey,
Tegeler in Los Angeles, Esterbrook &
Co. in Boston and Small-Milburn in
Wichita are additional firms using radio successfully.
As more brokers and their agencies
learn to use the medium a definite trend
is developing. Says Marty Monroe.
WOR sales executive, "We now have
seven business and financial shows per
week going. As a result of their success, we expect to have at least four
more programs of this type on the air
next fall. There's a rich market here
for advertisers.''
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SPONSOR

WFAA

FAIR

[Continued from page 27)
There'll be souvenirs . . . prizes . . .
pictures . . . and a special contest for
amateur camera fans. Any day next
week from 5:30 in the morning until
10:00 at night. This will be the largest
anniversary celebration WFAA has
ever had . . . and it's all for you. Plan
to be with us sometime next week.
Save a day for WFAA. I'll be looking
for you."
Backing this up was the newspaper
advertising campaign which ran from
15 to 30 June in the Dallas Morning
News (owner of the station) plus the
the plentiful editorial coverage which
that and other papers gave the event.

Visitors arrived at WFAA's penthouse studios in its building on Jackson Street in Dallas via a "sky bridge"
which connected that building with the
next one. On the bridge were historical exhibits telling the story of the station's growth from the tent-enclosed
studio area in the library of the former
Dallas News building in 1922, to the
50,000-watt NBC and Texas Quality
Network ,and 5,000-watt ABC affiliate
it is toda) . I The station operates halftime at 820 kc on the 50,000-watt national channel, and half-time at 570 kc
on the 5,000-watt regional channel. )
All visitors registered for sponsorcontributed door prizes, with the drawings coming three times a day: at
10:30 a.m., 3:00 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
Among the 65-odd advertisers donating daily door prizes were General
Foods. Standard Brands. Procter &
Gamble, Kraft Foods. Manhattan Soap
Company. Charles Antell, Gulf Oil,
Brown & Williamson, Cudahy Packing,
The Mennen Company. Cook Chemical
Company, Mercantile National Bank.
R. C. A., Earl Hayes Chevrolet Com-
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pare. Pacific Citrus Products Company. At the end of the anniversary
week came the drawing for the grand
prizes: a Philco refrigerator; two diamond and gold Bulova watches; a
Slumberton Mattress; a course at Patricia Stevens School of Modeling; a
Magnavox radio-phono combination.
Two of the station's studios were
turned into exhibit halls of colorful displays of sponsors' products and star
pictures. Network sponsors-shows-andstars displavs lined the walls of one
studio in free-standing display units.
Among products represented were Coca -Cola, Alka - Seltzer, Dreft, Kix,
Wheaties, Old Gold cigarettes, Philip
Morris, Kellogg's dry cereals, Allsweet
Oleomargarine, Mutual of Omaha,
U. S. Steel, Ex-Lax, Anacin, Schlitz
beer.
"Growing with WFAA" was the
theme of the display featuring spot advertisers, including Bulova Watches,
Tender Leaf Tea, Wonder Bread, Brylcreem, Neuhoff's Frankfurters, Dallas
Power & Light Company, Pillsbury's
Best Flour, Pepsodent.
All local programs were given hallway shadow-box display space, combining show, talent and sponsor's product
in eye-arresting units. Among programs featured were the 23-year-old
Early Birds, sponsored by Aunt Jemima Flour, The Mennen Company and
Morton's Foods among others, and the
Saturday Night Shindig, now in its
ninth year and sponsored by the Fant
Milling Company.
Local news advertisers had a corner
in one of the studios all to themselves;
among them were Time and Life Magazines. Griffin A-B-C Shoe Polish, Dallas Railway & Terminal Company, Nutrena Egg Mash, Slumberon Mattresses,
Admiral TV.
With its anniversary, WFAA

demon-

strated that any event which a station
runs in order to build good will for itself among listeners can also be used to
boost its advertisers — with benefit to
all.
• • •

CONVENTIONS
I Continued from page 25 \
be higher than female interest, Westinghouse should have inserted some
commercials that would appeal more to
a man. Miss Furness was on 77 TV
commercials during the Republican
Convention and spoke for about 114
minutes of the total 138. One-third of
Westinghouse's radio commercials were
done by Miss Furness in transcriptions
tailored especially for the audio medium.
While agency people and those in
the appliance trade in general were
complimentary about convention air
advertising, a sharp critical note was
injected in exclusive statements to
sponsor by a group of consultants to
the Democratic National Committee.
These consultants, who monitored the
Republican convention on TV from
beginning to end, were led by J. Leonard Reinsch, managing director of the
five radio and TV stations owned byJames Cox I Democratic Presidential
candidate in 1920). Reinsch, now on
leave, has been President Truman's
radio-TV adviser since the beginning
of his administration.
Some of the criticism laid bare
basic questions also bothering radio
and TV clients sponsor interviewed.
Kenneth D. Fry. Democratic National Committee radio-TV director, said:
"Complete sponsorship of convention
coverage by one advertiser is of questionable value. Although sponsor identification runs high, increasing
an-
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tagonism is generated by repeatedly
hammering away for the same sponsor.
Many viewers consider a national political convention as a public property
and harbor some resentment against
commercialism of it. . . . 'Irritant value'
may be considered desirable by some
advertisers but certainly not by all

Oregon's
Most
Powerful
Independent Station

KWJJ
Does a BIG Job

successful
sponsors."
This view
was seconded by Elmo
Ellis. Reinsch's assistant, and program
director of WSB, Cox station in Atlanta. Ellis felt that exclusive sponsorship was a waste of money. He explained: "Since a considerable percentage of the audience stays put for
hours at a time during convention proceedings, one advertiser does not need
exclusive sponsorship to obtain effeccoverage." of participating sponThetive benefits
sorship are twofold, Ellis went on. The
sponsor saves money and the viewer
gets more variety in the commercials.
Reinsch raised the question of whether it was advisable to telecast the entire
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convention. He said: "A committment
to cover virtually everything from
opening to closing gavel ties up the
network and its affiliates so completely
that serious revenue losses from cancelled programs are inevitable, even
though some portions of the proceeding offer little of interest to the listener

with a small
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rate card tells the story.
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and could just as well be skipped." He
recommended "limited, high-spot coverage rather than (the sale of) a certain number of hours of the conven-

BMI
ARITHMETIC

The 60-hour G.O.P. convention
nicked the networks for a handsome

SIMPLE

sum. everyone agrees. At least 36 hours
tion."
of sponsored TV network time alone
was cancelled by the four webs. The
breakdown was. CBS. 16%; NBC, 15;

MUSIC LICENSING

DTN. 31/4, and ABC, Vfa. The radio
network and local station tab. together
with additional operating costs due to
the unexpected additional time, probablv made the Republican convention
alone one of the most expensive broadcast undertakings of all time.
The Mutual radio network was also
hit financially because of preemptions
of commercial time, but not as badly
as the other networks. Mutual sold
its coverage of the conventions locally
on a co-op basis. However, the publisher of the Farm Journal and Pathfinder magazines picked up the tab
(about $15,000 to $20,000 a week)
for nine daily network public service
announcements during both of the
conventions.

BMI LICENSEES
23
Networks
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2,343
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FM
106
TV
Short-Wave
4
Canada
}50

TOTAL BMI
LICENSEES L .2969
You are assured of
complete coverage
when you program
BMI -licensed music
*As of July 18, 1952
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Of the four networks, only CBS had
a contract providing for additional
payments beyond a certain number of
hours of convention coverage. DuMont. which like CBS signed up Westinghouse, got no such clause. Neither
did NBC or ABC. The latter three
promised the sponsors that if they
didn't provide a certain amount of convention time, the sponsors would get
rebates, but the contracts didn't work
the other way.
To recoup some of the lost money
for stations, the networks hoped to
provide radio station breaks every halfhour, at least one station break an hour
on TV. Because of the unpredictability of the convention proceedings this
was not always possible, but it was
noted that when station breaks did occur some stations tried to make up for
lost time with double-spotting of commercials.
This prompted another one of the
Democratic observers to warn against
the practice. Bob Swan, vice president
in charge of radio and TV, Joseph
Katz Co. (Democratic National Committee ad agency) declared:
"Network sponsors of national events
need protection on the local station.
Not all stations were guilty of this practice, but some outlets carried — in addition to network commercials — gobs
of local commercials, which they
packed, pushed and sandwiched in at
every station break. It is doubtful that
such practice does any good for either
the network sponsor or the local advertisers under such conditions, since
it causes so much ill will on the part
of listeners and viewers."
Another crucial question about convention sponsorship was brought up
by Ellis, who doubted whether appliance manufacturers are the ideal convention sponsors. "The person who is

seriously interested in the convention,"
he said, "will not sil patiently through
an appliance demonstration or an involved sales pitch. He will accept, however, brief commercials that sell brand
names or make a public relations
pitch." Among the products which he
thought lend themselves to convention
commercials. Ellis listed cigarettes,
chewing gum and soft drinks.
Fry also urged short commercials,
preferably from 10 to 20 seconds. Anything over a minute, he said, risks cutting into vital convention proceedings
and creating audience resentment.
The seemingly overwhelming problem of audience irritation bothered the
sponsors from the beginning. According to Ed Sherwood, who coordinated
Admiral's convention advertising, commercials as short as five seconds wenavailable for situations where important convention goings-on made longer
pitches impractical. Westinghouse
brought along 18 flip cards for use in
30-second commercials (the average
Westinghouse commercial was less than
90 seconds). On the first day of the
CO. P. gathering, a Philco official ordered a cut in the length of the commercials. Transparencies of the Philco
name were often used against a shot of
the convention to avoid interruption
with a commercial when it was obvious
the viewer would want to watch what
was going on.
All three sponsors made it a point
of policy to insert a commercial only
when nothing important was going on.
Westinghouse appliance division's J.
C. Baird. who was in charge of airing
Westinghouse commercials at the convention, told sponsor: "We would
sometimes go for an hour and a half
without a single commercial. Then
when things got dull, we might put on
a few* within a short time. That prob-

ably explain- why some people felt
that Westinghouse was crowding on
too many commercials or complained
that
weren't was
evenly
spaced."'
latterthey
complaint
voiced
by oneI The
of
tlie Democratic monitors, i
The sponsors made few changes in
their commercials between the CO. P.
and Democratic conventions. All felt
that, execpt for minor technical details,
they were on the right track. Philco
armed themselves with additional commercials so they could be prepared in
the event that the Democratic convention dragged. Westinghouse was ready
with new introduction gimmicks for
Miss Furness but made no changes in
the body of her commercials.
Baird explained that the new introductions for the Furness sales talks
were used primarily to avoid an abrupt
switch from convention to commercial
since a sudden appliance pitch might
jar and annoy the listener. There were
some introductions used during the
CO. P. convention but not enough, it
was felt. The new introductions usually made some friendly reference to
the weather or included a remark or
two about what was happening on the
convention floor. The lack of transition from convention to commercial
was noted by the Democratic monitors
as well as a number of admen.
The problem of providing flexibility
in the length of commercials (so as to
avoid an unwanted sales harangue
when something important was going
on I was fortuitously solved bv Admiral, due to the following circumstances: The appliance firm, which
has a reputation for being fast on its
feet, approached the convention with
its merchandising plans in a state of
flux. It was decided to school the announcers in the whys and wherefores
of Admiral and then let them ad lib.
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WSYR's Local
Radio Sales
UP 39%
For the period ending April 30.
WSYR's local radio sales were
39'; ahead of 1951. The local
advertisers responsible for this
increase are in the best position
to test the effectiveness of all media. They know which advertising
keeps the cash registers ringing.

One Important Reason . . .

In

Syracuse

TV Supplements
Radio
Has

Not

Replaced

It

Even though Syracuse is a tvvoTV-station city - even though
71% of the homes in the Syracuse area have TV sets — radio in
Syracuse is very much alive and
kicking. Two separate surveys of
television homes show 2.4 radios
per TV home, with 61 radio receivers purchased after the homes
had TV. Combined radio-listening and TV-viewing in these
homes total an average of 7.59
hours a dav. Compared with nonTV homes —

Radio Listening
Average Hours per Day
In TV homes
3.07 hours
In non-TV homes .... 4.52 hours

National
Sp ot
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Only
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The announcers were immersed in
the Admiral story for three days, by
which time they could rattle off a commercial at the drop of a hat. More important, they could give a sales talk
ranging from five seconds to five minutes. This meant, for example, that if
a short commercial was called for because of convention doings, it could be
turned out without making any complicated plans beforehand. All of Admiral's live commercials (half of the
total number of commercials) went out
over TV ad lib.
Many of the convention commercials
were thrown into the breach during
gavel-rapping, the theory being that it
was a tough problem to call to order
the boisterous conventioneers. This
theory didn't always work out too well,
however, because the delegates would
sometimes quiet down suddenly and
the chairman would make an important announcement while the commercial was still going on. The sponsors
had methods of cutting short a comsmoothly. mercial but they didn't always work
In defending themselves against
some of the criticism relating to badlyspotted commercials, unevenly spaced
commercials, etc. the sponsors often

TOP

HOOPER
Biff
Collie on PM
"Collie's
Corral"
12:45-1:00
Segment
—
Mon.-Sat.
KNUZ
Net. "A"
Net. "B"
Net. "C"
Net. "D"
Ind. "A"
Ind. "B"
Ind. "C"
April,

1952

2.5
1.5
1.0
2.0
0.2
0.7
1.2
0.7

Hooper

COST PER WEEK
CTalent&Time — 52-Wk. Basis)
Mon.-Sat. — $162.00
Mon.-Fri. — $135.00

pleaded inexperience. "After all." one
of the appliance spokesmen said, "we
were working with something new and
untried and we were also faced with
the problem that we couldn't always
predict what was going to happen. It
was no easy job and I'm sure glad that
it's over. We learned a lot and we can
do One
better
of now."
the more common

criticisms

by admen was that the convention
called for something special in the way
of commercials. It was intimated, even
among those who said the commercials
were effective, that advertising was on
trial during the convention, that the
audience expected the commercial to
reflect the importance of what was going on in Chicago. This was by no
means a universal feeling, but it
cropped up in the SPONSOR survey often
enough to suggest that some opportunities were missed and that a crea-

ui FORM
Dave Morris
Cenerai Manager

., KE-2581

tising.tive flavor was lacking in the adverTo give an idea of how admen felt
about the over-all convention advertising picture, here are some quoted
opinions:
The president of a top-10 advertising
agency: "I think the impact of the
convention advertising was terrific be-

HOUSTON'S

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

SPONSOR

cause of the size of the audience, the

has been close to the problem of mak-

long period of listening and the frequency of the commercials. However,
I thought the commercials were ordinary and even monotonous at times. A
little variety would have helped an

ing an effective
commercial:
mercials were standard
stuff"The
but comthen

awful lot. It looked like there wasn't
too much planning, although there actually had been. There should have
been more of an institutional approach.
The appliance people could have tied
in their advertising with history and
the development of American technology."
The advertising manager of a large
appliance manufacturing firm (not one
of the sponsors) : "I thought the sponsors did a pretty good job. I didn't
find the commercials intruded in any
way. Betty Furness was O.K. but it
was the standard Studio One stuff. One
of the important questions to me is
whether the average viewer or listener
remained up late. I took a private poll
and found out that most people did."
An account executive with an agency that has a large appliance account:
"The commercials didn't take the mood
of the listener or viewer into account.
The radio-TV audience was excited by
the convention and the commercials

again I believe they should have been
standard stuff. The sponsors bought
time to sell appliances and they were
right in sticking to a straight selling
job. I found that many of the commercials were badly spotted. The sponsors should have been more careful. 1
think a lot of listeners and viewers
ducked the commercials by switching
to another network. There should be
some liaison between the sponsors so
they can all put on commercials at the
same time."
The president of another well-known
culvertising agency: "The commercials
were a little boring and I resented the
way some of them were spotted. If I
was a sponsor I wouldn't sink $3 million into two weeks of advertising.
That's a lot of money to get back. It
would pay off more if the money were
spread over a number of months."
A well-known advertising agency
timebuyer: "I think the commercials
were the same old stuff. Something
special was called for with all the excitement of the convention coming

dous impact all in all. I didn't feel she
was on too much and I certainly didn't
find the commercials offensive. Com-

across so powerfully. I didn't find that
the commercials were too frequent."
To sum it up. the majority of those
questioned by sponsor were favorably
impressed by the commercial approach
used by appliance advertisers at the
first sponsored conventions in radioTV history. It was recognized that
agency and advertiser personnel were
operating under tremendous pressure
— almost as if they were attempting to
insert commercials into a combined

mercials don't take away from the
dignity of a convention because a con-

World Series game and three-ring circus. The wonder was, most felt, that

should reflect this in some way. I was
a little too conscious of that rotating
Philco chassis, although I think that
the Philco idea of making one sales
point and mentioning the name — and
no more — was sound. I doubt that
Betty Furness commercials appeal to a
man. but I believe she had a tremen-

vention has no dignity."
An agency research executive
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who

there weren't more boners and poor
ad breaks.
* * *

510 MADISON
(Continued from page 8)
very highly on the nice things you said
about us. It was certainly swell of you
to include us among the more alert
TV agencies in the country.
Lowe Runkle
Lowe Runkle Company
Oklahoma City

RADIOS CAS WAR
Congratulations on your excellent
article, "Radio's Gasoline War." The
article and the accompanying editorial
certainly represent exactly the type of
frank, straight thinking which this situation demands.
Robert D. Swezey
WDSU, New Orleans

My compliments on your article
about price wars in the broadcast media. It couldn't come at a better time
and I hope you mailed tear sheets to
every advertiser, agency, station manager, station representative and program packager in the industry — that is
to
those fewto who
don't happen to be
subscribers
SPONSOR!
Don Kearney
ABC, N. Y.

ANOTHER

WRICLEY

Upon reading your article on page
21 of your June 2nd issue entitled "The
Chlorophyll Revolution," we feel sure
you must be confused by the name
Wrigley on a toothpaste made by a
company other than ours, and inasmuch as we are deeplv interested in
maintaining both the quality reputation
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of our product and the distinctiveness
of the name with which it has long
been associated throughout the world,
we would appreciate your sending us
any information you have which led
to the reference, apparently, to our

MACK

company in the article.
We want to say here and now that

Same old story
in Rochester . . .

the Win. Wrigley Jr. Company doesn't
manufacture or sell toothpaste, and has
never made or sold such a product.
Our only product is Chewing Gum.
H. L. Webstkr
R m. Wrigley Jr. Company

WHEC WAY
OUT AHEAD!

• It was not in. 1. 1, i I. ..i in the article that the
"Wrigley's Spearmint Chlorophyll Creen Toothpaste" referretl to is manufactured and distributed by Wrigley Sales Corp., of New York, whieh
has no conneetion with the William Wrigley Jr.
Company.

Consistent
audience
leader since 1943.

rating

WHEC
ROCHESTER,
5,000

RADIO

I am compiling a brochure for sales
presentations and find that you 1952
Radio Results has some wonderful suc-

N.Y.///

WATTS

\

ftprtitntativt ...
IVERITT-McKINNIY,
Inc., N.w York. Chic
LEE r. O'CONNEU

^Jne

CO., Lei Angel. i, San Franc

VJnlu

COMPLETE BROADCASTING
INSTITUTION IN

f\ichmond

WMBGW C 0 D -"
W TVR >
First Stations of Virginia
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WTVR

Blair TV

WMB6

The

Inc.

Boiling

RESULTS

Co.

• r-,> stories which

I would

like to clip-

mount and include in my booklet.
However, our station has but one
copy and I would like to order two
more copies for my own use. Would
you kindly send me two copies and
the charges as soon as convenient.
Sid Collins, Sales Dept.
WIBC, Indianapolis
• The above is one of the many uses SPONSOR
readers are making of RADIO RESULTS. Copies
of RADIO RESULTS 1952, and TV RESULTS
1952, are included with every subscription to
SPONSOR. Additional copies are available at low
quantity rates. Write to SPONSOR SERVICES.
510 Madison Ave.. New York 22. for full details
on costs.

WILSON

JOHN
E. PEARSON
CO.
National Representatives

5000 WATTS

NEWS on
KMBC-KFRM
is TOPS...
...because KMBC-KFRM
stays on 'top' of the NEWS!

COMMERCIALS

On page 42 of your 2 June issue you
have referred to some Wilson & Co.
Hickory Smoked Mor television spots
as having been prepared under the supervision of Davis and Co. Advertising Agency, Los Angeles.
These spots were developed by this
company and John Sutherland Productions. Inc.
A. J. Engelhardt
Ewell
Chicago& Thurber Associates
• Our apologies to reader Englehardt for incorrectly crediting tin- TV spots developed bj his
agency and John Sutherland Productions. We are
happy to have this opportunity to make such corrections. Letter- commenting on articles or suggesting corrections are welcomed
b> the editors.

And there is no greater value today
than radio news !
KMBC - KFRM news programs are the
most-listened-to newscasts in the heart
of America. They enjoy their high ratings because of the reputation for accuracy and immediacy built by the KMBCKFRM News Department.
Here is a tremendous sales potential in
one of the nation's richest markets. . .the
great Kansas City Primary trade area.
Call KMBC-KFRM or ask your nearest
Free & Peters' colonel for complete details on the mighty voice of the KMBCKFRM Team and for newscast availabilities.

KMBC
KFRM
of Kansas

City

for Rural Kansas
• • • 6th oldest CBS Affiliate • • •

SPONSOR

FILM VS. LIVE

that cannot be duplicated on film.
3. A live show can cash in on a topi-

tiser's white-haired boy. If he owns
the shows or has a financial interest in
it, he assures himself of a program

can.

stockpile that's like money in the hank
in many ways. His ability to repeat
his shows on the air automatically reduces the long-range cost of his programing. He amortizes his program
cost with each additional broadcast of
the same film so that he keeps reducing

capital investments in their film could
be harboring exaggerated ideas of the
future value of their product. The hundreds of stations that are expected to
come into the medium in the next few

out generously well with its flier into
film production via Fireside Theatre.
It is now so deeply committed to film
that its production tab for three on-film
shows. Beulah, Fireside Theatre and
The Doctor, will add up to around
$2,225,000 for the 1952-53 season.
Lever Bros, is also in heavily. It
financed Big Towns conversion to film
and the sale of the series to advertisers
outside the Lever-selected markets has
so far been quite gratifying.

years may be pictured at the moment
as maws hungry for any sort of programing. But what assurance have
these advertisers that quality levels and

Here's how the sponsor-investment
facet of the business operates.
In the case of P & G, the negatives
of Beulah, Fireside and Doctor are

available product won't be increased to
the point where competition will make
it tough to recoup the balance of their
investments?

owned outright by the soap manufacturer, which pays a royalty onlj foi
the use of the Beulah title. P & G farms
out making of the films to Hollywood
producers but the latter do not share

(Continued from page 20)

the cost factor the longer he's on the
air. Then again the investor stands to
make a profit with the film after he's
through with it by selling the subsequent runs to other advertisers. If the
advertiser is just leasing the show from
the producer and he's not interested in
reruns, he's still at an advantage with
a film series since the price to him is
as a rule much less than he would have
to pay for a live show of equal quality.
6. A show in the can frees the advertiser and the agency from the fear
of an "act of God" befalling an important member of the cast.
7. TV, when reduced to its essentials, is after all a combination of pictures and sound; so why discriminate
against a product (film) which made
Hollywood
one of the
world's largest
and
most successful
industries?
Following are some of the points
advanced by those who look on the
film trend with either concern, disdain
or skepticism:
1. The broadcast quality of live
shows is superior.
2. The film show cannot match the
feeling of immediacy which the live
show gives the audience. Also the fact
that there's an audience watching them
at the moment creates an air of spontaneity among the cast of a live show

cal subject with several days' preparation while the sponsor of a filmed series is shackled by what he has in the

4. The advertisers who are making

6. As for the rerun angle, this could
prove the biggest delusion and snare of
them all. Didn't Blatz Beer, despite
good ratings and a gratifying cost-per1,000, drop its rerun policy after 13
weeks because it found that it was antagonizing viewers, not to mention
dealers? Then again, the cost of reruns may not turn out to be as attractive as anticipated now that the Hollywood unions have already started to
move in for their share of the rerun
take.
7. Advertisers are going film too
fast to set at rest the suspicion that the
decisions lack the sober analysis and
long-range treatment that the same advertisers accord to the debut of a new
product. There's a good prospect of
lots of burned fingers.
Regardless of the strength of the
anti-film position, the experiences ol
the business and the dominant thinking
among important advertisers indicate
that film is assured of an important
role in TV. P & G. for instance, came

in the subsequent-run proceeds. That's
left to a separate deal worked out with
a syndicator.
Under the Lever Bros, type of investment deal, the advertiser goes a step
beyond putting up a major portion of
ihe wherewithal for the production.
The client here makes the producers of
the film a participating partner in the
residual, or rerun, rights. To be specific, Big Town's film production is
budgeted at $24,000. Jack Gross and
Phil Krasna are the producers.
There are several contract formulas
between network advertisers and producers who own dramatic shows outright, but the formula mostly in vogue
is the one contained in the deal between General Foods and CBS for Our
Miss Brooks (see chart on page 21).
Under this formula the sponsor agrees
to use an increasing number of repeat
show with each successive year of the
contract. What producers consider the
best deal for them is that calling for
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52 uses a \ ear. \\ ith 39 of them new
productions and 13 of the schedule repeats.
Blatz Beer entered into such a formula via its contract with CBS for
Amos 'n Andy but abandoned the repeat idea
after reruns
13 weeks
of it. will
Blatz's
retreat
from
( which
be
dealt with in detail in subsequent paragraphs)didn't meet with huzzahs from
the network's film investment quarter.
Under the original arrangement,
CBS was barred from selling A & A
for third runs until Blatz terminated
its association with the series. With
second runs completely out and Blatz
content to use but 26 new pictures a
year on an every-other-week basis for
the next two years. CBS finds itself
deeper in the hole than ever on the
Amos
n Andy film venture.
With this and other film properties
CBS, it is estimated, has already about
$3,000,000 tied up in film investments.
Its other financing ventures in that
field involved / Love Lucy, Our Miss
Brooks. Gene Autry and Burns and
Allen. In each instance the network
anticipates a very long wait for the full
return of its capital outlay, since all
deals are exclusive with the sponsor
and the residual rights remain frozen
while the show is on the network.
NBC's film financing operations at
the moment are nothing as extended as
CBS'. It is expected that with Robert
Sarnoff heading up NBC's film division
there will be more activity in that direction. NBC has a co-financin«
ar-

rangement on the film version of Dragnet and somewhat similiar participation in Dangerous Assignment. ABC
would become part of the underwriting
setup for Ozzie & Harriet when the
series finds a buyer.
Of the program transitions from radio to TV-film DuPont s Cavalcade of
America appears headed for the designation of "most expensive." The job
of putting this one on film will be split
up between Screen Gems (Columbia
Pictures Corp. ) and Jack Shertock, a
Hollywood pioneer in TV film, with
the budget per show expected to exceed
$40,000. There will be no reruns on
this series.
In the controversy over whether the
rush to film is economically sound, the
topic that gets the greatest play from
contenders has to do with repeats by
the network advertiser. The opposition
will invariably cite in support of the
argument against the repeat idea the
experience of Blatz Beer with the Amos
'li Andy show. To the anti-film camp
this has taken on the aura of a classic
case.
What

are the facts of this experichart
ence? In terms of ratings

on page 21 1 and cost-per-1.000 the
repeat idea proved quite rewarding,

a composite rating and share-of-audience that compared very favorably
with the composite rating and share-ofaudience of the preceding months of
new films. Nielsen ratings for the "repeat" month of February gave the show
a record 38.8 and a share-of-audience
which was but 1.7 below the peak
(55.3i.
Blatz had no complaints about the
way that the repeats were faring on
the audience-collecting level, but it
didn't like the flow of complaints about
repeats from letter-writing viewers,
dealers and salesman. Faced with
something it could weigh — ratings —
and an intangible it couldn't weigh —
the extent of annoyance among potential consumers — the sponsor elected to
shelve his repeat policy altogether. The
letters of complaint amounted to about
1.000. Another factor that disturbed
the sponsor was the refusal of about
10 stations, practically all of them in
one-station markets, to run the repeats.
Among them was the brewer's sole
hometown outlet^ WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee.
At the William H. Weintraub agency, which handles the Blatz account,
the feeling prevails that on the dollarsand-cents side the repeat idea proved

but from the viewpoint of "audience
attitude" I which, incidentally. Ben
Duffy, BBDO president, points up in
a comment about reruns on page 46)
the results were not so happy. During
the first three months of reruns Amos
V Andy garnered, according to ARB,
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Going
to Hollywood?
Want
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even stronger than had been anticipated. Itwas a risk and it succeeded.
But the agency probably never anticipated that the opposition from
stations would be just as marked as
from viewers. In these days of limited
outlets it is easy to make up for disgruntled viewers, but, as the agency
found out. making up for lost stations
is a frustrating task.
Here's the Hollywood union complication which is cited by the antifilm element in the ad fraternity as a
looming threat to what they term the
"rerun fallacy" :
1. James C. Petrillo. AFM president, has repeatedly rejected all pleas
from TV film producers that he modify
his rule imposing a 5% fee for the
union on the gross production cost of
a program.
2. The Screen Actors Guild has just
issued to Hollywood producers the
terms of compensation for its members
who appear in TV films that are repeated. The terms are: 50% of minimum salary from one to three reruns;
25% of minimum for the fifth run and
another 25% of minimum for the sixth
run.
3. The Screen Directors Guild is
reported favoring a straight formula of
50% of salary, which would cover all
subsequent uses.
4. Nothing has been heard as vet

r~Mui/jji
£
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4 Reasons Why
The foremost' national and local advertisers use WEVD
year
after
year to reach the vast

Jewish Market
of Metropolitan New York
I. Top adult programming
2. Strong audience impact
3. Inherent listener loyalty
4. Potential buying power
Send for a copy of
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
HENRY GREENFIELD
WEVD

Managing Director
117-119 West 46th St.,
New York 19

by producers on rerun compensation
from the Screen Writers Guild, but the
anticipation is keen.

lirlflo

5. Service factions, such as the
stagehands union, are expected in due
time to take a leaf out of Petrillo's
handbook and have something to say
about a similar "royalty" arrangement.
As sharp as is the swing toward film,
the networks this fall will still have a
sturdy representation of live half-hour
dramatic shows. (A list of live vs. film
dramatic fare, plus a boxscore is carried on page 20) . Even the most ardent
advocate of film will admit that the
current rush cant be construed as foreshadowing the death knell of the live
dramatic program.
Live dramatic programs still make
up almost half of the total of network
shows of the type. It is conceivable
that before the fall season opens unforeseen complications may delay plans
of some clients to go film and the total
of live shows will regain its edge over
film. Moreover, as the season progresses some clients may move back to
a live basis if expected film advantages
turn sour.
Some of the staunchest advocates of

SAN

DIEGO'S

TV STATION
4l**t6et<i, CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET

Wise Buyers Buy
KFMB-TV, AM
TV - CHANNEL

KFMB

- 8,

AM

- 550 K. C.

• 5th and Ash, San Diego I, Calif.

John A. Kennedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgr.

live programing maintain that ratings
will be the deciding factor. They point
out that the current trend to film represents, in large part, follow-the-leader
thinking based on the success of / Love
Lucy. Therefore, they argue, should
film shows fail to maintain rating supremacy over comparable groups of
live shows, the trend may reverse itself quickly.
Others among the anti-film faction
regard the lengthening shadow of
unions over the film rerun picture as
the factor most likely to reverse the
trend to film. As detailed above, the
unions have taken the attitude that extra use of film shows demands extra
compensation. In such a situation there
is always the fear that initial demands
of the unions will turn out to be but
the beginning.
A subject which a few astute agencymen brought up was the future of the
networks if film becomes the backbone
of programing. These students of the
business wondered whether the networks weren't treading on dangerous
ground in backing film. They felt stations might tend to feel networks were
no longer vital to them if the source of
programing was a film can.

* * *
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HERE THE/ ARE I

white counterpart. The 1950 U. S. Census lists S3, 135 as the median income
for white families and individuals; for

SOUTHERN

+ SOUTHERN

Negroes, the figure is $1,569. However, three major trends are at work
here. First, the median increase for
white incomes. 1940-1950, was 146%;
for Negroes it was 192%. Secondly,
the fact that nearly 6.000.000 Negroes

SALES APPEAL
SALES APPROACH

are still "rural" population tended to
pull down the over-all averages for Negro income. Thirdly, the population
shift is strongly away from rural communities to urban centers. To advertisers, this means that the country's Negro population is gradually acquiring
better disposable incomes, and is spending it more and more in urban areas.
3. Employment — The general level
of Negro employment, and job opportunities for him, are growing better.

********
"Let's aoept the faet that daytime radio
is a hearty, lusty, solid advertising medium. The national bills for daytime
radio are being paid by some of the
sharpest national advertisers in the
countrv."
J. S. STOLZOFF
Account Executive
Foote, Cone & Brlding

********
Of the total civilian labor force of
some 6,000,000 Negroes, better than
91.5% are employed. This compares
closely with the figure for whites, which
runs around 94.7%. Negroes hold all
kinds of jobs, from laborers on up the
line to top professionals. And, between
1940 and 1950, there was a significant
decline in the proportion of Negro
workers engaged in farming and domestic service (41% and 29% less, respectively) with a corresponding increase inthe proportion of Negroes employed in professional, skilled, clerical
and other more profitable occupations.
4. Education — Schooling is a key
factor in raising incomes and the general standard of living, and the Negro
gets a better educational opportunity
today than he did a decade ago. In the
past 10 years, school enrollment in the
U. S. as a whole has gone up some
6.1%; for non-whites the rise has been
some 17.2%. By age groups, the sharpest increase has been in the 18-24-yearold category, which for Negroes has
increased nearly 60% while the U. S.
i Pletue turn to page 76)
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In the deep South, the Negro market
have a tremendous

buying power

which

CAN

NOT

be overlooked.

Negroes

is steadily increasing. Many

areas

in the South have a Negro population far in excess of the white population.
Skillful programming

to this vital group keeps em

tuned to their favorite —

The Family Station!

Southern farmers are in clover these days, enjoying greatly increased incomes
and they are eager to spend them! Radio is the farmer's chief entertainment,
and we beam selected blocks of musical and informative programs to him.
The mail response proves that The Family Station is first in farmland!

In the heart of the Bible Belt there's a great and influential segment of honest,
hard-working, Cod-fearing Southerners who prefer religious programs ANY
in the week.

day

The Family Station fills their need for inspirational messages by

scheduling program

after program

of local preachers, religious groups and

religious music.

THE

FAMILY

FOUR,

in Ceorgia, Arkansas

in addition to their rich concentrated
and Tennessee, deliver tremendous

primary markets

bonus audiences in

the states of South and North Carolina, Florida and Mississippi. With
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Cross-section
programing

of stations
which
have
beamed
at Negroes

This is by no means a complete listing.
Proportion

of IMegro programing

7 all Negro programing

BessemerBessemer1
Birmingham-

WLBS
WHOS
WMFT
WKAB
WMGY

Birmingham''1
Decatur*
Florence
Mobile*
Montgomery-

Arizona
Flagstaff*

Arkansas
KVLC
KXLR

Little Rock*
Little Rock-

California
KGST
KWBR
KWKW

Fresno*
Oakland
Pasadena*
San

Bernardino'*
Oakland
Santa Monica*

Colorado
Denver!
Denver2

Wilmington

Daytona
Beach*
Daytona Beach3
Ho//ywood'
Jacksonville2
Jacksonville
MiamiMiami*
Miami*
..Tallahassee*
Tampa*
Tampa-*

Georgia
Athens*
Atlanta^
Augusta
Columbus*
Decatur2
MaconRome-

WCCP
WJIV
WGOV

Savannah'*
Savannah2
Valdosta*

Illinois
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Wichita-

WKLX
WLEX

Lexington'
Lexington-

WLOU

Louisville*

WIBR
KAOK
KWSL
WBOK
WJMR
WNOE
WWEZ

Shreveport*

KENT

Shreveport'

Maryland
WITH
WSID
WWiN

_._

WBMS

WGVM
WJXN

Boston*

__

Missouri

KIMO
KSTL
KXLW

Greenville*
Jackson-

Independence*
St. Louis
St. Louis

Atlantic City
Newark

New York
WHOM
WLIB
WWRL

New
New
New

York
YorfcYork-

North Carolina
WSKY
WGIV

Ohio
WNOP _..
WSAI
WDOK
....
WSBS
WVKO

Cincinnati*
Cincinnati
.develandCleveland*
Columbus

WBBW

Youngstown*

KBYE
KTOW
KFMJ

Oklahoma
Oklahoma

CityCity*
Tulsa

Pennsylvania
WDAS
.
WHAT
WHOD
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Philadelphia*
Philadelphia*
Pittsburgh*
Pittsburgh

WAIM
WACA
WPAL
WNOK
WJMX
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WAKE

Anderson*
Camden
CharlestonColumbia*
Florence*
Greenvi7/eGreenvii/e^

_.

Tennesee

Detroit

New Jersey
..

Wilson*
Winston-Salem*

South Carolina
Baltimore*
Baltimore*
Baltimore*

Massachusetts
WJLB
WJLB

WGTM
WAAA

Oklahoma
Baton Rouge
Lake Charles2
Lake Charles2
New Orleans2
New Orleans*
New Orleans
New
Orleans

KCIJ

WGTC

Asheville*
Charlotte2

Greenvi//e<

Chicago2
Chicago*
Chicago*
East St. Louis*

WGBG
WTIK
WFNC
WJNC
WHIT
WRAL
WCEC

Greensboro*
Durham*
Fayetteville*
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New
Bern*
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Rocfey Mount
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WCPS
WGNI

TarboroWilmington*

Indiana
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Kentucky

WMID
WAAT

WRFC
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_
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....
WEAS
WIBB
WROM
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WGES
WSBC
WTMV

..

Mississippi

Florida
WNDB
WROD
WINX
WIVY
WOBS
WFEC
WINZ
WMIE
WTNT
WALT
WEBC

kwbb

Topeka

Michigan

Delaware
WTUX

KJAY

bg code:

3 substantial Negro programing

Louisiana

KGPH

....

designated

Kansas

Alabama

KTLN
KMYR

on stations below

2 about half Negro programing

WBCO
WJLD
WEDR

KCSB
KWBR
KOWL

More stations join the total monthly

WDXB
WMFS

Chattanooga*
Chattanooga-

WOBS

Chottonoogo-

Wl BK
WKGN
WDIA
WHBQ
WHHM
WSOK

Texas

KVET
KPBX
KTRM
KSKY
KXOL
KGBC
—
KNUZ
KONO

Knoxville*
Knoxville*
Memphis1
Memphis-*
Memphis*
Nashville*

Austin*
Beaumont*
Beaumont_ DallasFort WorthGalvestonHouston'
San
Antonio*

Virginia
WDVA
WLOW .....
WANT
WLEE
WXGI

Danville*
Norfolk2
Richmond*
Richmond*
Richmond*

Washington, D. C.
WOOK

Woshington1

WUST
WWDC

Woshington1
Washington*

West Virginia
WTIP

Charleston*
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\6uve found ifJ
:

Ulhat?Your luckiest "find" in radio —
WERDt Atlanta! It's your
"direct wire" to Atlanta's great
Negro audience, and to its
vast — but scarcely
tapped — buying power.

WERD listeners have confidence in

Why?-

what they hear on their station— the only

Good Luck -and
Good buying action

Negro owned and operated radio station
in the U.S. Their confidence shows where
it counts most -at the sales counter,

will be yours with this four leaf clover
in your broadcast schedule. WERD
stimulates sales. And it's the most
economical radio buy in Atlanta.

where they buy the products they
hear about on WERD. Write for WERD's
"Proof of Performance."

Remember, there's a lucrative market to
be tapped. It's yours through WERD!

RADIO

DIVISION

ATLANTA

Interstate United Newspapers, Inc.
Represented nationally by

joe uioonon
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increase has been about 337c Since
the end of the last war, the number of
Negro youths who have received a high
school or college education has jumped
sharply.
5. Migration — The American Negro
population, many vears ago. was large 1\ confined to the South, where it represented a poorly-paid agricultural labor force. Today, huge changes have
been made that are of great importance
to advertisers. Some two-thirds of
American Negroes still live in the
South, but the Negro population below the Mason-Dixon line is declining
in relation to whites. In the Northeast,
Midwest, and Western U. S.. this ratio
is running just the reverse; it's rising.
Negroes are migrating, in a steadystream from rural areas to urban areas,
where 617 of them now live. From
farms in the South, they are seeking
better-paying jobs in the big cities of
the South ; and, from cities below the
Mason-Dixon line, they are moving
northward to cities like New York.
Philadelphia. Detroit and Los Angeles.
In the Northeast U. S.. with the exception of a few areas, Negro population
is growing twice as fast as white population.
6. Home ownership - The home
owner, as any adman knows, is one of
the prime targets for advertising. He
is in effect a "purchasing agent." both
for his family consumption needs and
for the maintenance and improvement
of his home. Today, in urban areas,
one Negro family out of every three
owns its own home, despite the overcrowded "slum" conditions for Negroes in some cities. Urban Negro
home ownership has increased 1297
since 1940, while white home ownership in urban areas has increased 81 % .
according to the Bureau of Census.

Q. Does the Negro have a standard of living (and a product consumption) that compares with the
standard of living of U. S. whites?
A. According to all the market research available on the subject, he does
and he doesn't. It's in the variations
from the all-U. S. patterns that advertisers have found a gold mine, or have
wasted their sales efforts.
An expert on Negro media, who has
in extensive background in sociology.
told sponsor:

"The American Negro is immediately resentful of anything or anyone who
doesn't treat him as an individual or
who treats him unfairly. At the same
time — despite the fact that his average
income is often lower than that of the
average white man — there runs a
strong current feeling that he's just as
good as the average white. But, since
the white man discriminates against
the Negro, the result is a form of 'insecurity neurosis' in which the Negro
tries to prove his equality.
"That sounds pretty fancy, but it
isn't. In terms of what happens in retail stores and dealers, this 'insecurity
neurosis' is pretty important. For instance, Negroes are denied many recreations in many parts of the country
that whites take for granted. I mean
access to theatres, restaurants, nightclubs, beaches, vacation resorts, travel
facilities and the like.
"As a result. Southern Negroes can
he considered largely as having that
much more money to spend on nonrecreational items. Even in Northern.
Midwestern and Pacific areas where the
discrimination is much less than in the
South, this is true to quite an extent.
"The Negro, therefore, will spend
much more money on food, clothing,
appliances, automobiles and other
items in order to help overcome his 'insecurity neurosis.' The results has been
that Negro standards of living, in many
categories of goods, are a match for
white standards. When matched on an
income level, the Negro standards are
often higher, particularly where it concerns something he can wear, use himself or consume personally."

Q. What does the desire on the
part of U. S. Negroes to prove that
they are "just as good as anyone
else" mean to an advertiser?
A. Simply this. The Negro market is
often underrated by advertisers, who
steer their course by Census figures
which show Negro median incomes to
be about half that of white families,
and by a feeling that they reach the
Negro market completely with their
normal advertising expenditures.
But, despite the fact that the Negro
is generally considered as belonging to
a low-income or middle-income group,
his expenditures do not rank as "typical" of this class. He has had so much
shoddy merchandise and second-rate
stuff passed off on him in the past that

he demands only the best of nationallyadvertised and Negro-media-advertised
brands today. Frequently, he will do
without certain "white" luxuries (travel, nightclubbing. etc. I in order to acquire other more practical luxuries that
make
feel "equal."
For him
instance,
take the case of the
cars made by the Buick division of
General Motors. Buicks are, generally
speaking, a car that is bought by middle-income and upper-middle class families. But, a survey among 31 Buick
dealers not long ago revealed these results. Some $3,092,460 worth of Buicks
— at an average retail price of $2,600
- — were sold to Negroes, representing
11.4% of the total new-car sales of
these 31 dealers during a five-month
period. (Negroes are about 10% of
the total U. S. poulation.) This is one
of many clear-cut indications that Negroes buy expensive durable-goods
items out of proportion to their overall income status, and in a pattern
which closely resembles the consumer
spending of whites earning higher incomes.
Incidentally, in Negro families whose
incomes are $5,000 a year and over
recently some 27% of all Negro auto
purchases were made. But. in Negro
families in the $2.000-$3,000 bracket,
some 22% of the purchases were made,
indicating a considerable "holding up"
of purchasing power even in the lower
groups, according to Bureau of Census figures.

Q. Why should advertisers make
a special effort to reach the Negro market through Negro-appeal
media?
A. Just as advertisers have many misconceptions surrounding the buying
power of 15,000,000 U. S. Negroes,
they are often deluded by what seem
to be "normal" results in this market
with the non-Negro advertising media.
Since Negroes often buy anything
from baby food to Buicks out of all
proportion to their apparent economic
levels, many advertisers often feel they
are getting full coverage in the Negro
market with non-Negro media just because the results are comparative with
those of low-income and middle-income
white families.
What's actually happening in most
cases is that Negroes are being reached
to a lesser degree than the advertiser
thinks, through his regular media advertising. But. those who are reached
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Buying in Pittsburgh?

STREMGTHE
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sales penetration

with
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the station of nations!

WHOD — 250m; — 860 on every Pittsburgh dial — beams programs to
Negro'" — Slovak — Jewish — Italian — Greek — Arabic — Croatian —
Polish — Hungarian — Lithuanian

You've a surprise in store, if you haven't yet sold your product
through WHOD.
The Pittsburgh market is a most lucrative one, and

the topography of the area is such that radio continues to be the
WHOD delivers beyond expectations!
major and most powerful selling medium.

Write for WHOD

Sales Case Histories and latest Pulse report.

Here's the basic story on WHOD

Negro programming—

"Mary

Dee and

Mai Goodc
doing their
wake-up

show"

Pittsburgh's only station with a considerable block
of time devoted
to Negro
programming — four
hours daily. An all-Negro staff, including talent,
sales and office personnel, handles the Negro
programming.
penetrates and sells the rich

Pittsburgh Negro

Market — 60,000 spending families.
income — $86,894,350.
1952 marks
anniversary of WHOD's
Listeners

Represented nationally by
JOE WOOTTON
Radio Division
Interstate United Newspapers, Inc.

Radio

Center,

Homestead,

Pa.

Walk, Program Director
Leonard
Roy Ferree, General Manager

Their buying
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buy proportionate!) more, thus balancing the picture.
But. advertisers who have taken the
extra step into Negro-appeal media can
tell a different story. Results of air advertising designed specifically for Negro ears, and in the 150-odd Negro
newspapers and publications which
reach over 3.000.000 Negro readers
each week, have shown that the intense
loyalt) to these media pays off in sales.
If an advertiser is wise and skillful
in his use of Negro-appeal media, particularly air advertising, he is likely to
reap a reward that is entirely out of
proportion to what he might expert.
He is no longer merelj adding a sort
of "supplemental" coverage to his regular advertising. He is reaching a market which, more and more, looks to its
own media for news and entertainment,
and to the advertising in this media
for goods on which to spend a $15.I II K 1,1)( )( ).( II II ) annually income.
* * *

RADIO FACTS

Neiv Orleans — Independent station
WBOK estimates that there are 208.000
Negroes in New Orleans, and some
500.000 in its listening area. The station was the 10th station to come on
the air in New Orleans when it bowed
on in February 1951. Since then, it
has made a marked success as an "integratei.e..
d" I
part Negro, part white
programing I station, estimates that today some 86.4$ of New Orleans families own radios.

Q. Is there anyhow
"rule many
of thumb"
determining
Negroin
homes in an area serviced by a Negro-appeal station have radios?
A. On the basis of the individual station surveys listed above, and in discussions with station reps, agencymen.
media representatives and others. SPONSOR suggests the following as a rough
ship:
guide to estimating Negro radio owner-

{Continued from page 33 I
half-hour weekly disk jockey show and
has since boosted the total to 22 hours
per week, reported as follows to sponsor: "There are approximately 65.000
Negroes in Charleston County, and
with our clear-channel coverage 1 1.000
watts on 730 k.c. ) we figure about
300.000 in our primary area, with
about 85'a having radios."
Montgomery, Ala. - Tom

cording to U. S. Census figures, there
are nearly 175,000 Negroes and some
50.000 Negro families in Atlanta, with
a total annual purchasing power of
over $100,000,000.

Sewell.

general manager of Montgomery's
WMGY. made his own checkup recentl\ on his Negro audience, stating:

regions, radio set saturation will be between 90$ and 98% of the Negro
homes in the area. It's best, however,
to check further with stations and representatives for individual market statistics and for the exact percentages for
specific areas.
2. In cities below the Mason-Dixon
line, throughout the South and Southeast, radio set saturation is less, running around 75$ to 85$ as an average, with jumps into the high 90's for
the principal metropolitan areas.
Again, check closely for individual
markets, as the figures may vary.

them."
Louisville, ky. — According to U. S.
Census figures, there are about 80.000
Negroes in the metropolitan area of
Louisville, with a buying power of
some $70,000,000. Some 37$ of the
30.000 Negro families own their own
homes. Station WLOU reported to
SPONSOR that radio saturation here was

Q. Are stations with Negro programing network affiliates, or independent outlets?
A. Station reps estimate that more
than nine out of 10 Negro-appeal stations are independents, with a good
percentage of them having come on the
air since the end of World War II.

about

Networks, and network outlets, have
not bothered to any great extent with
the Negro market, preferring to devel-

idanta, Ga— In a special study conducted for \\ I.HI). a pioneer station in
Negro programing. Atlanta Universitj
reported that "there are 1.8 radios per
IVearo home in the Atlanta area." Ac78

sports, and other "specialized appeal"
types of programing.
The independent station, therefore,
that airs a sizable amount of Negroappeal programing is just another example of the non-network station that
is building its listening by programing
directly at a fraction of the total listening audience.

Q. Is television a factor in reaching the Negro market?
A. It goes without saying that Negro
families own and enjoy TV sets, particularly since the trend in the U. S.
Negro population has been toward metropolitan centers, where 61$ of them
now live.
Due to the large amount of in-home
entertaining that is done in urban Negro families, there is a corresponding
interest in TV as one of the forms of
home entertainment, primarily during
evening hours.
Purchases of TV sets by Negroes varies with income, but there has been
considerable activity in set sales to Ne-

1. In cities above the Mason-Dixon
line, and in the Midwest and Pacific

"Montgomery County is about 43*/r
Negro, with a population of 140.000.
In the Negro homes I have visited, both
urban and rural, 75% or more have
radios in their homes, and are loyal
listeners to the programs beamed at

78.5' i .

on programing to fractional audiences
with foreign language, music-and-news,

groes in the lowr and middle-income
brackets. Even in 1949, when a 10inch table model set would bring $295
at retail, some 56% of the TV sets
bought by Negroes went into homes
where the family income was in the
$2,000-$5,000 a year bracket, according to a survey made by the Federal
Reserve System. Today, with set prices
considerably below the 1949 levels,
even the below-$2,000-a-year homes are
beginning to fill up with TV. A sponsor estimate of TV-equipped Negro
homes would be about 850.000 in the
U. S.
However, no major TV outlet has,
at the time sponsor went to press, decided that the time has arrived to start
a "fracNegroof as
to theSome
programing
tional audience."
the TV stations in the largest video areas, such as
New York. Chicago and Los Angeles,
are talking about it, but nothing much
has happened.
Until there's a real competition for
TV audiences, and until more independent, non-network-afliliated TV stations
emerge, there's not likely to be much
in the way of special Negro-appeal video fare.

op a "general family" pattern of listening. Independent stations, on the other
hand, have often built their successes

Q.

Does the major appeal of NeSPONSOR

gro-programed stations lie in using
Negro talent?
A. Not necessarily, although the majority of Negro-appeal performers who
have found radio success are themselves Negroes. Several stations programing to the Negro market, like Decatur's WEAS and Savannah's WJIV,
use white d.j.'s on their Negro disk
shows with good results.
The secret of success lies in something else entirely. As Bert Ferguson,
manager of WDIA, Memphis, put it to
sponsor:

MIDDLE
TENNESSEE'S
RADIO
VOICE

"First of all, we have entertainers
on the air who are showmen. Secondly, we have put ourselves at the disposal of the Negro community in every
way we could think of. The lack of
this approach will cause the weakness
or failure of many an operator who
thinks that the key to the mint in the
Negro market is a few blues and gospel
records, and a Negro face at the mike."'
Q. How does the amount of radio
listening done in a Negro family
compare with the amount done on
an over-all basis?

100% NEGRO PROGRAMMING!
100% NEGRO PERSONALITIES!
MR. ADVERTISER:

A. Since many avenues of entertainment are restricted or closed to Negroes, much more in-home entertaining is done, and the Negro home is
usually a greater center of leisure time
activities than the over-all U. S. average.
A typical clue to the effect of this
on radio was furnished to sponsor by
WDIA, Memphis, in whose coverage

ward completing a sale? If you're overlooking the NEGRO
segment of the city of Nashvilie's population, you're
neglecting 30% of your prospects!
The only sure way of making a 100% sales effort in
Nashville is through the use of NEGRO RADIO1
NEGRO
WSOK

in terms of dollars and cents can perhaps be judged by a few economic facts
which relate to the following case. In
Memphis, and in the 20 counties of the
WDIA area, there are some 439,266
Negroes, according to the last census.
They have, says the station, a total effective buying income in excess of
$300,000,000 annually. And. although
28 JULY 1952

in Middle Tennessee is WSOK'

is the station that began broadcasting December

When you compare rates and Hooperatings with the ether

"In a special survey just completed,
the results show that 93% of the Negro homes in Memphis have a radio.
And, 30% of these families owning
radio have two or more sets.

ing averages 32%."
Just what this means to an advertiser

RADIO

14, 1951 and ranks THIRD1', month-by-month in the
C. E. Hooper total rated share of audience time periods,
January through April, 1952.

area 42.2' r of the people are Negroes.
Reported the station:

"Radio listening is an important part
of the Negro family's day, twice as
high as the over-all average shown by
Hooper. The December 1951 through
April 1952 Hooper shows average tuneins to be 14.9% . whereas Negro listen-

Would you be satisfied if you knew

one of your salesmen was only making a 70% effort to-

leading Nashville stations, you'll be convinced that WSOK
is your best radio buy in Middle Tennessee.
Over 110,000 NEGROES
MV listening area.

live and buy in the WSOK

0.1

Forjoe men have fact sheets on this top station and
market!
* Indicating a large segment of White listeners also.

^EE32NASHVILLE,
REPS

FORJOE

&

CO.

TENNESSEE

. . . DORA-CLAYTON

(Southeast)
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they represent 42.2% of the total population inthe WDIA area, they account
for some 39% of the department store
sales and over 50% of the food and
drug purchases.
The relationship between the high
listening and extreme loyalty of Negro
families to Negro-appeal stations, and
the excellent sales results of advertisers who have used this growing medium is far from accidental. And, with
the amount of Negro-appeal programing on the increase advertisers can
no longer overlook it in their air advertising plans.

ed artists of their own race, although
there are notable exceptions here and
there. As Norman Stewart, commercial
manager of Nashville's WSOK, stated
recently to sponsor:
"The only difference in the operation
of WSOK and a predominantly white
station is in the programing and the
personalities. The Nashville Negro audience is aware of the fact that every
voice they hear on this station is that
of a Negro. This makes them have confidence in the commercials they hear,
and is a tremendous influencing factor
in the sale of products and services advertised on this station."

Q. From the standpoint of the spot
advertiser who may be thinking of
building a series of Negro-appeal
programs, either live or customtranscribed, what are the main
Negro talent and program
ences?

prefer-

A. Learning what Negro listeners want
has largely been a matter of trial and
error for most stations. However, based

^
*

/

TOP RATED
NEGRO
DISC JOCKEYS

ON W#£

These two Negro disc jockeys,
each with a style of his own, have
captured the listeners in New
Orleans. They are the most listened to according to Hooper, according to personal survey and
according
to results.

HIGHEST

RATED

For 16 consecutive quarter hours
these Negro disc jockeys lead the
field in New Orleans over all other
disc jockeys. Consistently for 18
months "Okey Dokey" has wowed
the radio listeners with his jazz,
jive and knocked out race music.
"Honeyboy" has done likewise with
his spiritual programs.

ON HIGHEST
RATED STATION
WBOK is the leader. It carries
more national advertising than all
other six independents combined.
It carries more local advertising
than any two other independent
stations. For results, WBOK is first
in New Orleans among all independents.
Write for information and proof.
Represented by Forjoe and Company
29 West
57th
Street,
New
York

y**ok

on the findings of sponsor's study of
Negro-appeal stations, the following
pattern has emerged:
1. Negro listeners tune to a particular station primarily for entertainment
they feel is slanted at them. For the
most part, this will consist of a disk
jockey with a strong sense of showmanship, and a loyal Negro following,
who spins platters that feature Negro artists most of the time, and white
artists some of the time. This may be
50% or more of the total Negro-appeal
programing.
2. A deeply religious race, Negroes
look to radio stations for broadcasts
of a spiritual nature. Most often these
consist of live pickups from churches
(often, 70% of the Negroes in a city
will be church-goers) or special programs (live or transcribed) of religious music.
3. Since few stations with a "general" program formula go out of their
way to air news of special interest to
Negroes, much of the success of Negro-appeal stations is based on their
coverage of news, special events, community events, sports events, charity
drives and so forth that concern the
Negro community. Such programing
is nearly always local in origin, although there is room for a certain
amount of such programing that tries
to be "national" in scope.
4. In general, Negro listeners seem
to prefer local personalities and record-
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ORLEANS,

LOUISIANA

Q. Are there any specific studies
of
local Negro programing preferences?
A. As mentioned above, most stations
have discovered their own program forHowever,
stations have made
mula largely abyfew
"feel."
their own special studies of local Negro programing preferences. One of
the more interesting reports in this
field came to SPONSOR from Chattanooga's WMFS, a Negro-appeal station
that has done a top job of integrating
itself with the local Negro community.
WMFS commissioned Howard High
School, a Negro school, to make a listening study in January of this year. A
total of 1,369 personal interviews were
made among the 70,000 Negroes in
Chattanooga. This was how they listed
their program preferences:
Of the total, 36% indicated as their
first choice "Negro artists," which covered both music and news; 24% chose
"religious music"; 22% voted for
"popular music regardless of the race
of the artists"; 10% chose "religious
programs"; 6% indicated "classical
music"; 1% voted for "hillbilly music"; and the remaining 1% for "other
Although this study represents program preferences in only one Southern
area, sponsor believes, on the basis of
programs."
what both Northern and Southern Negro-appeal stations have found successful, that this is a rough index of overall preferences.

Q. What

can an advertiser using

Negro-appeal radio expect in the
way of radio research?
A. Since Negro-appeal radio exists
side-by-side with the older forms of
spot radio, an advertiser aiming some
SPONSOR

of his air advertising directly at the
Negro market will find that part of it
is measured in the regular rating services.
For a specific city, he can find out
how his program rates on a "general"
hasis in all homes (white and Negro)
simply by looking at local Pulse or
Hooper figures. Often, stations with
Negro-appeal programs stack up well
in the broad picture of broadcasting.
WERD, for example, proudly states
that it has "consistently ranked with
the top 50r/r of Atlanta stations in
Hooper-rated audience." WBOK, thanks
to the blend of Negro and white programing itserves up to its New Orleans audience, states that "for months
WBOK has been the number-one station in the morning and afternoon
among all six other independents. In
the April audience index (Hooper)
WBOK is fourth in the morning and
third in the afternoon among all 11

Stations like WHOD, Homestead;
WERD, Atlanta; WEAS, Decatur;
WDIA, Memphis; WWRL and WLIB,
New York; WBOK, New Orleans, and
many others do an outstanding job of
merchandising which — relatively speaking— often runs rings around general
stations, and draws comparable sales
results for advertisers.
Stores in Negro areas, particularly
the drug and food chains, have long
been neglected in lining up merchandising stunts and displays, and most
of them react eagerly to it, especially

In addition, the merchandising b)
Negro-appeal outlds lias a very personal touch. Part of the standard merchandising routines of such stations include visits by Ne<rn> disk jockeys and
performers to retail stores (wellplugged on the air) where nationalbadvertised products are given the "per-

of*te„

stations."
How an advertiser who uses Negroappeal programing is doing in Negro
homes only is something else. Although
radio saturation is relatively high
among Negroes in the South, telephones are scarce, and are in only 25
to 35% of Negro homes, making Hooper checks difficult. Some stations do

f*

Aro
Still
Ucina
Are
Still
Using

WEDR

their own checkups, with such surprising results as the WNOP, Newport,
Ky., survey which showed that "over
85% of the Negroes in this area listen
to our station as often as they can."
More specific research in this field
is being done, however. Pulse and
Advertest have checked Negro listening in Negro homes, and Pulse expects
to step up its activities. Many stations,
particularly those in large metropolitan
areas like New York and Chicago that
have large Negro populations, are commissioning their own listening studies
through the regular research services,
or through Negro schools and colleges
in the area.

since it's a proven business-getter. Advertisers frequently find that Negro-appeal stations have arranged special featuring, displays, window set-ups and
the
roll. like when a campaign be; in* I"

1000
Watts

America's First All-Negro Station
To Sell

more. day; in the near future, they'll get even

s
e
n
q
M
0
250,00

Q. Is station merchandising a major factor in Negro-appeal radio?
A. Yes. Thanks to the fact that the

There's no doubt about it— WEDR is your best buy
to sell the vast Negro market of Birmingham, Ala.

average Negro-appeal outlet participates actively and intensively in all
phases of social, charitable, business
and religious life in the Negro community, merchandising is easy and obvious for most of them.

All-Negro staff and

Advertisers can get a lot of answers
to their normal research questions to-

Spending $150,000,000
Annually in Birmingham

talent! 100%

Negro

pro-

gramming! Aggressive merchandising!
JOSEPH

HERSHEY

McGILLVRA,

INC. • NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES
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sonal endorsement" treatment by the
performer. Often, the station personality turns salesman, and stages public
demonstrations of the product. So well
has this worked that many Negro radio
performers are featured in the locallevel printed media advertising of sponsors who are selling to the Negro market.
Negro-appeal stations carry their
merchandising activities right through
with an advertiser's campaign. Before
it starts most of them are busy informing grocers and druggists and retailers
that the campaign is coming. When it's
lolling, they try every means possible
— from personal appearances to bathing beauty contests, and from window
displays to the opening of new outlets
— to carry through the air advertising
to point-of-purchasp.

Q. Is the amount of Negro-appeal
radio on the increase?
A. Definitely. In a stud\ conducted
by SPONSOR among those U. S. stations
who aim part or all of their programing at the Negro market, this fact was
established clearly. Replies came from
nearl\ 30' '< of all such stations in the
country.

the only stalion with
ALL-NEGRO
programming in the
state of Kentucky!
• LOU belongs to Louisville's 160.000
(plus) Negroes, for it's the only station
programming exclusively to them with
top Ncpro personalities.
• LOU's audience buys ! Louisville's average Netrro family income is almost
$2800 yearly ... a virtually untapped
market for smart advertisers.
• ASK FOR LOU ! It's a strong and welcome entre to Louisville's $52 million
dollar Negro market. Ask for LOU . . .
today !

2S49
SOUTH
THIRD
STREET
LOUISVILLE.
KY.
C A. 3E80
National Renre.<-ntativc :
Forjw & Co.
Southern
R»-pr«*s«-ntative :
Dora Clayton Agency

No station reported that it was doing less in the way of Negro-appeal
programing than it had been doing in
the past couple of years. All of them
reported either the same amount, or an
increased amount. Most marked upswing was among those stations in major metropolitan centers, both in the
South and in the North, that aim part
of their programing at Negroes, and
part at white listeners.
It's interesting to note that in at least
70% of the markets from which Negro-appeal stations reported, there are
one or more TV stations. Oddly
enough, video seems to have little effect on the growing amount and growing loyalty to programing designed for
Negro listeners — one good reason why
there is a general upbeat in this field.
A few years ago. very little was
known of the techniques and results of
programing to Negroes. Today, due to
everything from word-of-mouth to articles in sponsor, many independent
stations who are not now airing Negroappeal programing are considering
adding it to their program fare. Therefore you're likely to see a steady growth
in the number of outlets aiming at the
Negro until every major Negro market in the U. S. is covered by radio.
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WGIV
ONLY

... is the FIRST and
Charlotte Station with

Negro air personalities.
WGIV . . . only five years old
. . . has consistently led with
new ideas.
WGIV . . . reaches over
206,000 Negroes, 46,000 of
limits. live in Charlotte's City
which
WGIV . . . has three topdrawer Negro personalities
GENIAL GENE, CHATTY
HATTY, and GOLDEN BOY
GORDON.
WGIV

. . . adds the tremendous bonus of promo-gramming with its white personalities . . . Minuteman Dehlin,
Fido Myers, Cousin Hank
Grad, Johnny Surratt, Patricia Phoenix, and Moosicman Friar ... to bring vou
Charlotte's
ONLY THREETHIRDS station.
WGIV ... is PULSE-ating.
Ask Forjoe to show vou latest
PULSE!
For availabilities call 5-4829.
Charlotte, N. C, or ask your
Forjoe Man.
iii!!!iiiiiiiiii!iiii!iiiiiiiii!iiii:!iii:!iii::i!iiiiii:iiiiim

"Charlotte's
choice is the

\
|

musical voice '
SPONSOR

1000 WATTS

Q. Will there ever be a "Negroappeal network?"
A. It's not beyond possibility. In the
near future, there may well be special
regional hookups of Negro-appeal independent stations formed to handle
Negro sports events, entertainment programs, news events and the like. This,
however, is still very much in the crystal ball stajje.

"Many thanks to SPONSOR for this informative and
instructive edition on the negro market and radio.

PAL

"We are proud and happy that we are one of
in the country which very early recognized the
importance of our negro citizens, and that we
serving them with listenable programs for

the stations
tremendous
have been
over three

years now.
"Rob Nichols' "Blues 'n' Boogie", "Jive Parade", and
"Harlemoods", and Emmet t Lampkin's "In the Garden"
and "In the Garden Vespers" are living, working proof
that there is a strong demand — yes, in the south, too
— for intelligent, entertaining programming to the
negro audience.
"The Hooper figures bear this out. Emmett Lampkin's programs are the highest-rated local personality
shows in the market. Results bear this out, too!
Satisfied sponsors who have been on these programs
for years and years.

Q. What station rep firms make a
specialty of representing Negroappeal outlets?
A. The list of station reps who allocate
all or part of their time in lining up
advertisers for Negro-appeal radio out-

"You can experience the same quick results, and
happy business association, by reaching the southern
east coast negro market (some 300,000 in our cov?rage area) by advertising on WPAL."

lets is growing, since many a "general
programing" independent station is
adding Negro programing.
The following firms are generally
felt to be outstanding for their work in
developing Negro-appeal programs, or
in representing the stations who air
them. Altogether, the Negro-appeal
stations represented by this group
leach potentially about 75 % of the nation's Negro homes. The order in
which they are here listed is alphabetical.
1. Dora-Clayton Agency, 405 Mortgage Guarantee Bldg.. Atlanta 3, Ga.
Telephone is Alpine 1241. Operated by
Dora C. Cosse and Clayton J. Cosse.
Primarily represents stations in the
Southeastern U.S., both white and
Negro-appeal. Works in conjunction
with Forjoe & Company, Inc.. as that
firm's Southeast office.
2. Forjoe & Company, Inc., 29
West 57th St., New York City. Telephone is Plaza 5-8501. President is
Joseph Bloom. Primarily a general
rep. Forjoe also handles many Negroappeal and part-Negro-appeal outlets
throughout the U.S. Has offices in Chicago. San Francisco, Los Angeles, Atlanta.
3. Interstate United Newspapers,
545 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Telephone isMurray Hill 2-5452. Director of the Radio Division is Joe Wootton. Firm also represents 152 Negro
newspapers in about 40 major markets. Radio outlets represented total
about 25. and either are entirely Negro-appeal or largely Negro-appeal.
Maintains offices in Chicago. Detroit.
Los Angeles.
4. John E. Pearson Company. 250
Park Avenue. New York City. Telephone is Plaza 8-2255. Firm is primarily a general rep, but handles a few
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Reach—Sell

300,000 NEGROES
in Los Angeles and Southern California

USE JOE ADAMS, the West's first and foremost

NEGRO D. J. on !/A|lf|

5000 watts

CLEAR CHANNEL
SANTA

Represented by
GEORGE
CHICAGO

W.
—

CLARK
NEW

YORK

I

MONICA,

CALIFORNIA

DORA CLAYTON
ATLANTA,

GA.
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EMS
New York's No.
1
Station for America's
No. 1 Negro Market

Negro-appeal stations, notably WDIA.
Offices in five cities besides New York,
including Chicago, Dallas. Minneapolis. Los Angeles and San Francisco.
5. Preferred Negro Markets, 29 W.
57th St., New York City. Telephone
is Plaza 3-1378. A relative newcomer
to the field, this firm makes a specialty
of representing Negro-appeal stations,
many of which also program for white
audiences. Expansion, more offices are
planned.

* * *

m
Station Managers!
Can You Pick A Winner?
(And Do You ^eed A Salesman?)
Most

of us are in the dark

when

it comes

winning

Dr. Jire

NEGRO

One
of WWRL's
sales-producing

RESULTS

(Continued from page 39)
of a gift certificate for identifying a
mystery tune. Many of the names received were later converted by a Raytheon TV dealer into sales.

WWRL has a larger audience in the 1,001,371 New
York Negro Market than
any other station — network
or independent — according
to Pulse Reports.
WWRL

moves merchandise

FAST . . . that's why more
and more national advertisers are using WWRL's 8
great Negro audience shows
to outsell all competition
They include:

Camel Cigarettes
Quaker Corn Meal
Aunt jemima Flour
Scott's Emulsion
Knickerbocker Beer
BC Headache Powders
Carolina Rice
Feenamint
Lydia Pinkham
Manischewitz Wine

Discover
designed
creating
produce

Tailor shop — For 22 years J. Edward Trower operated a single clean-

York's one million Negro market —
at a cost of 12c per thousand listeners.
Remember, New York's Negro
population exceeds the enti-e popula-

Pulse

Reports on request.

NEwtown 9-3300
in New
York City
at 5,090 Watts

BTO1
84

from Safeway Stores says: "Since using
WLIB we have enjoyed such splendid
sales increases in our locations catering to the Negro sections, we wanted to
express our thanks for service well
done. On occasion we have requested
that we wanted stores to be given emphasis by means of address mention.
In each instance sales in these locations
have reflected the emphasis bv virtue
of high volume of sales on the items
mentioned on your station. Then. too.
when we have used WLIB to promote
a new opening we have needed police
protection to direct the heavy traffic."
BBomvsi&ad-, Pei.

today how WWRL's specially
programs plus salesstation merchandising
can
greater sales for you in New

tion^ of Pittsburgh, Boston, St. Louis
San Francisco.

Supermarket — An unsolicited letter

or

ing shop in Pittsburgh's Hill District.
Then, in 1948, he picked up the sponsorship of Todays Calendar, a fiveminute daily roundup of club, social
and church news narrated by Mary
Dee. This account of the activities of
the Negro community soon had hundreds of listeners sending in announcements and news items. Negro organizations were offered their first opportunity to use a program designed exclusively for them.
The response, in terms of sales, were
significant. In order to show their appreciation .whole clubs and church
groups "took their clothes to Trowers."
A second store was opened in 1949, a
third in 1950 and this June WHOD did
a remote broadcast from the fourth
Trower Tailoring store to celebrate its

horse, including the

touters who

make

their business.
extent

personalities

to picking a

the track

To a certain

you depend on performance from past races or

by jockey statistics, but the
odds are still in favor of the
pari-mutuel windows.

Picking

a winner in salesmanship isn't
as ambiguous. While you still
rely on past performance,

the

statistics are greater. You can
judge

ambition,

integrity,

character, and the know

how

of delivery plus the creative
ability of your lifeline to the
buyer. With
advantages
times

all these extra

though, how many

do you

lose?

If you

could put all these facts on a
horse's nose, and it would help
put

him

across

the

finish

line, the racing commission
wouldn't
sunrise.

Here

exist until another

is an offer to radio

and television managers
would
on

who

like to have a winner

their sales staff. He

is

capable of winning all handicaps, but he needs a bettor.
He is chock full of confidence
that selling is his forte. If
your message

needs the most

effective selling you can find
as a vehicle, won't you please
arrange for an appointment.

BOX

7A,
510

MADISON

NEW

YORK

SPONSOR
AVENUE
22,

N.

Y.

opening. Trower's sole sustained advertising during this period was this
one radio program.
SPONSOR

WBOK,

Netv

Orleans

Automobiles — "Ten new Studebakers sold in five days from a spot campaign." (Westbank Auto Sales)
Photo studio ■— "2,000 replies by
phone and mail in one week, with a
complete sell-out of our facilities."
(Lincoln Photo Studio)
Sewing
of sewing
year for
WBOK."
WEAS,

machines— "$100,000 worth
machine sales during my first
an expenditure of $3,500 on
(Dixie Sewing Dealers I
Decatur, Ga.

Mail pull — Station reports an average of 350 mail requests per day for
records on their morning Negro block,
almost 225 a day for their afternoon
session. This is purely request mail,
and not a hoked-up gimmick deal to
increase mail-pull figures.
WLOU,

Nashville

Refrigerators — An appliance dealer
reports selling 42 used electric refrigerators in one day as a result of nine
half-minute announcements.
Electrical repair shop — This store
showed a 66% increase in volume as a
result of a month's campaign of one
announcement daily.
Cosmetics — This manufacturer increased his volume of sales 600% in
April of this year over April of last
year as a result of a heavy spot and
program campaign over WSOK.
WEDR,

Average Ratings of

Louisville

Beer — Oertels beer started a campaign the day this station went on the
air. They report that their sales have
steadily increased until they now have
65% of the Negro market in the area
despite competition from two other
prominent local beers.
Mens clothing — Moskins Clothiers
gives complete credit to the station for
a 40% sales increase.
WSOK,

Where Can You Buy

Birmingham

Laundry starch — A local company
claims to have gone from 1% of the
total starch sales in this area to 11 %
within a year's time on this station.
Electrical appliances — A Birmingham dealer phoned the station to say
that he traced over $5,000 in appliance
sales during one weekend to WEDR
spot campaign.
Piano course — In spite of a fourweek steel strike which had a telling
effect on the community's buying
power, a disk jockey on this station
took orders for piano courses from
250 customers.
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Right now you're looking at the home of College Radio — "campuslimited" stations managed and operated by students for students. Sixtyone college radio stations make up the Intercollegiate Broadcasting
System. These stations offer not only a great educational opportunity
for the undergraduates, but also an unexcelled medium for the advertiser to reach the college student.

Wfteit you sell a college student, tjou're got a lifetime

customer! There are 6,000,000 college graduates living today, and
the college halls embrace 2,000,000 undergraduates. The college market
is the best
"heeled" and certainly the most influential group in the
country
today.
The time to influence this group is when they are in college. If it is a
product you are selling, remember brand preferences formed in these
years may very well be lasting! If you have an institutional message,
present it while they are in college!
College years are the years for assimilating knowledge and ideas. It
is a time of preparation for life. It is a formative period. Form their
buying habits — for your product — while they're in college!
You buy average ratings of 24.0!
The most effective way
of reaching and selling the college student is through his or her own
college radio station. Like pep rallies and proms, campus broadcasting
is an integral part of college life.
Proof of this rests in the fact that recent audience surveys show that the
average time period on a college station enjoys a rating of 24.0. Add to
this consistently high rating the intense loyalty of the listeners, and
you know you have an advertising medium magna cum laude!
You can buy any of the 61 IBS affiliates individually or as a group.
For complete market data and information regarding IBS facilities,
programs, coverage and rates, contact the IBS representative.

Intercollegiate Broadcasting System
The Thomas F. Clark Co., Inc.
205

East 42nd

Street,

New York

35 E. Wacker Drive
3049
E. Grand
Blvd.

17, New York

Chicago,
Illinois
Detroit, Michigan

85

W'JIV, Savannah,

THE YRE ALL ON
WMRY

■ ■ ■

^

fia.

Mail orders — This station has a continuing test of its strength via mail
order items, averages 15,000 pieces of
mail per month. During a 60-day period it pulled orders for 2,476 religious motif plastic tablecloths at $2.95
each; 515 Charm Cards at $1.50 each;
833 Bible Answer Books; 450 replicas
of Rudolph The Red Nosed Reindeer.
WIWRY,

JVen« Orleans

Real Estate— "The Sepia Station"
got the nod for selling 40 homes via
46 announcements.
Drug store — Prescription business
up 300% in month as result of an announcement campaign.

NEW

ORLEANS

TOP

INDEPENDENT
* SEE

PULSE OF
Programmed
by

Morf
John

STATION*

NEW

ORLEANS
for Negroes,
Negroes

WPAL,
Rep.

NOW HEARD BY MORE PEOPLE
IN THE COMMUNITY THAN
ANY OTHER STATION-

WLIB
•

1000 Watts

Most complete coverage in New York

57 HOURS OF
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

BOSTIC
FULIER

RUTH
NEW:

PHIL GORDON
NIPSEY

ELLINGTON

Walter

White

RUSSELL

JAMES
Show

starring

Exec. Secy of NAACP
syndicated
in major cities.
"Pulse. May

Santa

Monica

Beer — Maier Brew moved from
seventh place in beer sales in the Los
Angeles area to first position with Negroes within a period of 18 months
during which they used the Joe Adams
show on KOWL.
Talent contest — Station received reassurance ofhigh listenership during
a recent talent contest. Over 7,000
telephone calls voting for talent contestants were registered in one afternoon.

featuring an outstanding
roster of Negro
talent
LARRY

Charleston

Varied advertisers — Highly significant is this station's record: 97% of
the accounts which started out with
this station four years ago are still with
it.
out. and all Negro programs are sold
KOMI..

THE ONLY STATION WITH
STUDIOS IN HARLEM

JOE

Gary

Home equipment — Local concern reports 500 direct leads per week as aftermath of two quarter-hour sessions
daily on this station.
Chicken farm — Realtor sold a $7,000 farm on the basis of three 100word announcements.

Silverman — Gen. Mgr.
E. Pearson
Co. — Nat'l.

1 190 KC

WWCA,

now

1952

WLIB
207 East 30 Street, N. Y. 16, N. Y.

These are only a sampling of the
success stories which Negro-programing stations throughout the count r\
have to tell.
National advertisers listed on page
39 are, for the most part, stepping up
their efforts to tap this $15,000,000,000 market via the potent sales pull of
the community-minded radio stations
which aim their entertainment, services
and sales pitches at the American
Ne»ro.
* * *

SELLING TO NEGROES
{Continued from page 37)
nouncer or personality has to read a
piece of copy that makes him sound
like something from Uncle Tom's Cabin the average Negro listener will react
true.
adversely, if the appeal doesn't ring
Admen and media men who are familiar with Negro-appeal radio were
quick to point out to SPONSOR that the
most successful air advertisers in Negro programing avoid the use of any
kind of "canned" advertising, whether
it be live copy or transcriptions. Instead, they use simple copy or copy
outlines, and let the individual performer present it in his own style.
One station manager told SPONSOR:
"What an advertiser may lack in 'uniformity' by this method, he'll more
than make up for by cashing in on the
intense loyalty to favorite local personalities inNegro radio. His commercial,
in effect, receives a personal endorseOf course, this applies primarily to
advertisers who are using program segments, or participations in local Negro-appeal shows. The same thing does
not ment."
apply quite as much to brief station
breaks, time signals and the like, where
there is little room for "style."
However, it's wise for advertisers to
remember that even in a series of 20. second announcements that are being
transcribed for a widespread use in Negro markets, nationally-known Negro
performers can often be used in place
of the usual white talent.
3. Negroes have some specialized
quirks concerning radio commercials
and radio offers.
While Negroes respond to the same
arguments as any cross-section of listeners, not all the techniques in the
broadcast adman's bag of tricks apply.
Here are a few of the more important
taboos, as gathered by SPONSOR in its
national survey of Negro radio:
A. Negroes do not go for sight-unseen premiums of jewelry, and other
"gimmick" inducements to product
buying often used as part of radio campaigns. Commented WDIA, Memphis:
"We have always supposed this is a reaction from the days when people associated cheap jewelry with the Negro
B. Negroes in general do not like to
send in cash in advance for mail-order
items, nor do they usually like to write

86
people."

SPONSOR

ill for samples or trial offers. As John
H. Johnson, publisher of Ebony, Jet
and Tan, stated recently: "If Negroes
are sold on the product through advertising, they will buy the brand immediately."
C. Negroes often respond more
readily, on the other hand, to merchandising gimmicks. Retailers in Negro areas, and Negro-owned stores
have long been passed by in most network and big-station merchandising
tie-ups, and give eager support to good
merchandising plans. Station performers are very cooperative about making
personal appearances at stores, and in
making product demonstrations. This
can be a real "plus" to an advertiser
who makes full use of the merchandising facilities offered him by Negroappeal stations, since the average Negro performer has been built into a local celebrity by his participation in
community activities, and by the station's active promotional backing.
D. Negroes resent any kind of advertising stunt that makes a differentiation between white and colored listeners, either directly or by implication.
Contests,
for instance,
which
offer

prizes such as a vacation at a resort
that does not welcome Negroes will get
the brush-off from colored listeners.
E. Negroes are very cautious about
"bargains." An air advertising campaign that stresses low price may be a
big success with price-conscious white
housewives, for example, but will
arouse Negro suspicions that perhaps
something inferior is being passed off
on them just because they are Negroes.
This does not mean that a good, lowpriced item cannot be sold to Negroes
on the air. It does mean that it must
be done with tact, and without using
the price as too much of a come-on.
Quality is often more important to a
Negro consumer than a low price tag.

•
SERVING

OVER
PEOPLE

•
46

HOURS

•
450,000

•

OF PROGRAMS
WEEKLY

•

•

FIRST WITH TOP TALENT &
VOLUME
OF COMMUNITY
PROGRAMS

•

*

TO REACH AND SELL NEGRO
PHILADELPHIA
WHAT
IS
A MUST . . .
250

Watts — Unlimited
Time
— I8V2 HRS. DAILY —
AM — 7340 k.c.—FM— 705.3 meg.
Represented by
Interstate United Newspapers
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BEST WAY
TO SELL

10 MILLION
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4. Negroes make a startling amount
of luxury purchases, with relation to
median income, but it's best to aim
air advertising at their basic needs.

PI

Luxury spending of a "conspicious
consumption" variety is widely done
by Negroes, largely due to psychological pressures. As Ebony's John H.
Johnson wrote recently in the trade
press
"To: a Negro, indulgence in luxury
is a vindication of his belief in his
ability to match the best of white men.
He expresses this desire in his purchase of Cadillac automobiles, $200
suits, imported Scotch at $9 a bottle
or a pair of $20 Florsheim shoes.
"Advertisers of luxury lines have a
responsive audience in the Negro market for other reasons. One is that

Philadelphia's
Leading
Station for Negro Programs

THE

many Negroes have become acquainted
with expensive merchandise through
working with wealthy white people —
as butlers, valets, maids housekeepers.
Thus, just as soon as they have the
money, they immediately purchase the
items they know through their emHowever, it's wise for an advertiser
ployment."
not to overestimate this luxury market. The Negro is not simply a market
for all sorts of luxury items, of every
variety. He will buy first rate foods,
but he'll steer clear of luxury he doesn't
understand, like smoked pheasant, plover's eggs, elk steaks and the like. He
will spend as much as possible on his
home and his family, but he avoids
buying real estate in areas where he
feels he will meet discrimination. He
stays away from luxury stores that
give a frosty welcome to colored customers. ** *
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Nat D.
Williams
One

of

many famous
personalities
WDIA's

Kroger Stores
Do A Big Selling Job
With WDIA, Memphis
Since Fall of '51 Kroger has used a substantial spol
schedule on WDIA for its large chain of Memphis
food stores to sell the great Negro

segment

of the

Memphis market — further proof of WDIA's complete
dominance In selling to the 439.266 Negroes in WDIA
BMB counties for all types of accounts . . . local,
regional and a great list of national accounts including Wilson &. Co., Maxwell House Coffee, Tide, Blue
Plate Foods and many others. WDIA can do a big
job

for

you,
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many of these 200 stations if there were
some setup or association through
which this constantly growing wealth
of material could be channelized. For

SPEAKS

instance clinics could be held periodically which would also serve to raise
standards and expand types of programing and public services within this
particular community. Perhaps the
time is ripe for the innovation of something along the lines of the BAB, which
would chart the scope of the market
and process the exchange of research
and ideas.
Case for TV film
The live vs. film debate you hear
around the ad agencies these days is

Negro radio mushrooming
As a footnote to the Negro Radio
section (which begins on page 29 1 il
might he mete to recall that it was
SPONSOR which three \ears previously
first put the spotlight on this rich field
through a similar stud). It was while
that original study was in preparation
dial the phrase. "The forgotten 15,000,000," got its origin at a sponsor editorial meeting.
Much has happened in the development of the Negro market for radio
since then and the results of experiments among some 200-plus stations
are given broad and graphic documentation in the current issue. The thinking and experimenting that continues
certainly reflects a singularly creative
change in social vision. American advertisers have been alerted to it and
thev have gained much from participating in this specialized market.
SPONSOR thinks that there is still
much in the way of research, programing ideas, merchandising, promotion
and whatnot that could be of help to

beginning to sound like so much windmilling after the fact. It's quite apparent that an influential segment of
national advertisers has already read
the handwriting on the wall and ardently embraced film-making. P&G, as an
example, is in to the tune of several
millions of dollars. (See: Is the rush
to film shows economically sound?,
It will
page
19.) be recalled that it was virtuall\ the same sponsor contingent thai
spurred the trek toward Hollywood in
the latter '30's. The prime intent then
was to borrow for radio some of the
film industry's name glamor, all of
which resulted in appreciably expanded
program budgets. Economy is primarily the motive for the heavy trend
to Hollywood and its studio facilities
todav. The bellwethers of air advertising are patentlv convinced that the
one way to keep their TV costs under
control is to put their programs on
film.
The rerun factor mav have some
weak sides to it but the basic economics

of the thing is pretty much weighted
in its favor. Quality programing
whether live or on film, will always
have a ready market and as TV expands there will be, obviously, myriad
periods of time to be filled and sold.
Film product, if priced on an equitable
level, offers, like good radio transcriptions, the soundest article, both from
the viewpoint of saleability and audience attraction.
As for viewer attitude toward repeat
films, there is a question that lends
itself to some rewarding research. At
the moment it looks doubtful whether
this quirk will tend to put a crimp in
the filmward march.
Freeze is really lifted
The pace with which the FCC has
begun to issue construction permits for
TV stations is meeting with much gratification among advertisers and agencies, especially where it has concerned
major and important secondary markets. By presstime the commission had
passed out 18 CPs. Several of these
stations should be on the air this fall,
and some agencies report that they
have already spotted the more important markets in an "if and when" colume in their budget recommendations
to clients.
Most advertisers and agencies were
surprised — and delighted — with the
speed with which KFEL-TV, Denver,
got on the air (see Sponsor Report,
Pleased as they are with the unanpage 2 ) . ticipated quickness of the unfreezing,
agency executives are inclined to air
this thought: They would be still more
pleased if permits were distributed with
equal alacrity in some one and twostation markets.

Applause
Greater truth

in advertising

The Fort Wayne Advertising Club,
following through on an idea suggested by the Dallas Advertising Club,
has rendered a valuable service to all
advertisers with its recently adopted
resolution for "truth in advertising."
Here are some quotes from the resolution which should appeal to all air advertisers:
I. "Advertising is universally recognized today as a primary sales distribution and communications force of
American business and industry, and
88

its effectiveness as a basic element of
the American economy rests upon the
faith, confidence and acceptance of the

tising which, directh or indirectly, imputes dishonesty to all advertisers or
. . . disparages the integrity of . . .

American people."
2. "The current wave of criticism
(of advertising) reveals that adver-

advertising. . . ."
4. "The Fort Wayne Advertising
Club call upon all segments of American advertising .... to join in an ap-

tising's critics no longer confine their
ranks only to its perennial enemies but
more and more include its long-time
friends, whose loyalty and support advertising now seems in danger of
losing.
3. "The Fort Wayne Advertising
Club looks with disfavor upon adver-

peal to all advertisers and those engaged in the preparation and dissemination of advertising copy to eliminate
or avoid practices, statements or copy
stratagems which tends to impair the
faith and confidence of the American
people in the spoken word of business
and industry. . . ."
SPONSOR
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Does the farmer stop milking his cows during the summer? Ridiculous!
No more than the KMBC-KFRM Service Farms stop farming during the
summer — or no more than Phil Evans, Bob Riley or Jim Leathers stop passing out that vital farm information to the Heart of America farmer who
turns on the radio in his barn to catch KMBC-KFRM farm programs while
he gets his milking done. Or no more than the Team's News Department
stops disseminating the latest news in eleven daily newscasts. Yes indeed,
KMBC-KFRM is ''program-wise." Summer time — wintertime, the Team is
on-the-air with the kind of programming that it knows from thirty years of
broadcasting experience the largest share of the audience will return to, and
listen for, day after day.
It is this program wisdom which has long since placed The KMBC-KFRM
Team in top spot in The Heart of America — and continues to keep The Team
in that spot by a comfortable margin.
^L*

^Trfe11111

This is the first of a series on
in the Heart of America.

AND

KMBC-KFRM

know-how

which

spells

dominance

Call KMBC-KFRM or your nearest Free & Peters Colonel for the KMBCKFRM program story. BE WISE- REALIZE . . . to sell the Whole Heart of
America Wholeheartedly it's
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does a complete job . . .
WMBG

SO

DO

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

Inc.

STATIONS

. . -

WCOD
WTVR

American industry is big with advertisingstudded successes, yet none is bigger than
Kellogg. Advertising, and especially air
advertising, has taken Corn Flakes and other
fine products of this Battle Creek firm into every
nook and cranny of our country — and many
other countries. Kellogg does a complete job,
from farmer to miller to delectable product
to dealer to consumer. And in the rich Virginia
markets, Havens and Martin Stations help the
assembly line move faster.
Havens and Martin Stations, WMBG, WCOD,
and WTVR, are available to alert advertisers as
the modern way to sell in the Old Dominion
State. There are reasons aplentyl Havens and
Martin Stations are the only complete broadcasting institution in Richmond; for more than a
quarter century they've featured the kind
of public service that builds loyalty and
affection; they bring NBC to viewers and
listeners; they're a quality operation doing a
job for quality products.

WMBG
FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

*« WCOD

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.
WMBG represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

™ WTVR"

CBS might act
unilaterally
on night-time
rate slash

Impression prevailing in New York ad agency circles last week was if
CBS and radio affiliates can't come to agreement on terms of rate adjustment at affiliates meeting in Chicago this week network will
announce rate card change anyway, effective Sept. 1. CBS at this
point committed to advertisers on rate revision to amount of over
$5,000,000 for 1952-53 season and it's become question with CBS
whether to cancel rate changes made to such clients as Procter & Gamble, Lever Bros, and Colgate or exercise clause in some 170 affiliate
contracts allowing CBS readjust rates without affiliate consultation.

CBS, affiliate
would each
take 15%
reduction

Republicans
pick Kudner

RTMA asks
immediate
decontrol
price

BAB's Ryan
charts radio's
pull over

newspapers

Cockfield,
Brown leads
in Canadian
production
WNEW

collects
on future
earnings of d.j.
released to WCBS

-SRRate revision as submitted by CBS was on 50-50 basis with network and
affiliates each giving up 15% existing rate.
Cut would apply only to
night-time.
One counter proposal made by members of affiliates committee, which did preliminary negotiating with CBS, was that any adjustment be shown through network discount structure.
This may be
network compromise, though it prefers straight rate revision.
-SRKudner Agency drew the Presidential campaign assignment from the
Republican National Committee, with contact going to Shafto Dene,
Kudner vice-president and copy chief.
Joseph Katz had been previously
picked by the Democratic National Committee.
Lloyd Whitebrook will be
Katz's executive on the account.
-SRImmediate lifting OPS ceiling on TV and radio sets and parts has been
asked by Radio-Television Manufacturers Association.
In petition to
OPA the RTMA argued that set prices being 5 to 15% below ceiling justified decontrol. RTMA also doubted whether TV station thaw will have
much effect on over-all TV set market.
-SRWilliam B. Ryan, BAB president, in separate talks before Syracuse retailers and agencies last week told how point-of-sale check by ARBI at
four Syracuse retail outlets (including a Sears store) showed radijD
outpulling newspapers advertising in store traffic by wide margin.
Four stores reported that their customers had been influenced by following media: radio, 38.6%; newspapers, 31.8%; both, 17.4%; other
12.2%.
On medium credit for volume sales produced the average count
came to: radio 45.7%; newspapers, 18.3%; both 28.5%; other, 7.8%.
-SRCockfield, Brown & Co., Montreal, sets new record for weekly program
production among Canadian agencies.
Now producing 230 15-minute programs a week, along with 2 one-hour network shows, 6 half-hour shows,
5 5-minute programs and 11 announcement campaigns.
(See Canadian section, which starts on page 61. )
-SRWNEW, New York, now has stake in sponsorship success of a WCBS, New
York, program.
When one of its d.j.'s (Bob Haymes) left station recently to move to CBS flagship, it was with stipulation that WNEW
would get percentage of future earnings.
had two years to run when he was released
are said to be heavy.

riaymes' contract with WNEW
to WCBS.
Returns to WNEW
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TV film directors
to share in rerun
proceeds

Rybutal
Canadian

going
radio

for 11 August

1952

Directors of TV films will participate
in proceeds from sale of reruns
under 3-year agreement with Alliance of Television Film Producers.
Directors get $275 on fourth showing of film which will also cover all
runs thereafter.
Members Screen Actors Guild (as disclosed SPONSOR
28 July 1952, Is the rush to film shows economically sound) likewise
have participating arrangements with ATFP.
-SRRybutal (Vitamin Corp. of America) launching extensive radio and newspaper campaign in Canada.
Spot announcements and schedule of 15 5minute programs weekly already set, with deal also being made to air
Gabriel Heatter.
Rybutal is latest heavy U.S. air spender to join
long list American advertisers using Canadian radio.
Campaign will be
handled by Ronalds Agency, Toronto.
(See Canadian Section, page 61.)
-SR-

NIC reports
local market
media trend

National Industrial Conference Board reports survey among 157 companies shows advertising appropriations and media planning undergoing
changes in keeping with 1952 sales needs.
Budgets, adds report, are
"tending upwards and advertising is being aimed more specifically at
individual markets."
Statement about advertising pattern tends to
bear out premise of article, How TV is changing media buying patterns,
in current issue SPONSOR (see page 30), which was prepared prior to
release of report.
-SR-

Hotpoint,
Lambert
Ozzie

co-sponsor
& Harriet

Hotpoint

and Lambert Companies have underwritten radio and TV sponsorship on alternate week basis of The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet
on ABC Friday nights starting 1 October.
Each version will be aired
at different times but there will be combined rate.
-SR-

Hormel Cirls
on spot TV
via film
this fall

Hormel & Co. is another radio advertiser that has assumed financing of
its own programs.
Series of 13 half-hour TV shows was built around
radio program featuring Hormel Girls ; it is in process of being completed in Kling Studios, Chicago.
Much of the film was shot in Hollywood under personal supervision of sponsor Jay C. Hormel.
Films
scheduled for fall airing on spot basis ; BBDO is Hormel agency.
-SR-

UPT's status
as TV film
producer
puzzles nets

N. Y. viewers
favored
Republican
convention

Common topic speculation in network executive circles is whether
United Paramount Theatres in event FCC approves ABC deal will be permitted to engage in production of TV films.
Under divorcement from
Paramount Pictures Corp., as part
settlement of Government's antitrust suit, latter was confined to making motion pictures and UPT to
operation of theatres.
-SR~
Pulse found in special check of 12,500 homes in New York area Republican convention had 30% edge over TV tune-in of Democratic convention. Republicans averaged 16.5 for daytime sessions and 43.0 at
night.
Democrats' averages were 12.2 daytime and 32.0 nights.
(Please turn to page 54^
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An interview with Senator Quad.

Question:

What is your 7952 platform,
Senator Quad?

Answer:
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81,000,000 TV sponsor without a sales problem

MEN,

Revere is No. I among copper-clad pots and pans and it can't get enough metal
to expand production. Nonetheless it regards "Meet the Press" as vital effort
to insure future sales, uphold company's prestige on the industrial level

£7
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will

be
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of their conclusions: market-by-market rather than
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For I I years the Advertising Council has coordinated public service activities
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14 hat tloes it eost to build a TV station?
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why time
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of $105,000 to build even the smallest TV station, charts
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reveal. These cost breakdowns are designed to show

costs — even
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for new stations — are set high

CANADIAN
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Editor

Discovery of rich mineral deposits has drawn vast sums of development capital
into Canada, boosted income, productivity, sales to new highs

Tips on selling to Canadians

been

those

market,

planned

00

programs with wide audience acceptance, and didn't spread advertising too thin

Conodion

TV: tiro stations. 103,454 sets

Outlook for commercial utilization of Canada's TV is dim.
Limited
heavy restrictions ond feather-bedded costs are current obstacles

programing,

00

Piled-up inventories melted and electric shaver sales boomed when Schick
network TV. New show being added to make product year-round item

PS!

25
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Wftof agencies plan for farm radio next season
SPONSOR
poll among advertising agencies shows increased activity in the field
of rural radio used to sell general consumer products
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High listenership, less competition per station, deep penetration, lack of TV, and
low rates are some of the reasons why radio is good buy in Canada
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his is
where

dominates

Listener loyalty is traceable to 30 years of intense local programming, extensive news reporting, NBC shows and outstanding service to the community.
Advertisers' loyalty is proved by renewal orders from Amerdrug, automotive, appliance, beverage,
farm ica's
and leading
otherfood,
accounts.
Phone or write your Henry I. Christal representative. He is
armed with facts and figures to show you how and why
WTMJ dominates in Milwaukee and Wisconsin.

THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL RADIO STATION
5.000 WATTS
■MHHBH

•

620 KC

•

NBC

Represented

by
Chicago

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO.
New York

■J*9°°

a

Robert J. Landry

...any way
(^}
you figure it /M/

KROW
reaches more
Listeners-per- J
than any other
San Francisco or
Oakland Station*
'PULSE for Oakland and for San Francisco,
June, 1952

Russian "radiofieation"
Way back in the 1920s Soviet Russia pioneered in shortwave radio
propaganda beamed in all directions world around. \lan\ a Yankee
ham stayed up all night to bring in Siberia. Communist strategist
Lenin himself had recognized the dynamic nature of radio, spoke of
it as "newspapers without paper." Today, in obedience to the Lenin
dictate, uncounted Russian transmitters are busy night and daw
Details are skimpy but the nerve-center is clearly Moscow. Rus>ia
uses 34 languages exterior to the Soviet and 70 languages interior to
its own borders. In short, the United States with 29 spoken tongues.
including Mesquakie Indian, is only one-half as polyglot as Russia.

*

*

*

Currently Russia has joined with its satellites in an elaborate exchange of programs, news, music and "culture" and these now spread
from Poland, Hungary. Czechoslovakia, Albania. Rumania and Bulgaria to China. Outer Mongolia and North Korea. Similar exchanges.
but less formalized, exist among the western countries, notably
France. Britain and America.

BEST BUY IN 2 MARKETS!
There's a billion-and-a-half dollar
market on each side of San Francisco Bay! Over 150 result-conscious advertisers . . . local, regional, national . . . now use KROW
of Oakland to reach both of these
markets at the lowest cost-perthousand of any station in San
Francisco or Oakland. Incidently,
there are comparatively few TV
sets in these markets.
For details, see
PAUL H. RAYMER

COMPANY,

KROW

INC.

Radio Center Bldg.
19th & Broadway

• Oakland, Calif.

Serving the Entire Oakland-San Francisco Bay Area

^
?p
"if
A great authority on international
broadcasting
is Dr. Arno Hutb.
sometime consultant to the United Nations, lecturer at many American colleges. He points out that about 600.000.000 human beings
can be reached by radio and many of them only by radio. There are
still a billion-and-a-half human beings who do not have any radio
yet, and therefore do not have any effective, regularized communication with the world. Note something more: In countries, colonies,
islands, jungles and so on. wherever most of the inhabitants cannot
read or write the spoken word of radio is magical to governments
I friendly or hostile I and to commercial interests I with or without
advertising appropriations ) . * *
*

Customs, tariffs and cartels do handicap international distribution
of radio sets. A small $19 bedside radio set in America may be $80
at retail in a European country. And it will be much worse as to TV
sets. Indeed a recent news story out of Copenhagen told of the discouragement ofthe usually progressive Danes. They had launched
but were considering the abandonment of video. Sete were prohibitivelv high.

*

*

*

The moral is plain. Radio is now and for decades to come the
cheap, convenient and still-growing instrumentality of the world
masses. Only in America and Britain does TV amount to much.
New and impoverished lands like Pakistan give radio the highest
priority, appropriate millions of dollars many might suppose could
more advantageously (to national interest I be spent otherwise.
( Please turn to page 1 22 I
SPONSOR

All It Took was Impact . . .

... A twin-barrel salute, to remove outlaw-leader "Curley Bill" from circulation.
Western myths to the contrary, Curly's death in an Iron Springs, Arizona shotgun duel
with Wyatl Earp was confirmed by eyewitness reports from both outlaws and possemen
present.
Eyewitness reports are important to KOWH too. On-the-spot news coverage by a mobile
unit, coupled with a news department whose three major wire services make it the only
Independent in the nation so served, means real impact on Omaha-Council Bluffs news
audiences!
Sight-in on thet thar Hooper (averaged for the nine months from October, 1951, to June,
1952), podner! If'n it don't prove impact . . . thar ain't no such critter!

36.2%

OTHER
STATION RATINGS

Sta. "A"

Sta. "B"

Sta. "C"
Sta. "D"

JZL

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to 6
P.M., Monday through Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., 1951 thru
June, 1952.)
Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any independent station in all
America!
(June, 1952.)

iflffllf
©MA

Sta. "E"

"America's
Most Listened- to Independent Station'
General Manager, Todd Storz; Represented Nationally By The boiling CO.
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Can you see the difference?

»

■

H
■D

Los Angeles television viewers did !
Four Los Angeles channels carried the same
picture from Chicago, but the people's choice
was knxt! During both conventions.
When the big speeches were made and the
presidential candidates nominated, the knxt
Hooper count was up to 112% larger than
any other station's !
And throughout the show, knxt had the
biggest share-of-audience by far... 12% greater
than the second station's for the Republican
Convention, 23% greater for the Democratic!

35Sf5

%?,

This convention sweep comes as no surprise.
knxt's daytime share-of-audience is up
83% and its nighttime share up 39%, May
over November, according to arb.
If you want to get on the best bandwagon in
the nation's second TV market, get on knxt.
For details and availabilities, just ask your
CBS Television Spot Sales representative,
the new Channel 2

w\ IV ^V I

Los Angeles ■ CBS Owned
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Results . . Results . . Results

w

Madison

CORRECTION
Just a line to say that in looking over
\ our excellent publication. July 2oth issue, page I. I note a rumor that we
might be open to a new agency connection. May I say that, as of the
present writing, the rumor is wholly in
error.
Fred Cartoun
Chairman of the Board
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
New York

NEGRO
The

scene
the

1952

above

marked

Brandeis

the

opening

"Housewares

Fair"

Dishpans or Mink Coats
KMTV
Selis Them in
The Omaha Area !
Sales for the 1952 J. L. Brandeis
"Housewares Fair" enjoyed a
30% increase over the recordbreaking 1951 "Fair." Remote
telecasts, originating from the
store, were seen by thousands
of Omaha women. Mr. Meyer
Rubin, Merchandise Mgr. of the
Home Furnishings Dept. attributes a great part of the success to the way the "Fair" was
advertised and publicized over
KMTV, and said that KMTV
will play an important part in
future advertising planning.

Fur Business Tops!
Mr. Thomas Vaughan, Mgr. of
Thcmsen Furriers, Omaha says:
"We felt that we should add
TV to the Spring Fur Storage
campaign. One spot per week
for 6 weeks was purchased on
KMTV — the only change from
our '51 schedule. Results: We
had more Spring business and
more new customers than in any
previous

year."

Let KMTV sell YOUR product in
the rich Omaha area. Contact the
Katz

Agency

or KMTV

KIHTV
OMAHA

Represented

10

today-

CBS
DUMONT
ABC

2, NEBRASKA
CHANNEL
3
by KATZ

AGENCY

PROGRAMING

of

We were shocked to see in your 2o
July issue that WSAI is listed as a station carrying 50/( of programs
beamed to the Negro audience. This
is not true.
WSAFs

programs are designed to

appeal to all the rich greater Cincinnati market of two and one-half million people. While some of our programs may hold a particular appeal
for this group or that one, our overall
programing objective is to reach every
bit of this homogeneous market. More
than two-score new sponsors added
since last year and a thumping 20' ,
increase in volume over 1951 prove
that this programing policy pays off
for advertisers. Our listeners tell us we
have succeeded in this and sales records of our sponsors support this ((inclusion.
We have one excellent program featuring a Negro disk jockey late at
night, a remote pick-up from a restaurant in Cincinnati's Negro section. The
Pulse shows that this program enjoys
a rating which necessarily must include many persons beyond the Negro
market because there are just not that
many Negroes in this area. Sponsors
on the program tell us that a large
number of their customers reached
through the program, come from all
walks of life regardless of race or
creed. We have many fine friends
among Cincinnati Negroes and we arc
proud of this excellent program.
But we hasten to correct the impression that WSAI. serving the needs of
two and otic-half million people daily,
is beamed to any narrow segment of
the market. A glance at our program

schedule should serve to illustrate the
enormous breadth of appeal reached
by WSAFs programs.
We trust this letter may serve to set
the record straight among your excellent magazines many readers who may
have
error. been misled by this unfortunate
J. Robert Kerns
Managing Director
WSAI, Cincinnati

TV BASICS
If. as we hope, you are going to reprint as a separate booklet TV Basics,
as appearing in your 14 July, 1952 issue, we would very much appreciate
leceiving half a dozen copies for use
among the executives of this office.
Would you please advise me if this
request can be fulfilled.
R. Wells Brown
/. Walter Thompson
Detroit
• TV Basics i» available in reprint form al lOr
P«-r copy in quantities <if 101> or more; 15c for 25
or more;
25. per single copy.

FALL FACTS

ISSUE

I am in receipt of your publicity release which makes available additional
copies of the sixth issue of "Fall
Facts." I have already looked over my
copy and find it one of the most interesting and informative documents
on television and its outlook on the allimportant fall of Vincent
'52.
Royve
Ted Bates & Company

1 think that the Fall Facts issue of
SPONSOR is terrific. Thanks for sending it along.
I was

especially

interested

in

the

questions and answers, and the charts.
Congratulations for a wonderful job.
Bernard C. Duffy, Pres.
BBDO
New York

As subscribers to SPONSOR, I would
appreciate receiving four extra copies
of \our Fall Facts issue. Kindly send
the copies and your bill marked to the
personal attention of the writer.
C. Burt Oliver, V.P.
Foote, Cone & Belding
New York
SPONSOR

COVERAGE

PATTERN, KNBC,

50,000 watt, non-directional,
"wide circle" coverage that
not only blankets the great
San Francisco-Oakland area
metropolitan markets — but
all the thriving PLUS-Markets
of Northern California.

COVERAGE

PATTERN, the

two other 50,000 watt
directional stations. X

^

y
COVERAGE PATTERN, television
... 60 mile radius . . . about V^rd
of the families owning sets.

In Northern California...
KNBC reaches more people, more often, than
any other radio or TV station. This wide
circle coverage plus program popularity
make KNBC,

San Francisco,

Northern California's No. 1
Advertising Medium
.

50,000
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• NON-DIRECTIONAL

• 680

KC

• REPRESENTED
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BY
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And works is the word which perfectly describes Eddy Jason, Wisconsin's best-known Radio personality.
Been with us 12 years. Heads one of our Theatrical Units (5-piece
Band thrown in) called Town Hall Players. He writes Plays (excellent)
— Songs (fair) — Poetry (awful). Both Eddy and Town Hall are now
part of Wisconsin's good living.
Last year, in 317 personal appearances throughout our Primary,
Eddy and his Town Hall Gang played to more than 177,000 paid
admissions. And their recordings for Juke Boxes have become big
favorites in 17 Counties.
In addition to his personal appearances, Eddy handles our 5-7 AM
slot,
as well as our Homemakers' Hour . . . and a 15-minute segment
at
noon.
Yep, we really mean it: "This Guy Works For Us" . . . and how!

I

5000

Wisconsin's most show -full station
Green
HAYDN

Bay

R. EVANS, Gen.

Represented

By WEED
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Mgr.
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SPONSOR

Many thanks tor sending me a copy
of sponsor's Fall Facts annual. It is
quite an issue and contains a lot of
material that will be extremely helpful to us.
Harry Parnas, Media Director
Cecil & Presbrey, Inc.
New York

We want to congratulate you on the
most thorough 6th Annual Fall Facts
issue. Its contents are both concise
and helpful and give us a clear picture
of current and future AM and TV potentials.
Leslie L. Kennon, Asst. mgr.
KWTO
Springfield,

Please send to my attention two additional copies of your sixth annual
"Fall Facts."
Without question this issue is the
finest compendium of radio-TV basic
data ever assembled.
Dale Taylor, Gen. mgr.
WENY

Elmira, N. Y.

I would very much appreciate your
sending the 14 July issue of sponsor
magazine to: Miss Arlene Gilbert, 28
First Avenue, Bay Shore, L. I.. New
York.
I think it is an unusually excellent
issue with some very good information in it.
Arlene Gilbert
WGSM
Huntington,

N.

Y.

SPONSOR certainly deserves a double
orchid for the 6th Annual Fall Facts
issue which has just come to my desk.

Mo.

I don't want to fail to tell you — in
the rush of other things — what a terrific job I think you did with your
Fall Facts issue.
I read it cover to cover last night
and ... it is good!
Jerome Sill, General Manager
WMIL
Milwaukee

Your 240-page Fall Facts issue is a
splendid thing.
Please accept this evidence of congratulations.

Rogan Jones
KVOS
Bellingham.

and I
everyin the
:

The first is to read it thoroughly, to
get an overall picture of the many facts
this issue contains. The second is to
keep it always handy as an authoritative reference book an many phases of
radio and television, which to my
knowledge have never been covered by
any other publication or assembled collectively between the covers of a single
book.
Murray Grabhorn
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
New York

11 AUGUST
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Wash.

Please send 2 extra copies of the Fall
Facts issue. This is just the textbook
we need . . . and now is the time! It's
wonderful to get these figures in time
for fall planning.
N. E. Stone

Naturally, I have not had an opportunity to thoroughly digest all of its contents, but a casual review indicates two
courses which I propose to take
consider could be well taken by
one who has an interest whatever
business of radio and television

PINPOINT
YOUR
PERSISTENT
SALESMAN

WMIT-FM
Charlotte, N. C.

TV SETS IN MIAMI
The reverse of your television map
Fall 1952 which appears in your 14
July 1952 issue lists 87,000 sets in the
Miami market.
As early as February 18, 1952, according to Telecasting survey appearing in Broadcasting Telecasting for that
date lists 105.000 sets in this market.
The 7 July issue of the same magazine
lists 119.500 sets in the Miami trading
area.
I should appreciate it if you would
tell me what you think is the reason for
[Please turn to page 134)

SELLING PROSPEROUS
SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND
with
UNDUPLICATED COVERAGE
in 220,000

HOMES!

WJAR-TV
Providence
Represented Nationally by

Weed
In New

Television

England

—

Bertha

Bannan

13

John Jfi. Fox

fcftiiw
Minute

Maid

Corp.,

President
New York

As vice president-business manager of the National Research Corporation ofBoston in 1943 John Fox worked with scientists on such
technical problems as high vacuum coating of ordnance optics, and
atomic fission. In this world of research Minute Maid was born.
National Research had been working on high-vacuum techniques
of processing for scores of food manufacturers. This interested Fox
who had a pet project of his own — the development of methods for
quick freezing orange juice.
Fox,
laundry
He and
soon to

YOU
CHOOSE
CkNfcDM
FIRST
STATION...

who'd sold shoes and insurance, managed a gas station and
during his college days, recognized it as a business "natural."
his associates formed the nucleus of a public corporation
be nationally known as Minute Maid. Business acumen was

needed; Fox, who'd been an IBM sales manager, was made president.
As for the product, Fox knew quick-frozen orange juice was something the housewife would welcome. It was a frequent-sale item with
established general channels of distribution.
A series of production and advertising misadventures ensued between 1945 and 1948 before Minute Maid found the solution in
radio. Bing Crosby, a major Minute Maid stockholder, made a
series of platters for use in leading markets across the country. These
15-minute, five-times-a-week shows caught the imagination of daytime listeners by featuring top-name guests entertaining and wordjousting with "The Groaner." Almost overnight, sales went up.
By 1951 Minute Maid was "big time" with sponsorship of Kate
Smith on NBC TV, Gayelord Hauser on ABC TV and Crosby on radio. This summer the Gabby Hayes Show on NBC TV heralds Minute
Maid frozen lemonade and a lemonade stand kit premium for young-

Refail Sales u
CFCF local sal<

y««K I CFCF fUh
i 'ttiaw ,_„
up less
ib/o

CFCF

Says Fox: "Our margin of profit has narrowed greatly but volume
is what counts. We make sure of continuing volume through broad-

;

In CanA<J«», All'Cetiuuf*.
14

sters. It brings Minute Maid's annual ad expenditure to well over
$1,000,000, with half invested in TV (through Ted Bates).

cast advertising."
This is borne out by Minute Maid's seven-year sales gross of
$150,000,000. Fox doesn't ease up although Minute Maid is the
sales leader against competitors like Snow Crop. Flamingo and Birds
Eye. When he does find time to get away from business pressures,
he sails on Long Island sound with his wife and four children.
* * *
SPONSOR

POWERFUL
IN

THE

DETROIT

MARKET

ife pMstige
Top CBS programs keep Detroit sets
Your sales message reaches more
interested listeners on WJBK-TV, the
a majority of the shows that are

tuned to Channel 2!
listeners . . . more
station that carries
tops in popularity

by survey ratings.

in pM^mimUu
Tops in music, news and sports with the Detroit radio
audience. Key station for the largest baseball network
ever created, broadcasting all Detroit Tiger games.

ffe pAOhtCtiOH
Facts on tVic rich Detroit market

at your

command

through WJBK's dynamic sales promotion department.
Dealer and distributor tie-ins arranged to promote
your sales.

and soon . . .
MORE POWER

to WJBK

It's in the works! 10,000 watts days, 5,000 watts
nights for WJBK, just as soon as construction can be
completed. That means an even larger market . . . even
more sales through "The Station With a Million Friends."

A
CBS and DUM0NT

STORER

Television . . . Tops in MUSIC, NEWS

National Sales Mgr., TOM

HARKER,
Represented

II AUGUST
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STATION

488 Madison,

Nationally

by THE

New

KATZ
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and SPORTS on Radio

York 22, ELDORADO

AGENCY

5-2455

RCA'sTV

foes the most
-VHFarUHF!
4 PROGRAM

SERVICES

_ no local studios needed !
• Network programs
• Local films (16mm)
• "Stills" from local slide projector
• Test pattern from monoscope
(including individualized station
pattern in custom-built tube)

J.HIS PICTURE

ILLUSTRATES

what we think is the minimum equipment a TV station should have to start
with— and earn an income. The arrangement can handle any TV show received

man to run the station during nearly
all "on-air" periods).
RCA's Basic Buy can be used in combination with any RCA TV transmitter
and antenna, of any power — VHF or
UHF. Matched design and appearance
make it easy to add facilities any time
(you need never discard one unit of a
basic package). And note this: RCA BASIC
Units Are Identical To The RCA
Units Used In The Biggest TV
Stations!
RCA's Basic Buy is already being
adopted by many TV station planners.
Let your RCA Sales Representative
work out a flexible package like this for
you — show you how to do the most with
the least equipment!

from the network and provides station
identification and locally inserted commercials as required. In addition, it offers
an independent source of revenue — by
including film and slide facilities for
handling local film shows and spots, or
network shows on kine recordings.
The Basic Buy includes: A transmitter
and an antenna (necessary for any TV
station); monitoring equipment (required by FCC); film and slide equipment (for local programs — and extra
income); monoscope camera for reproducing a test pattern of known quality
(important for good station operation
and as an aid to receiver adjustment);
and a control console that saves operator
time and effort (it enables one technical

This is what the BASIC BUY includes!
FILM
CAMERA CONTROL

AUDIO-VIDEO
CONTROL

,
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REMOTE
CONTROL

PREVIEW
MONITOR
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TRANSMITTER

POWLR

WA-3A
GRATING

\

GENERATOR

SUPPLY
SIO-D

MM

TK-11

POWER

MONOSCOPE

)

0
11-11
METER PANEL
BA-iA

EM MONITOR BW4AI/AH

LIMITING AMP

OR
FOR VHF

4-BA-NA
PROGRAM
BA-13A AMP.

IHJ
Isi

CAMERA

SUPPLY
WP-33B

VIDEO JACK PANEL
BLANK
■ WA-21A

PREAMPLIFIERS

FILM MULTIPLEXER
AND SLIDE PROJECTOR

POWER

IB

8WU-6A
WF-SOB
FREQ.
FOR UHF

SUPPLY
MM
POWER
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VIDEO SWEEP
TA-SC

SUPPLY
WP-33B
BLANK

'

RADIO
ENGINEERING

'
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PRODUCTS

DEPARTMENT

1
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16MM SOUND EO

BLANK
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BA-14A
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MONITORING
AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER
TA-SC
STABILIZING
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of AMERICA
CAM DEN. N.J.

2,252
requests...
or one bank

run that made the bankers happy!

After sponsoring Movietime on WSM-TV for several months,
the First American National Bank of Nashville decided to
find out just how much audience this Sunday night feature
really had.
On the May 4th program, a small plastic dime savings bank
was offered to anyone who would stop by any one of
American's 14 branches and ask for it.
By the end of banking hours Monday, May 5, 2252 banks had
been given out. Four of the 14 branches had their supply
completely exhausted. This, in spite of the fact that they were
kept out of sight and given out only when asked for
specifically! In addition, mail requests were received from 94
towns in Tennessee and Kentucky.
Irving Waugh,

or any Petry Man, has other equally

outstanding stories of WSM-TV's ability to produce. Better
hear them before you do any advertising in the Nashville
Market.

Nashville

WSM-TV
Channel 4

SPONSOR

IVB^HH

MSI!
New and renew
1.

SPONSOR

AGENCY

C.itsp.iw Rubber
Co
Florida Citrus Commission
French Sardine Co

S. A. Levyne
| Walter Thompson
Rhoades
& Davis

CBS
TV
DuMont
CBS TV

Hotpoint

Maxon

ABC

Co

Penick & Ford
Pillsbury Mills

Co
Ltd Inc
Inc

Westinghouse

time,

start,

duration

MacLeod

&

NBC TV
CBS TV

MacLeod

&

DuMont

Pick

29
53
64

Robert W. Orr
Lambert & Feasley

CBS TV
ABC TV

29
25
64

BBDO

NBC TV
CBS TV

29

Burnett

the

Winner,

Th

9-9:30

pm ; 14 Aug;

13 wks

Reneived on Television Networks
SPONSOR

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Ceneral
Cigar Co
Clidden Co
International
Shoe Co
Ironrite

Procter &
RCA

Co

BBDO
Tatham-Laird

CBS TV
ABC TV

61
52

Ward
Wheelock
William Esty

NBC TV
CBS TV

15
60

D'Arcy & Marquette
Sherman
Young b Rubicam
Meldrum Cr Fewsmith

CBS TV
CBS TV
NBC TV
DuMont
ABC TV

Inc

Corp
Owens-Corning

Brooke,
Smith,
French
& Dorrance
Fuller & Smith & Ross

Fiberglas

Camble Co

Lennen

Brewing Co

C. A. Swanson & Sons
Sweets Co of America

Inc

&

TV

29

NBC

TV

64

Wine

Station Representation
STATION
KOLT,
Scottsbluff, Neb
WBRE,
Wilkes-Barre
WCAN.
Milwaukee
WELI,
New
Haven
WCY,
Schenectady
WNEL, San Juan, Puerto
WPDQ.
Jacksonville

Best Foods Inc
Brown
& Williamson
bacco Corp

I

To-

Martin
Kane.
Private
Aug; 52 wks
Charlie Wild, Private
Sep; 44 wks

52

NEW

AFFILIATION

NATIONAL

Cill-Keefe & Perna, N.
Headley-Reed Co. N. Y.
O. L Taylor Co, N. Y
H-R Representatives, N.
Henry I. Christal Co, N.
H-R Representatives, N.
O. L. Taylor Co, N. Y.

ABC
NBC
ABC
Independent

Rico

10:15-

Eye;

Th

Detective;

10-10:30

pm;

T 9-9:30

pm;

28
2

Changes

CBS
NBC
ABC

Dlew and Renewed
SPONSOR

DuMont

Arthur Codfrey Time; alt T, Th and M, W
30 am ; 2 Sep; 52 wks
Beulah; T 7:30-8 pm; 30 Sep; 52 wks

52 wks
The Name's the Same; alt W 7:30-8 pm; 10 Sep;
52
wks wks
Tootsie Hippodrome; Sat 12:15-30 pm; 3 Aug; 26

TV

Celler

duration

Kukla, Fran & Ollie; alt Sun 6-6:30 pm; 24 Aug;
52 wks
Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars; F 9-9:30
pm; 4 Jul;

ABC

Eisen

start,

32
62

ABC

&

Kudner

America

TV

CBS TV

time,

Biff Baker U.S.A.; Th 9-9:30 pm ; 6 Nov; 52 wks
The Name's the Same alt W 7:30-8 pm; 10 Sep;
52 wks
Aldrich
Family;
F 9:30-10
pm ; 5 Sep; 52 wks
Strike It Rich; M, W, F 11:30-12 noon; 30 |une;
52 wks
Strike It Rich; W 9-9:30 pm; 2 Jul; 52 wks
Sports Spot; W 10:45-11
pm; 4 June; 52 wks
Kate
wks Smith; F 4:30-45 pm; 12 Sep; 13 wks
Kids and Company; Sat 11:30-12 noon; 9 Aug; 52
wks
Hollywood Screen Test; M 7:30-8 pm; 25 Aug; 52

29

Moselle

Weiss &

of

NBC

Mitchell

PROGRAM,

59
46

Tatham-Laird

U- S. Tobacco Co
Corp

CBS TV
ABC TV

Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
|, Walter
Thompson

Victor

Schlitz

STATIONS

AGENCY

American Tobacco Co
Bendix
Home
Appliances
Div of Avco
Mfg Corp
Campbell Soup Co
Colgatc-Palmolive-Pcet Co

4.

PROGRAM,

Quiz Kids; alt Sun 4-4:30 pm ; 14 Oct; 7 wks
Happy's Party; Sat 11-11:30 am; 6 Sep; 17 wks
Arthur Godfrey Time; T. Th 10-10:15 am; 2 Sep52 wks
Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet; alt F 8-8:30 pm
3 Oct; 20 wks
It's News to Mc; F 10:30-11
pm ; 7 Nov; 52 wks
Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet; alt F 8-8:30 pm
3 Oct; 20 wks
Kate Smith Show; Th 4:15-30 pm ; 2 Oct; 52 wks
Arthur Codfrey Time;
M, Th 10:45-11
am; 1 Sep52 wks
Howdy Doody; Th 5:45-6 pm; 18 Sep; 39 wks
Pick the Winner, Th 9-9:30 pm; 14 Aug; 13 wks

Inc

Compton
Ketcham,
Crove
Ketcham,
Crove

Electric Corp

STATIONS

TV

Leo

Standard
Brands
Inc
Westinghouse Electric Corp

3,

1 952

i\ew on Tele vis • on Networks

Andrew jergens
Lambert Co

2.

1 AUGUST

REPRESENTATIVE

Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.

Spot Television
AGENCY
Benton
& Bowles
Ted Bates

NET

OR

STATION

WNBT.
N. Y.
WBZ-TV.
Boston

PROGRAM,
1-min
10-sec

time, start, duration

partic; 29 Sep;
stn break;
29

26 wks
Jul; 52

(n)
wks

\l.

(rl

II T.
.\umbers
after names
new category
L,
refer to New and ReIn next
National

issue: New and
Broadcast
Sales

Renewed on Networks,
New National
Executives,
Sponsor
Personnel,
New

Spot Radio Business,
Agency
Appointments

G.
S.
11.
It

Duram
Sutter
Fish er
H Spencer
Jaeger

11 AUGUST
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(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)

19

11

AUGUST

1952

i\ew and renew

Brown
& Williamson
uacco
Corp
B.own & Williamson
uacco
Co/p
Brown
& Williamson
bacco
Corp
Brown
& Williamson Tobacco
Corp
Cirr Consolidated Biscuit Co
ToLicneral Baking
Co
General
Foods Corp
ToCeneral
Foods Corp
Hudson
Pulp & Paper Co
Hudson
Pulp & Paper ToCo
Hudson
Pulp & Paper Co
Hudson
Pulp & Paper Co
Hudson
Pulp & Paper Co
Hudson
Pulp & Paper Co
Land O'Lakes Creameries Inc
Lever Brothers Co
Lewis-Howe Co
Lewis-Howe
Rapidol

Co

Distributing

Corp

M.
Bates

Ted

Bates

Seeds

WNBK.
WPTZ,
WPTZ,

Ted
BBDO Bates
BBDO
Young &
Young &

Rubicam
Rubicam

Biow
Biow
Biow
Biow
Biow
Campbell-Mithun
). Walter
Thompson
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample

Franklin
Bruck
Johnstone
Compton
Compton
Compton
Compton
Kastor.
Farrcll.
Chesley
& Clifford

NAME
E. Adams

Selig
Robert J. C.Alkon
Barker
Richard
Bean
Sam
Blake
W. P. Booth
Payton
Carroll
Edgar
W. Clark
Bruce
Dodge
Ceorge
T. Duram
Brooks
Elms
Wm.
M. Engelmann
William
D. Fisher
Tom
Frandscn
George
R. Gibson
George
H. Cuinan
Stoirs Haynes
Chas. Lee Hutchings
Harold
H. laeger
Paul Lehner
John A.E. Malone
Ren
Mearicr
Neal Nyland
|. Erwin Perine
Edward B. Pope
Geo. Howell
Shields
Mel Smith
William L. Spencer
Samuel
M. Sutter
loseph Thompson
Arthur
W. Weil |r
Ward
M. Wilcox

Pittsb.

1-min anncmt; 28 Jul; 26 wks

(n r

Cleve.

20-sec

stn

break;

20

Jul; 52

wks

(n)

Phila.
Phila.

20-sec

stn

break;

20

Jul;

52 wks

mi

WDTV,
WNBK,
KNBH.
WNBT,

Pittsb.
Cleve.

WPTZ,

Chi.
Phila

10-sec stn break; 20 Jul; 52 wks In)
1-min partic; 21 Aug; 18 wks (rl
1-hr film, Hopalong Cassidy; 19 Jul; 13 wks
1-min
partic; 24 Jul; 13 wks (n)
1-min partic; 18 Jul; 13 wks (nl
20-sec stn break; 4 Aug; 52 wks (nl
20-sec stn break; 4 Aug; 52 wks (nl
20-sec stn break; 4 Aug; 52 wks (nl
20-sec stn break; 6 Aug; 52 wks (nl
20-sec stn break; 5 Aug; 52 wks (nl
20-sec stn break; 5 Aug; 52 wks (n)
20-sec anncmt; 21 Jul; 13 wks (n)
10-sec stn break; 27 Jul; 13 wks In)

Hlywd.
WNBQ.
WNBK,
WBZ-TV. N. Boston
Y.
Cleve.
WPTZ. Chi.
Wash, D.C.
WNBW
Phila.
WRCB.
WDTV,
Pittsb.
WRCB. Schen.
WNBQ,
Schen.

20-sec stn break; 7 Aug; 21
20-sec stn break; 5 Aug;

WNBK,
WRCB.
WNBQ, Cleve.
WNBQ,
WBZ-TV. Schen.
Boston
WNBW
WDTV.

15 mm
Vi-hr
1-min
20-sec
1-min
20-sec
10-sec

Chi.
Pittsb.
Wash, D.C.

wks

(nl

13 wks

(r)

prog; 23 Jul; 13 wks
(n)
prog .Boston Blackie; 21 Aug; 52 wks
anncmt;
11 Aug; 52 wks (n)
stn break; 3 Aug; 52 wks (n)
anncmt; 5 Aug; 52 wks in)
stn break; 21 Jul; 49 wks In)
anncmt;
17 Jul; 13 wks (n)

FORMER

(r»

In)

NEW AFFILIATION

AFFILIATION

C. M. Basford, N. Y., creative vp
Rand, L. A., vp
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y., acct exec
Pedlar & Ryan, N Y , media dir
American
Inventory,
N. Y., spec prom,
pub
SSC&B.
N. Y., exec
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hlywd,
acct exec
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
N. Y.
Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y., radio producer
C. E. Hooper, N. Y., acct exec
Biow Co., N Y, acct exec
Abbott
Kimball,
N Y., media dir
Gardner,
St. L., radio-tv dir
KMPC.
L. A., sis mgr
Walt Disney Productions, N. Y., merchandising mgr
Robert
W. Orr, N. Y., acct exec
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
N.
Y., asst
radio-tv
dept &head
French
Preston, N. Y.. copy chief
Can Manufacturers Institute, N. Y., marketing dir
Gardner, St. L., acct exec
Anderson-McConnell Technical Pubis, L. A.
General
Petroleum Corp., L. A., asst adv & sis
prom
mgr
Benton & Bowles, N. Y., vp & acct supvr
Abbott Kimball, N. Y., acct exec
J. Walter Thompson,
N. Y., acct exec
Gardner, St. L., acct exec
Erwin. Wasey.
L A., acct exec
Gardner, St. L., copy chief
William
Esty, N. Y., vp-copy chief
"Today"
NBC TV. assoc prod
Hirshon-Garfield,
N. Y., exec
Glenn.
Dallas, acct exec

Same,
Same,
Same,

exec vp
N. Y.. vp
vp

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, media dir. P&C products
Same,
vp
Ettinger, N. Y.. head radio-tv dept
Hicks & Creist, L. A., mgr (new office)
BBDO.
Mnpls, acct exec
Weiss & Celler. Chi., radio-TV dir.
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y. , media dir
McCann-Erickson,
N. Y., acct superv, radio-tv
Same,
also vp
Same,
vp
Irwin,
Same,
Geyer,

L. A , vp
vp
Newell &

Ganger,

N.

Y., marketing

Tom Frandsen
G. H. Shields
I'aul Lehner
G. H. Hainan
W.M. Engelmann
/. E. Perine
R. C. Barker
(',. R. Gibson
Fred,
EdwardE. Adams
B. Pope

(5 )
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)

Ore., formerly
LBS, now CBS
Pa., formerly
independent,
now
MBS
III. joined MBS; also ABC affiliate

Anderson-McConnell

Adv,

L. A., acct exec

Erwin. Wasey.
L. A., acct exec
Campbell-Mithun,
Chi, vp, gen mgr
Same,
vp
Same,
James
Same,
Same,

vp
Thomas
vp
vp

Chirurg,

Boston,

media

Biow, N. Y., vp-copy
chief
Same,
N. W. vp
Ayer. Hlywd. tv prod
Same,

vp,

head

WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
WCTN-TV,
Minneapolis,
changed

dir

McCann-Erickson,
N. Y., acct superv, radio-tv
Creamer,
Hlywd.,
creative
dir
Same,
Geyer, vp
Newell & Ganger, N. Y. , vp, gen mgr

Dallas

operations

Station Changes (other than personnel )
KFIR,
North
Bend.
WCMB,
Harrisburg.
WCVS, Springfield,

Vumbers after names
refer new
to category
New and Re-

20

Russcl
Ted

time, start, duration

Ydvertising Agency Personnel Changes
Fred

6.

PROGRAM,

STATION

WDTV.

Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Dowd,
Redfield &

Serutan Co
Standard Brands Inc
Standard Brands Inc
Standard Brands Inc
Standard Brands Inc
Westfield Planters Cooperative Fruit Products
Inc

5.

NET OR

AGENCY

SPONSOR

to

WCCO-TV

formerly LBS, now NBC
St. Paul, call letters

dir

"WITH

THE

COMPLIMENTS

of WHO.
MA'AM!

Yes — that headline is misleading. Rather than
giving premiums or prizes here at WHO, we are
building tremendous good-will by helping various community organizations throughout Iowa to get some of the
things they want. New dishes for the P.T.A. Uniforms
for the High School Band. Christmas toys for various
child- welfare groups. Etc., etc., etc.!
For instance, we quote from the Britt, Iowa NetvsTribune of March 5, 1952 :
"It is evidently worth something to fill WHO talent
performers with a good duck dinner to get the best
results in entertainment. Mrs. O. W. Friedow took
the personnel of the WHO Talent Show to her country
home and served them a fine duck dinner Thursday
evening just before their appearance at the school
auditorium in a show sponsored by the Congregational
Workers Guild. At the auditorium, a stream of folks
moved into the lobby and 'crashed' the doors as early
comers. By 7:15 the main auditorium was filled and
the bleachers offered the next-best 'roost', after which
chairs were carried in to take care of the overflow.
About 700 people were seated. The various songs and
farces followed one after another without any intermission. The crowd was kept in an uproar of laughter
for two hours. The Workers Guild was well pleased
with both entertainment and receipts."

n

Just a local news item — but full of the stuff that makes
loyal and friendly listeners for WHO — responsive
listeners for WHO advertisers.
WHO shows are produced in Iowa communities under
auspices of local non-profit organizations. This has
been going on for years. WHO has helped hundreds
of community groups to raise money for local needs,
with the result that literally tens of thousands of
families have become our personal friends.
Is it any wonder that WHO is listened-to regularly by
69.4% (daytime) of all radio families in Iowa? For the
complete, amazing story, contact WHO or Free & Peters !

W IKI ©

+/©r Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines

. 50,000

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC
{National Representatives
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m-.. increased advertising . . . customer mailings . . . point-of-sale displays . . . great
i vv

AIAIAP

'

istribution for your product . . . greater sales in 2,100 St. Louis grocery stores!

/i
/

V

We know what's in store for you .
It's crystal clear! KMOX predicts bigger sales
for you when you use Lee Adams' "Housewives'
Protective League — Sunrise Salute" programs.
Your participation means that your product
will be merchandised (and more of it sold !) in
retail stores representing virtually every chain,
association and neighborhood grocery in
greater St. Louis.
Last season 2,177 grocers took part in Lee Adams'
ANNUAL

MERCHANDISING

Comments from grocers, brokers and chain
store executives all ran like this :
"We have had a large increase in sales
"
"The response was very gratifying. . . ."
"We irish to com mend yon on the fine results
"One of the finest business builders
"
"Onr sales for that week more than doubled!"
If you sell anything that's sold in St. Louis
grocery stores, you'll sell more of it when you
use the most sales-effective participating

CAMPAIGN

and featured more than a score of Lee Adamsadvertised products — /;/ 26 newspaper ads

program in all St. Louis— Lee Adams' "HPL—
Sunrise Salute" combination.

representing 5,000,000 home impressions*— in
customer mailings totaling 180,000 copies — and

Lee Adams' 1952-53 MERCHANDISING CAMPAIGN
starts soon. To assure your sales future
in St. Louis, better call us or CBS Radio

in literally thousands of store displays.

Spot Sales right away.

watts f\IYIU/V
"The Voice of St. Louis" ■ CHS Owned

Reprcxeiittil hi/ CHS Had in Spot Sales

Latent availuhh- ABC circulation

"

IVetf? developments

Four-organizction

joint promotion

on SPONSOR

may

spearhead

stories

trend, says Seitz

(names

below)

"The new network merchandising era
17 December

1951. p. 32

is here"
Networks are putting more care into
merchandising services

that count
Look at
prosperous,
progressive,

Mobile
Metropolitan
Population
1940
114,906

Bank Deposits
1949
$ 65,593.663
1951
$201,663,957
% 207%
Increase

1951
231,105

%101%Increase

and don't overlook

&
*
0

CALL
Adam
National
or

F. E.
General

Young,
Jr.
Representative

Busby
Manager

ON THE Ol AL 710

When a network, a local station affiliate, a retailer and a manufacturer get together in a joint promotional effort, new paths in merchandising cooperation are opened.
NBC. its Atlanta affiliate. WSB, Colonial Stores and the Philco
Corporation have just completed such a promotion (from 10 July to
2 August > . utilizing the complete promotional facilities of all four
organizations. Fred N. Dodge, merchandising director of NBC
stated that this initial venture was an experiment to determine the
feasibility of establishing such a pattern for use with other retailers.
The plan worked like this: WSB carried a heavy schedule of announcements ballyhooing the availability of advertisers' products in
Colonial Stores, as well as the fact that each of the 34 stores in and
around Atlanta would give awav a Philco air-conditioner to the
lucky winner of a drawing. Colonial Stores spotlighted many WSBNBC advertised food products in newspaper schedules, plugged the
prize drawings for the air-conditioners in the ads as well as in the
stores. At the point-of-sale, mass displays, colorful banners, shelftalkers, price cards, shopping cart cards tied in the station call letters,
I he program times and the advertisers' products. All point-of-sale
material was worked out by the NBC with Colonial Stores.
The plan for the promotion was evolved during a discussion between J. T. McConnell. general merchandiser of Colonial Stores;
Frank Gaither. station manager of WSB; and Loy R. Lee. Atlanta
merchandising representative of NBC.
At a dinner tendered by NBC to the other three participating
organizations on 9 July in Atlanta I just before the promotion was
launched I. Joseph Seitz. president of Colonial Stores stated that it
was, to his knowledge, the first time such an effort has been undertaken by network radio; he predicted that this new advertising pattern in which network radio, local affiliate, retailer and manufacturer join hands, might well be a common one in the future.
The photo above shows the key men involved in the plan 1 1, to r. I :
John M. Outler. WSB general manager; Joseph Seitz; Fred N.
Dodge; W. C. Moseley, vice president, Colonial Stores.

Mobile, Alabama
24

SPONSOR

Daytime

\U

Hours

8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.

26

KPRC
Network

Station

B

Network

Station

C

Network

Station

D

"'■*v-:?0fi-

Nighttime '/j Hours
Monc
ay through Sunday

10
4
O

40
22

4

18

1

There's NO

CONTEST

between

the

rating services in Houston! Hooperat-

HOUSTON

ings through many

years have been

positively confirmed by Houston's
First PULSE REPORT (April-May 1952)
showing that now, as it has been for
27 years, KPRC

11 AUGUST
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and TQN

JACK
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is FIRST!

on the Gulf Coast
General

Manager

Nationally

Represented

by

EDWARD

PETRY

&

CO.

rN l4iNN|APOLIS, ST. PAUL

ed T- V/Xtfncetttrated B.P.
(BUYING

TWO

/

POWER)

MINNESOTA

COUNTIES WITH HALF
OF THE STATE'S RETAIL
PURCHASES!

Hennepin and Ramsey
Counties (Minneapolis
and St. Paul) represent
one-third of Minnesota's
population
— and
onehalf its retail
buying

wise

Add the other counties in
the
Channel 4 Primary
power.
— and you have the key
to the 6th largest U. S.
market.
— and, since Minneapolis
and St. Paul are the
twin distributing centers, the men who decide
what brands retailers
carry live here and watch
television on Channel 4.

In Hennepin and Ramsey

49.7%

Counties —

of Minnesota's

Retail Food Sales

Don't confuse market conditions in the Twin Cities with
those in eastern and southern areas. If you don't sell in
Minneapolis and St. Paul, you can't sell profitably in our
other towns.
In Hennepin and Ramsey

54.3%

The Men Who Buy What Minnesotans
Try Can Be Reached On Channel 4

Counties —

off Minnesota's

Retail Drug Sales

In the Channel 4 (WTCN) primary is where your cash crop
is located. Drug stores in the 20 county primary do 61.4%
of Minnesota's Drug business.
In Channel 4 Land — The Gray Area On The Map —

55.5% off All Retail Sales
Concentrated Buying Power around the Twin City Area!
Concentrated T-V selling on WTCN-TV (Channel 4)
And — as Minneapolis-St. Paul buys ... so buys Minnesota!
Let our representatives prove it!

**sc*
•

ABC

•

MINNEAPOLIS

DUMONT

Nationally

4— WTCN-TV."

ST. PAUL

<!t0b

CBS

For example . . . T. G. Harrison,
President of Winston and Newell
Co., guides the policy and the
buying. His firm sells over
$60,000,000.00 in foods each year.
Super Valu and U-Save Food
Stores — 606 top flite independent
grocers — operate in Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Iowa,
and Wisconsin.
Mr. Harrison lives in Minneapolis— and says "I consistently
watch fights, news and many
other excellent shows on Channel

represented

(Affiliate)
by

FREE

& PETERS

26
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Revere: $1,000,000 V
sponsor without a sales problem
Metals firm pot-and-pan line has90% of market and copper shortage
limits sales growth but ad policy is to build name for future
■pa. a
VV

The harassed agencymen
sweating oul the Inn l\ -bui l\
of day-to-day competition
must often look with yearning at the
television advertising of Revere Copper
and Brass. Inc. For Revere's ad copy
— cool, assured, serene — must seem
high above the heat of battle and far
from the loud hawking of the bustling
marketplace.
To Revere, its TV showcase, Meet
the Press (Sunday. 7:30 to 8:00 p.m.
on NBC) is a vehicle whose primary
purpose is to softly peddle its greatest
product: the Revere name. There are
four basic explanations for this current
institutional strategy.
1. With copper in short supplj and
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the Government allocating the metal.
Revere must avoid overselling its products— while making sure it does not
undersell its name.
2. Industrial products as such do
not lend themselves to a detailed sales
3. As far as copper-clad stainless
pitch.
steel kitchen utensils go. Revere has the
market pretty nearly sewed up, but
while its three utensil factories have
been running up to their capacity in
orders, Revere wishes to maintain its
leadership.
4. Revere, conscious of its 151-year
heritage and remembering 1932, when
sales dipped to one-fifth the 1929 total,
reasons that building up its name will

help insure it against the economic uncertainties ofthe future. In addition.
Revere has recently built itself up as
an important aluminum fabricator.
These facts about Revere, however,
hide one of the more fascinating merchandising stories in the kitchen utensil business: the way this venerable
firm, which had previously only gotten
its feet wet in the consumer market,
knocked the industry for a loop with
its bold, imaginative introduction of
a Cadillac-priced line of pots and pans.
It scored a smashing success during 10
years of selling and proved that the
mass market would absorb a p rem rum
kitchen product, proving that the average housewife seeks quality in utensils.

27

i.ni>oinB.

l«bel w

a mod- [>oi have been an um*

A recent survey indicated that Revere has sold about 90% of the copperclad stainless steel kitchen utensils. Its
chief copper-bottom competitor on the
open market is Ekco Products Co.. one
of the giants of the consumer housewares business and manufacturer of a
widely diversified kitchen line. Sears.
Roebuck & Co. puts out a private
brand copper-bottom line made for it
1>\ the Morris Manufacturing Co.
Starting from scratch in the late
Mil's copper-bottom utensils by 1951
accounted for 27.4% of the total dollar sales df all pots and pans in department stores. Other pot-and-pan
figures are aluminum. 38.9%; glass.
1 ().(>' i ; plain stainless steel. 7.1%;
cast iron. 5.9%; enamel. 4.3%, and
miscellaneous. 5.8' A . Copper bottoms
are the fastest growing kitchen utensil
line according to the same survey mentioned above.
The most exciting aspect of Revere
Ware's future is the fact that the line
was really beginning to hit pay dirt for
the second time ( the first was shortly
after its introduction I when a tightening in the copper supply developed.
The way the digging began was this:
In 1946. St. Georges & Keyes. Inc.,
Revere's agency, conducted a survey
for Macfadden Publications on the
sales potentialities of the "wageearner" group, particularly on the
money availahle for hard goods. The
agency was so impressed with the hidden lodes it discovered — the fact that
more money was available than would
normally be expected — that it decided
to make a pitch to Revere, urging the
copper firm to really go after the large
wage-earner market, rather than confine itself to the smaller women's service magazine market. Revere was
convinced lit was already receiving a
good volume of orders from industrial
towns) and as a starter the agency
bought space in American Weekly and
Macfadden's True Story in 1947-48.
The tight copper situation intervened
STORYBOARD

OF PROPOSED

COMMERCIAL

and this advertising was discontinued.
Revere's sponsorship of Meet the
Press, which began late in 1950, was
not considered wholly as a substitute
for mass market magazine advertising
but was the result of a decision based

Paul Revere <$c Son,
At thvr BELL

CAST

on a test of TV's selling power and the
feeling that Revere should get familiar
with TV. A year before. Revere had
bought 13 weeks on the WABD, New
York. Kathi Norris show to find out
whether video could successfully push
its Revere Ware, especially the pressure
cooker, then selling at $14.95. The
pressure cooker was meeting heavy
competition from other brands and St.
Georges & Keyes figured that if the
New York metropolitan market was

plus Revere's radio experience with
Exploring the Unknown, which it sponsored on the Mutual web from 1945
to 1947. suggested that an institutional
format was the answer. The radio
program was cancelled for a variety
of reasons: I 1 ) the feeling that it had
done its job in renewing the consumer's acquaintance with Revere Ware;
1 2 1 the recurring of another one of
those copper scarcities which seems
destined to plague the U.S. in the
future; (3) the decision to go into
magazines where color was available.
Revere was pleased with Exploring
the Unknown and was convinced by it
that a public service or educational
kind of program could command a
large enough audience for Revere's
purpose. Some of its Hooperatings
were as high as 15 and an average
SHOWS

WHAT

HAPPENS

WHEN

POTS AND

FocndihY, a* the

BELLS, of all fizes ; every kind

of Brafs

ORDNANCE,

Compof'tion rVvrh.for SHIPS,

and every kind of

&C. at iht fnorteft noti<e ;

Manufacture COPPER into Smuts. Bolts.
Sjmk.es.
Nails, Rivets, Dovetails, &c. from Mai- \
Uablt Copper.
. They always keep, by them, every kind of
Copper rofttnmg for Ships. They have now on
hand, a number of Church and Ship Bells, of different fiaci ; a large quantity of Sheathing Copper,
from 16 up to 30 ounce ; Bolts, Spikes, Nails, Sec
of all fi if s, which they warrant equal to Englifn
manufacture.
C»(h and the higheft price given for old Copper and Brafs**
march 10

amenable to Revere's TV message, then
a nationwide TV sales effort was
worthwhile.
The cookers went very well in the
New York market although hard goods
were moving very slowly at the time.
As to the entire Revere line, it was
found that New York sales increased
faster than elsewhere.
Revere and its agency then began
casting around for a proper program.
The worsening international situation

and CANNON

North Part cf BOSTON.

Old

Venerable advertiser Revere ran this ad in 1800s

rating in 32 Hooper cities was six. Its
listeners bought about 3.000.000 scientific pamphlets — at a dime a piece or
13 for a $1. I Copy for the pamphlets
was prepared by Science Illustrated.
McGraw-Hill's post-war entry in the
popular science sweepstakes. I
It is conceivable that if the Korean
War hadn't intervened. Revere might
have gone in for less of a starchedcollar approach on TV. As it was.
Meet the Press, which was being carried by NBC on a sustaining basis,
served Revere's purposes admirably. It
was carried on Sunday, the institutional day. It was figured that newsworthy statements uttered on the program would have little trouble in making Monday morning headlines since
most political news breaks during the
week. Until this past spring, it was
aired during the late afternoon because
superior nighttime slots were not available. Revere got a new evening segment in time for summer TV listening
since Sunday afternoon audiences are
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Modern

advertiser

Revere

uses TV.

"Meet the Press" shot shows

comparative!) small during the hot
months. There has been some talk
about the program being
to 11:00 p.m. slot in the
This latter nighttime
cently been appropriated

on the 10:30
fall.
slot has refor the sum-

mer by one of Revere's competitors,
Bohn Aluminum and Brass Corp.,
which simulcasts its American Forum
of the Air and is a reminder that more
than one metals firm followed Revere's
footsteps in the Sunday, institutional
approach. Aluminum Co. of America
sponsors Ed Murrow's See It Now on
CBS TV from 6:30 to 7:00 p.m. Alcoa
makes aluminum kitchen ware and it,
like Revere, divides its commercials
between its industrial products and its
pots and pans.
These Sunday public service programs have panned out pretty well for
their sponsors as far as listenership
goes. At the height of the winter listening season. Meet the Press reaches
about 2,300,000 homes. The average
Nielsen rating for the two weeks. 27
OF USING

SPECIAL

WALL

RACK
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REVERE
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Governor Dewey on program when he announced

January and 3 February 1951 was 16.2.
Ekco, whose products are solely in
the consumer category, sponsored The
Goldbergs during the past season along
with Vitamin Corp. of America ( "Rybutal" vitamins ) and Necchi Sewing
Machine Sales Co. The program was
on three times a week for 15 minutes
until its summer hiatus began 4 July.
The show will return in the fall on a
single half hour weekly basis. The
expectation is that one of the three
last-year sponsors will buy the entire
show but the problem of which one
hasn't been settled yet.
At first glance, it might seem strange
that Revere sells its pots and pans to
women via politics (even Revere's
agency admits that men have little to
say about such purchases I . But 48%
of the Meet the Press audience are
women,
dren .)
copper
and to

anyway (44% men, 8% chilSecondly, Revere is also selling
products to men in industry
the male consumer who is interested in the materials that go into
the house he may buy or now lives
in. Revere industrial salesmen have

found a gratifying reaction to the program among men in the metallurgical
business.
In its commercials on Meet the Press,
Revere wisely decided to leave out the
middle-of-the-program sales pitch and
was rewarded with hundreds of grateful letters from viewers. The opening
commercial is a gentle, dignified reminder that Revere Copper and Brass,

support of Eisenhower

Inc., serves industry and the consumer
with research and a variety of products
and has been doing so for 151 years.
A typical commercial, used recently,
went as follows: The TV picture dissolved into a flip board showing the
United Nations Secretariat Building in
the background with a close-up of a
hand on a door-knob. A caption said:
"WHEN YOU TURN A DOORKNOB. The announcer ( unseen I repeated the caption and went on '*. . .in
any one of the United Nations major
buildings, you meet Revere first hand.
For Revere brass and bronze were
used exclusively in the hardware for
this great landmark of the world's hope
for security. (Revere, it might be
pointed out, does not make doorknobs
alloys.)
but both brass and bronze are copper
The commercial went on making
similar points about Revere metals in
a calculator and a new steam and dry
iron (with corresponding flipboard
pictures and captions ) and ended up in
a not-so-rash prediction that when
there are rockets to the moon. Revere
metals will in some way make the trip
The program itself has four reporters
possible.
throwing more or less embarrassing
questions at a key political figure. It
is the policy of moderator Martha
Rountree not to let the debate get too
hot. The questioning panel consists
of permanent member, Lawrence SpiI Please turn to page 118)
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How Vi is
changing media
buying patterns
Agency trend spotter* see
swing to greater markct-by-market
A.

J >c\ anej

Symbolized above is current search by agencies for proper split of dollars among

The problem of how to
split the media budget in
the post TV freeze era seems to have
taken precedence over all other dilemmas now under consideration by the
top-level agency strategist. His conception of the way to allocate money to
media is undergoing a process of reevaluation which in scope is perhaps
without comparison in the history of
American advertising.

over-all

At the uppermost levels of decisionmaking in New York's leading advertising agencies, intensive studies have
been under way for months with the
object of charting the "quo vadis" of
the advertising dollar in terms of tomor ow's, as well as today's, maximum
efficiency. Of no small spur to this reevaluation was the sudden awakening
among executives in advertiser circles
to the hard economic facts of TV (as
reported in sponsor. 24 March 1^")2.
"Top management probes air media.")
Men experienced in marketing direction and media choice for annual budgets totaling in the tens of millions of

30

media

interest with radio the gainer

dollars have been diligently pursuing
the answer to this question: How can
we fit the advertising budget into a
pattern that meets the latest marketing
techniques and shifts in media evaluations?
Under particular focus in this quest
is radio. But also intimately related
is where newspapers — especially the
supplements, or metropolitan groups —
and national entertainment magazines
are headed. And. as noted in the opening paragraph, behind all these media
probings television figures as the prime
mover and unsettler of the apple-cart.
sponsor has gone to the men engaged in this giant job of trend spotting at seven of the nation's largest
agencies. Each of these men were
asked to speak freely in so far as company policy and self-interest permitted.
Each agreed, provided their comments
were not attributed to themselves or
their agencies by name. (Despite their
own conviction about the conservative
soundness of their analyses, they feel
inter-media
factionalism, intra-agencx

relations and other factors would raise
a storm about them were they personally quoted or their firms named, i
The key conclusions of the agency
men — likely to mold media planning
for the next few years — are these:
1. The main attention of national
advertisers is shifting from the national scene to the local. A tendenc\ toward decentralization in budget concentration isbecoming more and more
apparent. Where once a network vehicle or a magazine campaign or a newspaper group came as second nature to
such accounts, today the trend is to go
into regional setups or market-by-market. Beneficiaries of this thinking will
be spot radio, regional network radio,
as well as locally selected newspapers
to a lesser degree.
2. Radio has been severely overpenalized as the result of television's
appearance. True, TV packs unprecedented and unmatched demonstrative
— and therefore sales — power. True,
TV has cut radio listening. However,
radio's ')(>', penetration in the I nited
SPONSOR

States is a factor of such overwhelming importance as to reduce other considerations. This medium is the only
one, the agency men are advising their
clients, which gives truly national (overage— the maximum degree of customer saturation — and will never be
displaced in that regard.
3. The full appreciation of the thorough flexibility of radio and the economy derivable from its proper localization had not been arrived at by polic)
makers of business until recently.
4. The process of media decentralization will in due time become quite
pronounced in TV also. With the expansion of TV and the corollary increased resort to TV film programs, the
tendency will be to buy in terms of
specific markets. This preference for
market-by-market exploitation will increase in ratio to the galloping rise in
the cost of national network coverage.
In fact, the cost of TV in the matter of
rates will detemine the decree of the

advert iscrs major -take in radio for at
least the next five years.
5. Network radio in order to meet
the competition from
have (o become more
ble; maybe flexible to
it will be difficult to
tween the two.

spot radio will
and more flexithe point where
distinguish be-

6. More and more national advertiser money is being siphoned out to
the local market through cooperative
advertising. This movement accounts
in perhaps no minor measure for the
prosperity accruing to stations from
local-retailer sales. As the strategy toward greater budgetary concentration
in local markets takes on momentum,
the ad manager will recapture control
of this co-op money from the company
sales manager, who now uses the co-op
allotment mostly as a stimulator device
with distributors and dealers.
7. The new pattern will give recognition, among other things, to two cardinal marketing concepts
long em-

braced li\ some ol America's leading
advertisers: (1) it is often better and
cheaper to achieve No. 1 sales ranking
in specific markets or regions than to
difTuse your resources lor an also-ran
position everywhere and (2) buying
habits for some products
ly according to regions.
in some Midwest areas
habits of women vary
from those of New York

vary markedFor instance,
the smoking
tremendously
women.

8. Radio, even with its mountainous availability of research material
and manifold services, is still sorel) in
need of: (1) a more exhaustively documented ston of the home's secondary
and tertiary sets and out-of-home listening and (2) a spot checking service
that is as national and inclusive as
possible. Agencies will find this latter
tool more and more a requisite as the
scope of spot radio expands over the
coming years. Incidentally, most of the
media directors queried felt assured
{Please turn to page 125)

How strategist* in agencies appraise rule of major media in post-freeze era

TELEVISION
Agencies doubt medium

will

duplicate national coverage pattern of radio. They feel it will
be used increasingly on spot
and regional basis, especially
because of high costs as well
as recent emergence
of film.
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RADIO

NEWSPAPERS

MAGAZINES

Aural medium has been overly
penalized due to TV. Though it
has lost audience, it is still

Specific market coverage trend
will hurt neivspaper supplements benefiting individual

deemed only truly national medium capable of quickly saturating the nation. Spot and coop will get increased billings.

newspapers, though not to the
same degree that local radio

Like network radio, the entertainment slicks will suffer, losing billings to television. But
unlike net radio, magazines

stations will profit in the postfreeze years, agencymen believe.

have no way of becoming flexible and taking on aspects of
a

market-by-market

medium.

More
than 100 TV net shows carry Advertising
Council
the Council; Robert C. Williams, associate ad mgr., Sanka

material.
Red Cross publicity shot shows, left to right, Gordon
C. Kinney, radio-TV
director of'
Division, General Foods; Gertrude Berg ("Molly" The Goldbergs); James Johnson, Young & Rubicam;

Good Samaritan of the advert isiiii
Sponsors, agencies, media through Advert ising Council
American advertising has
been doing a yeoman job
above and beyond the call of business
and the selling of soaps and cereals.
That job is public service advertising,
which is carried on primarily through
the public service campaigns of the Advertising Council, now iti its eleventh
year of operations.
Here, radio and TV put their best
foot forward. Here, national advertisers, agencies and practically all the
media hand together in a cooperative,
systematic
effort to 111 push good

32

causes, ( 2 ) prove their interest in good
citizenship and ( 3 1 create a sympatising. thetic climate for business and adver-

accomplish

In the printed media the story is
similar. Nearly 1,100 magazines carried ads on behalf of U. S. Defense
Bonds I only one of 16 major Council

Has it been successful? Like any institutional approach, public service
campaigns are not easy to measure as
far as effectiveness goes. Advertisers,
however, have been enthusiastic. Witness the fact that virtually every major
commercial radio network program
carries Advertising Council messages
as do more than 100 commercial TV

network programs.

campaigns ) during one year, according to the latest figures. During the
same period (March 1950-March 1951)
newspapers requested a total of 576,000 mats on various Council campaigns, with 40'/ of actual advertising
contributed by the media themselves
and the balance of the cost borne by
local advertisers.
There are hints here and there of the

SPONSOR

much
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it vasts to run

Advertising Council for a year
PROJECTED OPERATING

BUDGET

Fiscal year — 7 March, 7952 to 28 February, 7953

General Administration, including costs of screening
and researching the requests for national campaigns,
and covering the maintenance of branch offices at
Chicago, Los Angeles and Washington ..
Administration of Campaigns

$175,000
124,000

Information and Promotion
Production and Distribution of Campaign

75,000

Materials

120,000

Round Table Forums

100,000

Campaign for Increased Productivity...
American Economic System Campaign

*J0, 000
30,000

Anti-Inflation Campaign

30,000

Under-financed Campaigns

50,000

TOTAL

lilillllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllll!!illllllll!llllilllH!lllliIIIII!

llllllllllllllllllllfllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIi

$750,000

illllliillMlli'lllillil'lilNillilllllli'iiliUlHIIIiillllllliiiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiiiiiiii

' Allan M. Wilson, Council vice president, who oversees National Safety Council drives,
shows TV station kit of advertising aids.
Kits are made up by volunteer ad agencies

for Freedom"
"Crusade
for to
task force L.
Agency strategy.
maps
r., standing, Allan
Brown, Bakelite v.p., coordinator: William J.
Shallow, account executive.
L. to r., seated.

William E. Baldwin, art director: Norman
Bobbins, copy: Anderson F. Hewitt, agency
president: James J. Mullen, copy, and
Deane
N. Coords,
creative
head, radio-TV

iih public service campaigns
interest aroused by the following campaigns and the impact of their messages:
• In July, 1951, the Council was
called upon to help raise an emergency
Red Cross fund of $5 million to help
flood victims in the Midwest. Radio
and TV. selected because they could
most quickly beam this appeal to the
public, carried many special messages.
Radio delivered 77 million home impres ioone
ns I
set receiving one announcement Iwhile the TV figure was
I Please turn to page 129 I
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What does it cost to build a TV i
To provide advertisers and agencies
with some insight on the reasons for

in radio ; I 2 I a 5,000-watt or equivalent ;and I 3 I a 50.000-watter. Allowances for a price range within each
group was necessary because of factors
such as cost differences between brands

TV's high costs, sponsor commissioned
Peter R. Levin, a station planning and
management consultant, to draw up
estimates of what it would cost to put
a TV station on the air and keep it
operating for the first year.
Just as there is no truly average
man. there is no average TV station.
For that reason, Levin conducted his
studies on three levels, giving figures
for three types of stations: (1) roughly the equivalent of a 250-watt station

of equipment, possible existence of
adaptable AM facilities, terrain characteristics which affect tower costs.
Another factor which accounts for
the wide range in costs within groups
is the problem of securing a channel
allocation. Application for an uncontested channel can be fairly inexpensive, but a dogfight between contes-

tants for a channel can turn into a
drawn out, costly battle. Levin estimates that the cost of fees I legal, engineering, architectural, consultant I can
range from nothing to $300,000.
The basic assumption Avas that the
lower-level station types would program 10 hours a day, with the lowestcost station originating no local programs and the middle bracket station
originating about 25% of its programs. The top-cost station is assumed
to be on the air 15 hours a day, with
• programing

equally

divided

between

Cost to get TV station under way
(Figures
Small Station
Low
High

Transmitter w/xmitter control, Freq. and Mod. monitors, etc....

Average Station
Low
High

$41.0

$72.8

$83.4

Hi. 5

27.9

18.0

40.0

-400 ft
29.0
500 ft
700 ft.....
Audio/Video equipment and
master control and studio
control equipment, including
sync generators, control consoles, monitors, power supplies, etc....
21.4

50.0

Antenna, transmission line,
dummy load, etc

$30.0

Tower

Film cameras and projection
equip.
_..
Film developing and recording equip.
_
Studio and field equipment,
including studio and/or field
cameras, camera mounts,
microphones, cables, etc...
Studio

lighting

TOTAL

BASIC

STATION

Microwave relay, studio
xmitter (opt.)

18.0

75.5

(no towers)

86.5

S.l

185.0

34.6

52.0

51.2

76.4

15.6

15.6

20.7

22.9

50.5

3.1

29.0

None

None

3.0

104.4

164.0

33.7
10.0

89.9

93.4

7.0

20.0

212.4

320.1

361.2

786.8

13.0

13.0

13.0

15.5

to

0
1.0

Small station
Has the following characteristics: 500-watt transmitter: no studio cameras: 400-ft. tower; network and
film programing only; all operations at transmitter
site. In "high" group, some provision in building
for temporary quartering of personnel.

24.0

Furnitures and fixtures, office
and shop

Average station

20.0

51.0

235.4

404.4

23.5
397.7

37.5
839.8

'"low" station, two studio cameras used in "high";
500-ft. tower; if transmitter and studios at different
locations, uses relay; single-studio operation. In
"low" station, use of field equipment as studio control with no separation from master control is assumed. Assumes "high" station has studio control
equipment with separation from master control in
anticipation of growth.

Large station
Has the following characteristics: 5 to 50 kw transmitter; 50 to 200 kw ERP; two studios with two
dual studio camera chains and one triple field camera chain; "high" station has added 35 mm

film

projectors and camera chain; "high" building cost
is over-inflated, but some want fancy setup. Costs

Fees, legal, engineering, architectural. etc.

34

$242.0

22.4

EQUIP. TOTAL

TOTAL

$82.8

CHARACTERISTICS

Has the following characteristics: kilowatt transmitter may be 2, 5, or 10; two field cameras used in

13.5

Building (s), transmitter and/
or studios, alterations or new
construction, including airconditioning ..

GRAND

Large Station
Low
High

.
36.5
76.3
^^^^^^

Mobile unit w/transmitter
equip. (opt.) .. .. . .
STATION

STATION

in thousands)

0
105.4

25.0
3.0

25.0
3.0

90.0
6.0

60.0

1,000.0

can vary enormously in combination of transmitter, antenna and tower height or site atop building.

6.0

12.0

Heavy fees in "high" group assume a protracted
court hearing to secure channel, high engineering
fees, first-rate architects and consultants, and general lack of experience management.

10.0

10.0

30.0

30. 0

300.0

201.0

273.4

530.1

493.7

2,151.8

SPONSOR

station ?

Now that race to get new stations on air has started, here's
a breakdown

designed to show admen why time is priced high

network source, film and live-studio
originations. Based on these charac-

To many a broadcaster, used to dealing in radio's costs, these figures were
dream shattering. Station operators
who had turned a neat dollar in radio

teristics, a station's operating costs
during the first year could swing anywhere from $140,000 to $1,099,100,
with the latter figure being conservative.
How terrain affects costs is illustrated bythe tower costs figure which
ranges from $29,000 to $185,000. The
caliber of personnel used in technical
and producing operations can swell
salaries from $30,000 to $385,000. The
lowest salary figure assumes the use of
some inexperienced personnel.

and hoped to do even better in TV approached the subject cautiously. An
analysis of their market area, either
by their own personnel or through independent consultants, discouraged a
number of radio station owners who
had hastily filed application for a CP.
It should be noted that all costs given below are based upon today's prices
for today's markets. After Peter Levin

submitted his figures, SPONSOR turned
them over to various industry authorities for checking, was assured that the
estimates were valid.
Advertisers and their agencies may
be surprised at the figures given and
may look at rate cards with less askance after digesting the information
shown. Sponsors might use a rule of
thumb suggested by NBC v. p. William
Hedges, "Figuring TV costs isn't loo
difficult. Merely take your radio ugures and multiply them by four: usually- vou won't be far off." * * *

TV station operating costs for one year
STATION

(Figures in thousands)
Small Station
17 ow
High

Nan-personnel operating costs,
including general maintenance and/or rent, studio and
transmitter maintenance,
power, and transportation.—
Salaries and wages of technical
and production men, including (where applicable) chief
or asst. engineers; technical
director; program manager;
audio, video, and transmitter
operators; maintenance men;
projectionists; artists; staff
announcers;
etc
Program costs, including materials, rentals, license and
copyright fees, services, etc...
Sales and administrative costs,
including salaries of salesmen and administrative personnel. office supplies, etc....
Executive salaries including
(where applicable)
general
manager, commercial manager, and the optional drawing of salaries by officers not
on full time
Promotion and advertising expenses

GRAND

TOTAL

$12.",

SO.l-fr

$12

49.8

$24.0

75.8*

1952

Small station

$37.5

$55.0

$85.0

116.0

255.0

385.3

on the air 10 hours a day; "low" group would have
80% sponsorship; promotion and publicity will be
handled by a station executive. Middle ground for
small stations would be about $230,000 if operated
in conjunction with an AM station. Deduct $5,000
to $10,000 if officers do not draw upon corporation,
except for services rendered. In many cases, contingency fund can be reduced by 90%.

Average station
63.9
55.0

16.1*

181.0

122.0

149.(1

24.8

24.9*

45. i

68.5

9.0*

52.5

56*5

7.0*

5.0

274.0

S3.',
102.5
60.0

10.0

15.6

5.0

35.1

25.0
297.2

11.9
249.6

handled by a station executive in "low" group:
"high" group has a separate employee for promotion and publicity with added staff personnel in contingency fund. Middle ground for this group would
be about $450,000. Deduct $5,000 to $25,000 if
officers do not draw except for services. Contingency fund may be reduced as much as 90%. Under
some circumstances, low operating costs can be
shaved to about $220,000.

3U.ll

44.1

61.1

Large station
108.8

6.7

140.6

It is assumed that : proportions of programing are
50% network, 25% film, 25% live studio; station
on the air 10 hours a day; "low" group would have
80% sponsorship; promotion and publicity will be

^Combined AM-TV operations.
"kSome joint use of personnel in AM and TV.

11 AUGUST

Large Station
[.ow
High

It is assumed that: proportions of programing are
50% network on a bonus basis, 50% film; station

Depreciation, computed
at
differential rates to include
equipment, fixtures and
building
Miscellaneous costs, including
special supplies and services,
insurance, research, extraordinary program costs, local
anu staie taxes, etc

Average Station
fl.ow
High

CHARACTERISTICS

46.4
545.8

68.3
742.4

99.9
1.099.1

It is assumed that: proportions of programing are
Yz network. % film and \/$ live studio; station on
the air 15 hours a day. Middle ground for this
group: about $850,000. Under some circumstances,
"low" operating costs can be shaved to about $600,000. They can also go above $1,200,000. Note that
figures in this group correspond closely to published
figures of WTMJ-TV and appropriate averages released bv FCC.
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PEN

PREMIUM

Meltzer

SPONSOR:

Peter Paul Inc.

CASE HISTORY:
Roma
Macaroni
bought
eight participations on the Chef Cardini Show for $560.
W ith these eight announcements they hoped to win new
housewife customers by offering a special knife premium
for iO0 and a Roma label. From these eight announcements on the Monday through Friday. 1:00 to 2:00 p.m.
program. Roma received 5.976 requests for the knife sets.
Cost was only 9.4£ per response.

CAPSULE

KNIFE
SPONSOR:

Roma

OFFER
Macaroni

AGENCY:

Richard

CAPSULE

KGO-TV, San Francisco

PROGRAM:

Chef Cardini Show

CASE HISTORY:

SPONSOR:

CAPSULE

NBC

TV, New

SPONSOR:

HISTORY:

Calo

BUSHES

AGENCY:

Jack-on & Perkins Co.

Huber Hogc

During a single garden film program on a weekday evening they offered rose bushes at $4 each. From this single
9:45 to 10:00 p.m. show costing $540 they pulled in 2.200
orders for rose bushes — a sales gross of $8,800 for their
$540 TV investment.

Frank Wright

advertised

Detroit

PROGRAM:

dog

and

GUIDE

SPONSOR:

Hartmann Co.

Garden

Fi

first program produced 180 orders with the majority of
them for $3 items, some double orders. During the entire
six-week campaign, every $90 shoiv produced in excess of
100 orders or a minimum of well over $300 in sales

BOOK

EXERCISE

ISBDO

CAPSULE

CASK HISTORY:
With
vacation
time
approaching, the A. Y. Stale Department of Commerce
scheduled afternoon participations on the Ted Steele show
to promote New York resorts. As an interest-stimulator
people ucre ashed to write in for a free vacation guide
book. A weekly two-announcement schedule for $300 was
run from 7 April to 9 June. At the end of this period,
the department reported 7.000 guide book requests.
PROGRAM:

Ted Steele

Direct

mann sponsored series of 10-minule demonstration programs at 11:30 p.m. Friday and midnight Saturday. The

per program.
WDSU-TV, New Orleans

AGENCY:

AGENCY:

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Lano-Curl
is a shampoo
distributed by the Hartmann Co. To show its uses, Hart-

Ghost Rider

PROGRAM:

s|'()\S()H- \. V Stale Dept. of C UlimiTce

\\ PIX, New 'o.rk

Gabby Hayes Show

CASE HISTORY: This plant nursery company
specializes in mail order garden items like rose bushes.

cat food on five weekly Ghost Rider {half-hour film I participations at about $199.50 per participation. At the
end of less than two months Calo reported this sales-distribution progress: an average 50% retail sales increase
in all Philadelphia grocery outlets handling the products,
or thousands of dollars worth of new business. Also, because ofstimulated demand, they got distribution in one

VACATION

PROGRAM:

York

SHAMPOO
AGENCY:

of the city's largest chain stores.
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia

offered

CAPSULE

FOOD

Calo Dog Food Co.

CASE

This candy maker

and one candy wrapper for each pen requested. Over the
six-week period, 253.649 orders were received; that is,
253.649 candy bar sales for Peter Paul, in addition to
$63,412.25 in quarters being mailed in.

WW. I TV.

DOG-CAT

Maxon

a three-color pen premium on the Thursday night Gabbv
Hayes Show, once a week for six weeks. Show costs about
$1,300 a program. J iewers were asked to send in 250

ROSE

TV
results

AGENCY:

SPONSOR:

CAPSULE

PROGRAM:

MACHINE

Exercyde of Los Angeles

CASK

HISTOID

Demonstrations

:

AGENCY:

Exercyde

Dean Simmons

placed a single

one-minute announcement on Bill Stulla's Parlor Party.
Within 30 minutes of this Wednesday afternoon commercial, more than 40 phone calls were received by the
station from interested viewers, all of them inquiring
about the $325 Exercyde. hi less than 30 minutes, at a
cost of $100. Exercyde
sales leads.
KNBH, Los Angeles

netted more

than $13,000

PROGRAM:

in

Parlor Part)
Bill Stulla's

Know "Your State Police"
Delawareans do know their State Police, thanks
to an exciting weekly program,
WDEL-TV

seen on

at 10:30 p.m. Monday nights. Pur-

pose of the program is to supply the citizens of
Delaware with first-hand information about the

exhibit of firearms; and Trooper First Class

work of the State Police, and to demonstrate the

Linden

efficient way in which that work is performed.

demonstration.

On a recent Monday night, WDEL-TV's Jim
Adshead submitted to a lie-detector test, admin-

"Your

istered byLt. C. C. Seitz, of the Delaware State
Police, while Col. Harry L. Shew and Maj. Carl
Schnetter watched with interest. Another recent
telecast featured Lt. William H. Horney, in an

F. Ballance, in a realistic firearms

State Police" is one of a number of

stimulating public-service programs presented by
WDEL-TV as a contribution to better community understanding.

WDELWilmington,
A STEINMAN

WDEL
11 AUGUST

Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER

Associates

Chicago

•

San Francisco

•

TV
Delaware
STATION

New

York

•

Los Angeles
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tale of two)
Observe the rooftop on the left.
It marks a television home, of which
the U.S. now contains some 17,100,000
— each one located somewhere
within range of a television station.
Represents quite an advertising
market, doesn't it ?
Look now at the rooftop on the right.
This marks a radio-only home, of
which "Non-TV America" alone
contains over 17,200,000 — each one
located beyond range of any TV.
Represents quite an advertising
market, doesn't it ?
Yes, the plain fact is this : for every
TV home in America, there's a
radio-only home in the 45-state area
of "Non -TV America"!
Mutual's Mister PLUS is perched on

woftops
the righthand rooftop for a very simple
reason. An independent, 1,000,000interview research into actual listening
throughout "Non -TV America"
(Feb. -Mar., '52) proves that Mutual
dominates this entire market by 2 to 1
over any other network.
What's more, Mister PLUS earns this
rooftop perch for his clients by another
simple fact: Mutual serves "Non-TV
America" with more stations than the
three other networks combined.
No wonder Mutual offers the Number
One route to "Non-TV America". . .
as well as the lowest-cost route
to all America.

MUTUAL
network

Compare audiences . . .

compare networks . . .
and consult

the

£___.

Mister PLUS...
1440 Broadway, New York 18

of 560 affiliates
-416 FOR "NON-TV

AMERICA"

ALONE

would have held up well, hence

Radio
■5

we'd be liking the two people in
the program rather than shying

„.«»»."»,.

"»"•"'

S-S-

6r 5o/> Foreman

It's amazing

how little you can get
away with on television. Exposed
to the TV camera, the slightest
tinge of phoniness is not only apparent but becomes magnified to a
degree where it annoys even the
most insensitive viewer and militates against his enjoyment of the
program or belief in the commercial. Those who went through radio
will recall only too well the horrible dialogue which all too often
slides by in the medium. You
find this kind of copy at its ultimate worst in those so-called dialogue commercials — the kind in
which two women talk about a
product in the most unnatural and
noncolloquial terms. . ."Oh, Ethel,
whatever have you done to your
hands? They have that soft-assilk-look." And then Ethel answers:

"I'm applying new Bloop Hand
Cream daily and twice on Sundays,
Mary. You should try it too. And
also use it on the children in the
bath.

It's homogenized!"

Somehow this palaver isn't too
bad when just heard. At least it
gets by when a good actress delivers it.But put these same words
in the mouths of two actresses and
place them in front of a TV ( or
motion picture) camera and their
unbelievability becomes hideously
apparent. The fact that nobody
talks this way is readily obvious to
anyone — including a 10-year-old.
For example, I've seen rny own
kids wince at some of the dialogue
in commercials, especially at the
phony wordage delivered l»v
youngsters about breakfast foods.

So, I'd say if seeing is believing,
what is seen belter darn well be
40

believable.
The political convention, as a
case in point, showed this off to
great advantage. The inquisitiveness of the TV camera at these
spectacles, ferreting out the supposedly hidden asides, the unpleasant and irrelevant gestures of
the speakers, visualizers in plain
view, the inattentiveness of the audience, the glaring visualization of
the miffs in the speeches — all this
served to point up ineptitude and
buffoonery far more than radio
ever does.

away from them. I've a sneaking
suspicion that the dialogue is written by radio writers. It has that
glib audio-only sound to it. And
for some reason, as I said, you can
get away with it on radio.
Evidently, this bear that we have
by the tail — television -- is not
only the fabulous thing we know it
to be but a real beast when mistreated that makes it very dangerous to have around the house —
for program writers and commercial writers alike.

commercial

reviews

TELEVISION

Another case: Because so many
people came up to talk to him,

sponsor:

Clorets

agency :

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
Inc., N.Y.C.

Governor Dewey wasn't able to
pay attention to Representative Joe
Martin's talk. The camera dwelled
at great lengths on Mr. Dewey during this part of the Republican
Convention, so at the end of Mr.
Martin's address when we saw the
Governor politely applauding, it
became a stark bit of business.

procram :

"Date

with Judy"

The commercial format for this show is
sound though somewhat undistinguished,
sure-fire though a trifle commonplace. A
top quality announcer, one of the few
g«nts who can convey conviction without
nervousness, Allyn Edwards, delivered a
very straight opener which ended with the
utual close-up of the product.
The middle break was a slightly longer

Then there's My Little Margie.
I've heard a lot of unfavorable
comment about this film show
whieh is, as you know, the / Love
Lucy replacement. Actually, the
program is basically sound. The
two central characters are essentially sympathetic. But where the
show does fall down, and falls
down miserably, is in the lines the
two players have to deliver. Neither Charles Farrell nor Gale
Storm can |>o»ibl\ get away with
the phony dialogue, the cute phrasing, and those gags that try so
hard. Nor could Alfred Lunl and
Lynn Fontanne.
If, many weeks ago. somebod\
had red-pencilled these scripts
mereilesslv, I think the situations

opus with no holds barred — a young couple
kissing, a jingle and some simple animation that made graphic the sources of
offending breath.
This latter category included garlic-y
salad and heavy smoking, as well as an implication of the evidently verboten word
whiskey; this last idea is put across to the
hard drinking set by a line drawing of a
tall glass and the not too cryptic words —
"tell-tale beverages."
Edwards was on camera all by his lonesome again at the third commercial and
again was intimate without being cloying,
hard-selling without being overbearing.
I'm about 98' '< for this format, but, as
I said, I still miss some gimmick or visual
trick or gadget to make the product name
or its main theme of kissing-sweet breath
register more firmly.

SPONSOR

CLE EP WALKER'S

SERENADE,

two and one-

half hours of "captivating the unusual" in a style
unique with Doc Hull, KVOO's ace nighttime disc
jockey, is the favorite program of thousands of listeners all over the United States. Scheduled from
12:05 A.M.

to 2:30 A.M.

SLEEPWALKER'S

seven days a week,

SERENADE

is the ideal

vehicle to sell any product with nation-wide distribution and universal appeal. There's music, witty
remarks, interpolations by the engineer on duty and
an occasional unrelated recorded remark taken from
another program to give that "gig" to the listener
which veritably sweeps him off his listening feet!
In a field uncrowded by even the commonplace,
SLEEPWALKER'S SERENADE is the unusual,
standout program in the top bracket of after midnight shows.
So, we say again, if you want to sell a product with
universal appeal, or a product of first appeal to men,
then buy yourself a piece of SLEEPWALKER'S
SERENADE! There's a bit of it left and it might
as well be yours.
KVOO

See your nearest Edward Petry & Company office
or call, wire or write KVOO.
But do it now!

RADIO
EDWARD

7 days

per week.

PETRY

AND

CO..

per day

KVOO

AFFIUATe

INC.

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

WATTS
OKLAHOMA'S

11 AUGUST

24 hours

STATION
NBC

50,000

operates

CREATEST

STATION

TULSA.

OKLA.
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sponsor:
agency:

N.Y.C.
Doherty, Clifford & Shentield,

Borden's Instant Coffee

program :

Chainbreaks

As an object lesson on the power of a
medium which makes motion possible in
advertising, I'd like to point to this rather
simple, uninspired announcement that
merely shows the product and its name
printed out — with one addition, a spinning
top wipes on the product name, a line at
a time.
The motion of this commonplace toy directs your eye to it and holds your eye on
it, until the entire name is on the screen.
Despite the irrelevancy of the top and its
lack of aesthetics, the simple fact that the
top spins does hold the eye, fix the mind
and leave an impression — and what more
can you ask of advertising?

commercial

Precision Now Offers
Unmatched Facilities For
16mm Processing!
Here at Precision, we are constantly revising our film processing
technique; utilizing new engineering principles and new machinery which enable us to offer 16mm producers the finest processing
service they will be able to find anywhere.

Mere

are some of the neir types of equipment that make M*reeision a leader amona
film proeessinq laboratories :

New 16m in Developing Machines
automatically operated — Maurer-designed to handle the complete range
of 16mm work — negative or positive
promptly and efficiently.
Automatic Temperature and Air
Control built to a Maurer design.
Rigidly maintain every technical condition necessary to the finest 16mm
processing.
Electrically Heated and Controlled
Drying Cabinets on each new developing machine turn out high
quality film, waxed and ready for
immediate projection.

New Electronic Printer : For the reproduction of magnetic sound to
16mm either independently or in
combination with picture prints.
New Control Strip Printers operate
without notching original — produce
fades and dissolves from A&B rolls
— incorporate filter changes between
scenes.

PRECISION
FILM LABORATORIES,

Precision Film Laboratories — a division ofJ. A. Maurer, Inc., has 14
years of specialization in the 16mm
field, consistently meets the latest demands for higher quality and speed.

21 West 44th St.
New York 19, N.Y.
JU 2-3970

INC.

reviews

RADIO
sponsor:
agency:
program:

Spic & Span
Biow
Company,
Announcements

N.Y.C.

It's rare that something unusual turns
up in a radio jingle, especially in these
days of feverish TV activity. Yet the
Spic &C Span announcements have come
up with the unusual — achieved by a very
catchy musical background of maracas and
guitar done to a Latin tempo. The gimmick is this: Instead of having the lyrics
sung, the commonplace way of handling
copy, the announcer talks in rhythm and
presents the message against the musical
background minus an actual vocal.
The effect of this is twofold. It has
the virtue of music, making the message
memorable as well as listenable; yet there
is all the clarity and force of the spoken
word in the announcement.
With the trouble most of us have preparing lyrics and producing them so that
the words are clear, Spic & Span has obviated this problem
admirably.
The two-announcer copy that leads up
to the musical sign-off is probably as competent a piece of hard-hitting copy as
you'll ever hear, slugging away adroitly at
all competition.
Since the two-announcer technique presents a man and a woman, we get excellent
change of pace and added interest as well
as impact. Production is suberb with every
word as clear as a floor just done over with
Spic & Span.

42

SPONSOR

Kenny CLICKS!
He sells as he sings as he
plays as he sumps — and

Pulse' 11 prove this: Singin', strummin',leapin' Kenny Roberts
is just as popular with his WHIO-TV audience as he is with
the national audience that watched him perform with Arthur

his all-age audience loves

Godfrey, Al Morgan and other headliners. He's explosive! He's
likable. And he's a darn good salesman. Here's how good:

all 30 minutes of his new

KENNY

ROBERTS

SHOW

WHIO-TV staged a big Polio Benefit Show early this spring.
Kenny stopped it with his unusual act — viewers jammed the
telephones with "contributions for Kenny." The city of
Dayton wanted to put over a $12,000,000 school bond issue
last fall. Kenny talked it up for 7 weeks on a special show*
aimed at children — the issue passed by a 2-to-l majority —
and the bond committee gave Kennv a large share of the
credit. No room for other examples.
Sometime during his new 4:30 to 5:00 p.m. program, originating from WHIO-TV studios, Kenny will have time to turn
his selling talents to

{fill in your product name here)

George P. Hollingbery, national representatives for WHIOTV, has complete information on the participating spots
now available.
*Kenny' s school bond show was aired over two stations at the same
time. WHIO-TV \pulled twice as many viewers as the other station.
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How can advertisers get information on how
to get the most out of Canadian radio?

Moe Hyman

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Hyman
The question as
it applies to Canadian radio is
no different than
a similar question about any
other undertaking. In order to
get the most out
of Canadian radio, an advertiser
Mr. Young
and agency must
have sufficient background in merchandising to take advantage of all the
knowledge they can gain on the subject. So far as information on Canadian radio is concerned, the station
representatives in the U.S. are completely equipped with every bit of factual information that has been published in Canada or the United States
on the Canadian market, advertising
in general and Canadian radio. With
this great fund of information, plus
some additional studies, the U. S. representatives have made on their own,
they are in a position to be of tremendous help so far as supplying knowledge of the potential of the great Canadian market.

its present height of efficiency and this
is particularly true of radio advertising in the U. S. and certainly there is
no one better equipped to use the tools
than the man who wrote the book.
I would hesitate to try to teach an
agency here or an advertiser the best
way to approach a problem in Canada.
The really successful U. S. advertisers
who are in Canada and operating there
successfully are doing so using exactly
the same methods and same approaches
that made them successful here.
Canadian people are our kind of
people with the same basic philosophy
as our own and all anyone needs to
properly tackle the greatest export market we have available to us are some
details of information which any and
all the representatives can supply.
Adam J. Young, Jr.
President
Adam J. Young, Jr.. Inc.
New York

Those who want
to get
tion oninformahow to
get the most out
of Canadian
radio might try any
one or all of the
following. Write
to the sales office
of the Canadian
Association of
Mr. Allard
Broadcasters, 37
Bloor Street West. Toronto, 5, Ontario.

When it comes to supplying "know
how" in merchandising with the use of
this knowledge, years of experience
have proved conclusively that no one
ii|) to this time holds a candle to the
genius of U. S. industry nor has any-

If writing's too slow, wire or phone
PRincess 3729. Write, wire or phone

one been able to approach the "know
how ' of our U.S. advertising agencies.
I he game of merchandising and advertising has been developed by them to

United States representatives' firms
who have knowledge of Canadian conditions such as Weed & Co., or Adam
J. Youns;, Jr.
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Advertising
Director
Somnyl
Pharmacal
Corporation
New York

of America

Wire, write, phone or call on the
commercial attache at the Canadian
Embassy in Washington or any of the
Canadian government, trade representatives in most key U. S. cities.
Write, wire or phone any of the Canadian representative firms, list on request from the head office of the Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 108
3-4036.
Sparks Street, Ottawa, Canada, phone
Read with care the annual Canadian
section of sponsor, and the up-to-date
Canadian material that appears frequently in sponsor's regular editions.
From whatever source the information is obtained, it will add up to the
same thing — that Canadian radio is indispensable to the United States advertiser who wants to increase his Canadian market, or to the advertiser who
wants to enter this profitable market.
Canada is the best customer of the
United States. It is now in an era of
fabulous expansion — an expansion so
great that it is only partly dramatized
by the fact that the Canadian dollar is
now worth a dollar and four cents in
United States money.
Canada
is a country
of vast distances, being slightly larger than the
United States, and its territorial possessions combined. The growing Northern giant has great cities, satellite
communities, smaller centers and farm
population.
The
important
buying
power of these can be reached by a
complicated
and expensive combination of media.
It can all be reached
simultaneously,
inexpensively' and effectively byCanadian broadcasting.
T.
J. Allard
General
Manager
Canadian Association of
Broadcasters
Ottawa. Canada
SPONSOR

Not the least valuable source of
information
on
this vital topic is
to be found
in
your

own publication in special
reporting on the
Canadian market.

HEARD ABOUT MY

latest run?
Frankly ... if stockings were

But the sponsor may require

Mr. Stovin

able to speak, they'd certainly be talking about the big
"run" WDSU produced re-

specific information, counsel or direction, to apply to
specific problems
in relation to this
question.
The sources:
Station representatives
Sales and Research Division of the Canadian Association of Broadcasters
Association of Canadian Advertisers

cently in New
Here's how

it happened!

A

large cided
department
store* deto test the effectiveness
of its advertising in connection with a sale of women's
nylon hose. For the test —
they allotted an appropriation for radio spots on

Canadian advertising agencies — engage
the services of people or organizations experienced in Canadian markets and wise in knowledge of Canadian psychology
Advertisers who have employed Canadian radio promotional facilities
Dominion Bureau of Statistics
Retail Sales
Canadian

Orleans.

WDSU;

and, an equal appropriation for advertising in
a competing medium.

An impartial survey (conducted by Advertising Research
Bureau, Inc.) showed that
33.1% of the customers heard
the sale news on WDSU! The

Index published by the
Broadcaster
and
Telescreen. Information is broken down

country by country, as well as by
cities, similar to divisions reported
in Bureau of Broadcast Measurement

competing medium only attracted 20.6% of the shop-

reports.
Bureau of Broadcast Measurement reports. The 1952 study, the fifth in
Canada, is almost completed.
From
study of station reports, the sponsor
can match his radio promotion coverage with his distribution or vice
versa, choose supplementary stations
intelligently to fill in the blank spots.
Advantageous
to the
advertiser
would be a record of sales compiled
division by division to match BBM
reported cells. Experience gained in
this manner provides an aid in future campaigns or expansion of coverage.
The advertising copy should fit the
program or personality.
The radio stations. Each station has a

WDSU's

radio customers accounted for 35.4% of the
pers. sales, while the other
total
medium's customers accounted for only 17.8% of the
sales.

Dollar for dollar, WDSU

can

whip the socks (and stockings
too!) off its competition when
it comes to producing sales
results in the "Billion Dollar
New

Orleans Market"!

••[Nome

and derails on request)

personal stake in making each campaign a success for each client. None
is more familiar with its audience
and how and where best to persuade
it to buy.
Too few advertisers seek
this invaluable avenue of counsel.
Cultivate the cooperation of the retailer. Radio stations can supplement
the work of the sponsor's own representatives inthis regard.
The adl Please turn to page 1241
11 AUGUST
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Write, Wire,
or Phone Your
JOHN
BLAIR Man!
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corporated in other shows, tied in with
current promotions and events, as a
"TV University." For the flat libraryrate — which comes to less than $4.00
a month per film on the average TV
station — each broadcaster has unlimited repeat rights on each film for a
This

SPONSOR

broadcast
ments
of

department

features

capsuled

advertising
significance
culled
the
industry.
Contributions

reports

from
all seg- 1
are
welcomed.

Collecting advertiser produc t labels note kids- top hobby
Advertisers who know the importance of packaging a product attractively are likely to have the benefit of
an extra "plus" nowadays — especially
if their labels appeal to youngsters. It
seems that the kids have taken to collecting attractive and interesting product labels in a big way. In fact, according to the American Hobby Federation.
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items, they swap. Most-wanted types
are the die-cut label and the embossed
metallic foil seal. Labels are kept in
scrapbooks or mounted on cardboards
( see photo ) . are often catalogued according to classification, age and type.
The other hobbies among the top 10
favorites this year are ( in order of
popularity I : collecting autographs,
model plane-making, woodcraft, insect
collecting, stamps, painting, dolls, photography and model railroading. * * *

^S

over

Youngsters collect the seals and labels from all types of packages, containers, cans and bottles found in the
average home. To acquire new and
rare seals and labels, as well as wanted

labels

the collecting of seals and labels taken
from household items such as food,
cosmetics, clothing, confectionery, beverages, ispresently the No. 1 hobby of
American boys and girls between the
ages of eight and 16 years.
This was one of the findings in a
one-year study recently completed by
the Federation among 8,414 children's
hobby clubs throughout the nation.
Seal and label collecting has always
been popular with the youngsters,
though it was never, until this year,
among the first 10 hobbies. In 1950. it
was 24th on the list. Its meteoric rise

APS sets up film library
service for TV stations
A film library service for TV stations with practically the same flexibility as a radio transcription library
was set up recently by Associated Program Service.
The library consists of educational
and public service films produced by
Encyclopedia Britannica Films. The
films may be offered to sponsors or
used for planned public service programing bythe stations; may be sponsored byany business or product manufacturer except those deemed harmful
to young people (tobacco, beer, etc.).
Under this film library plan, a telecaster selects any 100 or more films
from the more than 300 currently available, which he may program in any
wav he sees fit: in series, as fillers, in-

to top spot in just two years (dethroning stamp collecting ) is chiefly explainable, according to the Federation, by
the fact that it involves practically no
expenditure on the part of the kids:
cational."
It is easy to see why this kingpin
hobby is significant to advertisers; it
creates a new and longer life for their
labels, above and beyond product usage
them

extra

ad

"impressions."

I Most of the films are black-andone-reelers which run from 10
minutes each.)
aid telecasters in selection of
for their libraries. APS has set

up 16 suggested program series with
five to 37 films in each. The series
range from nature explorations to
sports, from homemaking to travel.
from arts and crafts to American history. A Great Men and Women series
— made in Hollywood — is available
separately, boasts such sponsors as
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company.
Kansas City; North Pole Real Ice
Cream Company. Pittsburgh; First
Federal Bank. Miami; Forest Lawn
Cemetery, Los Angeles.
To make special days, weeks and
events of the year come to life, APS
offers subscribers a special promotion
and merchandising calendar, which
suggests what EB films to use in connection with each occasion.
APS reports an excellent response to
the film library idea during its first
month. Sponsors and agencies may
obtain a catalog with full details from
Associated Program Service, 151 West
* * *
46th Street. N. Y. C.

»! t,l / aids Sears store to
top sale quota by 141 %
When Sears. Roebuck and Company
in Beloit, Wisconsin, held its annual
sale recently, total business shot up
141% over the quota. WGEZ, Beloit.
not only played a vital role in building
up the event, according to store manager John Barrows, but was also on
hand to air some amusing after-sale activities.
For several days preceding annual
"Sears Day" and during the nine-day
event. WGEZ carried 11 one-minute
announcements daily for Sears, which
also co-sponsored the Chicago White
Sox baseball games (with about six
other retail establishments). As part
of its promotional effort for Sears, the
station conducted live interviews with

also it is "colorful, interesting and edu-

gives
46

year.
white
tc 12
To
films

manager Barrows and assistant manager Gordon Wedge. These stressed

"Great

Men"

series

is popular

with

sponsors

that Barrows was being "shipped" to
a farm during the sale, leaving the employees incomplete charge.
SPONSOR

At a "planning party" lor employees
just before the sale. Barrows announced the sale quota and told the
workers that if 129% of the quota
were reached, he would let himself be
dunked, fully dressed, in Rock River.
He said that Wedge could be dunked
at 131% of quota, and credit manager
Alvin Collins would "go down"' at
135%.
The "courtesy night" kick-off for the
sale attracted the largest crowd in the
history of the store. In three hours,
about 10'v of the quota was reached.
When the nine-day business totaled
141% of quota, employees immediately made plans for D-Day. Three days
later, with WGEZ on hand to provide
listeners with a play-by-play description of the ceremonies. Barrows.
Wedge, and Collins were thoroughly
dunked in Rock River.
* * *

Briefly . . .
Old Gold cigarettes I P. Lorillard
Company ) tied in with an air medium
and an airline in a recent month-long
window display at one of the crossroads of the world — New York's 42nd
Street, directly opposite Grand Central
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tie-in,

airline

serves

Old

i.
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on

flights

Station. Prominent in the display were
lifesize reproductions of Old Gold television announcer Dennis James, the
Old Gold "Dancing Pack" and a Northwest Airlines stewardess. Old Gold had
television shows this past season on all
four networks: Original Amateur Hour,
NBC TV; The Web, CBS TV; Stop
the Music, ABC TV; Down You Go,
DuMont.
a
*
*
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The complete south Florida scene shows 825,000
permanent
NOW
IT'S AN

AMAZING

CALL YOUR

year 'round
residents
$1,003,250,000

34th among

SOUTH

FLORIDA

the nation's major
TV SALES

FREE & PETERS COLONEL,

spending
markets!

STORY

,

TODAY!

A new "Directory of open-end transcriptions available for local sponsorship" has been published by the
NARTB — a previous one having been
issued in 1949. The compilation covers
the radio transcription offerings of 28
producers and distributors, classifies
the programs according to tvpe: adventure, audience participation, comedy,
I Please turn to page 120)
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"AP News

"WING has long been known as 'Dayton's
First Station'," says Mr. Karns. "AP news

a
tremendous

has been the outstanding factor in maintaining that position as far as news coverage is
concerned. Due to the tremendous success
of AP news at WING, we recently brought our
t station WIZE in Springfield, Ohio into AP

success.'

Adna H. Karns, Vice-Pres.
and General Manager
WING, Dayton, Ohio

membership so it could get AP service."

AP NEWS makes dollars . .
"We have no trouble in keeping the spon-

"AP newscasts
always
easiest

sors of AP news happy." says WLPM's Mr.
Hart. "They always stay on the air longer
than sponsors of any other type of program.
Sponsors 'perk up' when you mention an
available AP newscast. And our Sales Department agrees unanimously that AP news

to sell."

Fred L. Hart
WLPM, Suffolk, Virginia

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride

is the easiest thing they have to sell!"

I HIS

ST A TION

IS

A

/WtMDi

"We believe news is the greatest single
service radio has to offer the public," declares J.W. Yonts, Jr., President of Yonts
Associated Press . . . constant-

Radio and Appliance Company of Dayton.

ly on the job with

"Our sponsorship of six 15-minute AP newscasts each week on WING has proved to be

• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours. #

the greatest single factor in Philco sales in

• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone.

the Dayton market!"

• exclusive state-by-state news
circuits.
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.
• offices throughout the world.
• staff of 7,200 augmented by

'i D

<zr%?

member stations and newsdaily. papers .. . more than 100,000
men and women contributing

and sense !
am

YOU CAN DEPEND on AP NEWS
■

Sponsors of AP news on WLPM

are

equally enthusiastic. Ten leading advertisers
in the Suffolk trading area use AP news con-

to make dollars— and sense— for
you and your sponsors. For AP
news commands interested listening by the kind of audiences who
make up the cream of any market!
FIND OUT today how AP news
can give you ready-made, proven
leadership in your market. Detailed information is yours through
your AP Field Representative or
directly from:

sistently. One of them — F. P. Crowe of
Crowe's Auto Body Works — says, "Since
we started our 6:15 P.M. AP newscasts,
our business has more than tripled!"

**

OF

THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS."

SORoAet

"» s
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Here's Where We
Started Using

WHEN
TELEVISION

Emil Reinhardt
agency profile

President,

Emil

Roinhardt Advertising
Oakland, Cal.

The 20-year success story of Oakland, California's Emil Reinhardt
Advertising Agency would sound natural, unspectacular, almost casual— in a business field any less dynamic than advertising.

WILL

FOR
Sound
smart

YOU,

SELL

TOO!

programming that creates viewer preference, plus
merchandising,

makes

WHEN your best TV "buy" in
Central New York. Here's a
rich market that will look at
your product, listen to your
story, and buy, when you Sell
via WHEN.
CENTRAL NEW YORK'S MOST
LOOKED AT TELEVISION STATION
Represented Nationally
&y the KATZ AGENCY

CBS

ABC

DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

SYRACUSE
PiliJII.iV.DH.

..!

A MEREDITH TV STATION
50

The story began in 1932 when Emil (Reiny) Reinhardt. a sharpeyed, high-voltage young account executive, momentarily out of a
job — launched his own agency. He rented a musty office in a building shared by job printers and photoengravers, hired a stenographer,
roped in a copy writer also out of a job on a percentage-of-profit
basis and went to work for two service-free clients.
"Brother, it was rough in those days," he now says drily.
It's still rough today, he might add, in the competitive San Francisco Bay Area. But the Emil Reinhardt Advertising Agency long
ago outgrew its first dank office, now has quintupled its original
staff, buys more local TV and radio spots in the Bay Area than any
comparable agency, turns out prize-winning billboards as well as
top-rated radio announcements and shows.
Kilpatrick's Bakery, which Reiny began promoting when the
bakery was virtually a one-oven operation, soon took command of the
Bay Area bread market and hasn't lost control since. Reiny continues to campaign for Kilpatrick's Bread — and he hasn't yet run
short of things to say about this gingham-wrapped loaf.
Reiny took on the San Francisco Brewing Corporation account
eight years ago, when the beer was a merchandising nightmare bottled under 27 different brand labels. After less than a decade of
relentless "brand-name'' promotion, Burgermeister has nosed-out
long-established rivals to become the second largest selling beer on
the Pacific Coast.
Reiny says bluntly that he doesn't believe in tricks or gimmicks in
advertising.
"The product you're selling has to be good,'' he says, "the client
has to have confidence in his agency. And the advertising has to be
honest, simple, constant and, most of all, hard-hitting."
The constant aspect of advertising keeps Reiny close to the agency
year-round. He rarely takes a formal vacation, relaxing instead on
frequent weekend trips to a cabin in the Sierra-Nevada mountains.
Reiny's son, who knew a spot commercial before he could count
to 10, has momentarily jilted the advertising field to write for a
San Francisco newspaper.

* * *
SPONSOR

Coffee or candy bars, the way to sell in inland California and
western Nevada is ... on the BEELINE! It's the five-station
radio combination that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More audience than the eleven other
leading local stations needed to cover inland California and western
Nevada.

(BMB State Area Report)

LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per
thousand

listeners.

(BMB and Standard Rate & Data)

Ask Raymer for the full story on this three-billion-dollar market
— inland California and western Nevada.

McClatchy Broadcasting Company
Sacramento,

California

Paul

H,

Raymer,

National

Representative

Affiliated with Inland
California's
3 Leading
Papers
THE SACRAMENTO BEE • THE MODESTO BEE • THE FRESNO

KFBK
Sacramento
50,000 watts

KERN

KOH
(ABC)
1530kc.

Reno
(NBC)
5000 watts, day; 1000
warts,
night 630 kc.

V
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Bakersfield
(CBS)
1000 watts
1410 k<

BEE

REPRINTS
AVAILABLE

What's New in Research?

of following

Sponsor

83% of TV families are
available to view television on summer evenings

a SPONSOR original

stories

□ Radio

f^« Was anyone in your
family, 14 or over, at
home anil in the
house I a si night hetween the hours of
7:00 and 1 1:00 p.m.?

1952

Basics.

□ TV Basics
□ International Radio Basics

□

vertisers use more

Why don't ad
farm radio/

□ Is BMB

17.3%

SOURCE:

9-10 P.M.
8-9
10-11 P.M.

Advertest Research study conducted exclusively for SPONSOR

RESPONDENTS:

□ How
Sponsors
Premiums
□ TV Film

P.M.

NO .

Profit

752

personal

interviews

HOME

72.6%
74.9%
78.5%

P.M.

7-8

a Candidate

How to "Sell"

□

AT

HOURS

82.7%

YES

Why Sponsors Are Returning to
Radio

□

e, '"yes"'
14 or)
anyonr
(if answe
l£. Was
over, at home and in
the house during nut/
of the hours belotv?
71.3%

in TV homes throughout

the

4-14 July, 1952
New

York

Metropolitan

area

Keif observation emerging front availability study

With

Audience availability, especially at night, is a relatively important factor in determining the value oj summer TV time. This study shows that as far as TV homes are concerned the at-home quotient is extremely big. It is also to be noted that the area
researched is metropolitan where the tendency to go out nights in summer is somewhat
greater than it is in less thickly populated areas.

Sect on
Method Obsolete?

33%

□ Story of Spot Radio

How

TYPE

Cost:

OK

TV set ownership
FAMILY

United States Total

-25c each; 15c in quantities

of twenty-five or more;

South
North Central
Mountain
& Southwest

Please check quantities ot reprints desired in
box next to reprint titles. Fill in coupon and
mail complete announcement. Do not clip coupon
only.

Farm
Under

No
comparable
data
available
for this year

2,500

» Please send
* me later.

&

me

reprints

York

22,

checked

N. Y.
ibove and

Occupation:

■ NAME

Professional

17

&

29
31
29
Executive

Clerical, sales & service
Craftsmen
& foremen

■ FIRM

Laborer
Farmer

&

operators

Size of Families:

□

1
3
4
6

0
B

SOURCE:

I ADDRESS

■ CITY

ZONE

STATE

TELEVISION

SETS

■II' ,

April.151952

50
14
30

13
54

II

9
II
13
31

13
14
34
9
31
33
63

Ineome:

Next
Upper fourth
fourth
Next fourth
Lowest fourth

bill

WITH

January. 1952

Over

Total Family
New

II
26
9
26

City Size:

500,000

Ave.,

April.43 1951

FAMILIES

31

2,500 to 50,000
50,000 to 500,000

Madison

OF

Northeast

Pacific

■ 510

PERCENT

21, ■ ,

Regions:

10c each in quantities of 100 or
more.

J SPONSOR

is distributed — April '52

& 2 members
members
& 5 members
members & over
The National Consumer

38
59
35
33
36
20

29
36
29
28
176
30

33
25

37
36
21
39
38

34
41
35
9

22
35
38
32

43
39
25
10
37

37
35

Panel of Market Research Corporation of America
39
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millions listen... millions buy /

WJR MARKET

DATA

irea)
(primary coverage <

Popi
Radi o Homes
Drug

the

Per Cent
of Total

I .S. Market
8.3%
12,601 .300
8.1%
3,784,170

10.3%

$464,447

GREAT

VOICE

of

GREAT
LAKES

the

,000

Here is a tremendously important
drug market — accounting for over
10% of national drug sales. Use the
one single medium that reaches all
of this market. Use WJR, the Great
Voice of the Great Lakes.

e Goodwill Station

For more specific market information, contact WJR or your Christal
representative.

Radio— America'' s Greatest Advertising Medium
FREE
SPEECH
MIKE

s&S^^fjf
Wl

WJR
WJR

Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan

Eastern Office: 665

Fifth Avenue,

New

York 17, N. Y.

Represented nationally by the Henry I. Christal Company
Canadian

11 AUGUST

Representatives:

Radio Time Sales, (Ontario) Ltd.
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REPORT

TO SPONSORS

(Continued

for 11 August

from page

27,500,000 autos have
BAB now estimates

1952

2)

radios,

Broadcast Advertising Bureau has upped
of auto-equipped cars to 27,500,000.
recent presentation it had understated
4,000,000 cars.
Of all post war cars
radio.

CURRENT
AVAILABILITIES

Y&R merges time with
all other media buying
Reorganization of Young & Rubicam's system of media
buying eliminates the time-buying department as entity and delegates buying of all media to single
individual for one or more accounts.
For instance,
person assigned to General Foods would buy radio,
TV, newspapers, magazines, etc. Frank Coulter, formerly head timebuyer, becomes one of four associate
media directors under A. V. B. (Tony) Geoghegan,
vice president in charge of media.
While similar
mergers by McCann-Erickson and Benton & Bowles
within past year and half had same purpose — closer
integration all media — each agency has a different
organizational setup for media.

on WFBR's prize collection
of home-grown shows. All
are subject to prior sale . . .
none will be available for
long. Timebuyers: how do
these fit your fall schedules?
CLUB 1300

Completely outclasses its
field — No. 1 show of its kind!
7 STRIP ACROSS
MELODY

THE BOARD

BALLROOM

Top-rated disc jockey show
in Baltimore!
7 SPOTS
NELSON

BAKER

SHOW

1st in its time period!
/ STRIP ACROSS

THE BOARD

EVERY WOMAN'S

HOUR

Top-rated 30-minute
woman's show!
6 SPOTS

NBC

film executives

set by R. W. Sarnoff
Organizational chart of NBC s newly created film
division, headed by Robert W. Sarnoff, has John B.
Cron as manager of film syndication sales and Stanton M. Osgood in position of manager of television
film production.
Cron and Osgood will report to
Sarnoff.
John W. Kiermaier is assistant to Osgood.
ABC list now
343 stations

SHOPPIN' FUN

Top locally produced show
in its period!
4 SPOTS
MORNING

its estimate
Found that in
figure by
92.4% have

ABC ups number radio affiliates to 345 stations.
Previous total had been 336. Additions from within
retail sales areas and coverage leading rural markets of the United States.

IN MARYLAND

Misses being tops for 3-hour
period by a fraction!
SOLD OUT

For quick action, write, wire
or phone your John Blair man
or any account executive of

Bayuk sponsors
Husing comment

Bayuk Cigar (Phillies) bought the commentary by Ted
Husing following the Monday night fights on DuMont
network through Ellington & Co. Deal takes effect
Sponsorship of fights themselves
8 September.
shared by Sunbrite polish, Anacin and Aero Shave.
L&M getting all
Schlitz advertising

ABC NETWORK
5000 WATTS

54

IN BALTIMORE,

MD.

Lennen & Mitchell will handle all media for Schlitz
L&M at present directs
Beer starting 1 November.
Other
s only.
operation
TV
and
Schlitz* s radio
account
Entire
Burnett.
Leo
Schlitz media now with
estimated around $5,500,000.
SPONSOR

it looks good --but is it available?
In scheduling your spots for Los Angeles. San Diego
and San Francisco, be sure the ratings that are offered

you the best consistent choice of availabilites. And
Don Lee's lower station rates will give you complete
coverage at a lower cost per thousand families reached
than any other advertising medium.
Therefore, for actual availabilities ... not beautiful
impossibilities . . . call in your Don Lee or Blair man
when scheduling your advertising for Los Angeles,
San Diego and San Francisco.

to you are available. Average ratings . . . the other guy's
. . . won't do you a bit of good !
When Don Lee talks about a rating, you can buy
it! We will deliver the spots so that your messages
can go to work for you.
Don Lee's great variety of excellent programs offers

KHJ

KFRC

KGB
4fctua&

LOS ANGELES
5000 W
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930 ke

SAN

FRANCISCO

5000 W

610 kc

SAN
1000W

DIEGO
13 60 kc

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

55

KM PC
LOS

ANGELES

southern California's one-station network ^
"& km PC, with 50,000 watts (days), and 10,000 watts
(nights), gives you primary coverage in 205
Southern California communities. Represented
nationally by h-r representatives, inc.
RADIO

IS AMERICA'S

GREATEST

ADVERTISING

MEDIUM

i
56

SPONSOR

JANUARY

first ha if, M>i. U

in ilex

JUNE
Issued

A dvertising

14
28
11
25
25

Jan.
J an.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

52
50
56
3C
58

10
10
24
7
21

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

28
48
60
74
54

5 May
5 May
5
19
2
16
30
30

p. 31
p. 36

May
May
June
June
June
June

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

48
46
48
60
32
50

and Lubricants

Cities Service sticks to radio and music

11 Feb.

TV star's appearances plug Lincoln-Mercury
How Pure Oil prospers via the air

21 April
19 May

\tlantic Refining's new position on radio
Car dealer doubles sales with "green hat'' gimmick

2 June
30 June

Broadcast

1 952

every

six months

Clothing

Agencies

Ben Duffy, BBDO, profile
Bill Lewis. Kenyon & Eckhardt, profile ...
Everard W. Meade, Young & Rubicam, profile
Agency traveling salesman clears TV time ...
Jack Purves, N. W. Ayer & Son, profile
Ad
managers
I like best:
account
executive
opinions
_._
_
__
Jim Fllis, kudner Agency, profile
Hal James, Ellington & Co., profile _
Ray Morgan. Raymond R. Morgan Co., profile _
William C. Dekker, McCann-Erickson, profile _.
Account
executives
I like best:
ad manager
opinions
Pattern for ad agency-film producer teamwork—.
John
P. Cunningham,
Cunningham
& Wal-h,
profile
— .
Lewis H. Titterton, Compton Advertising, profile ...
Tom Harrington. Ted Bates & Co., profile
Walter Craig, Benton & Bowles, profile ...
Agency radio-TV directors I like best .
John Mosman, Harry B. Cohen Advertising, profile

Automotive

TO

Advertising Problems
Developments

27
22
25
34
48

After the TV freeze lifts: a forecast ._..
Co-op radio advertising works for druggist ..
Who builds network TV programs? ..
Can a suburban station buck the big boys?

14
14
28
28

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

p.
p.
p.
p.

32
40
30
33

"Wherever you go, there's radio" campaign
Forum:
Should
radio and TV show tickets be
sold for the benefit of charities?
Reps I like and why: timebuyer opinions
Radio nets, stations bury hatchet, band together. .
Can $1,000,000 do more in newspapers or TV?....
BMI clinics spark local showmanship
Radio Reports checks air plugs for advertisers ...
Should transcriptions be tagged?

28 Jan.

p.

37

28
11
11
11
11
11
25

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

44
30
35
38
40
50
38

Radio's billings up despite TV growth
Is cost-per- 1,000 concept being misused?
Top management reexamines air media
How to sell a candidate: 1952
What the NARTB does for advertisers ...
Summer selling: radio
Radio's low -cost value
How stations lick slump psvchology ..
Basic facts about summer listening
Political battle adds to summer punch
Spot radio has no summer slumo

10
10
24
24
24
7
7
7
7
7
7

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
April

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

Summer selling: TV
(see "Television")
.
The radio station of the future ...
Spot
radio
facts
advertisers
should
know:
NARTSR
Storecastinq billings up
How to sell to women ___
—
— Forum: Do broadcast publicity techniques need
revitalizing?
__
Hot trend: local-level cost-per-1.000 buving
Station managers I like best: trade opinions ..
Movies, TV, radio plug each other ...

7 April
21 April

20
30
27
34
40
27
28
32
34
38
40
43
p. 25
p.

21 ADriI
5 May
5 May

p.
p.
p.

38
22
39

7 April p. 16
5 May p. 22

Codes antl Censorship
New

4-A's code for agency-broadcaster relationships —
_
_
TV's hottest problem: public relations

Commercials

2 June
16 June

p. 11
p. 27

antl Sales /lids

TV camera device makc> tricky commercials

14 Jan.

p. 35

Petry "Telestrip" helps WTVJ
build business
What type of commercial is remembered best?
WNEW staff-created commercials capture sponsors
Forum: Is double-spotting on radio poor practice?
Liking of commercial compared to program liking
Forum:
To what extent should
producers give
creative assistance to agencies on TV commercials?

14
28
24
21
19

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

Ten ways to improve your TV commercial: Starch

30 June- p. 28

Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
April
May

16Jum

56
52
20
46
60

p. 16

Contests and Offers
Ralston-Purina profits by farm station contest ..... 25 Feb.
Mrs. America contest offers sponsors summer hypo 24 Mar.
Storecast premium hikes product sampling, sales 19 May
Detroit contest hypos radio-consciousness
30 June

p.
p.
p.
p.

42
50
52
18

Drugs antl Cosmetics
Smalltown pharmacy builds with radio .
Comedy
spiel sells hair products
for Charles
Antell
Lydia Pinkham continues air use ...

and

Tartan's 1952 summer plans
Hazel Bishop adds rouge to lipstick in air campaign
Charles Antell's heavy air schedule ...
p
Chlorophyll
products sales zoom
pNoxzema sales grew with air use
-

p- pp-

Farm

14 Jan.

p. Ill

28 Jan.
25 Feb.

p. 28
p. 22

25 Feb.

p. 5 1

10
19
2
16

p.
p.
p.
p.

Mar.
May
June
June

20
22
21
30

Radio

Why don't advertisers use more farm radio?
Ralston builds feed sales with WIOU farm show
Ralston profits by farm station contest ...

14 Jan.
14 Jan.
25 Feb.

p. 25
p. 56
p. 42

Stag Beer soars with three air media ...
William B. Campbell, Borden Co., profile
Emanuele
Ronzoni,
Jr., Ronzoni
Macaroni
Co.,
profile ......
Borden point-of-sale giveaway is long-term plug
Jay C. Hormel, George A. Hormel & Co., profile...
Miller High Life backs sports team it sponsors...
Wesson Oil ties in with related products
Richard A. Hehman, Pabst Sales Co., profile .

14 Jan.
28 Jan.

p. 36
p. 20

11
11
10
10
24
5

Feb. p. 20
Feb. p. 50
Mar. p. 18
Mar. p. 32
Mar. p. 32
May p. 20

How Kraft Foods used the air: 1933-'52 ...
Instant Coffee: bouncing post-war baby
Falstaff Brewing spends $2,000,000 on air
Tea on the air: a roundup
Brewer's
"election"
promotion
pulls 3.000.000
votes

5
5
30
30

May
May
June
June

Foods and Beverages

30 June

p.
p.
p.
p.

25
34
26
30

p. 54

Insurance and Finance
Banks cash in on off-beaten-track programing .

21 April

p. 18

Metropolitan Life offers booklets via air
Household Finance grows with radio

1(' May
19 May

p. 22
p. 36

May
May
May
May

p.
p.
p.
p.

42
34
35
52

-

2. Tune
2 June

p.
p.

24
26

Co-op: radio's biggest headache
Advertisers using radio and TV networks: 1950-52
The network rate cri-i-

16 June
16 June
30 Tone

p.
p.
p.

36
38
23

NBC, CBS launch merchandising plans
Giveaway of lasting value plugs Borden
Forum:
How
do advertisers
use merchandising
tie-ins in summer air campaigns?

11 Feb.
11 Feb.

p. 34
p. 50

7 April

p. 60

Soot radio costs — ?41 vs. '51
Detroit contest stimulates radio-awareness .._..

30 Tune
30 June

p.
p.

38
48

Mutual Broadcasting's merchandising test
Why kCYY merchandising went on the road ...

2. Tune
16 June

p. 35
p. 13

Radio's gasoline war: no one wants it
A housewife looks at radio _...
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5
19
19
19

Louis Fried, National Shoes, profile
Mens clothing stores hit hard via air ...

Merchandising

1952

57

Miscellaneous Products and Services
A. L. Blinder, .Nelson Brothers Furniture, profile
Kiplinger buys TV after spot radio success
Henry H. Reichhold, Reiehhold Chemicals, profile
Griffin sells shoe polish via spot radio ._
.
Harvey M. Bond, Benrus Watch Co., profile
-

14
28
25
10
24

Westinghouse doesn't let up in July
A. F. of L. sells labor viewpoint via air
Vre Sears and Ward anti-radio? _..
Norman
A. Schuele,
Revere
Copper
& Brass,
profile
Flower-grower blossoms with spot radio
M & M candy hits jackpot with network TV
C. C. Agate, Sonotone Corp.. profile

75 April
May
21 April

Programing,

Forum:
For their own interests, shouldn't
talent keep a finger in the radio pie?

name

'"Railroad Hour" chugs on all summer
WKHM all-kid-programing day pays off .
Five basic guides to radio show success: Schwerin
Radio program preferences in TV homes

Forum:

34
25
20
24
34
28
46

19 May

28
34
20
18

2 June
16 June
30 June

Forum:

types com-

Kiplinger first to buy NBC TV's "Today"
What viewers think of TV programs
._
—
Early-a.m. exercise show on TV pulls for sponsors
No summer mothballs for TV soap operas
Does late-night TV pay off? .
Shifts in popularity of TV program types
Trend: more local live morning TV shows

14 Jan.
14 Jan.

21

28 Jan.
11 Feb.

38
40
34

25 Feb.
25 Feb.

54
50
48

24 Mar.
April
57 May
April
57 May

64
30
32
58

14 Jan.

P.

7
21
21
30

11

34
58
54
54
30
56

28 Jan.
11 Feb.
25 Feb.
April
April
April
June

Public Service

36
14 Ja

Dayton sells civic project via air
Forum:
Should
radio and TV show
sold for the benefit of charities?

tickets

28 Jan.
2 June
30 June

48
II
16
_'(>

Public Utilities
New York Central Railroad uses early a.m. radio
Edward C. Weber, Southwestern
Public Service,
profile —
-

25 Feb.
21 April

32

Research
Where TV set owners listen to the radio
Due- radio research need a "seal of approval?"
Radio listening up in TV homes
Joint network survey gives latest radio set figures
Fact- on the 1952 BMB:
Standard Report
How much morning televiewing in TV homes? ....
WSYR: radio listening only 30% off in TV homes
How does TV influence buying? Ohio State Survey
Daytime viewing habits in New York
Can radio's full audience be counted?
Doe- Hooper undersell radio?
Minute-by-minute studies help lick audience walkout
Are the ARBI
-tudies valid?
Coverage controversy:
Is BMB method obsolete?
\\ liv I \ set owners turn on radios
WDSU-ARBI
make radio vs. newspaper tests for
stores
.... ....
...
1952 radio dimensions presented in BAB brochure

14
28
11
11
25
10
24
24

60

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

22
34
36
50
27
62
62
32
78

7 April
19 May
21
April

2
2
16
16

38

June
June
June
June

32
35
62
20

modify
its TV
Sports

policy

After the
freeze lifts: a forecast ..
P- PPackagers lead in building TV shows ..
TV's crazy quilt: facilities' costs ~
~
CanP- $1,000,000
buy a big TV campaign? ..
PP
Forum:
Would
an advertiser save money by putPting his live show on film?
Television
film section
P<

P- sneer at a $250,000 TV budget ..
Don't
P- PSummer
selling: television
TV fights hiatus thinking early in history

54

30 June

"Don't
let up in July," advises Westinghouse
PBasic
facts about summer TV ..
TV networks lick hot weather sag ...
Spot TV keeps rising in July ...
NowP- that the freeze has lifted
TV P-seeks new writing, performing talent _
Cook's tour of four TV stations
- TV a threat to advertisers? ..
Is Pfee
Post-freeze TV: What sponsors want to know..
Can
viewers
distinguish
between
live and film
Pshows?

P-

TV's hottest problem: public relations ..
ABCP- TV's new plan for low-budget TV advertisers

PP-

Would

June
162 June
30 June

film

section

—

Film emerges from fly-by-night era ..
Hollywood learns TV film craft
TV film producers: Hollywood and New
.
PCost
of typical half-hour mystery film
PFilm
syndication
status
List
—
p. of syndicators
Advantages
of using film —
PP List
P- of film shows on air or available
What are TV film needs of stations? ..
P-How film is used: 10 examples .

York

Design for film producer-ad agency teamwork...
Sponsors share in profits from film series sale
Forum: Should a standard of projection be created for TV film makers?
P-

Timebuging

P-

14
28
11
11

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

p.
p.
p.
p.

32
30
32
38

10 Mar.
10 Mar.

38
43
36
44
77
46
48
52

7
7
7
7
75
197

April
April
April
April
May
April
April
May

36

21
19 April
May

28
56
40
52

2 June
30
162 June
June p.
p. 50
27
30 June p. 20

36
10
10
10
10

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

10
10 Mar.
Mar.
10 Mar.
May
105 Mar.
10 Mar.
10 Mar.
10 Mar.
2 June

82
77
86
78
90
80

p-

94
96
102
98
105

pp-

38
36
18

2 June

P-

Timebuyers I like and why: reps opinions ...
Can $1,000,000 do better in newspapers or TV?
TV time cleared by agency traveling salesman ...
Advice to young timebuyers:
Linnea Nelson
Is cost-per-1,000
concept being misused?
P
Hot P-trend: local level cost-per-1,000 buying
Forum: In buying time, are agencies getting
away from rating services and relying on
other factors?
—

28 Jan. p. 25
11 Feb. p. 38
19 Feb.
May
25
25 Feb.
10 Mar.

30
34
30
34

19 May

24
20
23
48
38

P-

Radio's gasoline war: no one wants it
ABC
TV's plan
low-budget TV advertisers ...
The network
rateforcrisis

P- - radio costs — '41 vs. '51 .
Spot

P

P.

June
June
June
June

25 Feb.
21 Vpril

p.
p.

40
28

25 Feb.
2 June

p.
p.

38
18

Transcriptions

Should
transcriptions be tagged?
Radio stations using more transcribed mysteries

P.

Paccommodating a six-month supply of issues,
$4.00 each; two lor $7.00
P- - per year, $15.00
BOUND
VOLUMES
(two volumes)

P

2
30
30
30

Tobacco

36
35

PI'- 22
20

44
22
32
56
26

10 Mar.

U. S.P-Tobacco glamorizes the dealer
Camels put bulk of budget in air media

52

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

an advertiser save money by put-

P-ting his live show on film? ..

P-

p.

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
April
June

Television Film

Forum:
P-

P-

11
19 Fe
May

11
25
10
21
30

24 Mar.

P- P- p. P-

30 June

Retail
NRDGA contest spotlight- department storedoing best broadcasting job
Stations plug own communities as shopping
centers
\ir the ARBI studies valid for retailers?
Lansing P. Shield, Grand Union Co., profile
V-v\ Orleans -ton- finds radio outpulls new-papers

the NCAA

24 Mar. p. 36
2 June p. 16

Television

Television

be

KPRC drive ups Texas voting 50-fold ..
KMBC-KFRM vote push gets record registration

Can

and still serve the colleges' best interests? ....
Baseball broadcasts boast big female audience
Miller High Life backs teams it sponsors ...
TV has not hurt sports attendance
Falstaff Brewing spends heavily on sportscasts ...

P-

Television

Should similar TV program
pete in opposite time slots?

BINDERS

Armour
Suds
aims
at $250,000,000
detergent
market
_
Arthur H. Boylan, The Drackett Co., profile

General

After-midnight radio d.j. gets results
One-shots: when and how to use them
Spot radio campaign pays off for Kiplinger
BMI Clinics improve local programing
Forum: What has radio done to improve its
programing
structure
and thinking
to meet
competition ?
Service offers bizarre personalities for air shows

Programing,

Sou its and Cleansers
18

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

YOU MIGHT GET A 1600-LB.
BULL MOOSE*-

BUT...
YOU WON'T BAG MUCH
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN
WITHOUT THE FETZER STATIONS!
Fetzer Broadcasting Company stations give you incomparable coverage of the rich Western Michigan market — and do
it economically I
WKZO-TV
WKZO-TV is Channel 3 ... is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand

Rapids. It serves a far

bigger market than you'd guess — a 28-county area with a
Net Effective Buying Income of more than two billion dollars.
There are more than 200,000 television homes in these 28
Western Michigan and Northern Indiana counties, or more
TV homes than are available in such cities as Atlanta, Houston, Rochester or Seattle. And here's the payoff: An April.
1952, Videodex Diary Study proves that W KZO-TV delivers
^F. D. Fetherslon and D. G. MacDonald

WJEF

WKZO-WJEF

RADIO

WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids, are consistently the top stations in their home cities. Together they
deliver about 57% more city listeners than the next-best twostation combination in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids — yet
they cost 20% less! The rural picture is equally bright — the
1949 BMB Report credits WKZO-WJEF with a 46.7% increase over 1946 in unduplicated daytime audience, a 52.9%
nighttime increase!
Write direct for the whole Fetzer story. Or ask Avery-Knodel.

got one this size on the Magnassippi

/M?Ain GRAND RAPIDS
and KENT COUNTY

Ritwr. Quebec, in 1889.

J WKZO-TV

WKZO

1oPA IN WESTERN MICHIGAN ^pA in KALAMAZOO
and GREATER
AND NORTHERN INDIANA
WESTERN MICHIGAN
|
■
(CBS RADIO)
ALL THREE OWNED AND OPERATED BY

(CBS RADIO)

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

91.9% more television homes than Western Michigan's other
TV station!

BROADCASTING

INC., EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

who knows
Canadian radio
best?
Donald Cooke,

Inc. specializes in repre-

sentation ofCanadian radio stations —
the top, aggressive stations and markets,
richest from coast to coast throughout
Canada.

The president
and founder of the firm
was born and educated in Canada,
served in the Canadian Army, and
worked in Canada.

Donald Cooke, Inc. "set up shop"' in the
U. S. to provide the most complete
and reliable Canadian market data, and
to guide U. S. advertisers to their best
Canadian radio buys.

Donald Cooke, Inc
55 7 Fifth Avenue

Chicago

•

New

•

Detroit

•

York

17

•

*

Hollywood

MU.

2-7270

San Francisco

'

REPRESENTING:
CKXL
CKMO
CJIB
CKOK
CHUB
CJDC
CJAV
CKY
CJON
CKBW
CKFI
CJOY
CJRL
CKWS
CJKL
CJSO

60

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

. . Calgary
. . Vancouver
. Vernon

. . Penticton
.
.
.

.
.
..

Nanaimo
Dawson Creel;
Fori
Alberni
Winnipeg

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

. .
..
.
.
. .
.
. .

Bridgewater
St. John's
Fort
Frances
Guelph
he nor a
Kingston

Kirkland Lake

. Sorel

CHVC
CFCH
CKOY
CHEX

.
. . . Niagara Falls
. North Bay
.
. Ottawa
.
. Peterborough

CHOK
CHLO
CKGB
CKEY
CKVL
CJSO

.
.

. St. Thomas
. , . Huron
. Timmins
.
. Toronto
.
.
. Montreal

CKCV
CKVL
CHLT

.
.
.

. Sore!
1 erdun
.. Sherbrooke
Quelle*

CHEF
CHLN

.
.

. Gran by
. Three Filers

Sarnia-Port
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What sponsors should
know about Canada
No more than a quarter of the American advertisers
going into Canada use radio.
Yet radio is the only medium that blankets it.
For the sponsor who wants to "crack" the Canadian
market, this Second Annual Canadian Section will prove
an encyclopedia of information.

Five complete articles containing 27 charts give advertisers hundreds of facts, figures and tips about the
market and about radio, sponsors and TV in Canada.
Nothing so extensive on Canada has ever been published
before in a trade paper for the benefit of the sponsor.
Back at the turn of the century, Canada's Prime Minister, Sir Wilfrid Laurier, said: "The 20th century belongs to Canada."
The economic surge north of the border today indicates
he may still be proved right.
American sponsors will not want to be left behind.
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THE

MARKET: ran- materials spur economic boonu make nation biggest l]£.
customer

II.

RADIO: facts and figures to show whyradio is best advertising medium in Canada. Includes list of Canadian stations
and reps

III. TIPS: what you should knoiv about f/te
two Canadas to sell successfully via ait
IV:

V:

62
66
76

SPONSORS: how top advertisers use Canadian radio, what they know, who they
are. Includes lists of all Canadian and
U.S. sponsors in Canada and all agencies;
also page of Canadian radio results stories

80

TV: two stations make debut. Here's first
complete Canadian TV story

88
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MAP

OF CANADA
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1947

I. The Canadian market:
raw materials spur boom
Little industrial giant to north has become biggest U.S. customer
'"Canada is beginning to put on its
britches."
That's how Stuart Mac-Kay. assistant
general manager of All-Canada Radio
Facilities, recently described to sponsor the industrial boom which has
made Canada a little industrial giant
since the war.
The smart advertiser has not been
slow to capitalize on this boom, for
with the rise in industrial might Canada has also grown into the United
States' No. 1 market.
What are some of the facts on the
dimensions of this market? The charts

Canada's national income soared to
$17.2 billion last year, nearly triple
the 1941 total.

in its entire economic history.
Since the war Canadians have invested $20.5 billion in business and

Canada's gross national product —
the value of all goods and services produced— exceeded $21.2 billion, against
$8.5 billion in 1941.
Retail sales were $10.4 billion last

industry or 19.5% of the gross national product per year. Last year $4.5
billion was spent on exploitation of
resources, plant expansion, homes, public facilities, etc.

year, are running 10'v higher this

trip across
4.000
miles
willA convince
any Canada's
skeptic that
the boom
is definitely on.

In international trade Canada has
become the fourth ranking countryyear.
after the U.S.. Britain and France.
Canada and the U.S. are now each

in foreign capital invested in Canada.
$7.2 billion is U.S. money.

starting at right and continuing on the
following two pages give you many of
the details, and following are some
more highlights:

other's biggest customer. The
takes 58.7$ of Canada's exports;
ada takes 16.8$ of total U.S.
ments.
And this huge country with

25$

American business has es-tablished
2.568 branches or afliliates in Canada.
583 new ones since 1945 alone.
The Dominion Bureau of Statistics

Canada's population of 14 million
•j icu nearly 22' < in the past 10 years.
against a 14.5' , i ise in the I .S.

greater land area but only one-eleventh
of the population of the U.S. is undergoing the greatest industrial expansion

estimates conservatively that almost
15' i of total investments in Canada
[Please turn to i>age 02 I
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U.S.
Canship-

Many American advertisers and investors know this. Of the $9.4 billion
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SYNTHETIC

I.

RUBBER

AND

STEEL— SYMBOLS

OF

NATION'S

GROWING

INDUSTRIAL

MIGHT.

BOTH SCENES FROM

How big is the t 'anadian market — at a glance?

7947

795 7

Total population

BUSY ONTARIO

14,009,429

11,490,000'
3,483,036

4,319,167

French-speaking population
Area

3,845,144

sq. tni.

Cross national product-

$21,241,000,000

National income*

$17,229,000,000

Per capita income

$8,517,000,000
3,740,410l
$6,563,000,000

$1,230
$10,445,000,000

Retail sales
Exports

$3,950,000,000

$3,436,000,000
$545
$924,426,000 (1939)

Imports

$4,103,000,000

$751,056,000

(1939)

Budget
National debt

Corp. net profits7'
Non-resident investments

$3, #47,000,000*
$11,077,600,000
8569,300,000

$5,136,000,000

(1946)

$13,421,400,000

(1946)

$467,700,000

(1947)

$9,424,000,000

$7,092,000,000

(1945)

$7,235,000,000

$4,990,000,000

(1945)

Total U.S. investments
New

U. S. investments

2,568" (1950)

$11,000,000 (1948)
1,985 (1945)

187.3s (June 1952)

184.1H (June 1951)

$259,000,000

U.S. -controlled firms
Value $1 U.S.
Cost of living

Jobless

$52.94

Average weekly pay
SOURCES

4,224,000
193,000
$0.90'
$43.05 (1949)

5,110,000
$1.03'
100,000

Total employed

(Mar

1952)

Mostly Canadian Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canadian Dept. of Labor

'Without
Newfoundland,
Mar. 1949

which

became

10th

province

-Total production of goods and services at current
'Nation's earnings from current production
'Expenditures
only.
Budget
showed
surplus
for
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of

Canada

midnight

31

prices
6th

straight

year,

totaling

$355, 737,000 for year ended 31 Mar. 1952
•124 Canadian companies IBank of Canada survey)
'Canadian
■1,229 in manufacturing in100 1950, 992 in 1945
''1938-39

average

equals

63

CANADA

2.

ASSEMBLES

ITS OWN

CARS,

MAKES

ITS OWN

FARM

AS SHOWN

BY

FORD

WORKER

(LEFT)

AND

SPRAYER

Is it true U.S. and Canada are eaeh other's best customer?
1951 U.S. EXPORTS

TOTAL

700

2,516,000,000

76.9

2, To United Kingdom

802,000,000

6.0

3, To Mexico

701,961,000

4, To Brazil
5, To Cuba
SOURCES:

Canadian

Dominion

Bureau

1951 CANADIAN EXPORTS

% Total

$14,867,000,000

1, To Canada

3.

bgUIPMENT

TOTAL
1. To U.S.
2, To United Kingdom

% 700Total

$3,914,460,376
2.207.67

/..>9I

58.7
76.7

631,460,954

3, To Belgium & Luxembourg

94,457 ,390

2.4

697,000,000

4.7
4.7

4, To Japan

72,976,038

7.9

536,000,000

3.6

5. To Brazil

53,683,987

7.4

of Statistics US

Dept.

of Commerce

What can the sponsor sell Canadians?
1951 retail sales by kind of store

1 , Motor vehicle

2, Grocery
3, Department
4, Garage, gas station

5, Country

general

q, Restaurant
f t Lumber, bldg. material
8, Dr°9
9, Hardware

10, M°°*

1 1 , Coo/
SOURCE:

64

&

Wood

Canadian

Dominion

Bureau

$1,811,846,000
1,673,247,000
901.717,000
547,602,000
535,360,000
359,811,000
356,484,000
227,509,000
209,876,000
204,425,000
198,036,000

12, Variety
1 3i Men's clothing
14i Women's clothing
1 g, Family clothing
Furniture & radio
11/Q,, Appliance

occo
19,
Snoe
18, Tob
20, Jewelry
TOTAL others
21, All

$190,034,000
182,790,000
177,108,000
171,333,000
157,185,000
135,498,000
99,867,000
67,709,000
77,464,000
2,140,160,000
$10,445,061,000

of Statistics

SPONSOR
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SILK-SCREEN

PAINTING

AND

TIRE MANUFACTURE

I . How much of Canada

do we own?

10.10%'
12.25%Under 25%
most
37%
35%
54%
20%
13%

Govt, bonds

Total bonds, debentures
Business (corporate)
Auto industry
Manufacturing

as whole

Mining & smelting industry
Petroleum

industry

Railways
Other utilities

TOTAL U.S. INVESTMENTS
(through
1951)
%

'Of

Canadian

Dominion

$18,797,000,000

tioWftaf

•>•

20f

$22,632,000,000

Non-ferrous
Chemicals
Wood,

$4,033,221,000
8600.701,000

Saskatchewan

776,541
831,728

Alberta

939,501

$831,317,000

1,165,210

$1,137,867,000

14,009,429*

1 $10,445,061,000
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Bureau

a.1.2i

V< RISE

$811.0
430.9

$1,146.8
435.9

180.1
151.8

208.5

15.6

221.0
192.8

42.1

134.6

165.1

22.7

92.3

125.6

57.2
136.9

73.5
243.7

36.1
28.5

135.7

15.8

$2,130.5

$2,812.9

4 „ What are 10 biyyest metropolitan aretts?

CITY
Montreal,

Quebec

Toronto, Ontario
Vancouver,

B.

Winnipeg,

C.

Manitoba

Ontario

$616,338,000

of Statisti :s

1951

SOURCE: Canadian Dominion Bureau of Statistics
'Unadjusted
for
balance of payments purposes
7«X<

Ottawa,

1stand. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick. Newfoundland
included
in total
erritories (population
2 5,100)

MANHOOD

32.0
(unadjusted)*

SALES (1951)

4,597,542

Dom nion

& animal products

outstanding

$2,457,391,000

Canadian

& allied products

Misc. commodities

4,055,681

'Include Prince Edward
-Yukon and Northwest

metals & products

wood products & paper

Animal

Quebec

SOURCE:

minerals & products

Fibres, textiles & textile products

$702,220,000

INDUSTRIAL

bay from the I . S.

Agricultural & vegetable products

1,618,126

TOTAL

TO

<'" millions)
IMPOR
& itsTSproducts

Non-metallic

Maritimes1

British Columbia

II hat does Canada

MARCH

1950
Iron

s by provinces?

POPULATION

Manitoba

OF CANADA'S

Bureau of Statistics

are the retail sale

Ontario

EXAMPLES

TOTAL

outstanding

PROVINCE

(1951)
(1951)
(1950)
(1951)
(1949)
(1949)
(1950)
(1949)
(1949)

$7,235,000,000
Under 15%

of total (estimate)

SOURCE:

MORE

U.S. OWNED

TYPE OF INVESTMENT
Canadian

ARE TWO

Quebec, Quebec
Hamilton, Ontario
Edmonton,

Alberta

1941 pop.

1951 pop.

1,145,282
909.928
377.447

J, 395,400

21.8
% increase

1,117.470
530,728
351.069
28 f .908
274,827

22.8
40.6

299,937
226,2.90
224,756
197,732

Windsor, Ontario

97,842
123,973

Calgary, Alberta

93,021

SOURCE:

Canadian Dominion

Bureau of Statistics

259,685
173,075
157,672
J 39. 105

18.0
24.6
22.3
31.3
76.9
27.2
65
49.3

II. Canadian radio: cheapest way to
Huge listenership, little competition, low cost per thousand are

Q.

Canadian

radio

have to offer the American
sor?

What

does

spon-

draws between 90 and 100% of the
total audience, he says, according to
coincidental telephone listening studies.

A. Here"? a rundown based on the
comments of expert? queried by sponsor:

Other examples, based on ElliottHaynes reports for June:
Lever Bros. Lux Hour of Romance

1. High listenership. "Not having
been in competition with television.
Canadian radio gets a higher listening
audience for its shows than U. S. radio. sa\s Lee G. Frierson, Ruthrauff

& Mystery pulled 84.6% of the listening audience with 42.4$ of the total
sets in use over CKGB, Timmins. Ontario. With 41.8% of the sets turned

X Ryan's supervisor of all Lever Bros,
operations lor the agency in New York.
"Daytime soap operas, for example, obtain ratings oftentimes in the 20's, a
feat not duplicated in the States."
Actually the top seven French daytime soap operas out of Montreal had
ratings ranging from 20.1 for Maman
Jeanne to 29.2 for Rue Principale. in
May. acording to Elliott-Haynes. Canadian research organization.
In the same period the top nine English daytime soap operas ranged from
10.1 to 16. but at night. Charlie McCarthy, top English-language show in
Canada, had 29.1 while Lever Bros/
in Homme et Son Peche 1/4 Man and
His Sin I shot up to 41. These are all
network shows. Manv local shows
range higher.
Frierson adds: "The spread of the
Canadian population over its vast area
makes radio an ideal advertising medium to reach the Canadian people.
Outside of Toronto and Montreal, little entertainment is offered to Mr. and
Mrs. Canada, and radio is looked to
eagerly as a prime source of information and relaxation."
2. Less competition per station.
Most of the stations in Canada are in
one-station markets, they get 80-90%
of the sets-in-use and sets-in-use run
high (40-50$ |. Actually 93 out of
the 155 commercial stations have no
competition in the same town. Result:
The sponsor gets most of the listening
audience. Frank C. Murray, manager of Horace Y Stovin & Co.'s Montreal office, cites CJBR, Rimouski, Quebac, as an example.
66

Ii "consistently"

o
Newscaster

stations

serving

10

million

Canadians.

dians. Ventriloquist Armand

Marion and

E"?|ish
'»> appeal
Gordon: S™
Sinclair (Toronto
wins fans
with Scout
» :on;of
English station

on, Radio-Carabin, sponsored by Canadian Breweries, won 81.5% of the audience over CKCH. Hull. Quebec. And
in the two-station city of S\dne\. N«>\a
Scotia, which has a government and a
private station. CJCB (private) held
from 63.8 to 91.3$ of the audience
every night of the week from 6:15 to
10:00 — with one exception. Sets in
use ranged from 36.5 to 44.8%.
CJCB's highest-rated program in June:
Charlie McCarthy, sponsored by CocaCola, with 39.2. Its one exception.
British Concert Hall, had the lowest
rating. 19.1. ( CBC's CBI, the government station, used the occasion to grab
51.4$ of the audience and a rating of
21 with Tunis' Barrie Craig, Confidential Investigator. I
3. Canadian radio audiences are
greater than in the U. S. Pat Freeman,
the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters'
sales and research director, cites two
reasons: la) more people per station;
l b I people have less diversion in the
form of TV. movies, sports, night clubs.
Regarding people per station, there
are 2,355 U. S. AM station for 156
million people or 66,325 persons per
station. In Canada there are 154 commercial AM stations fo: 14 million
people or 90,967 persons per station.
But Freeman points out that the 635
I . S. FM stations also have to be
counted, which reduces the average to
51,875 per station.
"In other words."' he savs. "there
are 75$ more persons per radio station in Canada than in the U. S. And
the above calculation does not take into
account the tremendous TV competiI Please turn to page 72)

JmI"lon:Cana;
,se/ve 4 Verdun,
boost
sales *t?+Ion.s
over CKVL,
Que.
^ Fre"ch
:Kellogg
French station

Charlotte

SPONSOR

reach 14,000,000 Canadians
some of many advantages it has to offer Ameriean sponsor

ns over
npt ' ^ou can reac^ m°st French Canadian;
15-station French Network.
Here•e "dis
diseuse"
(pop singer) Claudette Jarry warbles in "Casa
Manana"

FrPflPll

/. What

is the siaius

Cttnttdiun

of

radii* tti tt yUtnce*?

Commercial stations— 155 (i fm)
(19 govt. -owned, 136 private)
FM Stations — 36 (l cmmrcl;
NetWOrkS — 3 national

5 govt.-owned, 31 pvl.)

(Dominion,

Trans-Canada,

NetWOrkS run by— Govt, through Canadian

French)

Broadcasting Corp.

n3fJlO SetS — 7.5 million est. (for 14 million
sets-per-1 ,000 persons — 535

people)

Auto radios— 650,000
Radio sets bought since war— 1.5 mutton
Radio homes — 3,454,000 (bbm est. for jan. 1952)
Total homes— 3,660,000
% radio homes— 94.4 (est.)
Persons per commercial AM station — 90,967
Persons per U, S, AM station— 66,325
Average 1-hour rate (Class A)— $72.58
Average 1-minute rate (Class A)— $9.33
Number newspapers— S9

Newspaper penetration — 3.5 million «>«., y> of homes
Top American evening program— Charlie McCarthy*

Top Canadian (Eng.) evening program— Ford Theatre*
Number radio research and or rating services— 7
Number agencies with radio executives— 78

Number national sponsors— over 550
Number U. S.-origin sponsors— 117
Radio advertising billings— $30435 million (20-25% of gross)
RadiO

prOfitS — $1,200,000

net 1951

(before taxes)

World ranking by no. radio stations— 4th (commrd. only)
World ranking by total sets— 4th
EllfliSh RfitS ' Dominion w'*n 48 stations, Trans-Canada
"
with 42 span continent.
Soap operas like
'Brave

Voyage"

on

TC

11 AUGUST

are

among

1952

top-rated

shows

Television

StatUS — 2 stations on air this month

Elliott-Haynes National

Rating Report May 1952
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f 1 hut are the tap radio programs?
FRENCH
SoapType

Programs
1.
-.
3.

8.

(Double or
10. Faubourg

Drama
Soap

Music
Quiz

Quiz
Drama

Nothing)

11.

Le

12.

La Chanson
de I'Escadrille
(Song of the Squadron)
Aube
Incertaine

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

Raconteur

de Chez

Drama
Quiz
Music

Noas

Colgate
Pond's

10.2
18.0

Dow

Commentator
Drama

16.4
14.9

Discussion,

12.6

Quiz
Soap

2.
3.

(Golden
Je Vous

Soap
Drama

4.

(1 Have
Loved
Grande
Soeur

Aime

t/French

counterpart

11.

12.
13.

14.

FRENCH

Brown

Fr

Baker
Grey§
Benton
Walsh§

Can
Can
Can

Ronson

Kraft

Foods

&

Toni

(Gillette)

Fr

Bowles

Fr
Spot
Fr

§New

Spot

York Office

DAY
P&G

Can

Colgate

Can

Soap

22..»
21.0

Lever
Lever

Can

20.1
J7.7

Thompson

Can

of "Share the Wealth"

20.7

J Walter
Maxon§

Can

22.9

Soap

Entre-Nous,
Mesdames
(Between
Us Ladies)

Fr
Fr
CKAC

Benson

Spot

Gum

Soap
Soap

Skits
Soap

L'Ardent Voyage)
(Brave Voyage)
Lettre
a une
Canadienne
(Letter
Woman ) to a Canadian

SOURCE:

P&G
Chewing

P&G

Music

(What's New)
Maman Jeanne

Fr

McKim

Can
Brand (Adams
Sales)

Detente
Content-

Nouvelles

Vickers &
Walsh§
Cockfield,

23.2

20.7

Quelles

Can
Can

&

Fr

Can

Variety

21.3

10.

Mills

Robin
Flour

(The

of

Spitzer

2J.2

8.

de

Can
Can

Campbell

(Aunt Lucie)
La Metairie
Rancourt
Quart d'Heure
(Quarter
Hour
ment)

Thompson

Fr
Fr
Fr

Cockfield,
Brown
Ronalds
Agency

Can

Brewery
Bradings Capital

28.2

6.
7.

9.

J Walter

26..9

Always)

Homestead)

Brewery

Can
Can
Can
Can

RCAF

FRENCH

(Big
Sister)
Les Joyeux
Troubadours
(Happy Gang)
Francine Louvain j
Tante Lucie

Rancourt

Molson's

9.5

"John and Judy"

Wax
Brewery

Dancer-FitzgeraldSample

Govt

(Tell Me)

Soap

5.

Success

Music

(Let's Start an Argument)
Dites-moi

You

21.3
21.0

16.5

Drama
Quiz

La Rue des Pignons
(Street of Gables)
Journal de Grignon
Beni fut son Berceau

Youth)
Ai Tant

Coca-Cola

17.1

Rue Principals
(Main Street)
Jeunesse Doree

1.

21.8

18.4
17.7

Tentei Votre
Chance
(Take a Chance)

^Patterned after

Can

Bristol-Myers

Fr
Fr
Fr

Ryan§

D'Arcy
McKim

Breweries

23.2
22.8
22.2

Drama

(Blessed
Was
His Birth)
18. Qui Aura le Dernier Mot?
19.

< <i»i

Ford

La Mine d'Orf
(The Gold Mine)
Jouez
Double

9.

Can
P&G

Network

Agency
Canada in
Ruthrauff &

Can

32.0
30.5

Ceux Qu'on Aimet
(Those We
Love)
La Pause qui Rafraichat
(The Pause That Refreshes)

7.

Sponsor
Bros

Lever

Variety
Soap

4. Theatre
Ford
.:>. Banco Banco
6.

Origin

41.0

Un Homme et Son Peche
(A Man & His Sin)
Radio-Carabin
Metropole

NIGHT

Rating
Natl.

Bros
Bros
Chemi-

Can
VS*
Can

Drug
Bros

16.3

General

Foods

13.8

Lipton's

(Lever)

Women's

Fr

Brown

Young
Pedlar

&
&

Rublcam
Ryanf

Spitzer

&

Mills

J Walter
J Walter

Milk

P&G

Lever

Cockfield,

Can

Hood
Mills

Standard
cal
Carnation

Sterling

Can

Soup

Fr

Sample
Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr

Thompson
Thompson

Fr

MacLaren

Fr

Baker

Fr

Can
VS*

Compton§

Fr

Can

Sample
Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Can

Ruthrauff & Ryan§

Cciii

Baker

Can
Young

&

Rubicam

Women's

Fr

1

Fr

Elliott-Haynes National Rating Report (May 1952 selected since many shows went off the air in June)
,rrench adaptation
^English version: Laura Limited
tHayhurst to handle Camay coming year
§New York office

PROGRAMS

HAVE

HIGHEST

LISTENERSHIP

IN NORTH

AMERICA

DUE

TO

NATIVE

TALENT,

FRENCH

PASSION

FOR

RADIO

ENGLISH
Network

Natl.
Rating

Programs

29.1
28.3
26.4
23.7
18.5
17.8
17.7
18.3
16.0
15.1
14. a
14.4
12.8
12.5
12.0
11.7
11.4
11.3
10.8

1. Charlie
McCarthy
2. Lux Radio Theater
3.
4.

Amos V Andy
Our Miss Brooks

5.
6.

Twenty Questions
Ford Theater

7. Great

Gildersleeve

8. Share the Wealth
9.
10.

Treasure
Suspense

11. Club
12.

Trail
15

Don

Wright

13. Mystery

Chorus

Theater

14. Championship

Fights

15. Burns Chuckwagon
16. It Happened
77.

Roy

Here

Rogers Show

18. The

Army

19. John

Show

& Judy

Origin
Sponsor

(Gillette)

Kraft

Colgate
Lambert
Electric

Autolite

Campbell

Soup

Ronson
Gen

Foods

Can

Govt

18.2

2.

3. Cisco Kid}

15.2
15.2

4.

Guy

15.2

5.

Fun Parade*

Bright Start
Lombardot

13.4

fNetworks'

Dom — Dominion;

aired

on
Gum

Frigidaire
Lever Bros

TC — Trans-Canada

1.

Ma

3.
4.
.7.

J 6.0
15.8

Perkins
Sister

Pepper Young's
Happy
Gang
Road

of

14.4
14.3
14.2
14.0
13.7

Family

Life

6. Happy
Gang1'
7. Aunt Lucy
8.
9.

13.4
13.2
12.6

Right to Happiness
Laura
Limited

10.

Life

11.

Your
Good
Aitken)

Can

Be

Beautiful

12.

Robin

13.

Brave Voyage

14.

Double

15.

Stars

16.

Bod's

Neighbor

Hood

Musical

(Kate
Kitchen

or Nothing
Over

11.4
11.3
10.1
9.4
8.2
6.9

Hollywood

Scrapbook

11.0

3.

Young

4.

Second

5.

Tea Time

9.5

Widder

9.3

Brown

Spring

■1 :I5 p.m. M-F

with

8.4
6.9

Stars

ENGLISH-LANGUAGE

Spitzer

Mills

&

Dom
Dom
Dom

Caldwell,

Ltd.

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Maxon
James

Lovick

Baker
J Walter

Thompson

Dom
TC
Dom
Dom
Dom
TC
Dom
TC

Grey'

Can
US

Baker

us
US
Can

J

Needham,

DAY

Louis &

Walter

Thompson

Baker
J Walter

Thompson

Brorby

US
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

us

Quaker
P&G

us

P&G

Le«er

Bros

P&G

Lever

Bros

Robin

Hood

Lever

Bros

Spitzer & Mills
Young
& Rubicam

Benton & Bowles
J Walter Thompson

Flour
Soup

Carnation

Milk

Mills

&

Rubicam

Young

&

Rubicam

Young
&
Ruthrauff

Rubicam
& Ryan

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

US
Can

Bros

aired

Can
Can
Can

Young

on

spot

Colgate
McCormicks
Sterling
Drug

Can
US

Sterling

US
Can
us

Baker
Young

&

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

Spitzer & Mills
J Walter Thompson

us
US

Campbell
Lever

Dancer- Fitzgerald- Sam pie
Pedlar & Ryan

Can
US
Can
US
Can

Oa+s

Colgate
Lever
Bros

Tea

"I :30 p.m.

Mills
Brown
Thompson

basis

P&G
P&G
P&G

Programs
1. Who Am 1?
2. Dr. Paul

Dom
Dom
Dom
TC
Dom

Mills

JOn at various times: all transcribed

ENGLISH
2. Big

spot

TC

Don*

Dancer- Fitzgerald -Sam pie

Can
US
Can

Pond's
Can Chewing
Wrigley
Johnson

&

Spitzer
&
Cockfield,
J Walter

S. W.

us
US
Can

Co

Thompson
Agency

Lambert
Ruthrauff && Feasley"
Ryan

Can

Gillette
&

Spitzer

us

Can Westinghouse
Sterling
Drug
Burns

J Walter
Ronalds

Can
US
Can
Can
US

Foods

Networkt
Don*

us
us
us

Colgate

Programs

in US.

US
US

Coca-Cola
Lever
Bros
Rexall
Drug

Toni
Ford

Agency in Canada

Can

7. Take a Chancef.

Office

D'Arcy

NIGHT

Dom
TC
TC
Dom
Dom
Dom

Rubicam

basis
Spitzer
Walsh

&

Mills

Dancer- Fitzgerald -Sam pie

Drug

Bureau

Dancer- Fitzgerald -Sam pie
Baker

M-F

PROGRAMS

FOLLOW

AMERICAN

TRENDS,

INCLUDE

CHORAL

MUSIC,

DRAMA,

COMEDY

AND

ROUND-TABLES

tion that exists in your country. 1 hat
is why radio is such a good buy up
4. Canadian radio rates have risen
here."
less than those of other media. Freeman has prepared a rate trend study
covering the past seven years to showthat radio homes have increased from
2,214,300 in 1946 to 3,454,000 in
1952 or 55.9rr while rates have gone
up only 32.24%. Most stations raised
their rates effective 1 July hut the
average for one hour Class A time was

Canadian households."
And Freeman adds: "You would
have to take all the other media to
reach most of the radio homes. Radio

metropolitan, doesn't penetrate much
of the 40' , rural population. A large
number of morning newspapers are
never taken home, therefore their ads

only O.O.'V, and for one minute Class
A time, 6.9^5 - over 1951. In contrast
rates of black-and-white media have
risen much higher since the war,
spurred b) skyrocketing newsprint
prices. As for U. S. stations, Canadian rates are still remarkably cheap

•9.

day. Using older figures, William D.
Hannah, assistant manager of Cockfield. Brown & Co.'s Radio & Television Dept. in Montreal, says:
"Radio as a medium reaches all
parts of the country through a total of
155 radio stations. The 3.2 million radio homes comprise 93.3 % of the total

in comparison, according to Freeman.
5. Canadian radio has almost donHe the penetration oj daily newspapers. The radio experts argue that although the daily newspaper circulation 89
1
dailies, 3.5 million circulation) compares favorably with the 3.454,000 radio homes at first glance, a
closer analysis shows the comparison
to he misleading. Their reasoning:
The newspaper circulation is mostly

Canadian radio is still expandis 6.
everywhere."
ing. TV will not span the country for
another 10-20 years, according to most
Canadian experts queried. A total of
4,476,296 radio sets have been bought
since the war. 603.594 of them last

are "wasted." In winter heavy snows
prevent newspapers from reaching out1\ ing communities, sometimes for days.
Ipso facto, only radio can get to 94%
of the Canadian people on time every

year,

according

to the CAB

and

the

Do Canadians prefer to listen to government or private stations?

(Sydney, Nova Scotia, presents unique opportunity for comparison since there are only two stations in town.i
STATION

CBI

7.00

7 30

PROGRAM

Sun
Sun
Mon
TT
Wed
Fri
Sat

K III)

8.30

8 45

MWF
TT
Sun
MTTF
Wed
Sat
Sun
MTT
Wed
Fri
MTT
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat

9.30

SOURCE:

■ •

Sat

Elliott-Haynes

N.

Ratings

(1.000

4.5

37.6

41.5
40.0

Programs

7:45
7.40

rr~4

8.30

15.4
19.8
12.6
14.8

9.00
8.45

18.2

9.30

51.4
31.3

Revised

Total

Sept, 1948
Jan. 1951

CBC

FM

13

115

151

19

132

Feb. 1952

MFW
TT

14
37

5
5
5

N.

S.

(1.000

Newscast
Weather
Report
The
Hardy
Family
Souvenir
of Sometime

Club
Sports
Market
Charlie

37.2
36.5
40.2
39.9

A Date
Twenty
British
Menory

Music

33.6

88.9
79.6
83.7

72.2
82.9

7" 8
90.8
78 fi
87.6

35.5
31.0
39.2
30.0
40.9
19.1

36.7
43 4

Hall

80.7
81.7

32.5
30.5
2-) g
34.2

40.5
38.8
40.8
44.8

in Hollywood
Questions
Concert
Hall

89.3
83.6

26.9
35.3
34.4
30.3
35.5
31.2

86.5

40.8
38.8
39.5
43.2

Caravan
Place Quartet
McCarthy

84.6
85.7
82.8
86.4

33.7
30.4
32.9
33.8
37.7

Outdoors

15

81.4

34.0

43.2
40.4
38.6

86.6
OF LIS78.9
76.7
85.9
82.6
78.8
90.3

33.9
28.8

38.5
38.9
36.7

1 Was Commun'st
for FBI
Adventures of Frank
Race

%

31.2

39.3

Star

Music
and Great
Frontier
Town
Take a Chance
Dor's
Day
Show

TENERS
33.9
29.8
33.7
30.3

36.6
39.3
41.8

Newscast
Weather
Forecast
Hits from the Shows
The
Variety
Shop
Cavalcade
of Music

NIGHT)

PROGRAM
RATING

39.2
39.5
41.6
39.2
37.8
37.8

Easy
Aces
Highland
Lassie
Song
Stars
Our
Miss
Brooks

Bright

WATTS.

SETS
IN
USE

Guy
Lombardo
Show
Burns Chuckwagon

Fri
Sat
Tue
SM

F! 8
91.3
1,1 H

46.9

How many radio sets are being
sold in Canada?
Radio set sales since war

Stations

Value
Year
PVT

19

Sun
MTWTFS
MWF
TT
Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
MFW
Sun

SYDNEY.

PROGRAM

1952

CBC

PVT

128

Sun
Sun
MTWTF
Sat
MWF

T
**•

Stations

(PRIVATE).

DAYS
MTWTFS
MTWTFS

Sun
Thu
Wed

11.2
7.9
20.2
16.2
6.9

How fas* are CBC and prira*<*
st ui Ums increasing?
AM

8 00

9.2
14.8
17.2
8.2

June

CJCB

MTWTFS

8.4

13.6
3.1
210

43.4

7.30

13.2
10.8

4 5
7.8
5.9
3.4

38.8
36.7
44.8
40.8

7.00
7.00
7.15

17.7
24.2
12.8
10.4

5.2
7.9
5.5
7.1

37.2
39.0
43.2
40.5

6.25
6.30

13.3
22.2

3.3
5.7
6.2

39.9
40.2

6.15

21.3
11.8
15.4

42
5.0
3.5
G.7

38.8
38.5
38.6
38.9

Evening

TENERS
% OF LIS-

8.3
7.4
8.8
3.5
4.9
4.5

38.5
43.2

Report,

TIME

8.4
4.6
5.8
4.9

41.8
36.4
41.6

STATION

WATTS)

P R 0 CHAM
RATING

39.2
39.5
37.8
36.8
37.6
38.8

Music
Won't
Hurt
You
Tony
the Troubadour
Natl. Sunday Evening Hour
Various
Programs
Jimmie
Shields
Sketches
in Song
The
Little
Symphonies
Various
Programs
CBC
Wednesday
Night
Canadian
Short
Stories
Various
Programs
Ra'efi
Parisi«n
CBC
Wednesday
Night
The
People
Act
Voice of Firestone
CBC
Sports
Page
Barrie
Craig
Share
the Wealth

Radio

S.

SETS IN
USE

News and Program
Jake
the Kid
Four
Gentlemen
Supper
Club
Prelude,
and This is Jazz
Recital.
Music
in Eve.
Roy
Rogers
Show
Sports
News
CBC
Woodwind
Quintet
Intl. Commentary
John
Sturgess

Sun
MTFTF
Sat
7.40

SYDNEY.

MTFTFS

TIME
6. IS
6.30

(GOVERNMENT).

DAYS

9
31t
32

Sets
47,027
587,172
880,469
597,460

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

$

55,133,369
60,501,058
51,928,075
16,801,311

776,511
802,743

1951

603,594
181,320

;,To end of May

1,541,144
29,507,766
61,967,318
49,387,434

$326,769,475

4,476,296

Dept.)
SOURCE:

Canad ian Broadcasting Corp.

*3 non-com

72

157mercial

jcommercial

36t

(S Patistica I

138*

SOURCE: CAB,

RTMA

of Canada

Above
shows
total
sales
since
a
1952
homes
by more
than
1,000.000.

war,

4,476.296,

exceed

total

SPONSOR

RTMA of Canada. This exceeds the
total homes by more than 1.000.000.
In addition six more stations were
added in the past year, a total of 29
since 1948. On the other hand, only
one new daily newspaper was founded
in 1951, raising the total to 89.
7. Canadian radio is enterprising.
Here are a few examples: Jack Cullen.

Dog.
the station's novel house organ T op
Phil Lalonde. general manager of
CKAC, Montreal, got his competitors,
including Arthur Dupont. owner and
manager of CJAD, to manage CKAC
for one day each during a week's celebration of CKAC's 30th anniversary.
Said Lalonde: "I made them promise
not to burn the station down first!"
Jack Teitolman's CKVL of Verdun,
Quebec, puts on 25 live shows a week,
calls itself "the little Hollywood of

plugging Kelly's Record Department
on his late night Owl Prowl show over
CKNW, New Westminster (Vancouver!, B.C., kidded: "If you can't afford
to buy these wonderful records, go in
and steal them — tell 'em I said so."
The police were kept busy sprinting af-

French
Jack Canada."
Cooke, owner of CKEY, Toronto, mentioned that 125,000 persons
turned out for a CKEY-sponsored Dominion Day celebration at Riverdale
Park 1 July.

ter record-stealers all next day, "gently
urging them to return the discs or pay
cash," according to Roily Ford. CKNW
national sales director who also edits

!>•

Waldo

Holden,

commercial

mana-

ger of CFRB. Toronto, reports
station has developed a 6:00
a.m. farm program, Breakfast
Farm, which is sold out. ( In

that the
to 6:30
on the
fact al-

most all of CFRB's time from 7:00
a.m. to 8:00 p.m. is in the same enviable position, except for a quarter-hour
option, Holden said. CFRB is one of
the two most powerful independent stations in Canada. CKLW, Windsor.
also is a 50,000-watter. I
W. E. Collier, advertising sales manager of CKY. Winnipeg, sa\- CkY has
developed a "chain action merchandising" plan putting point-of-purchase
displays on a weekly basis for all regular sponsors.
CJCH, Halifax, put up $10,000 to
help finance the all-Canada musical
[Please turn to page 94)

How do Canadian radio homes divide among the provinces?
°o radio
Province

Householtls

Population

Radio Homes*

Newfoundland

365,000

Prince Edward Island
Nova Scotia

100,000
036,000

76,000
22,000
163,000

New Brunswick

512,000

122,000

4,102,000

80.3

61,000
20,000
148,000

90.9
90.8
91.8

112,000

905,000

96.0

869,000

1,647,000

#.282.000

Manitoba

766,000

214,000

95.2
92.5

1,220,000
198,000

Saskatchewan

807,000

238,000

95.0

226,000

Alberta

.965,000

267,000

1,181,000

371,000

94.4
93.8

252,000
348,000

14,081,000

3,660.000

94.4

3.454,000

Quebec
Ontario

British Columbia
CANADA
'Estimates
SOURCE:

H. F. Chevrier, Vice Chi mn.

Research

& Development Committee

of

Bureau

of Broadcast

Measurement

City

4 • How do costs and circulation compare?
Circulation

13 mags

2,971,064
3,454,000
(radio homes)

134 pvt. cmrcl.
radio stations
14 farm

2,070,»87

papers

4 week-enders

2,31 2,688

88 dailies

3,481,000
416,630

60 trade, business
papers
SOURCE:
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Space or time

<7c

l/2 page
Hour
Class A
26 times
roto page
page
600

lines

page
Marke "Ing, Toronto

4,987

Halifax
(Eng.)

Montreal

(Fr.)

Ottawa
Toronto

Ise*
17.8
40.4
32.9
in

St. John
Montreal

10,900
8,425
6,018
6,389

Statistician,

1952

Sets

Cost

SI 5.8.7

CBC

' ; Sets
O.Wftnt are the facts on car-radio listening?

Total
Medium

and

City

Winnipeg
Hamilton
in Vie*
2.9.4

Calgary
Regina

45.4
47.6
3J.8

Edmonton
Vancouver

29.1
36.7
21.3
38.7
39.7

?adio
Listening
Report
(April
interviews in eacl
1 city between
on 3,000
81952)
a.m. (Based
and 6 p.m.)
: 650,000. 75%
''In cars in use. Estimated number au to radios in Canada
of new cars being sold are radio-equip

SOURCE:

Elliott-Haynes

73

1952
ped.

These

are

Call
Letters

Citr

i

i uauda's
Power f

requenc)

(Watts)

Nighttime
vi hi
1

CFAC
CFCN

Calgary
Edmonton
Edmonton

CKXL
CBX
CFRN

Edmonton
Edmonton
Grande
Prairie

Red

1,140

TC-B
DOM-B

1,010
1,260

68C
930

TC-S

5,000
10,000
1,000
50,000

5,000

1,050

1,000
5,000

1,220

DOM-S
DOM-S

DA-N
UA

1,000
250

1,270
1,230

CHWK
CJDC
CFJC
CKOV
CHUB
CKLN

Kamloops
Kelowna
Nanaimo
Nelson
New Westminster
Penticton

DOM-B

1.270

TC-S
TC-B
TC-B

1,350
910

CJAV

George
Prince
Ru-

CKPG
CFPR
CJAT
CBU

pert
Trail
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vernon
Victoria
Victoria

CJOR
CKMO
CKWX
CJIB
CJVI
CKDA

1,570

TC-S

DA

TC-S
TC-B
TC-B
DOM-B

CKX
CKDM
CFAR
CKSB

Brandon

CBW
CJOB
CKRC
CKY

CKNB
CJEM
CFNB
CKCW
CKMR
CFBC
CHSJ
CBA

Corner Brook
Gander
Grand
Falls
St.
St.
St.

CBY
CBG
CBT
CBN
CJON
VOCM

John's
John's
John's

1,000
1,000

1,240

250
500

550

250

DA-N
DA

610
690
600

DOM-S
DOM-B

900

1,000
10,000
5,000
1,000
5,000
1,000
1,000
250

DA

TC-S

1,150
1,230
590
1,250
990

TC-B
DOM-B

DOM-B
FR-S
TC-B
DOM-B

1,340
630
580

5,000
5,000

1,220
1,340
930

$24
$24

$28
$24
$28.80
$30

DA
DA

$24
$18
$36

DA

$84
$72
$40
$84
$28
$30
$24
$22.50

DA

$36

DA-N
DA

$24
$36
$96
$45
$72
$60

1,000
1,000
5,000
5,000
250
5,000

$22

radio

Powert

stations

1 V

e RatesJ

I Watts)

Call
Letters

Xighltiiii
! S hi 1

Irt

1 .inn

JV O V A(KC's)SCOTIA

DA
DA
DA-N
DA-N

W&C
W&C
W&C

100

Antigomsh
Bridgewater
Halifax

CKBW
CBH

Halifax
Halifax
Kentville
Sydney
Sydney

CHNS
CJCH

Truro

$8
$10
$5

AJY
W&C

$o

W&C
W&C
DC
$5
$5
$8
$5
$6
$7.50
$15
$4

DC
AJY
F&C
DC
DC

DOM-B
TC-B
TC-S

$33.6011

$5

$20

Lame
Belleville
Branttord
Brockville
Chatham
Cornwall
Fort
Frances

Hamilton
Hamilton
Hamilton
Kenora

W&C

Lake
Kitchener

W&C
DC

London
Niagara
Falls
North

Net"

CBI
CJCB

TC-B
DOM-B

$2 1
$8

F&C

$5
$9

AJY

Ottawa

$7.50
$7
$5
$3.65
$4.50
$38.40r

CBC
AJY
W&C
DC

W&C
W&C
AJY

$5
$9.50
$6
$9.50
$V
$5
$361;

$32,641
$5

CBC
CBC
CBC
CBC

250
5,000
1,000

Owen
Sound
Pembroke

DOM-S
DOM-S
DOM-B
DOM-B
DOM-S

CFCO
CKSF
CKFI
CJOY
CKPR
CHML

TC-B

1,230
1,230
1,380
630
1,450

1,000
250
250
1,000

1,230
800
580

500
1,000

900

1,000
250

1,450

DOM-S
TC-S

CKOC
CJRL
CKWS
CJSH-FM'

CFCH
CFOR
CKLB
CBO
CKOY
CFRA
CFOS
CHOV

DOM-B
TC-B
TC-B
DOM-S
DOM-B

Toronto
Windsor
$36.64"1 W&C
DC
$81.60'
$81.60" $36.64 -T
Windsor
$36.64*1
$81.60"
$42
!NETWORK
RATES
"
$81.60
Dominion$30
— 31 basic stations,
$1,329
for /2 hr
$247 line
charges
Trans-Canada — 24 $8 basic stations; $1,388
Vi hr
$247 line charges
French— r3 basic stations.
$270
Vi hr plus $24
charges

$5
'Few up
stations
went
1 July!list hourly rates any longer, most

CFCL
CKGB
CBL
CFRB
CHUM
CJBC
CKEY
CBE
CKFH
CKLW
plus
plus
line
rates

980
1,490
560

250
5,000

102.9'

5,000

$9

DA-N
DA

$24
$21

D
N

$33
$27
$36

$1
$1
$5

1,000
1,000

TC-B

1,240

1.000
250

DOM-B

1,310
560

1,000
5,000

DOM-S

1,000
1,000
1,000

1,350
1,470
1,430
1.230
1,070

TC-B
DOM-S

TC-B
TC-B

DOM-B

TC-B

250
250

1,440

1.000
1,000

680
580
740

5,000
5.000
50.000
50.000

1,010
1,050
860
580

1,000
50000
1.000
5.000
in 000

DA-N
DA
D

DC
DC

$12.50
$4.50
$4.50

$75
$44
$24
$24
$60

$24
$30
$60
$48

$5
$4
$16
$7

AJY
W&C

$8
$4

DC
DC

$8
$5

$60

$13

$36

$15

$36

$8
$6
$12.50

DA-N
DA
DA
DA-N

JHM
w&c

CBC
DC

$2 1.60V

$30

DAN

$36
$48
$36
$42
$36

DC

$7.50

$10
$6
DC

$8.50

JHM

$6
$36'

$48
DA
DAN
DA-N
DA
DA

$36
$42
$36
$42

D
$24
DA-D $12
DA
$200
$264
$36
$54

DA
DA

DC
AJY

w&c

AJY
$54
$54

$48
$60

W&C
JHM
W&C
AJY

$7.50
$4.50

$7

CBC
DC
AJY
DC

$7
$81,601
$12
$8

JHM

$601;
$8
$40

$8
$24V
$12
$9

$105
$60
$60

|HM—
H McGillvra
HCO— JHarlan
C Oakes
W&C— Weed & Co

AJY
DC
DC
W&C
AJY

$1

$5.50

50 000
750

) Young.

D

DA-N

1,400
1,550
800

JHM

$5.40
$9
$4.50

DA
DA

1,490
790
1,240

^REPRESENTATIVES
DOM-S
CBC — Canadian Broadcasting Co
DC — Donald Cooke, Inc
F&C — Forioe & Co

AJY— Adam

DA-N

1,000
1,000

TC-S
DOM-S

.60'
$5.50$9
AJY
DC

$27
$36

DA

DDA
5,000
1,000

$24
$30

AJY
AJY

DA

1,000
250

620
680

DOM-S
TC-B

DAN

5,000

600
910
1.570

DOM-B
TC-S
DOM-B

Timmins

5,000

TC-B
DOM-S

CFPA
CHOK

CJIC
CJCS
CHNO
CKSO

5,000
1,000

1,600

Port
Arthur
Sarnia

Toronto
Toronto

$24

DA

DOM-B

CHLO
CKTB

5,000
9,200

960
1,150
1,220

CHEX

Timmins
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto

$5

250

CKPC
CFAB1
CFJR

W&C

$10

$48
$24
$48
$24

1,340
TAR]
250

CJKL
CKCR
CFPL

$48
$24
$42
$27

©IV

CKBB

ough
Peterbor-

St.
Thomas
Sault Ste.
Marie
Stratford
Sudbury

DA
D
N

AJY
W&C
CBC

250

1,450

Bay

Sudbury

AJY
W&C
CBC
AJY

1,490
!,570
1,270

DA-N

250

arines
St. Cath-

$6
$11
$20

5,000
250
1,000

DC
AJY
CBC

$9,601;

1,400

CKEN"
CJBO
CJLS

W&C

DA

1,000
5,000

CHVC

Orillia
Oshawa
Ottawa
Ottawa

AJY
AJY
JHM

960
1.000
1,330
920

DOM-S
Fort William
Guelph

Kingston
Kirkland

CBC
W&C
AJY
DC

5.000

DOM-B

CKCL

Windsor
Yarmouth

W&C

$5
$3.50

$15

$27
$24
$48
$36
$45
$24
$45
$90

580

CJFX

DOM-B

$24

DA

CBC
AJY
HGO

$6

N

DA
1,156
5,000 DA-N
50,000
1,070
\ E W F O V (V D L A !% U
790
TC-S
1,000
1,450
TC-S
250
1,000
1,350
TC-S
640 10,000
TC-S
930
5,000 DAN
590
1,000
DOM-B
TC-B
TC-B

$30
$36

$60
$30

950
1,380
550

$36
$72

AJY
HGO
DC

W&C
$16

$21

1,000
250
1,000
1,000
50,000
250

$48
$75
$60

DA-N
D

A 1% I T O B A

DOM-B

$17
$1.20

$24

1,340

NETWORKS
operated by official Canadian Broadcasting Corp )
TC-B — Trans-Canada Basic
TC-S — Trans-Canada Supplementary
Dom-B — Dominion Basic
Dom-S — Dominion Supplementary
FR-B — French Basic
FR-S — French '.upplementary
DA — directional
D
N — night,
power

74

DA

250

1,240

1,410
980
940

1% E V
Campbellton
Edmundston
Fredericton
Moncton
Newcastle
Saint John
Saint John
Sackville

1,320
800

$66
$66

DA-N

1,240

TC-S

M
Dauphin
Flin Flon
St. Boniface
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
250

630

CKNW
CKOK

Port
Alberm
Prince

1,000

$16.80

$301;

BRfl
Chilliwack
Dawson
Creek

U.S.

W&C
DA-N
DA-N

5,000

5,000

TC-S
TC-B

CHAT
CKRD

Deer

1,060

rotitmvrriul

queue \

960

CFGP
CJOC

Hat

RatesJ

ALBERTA
Net'
TC-S
DOM-B

CHFA
CJCA

Lethbridge
Medicine

Repsj

Reps§

1 linn

(KC's)
Calgary
Calgary

IS J

City

$8 $22.50"
$14
$18
$8

Jr.

$!50r

SPONSOR

CBC
AJY

broken

<lint'aa

Powerf
City

0 unaitian

by prov£it€*i>s
Frequency

Call
Letters

(Watts)

Nighttime
Vi hr
I

Rates}
l min

U.S.

(KC's)

DOM

CKNX
CKOX

S

920

Charlottetown
Summerside

$36
1 S E A Y »
$24

EDWARD

CFCY
CJRW

DOM-B

630
1,240

AJY

250 DA-N
,000

,340

PRIiVCE

JAMES

L. ALEXANDER

TORONTO:
MONTREAL:

inn

ALL-CANADA
Reps'

Wingham
Woodstock

5,000 DA-N
250

$51
$24

Station Rvps
CANADA

RADIO

Adelaide St. W.
Drummond Bldg.

Hun Hall
Pel i * Gaynei
H. R. Carson
IF.

REPRESENTATIVES

WINNIPEG:

CANADIAN
W&C

'ohn Tregale

FACILITIES

TORONTO:
Victory Bldg.
MONTREAL:
Dominion
Square- Hide
WINNIPEG:
Childs Bldg\
CALCARY:
Faylor, Pearson & Canon
Bldg.
VANCOUVER:
198 W. Hastings St.

BROADCAST

$9
$8
$5
$5

II
l rankAlexander
Edwards

Lindsay Bldg.

BROADCASTING

A. J. Mcssncr
Wilier
Powell

CORP.

TORONTO:
354 farvis Si
MONTREAL:
Radio Canada Bldg

Baldwin

Maui ii e Valiquette

JOS. A. HARDY
QUEBEC
Amos
Chicoutimi
Granby
Hull
Jonquicrc
LaSarre
Matane
Montreal
Montreal
Montreal
Montreal
Montreal
Montreal
New Carlisle
Quebec
Quebec
Quebec
Quebec
Rimouski
Riviere-duLoup
Roberral
Rouyn
Ste. Anne de
la Pocatiere
Shawinigan
Falls
Sherbrooke
Sherbrooke
Sorel
Thetford
Mines
Trois Rivieres
Vol D'Or
Verdun
Victoriaville
Ville Marie

FR-S
FR-B

CBJ
CHAD'
CHEF
CKCH
CKRS

FR-S
FR-S

CKBL '
CKLS
CBF
CBM
CFCF
CHLP
CJAD
CKAC
CHNC
CBV
CHRC
CJNT
CKCV
CJBR
CJFP
CHRL

FR-B
TC-B
DOM-B

FR-S
FR-B

600

610
980

5,000
5,000
1,000

800

1,400
1,340
1,400

CKSM
CHLT
CKTS
CJSO

FR-S
DOM-B

CKLD

FR-S

1,350
1,220
900

FR-S

5,000
250
1,000
5,000

250

1,380
710

DA

DA

1,000
250

CFRG
CHAB

North
Battleford

CJNB

Prince Albert
Regina
Regina
Saskatoon

CKBI
CKCK
CKRM
CFOC

Saskatoon
Wotroos
YorJcton

CKOM
CBK
CJGX

DOM-B

DOM-B
TC-S
DOM-B
DOM-B

DA

$42

DA-N
DA-N

DA-N

TC-B
DOM-B

5,000

1,460

1,000

600

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

,340 250
540 50,000
940
1 ,000

fiFive minutes
•■■Group rate for CBY, CBC. CBT, and CBN
''CKEN is satellite of CFAB; rate is for both stations
<^1951 rate
•'Class "B" time
-Only commercial FM station; frequency in megacycles
'Northern Radio — Radio Nord. Inc

11 AUGUST

1952

$54
$66
$24
$36
$54
$26.40
$27

$11
$4.80
$721;
$6
$11
$7
$481!
$28
$18
$28
$33
$2l.60<i
$16
7.25
$9
$11
$6
$6.50

$27
$36
$45
$28
$40

$8.50

$7
$10
$6
$7.50
$9

JHM
W&C
AJY

CBC
W&C
CBC
JHM
AJY
AJY
AJY
CBC
AJY
W&C
AJY
AJY

$54
$60
$132
$42

OMER

I'm W. Hastings St.

AJY
AJY
DC
AJY
W&C
AJY
DC

RADIO

W&C

$5
$13.50
$13.50
$6
$8
$16

& CO.

$52.80f:
$10

$33

Oiner Renaud
I.

C.

Maguire
ken Davis

REPRESENTATIVES
Will Hippie
lack Slattei
A. J. Messner

RADIO

J. N. Hunt
Noun
Brown

TIME

SALES

(ONT.)

TORONTO:

RADIO

147

TIME

SALES

UnKersity

1231

Jim Tapp

& TELEVISION

St. Catherine St. Wesl

SALES
HI

TORONTO:
MONTREAL:

Adelaide

St.

Windsor

Fast

N. STOVIN

King

St. West

Victory

MONTREAL:
WINNIPEC:
VANCOUVER:

Reefer Bldg.
Childs Bldg.
846 Howe St.

UNITED

& CO.

Ill

JOSEPH

McGILLVRA

HERSHEY

W&C

HARLAN

AJY
AJY
w&c
HGO

NEW
YORK:
17 Fast 42nd St.
LOS
ANCELES:
072 South Ialasette Park Place
SAN
FRANCISCO:
5 Third St.
CHICACO:
Pure Oil Bldg.
MINNEAPOLIS:
2647 Bryant
\ve. North

G. OAKES

& ASSOCIATES

& CO.
350 Madison

YORK:
203

CHICACO:
DETROIT:
HOLLYWOOD:
SAN
FRANCISCO:

J. YOUNG,

NEW YORK:
CHICACO:
LOS
ANCELES:
ST. LOUIS:

Whitehouse
Jim Stovin

Donald

Cooke

Fred
Jones
IWilliam
ee O'Connell
Ayres
( has. J. Sheppard

1127

29 West 57 St.
Wilshire Blvd.
593 Market St.
Tribune lower. 435 Mich. Ave.
405 Mortgage Guarantee Bldg

ADAM

Ja<k

STATES

NEW YORK:
LOS ANGELES:
SAN
FRANCISO:
CHICACO:
ATLANTA:

NEW

H. N. Stovin
Kalph
fudge
Frank
Murray

Bldg.

228 North551 LaFifth
SalleAve.
St.
North La Cienega Blvd.
233 Sansome St.
1323 Penobscot
Bldg.

Wilson

Hill Stephens
Ernie Towndrow

COOKE

NEW
YORK:
CHICACO:
BEVERLY
HILLS:
SAN
FRANCISCO:
DETROIT:

WEED

Andy

& CO.

TORONTO:

DONALD

A. A. Mi Dermott

Hotel

& TOWNDROW
35

HORACE

Ave

(QUEBEC)

MONTREAL:

North
6331

BOSTON:
ATLANTA:

$7

Kavanagh
A. Leslie

TORONTO:
4 Albert St.
MONTREAL:
Dominion
Square
Bldg.
WINNIPEC:
Lindsay Bldg.
VANCOUVER:
1 9K W. Hastings St.

w&c

AJY

Id
R.

90 Richmond si . Wesl
Medical Alts Bldg.

NEW
YORK:
3ti(i Madison Ave
CHICACO:
185 North Wabash Ave.
BEVERLY
HILLS:
III North la Cienega Blvd.
SAN
FRANCISCO:
233 Sansome St.

CBC

Hum

Mulvihill

SALES

MONTREAL:
Mil Stanley Street
TORONTO:
Hank of Nova Scotia Bldg.

FORJOE
AJY

|. N.
Paul

21 King St. f ast i Rikhii .".mil

BROADCAST

RENAUD

B. Wells
Butler

& ASSOCIATES

TORONTO:

NATIONAL

STEPHENS

JHM

Bruce

MULVIHILL

RADIO
AJY
W&C

$12

$30
$42
$54

N. HUNT

TORONTO:
MONTREAL:

$6
$11
$28

$6
$6
$24
$48

JOHN

VANCOUVER:

PAUL

$27

DA

MONTREAL:
1015 Dominion Square Bldg.
TORONTO:
11 Jordan si

TORONTO:

$M
$7

DA
DA

DA
DA-N
DA-N
DA-N

$11

$57

$24
$36
1,000
1,000 DA-N $$135
30
$57
1,000

800

900
620
980

$57
$180
$24
$120
$120
$120
$75
$150

SASKATCHEWAN
Gravelbourg
Moose
Jaw

$57
$36
$28
$55
$30

DA
DA
DA
D
NDA

1,000 DA
1,000
250 DA-N

1,230

CBC
$14,401

D
1,000
250 N

1,000

1,230
980

DA

250
250
250

1,240
1,320

550

CHLN

1,000
250
250
1,000
50,000
50,000
5,000
1,000
5,000
10,000

FR-S

FR-S

250
10,000
250

1,410
800
730

1,340
1,280
900

CKRN'

CKVL
CKVD'
CFDA
CKVM

1,240
1,240
1.250
690
940

TC-S
DOM-S
FR-S

FR-S
CHGB

1,340
1,580
1,450
970

W&C

Book
Wabash

Ave.
Bldg.
Ave.

Hollywood
BJvd.
68 Post St.
Statler Bldg.
Palmer
Bldg.

Lawrence
Joseph Krasner
Bloom
Zona Belle Sanson
William Wyatt
Clayton Cosse
I. II McGillvra
Hub Jackson
William Ayres
1 ee < >'< onnell
Arthur
Harlan Cordon
Oakes
Burton Beggs
Paul
1. Frank

Flsbcrrv
Johns

I'etei A. McGurk
( oi Melius c. Weed
foseph
J. Weed
Bernard
Pearse
Lincoln P. Simonds
Mollie Eastman
Ceorge Swearingen,
Jr.
Henry Greene

75

JR.
Fast 40th St.
st.
55 1 as) 22
Washington
422 Guaranty Bldg.
6 N. 7th St.

Adam
1. Young,
|i.
William
J. Rcillv
William I,. Wallace
In k

llethel illgton

Many think of Canada this way. But nation is varied

As view of Ottawa shows Canada is highly developed

III. Tips on selling In Canadians
English-area tips start below; French-area suggestions follow on page 78
Tips on English Canada

3. Concentrate on one market at a

i. Set up a Canadian subsidiary. All

time. If you're just starting, begin in
Ontario or some of the biggest cities

you need is a manufacturer's license,
actually a mere registration for federal
tax purposes, from the Dept. of Trade
& Commerce in Ottawa. You save some
money by establishing a sales organization only; this splits your U.S. and
Canadian tax. You save more by packaging or assembling your product in
Canada. You save most by producing
your entire product here. There are no
curbs in Canada on outgoing capital;
these were ended a year ago.
Lorne Campbell, Dept. of Planning
& Development
Ontario Provincial Government

2. Study these five marketing zones:
(a I Maritime Provinces, Newfoundland agriculture,
I
lumbering, fishing) ;
I hi Quebec ( 75'/r French-speaking;
agriculture, lumbering, mining, fishing,
industry): (c) Ontario I primarily industrial, agricultural with mining, lumbering important I ; Id) Prairie Provinces— Manitoba. Alberta. Saskatchewan (largely agricultural, now oil.
mining l : lei British Columbia I agriculture mining, lumber, industry, oil.
(',. C. Hammond, Vice President
Cork field. Brown & Co., Ltd., Montreal

PROGRAMING

TIP:

LOOK

INTO

DISK SHOWS

there. Don't dump your products into
Canada overnight and expect success.
You'd need a staggering budget to sell
them. But after you've sold Ontario —
which incidentally has 30% of the total
drug stores in Canada — then go into
Quebec Province where Montreal is the
chief city of all Canada. But remember Montreal must be handled as two
markets — English and French. Each
must be dealt with completely in its
own language. After Quebec you can
try the other three marketing areas.
Adam
Adam

term campaign. Get-out-and-buy-now
appeals don't get the action in Canada
that they do in the U. S. (e) The pace
of business is not as feverish in Canada
as in the U.S. A letter will often do
where telegrams are the usual thing in
the U.S. Except on metropolitan city
heavy. the demand for immediate anstations
swers on availabilities, etc., is not so

J. Young, Jr., President
J. Young. Jr.. Inc.. New York

A. A. (Andy)
McDehmott, Manager
Radio & Television Sales, Inc., Toronto

4. Remember these five things: (a I
Canadians today are, in common with
the rest of the world, becoming extremely nationalistic. They don't like
having references to U. S. holidays or
historical events used in appeals, (b)
Times which may be O.K. for certain
products in the U. S. market are not
necessarily the best times for a similar
appeal in Canada. Canada has variations across its own breadth and outlook. Ic) Canadian pronunciations of
many words differ from American; for

LIKE ZIVS

instance: lieutenant is "lootenent " in
U.S., "left-tenant" in Canada, (d) Canadians are slower to react to situations than Americans. They do not
panic fast or get in a stew about things.
Often this means the difference between success and failure of a short-

BLACKIE;

ALL-CANADA'S

5. Speak to Canadians in their own
idiom. It's wise to seek the counsel of
Canadian stations, talent and agencies.
Examples: An American drove his car
up to Toronto for the Shrine convention the other day — the temperature
was up in the nineties — with skis
strapped to the roof. Some commercials written in the states are in the
.same vein. There's a deplorable lack
of knowledge of how people work up
here.

REFLECTIONS;

Remember, Canadians don't feel
CALDWELL'S

JONES

MUSICALE

1

^i
HB|

MvY&T.ER^

THURSDAY

»-

SS

CKOV
PROMOTION

TIP: CANADIANS

RESPOND

TO SAME

MERCHANDISING

medium

the Canadian is afraid of having his

6. Use spot radio. This will enable
the advertiser to overcome the individual market and population differences. Spot programs with strong local
appeal can build distribution and sales,
as well as loyalty to branded merchandise. For quick sell, spot announcements in strong local participation programs offer the best method.

a result, you have no program direction and inferior entertainment. I'm in
favor of programing what people want
so long as something worthwhile remains. And better programing wouldn't
cost the sponsor any more. For instead
of paying the agency for the program
as he does now, he would pay the station. CBC's Wednesday Night program
is an example of spreading culture byr
decree — the other extreme. It doesn't
work. The CBC's long-haired evening
makes Wednesday night the longest
night of the week. The American sponsor should be able to find a happy

the

two

AS MOVE

that the world is divided between people who are American citizens and
those who wish to be. . . . The American advertiser should also remember
country absorbed by the U.S. economically and culturally. There used to be
a healthy blend of U.S. and British
capital here. Now Britain cant keep up
and the U.S. is pouring money in.
Canadian business is losing its individuality. .. . Programs? In the U.S.
the stations have sold their program
time to the sponsors, unlike the newspapers which do not turn over their
editorial columns to the advertisers. As

between

TACTICS

AMERICANS.

extremes.

TOP DOG

IS HOUSE

ORGAN

the
any As
"average"'
net
show job.
with Nor
local will
cut-ins.
an example
of what I mean: One big company in

Richard G. Lewis, Editor
Canadian Broadcaster and Telescreen,
Toronto

the U.S., which has sponsored a fine
program on the air for over 25 years
without a break land lately on TV
too ) decided to break into Canadian
radio. It piped in the American show,
expecting immediate reaction. However, all it got so far was a goose egg.
Reason? The program was and still is
the type that took a long time to build
audience and loyalty. That was in the
U.S. and in border cities where Canadian audiences could hear or watch the
U.S. stations. In fact, in a free offer

Joseph Bloom, President
For joe & Co., Inc., New York

7. Use Canadian shows. We have remarkable talent. When we auditioned

of a gift, the U.S. show pulled more in
Toronto than the local rebroadcast several nights later.

for Brave Voyage, our New York people were amazed at the versatility of
the talent. Among the top are actors
like Claire Dranie. Ruth Springford

Gordon
TV Div. Allen, Director, BroadcastingAssociated Broadcasting Co., Ltd.,
Toronto

and those perennial comedians. Johnnie Wayne & Frank Shuster.
Trudy
Johnson, Traffic Supervising
& Buying

9. Don't use ''circus'' advertising. Although fundamentally Canadian reactions are the same as in the U. S., "circus" advertising is not as effective. Because Canadian radio is governed and

Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc., Toronto

8. Leave Canadian advertising to
Canadian agencies specializing in the
Canadian market. A warmed-over

policed by the government, we do have
a more limited scope than in the U.S..
I Please turn- to page 106 I

American commercial won't always do

Tips on how to prepare food and drua eopu

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Don't use "laxative" except when
part of registered name; then it's
limited to once per commercial.
Don't refer to drinking.
Mention athlete's foot only once per
commercial.
Don't descrihe soft, spongy, bleeding gums. Don't use sound effects
to portray loose dental plates.
Don't mention function of any internal organ.

CBC rules.

6.
7.

Don't use '''waste matter," ""function." "deranged kidneys."

8.

Use "blemishes" instead of "eruptions." "pimples," "blotches," "itching," "boils" and "blackheads."

Reference to fleas, bedbugs, body
lice, etc., will be modified.

1952

12.

Delete the following: "loosened
phlegm," "thick, strangling mucous," "sluggish intestinal muscles." 4 ^
"makes you feel sickish."

Submit two copies two weeks in advance to CBC Broadcast Regulations

11 AUGUST

10.
11.

Div

Forget reducing tablets; they're out.
Use "keeps your breath sweet" in
chlorophyll toothpaste — nothing
more boastful. Keep aieay from
embarrassment (due to bad breath)
angle.
You have to clear cosmetic copy
through Food & Drug Division. Ottawa, now.
Don't claim a product can remedy
or cure diseases, (ret CBC. list.

354 Jarvis St . Toronto
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girls and wives. He should make it a
cross between straight translation and
a completely separate theme. Soap opera, for example, can be adapted quite
successfully. But the French Canadian
goes to the priest first, rather than the
doctor, when in trouble. And there are
never any divorces on French-Canadian radio. Just misunderstandings and
separations.
MAR'S Moran, Radio Director
MacLaren Adv. Co.. Ltd., Montreal

Prizes help build audience for French stations

Tips »tt French-Speaking

Canada

1 Yes, it's true what they say about
French girls. They're interested in
much the same thing as American
jiirls. They like the same clothes and
cosmetics. In the home the housewife
is just as modern and wants much the
same conveniences. She sticks to the
long-established product she trusts,
however. If a new one comes along,
she has to be sold hard to change. The
American advertiser should do his advertising inFrench to reach the French

2. Respect the French Canadian. He
feels he's more Canadian than the English, for he's been here longer and has
severed all ties with Europe. A good
many English Canadians still have relatives in England or the U.S.. so their
Canadian home is not all-inclusive.
We even had a Prime Minister ( R. B.
Bennett I who. when defeated for reelection, went back
"home"would
— to never
England. A French
Canadian
have done that.
French Canada is alone in a sea of
Anglo-Saxonism. Unlike English Canada, which asks, when stuck with a big
problem, how London or Washington

would act. French Canada reacts by itself.
Our schooling is not the same as the
English. We give more emphasis to
solid general background in all fields,
whereas the Anglo-Saxon specializes
much sooner. The church ( Roman
Catholic I plays a much bigger part in
the life of the French Canadian than
among the English-speaking people.
Because of his isolation from Englishlanguage books, movies, magazines
and radio, the French Canadian spends
more time listening to his own radio
than any other group in North America. He's more artistic minded. He considers radio more as a form of art.
Illiteracy is low and doesn't have anything to do with it. It is higher, in
fact, in Nova Scotia and some of the
other Maritime Provinces.
The French Canadian finally is more
stable. He reacts more slowly than his
English or American friends. He
doesn't panic so quickly. He gets used
to the commercials, but often he feels
they are too long, too obnoxious. He
objects especially to the Americanized
high-pressure type of advertising. Ex-

i

What's the difference between Fretteh- and English-speuking Canadians?
SPONSOR asked one of the top educators in Canada, Dean H.
\oeJ Fieldhouse of the Faculty of Arts & Science. MeGill Vniversity, Montreal, to explain the basic differences between
French- and English-speaking Canadians for the benefit of the
American sponsor.
Here is his reply.

A well known French Canadian writer in the
second half of the 19th century once compared
Canada to the famous staircase at Chambord
which was so built that two people could go up
it without seeing each other except on intermittent landings. It was only thus, he said,
that English Canadians and French Canadians
made contact with each other.
If you read the romantic literature about
French Canada, or that of the tourist offices, you may easily come to think of Quebec
as being only a picturesque old-world enclave
oddly set apart from the rest of North America. That kind of Quebec does exist, but it
is not all. In the last 30 years, Quebec has
been going through the Industrial Revolution. The proportion of its people who live
in urban centres is larger than that in any
other Province in Canada and there are more
people actually farming the land in Englishspeaking Ontario than there are in supposedly
rural Quebec. The industrial population of
the Province rose by 37% between 1921 and
1931, and by another 16% between 1931 and
1941 ; and there has been another great wave
78

of industrialization as a result of war-time
and post-war developments.
The transition to an industrial society
has spelt growing pains in every country but,
in French Canada, the pains are the more acute
because the French Canadian has met the onset
of the forces of the modern world with a mind
which is, to a remarkable degree, attuned to
the past. The Abbe Groulx, master of French
Canadian historians, has given currency to
the phrase — "Notre maitre, le passe" ("Our
master, the past" ) , and the very motto of the
Province is "Je me souviens" — I remember.
This, in brief, is the situation in Quebec
today. The Province is undergoing its industrial revolution but it is doing so under
two separate handicaps : first , from its point
of view, the technical and industrial leadership in the industrial revolution comes from
English-speaking Canadians or from Americans, of both of whom the French Canadian
has been taught to be apprehensive ; and secondly, French Canada has not yet produced the
large middle class which is typical of industrial-democratic society. To sum up, the
English Canadian is at home in the 20th century; the French Canadian is trying hard to
adjust himself to it.
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Canadian

must be respected as an individual before he can be sold.
A Radio Executive {French )
Montreal

program for the French market. It's
just not possible to take an American
soap opera and translate it; you got to
twist and bend it to make it acceptable
to the French. The same is true of

He's quite independent, a hard man to
get at, not an easy man to change. But

commercial copy. You can't say things
as sharply in French. The American

if you once win his support, he'll stick
by you. Religious appeals don't work.
The French Canadian prefers that you
keep his politics, his religion and his
antecedents out of it. But he loves a

agencyman

al-

of his coined

Wilfred (Wilf) Chakland,
Vice President
McKim Advertising, Ltd., Montreal

though 75'/< of the people in Montreal
may speak Fnglish. the figure won't
stand up outside Montreal. In Quebec

lish all day in business, once he's home
he speaks French.
Remember: French

is proud

words. Some of them say we're not as
brilliant in French, but good French is
slang.
using words simply and tellingly, not

good story. Just talk to him in his own

City it's not over 20%. And though
the French Canadian may speak Eng-

radio. As a result, we have reached the
saturation point and have no more
good shows for sale. In fact, we would
prefer to drop one or two sponsors and

Give your Canadian agency a lot of
latitude in adapting your message or

get him to think as the mass thinks.

This is vital because

There's only one hitch: The Massev
Commission recommended against the
extension of commercials on network

English.

3. Don't exaggerate. The French Canadian is individualistic. Its hard to

language.

in Ontario added to the present 15.

until fifth grade— when they're 11.
They then continue it through high
school. Classes at the University of
Montreal are all in French, except for
engineering and other scientific courses.
At McGill all classes are conducted in

more he complains about the commercials.
In general, the French

tions in the Prairie Provinces and two

children don't start studying English

ample: the "jet-atomized" soap, which
he thinks is downright silly. In fact,
the more he likes the program, the

to

Alberta

with

four

Bros.' Un Homme et Son Peche, the old
perennial: Metropole, a night time
P&G soap opera (we have a dozen of
them, all popular) ; Radio-Carabin,
sponsored by Canadian Breweries, a
variety show featuring a sophomoric
university student; Le Theatre Lyrique
Molson I Molson's Brewery!, which
features capsule operas, and hocke)
broadcasts. Our most distinguished
programs are Radio -College, a series
of educational broadcasts on history,

4. You'll be able to reach more French
Canadians in the fall. The French Network will be extended from New
Brunswick

keep their program period on a sustaining basis. Most popular programs
over the French Network are: Lever

sta-

biology, science, drama, etc.. October
through April; Nos Futures Etoiles,
similar to Singing Stars of Tomorrow
and called "No Future at All" by ToI Please turn to page 109)

is there any difference between a French and English commercial?
longer to say the same thing, says Cockfield, Brown & Co., Ltd.,

Group:
Miss

Sweet

Square Dance Tonight!
With a one and a two and a do-si do . . .
Grab your partners — let's go!
Give your partner a cigarette, do your set j

which

offers this Sweet

Groupc
Miss Sweet

favour'round
Cap:Now, a circle
and take a bow for that
wonderful Sweet Cap flavour.
Offer a light, one to the other, watch that

happy smile —
Sweet Caps are always fresh! Sweet Caps
are always mild!
Take a turn, around one another . . . hands
up in the air,
Noiv relax and have a smoke, Sweet Caps
banish care!
Voice:

She prefers Cork Tips —

Boy : It's a plain end for me —
Miss S. C: Just that
as ,onS
"s they're
they both
agree — Sweet Caps, on
Miss S. C. : '"'' mild
you'llcigarette.
agree that Sweet Caps are a

(Spoken

Graup:

Tip — or Plain— smoke

Sweet

TV commercial

as an

example:

On
Et dedanse
un, etcedesoir!
deux, et de un. deux, trois. . .
Tons en place, on y va!
Presentez une cigarette — mais settlement la
Fait' douc'
la chain'
et saluez de la Sweet Cap la
saveur.

Cap:

Voix: (parle)
Carcon:
Miss

Sweet Caps are rolled fresh !— Sold Fresh !
Yes — only a fresh cigarette can be truly
mild.
And, Sweet Caps are always truly fresh!
Sold fresh in the attractive white package
for the plain ends —
Or, the
Tip.appealing red package for the Cork
Cork

Caporal

it takes the French

Caps!

(parle)

S. C.: C'est en jumant une Sweet Cap qit'on deEssayvient
ez la bons
Sweetamis.
Cap . . . la plus douce
i parle1
des cigarettes . . .
La Sweet Cap est toujours . . . si fraicheOui, settlement une cigarette fraiche peut
etre vraiment douce,
Et les Sweet Cap sunt ton jours t raiment
trait lies!
Les Sweet Cap sont vendues dans un attrayant paquet blanc
ou paquet rouge pour les Sweet Cap a
bouts de liege.

Groupe:
'chante)

Miss

Allumez tous a la ronde, soyez tons joyeux,
, . rneilleur'—
Une Sweet Cap douc' et fraich', voild c'qu'il
y a de mieux.
Tournez, tournez les danseurs,
Chantez tous de joie.
Car la Sweet Cap est si douc. chantez le
maint' fois.
Son choix . . . les bouts de liege . . .
Pour moi . . . les bouts unis . . .

Quel vrai delice qu'une Sweet Cap!'.

Groupe:
On danse ce soir!
va! settlement la
. . . on —y mais
Tous en place
S C ' Presentez
une cigarette
rneilleur —
Fait' douc
la chain
et saluez de la Sweet Cap la
saveur.
Allumez tons a la ronde, soyez tons joyeux.
I ne Sweet Cap done' et trait he. voila c't/u'il
y o de mieux.

If. How leading sponsors
use Canadian radio
1 17 of 550 national sponsors on Dominion airwaves are
American, with trend toward Canadian programs
CFRN

mail pull typifies Canadian airways

Booming Canada is attracting more
iadio business than ever.
Sponsors of American origin or affiliation are lining up solid radio schedules for the fall to capitalize on the
i ising economy.
Tin \ agree with BBDO President
Bernard C. I Ben ) Duffy, who says:
"The Canadian market responds very
activel) to radio. Experience over a
|x riod of years has shown this medium
to l>e very productive. Sales of various BBDO clients in this market have
been on a sharp upgrade for the past
years."
fewMost
American manufacturers doing
business in Canada have set up
branches or affiliates there to cut taxes,
save on duties and win Canadian lo\-

alty. More and more American advertising agencies are following them.
Adam J. Young. Jr.. who represents
25 Canadian stations, estimates that
only 5', of all Canadian national advertisers inCanada are handled in the
I .S. and 95' /< in Canada. I But the
5' ( in the U.S. buy approximately 2025', of the radio time. Young adds. I
Another way of looking at it: 39
U.S. agencies buy Canadian radio
time; of these 14 have Canadian
branches through which many of the
orders go. McCann-Erickson and Leo
Burnett are opening branches in Toronto. Ncedham. Louis & Brorby established there during the past year.
But control over both the manufacturing and agency branches rests, of

course, in the States, and a sponsor
check showed most decisions as to
campaigns, programs and media are
made in this country with the Canadian branch in an advisory and expediting role.
Two major switches ma\ be of interest in showing the trend: Kellogg's
has transferred its account from Kenyon & Eckhardt. New York, to Leo
Burnett in Chicago. Burnett will open
an office in Toronto to service it. And
Procter & Gamble is moving Camay
from Pedlar \ Ryan, because P&R is
dissolving Oct. 1, to an all-Canadian
agency, F. H. Hayhurst. Toronto and
Montreal. Robert I Bob) Amos is Hayhursts radio director in Toronto.
Statistically some 117 U.S. or U.S.origin advertisers use Canadian airwaves. Total national sponsors run to

CJOR

(Vancouver) "Voice of the Races"

(Jack Short)

has held three of eight sponsors

19 years

about 550 on Pat Freeman's list prepared for the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters. This gives the U.S. a 21',
representation. But the percentage of
American-origin firms using Canadian
networks is far higher. Of the 40 program sponsors on the two English nets,
Trans-Canada and Dominion. 19 appear to be U.S. by birth or affiliation,
says CBC Asst. Commercial Manager
W. R. Johnson and CBC Toronto
Sales Rep. W. G. (Wilfl Carpentier.
And of the 23 on the French Network.
10 seem to be controlled south of the
border, according to J. R. Peloquin of
the CBC Montreal office. Most of the
latter are on the first list.
A rough estimate of the amount
I .S. -origin firms spend on Canadian
networks would be at least $1.5 million
or more than half the CBC's $2.45 million commercial revenues. This is pal-
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try compared with U.S. network billings$175
<
million in 1951), but it
shows dominating role of U.S. advertising dollars on Canadian chains.
Here's what American-origin sponsors will be doing on networks in Canada come fall.
Booked by the end of July were the
following: Procter & Gamble, Ltd. — 13
network shows; Lever Bros.. Ltd. —
11; Colgate- Palmolive-Peet, Ltd. — 6;
Campbell Soup, Ltd. — 3; Pond's, Ltd.
— 2; General Foods, Ltd. — 2; Carnation Milk — 2. and the following one
each: Swift Canadian, American Home
Products. Firestone Tire & Rubber,
Quaker Oats, Rexall Drug. Kraft
Foods, Electric Auto-Lite, Toni Division — Gillette, Canadian Westinghouse, Ronson Art Metal Works, Lambert Pharmacal. Sterling Drug and
Ford. Heinz & Co. of Canada (MacLaren Advertising ) has dropped La
Chanson 57 over the French Net.
Of the 31 English-language shows,
21 are U.S., 10 Canadian. All the
French shows originate in Montreal as
originals or adaptations of American.
All the sponsors above have Canadian
branches.
Here's a rundown by major sponsors:
PROCTER

& GAMBLE

P & G Ltd., which tops the radio field
in Canada, will have some 13 network
shows
going this fall, according
to

STATIONS GO ALL OUT TO MERCHANDISE

P & G's H. E. Whiting, acting manager
of media and the statistical division in
Toronto. On Trans-Canada will be
these six soap operas, all from the I .S.
Road of Life (Duz. Cheer with
Drene as trailer ) , Life Can Be Beautiful Crisco,
(
Cheer ) , Pepper Young s
Family (Camay and Spic and Span I .
Big Sister I Dreft w ith a Spic and Span
trailer), Ma Perkins (Oxydol), Right
to Happiness I Ivory Bar).
On Dominion: Beulah I Oxydol) and
the Jack Smith Shoiv (Tide, Spic &
Span). On the French Network: La
Rue Principale I Oxydol, Spic & Span),
QueU.es Nouvelles i Ivory, Crisco,
Tide I . Grande Soeur (Camay, Tide),
Metropole I Oxydol, Dreft, Spic & Span
hitch-hike I . La Rue des Pignons (Tide
with a Spic & Span trailer next spring I
— all using French Canadian talent.
Among spot programs: Star Time
and Red, White & Blue over CKWX,
Vancouver; Big Sister, Ma Perkins,
Perry Mason and Guiding Light in
British Columbia on a spot basis;
Brighter Day and Guiding Ligltt over
CKRC, Winnipeg, and Perry Mason
and Young Doctor Malone over CFCF.
Montreal.
P & G uses six agencies for its Canadian air operations — five of them
American: Benton & Bowles, Biow.
Compton, Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample
and Young & Rubicam. The Canadian:
F. H. Hayhurst.
These have Canadian branches: B &
B with William H. Fleischman the ac-

FOR CLIENTS LIKE THESE WHICH

ARE AMONG

count representative in Toronto. D-F-S
with Gilbert Nuiins \.p. and general
manager, Toronto. Y & R with G<<
H. Poland v. p. and manager of the
Montreal office (Jean-Francois Pelletier in charge of radio I and \. I!. \1< Gill v. p. and managing director of the
Toronto office, with \Y. I). (Bill)
Byles as supervisor of radio.
Product breakdown by agenev and
U.S. account executive for P &. C. Ltd..
operations: Benton & Bowles — A. C.
(Casey) Jones for Ivorj Snow, Tide.
Fluffo, Donald Weill for Prell Shampoo. Biow (Lee White I —Spic <S. Span.
Joy (with Ethel Wieder as timebuyei I .
Compton ( Seaward M. Woodard I —
Crisco. Drene, Duz, Ivory Bar. Ivor)
Flakes. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample I \\ .
R. T. Cory I—Oxydol, Dreft. Younu &
Rubicam (Lorimer B. Slocum) — Cheer.
LEVER

BROTHERS

Lever Bros.. Ltd.. will use at least 11
network programs, five >>! them French,
plus shows like Fun Parade I audience
participation ) for Lux on selected stations across the dominion.
The net shows are Lux Radio Theater (Lux Toilet Soap). Brave Voyage
I Rinso ) and Laura Limited ( Lux ) , the
last two Canadian, on Trans-Canada:
1 our Good Neighbor with Kate Aitken, woman commentator ( for Good
Luck Margarine and Lipton's tea and
soup I and Bod's Scrapbook ( Maurice
Bodington I . both Canadian shows,
over Dominion, and these five serials
( Please turn to page 110)

LEADING

FIRMS USING CANADIAN

AIR

Gasoline A automotive

Agricultural
machinery & supplies

Dodds
Medicine
Doller & Davis

Bell Wonder
Medicine
Blatchtord
Feeds

Dolcin

Co.

Eno

Bray,
Fred
W.
Buckerfields
Canada
Packers
N
Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse Co.
Deere & Co., John
Finning Tractor & Equipment
Co.
Guernsey
Dealers
Intl. Harvester Co.
(Canada)
Lake ot the Woods Milling Co.
Luke's Motor & Machinery
Maple Leaf Milling Co.
McCabe
Crain Co.
Na-churs
Plant Food Co.
Oakland
Hatcheries
Ogilvie Flour Mills Co.
Purity Flour
Mills
Quaker
Oats Co.
N
Ralston
Purina Co.
Rump
b Sendall
Swift Canadian
Co.
N
Truck

&

Tractor

Building

Co.

Equipment

Co.

supplies

Beaver Lumber Co.
Canadian
Forest
Products
Canadian
Wallpaper
Manufacturers
Carey
Co.,
Philip
Ideal
Tile Co.
Insulation
Industries
(Canada)
Master
Plumbers
Assn.
Master Seal Sash
Met-Wo
Industries
Monsanto
(Canada)
National
Specialty Co.
Warp Bros.

Breiceries
N

Clothing «£• dry goitds
Adam
Hats
(Canadal
Aauascutum
(Canadal
Bond
Clothes
Broadhurst-Lee Co.
Buckley
Brooks
Hat
Butterfly Hosiery Co.
Canadian
Resins & Chemicals
Chasse & Fils, Chas.
Cluett
Peabody
& Co.
of Canada
Dominion
Textile
Co.
Drummondville
Cotton
Co.
Fairfield
& Sons
French & Sons.
Cault
Bros.

Thomas

Hudson's
Bay Co.
(raw
Janesse
(ones Tent & Awning
Kayser & Co., Julius
Monarch
Knitting
Co.
National
Fur Mfg.
Co.
National
Textiles
Orient
Hosiery
Sales
Sobie
Silk
Shops
Stetson C».
(Canada)
Supersilk
Hosiery Mills
Tip
Top
Tailors

Con f ee t ion e r y

Drugs A toilet goods
Sales
Razor
(Canada)

Boots Pure
Drug Co.
(Canada)
Boyle
Midway
(Canada)
N
Bristol-Myers
Co.
(Canada)
Bromo
Seltzer
Buckley, W.
K.
Canada
Drug
Co.
Canada
Packers
N
Canadian
Cellucotton
Co.
Carter
Products
Chase
Medicine
Co.
Chesebrough
Mfg.
Co.
Colgate-Palmolivc-Peet
Co.
N
Davis & Lawrence Co.
(Canada)

82

Co.

(Canada) , J. C.

Eversharp
Ex-Lax

International

Fellows Medical
Mfg.
Fitch
Co.,
F. W.
Foster-Dack Co.
Fulford Co., C. E.
Fulford
Co.,
C. T.
Caylord
Products
of
Gillette Safety Razor
Crove Pharmacal
Hudnut.
Richard

Products

Cities

Canada
Co.
(Canada)

Liggett Co.. L. K.
Lanman
Kemp-Barclay
Lvsol (Canada)
McKesson
& Robbins
Massicotte
Import
Co.
Mathieu
Co.,
I L.
Miles
Laboratories

N

Empress Mfg. Co.
Estabrooks Co., T.
Fletchers

(Canada)

Co.

Minard's
Liniment
Co.
Mulvenev's
Remedies,
R.
Murine
Co.
Musterole
Co
of Canada

N

(Canada)

Goodrich
Rubber Co. of Canada,
B. F.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of Canada
Hollingshead Co. of Canada.
R. M.
Imperial Oil Co.
N

McCoy's
Products
National
Cellulose
of Canada
Natl. D'ug & Chemical Co.
(Canada)
Nivea Pharmaceuticals
Northroo & Lyman Co.
Noxzema
Chemical
Co.
(Canada)
Parker
Co.,
L. M.
Pertussin
PharmCO
Philips
Industries
Pinex
Co.. The
Pinkham
Medicine Co., Ivdia E.
Pond's
Fxtra<-* Co.
of Canada
N
Potter D'uo & Chemical
Com.
Procter & Gamble Co.
(Canada)
N
Reckitt
& Colman
(Canada)
Rexall
Drug Co.
N
Rhodes
Pharmacal
(Canada)
S<-hwartzkoof,
Hans
Shuttleworth
Chemical
Co..
E. B.
Simms & Co., T. S.
Smith
Bros
Smith 0 Nephew
Stanley Chemical
Co.
Sterling
Drug
(Canadian)
N
Stoppers
(Canada)
Supreme
Drug Co.
Swedish Shampoo
Laboratories
Tamblyn,
G.
Templetons
Thomas
Supply & Equipment
Co.
Tintz
Co.
of Canada
Vick Chemical Co.
Vincent
Laboratories
Vitamineral
Laboratories
Wampole & Co., Henry K.
Warner & Co., W. R.
White
Laboratories
Whitehall
Pharmacal
'Canada)
Wildroot
Williams Co.
(Canada),
J. B.

N

Food
American
Home
Products Corp.
N
Associated
Salmon
Canners of B. C.
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
Barbour
Co.,
C.
E.
B. C. Fruit
Board
B. C. Packers
Belleville
Cheddar
Cheese
Co.
Best Foods (Canadal
Best Yeast
Blue
Ribbon
Borden Co.
Bovril
(Canada)
Brodie
& Harvie
Browns
Bread
Burns & Co. N
Caldwell Sausage Co.
Campbell Soup Co
N
Canada
Bread
Co.
Canada
Nut Co.
Canada Packers N
Canada
Rice Mills
Canada
Safeway
Canada Starch Co.
Canadian
Bakeries
Canadian
Canners
Canadian
Doughnut
Co.
Canadian Salt Co.
Canadian Shredded Wheat
Canadian
Sugar
Factories
Carnation
Co. N

McColl
Frontenac
Oil Co. N
Joy
Oil Co.Carbon
National
Reliance
Petroleum
Rootes
Motors
(Canada)
Shell Oil Co.
of Canada
Socony
Vacuum
Oil Co.
of Canada
Standard Oil Co. of Canada

Foods
I.
J. N

Kellogg Co.
(Canadal
Kraft
Foods
N
Lake of the Woods
Milling
Lever
Bros.
N

L.

Libby,
McNeill
& Libby
Lipton, Thos
L. N
Lvons & Co.
(Canada),
MacFarlane
Biscuits
MacFeeters
Creamery
MacKinnon
Co.,
H. L.
McColl,

A.

Sun
Oil Co.
Supertest
Petroleum
Vokes
(Canada)

Bottled

Cas

Combustion
Utilities Corp.
Conroy
Mfg.
Co.

(Canada)
|.

D. L. & W.
Coal
Co.
(Canada)
Empire
Brass
Mfg.
Co.
Cilbert & Barber
Mfg.
Co.
Home Oil Distributors
Howard
Furnace & Foundries

0.

Imperial Oil Co.
N
International
Heating

Matthews-Wells
Co.
Marven'sleaf Millino Co.
Maple
Morse
& Co.,
I. F.

Home

Mother
Nahob

A appliances

Co.
N

Milk
Products
(Canada)
^'our
Mills
Co.
Beekeeoe's
Assn.
Fruit
& Vegetable
Crowers

Oxo
Pacific(Canada)
Milk
Co.
Paulin Chambers
Presswood
B^os.
Procter & Gamble
Co.
(Canada)
Purity
Flour
Mills
N
Purity
l<-e Cream
Co.
Ouaker
Oats Co.
(Canada)
N
Ouebec
Maole
Sugar Prods.
Reckitt & Colman
(Canada)
Reddi-Wio
of Canada
Robin
Hood
Flour
Mills
N
Rosell
Institute
Salada
Tea
Co.
(Canada)
St. Lawrence
Flour
Mills Co.
St. Lawrence
Starch
Co.
Schneider,
J. M.

N

Growers

Bulb

&

Nursery

Frigidaire Products of Canada
Cilson
Mfg.
Co.
Globe
Bedding
Co.
Curney
Industries
Jewel Radio Co. of Canada
Koolvent
Awnings
(Western)
McGuire
Industries
National
Carbon
Northern
Electric
Co.
Parkhill
Bedding
Co.

Household

supplies

Aluminum
Goods
Canada
Starch
Co.
Canadian
Industries
N
Drackett
Co.
(Canada)

Merck
& Co.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. iCanada)
Perfex
Scotia

Purity
Simms

Fibre
Products
& Co.,
T. S

Staley Mfg. Co., A. E.
Standard
Brands
Standard
Chemical
Co
St. Lawrence
Starch
Co.
Wilson
Broom
Co.
Wilson
Laboratories
Wood & Co., G. H.

Industrial,
A
of

Holland

Chipman
Chemicals
Dale
Estate
Green Cross Insecticides
Humar Corp.
Holland

of Canada
Linoleum Co.

Singer
Mfg.
Co.
State Vacuum
Stores

supplies
Bulb

Corning
Class
Works
Dominion Oilcloth
&
Ex-Cello-0
Corp.

Fyon & Fyon
Green
Cross
Insecticides
Laurentian
Agencies

Stokely
Van
Camo
(Canada)
Swift Canadian Co. N
Tea
Bureau
United Fruit Companies of Nova
Viau
Victory Mills
Vi-Tone
Products
Ware
Prods.,
R. B.
"Welcome" Food Parcel Service

Associated

furnishings

Ray-O-Vac
(Canada)
Sew-Rite
Machines Co.

Shopsy's
Foods
Silverwood's
Dairies
Shirriff's
Smith
& Sons,
E. D.
Stafford
Industries
Standard
Brands
Stewart
Hall
Co.

Garden

Supply

Burgess
Battery
Co.
Canadian
Ceneral
Electric
Co.
N
Canadian
Westinghouse
Co.
N
Continental Sewing Machine Co.

National
Rakers
Services
Neilson,
Wm.
Nallev's
Nelson
B^ns.
Fisheries
Nestles
Oeilvie
Ontario
Ontario

&

Lake
Simcoe
Ice & Fuel
Lehigh Coal Co.
Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.
Sinclair Mines Canadian

Welch & Co., H. W.
Wentworth
Canning Co.
Westminster
Canners
Weston.
Ceo.

Co.

Corp.

Heating A fuel supplies

Co

MrCormick's
McGavin
Bakeries
McLaren
Food
Prod'tcts
Manischewitz
Co
B.
Manitoba
Sugar Co.

Pa'ke''s
Tea
Food
Products

N

General
Dry
Batteries of Canada
General
Motors
of Canada
Ceneral Tire & Rubber Co. of Canada
Clobelite
Batteries

Bakeries
Foods N

Hansen's
(Canada),
Chr.
Heinz Co.
(Canada),
H.
Hudson's
Bay Co.
loubert & Fils. J. I.

Co.
Co.
N

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. I Canada)
Ford Motor Co. of Canada N

H.

Gerber-Ogilvie
Baby
Gray
Dunn
Biscuits
Crayson
& Co.
Hamilton & Sons, C.

Oil

Gelex

Fry-Cadbury
Ceneral
General

Service

Dominion
Rubber
Electric Auto-Lite

Dairy Farmers
(Canada)
N
Delnor
Frozen
Foods
Dominion
Dairies
Dominion
Preserving
C«.
Dominion
Stores

Co.

Toni Co., The
furs)

Adams
Brands
Canadian
Food
Products
Fry-Cadbury
Lowney
Co.,
Walter
M.
Secord Candy
Shops,
Laura
Van
Kirk
Chocolate
Corp.
Wrigley
Jr. Co.,
Wm.

Adams Brands
Adrem
Pharmacal
American
Safety
Anahist
Co.
Bauer & Black

Trading

Food

Christie's Bread
Christie-Brown
& Co.
Clover Valley
Fo»d Co.
Co-op. Vegetable Oils
Cordon
Bleu
Dad's
Cookie
Co.

Jergens Co.,
Andrew
Lambert
Pharmacal
Co.
Lambert,
Dr. J. O.
Lever
Bros.
N
Lewis-Howe
Co.
N

Barrett Co.

Canadian
Breweries
Dow
Breweries
N
Molson
Brewery
N
Oland
& Son

Drug

Catelli

Co.

Austin
Motor
Co.
(Canada)
Bardahl
Lubricants
British
American
Oil Co.
Burgess
Battery
Co.
Canadian
Alcohols
&
Chemicals
Canadian
Oil Companies
Canadian
Shaler Products Co.

Co.

Leytosan
(Canada)
Michigan
Bulb Co.
(Canada)
North American
Cvanimid
Swift Canadian
Co.
N
Webb
& Sons
(Canada).
Edward

institutional

public utilities

Abitibi Power & Paper Co.
Bathurst
Power & Paper Co.
Beaver
Lumber
Co.
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada
B. C. Electric
Co.
B. C. Telephone
Co.
British
Leather Industries
Canadian
Industries
N
Canadian Pulp & Paper Assn.
Canadian
Resins & Chemicals
Dow Chemical «f Canada
Hydro
Electric
Ontario

Power

Commission

of

SPONSOR

.

Interior Lumber
Dealers Assn.
Manitoba
Power
Commission
National
Grain Co.

Insurance & financial
B. C. Hospital
Insurance
Continental Casualty Co.
Credit Union
National Assn.
Cuaranty Trust Co. of Canada
Household
Finance
Corp.
Huron & Erie Mortgage Corp.
London
Life Insurance
Co.
Metropolitan
Life Insurance
Co.
Mutual
Benefit Health & Accident
Mutual Life Assurance Co. of Canada
Niagara Finance Co.
Trans-Canada
Credit Corp.

Jewelry
British Ceramics & Crystal of Canada
Bulova Watch Co.
Halsa Watch & Jeweller
Longines-Wittnauer
(Canada)
People's
Credit
Ronson Art
MetalJewellers
Works (Canada)
N
Sabbath,
J. L.
Speidel Watch
of
Wengers

Canada

Paints
Ashdown
Hardware Co., J. H.
Aulcraft
Paints
Brandram- Henderson
British America
Paint Co.
Canadian
Industries
N
Cencr.il Paint Corp. of Canada
Clidden
Co.
Hobbs Class
Imperial Varnish & Color Co.
Jamieson
& Co., James
W.
Langmuir
Paints
Lloyd's Laboratories
Marshall-Wells
Co.
Martin-Senour Co.
Moore & Co., Benjamin
Murphy Paint Co.
National
Adhesives
(Canada)
Sherwin
Williams Co. of Canada
Stephens & Co., C. F.
Tremco
Mfg. Co. (Canada)
Wesco
Water
Paints
(Canada)

Pet supplies
Ballards Animal

Foods,

Publications
Crowell-Collier
Publishing
Co.
Curtis Circulation
Co.
Dawn
Publishers
Detroit Times
Esquire
Clobe & Mail
Ladies Home Journal
Life Magazine
MacLean-Hunter
Publishing Co.
Montreal
Standard
Publishing Co.
Montreal Star Co.
La Patrie
Readers Digest Assn. (Canada)
Smith & Son, W. H.
Sun Publishing Co.
Telegram,
The
Time
Toronto Daily Star
Toronto
Star Weekly

records, etc.

Addision
Industries
Canadian Ceneral Electric Co. N
Canadian
Westinghouse
Co. N
Compo Co., The
Coronet TV
Hough & Kohler
Motorola
Canada
Northern Electric Co.
Philips Industries
Popular
Records
RCA
Victor Co.
Rogers Majestic Radio Corp.
Soarton
of Canada
Western
Records

Soaps, detergents,
cleansers
Babbitt,
B. T.
Bennett
Bon Ami
Canada
Packers N
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.
Cudahy
Packing Co.
Fairbanks Soap Co.
Calt Chemical Products

11 AUGUST
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of Canada

N

N

What U.S. vampaaies
use i a a ad tan radial

.Shoes & accessories

(directly or through Canadian sister companies

Bata Shoe Co. of Canada
Best Foods
(Canada)
Carrier Shoe Co.
Dack Corp.
Dolcis (Canada)
Holtite Rubber Co.
Lucien Bougie
Maher Shoe Co.
Savage Shoe Co.
Success Wax Co.

and/or affiliates)

Smokers*

supplies

Benson
& Hedges
iCanada)
Houde & Crothe,
B.
Imperial Tobacco Co. of Canada N
Larus & Brother Co.
Macdonald.
W. C.
Ronson Art Metal Works
(Canada)
N
Royal Canadian Tobacco Co.
Simon & Sons, H.
Tuckett Tobacco Co.

Soft drinks
Canada
Dry Cinger Ale
Coca Cola N
Kop Beverages
Orange Crush
Pepsi-Cola Co. of Canada
Polar Aerated Water Works
Seven-Up
Sussex Cinger Ale
Wilson Chas.
Wynola
Corp.

Togs & sporting goods
Canadian
Industries N
Fleck & Co., R. D.
Lines Bros. Canada
Meccano
Northern
Enterprises

Trace!
Dr.

Buckerfield's
Ceneral
Foods
Hartz Mountain
Prods.
Martin
(Export), Bob
Miller Biscuit Co.. Ross
Swift Canadian Co. N
Toronto
Elevators

Radio,

Jenkins Sales
Lever Bros
N
Procter & Camble Co.
Standard
Brands
Swift Canadian Co. N
United Chemical Co.
Zero Soap Co.

American
Airlines
American
Express
Co.
B. C. Government Travel Bureau
Canadian
National
Railways
Canadian
Pacific Airlines
Canadian
Pacific Railways
Colonial
Coach
Lines
Hotel Wolverine,
Detroit
KLM
(Dutch Airlines)
New
Brunswick
Travel
Bureau
Northwest
Airlines
Trans-Canada Airlines
Western
Airlines

\\ axes & polishes
Albo Products Co.
Boyle Midway
(Canada)
N
Hawes & Co., Edward
Johnson & Son, S. C.
Nugget
Products
of Canada

Miscellaneous
Acousticon Dictograph Co. (Canada)
All National and Provincial
Political
Parties
Beasleys
(Canada)
British Israel World Federation
Canadian Cancer Society
Canadian
Intl. Trade
Fair
Canadian
Lutheran
Hour
Canadian
National
Exhibition
Canadian
Red Cross Society
Cliffe, Dr.
Dominion Government N
Famous
Players Canadian
Corp.
Minor
Piano Course,
Dave
Murray Studios of Dancing,
Arthur
New
Method
Laundry
Co.
Peller Ice Co
Prophetic
Bible Institute
Salvation Armv
Viceroy Mfg. Co.
Waterman Co., L. E.
Woolworth
Co., F. W

*N = Use some network advertising
(40 in all do so)
'This list of 530 national advertisers
was prepared by the Canadian Association of Broadcasters, Sales & Researcn
Division. Some companies appear several times in this list because their
products fit into more than one of the
27 categories above Twenty-five others arrived too late to be tabulated.)

American
Brands

in

American
American
Atlantis

Chicle
Co.
Canada)

(Adams

Home
Products Corp.
Safety
Razor Corp.
Sales
Corp.
for some

products of Reckitt & Colman
(Canada )
Benson & Hedges
Best Foods

Bon

Drug
Ami

Co.

(Supreme

Drug

Co.

Borden

Musterole
Mutual

Co.

Benefit Health
dent Assoc.

National Dairy
bisco")
(Kraft Foods)
Nepera

Co.

Nestle

Bristol-Myers
Co.
Burgess
Battery
Co.

Products

Chemical

Co.

Carter

Pinkham
Medicine
Co.,
Pittsburgh
Plate
Glass

(Holtite Rub-

Mfg.

Cluett
Peabody
Coca-Cola
Co.

&

Co.

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.
Consolidated Cigar Corp (Sito," etc.)
mon & Sons, for "El Produc-

Quaker

Oats

Radio
Ralston

Corp.
Purina

of America
Co.

Delaware,
Lackawanna
ern Coal Co.
Dolcin
Corp.
zer)
Drackett Co.

Rhodes

Auto-Lite

Co.

Drug

(Bromo

Shaler
Selt-

Bowne

Fairbanks,
Morse
& Co.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Ford Motor Co.

Jergens
Johnson

Co., Andrew
& Son,
S. C.

Kayser

& Co., Julius

Kendall

Co.

Co.

Co.
Co.

Camp

Tintz

Co.
Co.

Union

Carbide

(National

& Carbon

Cerp.

Carbon)

Vick Chemical

Co.

Warner-Hudnut
Waterman
Co.,

L. E.

Western
Airlines
Westinghouse
Electric
Corp.
Wilbur-Suchard
Chocolate
Co.

Co.

Lambert
Pharmacal
Larus & Brother Co.

Suchard)
(Canadian

Co.

Lehn & Fink Products Corp. (Lysol [Canada I, for Lysol only)
Lever
Bros. Co.
Lewis-Howe
Co.

."♦lanischewitz Co.,
Merck
& Co.

Co.

Oil

Texas
Time

Intl. Cellucotton
Products
Intl. Harvester Co.

&

Shell

Sun Oil Co.
Swift & Co.

Hansen's
Laboratory, Christian
Hearst Corp. (for Detroit Times)
Heinz Co.,
H. J.

McNeill

Pharmacal
Co.
dles
"Revlon")
Art Metal Works

Stokely-Van
Stoppers

General
Electric Co.
General
Foods Corp.
Grove Laboratories

Libby,

(Thomas
Co. han-

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
Staley Mfg. Co., A. E.
Standard
Brands
Sterling Drug

Ex-Lax

Longines-Wittnauer

Corp.

& Equipment

Sherwin-Williams
Smith
Bros.

Eversharp
Esquire

Kellogg

Products

SudoIv

Salada
Tea Co.
Seven-Up
Co.

Emerson

&

Revlon

Ronson

Electee

Eno-Scott

E.

Co.

Readers Digest Assn.
Reddi-Wip

Co.

Lydia
Co.

(Hobbs
Glass)
Ponds Extract Co. Export
Potter Drug & Chemical
Corp.
Procter & Gamble
Co.

Continental
Casualty
Co.
Crowell-Collier
Publishing Co.
Cudahy
Packing
Co.
Curtis Publishing Co.
& West-

(Anahist

Airlines

Pepsi-Cola Co.
Perfex Mfg. Co.
Pharmaco

Products
ber Co.)
Cat's Paw Rubber

Corp

Co.

Northwest

Campbell
Soup
Co.
Canada
Dry Ginger Ale
Carnation
Co.

Chesebrough

& Acci-

National Biscuit Co. (Canadian
Co.)
Shredded Wheat Co. for "Na-

Co.)
Babbitt

Block

Miles Laboratories
Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. Co.
Motorola
Murine Co.

Food

Products

for

Wildroot Co.
Williams Co., J. B.
Wrigley

Jr. Co., Wm.

Libby
Watch

Co.

B.

Metropolitan
Life Insurance
Michigan
Bulb Co.

Co.

'List of 117 names prepared by Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, Sales
& Research Division. Included are
U. S. companies some or all of whose
products are advertised on Canadian
radio by Canadian companies with
different names; Canad;an advertiser
in parentheses )
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(Agencies enfranchised by Canadian Association of Broadcasters for year ending 31 May 1953)
ADDRESS

NAME

2 Toronto St., Toronto
4 Lawton
Blvd., Toronto
I 139 Bay St., Toronto
100 Adelaide
St. W., Toronto
13 15 Yonge
St., Toronto
91 Yonge St., Toronto
86 Adelaide
St. E., Toronto
1500 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal
80 Richmond St. W., Toronto
Sun Life Bid g., Montreal
59 Avenue
Rd., Toronto
Time Bid g., Winnepeg

Aikin-McCraeken
Ardicl Advertising Agency
Associated Broadcasting
* Atherton & Currier
Baker
Advertising
Agency
* Benton & Bowles
John McKenney
Bingham
Burns
Advertising
Agency
S. W. Caldwell
Canadian
Advertising
Agency
Garry J. Carter of Canada
Century
TV & Radio Agencies
Cocktield, Brown
Don H. Copeland Advertising
Crombie Advertising

Canada Cement Bldg., Montreal
442 Sherbourne
St., Toronto
474 St. Alexis St., Montreal
Royal Bank Bldg., Toronto
t90 Broadview,
Toronto
90 King St. W., Toronto
4 Albert St., Toronto
77 York St., Toronto
Drummond
Bldg., Montreal
1176 Sherbrooke St., Montreal
1121 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal
63 Duke St., Hamilton
204 Richmond St. W., Toronto
1 10 10 St. Catherine W., Montreal
149 Alcorn Ave., Toronto
120 Bloor St. E., Toronto
200 Bay St., Toronto
43 Victoria St., Toronto
103 Church
St., Toronto
38 King St. W., Toronto
19 Melinda
St., Toronto
57 Bloor St. W., Toronto
353 St. Nicholas St., Montreal
1244 Dufferin St., Toronto
71 George St., Halifax
73 Adelaide St. W., Toronto
447 Main St. E., Hamilton
80 King St. W., Toronto
Harbor
Commission
Bldg., Toronto
789 West Pender, Vancouver
372 Bay St., Toronto
147 University Ave., Toronto
Bank of Commerce Bldg., Windsor
1510 Drummond
St., Montreal
727A
Bayview Ave., Toronto

* Dancer-Fitzgerald
Sample
(Can.)
"D'Arcy
Advertising
A. J. Denne
Dominion
Broadcasting
'Ellis Advertising
W. H. Emmett
(Canada)
Robert J. Enders Advertising
*Erwin,
Wasey
(Canada)
Ferres Advertising Service
James Fisher
* Foote, Cone & Belding (Canada)
Harry E. Foster Advertising
William Gent Advertising
J. J. Gibbons
Gordon
& Gotch
(Canada)
* Grant
Advertising
(Canada)
F. H. Hayhurst
L. J. Heagerty
Heggie Advertising
J. E. Huot, Publicite
Hutchins Advertising Co. (Canada)
Imperial Advertising
Albert Jarvis
Russell T. Kelley
* Kenyon & Eckhardt
Locke,
Johnson
James Lovick
MaCLaren
Advertising
McConnell, Eastman
McGuire
Advertising
McKim
Advertising
Jack
Murray
Muter, Culiner,
Frankfurter
Gould
* Needham,
'Br.iiK I) ol

l'. S. ;

tNot on CAB list

INCREASING

&

NUMBER

I ho

OF

more about

to open

CANADIAN

in Toronto:

STATIONS

EM
MA 6-6286
6541
PR

EM 3-5418
PR 2101
EM 3-8222
EM 6-2516
Fl 5257
EM 6-8727
UN 6-71 1 1
PR 2505
HA

4171

Kl
LA
EM
GL

3119
2139
3-2851
7591

Bob Howe
A. J. Swanson
R. W. Harwood
V.
Gray
Don P. Copeland
Gilbert

Nunns

G. P. Altenbernd
Lillian Ryan

EM 4-3444
EM 3-3383
WA 9902

H. B. Williams
B. Dennis
H. P. Diehl
R. J. Enders
E. H. Smith
E. B. Heaven
David Fenn
Catherine Draper

PL 6928
3-1116
PL 9146
WA 8091
UN 6-8591
PR 4681
Kl
EM
EM
EM
EM

OFFICER

Phyllis Wriqht
Judson
Clark
Gordon Allen
W. E. McDonald
Jack Horler
W. H. Fleischman
J. H. Titherington
Reg Dagg
Ralph Novek
Spence
Caldwell

I II I

Mary Newton
Joanne
Stout

9259
4-21 1 1
3-2556
3-3396
4-9263

Doug Marshall
Irene Weaver
BobJ. Amos
L.
Heagerty
John Chilman
Andre
Audet

EM 6-3791
PR 1443
PL 4131
KE 2737
3-9373

H. C. Caverhill
Austin Moore
Albert Jarvis
H. P. Kelley

2-1155
EM 3-2438

P. H. Boultbee
Jim Mumford
Florence Asson

EM 3-8314
EM 4-6271
TA 3371
EM 4-0321
2-7297
EM 3-7004

Hugh Horler
Austin Moran
Andrew McGuire
Wilf Charland
Mrs. Muriel Murray

LA 5192
HY 0497

Eddie Willoughby
Gould
John

New Yoik; Leo Burnett, Chicai

McCann-Erick;

FINDH IT PAYS
TO
■
HHHH

PUSH

||

SPONSOR

PRODUCTS

I MARRIED A BLW QWCmi&At.

llii -IK'S

RADIO

PR 3778
RA 5530

I 121 Bay St., Toronto
+880 Bay St., Toronto

Louis & Brorby
•iiiv.

PHONE

WITH

DISPLAYS,

STORE

CASTS

O'Brien Advertising
* O'Neill, Larsen & McMahon
Wm.
Orr
* Robert Otto
Poul-Taylor-Phelan
Payeur Publicite
Elton M. Plant
Alford R. Poyntz
Thornton Purkis

Advertising

*E. W. Reynolds
Ronalds
Advertising
James Elliot Russell

Agency

* Ruthrauff & Ryan
Schneider,
Cardon
Allan R. Sills
R. C. Smith & Son
Spitzer & Mills
Harold F. Stanfield
Stevenson
& Scott

■

Stcwart-I ' owman-Macphcrson
Tandy Advertising
Agency
*J. Walter Thompson
Vamplew
Advertising
Vickers & Benson
Walsh Advertising
Armand S. Weill
Whitehall
Broadcasting
W. A. Willis Advertising Agency
Woodhouse & Hawkins
* Young

1

& Rubicam

RADIO

PHONE

ADDRESS

NAME

928 West Pender St., Vancouver
447 Jarvis St., Toronto
464 Yonge St., Toronto
225 Mutual St., Toronto
169 Yonge St., Toronto
639 8th Ave., Quebec
303 Bartlett Bldg., Windsor
95 King St. E., Toronto
330 Bay St., Toronto
145 Yonge St., Toronto
Keefer Bldg., Toronto
62 W. 47, New York
2 Toronto St., Toronto
2024 Peel St., Montreal
137 Wellington St. West, Toronto
80 King St. W., Toronto
50 King St. W., Toronto
Dominion
Square
Bldg., Montreal
University
Tower
Bldg., Montreal
Province
Bldg., Vancouver
66 Portland St., Toronto
Dominion
Square
Bldg., Montreal
1 175 Bay St., Toronto
Keefer Bldg., Montreal
Guaranty Trust Bldg., Windsor
225 Mutual
St., Toronto
Montreal
220 Richmond
St. W., Toronto
1175 Bay St., Toronto
University
Tower
Bldg., Montreal

R. J. Perrault
Bob Kesten
Wm.
Orr
Athol Stewart

PA 9 174
PR 4481
PR 3708
EM 3-7726
4-3028
EM 3-6047
4-1159
EM 3-8716
EM 3-3762
WA 6157
UN
PL
EM
MA
WA
EM
1

6-9471
7-6274
6-1515
8024
6434
4-9396

HVhat i . S. ad agencies buy 4 umuihin

1
1

G.
Payeur
E. M.H. Plant
A. R. Poyntz
Miss G. Race
Henry Kerpus
Frank Starr
Harvey
Stein
Ramsay Lees

1

G. A. Phare
Ralph Hart
Wallace Telford
Ross Smith
Hubert Watson
A. C. Haight
Mariette
Mineau
Tom Vamplew
Roland
Beaudry
Alan

EM 6-3435
Kl 4864
UN 6-8941

1

Ernie Paul

1
1

EM 3-6362
UN 6-6771
Ml 5589
UN 6-7701
2-7224
EM 3-5112

.

1

J. G. Gales
Allan R. Sills

EM 6-2811
UN 6-8741
UN 6-9361
PA 3531

1

OFFICER

Waters

A. McGregor
Jean F. Pelletier

radio?

(*denotes those with Canadian branches enfranchised by Canadian Association of Broadcasters)
*Erwin, Wasey
Anderson & Cairns
O'Neill, Larson & McMahon
Atherton & Currier
Robert W. Orr & Associates
Crady & Wagner
Grant Advertising
* Robert Otto & Co.
Batten, Barton,
Durstine &
Osborn
Pedlar & Ryan
Crey Advertising
C. M. Basford
The Criswold-Eshelman Co.
Presba, Fellers & Presba
Hirshon-Garfield
* Ruthrauff & Ryan
* Benton & Bowles
Kudner Agency
The Biow Co.
Street & Finney
W. Earl Bothwell
Lambert & Feasley
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Landau
Harry B. Cohen
Bayles
Lewis
&
Oilman
Compton Advertising
Critchfield & Co.
). Walter Thompson
McCann-Erickson
Victor Van der Linde
McKee & Albright
* Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Morse
International
Ward Wheelock
D'Arcy Advertising
*Young & Rubicam
*Needham, Louis & Brorby
* Ellis Advertising

MUST

HAVE

WIDE

DISTRIBUTION

WHEN

AIR

ADVERTISING
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frK

CLICKS.

TOO

MUCH

B & W

FAILS

FOR

THIS

REASON

WASHING
SPONSOR:

Mc & Mc Ltd.

CAPSULE

CASE HISTORY:

JEWELRY

MACHINES
AGENCY:

Direct

SPONSOR:

Shores Credit Jewelers

This local hardware
and
appliance store sponsors a 10-minute newscast daily at
12:45 p.m. After three newscasts advertising Beatty ivashing machines, Mc & Mc sold 15 washers worth $3,442.50.
Air cost: $40.50. On the air five months, Mc & Mc have
already surpassed Beatty washer sales figures for the entire preceding 12 months.

CAPSULE

CJOR,

CJAT, Trail, B. C.

Vancouver, B. C.

PROGRAM:

Newscast

CASE HISTORY:

i
j
a
i
d
a
n
a
C
I^ radio results

PROGRAM:

Newcastle Motors

AGENCY:

Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Newcastle,
facing a slow
used-car market, decided upon five announcements weekly
on Chucks Melody Lane. In six weeks, 18 cars advertised on the program ivere sold. To date, the $4 participations have averaged three car sales weekly.
Weekly
expenditure: $20 with the prices of the automobiles sold
ranging from $450 to $1,100. Gross sales: from $1,350
to $4,400 each week.
CHUB, Nanaimo, B. C.

PBOGRAM:

Family Shoe Store

Announcements

Chuck's Melody Lane

RESTAURANT

AGENCY:

Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Family Shoe wanted to get
new customers, create goodwill and build up its mailing
list. To do so, it sponsored a five-minute segment of
program.
Western
House Revelries, a morning
Ranch
On this show Family Shoe ran a local talent contest with
a Western flavor. It had cash prizes and listeners as
judges. At contest end, there were 8,591 votes cast for
Family Shoe had its goodwill, upped
30 contestants.
sales and mailing list. Cost: $7 per five minutes.
CJGX, Yorkton, Sask.

FARM

AUTOMOBILES

Georgian

a

test, Shores
took
merchandise
previously
advertised
in newspapers
and
mentioned it on CJAT.
Radio outpulled newspapers by
10%.
Now Shores runs two announcements daily to
promote
diamond
specials, and pay-day
sales.
Cost:
$3.60 per announcement.
Shores says store volume for
June was triple over what it ivas the year before.

SPONSOR:

SPONSOR:

As

Direct

SHOES

,

SPONSOR:

AGENCY:

SPONSOR:

PROGRAM:

Ranch House Revelries

MACHINERY

Machinery Designers

AGENCY:

Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
This Calgary manufacturer
ran 10 announcements from 7 to 18 January advertising
a swath lifter. Response was so immediate on this $375
item that orders exceeded manufacturing capacity.
By
18 January, the company sold 150 ma-chines on an announcement cost of $84.
Sales gross: $56,250.
Machinery Designers plan to return to radio when weather
conditions allow farmers to resume harvesting.
CFCN, Calgary, Alberta

PROGRAM:

Announcements

CHINAWARE

Restaurant

AGENCY:

Direct

SPONSOR:

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
The opening of the newly
decorated Georgian restaurant was planned for 9 April.
However the owners decided to open at noon two days
early.
Three announcements
were aired that day at
11:30 a.m., 12:15 and 1:00 p.m. (cost: about $181.
By
mid-afternoon
and
suppertime
the
restaurant
was
swamped with patrons. From 10:00 p.m. that night until midnight it was almost impossible to serve all the
people who streamed in.

CAPSULE

p.m., with the weekly cost about $60. Announcements feature expensive china figurines and glass for sale. The
commercials arent hammered or punched home but are
in keeping with the lone of the program.
In the four
years, business volume is up tenfold with annual sales of
about $500,000.

GFOS, Owen Sound, Ontario

CKWX,

PROGRAM:

Announcements

Dixon's Fine Arts Ltd.

CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Dixon s has been

Direct

in busi-

ness for five years; on CKWX for four of them. It sponsors a classical music show on Sundays, 1:05 to 2:00

Vancouver, B. C.

PROGRAM:

Music You Remember

"Wherever You GO... there's RADIO!"
CKLW

is proud to have played a part in the United Radio Com-

mittee's campaign which won top honors for group radio promotion in 1951. CKLW CONCEIVED THE SLOGAN, FIRST GAVE
IT AIR TIME; thru maintaining as usual CKLW's first place
position in the promotion and best interests of radio.

153,358 Broadcast Hours
11,804 Advertisers Served
48,620 Hours of Public
Service Broadcasts

Celebrating Our
Anniversary

201*1

MBS

50,000

CKLW
800 On

WATTS
WINDSOR,
REPRESENTED
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CBC

Your Dial

ONTARIO

BY ALL CANADA

RADIO

FACILITIES
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I
Outlook grim for sponsors;

Q. What
Canada?

is the status of TV

in

A. One station is on the air today — ■
Montreal. A second starts regular
broadcasts about 25 August — Toronto.
Both will be formally inaugurated early
in September, probably 6 and 8 September, respectively. A third has been
authorized for Ottawa and will probably be on the air next year — linking
Montreal and Toronto.
And that's it.
The Canadian Government, through
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., is
running the show. No private TV stations will be permitted until CBC has
one in each province. The private radio and TV people feel this will take
a generation. Meantime Canadians,
who already have more than 100.000
TV sets and have been enjoying American programs for several years (WBEN-TV, Buffalo; Cleveland's WEWS,
WNBK and WXEL; Rochester's WHAM-TV; Detroit's WJBK-TV, WWJTV and WXYZ-TV and Seattle's KING-TV) are finally getting a look at
the home product.
Montreal, whose call letters will most
probably be CBFT (after CBE, the
French CBC station there), began televising the Montreal Royals' home baseball games 25 July over Channel 2. The
Radio-Television Manufacturers Assn.
is picking up the tab — at $500 a game
— to boost sales of sets in Montreal
prior to the official opening.
At the start Montreal will offer about
two hours daily in French and one in
English, running from 5:30 to 6:00
and from 8:00 to 10:30 p.m. Since
there will be only an estimated 2,000
sets in town by 1 September, advertising will be virtually a private subsidy
for government TV for some time.
Programwise, according to Jean SaintGeorges, CBC's supervisor of press and
information in Montreal, CBFT will
offer variety, music, drama, cooking
lessons, fashion shows, art and ballet.
It will program both commercial and

Ballet:

Canadian

National

Ballet

members

rehearse

at CBLT,

Toronto.

Operations

begin

soon

non-commercial shows. Since 85 S' of
Quebec Province's four million people
arc French I 70' < of Montreal's million
SPONSOR

IT: two stations, 103,454 sets
ime costs $1,600 an hour in Toronto, $500 in Montreal (1,300 sets)

I.

II hat is the Canadian

TV picture — at a glance?

Number Stations On air— 2 by 7 Sept. (Toronto, Montreal)
Number Stations planned— 7 (Ottawa) next year; 6 others delayed
Number Sets— 103u454 as of May 7952
Est, sets both markets 1955^475,000
Average COSt Of Sets— $475 plus $60-$100 installation
Cost Of time— $7,600 hr. Toronto; $500 hr. Montreal
C0St-per-M homes— $26.66 Toronto; $250 Montreal
Ownership— Government (through CBC)
Who controls programs?— cbc
U^Si-Originated ShOWS — sponsor must pay tor Canadian standbys
Sponsors — 6 signed for programs (by mid-July)
License fee— not fixed yet; CBC asked $75 per set

*2,.

What will TV cost the sponsor in Canada?

60
45
30
20
15
10
5
20
8

MINUTES
MINUTES
MINUTES
MINUTES
MINUTES
MINUTES
MINUTES
SECONDS
SECONDS

CBC TV Toronto

Montreal

$1,600.00
$1,280.00
$ 960.00
$ 000.00
$ 640.00
$ 560.00
$ 400.00
$ 240.00
$ 120.00

$500.00
$400.00
$300.00
$250.00
$200.00
$175.00
$125.00

Rates include (1) station time, (2) production staff and technical facilities
(cameras, etc.) required for rehearsal and production of program and (3)
rehearsal of commercials. Rates do not include talent, costumes, or sets.
Hitch: Sponsor wishing to use Montreal TV must pay for production costs
there even though he produces the entire program in Toronto. The American sponsor must pay for the works even though he pipes the show in or
uses kine or film. CBC's purpose: to promote Canadian talent. "Production
staff" includes one producer, one announcer, ono technical producer and
the services,
as required,
of floor managers,
script
assistants,
audio
and

11 AUGUST

Time Allowance
for Rehearsal

4
3
3
2
2
1
1

HOURS
HOURS
HOURS
HOURS
HOURS
HOUR
HOUR

$ 75.00
$ 37.50
video technicians, projectionists, lighting technicians and studio assistants.
Extra-commercial rehearsal time will cost $50 a half-hour. Buffalo-Toronto
interconnection charges will he $150 for 60 minutes, $100 for 30 minutes,
and $75 for 15 minutes. CBC will kinescope your Canadian program in
either Toronto or Montreal for use in the other city without charge. Thus
rates are almost prohibitive. When CBC chairman A. Davidson Dunton
announced them 30 April, the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters ran a fullpage ad in Canadian Broadcaster and Telescreen headed : "Radio is Here
to Stay I" That's
an index of the status of TV in ' an ada — i ..r the future.

1952
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and a half i . original French shows
will have to be aired: some American
kiiies and films will be used on the
English side, of course. Since Montreal
is out of the range of U. S. TV stations,
CBFT will have no competition.
In Toronto the situation is the opposite. The station, whose call letters are
expected to be CBLT I after CBL,
CBC's key station i . will face stiff U.S.
competition from the start. To build
up an audience for the inauguration.
CBLT will start televising the annual
Canadian National Exposition during
the last part of August over Channel
9. Its regular program will run two
hours an evening after inauguration —
probably 8:00 to 10:00 p.m.. later
7:30 to 10:30. and will also range
from variety, musical shows, drama
and sports to mobile pick-ups. hockey
and possibly football.
Bell Telephone is building a microwave link to Montreal via Ottawa so
Toronto and Montreal will be able to
exchange programs, at least English
ones. The Toronto-Buffalo link is
already forged, or will be by the inauguration date, so American shows
can be piped in if— . The big "if" is
explained by Fergus Mutrie, TV Director (Toronto), who told sponsor:
"We're interested in carrying programs sponsored by American manufacturers provided they fit into our
The second stinger: The American
pattern."
sponsor must pay for all the idle cameras, crewmen, technical facilities, manpower and the studio in Toronto I included in the base $1,600 hourly rate I .
even though they're not being used.
But however disappointed American
sponsors might be over its commercial
aspects. TV has finally come to Canada
— six years after the U. S., 16 years
after Great Britain.

Q. When will there be a transCanada TV network?
A. Dr. James J. McCann. Canada's
Revenue Minister, informed the House
of Commons 4 July that CBC will not
license privately owned TV stations
until it has its own stations operating
in every province of Canada; that construction of any other stations except
Ottawa (the third planned I will have
to wait indefinitely. Six others had
been designated: Quebec. Winnipeg.
Vancouver and three stations to be
built in western Ontario.
(Please turn to page 1141

Western:

"Operation

Barn

Dance"

indicates

government

90
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3.

Hotv will TV costs in Toronto and Montreal compare with Canadian radio?
(I Sept.

TELEVISION— TORONTO*
Rale
(S)

1600
1000

7 Hour (1 Sept. '52)
(1 Sept. 'S3)
Vi Hour (1 Sept. '52;

(1 Sept. 'S3)

TV

RatinK
Est.

CoMt/M
Hnmes

($>

00

(000's)

112
00
112
00
112

900
900
640
640

(I Sept. 'S3)
Va Hour ( 7 Sept. 'S2)

Est.

Est. Hornet
ISo.
TV

27

9
11
6

I Sept.

Homes

<$>

25
25

Rale

107.00
57.00
04.00
34.00
43.00
23.00

324
324
102
102
108
108

500.00
07.00
300.00
40.00
200.00
27.00

157.50
157.50
6*3.00
91.50
91.50

053.8
(OOO's)
053.8
053.8
053.8
053.8
053.8
RADIO

TELEVISION— MONTREAL*

500
500
300
300
200
200

7 Hour (1 Sept. '52)
(1 Sept. 'S3)
V2 Hour ( 7 Sept. 'S2)
(1 Sept. 'S3)
Va Hour ( 1 Sept. 'S2)
(1 Sept. 'S3)
SOURCE:

Joint Committee

50

250
33
150

2.0

15.0
2.0

15.0
2.0

20
100

15.0

13

on Radio & Television

50
50
50
50
50

(Assn. of Canadian Advertisers,

*Call letters almost certain to be CBLT

4.

Canadian

September

Toronto and Montreal

.f.

of Advertising

GROWTH

1952
1953
1954
1955

TV markets expand?
SOURCE:

Assn.

R,,linH
Average

( ost M
Messaees
(S)

Homrs

0.50
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.17
0.17

21.2
21.2
13.3
13.3
12.8
12.8

2.34
2.34
1.80
1.80
1.29
1.29

(CFCF)— MONTREAL

195.9
195.9
195.9
195.9
195.9
195.9

63.00

(CFRB)— TORONTO

( on M
(S)
Radio

0.80
0.80
0.48
0.48
0.32
0.32

12.1
12.1
10.1
10.1

9.5
9.5

6.61
6.61
1.77
1.77
3.38
3.38

Agencies)

tCall letters almost certain to be CBFT

ESTIMATED

1

How fast will the

RADIO

1953)

BBM

Sets

25
25
25
25

14
10

1952, and
Est. Cmt/M
V iewine

Joint Committee

OF

TV

HOMES

TORONTO

MONTREAL

60,000
112,000
200,000
250,000

2,000
15,000
120,000
225,000

on Radio & Television

(ACA, CAAA)

lion will Toronto and Montreal TV costs compare with U.S. markets of similar size?
COST

COVERAGE

analysis using, as a guide,

u. s.
MILWAUKEE
Starting
TV
Month

'48

%

s

e
Hom

3rd

2.8

6th
12th

MONTREAL

Homes

Date
Mar.
WTMJ-TV

(OOO's)
2.1

Cov.

0.5
TV-

Starting
Rate
$

250

(OOO's
2.0 t

3.0

5.0

1.2

250

5.0

16.2
*41.1

3.7
9.5

250

15.0

300

35.0
120.0

24th

115.0

26.5

350

30th

190.0

43.9

600

175.0

36th

243.0

56.1

750

225.0

SOURCE: Joint Committee
•Interconnected

Date

Homes
TV

250

18th

426,000

on Radio & Television

TV characteristics

c . s.
PROVIDENCE

Homes

Aug.

%

0.6

11 AUGUST

similar

CANADA

433,200

1st

U. S. experience in markets with

Cov.

0.4
0.7
1.1
3.5
8.2
28.1
41.1
52.8

*13.5

Starting

'52
Rate

$
500

TV
Homes

%

CANADA
Homes
'49
Rare

5

TORONTO
Starting
TV
Homes

250
(OOO's)

27.0

500
500
500

62.2
107.0

500

152.0
191.0

500
500

Date Aug.
WJAR-TV
Cov.

16.5
500

425,300

3.1
3.9

250
250

6.3
14.6

250

25.2

300

35.7
44.9

550
750

210.0
50.1

850

60.0
75.0

(OOO's)

95.0
112.0
160.0
200.0
230.0
250.0

459,000

Homes

Date Aug. '52

%

Rate

Cov.

13.0

1,600

16.3
20.6

1,600
1,600

24.4
35.0
45.0
50.0
55.0

1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600

(ACA, CAAA)
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CANADIAN

MARKET

— oil in the Prairie Provinces and
British Columbia, iron ore in Quebec
and Labrador, uranium in Alberta and
Saskatchewan and natural gas in Alberta, among others.
These three reasons make Canada a

{Continued from page 62 I
are owned and controlled by Americans.
The Canadian dollar is up to $1.03,
highest it's ever been — only currency
in the world to outvalue the U.S.
The Canadian Government ended its

top investment market for the American businessman and advertiser. At
least 117 national American advertisers are already using Canadian radio

sixth straight fiscal year in March with
a budget surplus — a record unmatched
in the world.

to tap this market. There are indications that the figure is increasing.

Discovery of new resources throughout Canada has set off huge expansion
programs in virtually every province

Where specifically is the boom?

c

*t\
If

Mi

First in Alberta and British Columbia, mostly because of oil. Both provinces are undergoing billion-dollar expansions. Alberta in oil, chemicals and
natural gas; British Columbia in oil,
aluminum, newsprint, cellulose and
hydro-electric power.
Since the rich Leduc fields in Alberta were discovered in 1947, the economic map of Canada has been
changed. More than 200 oil companies
have spent $215 million in west Canadian oil and gas exploration in 1951
(total since 1947: $1 billion). There
were 50 oil strikes last year. Biggest:
at Wizard Lake, central Alberta, by
the Texaco and McColl-Frontenac companies. Oil discoveries have also been
made in Peace River, British Columbia, Manitoba and Saskatchewan.
As a result oil has brought $750
million in investment in new facilities
and jobs to western Canada. Canada
now produces one-third of its own oil.
Other big projects: a $200 million
Labrador-Quebec iron ore program to
make Canada one of the worlds big-

*>fl\

gest producers: production is scheduled to begin in 1954. Proven reserves
are estimated at 400 million tons.
A $50 million nickel-copper project
is being rushed in northern Manitoba.
A "uranium city" is being built at
Ace Lake, Saskatchewan, which is be-

PoSers CA*ADA

;

eVer bef*'" for

***

coming Canada's "uranium province."
The Aluminum Co. of Canada is
building a $550 million project in the
rugged wilderness of British Columbia around Kitimat, an Indian village.
A two-year $250 million expansion
industry.
program is under wav in the chemical
The Celanese Corp. of America has
started operations totaling almost $100
million and plans another $65 million

*nusiCa

l

K\

W.
ttc

St

Cleveland. Detroit and Chicago "ocean"
All this needs people, and Canada is
getting them: 190,000 new immigrants
plus
300.000 babies last year: a similar
ports.
increase expected this year.
And all these people are buying

o;

To0"96 S"*-

^'"^

229v

Canada is going to construct the St.
program.
Lawrence deep waterway alone — without U.S. help. This will make Toronto,

more. That's why A. A. McDermott of
Radio & Television Sales, Inc., Toronto

BROADCAST
NEW

YORK

•

CHICAGO

MUSIC,INC.
•

HOLLYWOOD

and Montreal, says: "The majority of
American producers have failed to
recognize the Canadian market's potential. Yet Canada provides one of
the few dollar markets left for Amcri-

92
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ran products — and those dollars right
now are the best in the world, higher
even than U.S. dollars."'
Is the standard of living high enough
to bother with?
It is second only to that of the I .>..
according to the Canadian Financial
Post, which cites these highlights:
A. 10 of 13 homes have electi i< it\ .
B. 5 of 7 homes have telephones.
C. 19 of 20 homes have radios.
D. 7 of 10 have washing machines.
E. 3 of 5 families own cars.
No wonder G. C. Hammond, vice
president of Canada's biggest ad agency. Cockfield. Brown & Co.. Ltd.. says:
"Don't sell Canada short.

• • •

A. Thomas James ( Jim i Allard. general manager of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters, estimates gross income
for the private stations in Canada in
L950 was $16 million I $860,000 net)
and in 1951 was $18 million ($1,200,000 net) — both net figures before
taxes. This comes to an average profit
of S8.995 before taxes for each of the
134 commercial stations in operation
at the end of 1951.
Here are some quotes from stations,
reps and program services:
Phil Lalonde. general manag?r.
CKAC,

Montreal: "Business is excellent. We're 12-15', ahead of 1951.
\\ e re not too scared of TV. It will be

at least two years or so before its ef-

CANADIAN

fect willTietolman,
really be felt."
Jack
managing director,

RADIO

( Continued from page 73 i
comedy Bonanza written by diet Lambertson and James Richardson. It was
recently premiered almost at the same
time as another all-Canada musical on
the other coast, Timber, written by
Dolores Claman. David Savage and
Doug Nixon and aired over the TransCanada network as part of CBC
Wednesday Night. BMI Canada. Ltd..
has published the music of both.
All the above adds up to one thing,
says Cam Logan, Cockfield. Browns
Toronto timebuyer:
"Radio s a damn good buy and will
be for main years in Canada."

Q.
How
ness?

is Canadian

radio

busi-

CKVL, Verdun. Quebec: "Business is
pretty fair. We're ahead of last vear.
1 he mail response is a sensation. Qui
Chant {Who Sings) was drawing 34.000-38.000 letter a week with 95'r of
them containing proof of purchase by
the time it reached a $500 jackpot.
Monarch Cake Mix sponsors it. We
charge $136 a half hour Class A time,
have a 48.91 Elliott-Haynes French
iating. We have 37 shows with ratingof
over.ofTV?
We're\ erdun
programing
to 10
takeor care
it now.
is 10
minutes from the heart of Montreal. '
Jack Cooke, owner. CKEY. Toronto:
"Best year to date. Lp 10' < over last.
The momentum of business is responsible. Our American business is also a
Bob Lee. station manager. CHL M.
Toronto: "Business is about the same

as last year. Nationally it's increased
many
but locally
it's
down. manv
Now thousands
that restrictions
on credit
are off. I think local business will be
better in the fall. We'll all have to do
more merchandising in Toronto when
TV Howard
becomes Caine.
stronger."
station manager,
CKFH. Toronto: "We started in February 1951. and business is pretty good
— up over last year. We have some
American accounts, like Lever Bros.,
Florence Benson Lipstick. Our best
show is the Toronto Star Program of
Good Music one hour a day. seven days
a week. 8:00 to 9:00 p.m., sponsored
by the Toronto Daily Star, which limits its commercials to less than 30 seconds for the
entirecommercial
hour."
\\ aldo
Holden.
manager.
CFRB. Toronto: Sold out. except for
a quarter-hour option, between 7:00
a.m. and 8:00 p.m. as reported previously. "We have five new accounts, all
Canadian, for the fall. All but one of
the old ones have renewed. We haven't
been as busv in 15 years. Business is
booming. The Canadian dollar has hit
$1.031,;s- The cause: the tremendous
1 . S. investment in Canada. Americans are not only going into oil and
minerals
real estate
as well."
Horace but
Stovin.
president
of Horace
N. Stovin & Co.. Toronto representatives of 23 Canadian stations: "Radio
is the cheapest advertising medium in
Canada. Rates are ridiculously low.
Yet we were 15.8' v over 1950 last year
in total billings and 14.41 higher this
first quarter than the corresponding
period in 1951. Some stations are up

way up."'
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ose to you as many

ANADA
— your northern neighbor
of your best domestic markets.

Canadians have the same buying habits as the people you're selling to
now. And they are buying more and more each year, as their purchasing
power increases. Canada's on top of the world!
The source of this growing prosperity is Canada's production: Over
25% of the world's nickel; over 45% of the world's asbestos — and undisclosed quantities of uranium. Gold, iron and lumber abound in Canada.
Recent discoveries of oil in the prairies hold a promise of self-sufficiency
on this continent for centuries to come.
Yet this rich market has barely been skimmed.
Now, Canada not only wants to buy vour goods, but does buy —
than anyone else — and PAYS CASH.

more

So — if Canada wants your goods how best can you sell 'em? Obviously
you want the greatest advertising coverage at minimum cost to sell in this
booming market.
Radio is the answer.
94% of all Canadian homes have a radio, giving you the most complete
coverage available.
Radio is your salesman-in-the-hearth, already installed, waiting for your
message, by-passing the rural road, the footpath, bad weather and the
closed door.
Radio is there already.

"In Canada

you sell 'em when

when you tell 'em.'"
whose

A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian
Association
of Broadcasters
voices are invited into oi'er 3 million
homes
every

Canadian
108

day.

Association of Broadcasters
Sparks St.,
Ottawa

37 Bloor St., West,
Toronto
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It's men

and women

like these

40-50% in business, the averaging beGuy
F. Herbert,
general manager of
ing about
20%."
All-Canada Radio Facilities, biggest
station rep 129 stations) in Canada

Eastern Canada's best known, most
quoted sports commentator. A regular
(ontril)utor to network roundups, and a
regular on C J C H with play by play of
major events and twice daily sports summaries.

Halifax's only woman alderman, and one
of Canada's best informed women. A
leading network dramatic star and commentator as well as a C J C H regular who
talks to and for Maritime women through
her daily C J C H program.

C ] C H Program Manager who has a
notable background of experience with
stations from Western Ontario to the Atlantic seaboard. Frequently cast in network dramatic roles, he has one of the
most believable of "selling" voices.

A genius of detail, never heard, seldom
seen, but indispensable secretary to C J C H
Manager. Efficient recorder, reporter, despatcher, expediter and the Station's watchdog of advertiser interests.

C J C H

Merchandising Manager

and

energetic "follow-through" specialist. Analyser, organizer, promoter with a tireless
eye on the market and sales results of
C f C H advertisers.

Their names, or the names
of the C J C H team would
Their faces are unfamiliar.
a matter of record if you are
For it's men and women like
talents and efforts . . .

who make

of the other members
mean nothing to you.
But their efficiency is
a C J C H advertiser.
these whose combined

C J C II the most

popular station in Nova Scotia
REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
TORONTO,
MONTREAL,

96

• ADAM
). YOUNG,
JNR., NEW
CANADA • PAUL MULVIHILL, 21
CANADA

•

RADIO

TIMES

YORK.
U S. A.
KING ST. E. TORONTO

SALES

(QUEBEC

LTD. I

King's

Hall

Bldg.,

Montreal

and its largest program house: "Radio
is at an all-time peak. Business is well
up, 25% in transcriptions, 30% in
time sales. Radiowise, we haven't had
any TV competition yet. The swing to
spot or selective radio here is due some
to TV in the states — with the consequent decrease in network radio in
both countries." All-Canada has started a TV division, is exclusive Canadian
agent for Ziv and MGM transcribed
shows. Sponsors can now get exclusive rights for all of Canada for these
through All-Canada Radio Facilities,
Herbert said. Assistant Manager
Stuart MacKay mentioned that with
the decrease in U.S. net shows transcribed programs are increasing in
popularity in Canada. Three ACRF
shows, for example, are now tied for
10th place in ratings: Cisco Kid, which
Wrigley's Chewing Gum has bought
for all of Canada; Guy Lombardo,
bought by GM I Frigidaire Division)
and Bright Star, a situation comedystarring Irene Dunne and Fred MacMurray and sponsored by S. C. Johnson Co. Bold Venture, sponsored by
Imperial Tobacco, another packaged
program, climbed to top place among
the mysteries.
Spence Caldwell, president, S. W.
Caldwell. Ltd.. Toronto agency and
programing service: "Business has
doubled. Twice as much money is being spent now as last year because
everybody is making money. There are
no payment laggers. The popularity of
transcription shows is exceeding all
records. Devitt Drops In, sponsored
by Pepsodent (Lever Bros.) with Ruthrauff & Ryan as the agency, is on 28
Canadian stations. Down to Earth featuring John Bradshaw is on 18. We
have bought out Guild Radio Features,
Imperial Radio Productions, National
Programs, Exclusive Radio Products
and Jack Slatter's Goodman shows and
now consider ourselves the biggest programing service in the world. We are
buying a $60,000 building for studios
in Toronto and will package radio
shows and commercials and TV commercials. We have already invested
Caldwell put equipment."
on a two-hour
French
"
in TVTV show in Montreal
$15,000
and
English
over
a closed circuit in April to spur sales
SPONSOR

to dealers there. John Heaton. promotion manager, wrote the show. Total
set sales: $36,000 worth.

AMERICAN
PRODUCERS

Q. How does the Governmentowned Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. exercise control over radio
in Canada?
A. The Canadian Broadcasting Act
of 1936 established the CBC and authorized its nine-member Board of
Governors to own and operate stations,
regulate private stations, control networks, prescribe the periods to be reserved byprivate stations for CBC programs, control all programs and advertising and limit political broadcasting time.
Private industry's biggest beef is
against CBC s being "at one and the
same time competitor, regulator, prosecutor, jury and judge," in the words
of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
which now has 116 of the 135 private
AM stations in Canada as members. It
wants the CBC's regulatory and commercial functions divorced and the
regulatory power vested in a neutral
agency which would supervise both
CBC and private radio.
In addition, private radio men insist that radio is part of freedom of
the press and therefore licenses — now
renewable once every three years —
must not be denied responsible citizens or subjected to cancellation at the
whim of the CBC.
Unlike the U.S.'s Federal Communications Commission, CBC runs virtually everything in radio in Canada, as
the following regulations indicate. It:
1. Controls the type and character
of all programs in Canada.
2. Operates national nets, prohibiting private stations from setting one
up or joining a U. S. net without CBC
permission.
3. Forces private stations to set aside
certain periods for CBC programs or
substitute CBC shows for their own.
No damages may be claimed.
4. Limits advertising to 10% of program time and sets up standards, particularly for food and drug copy.
5. Bans political broadcasts on election day and the last two days before
elections.
6. Requires advance copies of program schedules from stations.
7. Limits station announcement of
call letters to four times an hour.
8. Prohibits broadcasting of court
11 AUGUST
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Do

You

Your

Want

Radio

Active Distribution on

or

TV

Shows

in

Nine Reps or Offices from
Coast.

Canada?

Coast to

Specialists in Our Field —

Concentrating on the One Activity
of Program

To

Cover

Distribution.

Canada

With

Your

Production

call CALDWELL
FULL

INFORMATION

SUCCESSFUL

PLAN

OF

FAIR

ON

REOUEST

AND

LIMITED
SIMCOE

HOUSE, 150 Simcoe St

PL 8727

and 21st

Floor, Victory

PL. 8720

Bldg

TORONTO,

CANADA

It's Easy to do Business with Caldwell"
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proceedings.
9. Bans fortune tellers and crystal

CANADIAN RADIO'S FOREMOST

10. Requires advance approval for

Advertiser-Service
Organization
representiuy exclusively . . .

gazers.
appeals for donations.
11. Bans appeals for agents to represent the sponser of a program or to
handle the goods or services advertised.
12. Prohibits the advertising of
stocks and bonds and alcohol (latter
except in provinces like Quebec which
permit it; commercials there are limited to bare announcement of sponsor's
name. Molson's Brewery got around
this by putting name into program: Le
Theatre Lyrique Molson, one of French
Canada's best).
13. Limits "spot" announcement to

The

The World's
top producers of

SYNDICATED
PROGRAMS
More than ever before, advertisers
in Canada are stretching their radio
dollars on a national or market-tomarket basis (or both) via All-Canada packaged programs! Programs
that guarantee:
Salesmanship

each

program

is

a

tested, proven sales vehicle
in urban or rural markets or both.
Economy — because it's syndicated —
your cost is a fraction of the original production cost.
Showmanship — lop talent — finest
production — with ratings that compare with the best.
Advertisers must look at what AllCanada offers for a clear picture of
radio advertising in Canada.

"All-Canada"
Family
of Radio Stations

British Columbia
CHWK Chilliwack
CFJC Kamloops
CKOV Kelowna
CKPG Prince George
CJAT Trail
CKWX Vancouver
CJVI Victoria

Ontario
CKOC
Hamilton
CFRA Ottawa
CJCS
CKSO

Stratford
Sudbury

CFRB Toronto
CFPL London
CKLW Windsor

two minutes an hour. Bans "spots" between 7:30 and 11:00 p.m. week-days
and all day Sundays.
14. Requires all food and drug copy
to be approved by the Dept. of National Health and Welfare. (CBC promises an answer in two weeks, but one
agencyman grumbled to sponsor that
he's been waiting for six months. I
15. Prohibits stations from broadcasting any national or foreign news
or commentary except that released bv

the CBC.
Alberta
CFAC
Calgary
CJCA
Edmonton
CFGP Grande
Prairie
CJOC
Lethbridge
CHAT Medicine Hat
Saskatchewan
CKBI
Prince Albert
CKCK
Regina
Manitoba
CKRC Winnipeg

CFCF Montreal
Quebec
Maritime*
CFCY Charlottetown
CFNB Fredericton
CHNS
Halifax
CJCB Sydney
CJLS

Yarmouth

Newfoundland
CJON

St. John's

16. Prohibits stations from carrying
mechanical reproductions of programs
between 7:30 and 11:00 p.m. except
with CBC consent.
17. Can suspend the license of any
station for up to three months for violating any regulation of the Broadcasting Act; can expropriate all private
stations, in fact, at any time.
In addition, private radio men complain, CBC sets network rates, often
paying private stations less than the
card rate; gets the best U. S. network
programs, and assigns itself the best
frequencies and the highest power. It
can even take a frequency away from
a private station and give it to a CBC
station, as it did with CFRB. Toronto.
Thus eight of the 10 50,000-watters in
Canada are CBC-owned; all range

Program

Time

Division

Division

flLL-CANHDnitflDIO FACILITIES
Ji^miteicL
Vancouver
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•
Toronto

Calgary
•
Winnipeg
•
Montreal

from 540 to 1.070 KC's on the dial.
However, competition by CBC stations
for local business has been reported
curbed in most cities.
Q.

What did the Massey Commission recommend concerning radio last year and was anything
done?

A.

The five-member Massey Commission, headed by the now Coventor General Vincent Massey ( brother of actor
SPONSOR

Now, for the first time in Southern California, you can-

MAKE THE WHOLE SALE
AT A WHOLESALE RATE!
Do it With KBIG, now on the air
reaching all of Southern California
direct from Catalina!
KBIG is the convenient, efficient
way to reach the whole Southland —
one medium, one set of copy, one bill.
Not just Americas Third Market ( Los
Angeles), or Americas 31st Market
(San Diego), or America's 67th Market (San Bernardino-Riverside) —but
all of them PLUS lots more in between. A total of nearly six million
people, at a base hour KBIG rate of
only $118.

KBIG Does It Alone? Yes.KBIG's
10,000-watt signal focuses all its
strength on its market and wastes none
out to sea. Booming across salt water
(finest known conductor of radio
waves). KBIG

covers Southern Cali-

fornia's mainland from Santa Barbara
to Mexico. KBIG helps you to make
the Whole Sale, to all the Southland,
at Wholesale Prices — as little as $9
a spot!

Prove It To Yourself! Compare
KBIG's base hour rate ($118) or base
minute rate ($18) with any combination of newspapers, outdoor, television or radio you need to get this
same coverage. You'll see why KBIG
is the BIG Buy, the way to make the
Whole Sale at the Wholesale Price.

Availabilities Will Never Be As

Good As Now! Call Meeker or us
— get the whole KBIG
place your schedule on

story — and

KBIG

10,000 WATTS
740 KILOCYCLES

STUDIOS IN AVALON
AND HOLLYWOOD

GIANT

ECONOMY
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John Poole Broadcasting Company
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PACKAGE

OFFICE:

REPRESENTED

6540 SUNSET
BY

ROBERT

BLVD.,
MEEKER

HOLLYWOOD
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Raymond

organizations which discussed radio

"Broadcasting in Canada, in our view,
is a public service directed and controlled in the public interest by a body

broadcasting in our public sessions,"
the Massey Commission said, "the
great majority expressed approval of
the national system. . . . We observed
indeed a certain alarm at any suggestion of change in the existing system
on the ground that it has so far met
with tolerable success in combating
commercialization and excessive Amer-

Massey I . made 21 recommendations, most of which are being
tarried out. In essence they supported
the present set-up and rejected the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters' contention as a "false assumption" that
broadcasting in Canada is an industry.

responsible to Parliament," it said.
The commission recommended that
radio-station men he given the right to
appeal to a federal court from a CBC
decision, that licenses be extended to

icanization ofCanadian programs."
Testifying before the Special Committee on Radio Broadcasting of the
House of Commons last November, the

five-year periods instead of three, that
tlic ( 'IK '|iiil tin- local commercial business, that the CBC refuse all commercial programs "not acceptable in content." that CBC income be set by statute for five years instead of annually.
It also urged organization of a second
French network and extension of
French national programs to western
Canada. (The subsidiary network will
be in operation in the fall. I
The following paragraph should be
of interest to American sponsors wishing to program in Canada, particularly
the second sentence:
". . . Of the more than 170 voluntary

KJreatest

"Radio in Canada is in for the brightest
future ever — a future that will surpass
that of radio in the United States even
during its heyday. This predication is
based on a single premise: that Canada,
with its characteristic alertness and farsightedness, will take advantage of the
mistakes made in radio by the United

States."

HORACE
S. SCHWERIN
Pres., Schwerin Research Corp.

********
CABs general manager, T. J. Allard.
emphasized this point in answering the
the Massey Commission :
It has "failed
broadcasting ...

^how

to appreciate
that
is the most recent

^rll

of an

EDMONTON-

form of publishing . . . and is therefore entitled to the same freedom which
is accorded to the press as one of the
guarantees of public liberty. . . ."
He then charged that carrying out
all the commission's recommendations
— especially continuation of Government control of motion pictures, radio
and television — "would combine to
place under the executive power of the
Government a propaganda machine
. . . which would delight any would-be
totalitarian."
The Winnipeg Free Press commented
about the same time: "Admiration and
approval of the program of the CBC
and its contribution to Canadian life
should not blind us to the fact that
radio broadcasting has emerged as an
important modern phase of the Fourth
Estate. A free society cannot forget
that it became free only when journalism, the press and publishing won their
freedom from state control."
And George C. Chandler, owner and
manager of CJOR, Vancouver, and a
former CAB director, charged in a
speech 7 March that freedom of speech
is "at the crossroads" in Canada and
unless CBC
domination
of radio is

- ^tar

Tar Sands

Gateway to the North — and Alaska . . . Riding the crest of
boom-town expansion and prosperity . . . Capital city of
ihe fabulously
rich province
of

Timber

EDMONTON

ALBERTA-

Home of the World Wheat Kings . . . Championship Livestock
. . . The modern
Promised
Land
with work
and food for
Inexhaustible Tar Sands.
all . . . Great new industries
.
Natural
Gas and Oil Fields

OIL

CFRN
IS SERVED

5,000

BY

Ltd.
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W
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ended soon it may endanger the press
as well.

program time and attracted onh
16.5% of all sets in use in Canada
v\hile on the air. The CAB drew this
conclusion :

Q.

"By their free choice, Canadians
have demonstrated eight-to-one listening preference for programs produced
on advertising revenue over the pro-

Who pays for government
dio in Canada?

ra-

A. The people paid CBC $6,250,000
through a statutory grant by Parliament plus $5,841,317 for license fees
I $2.50 for city dwellers, $2 for farmers I or a total of $12,291,317 for the
year ended 31 March 1952. CBC made
only $2,722,279 on its own. including
$2,456,431 from commercial broadcasting. In addition TV has cost the
Canadians $6 million to date, or $3
million per station, and a request for
$7 million more has been made to
Parliament.

Q.
Are the people satisfied with
the set-up?
A. No. Elliott-Haynes reports in its
January 1952 Study of Public Attitudes that 61.2'f of 7.000 Canadians
asked said they preferred private ownership of broadcasting, against 17. (>C
who wanted all government ownership
and 14.7% who were for part ownership by both, or the present set-up.

Q.

Do Canadians listen to government programs?
A. Only 11.88% listen to CBC-produced non-commercial programs, according to an Blliott-Haynes study covering the year ended 31 October 1951.
In contrast 88.12% listened to commercially produced programs. The noncommercial ocupied 72% of all CBC

grams produced on taxpayers' subsidy.
Thus $12 million taxes imposed on Canadians provided one-ninth of their
radio listening."

Q.

How many sponsors of American origin use Canadian radio and

why aren't there more?
A. A CAB-prepared list shows 117
of the 550-some national sponsors of
Canadian radio are of American origin . The complete list of both is published in Part IV of this Canadian section. Biggest American-origin sponsor:
P&G. Others I but not in order of expenditures:I Coca-Cola, Lever Bros.
( only Americans consider them of
American origin; actually they're English-Dutch I. Rexall Drug, ColgatePalmolive-Peet. Toni (Gillette). Kraft
Foods. Lambert Pharmacal, Electric
Autolite, Heinz, Campbell Soup, Westinghouse. Sterling Drug, Gillette, Ronson, General Foods. Pond's, S. C. Johnson Co., Wrigley's, General Motors
( Frigidaire I , Quaker Oats, Carnation
Milk, Swift Canadian, Firestone Tire,
Whitehall Pharmacal. Bristol-Myers.
Lipton's (Lever), Imperial Oil (Esso),
McColl-Frontenac Oil (Texaco) and
Canadian Industries, Ltd. ( Du Pont).
Here are three reasons why there
aren t more:

letters ^

OMwath!
This figure isn't fantasy — it's
fact' In one single recent
month this year CKAC's
"Casino de la Chanson"
pulled in 1,060,000 replies,
almost all containing proof
of purchase. This fabulous
quiz show has worked wonders since it hit the airwaves
- it can work wonders for
your product, too. Ask us
for details.
CBS Outlet In Montreal

A

Key Station of the
TRANS-QUEBEC radio group

CKAC

MONTREAL
730 on the dial

CKNW leads all day says ELLIOTT-HAYNES latest catradio survey in high-spending Greater Vancouver.

Adam

J. Young
Omer

•

10 kilowatts

Jr. - New

Representatives:
York, Chicago

Renaud

& Co. — Toronto
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1. Import duties. To save on these
and taxes sponsors have to set up subsidiaries or license Canadian firms to
make, package and/or sell their products.
2. CBC limitations, mentioned above.
A French Network executive told spon-

| NOW IT'S OFFICIAL!
1951 DOMINION CENSUS, j
Metropolitan

and Major

Population

Urban

Figures,

though they're commercial, because of
their content. They will not be re-

Area

3. Not enough know about Canadian
placed.
radio as a superior advertising medium. Ask any New York Canadian-sta-

shone

SYDNEY, NOVA SCOTIA,

tion rep what questions he's asked
about Canada. They range from "Do
all Canadians speak French?" to, "Is
it always Cooke.
cold up there?'" according to
Donald

"The Steel and Coal Centre of Eastern Canada7'
Is the 14th Urban Market in the Dominion,

Here's a contributory reason why
some Americans don't know the facts:
The only study ever made comparing
black-and-white with radio advertising
in Canada as to costs and circulation

And the 2nd Largest in the Maritime Provinces.
Where

EIliott-Haynes Radio

eonstantly found

was buried last year because the results were so startling in radios favor.
It was made by the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters and compared daily news-

Surveys thru the years have

one of the highest "sets-in-use" radio-audi-

papers, week-enders, weeklies and
monthlies with radio. The study
showed such a disparate ratio so far as
costs and penetration were concerned
that the newspapers promptly hit the
roof. Some of the newspaper-owned
stations (there are 29 in Canada)
threatened to quit the CAB. and the
latter reluctantly withdrew the survey.
Other stations, however, made comparisons of their own — with good results. CKWX, Vancouver, managed by
Frank H. (Tiny) Elphicke. issued one
showing the station to have a nighttime

ences in the country, and Advertisers continually find a "must"
area for their radio campaigns.
// yon already haven't proof of this —

MAKE YOUR OWN RADIO CAMPAIGN TESTS HERE
YOU'LL FIND RADIO PAYS

OVER C-J-C-B

(CJCB-FM— and CJCX)

circulation I audience I some 12' ,
greater than the largest daily there,
nearly twice that of the largest weekender, two and one-half times the largest magazine and between four and
five times the largest farm publication
and the combined Class A weeklies. It

IN SYDNEY, NOVA SCOTIA
Write

us

lor a list of National

and

the largest

Local

didn't compare rates, but CKWX's halfhour rate is $84; a half-page in the top
Vancouver dailv is around $500.

Advertisers who have been using CJCB. the Year Round —
for periods of TEN

to TWENTY

YEARS.

Q. How much of the advertising
kitty does Canadian radio get?

Rvpri'seit tiitives:
Weed
All-Canada
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& Company

in U.S.A.

Radio Facilities in Canada.
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sor they are hoping one or two American-origin shows drop out. even
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A. Between 20 and 25%. The CAB's
Pat Freeman, who's in the middle of a
year-long project to check radio expenditures of all Dominion accounts,
estimates the total Canadian advertis50 million — with radio
ing budget at
SPONSOR
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In Ottawa
and Hull
over

Companies of U. S. origin account
for an estimated 25% of the total national ad bill.

speaking Canadians with an annual

income

of

are time, especially in our business."
But, he adds: "It is a fine advertising
medium, and we're using more radio

$100,000,000.00

this year than last."
Other weaknesses, as cited by another expert:

are served

only

the

Ottawa

over

1. Rate-cutting by advertisers and
some stations.
2. Little merchandising by stations.
3. Promotion is poor.
4. Programs are limited by lack of
enough talent.
5. There is a lack of experienced
personnel and development of new talent in all fields of radio.

CKCH

(The

French

400,000

radio

station

Valley — full
French

in

coverage

population.)

Studios:
121 Notre Dame Street

HULL, P.Q.
11 AUGUST
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Q. Is there anything wrong with
Canadian radio as an advertising
medium?
A. Yes, says Bruce McLeod, asst. advertising manager for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., in Toronto, "radio is
not as flexible as newspapers. Contracts

over

by

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

net) at $2,456,531.92 for the year ended 31 March 1952.

100,000
French

getting $30-$35 million. The Assn. ol
Canadian Advertisers' John Galilee
puts the national total at about $88.5
million with $15-$20 million going to
radio. Walter Elliott of Elliott-Haynes,
who audits the different media, figures
national advertising in four of them at
$52,028,474, as follows:
86 daily newspapers $27,137,998
6 week-end newspapers 8,536,911
14 magazines (Canadian)
11,458,113
13 farm papers
4,895,452
The Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
lists its commercial income (mostly

THE
BILLION
DOLLAR
MARKET
Last year the net buying income of British Columbians
was $1,607,298,000.00. And
over a billion dollars in new
capital investments is de-

6. Multiple spotting is getting worse.

veloping B.C.'s rich resources
at an unparalleled rate —
creating new industries, more

Q.
Any research organizations in
Canada to help the sponsor?
A.
These seven do radio studies, as
follows:

jobs and greater payrolls for
the fastest growing population in Canada. In this billion
dollar market, B.C. radio

1. Elliott-Haynes, Ltd., 515 Broadview, Toronto (also Montreal), the
biggest. Walter Elliott started in an insurance company vault costing $8 a
month in Montreal in 1936, now has
75 permanent employes in Montreal
and Toronto, spends $250,000 a year
on radio research, bills just under
$1 million and publishes these 10 studies: national network, city by city day
and city by city night program ratings
monthly, area reports quarterly, monthly Teleratings I started in July ( . out-ofhome listening, auto listening and early

gives you the over-all coverage you want ... 17 stations
to tell your story to every
part of the Province.

B.C.IOSELLRAD
TO B.C.
USE
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA
ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS
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and late listening twice a year, shareof-audience reports four times a year
and sets-in-use reports three times a
NO

MATTER

YOU

LOOK

A

MUST
NEW

AT IT

IN ANY
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN IN
BRUNSWICK.

LOCATED IN ALMOST
THE EXACT CENTRE OF
THE PROVINCE

CFNB
COVERS A GREATER AREA
OF NEW BRUNSWICK AND
IS LISTENED TO BY MORE
NEW BRUNSWICK RADIO
HOMES THAN ANY OTHER
RADIO STATION
(1950 B.B.M. SURVEY)
DOLLAR

FOR

DOLLAR

THE
BEST
ADVERTISING BUY YOU
CAN
GET
IN NEW BRUNSWICK

5000

WATTS
550

KCS

N
B

FREDERiCTON
N.

B.

"NEW
MOST

BRUNSWICK'S
LISTENED TO

STATION"
REPRESENTATIVES:
ALL-CANADA
LTD.

WEED
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AND

IN

RADIO FACILITIES
CANADA

CO.

IN

U.S.

Three to four hundred people are
interviewed by phone in each city for
year.
ratings. Other results are obtained by
the recall method. Elliott-Haynes also
prepares these seven non-published reports: monthly radio advertising expenditures, "sell-ability" ratings of programs related to merchandise, special
area work, program analyses in which
up to 1.000 people participate throughout Canada, program profiles I minuteby-minute ratings), public attitude toward business (basic fee for this:
.$2,000 a year. 14.000 persons interviewed a year I and a pantry poll
10.000 homes twice a year. Twentyfive per cent of Elliott-Haynes business
is radio.
2. Perm McLeod & Associates, Ltd..
Bay & Gerrard Bldg., Toronto ( also
Vancouver). Started in 1947 in Vancouver. Established Toronto office in
1950. Now has a field staff of 500, 86
Canadian-station clients plus CBC.
British American Oil. Swift Canadian.
Bank of Nova Scotia, Colgate, Standard Oil of B. C. and others. McLeod,

CFN
IS

THE PACE

IN CENTRAL

HOW

CFNB
IS

SETTING

CANADA

with

EXCLUSIVE
"CHAIN-ACTION"
MERCHANDISING
• POINT OF PURCHASE
PRODUCT DISPLAYS
In 225 independent Grocery Outlets and 260 independent Drug
Outlets.

• EXTRA
RADIO
In

CKY'S

SPOTLIGHT
FEATURINCS
special

dealer

co-

operation features.

32, does radio research, marketing research, consumer studies, readership
and public opinion studies. In radio

• POI NT-OF-SALE
PROMOTIONS

he established a "glass fish-bowl" fieldaudited rating system recently in line
with the recommendations of the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement made

Windows

earlier in the year. He will issue four
major rating reports a year, using
three times his present sample size or a
total of 33.000 per report. Feature: all
interviewing by phone will be done
from one central location in each town
under ^constant supervision and open
to anyone interested. All call sheets
will he audited by an independent
auditing firm before sent to the home
offices for processing. All decimal
[joints will be dropped. Quarter-hour
program ratings will be given for daytime periods (only half-hour segments
were measured heretofore). McLeod

and

Counters

arranged

especially.

• AIR/TEASERS NEWSREADERS, DEALER
BULLETINS
cially.
Booster

releases arranged

espe-

MANITOBA'S

is opening another office in Toronto
and one in New York in the fall. I His
TV Town report is mentioned in the
TV section. )
3. Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, 85 Richmond St. W., Toronto.
Official radio industry organization
jointly owned and operated by the
Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, Canadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Ca-

"For

Marketing

^mir

RESULTFUL

In

Manitoba
Buy

i-

. . .
CKY!"

REPRESENTATIVES:
CANADA— HORACE
N. STOVIN
U. S. A— DONALD
A. COOKE.

&

CO.
INC.

SPONSOR

Top French
Radio
Voice
in

Quebec area
I

!

an independent check. Gruneau's conclusion: ".. . The difference in ratings
I International's and Gruneau's) is so
small as to be almost negligible." Reason for high ratings: Intl. Surveys pays
more attention to rural audiences.
says he has 30-40 full-time
employes, is affiliated with Sam Barton's Market Research Corp. of America in New York.

CHRC

UNESCO's World Communications, a
survey of radio, press and movie
houses throughout the world. CORE
does consumer, trade and opinion surveys for individual clients, has no continuing radio study. Personal interview method of fact-finding is used.
Smallest and newest Canadian research

HAS THE BUYERS

J
Coverage:
250,000 French radio homes
For availabilities asd rates,
or wire our

representatives:

CANADA
Ltd.

U.S.A.
Adam

used to be Walter Elliott's partner.
Founded in 1946, firm operates a diary
panel covering 2.000 Canadian homes.
It reports national and regional program ratings but not on station level.
First report in 1950 showed ratings approximately twice as great as those
usually shown by coincidental phone
ratings. As result, Gruneau Research,
Ltd., was called in by the CBC to make

5. CORE I Communications Research), 30 Bloor St. W., Toronto,
headed by Albert A. Shea, who edited

Jos. A. Hardy & Co.

J. Young Jr., Inc.

organization, it will open an office in
New York in the fall.
6. Canadian Facts, 146 Wellington
St. W., Toronto. John F. Graydon,
president. Does some radio surveys by
request, no ratings. Introduced Schwerin System of qualitative analysis of
radio and TV programs and commercials in Toronto 22, 29, 30 and 31
July. About 500 persons composed
the audience. Don McCollum, general
sales manager of Schwerin in New
\ork, supervised the first tests.
7. Gruneau Research. Ltd., 20 Bloor
St. W., Toronto. Victor C. Gruneau.
president. Associated with Daniel
Starch & Staff. Founded in 1946. it
has offices also in Montreal and Vancouver. "We do more newspaper research than radio," says Gruneau. "We
have no continuing radio studies but
are planning to test new theories, an
entirely new approach, dominion in
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA

I Haynes

IF YOU HAVE
THE GOODS

write, phone

nadian Broadcasting Corp. and Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters. Measures
radio homes (Dominion circulation)
every two years by mail ballot (90,000
ballots were mailed this year; over
62% were returned.
4. Intl. Surveys, Ltd., 1541 Mackay,
Montreal, headed by Paul Haynes, who

scope."

FCAASNTAEDSAT'S
GROWING
PROVINCE
Phenomenal

is the

word

for

B.C.'s tremendous industrial
and commercial growth! Over
a billion dollars in new capital
investments is creating new industries, more jobs, greater
payrolls. These developments
are attracting thousands of
people to B.C. Between 1941
and 1951, the population increased 43% — the highest in
Canada. Add to this the fact
that B.C. workers earn more
per week (average $58.86)
than any others in the country.
From any angle, B.C. is a big
market — and the way to sell
it is with B.C. Radio ...
listened-to stations

that

17
tell

your story to every part of the
Province.

TO SELL B.C:
USE B.C. RADIO
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA
ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS 105

ENGLISH TIPS
[Continued from page 77)
particularh in claims made in commercials. ... If an American advertiser wishes to crack the Canadian market without wasting a lot of moola. he
would he well-advised to consider a
Canadian agency, or at least one that
is not only familiar with the various
Canadian markets but one which understands the psychology of the Canadian public. The two-language situation in Canada is quite a problem and
one that has to be studied verv care-

Yes9

fully. The successful advertiser requires expert guidance in appeals for
different parts of Canada. The same
appeal used in the northern states may
be effective in central and southern Ontario but might miss fire completely in
the Marititnes and Prairie Provinces.

10. Canada isn't all Arctic. Prince
Edward Island is farther south than the
northern horder of California. Detroit
is north of Windsor. Remember, Canadians have the same buying habits,
their standard of living is as high and
the weather is about the same for most

The Pacific Coast with its preponderance of Old Country ties is still another

people here as in the northern U.S.
Remember too that Canada's larger
than the U.S. but the population is concentrated along a belt only one to two
hundred miles wide across the country.
This influences the buying power of

phase in the diversified appeals necessarv. . . . We still have a feeling between the residents of Upper Canada
and Lower Canada.
Jack Horler, Radio & TV Director
Baker Advertising Agency, Toronto

there

. . . and

it is the

Canadian

Music

radio

music

Music!*

that

and

Harry Sedgwick, President
CFRB, Toronto

is

1 4§ mal in a

Canadians

television

agriculture favorably. As for the Toronto area, remember it's as big as
Cleveland, bigger than Buffalo, and has
the highest per capita income in Canada.

want

to

hear

on

programs!

o/ every type:

11. Don't ignore the Prairie Provinces. Ontario alone doesn't constitute
the Canadian market. The huge oil reserves of Alberta, the nickel-copper
mines of Manitoba and uranium in
Saskatchewan are expanding the economy ol these three great wheat states.
There are 250-watt stations there that
are a terrific buy.
Jack
DirectorSlatter,
Radio

POPULAR

FOLK and COUNTRY

DANCE
Be it BALLAD

ORCHESTRAL

CONCERT

or BALLET.

COMEDY

or CONCERT.

ART

SONG

or SQUARE DANCE, there is available an ever-growing repertoire
of Canadian music, licensed by BMI. to suitably fill every programming need.
Written and composed by Canadians, published in Canada by Canadian
publishers, this music should obviously be the first choice of the advertisers and program producers who want their programs to find the
widest possible favour with Canadians.
Merely state your needs and you will be supplied with representative
sample copies by

BMI
229
*■

CANADA

Yonge
Most

St., Toronto

of the tongs
hove
lyrics
languages
that
Canadians

LIMITED
1 500 St. Catherine St. W.,

in both
French
speak
—
and

and
like

Montreal

English
. . . the
to hear!

General

Representatives,

Manager
Ltd.,

&

Toronto

12. Use
how
they the
can networks
be used: wisely.
la) LiveHere's
U.S.
network programs may be brought into
Canada and carried over the facilities
of either the Dominion or Trans-Canada networks if the program is acceptable to the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. Costs would consist of only line
charges and station time. Additional
talent fees are thus eliminated, (b)
Live network programs can be produced in Canada using nationally
known Canadian talent, (c) French
adaptations or original French programs can be produced in the French
market when desired. Other tips on
programs and time: Transcribed syndicated programs may be imported
from the U.S. for use in selected markets across Canada. Local originating
programs may be purchased in all markets. Participating in local programs
is feasible. Transcribed programs can
be produced in Canada and aired in
national selected markets. Flash (20
seconds) or spot announcements (one
minute I can be purchased on any individual private station.
William D. Hannah, Asst. Manager,
Radio & TV Dept.

Cockfield, Brown & Co., Ltd., Montreal
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13. Canadian radio is the best buy on
the North American continent. Why?
Because: (a) Canada is a large, dispersed agricultural country, lb) Not
•")', of its roads are kept open in the
winter. Newspapers do not get through.
If you want to reach the people, use
radio, (c) Listenership is higher than
in the states because people have no
place to go. (d) Stations are not priced
high enough. They're about half U.S.
costs, (e) With a transcription program you can now go on 30 stations
for $1,000 and up covering all of Canada (plus time, of course).

SELL
BRITISH
COLIMBIA
WITH
B.C. RADIO

Spencer W. (Spence) Caldwell.
President
S. W. Caldwell, Ltd., Toronto

14. Learn
more
about Canada
and
save money. American advertisers and
agencies should find out more about

The ENGLISH language Montreal
MARKET is one of the top buys in
Canadian radio.Thickly populated
. . . spread through with high income families... this concentrated
market is part of a metropolitan
area with a total population of
1,395.400* and a retail sales volume of nearly one billion and a
half ($1,434,987,000).*
And CJAD can do a real selling
job for you in this Montreal area.
With its high local acceptance and
listener loyalty, it is the leader
in Montreal among English language stations ( B.B.M. and ElliottHaynes).

5kw-800kc
AFFILIATED

WITH

CBS

Representatives

RADIO

TIME SALES
LTD.

Montreal and Toronto

ADAM
New

J. YOUNG
INC.
York and

JR.,

Chicago

both Canada and Toronto. They don't
realize what a terrific market
it is.
Much money is being spent unwisely
on advertising for lack of information.
Robert L. (Bob) Lee, Manager
CHUM, Toronto
15. Don't forget transcription shows.
For $800 to $1,600 an episode you can
get exclusive rights to a transcribed
show for all of Canada. In addition
you get "cradle-to-the-grave" service —
package, promotion at station level, announcement to trade, press stories to
major dailies, shipping, distribution
and servicing. Ratings of transcribed
shows are rising. Three of ours are
now tied for 10th place. The sponsor
can save himself a lot of grief by getting an established, rated show.
Stuart MacKay, Asst. Gen. Mgr.
All-Canada Radio Facilities, Toronto

16. Use soap operas.
for your dollar.

You get more

Mark

Napier, Vice President,
eral Manager
J. If alter Thom]>son, Toronto

17. Don't make the mistake of applying the same methods of buying,
evaluation, etc., to both Canada and
the United States. We have high regard for Canada as a market and maintain under our Canadian subsidiary,
Anderson, Smith & Cairns, Ltd., two
Canadian branches, one in Toronto
and the other in Montreal. When Canadian radio is used in behalf of either
our Canadian or U.S. clients, very
close liaison is kept between our two
Canadian offices and our radio and TV
department here in New York.

"Dominion
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Gen-

John A. Cairns, President
Anderson & Cairns, Inc.

CHWK —

Chilliwack

CJDC

—

Dawson Creek

CFJC

—

Kamloops

CKOV —

Kelowna

CHUB —

Nanaimo

CKLN

Nelson

—

CKJNW —

New Westminster

CKOK —

Penticton

CJAV

—

Port Alberni

CKPG

—

Prince George

CJAT

—

Trail

CJOR
—
CKMO —

Vancouver
Vancouver

CKWX —

Vancouver

CJIB
CKDA

Vernon
Victoria

—
—

CJVI

— Victoria
The British Columbia
Association of Broadcasters
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18. Consider Canada's polyglot population. According to the 1951 census.
over half or 7.3 million of the 14 million Canadians are of non-English origin, as follows: 4.319.000 French,
620,000 Germans. 395.000 Ukrainians,
283,000 Scandinavians. 264.000 Dutch.
220.000 Poles. 182,000 Jews. 165,000
Indians and Eskimos. 152.000 Italians
and 91.000 Russians. Outside French,
there is a very limited amount of programing to these groups.
spon.nok comment bused on data from
Dominion Bureau of Statistics

19. In Canada you sell 'em when j ou
tell 'em!
T. J. (Jim) Allard. General Manager
Canadian

Assn.

ol Broadcasters

20. Become aware of the rich Canadian market, still largely untapped by
American advertisers even though
there have never been so many using
Canadian radio as toda\ . The Canadian has a lot of dollars to spend and
they're worth more than ours. Start
off in the first 10 markets on a spot
basis from coast to coast. Then as sales

justih. extend your activities market
by market. Programs? Don't try to
use your
own with
at first
until
come familiar
tastes
andyou've
habits beof
Canadians. Use the established programs on stations which have proved
their ability to capture and hold a local audience.
Joseph Weed, President
Weed & Co., New York

FRENCH

TIPS

I Continued jrom page 79)
ronto wags but liked better by the
French than its English counterpart,

By anybody's yardstick . . .
MORE

PEOPLE LISTEN TO

CKRC

these are unsponsored and can't be
bought — with possible exception of
l\os Futures Etioles. Why don't we encourage network commercial shows?
Because radio in Canada is an instrument for public service; not a mass
medium for advertising.
Jean Saint-Georges, Press &
Information Supervisor (French)
CBC, Montreal

THAN TO ANY OTHER
MANITOBA

and symphony broadcasts, of which we
carry 10 hours a week, four live. All

STATION

CKOK
1000

Watts — Frequency

800

Penticton, B.C.
"Best

non-metropolitan

Yes sir, no matter who measures it, day or night, year
in, year out, CKRC

dominates the Manitoba

scene.

And again this year, we're in there with the most
powerful schedule, of big-time programs in the area
— network, national and local. We'd like to have you
with us.

CKRC
WINNIPEG
Representatives:

Population

0

84%

54%0

5000
630

WATTS

43.3

(1951 census . . Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
Ottawa)
Time

Revenue

CKOK

& Co.

Increase

is BC.'s

8 AM

to 1950)
Jail*

to 10:15 PM.
This
progran

McLeod
ronto. )

Maurice
Finnerty,
Roy Chapman,
Call

Donald

fastest

growing station. (Audited increase in station
time revenue 1951 as

is real domination!

Kl LOC YCLES

All-Canada Radio Facilities

increase

Pentictongrowing
is Canada's
fastest
city.

alifiB
compared

in U.S.A.— Weed
108

buy in British Columbia"

Cooke

(Penn

Research,

To-

Managing-Dir.
Station
Mgr.
Inc.

in

U.S.A.

SPONSOR

5. Remember these nine points: 111
French Canada is the most nationalistic part of the country. French Canadians, by tradition, are fiercely
proud of country, language and institutions.
(2) Don't he kidded that French
Canadians listen to English-language
radio in large numbers. Certainly a
large percentage are bilingual and understand English, but at home they
speak French, like French songs and
wit. The French Canadian laughs easily but does not like to laugh at himself too much. He does not enjoy being made to look ludicrous.
(3) French Canada has radio stars
that French Canadians feel are better
than Hollywood's best because they
"speak their language." They have programs that outrate the best U.S. shows.
Local loyalties are national loyalties.
(4) It is better to buy a French
show than to tr\ to adapt an English
one into French. The nuances and
shadings that make the French show
so popular are not found in straight
translation.
(5) Quebec French is different from
Parisian French, so it is better to produce French-language commercials in
Canada than to have them recorded in
New York, for instance. Quebeckers
feel they speak a purer French than the
French !
(61 It is not always necessary to
translate English trade names into
French to be understood. It is not at
all unusual to hear English trade
names popping up and down in a
French commercial.

radio much more than their English
cousins. The average number of sets
in use, both day and night, is always
much higher.
(9 1 (Generally they are not the
travelers their English cousins are. So
summer radio listening does not drop
off even in the cities in the same way.
The radio is a major source of amusement and entertainment. Since children are not allowed in movies until 16
years of age in Quebec, it means much
more at-home life.
A. A. (Andy) McDermott, Manager
Radio <& Television Sales, Inc., Toronto

*>*In this ever changing advertising business, there is emerging a general acas
advertising''
ceptance of 'saturation
the basic test
for fundamentally
successful advertising plans."
T. F. FLANAGAN
Managing Director
National
Assn. of Radio
& TV
Station Representatives

*

+

•*•••*

6. Get an ad agency with a French department. Talk to French Canadians.
French Canada is an entirely separate
market and needs to be treated as such.
Don't translate commercials;

adapt.

Georce Poland, Vice President
General Manager
Young & Rubicam, Montreal

&

7. Don't send up any English programs. It doesn't penetrate the average French Canadian home. Reason:
Because he talks, listens and thinks in
French. Furthermore, a one-minute

(7 I It takes more words to say the

spot in French will often outpull a halfhour English show. You've got to sell
French Canada with the characters and

same thing in French, so don't expect a
one-minute commercial to be exactly
the same in one language as the other.
(81 French Canadians listen to the

personalities that they know. The
French Canadian may have heard of
Charlie McCarthy or Amos V Andy
but he listens to Jacques Normand.
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Roger Baulu. Jacques des Baillets.
Jean Coutu, his own French vocalists,
French orchestras. French announcers
and French music.
Jack TiETOLMAN, Managing Director
CKVL, Verdun. Que.

u. Differentiate Quebec from the other
nine provinces. Having been born in
Montreal, educated in English Canada
and having served with the Canadian
Army, I feel the basic differences of
the "'Two Canadas' are most striking.
Quebec, including Montreal of course,
is dominantly French in habits, speech,
and nationalistic spirit. The "other"
Canada — stretching from Newfoundland on the east to the Maritimes. Ontario, the Prairies and British Columbia on the west — is just as predominantly English. By all means govern
your advertising allocations and messages accordingly. (As an incidental
thought : Perhaps too much stress has
been laid on the severity
restrictions. One very
count in New York told
more in his- Canadian
can here in the U.S.)

of CBC's copy
large drug acme he can say
copy than he

Donald Cooke, President
Donald Cooke, Inc., New York

9. Wire radio I rediffusion ) gives you
an extra bonus in Montreal. We now
have sets in 4.460 homes in Montreal
and plan to go into other cities. Wire
radio eliminates interference. Subscribers (at 75# a month! can tune in
on any four channels and get drama,
variety, semi-classical music or Muzak
all day long. We pick the best of these
off the network programs. We are now
offering simplified TV sets for rental
at 650 a day (average if taken for a
three-year period I .
Rem. Roisskm,
Managing
& Vice President
PediHusion, Inc.. Montreal

Director
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{Continued from page 81)
over the French Network:
Ent re-nous, Mesdames (Lipton's tea
and soup), Francine Louvaine (French
version of Laura Limited) for Lux,
Tante Lucie (Aunt Lucy) for Surf,
U Ardent Voyage (Brave Voyage) for
Kinso and Chlorodent and Un Homme
et son Peche (A Man and His Sin) for
iVpsodcnl Dental Cream. Lypsy] and
Lifebuoy.

RADIO
RATINGS
in

(^anuaci

continuously
since

AND

1940

NOW

TV

Lever-distributed products like Lipton's tea and soup will also be sold
on Arthur Godfrey's Talent. Scouts on
a delayed-broadcast schedule, plus lo*
tf
cal programs in selected markets.
tf
Bird's Eye Foods (distributed in the
U.S. by General Foods I and Good
Luck Margarine will use one-minute
announcements on selected stations.
Brave Voyage was created by the
N. Y. radio Dept. of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
is written there by Don Agger and
produced in Toronto with a Canadian
cast. The French version is out of
Montreal, as is Un Homme, the most
popular show in French Canada.
Lever uses three agencies in the
states for its Canadian radio advertising: J. Walter Thompson, Ruthrauff &
Ryan and Young & Rubicam. all of
which have Canadian offices, Canadian
Mckim Advertising, Ltd., subcontracts
Lifebuoy, Rinso and Surf on a production basis in Canada.
Stephen Bell is R & R's v. p. in charge
of all Lever products advertising in
Canada. He's sold on Canada as a
market, likes to point out that its national production has shot up over
300% since 1939 to $21 billion last
year. Lee G. Frierson is supervisor of
Lever operations for R & R. Among
their Canadian radio users are these
Lever products (of Lever Bros., Ltd.) :
Frostee. Lifebuoy Soap, Lifebuoy

NATIONAL NETWORK REPORTS
CITY-BY-CITY
REPORTS
(DAYTIME)
CITY-BY-CITY
REPORTS
(EVENING)
AREA STUDIES
(RURAL)
AUTO
RADIO
LISTENING
OUT-OF-HOME LISTENING
EARLY
AM— LATE PM REPORTS
SHARE OF AUDIENCE REPORTS
SETS-IN-USE REPORTS

Shave Cream, Lypsyl, Pepsodent Dental Cream, Rinso and Sunlight Soap.

DIAL

and

James (Jim ) Potts, group advertising manager of Lever Bros, in Toronto,

1050

• —
"TELERATINGS"
initial release
in August 1952.
Com plimentary

reports, "Business is much improved

CHUM
TORONTO

)

copy

over last year.''
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Ltd.. whose
president is C. R. Vint, a firm believer
in radio, uses six net shows, plus at
least five spot and local programs.
Spitzer & Mills, Toronto and Montreal,
is the agency with T. R. (Ralph) Hart
their radio \ TV director and Fred

now

upon

re-

ELLIOTT-HAYNES
quest.

LIMITED
A
515
1500

Complete

Marketing

Broadview
St.

Catherine

Research

Service

Ave. — TORONTO
W. — MONTREAL
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Smith, assistant. Here are the C-P-P
jiet shows which sell Palmolive, Colgate Dental Cream, Fah and Super
Suds:
The Happy Gang, Canadian musical
variety program read) t<> hegin its
Kith vear with Bert Pearl as m.c. over
34 Trans-Canada Network stations.
Share the Wealth, Canadian quiz show,
33 Trans-Canada stations, with Stan
Francis running things. Our Miss
Brooks, American show starring Eve
Arden. over 33 Dominion Network
stations. Strike It Rich, U. S. quiz program, over 27 Trans-Canada station-.
Warren Hull m.c.
French Network: Les Joyeux Troubadours (The Happy Gang), 11 stations, to start its 12th season. La Mine
iVOr ( French counterpart of Share the
Wealth ) . Roger Baulu m.c. Local
French program: UOncle Paul I Paull.mile Corheil) in a chatty after-dinner
program over a Montreal station.
Other C-P-P programs: The PeggyBrooks Show, starring "the Sweetheart of Australia" who's become a top
vocalist in Canada since she arrived
there two years ago. Mr. & Mrs. North,
live from CBS Network Tuesday in
Montreal, delayed to Thursday in Toronto. The More the Merrier, locally
produced quiz show with mail-pull
gimmick, using songs by Peggy
Brooks, four stations in the Maritimes.
Colgate Newscast over CHAT, Medicine Hat. Alberta I highest rating of
any program over the station for past
four years, according to the agency).
Colgate Mailbag, local mail-pull program over CHAB, Moose Jaw, Sask.
Spitzer & Mills comment: "Receives
more mail than all other similar programs on station combined."
OTHER

SPONSORS

Campbell Soup. Ltd.. has Double or
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fetti.
Vothing ami Club Fifteen over TransCanada
i Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample)
ami Jeunesse Doree {Golden ) outh.
soap opera, Cockfield, Brown) ovei
the French Net. The first two carry
special material in Canada for Campbell's Catsup, V-8 and Franco AmeriGravy.can Spaghetti, Macaroni and Bee!
Sterling Drug (through DancerFitzgerald-Sample I sells 14 products
ranging from Aspirin to Z.B.T. Baby
Powder on Mystery Theatre over
Trans-Canada, Young Widder Brown
I L5 stations I. Second Spring I 15 stations), Through the Years I CHML,

"Television channels are ihe common
property of all the people in the community. They are to he used in the
puhlic interest."
PAUL
A. WALKER
Chairman.
FCC

•

•••••••

Hamilton), and Matnun Jeanne on the
French Net.
General Foods, Ltd., utilizing Baker
Advertising Agency, Ltd.. brings Roy
Rogers in over Trans-Canada, uses
Lettre a line Canadienne over the
French and employs these newscasts
and segments: CKEY (Toronto) Newscast; CKVL Verdun Newscast (both
six days a week) ; 15 minutes of the
Ken Hughes Show over CKWX, Vancouver, six days a week; the Musical
Merry-Go-Round (15 minutes I over
CJON, St. John's, Newfoundland; five
minutes of Man in the House over
CJOR. Vancouver, five days a week;
Pick the Hits (five minutes) over
CKEY, Toronto and three days a week
on the C]V1 Victoria Newscast. Spot
campaigns sell Post's Bran Flakes,
Jell-0 & JelI-0 Puddings, Baker's Hot
Chocolate and Cocoa, Maxwell House
Coffee. Certo. Certo Crystals and Corn-

Baker
Advertising also has these
radio sponsors:
Adam- Brands Sale-. Ltd., i American Chicle in the stales), using Pick
the Hits over CKTB, St. Catharii
Out.; People Are Funny with Canadian commercials over CFHB. Toronto, and CJAI). Montreal; Take a
Chance, half-hour quiz show now taking a suminer hiatus, and its French
counterpart Tentez Voire Chance, over
French stations next fall.
Carnation Co., Ltd., with Stars Over
Hollywood over Dominion, utilizing
Canadian commercials; Le Quail
it'll cure de Detente (Quarter Hour of
Contentment i over the French Network twice a week. Riders of the Purple Sage twice a week over British Columbia and Maritime Stations, and
Carnation Entertains over the Newfoundland Group twice a week.
Supreme Drug, Ltd., using a flash
campaign in Winnipeg to sell Amm-ident Chlorophyll and a spot campaign
in nine of the 10 provinces (except
British Columbia I for Polident.
Frigidaire Products of Canada, Ltd.
I General Motors ) , using the e. t. Guy
Lombardo Show over CKVL, Verdun.
CFRB, Toronto, CKWX, Vancouver,
and co-op in 52 other markets with
local dealers.
Feen-a-Mint (Laxative Chewing
Gum ) and Eversharp use spot schedules, usually 20 seconds.
Jack Horler is Baker's radio director; his assistant, Miss L. Dighton.
Toni Division of Gillette (Spitzer &
Mills) brings Twenty Questions in
from Chicago over the Dominion Network. S & M also has International
Cellucotton (Kleenex and Kotex) but
only the former uses spot radio. Quaker Oats uses a portion of Happy Gang.
Vick Chemical
(Morse Intl. is the
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agenc) i advertises all its cold remedies on. a spot basis in major and secondary markets. Everything is handled
out of New York with Emory Ward
the account executive.
J. Walter Tompson's Toronto office
(Mark Napier is v. p. and gen. mgr.)
has a string of clients. Napier sa\s:
"Our accounts range from Carter
Products, which uses spots, to Lever
Brothers, which import Lux Radio
Theater and use soap operas locally:
Pond's, whose John & Judy show (the
French version is Ceux Qu'on Aime)
has been running now for about 1 1
\ears on Trans-Canada: Shell, which
uses newscasts as in the U.S.; Swift,
which has the Breakfast Club on TransCanada, Vive la Gaiete over the French
Network and Burl Ives over the regional Newfoundland Network, as well as

in British Columbia over half
the population live in the
Vancouver Market
. . . Vancouver reflects in
bank clearings — payrolls
and purchases of every kind,
the tremendous impact of a
billion dollar production
from B.C.'s four basic industries and another billion
dollars NOW being spent in
industrial development.
CKWX Coverage in B.C.
Day and Night exceeds
Station
Station
Station
Station

"B"
"C"
"D"
"E"

(5KW)
(5KW)
UKW)
(1KW)

by
6.7 %xx
by 23.1 %xx
by 39.7 %xx
by71.7%xx

\ v Combined day and night
coverage 6-7 days per
week. BBM Study No. 4.

MOST

PEOPLE

in BRITISH
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Our Babies in selected spots nationally; Your Garden I CFRB. Toronto),
news over CHML. Hamilton. CKRC.
Winnipeg and CJOB. Winnipeg, and
the Mailbag over CHAB, Moose Jaw."
John Crosbie is director of JWT radio
operations in Toronto.
JWT's Montreal offices headed by
Ernest Jackson sells Kraft Foods products on The Great Gildersleeve (English.I a 10-minute segment of Casino
over CJON, Newfoundland, and Qui
Aura le Dernier Mot, a music-and-discussion show featuring Lucille Dumont
as singer and m.c. It means "Who Will
have the last word?" but is more popularly known as "Lets Have an Argument." It's over CKAC. Montreal.
CHRC, Quebec City, and CKRS. Jon-

#

in the Capital

wealthiest
fastestCity of Canada's
growing ^Province - •

-

bu evcru

Surveu,

Victoria J

•
MOST
LISTENwEDt
TD STAT•ION

CKDA\
Victoria,

Brjtish Columbia

A 50 million dollar
share of B.C.s
billion dollar market

Mary Cardon. JWT timebuyer in
quiere.
Montreal, says. "All network time has
to be bought through the CBC. otherwise timebuying is no different here
than in the states."
A new all-Canadian program that
hit the airwaves early this year thanks
to an American agency : It Happened
Here, a 15-minute dramatization of
true stories in Canada that had never
been published. Grey Advertising came
up with it; Ronson Art Metal Works.
Ltd.. which had been using Twenty
Questions and a Hollywood show as
well as the French commentary. Le
Journal de Claude-Henri Crignon, became interested. Producer Drew Crossan lined up the best radio writers in
Canada, and the show ran out of Toronto from mid-January until the first
week of July, arousing considerable
favorable comment.
It will be renewed

The West Kootenays (Census
Division 21 are served by
CJAT at Trail — home of the
Consolidated Mining b
Smelting

Co.

of Canada

Ltd.

TRAIL, B.C.
SPONSOR

in October over the Dominion Network. Time and talent cost about
$1,300 a week. Meantime Le Journal,
costing $435 a week for time and talent, continues over three stations of the
Trans-Quebec group: CKAC. Montreal,
CHRC. Quebec City, and CKRC, Jonquiere. Ronson attributes its ability to
cope with imitation Ronson lighters to
this show. James Morganthal is Ronson account executive at Grey. Helen
Hartwig is the timebuyer in New York,
with Gerald Rord heading production.
Miles Laboratories. Ltd. (Robert
Otto & Co. I uses news broadcasts on
30-40 stations and spot announcements
to sell Alka Seltzer and One-a-Day Vitamins. Alka Seltzers annual Canadian radio budget is $160,000. R. H.
Otto handles the account assisted by
A. L. Reyea, v.p., in New York. Athol
Stewart services it from Toronto.
Young & Rubicam's Toronto office,
\\ here W. D. ( Bill ) Byles is Supervisor of Radio-TV, handles three more
sponsors using network shows besides
Lever Bros, and P & G: Whitehall
Pharmacal using Front Page Farrell
I daytime soap) over Trans-Canada;
Robin Hood Flour Mills with Musical
kitchen over Trans-Canada and the
same sponsor with Je Vous Ai Tante
Aime ( I Loved You So Much I , a soap
opera, over the French Network. In
addition, Whitehall uses Our Gal Sunday and local French programs. Robin
Hood employs the transcribed Lone
Ranger and Madame Est Servie to sell
in spot markets; Borden Co.. Ltd.. is
attached to Memory Lane and Time,
Inc., sells Life magazine with oneminute and 15-second announcements.
Y & R's Montreal v.p. and general
manager George Poland says: "Fall
renewals will be higher but not at the
expense of any other operations." Poland reported the fact that Je Vous Ai

Tant Airrue started with a 9.0 rating
last fall, went off in July with a 24.0.
Y & R also has Metropolitan Life Insurance, using newscasts and Melody
Highlights as well as announcements.
Ruthrauff
Ryan's other
big Canadian radio &account
I besides
Lever
Bros. ) is Electric Auto-Lite Co. of
Canada, which sponsors the U.S. -imported Suspense, on the Dominion Net.
How does a big agenc) divide itself
into two parts efficiently to handle an
across-the-border operation without <l<-

•

•*•••••

^'Television ran reverse a rend that has
grown with the increasing complexity
of our limes. It can re-integrate community life. It can re-vitalize true community feeling. A beginning has already
been mad. Families have once again
been brought together — not before the
hearth, but before the television set."
WILLIAM A. BLEES
V.P., Avco Manufacturing Corp.

*••••••*

veloping schizophrenia? R & R does
it by masterminding all Canadian advertising and strategy in its New York
office. Creative planning, writing of
copy and commercials and market
analyses are handled in New York.
Even commercials for French-Canadian shows are written there in English and then translated in Canada.
The writers are cautioned to keep them
simple and watch timings carefully, for
French adds a third to the length.
Actual recording of radio spots is
divided between New York and Toronto, depending on talent needs, etc.
The R & R Toronto office buys all
network and spot time and buys and
produces all programs. It also handles
on-the-spot advertising and research
projects. Gordon Ralston is in charge
in Toronto, with Ramsay Lees handling radio operations.
In New York Canadian radio operations are the problem of Tom Slater,

v.p. and associate director of radio &
I \ : Louis de Milhau, in charge of Canadian liaison for radio & TV, and Sid
Slon, script editor.
McKini Advertising's Montreal v.p.
Wilfred Charland remarks, "Canadian
ladio hasn't sold itself. Too feu Vmerican advertisers use it."
Here are 46 stations from coasl to
coast who replied to a SPONSOR questionnaire indicating that the) arc selling themselves and their sponsors'
products through energetic promotion:
I From coast to coast) Newfoundland—CJON, VOCM, St. Johns. Nova
Scotia— CKBW. Bridgewater; CJCH,
CHNS, Halifax; CJCB, Sydney; New
Brunswick — CJEM, Edmundston; CFNB, Fxedericton; CHSJ, St. John;
Quebec— CKCH, Hull; CFCF. CI A I).
CKAC, Montreal; CHRC, Quebec; CJBR, Rimouski; CKCL, Verdun (Montreal). Ontario— CJBQ, Belleville:
CJOY, Guelph; CHML, CKOC. Hamilton; CJRL. Kenora; CFOS, Owen
Sound; CFRB, CHUM, CKEY. Toronto; CKLW, Windsor; CKNX, Wingham, Manitoba— CKY, CKRC. Winnipeg. Saskatchewan — CKCK, CKRM.
Regina; CFQC. Saskatoon; CJGX.
Yorkton. Alberta— CFAC, CKXL, Calgary; CFRN, CJCA, Edmonton; CJOC,
Lethbridge. British Columbia — CKOV,
Kelowna; CKNW, New Westminster
( Vancouver ) ; CKOK, Penticton :
CJAT. Trail; CJOR, CKWX, Vancouver; CJIB, Vernon; CKDA, Victoria.
These stations, and many others
across the Dominion, firmly agree with
Tom Malone, Adam J. Young, Jr.'s expert on Canada in New York, who
says:
"There are two things in the future— Canada and Chlorophyll. The
best way to sell both is via radio."• • •
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"There's a long,
"

long trail
Calgary, Alia.
/

*VEHND1V

V

ISC

Between Chilliwack BC and
Calgarj Vila., only one station
carries the featured
programs
THE

of
DOMINION

NETWORK

In the heart of the most densely populated area aeross this
span. . .it's

CJIB

940

VERNON,

KC

1000

Terence O'Dell, resident agent in
Canada of the American Federation of
Radio Artists (AFL), replied: "Since
it took the Government 20 years to establish trans-Canada radio coverage,
it may be assumed that many of toda) s radio performers will be lucky if
their grandchildren see them on teleI. J. Allard, general manager of the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, went
vison."
further in a telephone interview with
SPONSOR from Ottawa when he said

>
ft

Chilli wack.

TV

{Continued from page 91)

BC
WATTS

CKOV
in Centre of the
Okanagan
'Encompasses the Valley"

that if the government program is followed, nationwide television "is not
likely to be a reality in the present
generation. He charged the CBC was
violating the recommendations of the
Masse) Commission in refusing to license private stations now that Toronto and Montreal TV had begun.
VIP George Drew, Progressive-Conservative leader who wants private stations now, declared in Commons: Canada has "the most backward approach
to TV of any country with facilities
comparable to those we now possess."
But the Government has strong backing. MP M. J. Coldwell, CCF leader,
answered Drew, stating that TV must
encourage Canadian education and culture. He added: "I do not think we
could do that if we relied on private
stations indulging in commercial advertising. We should be careful lest
we permit the prostitution oi this great
educational facility by the hucksters
who advertise their wares over the radio to the annoyance of a large number of their own people."

Q. What do Canadian advertisers
think of the TV set-up?
A. "TV cannot likely be justified eco-

CKOV
FIRST

630 ko.
on the dial for

19,000 radio homes!
See our Reps:

All-Canada
Weed & Company

nomically for some years to come,"
says the Joint Committee on Radio &.
Television of the Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers and the Canadian Assn. of
Advertising Agencies.

to three

2. Extreme high cost of time and
facilities, which will go still higher if
U. S. experience is duplicated.
3. CBC will produce and direct all
TV programs originating in its studios.
Agencies and sponsors may make suggestions only.
4. There is
danger
main
restrictions
may
causethattheCBC's
advertiser
to lose interest.
5. CBC sustaining radio programs
lack mass appeal. If TV programs follow suit, Canadian viewers may Avell

FOUR
MILLION
FRENCH
CANADIANS
BE
WRONG!
CAN'T
They like Radio! They have the highest 'sets-in-use' percentage on the
Continent!

They are discriminating

too! That's why most of them, most
of the time, in Greater-Montreal-Plus
listen to CKVL. . . the Station that
market!
dominates French Canada's richest

44.99%
CKVL
AUDIENCE
STATION

A

Composed of 33 top sponsors and
agencies in Canada, the 38-member
committee made a careful survey and

AUDIENCE
24.3 <<

issued a 15-page report to its members
in Julv which emphasized these points:
1. TV growth will be very slow;

1 7 3%

it's efbeforeReasons:
fact,radio.
in for
years,
ma) take
fective
competition
sets more expensive (almost double
U. S., or $350 for 16" set in Montreal,

114

plus installation i ; only two
hours a day of programing.

STATION

B

AUDIENCE
United States Representative
Donald Cooke Inc., 55 I-5th Ave., NYC

SPONSOR

He summarized the situation as fol-

switch back to American stations.
Does the Joint Committee have any
influence?

lows: "Buffalo's WBEN-TV is tripling
its power. Three of four stations are

Names of its members give the answer. Among the sponsors — Borden,
Canadian Ceneral Electric. ColgatePalmolive-Peet, General Foods, Lever

applying for licenses along the Canadian border in the U. S. Soon advertisers will be able to boom into Ontario on half a dozen channels. It will

Bros., P&G, Shirriff's, Robert Simpson Co., Whitehall Pharmacal, Standard
Brands. Bell Telephone, Canada Starch,
Canadian Industries. Dominion Tar &

be a stupid thing for an advertiser to
pay $1,600 an hour in Toronto when
he can get the same show in Buffalo
for $306 and reach the same Canadian

Chemical Co., Molson's Brewery and
Pepsi-Cola.
Among its agency members: Cockfield. Brown; MacLaren, E. W. Reynolds. Spitzer & Mills, Walsh, Young
& Rubicam, McKim, Ronalds, J. Waller Thompson, Vickers & Benson. Borden's J. W. Lawrence was Toronto
chairman; G. C. Clarke of Standard
Brands was Montreal chairman.
And if their depressing conclusions
aren't
Pat Freeman,
director
of
Salesenough,
& Research
of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters, has estimated
that if talent costs are added to time.
the TV sponsor will get only six homes
for his dollar in Toronto at the start —
against 200 homes by radio.
CBC "has bitten off more than they
can chew," says Stuart MacKay, AllCanada Radio Facilities' quotable assistant general manager. "The policy
of excluding private stations will
boomerang. No agency is recommending TV as a good buy. Potentially of
course it should be if private enterprise
is allowed in. My prediction:
"Government TV will keep running
deficits. I CBC got $6 million from Parliament for TV to date, has asked for
87 million more for next year.) In
time Parliament will get tired meeting
them. Then CBC will have to change
its thinking on keeping private TV stations off the air."

audience plus Buffalo, which has 271.000Another
TV homes."
headache for CBC

may

stem from its request to the Government to fix a $15 license fee for each
TV set to finance operations. The ques-

""Tliis is television*!* election year! This
is a year that offers Americans a new
democratic opportunity. It can uproot
the dangerous hahit of letting othrrs do
things for us. It can eliminate government in the name of the people, and
lead us hack to 'government hv the people\?9

•

WILLIAM A. BLEES
V.P., Avco Mfg. Corp.

*••••••

tions this situation poses are: Will the
Government try to collect the $15 from
set owners who can't pick up Toronto
or Montreal? Further, will it try to
collect from those who can receive Toronto and U. S. stations? Says George
Drew, Canadian Opposition leader:
"The whole thing is preposterous."
Q. Then
isn't anyone
going
to
sponsor Canadian TV shows?
A. Yes. the following:
Canadian Westinghouse will sponsor
the parent company's CBS-originated
Studio One, Monday 10-11 p.m., starting 8 September in Toronto. S. W.
Caldwell. Ltd.. Toronto
agency han-

dling the program, sa\s it v\ill be
brought in bv microwave relay from
Buffalo and will eventual!) be broadcast also in Montreal. Caldwell will
produce the commercials.
Canadian General Electric will simulcastTV
I
and radio I its half-hour
Leslie Bell Singers-Howard Cable show,
8:30 to 9:00 Sunrlav evenings.
Campbell Soup Co. will relay its
NBC-originated The Aldrich Famih
show over CBLT, Toronto, 9:30 to
10:00 p.m. Fridays.
Imperial Oil (Essol. handled b\
MacLaren Advertising, will sponsor the
NHL

hockey home games from Toronto Saturday nights I half the second period and the lull final period i.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber will import
its NBC - originated TV Playhouse
(Sunday 9-10 p.m.) on alternate weeks
starting 14 September.
London Life Insurance Co. will underwrite the first Toronto home football game in the intercollegiate series:
may do others.
W. R. Johnson. CBC assistant commercial manager, expects more business in Toronto as TV-Day approaches,
especially in announcements. Two
agency comments on client plans for

TV follow:

Ed Reed, Needham. Louis & Brorby's account executive for S. C. Johnson & Son, Toronto office, said Johnson's Wax will be going into TV.
Mariette Mineau, J. Walter Thompson's radio director, Montreal office,
expects some JWT clients there to be
in later. "Radio, however, will be very
big in Canada for a good many years
to come." she said.
Q.
A.

What did the Massey Commission recommend concerning TV?
1. That the CBC direct and control
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iii Canada.

no private stations be liCBC has "national television
available.
CBC avoid excessive commercialism inprograms and encourage
Canadian content and use of Canadian
talent.

from its 505-page report issued in
1951 : "Television in the United States
is essentially a commercial enterprise,
an advertising industry. Thus sponsors, endeavoring to 'give the majority
of the people what thev want,' frequently choose programmes of inferior
cultural standards, thinking to attract

A royal commission's recommendations are not law but are usually followed, as each of the above has been.

the greatest number of viewers." In
Canada television, like radio, must promote national unity, understanding and

The commission's basic reasoning as
expressed in the following quotation

education "in the broad sense."
And even Arthur Survever. only dis-

2. That
censed till
programs
3. That

senter on the five-man board who disagreed sharply with the commission on
not licensing private stations at once,
had this to say about U. S. TV:
". . . The commercialism of the
American television programmes is
even more blatant that that of the radio
programmes, and the intellectual level
is definitely lower."
Sponsors interested in the Canadian
market via TV, as via radio, therefore
are cautioned by Canada's top admen
to play down commercials, understate
rather than oversell.

Q.
How many TV sets are there?
A. Manufacturers sales through May

C J OR Vancouver

totaled 103,454, according to the Radio-Television Manufacturers Assn. of
Canada. May sales were 6,583. up

carries more

from the 4.582 in April, as TV inauguration neared. By area :
TorontoHamilton
Windsor

local advertising
than any other
B.C station
Local advertisers know

this year CJOR

local sales are

up 35%. If yon want results do
as local advertisers do . • •

Niagara
Peninsula 17.934 or 17.3%
Montreal I 117 or 1.3% (1952 sales only)
Other

where

their advertising pulls best and

11,525 or 40.2% of total
16,955 or 35.7%

Canada's third largest
market is booming. By
using CJOR you are
assuring your clients a
healthy slice of this billion
dollar market

5.723 or

5.5%

These are sets in dealers' hands. No
record is kept of deliveries to consumers. One expert said the total in homes
is probably about 15% less.
Total TV set sales by years, as compiled by the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasting's Sales & Research Dept. :
Year
1950
19-19
1951
1952
{Through May)

Sets Sold

Retail Value

29,611
40,615
8,212
25,016

$ 3,418,500
$12,858,083
$21,837,442
$11,862,076

103,454

$49,376,101

Q. Will there be any TV research
available?
A. Yes. by four organizations at least,
as follows:

FIRST ON THE DIAL • 600 KC
5000 WATTS
DOMINION
NETWORK
STATION
Represented in Canada by:

HORACE
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N. STOVIN

& CO.

Represented in the U.S.A. by:
ADAM J. YOUNG, JR.. INC.

Elliott-Haynes, Ltd. is now conducting TV viewing survey in TorontoHamilton-Niagara area, will publish
Teleratings monthly.
Penn McLeod & Associates, Ltd. will
publish TV Town, survey of 1,000 TV
homes and 1.000 non-TV homes in Toronto area four times a year.
Canadian Facts will do Schwerintype of qualitative research on at least
one TV show and TV commercials
International Surveys will use paneldiarv
ence. technique to measure TV audiSPONSOR

Now available in reprint form
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RADIO

16-page supplement reprinted from 1952 Fall Facts

:

issue. Includes 31 charts and tables statistically outlining the vital facts of radio distribution, listening,
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first)
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each,
more;

Shows every TV market and stations; lists number of

additional
copy,
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MAOISON

AVE

Please send me
Radio & TV Abroad)

Basic data on stations in the 50 countries outside
U.S.A. that permit commercial broadcasting. Charts
of international market and radio coverage; comparison with newspapers ; U. S. imports; U. S. advertisers

INTERNATIONAL
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.. copies of
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REVERE
I Continued from page 29 I

I
WAVE-TV
OFFERS TOP

vak (who jointly owns and produces
the show with Miss Roundtree) and
three experienced journalists.
Those who have occupied the hot
seat include Gov. Thomas E. Dewev of
New York I who gave the program a
scoop with his announcement that he
would support Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower for President I ; Sen. Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin. Walter Reuther.

AVAILABILITY!

president of the CIO's United Auto
Workers; Michael Di Salle, Federal

Jr m m m I

A few absolutely topnotch spot participations
are now available on
"Masterpiece Movietime",
a tremendously popular
series of top-flight film
features.
AUDIENCE: Large, loyal,
enthusiastic. One request
for viewers' opinions of
the show swamped our
nighttime switchboard
gal with hundreds of
calls, well into the early
morning. Mail is still

keynote themes, with "waterless" cooking and the convenience of a wall rack
for hanging Revere pots and pans
among the important selling points.
Here is some recent TV copy on
Revere Ware:

television". . . "If you take
Masterpiece Movietime

these utensils "kitchen jewels." But
until you use Revere Ware with the

off, I'll sell my set."
TIME: Tuesday night at
10 — the perfect movietime for televiewers.

gleaming
bottoms it
you'll
neverin
know
whatcopper
a difference
makes

Alex-

ander Korda's Seven Days
to Noon, The Wooden Horse,
Interrupted Journey, Hideout. Also, The Ware Case,
The Four Just Men, Convoy, The Fall of the House
of Usher, etc.

CHECK

WITH:

F&P!

WAVE-TV
FIRST IN KENTUCKY

(^AokkcI

NBC • ABC • DUMONT
lOUISVWI, KENTUCKY
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representative^
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with selling commercials on Revere
Ware. Usually, one item is sold at a
time and the agency now has a collection of 12 commercials which it
rotates. Beauty and utility are the

pouring in. Typical comments: "The best show on

SHOWS:

The immediate
men responsible
for policy
Revere's
more
advertising
on
TV include Norman A. Schuele. advertising manager for the firm I it was
his decision to buy Meet the Press )
and Stanley J. Keyes. Jr.. executive

price stabilizer.
The show is bracketed at the end

"Ladies, just look at these sleek,
smooth lines of Revere Ware — its
sparkling, silvery, stainless steel beautv
— its matchless design! Noiv you can
understand why proud owners call

TYPICAL

public service announcements such as
appeals to vote and collect scrap and
plugs for the Red Cross, Boy Scouts,
cancer fund and so forth. This sort
of insertion is not hit-or-miss for Revere has made a policy of putting public service messages into its advertising
for years. Indeed. Meet the Press itself is part of that policy.

your cooking. The copper bottom
spreads the heat so quickly and evenly, it helps prevent hot spots and the
burning of food.
"And this Revere Sauce Pan enables
you to cook the Revere 'Low-heatwaterless' way saving you time, fuel
and worry — also, you preserve natural
food values, improve flavors, reduce
kitchen heat and odors. It's wonderlul. too, how easy it is to restore Revere
Ware to its silvery luster after each
use.
The commercial then showed how
to use a particular Revere item — in
this case, the egg-poacher. Film was
inserted in this primarily live commercial to show how eggs are poached
and, following this, the price of the
item was given. Mentioning the price
is a recent practice in line with the
policy of putting more sell into the
commercials. Cartoons have been used
on occasion but the agency feels that a
photograph of a Revere Ware pot looks
much better than a drawing.
Also inserted in the program
are

"Conservative estimates place the number of television sets that may be sold
in 1953 at approximately 6,000,000.
This volume represents retail sales totaling almost two billion dollars."
E. W.
Gen.GAUGHAIN
Sis. Mgr,
Crosier Div., Avco Mfg. Corp.

•

•••••••

vice president of the agency.

The

agency liaison man (the phrase "account executive" is a studiously avoided at St. Georges & Keyes I is James J.
Freeman while copy ideas and the
writing of commercials are the province
of Edward Bozorth. Basic policy decisions involve Revere Board Chairman J. J. Russell and President James
M. Kennedy
the agency's president
Maubert
St. and
Georges.
To President Kennedy goes the credit for fathering the idea of Revere
Ware and for supplying the initial enthusiasm and imagination necessary to
merchandise it. As vice president during the '30's he saw the possibility of
marrying copper and stainless steel
(copper because it conducts heat better than any commercial metal and
stainless steel because of its good looks
and resistance to pitting I in a quality
kitchen utensil line.
No explanation
of Revere
Ware's
success,
however, would
be complete
without a word about the man who
designed the line. He is H. Archibald
Welden, an industrial designer, and his
original, graceful designs are still used
except for some minor design changes
in the phenolic plastic parts. No better
criterion of Revere Ware's beauty is
available than the fact that it is admired by both the long hair quality
market and the short hair mass market. Welden now works exclusively
for Revere and his designs now on the
drawing board are spoken of in hushed
SPONSOR

The various parts of the video signals that carry a
television picture through a coaxial cable travel at different
speeds. When they leave the studio, they accurately
represent the scene before the camera. But, like sprinters,

for
Video

some are faster than others and pull ahead in the "race"
to the receiving point.
Bell System technicians insure a "photo finish"
by making intricate adjustments to coaxial cable facilities.
Using special equipment, capable of measuring fractions
of a millionth of a second, they slow down the faster frequencies
so that all arrive at the same time.

Signals

This is an interesting example of the great care
the Bell System takes to insure high-quality transmission of
television signals. It's only a small part of the total
investment of money, equipment and personnel that is
involved in making network television possible.
Yet the cost of the service is low. The Telephone
Company's total network charges average about 10 cents a
mile for a half hour of program time.

m
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NOW.. .more than ever
•••your best buy in
The Fabulous Southwest

10,000
WATTS
EL PASO'S MOST
POWERFUL STATION

KEPO
EL PASO

and awed tones.
The Revere line was introduced at
the January 1939 Housewares Show.
It had just begun making an impression (it made money for the company
by its second year l when World War
11 knocked it off the market. Revere
reminded the U.S. housewife during
the war that the line would be offered
again and told her to be patient.
W ith the war over. Revere benefited
b) the surging consumer interest in a
dream kitchen. Probably greater attention was paid to the kitchen by
American families ( and U.S. industry,
too I than any other room in the house.
Stainproof plastic laminates for counters, ventilating fans, automatic stoves,
freezers, vastly improved refrigerators.
both gleaming metal and warm-colored
wood cabinets — and gadgets, gadgets,
\\ ith cards stacked in their favor.
gadgets.
Revere could still, however, have
muffed their opportunities. The utensil prices sounded uncomfortably high
for the average pocketbook. Other
firms learned how to wed copper and
stainless steel and could have taken the
ball away from Revere. The fact that
they didn t can be explained primarily
by Revere's advertising.
Revere Ware was reintroduced by
radio's Exploring the Unknown. This
was later supplemented by four-color
ads in Good Housekeeping, McCaWs,
Ladies' Home Journal, Better Homes
and Gardens, Sunset, Progressive
Farmer,
Successful Farmer and Gourmet.
Outside of TV, women's service,
shelter and farm magazines now get
most utensil ad money. Revere budget:
about $2 million. This includes the
heaviest ad budget in the kitchen uten-

KEPO ... is the station
that delivers SALES with
SALESMANSHIP! It's
the dominating voice in
this rich market with a
proven record of successes for National, Retisers.

gional and local adver-

REPRESENTED

BY

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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sil industry. About half of Revere's
total ad expenditure goes to Meet the
Press, which has a production nut of
about $4,000 a week ( it was $2,500 in
1950). This includes $125 each for
members of the invited questioning
panel plus the same amount for Spivak
and Miss Rountree. These minimums
were set by TVA.
Revere also uses plenty of point-ofsale material for its kitchen line but
does not mention its TV program in
it. The reason for this, according to
the agency, is that Revere Ware has
a wider distribution than Meet the
Press I telecast over 37 stations, all
live) and it would be too complicated
to print two versions of all point-ofsale material.
All Revere magazine

ads. including those in the technical
and trade press, carry a one line mention of the program.
Although Revere in its advertising
likes to trace its beginnings back to the
copper rolling mill founded by Paul
Revere in 1801, this involves stretching a corporate point or two. ActualK.
the original Revere firm was merged
with two others into the Taunton-New
Bedford Co. in 1900 and the latter
firm was joined with five others, under
the aegis of American Smelting and
Refininu. into the General Brass Corp.
on 1 December 1928. The name Re\ere was adopted the following year.
Revere has grown nicely since then.
Sales were $180 million last vear, compared with $175 million in 1950. $60
million in 1929 and $12 million in
1932. All its bonds and preferred
stork have been retired (there is now
no security having priority over common I. $40 million was ploughed back
into the business and its first dividend
on common stock was paid in 1946.
Profits were $7 million in 1951, down
$4 million from 1950, primarily because of taxes.
Profitwise. Revere likes its kitchen
ware products. Metal fabrication is
traditionally a low-profit business and
Revere rarely nets more than five cents
for every $1 of sales. On Revere Ware,
however, the
whichprofit
represents
10' '<higher.
of its
volume,
is much
Since the American housewife likes
Revere Ware so much that means that
everybody's happyr except Revere's
* • *
competitors.

ROUNDUP
{Continued from page 47 I
drama, interview, juvenile, etc. L nder
each program the following information is included: length, number of episodes, talent and description, name of
producer and minimum cost I for stations located in small markets I . The
directory, though not presented as complete, isthe most comprehensive listing
of its kind to date.

As a summer stimulus for store traffic and radio listenership, The American Stoics Compan) is currently running an all-out promotion in the form
of a "Mrs. American Stores of 1952
contest. Launched on 14 July, the
eight-week contest is being plugged on
SPONSOR

Success Story
with a Southern Accent
'TpHOSE delicious FFV Cookies that have taken Phila■*■ delphia by storm are made by Southern Biscuit
Company, of Richmond, Virginia.
To get distribution in this area, Southern Biscuit
appointed Walter A. Bonvie distributor; and he did
a whale of a job. To move cookies off the shelves fast—
Southern Biscuit bought a broad-base TV advertising
program for children in this entire section. The pro-

The results— well, read from Mr. Bonvie's letter:
"This is the only advertising we are using in this marketIt has more than justified our belief that the right show
and the right station-CARTOON PARTY on WPTZwould do the job for us in Philadelphia.
Sales of FFV Cookies have increased over thirty-three
percent during the first month of our sponsoring this
program. The second month's figures indicate that this
increase will go even higher. WPTZ has really done a

gram: "Cartoon Party" — a 15-minute drawing-andstory show starring Pauline Comanor at 1 1 AM each
Saturday. The medium: WPTZ, of course — Philadel-

To discuss what WPTZ might do for your product,
job for us!"
phone us at LOcust 4-5500, or call your nearest NBC
Spot Sales representative.

phia's food station.

IN PHILADELPHIA,
MORE

THAN

ANY

PEOPLE
OTHER

WATCH

WPTZ

TV STATION*
*Per ARB for entire year 1951.

WPTZ

— Philadelphia

NBC
TV-AFFILIATE

1600 Architects Building, Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania
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WSYR's Local
Radio Sales
UP 39%

For the period ending April 30,
WSYR's local radio sales were
397c ahead of 1951. The local
advertisers responsible for this
increase are in the best position
to test the effectiveness of all media. They know which advertising
keeps the cash registers ringing.

One Important Reason . . .

In

Syracuse

TV Supplements
Radio
— Has

per TV home, with 61 radio receivers purchased after the homes
had TV. Combined radio-listening and TV-viewing in these
homes total an average of 7.59
hours a day. Compared with nonTV homes —

Radio Listening
Average
homes

In non-TV

Hours per Day
3.07
hours

homes

....

4.52

hours

National
Spot
Advertisers

Write,

Wire,

or

Headley-Reed

Phone

ACUSE
570 KC
NBC

Affiliate

WSYR— AM— FM— TV

The

Only

Institution
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Complete
in

between the station's call letters and
General Eisenhower's first name. The
morning after Eisenhower was nomi-

ii.v;;!> :

Central

Broadcast
New

nated at the Republican Convention,
every Yellow Cab (over 100) carried
a poster reading "I like KITE" — giving motorists and pedestrians a "double-take" due to resemblance to the
General's campaign slogan. KITE
polled public opinion less than one
hour after Ike's nomination, found that
most San Antonians thought he would
be elected.

Movies and television again back
each other up for mutual benefit. Early
in July. WTOP-TV, Washington. D. C.
entered into a cross-promotion deal
with RKO Keith's Theater; the movie
house would promote WTOP-TV's Pick
Temple show and the station would
plug the Walt Disney "Robin Hood"
feature at the theater. Keith manager

TAKE NOTE!
Ask

Yellow cabs in San Antonio gave
station KITE a real boost recently—
and all because of the visual similarity

It

Even though Syracuse is a twoTV-station city — even though
71% of the homes in the Syracuse area have TV sets — radio in
Syracuse is very much alive and
kicking. Two separate surveys of
television homes show 2.4 radios

TV

must tell "Why I Like to Shop at
American Stores" and "Why I Would
Like a Second Honeymoon." Daily
winners get merchandise certificates.
with five grand prizes to be awarded
al the end of the contest.

Not

Replaced

In

the chain's five-a-week WCAL program American Stores Rings Your
Dell, and backed by extensive advertising, publicity and exploitation. Some
lot 1.000 entry blanks are being distributed through 1.200 store outlets
in the Philadelphia area. Entrants

York

Jerry Baker said "Robin Hood" played
to "fabulous business."' The movie next
to lie booked was the old film "King
Kong." So satisfied was the theater
that it used its whole TV budget
($1,500. later upped to $2,000) in a
saturation campaign on WTOP-TV for
"King Kong." On opening day, according to Baker, the line in front of
I he theater was two blocks long — indi-

cative of the impact
*

of the TV

-*

cam-

-:t

paign.
KFMB-TV, San Diego, has sold its
test pattern to a sponsor. The San
Diego County Electronic Association,
a non-profit organization composed of
TV technicians, wanted to reach all the
TV technicians of San Diego county.
Half-jestingly. KFMB-TV sales manager. Bill Edholm, suggested the test
pattern to Doug Weaver of Weaver Advertising. Before he knew it, Weaver
signed a contract for a series of announcements for his client during the
test pattern period. Results, according
to KFMB-TV. have been notable.

Whether the product is a hairpin or
a house, air announcers feel they can
do a much better job of selling if it
they've tried it themselves. Al Stevens
of WWIN. Baltimore, recently went after a real "low-down" on the product
of a new sponsor, a home builder, by
donning overalls, cap and heavy shoes,
and actually working side by side with
the craftsmen in building a home. All
this so he could give his listening audience first-hand facts about home building. According to the sponsor, L. E.
Mellin. Jr.. the number of prospects
and actual sales of the $9,975.00 homes
increased by leaps and bounds as a
result of Stevens' commercials.

MEN, MONEY,

* * *

MOTIVES

I Continued from page 6 I
Remember the dynamic propaganda
fact about radio. It cannot be shut
out despite all penalties and devices.
The Germans learned that. Books,
magazines, newspapers can be stopped
dead at frontiers. Not so radio waves.
Russia has recognized this truth and
adopted what measures are possible
other than "jamming." It has designed
its whole system so that reception of
broadcast material is from official
locked towers. Control of content is
thus absolute so far as the dictators
can make it. There is no program
choice but the official. Everything
goes from the locked tower by electric
lines to loudspeakers in squares, factories, clubhouses and so on.

*

*

*

When Russians speak of "radiofication" they mean the systematic equipping of villages, collectives,
public
SPONSOR

0

#

the Audience
WREC Performance is designed to build lasting
confidence and Prestige. Highest quality, diversified programming and community service
keep listener-interest alive and active. And
WREC has a greater audience than ever before!
(Highest Hooper rating of any station in
Memphis).

r the Advertiser
Carrying your message to this alert
audience is a sound foundation for any
advertising program. WREC gives you
top coverage in a market of over
$2,000,000,000 at rock-bottom costs.
(WREC rates have declined 10.1% per
thousand listeners since 1946). It will
pay you to put Memphis No. 1 Station
first on your list.

MEMPHIS

AFFILIATED

WITH

CBS, 600 KC, 5000 WATTS
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NO.

BY
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THE

KATZ
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buildings with wired radio, they mean
a s\ stem designed to exclude, as far
as possible. Russian citizens hearing
non-Russian broadcasts while at the
same time assuring to the Moscow command universal organized attention.

into the programs. Equally interesting,
and not usually appreciated by Americans, there is a rich in-mixing, in recent years, of commercial advertising
announcements for the various Soviet
State stores, agencies and services.

Russian broadcasts are labyrinthic
in intricate organization. The preponderance ofofficial news from Moscow stands out but Dr. Huth, again,
testifies that much local and neighborhood news is filtered, by committees,

Music, usually of excellent cultural
quality, is second in stress on Russian
radio. Children's entertainment is
third. There appears to be very little
drama or comedy. The Russian idea
would be to install microphones in the-

aters for that and do a straight remote
pick-up. Oddly enough the emphasis of
Russian film-makers on the documentary, or dramatized, type of social commentary has no echo on the radio.
Russian radio bothers little with showmanship, will read long Pravda editorials, one after the other, in unrelieved voice. Nor is there any Bolshevik Burns and Allen.
* • •

MR. SPONSOR

ASKS

{Continued from page 45)
vertiser's sales representatives can
further their own interest by calling
on station management.
Horace N. Stovin
President

Horace N. Stovin and Company
Toronto, Ontario

LuJ

"H-T i 1

~^>

Y o u r question,
"How can advertisers
information ongethow
to

mm
/
COLO.

NllMASkA

Mr.

| MO

KANIIAS

"The most listened-to station in the area!" That Achievement
Citation goes to KFAB as the Conlan Report for 1952 is released. This is not merely an Omaha survey ... or a few
hand-picked counties in the area, but is a thorough measurement of 1 1 1 solid counties in the KFAB primary and is based
on 139,000 calls! . . . The final tabulation puts KFAB away
out in front Out of a total of 126 rated quarter hours,
KFAB is top station in 119. Station B ranks first in only
seven quarter-hour periods. Get the facts . . . find out what
the audience-building achievements of KFAB will do for you
in The Midwest Empire Market. Contact Harry Burke, Ceneral
Manager
...
or a Free & Peters Colonel.

stop and think of
how we, as an

III KO N

M

TOP STATION IN 119 OUT OF A TOTAL
Of 126 RATED QUARTER H0URS-$»

get the most out
of Canadian radio?", made us

■>o,

i&i'i&»m ,-.,

mu

frV?.J

S o

Byles

agency, data
gathered
factual
and
evidence
to sell

radio advertising. Actually, there are
five1. sources
The rep of information :
2. The station
3. BBM
4. Radio ratings
5. Dominion Bureau of Statistics
It seems as though, at every radio
convention, someone invariably raises
the cry for more factual information
from stations and reps. It has been
our experience that the Canadian reps
do a very worthwhile job of supplying
the necessary information and service
to sell radio. The same thing is true
of the stations and certainly, the industry-sponsored BBM has made a
great contribution to our knowledge
of radio. However, by far the most
important source of information is
the experience of the agencies' radio
department in purchasing on behalf of
a variety of accounts. It is no longer
possible, in this era of
dio, to sit in our Ivory
lect stations and times
basis of statistics. We
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competitive raTowers and seentirely on the
therefore lean
SPONSOR

heavily on previous experience in time
buying and on the faith we have in
the management of the radio station.
There have been few occasions where
a station has done a poor job on a
good campaign, if the management that
we deal with at the station level is
sound.
Therefore, we suggest that advertisers apply this recipe: Use all five services, add a generous portion of intelligent interpretation of statistics, spice
with agency judgment and experience.
Result: better than average successful radio schedules.
W. D. Byles
Supervisor of Radio-TV
Young & Rubicam
Toronto

B y combining
both our BBM
(Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement I and

you can see the
difference on WBNS-TV

the Canadian retail sales index

You can readily SEE the difference in the expert sets and properties used on all WBNS-TV programming. This Kasco Dog Food
set is typical of the adaptable sets designed and executed for
rapid erection and knockdowns. A crew of trained men strate-

you can arrive at
a good picture regarding the overall work radio
has done, and

Mr. Le

even get a fairly good dollarwise story.
Then apply the rating services available from Elliot-Haynes and Penn McLeod along with available market reports and individual success stories
from various stations plus a closer
look at the Canadian radio picture
through trade magazines like Canadian
Broadcasting and Telescreen, and

gically arrange props to the client's best advantage. Each set is
quickly placed due to the fine filing and cataloguing system used
for props, making them easily accessible at all times.
A floor manager works with the property-stage department
for each locally produced show, serving as liaison for production.

SPONSOR.

S. Ramsay

Lees

Radio-TV Manager
Ruth rau ff & Ryan
Toronto, Ontario

MEDIA PLANNING
[Continued from page 31)
that spot revenue for the 1952-53 season will exceed even what it was for
the previous cycle.
While all the agency men agreed
that the advent of the new communica-

the

tions giant, TV, has forced a revamping of basic media planning and that
decentralization
trend was quite

11 AUGUST
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95% of all props and sets used on WBNS-TV
are designed, built and erected on the premises
by skilled men. Existing sets are repaired, and
maintained, properties stored and filed in a
modern,

well equipped shop, and a shuttle messenger service operated between the prop storage areas within the station and outside warehouses.

Under

the over-all direction of Department Manager Robert Sweinsberger, and his staff of nine
men, the myriad of articles required for TV
Commercials are checked out prior to each show
and are promptly filed in their proper place
after each telecast. Such items vary widely from
a tiny V* teaspoon

measurer

for a kitchen show,

to a huge 8V2' x 9' x 5' awning for a commercial.
Incoming bulk items are received, inspected
and stored and a card file inventory maintained.

wbns-tv

COLUMBUS, OHIO
CHANNEL

10

CBS-TV NETWORK • Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch and
WBNS-AM • General Sales Office: 33 North High Street
REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV
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perceptible, one or two demurred in
respeet to the general application of
the trend. The latter pointed out that,
since media strategy must always be
shaped in relation to the product, mam
a big advertiser will find it expedient
for some time to come to think pri-

KFMB
Channel -8

SAN

DIEGO'S

TV STATION
&**t6ete, CALIF'S;
THIRD MARKET^
San Diego . . .
an important
center of ARMS
PRODUCTION
and
Military

Activities

Wise Buyers Bu%p

KFMB-TV,AM

TV ■ CHANNEL -8,

AM

- .550 K. C.

KFMB - 5th and Ash, San Diego 1, Calif.
°
John A.o
Kennedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgr.

marily in terms of "umbrella" coverage, regardless of the media duplication or dead spots it might entail.
Here, in digested form, are some of
the agencj men's comments, with descriptive intimation of their connections:
A marketing as xvell as media authority whose firm, well over the $90,000,000-level, represent Class A food,
electric appliance anil drug accounts:
In approaching the problem of media
reevaluation and the new pattern of
inter-media relationship, we took into
account that television has disrupted,
as no other new medium, our traditional concepts of -media planning. We
found that radio was still the most universal and flexible of mass media, with
a saturation and mobility quotient that
still gave it economic precedence over
the o'.her media. Recognition of these
factors is playing a major part in the
sharp drift-back to the localization of
national advertising. You'll find the
same trend in newspaper buying, with

Mr. E. L. Deckinger
Research Veep.
Biow Corp.
New Yorke City
here E. L. :
) ou research fellers knoiv how to
turn up jiggers
thel make peoples sit up and
take no t u c e .
Sorta like th'
fact
thel Charlestun looks
low on
city populashun
but is th' markit.
stale's
biggest
Fer example,
a u Io

registra-

home
of
shuns counties
lor th'
th' states second
and third biggest cities added
togcthur will be
beat by Charlestun. Thets how
big this markil
rilly is. We' re
sAmerican
ii p port i n Assn.
' a n
ball club with
Minneypolus
and
thim
othur
liig
cities. Effen I do say so. theres Joy in
this markit whin you use IT CHS with
5,000 on 580.
Yrs..
Algy.

W C H S
Charleston, W.

Va.

BEST
Washington's

the supplements feeling the pinch. Advertising planning, according to the
current trend, must be in relationship
to ( 1 I where the sales potential is best.
I 2 I the type of medium that offers the
most intensified coverage and at lowest
cost and (3 I whether the medium fits
in most effectively with the purchasing
habits of the buyer. As part of the
reevaluation of radio, the thinking in
this agency tends to put the use of that
medium in this order: ( 1 I national
spot, I 2 | local and ( 3 ) network. We
think it will be to the station operator's advantage to put his
economy in such order as to
rates, particularly nighttime,
tractive to the advertiser. The

Ask your John Blair man for
the whole WWDC story

Reach 571,000
SPENDING
Southwesterners
with

the ARKTEX
^k j

in this / hot. springs

OOLdBN
TRHHCU V -A

station's
make his
more attrend of

Ark

KCMC

KAMD
CAMDEN,

the media pattern is in his direction
but he must help meet it with a reevaluation ofhis own.
Media director of an agency dominantly soap and food and among the
first six in the field: Advertising is diverting more and more money to regional and local intensification. However, we still think that network radio
has been penalized beyond the degree
that it should have been. The resurgence of radio will, in the viewpoint of

KWFC

STATIONS

TEXARKANA

RICH

/(AM.FM)'
Ark., Te
*From

ONE

ORDZR
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Gaiette

•

Ark.
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singly or in groups
details,
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Bid g.,

MYERS,

write

to:

Gen.

Texarkana,

Mgr.
Ark-Tex.
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this agency, benefit network radio,
which, of course, must yield to the
maximum of flexibility. Co-op advertising isgrowing by leaps and bounds;
as a local promotion factor it can be of
inestimable aid. Local concentration
has this strongly valid argument: leadership in well selected metropolitan or
regional areas can bring as great a
profit, or even greater profit, than diffusion of advertising efforts on a national basis. More and more national
advertisers are veering toward accepting this concept.
Media director of an agency whose
radio-TV billings put it in the golden
circle and with a host of blue chip
soap, drug and food accounts: Admittedly there's quite a churning going
on in the reevaluation of the media pattern. There has been, for instance a
marked swerve from supplements and
a lot more interest in buying on a local
basis. Radio is progressively assuming
a much stronger position on a regional
and localized level in relationship to
other media, but there remains a reluctance to give up network radio. We
think that reluctance is sound in man}
respects. Network radio can become
flexible enough to meet the national advertiser's needs. Our clients will for
at least the next three or four years
have a big stake in radio, especially
spot. The degree of this stake will, of
course, depend on TV rates, plus the
expansion of radios mobility. As a
daytime medium we look to radio to be
lush stuff indefinitely and our clients
are tending to reinforce their franchises in that regard.
Media director of a top agency
strong in foods, cosmetics and soaps:
We have prepared a great deal of material on media trends and are having
it analyzed and projected. One of the
observations that emerges from a preliminary study of this material is that
TVs expanding encroachment on radio
hasn't cut in anything as sharply on
local time sales as it has network sales.
We haven't the facts as to the basis for
this, but it may indicate a state of good
health that the national advertiser
might gain from inquiring into. Our
spot radio buying this fall will exceed
what it was last year, and I believe
that radio stations could capture still
more of the increasing expenditures for
advertising if they sold harder than
they've sold before and offered it in
unusually attractive packages. Radio
could reassemble its technique of selling to great advantage.
11 AUGUST
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TO SELL TOLEDO
YOU NEED A

SALESMAN
BUYING

POWER

of $74.00 per week

average

paycheck

—

that's the

in Toledo, the Nation's booming

36th Market. But, buyers aren't buyers till they're SOLD
on BUYING^ — and for that you need a salesman. A
good salesman has the consumer's confidence —

and

WSPD's integrity is established on 31 years of service.
This respected station is the dialing habit of over Four
Million people — morning, noon and night it's a welcome caller in every home. To sell Toledo, and its rich
surrounding area of Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan take advantage of Toledo's Super Salesman
—

WSPD

—

the "Speedy"

way

to the wallets of

potential buyers — ' because it's the buyer's best friend.

AM-TV
Storer

Broadcaiting

Company

Represented Nationally
by KATZ

Media planner for an agency with
leading cigarette, soap and cosmetic accounts and ranking among the first
seven in its field: TV has forced a number of our clients into decentralized or
localized operations — and this trend
may become pronounced in the next
few years — but we are a long way from
ruling out network radio, both night
and day. Media thinking can only be
on the basis of the specific advertiser's
own sales and distribution problems
and the specific product, and therefore
"One

of the paradoxes of our democratic society is that the 'little follow'
gets bigger and better breaks as time
goes on, but at the same time he is increasingly challenged to safeguard his
individual rights."
THEODORE S. REPPLIER
Pres., Advertising Council. Inc.

********
the choice between network and spot
radio will be determined by the specific
problem. We are perhaps one of the
largest buyers of spot radio but we still
think that network radio offers the
lowest cost-per-1,000. and probably
will for some time to come. Whatever
the swing toward greater market-bymarket utilization it is patently tem-

THE

VOICE

OF

South western

AMERICA
sells half a million
people in 27 counties

HAS

GREATER

COVER

than

any other
El Paso
radio station
REGARDLESS
OF POWER
KROD, CBS Radio's Voice of the
Southwest, covers the vast 27 County
El Paso Market area, where more
than a half-million people spend over
FIVE HUNDRED MILLION DOLLARS on RETAIL SALES. No matter
what you're selling in this area, you
can sell it more successfully and economically over . . .

RODERICK
REPRESENTED
0. L
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BROADCASTING
NATIONALLY
BY
TAYLOR
COMPANY

KflRK
• T. K. Barton, Vice-Pres. & General Manager
• Julian F. Haas. Commercial Manager
• National Representatives, Ed. Petry & Co.

pered by the product's special marketing characteristics. As aware as you
are of radio's incomparable flexibility
and density of saturation — time, convenience and place — you can not expect
to be able to construct a workable media pattern for the near future until
the pattern of TV itself really emerges.
A media director of an agency whose
list highlights cigarets. toilet articles

Someone has been busy. Five
new schools now under construction in our area to care
for the children of newcomers
to
tana.growing Western

and food: It's too early to see what
form the media pattern will take. We
will hew prettv much to the same line
until television moves considerably
more toward an approximation of national coverage. Ad budgets are higher than ever before, hence the continuing strong position of spot radio. An
advertiser with national direction will

Lumber, grains, sugar beets,
dairying, mining, Beefsteak
and Lamb Chops.

7&

/fat THrtfo Station*

always think first in terms of getting
national coverage, and his basic buy
will likewise be the medium that gives

Corp.

him the largest circulation of the consumer type he wants at lowest cost.
Pinpoint advertising, such as buying
market-by-market, makes a sound practice for all types of national advertisers
with varying budgets, but we in this
agency are inclined to see no general
trend in that direction unless the cost

THE

of TV coverage becomes so much out
of line that it's a necessity.

Mon-

%\iKGVO-KfiilHl
5UU0 Watts
250 Watts
Night & Day
Night & Day
MISSOULA ANACONDA
BUTTE

MONTANA
THE

TREASURE

STATE

OF

THE
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Representatives:

Gill-Keefe & Perna, Inc.
N. Y., Chi., LA., and S.F.

* * *
SPONSOR

ADVERTISING

COUNCIL

[Continued from page 33)
50 million.
The fund was oversubscribed by$300,000.
• Recently the Council sent out letters advising media people that the
steel scrap campaign ( which had been
supported by the Council) was pronounced a success by the National
Production Authority and that all steel
scrap advertising should be stopped.
The letter indicated clearly NPA's
opinion that no small thanks should be
given the Council and the people behind it for their part in the campaign.
• From a recent survey among clergymen it could be inferred that the
"Religion in American Life'* campaign
moved these important molders of public opinion to be more favorably disposed to business and advertising. Apparently, the study showed, the clergymen would be impressed by the fact
that business will spend money to promote good causes.
• "The American Economic System"
campaign, designed to acquaint Americans with the economic rationale of
American capitalism, resulted in requests for 2,000,000 copies of the booklet "The Miracle of America" since
1948.

THE ONE ON THE RIGHT is Chuck Worcester, WMT's Farm Service Director.
The young corn-burner performing before the mike is one of a brood of
cheep artists who crow over Chuck's good husbandry. Chuck owns and
operates a farm as a WMT service project. It's the point of origin for many
informative WMT broadcasts about conservation and crop production. Chicks
and Iowa farmers like corn — the 1951 crop was worth $778,437,000.

In running its current 16 major campaigns (plus about twice as many subsidiary messages I the Council, under
the presidency of Theodore S. Repplier, probably processes the bulk of all
public service advertising in this country. By choosing and channeling requests for the support of good causes
the Council acts ( 1 1 as a general staff
to plan promotional strategy, (2) as a
sieve to separate the wheat from the
chaff and ( 3 ) as a guard to protect
advertisers, agencies and media people
from the demands, however worthy,
of thousands of groups and special
pleaders who want the attention of the
American people. On rare occasions,
the Council itself engineers a cam-

ALL EQUIPMENT USED ON CHUCK'S FARM— supplies, fertilizers, gasoline, oil,
etc. — is made or distributed by WMT advertisers. Farm broadcast time represents over 9% of WMT's total weekly program schedule — 3V2 hours of farm
information, l1/^ of weather and market data, 8 of music and features.

paign; the "American Economic System" is one.
Before describing how a campaign is
beamed to the American people via radio and TV, here is a bird's-eye view
of the Advertising Council itself.
Three distinct groups comprise the
Council: the agencies, through the
A AAA; the advertisers, through the
ANA. and media, through NARTB,
ANPA Bureau of Advertising, Magazine Publishers Association ( formerly
National Association of Magazine Pub-
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YOU

ALMOST

HEAR

THINGS

GROW

in

Iowa. Of all the Grade A land in the U.S.,
25% is in Iowa. One of Chuck's projects
is a test of 12 different fertilizer applications to check production.

CEDAR RAPIDS is our home address —
worth remembering when you want to reach
338,480 families who listen each week to
WMT's farm (and CBS) programming. Or
see our reps, The Katz Agency.
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Ushers) and Outdoor Advertising Association of America. There are also
10 affiliated organizations representing
media, agencies and advertisers.
These organizations appoint a Board
of Directors I present chairman: Howard J. Morgens, Procter & Gamble's
vice president in charge of advertising I
whose job it is to pass on the merits
of hundreds of requests received annually from government agencies and
private groups that have learned that
advertising — through simplification,
dramatization and repetition — gets
things done. There is also a Public
Policy Committe (chairman: Chester
C. Davis, associate director. The Ford
Foundation) of educators, labor representatives, business men and publicists
which must approve all campaigns by a
three-fourths vote before the wheels
begin turning. On the sidelines, an Industries Advisory Committee, headed
by S. C. Allyn. National Cash Register
Co. president, gives the board the benefit of its thinking on programs under
consideration, suggests new campaigns

the group sponsoring the campaign. \
Council campaign manager is also apConferences among the coordinator,
pointed.
client, agency and Council staff people
lead to media strategy, slogans and
the decision concerning who should be
reached by the campaign. While the
agency works up ad layouts for the
print media, radio announcements are
the province of writers on the actual
message.
program that airs the public service
This was decided upon, rather than
canned messages, because it was felt
that an individual program approach
would result in more variety, spontaneous writing and announcements
that fit the mood of the program. To
make sure, however, that these individual messages fit into the over-all
campaign strategy, program people are
sent fact sheets, w hich explain the campaign, provide factual material for use
in the messages and indicate which
points are to be stressed.
A fact sheet is also forwarded to TV

and helps raise the Council's annual
budget, now running at $750,000.
In passing on a request, the Council has taken pains to point out that it
does not "approve" the campaign as
such. It decides whether a campaign
lends itself to advertising, whether ( in
the case of an appeal for funds) the

["here's

More

SELL
on

UJRIH
RICHMOND
VIRGINIA
910kc-5kw
ABC
AFFILIATE
Njtional
Representatives

EDWARD
PETRY

& CO..

INC.

requesting organization has an effective national setup and can follow up
appeals with a substantial amount of
doorbell ringing, whether the subject is
non-controversial and whether it is of
genuine public interest. It must be
non-commercial and not designed to
influence legislation.
Requests from government agencies
are first screened by the advertising
liaison division of the Executive Offices
of the President of the U. S. Where

T»

Jm^m

BUB

TREBOR

, teb°r s , „. 'en*
ab

» «, <fr°*

, „m 6-30 *

Congress has passed law establishing
policy on a particular campaign, a
Public Policy Committee vote is not reOnce a campaign is stamped O.K..
quired.
an agency is chosen to prepare ad material (it isn't paid a cent for tins
work I and a campaign coordinator is
named (also on a voluntary basis).
Coordinators are generally admen from
the ranks of the top national advertisers. They may work with as many as
eight agencies I Defense Bond campaign I and also coordinate the work
of the Council and '"client." which, by
force of habit, is the name applied to
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stations but the volunteer agency prepares, in addition, station kits which
include just about everything. Here is
the 1952 Red Cross Fund kit: four

"
g
n
i
t
s
u
tfere b

film announcements, six balops, a special prop showing a billboard ad, dull
finish lapel buttons with a red cross
to be worn by performers, four pages
of announcement copy, fact sheets, six
flip cards and five slides.
The above recital of facts should
make one thing clear: radio and TV
offer the most flexibility and ease of
handling when it comes to public service messages. TV kits aside, air campaigns can be initiated and changed
almost on the spur of the moment
( note the Red Cross flood relief campaign I and the air medium, as a result, is coming in for an increasing
share of Council activity.
By and large, however, the radio-TV
campaigns are usually planned on a
long-range basis. This is necessary to
make sure that campaign announcements are evenly distributed and that
each campaign gets its proper share of
messages at the proper time. The Red
Cross fund drive, for example, is conducted only during March.
To assure proper distribution of
messages, the Council has set up one
of its most important mechanisms — the
allocation plans for radio and TV.
These are worked out by the Council
managers and staff on the basis of the
strategy decisions previously decided
upon and are approved by the Council
Board of Directors and its Radio and

Yes, the figures
below will certainly show
how the Memphis market has grown in
the last 10 years.

Television Committee headed by Niles
Trammell, NBC board chairman. Other broadcasting people on the Council board include CBS President Frank
Stanton, one of the three vice chair-

200%

men; Thomas F. O'Neil, MBS president, and Chris J. Witting. DuMont
director of advertising and general
manager.
Advertisers with once-a-week network programs receive their message
allocation once every six weeks and
network programs aired three to five
times a week receive allocations every
three weeks. These voluntary allocations specify one announcement of a
particular campaign on a particular
program at a particular time. If an
advertiser feels the announcement will
not fit in properly he can have it
<hanged.
At first thought this may seem like a
miserly appropriation of messages. But
it must be remembered
that nearly
11 AUGUST
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Comparison of 1942-1952 Growth in the Memphis
market area
Percentage
15.4%

inrrpasp

Population. ...

1942
1952

Radio
Homes
Effective

3,569,600
1942 393,5181
.
1952 818,303
1942

3,092,108 |

108%

212%

!

268%

1 $896,976,000
Buying Income 1 952 $2,802,534,000
1942
Retail
Sales
1 $615,917,000
1952 $2,269,052,000
Food
Drug
1942
$112,935,000
1952
Sales
$511,934,000
1942
1952
Sales
| $21,225,000
$63,708,000"
,; -

|353%

In 1952, as in 1942, the radio station that
reaches and sells the great
Memphis market best is

M
NBC

E

M

-5,000

P

H

WATTS — 790

I

S
K. C.

National representatives, The Branham Company
WMCF

260 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule

WMCT First TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South
Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal
131

NEWS on
KMBC-KFRM
is TOPS...
...because KMBC-KFRM
stays on 'top' of the NEWS!

- V

And there is no greater value today
than radio news!
KMBC - KFRM news programs are the
most-listened-to newscasts in the heart
of America. They enjoy their high ratings because of the reputation for accuracy and immediacy built by the KMBCKFRM News Department.
Here is a tremendous sales potential in
one of the nation's richest markets. ..the
great Kansas City Primary trade area.
Call KMBC-KFRM or ask your nearest
Free & Peters' colonel for complete details on the mighty voice of the KMBCKFRM Team and for newscast availabilities.

KMBC
KFRM
of Kansas

every commercial network program on
the air will carry at least one announcement and
(
each program can carry
more if it wishes I . Under the 1951

published by the Council at the suggestion of the Broadcast Advisory
Council and NARTB. It is primarily
an information service for stations and

Defense Bond allocation plan 337 million radio and 161 million TV home
impressions were beamed. There are
also an unknown number of announcements on sustaining network programs
and thousands of local programs ( independents and storecasting FM stations are heavy users of Council material .) It might also be pointed out in

gives an over-all view of Council cam-

"Early in 1953, new television stations
will begin operations at an average rate
of approximately three new transmitters per week. At the present time, there
are only 108 VHF stations, and an additional 511 VHF channels will he added.
Eventually, 1422 additional UHF transmitters will bring the number of television stations in the United States to a
total of 2051.9'
E. W. GAUGHAN
Gen. Sh. Mgr.
Crosier Div., Atco Mfg. Corp.

City

this connection that Council people
feel that there is such a thing as too

for Rural Kansas
6th oldest CBS Affiliate • •

many public service announcements.
The allocation plans are not the
whole story of the Council's efforts for
the allocation machinery is put into
gear primarily for the major campaigns. There are a host of subsidiary
fund-raising and other drives which
advertisers and stations may support if
they have a mind to — and many
them have.

recommends

One of the current Council campaigns.paigns— "Register and Vote" — which
is sponsored by the American Heritage
Foundation is being given an extra
push by the NARTB. Thirteen of the
nation's 38 state broadcasters' associations have formed Register and Vote
Committees under the auspices of the
NARTB. Goal of the project is to
make the 1952 elections a record one
in the number of votes cast.
Many of the current Council campaignsblood
(
donors. Defense Bonds,
civil defense, nurse recruitment) have
3 familiar ring for they are repetitions
of the problems the Council was thrown
into shortly after it was formed. Seed
for the Council was planted in the
summer of 1941 and it germinated into
a going concern on 4 March 1942, just
in time for advertising to flex its muscles on the World War II home front.
When the idea for what led to the
Advertising Council was first broached,
the intention was to defend advertising
(and counterattack as well) against
the criticisms aimed at it during the
New Deal
of the
'30's. the
It
started
whenheyday
the AAAA
accepted
suggestion of the ANA to hold a joint
meeting with the media groups.

of

As guidance to proper timing of sup-

TEXAS'5thMARKET

porting announcements for these "minor" campaigns a Radio Bulletin ( soon
to be changed to radio-TV I is sent to
about 1,000 stations, agencies and advertisers. The July-August Bulletin,
for example, gives information on two
campaigns — National Farm Safety
Week and the National Garden program. While only two campaigns were
covered in this Bulletin, most of them

the rich, industrial
tri-city area

BEAUM0«TT\___^
* V ORANGE '
N

OEF f-ERSON

CO

KPAC serves a population of 236,100
in the rich Beaumont — Port ArthurOrange
metropolitan
tri-city area.
KPAC

\

is the No. 1 radio salesman

for
sponsors
1 oillocal
refining
area.in the world's No.

5000 WATTS
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JOHN
E. PEARSON
CO.
National Representatives

carry material on about a dozen.
Advertisers and networks have found
the Bulletin useful in warding off the
constant pressure of various types of
welfare groups for air support. Il also
gives them the comfort of knowing that
the campaigns mentioned in the Bulletin are those most deserving of support and those, which in the opinion of
the Advertising Council, best lend
themselves to radio and Tv plugs.
Stations also receive a monthly sheet

£

| Reasons Why
The foremost national and local advertisers use WEVD
year
after
year to reach the vast

Jewish Market
of Metropolitan New York
I.
2.

Top

adult

programming

Strong
audience
impact
3. Inherent listener loyalty
4. Potential
buying
power
Send for a copy of
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
HENRY
WEVD

GREENFIELD

Managing
117-119
New

Director
Weal
loth
York

St..

19
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The feeling at the time was expressed
in memo dated 28 August 1941, as set
forth by Paul West, ANA president:
"Grave concern about advertising
and what may happen to the business
which is largely dependent upon it is
manifesting itself daily in main quarters. .. . There is good reason for this
concern. The talk b\ high officials in
government of curbing advertising as
a means of controlling inflation and
restricting it as a means of controlling
production . . . the thinly veiled attacks on trademarks and brands, the

Council aid can be gotten from
NCCPS statement to SPONSOR:

"The whole question about the effectiveness of the Advertising Council's
'Better Schools' campaign is prett) intangible. However, there are some
things
that
can he guessed fairly accuracy.

formation in Ma\. \()V). approximately one out of 10 could be traced to the
Advertising Council campaign. B)
answering these letters in terms >>\ the
methods other groups are finding effe
live, the Commission is often able to

"The Commission feels that the
school advertisements arranged b\ the
Advertising Council are its chief link
between its own program and that
large segment of the public which has

bring new strength l<> citizens' committees, Parent-Teacher Associations and
the schools in general."
No. 37 OF A SERIES

push for mandatory standardization
and government grade labeling of all
consumer goods, the continued charges
that advertising is a waste, that it fosters monopoly, that it is simply an
added cost to the consumer - all
these and more are causing growing
alarm. . . .
After Pearl Harbor there were more

"GOLDSMITH
*

basic things to worry about. The proposed council was quickly enrolled in
the war effort I it was called the War
Advertising Council I and it did a
crackerjack job. When the war was
over, the question of whether the council should continue was brought up.
There seemed to be little question
about the answer. Wartime experience,
the Council felt, had produced final
proof that I 1 ) advertising can sell
ideas as well as merchandise. ( 2 I advertising techniques are invaluable in
spreading information and obtaining
mass action on non-controversial public problems and ( 3 ) sponsorship of
public service advertising is good public relations both for business as a
whole and for individual advertisers.
Much of the defensive attitude toward advertising was gone and in its
place was a more positive approach
based on what business and advertising can contribute to the national welfare. Advertisers have not been able

never been dircctl) assoi iat< < I with
school activities. Of some 60 to 70
thousand letters the Commission has
received since the announcement of its

this

In Harness Purses,*—

WHEC
In Rochester Radio!
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Pulse surveyed and rated. Here's the latest score,—
STATION

WHEC
WHEC

STATION

STATION

WHEC
B
216.. .159
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FIRSTS
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land have not tried I to set up a rating
of the effectiveness of public service
advertising but they are generally
agreed that it helps them and are cer-

the American Heritage Foundation.
While an accurate rating of effectiveness is as elusive as mercury, some
specific idea of how clients feel about

THEY'RE

»«preienlar/ves: EVERETT- McKINNEY,
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carries SIX of the "fop ten" evening shows
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tainly agreed that it doesn't hurt them.
They can also point with pride to the
gratitude of the Government and such
groups as the Red Cross, National
Safety Council. National Citizens Commission for the Public Schools. National Fire Protective Association and

MAID"
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I lie statement pointed out that in
addition in this "direct" advantage
there is also a broader one. This
hroadei- effect is the favorahle eliniate
of opinion toward public schools that
is established. "The effect of this is
obviously impossible to measure," the
Commission said, "but it is nonetheless
real.

WILLA
MONROE

One of
many famous
VVDIA"s
personalities

■" Although no commercial firm could
even obtain such an advertising program, it is estimated that the facilities
for the "Better Schools" campaign if
applied to a commercial product would
be valued at several million dollars.
This is a deliberately modest estimate
since a real tabulation of the cam-

JELLO
Joins the Parade
To WDIA, Memphis
Yes, JELLO is another of the great General Foods
products now using WDIA to sell the large Negro
segment of the Memphis trade area (439,266 Negroes)
in WDIA
BMB counties. This continuing swing
to WDIA
is further proof of WDIA's complete
dominance in selling this big ready-to-buy, highly
brand conscious market. Increased sales will prove
the same
Stag
Cream

for your

product

just as they have

for

Beer. Taystee Bread, Tide. Colgate Dental
and many others.
Get the full facts today.
HOOPER

City:
Time

RADIO
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Memphis.
Tenn.
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T.R.T.P.
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KWJJ

1011

nationally
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paign worth $6 or $7 million at least."
Advertisers, too, sense the effectiveness of public service advertising,
though they can't always put their finger on specific evidence. An ANA
spokesman said :
"The Council's campaigns are of
great value to advertising and to an
advertisers public relations. They give
an advertiser the chance to demonstrate his own citizenship and Council
campaigns become doubly important
since advertising is industry's show
window. There is no question but that
advertisers feel that these campaigns
are doing them and the country some
good. If advertising and industry

Provides

local

paign would have to take into consideration radio time and talent, etc.
These factors would make the cam-

a

tie-up.

this three

hadn't done something along the lines
of the present Council campaigns, it is
quite possible that socialism would
have been more strongly intrenched in
Probably the most important upcomCouncil effort is the "Register and
U.S."
the ing
Vote" campaign. Heavy time and space
advertising is scheduled by the Council for September and October, but additional ad pressure is being applied
by many segments of business. The
NARTB state-by-state offensive has already been mentioned. Individual advertisers are rolling up their sleeves,
too.

510 MADISON
(Continued from page L3)
the wide difference between your figcasting.
ures and those of Broadcasting TeleWe are enjoying SPONSOR very much
and find it a very useful publication
for our purposes.
E. Rudolf Gegenschatz
Public Relations and
Business Development
Miami
• SPONSOR'S information was based on NBC
estimates. As of 1 July the estimate for the
Miami
area was
increased
to *M).(MM>.

STEEL AND

RADIO

At the recent annual meeting of the
Kansas Association of Radio Broadcasters members were most vehement
in their protests at the iecent discrimination of the radio industry by the
steel companies.
The steel industry bought full-page
advertisements in virtually every daily
paper in the entire United States, and
I am certain in my own mind that full
card rate was paid for each and every
one of these advertisements.
Contrariwise, the radio industry,
thru the press services as well as
by public relations operators for the
steel
dustry.industry, was bombarded with
news stories in behalf of the steel inYou will recall that the major networks were most generous in allotting
time to both sides in the steel controversy— management as well as labor.
I was instructed, as President of the
Kansas Association of Radio Broadcasters, at our annual meeting in Wichita, Kansas to write to you. with copies to the four major broadcasting networks as well as copies to all of the
radio and trade magazines.
This then is a formal protest of the
Kansas
Association
of Radio Broad-

Examples: Bemis Bag Co., St. Louis,
will supply, at cost, three pre-tested
< ninic books on registering and voting
and will distribute 10.000 to its own
employees. Pitney Bowes, Inc.. Stamford, Conn., has nine postage meter
postmarks available for customers.
Elections are the heart of I .S. democracy. Business wants to make sure
l bat heart keeps beating. * * *
SPONSOR

casters to the discriminate action of the
steel industry in behalf of newspapers
as a media over radio.
Ben Ludy
President
Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcasters

m

ARE 1/eiL A MR.
SPOT

rV MAP

REQUEST

Radio/TV Director
Chamber of Commerce of the U.S.
Washington, D. C.
Extra

map
available
free to
scribers. Low cost for additional

RADIO?

Spot radio lets you hand-pick the station which will
do the best selling job for you — market-by-market.

Your July 14 issue's "TV Map for
oponsors: Fall 1952" is excellent, and
the footnote indicates copies are available to subscribers.
May I have a copy, please.
George H. Sandefer

•

y/tufButf?

SPONSOR
copies.

sub-

SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA?

Southwest Virginia, of which Roanoke is the hub,
is a complete market within itself. It represents
about one-fourth of Virginia's total buying power.

WDBJ?
WDBJ is a 28-year-old pioneer in this rich market
— a consistent leader year after year in listener
loyalty, prestige, coverage, and sales results! Ask
Free & Peters!

CORRECTION
On page 42 of your 2 June issue you
have referred to some Wilson & Co.
Hickory Smoked Mor Television spots
;is having been prepared under the supervision of Davis and Company Advertising Agency, Los Angeles.
These spots were developed by this
Company and John Sutherland Productions, Inc.
A. J. Engelhardt
Ewell & Thurber Associates
Chicago

Established 1924 • CBS Since 1929
AM . 5000 WATTS • 960 KC
FM . 41,000 WATTS • 94.9 MC

ROANOKE,
te TIMES- WORLD

V A .
CORPORATION

FREE & PETERS. INC., National Representatives

WANTED

Oh, those proofreaders blues! Particularly when the misprint changes the
entire meaning.
In "Mr. Sponsor asks . . . Why is it
worthwhile for an national advertiser
to plan a special radio campaign geared
to the Negro market," I said:
"We have found that it is possible to
produce an amazingly high volume of
.-ales at a dramatically low advertising
cost. But only by applying special effort along special lines."
For "possible," you substituted "impossible." Please, Mr. Sponsor, requote
me correctlv.
Incidentally, how about a reprint of
your Negro market findings? We could
use 25 copies in this office alone.
Madeleine Allison, Media Dir.
Herschel Z. Deutsch & Co.
New York
11 AUGUST
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FERN SHARP
Sponsors wanting to reach women

listeners want Fern Sharp.

"Fern's Faithful" are a large part of Central Ohio's Billion-Dollar
market. They help their favorite by using the products she plugs.
Proof? Her '52 annual needlework contest drew entries from all
over WBNS' 24-county area. In fact, twice as many as last year . . .
each one with a hand-sewn garment! Stick with WBNS for sales.
ASK

JOHN

BLAIR

POWII
—

WBNS
5.000
WHD-FM— 53.000
COLUMBUS, OHIO

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY

OUTLET
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I .S.A. virtually every Canadian family has a radio set; but with this
marked difference: There are vast
areas in Canada where the people,
especially in winter, depend soleh on
radio for their immediate contact with
the outside. Accruing from this circumstance isan intensity of habit that
a sponsor can readily appreciate.
Two segments of the Canadian section that American advertisers should
find particularly informative are those
that I 1 I document the local custom
and thinking characteristics which an
American advertiser should bear in

Canadian radio booms
Big things arc happening in the
tountr) l<> our north and the storj is
related with an overwhelming storehouse of facts, figures and charts in
SPONSOR'S second annual Canadian section starting
I
page 61 ) . The tremendous pace at which Canadian industry
has been moving is emphatically refiected by the way American advertisers have taken to Canadian radio, if
onl) inthethe Canadian
past year. That
doesn't
that
medium
hasmean
felt
anywhere near the full impact of the
American manufacturer. There are
hosts of U.S. advertisers who have yet
to find out what a job radio can do for
them among Canadian consumers.
Canada is a market where the superiority of radio over newspapers and
other black-and-white media is incredibh great in penetration, saturation and cosl-pcr-l .000.
Like
the

mind as to both program and commercial content and (2) tell how many an
American sponsor has used Canadian
radio with substantial returns. In scope
and surfeit of factual material sponsor s second annual Canadian section
could merit the accolade of topping all
projects of the kind. However, we
leave the verdict to the American sponsor and his agenc\ .
sponsor's Canadian section was researched and written by Rap Lapica,
who joined sponsor 15 June in a management capacity, after 12 years as
editor of Facts-on-File, Inc. Previously he had extensive newspaper experience. Lapica visited major Canadian
markets and key advertiser, agency and
broadcasting executives.
General Foods goes
New and advanced
being shaped to bring
to their air advertising.
Among those worth
all-out effort currentl)

grass-roots
techniques are
sponsors closer
watching is the
under way b\

General Foods (Jell-Ol to bring the
local personalities selected by Jell-0
the nation over in tune with their obFor the first time Jell-0 has emjectives.
barked on a huge spot campaign I including over 100 markets, often with
multiple stations in a single market I
of one-minute participations in key
personality shows. Markets in all 48
states are included ; the stations were
picked by Young & Rubicam's timebuying department in New York.
Following selection of the stations
General Foods, through Y&R. went into
high gear. Commercial specialists were
dispatched to every part of the country
to give pep talks to the local personalities handling the programs and enthus them on Jell-0.
Y&R's commercial specialists bowled
over the management and personalities
with their grass-roots approach. Hut
the real surprise came when thev said
that there, would be no commercials in
the accepted sense. Instead, outlines
guided station personalities. Except
for focusing on key salespoints listed
in the outline, the air personality was
boss. No personality was wanted on
the Jell-0 schedule, it was stressed, who
preferred to read a prepared commercial.
As a follow-up, samples of Jell-0 and
other pepper-uppers are going forward
to each station. General Foods has
gone to the stations with its new campaign— and according to station people they 've hit the bull's eve.

Applause
Purina builds merchandising
In several respects, the Chow Division of Ralston Purina is the savviest
advertiser in the farm radio field and

invited the over 500 radio stations now
on the Purina schedule.
Besides being farm radio sponsor

probably all radio.

number one ( Purina's 1952 time bill
is about one and one-half million dollars I. the merchandising stimulus and

During the past month Gordon Philpott, vice president in charge of advertising of Ralston Purina; Maun
Malin. advertising manager of the
Chow Division; and Rill Brown, partnei in the advertising agencj (Brown
Bros.) handling the Chow Division,
have conducted a series of nationwide
merchandising clinics to which were

enthusiasm for radio generally' engendered by Purina officials at these meetings has top radio executives talking
from Seattle to Florida.
Mr. Philpott estimates that over 400
stations attended the clinics and contributed scores of valuable ideas which
will bo incorporated in future dealer
and station promotions.
Purina asks

136

stations to participate in merchandising only along economical and proper
practice lines; it doesn't want anything that the station isn't prepared to
give any other advertiser. Sales officials accompanying the caravan brought
station men face to face with sales
problems and showed how dealers and
salesmen can be indoctrinated into the
Purina campaign. Purina salesmen
themselves have learned so much about
air advertising at these meetings that
Mr. Philpott intends to urge all salesmen to attend the next circuit, probably in 1953.
SPONSOR
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magazine for RailJand TV advertisers

50c per copy • $8 per year

TIME8UYERS:
VANISHING BREED?

mmk

page 25

chick electric shaver

ow year-'round item
anks to TV

page 28

SOUTHERN
SO

DO

BISCUIT CO. d o

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

"Extras"
"F.F.V."
in the

baking

A

Inc.

that you can
Cookies
and

Company

ES

field.

knows

their

COMPLETE

STATIONS

taste have
Crackers
a
Southern
extra

JOB...
WMBG
WCOD
WTVR

Havens

page 30

How to get the most
out ot a kid show

made
leader

Biscuit
care

in every

page 32

baking step has made their brand firstchoice among
discriminating food shoppers
from coast to coast . . .
. . . just as

What NBC's "Radio
Hcfstra" means
to advertisers

and Martin

Stations

ips on converting a
lamor
girl into
disk jockey

know

their extra services are responsible for their
ever-growing list of highly pleased advertisers.
WTVR, WMBG and WCOD are the most efficient way
to sell the Old

Dominion

shows up where

it means

WMBG
Havens
FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

WMBG

most to you— on your sales report.

institution

in

Richmond.

outlets for Virginia's first market.

represented

WTVR"

Radio-TV help
Oakite win battle
for shelf space

Inc. Stations are the only

broadcasting

Pioneer NBC
WTVR

age 35

Listener loyalty

WCOD'"

& Martin

complete

State.

nationally by Blair TV, Inc.

represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

page 36

How to do program
research with a post

WLS

OPERATION

GROCER

best merchandising plan in its field

....INCREASED

g>[LE2]

ES
■ CREAMETTES SAL
mi^ Ms
/t
10% first eleven weeks
jHMm
.... So says C F. Meyer, Chicago District
Manager for the Creamette Company.

This is

cjuite an accomplishment, particularly in view
ol the fact that six years continuous participation on FEATURE FOODS . . . the businessbuilding WLS program that influences the
buying habits of millions of housewives . . .
already had more people buying Creamettes,
and more stores selling Creamettes, than any
other packaged macaroni in the Chicago area.
Mr. Meyer's letter speaks for itself.
"1 din happy to report that Creamettes and
Creamette brand Ready Cut Spaghetti have
enjoyed an increase of !<>",', in sales during our
participation in the first eleven week cycle of
WLS's OPERATION GROCER in the Chicago
market. This increase is in comparison with
a like period last year. I should like to add
that this merchandising plan is the best in its
field here in Chicago. Thank you for your
merchandising support and cooperation."
OPERATION GROCER embodies all the
essentials tor success . . . radio advertising,
newspaper advertising, point of purchase
displays and display material . . . complete in
one result-getting package, at very nominal
cost. Better see your John Blair man ... or
contact us . . . and get in on the hottest
Hill

SUPER

CLEAR CHANNEL

advertising-merchandising plan in the Chicago
grocer\ field today.

MARKET

HOME
Mifoff?the NATIONAL
ft «

'■ ' (KWW

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK

BARN DANCE

CHICAGO

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR

& COMPANY

7

ABC-UPT

merger
may start
affiliate scramble

New

CBS

rate

for one year only
anticipating
NBC action

Combination
rate policy
renounced
by CBS

"Man Against
Crime"
second
Reynolds film
investment

Bristol-Myers
realigns brands
at agencies

Consistent
air advertisers
tops in New York
dentifrice sales

CBS and NBC top management anticipate one of immediate effects of
ABC and United Paramount Theaters merger will be upsetting TV station compensation structure.
With $30,000,000 dropped into ABC till
as result of merger, ABC expected to make strong bid for more stations. Net is expected to offer affiliates compensation deals far
in excess of what they have been receiving from either CBS or NBC.
Latter nets regard this as biggest TV policy problem facing them for
1952-53 season.
-SRCBS limited contracts for revised compensation with radio affiliates
to one year, ending 24 August 1953, in order to meet any rate advantages that might emerge from NBC's rate-reducing negotiations with its
affiliates.
Economic plan to which NBC committed itself with affiliates at Boca Raton meeting last November could have effect of devaluating NBC Radio rates in TV markets by as much as one-third.
Under
new CBS cost schedule, adopted at affiliates' meeting in Chicago 12
August, night rates are cut 25% and day rates go up 5%.
-SRCBS gave assurance to affiliates at Chicago meeting that it would
not introduce combination radio-TV rate even if NBC should adopt this
policy — a move which CBS anticipates.
Feeling has long prevailed
among top CBS management that Nielsen coverage study, due for delivery to NBC around 1 November, will result in such drastic revaluation of some markets as to change whole system of rates and station
compensation.
-SRR. J. Reynolds

now involved

in financing

2 TV film series,

latest

being "Man Against Crime," which is scheduled to start shooting in
Bedford Park studios, Brooklyn, this month.
Other show is "The Hunter," current summer replacement for "Man," which is being shot at
Pathoscope studio, New York.
In the can cost of "Hunter" is around
$23,000 and "Man Against Crime" is estimated at over $30,000.
-SRBristol-Myers' latest shift in brands responsibility gives all MinutRub advertising to Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield and Vitalis Hair
Cream to Young & Rubicam.
Exchange, however, does not effect Vitalis
Hair Tonic, which stays with DCS. Move was made to parallel realignment of brand responsibilities among B-M ad managers.
Roger C.Whitman is B-M manager on Vitalis brands, while Lee Bristol Jr. includes
Minut-Rub among his responsibilities.
-SRResearch project by Pulse for WOR-TV, New York, on stocking of dentifrices in metropolitan homes showed 5 heavy air advertisers leading
pack.
During July Colgate (regular type) was in 47.2% of the homes,
Amm-i-dent (ammoniated type) was in 14.8% of homes and Chlorodent
(chlorophyll type — Pepsodent manufactured), 12.4%.
Between January
and July 25.8 of all families in 12 counties covered stocked chlorophyll type, while amoniated toothpastes dropped from 20.4 to 15% of
families.
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Deckinger
chairmaning
rating study
B & B revamps
media buying
setup, second
time this year

Women

love

TV cigar
commercial

KROW takes
FCC to court

for 25 August

1952

E. L. Deckinger, Biow Company research director, heading up American
Research Foundation committee to make study of radio-TV ratings
methods.
Fund of $25,000 on hand for project.
-SRSpeed with which media-buying structures are undergoing changes among
major agencies is reflected by fact Benton & Bowles last Monday (18
August) introduced second revision within 6 months.
Latest B & B revamping of buying setup came after SPONSOR article, which included
B & B organizational chart, had been locked up (Is the all-media buyer
best for sponsors? page 25). Here's latest B & B media-buying setup,
which follows resignation of H. H. Dobberteen as media v. p. ; Dan Potter, v.p. in charge P & G media; Herby Selby, v. p. in charge of media
for all other accounts.
Potter and Selby will have own supervisors
for buying of all media for specific accounts ; each supervisor will
have one air media supervisor and one print media supervisor.
-SRMail survey conducted among 1,800 women by Guide-Post Research of
Pittsburgh, on favorite TV commercials showed following relative
popularity: (1) Muriel Cigar, (2) Lucky Strike, (3) Old Gold, (4)
Westinghouse, (5) Snow Crop, (6) Tide, (7) Chesterfield, (8) Texaco,
(9) Maxwell House, (10) Gillette, (11) Ajax, (12) Philip Morris, (13)
Campbell Soup, (14) Lincoln Mercury, (15) Colgate.
Murial got 329
write-in votes, the majority from women.
-SRKROW, Oakland, Cal., has resorted to Federal court for relief from
FCC order which reshuffled applicant for TV licenses in San Francisco-Oakland area and reduced number VHF applicants from 6 to 4.
Litigant wants original group of applicants and channels restored.
-SR-

Hadacol radio
saturation idea
may be revived

may be back soon for radio station "deals" in saturation advertising. Harry B. Goldsmith, new president of LeBlanc Corp., manufacturers of Hadacol, is circularizing druggists to the effect he is

New CBS rates
coincide
with
date of P&C
renewals

in process of formulating plans for product's comeback.
Goldsmith,
while president of Grove Laboratories, gained reputation as shrewd
buyer of local radio.
-SRCBS set 25 August as starting date for rate reduction in new radio
affiliates contract because that's date Procter & Gamble returns
nighttime shows to network.
When net obtained P&G renewals for 195253 season in April it provided for 25% cut in nighttime radio rates.

Non-TV

area

survey gives MBS
edge over 2 other
nets combined

Electrolux
adopts spot

Hadacol

-SRMBS reports phone survey conducted by J. A. Ward, Inc. , of New York,
showed it topped 2 other nets combined in share of audience in nonTV sections of U. S. Base cited by Mutual: Non-TV area includes
39.6% of radio homes and covers 86% of nation's land area.
About
$125,000 was spent on survey with 100 MBS affiliates sharing bill
with network.
It involved over one million phone calls in 151 markets outside TV coverage areas.
Full report to be released soon.
-SRElectrolux embarking on spot radio saturation campaign through
Account executive F. J. Mahoney says markets may exceed 110.

BBDO.
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eattle's Salemaker
Moves merchandise

right now

. . . more results . . . more
listeners per dollar

That's the record already rolled up
by the sensational KRSC Salemaker,
a powerful

but thrifty spot plan that

is paying off handsomely in the rich
Seattle market.
You can sell Seattle faster, cheaper
with KRSC Salemaker.

Use eight spots per

day on this dynamic independent station:
costs you no more than a one-per-day schedule
on a network station but delivers terrific
all-day impact.

Even during the first week

your product moves!

Merchandising?

Man, KRSC is Seattle's First
Merchandising Station.

LEK'ESR
SELAETMTA
SA
is ready to sell your product, too. For Salemaker
and Seattle market facts, wire Bill Simpson,
KRSC National Sales or call our nearest representative:
EAST:

Geo.

O'Connell
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W.
San

Clark

Inc.

Francisco:

Los Angeles:
Western

Radio

Lee

F.

Sales

powered
and
the profitable

programmed
to cover
Seattle trading area
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Is the all-media buyer best for sponsors?

MEN,

For years agencies developed specialists in buying time; others in buying space,
etc. Now the trend in many large agencies is to convert these specialists into allmedia
buyers.
Will this help advertisers?
Here are pros and cons
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Schick becoming

year-' round item thanks to TV

Almost all of firm's sales — pre-TV — were made during two months of the year.
TV is altering the buying pattern and Schick is now putting two-thirds of its
$2,500,000 budget into TV

MR.
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spent $100,000 to find out what radio does to an advertiser's sales. The

answer: It boosts number of buyers among listeners II to I II ','< over number
among non-listeners. Not just a report on the facts of the case, this article asks
the questions
agencymen
have about
the study, supplies answers
from NBC

Henry Gorski
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to yet the most out of a kid show

There's a brace of co-op shows on ABC

radio called "Big Jon and Sparkie"

and "No School Today" which have merchandising facets by the dozens — giving

Editor & President:

sponsors chances to multiply impact. It's a good example of the kind of thing
you can do with most any kid show

Secretary-Treasurer:
Elaine Couper
Executive Editor: Ben Bodec

32

Managing

Six tips for women
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d.j.9s

When WCBS, New York, decided to make singing star Joan Edwards a d.j., they
called in a psychologist to give them pointers. His suggestions apply as well
to air salesmen hired by any station or sponsor

Editor:

Norman

35

wins shelf space for Oakite

Oakite takes advantage of its opportunities in stressing radio-TV advertising to

Photographer: Jean

dealers. That's one big reason it's held its own aqainst powerful postwar
competition

Vice President - Advertising:
Norman
Knight
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Edwin
D. Cooper
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George Weiss
(Traveling Representative, Chicago Office), Maxine
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I'rogram research with a post card
Here's a simple, low-cost way of gettinq audience reaction to shows and commercials which may apply to one of your own problems
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Firm built up strong picture in minds of consumers. But was it the right one?

That's the question heavy air spender Pepsi asked itself in 1948 when bankruptcy
loomed.
Upcoming story will tell how Pepsi changed
its strategy

Raeburn

8 Sept.

jXlternute-week programing
Is it a good idea to save TV money by putting your show on only every other
week?
Here are the research facts plus opinions from admen

.

"We prescribe

KWKH"
Says T. A. WILLIAMS
Owner, Williams Physicians and Surgeons Supply Co.
and Williams Physicians and Surgeons Pharmacies
To meet competition from the modern, mass-merchandising drug store, a professional pharmacy needs more
than "a good reputation". Read what Mr.T. A.Williams
recently wrote us about KWKH's big contribution to
the success of his pharmacy operation.

i

I personally want to thank KWKH for the large
art they are playing in increasing our sales volume.
)perating a strictly professional type of pharmacy in
ompetition with many cut-price drug stores, we had
big job on our hands. We gave that job to KWKH
nowing it to be most popular as well as the most
'owerful radio station in this area.
» ur

advertising over KWKH
has gone far in
cquainting the general public with the advantages
'f having their prescriptions filled and obtaining
heir sickroom supplies at a professional store. It has
ery successfully increased our local retail volume as
veil as our mail order prescription business.
(Signed) T. A. Williams, F. A. C. A

V

KWKH

DAYTIME

BMB

MAP

Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

Texas
SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA

0,000 Watts • CBS Radio

The Branham Company
Representatives

K
^

Henry Clay, General Manager

jMrj:l*«*«,**aft||ik

Robert J. Landry

You vun't yet curat/ from iromt'ii
The editor of the well-known men's monthh magazine. All-Guts.
leaned hack in his editorial chair, hand hewn by axe from raw

that's what
you like about
the South's

Baton Rouge

timber. "Til tell you." he said, "about the new crop of men's
magazines since the war. the periodicals aimed at the day dreams
of the American male up to the age of 35." He pushed aside the
rough drawing ol the front cover for the up-coming issue ol All-Guts.
It depicted a lantern-jawed, wavy-haired, flat-bellied American in
the act of killing a leaping mountain lion with one unerring shot
from a how and arrow.

"The secret of our appeal,'" said the editor of All-Guts, putting
his hob-nailed boots in the face of the inquiring radio-TV reporter.
"*is total immersion in total masculinity. In our pages man conies
to grips muscle to muscle with unfrilled nature. Our magazine takes

One of the fastest-growing mar-

the ex-G.I. out of town, away * from
home.
*
*

kets in the United States — that's
the Baton Rouge market.

axxax

from

dame-.""

"But." the inquiring radio-TV reporter protested, "when the G.I.
really gets away from home he bawls like a bal>\ to get hack to

Total population is up 2:~>7' i in
the last decade.
Yet, since 1941. our rates are
up only 16 2/3' < in the face of
this almost-tripled audience potential.

mother's apple pie and a big glass of milk."
"Sure.'" nodded Mr. All-Guts, "but don't go just b\ logic. We
are dealing with a generation filled to here — " he touched his clavicle— "with worry, confusion and insecurity. These are the greatgrandsons of pioneers. How can they feel manly in an air-conditioned. I'ullmanized Wild West now so civilized and feminized that
there's nothing more dangerous around than slot machines?"

Get on the powerhouse station
"Oh, I get it." said the radio-TV reporter, "you mean the trend
is away from Westerns to inter-planetary adventure yarns?"
"Kid stuff." snapped the magazine editor, "our readers are men.

in booming Baton Rouge — and
do some sales-building of your
own!

A
NBC's JYI 5,000 watt affiliate in Baton Rouge, La.

Stout-hearted
" \ml simple men."'
minded?
suggested the reporter.
"Theirs is the dream." said the editor, "of life free from women."
"Free from sex?'" said the radio-TV man. startled.
"I didn t sax that. Our readers are not averse to a little treetop
sex. a little mating in the mountains, providing they are cast in the
role of conquerors. In All-Guts we allow an occasional female
character.
"Gee," said the radio-TV guy, thinking of Faxe Emerson.
"She is always docile, compliant, adoring and she never, never
suggests that a man ought to push his boss for a raise to pay for

AmtlATtD

WITH

THE

STATE-TIMES

AND

FURTHER DATA FROM OUR NATIONAL

GEORGE

MORNING

ADVOCAT8

REPRESENTATIVES

P. HOLLINGBERY

CO.

the new baby."
"You never have am babies in All-Gutsy"
"Never,"
said the magazine
editor, whamming
loimiT editor which lie now used as an ashtrax.
I Please turn to page 76 I

the skull
"Never.""

of
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makes Waterbury tick?
Its industries!
Outstanding among the multitude
of items manufactured are clocks, watches and
timing devices. One of the best known is Benrus,
long time friend of radio.
Benrus and the more than 150 industries in Waterbury
give firm foundation to the area's economic life.
Over 50,000 persons draw weekly paychecks from
industrial concerns.
Retail sales last year totaled
#134,252,000.

what makes Waterbury buy?
WBRY! It's high time you and WBRY get together,
if you haven't already. ANY time is GOOD time
on WBRY — first by far in 44 of 48 Pulse-rated daytime
quarter hours.*
Don't let any more time go by before you capture the
big buying audience in the Waterbury area.
Sell them via WBRY— CBS in Waterbury.

ask Avery-Knodel for the WBRY story
W oterbury,
Conn.
CBS
5000 watts
25 AUGUST
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Z: i£U ! TV ADVERTISEI

OTTFOR &YOU CINOS'
ABBSELL
YOUR INDIVIDUAL
TV MARKETS!
But only if you act fast! For here's a brand-new
half-hour programs,

series of

all expressly filmed for television . .

starring the unequalled antics of Abbott & Costello . . and
ready for immediate sponsorship by national, regional, and
local advertisers on a market-by-market basis.
You'll find "The Abbott & Costello Show" is the kind of
high-rating entertainment that viewers will look forward
to every week. It combines the unrepressed, wholesome
comedy of these two favorite funnymen with the able
directing of Jean Yarbrough, acknowledged master in his
field, and the top TV scripting of Sidney Fields and
Eddie Forman.
For all the facts — including costs and a preview of
"The Abbott & Costello Show"- phone or wire the nearest
of these nine conveniently-located MCA-TV offices. ^

ARE READY TO
HOW

SUCCESSFUL

CAN YOU GET?

Well, if you know Abbott & Costello (and who doesn't?),
these phenomenal achievements won't surprise you —
their ever-increasing popularity on the stage, screen, radio .
now reaffirmed more conclusively than ever over the perfect
medhim

for their inimitable zaniness — television!

their Hollywood record of 29 consecutive box office hits,
grossing ahnost $60,000,000 in the last ten years — and soon
to be topped by their latest and greatest film, "Abbott &
Costello Meet Captain Kidd" (for December release,
incidentally).
their four solid years of nationwide siionsorship on radio
by the R. J. Reynolds Company, one of America's largest
and most successful advertisers.
and — their repeated
the Colgate Comedy
rating of U5.2 and a
has zoomed as high

WHAT

smash appearances during 1951-52 on
Hour . . . with an average TV Nielsenspectacular share of audience that
as 73.2%!

A PAIR TO HAVE SELLING

FOR YOU!!

NEW YORK: 598 Madison Avenue — PLaza 9-7500
CHICAGO: 410 North Michigan Ave. — DElaware 7-1100
BEVERLY HILLS: 9.170 Santa Monica Bird. — CRestview 6-2001
SAN ERANCISCO: 105 Montgomery Street— EXbrook 2-8922
CLEVELAND:
Union Commerce Bldg. — CHcrry 1-0010
DALLAS: 2102 North Akard Street— CENtral 1448
DETROIT: 1012 Book Tower— WOodward 2-2604
BOSTON: 101,1, Little Building— Liberty 2-1,823
MINNEAPOLIS: Northwestern Bank Bldg.— LIN coin 7863
DISTRI3UTORS

OF AMERICA'S

FINEST
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competition
got you hot
under the

COLLAR?

Madison
NEGRO

RADIO

If you bad set off a keg of dynamite
in m\ office, you couldn't have caused
greater havoc. Now that I've recovered
from the initial shock I am sitting down
to write my first letter to any periodi( al and I am sincerely sorry that it
can t be a "pat on the back."
It looks to me as though your article. "The Forgotten 15.000,000," will
have to have a sequel . . . "The Forgotten 100 percenter." Until I read
your article on Negro radio. I thought
I was managing one of the pioneer stations in the exclusive group of 100r(
Negro programed stations. After reading your article. I checked around and
wrong.
found that I was right and \ ou were

Relax . . ♦
use CKAC,
Montreal
1. Huge coverage — 2 out of
3 French radio homes in
Quebec.
2. Hundreds of thousands of
faithful listeners day and
night, as reported by
B.B.M.
3. Selling power second t<>
none— 6,000.000 box tops
in L951.

CBS Outlet In Montreal
Key Station of the

TRANS-QUEBEC

radio group

CEAC

MONTREAL
730 on the dial

Adam

•

10 kilowatts

Representatives:
J. Young Jr. - New York, Chicago
Omer Renaud & Co. — Toronto

I will appreciate it if you will try to
repair some of the damage. After all.
there may be a couple of current or potential WMRY advertisers who might
after reading your article wonder if
they should "have their heads examWMRY was the first New Orleans
station ined. ' to feature its own colored d.j.
daily. WMRY was the first station in
New Orleans to employ an all colored
announcing staff. WMRY was the first
station in New Orleans to devote all
its programing to the Negro market.
WMRY today is the only station in
New Orleans using an all colored staff.
WMRY has devoted all its broadcasting hours to the Negro market since
May 28. 1950. According to the Pulse
of New Orleans we lead all independent radio stations in New Orleans.
Ernie the Whip. Jack Willman, Dr.
Daddy-0 and Laura Lane are some of
the nationally known names featured
on WMRY. The station has been commended bycity and state officials, officials of churches of all denominations,
college heads and others for its service
to and in behalf of the colored population. WMRY was the first station in
the South to feature a full schedule of
play by play Negro college football
The best example of the prestige
games.
which is WMRY's, is the fact that for
the past two WMRY anniversaries.
"WMRY Sunday" has been observed
in some three hundred churches with

the station being lauded by the ministers.
We can"t figure out how or why
WMRY was prominent by its absence
from your article. We believe that you
have done both us and your readers an
injustice by excluding WMRY, one of
the better examples of specialized Negro market stations.
Mort Silverman. Gen. Mgr.
WMRY
New O /leans
• Reader Silverman i- rifiht : SPOISSOR regrets
its meager mention of one of the nation's top
Negro-programing stations, doubly rt-srets oniis.
sion of WMRY front its sample list of dominant
Negro-programing
28
July is,uo).

station, t -*-e pa^c

7-1 in llit*

Those were certainly splendid articles that you carried in your July 28.
1952 issue on the Negro market. This
data was comprehensive and very interesting to us because we have several
clients who are interested in reaching
this particular market.
We would greatly appreciate receiving at least two extra copies of this
issue of SPONSOR at your earliest convenience.
LlA CUILTY
Evans & Associates
Fort Worth. Tex.

Again sponsor has come through
with a fine, detailed, complete piece of
research. The Negro radio section in
the July 28 issue should help answer
the question many agencymen must
ask themselves, "Am I getting the most
coverage for each dollar I spend for
m\ Letclient
in radio?"
me thank
you for the paragraph
devoted to WMFS. We appreciate it.
Naturally we, like most of the other
stations directing programing to Negroes, will want reprints. When will
they he available and how much will
they cost? You can accept our order
for 150 copies as a starter.
In Chattanooga we have a little gimmick that we use to sell "difficult * prospects. We take the prospect out on the
street and ask the first five Negroes
who come along, "What radio station
do you listen to most?" Five out of
five
will usually
The average
so far,answer.
nine out"WMFS!"
of 10. I
imagine that the same situation would
hold true in any community that has
only one radio station consistently programing to Negroes.
Thirt\{Please
per cent
population
of
turnoftothe
page
86)
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Hot news! Latest happenings the world over
are filmed and microwaved to Los Angeles
24 hours in advance of any competitive news

The hundreds

services. That's what millions of people in
the teeming Los Angeles area now view every

"11th Hour News" is produced by Roy Neal,
nationally known news editor. It is narrated by
famed news commentator, Paul Pierce.
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE! This exciting,

week night on "11th Hour News."
NBC's vast local, national and international
camera coverage is relayed almost instantly to
KNBH by microwave. In addition, 3 full-time
NBC cameramen cover Southern California.
Never before has Los Angeles experienced
such up-to-the-minute news coverage via TV

of thousands of TV set owners

in this booming
news today!

market can now see today's

newsworthy TV show is open for sponsorship: 11 to 11:15 p.m., Monday thru Friday,
at very reasonable rates. For complete details
contact KNBH, Hollywood, or your nearest
NBC Spot Sales Office.

NBC HOLLYWOOD

TO SELL THE BUYING
AMERICA'S

25 AUGUST

1952

2ND

MILLIONS

LARGEST

IN

TV MARKET

11

world's
TELEVISION

STATION

WEST VIRGINIA - OHIO w" KENTUCKY
WSAZ-TV, Huntington, West Virginia, with the acquisition
of the FIRS T high-powered Transmitter- Amplifier produced,
has become the world's MOST POWERFUL commercial television station — serving a 67-County Market Area of over
2,000,000 people with 84,000 watts radiated power
on Channel 3.
For full details on rates and availabilities to stake out your claim in this rich
new market, wire. call, or write Lawrence H. Rogers II, General Manager, or
contact your nearest office of The Katz Agency.

f

SET fer
12

SIGHTS

ON

WSAZ - TV
SPONSOR

Neiv and renew
1.

STATIONS

AGENCY

Hazel

Bishop

Inc

Raymond

Spector

NBC

Hazel

Bishop

Inc

Raymond

Speclor

NBC

Brown

Shoe

Leo

Co

CBS

Burnett

190
190

H. B. LeQuatte
Rhoades
& Davis

CBS 50
CBS

187

Creen Ciant Co
Hotpoint
Inc

Leo Burnett
Maxon

CBS
ABC

172
322

ABC

322

CBS
CBS

181

Pharmacal

Co

R. ). Reynolds Tobacco Co
United
States Rubber
£o
(Textile
div)

Renewed

Lambert

&

Feasley

William
Fletcher

Esty
D. Richards

1952

Tucker

Co

duration

Sept; 52 wks
Houseparfy; F 3:15-30 pm; 5 Sep; 52 wks
The Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet; F 9-9:30 pm;
3 Oct; 20 wks
The Adventures ot Ozzie & Harriet; F 9-9:30 pm;
3 Oct; 20 wks
My Friend Irma; T 9:30-10 pm; 7 Oct; 52 wks
Calen Drake; Sat 10:20-25 am; 20 Sep; 52 wks

American
Corp

Home

Products

John

F.

Murray

American
Corp

Home

Products

John

F.

Murray

CBS

37
183

CBS

183

NBC

Co

Foote,

Belding

N.

W.

Cunningham
William

Co

Henri,

Drug Inc
Oil & Snowdrift
Co

&

NBC
NBC
NBC

Walsh

Esty
Hurst

187

&

McDonald
NBC
NBC

Dancer- Fitzgerald -Sample
Fitzgerald

start,

duration

Dial Dave Carroway;
M-F
11:45-12
noon;
52 wks
You Bet Your Life; W 9-9:30 pm; 1 Oct;

NBC
CBS
185
257
ABC 157

Ayer

time,

The Lone
Ranger;
M, W, F 7:30-8
pm; 8 Sep;
52 wks
Romance
of Helen
Trent; M-F
12:30-45
pm; 15
Sep; 52 wks
Our Cal Sunday; M-F 12:45-1 pm; 15 Sep; 52 wks

193

BBDO
BBDO

Chrysler Corp (DeSoto div)
Cream
of Wheat Corp
Electric Companies
Advertising Program
Liggett
& Myers
Tobacco
Co
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Skelly Oil Co

Cone &

PROGRAM,

ABC

Wayne

Bakeries

Sterling
Wesson
Sales

start,

Inside News From Hollywood; M-F 2:55-3 pm;
4 Aug; 52 wks
Lorenzo (ones; M, W, F 5:30-45 pm; 4 Aug;
52 wks
Smilin' Ed McConnell; Sat 10:30-11 am; 23 Aug;
35 wks
Calen Drake; Sat 10:25-30 am; 19 Jul; 52 wks
Arthur Codfrey; T, Th alt F 10-10:15 am; 2

STATIONS

AGENCY

American

&

tirr.e,

on Radio Networks

SPONSOR

Armour

PROGRAM,

143

Flako Products Corp
French
Sardine
Co

Lambert

3

AUGUST

New on Radio Networks
SPONSOR

2.

25

Let's Pretend; Sat 11:05-30 am;
wks
Meet
Corliss Archer;
F 9:30-10
Dragnet; Sun 9:30-10 pm;

179
155

1 Sep;
52 wks

13 Sep; 52 wks
pm; 3 Oct; 52

14 Sep;

52 wks

Crand Ole Opry; Sat 9:30-10 p.m; 5 Jul; 52 wks
Alexwks Dreier & The News;
M-F
9-9:15
am; This
Farming
Business;
Sat 9-9:15
am;
1 Sep; 52

30

Stella Dallas; M-F 4:15-30 pm; 8 Sep; 52 wks
Dr. Paul; M-F 1:45-2 pm; 1 Sep; 52 wks

61

New National Spot Radio Business
PRODUCT

SPONSOR
Ceneral
Electric Co
General
Foods Corp
(Post cereals div)
Monticello
Drug
Co
National Carbon Co Inc

Television
Cornfetti

665 cold preparation
Prestone
anti-freeze

Nebraska
Consolidated Duncan
Mills
mix
Norwich

Pharmacal

AGENCY

receivers

Hines

Co Pcpto-Bismol

cake

Maxon
(N. Y.)
Young
& Rubicam
(N. Y.)
Charles W. Hoyt (N.
William
Esty (N. Y.)
Gardner
Benton
(N.

(St.
&
Y.)

L.)

Bowles

:tations-market
64

mkts

Selected
Regional
Regional
26 addtl
125-150

mkts

mkts
mkts

CAMPAIGN,
Anncmts;
Anncmts;

1952

8 wks
9, 13 wks

Anncmts; 1 Oct; 13 wks
Chainbreaks;
Fall-Winter;
6
wks (varying starting dates)
Club Time; Oct; 13 wks
Anncmts;

In next issue: New and Renewed on Television
(Network and Spot);
Station Representation Changes; Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

25 AUGUST

start, duration

mid-Oct;
25 Aug;

1 Sep;

13 wks

Numbers after names
new category
refer to New and Re( I)
R. D. Kimble
Hobby Myers
(4)
F. H. Small
Elton Rule
13 (4)
Manny
Reiner
(4)

25

AUGUST

4.

1952

\ew and renew

\ational Broadcast
NAME
Leslie
John

FORMER

F. Biebl
T.

Harvey L. Glascock
Mel Coldberg

loseph Haug
K Harry
Carl
|. Howard

Jack Kenaston
R David
Kimble
Carroll H. Marts
Haywood
Meeks
Hobby
Myers
Norman
R. Prouty
Ward
L. Quaal
Manny
Reiner
Reiter
Robeck

Elton

Rule

Edward
Norman
Franklin

Hugh
A. Smith
Richard
B. Stark

Lawrence

sis

L. Wynn

KCOR,
Same,

San Antonio,
comml mgr

Same,

prom

comml
tv sis

comml

mgr

mgr

mgr

KTTV.
L A., merchandising,
BAB. N. Y.. natl prom dir

prom

mgr

Same, midwest operations mgr
WTOP-AM-FM-TV,
Wash., sis prom
Same. sis mgr
Katz,

N

dir

Y , sis

Crosley
PSI-TV,

Broadcasting Corp,
N. Y . sis vp

Cine,

Same, midwest sis mgr
Consolidated Television Sales,
L. A., asst gen

asst

gen

mgr

Hlywd , gen

mgr

sis mgr

Same, mgr sis development net sis
WBTM,
Danville, Va., sis mgr
WMIL,
Milwaukee,
sis vp
KXA, Seattle, gen mgr

KPIX, S. F . education dir
Katz, N. Y., acct exec
CBS. N Y., radio sis copywriter
WCCO,
Mnpls., gen mgr
WABD.
N Y., acct exec

Robert
|. Sullivan
Cene
Wilkey

WKPA,
New
Kensington,
WMAL-TV,
Wash.,
head
Same,
gen mgr

KCCA-TV,

KLAC-TV.
L. A., acct exec
CBS-TV, N. Y., acct exec TV net
WWOD,
Lynchburg, Va., sis mgr
WNDR,
Syracuse,
vp

P. Shurick
Simpson
H. Small

AFFILIATION

Associated Program Service, N. Y., broadcast services
KMOX, St. L., sis prom
mgr
Cuild Films, N. Y., Eastern sis mgr
Katz, Detroit, sis
WMAL,
Wash.,
radio sis mgr

dir

C. P. MacCregor,
Hlywd.,
natl sis mgr
KOTV, Tulsa, acct exec
United
Broadcasting Co. Wash.,
asst to pres
WONE,
Dayton, acct exec
WMAL,
Wash , radio sis mgr
WCCO,
Mnpls., farm sve dir
KTXN,
Austin, comml
mgr
WABB,
Mobile,
prog dir, sis rep
WJAR-TV,
Providence,
sis
Kenaston
Production,
L. A., pres
WBBM,
Chi., adv, sis prom
mgr
MBS. Chi , midwest div sis mgr
WLW,
Cine, asst sis prom dir
KFMB, San Diego, sis mgr
WFIL,
Phila., sis mgr
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, Wash., dir
Louis C Cowan, N Y. , sis mgr
MBS. Chi., acct exec
Consolidated
TV Productions,
Hlywd..
natl
sis mgr

|r

Ceorge
L. Criesbaucr
Larry Haeg

Virgil
Peter

NEW

AFFILIATION

Air Music
Inc. N. Y., prog
WBBM,
Chi., prom dept

Curry

Nat V. DonateHarold Froelich

Frank

Executives

DuMont,
N. Y.. acct exe:
WOR.
N. Y., prom
mgr
Exec position to be announced
Same,
sis mgr

Y.,

Sponsor Personnel Changes
NAME
Co.

Kenneth

C.

N

TWA
Tom

Clark J. Cutman
Robert
Harris

Toni

David

Emerson

J. Hopkins

Eugene
Walter

6.

Cunter

N. West
C. Willie

FORMER

AFFILIATION

sis piom,
Chi , asst to

Chi ., sis
West

Lehn

Co
b Fink

Toni

Co

prom

NEW

dir adv consultant
mgr
sis prom
mgr

regl

pub rel dir

Same,
Brand
mgr iTonctte,
Toni spin curlers)
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp, N. Y., adv, sis dir
Lever Brothers Co, N. Y., asst sis mgr

Coast Corp, S. F
Products Corp, N.

Chi , western

AFFILIATION

Resort Airlines, N. Y.. adv.
Same, sis prom mgr

Y., gen sis mgr
mgr . pres

Same,

asst

gen

sis mgr

>«*m- Agency Appointments
AGENCY

SPONSOR
B

&

B

Enterprises,

Chi.

Brown

Brothers

Bruce

Pharmaceutical

Chock
H. A.

Full 0'
Church

Carden

Inc,

Samuel

Halaby

Magic

Mold

Moeller

Mtg

Altoona,
Co.

Nuts,
N.
Co,
Chi.

Research

Pa

Chi.

N.

Inc.
Co,

Rochelle

Beauti-Aid

Thurway

Plaza,

Madison.

Rochester,

N.

(or

service

popcorn

Brownie

potato

McL.ir.m

5

Counter

service

Metallic

X

M.

scalp

restaurants
mending

cements

Salon.

Y.

Chi.

&

Emil
Mogul,
N.
Buchanan,
Chi.
Huber
Hoge,
Hart-Conway,
Artwil,

N.

Russell

Jacobson,

Vacuum

beverage

and

and

MacFarland.

shrubs

Rochelle
Beauti-Aid
depilatory
N. Y. State shopping center

picnic

Ehrlich

Chi.

Y.

N. Y.
Rochester
Y.
Chi.

Aveyard,

Emerson-Rogers,
KM.

Pittsb.

Simmonds.

)oray
cleaner
Cirdles.
bras

jug order
stoppers
Mail
seed
N

Fisher,

Cavanaugh,

Simmonds

formula

household

M.

Morris

chips

Fertilizer

Snap-Titc

Enterprises

Depilatory

Buffalo

div),

Wise.

Richard

Time

Y.

Bklyn

Racine,
>Bob
III

|.

Y.

Laboratories.

Fashions.

Owen
Nursery
Bloomington,

PRODUCT
TV

&

N.

Chi.
Y.

Merrick,

Numbers <iIi<t names
refer to New anil Renew category

■

j&
^

\orman Simpson
Hugh A. Smith
\. / . Donato
(',. /.. Griesbauer
//. /.. Glascock

(4)
(4)
M i
(1)
(4)

Virgil
* 11 W
II
mold Reitei
Froelich (4)
A.. /'. Shurick
(',. J. Gutman
R. .1. Sullivan

14

i 11 P
(5)
(4)
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Wash.

TV and RADIO assistance given fo
ERIE DISPATCH
Kdcltett P*o<Lctd. ADVERTISERS

Every Wednesday,

3:30 to 4:00 PM,

As an additional bonus

on radio sta-

tion WIKK, merchandising

Dispatch Television Kitchen offers mer-

and co-operation

chandising co-operation — at no extra

assistance

on the Erie Dispatch

cost. Demonstrations of kitchen products tie in beautifully with Thursday

household

Erie Dispatch food issues.

listenership in the Erie area.

WIKK

program. With 5000 Watts,

has extra coverage

and proved

Newspaper advertising in the Erie Dispatch, plus TV and Radio Merchandising

ri new

combination

assistance — at no extra cost! That's the
successful formula for Kitchen Products

to promote

advertising in Erie, Pennsylvania.

sales in the Greater Erie Market
J. HE Erie Dispatch offers as a bonus to kitchen products advertisers
(1) a live Kitchen Arts Show on WICU-TV

with a large responsive

audience which has followed it closely since 1949

(2) participating

announcements on radio station WIKK. These two merchandising
assistance and co-operative offers will assure kitchen products

can't aet Gtufudt&ie. elie

<*, the ^ S. A. !

advertisers of the most complete coverage of Erie, Pennsylvania and
vicinity ever offered. Write or call Erie Dispatch, Erie, Pa.,
(or Lamb Enterprises, Inc.) for complete details on this
truly remarkable offering to national advertisers.
Edward

Lamb

Enterprises, Inc., Hotel Barclay,

1 11

E. 48th St., N. Y. C.

WXU-TV— Erie, Pa— Headley-Reed
WIKK— Erie. Pa— H-R Reps.

Co.

wTVN-TV— Columbus,
Ohio— Headley-Reed
Co.
WHOO— Orlando, Fla — John E. Pearson Co.
WTOD — Toledo, Ohio — Headley-Reed Co.
Erie Dispatch — Erie, Pa. — Reynolds-Fitzgerald

EDWARD
25AUCUST
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INC.15

Now

there's

IMow WCCO

has a sister station. On August 16

WTCN-TV became WCCO-TV
with WCCO radio.
So WCCO-TV

under common ownership*

with new maximum antenna facilities under

construction and maximum

100,000 watts power

applied for is the logical broadcasting companion of
WCCO's clear channel 50,000 watt voice in the Northwest.

WCCO-TV

too!

Separate station management and sales have been
set up for Radio and Television. CBS Radio Spot Sales
continue as National Representatives for WCCO

Radio with

Phil Lewis as station Salesmanager. Robert Ekstrum is
Salesmanager for Television with Free and Peters as
National Representatives for WCCO-TV.
Rate cards now in effect make these stations the top
buys in the Twin City and Northwest market.
*Midwest Radio-Television, Inc.
W. J. McNally, Chairman of the Board
Robert Ridder, President
F. Van Konynenburg, Executive Vice President and
General Manager

Batic CBS Affiliate*

MINNEAPOLIS

- SAINT

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

FREE & PETERS fOR TELEVISION
RADIO

SPOT SALES FOR RADIO

When

You Buy

KFWB
LOS

ANGELES

YOU GET PLENTY OF

IjZteW COVERAGE
FOR EXAMPLE ....
PLUS BURBANK

.. .

with a population of 84,700. larger
than Sioux City, Iowa or Quincy, Mass.
. . . Yet Burbank is no further from
L. A. than Brooklyn is from Times
Square.

PLUS SANTA

MONICA...

with a population of 77.100. larger
than Portland, Me. or Altoona, Pa.
. ■ . Yet it is no further from Los
Angeles than Newark is from Fifth
Avenue.

PLUS LONG

BEACH

...

with a population of 263,800, larger
than Miami, Florida or Omaha, Nebr.
. . . Yet Long Beach is no further from
Los Angeles than Levittown is from
the Bronx.

PLUS PASADENA

.. .

with a population of 112.500, larger
than Wilmington, Del. or Allentown,
Pa. Yet it is no farther from Los
Angeles than White Plains is from
42nd
Street.

PLUS GLENDALE

...

with a population of 103.100, larger
than Utica, New York or Lynn, Mass.
. ■ Yet it is no farther from Los
Angeles
than Jamaica is from the
Bowery.

PLUS SOUTH

GATE . . .

with a population of 54.800. larger
than Orlando, Fla. or Pittsfield, Mass.
■ . . Yet it is not farther from Los
Angeles than Scarsdale is from Times
Square.

C" ' L°5 Angeles is truly America's
„
V
Bonus
Buy
Most cities have suburbs. But in
Los Angeles County the suburbs are cities in
themselves. Los Angeles offers many more "Extra
Bonus" cities than any other market in America.
That's the Plus you get when you buy KFWB.
Los Angeles'
independent. most popular and most listened to

New developments on SPONSOR

stories

See:

"Out-of-home listening goes commer-

Issue:

9 April

Subject:

The
huge factor
auto radio
audienceshould
is a
listening
advertisers
take into account when planning
schedules

1951, p. 54

Impressed by the significant factscial"
about the auto radio audience
(Pulse: some 25% of all U. S. radios are now in automobiles; there
are about 27,500.000 car radios; 92.4% of all postwar autos are
radio-equipped), the agency for a big manufacturer of sports equipment has turned into an active booster of radio among the firm's
distributors. Encouraging dealers to employ radio, it especially
urges using those time periods when car listening is at a high level.
Hugo Wagenseil & Associates, advertising agency for MacGregorGoldsmith of Cincinnati, prepares an external house organ for the
firm which they send to 2,000 distributors every month. In the July
1952 issue of Factory Facts, one article bears the headline "Car
radio audience offers big advertising 'plus'." The agency counsels
dealers who sell MacGregor equipment on how and when to use
radio to take advantage of auto listening at certain times of the day
and offers some sage advice on radio use in general. Says the agency:
''Car radios reach their highest 'in-use' peak during the morning
periods when workers are on their way to factory, office and store —
and during the late afternoon when they head homeward. The greatest percentage of these listeners are men. They're the hunters, fishermen and sports enthusiasts — and your best potential customers! In
addition, you reach the regular listening audience: mothers and wives,
for the most part — the gift-buyers for fathers, sons, brothers and
boy-friends.
"The next time you buy radio, try to place your message at a time
when you'll reach all these listeners. Suggested periods are from
6:30 to 7:45 in the morning (on working days I and from 3:30 to
6:30 in the afternoon.
"It has also been found that music programs are tuned in most on
car radios. If a station programs music during the suggested time
periods, that's a good station for you to use. Finally, don't use radio
for a week or two and expect to cause a stampede of customers into
your store. For best results, a continuous, concentrated campaign is
recommended — with 13 weeks as the shortest contract period. Remember, too, the longer your contract, the lower your rate. Intelligent use of radio should bring good results. Long term use will
save you money."
Other facts turned up by the above-mentioned nationwide Pulse
auto radio survey, which further support Wagenseil's pitch include:
• Radio sets-in-use figures in automobiles are proportionately much
higher during daytime hours than home sets-in-use figures (listening
was checked between 7:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.).
• The larger the city, the higher the percentage of radio-equipped
automobiles (about eight out of 10 cars in very large cities).
• Northeastern section of the U. S. has the highest percentage of
auto radio ownership: 75.1%.
The MacGregor-Goldsmith organization itself has been dipping
its toes into radio this year. In July, the agency conducted a twoweek radio test for MacGregor on WROK, Rockford, 111., pushing the
sale of a special golf ball sold only at pro shops. Similar experiments
were completed in Dayton, Ohio, and Miami, Fla. The radio tests
were very successful, Wagenseil Radio Production Director George
Brenard advises sponsor. It is quite possible, he adds, that radio
and television may figure more prominently in MacGregor plans for
next vear.
* * *
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at home

in new haven
H

This fine urban example
of a colonial market square is New
Haven Green. Its peace and beauty
belie the hum of the 550 manufacturing
concerns within the city. Since
Civil War days New Haven has drawn
industrial firms like Martin
and Lewis slapstick draws laughter.
This series
of advertisements will acquaint you
with the many and diversified
plants at home in New Haven.
At Home is the best place
to reach and sell the people in this
rich Connecticut market. WNHC-Radio,
an NBC affiliate, delivers both
on and off the air — while on, with
sales impact ...off with
aggressive merchandising.
Let WNHC-Radio stimulate your sales
in New Haven !

n h c

■I ■

neW

fl3Ven

New England's first

complete broadcasting service

Represented nationally by the Katz Agency
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AUKEE

ONE

OF

INDEPENDENT
RADIO STATIONS !
IN MARKETS

Iripiiir

Henry Gorski
P. Ballantine

Advertising Manager
& Sons, Newark,
N. J.

OVER 500,000
Twenty years ago P. Ballantine & Sons was a small local brewery
producing less than half a million barrels yearly. Today the brewery
boasts a yearly multi-million barrel volume and ranks third in sales
nationally behind Schlitz and Anheuser-Busch.
Like the beer whose advertising campaigns he directs, Henry
Gorski is a Newark product. Back in the early 20's young Gorski
was running around that city selling printing and advertising. He had
a flair for salesmanship which brought him to the attention of Thomas
A. Edison, Inc. From 1924 to 1929 he ad managed their storage
battery division.
But Black Friday ended all that. During the depression Gorski's
primary concern was earning enough for "three squares a day." He
tried selling and newspaper work and when he joined Ballantine in
1934 he'd acquired what he calls "educated intuition."

Source Hooper Radio Audience Indexes
— Unaffiliated Radio Stations Mar.Apr., 1952.

and in milwaukee . . .
For $100 per week or more, WEMP
delivers 2 times the audience of
network station No. 1 and IV?.
times the audience of network
'station No. 2*.
*A11 Hooperatings based on Dec, 1951-Apr.,
1952 Comprehensive, using highest individual
15-minute
strip rating; 8:00 a.m.-fl p.m.

WEMP
HOURS
HUGH

WEMP-FM

OF MUSIC, NEWS, SPORTS
BOICE, JR., Gen. .Mgr.

HEADLEY-REED,

Nat'l

Rep.

This modest phrase conceals Gorski's hard-earned knowledge of
advertising and media values. He doesn't favor one medium over another, puts it this way: "No one medium is the major one. We use
all media as we feel they should be used and we don't add another
medium until we feel that we can use it in its right proportion."
The Gorski-brewed proportion of radio was added to the melange
in 1939 and featured topflighters Milton Berle, Charles Laughton
and later Guy Lombardo, in Three Ring Time on MBS. During the
war years, Ballantine carried His Honor the Barber on NBC but it
was cancelled because of Government grain restrictions.
When these restrictions were lifted, Ballantine was right back in
all media; an estimated $2,000,000 was allocated for air advertising.
The monies are scattered nationally with Foreign Intrigue on TV in
11 Eastern states; the Home of Champions (Yankee baseball) network extending from Rochester, N. Y., to Williamsport, Pa. Seventeen newscasts, the Make Believe Ballroom on WNEW, New York,
and a yeast-like growth of radio-TV announcements complete the
national picture.
It's a formidable task Gorski sets for himself — making the Ballantine "Three Ring" trade mark a national symbol of beer and ale
quality. But the 45-year-old New Jerseyite has indefatigable energy.
He plays lots of golf — shooting in the upper 90's.
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NASHVILLE,

TENN.

•■■•■WLAC announces the appointment
of THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
as Its national advertising representative
effective September I, I 952 . . . •

WLAC
50,000
CBS

WATTS

RADIO

Thi Radio Station of the life and
Casualty Insurance Co. of Tennessee

NASHVILLE,
TENNESSEE
the Athens of the South

THE

KATZ

NATIONAL
NEW YORK

• CHICAGO

AGENCY,

ADVERTISING
• DETROIT

•

ATLANTA

• KANSAS CITY

INC.

REPRESENTATIVES
• SAN FRANCISCO • 10S ANGEIES • DALLAS

REPRESENTING
LEADING
RADIO
EAST,

STATIONS:

SOUTHEAST

WBZ-WBZA
WGR
KYW
KDKA
WFBL
Syracuse
WCSC
Charleston, S. C.
WIST
WIS
Charlotte
Columbia, S. C.
WGH
WDBJ
Norfolk-Newport News
WPTF
Raleigh-Durham
Roanoke

Boston -Springfield
Buffalo
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

MIDWEST,

SOUTHWEST

Des Moines
Davenport
Duluth-Superior
Fargo
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha
Peoria
St. Louis

• • • •

Beaumont
Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston
San Antonio
MOUNTAIN

Boise
Denver
Honolulu-Hilo
Portland, Ore.
Seattle

AND

WEST

WHO
WOC
WDSM
WDAY
WOWO
WIRE
KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
WTCN
KFAB
WMBD
KSD
KFDM
KRIS

WBAP
KXYZ
KTSA

KDSH
KVOD
KGMBKHBC
KEX
KIRO

REE^
Pioneer Radio a

"THAT

*!*!*!

SURE

SPOT

ANNOUNCEMENT

PUT ME ON IT!"

Every day of the world far more people spend far more time with

H)

RADIO than with magazines and newspapers. There's
no simultaneous competition from adjacent fiction, photographs,
or anything else. The announcer is the guest at the listener's elbow
— his voice is the immediate presence.
Above and beyond anything else, radio is the medium
of NEWS

— of excitement, of impact, of action. It

gets results. When you have some news that's worth
shouting from the housetops, shout it with National SPOT.
National SPOT RADIO

can carry your story over one station

or one thousand — can carry local prices and your local
dealer's name and address — can carry your sales to heights
you have perhaps never believed possible.

INC
^vision Station Representatives
tee 1932

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
DETROIT
FT. WORTH
HOLLYWOOD
SAN FRANCISCO

make
small fry
friends
with

fred

WBTV's own contribution to the cowboy craze,
Fred Kirby corrals an average Videodex rating of
19.0 on his "Junior Rancho" programs (M-W-F,
5-5 : 30 PM) . Over 2,000 Carolina children have
appeared on the program with Fred since its debut
in September, 1951. Praised by parents, teachers and
civic leaders for its sound contribution to juvenile
ideals, "Junior Rancho" offers advertisers a happy,
hair-trigger reaction to their product appeals.

SERVINGT THE CflAOLMflS'
fil GGES
TELEVISION flUDIEOCE
EFFERSON

STANDARD

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

Represented Nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales

These agency tables of organization
show how time buying is moving
from non-integrated to integrated basis

I

NON-INTEGRATED

Mim

THOMPSON | TYPtCAL AttNCY

EARLY 1930's TO PRESENT

STARTING LATE 1930'$

DIRECTOR
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Is the all-media
buyer best

RADIO-TV DEFT.

RadtoTV
commeiriak

RadioTV
buying

for sponsors ?

Program
buvtnog
wtion
Many agencies shifted radio buying to put it
under the authority of the media director. But

agencies originally had this kind of setup
ymg radio. But many changed as volume
mess grew. J W T basically unchanged

buying was

still done

by a

media specialist

Trend now is to weave timebuyer
into ageney general media structure,

INTEGRATED

either as buyer for all media

ee#TOM&BOWL£S

or as specialist in media group

1952

MEDIA V.P.

ASSOCIATE
MEDIA DIRECTOR

ASSOCIATE
MEDIA DIRECTOR

for P&6 buying

far General foods I
Best foods buying

ASSOCIATE
MEDIA DIRECTOR
for buying for
all oHier aaounfo

Setup for these accounts is
Identical with the one shown af left
Early ii» 1952 B & B removed time buying from radio TV department, merged it *
buying. While time is still bought by specialists on air m?dia only, associate medio directory tor various
accounts hove oeer created who have final soy in buying all types or media for one or more occou its

INTEGRATED

YOONG&MBtCAM
1952

MEDIA II. P.

Coordinates all

ASSOCIATE
MEDIA DIRECTOR
Coordinates all

tuying tor acc'tsHRCD

buying for acc'tsEJ$fl

ASSOCIATE
MIDI A DIRECTOR

All media
buyer

media
All buyer

left A

acft B

for

for

media
buyer

media
yer
bufor

{

for AllatttC acc't DAll-

medium

oniy. Instead,

each

account

has

on

ASSOCIATE
MEDIA DIRECTOR
Coordinates all
buying for acc'tsl,J,Kl

ASSOCIATE
MEDIA DIRECTOR
Coordinates all
buying for acc'tsHHp

Setup for these accounts is
identical with the one shewn at left

all-media buyer who

As far as the timebuyer, specifically, is concerned, the trend toward closer integration of
media buying has the effect of curbing his role
in one respect and enlarging it, in another respect. The timebuyer has more or less operated
autonomously and within a group of his own.
Under the new order of things his identity as a
single-tracked practitioner in his own domain
diminishes in various degrees. But by becoming
involved in the planning or buying of other
media he assumes the added responsibility of
helping guide the sponsor's over-all advertising

J

JHeie the integration of mejia buying is canted to its ultimate po;n»

Three top-ranking agencies — Benton
& Bowles, Young & Rubicam and
McCann-Erickson — have just introduced radical changes in their media-buying structure.
Several other major agencies report that they
likewise are in process of reevaluating their own
media-buying setups with a view to accomplishing, basically, the same objective: bringing the
media buyer into a position where he can function as an expert on all media in his dealings
with clients and others in the agency.

There ce no specialists in one
eport>. *o an associate

med.c

problems.
For the average time-buying executive the
realignment of function and scope of responsibility entails tremendous reorientation. Several
casualties — in the way of resignations — have already resulted from these reorganizations of me25
dia buying. These resignations and the momentum of the trend have produced no little disturbance within timebuyer ranks, while the trend
itself has
aroused
considerable
controversy

Ruthrauff & Ryan is the only major agency

where

authority over time

buying is split two ways. The buyer of network time reports to radioTV director
and
the buyer
of spots
refers
back
to media
director

throughout all agency executive levels,
from media buyers to account executives and from media directors to top
management.
Emerging from all this is the key
question: Will these changes work to
the advertisers best interests? SPONSOR talked to top officials in agencies
which have revamped their media-buying setups or contemplate revamping
them and got opinions as well from
media specialists in other agencies.
Here's a summary of the pros and cons:
Benefits to the sponsor from the introduction ofall-media buying and the
development oj buyers into all-media
experts.
1. An agency is organized by account groups and copy groups with
people assigned to a specific account
from each group. By merging the operations ofthe timebuyer. lor instance,
with the functions of a group he gets
a better perspective of the sponsor's
product, merchandising, marketing and
selling problems.
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L. to r., among the chief participants of this set-up, are Sherry Heath,
timebuyer; Tom Slater, asst. dir. radio-TV; Bill Tuttle, dir. radio-TV;
Daniel
M. Gordon,
media
dir.; Herbert
Claassen,
chief
timebuyer

2. By organizing the timebuyer s
participation along account lines he
will become better acquainted with the
potentials of the product and therefore
be better equipped to buy for it.
3. A completely rounded media man
is in a position to get closer to an
advertiser's business and marketing
outlook and sales objective, functioning more from the standpoint of the
account as a whole rather than from
just a media-oriented slant.
4. An all-around media man would
tend to evaluate competitive media objectively and determine which among
all media is best for the advertiser.
5. Absence of bias toward any one
medium would tend to make the buyer
more cognizant of the product in relation to individual markets and of the
way all media enter into such a problem. With media-buying patterns leaning toward greater market-by-market
interest (see How TV is changing media buying patterns, SPONSOR 11 August 19521. an intimate and rounded

knowledge of individual markets is increasingly important.
6. Available to the client on the top
planning level is a completely rounded
media man who has the responsibility
for his account, while on the executive
level the client has in each instance
media men who are ace specialists in
their respective fields. When the advertiser talks with the media man concerned with planning on his account,
he will be also talking to the man who
will direct the media buying for all
phases of the account.
The opponents of the all-media buyer idea think it won't work out to the
.sponsor's
best interest for these reasons:
1. What may look like the best plan
on oaper can turn out quite awry when
it comes up against the human equation, or. specifically, the element of
fixed thinking habits. For instance,
printed-media buyers, as the result of
\ears of training, will not be able in
contemplating radio or TV to escape
SPONSOR

the ingrained habit of thinking merely in terms of ABC and low-cost circulation. Since the print man is accustomed to measuring everything
along cost comparison lines, it is inevitable that he will search for basic
similarities in terms of costs between
printed media and broadcast media —
when no such factors actually exist.
The end result will be recommendations
on air media to the sponsor which can
be considerably out of focus in relation to his needs and budget.
2. Whereas the printed media specialist isobsessed in his thinking with
prestige comparisons ( what is the best
newspaper or the best magazine ) , the
trained buyer of broadcast media considers prestige as just one of the factors. Even though he's interested in
• getting on the network where the top
shows are the long-experienced radioTV specialist is sensitive to such corollarv factors culiarities
as of each
d'l special
program
penetwork.
(2) the
audience How from network to network

and (3) the time period as against the
type of family appeal. A printed-media
specialist would tend to become impatient with such delicate balancing and
insist that the sliderule of "best network," or "best station.*' be peremptorily aoplied. Such tactics could prove
quite costly to the sponsor.
3. In newspaper buying, for instance, the choice as a rule is simply
between a morning and evening newspaper in a market. With the aid of a
comparatively small collection of statistical data, the print buyer can estimate his full schedule and hit it on
the nose. Contrast this with the complex prerequisites of the timebuyer:
he must consider the number of stations in the market — manyfold more
than newspapers — the types of program scheduled on each station, the
station's special listenership. various
characteristics of the station's management, where the major part of the audience he wants is to be found at
specific times of the day or night and

Compton has media structure which is most common among larger
agencies. Although time buying has been made part of general media,
timebuyers still function as a unit, which, with media chiefs, are, I. to

all the intricate minutiae of costs and
frequency. On top of this he must
wrestle with a welter of conflicting ratings and other data offered by research services. And when the campaign gets under way he'll wind up
way off the original estimate.
4. By merging all media buying the
agency stifles ingenuity within its own
ranks. When buyers of competing media vie with each other for the advertiser's dollar, the process stimulates
ideas and campaign patterns which in
the long run may prove the most economical for the advertiser.
The problem of reorientation of its
media buying has dominated the thinking of major agency management for
the oast two or three years. In one respect what's happening now is a sharp
reversal of a line of thinking that prevailed insome of the bigger agencies at
the time television came into being.
There was talk then of divorcing TV
buying from radio and setting up sep{ Please turn to page 81)

r.: Graham Hav, Frank Kemp, asst. media dir., Genevieve Shubert,
Douglas Brown, Henry Clochessy, head timebuyer, Guy Richards, v. p.,
media
dir., Jack
Neale,
Dick
Hurley,
Frances
Velthuys,
Jeanne
Bahr
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How TV straightens
Schick's seasonal sales curve

Most shavers are bought as gifts during Xmas, graduation.

But $1,700,000

eampaign ineluding two net shows is getting men to buy their own

#■)%•
W

When sales for the first six
months ol L951 were toted

up in
offices of Schick,
iacts were plain:
had ground to a

the Stamford. Conn.,
Inc., last summer, two
( 1 1 war-scare buying
halt; (2) distributors

and retailers weren't ordering because
they were stuck with swollen inventory.
Out of this problem came Schick's
decision to use television for the first
time on a full scale — a decision which
may have far-reaching consequences
in the merchandising of all shavers.
Involved in the strategy making were
Schick's board chairman Kenneth C.
Gifford; president Chester G. Gifford;
gen. sales manager Sy Moorman ; and
sales promotion manager Dick Douglas. Acting for the Kudner Agencv
Kirk and
were radio-TV v. p. Myron

Malcing shaver leap off screen info user's hands

account executive Alfred Corrigan.
The sky-high ratings garnered by the
Senate Crime Committee hearings during that summer made the selection of
a program called Crime Syndicated a
natural, particularly after Rudolph
Halley was signed as narrator. The
show was aired over CBS TV in 33
markets (21 live, 12 kine) and picked

had to be pulled out of non-TV areas,
rushed to the bare shelves of dealers in
cities where Crime Syndicated was carried. When Halley s appearances were
curtailed as a result of his election to
presidency of the City Council of New
York. Senators Estes Kefauver and
Herbert O'Conor of the Senate Crime
Committee filled in.

uj) a hefty audience almost immediately. From a Nielsen rating of 17.7 in
October, it moved up to 22.9 the following month.
More important than audience size
were the sales results. Inventories be-

By Christmas the first 13-week cycle
had run its course. Schick renewed
for another 13 weeks, later signed up
for 26 more weeks on an alternateweek basis. Reasoning behind yearround use of TV was explained by

gan to melt and by Christmas distributors were snatching the shavers off the
production line as quickly as the rigid

Dick Douglas: "TV proved its ability
to ring up sales for us. One of our
major problems through the years was
the fact that the bulk of our sales came

inspections were completed. Indicative of TV's pull was the fact that stock
is part of plan of a.e. Al

Corrigan;

Schick

at Christmas

president

Chester

and

Gifford;

graduation.

Kudner

v. p.

S.

Prob-

D.

Fuson

i60ur sales record shoivs the biggest first quarter ( 1952 1 in our
sales history, and also the biggest
first half, with our sales one-third
ahead of the same period last year
— and this at a time ivhen industry
in general, and especially the electrical appliance field, was not enjoying any material increases."

Jackie
Gleason
on CBS
is
second
Schick
TV show;
costs
firm about $35,000 weekly

Chester Giffortl, President
Schick, Inc.

Kefauver, Halley appearances gave "Crime
Syndicated" drama a link with Senate probe. Show
is now on alternate weeks, will go every week Xmas

ably 90' y of the shavers were being
bought as a gift. We figured that TV
was the sales tool we needed to level
off those peaks and get more of the
actual users to buy their own shavers."
That the strategy has worked is verified by comment from the recently
elected president of Schick. Chester G.
Gifford. He told sponsor, "Our sales
record shows the biggest first quarter
1 1952) in our sales history, and alro
the biggest first half, with our sales
one-third ahead of the same period last
year — and this at a time when industry
in general, and especially the electrical
appliance field, was not enjoying any
material increases."
Following up on its initial success,
Schick boosted the 1952 advertising
budget to $2,500,000 of which TV billFilm commercial

Pullman

scene

ing will account for about $1,700,000.
To augment the alternate-week Crime
Syndicated show Schick recently signed
to pick up one-third of the $100,000
weekly tab for the upcoming Jackie
Gleason Shoiv over CBS TV this fall.
This year-'round programing on TV is
not only filling up the non-season dips
on the sales charts, but is inducing as
many as 50f/f of Schick purchasers to
buy for their own use rather than wait
to receive one as a gift.
But the firm realizes that Christmas
is its peak season and has made arrangements to sponsor the Crime Syndicated program all three of the weeks
immediately preceding Christmas, rather than on an alternate-week basis.
It's logical to speculate that other
shaver firms will not let much time go

contrasts simplicity of electric shaving with muss

of lather shave

by before attempting to increase their
efforts to build up year-'round sales.
I hus the Schick decision to go into
TV, whether other shaver manufacturers turn to the air media or not. will
probably have a considerable effect
within the industry.
Schick's sales strategy through the
pre-TV years had not shown manychanges. The Kudner agency has had
the account since 1941, lost it to BBDO
in 1949, and recovered it the following year. Throughout the tenure of its
relationship with Schick, Kudner has
leaned heavily on the quality approach.
Major emphasis until recently was
placed on full-page, four-color ads in
Life, Look, Collier's and Saturday Evening Post. This is similar to the strategy of Schick's major competitors,
Remington Rand and Sunbeam. Both
agency and client worked on the theory
that the richness of full-color ads in
major magazines gave the feeling of
quality they were trying to put across.
But the addition of TV has given
them an even greater opporturity to
tell their s'ory. Take the commercials
used on Crime Syndicated for example.
They are predicated on a fact t^at
Schick has known for a long time: The
shaver has sold well whenever it was
demonstrated.
On the TV show actor Jim iVolan
introduces the commercials in h;« role
of a newspaper photographer. The livi
lead-in is used to keep the commercial
well integrated (a la Martin Kane for
U. S. Tobacco). A two-minute film
does the actual sales pitch. So far,
Kudner has produced 14 of these commercials. Using the technical facilities
of Caravel Films, agencymen Eddie
Sutherland I formerly a top Hollywood figure) directs the filming and
(Please turn to page 70)
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NBC's Hugh M. Beville Jr., director of plans and research, points out
key findings oj new "Effective Selling Power" study of network radio. Chart
at top left shows two cities in which study was made; top right chart lists
large number oj variables controled in research.

Bottom charts indicate

how time spent with radio compares to other media, how listening affects sales

Whats IM ladiiseo rsHofstra"
mean to advert
$100,000 .study shows network radio still delivers big sales wallop
j£ "Advertisers who continue
JfeBgkv
\y^£
L?
to evaluate radio in terms
^^*
of ratings alone," said
NBC's Hugh M. Beville Jr., director
of plans and research, "are like manufacturers who evaluate the efficiency of
salesmen in terms of the number of
prospects they have called on. Sponsors who want to know the real and
continuing value of radio must look
beyond 'ratingilis' and examine radio's
ability to sell merchandise, even in
i-ompetition with TV."
Beville's statement, made earlier this
month
during the release of NBC's
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new $100,000 radio research project,
Measuring Radio's Sales Effectiveness,
neatly summarizes NBC's motives in
making the new study. As most advertisers are aware, this study — conducted in radio-only Fort Wayne, Ind.,
and radio-TV Davenport, Iowa — has
caused a mild sensation in radio research circles.
Its case histories, which show that
ladio listeners in the two cities bought
anywhere from 11 to 111% more airadvertised products than do non-listeners, have given radio's position in
agency thinking a real boost. In re-

search circles, too, much well-mannered excitement has been caused by
the unique methods used in achieving
the matched samples in the study.
(They are similar to the earlier TV
orate.)
Hofstra studies of NBC, but more elabAdvertisers who feel that radio has
virtually been "displaced" by TV will
have their thinking shaken up a bit by
the study. Among the four major home
media — radio. TV, magazines and
newspapers — it was found that family
heads (housewives) spent some 124
minutes daily with radio, as opposed
SPONSOR

5-a-week Daytime Serial
M'tfnt buying in pail nontM

What radio does for sponsor's sales:
Among listeners to perennial daytime drama "Stella Dallas,"

some 4.1%

buy

the air-sold product, Dr. Lyons Toothpaste, typical case history chart in NBC's
study shows. Among matched non-listeners, only 2.5% bought Dr. Lyons.

^A

4.1%

The relative difference, or "Effective Selling Power," between the two groups
in their purchase of the product is 64%. Other similar cases follow

2.5%
Matched
Non- Listeners

listeners

to 83 minutes with TV, 38 minutes with
newspapers, and 16 minutes daily with
magazines. And, this was true of two
areas where the TV saturation aver-

did in matching samples and verifying
results.

aged out to 45% — about what it's expected to be in the entire U. S. in January 1953.
(Presented on these pages are nine

SPONSOR: "NBC's new study is the
finest thing of its type that's been done
in broadcast research and it certainly
reestablishes many of the values of

of the study's highlight charts which
show a handsome pay-off for network
radio at the sales counter. They are
taken from a special presentation of
the NBC study made by Hugh Beville
to a group of agency research executives which included such men as

However, with the dust settling on
the
initial pitch and the first round
radio."
of trade-press stories, advertisers and
researchers are now beginning to ask
a lot of serious questions about the

Y&R's Dr. Peter Langhoff; Biow's Dr.
Lawrence Deckinger; K&E's Dr. Maxwell Ule; Cunningham & Walsh's Gerald Tasker; Ted Bates v.p. Cliff Parsells; JWT's Dr. Vergil Reed; Sherman &Marquette's Jack Kurie; D-F-S's
Dick Lessler.)
Of course, NBC's was not the first
study to go beyond ratings and measure the actual effect of radio in creating sales. Back in 1940, Elmo Roper
did a rudimentary version of the NBC
study for CBS, which did much to establish radio as a major advertising
force. Since then, many private studies
have been done for agencies by researchers (Pulse, Hooper, etc.) to measure the pull of particular programs
for individual advertisers. Also, independent research firms — particularly
Jim Seller's American Research Bureau— have done some measurements
of "product incidence" among listeners and non-listeners. Advertising Research Bureau, Inc. (ARBI), too, has
done studies all over the U. S. to compare the pulling power at retail level of
money spent in radio and other media,
with some notable effects on retail
thinking.
But few of these earlier studies have
covered such a wide range of air advertising, and none has gone to the
lengths that NBC and W. R. Simmons
& Associates (who did the field work">

As

SCHUTZ BEER on "HALLS OF IVY'

Dr. Lawrence Deckinger, research chief of the Biow agency, told

Half-hour Evening Situation Comedy
per r e*r vvyiig m p;-.» mefttk

~}

Relative
DiH.renc.

24%

listeners

study. Few of them, it's important to
note, are critical of the study's techniques and methods, and of its involved and ingenious mathematics.
The composite problem that now
seems to face agencies and advertisers

Matched
Non -listeners

TUMS on "HOLLYWOOD

THEATRE'

One-Half Hour Evening Dramatic
f«i<t»! burns iirpsii month

'Difference

who are currently being shown NBC's
slide films, booklets, presentations,
charts, indices and appendices based
on the study might be stated thusly:
Of what practical value is the NBC

Relative

m%

"Radio Hofstra'' to advertisers when
it comes to making media decisions
that involve radio?
Here are just a few of the questions
SPONSOR editors have already heard
asked regarding the NBC study:
• "How do the sales increases among
listeners, as opposed to non-listeners,
stack up against the amount of money
network advertisers are spending for
time and talent to reach radio listeners

11.8%

5.6%

Listeners

Matched
Non -listeners

L

DIAL SOAP5-a-week
on "DIAL
DAVE GARROWAY"
Daytime Personality
aineftt b. •

Relative
Difference

in Fort Wayne and Davenport?" (from
an executive of Kenyon & Eckhardt I
• "What about the actual product
volume that is represented by what

19.3%

NBC calls 'Effective Selling Power'
percentage increases, and is there
enough volume to make the air adveragency) tising worthwhile?" (from the Biow

Listeners

12.0%

61%

217% Matched
J

Non -Listeners

• "How can this studv be used to
evaluate radio vs. television in making broadcast advertising decisions,

167%|
EFFECT ON COMPETITORS

particularly on a long-term
basis?"
(Please turn to page 56)

SALES

PET Non-listcneis

What radio does to competitor's sales:
In area tested, Pet Milk had network show, "Mary Lee Taylor."
none.

Carnation had

Among non-listeners to Pet show, brand standing of two was very

close; 16.7% vs. 17.0%.

Among listeners, Pet went up 30% at Carnation's expense

»]
PET

PERCENT

BUYING

PERCINT

BUYING

CARNATION

How to get the most on
ABC radio's pair of co-op shows, "No School Toda
offer lessons on how merchandising can help spoil.
Air advertising that stops
with the commercial message can lose you sales by droves. An
increasing number of advertisers are
realizing the importance of nailing
flown air advertising with smart merchandising, for merchandising is the
third dimension that adds solidity and
selling.
follows through on the impact of air
One of the best springboards for
adding that third dimension to air
advertising is the children's program.
When it comes to tying in a product
and a kid show's personalities, the
sponsor can employ a rich variety of
merchandising devices: personal appearances, contests, fan clubs, fan
newspapers, comic books, buttons, articles of clothing, uniforms, birthday
gimmicks, special promotions, autographs, products for the home and.
perhaps best of all, the advertised
product itself.
A case in point is ABC Radio's brace
of co-op shows, No School Today and
Big Jon and Sparkle. Both feature
Jon Arthur and his puppet. Sparkie.
The former program is on for an hour
and a half on Saturday mornings,
starting at 9:00 a.m.: the latter, a
five-time-weekday strip, is beamed for
a half hour beginning at 5:00 p.m..
half of which is offered for sale locally. No School Today is one of the
most heavily sponsored co-op shows
on radio.
A variety of local sponsors, including dairies, bakeries, bottling compa-

Appearances
Personal appearances by radio stars Big
Jon. puppet Sparkie give added tie-in to
sponsor. Top left: Jon unci Sparkie entertain 18,000 at Wichita stadium for
Steffen's Dairy. Second left: Walter
Skinner, Steffen's advertising manager,
joins pair in inviting KEBI listeners to
Stadium party.
Third left: Sparkie at

nies and department, shoe and toy
stores have built successful merchandising programs around Big Jon and
Sparkie. The methods and ideas they
use vary a little but they are similar
enough to offer valuable advertising
lessons. It is the opinion of ArthurSampson Enterprises, Inc., which owns
the show, that the sponsors getting the
most profit out of their advertising dollars are those most active in tying in
merchandising ideas and gimmicks.
And they have evidence to prove it.
This is no incident, of course. The
youthful audience is much more receptive than the adult listener or viewer. The moppets are brimming with
potential or actual enthusiasms, their
imaginations are unrestrained and
their loyalties are solid and limitless.
With this raw material to work on.
advertisers all over the country have
found that merchandising follow-ups
can hit the sales target with unerring
accuracy if it is handled properly and
if this merchandising is built upon a
good, solid children's program. Many
of the points covered here, however,
apply to other types of shows.
Arthur and his puppet have been
adding more punch to their sponsors'
sales messages recently. Beginning this
past spring, they have begun a carefully planned round of personal appearances. A few sponsors have already scored resounding successes in
pulling large crowds. These appearances are important not only because
they illustrated how to enhance spon-

Houston visit with store owner Bernard
Sankowitz (dark glasses) ; Elizabeth
Jenkins, left, store publicity director,
and Garnet Evans of Brennan Advertising Agency look on. Bottom left:
crowd of 27.000 turn out for Big Jon,
Sparkie at Houston's Kiddicland Amusement Iti.i
Park during
one day the pair were
l«
lit: Sparkie
drinks
th<
Blossom Dairy milk during visit to
Charleston, W. Va., where the pair drew
6.000
to appearance
in movie
house

a kid show
a

Big Jon and Sparkie

Comic Books
Hig Jon's autographs on Sparkie
comic Looks give sponsor big
plus as traffic is drawn to
(Children's Dcpt. of Sankowitz
Department
Store
in Houston

m

o any children's show
sor identification with personalities
loved by children but they are also
examples of how a variety of merchandising techniques can be linked to
form an integrated and powerful sales
weapon.
Up to now personal appearances
have been exploited by local advertisers in three cities. And thereby hang
some interesting advertising tales.
Here is a fairly complete summary
of what happened in each city and
how the sponsors involved have been
using the Big Jon and Sparkie programs in their every -day advertising:
Wichita, Kan.: In October, 1951,
the Steffen's Dairy
a cautious half hour
day on KFBI. One
by Walter Skinner,

Foods Co. bought
of No School Toof the first moves
general sales and

advertising manager of Steffen's, was
to tell company drivers what the show
could do for them — how it could increase their new customers and build
more sales from old customers. Drivers were told to keep tabs on listening
by children of customers and also to
keep records of new customers.
Steffen's just didn't sit back and see
what would happen. It began cashing
in on its program right away. The
initial tie-in was an offer of a Sparkie
T-shirt for 100 bottle caps and 50
cents or a free T-shirt for every youngster who brought in a new customer.
Result: By 15 June 1952. Steffen's
garnered exactlv 2.098 new customers
directly traceable to this promotion.
In terms of cash that meant $250,000

Prizes
Wilkes-Barre Kresge store uses
kiddie interest in Sparkie show
by running contest in Sparkie
newspaper. Store manager, toy
buyer
pose
with
prize
winner

in additional business yearly. In terms

carton lids. The count on this during

of selling costs it mean that Steffen's
was get! inu new customers through
No School Today at an average cost
of about $4 each, compared to the
usual $10 or $15 cost for each new
customer.

the same period was 15,000 buttons —
150.000 proofs-of-purchase. In addition, a picture post card of Big Jon
and Sparkie was given for two proof-

Total T-shirt distribution came to
10.000. which isn't bad for a town
of 175.000 population. I The distribution of T-shirts through an exclusive
retailer was such an important factor
thai the retailer's competitors desperately tried to ride the coat-tails of this
promotion by attempting to get hold of
the same T-shirts.) The T-shirt bonanza meant that 7,902 were given
away for 790,200 proof-of-purchase
bottle caps, truly a fabulous
figure.
The successful pull of No School
I oday was evidenced from the beginning. Drivers reported that nearly
60r/( of their cu-tomers had children
who listened to the program. Within
30 days after buying the first half
hour of No School Today. Steffen's
bought an additional half hour. Four
months later. 10 March 1952. Steffen's
added the late afternoon quarter hour
of Big Jon and Sparkie. When the firm
recently took over Garden Farm Dairy
in Denver, it immediately bought No
School Today over KVOD.
Steffen's didn't rest there, either.
Another tie-in was the "Sparkie Club."
Children could join and receive a
Sparkie button for 10 bottle caps or
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of-purchase labels from any of Steffen's
products — butter, cottage cheese, chocolate milk, Trim milk and ice cream.
More than 10,000 post cards were disThe onlyonthing
keep exacttributed.tabs
was Steffen's
the gooddidn't
will
and product loyalty among children
that resulted. The Steffen's people are
convinced that there's plenty of it.
This handsome promotional success
was potent
Steffen's
of what
radio
could proof
do for to
them.
For, with
the
exception of display posters and handbills distributed by route men, KFBI
was the only ad medium used in this
campaign.
Despite the big bang made by Big
Jon over the radio, when Skinner and
John McEwen. Steffen's president, were
making plans for bringing Arthur and
his puppet to Wichita, it was considered an experiment. Arthur had made
only one local appearance before I in
Houston) and it was under different
circumstances. The Steffen firm took
over Lawrence Stadium, a 10,000-seater, and beat the pre-appearance drums
via signs, radio announcements, newspaper publicity and an open house.
There was no need to worn. The
stadium party, which marked Steffen's
70th anniversary,
was jammed
with
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ANOTHER sensational, sure-fire
Uut uiiuuf Dairy Products

Jtluskal

IDEA

*

y

Imprints

featunng SPARKIE, the famous elfin character,

»' SZJ

Houston, Tex.: Big Jon and Sparkie's first visit was the idea of the Brennan Advertising Agency, two of whose
clients, Kiddieland Amusement Park
and Sankowitz Bros. Department Store,
shared time on No School Today. The
station: KXYZ.
Brennan does a combined promotion job for both sponsors. One of the
merchandising mechanisms is the
"Sparkie Birthday Club." The department store uses it to have youngsters
register their birthdays in the Children's Department. A Sparkie premium
is given out to each kiddie when the
birthday rolls around. In return the
store gets good traffic in the Children's Department and is armed with

Saturday

m

and BIG JON & SPARKIE'

18,000 parents and children. A supply
of ice cream bars was all gone 30 minutes before the show started. Bus loads
of children came from more than 150
miles away. One chartered bus came
from Topeka, a distance of 185 miles,
and several bus loads were reported
from northern Oklahoma. Traffic was
tied up for an area of 15 square
blocks extending into the Wichita business section.

T0D«t

glasses

Li

from the national radio shows NO SCHOOL TODAY'

Dairy firms use Sparkie print
on set of eight musical glasses
to hike kiddie sales. Idea,
owned by Gundlach, is in
promotion package to clients

I It SCIOOt

glasses

'.'J):

;l\t

)Q» t SMUIE

This means, for example, that a diages.
rect mail campaign pushing clothing
of a certain size will hit only those
homes where the clothes might fit.
Kiddieland uses the birthday club
idea to give out birthday passes good
for free rides at the park. This results
in many youngsters celebrating their
birthdays at Kiddieland and bringing
along parents and friends to boot.
(They pay for their rides.)
The Texas appearance of Arthur and
his puppet was used primarily to build
traffic for the sponsors, unlike the
Wichita visit. The Sankowitz store
could only handle a limited number
of youngsters, so it dis'ributed 2.000
tickets for the No School Today broadcast from the Shamrock Hotel. But, in
addition, Arthur put on three performances at the store and after each one
he autographed comic and coloring
books in the Children's Department.
Leo Levine, boy's wear buyer, said it
was the biggest day the department
ever had.
Sales included
12 dozen

Sparkie T-shirts and 2,500 comic books.
The following day Big Jon and
Sparkie made four appearances at
Kiddieland and autographed books.
Refreshments went like mad and Harry Hennies, park manager, estimated
that 27,000 persons came to the park
that day, some from as far as Abilene,
which is 450 miles distant.
Charleston, W. Va.: The third appearance of Big Jon and Sparkie also
differed in some respects from the
other two visits. The cost was split
among two sponsors and WKNA. To
further defray the cost it was decided
to hold the show in a local movie theater (the Kearse) along with a Shirley
Temple picture. This meant paid admission but the sponsors — Blossom
Dairy and the Jack and Jill Shop, a
children's specialty store — felt the
youngsters would enjoy a two-hour
show in an air-conditioned movie in
mid-summer
(10 July).
They were right. The four performances were packed: 6,000 youngsters from five states saw Big Jon and
Sparkie. Distinction was added to the
(Please turn to page 83)
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an up-to-date list for direct mail advertising plus valuable information about

.

IDEA
CHEERS

Fan Newspapers
Branson's, a children's store in
Montgomery, Ala., gets a headline
and its own logotype in the Sparkie
newspaper, the Daily Weekly, a
tie-in which many stores use for
mailings to youngsters or for free
give-aways in the store itself.
Some sponsors insert an extra page
with news ahout local youngsters
SPONSOR

Six tips to
women d.jj
Here are suggestions for u omen
^vBio sell to women

based on

opinions of psychologist wlio
helped build Joan Edwards
show on WCBS,

"Identify yourself with your audience," the psychologist- told
Joan Edwards. Mutual interest between d.j. and audience enhances
credibility of sales message. Accordingly, she makes frequent
mention
of her children
(above),
her home,
and her husband

How do you convert a singing star into a d.j.?
That was the problem faced by Gordon Auchincloss and Sam Slate, writerproducer and program director respectively ofWCBS, New York, back about
the first of the year. They were planning to build a half-hour morning music strip with singer Joan Edwards as
the d.j. She seemed like a good choice
what with her reputation as headliner
on the Hit Parade, night club star and
recording success for years; moreover
she was a mother of two living with
her husband in a Connecticut home —
enough to identify her with members
of the housewifely audience. But

identification jar the early-morning
mood? Would she be able to project
as well as a record jockey as she did
on the disks themselves?
This question, pressing though it
was for Auchicloss and Slate at the
time, is not one confined to their own
operation. Similar problems are being
faced by stations all over the country
and by sponsors building their own
shows as well. Reason: In the attempt
to build programs that are low-cost
and TV-proof in the sense that they
are specially designed for easy listening, more and more d.j. shows are
being added. And frequently name
talent is being moved into the d.j. role.

would

Whether it's a national or local sponsor or a station which builds the stard.j. show the problems are the same.
Here then is the way Auchincloss
and Slate went about solving their

over-all

Joan

Edwards'

show

business

Psychologist Gerhart Wiebe (front I.) helped
Joan Edwards build audience by consulting
with WOB^'

cUte and Auchincloss

\l

Wew York

(standing)

problem.
With the format in mind they decided that a wise way to help integrate
Joan Edwards into it would be with
the help of CBS consultant Dr. Gerhart
Wiebe, a research psychologist. He
was asked to give his suggestions for
selling by a woman d.j. with a woman's audience — before she went on the
air and after. The following tips from
Wiebe were used as guidance in writing continuity for Miss Edwards. They

are worth noting by any air sponsors,
agencies, and salesmen themselves.
1. Suitability — In keying the mood
of a program to the audience, it is important to keep in mind what the listeners may be doing at the time.
At 9:30 in the morning when the
Joan Edwards Show begins, the average housewife is beginning to resume
her mobility. She has finished her second cup of coffee, has sent the children
to school, and is ready to clean house
or put up her laundry. She is not in
the mood for a program that requires
heavy concentration nor one that distracts her from her chores. She likes
to have a friend in the radio voice, a
feeling that the woman to whom she is
listening, if not herself continuously
occupied with household chores, is at
least familiar with them.
For this reason Auchincloss had
Joan introduce one record as "music
to make beds to." The sympathetic response in her fan mail was immediate.
2. Simplicity — When selling to an
audience composed mainly of women,
a woman d.j. must be particularly careful not to antagonize. To try impressing the listener with glamor when the
majority of the audience is elbow-deep
in soapsuds would be poor judgment
and worse
taste.turnIt'stowise
soft pedal
I Please
pageto85)
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Radio-TV help lliikil

Product meets heavy postwar competil i<

for you...
LOOK WHO

IS SELLING

with you
OMITl

E
T
I
K
A
O

CLEANS

■ v ^1

about OAKITE

Speaking to the homemakers
LOUISE
WVU

MORGAN
>pping Vat,,;. ol Me
TV's charming "Sto

vision
talks about, wo «
rtakite even rhursda) I:

BOB

TYROL

and

flOYD

md

sells

RICHARDS

VVTIC'smerr) M < son the unpre
dictable "< inderclla Weekend' program, spurs Hartford ladies into action vrith Oakit. ever, Wednesda)
and Friday. 2 K> 5:0Q P M

SHIRK

zm*

Listen yourself . . •
Tej|
our family to listen . . .
Ye|| yCur customers

to listen

punch and selling
these orojrrarns were selected for theii
rj»« stars reach «he.r
Sry toTTe surety with whkh
talent in gettmg
listeners on the home ground, for their
products they talk
homemakers to go out and purchase the

SK

SS?

Y MATSON

YV I VG.'s sparkling hostess
on "Shirley's Open House,
krc-|is the homemakers in
formed aboul whal is koiiii;
.„. and whai to do with
Oakite
1:45 AMevi

Mailings ti> dealers sell them on support local radio and Tl
shows give Oakite. Note that ropy urges dealers to give product good shelf positions so they ran cash in on demand. Mail-
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QUICKLY ■ lAili

i .1

MOTHER

&

OaUte.

PARKER

\\ |]l\ 1 ood Fair" dire! tor, outstanding grocer) reporter and food
expert, talks aboul .m'>
5 v M.I ues50 9 1ever)
,,,,,
sells 'iOakifc

S *- super cleaner I've been heanng about

LYDA FLANDERS «i VG's cooking and kitchen expen
!
on the popular "Modem Kitchen program describe
M.
the uses ot Oakite even Wednesday, 9 15 9 v. A
PLUS NEWS BROADCASTS

WGAN,

Portland. Maine

05 [2 Hi P M. sponsored b) and selling Oakite.
and in
rhis program is popujai throughoui Maine
rrfiirhborine Massachusetts and New Hampshire.

ing pieces like this are used frequently by Oakite which draws
upon its 2'.i years as sponsor firm to get most out of air advertising. Salesmen stress radio-TV
when
they make
calls

SPONSOR

Inn the battle of the shelves
using air as aid to salesmen, as peg for dealer mailings and promotions

Oakite Products, Inc., whose
home cleaner of the same
name had always been a
steady, dependable little seller, came
out of World War II to face two formidable sales problems.
One was the rocketing growth of
the revolutionary "soapless" soaps —
the synthetic detergents. The other was
Procter & Gamble's Spic and Span.
previously an unspectacular brand with
a five-state Midwest market. A soap
with the same uses as Oakite, Spic and
Span was taken into the large P&G
family in 1945 and. backed by P&G's
massive resources, built up to No. One
in its field.
In meeting these threats head on radio and TV shouldered a good part of
the advertising burden. This was natural for Oakite had been using air
advertising since the late 20's (the
cleaner was offered to the consumer
in package form shortly after World
War I ) , had found it an effective weapon in its fight for shelf space.
During the crucial postwar years,
Oakite found air advertising indispensable. It served as a lever in the efforts of Oakite's salesmen to overcome
resistance among food marketers bombarded by a hundred brands. It was
used in persistent mailings tying in
Oakite with air programs to convince
the dealer that his customers, pre-sold
by radio and TV, would come into his
store and ask for Oakite. Program
personalities were brought before Oakite's own salesmen to stress the role
radio and TV were playing in shoring
up their sales pitches. Last, but not
least, radio and TV were used to point
up promotions and give added punch
to special displays.
As a result Oakite breasted this tidal
wave of competition and ended up with
its head well above water. This was a
remarkable achievement. As far as
financial strength goes. Oakite was a
yeoman on foot wielding its stave
against the heavily armored soap barons. And, perhaps even more significant. Oakite was waging its battle for
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shelf space with a traditionally slow
mover in the face of the growing supermarket demand for faster and faster
turnover, for greater gross profit per
square foot of display. Oakite is a concentrate and requires a small amount
of powder for each use. The firm does
not gloss over this fact, but, as a matter of fact, hits the point hard both in
its air advertising and on the package.
Today, Oakite can look back on a
definite sales increase since crossing
swords with the detergents and Spic
and Span. This was accomplished by
diligently pressing sales in all available
outlets rather than concentrating on
supermarkets, by intensively cultivating its high preference areas with the
aim of achieving 100% distribution,
by merchandising to the hilt, and by
creating its own niche through stressing Oakite as a cleaner for painted
walls, woodwork and floors.
This 43-year-old firm, which has
now been using radio for 23 years and
TV for two, has learned to use spot
radio-TV with precision and economy.
Its latest air schedule (up to the hiatus
period I consisted of nine radio and
three TV programs. As might be expected, there is a high proportion of
home-economic type shows, although
the Oakite people and their agencyCalkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton
& Smith — have learned that the consumer market must be watched closely
both for changes in taste and for differences in taste among the markets.
Since Oakite beams its air advertising on a market-by-market basis, these
differences assume an importance that
is not found among agencies and sponsors involved in network presentations
and mass market strategy. For example, Oakite found news broadcasts over
WGAN, Portland, Me., to be popular
among "down east" women. It found
the broadcasts popular enough, in fact,
to be worth continuing during the summer and they are Oakite's only 1952
hot season presentation.
All of the 15 shows mentioned are
(Please turn to page 62)
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1
Oakite
merchandising
boss Frank
. Conollv offered cleaning device on
Josephine McCarthy WNBT, IS. ¥. show
2

This is response single offer pulled
. on program — 20.000
letters from
hotiseivives,
best
result
ever
gotten
3

Josephine
McCarthy,
front
is then invited
to Oakite
salesrow,
meet-I.,
ing showing
policyOther
of making
salesmen
air firm's
conscious.
executives (I. to r.) Conolly; Howard Anderson, ad. mgr.; John Carter, pres.; Fred
A. Aston, sales mgr., on extreme right
of front row.
Meeting was in IS. Y. C.
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You Have Been Selected As One of the Most Influential TV Viewers in America
Your

Opinions:
— Can help create more enjoyable television programs
— Are desperately needed and will be carefully studied!
— Will influence the kind of TV entertainment offered in the future!

IT DOESN'T

COST

A CENT!

TAKES

JUST A MINUTE!

HERE'S ALL YOU

D

(1) When viewing TV this Sunday Evening, May 4 over Channel 5, use the
attached TV Score Card to rate or judge either or both shows as you
watch them.
(2) Write in the name of each act, personality and commercial you see and
score
P— Pooreach one according to your opinion. EX — Excellent G — Good
(3) After viewing and scoring a commercial, if you use the product advertised, check "USE". If you do not use the product leave "USE"
square blank.
(4) Give your opinion of each show on line 13 — please!
Your Own Opinion Is All That s Important. Because By Knowing It, TV
Sponsors and Entertainers Will Be Able To Give You More Enjoyable Shows
and More Entertaining Commercials.
IMPORTANT:

HOW pOSt Card reSfiarCh WOfkSS

TRUE

DISTRIBUTED

CARDS

IN PERSON

Even
you don't
see the
show or you
both do
shows
please if rate
the acts
and whole
commercials
see
and mail the Score Card right away! Many Thanks!

FOR

ONE

TEST, BY MAIL FOR OTHERS WITH INSTRUCTIONS (ABCV

Can you use this low-cost idea?

Program research with a post card
Here's a simple way to get audience reaction to shows
and commercials quickly for as little as $100
Program research costs big
money. You have to spend
a minimum of $5,400 to have a halfhour TV show and accompanying commercials analyzed if you go to Horace
Schwerin (non-contract basis for study
of four programs). If you're a CBS
client and ask the network's Program
Analysis Division to go to work for
you, the price is about $1,500 (for
study of one program). Other programing researchers have similar rates.
But a young advertising man from the
Middle West named Herb True thinks
he's found a way to accomplish some
of the same things the Schwerin and
CBS Lazarsfeld-Stanton techniques do
— for pennies.
Herb True uses a post card. Instead
of having viewers gather in a specially
equipped test auditorium to give their
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minute-by-minute reactions to a program, he asks them to do somewhat
the same thing in their own homes, using a form printed on the back of a
postcard as their questionnaire. (Three
of the completed post card questionright.) naires are reproduced on the page at
The Herb True technique can't give
results that equal the CBS, Schwerin
et al high-cost methods for (1) validity of the cross-section; (2) fine breakdown of audience reaction to a program for each minute it's on the air;
(3) depth of understanding gained of
what why.
people think about a program
and
But it isn't supposed to "compete"
with more elaborate research techniques in these or other respects. Instead it's thought of by True, and by

most agency research men surveyed by
sponsor (quotes on opposite page),
as a simple advertising tool with values
all its own.
It is (1) cheap, costing no more to
use than the expense of printing the
post cards and distributing them at
random by hand or through the mails;
(2) quick, with post cards on a given
program coming in a few days after
it is aired and tabulation taking only
hours to do; (3) flexible, for when
there's a question brought up I "Should
we keep using our old film commercial?" a study can be launched within
days.
True tested his post card technique
this spring while he was at Northwestern University on leave from the Gardner Advertising Company of St. Louis
where he worked as a radio-TV writer
SPONSOR

TV

DIRECTIONS

CARD

SCORE

TV

While looking at the show write in the individual
< performer, or commercials in the blank provided.
G — Good
, .Check your apprasal : EX — Excellent
V> Poor, and if you use the product advertised check
.■ r column

"Use".

ledy Hour, 7 p.m., Sunday, Chknhel 3 Ajflf T
Performer or commercial |FX| Q J F | Use
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i. Dean Martin
2. Jerry Lewis
3- Ventriloquism Act
5.
4- Guests
Jail Act "
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singing
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^i.Rate the whole show here
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1- Commercial
2 Little Junior
3 Courtroom Act
4.S. Real
Burgular Act
6 Jokes Rfitata Act
7- End of show
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SCENE OF TESTS.

NOTE THAT CARD

and producer. He did his study under
the supervision of Dr. Charles L. Allen, assistant dean and director of research of the Medill School of Journalism.
As you may recall, it was advertising scholar True who compiled television's first dictionary (published by
SPONSOR in embryo form in 1950 and
as a 1,000-word Dictionary/Handbook
in 1951). True has worked at radio
stations WKY, Oklahoma City, and
WNAD.
Norman,
Okla., and was a
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ON

partner in his ywn agency among other
connections before going with Gardner. But this fall he leaves the agency
field to join the faculty of Notre Dame
as an assistant professor of advertising. He hopes while there to be able
to do non-profit, low-cost research for
sponsors and agencies.
True's post card study is documented with a scholarly paper but it has
never been published prior to this exclusive article. In describing his research, True told sponsor:

COMMERCIALS,

ACTS,

OVER-ALL

REACTION

"I wouldn't want anyone to get the
impression that this post card technique is being suggested as a research
panacea. It is merely a simple idea
which tests indicate has practical value.
I'm throwing it open for discussion
among agency and client people, hoping that they can apply it to some of
their own problems. It should be useful for radio as well as television although my own tests were all with TV.
Anyone in the industry is free to try
(Please turn to page 77)

What admen and researchers told SPONSOR

about post card technique

"It was our privilege and pleasure several days ago to listen to Herbert True describe the TV score card he has developed for evaluation
purposes. We believe this method will prove helpful to us in some of

"Herb True called on me recently and discussed his post card survey
My feeling about it is somewhat mixed, with the general balance
toward the unfavorable side. The chief value of this procedure is its
cheapness; thus it permits fast spot checks here and there. On the
other hand, the sampling bias is quite obvious — in the direction of
the most naive, most susceptible and most TV-conscious segment of
the people to whom the cards are directed. I predict very few poor
ratings will be sent in — these people vote by not responding. Finally,
there will be an attempt to relate attitude toward acts and commercials to product use. . . . The great danger ... is the possibility that
users of this data may forget the underlying weaknesses of the proce-

work

and

appreciate

the

privilege
Watts,

of

using

it."
Don Watts,

Partner

Payne — Advertising,

Tulsa

"Herbert
...

True showed me the television score card that he has developed for doing fast and inexpensive analyses of consumer reactions.
I believe
that it is bright,
promising
and
refreshing.
Harold H. Webber, Vice President
Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago

dure because of its skin-deep virtues."
Seymour
Banks,
Research
Department
Leo
Burnett
Company,
Chicago

"The post card technique may have value for us because we have
some 19,000 people visiting Radio City to see TV shows weekly.
Distributing cards to this readily available supply of respondents
might provide us with a handy source for audience reaction. However, there are a lot of problems to consider before launching into
such a study. Whether we ever do anything about it or not, my

"The low cost and flexibility of the Herb True technique could help
furnish a useful tool for the industry. It's one of the more interesting
new uses for an old method I've seen come along recently. It can be
applied particularly to specific problems where you want to get an

reaction

audience

is that

it's

a

stimulating

idea."
Director

25 AUGUST

Robert
W.
McFayden
of Development,
NBC
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DIRECTIONS

1. While looking at the show write in the individual
act, performer, or commercials in the blank provided.
2. Check your apprasal : EX — Excellent G — Good
P — Poor, and if you use the product advertised check
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1. While looking at the show write in the individui
act, performer, or commercials in the blank provide ..
2. Check your apprasal : EX — Excellent G — Good
p^-Poor. and if you use the product advertised check
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SCORE

reaction quickly.

Naturally it has to be used cautiously."
John F. Kurie, Director of Research
Sherman
& Marquette,
New
York
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FASHION
SPONSOR:
CAPSULE

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
CASE

HAIR

BOOKLET

HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Young &
Rubicam

Singer offered a Fashion

Stitches booklet to test its announcement schedule effectiveness. After 20 announcements, extending over a five
day period, 800 women personally called at Singer stores
to request the booklets. The booklets weren't on display
in the store. Singer stores reported sales surges along
with their increased floor traffic. Announcement cost:
$12.75 apiece or a total of $255.
KLAC,

PROGRAM:

Los Angeles

Announcements

DRESSING

SPONSOR:

Longaid

AGENCY:

Cole

& Co.

CAPSULE

CASE HISTORY: This local product, a hair
dressing, had no distribution at all prior to its air advertising. Longaid started with a single one-minute announcement daily, Monday through Saturday, for about
$550 a month. After six months retail distribution was
forced and soon reached such proportions that all mail
order advertising ivas stopped. Sales grosses soared to
thousands of dollars ivithout the use of a single salesman.
WDIA, Memphis

PROGRAM:

Announcements

I

results

SPONSOR:

Tidy House Products Co.

AGENCY:

BuchananThomas

CAPSULE

CASE HISTORY: Tidy House, regional distributor, offered an O-Cel-0 sponge for 10<* and a box
top from its Shina Dish product on five Edith Hansen
broadcasts. The offer was good for one week only. In
that time, an avalanche of 5.561 premium orders, together
ivith box tops, poured in. Tidy House's cost-per-inquiry
was less than V-->t each.
PROGRAM:
Edith Hansen
KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR:

Claude

M.

Hinman

TOBACCONIST
AGENCY:

Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Hinman s chief advertising
medium is the Deacon Doubleday program I Monday to
Saturday, 5:00 to 7:00 a.m.). He reports these most
recent results from his $40 participations. In two days.
Hinman sold three automobiles and in the period between
25 February and 11 March Deacon Doubleday commercials helped sell 18 new cars. Altogether 21 cars were sold
on the strength of the WSYR campaign.
PROGRAM:

WS1 R, Syracuse

Deacon

Doubleday

HOTEL
SPONSOR:

Calalina

SPONSOR:
CAPSULE

CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Direct

( \PSI II. C\SE HISTOID :
/ single announcement offered free boat tickets, north $6.80 per round-trip, to
am one making reservations at the inn for n week or
more. The offer was made on a Saturday afternoon recorded music ami interview show, Mr. Big at the Beach.
The same afternoon there were five phoned reservations
and additional mail reservations the next few days. In
all, the $18 announcement pulled $600 north of business.
KBIG, Santa Catalina, Cal.

PROGRAM:

Mr. Big at the Beach

Huber Hoge

This tobacco merchant

of-

fered six pipes for $3.98 plus C.O.D. and postage on a
Wednesday afternoon show featuring Bill Lang (talk).
The first offer response totaled $1,100 north of orders
as compared to a $220 program cost. The offer was repeated on, a Wednesday two weeks later at the same time.
5:30 to 5:45 p.m. This time gross sales came to
$1,210.92 making it a two-program

total of 583 orders.

PROGRAM:

WJR, Detroit

FREE
Inn

AGENCY:

Wally Frank Pipes Ltd.

BABY

SPONSOR:

Paul

CAPSULE

CASE

Bum-]

I umbei

HISTORY:

Bill Lang Sho-w

CHICKS
I ...

AGENCY:

Direct

This firm specializes in sell-

ing seeds, plants, lumber and hardware. To create goodwill it has a yearly baby-chick day, giving away 10 to
every customer. On the day scheduled for the chick giveaway the weather was inclement. The company feared it
would be stuck with 7.500 baby chicks. It scheduled turn
announcements before 1 :00 p.m., cost under $30. By 2:00
p.m. every chick had been given away.
kl'RI, Wichita
PROGRAM:
Announcements

WREC strength and stability arc
based on a long chain of events that
have gained listener confidence
through the years. . . . Service to the
Community — Responsibility to the
listener — and Mechanical perfection
are a few of the reasons why WREC
continues to pull the greatest audience.
Closely linked are the important
facts that WREC has the highest
Hooper rating of any Memphis radio
station and rates are actually 10.1%
lower per thousand listeners than in
1946! The advertising pull is greater
because
market
addition
to your
sales at

MEMPHIS

you get top coverage in this
of over $2,000,000,000— in
WREC prestige adds weight
message to bring in MORE
LESS cost.

NO.

1 STATION

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
FFILIATED
25 AUGUST
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iiiar asks
no
Will there be enough advertising money available
to provide programs and buy time in small markets as well as large ones when the day of TV saturation arrives?
Morris

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Levinson

and is best supported by local media.
People seem to forget that television
.mil radio arc like newspapers essentially local advertising media. The fact
that for advertisers' convenience local
stations are strung together and sold
Today, the answer as to the future of television,
reto two
appears
volve around
words: "flexibility" and "selectivity," related
intimately, of
course, to the

problems of distribution and
sales. The cost of the 63-market teleMr. Taylor

vision networks today is pretty staggering. Add to this an intention of
television saturation and your outlay
really rockets into the wild blue yonder. So, the choice of the words "flexibility" and "selectivity."
I doubt if there is any advertiser
who could afford television saturation.
Network people surely realize this as
well as those who are investing advertising dollars. Could the networks
work out a flexible area or regional station line-up, over and beyond basic
affiliation of perhaps 50 to 60 stations
in the top markets, so that an advertiser could buy as booster, or seasonal, advertising both large and small
markets? (Shades of radio! ) Perhaps
the networks could devise a way for
"wave insertions" summer, spring, winter or fall as an advertiser's distribution and sales problems might demand.
Thus both large and small markets
would be included.
Beer, along with bread, milk and
many other advertised foods, for instance, is naturally a local business
42

L. Levinson

as a package or syndicate doesn't alter
the fact. I'm sure that the media involved all recognize that for best programs, highest profits and a secure clientele the local advertiser should be accommodated at rates he can well afford.
Advertising money can be available
for any size market on the basis of "selectivity." Here an advertiser would
look more from a spot time and program buying standpoint than from network. A "selective" opportunity would
be more apt to answer sudden or momentarily troublesome problems of distribution and sales as well as widen
the station's opportunity to sell to the
local advertiser as well as the national.
J. J. Taylor
Director of Marketing
Jacob Ruppert, Inc.
New York

I think
'^M
rr

1^

we

can

findtheat answer
least part
of
by
i
i
examining closely
the pattern set by
radio stations in
the past 25 years.
The fact that such

a large number
of radio stations
have survived the
Mr. Sondheim intense
competition bodes well for the future of stations in a TV-saturated economy. Television stations likewise will prosper by

President
Kaywoodie Company,

New York

worthseeingt public
supplying
entertainmen
while the
which with
will create
enough viewers to make advertisers'
costs "pay out" for them.
National advertisers will continue to
concentrate on network shows like Cavalcade ofStars, which Hazel Bishop,
Inc. is currently sponsoring. With such
shows, a large, rich, receptive audience
reduces the cost-per-viewer to a point
where telecasting can be profitable.
We found — with the Kate Smith Show,
Stop the Music, Freddy Martin, Your
Prize Story, Cameo Theater and the
Cavalcade shows — that our advertising
was profitable because it was concentrated where the buying power was
located.
When there are 2,000 TV stations in
1.000 or 1,500 cities, national advertisers will be willing to include these
smaller markets and pay the higher
over-all time costs as long as the costper-vievoer remains pretty much the
same. If the networks and local stations make the mistake of jumping the
cost-per-viewer they will soon lose a
good many of their advertisers, who
will find that they can no longer attain
sufficient sales to support such a large
expenditure.
Regional and local advertisers, of
course, will welcome the new stations
provided
mistakes
effort to
that will

these radio
don't has
makemade
the insame
that
an
put on inexpensive programs
attract listeners.

I am referring here to the "disk
jockey" type of show — with a record,
a commercial and more commercials
ad infinitum — which has been foisted
on an unsuspecting public. But then
who am I to quarrel with the tastes of
an army of listeners, or for that mailer
with success.
And so I believe we will see develSPONSOR

opments similar to radio's when television stations are located in every hamlet throughout the country.
Henry L. Sondheim
Treasurer
Hazel Bishop, Inc.
New York

Present trends indicate a decided
yes! When TV
antennas punctuate the horizon
of every middlesized shopping
center you can
bet that the manufacturer will
have someone
advertising his
wares in the most effective manner he
can have devised in as many lucrative
markets as he can.
Television in 250 or 500 markets will
mean that typical smaller advertisers
such as Cameo curtains will have more
money to spend for programing simply because there will be more of the
sales area that can be reached with
the message. With lower per-market
program costs will come expanded incentive to utilize the greater coverage
available.
The foregoing assumes that the costper-1,000 in the newer markets will
not compare too unfavorably with that
in the older TV areas. It is certainly
axiomatic, however, that a newly
opened TV center develops an enthusiastic response that often compensates
in easier and larger sales for the higher cost-per- 1,000.
The advertising pundits of the '20's
who sadly relegated the hundreds of
then new radio stations to quick fiscal
fatality are now succeeded by Calamity
Janes who see no future for the bristling new transmitters arising in the
Dakotas. the Carolinas and elsewhere.
Give Mr. Sponsor an effective way
to tell his story to his prospects and
he'll find a way to get an appropriation
for you. The day of TV saturation will
also find the smaller advertiser attempting his own form of TV saturation and
strangely enough he'll find the money
for it because he'll be making it!
Les L. Persky
President
Product Services Inc.
New York
25 AUGUST
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SERIES OF
TELEVISION

I

DRAMAS!

YOUR BEST TV BUY!
Always rated high* among the nation's
leading television programs . . . "Your TV
Theatre" (originally on Network as"Fireside
Theatre" for Proctor & Gamble) is consistently tops! Month after month it maintains
its high position . . . beating many of the
supposed-to-be best programs on TV! For
record-breaking, sales-making success . . .
make
j*>

"Your TV Theatre" yours!
^

■■* . *

^Ratings on request.
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O_ 'ne of the many

by Bob Foreman

changes which
the television of tomorrow will impose on our business will be in the
status and stature of the timebuyer, a chap (or lass) whom radio
tended to relegate to the functions
of an adding machine and free
lunch expert.
This TV future to which I refer
is only months rather than decades
away and will find itself actually
flourishing in an absence of electronically hooked up networks as
we know them. As for those tenuous entities called networks, they
will make their money by controlling stars and film programs, and
the highly profitable self-owned
and operated stations. At this
juncture all time will be bought
on a spot basis; that is, directly
through the stations and their accredited representatives.
When this finally has taken
place (and the metamorphosis is
already well under way) those personages in time buying who are
physically and mentally able to
assume new burdens will take them
on. And big burdens they will be,
consisting of vital creative work
over and above the matching markets to budgets and distribution to
coverage. Timebuyers will shoulder such impedimenta as trying to
get national coverage on limited
expenditures, perfecting techniques
for the bicycling of programs from
territory to territory, bringing in
films at less than the negative cost,
resolving residual deals and reruns. Thus the hard squeezed television dollar will be able to take
full advantage of the greatest advertising medium yet devised for
it, thanks to the well equipped
timebuyer.
Naturally this is a job encompassing far more than time buy-

ing as we know it today. Our "buyer" will also have to be aware of
time slots and costs and coverages
and adjacencies; he must have a
solid knowledge of programing,
too. So it is very possible that the
timebuyers with this savvy will be
big guns in programing or as a
corollary, the program chap who
understands the vagaries of time
buying will find this too within his
domain since it is almost impossible and completely illogical to try
to separate these two functions.
Thus emancipated from their
rate cards and adding machines,
timebuyers will then have the time
to concern themselves with residual rights and how soon to permit
reruns and what percentage of the
negative cost is a fair price in a
20-market buy. It might also be
helpful if he, or she, has some
ideas on the cost of doing main
titles and the mechanics of dubbing
so that commercials can be integrated with the program, just to
name a few of the problems which
today are irrelevant as far as timebuvers are concerned.
Of course, when these burdens
are added to the job of time buying, they will serve to separate the
sheep from the goats, a sorting
process that is badly needed and
one which will be most welcome
among those harrassed gentlemen
who peddle time.
As for the networks, they will
be reserved, on a live basis, for
such spectacles of human behavior
as boxing, political conventions
and dog shows; as evidence that
the webs believe this and are
readying themselves for the day,
note their recent expenditures of
big money and top personnel in
the film syndication end of the
business. Syndicated film, as you

know, needs a network for broadcasting purposes as much as the
Hydra needs an extra arm. Furthermore, itis possible right now
to buy network-made or agented
films and spot them on any station
regardless of affiliation — a straw
in the wind to say the best.
On the other side of the coin
consider the fact that local stations in a number of instances are
refusing to take film shows not
controlled by the networks unless
thev are placed on a local basis.
So, all this rambling tract is attempting to set forth is that local
buving is the way of all TV-flesh
and the smart timebuver has a
good chance of being a big man —
unless she is a woman, which is all
right, too.

commercial

reviews
m;-mm

TELEVISION
SPONSOR:
AGENCY:

program:

Loew's, Inc.
Donahue & Co., N. Y.
Announcements

Here is a perfect example of how film
can be presented on television with excitement and vitality to kindle a desire on the
part of the TV -viewer to go outdoors and
see a motion picture. The feature advertised is a Joan Crawford release called
"Sudden

Fear" and the film clips ex-

cerpted from the movie were well chosen,
well integrated and well paced. Some of
this footage was done with voice-over,
other of it showed the stars actually speaking. The optical work such as the zoom
of the title was excellent — as to be expected since no one knows more about this
work than the film companies who have
for years been masters of the film trailer.
The main title at the end was punched up
by an echo chamber to make
stand out, an excellent device.

the title

I've also seen short announcements for
"Sudden Fear," evidence that there is a
well thought-out TV campaign under way.
I'll bet it works terrifically!
sponsor:
agency:
program:

Anyone

Pond's Angel Face Make-Up
J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.
Announcements

who has ever questioned the

fact that film can display a woman's beauty
far better than live TV should refer to

46

SPONSOR

KVOO
EDI
's
en...
womTOR
SHIRLEY
AS
WOMEN'S

BARBOUR
KVOO

NAMED

EDITOR

In addition to the large and faithful
audience who know Miss Shirley
Barbour as KVOO's charming voice
on "For Feminine Ears", this versatile young lady has a new and
admiring following — the boys are
rallying 'round these days! Miss
Barbour swept a large and lovely
field before her to become "Miss
Oklahoma" and the State's official
entry in the Atlantic City Talent
and Beauty Pageant in September!
Beauty of face and form are not too
easily reflected over a microphone,
but the charm and talent of this intelligent young lady have won for
her a large and friendly following
for KVOO's popular woman's program, "For Feminine Ears", heard
Monday through Friday at 8:459:00 A. M. It's a great show!

SHIRLEY
AS
BARBOUR
Let Shirley do
announcement
Call, wire or
nearest Petry

RADIO

N8C

PETRY

AND

CO.,

1952

1

KVOO

AFFILIATE

INC. NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

WATTS
OKLAHOMA'S
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OKLAHOMA

STATION
EDWARD

50.000

MISS

it with a participating
on "For Feminine Ears".
write KVOO or your
office for availabilities.
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the Pond's filmed announcements for here
is superb quality of reproduction. By use
of soft, low-keyed lighting the model appears as lovely as any retouched still shot
photograph yet every detail of her visage,
of product and product-name, plus the
trick of seeing her face sectioned in a
mirror come off as clearly depicted as even
a line drawing might. The optical work,
in which old style make-uo

is whisked

away by abrupt dissolves to make way for
the modern Angel Face, is not only relevant, but creates pace and interest, too.
The voice-over treatment as handled by
a femme announcer is gentle yet compelling without being blatant or cloying.
In other words, here is a top-notch film
spot that takes full advantage of the medium and comes off very well as a result.
Today
sponsor:
agency:
program:

Young

Jell-O

&

Rubicam,

N.

Y.

The way Garroway plugs Jell-O Pudding during his early morning stint serves,
I'd say, as a model for a star-delivered,
relaxed, convincing commercial. Excellent
camera work cuts away from Dave

to

show a photo of the finished pudding at

piodocced fy WW J, (fytuutd 4.
QUOTE
"Your

deserves

credit

for

achieving

immediate

results."*

other media."*

» SPONSORS

licious itwon't be around long once it's
cff camera is both in keeping with the
man and product. Close-up of the package

station

"The number of leads received the day following our WTVv
telecast is always double the number received from our ads in

"Our

just the right time. His off the cuff remark stating that the pudding is so de-

outstanding results from WTVvt compared to daily newspapers, issuch that we hesitate to quote true figures."*
NAMES

ON

REQUEST

SEE YOUR

FREE

FOR

AMAZING

THE

& PETERS
FACTS

COLONEL
ABOUT

TODAY
WTVJ !

winds up the announcement.
sponsor:
agency:
program:

Clairol,

Inc.

Shevlo, Inc., N. Y.
Announcements

Here's a chainbreak I caught following
the live Garroway announcement mentioned above which bears mute testimony
en the lessened effectiveness of a voiceever commercial in contrast to one actually
delivered

by somebody

on

camera.

Jinx McCrary delivers the audio yet the
only time we see the girl is a still-pix at
the outset of the announcement — probably
done to save money since voice-over is far
less costly than sound-shooting. (No other logical reason could be advanced that
I can conceive of.) Yet I wonder if the
over-all effect of a still picture of Jinx
v\ hile she talks isn't so jarring and takes
so little advantage of the medium that it

cnnnnEL4-mmmi
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is false economy. Whereas

I can recall

most of the Jell-O copy, there's naught
left in my mind of Miss Clairol except
the absence of Jinx-seen-talking.
SPONSOR

*
®
&B
Marysville

This night we enjoyed

J.W.

JQ

We receive
Channel S

KPIX
on California's
most easterly
TV.

strongest now.
B. J. G.

Donner Summit

Carson City, Nev

Now television is
here to stay.
F.A.M.

o

Sacram

Reception is now
very strong
and clear,

JO

f. G. S.

We get your
station now better
than either
of the others.
C. & J. P.
no snow

what

wonderful . . . clear
you did but it's
as a bell.

Stockton
like we have

on other channels.
M. C.
\

Don'f know

Mrs. C. R. M.

\

Sonora

O
Old 0.5 MV/M Contour

Modesto
100% reception.
W.B.

New 0.5 MV/M Contour

As any eye can plainly see, KPIX
f last we really
tt TV.

is now getting out, not only better than
ever but better than other Northern California TVtransmission.

«. J. L M.
Santa Cruz _____

\
O Watsonville

Thus, the full geographical potential of

Gelling perfect
reception here from
your station.
K. C. S.

Northern California's great and swiftlyexpanding television market lies only
with..

TELEVISION
CHANNEL
SAN

FRANCISCO,

5

CALIFORNIA

. affiliatedwith CBS and DvMonl Television Networks. . . represented by the
Katz Agency
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Radio-promoted auto show
helps lich summer slump
Auto dealers whose sales slow down
in mid-summer can take a tip from
what C&G Motors in Emmaus, Penn.,
did to cure hot-weather slump.
Smack in the middle of July, C&G
This SPONSOR department features capsuled reports 01
Droadcast advertising significance culled from all segments of the
industry.
Contributions
are
welcomed.

TV plus merchandising triples beer sales
Take a schedule of major league
baseball telecasts, back it up with a
strong merchandising campaign, and
you've got the formula that enabled a
brewer to triple his sales in Chicago.
In April of this year, the Theo.
Hamm Brewing Co. of St. Paul, Minn.,
called a meeting of its Chicago distributors and its sales crew to reveal plans
and stir enthusiasm for a concentrated
sales drive in Chicago. Spearheading
this drive was Hamm's co-sponsorship
of exclusive baseball telecasts on WGNTV for both the Chicago major league
clubs — the White Sox and the Cubs.
This constituted the company's biggest
television venture to date. (It had
previously

used

a TV

sportscast

in

Stiktite signs and menu covers.
To give distinction and memorability to Hamm's commercials on the
sports telecasts, Harry Creighton.
WGN-TV announcer, wore a full-feathered Indian headdress as he delivered

Minnesota country where Hamm's is
made. The
bobbing
Indian
Chief's
bonnet
has since
become
a familiar
sight to Chicago
TV viewers.
Result of telecasts plus merchandising: a meteoric rise in Chicago sales
of 300%.
Hamm.

in

with

Hamm's

slogan

Houston and dramatic shows in the
Twin Cities.) Hamm officials, William
C. Figge, president; Odd Moe, sales
manager; Clyde Rapp, advertising director, and Jack Berno, assistant sales
manager, keyed the distributors and
salesmen to pre-sell old dealer outlets
and create new ones.
On the basis of the new TV sponsorship and with the aid of special
merchandising material, Hamm's distributors picked up hundreds of new
dealers, doubled Hamm's outlets.
They put a four-page sports tabloid
"Hamm's Baseball News Extra" in
taverns as giveaways to the customers.
They supplied dealers with back-ofthe-bar signs announcing the baseball
telecasts, fluorescent window signs,
wall frames with posters, wall displays,

50

WKAP

broadcast

drew

2,000

to

showroom

with annual sales at about

them of the "sky blue waters" theme.
"We wanted to find a distinctive methties

"The Big Show" — as the event was
some profits."

land
of the
waters"called
— which
is what
the sky
Siouxblue
Indians
the

among the nation's brewers, rose from
No. 16 since last year. The sales curve
started to take an upswing in 1949
with the addition of Moe, Rapp and
Berno to the staff — all men with strong
sales promotion and merchandising
backgrounds — and the introduction by

headdress

ing to Jack Gilboy, C&G manager, "a
week of selling that paid off in hand-

each spiel. The headdress tied in with
Hamm's theme — the beer "from the

J$l,150,000 and outlets in some 40
states, now holds the No. 14 spot

Indian

combined forces with WKAP, Allentown, to run a week-long auto-show
promotion. This resulted in, accord-

od of describing our product," Rapp
explains. Since then, the firm has
nearly tripled its ad expenditures, with
air media getting a good share of the
budget (see "Beer on the air," sponsor. 23 April 1951).
A nice chunk of the air allotment
goes for Edward R. Murrow radio
newscasts regionally (34 stations in
1951). Hamm has found that this
show, with its exclusive adult audience, packs such sales impact that they
record 50% more sales to listeners
than to non-listeners.
The Murrow slot is supplemented by
local radio time, predominantly sports
and newscasts, in numerous markets.
Hamm has also used Ziv's transcribed
Bold Venture in nine cities. Doublespreads in Look magazine, full-page
newspaper ads and outdoor boards
round out Hamm's other advertising
* * *
efforts.

called — was conceived by Max Cornfeld. president of C&G Motors, and 0.
R. Davies. WKAP manager. Taking
place in the C&G showrooms, it was
actually a salute to the progress of the
automobile industry, contrasted early
1900 models with sleek new '52 cars.
High spot of the week was a special hour-long WKAP broadcast direct
from the C&G showrooms, featuring
many of the station's top personalities ;
Marshall Cleaver, WKAP program director, acted as m.c. Over 2,000 persons came to see the broadcast; many
stayed to browse around — and buy the
22 cars mentioned above.
C&G Motors credits the station with
most of the success of the mid-summer
gimmick. Their regular schedule on
WKAP includes seven five-minute segments and one station break announcement daily.

WTVJ

* * *

uses quiz gimmick

to up audience for "Today"
One way to promote an audience for
an early morning TV show is to ask
questions about the show later in the
day — and offer valuable prizes for correct answers. This is precisely what
WTVJ, Miami, did to plug the 7:00
a.m. to 9:00 a.m. Garroway Today program— with gratifying results.
In a month-long promotion to make
SPONSOR

sure everyone was aware of its 7:00
a.m. wake-up time, WTVJ ran contests
on three afternoon programs. The m.c.
on each show would ask questions relating to that morning's Today program, such as: "This morning you saw
a woman attempting to swim from Catalina Island to the California mainland; what is her name?", or: "The
Garroway Today program this morning flashed the front page of one of
Miami's newspapers; what paper was
it?"
All viewers were invited to participate in the contests by writing in to
WTVJ giving name and phone number. All names were put into a giant
fishbowl from which each show's m.c.
picked to make his calls for the day.
Over 2,000 names had gone into the
fishbowl at the end of the first contest
week, with new ones arriving at the
rate of 300 daily.
Prizes of wrist watches, hosiery,
clothing, jewelry and other merchandise provided viewing incentive. * * *

Briefly . . .
Shirley Barbour, 19-year-old women's editor of KVOO, Tulsa, won the
title of "Miss Oklahoma" in July, will
go on to compete in the "Miss America" contest 1-7 September in Atlantic City, N. J. Shirley, firmly con-

How Desens Janesville Motors
Sells Fords, Used Cars, and Service
When Mr. C. A. Desens, President of Desens Janesville
Motors, started local sponsorship of the Fulton Lewis, Jr.
program on Radio Station WCLO (in Janesville, Wisconsin), he had tried "all different types of radio programs
and all different times." That was a year ago last September— and he has just renewed for another year. The
reason,
he puts it:
goesofbyour
thatcustomers
we don't
have a as
comment
from"Hardly
three aordayfour
about the Fulton Lewis news and our slogan 'Dicker with
But favorable comment isn't all that Desens Janesville
Motors
gets out of the program. With its large audience,
Desens'."
the program has clearly established its sales power for every department — from service, body shop, parts, new and
used cars and trucks. For example, Mr. Desens points out
that after one commercial devoted to the new Ford station
wagon, within the hour a listener bought one (at $2,500)
and three prospects were developed. A 1947 Hudson, advertised on the same program, was also sold.

Shirley Barbour of KVOO,

Miss America entry

vinced that she is "not the type" to win
a beauty crown, is still astonished. She
is currently working her way through
school (University of Oklahoma),
hopes to win a scholarship grant, one
of the top prizes in the Atlantic City
competition.
*
♦
*
A presentation directed to menswear
advertisers and their agencies designed
to show how spot television can do a
selling job for them has been issued
by the TV division of Edward Petry
& Company. The study ("New Style
and New Power for Menswear Pro(Please turn to page 76)
25 AUGUST
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Recently the middle commercial was used to advertise
porcelainizing, a new Desens service; listeners were asked
to phone the sponsor to make an appointment to have their
cars porcelainized. Result: facilities were booked solid
for the next four weeks.
The Fulton Lewis program is a Mutual Co-op Program
available for sale to local advertisers in individual cities at
low, pro-rated talent cost. Among
the 623 sponsors of the program
(on 370 Mutual stations), there
are 122 automotive sales and
service organizations. Since
there are more than 500 MBS
stations, there may be an opening in your locality. For a proved
and tested means of reaching
customers and prospects, check
your Mutual outlet — or the Cooperative Program Department,

Mutual Broadcasting System,

1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or
Tribune Tower, Chicago
11).

TAKE
WHEN AND
SEE!
In the Number 1 Test City

WHEN

TELEVISION

Provides the Number 1 Result

agency prof i/o

This test selected Syracuse for
a saturation role, and placed
90%

of its spots on Central

New York's most looked at
station . . . WHEN Television.
WHEN is not only a good testing ground.. . but will provide

FOR YOU

say "WHEN"
Represented Nationally
by the Katz Agency

CBS

ABC

DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

SYRACUSE

A MEREDITH
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STATION

Philip H. Cohen
Sullivan,

& radio-TV
dir.
Stauffer,V.p. Colwell
& Bayles

It was while working at the OWI in Washington with Don Stauffer
that Phil Cohen decided the commercial side of radio had more interesting possibilities than the educational end in which he had
been engaged before the war. He came back to New York City after
the war and went to work with Stauffer at Ruthrauff & Ryan.
When Don became a partner in the newly formed SSCB agency in
1946, Phil was picked to head up the agency's radio department.
Starting with two accounts, Noxzema and Smith Brothers, the
agency has grown steadily since then. Last year's radio-TV billings
ran in excess of $5,000,000 with network radio accounting for
$2,569,000 and network TV $2,070,000. As the figures indicate,
Phil and his cohorts at the agency have steered their clients on a
fairly cautious course in striking balance between radio and TV.
Says Phil, "We believe in making haste slowly. We like to see
just how good each medium is; what kind of a job it can do for the
product. If we can fit both radio and TV into the budget, fine and
dandy; otherwise we study the problem carefully before choosing
between them."
SSCB's top air spenders are: American Cigarette & Cigar Co. (Pall
Mall), Carter Products, Lever Brothers (Lifebuoy), Noxzema Chemical, Speidel Corp., and Whitehall Pharmacal Co. (BiSoDol).
Phil points out, "There are ways to economize in TV without
hurting the quality of the show. The average cost of a half-hour
dramatic show runs about $12,500; we bring in City Hospital, for
Carter Products, for just about half of that amount. Emphasis on
actors rather than elaborate sets makes this possible."
Phil's attention to economics rather than expensive props may
stem from his early training with the agency. When SSCB was
formed, it was impossible to get office space in New York. They
had to settle for a suite in the Hotel Marguery. Phil, as radio director, set up shop in the kitchen pantry.
He was born in Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, the son of an army
enlisted man. Until he got to Harvard
than a full year in any one school. He
educational aspects of radio and got
Foundation to study at the Library

in 1928 he hadn't spent more
later became interested in the
a grant from the Rockefeller
of Congress. From there, he

accepted a post with the OWI.
Phil makes his home in New York City with his wife and two
children, keeps trim by playing tennis and golf.

• • •
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What's New in Research?
Comparison of top JO program types shows comedy variety
replacing boxing as leading summertime fare
JULY

PINPOINT
YOUR
PERSISTENT
SALESMAN

PROGRAM

RANK

TYPES

Boxing
Comedy-Variety

AVG.

Comedy Situation
Drama-Mysteries
Feature Films
Westerns
Quiz-Aud. Partic.
Musical Variety
Wrestling

RATING

JULY

1951

RANK

AVG. RATING

4
1
3
6
2
5
8
9
127

12.6
15.2
14.8
11.1
14.9
12.3
10.3
10.2

19.1
18.4
15.4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Talent Competition

1952

15.4
14.8
11.1

9.8

9.5
9.5
9.1

11.1
9.7

(Source: Multipulse)

i UNDUPLICATED
! COVERAGE IN
J 225,000 HOMES
i WITH PERSISTENT

Comment:
Comedy variety shows, assuming that the quality is there
— and the quality of network variety shows this summer has been higher
than in previous years — can command as relatively strong an audience as
they do in the regular season. In July of tkis year the total quarter hours
of network time was 660, as compared to 592 quarter hours for July
1951, the '52 increase amounting to 11%.

| SELLING TO MORE
I THAN 675,000
1 PEOPLE . . .
I IN PROSPEROUS
1 SOUTHERN
! NEW ENGLAND

'National ratings top 10 programs
(Percentage

TRENDEX
1-7 Angus

In New

in program

TV

station

areas)

NIELSEN

RADIO

Rating

Rating

1952
29 June-5 July
Network

Rank

CBS

1

CBS

2

Network

Program

Godfrey's

2

Racket

3

Talent Scouts

25.2

CBS

3

5.4

CBS

4

The Hunter

24.7

CBS

4

5.3
5.4

5

Strike It Rich

CBS

5

Railroad Hour

CBS
ABC
NBC

CBS

6

B'way

Beat

5.0
5.2

NBC

7

Great Gildersleeve
Big Story

4.7
5.0

NBC

CBS

109

Dr.

4.6

CBS

4.5

CBS

Friends
Squad

7
6.

Gangbusters

8

What's

9
10

Television

reached

1

Pabst Bouts

Weed

homes

Program

Rank

Represented Nationally by

of

Big

My

Town

Suspense

34.3
27.5

24.7
23.2
21.4
20.9

8

Line?
19.9
18.9

CBS
CBS

You Bet Your Life

5.5

CBS

Godfrey's
The LineupScouts
Romance

Is My

Christian

Mr. & Mrs. North

NBC

NBC

England — Bertha Barman
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1970 DISPLAYS
IN 60 DAYS-moves merchandise
in Northern

Ohio

to Novtsk&vu, Ohio..

TtlekCMMK^wfy IN ACTION
Sales boosts reported: from 31% to 200% on products
ranging from soaps to cereals — from desserts and drinks
to dog food!
With MerCHAINdising you contract for WGAR's effective selling, plus tie-in displays in 197 outlets of two leading
national chains. It stimulates sales by powerful advertising;
clinches sales at point of purchase.
Learn what WGAR can do for you. Send for the new
MerCHAINdising plan book with all the answers.

RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST
ADVERTISING MEDIUM
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WGAR
EASTERN

Cleveland
OFFICE:

• 50,000 WATTS

665 FIFTH AVE., NEW

' CBS
YORK

CITY

Represented

Nationally by The Henry I. Christal Co.

In Canada by Radio Time Sales, Ltd., Toronto.
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unanswered in the minds of many admen, sponsor editors talked to several
leading media experts and research
executives of leading advertising agencies. Object: To find out what these
men still wanted to know about the

NBC'S RADIO "HOFSTRA"
(Continued from page 31)

•
(from a research official of Sherman
& Marquette)
• "How far can an advertiser go in
applying the results of NBC's 'Radio
Hofstra' to his network radio advertising throughout the U.S.?" (from N.
W. Ayer)

study. Then, a sponsor editor took
the compiled questions to NBC researchers Hugh Beville, Jr. and Dr.
Thomas E. Coffin, radio research man-

Realizing that the new NBC study
leaves even more questions than these

What these two network executives
who supervised and planned the study
revealed to sponsor should give many
an agencyman and advertiser a deeper
insight into the full meaning of the
NBC "Effective Selling Power" stud>.
In addition, their replies afford an interesting and valuable preview of more
research that's now on the way. Here,
terviewing:
then,
are the results of sponsor's in-

ager and creator of the "Hofstra technique/' and carefully noted the replies.
Q. Apart from "leaking up advertisers
to the values of radio," what does the
NBC "Radio Hofstra" mean to agencies and advertisers?

Doesn't
WREN
ey
Monk
Around

MERCHANDISING
GROCERY ITEMS
THRU

THE

FOOD

DEALERS'

ASSN.

If you're looking for a tried and true merchandising

plan

for grocery products — then let us tell you about WREN's
cooperative program with the Topeka FOOD DEALERS
ASSOCIATION. You get guaranteed point-of-purchase advertising .. . guaranteed product displays . . . guaranteed
customer
It's

a

reaction checks.

merchandising

* Guaranteed

plan

There's
that

Displays

no

really

hit-or-miss to it.
works.

* Point-of-Purchase

* Customer Reaction Surveys
Add a sound merchandising plan to WREN's big listenership (highest local ratings for four years running) and
you've got it — BEST
TERRITORY.

5,000

RADIO

BUY

IN THE

TOPEKA

TRADE

WATTS — ABC — TOPEKA

Beville: "What we have done so far
is to give advertisers and agencies the
first round of research findings in our
study. Enough, you might say, to whet
their appetites, and to make them
aware that radio can sell. We have
also explained our techniques at great
length to research executives.
"We do not pretend that our 'Effective Selling Power' study is a magic
formula to aid people in picking radio
over other media, or in selecting the
proper radio vehicle. However, our
study will continue to grow in importance, as more data is released and
supplementary studies are completed."
Q. What other factors do you plan to
cover in supplementary reports based
on the study?
Coffin: "There's quite a list of facts
we intend to sort out of our research.
During the next six months or so, we
will concentrate on such things as:
"1. Finding out what effect other
members of the family have on product
sales, since our initial report covers
only female heads of households.
"2. Discovering what percentage of
the total listeners to the programs covered in the study, as aired on NBC radio outlets in Fort Wayne and Davenport, are represented by the listeners
we interviewed. Then, we might determine time and talent costs for the area,
and measure them against these listeners to get information about the actual
advertising cost-per-customer sold by
radio. This will be one of our most
important areas of research.
"3. Checking more of the effects of
TV on radio, and of radio on TV. We

SEE WEED

& COMPANY

have discovered already some very interesting facts, such as the fact that in
some TV families the amount of product buying as a result of radio listen-
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KXL
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ing was higher than in non-TV families.
"4. We also want to sort out more
information relative to the volume of
product purchasing, both by female
family heads, and by other family
members, and weigh that against expenditures and other factors.
"Actually, we estimate that we've
gone about one-third of the way into
the ultimate amount of valuable research data that can be extracted from
the study. Don't forget that our study
involved over 1,000,000 questions in
more than 11,000 households in the
two cities. When the job's completed,
we think we'll have one of the most
outstanding pieces of research that has
ever been done to show the power of
an advertising medium."

knowledge and estimates of network
radio.
"The answer is 'no' in the sense of
projecting all the findings, a la Nielsen, and saying that 'this is precisely
true of the U. S.'
"When we were setting up our samples in Fort Wa)iie and Davenport with
the W. R. Simmons research firm, we
made them probability samples of the
local areas, not cross-sections of the
U. S. Therefore — although Davenport
and Fort Wayne are fairly representative communities, according to Sales
Management — our initial survey results cannot be stretched to include the
entire United States. And, since we're
getting our supplementary data from
the same field work, the subsequent
studies are also non-projectable in the
strictest sense."

Q. Can the NBC "Radio Hofstra" be
used, now or in the future, by advertisers on a projectable basis, so as to
evaluate network radio in the U. S.?
Coffin: "That calls for a 'yes and no'
answer. 'Yes' in the sense that the
ultimate results will have an important place in media decisions, and will
give advertisers a sort of research peg
around which they can build their own

Q. Since the study shows differing percentages of"Effective Selling Power"
{listener buying vs. non-listener in
matched samples) , does the study prove
anything about the effectiveness of one
form of radio over another?
Beville: "It's true that the programs
covered in our first report — such as
Stella Dallas, Dial Dave
Garrotvay,

1000 WATTS

Charleston's most far reaching
station
We celebrated a big birthday
here at WPAL.

this month

Emmett Lampkin's "In the Garden" is now
one-year old! But it's the biggest, healthiest,
one-year old baby you ever saw!
In twelve months it has grown to tremendous proportions. Probably the largest
single influence
in the negro
market
throughout these parts.
There are a few (a very few) availabilities left in "In the Garden" and its companion program "In the Garden VesIf you want real quick results, better buy
WPAL NOW to get the right spot for
the fall.
pers."

SZF&G&
of

CHARLESTON

Jill
ohn E. Pearson Co.,

KjfJ^ljJi

S.E.: Dora-Cloyton Agency

j?

Halls of Ivy, Hollywood Theater, News
of the World, and Mary Lee Taylor —
represent different types of programs
with
different
'E.S.P.'s.'percentages are
"But
the differing
not to be taken as a yardstick of program value, that is that dramas produce more sales than newscasts, or that
a serial drama does better than situation comedy. There are too many other
factors involved, particularly when it
comes to the efficiency and impact of
the commercials in these shows. It all
depends on how long the product has
been on the market, how saturated the
market is with the product, and on
many more variables."
Q. What about the effectiveness of
radio as against other media?
Beville: "Again, I can only say that
our study was not an attempt to put
all media on a common yardstick, nor
was it an attempt to weigh results in
radio vs. results from, say, newspapers.
"We show, in our first report, the
amount of time spent by the female
heads of households with the four major media. However,
that's primarily
an indication
of how extensive
is the
role that radio plays in the daily lives
of housewives, and how extensive is
listening over-all as compared to the
over-all attention paid other media.
What makes this important is the fact
that the combined areas have a TV
penetration of 45% and extensive TV
programing on Davenport's TV outlets
— yet radio still gets by far the most
attention.
"However, this is a broad concept,
and has nothing to do with the effectiveness or lack of effectiveness of advertising placed in these four media."
Q. Do you plan to make other studies
of a similar nature ivhich can be combined to form a "national" picture?
Coffin: "I can't give the final word
on this, but we do hope to have similar studies made in the future on an
area basis, which may yield figures
that will combine to be true of the
Li. S. There's a lot of work we'd have
to do in merely figuring out the method
to do this, let alone when and where
the studies would be done, and how
much they'd cost.

Q.

Was there any attention paid in the

survey to such factors as "out-of-home
SPONSOR
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Houston's First PULSE REPORT
(April -May 1952) Agrees With Years of
HOOPERATINGS to Prove . . .

KPRC is FIRST in the
South's FIRST MARKET!
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and TQN

on the Gulf Coast

Jack Harris, General Manager
Nationally Represented by EDWARD

PETRY

& CO,

radio listening" and "extra-set listenCoffin: "We did check into a lot
ofing?"
qualitative factors — age, income,
education, auto ownership, appliance
ownership, home ownership, etc. — in
order to set up our matched panels in
our 8,027 actual interviews. But. we
didn't get into the question of where
radio listening was done, since it would
have little bearing on the over-all outcome of the study. We were content
to establish, at this time, what effect
any listening to a particular show has

on the buying of a product that's advertised on the show."
Q. Do you plan to do a future analysis
of the Fort Wayne-Davenport data to
judge the selling power of TV among
viewers and non-viewers?
Coffin: "Yes, we do plan to run up
such a study. It will then be. in many
ways, similar to the Hofstra studies, and
we'll be able to draw many interesting
relationships between radio and TV in
Davenport, a video market, since the

Q. What reaction have you had at
^ BC from advertising research executivesstudy?
concerning the "Effective Selling
Power"
Beville: "We've had excellent reaction
so far, and a lot of compliments for the
accuracy of our methods. We went to
some extra trouble to make sure that
we explained our methods fully to research men before the stories broke in
the press, and before our sales force
starts using the results as ammunition

data is from the same field reports."
Q. Since spot radio and TV are primary forms of broadcast advertising,
radio.""influence considered in the
for their
was
making of the study?

f 0(/L%pm "*eof

Coffin:
difficult,
listeners
or saw

"Yes, indeed. It would be
if not impossible, to match
on whether or not they heard
20-second or one-minute announcements as part of our matching
procedures. However, where there was

anv sort of "recognizable" spot effort
— like a spot program — we matched
our groups on that as part of the supporting or competing air advertising.
"We feel, too. that the influence of
spot announcement campaigns in radio
is fairly evenly balanced between listeners and non-listeners to a network
program sponsored by the same advertiser who's using spot."
Q. How ivould you summarize NBC's
primary objectives in making the "Radio Hofstra" study?
Beville:
"Our
objectives are fairly
simple.

<2&

"Lately, our industry has been pieoccupied with the merits and demerits
of various rating services, and with
the various ratings themselves. This
has resulted in recent yoars in a general failure to appreciate the aspect of
radio which first brought the medium
into prominence and sustained its popularity with advertisers. By this I
mean the fact that radio sells merchandise.

"To what radio station does your family listen most?"
As part of an independent survey made by students at
North Dakota Agricultural College, this question was
asked of 3,969 farm families in 22 prosperous counties
within 90 miles of Fargo. 74.6% of the families named
WDAY; 4.4% said Station "B", 2.3% Station "C",
2.1% Station "D", and so on.
WDAY was a 17-to-l choice over the next station . . . a
iVi-to-1 favorite over all other stations combined!

"In the less complex advertising days
of the 1930s, radio's effective sales
power was in daily evidence. It needed
little research. In the intervening years,
and especially in the postwar period,
there's been a tendency to lose sight
of this factor. Since television has

In Fargo's home county, WDAY was the first choice of
87.2% of the families, as against 5.8% for Station "B".
Here WDAY was a 15-to-l choice over the next station
. . . a 6 x/i-to-l favorite over all other stations combined !
BMB figures, Hoopers and mail-order returns all tell
the same amazing story on WDAY and the rich Red
River Valley. Get all the facts. Write us direct, or ask
Free 8C Peters!
WDAY

•

NBC

•

970

KILOCYCLES

•

5000

come nessupon
the medium
scene, radio's
effectiveas a sales
has been
given
little attention.
WATTS

Free & Peterg , Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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"Our study was planned to overcome
this deficiency in radio research. We
don't claim to have the absolute meaSPONSOR

one low rate
"corners" this

ittte's the lush potential of "Personality's" half-millivolt area alonel
TOTAL POPULATION

992,994

Two power-pocked stotions to provide
a double "knockout" punch . . with FM
for good measure.

TOTAL FAMILIES

250,337

The best in ABC

POWER

IETAIL SALES

$543,571,000

OOD

$111,735,000

PROGRAMMING

and

CBS

network

radio, plus a local flavoring of programming and news.

SALES

3ENERAL MERCHANDISE
URNITURE AND
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
EFFECTIVE BUYING

SALES

$80,496,000

SALES

Source — U.S. Cemui

BECKLEY — 560KC

Publishing monthly audience-building
consumer magazines to help promote
your program and product.

$29,969,000

INCOME

CBS Radio Network Affiliate

PROMOTION

$965,894,000
and 8MB

Suryey,

EXPERIENCE

Operated jointly and staffed by competent, capable personnel who live . .
and love . . radio.

1950

if cosfs less when

J

you use "Personality"

• 1

j

1 •

1000 W DAY* 500 W NIGHT

WKNA
WKNA-FM
CHARLESTON — 950 KC
ABC Radio Network Affiliate
5000 W DAY* 1000 W NIGHT

Joe L. Smith, Jr., Incorporated • represented nationally by Weed

& Co.

sure of radio's sales effectiveness — but
we do feel that our current estimates
represent an advance over our own
and other studies of this subject." ***

OAKITE'S BATTLE
{Continued from page 37 I
participations in established programs
and nearly all are in the morning.
Here's the Oakite reasoning behind its
time buying approach :
• In buying participations. Oakite
stretches its advertising dollars I onestretches its advertising dollars. (Onethird of the budget for its household
< leaner goes into radio and TV ) .
• In buying morning shows, Oakite s
intent is to catch the housewife with
"reminder" messages before she puts
her shopping basket on her arm.
• In buying established programs,
Oakite is assured a loyal following
which will be exposed continually to
its advertising message.

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

MARKETS

ONE LOW
COMBINATION

RATE

• In seeking loyal following. Oakite
is tearing a page from its own sales
experience, for its home cleaner has
always had high brand loyalty. Oakite
always depends on its users to spread
the word around and is especially
aware that the passing of habits from
mother to daughter is a powerful selling factor where brand loyalty is high.
Another basic buying stratagem in
recent years has been to push Oakite
seasonally. The object is to reach the
housewife before and while she is in
the throes of spring and fall house
cleaning. Last year, for example, Oakite started out on radio with two New

Sales-winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally
include this pair of topproducing CBS Radio
Stations. Results prove
this! Write, wire or phone
our representatives now
for availabilities and
rates !

England stations, expanded this to a
national spot announcement campaign
covering 21 markets through 25 stations from April through July.
On TV the pattern was somewhat
similar. There were no video programs
used until May, when TV was employed
in four markets. The figure went to
six markets in June and then back to
two markets during the third quarter
of the year. For the fall cleaning season in '51, Oakite went into four TV
markets during the last quarter of th<j
year. Radio was used lightly in the
fourth quarter because, according to
one trade source, there was a lack of
money.

National Representatives

JOHN
62

BLAIR

&

CO.

This spring, Oakite's nine radio programs were concentrated in New England plus New York City and Phila-

delphia. This was supplemented by
TV in the latter two cities and Boston. Again. Oakite was mining for
sales where gold had previously been
panned in good quantity. In New
York Oakite messages went out via
Josephine McCarthy's cooking show
on WNBT plus Martha Deane and The
McCanns at Home on WOR. In Philadelphia. Oakite's vehicles were Creighton Stewarts For Women Only on
WCAU and Home Highlights (Aunt
Molly, Ed McMahon)
on WCAU-TV.
In New England. Oakite participated
in two programs on WEEI, Boston;
two on WTAG, Worcester; one on
WTIC, Hartford, and one on WGAN,
Portland. The lone video representation in the area was Shopping Vues
on WNAC-TV,
Boston.
It was these programs that Oakite
was talking about when it said this in
recent mailings to dealers:
"These programs were selected for
their punch and selling ability, for the
surety with which these stars reach
their listeners on the home ground, for
their talent in getting homemakers to
go out and purchase the products thev
talk about. They are going to talk
about Oakite, get people to buy Oakite.
It's up to you to put Oakite on the
shelves and displayed where shoppers
can reach out and say. 'That's it, that's
Oakite. that's the super cleaner I've
beenBut hearing
the real about'."
air advertising followup
comes for
viaitsOakite's
salesmenOakite
and
salesmen
food brokers.
considers its day-to-day plugging
among food stores a key operation.
The firm is a veteran in-fighter in the
contest for good shelf space — this being considered a critical factor in modern marketing because of the growth
of self-service stores.
Oakite's salesmen I there are about
125 of them) don't miss a bet when it
comes to scouring markets where the
product is well established. No believer in selective marketing distribution. Oakite has a fine-tooth-comb philosophy drubbed into its selling staff.
They dig into out-of-the-way areas
look for small independent stores, keep
in mind that big. nation brands often
overlook lower-income neighborhoods
with hole-in-the-wall grocery stores.
Does it pay off?
A recent survey by the New England
Newspaper Advertising Bureau found
that Oakite has 99% distribution in
that area, a distinction shared onlv bv

SPONSOR
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eight other nationally advertised grocery products. In Los Angeles the distribution figure has been running recently between 95 and 97%. Odier
well-saturated markets include Philadelphia, San Francisco, Baltimore and
Detroit.
Oakite's sales scouts talk radio and
TV with assurance. They are well
briefed on the subject. Frequent regional meetings as well as annual sales
conventions not only inform salesmen
about air programs and advertising
but bring radio and TV personalities
in to explain their particular method

of selling Oakite and what the listeners
and viewers say in the mail. This sort
of thing also adds a little pep to the
meeting and enables the salesman to
say to a customer later on: "You know,
I met this Josephine McCarthy gal recently, the one that sells Oakite on
Channel 4. Smart gal. Knows her
As a matter of fact, in recent months
business."
Oakite
salesmen have been doing a lot
of talking about WNBT, New York's
Miss McCarthy. On her 28 January
program Oakite made a free premium
offer of its silver cleaning plate, which

it has been offering for some years on
both radio and TV, usually with excellent results. The plate removes tarnish
from silver by electrolytic action when
it is used in a hot Oakite solution.
In a promotional piece proudly put
out later by WNBT, Frank A. Conolly,
manager of Oakite's Package Division,
relates in a letter to NBC Vice Presi-

dent Ted Cott: "We anticipated about
500 requests. Instead . . . hold vour
breath . . . approximately 18,000 worn-

"They say that 60 million people were
looking on at the political conventions,
and what 60 million people think is
hound to have a tremendous effect, not,
perhaps, on politics itself, but on the
way

politics

is run."
GERALD

W.

JOHNSON

*•••••**
en wrote in. It is my prediction that
when the final count is made, more
than 20,000 women will have written
us about this wonderful television

We

serve 400,000 loyal listeners in Negro, rural, industrial,
and four nationality groups.

Only the Gary Sales Plan sells
Indiana's second market.
Call us without obligation.

Gen. Mgr.-WWCA

show. And all this from one offer."
Conolly was right about the 20,000
figure and he was especially pleased
since he made the TV pitch himself
(see picture page 37 ) . This personal
touch was not unusual for Conolly,
who preaches the Oakite gospel with
the zeal and zest of an old-time circuit
rider. His appearances, which cover
radio, TV and any Oakite sales meeting worth mentioning, date back to
Oakite's early radio experiences when
everybody doubled in brass even to
the extent of a microphone stint.
Conolly's title means that he heads
up all operations involving Oakite's
packaged
cleaner,product.
which isThethe biggest
firm's
only
consumer
part of its business is the making and
selling of industrial cleaning materials,
where one of the best kinds of advertising is technical service. Oakite also
reaches industry through 130 trade
magazines.
No chair warmer, Conolly pushes
Oakite in person from Maine to California, which happen to be, incidental-

Gary2 In
eta's
rkan
No.
Madi

ly, two of Oakite's biggest consumer
markets. He is primarily a merchandising man, considers merchandising
the great coordinator of all the aspects of selling. ( In the Package Division other executives include Fred A.
Aston, sales manager, and Howard Anderson, advertising manager.)
To Conolly. merchandising is the art
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WE

BIT

THE

DUST

without tasting defeat

j£7^£^
jf~*\ NCE upon a time, back in Texas' Dirty
^-^ Thirties, when even the cattle mooed
indigo, a stranger stopped at a gasoline station in Dust Bowl country. While the old

in the Texas Panhandle — South Plains region
irrigate more than 5 million acres with approximately 17,000 shallow wells. The 1951
total gross cash farm income for the 78 coun-

attendant filled 'er up the stranger commented
about a cloud on the horizon which any native

ties in KGNC's 5-state listening area amounted
to $925,592,000— more than the total cash
farm income for 36 of the 48 states.

could have identified as dust. "Looks like
rain," he said. "Hope you're right,'' replied
the Texan. "Don't care so much for myself
as for my 19-year-old daughter. I've seen
rain."
Things are different now. Diversification,
irrigation, mechanization and improved farming methods have added new stamina to the
land. The spot once labeled dust bowl (folks
still tell the story of a prairie dog caught
digging a hole 500 feet above ground), is
now a major production center for the food
you eat and the clothes you wear. Farmers

KGNC

reaches farmers and ranchers with

programs specifically prepared for them. Of
the sixteen persons featured between 5:30 and
7:30 a.m., fourteen have farm or ranch background and know what they're talking about.
The
other
two are newsmen. They've seen
rain.

marillo

NBC AFFILIATE
710

KC

•

10,000

WATTS

•
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NATIONALLY

BY THE O. L. TAYLOR
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of tying up all the loose ends dangling
fiom the sales and advertising activities of a company. He considers the
raw material for merchandising as
something ever present, waiting to be
processed into a specific, dramatic effect that will eventually lead to sales.
It is also, he savs. the follow-through
at the point-of-sale after advertising
has done its job and its function is to
I 1 ) nlav up the product to the customers in the store through dump displays

preparations included a five-ton display of Oakite (no mean sales order)
and a throne for Santa.
Although Santa was to arrive in the
afternoon, children and their parents
began crowding the store in the morning. Schools were closed for the afternoon so that children could attend the
arrival of the helicopter.
When
the
"American radio protected throughout
the war such vital security matters as
the atomic bomb, radar, troop movements and many stories yet untold. All
of this was done with the voluntary cooperation of the industry using only the
Code as a guide. To the best of my
knowledge and belief, there never was
a serious security breach on the part
of American radio throughout the war."

and prime shelf positions. (2) dramatize the products advertising to retailers so thev will give it prime shelf
space and (3| follow up with special,
unusual promotions.
As an example of the latter. Conolly
tells of a recent merchandising event
he staged in which radio played a top
lole. The stunt was pegged on Santa
Claus (never underestimate Santa
Claus. Conolly warns I and was put
on for the benefit of the Big Bear Supermarket inCambridge. Mass. A helicopter was rented for Santa and suitably labeled "Oakite"s Santa."' A fewr
days in advance radio stations and
newspapers put out communiques preparing the kiddies for the great event.
On the day of arrival, a local radio
station ran hourh
bulletins.
Store

JOHN

E. FETZER,

Chairman

Television Code Review Board 1S.4RTH

helicopter finalK set down, it was estimated that 16.000 children were present to watch it. The
excite*/ children's
ment at the arrival
plus the giving
away of 1.000 lollypops and merchandise prizes practically wrecked the poor
guy with the white beard and red suit
despite police cordons. The promotion
would never have been such a success,
Conolly said, if it weren't for the "tre-

YOUR

CHAIN-BREAK'S
STRONGEST
LINK

Sri
Spotwhere
your heard
chainbreaks
by
a billion-dollar market.
WBNS reaches Central
Ohio's rich, 24-county area with
ll/4 million folks. WBNS holds
listeners with top CBS programming plus popular local shows,
which make up the 20 top-rated
programs. Your spot announcements are heard on WBNS radio!
RADIO
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JOHN

BLAIR
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5,000
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mendous" job radio has been doing.
This sort of hectic promotional device warms Conolly's heart and he also
knows, in the light of present-dav soap
competition, that it is one of the techniques needed to keep Oakite in the
public eye. Loyal as Oakite users may
be, they could easily be blinded bv the
bright flash of competitive advertising
if there were no protective measures
taken. Some sources in the soap trade
feel, as a matter of fact, it is important at present for Oakite to keep its
present users than to go after new customersConolly
.(
only lifts an eyebrow at this. I
One reason for this opinion might
be that Oakite is currently fighting a
battle on two fronts, possibly more.
Some idea of the nature of the terrain
and Oakite's enemies can be gotten bv
examining a recent consolidated survey made by newspapers in 15 markets
I though not particularly indicative of
Oakite's distribution I and covering 33
brands of laundry soaps and household
cleaners. In this survey Oakite's popularity was rated in four classifications:
(ll as a linoleum and tile floor cleaner. 2I 1 as a hardwood floor cleaner.
(3| as a water softener and (4) as a
painted wall and woodwork cleaner.
Under No. One, Oakite was rated
well in six markets — Fresno. Modesto.
Sacramento and San Jose, all Cal.;
Washington. D. C, and Portland. Me.
Standings ran from fourth to 16th
place. Soilax figured prominently as a
competitor but Spic and Span held first
place in all 15 markets.
Under No. Two, Oakite had recognition in three markets with standings
from sixth to 13th place. While Spic
and Span grabbed four first places, a
brace of regional brands under the
names Bruce and Bruce Cleaner jointly
won 10 first places.
In the water-Softener categor)
(which Oakite itself does not consider
important), Oakite rated well in three
markets and in none of them was below 6th place. First places were divided among such names as White King,
Climalene. Calgon and Rain Drops.
Oakite rated best in the category of
painted wall and woodwork cleaner.
Standings ranging from third to ninth
place turned up in the same six cities
mentioned for category No. One. As
in the linoleum and tile floor group.
Spic and Span copped all first places.
Here again Soilax figured prominently
as a competitor — but so did Tide.
P&C's heavy-duty detergent.
SPONSOR

NORTH

CAROLINA

is

the Smith's No. 1 STATE

North Carolina's
NumberONE SAUSMAN
North Carolina rates more firsts in
recognized market surveys than any
other Southern state. More North
Carolinians, according to BMB
study, listen to WPTF than to any
other station.
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cash in on the big consumer rush to

(Oakite's consumer analysts aren"t
very impressed by this survey. They

the soapless soaps. For a while Oakite used the term "the modern detergent" in its advertising and on its packages. Semantically, it was on firm
ground for anything that cleans is a
detergent. However, as an Oakite

point out that some of the cleaner's
best markets aren't included and question the accuracy of the markets that
are. While they won't specify publicly
which ones they are talking about, Oakite people claim there are quite a few
markets where Oakite is first or second
in sales in its own category.)
The flank attack on the household
cleaners by detergents like Tide is a
problem faced by most conventional

spokesman said later, "It turned out
to be too confusing and we decided
to drop the term." It seems that too
many different kinds of products were
using the word.
While the new synthetic detergents
continue trying to spread out in terms
of product uses, Oakite is determined

soaps. One of Oakite's first reactions
was to do some line-crossing itself and

vey as well as Oakite's own consumer
analyses have shown clearly that housewives buy Oakite primarily for cleaning walls, floors and woodwork. And
that is what Oakite's air and print advertising now stresses.
It is in its own niche, however, that
Oakite faces its toughest competition.
According to some experts, Oakite is in
third place in its field as far as sales
go. behind Soilax (which has been doing pretty well recently) and Spic and
Span (which is far in the lead I . This
is disputed by Oakite. which lays claim
itself to second place with Soilax close
behind it.
Whatever the actual standings are,
when P&G bet a large stack of chips
on Spic and Span it offered both a
threat and an opportunity to other
brands. The opportunity lay in the
expanded market created by thousands
of Spic and Span sales messages in
network radio and TV, in newspapers
and national magazines. Seasoned in
the arts of advertising and selling.
Oakite was able to take advantage of
the new interest aroused by a competitor in household cleaners and earn a
chunk
of slip
the market
it might otherwise
have let
by.

f THIS RICH MARKET
Radio delivers MORE

at present to strongly defend its home
ground and counterattack at its strong
points. The previously mentioned sur-

Conolly gives radio and TV a resounding pat on the back for its part
in this sector of the battle and credits
Oakite's familiarity with the two media
as an important factor. This familiarity comes not only from 23 years on
radio but experience with almost every
kind of program. The gamut of Oakite
sponsorship has included poetry readings, chamber music, news programs,
popular music (including Conolly on
the ukelele during the early days on

sets-in-use in the South

Bend market than before TV! . . . Hooper Serveys for Oct. -Nov. 1951 compared with Oct.Nov. 1945 prove it. Morning up 6.8, afternoon
up 8.0 and evening up 4.4. Television is still
insignificant here because no consistently sat-

WABC, New
nouncements.

isfactory TV signal reaches South Bend. Don't
sell this rich market short. Wrap it up with
WSBT radio.

York), drama and an-

Oakite first tried TV in 1950 when
it sponsored The Big Idea on WCAUTV, Philadelphia, for 26 weeks. The

30

Years

on

the Air

with amprogram
ateurpresented
inventors andinterviews
the first offer of
the silver cleaning plate pulled in 6.000
letters. It was being considered as an
East Coast network showcase for Oakite (such a network was possible at
that time) but the cost was too high.

5000
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TV gave Oakite a chance to humanize its "Oakey Oakite" character, who
can be roughly compared with Philip
Morris' "Johnny." Oakey was introduced back in 1937 as the little sailorboy who keeps everything ship-shape
SPONSOR

"Take a memo— 'Some

interesting
facts about RADIO in LOUISVILLE'"

1

There are 690,140 radio sets within 60 miles of Louisville an average of 2.4 sets per family. 69% of these families have radio sets
in their living rooms ... 47% have sets in bedrooms . . .
40% in kitchens . . . 7% in dining rooms!

2

In the WAVE area, people spend 5,141,760 home hours
per week listening to radio. They spend 1,050,000 hours
per week listening to car radios.

3

On WAVE

radio, 37^ will deliver 1000 sales impressions!

1000 television impressions ivould cost you $2.02 — 1000 by newspaper
ivould cost you $10.25/
Enough said? Check with Free & Peters for availabilities!
Facts above are from scientific, authoritative survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper {bead of the
Psychological Services Center, University of Louisville)
in WA VE area, March, 1932.
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and appears on all packages of Oakite.
TV also gave Oakite and its agency

PAUL

an opportunity to test its "demonstration" theories of advertising for they
feel that showing a soap at work is the
best kind of advertising. There are
indications that Oakite is cutting its
newspaper advertising to throw more
money into TV. Newspaper money
spent by Oakite. according to ANPA
figures, dropped from $219,000 in
1948 to $177,000 in 1951. While Oak-

BERLIN
on

"Dinner
5:30-5:45

ite isn't talking, there is a feeling in
the trade that Oakite will go in heavily for TV in the fall.

Dare"

P.M.
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3-1
2.9
2.5
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"C"
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Sta.

"D"

Ind.

Sta.

"A"

Ind.

Sta.

"B"

Ind.

"C"
Sta.
April,
1952

0.0
0.2
0.6
Hooper

TOP
BUY

Program buying at the agency is under the wing of Thomas Young, who
follows strategy decisions reached by
Conolly. Walter B. Geohegan. account
executive, and Oakite's brass: John
Carter, president: D. S. Ball, vice president and son of the founder; H. L.
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prospective customer to use is horrified, disgusted and repelled. I daresay
even the most masculine male feels that
there is something unsanitary a»id
downright vulgar about this — almost
as bad as using someone else's toothAnother commercial, using a husband and wife team, gets across the
gospel that the shaver can be used anywhere there's an electric outlet I freeing the bathroom for wifie). Scenes
of brush."
the inspection department of the
Schick factory project the sales point
that the shaver is not a toy or gadget,
but a precision instrument that is "better built for closer shaves." A pair of
women shoppers gets the gift pitch
from a department store sales clerk
who talks as if he had read Fortune s
recent series on hard selling.
The company told SPONSOR that its

Gray, vice president, and James Beckett, treasurer.
Buying is no simple matter. It can
be gathered from what has been written that Oakite does quite a bit of hopping around in radio and TV. The
soap business itself keeps the firm hopping. So far, they have been hopping
• • •
into the right places.

most potent sales tool has been a 10day no risk trial offer. Pnder this deal
anyone can purchase any model Schick.
try it for 10 days on a condition-free,
money-back guarantee. Dealers report
returns of only 1 to 2% , usually by

SCHICK'S SALES CURVE

people who use the shaver incorrectlv .
Proper demonstration often overcomes
the returnee's objections.
Here, again, TV has played an im-

{Continued from page 29 t
Gene Bassin acls as production assistant. All but two of the films feature

COST PER WEEK

to this effect: "Every woman (not the
market, I realize) and most men who
see this copy in which the salesman
uses the shaver and then hands it to the

the Schick "20"" model, a two-head
shaver with a rotary motor, whose design won Carl Otto the Industrial Designers" Institute Award.
The scene for one commercial is a
Pullman washroom. At one sink a man
is slopping lather all over himself and
lurching with the movement of the
train. Enter a Schick user who nonchalantly plugs in his shaver, quickly
runs it over his face while his companion struggles with the lather shave.
The Schickster overcomes his companion's "can't get a close shave" objections by wiping the lather off his
face, giving him a quick going over
with the Schick. Cut back to Jim Nolan who pounds across the points illustrated: The Schick "20'' gives a
fast, close shave with no fuss, muss
or bother. A drawback to this strategy
was pointed out in the 28 July issue
of sponsor by Bob Foreman who commented on the Schick TV commercials

Sales
who didn't
know howportanttorole.use
the clerks
instrument
themselves have learned by watching the TV
commercials, now show the customer
how to hold the shaver flat against the
face rather than at the angle they have
been accustomed to using with blades.
In an all-out effort to promote fall
sales, before the Christmas rush starts.
Schick will spend a total of $1,000,000
on all media during the period of 15
September to 30 October. In addition
to Gleason and the crime show, Schick
has scheduled eight full-color ads in
magazines, six 1.000-line newspaper
ads in 22 non-TV cities. The newspapers are being used to overcome the
laments of dealers in video-less areas
that Schick was concentrating too much
attention on TV.
To get all the dealers behind the big
push. Schick is giving the retailer one
dollar to be used for newspaper advertising for each shaver he orders I in
lots of six. any model I . This is not
co-op because the dealer docs not have
to match the dollar.
On

top

of

Schick's

big

fir*!

half
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Beats all how fast
them grow!
On September 3, 1951, Royal-BarryCarter Mills, manufacturers of
Martha White Flour, launched a
new product, Martha White Coffee.
Since WSM and WSM
talent have played such
nal role in the success
White Flour, 95% of
budget (which was the
of the total budget) was
the Central South's boss

folk music
Martha
aofphenomethe radio
lion's share
allocated to
salesmaker.

Wise decision? Well — Martha
White Coffee — "a man's coffee" —
already has distribution in four
states, and the upward sales curve
keeps getting steeper all the time.
If you have a new product you want
started right, or an old one that
needs building up, better see what
folk music salesmanship WSM-style
can do, Irving Waugh or any Petry
Man can supply case histories that
will make even a cost accountant
look happy.

IRVING WAUGH

Commercial

Manager

• EDWARD

PETRY & CO. National Represeniative

WSM

Nashvilk

Clear Channel
50,000 Waits
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year, this push and the Christmas drive
should boost sales well over the $10,454,899 they rang up last year.
The sales picture was not always so
rosy. In 1930, only one man in some
30,000,000 who shaved used an electric shaver. He was Col. Jacob Schick,
who had just produced the first commercial electric shaver after many years
of development. In 1937, a patent decision was ruled against Schick and
more than 40 manufacturers jumped
in. Inferior shavers poisoned a lot of
people on electric shavers.
Shortly thereafter, according to Kud-

ner, it was proved that the court decision against Schick was caused by
bribery and the ruling was reversed.
This is said to have knocked out most
of the small competitors.
By 1940, about 5% of the 43,000.000 men who shaved were using an
electric shaver at least part ol the
time. There were almost 11,000,000
shavers in use by 1950. Today the
figure exceeds 12.000,000 and the proportion of users to non-users is climbing rapidly.
Part of the strategy behind Schick's
type of TV programing is their desire

to cash in on the youth market. About
a million and a half boys become
beard-conscious every year and it is
estimated that more than one-third of
them start with electric shavers. This
"fuzz-market" also figured heavily in
Schick's introduction of a single-head
"New Colonel" model priced at $19.95
as opposed to the price tag of $24.50
for the 20th anniversary model.

"It is the concept of 'saturation advertising' which has been responsible
for the great increase in million dollar
and 10 million dollar advertising appropriations. Itis this test which has been
responsible for the great growth of national spot advertising, and which national spot has helped to make possible.'?

•

T. F. FLANAGAN, Man. Dir.
National Association of Radio &
TV Station Representatives

•*••**•

The heavy emphasis placed on the
most expensive model (onlv two of
the 14 TV commercials feature the
"New Colonel") is reflected in a breakdown of the sales figures. The "20"
accounts for 70% of sales, the "New
Colonel" for 20%, and an older model,
two-headed but built upright rather
than hand-shaped,
garners but 10%.
Keen competition characterizes the
electric shaver field. Because Remington and Sunbeam report their shaver
sales figures lumped in with their other
products and Schick combines their
sales and service income, an accurate
estimate is difficult. However, Schick
points to a newspaper customer preference survey of 22 markets which indicates substantial leadership in those
markets. The company feels secure in
its claim that there have been more
Schicks sold than any other brand;

Only ONE Station DOMINATES
THIS RICH, CROWING

15-COUNTY

MARKET

WITH

ing Schick's long-term claim, has a report made by a Buffalo certified public
accountant to whom it opened its

AUTOMOTIVE
SALES
OF of$113,343,000*
Sales Management
1952 Survey
Buying Power

books. Comparing the official Remington shaver sales figures against

*ffie y(ntOH^'£eHZ*k^
£utZt0*t
AM FM
WINSTON-SALEM
NBC Affiliate
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this on the basis of having been in business longer than their competitors.
Remington-Rand, while not disput-

Schick's published financial reports,
the accountant came to the conclusion
that, with the exception of one war
vear. Remington has outsold Schick
for the past 10 vears, often by a wide
margin. A Reminglon-Rand executive
told sponsor: "Don't get the idea that
we're trying to make liars out of the
Schick people. The studv was made to
back up our advertising claims. We're
not worrying about competition from
SPONSOR

*

VKDKA far outpulled
the other stations
on our schedule

on a cost per inquiry
basis'

James L. Tabor
Simonds, Payson Company, Inc.
Portland, Maine

From Maine to California— literally!— advertisers have found that they can count
on KDKA to produce profitable orders at minimum cost.
A recent letter from Maine agencyman

James L. Tabor illustrates the point.

"I want you to know," he writes, "how completely satisfied we are with your
station. From our initial inquiry on availabilities and coverage through to the
completion of the campaign

and our request for a test cut, we have had the

best possible co-operation. Best of all, KDKA

far outpulled the other nine stations

on our schedule on a cost per inquiry basis."
No other medium

even begins to match KDKA

for coverage of more than

100 busy counties in Pennsylvania, Ohio and West

Virginia. Whether

schedule calls for ten stations or a hundred stations, KDKA
For details, check KDKA

your

should lead the list!

or Free & Peters.

KDKA
WESTINGHOUSE

PITTSBURGH
50,000 WATTS
RADIO

NBC AFFILIATE

STATIONS

Inc

WBZ • WBZ A * WOWO • KEX • KYW • KDKA • WBZ-T V
National
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WSYR's Local
Radio Sales
UP 39%
For the period ending April 30,
WSYR's local radio sales were
39% ahead of 1951. The local
advertisers responsible for this
increase are in the best position
to test the effectiveness of all media. They know which advertising
keeps the cash registers ringing.

One Important Reason . . .

In

Syracuse

TV Supplements
Radio
—Has

Not

Replaced

It

Even though Syracuse is a twoTV-station city — even though
71% of the homes in the Syracuse area have TV sets — radio in
Syracuse is very much alive and
kicking. Two separate surveys of
television homes show 2.4 radios
per TV home, with 61 radio receivers purchased after the homes
had TV. Combined radio-listening and TV-viewing in these
homes total an average of 7.59
hours a day. Compared with nonTV homes —

Radio Listening
In TV

Average
homes

In non-TV

Hours per Day
3.07
hours

homes

....

4.52

hours

National
Sp ot
Advertisers

TAKE NOTE!
Write,

Wire,

or

Headley-Reed

Ash

Phone

ACUSE
570 KC
NBC

Affiliate
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Complete
in

Central

Broadcast
New

York

Schick — the way we look at it, our big
competitor is Gillette and the other
safety razor makers."
Sunbeam's Shavemaster. from all
available data, is running a distant

third.

Remington's forte seems to be promoting newer, bigger and more bultilieaded models constantly. Their best
sellers have been the "Foursome and
the current "Sixsome." a three-headed,
six shaving-edged model. Their "more
the merrier" sales approach is carried
to the public almost exclusively via
printed media, with the exception of
some TV announcements on a co-op
basis with local dealers in the credit
jewelry store category.
Principal outlets for all brands of
shavers are, in order ( 1 I department
stores. (2) credit jewelry dealers, (3)
drug stores, (4) electric appliance
shops and (5) men's haberdashers.
The "Big Three" each face much the
same sales problem: first, selling the
public on the convenience and efficacy
of electric shavers per se; second, individual brand promotion. Once they
swing a customer over to electric shaving he usually stays sold on the method. Probably 50% of the current buyers are repeat customers, with many
men shifting the older model to their
office desk and keeping the new shaver
at home.
In order to be sure that their customers don't get out of the powered
shaving habit. Schick places heavy emphasis upon their service facilities. A
wholly owned subsidiary. Schick Service, Inc., operates 57 service shops in
the U. S. and Canada. Repair fees are
held to a minimum and prompt service

Prior to becoming Schick's president, Chester Gifford moved up the
ranks from Middle Western regional
sales manager, to full responsibility for
all Schick service station operations
in the Middle West and West. Returning from military service, he was Eastern regional manager for Schick. To
get over the hurdle of being the "kid
brother" of the then president, Chester
struck out in a different direction. He
did such a good job for Swank jewelry
products that he was upped to v.p.
and general sales manager of that company. Covered with glory, he returned
to Schick as executive v.p., was elected
president in April 1952. It is he who
is, in a large part, responsible for the
aggressiveness of Schick's merchandisIt ing
waspolicies.
in November 1950 that Schick
stock was first offered on the New York
Curb Fxchange. Previously tightly
held by the Schick family, 243,000
shares of the 600,000 shares of common stock outstanding (there are 1,000,000 authorized) were offered to
the public and quickly snapped up. but
the family retained control.
The current and upcoming TV campaigns exemplify Schick's aggressive
approach, although this is not the company's first use of the medium. When
BBDO had the account in 1949, a oneminute filmed announcement series was
used for a while in 42 markets. BBDO
also placed a spot radio campaign for
them which pulled well enough but

is stressed. Says Sales Promotion Man-

couldn't compete with the demonstration qualities of the TV announcements. Because they had no new model to push. BBDO took the Schick ads
out of the four-color pages, spread the
savings over other media including

ager Dick whacks
Douglas.his"I shaver
don't care
customer
with ifana
ax, within 20 minutes after walking

youth-appeal
magazines.
When Kudner got the account back

into one of our service shops he'll be
on his way with a perfectly repaired
instrument.

the following year, the full-color ads
were used again to promote the new
20th anniversary model. The stepped-

There's a company rule that on mail
order servicing no shaver can stay in
the shop more than 24 hours. Military
personnel get all repairs free and their
rejuvenated shavers are airmailed back
to them. Wrote one G.I. in Korea who
had sent his shaver to San Francisco
for repairs, "If my wife gave me as
prompt attention as you people. I'd
sure
be aoflotthehappier."
Some
TV commercials were
prepared so as to permit live, local
cut-ins for giving addresses of Schick
Service Centers.

up use figures.
of TV bodes
for Douglas,
Schick's
sales
Says well
Dick
"We've got a top-notch product to
demonstrate. It gives a faster, cleaner
shave and you couldn't cut yourself
with a Schick '20' if you shoved it
down
throat!
Onlyyour
possible
fly" in their TV plans
is the difficulty CBS TV is experiencing in clearing time for the Gleason
show. Bucking AM Star Revue on
Saturdav night makes the goal of 42
stations a rugged one. Cleared so far
are 24 live outlets, seven for kine. ***
SPONSOR

Someone's in the kitchen with Skinner, . .
AND "someone" is a TV army of home-makers who
-t\ have boosted WPTZ's program "Let Skinner Do It"
to a 7.8 ARB— the highest kitchen show rating in
Philadelphia.
At 9 A.M. every weekday, George Skinner sits down in
his TV kitchen, brews himself a pot of coffee and makes

Field's on the day of the annual Penn-Cornell football
classic.
Advertisers of home products can buy a full minute of
live demonstration on this program for only $135 (one
time rate). And this includes commercials by Skinner—
whose persuasive voice you've heard time and again on
We the People, Camel Newsreel, Today, and doing the
Fab commercials on The Big Payoff, Strike It Rich and
The Comedy Hour.

like a next door neighbor. He tells Mom what's new— in
roses, in food and grocery items, in headlines or human
interest happenings. He plays music— a "Memory Tune,"
a "Hymn of the Day."
Working with George is his fabulous "Mechanical
Man," whose merchandising possibilities have fascinated
advertisers . . . and whose shenanigans have helped give
Skinner a bigger audience every week day than Franklin

PHILADELPHIA
MORE

As for results, well WPTZ, Philadelphia's food station,
has a happy reputation for sales surprises. Phone LOcust
4-5500, or your nearest NBC Spot Sales representative
and let's talk about your product or your client. You may
be amazed, too.

WATCHES

WPTZ

THAN ANY OTHER TV STATION*
*Per ARB for entire year 1931.

WPTZ

NBC

— Philadelphia

TV. AFFILIATE

1600 Architects Building, Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania
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ROUNDUP
(Continued from page 51)
motion" I analyzes current market conditions in styled menswear, documents
the advantages of spot TV for apparel
advertisers with unique distribution,
budget and selling problems. It points
out how spot TV advertising can be
merchandised at the retail level, includes success stories of spot TV menswear advertisers; also time and talent
costs in the 62 U. S. TV markets.
*
*
•»
Mobile. Ala., reports a noncompetitive sponsor tie-in that paid off
for both advertisers. On a late d.j.

oi-the-moment offer to listeners. The
offer: a banana split to all those who
drove out to Johnston's Ice Cream
Drive-In ( an earlier segment sponsor )
and quoted the jeweler's slogan to the
car-hop: "If it comes from Gabriel's,
it's good!" Starting 10 minutes later.
Johnston's dished up more than 100
splits to Gabriel-spurred customers before closing at midnight. Both sponsors gained: Johnston's, extra business
(Gabriel's picked up the tab I ; Gabriel's, good will, a way-paver for extra business.

WABB,

show. Buck's Back Room, Gabriel's
jewelry store made an 11:15 p.m. spur-

WCUE, Akron, is offering a cash
reward of $1,000 to the first person
who brings in a piece of bona-fide "flying saucer" to the station. Tim Elliott,
president-general manager of the station, explains: "As a public service,
WCUE wants to either prove or disprove the myriad "Flying Saucer" stories currently circulating." Dr. R. E.
Thackeray, chairman of the Physics
Department of Akron University, will
head a "screening" committee of scientists and authorities to determine the
authenticity of the materials submitted.
Materials certified by Thackeray as
probably being part of a saucer, will
be referred to the CAA and/or the
U. S. Air Force for final determination.

Watch that
"Follow-thru"
Even Bismarck knows that no
motter how much power you
put
into yourthat
swing,
it's theIf
follow-thru
counts.
you're interested in the rich
Midwest market, KFYR, with
the nation's largest area coverage, is"must" on your media
list — gives your advertising
dollar a pre-war stretch in
this wealthy,
rural
market.

The flexibility and immediacy of
broadcast media have long proven invaluable inemergencies. When the big
strike at the GE Jet Engine plant in
Cincinnati was settled on the afternoon of 24 June, workers had to be
called back at once so that production
of critically needed jet engines could
start again without delay. The GE
Jet plant personnel office and the Ralph
H. Jones Company agency called on
WLW and WLW-TV to get out the
word. At 6:30 p.m. that evening, both

changing copy about forthcoming attractions on the station in moving letters three feet high, presents the correct time. The sign was designed by
William Golden, creative director.
CBS TV Advertising and Sales Promotion, and was installed by Douglas

Leigh, Inc.

* * *

MEN, MONEY

(Continued from page 6)

He conceded that All-Guts was
only one, and by no means the
most successful, of some two dozen
new magazines catering to the returned
G.I.'s who had had their taste of adventure and travel and bone-breaking
judo. He admitted the yarns in AllGuts were unmitigated escapism. His
heroes had no bothersome problems
with withholding taxes versus takehome pay, no concern with time payments on cars or home mortgages.
They didn't have to, and frequently
did not, shave. In these pages they
were free to roam, in imagination, far
from budget and spouse and cretonnecurtained house.

KFMB
SAN

DIEGO'S

TV STATION
4i**UUto, CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET

stations launched a bring-'em-back-towork campaign, telling the workers the
strike was over and instructing them
to report for their regular shift. Result: Production lines were in action
at the first shift the next day, helping
to resume the flow of vital equipment
to the Armed Forces in Korea.

Wise Buyers Buy

KFMB -TV, AM
Its second giant billboard spectacu5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair

lar in New York City was "unveiled"
on 30 July by WCBS-TV. Glowing at
50th Street and Avenue of the Americas, the illuminated billboard features

TV - CHANNEL

KFMB

- S,

AM

- SSO K. C.

• 5th and Ash, San Diego I, Calif.
Represented by
The Branham Co.
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The editor shot the blade of a big
hunter's knife and carved himself a
chew of tobacco. "We take the boys
into open untamed country, far from
the tracks of the Santa Fe and the
Union Pacific and dining car menus
printed in French. In All-Guts there
is no sophistication, no feminine subversion of masculinity. Marriage is

the July issue of

^Jne ^Jelevl&lon

Audience of ^Jodau

covered the subject

never mentioned."

"But." said the radio-TV man, "your
heroes don't seem to have much hu-

UU

(cy/f/iV

and

[-/^anel-\s(uiz

f^roarams

the following programs are

The editor struck the wastebasket
mor.'"
(an old Indian canoe) at 20 paces.

analyzed

in

this

report:

"Not a trace," he said, "not a trace.
And music leaves them cold. Politics
never enters their heads. The United
Nations doesn't exist."
"And what about radio or televi-

QUIZ

sion?" asked the reporter.
"We won't allow either word to be
mentioned in All-Guts. Why radio and

Away You Go

Down you Go

Beat The Clock

Information Please

Big Payoff (Day)

It's News to Me

Big Payoff (Night)

I've Got a Secret

Break the Bank

Pantomime

Chance of a Lifetime

Quick on the Draw

Midway

Quiz Kids

TV are popular with women ! They're
feminized!"

*

*

*

"One final question," said the reporter. "How much advertising is carried by All-Guts magazine?"
"None," said the editor. "But we
got a campaign on for women readers!" • • •

POST CARD

PANEL-QUIZ

Quiz

RESEARCH

{Continued from page 39)

Strike it Rich (Day)

The Name's the Same

the technique just as it was developed

Strike it Rich (Night)

Twenty Questions

Stop The Music

What's My Line

What's My Name
Winner Take All

What's The Story

or with any modifications."
What kind of tests did True give his
post card technique?
There were four tests, two in which
the cards were mailed out to respondents, two in which they were approached personally and asked to participate. In all, 5,050 cards were distributed and reactions to four separate
airings of two network TV shows were
gathered {Colgate Comedy Hour and
Red Skelton ) .

You Bet Your Life

This report is now available.

Here's a brief rundown of the way
True conducted his tests and the results. It's intended not as a complete
research man's report but rather as
guidance for agencies, clients or stations interested in trying the technique
themselves.
Test 1 — On Thursday before the
Sunday when the shows under study
were aired (25 October) 100 double
post cards were mailed to TV owners
25 AUGUST
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Same old story
in Rochester . . .

asked to have their parents fill out the
card while watching either or both 18
November programs. The students
were further requested to drop the

with 10 letters of the alphabet. Returns were 10' r for Colgate Comedy
Hour, 15' % for Red Skelton.
The percentage of return in all cases
was calculated by applying the rating
for the program against the number of
post cards distributed to get the number of recipients ol the post cards who
could logically be expected to tune
into the program. The actual number
ol cards returned was then applied
against this figure to determine the

cards in the mail. Returns were 40' i
for both programs, the highest figure
achieved in the series of tests. I The
actual number of cards returned was

WHEC WAY
OUT AHEAD!

percentage returned.
Here's an example. Comedy Hour
had a 48.4 Nielsen for 28 October.

Consistent
audience
leader since 1943.

Thus there were 48 potential viewers
out of the sample of 100. Eight card*
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in Chicago. List was compiled from
subscribers of TV Forecast, a fan magazine, by selecting at random the first
10 subscribers whose names began

W. Va.

were actually returned giving a 10',
return.
Conclusions Test 1 : Returns were
deemed low. The lack of crystal clear
instructions to respondents seemed to
be at fault. True modified his original
instructions on the basis of this and
subsequent tests. The copy he settled
on as most explicit is reproduced on
page 38. You can modify it further to
suit individual needs.
Test 2 — Again cards were mailed
on a Thursday for the Sunday programs41 November I. There were 450
on the mailing list with 125 sent to TV
Forecast subscribers and 325 to names
selected at random from the Evanston,
III., phone book. I Returns were not
tabulated separately but researchers
interested in studying the technique
further could make their own analyses
of split-run results. ) The date on the
questionnaire was left blank and filled
in by hand in green ink. True suggests
il might be cheaper to use this system
than to have to print cards separately
for each week a show is tested. Returns were 22% for Colgate, 20' A for
Red Skelton. This increase of approximately 5''( above Test 1 is attributable
le the above-mentioned improvement
of instructions.
Test 3 — A total of 500 cards were
distributed personally on Thursday
(for the Sunday. 18 November programs). True handed 275 cards to
children in the TV lunch room of Evanston Township High School: 225
cards were given to students of the
fourth through I2lh grades of St.
Man's School in Evanston. Only children who said they had a TV set at
home were given cards and the\ were

87 for Colgate, 96 for Skelton. i
Conclusions Test 3: The percentage
of returns was large enough for True
to conclude the\ were ""a sound indication of the feasibility of the score card
method." Since returns were largest
with this method of distribution, it
would appear that distribution of cards
through schools or other institutions is
one of the most effective ways of
achieving good response. However, as
will be detailed later. True suggests
that further tests be conducted with
other means of distribution.
Test 4 — On Thursday 1 May and
Saturday 3 May 4,000 cards were
handed out personally in the Chicago
area for use by viewers in rating the
4 May programs. The distribution was
split 50-50 between the days. People
approached were asked if they owned
a TV set. If the answer was yes, thev
were offered a card with these words:
"Would you help us plan better TV
programs for your viewing by filling
out this Score Card this Sunday night
and mail it in? Thank you." Cards
distributed on Saturday were marked
with a small black line to differentiate
them from Thursday cards. Returns
were 13% for Colgate, 8r/t for Skellon. Of the returns 41% were from
the cards distributed on Thursdav.
599? from Saturday. This indicates
that the longer viewers have the cards
in their possession before the broadcast, the more they tend to lose or
forget about them.
Conclusions Test 4 — True notes that
he undertook this test with the knowledge that "walking up to people on
the street and handing them a card
with little or no introduction or sales
appeal leaves the receiver of the card
wide open to all the hazards of complete apathy." But he tried it as an
acid test of his method. Though returns were small, other factors were
encouraging. The number of cards not
usable fell from an average of 17%
in Test 1 to 1.5' , in Test 4. This indicates that the instructions and the
format of the questionnaire were clear
to respondents.
True speculates that one reason for
the low return
mav have been the
SPONSOR

weather. It was the first warm

and

pleasant spring day in Chicago and
ratings of the two programs in the citj
fell off. probably for that reason (the)
held up in New York where the weather was wet).
Summary

of all tests — Gross re-

turns for all shows averaged 18'/f' . Average loss of cards because of incomplete information was 3%, giving an
average net return of 15% for all
shows. These percentages are hased on
gross return of 589 cards out of a potential of 3.315. with 92 cards not
usable.
Returns were rapid; 90% arrived
within three days after the program
was on the air. Tabulation was rapid
as well. It took two people a little
over an hour to tabulate results from
Tests 3 and 4. Little interpretation is
tequired since it is simply a matter
of adding up the v iewers' appraisals
and transferring them to percentages.
To insure that the returns represent
a good cross-section of the area studied. True points out that a further step
must be taken — stratification. That is,
breaking down the sample by sex. age.
family heads occupation, etc.. to compare it with known characteristics of
the population at large. Comparison
with the U. S. Census breakdown on
occupations of the population showed
all of the test returns, and particularlv
those from Test 4, were fairly representative of the over-all population.
Included on the score card are
blanks lor specifying age. sex and family head's occupation. True says it
might be wise to include the income
factor on the card, but he feels people
are so reluctant to indicate their income accurately that this sample control has questionable validity.
On the basis of the four tests. True
has reached a number of conclusions
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about further use of the method. Future experimenting, he feels, should bo
concentrated on the technique ol distributing the cards. He suggests these
four approaches:
1. I landing cards to women as they
enter or leave the checkout stand ol
super markets.
2. Distributing cards through women's clubs and explaining the method
at meetings.

********
• • V- an instrument of broad national
coverage, television will have a strong
chance for advertiser acceptance if it is
sold in the magazine tradition — with
advertisers allowed to buy just an ad,
not a show, and to buy not necessarily
on an every week frequency but only
as often as they want, or can afford."
HENRY SCHACHTE, Adv. Dir.
The Borden Co.

********
3. Mail distribution of cards with a
double post card to a list of TV set
owners secured from appliance stores
and electrical associations.
4. Setting up a consumer panel of
women who would build up premium
awards by completing cards on a semimonthly basis.
Here are some specific suggestions
by True for anyone interested in testing this fall.
Size of test: Use minimum of 4.000
cards. With cards going to a good
controlled sample, at least 400 completed cards could be expected to be
returned. This would provide an adequate sample for tabulation purposes.
He says that if the sample were truly
representative of the population the
findings and results would then be correct within plus or minus 6%.
Date of test: First week of October.
November or December; Thanksgiving
Dav or Christmas Eve. ARB and Niel-

sen TV audience ratings are issued for
the first and second weeks of each
month and these reports would Inavailable to check against.
Form to be used: I se the questionnaire as reproduced on page 39 with
one addition : namel) . that of a column
in which respondents could check nonuse of an advertised product. This
would increase accuracy of response
for this factor.
Approximate cost: Tost cards, $80;
printing, $35; field workers, $50.
(Tests with smaller samples or where
labor cost is not included can be
brought in for less. Regular testing
could further cut costs through volume
printing of cards so that shows could
be studied in some cases for less than
SI 00 each.)
When all the responses are tabulated, here are some of the specific uses
that can be made of them.
1. Judging the general preference
of the majority of viewers for one performer, act or commercial over another. Where acts in a variety show
are rated poor in comparison with the
test of the program you have a strong
indication they should not be booked
again. Where commercials in a show
are consistently rated poor or there are
consistent comments that the show has
"too many commercials" you may be
in danger of losing audience and further study or revision of commercial
policy is indicated.
2. Comparing the opinion of adults
with children s opinions. True found
instances where adults and children
differed markedly in their response to
an act. This may affect programing
thinking if a show is being tailored to
have all-family appeal and you want
an element in the program that is sure
to appeal to youngsters.
3. Getting
rough
indications
of
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loyalty

really

product use by viewers or listeners.
Most research men would agree that
to relate like-dislike of commercials to
use of the product would not be valid
sime the relationship between this factor and buying is not constant. But for
an idea of whether your audience buys

pays off
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your product the card responses would
function as a rough barometer of program effectiveness.
4. Finding indications oj why a
program is falling off in popularity
and what portions of it remain sound.
The True figures showed that Red Skelton on 18 November had three times as
main viewers rating it excellent as
good, with only \ri deeming it poor.
Five months later on 4 May the percent who called it excellent dropped
HI', and 11 /f more rated it poor. In
other cases where a show is losing popularity, study of acts which are most
disliked might reveal roughly how the
format should be modified to keep audience interested.
5. Determining whether complaint
letters represent a substantial number
of viewers. Five letters might be received from viewers in a city objecting
to the girl singer on a show as too sexy
in voice, dress or gesture. Question:
Is this the result of a fringe-group response or a prevailing attitude among
an important segment of the people
in this market? Cards could be prepared rapidly for the show so that
viewers could give their responses to
the singer the very next week she was
on. If more people rated her poor than
any other portion of the show or if
there were a substantial numher of adverse comments on the show citing her.

research director: "When you're concerned about a daytime show which
had plenty of tough sell in it. you could
list several daytime shows on a card
in addition to your own. Instructions
would ask the recipients to check off
those shows they felt had too many
commercials. In that way you'd either
get some basis for allaying or confirming your fears. It's a particularly good
device when. say. the sponsor's wife
comes up with the opinion that the
show is 'too commercial.' Here's a
way of finding out without being dependent on opinion
alone."
The same
technique
could be used
for a number of other problems. If
your commercial is old and you want
to see whether or not the audience
finds it stale, some indication can be
obtained by listing a number of brands
now on the air with old comercials.
Ask which of these brands has had its
commercial on longest or something to
that effect. The response to your brand
vs. response to other brands with longrunning commercials may help clear
up the question.
If you are in doubt as to whether or
not to interrupt a drama for a middle
commercial, you could try listing your
show with other dramas which do and
do not interrupt.

the card to prevent viewers from rating acts they have not seen. Some
agency researchers who saw his card
suggested that it would not be adaptable in this form to drama shows or

Ask the audience if

•"•■•hjij

i
8F* &

you'd have evidence she needed some
tips on how to behave on the air.
Trues suggestions for the TV score
card format provide for act-by-act rating of variety shows. He believes that
acts should not be listed in advance on

panels. But it would appear that other ways of dividing the show for rating could be devised. Examples: (1)
By asking the respondents to rate each
five-minute segment they were listening to or viewing, stating portion of
action that was most memorable. (2)
By dividing a drama show into its acts
and allowing enough space for comment on what was liked or disliked
about each act.
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In addition to the act-by-act use for
the post cards, agency researchers suggested itcould be modified to get other
types of information. Said one agency

■
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any of these shows are "over-commercial. " The result might tell the story.
Of course, uses like these are open
to question if they are considered the
only basis for a decision. But since the
post card surveys are low cost, most
researchers queried deemed them worth
trying as a partial factor in decisions,
particularly where funds were limited.

• • •

ALL MEDIA BUYING
(Continued from page 27)
arate specialists for each individually.
Now almost overnight the men I and
women) who have got around to mastering the subtleties and intangibles involved in the buying of this new medium find themselves enmeshed in the
problems of media with which they've
had hardly better than a nodding acquaintance. For years timebuyers complained that their calling has never received the stature it deserved within
their own organizations. Suddenly
some of the same buyers are, as one
of them described it, "sufficated" with
stature — a stature predicated on the
requisite that they become experts in
other media as quickly as possible.
Indications are that the adjustment
will be particularly difficult for men
who have directed their own timebuying operations for many years,
many with attending efficiency and
prestige. Few regard the picture as inviting. As one put it: "To be pulled
out of a field that is highly specialized
in itr.elf after many years of concentration and to be tossed into a job of
making buying decisions on things you
know nothing about is something of
an ordeal at my stage."
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What effect will the reshuffling of
buying responsibility in agencies have
on radio? Some veteran timebuyers
answer the query with another: "Who
can tell what will happen when a medium falls into alien hands?" Others
of the tribe seem to think that radio
will make out well, since the all-media
buyer in the larger agencies will always have somebody down in the ranks
that he can turn to for his fill-in on the
medium.
What does the streamlining of media
buying mean to the account executive?
The general effect will be to put him
in a position of having to deal with
one man instead of several. Instead of
having to go to people in the radio-TV,
print and outdoor media sections, he
will have a direct line to a media man
who knows all the problems of the
account. Depending on the agency's
system, this direct line can be either
to the oerson on the planning level who
is responsible for the selection of all
the account's media or to the person
on the executive level who does all the
buying of media.
Is the trend toward reorienting media buying spurred basically by a desire to economize? Media directors of
the agencies which have already adopted revised their systems say that the
prime objective was added efficiency.
They admit that TV has tended to increase costs of radio-TV buying, but.
though the consolidation of media buying may result in some savings, the
new system will in the long run require the addition of personnel, these
media chiefs believe.
Commenting on the human factor in
the changeover, the media director of
one of the reorganized agencies said:
"As in any drastic realignment of
functions it is to be expected that almost everybody will find the going

rugged for a while. People who have
been accustomed to buying only one
medium for many years may find it
difficult to participate in the planning
tor all media or the buying of all media. There may be many displacements in the meantime and it ma\ turn
out that buyers who for main years
saw but a small section of an advertiser s problem are incapable of adjusting themselves to the new role, and the
responsibility calls for a different kind
of person. However, those who do
come through will make both better
advertising people and maturer opAmong the top 15 New York agencies polled by SPONSOR the media dierators."
rector of only two offered a strong
demurrer to the general sympathy for
all-media buying. Said one of these:
"Obviously, most systems devised
are the natural evolution of an agency's needs and the character of its accounts. What's good for one agenc\
may not be good for another. It's
quite feasible to have an account which
is top-heavy in any one medium handled by an all-media buyer, aided by
assistants, but it doesn't strike me as
sound to make this a fixed mode of
operation, whether on a planning or
executive level, for all accounts in an
agency.
"The omniscient buyer is the ideal
one. but that is bound to remain an
ideal. It's hard for me to conceive of
any one person responsible for all media on an account being more than a
supervisor. He cant know enough
about all media to buy all of them efficiently and economically. Involving
himself in all media may widen his
knowledge but he can spread himself
thin to the point where he is a detrito thetimebuyer
client." the reorientaMon
For mentthe

1952
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has special significance. Originally the
timebuyer had the status of a loose,
as well as minor, appendage to the
media department. As radio moved
into the realm of importance, time
buying became either an autonomous
department, reporting directly to the
management, or an adjunct of the ra-

of accounts. I Among these a.m.d.s i~
Frank Coulter, formerly head of the

dio department. In the late 1930's
media directors started reclaiming the
ex-waif, but even in most of these mergers time buying managed to retain a
certain amount of autonoim .

the time buying division from the radio-TV department to general media is
of recent vintage here also. Because of
the unusual multiplicity of accounts
and the fact that large percentage of
them have a limited area of media interest, the streamlining had to be done

Early this year the Four As conducted a study to find out where the
timebuyer reported, with the intention
of comparing it to a similar studv it
did in August 1948. The survey took
in the same 12 large agencies. In '48
the count was: eight reporting to the
media director, and four to the radioTV director. The 1952 poll showed:
nine reported to the media director:
two to the radio-TV director: and one
to both the media director and the radio-TV director. The agency with the
split authority is Ruthrauff & Ryan,
where the timebuyer on spot works
through media and the buyer on network through the radio-TV department. The two agencies with the implicit link to the radio-TV director are
J. Walter Thompson and Foote. Cone
& Belding.

MACK

The revamped media structures of
Benton & Bowles and Young & Rubicam (as indicated by the organizational charts on page 25 1 share fundamentally similar goals — bringing the
key media buyers within the scope of
all media and extending their areas of

from

recommends

TEXAS'5,hMARKET
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tri city area

BEAUMONT,

viewpoint of the timebuyer especialU.
is the most radical of the three s\ stems.
since the timebuvers now becomes a
buyer of all media.
Here is how the three systems, reduced to essentials, stack up:
Benton & Bowles — The radio department, for many years reporting to
the radio director, is now an integral
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responsibility.
But each
s\stem
differs, mostly
on agency's
a functional
level. Y&R reorientation, from the

JOHN
E. PEARSON
CO
National Representative*

part of general media. All accounts
have been split for planning and direction of media buying among three associate media directors. Each associate director has attached to him two
aides, one who supervises broadcast
media and the other, who supervises
print and other media.
Young & Rubicam — Each of four
associate media directors plan and supervise the media Inning for a group

time buying department. I Each associate director, in turn, assigns the actual buying of all media for a single
product or account to one of his staff
of assistants.
McCann-Erickson — The transfer of

along unique lines. Under Media Director William C. Dekker. a former
timebuyer, incidentally, there are seven
associates. Together they constitute a
super-planning and media-coordinating
group. Each has the responsibility of
coordinating the buying of all media
for a number of accounts, while five
of them double as the director of a
specific medium. For instance. Robert
M. Reuschle. who was chief timebuyer,
now coordinates buying for a group of
accounts and is at the same time the
director of radio and TV buying. As
a coordinator Reuschle is concerned
with top-level strategy and as the director of a medium he is on the level
oi a tactician, advising his cocoordinators on what is best for them in radio
or television.
Back in 1941 Ted Bates & Company
adopted a system whereby all the media for an account were bought by one
man. aided by assistants, but this setup
was abandoned after a while. The media department as now organized at
Bates is divided into vertical groups.
\t the top of each group is a media
supervisor who is a high-level media
executive with responsibility for his
entire group of accounts. He operates
— ver\ much like the associate media
coordinators at McCann-Erickson — on
a planning and major polic) making
level.
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The Bates media supervisor has an
assistant, who helps on policy, and
under these two group leaders are the
actual space and timebuyers, who make
the contacts with the sellers, keep up
to date on their media and availabilities.
Edgar P. Small, Bates partner in
charge of media, explained that the
difficulty with its system of 1941 was
that it expected too much knowledge
of one man. Said Small:
"Take the timebuyer, as an example.
If he keeps really up to date on radio
alone — not to mention television — just
in the matter of availabilities and
strength of stations, he has a full-time
job. Add newspapers and magazines
to his duties, and the buyer is stretching himself no end. For that reason
many agencies believe that a skilled
timebuyer who handles all the agency's
air media and a competent man who
does the same for print media makes
for the greatest volume of efficiency."
Fred Barnett. BBDO media director,
sums up the problem of reevaluating
the media buying structure thusly:
*'As the business grew up specialists in a single medium became the
norm and the accepted thing. It is
axiomatic that as an agency expands
it should improve its services and
bring media people to a knowledge of
print as well as radio, and vice versa.
"Two problems have been growing
increasingly important to the big agency: the reevaluation of the media buying pattern and the reevaluation of
the functions of media buyers. The
advertising dollar has not increased
anywhere near the rate that the cost
of media has increased. At the same
time new media — particularly television— have come into the field, with
the result that competition for the ad-
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vertising dollar is more intense
il ever was in the past.

than

"Clients like to have recommendations from people qualified to talk
about all media, and if an agency is to
serve its clients at maximum efficiency

and took pictures for newspaper publicity and the station's own magazine,
The 950 News (named after its frequency!. The dairy also sponsors a
knothole baseball team which it calls

* * *

the "Blossom
Dair\ Sparkies."
\\ bile the Arthur-Sampson people
< onsider the personal appearances a
big success, they have not as yet incorporated them in their general merchandising package. Two others are
current!) scheduled: one in Coffeyville.
Kan., for the Page Milk Co. i which

event by the proclamation ol "Sparkie
Day in Charleston" by Mayor Copenhaver.

sponsors Sparkie over KGGF I on 29
August and the other in Sacramento
(KFBK) at the California State Fair
during the first week in September.
One of the reasons for this hesitation is the difficulty of taping shows
in advance. However, plans for next

it must develop people with an overall knowledge of all media, even though
the process takes years."

KID SHOW
{Continued from page 34 I

Blossom is another example of how
a dairy firm wove Big Jon and Sparkie
into its over-all promotion and advertising plans. In his initial promotion.
Henry Sloman, dairy general manager,
used Blossom's downtown dairy bars
to plug Sparkie and No School Today.
Shortly thereafter he started a Blossom
Dairy Sparkie Club. Within three
months the firm had distributed 5,000
Sparkie buttons and membership cards
which contain the promise. ". . . and
I will drink my Blossom Dairy milk
This was followed by the use of
every meal."
Sparkie's Daily Weekly newspaper,
which is published monthly for ArthurSampson Enterprises by Alden Getz
Associates of New York City. These
are sent to all members of the Blossom
Dairy Sparkie Club. Mr. Sloman has
an extra sheet inserted with news about
local children and plugs for Blossom
products.
When a Charleston youngster was
awarded a prize for solving a Daily
Weekly puzzle contest, WKNA arranged an interview of the little jjirl

year are being considered whereby Arthur and the puppet will make about
one appearance a month.
Right now, the Arthur-Sampson firm
is busy peddling its merchandising
package and working on new merchandising angles. Co-op sponsors are offered a complete line of gimmicks at
low cost. Most of the merchandising
ideas have originated at Arthur-Sampson, although some specific requests
have come from sponsors and stations.
The firm also operates a kind of exchange service, passing along ideas
that have worked well in other cities
to individual sponsors.
These ideas are as varied as the
types of sponsors, although they involve the same basic Sparkie merchandising material. The pinpointing in
this story of sponsors who have used
local Sparkie appearances to add a
fillip to their sales should not suggest
that such appearances are indispensaoutble.
them.Many firms have done well with-
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One example is the S. S. Kresge Co.
store in Wilkes-Barre. Pa., the first of
their chain to sponsor No School Today. The store has been a sponsor of
the program on WILK since 1950 and
has publicized this sponsorship by radio plugs, newspaper ads, car cards
and store signs.
One of the store s most successful
promotional tie-itis has been the Sparkie newspaper. The monthly order began with 200 and has been upped to 10
times that figure. Since the papers are
)ii<ked up by children or parents in
the store, the effect on traffic has been
excellent. Kresge s also uses Sparkle
post cards and buttons.
Another successful idea was the
building of a special sales island to
feature Sparkie merchandise. A large
sign with a Sparkie cutout on it revolves on top and any item plugged on

WHBF::
TELCO

BUILDING,

ROCK

ISLAND,

ILLINOIS

the radio show is displa\ ed on the i-land. In addition. Kresge sometimes
dresses up a window with Sparkie merchandise such as T-shirts and comic
and coloring books. These windows
may run for as long as six weeks.
Toy buyer Clara Jones recently reported these sales results from the

Represented by Aver y-Knodel, Inc.

• One :announcement on 59# rubber
program
frogs sold 300 in one day I all the stock
in the store).
• One announcement on records
(three for $1.59) sold 1.000 in three
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o A complete sell-out in two weeks
of 51 dozen Sparkie coloring books at
15# and 800 comic books at 10<*.
The store manager, a Mr. Beerweiler, appended some enthusiastic comments to the report on what the program had done for the store. He said:
"It's wonderful! Almost every customer comments about how wonderful the show is and how educational
it is. The parents love it as well a>
the children.
"I had an announcement on the radio for all of Sparkle's listeners to
draw a picture of how they thought
the Easter Bunny looked. More than
200 children sent in a drawing of the
bunny. We gave away 10 prizes for
these drawings. A local art teacher
chose the drawings. After Easter we
put the drawings in the window and
had a lot of favorable comment.
"Almost any toy in season will sell
on this program if it isn't too expensive. Also. I tr\ and select a good toy
for a traffic builder."
Because of the Wilkes-Barre results.

the Kresge store in nearby Scranton.
Pa., bought No School Today from
WARM.
The two Kresge stores handle their
merchandising individually but down
in Florida a group of four Pepsi-Cola
bottlers are planning an over-all promotion and merchandising campaign
which may include a personal appearance of Big Jon and Sparkie. The
strategy for the campaign is under the
direction of Houck and Co.. Miami ad
agency.
Houck started the ball rolling after
its initial success with the Pepsi-Cola
Bottling Co. of Miami. The approach
was to link a hard-selling message to
a popular kiddie show. The agency
chose No School Today.
The copy, a transcription done by
Big Jon and Sparkie, emphasizes that
Pepsi-Cola is the official drink of Sparkie Club members. As Robert Venn
of the Houck agency puts it: ". . . It
is our desire to have Big Jon and
Sparkie take our listeners by the hands,
lead them to the refrigerator, take out
a Pepsi bottle, remove the cap. return
to the radio and then have a drink
with the children. Our other job occurs when no Pepsi is to be found in
the house, in which case we hope Big
Jon and Sparkie can influence the
child to have his mother place Pepsi
on the next shopping list — and to do
This approach was successful enough
in Miami
for Houck to add Pepsi clithat now."
ents in St. Petersburg, Jacksonville
and Gainesville. Fla., to the list of
No School Today sponsors.
G. P. Gundlach Co. of Cincinnati,
dairy firm consultants, offer a complete merchandising package to clients interested in the Sparkie programs. This includes point-of-sale material, truck signs, bottle hangers, commercial announcements and mats. The
Gundlach people also own a re-use
container gimmick.
It is a set of eight
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musical glasses with Sparkie imprints
that play different notes depending on
how much liquid is in each glass.
Some of the program sales have resulted from Gundlach's
efforts.
A r t h u r-Sampson's merchandising
package is comparatively new, had
only been wrapped up and offered to
sponsors last fall. The jump in sponsors since then is a clear indication
of the growing value placed on merchandising by advertisers.
Last September the total number of
sponsors for No School Today was 34.
Last month the figure was 127 sponsors on 103 stations. (About 250 of
ABC's 343 stations carry the program.)
An ABC breakdown of 112 sponsors
in March 1952 shows them divided as
follows: 47 dairies, 28 department and
shoe stores, 10 bakeries, seven bottling
companies, four food products firms,
three theaters, two toy stores and 11
miscellaneous.
Big Jon and Sparkie became available for local sale last January. By
July there were 34 sponsors divided as
follows: 15 dairies, seven department
stores, four bakeries, three food product firms and four miscellaneous.
About 175 stations carry the strip and
the network is currently trying to sell
half of it to a network sponsor.
Sponsors pay talent charges for the
Arthur-Sampson shows based on a percentage of the local time rate. In the
case of the Sparkie strip, the cost for
one week is 20 % of the local Class A
single-hour rate. No School Today is
sold by half-hour segments and the
cost per segment comes to 10% of the
local Class A hour rate.
Here is what sponsors get in the
way of commercial time:
On a half-hour of A'o School Today
there is an opening 10-second sponsor
identification followed shortly by a 35-

second commercial which also must
identify program. There are two middle commercials of 70 seconds and the
half-hour ends with a 20-second sponsor sign-off.
On 15 minutes of Big Jon and Sparkie there are, besides the opening and
closing identifications of 15 and 20
seconds, respectively, two one-minute
••In broadcasting, channels arc limited.
The radio spectrum is one of our most
precious natural resources. There are
never enough channels to go around. Industry, commerce, the government and
the military all use radio signals in
every conceivable way. In many ways
the radio beam has become one of the
greatest work horses of history."
PAUL A. WALKER
Chairman,
FCC

•

•••••••

commercials. Sponsors may have identifications cut in either Big Jon or
Sparkie's voice (the latter is a recorded speed-up of Big Jon's voice) .
The programs themselves are built
primarily around Sparkie and are
aimed at children from about four to
12. The elfin Sparkie is a Pinocchiotype character — that is, a puppet who
wants to be a real boy. However, there
is also stress laid on well-known children's music, reading and transcribed
dramatizations of fairy tales plus a
somewhat satiric treatment of a popular movie serial dealing with interplanetary doings.
Arthur uses a mail-pull device called
the Magic Spy Glass which draws letters from parents seeking to cure bad
habits among children or cheer up sick
youngsters. Buttressing the Sparkie
character are others who go under the
name of Charlie Clammerding, Rabbitears McKeester and Maxie Finster.
Educators rate the programs highly,

a valuable bit of support where this
praise results in classroom use or mention of the programs. Almira R. Strohl,
music supervisor of the Escambia
County (Fla.) Board of Public Instruction, recently wrote station
WEAR, Pensacola, that No School Today was ". . . not only delightful entertainment for young people, but a
source of information for teachers of
elementary grades. You may be interested to know that I have recommended that the elementary teachers
of our county listen to the program
in order to hear and evaluate the recNo ords
School
used." Today goes back to November 1948, when Jon Arthur originated the program on WSAI, Cincinnati, following a suggestion by Robert
Sampson, then station manager. It
still originates from WSAI. It became
a network feature the following year
on the initiative of Mark Woods, then
ABC board chairman. Sampson, a
great believer in merchandising, later
took over the business side of ArthurSampson Enterprises.
The firm is looking forward to a
TV show. Several pilot films have already been produced and a video version on film may possibly be ready
after the first of the year.

* * *

TIPS
TO WOMEN
D.j.'S
(Continued
from page 35
)
any mention of the star's successes in
the dazzling world of the theater,
though casual mentions that she is acquainted with this or that performer
whose record she is spinning can lend
interest. But a careful line has to be
drawn between lending color to the
show and antagonizing the listeners.
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3. Sincerity — Nothing magnifies
phoniness as much as does a microphone (unless it be a TV camera). It
is therefore crucial that the person giv-
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the copy." Example: Where a word in
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DepartService
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commercials used by her didn't ring
true. Wiebe recommended the copy be
changed so as to say what the wax did
for the floor in her home without mentioning how it got there.
4. Identification — The credibility of
a sales message is enhanced if the listener can identify herself with the person delivering the commercial; some
point of contact, of mutual interest
must be established.
Joan Edwards accordingly makes
reference on the air to her two children and her household responsibilities. This builds the implication that
singing and piano playing is to Joan
Edwards what knitting and crocheting
may be to some of her listeners — not
so much a career as an avocation.
5. Consistency — The confidence of
the audience is enhanced if there is a
consistency throughout the format of a
show, a steady mood which gives the

Ideal home for permanent tenancy!
Perfect location (8:30-9:00 a.m. Monday
through Friday) in well established
neighborhood (Kansas City Primary
Trade area). Dedicated recently by Bea
Johnson (formerly Joanne Taylor) to the
women of the Heart of America and operated strictly according to the Heart of
American plan. Immediate occupancy for
advertiser wishing to reach large wealthy
group who dominate 55% of Midwest
purchases. The KMBC-KFRM "Happy
Home" is open for inspection at all times.
Call, wire or phone your nearest Free and
Peters office or KMBC-KFRM, Kansas
City. Mo. Locations in the new development are moving rapidly and immediate
committments are recommended.

KMBC
KFRM

of Kansas City

for Rural Kansas
• • • 6th oldest CBS Affiliate • • •
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listener a feeling of "at homeness"
with the program. The d.j. should not
deviate from her particular type when
giving the comercial. A woman with
a light friendly touch in her patter
should not turn overly dignified for
the sales pitch. This jars the picture
of the entertainer which the listener
has built up in her mind.
6. Respect — An effort should be
made to transmit a definite feeling of
respect for the audience. This is a
particular psychological problem with
a glamor girl playing the role of a
saleswoman to other women. Without
this ingredient, they may listen but
still bear a grudge (the "Who-doesshe-thing-she-is"
reaction).
In making the observations above,
Wiebe drew upon years of experience
in observing radio. He has worked on
developing show formats, research
questionnaires,

rating

studies.

"At

CBS I'm sort of a freewheeler," he
explains, consulting on a variety of network and O&O station problems.
Here are some of Wiebe's other observations on air selling:
Air salesmen should avoid excessive
dramatization. Rhapsodizing over
products of everyday usefulness will
sound phony rather than convincing.
The air salesman should not be
forced to overwork the testimonial angle in his copy. Before giving such a
commercial he should have an opportunity to get first-hand experience with
the product he's selling — not in the nature of a quick tour through the sponsor's plant but rather in his own home.
However, some products, particularly those where brand differences are
slight, are not conducive to the personal testimonial. Convincing though
the d.j. may be, listener confidence in
him or her as a personality will be undermined ifhe is expected to vouch
for the efficacy of each product he's
selling from personal experience.
With Wiebe's aid. the Edwards show
has built a strong list of sponsors in
six months on the air. It's sold in
participations, like most similarly formulated shows; there are six one-minutes per half-hour show (at $150
each). And there's a waiting line of
accounts for her. The sponsors are
mainly in the food category. Here's a
representative list (for the week of 4
to 9 August) : American Home Products (Burnetts Pudding, G. Washington Coffee) ; Best Foods (Hellman's) ;
Home Journal;
Lever
Bros. (Frostee)
Campbell
Soup;
Coca-Cola;
Ladies';
Ward Baking Co.
The rating has built from a 2.8 to
3.9 this summer and the station feels
the value of Wiebe's suggestions has
been proved by this and other factors
— including the tenor of fan mail received. His points are worth keeping
in mind when you plan any program
ol similar type.

* + *

510 MADISON
[Continued from page 10)
Chattanooga is Negro. I don't believe
that WMFS is too far astray in estimating that when an advertiser bins
four announcements daily, early morning, mid morning, early afternoon and
late afternoon, that the advertiser's
message is heard by at least 25'/ of
the radio homes in Chattanooga.
AcSPONSOR

lually the Howard High School survey
gives us a higher average than that.
Again, our thanks for the space devoted to WMFS. Be sure to let us know
about the reprints.
Russell E. Offhaus, Gen. Mgr.
WMFS
Chattanooga, Term.

ored disk jockeys and on page 74 you
list quite a few.
WZIP has the first colored disk jockey in the Greater Cincinnati area and
at the present time we are scheduling
his program one hour, five days a week
from 10:00 to 11:00 a.m.. and one
hour and 45 minutes from 5:15 to

• Reprints of the Negro section of the 28 July
issue may lie obtained for lOe each in quantities
of 100 or more; 20e each for 25 or more; 25c
each lor smaller
orders.

7:00 p.m. six days a week. Also he has
a special show on Sunday morning
from 11:30 to 12:00 noon.

Just received July 28th issue. Many
thanks for your excellent editorial promoting and advising agency of the
power and sales appeal of the Negro
market.
Gene Sink, Gen. Mgr.
WAAA
Winston-Salem, N. C.

In addition to the colored disk jockev we also have a complete program of
"live" colored artists and singing
groups on Sunday morning from 7:30
to 11:30.
We would like to have you correct
vour records.
Arthur L. Eilerman, Pres.
and Gen. Mgr.
WZIP
Covington, Ky.

The latest issue of SPONSOR just hit
my desk, and it's one of the best I've
ever seen. The extremely thorough research that went into this issue is apparent to anyone reading the section
on the Negro Market. This particular
issue should be "must" reading for
every timebuyer, account executive or
agency person connected in any way
in selling the large Negro market.
Again congratulations for an excellent
job well done.
Selvin Donneson, 5/5. Mgr.
Long Island Broadcasting Corp.
Woodside, N. Y.

You are entitled to take considerable
pride in the section of the July 28 issue
of SPONSOR, devoted to the Negro market. We think you have done a terrific
job of covering a subject about which
there has previously been too little
information available.
We are certainly proud of the space
we received in this section. We think
we are doing a rather outstanding job
in the Negro market in this area and
naturally we appreciate having our efforts acknowledged.
I have sent an order for 100 reprints
of this section and am confident thai
these reprints will be of great value to
us. Congratulations on a good job.
Joseph R. Fife, Commercial Mgr.
WWCA
Gary, Ind.

In your July 28th issue you have
quite an interesting article about col25 AUGUST

1952

I have always admired the meticulous manner in which sponsor has
analyzed broadcasting problems.
I was. therefore, all the more deeply
shocked to find practically no mention
in your analysis of the Negro Market
of the outstanding
stations
have done. job which our L'BC
It is a recognized fact by any local
advertising agency that WOOK in
Washington, WANT in Richmond, and
WSID in Baltimore, each has from 70
to 80% of the Negro listening audience
while we are on the air. In view of
the fact that our stations represent
about one-third of all the stations with
all Negro programing, it seems to me
incredible that you should not have
used a single picture of our stars when
you used so many other pictures. The
full information was sent :o you at
your request.
You also failed to include the United Broadcasting Company, 507 Fifth
Avenue, New York City, MUrray Hill
7-4758, Robert G. Wittig. Manager, in
the list of the station rep firms making
a specialty of representing Negro appeal outlets. The United Broadcasting
Company maintains its own offices in
New York City and one in Los Angeles
in cooperation with Harlan G. Oakes
which handle exclusively WOOK.
WSID and WANT.
Richard Eaton, Gen. Mgr.
The United Broadcasting Co.
Washington, D. C.
• SPONSOR regrets the omission of a number
of stations from the Negro section of the 28 July
issue. These occurred despite the careful processing of the large volume of mail and the extensive
research on specialized Negro programing.
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date for the psychiatrist's couch.
It could be that with the "streamlining" ofmedia coordination and buying that is the trend of the day radio
will be in a position to get the fair
shake to which it is entitled. With air

SPEAKS

The wheel turns on media buying
The reevaluation of the media buying structure which is going on generally among the big agencies (see
page 25) can be traced basically to
nudging from the client. Rumblings
were audible even before the expansion of television started shaking the
media applecart. Advertisers, especially those on the goliath level, looked
with jaundiced eye on the competition
they suspected went on among the media specialists in their agencies for the
appropriated advertising dollar. To
these advertisers it didn't add up to
team thinking and a sound conception
of what was best for their interests.

specialists coming in contact with all
the media problems and workings of
an account or a particular product, it
is quite possible that the over-all familiarity will avail them the sort of
arguments they need to buttress their
radio or TV recommendations.
The revamping of authority and
function constitutes a major operation,
and the management of at least one of
the agencies concerned estimates that
it will take a year at the minimum to
see whether the organizational structure is practical and the personnel can
become adjusted to the new order. In
the meantime it can be anything but a
cozy time for those who have spent
many years mastering the most complicated of all media-radio. However, the
odds are in the time buying executive's
favor. Compared to his co-workers in
other media, the chief timebuyer has
had the more rugged role. He's had to
prove and fight his way a deal of the
time, and here's his (or her) opportunity to garner the organizational stature that he has felt due him.

search. Much probing has yet to be
done along the habit front: how mud
and often do they listen while driving
to work, on shopping errands, occupational bent (such as salesmen and service people), recreational bound, etc.
NBC has a mass of coverage and other
information coming to it from Nielsen
in the fall and this may throw, among
other things, lots of light on the subject of car radios.
Advertisers and agencies have long
been aware of the significant part car
radios play in listening habits and frequently leveled their buying at those
hours when driving to work is at its
peak. The interest could be immeasurably more pronounced if they had
some more solid data to plot from.
Apropos of this thinking is the recital on page 18 of this issue of how
an agency, Hugo Wagenseil & Associates, has been working on its client's
2.000 distributors to take advantage of
the special type of potential customers
afforded by car radio users at certain
hours of the day — and on a consistent
basis. The client is MacGregor-Goldsmith, Cincinnati manufacturer of
sportingmentsgoods,
and the
agency's commake pertinent
reading.
This may be the time to suggest to
seller and promotional organizations

what went on in the agency's periodic
planning board meetings. The nabobs
and partners are dominantly old-line
copy and print media buyers and the
weight from this quarter is not uncommonly of such proportions as to overawe an advocate of air media to the

is bound to figure more and more im-

that they exercise due care in announcing their computed figures on
car radio circulation and kindred data.
There will be quite a rush to capitalize
on this fresh facet of research and to

portantly inthe sponsor's appraisal of
the medium. The statistical report (released bythe BAB and involving Pulse
projections) that there are 27,500,000
car radios will probably serve as the

it might be a good idea for one organization to check with others working on similar projects. The added increment to radio is too important to

point where he develops into a candi-

base for a steady

jeopardize through confusion.

This appraisal often applied also to

Spotlighting the car radio
From here on in the automobile
radio and the listenership it represents

progression

of re-

avoid conflicting statements and claims

Applause
A good word from agencymen
It isn't very often that agency research specialists — as tough-minded a
breed as there is in advertising — go
overboard in their plaudits for a project submitted by the sellers of a medium. NBC's "Radio's Effective Sales
Power," seems to be one of the rarities.
The consensus of researcher opinion is
that the network has contributed something solid in radio's behalf.
When NBC last week presented the
88

charted story of this "radio Hofstra"
study to a gathering of agency research
directors, the comment was one of
twin-point pleasure: They liked (1) the
material itself and (2) the forthright
way NBC explained the techniques that
had been used in the study. There was
no double-talk or fencing. All of
which goes to the added credit of Hugh
Beville Jr., NBC's research chief, and
his staff, especially Dr. Thomas E.
Coffin.
Beville has made no secret of the

fact that the $100,000 which NBC president Joe McConnell agreed to allocate
for the job could have turned out to
be so much money down the drain.
The results could have been quite disappointing; hence, the undertaking
was a gamble. Top management had
the vision and courage to see the study
through and there is good reason to
believe that it will be as amply rewarding as a sales promotional tool as it
has been in terms of kudos from the
agencies and advertisers.
SPONSOR
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The State of Kansas has just harvested one of the greatest wheat crops in
its entire history. Literally this is a harvest of gold. The grain elevators in the
Heart of America are filled to overflowing— and purses are bulging with cash —
cash that will largely be spent within the great Kansas City Primary Trade
Area for products and services that the people recognize.
For years The KMBC-KFRM Team has been "audience-wise." The Team
has learned to know the people of the Heart of America and their wishes. It
is this complete understanding which maintains KMBC-KFRM audience superiority and which long since gained the confidence and loyalty of the radio
listeners. They recognize KMBC-KFRM as their "top" selection in radio. Likewise their top recognition goes to KMBC-KFRM advertisers. Thus KMBC-hov
KFRM "audience-understanding" becomes recognition — recognition
to Team
advertisers in the form of great big fat Heart of America dollars!
/hich

*

This is the second of a series on The KMBC-KFRM
in the Heart of America.
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Call KMBC-KFRM, Kansas City, Mo., or your nearest Free & Peters
Colonel for the KMBC-KFRM program story. BE WISE-REALIZE . . .
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$36,000 radio budget
boosts sales 400r-c

COLONIAL
SO

DO

HAVENS

AND

STORES
MARTIN,

does a complete job
Inc.

STATIONS

Colonial Stores is among

r
v:

WMBG
WCOD
WTVR

the top ten food chains

in the United States, although its
347 modern

supermarkets

and food stores

are concentrated in eight Southeastern states.
Colonial has its own bakeries, warehouses, and
distribution system— a complete
food-shopping

service warmly

by its thousands

appreciated

of loyal customers.

Havens

& Martin, Inc., Stations,

WTVR,

WMBG

and WCOD,

likewise,

serve the rich Virginia markets
centering around

Richmond.

They have built a faithful audience
that can come

only from long years of service.

Advertisers know

the value of this loyalty,

and they know the power of Richmond's
only complete broadcast institution.

WMBG
FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

Havens

am WCOD

& Martin Inc. Stations are the only

complete broadcasting

institution in Richmond.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.
WMBG

represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

m WTVR

CBS TV
expects 90%
increase
in '52 sales

CM sparks
NCAA games
telecasts via
merchandising
J & J buys
35 markets
for Band-Aids

NBC, CBS flagships feuding
over alleged
sales practices

CBS takes over
Codfrey companies in tax-cued
transaction

Necchi
to spend
$1,000,000
for co-op

NBC
reports
merchandising
setup now
in high gear

CBS estimates that its net sales (with agency commissions and discounts
deducted)
on network TV time this year will be 90% over 1951.
That
would put the 1952 net at around $53,000,000.
CBS' net proceeds from
TV hookups in '51 were about $28,000,000: 220% above 1950 net.
-SRGeneral Motors plans to spend an additional $100,000 to merchandise
its sponsorship of NCAA-approved college football series.
Package of
11 games will cost GM over $2,000,000 for time (NBC) and rights.
Kudner is the agency.
-SRJohnson & Johnson (John T. McLaughlin brand ad mgr. ) is supplementing
participation in Kate Smith show (NBC) with radio spot announcements.
Campaign on plastic Band-Aids takes in 35 markets and 15 to 30 announcements a week. Young & Rubicam is the agency; Louis Weil, the
account man.
-SRFeud is looming between sales departments of WCBS, N. Y. , and WNBC,
N. Y. , over reputed practices in spot announcement sales. WCBS is
autonomous operation while WNBC and WNBT come under same management.
WCBS charges deals being made by competitor, where they involve radio
and TV in package, are less on a combination rate basis than a tie-in
for gratis basis as far as radio is concerned. WNBT-WNBC firmly
denies this and says it is getting full radio card rate ; even applies
to latest Bulova renewal.
-SRArthur Godfrey's name is added to the select coterie of millionaires
among radio and TV performers as the result of the buy-out by CBS of
his production companies. Corporations are Arthur Godfrey Productions
and Unicorn Production and the reputed price paid was $4,500,000. As
in most of his business affairs, Godfrey was principally motivated by
the tax values accruing from such a deal.
-SRNecchi Sewing Machine, which sponsored The Goldbergs (NBC) on alternating basis earlier in year, will appropriate $1,000,000 for radio
and TV for co-op use locally during 1953. This is half of entire
budget for coming year. Necchi' s ad manager is Robert M. Phillips;
agency, Dane Doyle Bernbach, with Louis M. Cottin, account executive.
Singer has Four Star Playhouse (half-hour film) set on CBS this fall.
-SRNBC merchandising department, in operation about 6 months, has already carried through extensive campaigns in cooperation with affiliated station with these accounts: Miles Laboratories, American Baking Association, Ex-Lax, Pabst Beer, Turns, and Campbell Soup. Fred
N. Dodge, department director, told press week before last: (1) NBC
has 12 men spread around country serving as merchandising link between
advertiser and stations, (2) same plan will also be available to TV
advertisers this month, and (3) out of 190 stations on network 150 are
participating in NBC merchandising operations.
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Supermarkets account for 75% of the country's basic consumer marketing. Estimate emerged from American Home Magazine's consumer-reader
panel study.
Broken down, study showed 93.1% of all housewives shop
in supermarkets occasionally, 44.7% patronize them weekly, 23.7% semiweekly, 7% daily, and 4.7% not at all.
-SRTalent and production bill for sponsored programs on all 4-TV networks
during 1952-53 season will run around $98,000,000, according to SPONSOR estimate. Figure based on estimated cost of commercial shows
lined up for the fall.
(See pages 28-31 for network TV program roundup and program costs. )
-SRReports from National Democratic Committee indicate it will top radioTV appropriation made for Presidential campaign by Republican Committee. Latter's air budget set at $1,800,000.
Democrats will have 2
big guns on the road — President Truman and Adlai Stevenson — which will
increase the pickups.
Major problem faced by Democratic Committee
here is limitation ($3,000,000) which Hatch Act sets up for expenditure on such campaign.
-SRConsolidated TV Sales had added Jack Chertock' s production, Steve Donovan, Texas Ranger, to its syndication list.
Other Chertock films
are expected to follow.
Consolidated recently absorbed the selling
operations of the Jerry Fairbanks organization.
General Electric disclosed it has -SRnew color TV system which will be
available by middle of 1953 for field tests.
System, according to GE,
can be adapted to present home sets.
-SRPepsodent is replacing the Patti Page show on NBC TV with a sketch
idea, featuring Cynthia Stone and Jack Lemon.
Spot is 7:45-8:00 p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday.
McCann-Erickson agency will product the show.
-SRSpot radio and TV are enjoying major boom this fall, with dollar volume of national advertising in both expected to reach $65, 000,000 for
final quarter of 1952.
Much new spot money is being pulled out of
other national media.
Special report on new spot trends, plus new
spot thinking, appears on page 32.
-SRABC has brought in Dr. Benjamin Werne, educator and lawyer, to be
national director of labor relations for radio and TV networks.
Post
was created for him.
Move is reflection of growing complexity of
union relations growing mainly out of TV. Networks now have 74 different contracts with labor organizations.
Part of Dr. Werne 's function will be to act as liaison officer between ad agencies and unions
in special cases.
This is first time a network has full-time executive for labor matters.
-SRGuide-Post Research checked bottle-necked traffic points around Pittsburgh and found 70% of cars had radios, of which but 3% were broken.
Special study on same subject made by Advertest for SPONSOR in N. Y.
Metropolitan areas showed number of working radios in cars came to
82.j4%. Details of this study on page 58.
(Please turn to page 54)
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engineering perfection and high

quality, diversified programming continue
to draw the largest audience of any
Memphis

radio station. Adequate power

for complete coverage of this $2,000,000,000 market offers a powerful pull for advertisers, too. And, the cost is actually
10.1% LESS

per thousand listeners than

in 1946! WREC prestige is another magnetic factor in bringing in greater sales
returns for every dollar invested.
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How Pepsi bounced back
Firm has successfully recovered from "twice as much for a nickel" jingle that
worked too well. Today Pepsi works as a team with its bottlers in promoting the
drink as a prestige product via its vigorous new television policy

is the programing subsidg era over in net TV?
Networks — particularly CBS and NBC — are asking advertisers to pay full freight
on net packages, citing increased production costs. SPONSOR has compiled a
complete list of sponsored TV network shows and program costs for fall 1952

Fall trends in spot buging
Spot radio and TV are expected to hit total dollar volume of $65,000,000 this fa
as spot buying by national advertisers climbs to new heights. SPONSOR
study
reveals reasons behind
spot boom, analyzes new client and agency
thinking

10 trails to poison gour salesmen's attitude
toward air advertising
The "how not to do it" story of integrating an advertiser's broadcast policy with
the efforts of his salesmen and retailers

34

W Imi gou should know about alternate week
programing
TV sponsors are following in the steps of P&G, as alternate week sponsorship
achieves wide acceptance in agency circles; admen feel that alternate week programing carries commercials to the most homes per ad dollar spent on television

Sales up 400%

on $36,000 radio budget

Since Citizens' Mutual, a Michigan auto insurance company, introduced its co-op
spot radio program in 1948, sales have quadrupled on a minimum ad budget
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Movies on the air
RKO's "King Kong" promotion — heaviest TV campaign in Hollywood history — is
sterling example of successful use of air media by the movie industry. Other
companies are following the precedent set in this saturation campaign
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How Fab, Colgate's ivonder babg, grew

A comparative newcomer among detergents, Fab jumped from 12th place 18
months ago. to second place today by its judicious use of radio and television

Ingenuitg and gadgets are cutting TV costs
Networks and private firms are coming up with mechanical and electronic solu
tions to the TV cost problem. More efficient use of the sponsors' advertising
dollars is the result of the video engineers' ingenuity
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longbows,

lofting a barrage

of arrows

at Agincourt,
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Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to 6

to bring the

armored horseman down off his "high horse" and revolutionize the science of warfare. The French, despite a five-to-one superiority in numbers, were forced to leave
the English in full command
Radio

KOWH,

Omaha,

faced

Council

the ten-month

with

the same

odds

in a

Bluffs field, too — as proven

period from

of talent to capture

P.M., Monday through Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., 1951,
thru July, 1952.)

of the battlefield!

October,

1951,

six-station

market,

by the Hooper

to July, 1952.

dominates

averaged

below

It takes a steady

the

Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period,
of any independent station
in all America! (July, 1952.)

for

barrage

that big an audience!

36.3%
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"America's Most Listened-to Independent Station"
General Manager, Todd Storz; Represented

Nationally By The BOILING

CO.

TWO GREAT RADIO STATIONS

AMERICAN

BROADCASTING

COMPANYis

pleased to announce the

appointment of JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY, INC.
as exclusive national representatives for its
owned radio stations, WENR, Chicago, and WXYZ,
Detroit, effective immediately.

The personality station of Detroit, WXYZ
features top-grade local programming with
established stars, well-known to the local
audience, and the best in musical entertainment and service. To the audience, this

WXYZ
ABC

formula means smooth and pleasant listen-

DETROIT

ing, reflected in WXYZ's outstanding audience position. To the advertiser, it means
sales, with a responsive audience and the
implied personal endorsement of well-known
local talent.

ABC's Chicago Flagship, WENR's 50,000
watts on clear-channel 890 kc. spreads its

WENR
ABC

powerful voice over a four-state area with
a potential audience of nearly 5,000,000
radio families. WENR, along with WLS
which shares this same frequency, taps this

CHICAGO

vast sales potential with established local
programming geared for a mass audience.

JOHN
BLAIR
t COMPANY

offices of JOHN

BLAIR

& CO., Inc.

NEW YORK
. DETROIT
. ST. LOUIS . DALLAS
CHICAGO
. LOS ANGELES
. SAN FRANCISCO

REPRESENTING

LEADING

RADIO

STATIONS

TWO

MERICAN

GREAT TV STATIONS

BROADCASTING

COMPANYis

pleased to announce the

appointment of Blair- TV, Inc.,
as exclusive national representatives, for its
owned television stations, WENR-TV, Chicago, and
WXYZ-TV, Detroit, effective immediately.

One of America's pioneer television stations,
an originator of the "Chicago School" of
television programming, WENR-TV provides a fund of programming know-how
and experience almost unmatched by any
other television station. The result for
advertisers — audience attraction and sales

CHICA

power which means that merchandise moves
— and fast.

Detroit's "prestige" station, WXYZ-TV
has, through top management and the best
in technical facilities, provided Detroit with
one of the country's outstanding television
operations. And advertisers find that "prestige" pays off in an outstanding sales record.

BLAIR-TV,

DETROIT

WXYZ-TV

Inc . . . with offices in . . .

NEW YORK
. DETROIT
. DALLAS
CHICAGO . ST. LOUIS . JACKSONVILLE

.

LOS ANGELES
. SAN FRANCISCO

rM

BLAIR
C.

TELEVISION'S

FIRST

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

DON'T BUY
JUST HALFA-MARKET!

Robert J. Landry

Fire, aleohol, and entertainment
Howard Cullman, one of New York City's most famous investing
"angels." has been complaining recently that the legitimate theatre of
Broadway languishes in part because- patrons may not smoke, nor
drink, nor take their leisure. These things they may do in night
clubs, or in their homes drawn up before a television screen.

Consider These Facts —
Re the Oakland-East Bay
Half of a Big $3 Billion
San Francisco Area Market
AMERICA'S

SEVENTH

OAKLANDEAST BAY AREA

MARKET

SAN FRANCISCOWEST BAY AREA

Population 1950 Census
1,144,132

1,096,635

Increase Since 1940
72.7%

New

Cullman's point provokes comment. First, as to smoking. That will
instantly touch a problem common to sponsors and broadcasters who
use theatres, halls, and studios for the origination of broadcast entertainment. Such places are under the identical fire prevention rules
which apply to the dramatic and musical stage. It is precisely because this is a nervous and tense generation of chain smokers that
municipal fire authorities are scared silly all the time. Who has not
seen reckless smokers brandish live cigarettes and lighted matches
(even to read their programs in the dark) to the imminent hazard of
their close neighbors? There is a thriving craft of French weavers
in Manhattan who get much of their business in the form of suits and
gowns with cigarette holes acquired in crowded theatre lobbies.

37.2%

Dwelling Units 1950

$115,657,692

$109,057,935

Industrial Expansion 1948/49/50
$162,191,370

$54,636,800

School Enrollment 1951
137,048

194,797

Fire marshals have learned their strictness in the horror of ghastly
events. Back at the turn of the century the Iroquois Theatre in
Chicago was a screaming inferno of fire, mob hysteria, and trampled

Retail Outlets 1951
13,174

14,964

Retail Sales 1951 (Est.)
$1,600,000,000

$1,600,000,000

REMEMBER, KROW Covers
the Oakland - East - Bay Market
Plus the San Francisco Market
at 'LOWEST COST-PER-1000!
(PULSE:

Actually, cigarettes may be smoked in theatres providing safeguards are taken. In New York this means fireproofing of carpets
and installation of ashtrays on the back of the seat in front of the
smoker. Most theatres are unwilling to meet this added expense,
although the higher-scaled mezzanine movie loges are so equipped.

Sepf.-Oct.,

1951)

For details, see
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY,

KROW

INC.

Radio Center Bldg.
19th & Broadway • Oakland, Calif.
Serving the Entire Oakland-San Francisco Bay Area

bodies. Over 500 were killed. So there isn't much anybody would
be willing to do, within the minimum rules of fire safety, to make
smoking in theatres easier.
Drinking is another problem. The Metropolitan Opera House in
recent years has been served by a bar, under Sherry's franchise.
Carnegie Hall has followed suit. But Broadway legit houses have
neither fought for the bar privilege, nor been encouraged by the
authorities. The issue is a delicate one. True the London playhouses
and music halls have bars and do a flourishing trade before performances, at intermissions, and even after the show. But the British
drink with restraint at the theatre whereas, unfortunately, booze and
decorum seem to be enemies in the Times Square area. Tipsy late
arrivals I usually in mink) are a real nuisance in New York during
season. People who take their theatre seriously do not wish to sit
next to people who take their boozing seriously.
I Please turn to page 89)
SPONSOR

HILADELPHIA

NY/4 K II
Every well conceived national campaign must include
the great Philadelphia market and the other sixty-odd
major cities of this nation. But once these important
markets have been ordered, you are concerned with the
choice of rich and lucrative secondary markets . . .
areas unaffected by major metropolitan media. In
other words, after Philadelphia . . . what?
Every year, more national advertisers choose Yakima,
Washington, as a first choice secondary market. For
here is a key city where tremendous electrical and
atomic power production has augmented a wealthy agricultural economy. Yakima is a rich and lucrative promotional center? virtually isolated from the influence of
;'key city" media. It is a rapidly developing secondarymarket of first importance in the promising and powerful Pacific Northwest.

YAKIMA,

KIT--

THE

BRANHAM

8 SEPTEMBER
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ABC
COMPANY

KYAK
GEORGE

W.

MBS
CLARK

WASHINGTON

K II Ml /A
WEED

AND
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COMPANY

New developnients on SPONSOR
See:

stories

"The case for use of radio by depart-

Issue:

ment stores" 1951, p. 33
26 February

*
Subject:

Department
store enthusiasm
for radio increasing

Skydel's department store in Bridgeport, Conn., was frankly unimpressed with radio. They had used it spasmodically for a time,
saw no notable results and steered shy of it for several years.
Some months ago, Skydel's had a problem: to increase traffic in
their "Big Fella Shop" — a department catering to extra large sizes —
which had reached saturation with Bridgeport clientele. They sought
the proposed increase in neighboring communities. Ben Seigel, v.p.
of Skydel's, felt that newspaper advertising could not cover the desired area. He thought of radio, looked speculatively at WICC.
Result: a 13-week announcement campaign of 12 choice adjacencies a week — comprised of specially tailored dramatic transcriptions and live tags giving travel instructions to the store.
The success of this campaign was not instantaneous, but gathered
momentum with time. Skydel's management was highly pleased,
looked at radio with new eyes. Based on recommendations by WICC

m

you re

of Skydel's show windows to publicize the program, had broadsides
made for the store's delivery trucks.
From this experience, Skydel's discovered that hit-or-miss radio
advertising efforts bring results to match; but careful planning and
consistency can do wonders.

in
prosperous,
progressive
Mobile • . •
Metropolitan
Population
1940
114,906
1951
231,105
% 1(11%
Increase

iBank
1940

N«m»:

"Mars

Issue:

10 September

Sullied

Resources

$72,496,969
1951

:

dead

ahead,

sir!"

1951, p. 36

Science-fiction shows are in great demand by local and regional sponsors

In a recent nationwide survey of radio stations to find out what
type of transcribed shows they wanted most, Palladium Radio Productions, New York, uncovered a huge demand for open-end space
adventure shows available for local and regional sponsorship. The

$218,777,692
201%
%
Increase

nWiXGr
Call
Adam
Young, Jr.
National Representative

or
F. E. BUSBY
General Manager

DIAL710

MOBILE,

after an appraisal of the store's marketing problems. Skydel's signed
a 52-week contract for the half-hour Wayne King Serenade on WICC
Sunday afternoons, as a vehicle for institutional announcements;
contracted for five morning announcements a week to use as sales
pitches. As part of its merchandising policy, WICC dressed up two

ALABAMA

survey revealed, according to Palladium, that "local sponsors, anxious
to hop aboard the current space-craze, found there was little opportunity todo so, since such shows were in almost every case nationally
Hence Palladium's production of The Planet Man, a 15-minute
science-fiction
strip for three or five-time-a-week broadcast. Within
sponsored."
10 days of a mailing to radio stations announcing the show, Palladium
had received 700 requests for audition platters.
So far, the firm has sold the program to about 60 stations (only
one in a given listening area, of course ) . including several large
powerhouses. Though The Planet Man is designed primarily for
kids, WLW, Cincinnati, for instance, is scheduling it in a time slot
good for adults as well. Sponsors to whom stations have sold the
show include dairies, shoe stores, bakeries, kids toys, beverage firms.
Added incentive for advertisers to buy the show comes from the
merchandising aids Palladium supplies along with it. Every sponsor
gets a complete promotion kit. which includes newspaper mats, publicity stories, radio teaser announcements, car cards, and window
streamers. In addition, sponsors can obtain (at cost) all the gim• • •
micks that the youngsters go for: hats, buttons, etc.
SPONSOR
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and here s why:
Visitors know Milwaukee as a nice
of parks, and a city where one radio
all others — WTMJ.
For example:
LISTENERSHIP — Year in, year out,
kee and Wisconsin listen to WTMJ

place to live ... a city
station stands out from
more people in Milwauthan any other station.

COVERAGE— Primary coverage alone blankets 628,916 of
Wisconsin's total of 968,253 radio homes.
ADVERTISING — More national, regional and local advertisers spend more radio dollars on WTMJ than any other
local station.
SERVICE — 30 years of intense local programming, radio
news reporting, NBC shows and public service.
FACTS — Your Henry I. Christal representative has all the
facts and figures you need. Call him.

THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL RADIO STATION
5,000 WATTS

•

620 KC

•

NBC

Represented by
Chicago
THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL
CO.
New

York

TRANSMITTER
AND
CONTROL ROOM

C>
iK
VIDEO/AUDIO
CONTROL CONSOLE

PROJECTION
FACILITIES

Typical
BASIC BUYand stati
l-kw transmitter
ant —
Provides four program services. No local talent or
pick-ups
needed.
Size of transmitter,
unit arrange
and future plans determine the floor area (layout h
only 30' x 20'). For higher power, add an RCA
1

-VHF<"UHF!
PROGRAM

SERVICES

no local studios needed!
Network programs
Local films (16mm)
'"Stills" from local slide projector
Test pattern from monoscope
(including individualized station
pattern in custom-built tube)

J.HIS PICTURE ILLUSTRATES
.hat we think is the minimum equipment a TV station should have to start
.ith— and earn an income. The arrangement can handle any TV show received

man to run the station during nearly
all "on-air" periods).

from the network and provides station
identification and locally inserted commercials as required. In addition, it offers
an independent source of revenue — by
including film and slide facilities for
handling local film shows and spots, or
network shows on kine recordings.
The Basic Buy includes: A transmitter
and an antenna (necessary for any TV
station); monitoring equipment (required by FCC); film and slide equipment (for local programs — and extra
income); monoscope camera for reproducing a test pattern of known quality
(important for good station operation
and as an aid to receiver adjustment);
and a control console that saves operator
time and effort (it enables one technical

RCA's Basic Buy can be used in combination with any RCA TV transmitter
and antenna, of any power — VHF or
UHF. Matched design and appearance
make it easy to add facilities any time
(you need never discard one unit of a
basic package). And note this: RCA Basic
Units Are Identical To The RCA
Units Used In The Biggest TV
Stations!
RCA's Basic Buy is already being
adopted by many TV station planners.
Let your RCA Sales Representative
work out a flexible package like this for
you —show you how to do the most with
the least equipment!

This is what the BASIC BUY includes!

u■ _

o O

uu

•

4-BA-ITA
POWEI
FILM MULTIPLEXER
AND SLIDE PROJECTOR

PREAMPLIFIERS

SUPPLY
HM
WP33B

VIDEO JACK PANEL

POWER

IJ-SC
VIDEO SWEEP

SUPPLY

STABILIZING
AMPLIFIER

WA-2IA

WP33B

POWER
SUPPLY

TASC
STABILIZING

WP33B

.......

POWERBITE
SUPPLY

RAD tO CORPORATION

of AMERICA

ANIENNJ UNO

POWER

TRANSMISSION LINE

SUPPLY

ENGINEERING

PRODUCTS

BUNK

DEPARTMENT

CAMDEN, N.J.

STOCKS

ON KMA

YOUR SALES
MESSAGE REACHES

1,705

CITIES and TOWNS

If you think the word "Midwest" means Omaha and Des
Moines, then you have 1,703
more guesses coming.
For in the l/i Millivolt daytime contour area served by
KMA, are over 2,500,000 RichFrom-The-Soil Americans!
They live in 1,705 cities and
towns and on hundreds of
thousands of farms. As a matter of fact, in the entire KMA
area, there are only 17 towns
with a population over 10,000.
These midwesterners prefer
rural programming because
they live predominantly in
rural areas. Their favorite station for over 27 years has been
KMA — the station that programs to their taste.
KMA — Shenandoah, Iowa

Madison
CANADIAN

ISSUE

It was nice of you to ask me to
comment on the influence and power
of radio in Canada.
Radio, which in a few short years
has become practically a necessity in
the homes of our people, wields a tremendous influence in their thoughts
and habits. The spoken word, being
more potent than the written word, and
reaching the people directly in their
homes, has changed and broadened
their outlook. The radio keeps them
iully informed on daily events happening throughout the world and enlightens them on many subjects.
Radio, in enabling all sides of a
question to be brought to the attention of our citizens, is definitely a
strengthening factor in democracy. If
a person is denied expression through
the press, there is left to him the medium of the radio through which he
may be heard. This is good protection. I,personally, have proved how
anxious the public are to hear the truth
from one by radio.
Allan A. Lamport, Mayor
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
• Mayor Lamport waged his successful election
campaign entirely by radio, was elected against
the opposition
of the entire Toronto
press.

The special Canadian section of
sponsor is .3 splendid piece of work,
and you are to be congratulated.
Designed primarily for the U.S.
reader, the range of information and
the style of presentation will make it of
great use to all Canadian radio and TV
people who lay their hands on it.
Albert A. Shea
Communications
Research
Toronto, Canada

COMMERCIAL

REVIEWS

We appreciate the fine review given
to Wheaties in your Commercial Reviews column, July 28th issue, but we
do wish to correct your misinformation that Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample is
the Wheaties agency. They are not;
we are — have been for 15 years. Would
you publish a correction?
Ki:n Pottle, V.P.
Knox Reeves Advertising, Inc.
Minneapolis
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ON THE AIR

I want to let you know what a fine
job you indidyour
on the
on the Air"
article
July"Stocks
28th issue.
\ou certainly covered the field in a
\ery comprehensive fashion. As you
probably discovered, the use of broadcasting to sell securities is still largely
in the exploratory stage. However,
there is a fine potential here and I
think you will see more and more activity as time goes by.
Edwin R. Rooney, Jr.
Radio and Television Director
Doremus & Co.
New York

FALL FACTS
In your July 14 issue, you list 13
episodes (in the can) available on our
Craig Kennedy Criminologist series.
Please be advised that we had 26
Craig Kennedy's available a month
or so prior to your publication date.
We have another series entitled The
Thrill of Your Life which has also
been available for some time and I
don't see why it was not included in
your list of programs.
Adrian Weiss
Louis Weiss & Co.
Los Angeles

Re: page 44, your issue of 14 July,
1952.
Come, come! Stopette still sponsors
and expects to continue sponsoring the
TV version
of "What's
My Line." V.P.
Montgomery
N. McKinney,
Earle
Ludgin
&
Company
Chicago

NEGRO

MARKETS

I see in your August 11th issue that
WSAI, Cincinnati, protests its listing
as a station carrying 50% of its programs beamed at a Negro audience.
The feature in your July issue on
Negro programing was extremely interesting and valuable; however, may
I correct the same error accorded
WSAI. We have some definite beamed
programs to the Negro group which
enjoy enviable rating and commercial
results — but, our fractional programing on this score amounts to only about
20% of our schedule. We, of course,
value and respect this audience, and
have attempted programs aside from
the strict "race music" shows. One of
SPONSOR

Sparks fly . . .
and sales ignite in this busy Central New
England region served by wtag. It's a "state" apart ... a happy balance
of bustling industries and rural communities. It's a year-round market
of steady demand, with buying power that rates the top bracket nationally.
Through wtag alone, you make contact with the complete audience here,
an audience that year after year gives the greatest share of its loyalty
to wtag . . . because it gets the best blend of network and local programs.

the picture is great in th

I

mr*

'/A New England

and
wtag-fm
580kc
basic cbs

State "
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This

man

is now

being: sold

loday radio entertains, informs and sells
people wherever they go.
In fact, the average American spends more
time with radio than with magazines, TV, and
newspapers combined.
People listen to radios in cars, kitchens,
yachts, bedrooms, living rooms, trains, canoes,
bars, terraces, hotels, restaurants, beaches,
deserts, mountain-tops, airplanes.
Right now there are 105,300,000 radio sets
in the country. From coast to coast, virtually
every home is a radio home — and over half of
them have two or more sets.

a. food

-Freezer

In automobiles alone, there are 27,424,500
radios. At any given moment, over one-third
of the radio-equipped cars on the road have
their sets in use.

Broadcast
Advertising
Bureau, Inc.

And last year Americans bought 12,775,000
new radio sets!
Radio reaches its vast audience at far lower
cost than any other medium — whether by
nation-wide networks or local stations.
No doubt about it:
The smartest buys in all advertising are
being made in radio. And they're being made
right now.

BAB is an
organization
supported by
independent
broadcasters,
networks and
station
representatives
all over America
270
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1

the most successful of these has been
the broadcasting, for the past three
years, of the entire football schedule
of Sterling High School — one of the
largest Negro schools in the state. The
play-by-play is done by a member of
the faculty of Sterling, while commercials and color are done by a regular
WESC sports man.
Before closing, let me once again
thank SPONSOR for this and other valuable series, including the Fall Facts
issue. Your magazine is still tops in
the field!
David A. Moss, Program Dir.
WESC
Greenville, S. C.

Your July 28th issue containing the
Negro radio section was excellently
done. I was very much disappointed
that you did not include KWKH in this
article. In your previous story on "The
Forgotten 15,000,000," you included a
large picture of Ray Bartlett, our
"Groovy Boy." Even that time,
ever, no mention was made of the
nomenal results obtained on this
gram.
Henry B. Clay. Exec.
KWKH

howpheproI .P.

Shreveport, La.

Kead with great interest the story
on Negro broadcasting. However, it
disappointed us because it disregarded
the facts regarding stations beamed at
Negroes in Atlantic City.
Station WFPG has the only regular
daily broadcast for Negroes by a Negro disk jockey, namely Jessie Morris,
wife of Chris Columbo of Louis Jordan's band. She was formerly feature:!
singer at the Follies Bergeres, and a
U.S.O. performer as well as a New
York night club singer. She does the
only daily show for the Negro circulation of some 18,000 in Atlantic City.
Fred Weber
WFPG
Atlantic City, N. J.
• SPONSOR consulted with experts in the field
of Negro programing before compiling the sample
list (see 28 July issue, page 74) of stations
beaming programs at Negroes. The editors regret
the above-mentioned o ersight which occurred
despite
careful
researching.

CO-OP

RADIO

Having read both your article on
co-op advertising and readers' comment on the article, I am unable to
resist your invitation to add to the
comments already received.
8 SEPTEMBER

1952

Most of the harm of co-op deals has
been covered well in your excellent
article. But still another sorry result
of the indiscriminate use of the co-op
privilege is the salesman who has become a slave of his own weakness and
cannot sell without leaning on the

PINPOINT
YOUR
SALESMAN

crutch of manufacturer's cooperation
— if, indeed, reliance on co-op funds
to dangle as bait in front of a skeptical "sponsor" can be dignified by the
term, selling, in all cases.
While we have not run into the
shame of double-billing in our own
personal radio experiences, we have
come across at least one salesman who
has worked at various times for various stations and who, even today, seldom lands a contract without the fortifying support of the co-op funds.
The most frightening aspect of this
type of selling (in the eyes of radio
men with respect for the trade I is that
the salesman becomes a victim of the
opiate he himself has concocted. Under the influence of his stupefying
poison, he soon forgets that he is not
actually selling at all. He becomes an
habitue of "Appliance Row," leaving
the really lucrative radio accounts,
who have enough confidence in radio
and in good radio selling to sign up
without promise of co-op funds, to the
younger, up-and-coming radio reps.
The co-op plan, honestly applied
and intelligently used, serves a useful
purpose. Through the plan, legitimately practised, a conscientious sponsor
who may be a little short on ready
cash gets a friendly boost from the
manufacturer and, because of this cooperation, ismore willing than ever to
see that the name brand gets the lion's
share of attention in his store's radio
and display-advertising campaigns.
But it's comforting to hear that radio men in other parts of the country
feel that the crimes perpetra'ed under
the name of co-op selling should be
brought out into the open, to be discussed, evaluated, measured as to the
results they produce. No one wins —
the station management, the salesman,
nor the sponsor — when the co-op plan
is ridden to exhaustion merely to get
comercial names on the log.
And in cases where a radio station
actually does fall for the shame of
double-billing, the radio field has admitted another pseudo-advertiser who
is not actually sold on radio. He is on
the air only because he is getting something for nothing. With the offending
(Please turn to page 83)

UNDUPLICATED
COVERAGE IN
225,000 HOMES
WITH PERSISTENT
SELLING TO MORE
THAN 675,000
PEOPLE . . .
IN PROSPEROUS
SOUTHERN
NEW ENGLAND
Represented Nationally by

Weed
In New

Television

England

—

Bertha Bannan
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big game takes big gun
Let's not beat about the bush. There's big game at stake in "Non-TV America".
Here is a 45-state tract of over 17,000,000 radio-only families, dwelling beyond
reach of TV— more, in fact, than there are TV families in the rest of America.
Here are some 60,000,000 people— as many, in fact, as there are in all 477 U. S.
cities of over 25,000 population.
.Big game ... worthy of the best gunning equipment available to advertisers today.
And the big gun needed for this big game has now been identified.
A 1,000,000-interview research into all of "Non-TV America" (by J. A. Ward, Inc.;
Feb.-Mar., '52) reveals that Mutual is the name of the network regularly dialed by 41%
of all the radio sets in these 45 states . . . compared to 22% for the next-best network.
Over on the opposite page, the trophies won by all four networks are hung up—
together with the gun-rack revelation of why Mister PLUS bags the best :
Mutual serves "Non-TV America" with 416 stations ... more than all other networks
combined. (MBS serves all America with 560 stations, don't forget.)
A>

If you agree that a prime sales trophy would decorate your board-room nicely,
we invite you to sight along the gun barrel of the Mutual Network.

the M U I UAL network of 560 affiliates
THE NUMBER

ONE

ROUTE

TO

NON-TV AMERICA

... AND

THE

LOWEST-COST

ROUTE

TO

ALL AMERICA
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RESULTFUL ADVERTISING
KXLO

on

<$tations

KXL
•

New
347

York
17, N. Y.
Madison
Avenue

The

Walker

Company

XL

Stations

Diiidpitds
KXLY

PORTLAND

f/ip

SPOKANE

KXLL
•

KXLF
BUTTE

•

Hollywood
28, Calif.
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters

MISSOULA

San
79
Pacific

HELENA

•

Francisco 4, Calif.
Post
Street
Northwest

Big

Continuously.

KXLK

KXLJ
•

Pays

Broadcasters

GREAT

FALLS

•

BOZEMAN

Chicago
1, Illinois
360
North
Michigan
The Walker Company
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New and renew
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AGENCY

American
Chicle
Co
Bayuk
Cigars Inc

Dancer- Fitzgerald -Sample
Ellington

General
Kellogg
Kellogg
Thomas

Young
& Rubicam
Leo Burnett
Leo Burnett
William
Esty

Electric Co
Co
Co
Leeming & Co

Schick
Sealy

Inc

Inc

Weiss

&

lackie Cleason Show;
Ringside
Interviews;

DuMont

Celler

Wine Corporation
America

of

Renewed

on Television Networks
AGENCY

SPONSOR

42
6
55
63
29
42

1952

Carnation
Co
Curtis Publishing
Co
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co
General
Foods Corp
Coodyear Tire & Rubber Co
Mars

Leo

Shen-

Balance

35

ABC

Burnett

Your

52 wks
Where
Was

M

start,

duration

Sat 8-9 pm; 4 Oct; 52 wks
10:45-11
pm; 8 Sep; 52

Budget;

Sat

10-10:30

pm;

18

I?; T 9-9:30 pm; 2 Sep; 52

PROGRAM,

CBS TV 53
NBC TV 27
CBS TV
DuMont
NBC TV
CBS TV
NBC TV

time,

I Married Joan; W 8:30-9 pm; 15 Oct; 52 wks
Super Circus; Sun 4-4:30 pm; 28 Sep; 52 wks
Houseparty;
T, F 3-3:15 pm; 2 Sep; 52 wks
wks
lackie Cleanson
Show;
Sat 8-9 pm;
11 Oct; 52
wks
lackie Cleason
Show;
Sat 8_9
pm; 20 Sep; 52

STATIONS

Earle Ludgin
Doherty,
Clifford &
field
Erwin, Wasey
BBDO
Sweeney & |ames
Benton & Bowles
Young
& Rubicam

Inc

PROGRAM,

CBS TV
DuMont
NBC TV
ABC TV
CBS TV
CBS TV

CBS TV 42

Olian

Inc

STATIONS

CBS TV 42

. Kudner

Inc

Best Foods
Borden Co

3,

SEPTEMBER

New on Television Networks
SPONSOR

2.

8

time,

start,

Oct;

wks

duration

Garry Moore;
W 1:45-2 pm; 17 Sep; 52 wks
Treasury Men
In Action;
Th 8:30-9 pm; 28 Aug;
52 wks
Burns & Allen; alt Th 8-8:30 pm; 9 Oct; 52 wks
Keep Posted;
T 8:30-9
pm; 7 Oct 52 wks
Voice of Firestone;
M 8:30-9 pm; 1 Sep; 52 wks
Mama; F 8-8:30 pm; 5 Sep; 52 wks
Coodyear
Playhouse;
alt Sun 9-10
pm; 12 Oct;

63
17
48
38
58

TV 63

52 wks
Super
Circus; 4:30-5

pm;

14 Sep;

52 wks

Station Representation Changes
STATION
WHYN,
Holyokc-Springfield,
Mass.
WHYN-TV,
Holyoke-Springfield,
Mass.
WLAC,
Nashville
WMRY,
New
Orleans
WNEL,
San Juan, Puerto
Rico
WPEN,
Philadelphia

Duffy-Mott
Duffy-Mott
Duffy-Mott
Duffy-Mott

Co
Co
Co
Co

In

issue:

REPRESENTATIVE

Y.
Y.

Katz, N. Y.
Cill-Keefe & Perna, N. Y.
Pan American
Broadcasting
Cill-Keefe & Perna. N. Y.

Co,

N.

Y.

D

AGENCY

NET

OR

STATION

PROGRAM,

time, start,

Bates

WNBK,

Cleve.

10-sec

Ted

Bates

WNBK,

Cleve.

1-min anncmt; 28 Aug;

Ted

Bates

WABD,

N.

20-sec anncmt; 8 Sep;

WRCB,

Schen.

McCann-Erickson
Young
Young
Rubicam
Young
Rubicam
Young
Rubicam
Young
Rubicam
Rubicam
Young & Rubicam
Young & Rubic.im

Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc

N.
N.

Spot Television
Ted

Williamson
Tobacco Corp
Brown
& Williamson
Tobacco Corp
Brown
& Williamson
Tobacco Corp
Clark Brothers
Chewing
Cum
Co
Cluett, Peabody & Co
Deering,
Milliken
& Co

NATIONAL

Branham,
Branham,

Independent
Independent
Indeoendent

SPONSOR
&

NEW

Unannounced
CBS

New and Renewed
Brown

AFFILIATION

MBS

Y.

WNBK, Cleve.
WABD, N. Y.
WRCB, Schen.
WBZ
TV, Boston
WPTZ. Phila.
WNBQ, Chi.
WNBT, N. Y.

stn

break;

24 Aug;

1 Sep;

duration
52 wks

52 wks
52 wks

13 wks

(n)

(n)
(n)

1-min

partic;

In)

15-min
1-min
20-sec
20-sec
20-sec
20-sec
20-sec

prog; 6 Oct; 52 wks (n)
partic; 26 Aug; 10 wks (n)
anncmt; 30 Aug; 13 wks (r)
anncmt; 31 Aug; 13 wks (r)
anncmt;
1 Sep; 13 wks (r)
anncmt; 2 Sep; 13 wks (r)
stn break; 6 Sep; 13 wks (r)

(5)
Numbers after names
(5)
new category
refer to New and (5)
ReW. D. Ay res

next

National

8 SEPTEMBER

New

Broadcast

1952

and
Sales

Renewed
Executives,

on

Networks,
Sponsor

New

National

Personnel,

New

Spot
Agency

Radio

Business.

Appointments

Lloyd
A.
\1. Smilhson
Wyman
E.
F.
Stelenson
Arthur Clifford

19

(5)

8
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AGENCY

SPONSOR

\etv and renew

Flako Products Corp
Greyhound
Bus Lines
Crove Laboratories Inc
Hamilton
Watch
Co
International
Silver Co
Kaiser-Frazer
Dealer
Associations
Lever Brothers
Co
Liebmann
Breweries
Inc
M. J. Merkin
Paint Co
Philip Morris & Co
Philip Morris & Co
National
Biscuit Co
National
Biscuit Co
National
Biscuit Co
National
Biscuit Co
Pacitic Mills
Sun Oil Co

5.

Young

Foote,
Reiss

\

*mJ k
i
\,->A;
*\r^JM
f

Jk
20

^1

•

i

mt\
, -1 ■ \

A

Cone

Weintraub
&

Belding

Biow
Biow
McCann-Erickson
McCann-Erickson
McCann-Erickson
McCann-Erickson
J. Walter Thompson
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson 0
Mather
Cunningham
& Walsh
Cunningham
& Walsh
BBDO

STATION

PROGRAM,

time, start, duration

10-sec anncmt;
20-sec anncmt;
20-sec
anncmt;
30-min
film; 6
30-min
film; 12

12 Aug; 13 wks (n)
13 Sep; 13 wks (n)
29 Sep; 22 wks (n)
Oct; 52 wks (n>
Oct; 52 wks (n)

WABD,
N, Y.
WABD,
N. Y.
WABD,
N. Y.
WNBT,
N. Y.
WBZ
TV. Boston
WNBT,
N. Y.
WABD,
N. Y.
WNBQ,
Chi.
WABD,
N. Y.
WNBT.
N. Y.
WBZ
TV, Boston
WABD,
N. Y.

15-min
20-sec
5-min
1-min
10-min
5-min
20-sec
20-sec
20-sec
20-sec
1-min
20-sec

N. Y.
Phila.
Phila.
Chi.

20-sec
20-sec
20-sec
20-sec

anncmt;
anncmt;
anncmt;
anncmt;

1 Sep;
1 Sep;
19 Sep;
5 Sep;

18 wks (r)
17 wks (r)
20 wks (n)
52 wks (n)
52 wks

film; 11 Sep; 7 prog (nl
anncmt; 19 Aug; 13 wks (nl
film; 18 Aug; 4 wks (nl
partic; 5 Sep; 52 wks (n)
prog; 9 Sep; 52 wks (n)
prog; 9 Sep; 52 wks (n)
anncmt; 2 Sep; 52 wks (n)
anncmt;
4 Sep; 52 wks (n)
anncmt; 6 Sep; 52 wks (n)
stn break; 7 Sep; 52 wks (n)
anncmt;
2 Sep; 13 wks (n)
anncmt; 28 Sep; 13 wks (n)

&

Son

Ward

Wheelock

WNBT.
WPTZ.
WPTZ,
WNBQ,

&

Son

Ward

Wheelock

WNBK,

Cleve.

20-sec

anncmt;

3 Sep;

Inc
Stephen

F. Wehitman

&

Son

Ward

Wheelock

KNBH,

Hlywd.

20-sec

anncmt;

5 Sep;

Inc
Yonkers

Trotting

Lefton

WABD.

N.

1-min

partic;

Al

Association

Paul

Y.

15 Sep;

52

(n)

wks

3 wks

(n)
(n)

Sponsor Personnel Changes
FORMER

AFFILIATION

NEW

William
D. Ayres
Vincent
E. Butterly
Arthur
Clifford
Clifford
Dillon
W. Arthur
Fielden
Joseph P. Hardie
Mann
Holiner

Studebaker Corp, South
Bend, pub rel div
Wilding
Productions,
Detroit, exec
Holden,
Clifford, Flint, Detroit, vp
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y., copy
chief
Campbell-Ewald,
Detroit, exec
Bristol-Myers,
N. Y., sis vp
Lennen
& Mitchell, N. Y., radio-ev vp

Tomas Cayle Johnston
Maitland
Jones
Milton L. Kiebler
E. Larsen

Paul

Manning

Producer-writer
McDonnell
Moore

Foote, Cone
&
Campbell-Ewald,

Beding,
N. Y., dir radio-tv
Detroit, asst media dir

prod

Daniel
Potter
Mark
Reardon
Lee M. Rich
Herbert Selby
lames
Simmons
Lloyd Smithson
Frwin Spitzer
Edmund
F Stefenson
Morris
F. Tandy
Phil Thompson
Russell N. Withenbury

Benton
t> Bowles,
N. Y., media
dir (P&C)
Maxon,
Syracuse, acct exec
Benton & Bowles,
N. Y., asst media
dir
Benton
& Bowles,
N. Y., media
dir (18 accts)
Merchandising and sales
WKRC-TV,
Cine, prog dir

George Wolf
Allan M. Wyman

Foote, Cone
& Belding,
Rowe & Wyman,
Cine,

Hirshon-Carfield,
N. Y., vp
J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., acct evec
Smith, Taylor & Jenkins, Pittsb., acct exec
Cecil & Presbrey,
N. Y., radio-tv
comml
superv
Rowe
& Wyman,
Cine, .acct exec
N.
vp

Y.,

radio-tv

prog

act

mgr

N.mittee Y.,
dir (Republican
natl comacct) radio-tv
Ceyer, Newell & Cranger, N. Y., assoc copy dir
Lennen
& Mitchell, N. Y., vp, copy chief
Same, media superv
dept
Walter

McCreery,

Beverly Hills, dir new

Auburn,
Ala., formerly
LBS. now ABC
Cainesville,
Ca., formerly
LBS, now ABC
Savannah, Ca., formerly LBS, now ABC
Marion, Va., formerly LBS, now ABC

Murk Reardon
IF. A. Fielden
Erwin Spitzer
J. P. Hardie
Clifford Dillon
T. G. Johnston
Paul Manning
Maillaml Jones
Herbert Selby
Daniel Potter

(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(S)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)

WMCA,
WSKB,
WWPF,

business

Kudner, N.
mittee Y.,
acct) radio-tv dir (Republican natl comSame,
dir prog development
Grant, Detroit, media superv (Dodge passenger car
Same, vp, media dir
Gardner,
St. L., acct mgr
acct)
Same, media superv
Same, vp, media
dir
Yambert-Prochnow,
Beverly Hills, vp
Smithson, Wyman & Withenbury, Cine, creative
planning
vp (new agency
at Enquirer
Bldg.)
Kudner, N. Y., copy staff
Maxon,
Detroit, acct exec
Edward
M. Power,
Pitts., acct exec
Kudner,
N. Y., copy staff
Smithson, Wyman & Withenbury, Cine, exec vp
new agency at Enquirer
Bldg.)
Same,
dir radio-TV
prod
Smithson,
Wyman
&
Withenbury,
Cine., pres (new
v cn-v at Fnquirer Bldg.)

New Agency Appointments
WAUD,
WDUN,
WFRP,
WMEV,

mgr

Kudner,

Dave

M.
C.

AFFILIATION

Grant, Detroit, pub rel dir
Zimmer,
Keller & Calvert, Detroit,
Whipple
& Black, Detroit, vp
Ward
Wheelock,
N. Y., vp
Media
Inc, Miami,
vp, gen mgr
SSCB, N. Y., vp

Hewitt,
Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather,
N. Y., vp
Hutchins, N. Y., natl adv vp
Benton
& Bowles,
N. Y., mgr outdoor space buying dept
Bon Marche,
Seattle, merchandising
exec

Numbers after names
refer new
to category
New and Re(5)

^^^

Rubicam
H.

OR

WABD,
N. Y.
WABD,
N. Y.
WBZ
TV, Boston
WNBW,
Wash.
WNBK,
Cleve.

Sunshine Biscuits Inc
Sunshine Biscuits Inc
Vick Chemical
Co
Stephen
F. Wehitman
Inc
Inc
Stephen
F. Wehitman

Thomas
Wendell

Wwr

&

William
BBDO

NAME

6.

NET

H. B. LeQuatte
Beaumont
& Hohman
BBDO
Harry
B. Cohen

Moultrie, Ga., formerly LBS. now ABC
McComb,
Miss., now ABC
(new
station)
Palatka, Fla., formerly
LBS, now ABC

More
WHO
Dear Mr. Shelley :
We thank you sincerely for your service announcing the funeral of Curtis
Benskin of our city. Yes the announcement was made at about 7 :39 or 40. Since
we have no news paper in Wesley, and
the county papers would be published too
late Thurs. so your service was perfect,
covering Wesley — and burial at Metz —
beyond Colfax.
The relatives and friends of the family
are scattered — residing near Metz — Grinnell — Laurel — and up here at Whittemore
— Ft. Dodge — and Emmetsburg. Our
church was well filled at 9:15 and more
than 100 people from near Metz attended.
The WHO service is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Wesley, Iowa

(Rev.) J. A. Riggs

Dear Mr. Loyet :
May I take this opportunity to thank
you most sincerely for the interest taken
by your station in giving news and broadcast time to the annual Hawkeye Boys
State held at Camp Dodge. I want especially to thank you for working in the
important officers of Hawkeye Boys
State on the regular Governor's Hour
program on Saturday, June 9th.
We have received several favorable
comments on the program in addition to
those expressed by Governor Beardsley,
himself.
We have appreciated the hearty cooperation of Radio Station WHO in the
past and are grateful for the time which
has been allotted for American Legion
programs and activities.
Sincerely yours,
A. F. Faber
Director of Public Relations
Iowa Department
The American Legion
Des Moines 9, Iowa
Dear Mr. Woods :
On behalf of all our patients and
Special Services, may I extend sincere
thanks and appreciation for making possible the Barn Dance Frolic. It was a
very excellent program and one that all
patients enjoyed.
We appreciate the thoughtfulness and
interest of WHO on behalf of the hospitalized veterans. The cooperative and
unselfish attitude of the individual participants created a warm feeling as well as
an excellent performance. Please extend
our thanks to all.
Very sincerely yours,
L. E. Hunn
Chief, Special Services
Veterans Administration Center
Des Moines, Iowa
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Dear Mr. Shelley :

Dear Mr. Woods:

Just a little note of very sincere appreciation to you and the WHO news
staff for being so kind in broadcasting
the announcement of the cancellation of
the Simpson College Choir Concert at
Hoyt Sherman Place last night.
This willingness on the part of your staff
to render such service is a very gracious
act and I want you to know that there is
one man over here who appreciates it.
Very sincerely yours,
Edwin Edgar Voigt
Simpson College
President
Indianola, Iowa

As chairman of the Holy Week Noonday Services sponsored by the Ministerial
Association of Des Moines I want to
thank you for the assistance you gave us
in placing the facilities of your radio station at our disposal. We sincerely appreciate this cooperation in making poshad. sible one of the finest seasons we have
Sincerely yours,

Dear Sirs :
One of the finest things your station
has done in a long time was to broadcast
the concert by the Iowa Bandmasters
Band. The music was fine and it was a
thrill to hear them. With the large number of high school students interested in
band music there is a large listening audience. The Cities Service Band is making
a large place in the habits of the American listening audience. Thank you very
much for these Sincerely,
two concerts.

Dear Mr. Loyet :

Calvin D. Lowell
CWO 34th Inf Div Band Iowa NG
Fairfield, Iowa

Marvin

O. Sansbury

University Christian Church
Des Moines 11, Iowa

Just a line to thank you and Herb
Plambeck for the wonderful time a group
of friends from my World War II outfit
had as guests of WHO Saturday.
Saturday was the first time in six
years we fellows and our wives have had
a chance to meet as a group. It was
through Herb's efforts that the meeting
was such a huge success. We all enjoyed
every minute of it and want you to know
that you have gained several more
staunch supporters for your fine station.
Sincerely yours,
William
Des Moines 7, Iowa

A. Buchholz

• ev
ew professional advertising men, we suppose, have
ever written a personal letter to a radio station. Therefore it may be difficult for you to realize why WHO
gets mailbags of personal letters — to understand the
feelings of friendship and inter-dependence that exist
between WHO and its listeners. . . .
Read these few typical letters, and we believe you'll get
some new ideas of what WHO means in Iowa Plus —
what WHO can mean to advertisers, too. . . .

WIKI©

+/©r Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE

& PETERS,

INC., National Representatives

21

Martin Michel

fc mm

Radio-TV
20th

Century-Fox

Film

Corp.,

Director
New

York

20th Century-Fox is utilizing every ad medium at its disposal to
convince homebodies that "Movies (20th Century-Fox, that is) are
better than ever!" The task of getting reluctant moviegoers away
from living room radios and TV sets goes to Martin Michel, Newarkborn radio-TV director. Still in his 30's, Michel has the radio-TV
background and knowledge in which Hollywood has shown interest
just recently.
Since his teens Michel has written for the theatre and worked for
radio stations and newspapers. Before the war he spent three years
writing and preparing copy for WHN's programing
department.
After the war Michel took post graduate work at Columbia University. When 20th Century-Fox needed a man with ideas for and a
knowledge of radio Michel was ready.
"When I came to 20th Century-Fox at the end of 1949," says
Michel, "they were using radio on and off without advance planning.
And, mind you, reading printed media copy. Imagine an announcer
trying to properly phrase those long-winded sentences."
Michel, with lots of ideas on the subject, soon changed this,
working in close cooperation with S. Charles Enfield, 20th Century's
vice president in charge of advertising and publicity.
First campaign for Michel, a national one, was for "12 O'Clock
High." Announcements were ideally tied in with New Year's Eve,
the approach of a new year being an ideal reminder of the picture
title. Says Michel: "If one announcement will do for any picture
then it's no good for our purposes."' (See: Movies on the air, p. 38.)
Most campaigns are local and timed to theatre opening dates. The
main thought hammered home is: "Give the announcement a gimmick twist to attract interest." Michel and Einfeld have done that
with "Kangaroo" and "With a Song in My Heart." They are planning big things for Hemingway's "The Snows of Kilimanjaro,"
20th's big picture of the year. (Annual radio-TV expenditure varies
from $100,000 to $500,000 depending upon exploitation plans,
agency: Charles Schlaifer & Co.)
When not concerned with promoting these epics on radio and TV,
Michel sticks close to home, collecting early American antiques and
doing interior decorating. Proudest achievement: two sons whom he
calls his "favorite short subjects."

* * *
SPONSOR

and in Detroit they're sure
WJBK-TV because:

8 OUT OF 10
TOP TV SHOWS ARE
ON CHANNEL 2
Isn't this the best reason in the world for
giving your selling message the extra sock
that only WJBK-TV can give you in Detroit?

Here Are the Top Ten TV Shows
1st BOSTON
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

in Detroit:

BLACKIE

GODFREY'S TALENT SCOUTS
WHAT'S MY LINE?
BOXING
BIG TOWN
DANGER
DRAGNET
GODFREY AND HIS FRIENDS
RACKET SQUAD
TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE
According to Pulse July Program Averages

8 SEPTEMBER 1952

WJBK-TV
WJBK-TV
WJBK-TV
WJBK-TV
WJBK-TV
WJBK-TV
WWJ-TV
WJBK-TV
WJBK-TV
WWJ-TV
23

Composer and recorder of "Guitar Boogie" which
sold 2,500,000 records, WBT's Arthur Smith, with his
Crackerjacks, won a snug niche in the Folk Music Archives
of the Library of Congress. But Arthur's sponsors know
him also as a canny, consistent, air salesman whose
"Corner Store" program on WBT (4-4:30 PM, M-F)
beats out a double sales rhythm. To step up the tempo
COLOSSUS

OF THE CAROLINAS

of your Carolina sales, ask for Arthur.

CHARLOTTE,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company

How Pepsi bounced back
Revamped

management,

new air approach licked "bargain" flavor of
early jingles and slumping sales curves, won back bottler confidence

In 1950 the Pepsi-Cola Co.
— considered the marvel
beverage operation just 10 years before— was in serious trouble. Sales had
slid from a 1947 peak of $56,453,000
to just over $40,000,000— and they
were headed even lower. In large measure, the very jingle and air advertising policies which had built the firm
from a gross of $18,390,000 in 1939
to $37,527,000 just two years later

over-all

were responsible for Pepsi's headaches.
Here's what happened, as Pepsi-Cola
executives now diagnose it:
1. The original jingle had sold consumers so hard on the theme "twice as
much

for

a nickel"

8 SEPTEMBER
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that

Pepsi

cus-

tomers eventually built up an image of
Pepsi as a cheap substitute for CocaCola. And, so much early emphasis
had been put on 12 ounces of Pepsi
for a nickel that raising the price or
cutting the size of the bottle to meet
rising costs was made difficult. These
two psychological barriers that faced
the company in 1950 had been uncovered by spending $100,000 for research
by Dun & Bradstreet, Alfred Politz,
and others. Researchers found the old
economy theme persisted in consumer
memory even though Pepsi had
dropped the theme in its advertising.
2. Caught between rising costs and
consumer resistance to higher prices,

bottlers were grumbling. They looked
to the parent company to help boost
their total sales volume with strong
advertising. Here, they felt, Pepsi was
letting them down. In 1950 Pepsi advertising was scattered over a wide variety of promotional ventures. The
general lack of direction and consisPepsi's advertising and its
lack oftency ineffective
ness lowered bottler
morale. Few put their best foot forward in opening up new sales areas.
3. It was as a result of both preceding factors — lack of consumer confidence and respect for the product,
25
plus the growing rift between Pepsi
and its bottlers — that sales of Pepsi

Radio and TV are used 'round the globe by Pepsi to build
export sales. Left, Africans hear Pepsi air jingles from
Casablanca station; right, Pepsi's TV show in Mexico City

IlUItllllltlllllllllllllllll'iiillllll
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YEAR

was made in 1950
Pepsi-Cola sales were slumping after 1947 until big policy switch
SALES
NET INCOME

J 937
1938
1 939*
1940

1941
1942
1943
1944

I

SALES

$9,930,000
$13,232,000
$18,390,000

concentrate to bottlers

$6,400,000
$5,900,000
-, ,;,. Vi ,;,,.

were slipping.

But this year the company's gross
is well on its way back up to the alltime 1947 peak, sponsor estimates the
1952 sales at $52,000,000, some four
and a half millions short of the '47
record. If current progress continues,
Pepsi should catch up to this mark in
1953.
How did Pepsi bounce back? The
answer is largely found in the efforts
of two salesmen: Pepsi President Al
Steele whose management team resold

Pepsi President Alfred N.
Steele (left), ex-Coca-Cola,
sparked new campaign to win
back confidence of public and
bottlers after three-year slump

Agency boss Milton Biow, who
took account away from Newell-Emmett in 1947, advises on
ad strategy, helped design current Pepsi-Cola air approach

1948
1949
1950

1

1951
1952

$43,140,000

$5,100,000

$45,078,000

$6,200,000

$56,453,000

$6,700,000

$46,627,000

$3,100,000

$45,631,000

$2,100,000

$40,173,000

$1,600,000

$48,700,000

$2,600,000

no accurate estimate possible

0,000*
$52,00estimate

"SPONSOR

, ;,, ir,,.: ,, 'ih -., ■, ■ . ';.", ':. ':.. ■',, -, '.i. 'H: '" " ^^ '!■ M. - ■!.

Pepsi to the bottlers and Faye Emerson, key figure in reselling it to the
public through a new TV approach.
Steele became president in 1950,
succeeding Walter Mack who moved
up to chairman of the board and left
the company soon after. At that time,
the company was spending $4,500,000
for advertising and promotion which
included: skywriting Pepsi's name several times a year over cities in the U.S.,
Canada, Cuba, and Mexico; annual art
contests, essay contests, scholarships,
youth clubs. Many of these plans were
effective from a publicity standpoint.
they
But si's
blood.were a little too rick for PepPepsi's national air advertising had
practically no continuity. Pepsi had
jumped in and out of a wide variety
of network radio shows and TV tests,
ranging from thrice-weekly newscasts
on CBS in 1940 to a twice-weekly version of Counterspy heard on ABC in
1949 and 1950. The jingle, too, was
revised and rerevised, tested in radio
and TV between 1947 and 1950.
But before Steele went to work on
advertising strategy he concentrated on
bottler relations. An ex-Coca-Cola executive, heknew that rebuilding bottler
confidence was essential.
Steele and his new management team
pitched in to solve two probpromptly
lems which had long plagued Pepsi
bottlers. One of these was the Pepsi
26

Advertising Director Stirling
R. Wheeler, former Y&R executive, has been in charge of
radio, TV and other media
promotions for Pepsi since 1950

1947

$6,300,000

began

These three shape Pepsi ad plans

1945
1946

$9,600,000

$46,877,000
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

YEAR

$4,870,000
$5,800,000

$38,590,000
$48,280,000
of radio

INCOME

$2,100,000
$3,170,000

$24,420,000
$37,527,000

Big use

NET

lillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllill

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIll

bottle itself, which still appeared in
many areas in a variety of beer-bottle
colors with pasted-on labels. The other problem was to aid bottlers in establishing abeachhead in the profitable
vending machine and concessionnaire
trade in soft drinks.
Both of these problems had been
tackled by Pepsi's earlier top management, under Walter Mack, as far back
as 1947. Mack had redesigned the
Pepsi bottle, using white glass and an
whichor wouldn't
label
applied
soak
off color
in store
coolers
bottling
plants*. Mack had also introduced a
smaller, eight-ounce Pepsi bottle, designed for use in vending machines,
ball parks, and the like.
Despite Mack's pioneer efforts, persuading bottlers to invest in the new
bottles and urging them to invade the
machine and concession trade had
been largely defaulted by the parent
firm. Not so after Steele & Co. arrived
on the scene. He treated the earlier developments as though they were brandnew, and pushed them vigorously.
Tirelessly, Steele preached the value
of a better-looking bottle and the
profits to be made through added vending machine sales. "You get people to
buy cartons for home use by making
it easy for them to try Pepsi outside
the home," he told Pepsi bottlers.
In ever-growing numbers, the bot(Please turn to page 60)
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Pepsi air career hits run the gamut from catchg jingle to Fuge Emerson sophistication

1939, the jingle

1940's, in-and-outer on net radio

Jingle writers Kent & Johnson satirized "class" beverage advertising
in famous gag shot. Product dignity was of little concern to Pepsi;

Pepsi never found a success in network radio in the I940's to match the
ecrly, phenomenal success of the jingle; sales pace began to sag after

the "twice

1947, despits use of variety of shows, including "Counterspy"

as much

for a nickel"

tune

helped

double

sales

ir*> ^m

1939-41

gi^j
a??
"^5

(above)

i .j^'i^-^
-«*

^' nL

•-■5s. |-4»v i"

>h-^gr| « | .
ATT i> Tar*]

1950,
la Emerson Fall 1952, more spot radio; new TV "Betty Furness"
Turning point in Pepsi air progress came Present strategy of Pepsi colls for heavy spot radio cam- tvpe sales personality
for Pepsi
with sponsorship of Faye Emerson series
on TV. She added new touch of class to
product,
helped
live down
early "bargain"
aspect
of original
Pepsi
jingles

paiqns with local bottlers, plus new TV film show. At left,
WHK's Bill Gordon is typical of local radio shows bought
by Pepsi bottlers, who also use revamped
radio jingie
widely. Comely Ruth Woods (right) will be Betty Fumes;-

"ShortShort Drama" film series on NBC TV, due
to start later this month.
Ruth will carry
on tradition started by Faye Emerson
in
giving sophistication
to the cola
drink

27
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Is the programing subsidy era over
Sponsors enter 1952-53 season paying full bill on live packages; unhappy
^taAftj^ Network television starts
ffl
jj
the 1952-53 season with
^▼^»
the most expensive alignment of sponsored programs to date.
For the first time in the history of the
medium the networks — especially CBS
and NBC — are charging the full freight
for their packaged programs, and no
small numher of sponsors are accepting the situation with grumbling resignation.
The idea of the networks insisting
that the advertiser tote the entire bill
for a network-produced program is a
far throw from the condition that prevailed only a year ago. The networks
were even then absorbing a substantial

'Life with

'Onie

Luigi"

& Harriet"

doubles

percentage of house packages. This fall
these same packages will bring not
only out-of-pocket costs but, in many
cases, a profit to the networks. As one
philosophic sponsor put it: "It seems
only yesterday that they (the networks) were wheedling us with all
sorts of program concessions and suddenly we find them eating high off the
hog programwise as well as from the
sale of time. In my 26 years of advertising contact I've never seen the scales
of a medium tip so fast."
In a survey of the TV programing
situation for the fall among sponsors,
ad agencies, and network executives
sponsor gathered the following perti-

into TV at $25,500

NBC

bring $35,000 for radio, TV

CBS

will

will

give

make

concession

exception

on

to

package

price

"full freight"

nent information,

opinions,

and

im-

1. The average cost of sponsored
pressions:
network programs is at least 20r/i over
what it had been last season. If TV
film shows were included to arrive at a
median the average cost of the sponsored ranks would be well over 30%
above last year's. (Realistically, such
inclusion would lend an erroneous
weight, since the price formula for a
film series makes it possible for the
show.)
sponsor to reduce his average cost over
the season through repeats of his
2. Sponsors who have escalator and
union increase clauses in their program

if sponsor

policy

will

compete

for advertiser

who

with

tackles

"I

Love

Lucy'

Milton

Berle

n net Tf ?
bout cost increases

package contracts are rinding the tilts
much more than they had anticipated.
The networks admit that this is so and
here's their explanation: They themselves benefit comparatively little from
the increases. And the same applies to
name talent. Most of this extra money
is going to the members of craft
unions, because of increased scales and
changed working conditions.
3. On the basis of the lineup of
sponsored network TV shows for the
fall as contained in the charts on pages
30-31, sponsor estimates that the weekly expenditure, for talent and production only, for all four networks comes
to $2,360,000. Broken down by network this estimate figures as follows:
CBS, $1,100,000; NBC, $990,000; ABC,
$212,000 and DuMont, $58,000. When
this weekly estimate is projected on an
annual basis, with due allowance made
for hiatuses, the program bill on the
four networks for sponsors comes to
$98,100,000. The projection for individual networks shows the following
annual total program cost: CBS, $44,800,000; NBC, $41,300,000; ABC, $9,400,000 and DuMont, $2,600,000.
4. Sponsors who are entering network TV for the first time seem to
prefer shows in the upper price brackets. Cases in point are the Leming Co.,
a co-underwriter of the $65,000 Jackie
Gleason Show, and the Singer Sewing
Machine, which elected to make its debut with the name-studded Four Star
Playhouse. There's also Hot Point with
its alternate support of the $35,000
Ozzie & Harriet Shoiv. (The first two
programs are on CBS and the last, on
ABC.)
5. Among the network packages
that have taken an appreciable hike as
far as the sponsor is concerned is The
Colgate Comedy Hour. Not so long ago
Colgate's bill for this package came to
$40,000. The price for the coming
year is $55,000. Colgate regards the
1952-53 season with this show as the
crucial one. On a cost-per-1,000 basis,
(Please turn to page 81)
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'Alan Young

Show,"

one

of house

packages

CBS

wants

sponsors to

pit against

NBC

top-raters

Types of sponsored netivorh TV shows
BASE:

Programs

scheduled

for fall

1952

as

reported

CBS

Type ot program
Children's Shows
Comedy Variety
Comedy Situation
Daytime Variety
Straight Drama
Mystery & Detection
Soap Operas
Western
Forum, Discussion
Interview
Musical & Musical Variety
News & Commentary
Religious
Variety
Sports (action)
Quiz, Audience Participation

Total

3
2
5
4
5
10
3
1
2
5
2
1
1
12
56

by

networks

(as of 2 September

NBC

ABC

4
7
2
16

4

4
1
1
3
1
6
1

DuMont
3

4
2
2

2
2

1
2
1
1

5

1
2

1
1
1

53

20

13

2

Total
14
9
11
23
4
18

2

1
—

1952)

4
3
4
5
12
6
2
4
3
20

142

Turn page, for talent and production cost charts

SPONSORED

NETWORK

TV show;

!!!!!lll!!:il!!lll!lilll!!ll!!!l!!lllll!lll!llllllllll!lllllllllllllll!llllllll!!llllllll!lll!!lllii:i!lliy

CBS TV networh sponsored shows
ORIGINATION

Amos 'n' Andy
Art Linkletter

$30,000

$4,000
(per 'A

Godfrey's

Time

Talent Scouts

Balance

Your

Budget

Battle of the Ages
Beat the Clock
Biff Baker, U. S. A.
Big Town
Blue

Ribbon

Situation

30

mln.

alt wk!

Blatz

Daytime

Variety

30

mln.

5/wk

Green

Musical

'(See

note

below

Variety

Daytime

Variety

Musical

$20,000

$8,000
$3,000
$!i.nri(i

Variety

$21,000

&

$12,500

Leo Burnett
N. W. Ayer

Quiz.

Aud.

Partlc.

30

min.

l/wk

Quiz.

Aud.

Partlc.

30

min.

l/wk

Co.

Sardine

Mattress

Sylvania

min.

l/wk

Ar^rican

Mystery & Detection
Boxing

30

min.

l/wk

Lever

Aud.

Aud.

Partic.

Partlc.

30

I hr.
rain,

l/wk
l/wk

min.

Situation

Tobacce

5/wk

Walsh

& Ryan
Smith
&

&

Fra-.klin

Bruck

Cecil

Presbrey

&

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

Co.
Ruthrauff

&

Ryan

Beer

Warwick

&.

Legler

Doherty.

Clifford

Bristol-Myers
Mills

Carnation
Goodrich

Ross

Rublcam

Bros.

General

min.

30

Pabst

Belding

Co.

Electric

30

&
&

Foote.
Cone
&. Belding
Leo Burnett
Rhoades & Davis
Young

Foods

Hlywd.

Burnett
Burnett

French

Detection

Quiz.

Leo
Leo

Fiberglas
(Frigidaire)

Sealy

l/wk

Welntraub

Ruthrauff
Fuller &

Llpton's

min.

H.

Lever
Bros.
Owens-Corning
General
Motors
Pillsbury
Mills

l/wk

30

Comedy

$30,000

Foods

Foote.
Cone
Leo
Burnett
Cunningham

min.

$15,000

Burns & Allen

W.

Giant

Tonl
Co.
Pillsbury
Mills
Liggett & Myers

30

appr.
15

Groom

5/wk

Partlc.

$30,000

Bride

min.

Aud.

Bouts

Break the Bank

45

Quiz.

Mystery &

$23,000

Beer

Lever
Bros.
Pillsbury
Mills
Kellogg Co.

hr.)

Arthur Godfrey & Friends
Arthur Godfrey

Comedy

Co.
Rubber

Film

&. Shcnfleld

N.

Y.

D-F-S
Knox- Reeves

N.

Y.

Erwln.

Film

Wasey

BBDO

l/wk

CBS News — Douglas Edwards
Candy Carnival

News

Children's

$12,000

Star

Playhouse

Fred
Garry

Waring

Moore

Show

30

Mystery & Detection
$6,500
Mystery & Detection

$14,000

Pall Mall
Oldsmoblle

Juiz.

$8,000

Aud.

M

l/wk
1 wk

Carter

alt'wk!

Schick.

Drama

$22,500

Guiding Light
I Lore
It's News

Lucy
to Me

$28,000
$10,000

$27,500
$10,500

Vve Got a Secret

Musical

Variety

min.

Daytime

Variety

l/wk

Gleason

Life

Show

min.

3/wk
alt/wks

Singer

30

min.

1 wk

General

min.

Western

With

Luigi

Longines Chronoscope
Lore

of

Life

Y.

Phila.

SSCB

Inc.

Kudner

N.
N.

Y.
Y.

drama

Drug

Cecil

30
30

Presbrey

Ward-Wheelock

Soup

Sewing

&.

N.

Y.

Machine

Electric

Young

&

N. Y.
Film

Rubicam

BBDO

Best
Foods
(Rit)
General
Electric
Stokeley-Van
Camp

Young
& Rubicam
Calkins
& Holden

William

Ruthrauff

Wrigley

Benton

Soap

15

Opera

l/wk

Procter

&

&

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

Bowles

&

Ryan

*

Film

Gamble

min.
Comedy

Situation

mln.

30

5/wk
l/wk
Quiz.

Aud.

Partlc.

Philip

Partic.

30
min.

30
Comedy

Variety

1

1

r.

1

wkl/wk

l/wk

Compton

N.
Film Y.

Blow
Tatham-Laird

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

Morris

Simmons

Co.

min.

$25,500

Comedy

Tonl
Co.
Carter
Products

Foote.
SSCB

Schick.
Inc.
Leemlng
Co.
American
Chicle

Kudner
William

$4,000

$18,500

Soap

General

Situation

Interview

Cone

&

Belding

Esty

« ■

D-F-S

Opera

Foods
Benton

15

mln.

l/wk

30
15

Longlnes-Wittnauer
American

mln.
mln.

Drama

3/wk
5/wk

Lever

Home

Bros.

Products

A.

&

Victor

Bowles

Hlywd.
N.

Bennett

Biow

J.

Walter

Thompson

Y.

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

l/wk
30

SOURCE:
30

■

mln.

$6,000

Lux Video Theatre

Esty

min.

Aud.

$65,000

Candy

N.

Brothers

William

Products

Campbell

30
30

hr.)

$7,000

Jackie

M

SSCB
D.P.

min.

3/wk

Gene Autry

&.

Block

30

Partic

$20,000

$2,350
(per
'/4

min.
min.

30

5/wk

Cigarettes

30
Mystery & Detection

$10,000

Four

Show

min.

Danger
Double or !\olhing

min.

$12,000

City Hospital
Crime Syndicated

15

Show costs are SPONSOR'S

September

1952 estimate;

SPONSOR

■
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rith their talent and production costs
CBS TV network sponsored shows

I
Mania
Man

Against

Mr. &
Music

Hall

Crime

Mrs. North

(Patti Page)

Drama

$23,000
$15,000

General

30

min

Mystery & Detection

30

mln.

l/wk

Mystery &. Detection

30

min.

l/wk

Musical

15

min.

$20,000
$28,000

ORIGINATION

Variety

R.

Foods

J.

Young

Reynolds

Colgate
l/wk

Lever Bros.
(Pepsodent
R. J. Reynolds

Div.)

&

Rubicam

William

Esty

Sherman

&

N.

Film

Marquette

McCann-Erickson
William
Esty

N. Y.
Hlywd.

2/wk

Our

Miss

Brooks

Perry Conio
Quiz Kids
Racket

Squad

Schlitz Playhouse
Search

for

Tomorrow
See It Now

$30,000

Comedy

Situation

$25,000

Musical

Variety

$5,000

Quiz

$17,000

Mystery &. Detection
Drama

$23,500

Soap

$6,500

Opera

$16,000

News

$3,500

Children's

30

min.

15

mln.

30

min.

30

min.

30

min.

15

min.

General

Foods

Young

&

Rubicam

l/wk

3/wk

l/wk

Liggett &

Myers

Cunningham

Cats

Rubber

S.

Paw

Philip

l/wk

Schlitz Beer
Procter

5/wk

Aluminum

&

&.

Walsh

min.

Lennen

&

30

min.

Brown
General

of

America

N.

Fuller

&

Smith

&.

Ed

McConnell

Sports Spot (Mel Allen)

Show

Interview

$1,500

Strike It Rich (daytime)

15

min.

l/wk

Quiz,

Aud.

Partic.

30

mln.

l/wk

Quiz,

Aud.

Partic.

30

mln.

3/wk

hr.

l/wk

Shoe

Leo

Cigar

Burnett

Young

&.

Rubicam

William

Esty

Sherman

&.

$8,000

Strike It Rich

(nighttime)

Colgate
Colgate •

$8,500

Studio
Sunday

News

One

Special
Suspense

The

Big
The

This Is Show

Web

Business

Toast of the
What's

Top

My

Town
Line?

Drama

$22,000

1

News

15

mln.

Mystery & Detection

30

mln.

l/wk

hr.

l/wk

$1,250
$13,500

1

$14,000

Children's Show

$11,000

Mystery & Detection

30

min.

Comedy

30

min.

$12,000

Variety

Variety

1

Aud.

Partic.

Norwich

Benton

Dairy

&

Ruthrauff

Auto-lite

National

N.

Products

W.

Bowles
&.

N.
N.

Y.
Y.

N.
N.

Y.
Y.

N.

Y.

Ryan

Ayer

hr.

30

/wk

P.

American

l/wk
l/wk
/wk

Lennen

Lorillard

Jules

min.

Mitchell

Dealers

Montenier

s. Kenyon

&

Earl

Ludgin

Eckhardt

l/wk

simul *ast basis— time
plus talent:
and
a half
radio a/4 hrs. pel week.

Sl,400.0OO

annually

for

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

BBDO

Tobacco

Lincoln-Mercury

&

$8,500
*Sold
on
and
two

Y.

McCann-Erickson

Ph. ii in. ii mi

Electric

Marquette

N.

Phila.

$30,000
Quiz,

Westinghouse

Y.

N. Y.
Film

Ross

l/wk

Smilin'

1.

Film

Mitchell

Gamble
Co.

Y.

N.

Film

Biow

30

N.

Chicago

Levyne

Biow

Morris

l/wk

A.

Y.

Film

two

TV

*4

hr

/wk

NBC TV networh sponsored shows
PROGRAM

COST

Aldrich Family
All Star Revue

American

Forum

of the Air

Armstrong's Circle Theatre
Ask Me Another
Big Payoff, The
Big Story,

$20,000
$29,000

$3,000

TYPE

Comedy

Situation

Comedy

Variety

Forum,

Discussion

Drama

$10,000

The

$16,000

Caravan

$16,500

of America

$35,000

Aud.

Quiz.

30

30

30

Partic.

Aud.

Partic.

Pet
Milk
Kellogg
Co.
California
Packing

Gardner
Leo Burnett
McCann-Erickson

Bohn

Zimmer- Keller

min.

l/wk

Armstrong

min.

l/wk
/wk
l/wk

30
min.
min.

Mystery & Detection

Neivs

Cavalcade

Drama

undup of fall 1952 programs is from the networks
8 SEPTEMBER

Aluminum
Cork

15
30

min.

30

min.

designated

5/wk
alt/wks

N.
Y.
Chicago

Corp.

Sherman

Colgate

5/wk

American

Cigarette

&

Cigar

J.

Reynolds

Du

Pont

&

Marquette

SSCB
Wm.

R.

Y.
Y.

Esty

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

Tobacco
BBDO

(Please

Film

turn

&

Hlywd.

Washington.

BBDO
Ethyl

N.
N.

BBDO

l/wk

News

Camel

Ward-Wheelock

Soup

l/wk

min.

ORIGINATION

AGENCY

SPONSOR
Campbell

mln.

1 hr.

30

$14,000
$6,000

1

TIME

to

page

79)
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D.C.

More and more, the IK S. is being viewed as a
series of market targets rather thatt as a national whole

Fall trends in spot buying
Market-by-market

spot

buying of radio and TV is at new peak, study shows

"The only way you can describe the spot situation this

fall," Fred Brokaw, executive v.p. of the Paul A. Raymer Co.,

station reps, told SPONSOR, "is to say
that there's a Grade-A boom going on.
Any way you look at it— the number
of accounts, the size and scope of the
spot radio and TV campaigns, the
number of brand-new spot advertisers,
the amount of 'regulars' who arc returning— it's tremendous."
Indeed, the figures on fall buying of
spot radio and spot television tell their
own sloi\. Dining the final quarter of
1952, the total dollar volume of spot
radio will be, at latest industrywide estimates, about $45.0()().()0() — about

32

10' 4 more than what network radio
revenue is likely to be. In spot TV,
dollar volume is expected to be around
$20,000,000— or about 60%. of the
outlook for network video billings.
Few would have predicted such a
boom in spot. Earlier this summer, a
whole variety of problems — from steel
shortages and labor disputes to summer slumps in many retail lines — had
slowed spot buying to a crawl. Reps
and stations alike felt that the fall

level of spot business to a point that
was slightly over the comparable 1951
period. A week later, it was soaring
even higher. As sponsor went to press,
the competition among clients for the
choicest availabilities — minute announcements inearly-morning and daytime spot radio; evening chainbreaks
between high-rated TV shows in spot
video — was as brisk as the August fur
sales.

season would be "good — but not terrific" for spot.

This sudden boom in spot, with little or no advance warning, has left
many station reps feeling as though

By the middle of last month, the piclure was changing rapidly. An influx
of new business, particularly from the
food and drug advertisers, shot the

they'd been run over by a cavalry
charge. Few of them have had time to
inquire as to the reasons; fewer still
have had a chance to analyze the reaSPONSOR

1. Amm-i-dent
Block Drug approach, via Cet il iK: I'resbrey, is

sons for the upswing in spot broadcasting business.
Advertisers, whose outpoured dollars
are financing the spot spurt, are equally at a loss to explain in broad terms
the motives that have led to the hottest trend toward spot broadcasting in
advertising history. Individual sponsors are usually willing to discuss their
own reasons (see capsule summaries of
several outstanding spot campaigns at
right on these pages), but their an-

to back up its steady network TV ("Danger" and
"Blind Date") with heavy spot radio drives in
non-TV areas, plus booster campaigns via radio
in video markets. All spot activities are
carefully matched to market sales expectancies

Mat Its -ffntslt

"The Name That
Made Lanolin

swers often don't add up to a common motive.
Still unanswered in the mind of the
average adman are several important
questions concerning spot broadcasting
in the fall of 1952. For instance:
Where is all the spot money coming
from — other media? Does the upswing
in spot reflect a major change in the
thinking of leading advertisers and the
top advertising agencies? Does it spell
the decline and fall of network broadcasting? How do the recent trends affect long-range radio-TV plans? How
do these new spot campaigns interlock
with, and supplement, other advertising
done by these clients? Are there any
unusual types of spot activity, or new
techniques being used? What about
the effects of TV on spot radio values,
and the costs-vs. -audience factors in
spot TV?
To chart the changing trends in spot
broadcasting, and to attempt to find
answers to such questions, sponsor
made a series of interviews in New

AS
BY

ADVERTISED
\^S Famous"
YOUR
STATION

Veteran

user of spot radio in all major markets, Griffin recently added a portion of

NBC

TV's "Show of Shows" but is retaining
almost all spot radio in non-TV areas and
much of its best spot slots in video markets.
In the works: spot TV campaigns for new polish

4. GE video sets
Maxon agency surveys showed GE that cheapest
way to reach TV set prospects was to use spot
radio in daytime. Campaign starts 13 October
in 64 video areas for six weeks to plug new
GE fall line. Much of budget for radio drive
came from other media such as newspapers

sity of clients — from the huge "regulars" like P&G and General Foods to
the relative newcomers like Electrolux

the major spot campaigns this fall was

Booming hair preparations firm is extensii c
user of spot radio (some 500 stations) and TV
isome 50 outlets), with air budget now hitting
the $5,000,000 mark.
Campaigns are geared to
growing distribution ; stations aid Antell in
lining up over 9,000 merchandising displays

3. Griffin

York City, talking to several leading
agency timebuyers, station reps, and
media experts. From their answers,
certain conclusions were drawn which
sponsor feels is a reasonably accurate
index to current client thinking about
spot radio and TV. As nearly as possible, they reveal the tremendous diver-

and Hillman autos — who will be using
spot this fall, and help to explain precisely why spot use by these clients is
up to its current level.
One common denominator to all of

2. Charles Antell

>

5. BAB-0

Cleanser scored early success in daytime
radio in 1930*5, later switched to TV. Now,
BAB-O's emphasis is changing back to heavy
radio drive on spot basis with minute announcements in over 50 markets on year-round basis.
Campaign is via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

offered to sponsor by N. C. "Duke"
Rorabaugh. a specialist in gathering
and publishing the facts and figures of
spot broadcasting. Here's how
summed it up to SPONSOR:

he

6. Vicks cough drops

"A major change in agency and client thinking has taken place in the last
five years. The reasons behind this
(Please turn to page 86)
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With primarily seasonal products, Vick Chemical
is heavy user of annual spot drives in radio
and TV. Campaigns run October through March.
extensive use of eight-second TV "I.D
Latest
breaks move:
in Northern video areas, via BBDO.
Radio spot is placed through Morse International

our salesmen'
i (

u
*

The 10 maxims on the opposite page are your prescription
for making salesmen and dealers dislike radio and television
advertising.

Albeit tongue in cheek, they are a reminder

of common mistakes many sponsor firms make. For of all media
radio and TV are probably understood least by the sponsor s sales
force and dealers. Avoid these 10 pitfalls and you're well on the way to
successful integration of air advertising and selling in the field.

itiude toward air advertising
How many of these wrong-way-to-do-it rules has your firm been following?
•

9

Hire a research man to
explain your air strat-f egy to salesmen and/or
•• dealers.
Get one
who

uses terms like "psychogalvanometric reactions'''' — preferably
through a loose upper plate.
This is the ideal way to turn apathy
toward air advertising into positive
distaste. It is particularly effective
where the sales force or dealership
knows little about radio-TV. To do a
thorough job, travel your research
savant to regional meetings.
Caution: This approach may backfire. Some research men have mastered
the art of translating media concepts
into simple English. Don't hire one of
those; you'd find the salesmen getting
enthused about radio and TV.
9

product on the
Pushat one
the same time as
air

,^ ^^^ your salesmen are con*^^^^% centrating
on another.
As soon as retailers are stocked up
and displays are set for a special brand
drive, put commercials on the air for

another of the firm's products. Or,
if the company has only one product,
you needn't miss the fun of trying this
particular gambit. It's easy to get the
same results in terms of exasperation
and frustration for salesmen by simply
telling them to use one theme in selling
the item while you trumpet an entirely
different theme on the air.
9

to dealers in nonBoast area
s
TV
about
how

^
a you fire using television
P^^^^p to sell the product.
This kind of merchandising in re-

verse has most impact when you've
just cancelled all your radio advertising in the non-TV regions to concentrate on a network television show. If
you're planning a spot radio campaign
in non-TV markets to give the dealers
support, keep it a secret. Who do the
dealers think they are anyway, trying
to tell you what they need to sell in
their own areas?
8 SEPTEMBER
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cally and arouses enthusiasm among

doaen
brsm
to sale
detders
and
invite
rts
e
v
©Ne
an
of the comp y
^^ cas
9^"^^^Q radio or TV programs.
Keep the distribution of tickets on
a very exclusive basis. When a big retailer and his family breezes into town
and calls you from a hotel for broadcast tickets, have your secretary reply
in her best Vassar tones: "We're terribly sorry, but you'll have to write us
a letter, and there's a six-month wait."
You can add to the fun by printing
a merry account in the company house
organ of how the president's wife
brought a part of 40 from her garden
club to the same broadcast.
£^B
V^P
^•J^JtJl
%^^^^#
and the

Let non-fraternization
be the rule when it
comes to those who sell
your product on the air
sales force in the field.

For example, don't invite the leading
lady of your program to attend sales
meetings and take a b'ow. Why encourage the salesmen to talk up the
show among their customers?

' se ''"' hurry-up-and^Bw
^^V
wait system (originally
^^^^■4
made popular by the
'
"^"""# United
States Army)
when it comes to backing up your
show with display material.
Blast away at dealers and salesmen
asking them to provide display space.
Then wait until long after the show is
on before you distribute it. To add
that final barb of infuriation, make
sure all the display material sent out is
so large it dominates the average winor display
'em moveif
their dowstock
down case.
to theLetbasement
there's no room left for it after they
erect your cardboard castles.

9

Neverual ment
agents ion
or

vidindional
regi

comers
in your
^^d
Q eal
^*"^^^
ial copy
merc
on the air.
Answer those who point out that this
tactic builds consumer acceptance lo-

dealers
by of
retorting:
the board
directors"Well,
would I'm
likesure
to
hear their names on the air, too."

for

dealers

when

lud
teset
_ p^'t
run using
a inc
conentry
©Don
•*^^^H
air

you
awards
on
the
blanks.

Many leading advertisers offer prizes
for dealers as well as the public in big
slogan or jingle contests; this is as
compensation for extra work they go
through in handing out entry blanks,
setting up displays. But your dealers
don't need any crass incentives. Besides dealers probably enjoy helping
their customers fill out blanks and
compose jingles.

of air advertising, like
oplese
name
ctos
du.wh
9^^^^%g^ wr
itse inan
,ofyto peyo
-prolf
byur
©Keep
When you make any kind of offer
on the air, always throw away the list
of th^se who wrote in for it. Then tell
each dealer how many letters you received from his area expressing interest in the product. When he asks for
the names for his mailing list or for
salesmen to call on, throw up your
hands and mumble something about
the great difficulty of breaking the mail
down regionally.

AV fe
■ijV

Adopt a supercilious attitude toward local-lev-

V by
el use °f
_A dealers
*vji
•^^^^5
or r<*dio-T
distributors.
Take the attitude that the air media
produce wonderful results and that any
smart advertiser can use them. But
when dealers ask for cooperative funds
to go on the air themselves or for your
advice, write to suggest they don't have
besides you're
enough
too
busy experience
this year toand
set up a program.
This is sure to sour them on any future broadcast advertising you may do
35
or may suggest they do. In fact, they
might even start recommending the
shows of your biggest competitor. ***

What jon should know about
alternate week sponsorship
Advertisers may reach more homes per dollar and get better dispersion
of commercial message through the every other week approach
Hltt
W

Uternate week sponsorship
was introduced in i \ aboul
three years ago. Today the
device has become a deep-rooted part
of the TV network landscape. As the
cost of television expands it is expected that the alternate week idea will
rnd proportionately wider acceptance
among network sponsors.
The networks resorted to the alternate week pattern as a means of getting more advertisers into TV. What
started out with sponsors as an economic inducement seems with time to
have made a virtue out of necessity.
Some advertisers and agencymen have
even voiced the opinion that alternate
week sponsorship has some positive advantages over the every week arrangement. ^
SPONSOR here presents a fact and

LUCKY

STRIKE, JOHNSON'S

WAX

SHARE

opinion roundup on the experiences
and results obtained by advertisers
who have used the alternate week device.
One of the most important facts underlined l>\ experience and research is
lliat an advertisers can often reach
more homes per dollar with every other
week shows than with every week programs. Advertisers are also learning
that under certain conditions two alternate week shows give them better dispersion of their advertising message
and more flexibility than a single every
week program. Or. similarly, an advertiser with two complete shows can
split the sponsorship and throw the
cash released by such strategy into another kind of air advertising attack.
These and other facts are laying to
rest a belief, nurtured by radio experi-

ROBERT MONTGOMERY

SHOW.

ence, that a network broadcasting sponsor must be on the air every week or
else he's just wasting his money. There
is a growing feeding that, with the
TV message carrying more impact than
a radio commercial, it doesn't necessarily have to be repeated as often.
There is also a feeling that the weekly
radio habit is not ingrained in TV
viewers, that members of the TV audience are dial twirlers, that they turn
on a program they like no matter how
infrequently it is telecast.
Moreover, the idea that a sponsor
must be identified clearly with a particular program or personality to get
the most out of them is definitely on
the way out. Participations as well as
alternate week programing have shown
that an advertiser can sell goods without the monopoly of a show. As one

EACH GETS ONE-MINUTE

REMINDER

PLUG ON OFF WEEK

PIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

Why

■ M'" I!' II1 III' I'

' ill1' I'M1 II! IM I'' '.Ill^ IM ,11 >: ■ III' ■

.H, .,,r M M;: ■;!! ■

; ■

.;M;;
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advertisers buy ttltemuie weeks

1, They can often reach more homes per dol3i
lar than with programs
aired weekly

They no longer feel that they must reach
the home every week as they did in radio

2, They can test new programs at little more
4than half the cost of an every week show

They get flexibility at a reasonable cost
by using two different kinds of programs
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

advertiser put it: c"If Procter & Gamble
can share Kate Smith, who are we to
insist on having a program all to ourselves?" All these factors have had the
effect of putting more emphasis on the
TV commercial itself, of pushing TV
toward the more flexible magazine concept of advertising.
There is no implication here that alternate week advertising is the cure-all
for the strained ad budget. It certainly doesn't work for everybody. But
any sponsor who wants to get the maximum returns on his advertising dollars
might do well to look into the why's
and wherefore's of alternate week advertising on television.
He may have to do some original
research because there is a paucity of
factual data on this important facet of
TV. It is the feeling of some admen
that advertisers often buy half a show
simply because ( 1 I it is the only
thing available, or (2) half a show is
all they can afford, or (3) since their
competitor is already on TV, they must
be represented, too.
No one has found fault with these
reasons per se, TV costs and clearances
being what they are. But in these days
of solid research, there is no reason to
buy a pig in a poke. An advertiser and
his agency should know what they've
got in the way of a TV program and
the story doesn't end with program
ratings alone.
The question today is: What have
admen learned in the past about alternate week sponsorship and what are
the problems, advantages and disadvantages of this type of advertising
To get some of the answers, SPONSOR
went to A. C. Nielsen for an original
study. It was decided, in order to get
some valid comparisons, to analyze
programs where sponsors were on both

every week and every other week. Two
programs suggested themselves: Arthur Godfrey & His Friends and the
Kate Smith Evening Hour. The former
had Liggett & Myers on every week
with the Toni Co. and Pillsbury Mills
sharing the first half hour. The latter
had the Reynolds Metals Company on
every week with Anson and B. T. Babbitt sharing the second half hour.
To make it even more interesting,
both programs were on at the same
time — 8:00 to 9:00 p.m. with Godfrey
on CBS and Kate Smith on NBC. The
time period chosen for analysis was
May and June of this year.
The analysis turned up these facts:
During an average four-week period,
Liggett & Myers, the every week sponsor on the Godfrey show, reached
73.4' v of the homes in those markets
where the show was broadcast. The
cumulative audience figures for the
Toni and Pillsbury were 54.4% and
57.3%, respectively, for an average
two week period. In other words, the
alternate week sponsors with 50% of
the program time reached, on the average, more than 75% of the homes hit
by the every week sponsor.
The cumulative audience figures for
the Kate Smith program were 29.3%
for the every week sponsor (this reflects the lower rating of the show ) and
24.7% and 21.6%, respectively, for
Babbitt and Anson. In this case the
alternate week sponsors averaged nearly 80% of the homes reached by the
every week sponsor. On a per dollar
basis Anson and Babbitt probably did
not do as well as Toni and Pillsbury
but they would have done much worse,
assuming they were trying to reach as
many different homes as possible, had
they sponsored the Kate Smith show
[Please turn to page 69)

How

alternate

atul every

treeh

sponsors

on same program eotnpare in advertising
impressions
and
homes
reaehed
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&
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Liggett
(every

Four-week

Godfrey

Average
no. ol
broadcasts
per

cumulative
audience
(% of homes

Friends

viewing

in 73.4
PSA1)

& Myers
week)

home

2.5

Impacts
100

783.5
in

Toni Co.
(alternate week)

PSA'

76.2

7.4

54.4

per
homes

7.4

57.3
Pillsbury
Mills
(alternate week)

80.2
Four-week
cumulative
(°'o of homos
audience

Kate Smith
Evening Hour

Average
no. ol
broadcasts
per
viewing

7.8

home

Impacts
B»r
100
homes

29.3
in

Reynolds
Metals
(every
week)

PSA*)

B. T. Babbitt
(alternate week)

24.7

Anson
(alternate week)

27.6

'Program

Station

7.2

in

PSA*

52.7
29.6

7.3

28.7

Areas

SOURCE:

A

C.

Nielsen,

May-June,

Is <Iiis why Schick switched to sponsoring
"Crime Syndicated" on alternate weeks?
Four
One

Percent of
homes reached
in program
station areas

weeks

Two

alternate

week

52.2

25.7

38.2
weeks*

Total homes
reached

3,707,000

6,287,000

7.0
Average no.
broadcasts
per
viewing
home

2.0

4,600,000

1.4

Total home
advertising
3,101,000

72,574,000

impressions
'Estimated

C

6,440,000

Nielsen,

Jan. -Feb.,
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KING KONG'

RKO resurrected this ape fantasy from a 19-year-old grave, backed
its reissue with heaviest TV campaign in motion picture history. Using clips from the movie for 50-second announcements and station
breaks, RKO expects to gross $3,000,000 on the rerun. Since pic got
"off the nut" on $750,000

A SPONSOR

original run, current run means

big profits

SINGING

Movies on (lie air
Saturation campaigns have scored successes
ranging from RKO's $3,000,000 on old movie to
20i h Century *s special "Phone Call" exploitation

like the soap manufacturers, food companies, and others with more conventional marketing problems, the movies
are learning to use radio and television
to make sales.
The way

38

movie companies

use the

RAIN"

picture, or even the stars' faces or voices, company had to produce
commercials from scratch, substituting an original jingle and singing
quartet for actual sequences from the movie.
Effectiveness was lost

roundup

Selling a movie is like no
over-all
other form of salesmanship.
You can compare it roughly to operating a soap company that brings out a
new brand every month for short-term
promotion. You have very little in the
way of a label to go on. Just the continuity ofstar names and your ingenuity in quickly developing product identification among an American moviegoing public which now has television
entertainment available at home. But

IN THE

MGM
was stymied in TV promotions by anti-TV restrictions in Its
own contracts with featured players. Unable to use scenes from the

air is a tribute to the industry's determination to sell against the tide of television's upsurge. Hard sell without a
penny wasted for "prestige" or "institutional" objectives characterize movie
air advertising.
Typically, movie campaigns use radio and/or TV announcements in saturation quantity to make audiences
conscious of the new movie's name, its
stars, its basic story type. Some showmanlike device for quickly hammering
home recognition of the movie title is
an invariable component of the commercials. That movie air advertising
is paying off is demonstrated by the
case histories of major movie producers which follow.

RKO — Radio and TV

were an im-

portant factor when RKO recently reissued "King Kong." Back in the tightmoney days of 1933, the antics of the
oversized ape grossed $750,000 and
the prints were retired with a satisfied sigh. Now, 19 years later, with a
Gargantuan hypo of air advertising,
the rejuvenated ape is expected to draw
another $3,000,000 at theatre box offices throughout the country.
The results from this revival were
not obtained by mere newspaper announcements. RKO made shrewd use
of the radio saturation technique,
which it had so often found successful.
Teaming up radio and TV, RKO did
an advance campaign in each of 14
markets that started a week before the
picture's opening.
Using mostly 50-second film excerpts from "Kong," one TV outlet in
each city was signed for from 150-175
announcements to be used during the
seven-day period. An equal amount of
money was used for radio announcements with the more economical medium giving the advertiser almost four
times as heavy a schedule for the same
amount of money.
In both media the horror element
was played up, spectacular effects were
emphasized, and the age of the film
was played down by merely announcing that the picture was a big success
SPONSOR

1 1

"PHONE

CALL

FROM

A STRANGER"

"THE

20th Century-Fox overcame lukewarm critical reviews of this
movie by heavy emphasis on star names during intensive radio announcement schedule. Transcriptions opened with ringing phone to
attract attention of listeners, followed through by using actual voices

Paramount

of

stimulated

Bette

Dav's,

Gary

Merrill,

Shelly

Winters

in theatres only "a few years ago."
The campaign was an immediate success in every market used. In Detroit,
for instance, the saturation technique
on WXYZ and WXYZ-TV attracted
$32,000 to the Palms State Theatre
box office (previous week's double feature grossed $11,000).
The most recent proof of video's effectiveness came last month when RKO
brought Joan Crawford's "Sudden
Fear" into Loew's State in New York
City. Saturating the area with 71 announcements in12 days via WCBS-TV,
"Sudden Fear" pulled better than $60,000 into the till the first week, more

to

plug

picture

GREATEST

SHOW

ON

EARTH

Pictures had $4,000,000 production outlay on this opus,

protected it by investing over $100,000 in radio announcement campaign in 300 cities. Sound of calliope and circus background noises
listeners'

week's showing of "Walk East" box
office figures for the test area were
compared with grosses registered in
cities on previous dates with a similar
product. The 25% increase recorded
during the test campaign could be definitely traced to TV advertising.
While these are TV's outstanding
motion picture success stories to date,
they are indicative of what can be done
when the two basic precepts developed
in radio promotion of movies are followed: (1) Have a gimmick; (2) saturate the area.
Until now the use of TV by film
makers has been limited by a number

imagination,

whetted

their

appetite

for movie

of factors, most handicapping of which
have been the high cost of the medium
and the contracts which the studios
have with their stars. In an effort to
keep their top performers off TV, contracts were so rigidly drawn that use
of the star's image could not even be
used for advertising or promotion on
television screens.
MGM, for example, found itself
hamstrung when the time came to push
the musical "Singing in the Rain." Unable to show Gene Kelly, Debbie Reynolds or any of these other high-priced
talent on
the TV
Metro's
(Please
turnscreen
to page
73) agen-

than $44,000 the second, with the picture being continued indefinitely. Recent attractions at the same theatre
grossed between $8,000 and $20,000
per week.
Columbia Pictures ran a TV test
campaign to determine whether RKO's
success with "King" might not be attributable to other factors. Isolating
the Rochester-Syracuse, N. Y., markets,
Columbia spent $1,000 for video in
each city over a five-day period to
promote Louis de Rochemont's production, "Walk East on Beacon." Twenty-second and one-minute trailers and
station identification break announcements were bought on WHEN-TV and
WSRY-TV in Syracuse, and WHAMTV, Rochester.
At the end of the
8 SEPTEMBER

Keystones of Hollywood's air strategy
Movie makers have learned that effectiveness of radio and TV for
motion picture promotion can be achieved only through saturation
campaigns. Spreading appropriations too thin is a ivaste of money
Attention of listeners and viewers can best be captured via trick
sound effects, but must be appropriate to picture. Gimmicks such
as ringing phones, screaming apes, howling natives work very well
Use of clips from movie and other theatre trailer techniques give
potential patrons flavor of picture, whet appetites for main
dish — the movie itself. People won't risk money on unknowns
Timing of campaign often hinges on budget, but a week's teaser
campaign, followed by heavy dose of one-minute announcements
three days prior and two days after opening has been very effective

1952
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firm's bonanza:

Sales up 400% on $36,000 radio
Citizens'

Mutual Auto Ins. Co

spot

'Citizens'

' wasn't well known till it turned to radio. Then sales went froi

When Citizens' Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
of Howell, Mich., took to the

air in 1947, the company's sales stood
at slightly over three million dollars
annually. This year Citizens' sales
are expected to hit 12 million dollars
and the 400% increase can be attributed directly to

Citizens'

spot

radio

Citizens' ad budget has
gone front $22,639 in
1947 to $65,000 for 1952
YEAR

1947

SALES

ADVERTISING

$3,443,736

$22,639

1948
1949

5,382,387
6,463.815

33,117
38.482

1950
1951

7,985.465
9.750,884

54,888
56,950

1952

12,000,000*

65,600

NOTE: Citizens' Mutual started in business in 1915. In 32 years, they reached
a peak premium income in *47 of
$3,443,736. Advertising figures all represent the company's expenditures and do
not include the co-op money from agents.
"A

company

estimate

CITIZENS' AGENTS

OWN

THEIR LOCAL

< ampaign — though their total radio expenditure this year will be only about
$36,000.
In its 32 years of doing business
statewide in Michigan. Citizens' had
used no broadcast media. But in 1947,
Sales V.P. Joseph V. Brady threw the
entire ad budget — then approximately
$5,000 — into a spot radio campaign.
With the introduction of Citizens' oneminute recorded announcements, sales
began to climb steadily.
Citizens' has financed its extensive
air advertising on a small budget by
getting its agents to share costs with

he couldn't afford air advertising. By
participating in Citizens' program, he
gets the closing 15 seconds of the commercial for an identification tag, mentioning his name and the address of his
agency. Also, the greater his premium
income, the larger his share in the
company's advertising fund.
A survey conducted by an organization called Commercial Services has
proved that spot radio increased Citizens' recognition in its home state,
thereby making the agents' job in a
market with heavy air advertising far
easier. Five hundred people in one

the company.
Here's how it works:
Citizens' agents are all independents,
representing competitive insurance

market where the company had a sustained radio campaign were asked to
name automobile insurance companies.

companies as well as Citizens' Mutual.
When an agent tells the home office he
would like radio in his market, Ad
Manager Lou Stipe determines how
much money is allotted to the agent
cut of the cooperative fund; this is

Citizens' ranked third in recognition.
When the same question was asked of
the same number of people in a comparable metropolitan market where no

based on the agent's gross premium
income. The agent matches this sum,
and the company's advertising agency
buys the announcements on a local station, at the cheaper local cost.
This cooperative plan provides a
double incentive for the agent. Alone.

AGENCIES, BUT SHARE

RADIO ADVERTISING

spot
been used. Citizens'
rankedradio
eighthhad
in recognition.
Says Joe Brady, Citizens' executive
vice president: "Radio advertising has
virtually put us on the map. Not only
have our sales climbed, but our agents
and home office personnel are constantly referred to wherever they go as
'Citizens' Men.' This slogan started on

COSTS IN THE COMPANY'S

CO OP PROGRAM

;3 millions to $12 in five years
radio and is now used in all of our
advertising."
Clark & Richard, Inc. of Detroit is
the agent for Citizens' Mutual, handling the account on a service fee
basis. Ed Trahan, the account executive, brought the account with him to
the agency in 1949.
As Ed Trahan tells it. "Radio advertising has not only made the Citizens"
man a byword in thousands of Michigan homes, but it has also brought
Citizens' Mutual closer to their agents.
"All agents are independents. In
ether words, they own their own agencies and may represent several automobile, fire, and general casualty comTypical

panies. In many instances, it's up to
them with which company they place a
new policy, and because they like Citizens' cooperative advertising program,
thev show their appreciation by sending more policies Citizens' way."
Because spot rates are too high in
larger metropolitan markets for one
agent to shoulder half the cost, the
company forms pools of perhaps 12
agents, each of whom pays a nominal
sum per week. The names of the contributing agencies are then rotated on
the air. In Detroit, for example, the

SINGING:

The

agents, who realize that it is
{Please turn to page 88)
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announcement
sell

playlet

consists

(below),

of

followed

20-second
by

local

singing,
agent's

or
tag

Citizens', Citizens', they're for me.
I like their All-Feature Policy.
That policy does really rate high,
And the Citizens' Man — now there's a guy!
Get to know him, you'll like him fine.
Just give him a ring, any old time —

ANNCR:

That's
the word that means tops in automobile insurance protection .
Citizens'!
Citizens' All-Feature Automobile Insurance Policy is designed to
protect policyholders from every angle. For example, if two
Citizens' policyholders, both driving private passenger cars, and
carrying liability and deductible collision, have an accident,
Citizens' pays for repairs to both cars from the first penny up.
The Citizens' policyholder doesn't pay one cent. Call your
Citizens' Man about the All-Feature Automobile Insurance Policy.

ing 75r/fThe problem which Citizens' Mutual
faced in 1947 when Ed Trahan turned
to radio was that it did not rank high
in recognition in Michigan. Coupled
with this the advertising budget was
very limited.

2. Insurance agents would be able
to pay part of the advertising because
rates on the local stations were reasonable.

hard

Here are tivo samples of Citizens' eomntereials:

agents' pool pays only 25' r of the rario advertising, with the company pay-

Trahan's reason for considering radio the answer to these problems was
twofold :
1. Radio would give the company
mass coverage at a low cost per listener.

one-minute

25-second

(FOLLOW

ANNCR 1:
ANNCR 2:

ANNCR 1:
ANNCR 2:
ANNCR 3:

WITH

LOCAL

AGENT

IDENTIFICATION

TAG)

How much is the damage, Joe?
Bad enough, Mr. Callen. Your car got a pretty good bump.
It'll run at least a hundred dollars . . . and if I rememeber right,
you have a hundred dollar deductible policy, so I guess that
means you'll be paying all of it.
Not this time. Joe. I come under Citizens' Extended Collision
This is one repair job that's not costing me one cent.
Coverage.
no,iblJoe
e — . . . not impossible, alien a person is insured with
Oh.
Imposs
the Citizens' Mutual Automobile Insurance Company.
I rider Citizens' Extended Collision Coverage, if two private
passenger cars collide, both insured with Citizens' for liability
and collision, they can both forget about deductibles. Citizens'
pays the entire repair bill on both cars. Being a member of
the Citizens' family is wort huh He. Ask your Citizens' Man
for the facts on Citizens' All-Feature Automobile Insurance Policy.
(FOLLOW

WITH

LOCAL

AGENT

IDENTIFICATION

TAG)

local live shows and the outdoor studio
will enable the station to add many
new features. Breta Griem's What's
New in the Kitchen will show cooking
demonstrations on the barbecue grill.
The vegetable garden in one section of
the studio has made possible a gardening feature on the Time Out with
Thomas
show, which
also includes

This SPONSOR department features capsuled reports of
broadcast advertising, significance culled from all seg-i
welcomed.
are
Contributions
industry.
of the
ments

Minute Maid kid premium pulls 30,000 requests, tips sales
Over 30,000 youngsters opened lemonade stands this summer with the
aid of a kit they obtained from the
Minute Maid Corp. — and the company's frozen juice product.
The premium was available for two
frozen lemonade can tops and 250. It
was offered on the Gabby Hares Wed-

around two empty crates kids could
easily obtain), price markers, counter
signs, a combination apron and megaphone, lapel discs, a salesman's cap, a
budget book to record sales, profits.
A list of five business tips to the
young tycoons covered everything from
"public relations" to "sound fiscal policy'' to "aggressive salesmanship."
Sample: "Have two sizes of drinks and
charge accordingly. When someone
says, 'Lemonade' you say 'Large?'
They call that sales psychology which
is fancy talk for good common sense.
You'll be surprised how many people
answer you, "Okay, large'."
According to Minute Maid, lemonade sales have been "phenomenal" this
year. How much of the upped business
is due to the premium offer can not be
ascertained; at any rate, the company
plans to run the same promotion again
next year.

* * *

WTMJ-TV outdoor studio
aids local programing
Premium's

wide

appeal

got

it free

promotion

nesday show (NBC TV, 5:15 to 5:30
p.m.) for 10 weeks, from 11 June to
13 August; also in point-of-sale pieces
in leading food stores.
On the strength of its novelty and
appeal, the kit received additional promotion on several major air shows:
Margaret Arlen exhibited it on her
WCBS-TV, N. Y., show; it was shown
on WOR-TV's (N. Y.) Food for
Thought program and discussed on
Strike It Rich, over the CBS TV and
NBC Radio networks. Backed by the
efforts of Minute Maid sales and merchandising men, the premium was also
plugged on local TV and radio programs in many areas, as well as in national publications and news services
like Life, Wall Street Journal, AP
Newsfeatures, and United Press.
The lemonade stand kit was an 11piece package. It included an apron
poster for the base of the stand (to go
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Local live programing is coming in
for increasing care and attention by
many TV

stations. WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, for instance, recently con-

structed a year-'round outdoor television studio especially to enlarge the
its local live shows — and enscope of
hance commercials as well.
The outdoor studio, one of the first
of its kind, has been in regular program use since 15 July. About half
the size of a city block, it is located in
a natural setting on a plot of wooded
land next to Milwaukee's Radio City.
Focal point is a shelter of modern design; near this is an outdoor barbecue
grill, lawn furniture, a small pool, and
a flower garden (see photo). Approaches are wide enough for automobiles. A good-sized asphalt-covered display area is used for televising autos
"live" for commercials and for other
large demonstrations.
WTMJ-TV devotes more than six
hours of its 16-hour broadcast day to

Open-air studio benefits cooking, nature shows

weather observation, animal highjinks,
and outdoor nature interviews. Sports
demonstrations on The Sports Picture
and the children's program, Uncle
Norm's Backyard, are naturals for the
outdoor studio.
* * *

KRNT d.j. boosts show
with "Zany Hat Contest"
Ladies' hats were the basis of a highly successful audience promotion run
recently by d.j. Don Bell of KRNT,
Des Moines.
"The Don Bell Zany Hat Contest,"
which encouraged listeners to create
the maddest bonnets they could and
send them in, caused four weeks of
hilarious hoopla around town, gave a
big boost to Bell's uninhibited morning show — and its sponsors.
To launch the contest, Bell gave it
an appropriately zany buildup. He
feigned a mental condition dating from
the Easter Parade, and called in a
"psychiatrist" (a KRNT actor) . After
several on-the-air examining-couch sessions, "Dr. I. M. Looney" pronounced
Bell a case suffering from a strange

Bell,

in runner-up

hat,

congratulates

winners

SPONSOR

mental malady, "Hatsafrania." The
remedy the doctor prescribed was for
Bell to surround himself with ladies'
silly hats — within three weeks. Bell appealed to his listeners for help and offered prizes of three vacations, plus
8100 in cash with each, for the most
bizarre entries.
The response was gratifying. Sillv
chapeaux started to pour in almost immediately. Bythe end of the contest
they had filled a vacant candy store
in downtown Des Moines, where they
were on exhibit. According to the station, this grew into one of the heaviest
traffic spots in town, as thousands of
spectators gathered to gaze at the hats.
Creative ingenuity had a field day.
Judges (a real psychiatrist, a newspaper columnist and a millinery expert)
picked a little number covered with
peanuts and squirrels as the winning
entry (see photo, lady right). No. 2
was a miniature wigwam with a waiting red convertible outside (photo,
lady left). No. 3 sported a Johnny Ray
recording and a crying face that actually dripped tears.
* * *

"Don't Bring Me Posies When
It's Shoesies That I Need"

THE SONG RENT THE IOWA AIR just 30 years ago— and the station which
became WMT disk-jockeyed its way into the primitive ether. Studio, transmitter and antenna were located in a private home. Rugs and furniture came
from Smulekoff's, draperies from Killian's; both are WMT's

advertisers today.

Briefly . . .
An electrically-operated, precisionbuilt model of CBS TV's new multimillion dollar "Television City" on the
West Coast was recently displayed to
Detroit-area industry and business
leaders at the Detroit Athletic Club.
The model, 14 x 15 feet, iy2" tall, was
complete with landscaping, parking lot

THE CONTRAPTION IN THE CORNER was "a mighty 20 watt transmitter
with two switch panels, the power control panel containing four meters for
the proper regulation of power and the second, the transmitter panel. Generators were remotely controlled."

CBS "TV City" starts broadcasting

I October

and automobiles, including a replica
of Jack Benny's famed decrepit Maxwell. J.L. VanVolkenburg, CBS Television Network president, was host at
the exhibit. Among the prominent
guests were (photo, 1. to r.) James B.
Wagstaff, v.p., DeSoto Corp.; J. E.
Bayne, general sales manager, LincolnMercury Div. of Ford Motor Co.;
Donald C. Miller, Detroit manager,
{Please turn to page 78)
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MODERN

EQUIPMENT
quency for receptivity —
farm news and data, AP,
338,480 families weekly

WMT

CEDAR

TODAY delivers WMT's signal on Iowa's best fre600 kc. Modern programming — exclusive regional
UP & INS services, CBS network programs — delivers
to advertisers with posies, shoesies, or etc., to sell.

RAPIDS

5000 WATTS
Represented

60° KC
nationally

by

the

Kafz

Agency
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HOME
SPONSOR:

FURNISHINGS
AGENCY:

Cullimore's

TRICK
Direct

I \P>1 I E ( \^E HISTORY: This year during its annual
Warehouse Sale this home furnishings firm augmented its
advertising with a concentrated use of nine seven-second
announcements and six one-minute participations in daytime shows. During the three-day TV campaign, sales
went up 44' , ;>? comparison with the first three days of a
similar sale the previous year. Advertising expenditures
were increased only 1% oj total sales. TV cost: $640.
WKY-TV, Oklahoma City

PROGRAM:

Announcements

SPONSOR:

FACE MASK

Philadelphia Dairy Co.

AGENCY:

Adrian Bauer

CAPSULE

CASE HISTORY: Philadelphia Dairy mentioned its magic mirror mask once or twice on each showing of The Cisco Kid, a 7:00 to 7:30 p.m. Friday Western
film. To get the mask, viewers had to secure a coupon
from a dairy truck driver or local dealer. Then they had
to send the coupon plus 150 to a post office box number.
The first two shows ($540 per show) pulled 2.895 requests. After eight programs, requests totaled 18,650.
PROGRAM: The Cisco Kid
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia

HELP WANTED

TV
results

SPONSOR:

CAPSULE

needed more

SPONSOR:

AGENCY:

Direct

these participations, direct sales pitches and telephone orders pulled in well over $600 worth of drapes-bedspread
i ml crs. Ray's advertising cost: $50 per participation.
PROGRAM: The Trailhands
WIIIO-TY. I)a>ton

CAPSl II. ( \SE HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Weaver

WGN-TV,

Chicago

Erwin, Wasey

introduced its new

product, Spoolie hair curlers, by means
one-minute film announcement was
ure Ladies, an 8:30 to 9:00 a.m.,
day, show. After two weeks with a
ment, Weaver Products sold $40,000
{total expenditure $1,300).

Baltimore

PROGRAM:

Announcement

SPONSOR:

Bell Furniture Co.

CAPSULE

CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Herring & Sprague

Bell has been a participant

on the Del Courtney Show for over six months. Throughout the run it featured in its single weekly announcement
a TV chair selling for $169.50. Bell reports that in six
months of air advertising it has never failed to sell at
least six chairs from each participation. That's a minimum return of $1,017 for every $65 invested.
PROGRAM:

KPIX, San Francisco

Del Courtney Show

COFFEE

HAIR CURLERS
Weaver Products

The Koontz Dairy urgently
asked WBAL-

route drivers. The company

TV CHAIR

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Ray's conducted a special
campaign to sell matching drapes and bedspreads. It included, for three nights, one-minute participations on The
Trailhands, an 11:35 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. program. On

SPONSOR:

Leon Golnick

turn, brought 152 phone calls and the dairy's employment
office was swamped with applicants for the jobs.

-BEDSPREADS

Ray's Department Store

AGENCY:

TV's Mollie Martin to work in a mention oj the job
availabilities during her one-minute announcement for
Koontz. Mollie managed a 15-second mention. This, in

WBAL-TV.

DRAPES

Koontz Creamery Products

CASE HISTORY:

of TV alone. A

utilized on Your FigMonday through Fridaily $130 announceworth of hair curlers

PROGRAM:

Your Figure, Ladies

SPONSOR:

Lanco;

AG;

Sterling Stores

AGENCY:

Direct

CAPSULE

CASE HISTORY: These three food chains
bought two nighttime announcements weekly. Their own
original jingle and film were used to promote Shurfine
coffee, a brand owned by three chains. At the end of 26
weeks and an expenditure of $2,496, the three chains
averaged an increase in coffee sales of 31%. In all. a
Shurfine sales jump of thousands of dollars.
PROGRAM:
Vnnouncements
WGAL-TV, Lanra-in

tHt

$WSj
Juvenile Panel-George
Bruce

Kelleher,

Frick, WDEl-TV

Sports Editor;

12; F. Roi Schilling, 12; Ronald

Scott, 13; Jay Gorrie,
10. Lee Riley, Manager

13; Albert Cartwright,

of the Wilmington

Jr.,

Blue RocVs.

Every Tuesday evening at 7:15, a panel of five
juvenile baseball experts takes over on
WDEL-TV. The result — a lively, provocative
quarter-hour show on which local baseball
celebrities are interviewed and the fine points of
baseball are discussed.
Started as a feature of the station's regular
sports program, "The Batboys" were an
overnight sensation and quickly earned
a show of their own. The five boys, whose ages
range from 10 to 13 years, are given a
specific topic for discussion each week and a
guest appears for an interview. Comments
and questions are highly original, highly
entertaining and delivered with all the authority
of true experts.
"The Batboys" exemplifies the breadth and
versatility of WDEL-TV's local programming
plan — dedicated to serve, inform and entertain
all age groups in its large viewing audience.

W D E L -TV
WILMINGTON,
A Steinman

DELAWARE
Station
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Represented by

ROBERT
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MEEKER

ASSOCIATES

New York

. Chicago

. San Francisco

. Los Angeles

tars WWL Has Been Selling Soap to More Southerners
Than Any Other Advertising Medium!

ok what your advertising
dollar buys on WWL:
Coverage unsurpassed in
the deep South— intensive
:overage over 4 states. More
:overage than any other medium South can offer — in an area
•ich with new industry, and
till unquestionably radio
dominated.

A liberal bonus of advertising
extras — store displays, 24-sheet
posters, streetcar and bus dash
signs, newspaper ads, personal
calls on jobbers and distributors.
No other station South gives
advertisers such all-out

The lion's share ol Southern
listeners — built up over a period of 25 years through excellent programing, featuring nationally known CBS stars and
outstanding personalities of the
South. Verified by highest
ratings.

support.

LET WWL, the Souths Greatest Salesman, SELL THE SOUTH FOR YOU!

YVAVt
NEW
50,000 WATTS

ORLEANS

CBS RADIO

AFFILIATE

CLEAR

CHANNEL

A DEPARTMENT
OF LOYOLA
UNIVERSITY
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY THE
KATZ
AGENCY

Can live and 111 in sequences be mixed advantage'
ously in TV commercials?
David j. Hopkins

Director of Sales and
Advertising
Emerson
Radio
& Phonograph
Corp.
New

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Hopkins
Depending, of
course, on how
well it is accomplished from a
technical point of
view. I would say

would depend upon how well it was
handled both by the producers of the
filmed portions of the commercial and
by the technical crew at the local level.
All things being equal, there is no
reason why such a technique could not
prove valuable to the sponsor.
Peter M. Robeck
General Manager
Consolidated Television Sales
New York

that, if properlydone, the mixing
of live and filmed
sequences in a
commercial can
be done to good
advantage. Many programs have used
this technique successfully. I have, for
example, been inmressed with the manner in which it has been accomplished
on Toast of the Toivn. The advantages
of such a technique could be heavy
particularly for those sponsors who
buy spot coverage.
It would give them the opportunity,
if they so desired, to hire a well-known
local personality, a top announcer, a
lop m.c., a top sportscaster, or anyone
with big local following, to add the local touch to their show while at the
same time availing themselves of the
thinking of top minds in the advertising business whose skill would be put
lu use in producing the filmed parts
nl the commercial. Thus, a show with
national reputation and publicity, such
as Front Page Detective or All-American Game of the Week, could be even
more firml) identified with the advertiser locally, while at the same time the
over-all national product message could
be socked across on film. The effectiveness ofsuch a technique, of course,
Mr.
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Live and film can
definitely be combined to good advantage. If the
initial agency

Robeck

concept and the
film production
are carefully

gdtitk &

JM

co-

Ih
u fated
ordinatechnical
the
J| jg
Mr. PDubelman
cilities ofthe station, the results are not only refreshing commercials for the viewer at
home, but also effective sales messages
for the sponsor.
The live film blending will usually
be in one of four categories: (1) open
end. (2) interjection, (3) voice-over,
(4) participation.
In open-end combinations the audio
or the video, or both, may be used live
at either end of the commercial. In

York

proper planning and cueing, a live
personality such as the m.c. or guest
star is interjected between segments.
Properly produced and carefully executed, this method adds weekly variety
and "greater mileage" as well as the
intimacy of using the "well known personality" live.
In the voice-over type, all the audio
is done live by the m.c. or some personality. This person is seen before
and after the commercial. In our Colonial Airlines commercials on the
Away , You Go show, Freddie Robbins
pitches about Colonial. The film comes
on, continues during his talk, and ends
as Robbins continues. Here there is a
dual advantage: the personal note
(Freddie Robbins), as well as scenes
of lovely Bermuda and picturesque
Canada. This method facilitates weekly
variations through narration changes.
The one-minute participation commercial can also effectively combine
live and film. The live personalitv
leads into the film commercial and
comments about the product afterwards. Our recently completed Waring Blendor spots are utilized this way.
This combination gives the sponsor extra time value and makes the film commercial an integral part of the live

our recently completed Servel spots,
the sound track was ended early enough

Iti using any of the live-film combiprogram. nations, itis advisable to consult with
the film producer during the planning
stage. If utilized properly, live and
film combinations will result in that

to allow time for the local announcer's
voice over the closing images. In openend type combinations, the sponsor
gets local identification for national

certain extra '"sales appeal" by using
the best qualities for selling inherent
in both techniques.
Dick Dubelman
Production
Staff

products.
The interjection type has two or

Lux-Brill

more

Brooklyn, N.

separated

film

segments.

With

Productions,

Inc.

Y.
SPONSOR

Yes, mention the
integration of live
and film sequences in television commercials
to the average
TV director, and
he will probably
favor you with a
"you've got rocks
Mr.
..

Patrick
„ . . ,

WHO PUT THE fH/iiCk
IH THE BRUNCH?

in your
head"
look, because he

• Punch did you say? Quite unusual—we agree— to have it
at such an early hour of the
day. . . for brunch! But the
punch in this instance, happened to be the sales punch

has had some bad experiences in making live to film transitions.
But live and film sequences, properly planned and prepared, can be
integrated with great success, thus
facilitating the presentation of commercials on items otherwise difficult
to demonstrate on live television.
For example, fire laws prohibit the
running of automobile motors in a
studio. Other items are too large to be
shown in a natural setting recreated in
the studio.
Take lawn mowers for example.
To demonstrate a lawn mower you

scored by WDSU for an exclusive New Orleans specialty

• The details ran something like
store*.
this: a special
women's
"Brunch
Coats"salewasof featured
on radio spots over WDSU.
An equal amount of money
was allotted for advertising
these coats in a competing
medium.
• And

must have grass — they won't cut the
artificial grass mats employed in the
construction of "exterior" scenes on
stage. When presentation of a lawn
mower commercial was scheduled on
Sears, Roebuck's Dude Martin Shoiv
IKTTV, Los Angeles) recently, the
problem was recognized and the decision was made to film the demonstration of the mower.

made. It can be done, and it doesn't
cost a fortune, either.
Roger Patrick
TV Production Manager
The Mayers Company
Los Angeles
8 SEPTEMBER
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were

the results?

medium
chandise. purchased
• And

But we didn't want a typical all-film
commercial. We had to follow the established pattern of the show, an important factor of which is making it a
part of the show, with the star of the
show. Dude Martin, giving the pitch.
So we filmed the lawn mower in action without sound. During the show,
we had Martin narrate live while the
film was being projected. At the end
of the film portion of the commercial,
we dissolved to Martin in a setting
which duplicated the film locale.
The integration was simple. The
film ended with a close-up of the mower coming directly into the lens. At
this spot, where the mower filled the
screen, the TV camera picked up a
duplicate live shot of the mower in the
same close-up position. Viewers were
unable to tell where the transition was

what

An impartial survey (by Audience Research Bureau, Inc.)
showed that 91.7% of the
customers who heard the news
via WDSU made purchases.
Only 46.2% of the customers
attracted by the competing
the mer-

as if that isn't proof

enough tomers
. . . WDSU's
radio
cusaccounted for
44.6%
of the total dollars spent,
while customers of the competing medium spent only
21.5%!
• Dollar for dollar, WDSU adds
extra punch (unspiked that is)
to your sales picture in the
"Billion Dollar New Orleans

*(Name

Market"!

and

details on

request)

• Write, Wire,
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!
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by Bob Foreman
ear Art:

I'm happy to hear you enjoyed
my last tract on the buying of spot
TV time. I thought the ideas expressed would strike a responsive
note with most folks in the spottime selling end of the business.
As to your question, what can you
do to help agencies and advertisers
further this approach to use of television— well here are some suggestions. Ifthey sound like we're
asking a lot, remember we need
that much at this crucial stage of
ihe business; also, you invited the
request so I'll throw the book at
you.
There are, of course, only two
areas where we need assistance,
but both are very comprehensive.
The first is programing and the
second is time. Let's examine the
second first because it should be
the easier for you.
The problem in the buying of
lime locally, or otherwise, naturally, is getting good clearances. Most
advertisers prefer Class A time between 8:00 and 10:00, let's say.
How many spots such as this can
you turn up for the folks who come
to you? The more the merrier.
Then there's the little item
known as protection against preemption from the networks. By far
the most suitable time buy is a 52week guarantee by the station. This
helps everyone, in the long run,
because it encourages advertisers
to think of the medium on a continuing basis rather than in flights
of, say, 13 weeks.
The 52 weeks guaranteed by the
station aren't enough. Advertisers
want, and actually should have,
13-week escape clauses. The nature of business today is such that
an account man and ad manager
need flexibility written right into
50

every move they make. Newspapers and magazines make this feasible— so why not television?
Then there's the old bugaboo
about the summer hiatus. The time
bought by an advertiser whose
budget or whose sales picture can't
cover the dog days, should be protected if he has to drop out for
eight or 13 weeks. That's a big order, Iknow, but aggressive salesmanship should make it possible to
sell the breathers created to other advertisers who manufacture
warm-weather items. When a hiatus is over no one likes to start
tune buying all over again, having
once gone through the effort and
uiguish of getting acceptable spots.
Next — and here's a real big request but one well worth the effort
of all concerned — make it clear
that there are good time slots available to advertisers on an everyother-week basis. This alone will
encourage dozens of prospects into the medium who can afford it
only on this basis. Team them up

Now here's my suggestion (it's
easy to be free with someone else's
money and time!): I gather that
there's a lot of money in the local
station, local repping business—
the lunches you guys buy testify
to that. Well, why not invest some
of that loot in a couple of decent
film shows. Produce them yourselves or get together on a sound
basis with any of the dozens of
reputable people now in, or about
to get into, film production. Your
firm represents more than 10 stations; between yourselves and
these outlets there ought to be
enough cash to put together a couple of real fine properties. That
gives you a double-barreled sales
presentation (as the brochures put
it): a fine time spot and the right
show for it.
Well, you asked for it, son, and
there 'tis. Hope it's not too tough
to stomach. At least it's food for
thought.
Regards,
Bob.

commercial

reviews

TELEVISION
Gang
sponsor:
product:

Loew's
Ivanhoe and MGM

program:

Happy

Felton's

Knothole

The live commercial that I caught in
this pre-Dodger stanza (a fine show, by

by two's yourself but don't make
either's time order dependent on
filling of the alternate week. In
other words, no strings attached!
Now that I've asked for the

the by, with real heart-tug and warmth
even for the non-sports fan) was one that
I thought could be considerably enlivened

moon, let's get to the sun — in this
case, programing.

picture plugged. And yet I've heard this
advertising is doing a fine job of attract-

There just isn't enough good
film available for local purchase,
a market at a time. Most film producers set out to get a network sale
first. Failing this they look for a

ing audiences to the Loew's Theatres — especially among the younger set, which is
where it counts.

"regional" deal — 20 markets, let's
say. So much of what is actually
made available, market by market, is in the rerun stage or is so
cornball that a limited-market,
limited-budget advertiser who
needs a show with real quality
(just as much as the million dollar
babies do) i> just plain out of luck.

by use of film clips from the actual motion

A gentleman whose name

escaped me

joined Happy Felton at the mike on the
ball field and delivered a straight blurb
for the picture — "Ivanhoe." Happy followed him up with his usual convincing
delivery regarding his own employment of
this film translation of the classic. Maybe
I missed the opening commercial but somewhere I think more relevant video than
Happy and an announcer would help to
build box office for so visual a product as

SPONSOR

.Ill: ertisemenl

T. V. story board
A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SARRA
NEW
YORK:
200 EAST
56TH
CHICACO:
16 EAST
ONTARIO

STREET
STREET

The value of having a checking account at Chase is quickly established in this 20-second live-action spot featuring Milton J. Cross.
The "voice-over" subtly flatters the viewer by identifying him with
this celebrity and closes against a shot of the bank's name-plate with
its slogan: "28 convenient locations." One of a "personality" series
by SARRA produced for The Chase National Bank through
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, Inc.
SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

A charming mother and child sequence happily blends video and
audio to put over convincing sales points for Nabisco Honey
Grahams with strong product identification. Strikingly photographed, this 20-second spot is a typical example of SARRA's VideO-riginal "production for reproduction." One of a series made for
National Biscuit Company through McCann-Erickson, Inc.
SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

What could have more sales appeal than sheets that are easy to put
on — and won't pull out? What better way to show them than in
home bedrooms with attractive young wives demonstrating their
advantages? In a series of 20-second commercials by SARRA the
exclusive sales points of Pacific Mills contour sheets are convincingly
established. The closings show the packaged sheets and give the
clincher . . . cost no more, get them at your favorite store. Produced
for Pacific Mills through J. Walter Thompson Company.
SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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an MGM

film. (See article on movie air

advertising for details on why MGM uses
no film clips in its commercials, page 38.)

Coming Up
Vended

Precision
Prints

sponsor:
agency:

White Rose Tea
J. D. Tarcher & Co., Inc.,
I N.Y.C.
program: Station Identifications
For many weeks now I have been both
amazed and confused by what I see of
White Rose's TV copy. Amazed because
Oi the frequency with which it turns up
and the prime-rating station identification
spots it appears in. Confused as to the
message.
As you probably know, if you live in
New York City, a line drawing of the
familiar White Rose Teapot says something— to music. What

product or any

Our
Advanced
Methods
and
our constant checking and adoption of up-to-the-minute techniques, plus new engineering
principles and special machinery

Precision Film Laboratories — a division of J. A. Maurer, Inc., has 14
years of specialization in the 16mm
field, consistently meets the latest demands for higher quality and speed.

it.

sented byMr. Godfrey, however surrounded by whimsey, satire, and horseplay.
M'ONSllli :

PROGRAM

Here

Clearasil
Ruthrauff

ACENCY:

YOUR ASSURANCE OF
BETTER 16mm PRINTS

Individual Attention is given
each film, each reel, each scene,
each frame — through every
phase of the complex business of
processing — assuring you of the
very best results.

to buy

ton's and the elucidation of same pre-

Here your film receives its
first, careful inspection. Experienced workers examine it
for defects, check over splices,
perforations, synchronism of
sound track general condition. Your printing instructions are carefully correlated
to the film itself.

Research and Specialization in every phase of
16mm processing, visual and
aural. So organized and equipped that all Precision johs are
of the highest quality.

urge

Quite different, I'd say, from the
"brisk" idea so firmly implanted by Lip-

PREPARATION

15 Years

exactly it is /

can't say — nor does the visual leave me
with any definite impression about the

N.Y.C.
:

&

Ryan,

Inc.,

Announcements

is a thorough-going translation

ot patent-medicine advertising from the
more traditional media to the newest —
TV. Along with the advantages gained by
addition to the copy of motion plus sight

enable us to offer service unequalled anywhere!

and sound are all the pitfalls, too. A leadin vignette shows a young girl seeing a

Newest Facilities in the 16mm
field are available to customers
of Precision, including the most
modern applications of electronics, chemistry, physics, optics,

poster announcing a school dance. She

sensitometry and densitometry—
including exclusive Maurerdesigned equipment— your guarantee that only the best is yours
at Precision!

PRECISION
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
21 West 46th St..
New York 19, N.Y.
JU 2-3970

realizes she won't be invited because of her
"skin blemishes." This scene does come to
life however hackneyed the situation or
the words depicting it.
On the other hand, the nurse who takes
her into her office and tells her the "good
news" about Clearasil just doesn't come
off for a reason set down in these tracts
recently; namely, that TV makes a glaring fault of phoniness in dialogue. Since
both the gal and the nurse are forced to
talk like package inserts, I think it's safe
to assume the words won't be believed.
Youngsters of today are wiser by far than
those of yesteryear, so here I feel they
will turn away from this announcement
because of the lack of credibility.
Well cast, well filmed, and soundly conceived, this spot should have gone, I feel,
*.c greater lengths in its dialogue and direction to capture an air of reality.
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► PICTURE

PLAYHOUSE

the television show that gives you

5 FOR 1

■ ive big bouncing baby spots — in addition to
your one-minute commercial — and it costs you
nothing extra. It's your "economy buy"
on TV in Baltimore on PICTURE PLAYHOUSE*
(11 to 12 p.m. daily).
Here's how it works: Besides your regular one-minute
commercial you also get five extra billboard
announcements.

This means

complete sponsor

identification throughout the entire hour show.

Use

your billboards as you see fit — either to repeat one
selling message

or for multiple product promotion.

* This same package is available on HOLLYWOOD
PLAYHOUSE (2 to 3 p.m. daily).
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CBS TV becomes Nielsen
coverage subscriber
CBS has even split on coverage services.
The radio
network some time ago subscribed to Ken Baker's
Standard Audit Measurement Service.
Now CBS TV has
Reason given bybought Nielsen Coverage Service.
Oscar Katz, CBS TV research director, for going
Study, on which Nielsen will have prelimNielsen:
inary figures in few weeks, contains not only information on family viewing as to stations and vaRata
rious whyfores but data on set ownership.
also preferred Nielsen because he felt Nielsen's
personal interview technique would give him closer
approximation of set ownership than Baker's study
which relies entirely on mail returns.
ABC splits representation
between Petry, Blair
ABC has turned over the national spot repping of its
owned and operated stations to Edward Petry and the
Blair Co. Assignments to Petry:
WJZ and WJZ-TV,
New York, ; KGO and KGO-TV, San Francisco; and KECA
and KECA-TV, Los Angeles.
Blair's share: WENR and
WENR-TV, Chicago, and WXYZ and WXYZ-TV, Detroit.
BBDO sharing Republican
campaign with Kudner
Query that had been commonly heard along Madison
Avenue, "How come BBDO was passed up this time on
the choice for handling the Republican Presidential
campaign?" was answered last week.
Kudner announced BBDO has been brought in to collaborate
with it on radio and TV. BBDO directed the advertising for almost all the Tom Dewey campaigns, gubernatorial as well as Presidential, exclusively.

Of
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WJBK

regains ownership

of "Jack the Bellboy" title
A court order that could have considerable significance for disk jockey phase of broadcasting restored
to WJBK, Detroit , last week right to use title, Jack
the Bellboy.
Federal Judge Lederle ruled switch of
disk jockey Edmund McKenzie from WJBK to WXYZ,
Detroit, did not mean he could take title with him.
Court also ruled WJBK could collect damages from
loss of jockey's

services.

NBC ahead on optioned
commercial time
NBC Radio reported last week that it had at the time
18% more sponsored hours on option than there were
on the network books' the parallel week in 1951.
Although the optioned time for the afternoon and
night were about even with last year's, the call for
morning time this fall was large enough to give the
network the 18% edge.
SPONSOR

Clair Stone really leads a tough life . . . hunting, fishing, ambling
throughout Northeastern Wisconsin ballyhooing Conservation Projects. Gives several Talks weekly on such subjects as "Why Izaak
Walton Wasn't Crazy!" - or "Why New York Advertising men
Anyway, his 6:00 PM Sportscast is part of our Good Living up here.
Are!"
We're eager beavers when it comes to Good Living and Good Radio!
Takes more than a quarter million dollars yearly to operate a Station
like ours. Guess that's peanuts in Manhattan
sure sign of creative Showmanship.

—

but out here it's a

Our Sports program is a refreshing example of "Radio In The

Land Of Milk And ^foney."

Wisconsin's most show-full station

5000 WATTS

IN

Green
HAYDN

Bay

R. EVANS,
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By
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Gen.
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Mgr.
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WHEN

TELEVISION

James I . Douglass
agency profile

But for a switch in Government polity Jim Douglass would quite
likely be busy today building a radio network in Australia. Douglass
was offered the assignment while serving as a liaison officer on a
British admirals staff during the war, but the opportunity blew up
after VJ day when the Australian Labor party placed a greater degree of control over private broadcasting.

RESULTS
Here's a rich market . . . and
here's Central New York's most
looked at television station —
ready to present your story to
a "buying" audience. More top
shows . . . more local advertisers .. . greater results.

say "WHEN

if

CENTRAL NEW YORK'S MOST
LOOKED AT TELEVISION STATION
Represented Nationally

By the KATZ AGENCY

CBS

•

ABC

•

V.P. exec. dir. radio-TV
Erwin, Wasey
& Co., Inc.

DUMONT

Instead Jim negotiated lend-lease deals with the Russians for six
months, then came back to the States to the comparatively quiet job
of directing radio and TV advertising for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet.
During his four and a half years in that slot he was largely responsible for the planning and development of C-P-P's TV operations.
A valuable lesson he learned during that period stands out in his
memory. The Howdy Doody show had just been bought to pitch
Colgate Dental Cream to the small fry. One day, as Jim tells it. "A
top name in the advertising field mentioned a prank he had put over
on his young nephews. They had asked him to buy them a brand of
toothpaste which they had seen advertised on TV. He chuckled as
he told me how
brand they had
kids can't read
"He"' recalls

he had got them Colgate's but told them it was the
asked for. 'What's the difference,' he shrugged, 'the
anyway.'
Douglass, "almost knocked me off my feet. I got to-

gether with our agency and we decided that even if kids couldn't
read they could recognize colors. From then on, every Colgate commercial delivered by Howdy Doody contained the phrase 'You can be
sure it's right if it's red and white.' That little episode taught me
not to take things for granted."
Jim's interest in radio dates back to 1925. While working his way
through the Hastings College Conservatory of Music he also was
musical director of KFKX, a relay station for KDKA, Pittsburgh.
Later he earned himself a tour of Europe by his ability to play
just about every musical instrument extant. He came to his wanderlust legitimately enough; his father was a minister who preached the

("WHEN
[television

\smcusE,
*bW!ff9BSWT??. ■'

'■■■■■ '

A MEREDITH TV STATION
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gospel through the Midwest and West. After a variety of musical and radio jobs, Jim settled down as program production manager for CBS at KMOX, St. Louis. With his present job Jim has
completed the circle: station production to sponsor to agency.
These days Jim's peripatetic instincts are satisfied by business
trips to Erwin, Wasey's Chicago and Hollywood offices and weekend
jaunts to Connecticut where his wife joins him in their pet project
• • •
of restoring an abandoned farm.
SPONSOR

WHK GENERAL MANAGER
"As Ohio's pioneer station — on the air since
1923 — we've tried just about every wire service.
We're sticking with the best — AP!"
K. K. Hackathorn,
General Manager
WHK, Cleveland, Ohio

at WHK, Cleveland

WHK SALES MANAGER
"Our salesmen like the idea of selling news
that carries the prestige of the world's biggest
news agency.
J. B. Maurer, Sales Manager
WHK, Cleveland

WHK ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
"AP's reputation for fast, accurate service
makes it easy when I go to a client to renew a
newscast contract. Half my selling job is done
by having AP."
Joseph A. Beres, Account Executive
WHK, Cleveland
.

WHK NEWS EDITOR
"For reliability, I stick with AP — especially on
the tough stories that break fast. And salutes to
AP's Cleveland Bureau for fast action on our
requests and questions!"
Wayne Skakel, News Editor
WHK, Cleveland

WHK SPONSOR
"Marshall's has been using AP news on all ten
weekly newscasts for ten years. We feel that AP
news coverage is the finest available."
E. V. Swisher, Merchandising Manager
The Marshall Drug Company, Cleveland

For full details on how you can join The Associated Press, contact your AP Field Representative or write

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride

"THIS STATION IS A MEMBER
OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS"

all

What's New in Research?
66%

of car owners in IV. Y. metropolitan area listened to radio
the last time they used their ears

a SPONSOR original

What year automobile

do you now have?

1945 OR LATER
1946 OR LATER

107
410

( 14.1%)
( 53.9%)

NONE

274

( 36.1%)

TOTAL

781* (104.1%)

vNOTE: Answer is larger than number of personal interviews and percentages add up
to more than 100% because some reported owning two or more autos.

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

Year

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

ONE

(For each auto reported) Do you have a
tvorhiny radio in your car?

LOW

COMBINATION

%working
of carsradios
with

53.3%
90.0%
82.0%

410
426
370
517

RATE

Q

radios

107

1945 or earlier
1946 or later
Total

MARKETS

With

Base
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Did you listen to your radio the last time
you used your car?
Base

135
263

Yes _

With radios
( 66.1%)
( 33.9%)

No
Total

Sales-winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally

ON

FINDINGS

Families having card)

ON

CAR

with working

OWNERSHIP

Families having cars(s) with no working radios

producing CBS Radio

Families without carts)

this! Write, wire or phone
our representatives now
for availabilities and
rates !

National Representatives

JOHN

BLAIR

&

(100.0%)

AND

WORKING

radios

include this pair of topStations. Results prove
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SUMMARY

398

_____

398 ( 52.3%,)
88 . 11.6%)

_

274 . 36.7%;

Total
SOURCE:

RADIOS

760 (700.0%.
Advertest Research study
weeks of August 1952

conducted

exclusively

for SPONSOR

during

first

two

RESPONDENTS: 760 persons in the N. Y. Metropolitan area were asked these questions in
TV set homes.

Key observations emerging
car radio listening

front study on

The fact that 66% of car-radio owners turned on their sets the last time they
were in it rates as a high level in listening habits. The finding provides an
illuminating insight into the extent oj this phase of radio listening, and could
serve (is the springboard for research on the entire subject of auto listening.

CO.
SPONSOR

Y0LI\

Good luck -and
Good buying uction
will be yours with this four leaf clover
in your broadcast schedule. WERD
stimulates sales. And it's the most
economical radio buy in Atlanta.
Remember, there's a lucrative market to
be tapped. It's yours through WERD!

RADIO

DIVISION

ATLANTA

Interstate United Newspapers, Inc.
Represented nationally by

joe uioouon
8 SEPTEMBER

1952

1000 WATTS • 860 ON EVERY ATLANTA DIAL
J. B. Blayton, Jr., Gen. Mgr

HOW

PEPSI

BOUNCED

BACK

en of these regional Pepsi offices), they
helped bottlers pinpoint their weak
sales areas. In all parts of the country,

{Continued from page 27 I
tiers fell in line with Steele's plans.
They put up the money necessary to
buy new bottle stocks. They ordered
vending machines, and sent salesmen
out to hustle up choice locations. Sales
began to climb again, after the long
slide downward.

these teams explained what the firm's
new advertising approach would be,
showed them how to tie advertising in
with local-level merchandising, dangled
extra-large budgets of cooperative advertising dollars for special effort, and
generally helped weld parent company
and bottlers into a successful team.
Later on during 1951, Pepsi even

Pepsi also sent management teams
scurrying around the country to spread

stepped in and took over several franchised Pepsi bottling plants. As Steele

Steele's new gospel of a revitalized
Pepsi-Cola organization. In conjunction with regional staffs (there are sev-

puts it, "To furnish franchised bottlers

operating in other areas a positive
demonstration of the sales opportunity
inherent in a modern, efficient PepsiCola bottling- operation, effectively
Steele and his new team proved the
point to Pepsi bottlers, in dollars and
cents. In 1951, the case sales of PepsiCola in all company-owned bottling
plants in the U.S. increased 21% in
1951 over 1950, as opposed to the allbottler average of some 14%, In some
of these newly acquired plants, case
sales were up as much as 200 % in
1951 over those of the previous franchise run."'
holders.
Bottlers who had felt Pepsi wouldn't
reallv know how to run a bottling
plant if given the chance, began to feel
quite differently when they sawr these
figures. They sat up and took notice
in a hurry, revamped their own methods, and pitched in with new vigor.
As far as advertising was concerned,
Pepsi's new management team felt they
needed a campaign which would give
the product class, and which could resell the public on its merits.
Pepsi Advertising Manager Stirling
R. Wheeler told sponsor, "We concentrated on giving the public good 'reasons why.' We stressed the quality of
the beverage, the constant laboratory
control, and tried to give people the
feeling that they could serve Pepsi
with pride in their homes as an adjunct to gracious living."
As part of this new advertising campaign, the Faye Emerson Show, originally three times weekly, 7:45 to 8:00
p.m. on CBS TV via the Biow agency,
was a hit with both the public and the
bottlers. She chatted, interviewed the
great and the near-great, served Pepsi
from silver trays with the manner generally reserved for vintage Cordon
Rouge, and soon had sales increasing
by 10 to 20% over the previous year.
But, network TV's coverage is limited at best, and many Pepsi bottlers
are in non-video areas. So, to pacify
bottlers who felt they were being left
out in the non-TV cold, another network show was added on radio. Phil
Regan, the singing ex-cop, whose Gaelic schmaltz was a highlight of the last
Democratic Convention, starred. The
/'/;/'/ Regan Show went on NBC Radio
in early March of last year, 5:00 to
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5:25 p.m. on Sundays. The show lasted about two months on NBC. then
moved to CBS Radio, where it lasted
another couple of months. Army camps
were toured as a feature of the Regan
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THE
1FETZER STATIONS
TO BAG SALES
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN
If you're gunning for bigger sales in Western Michigan,
you really need the double-barreled power of the Fetzer
operation — WKZO-TV in television, WKZO-WJEF in
radio!

TELEVISION
WKZO-TV,

Channel 3, is the Official Basic CBS Outlet

for Kalamazoo - Grand Rapids — America's 18th television market. It serves more than a quarter million
Western Michigan and Northern Indiana television
homes — more TV homes than are available in many
seemingly larger markets such as Seattle, Kansas City,
New Orleans, etc. A 28-county Videodex Diary Study
made in August, 1952, proves that WKZO-TV delivers
93.4% more television homes
other TV station!

than Western Michigan's

RADIO
WKZO,

Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids, give outstanding radio coverage of Western Michigan. Each is
consistently top station in its home city. Together they
deliver about 57% more city listeners than the next-best
two-station choice in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids —
yet cost 20% less! WKZO-WJEF's rural circulation is
spectacular, too. 1949 BMB figures credit WKZOWJEF with big increases over 1946 in their unduplicated audiences — up 46.7% in the daytime, 52.9% at
night!
Get all the facts on the Fetzer Stations — write direct or
ask Averv-Knodel !

'fA wolf weighing just over 175 pounds was killed on Seventy Mile River in Alaska.

WJEF

(CBS RADIO)

FETZER
AVERY-

KNODEL,

| WKZO-TV

|

WKZO

toPA m WESTERN MICHIGAN ^p4 ,N KALAMAZOO
and GREATER
AND NORTHERN INDIANA
j ■
•
WESTERN MICHIGAN
I
(CBS RADIO)
ALL THREE OWNED AND OPERATED BY

/wpA in GRAND RAPIDS
and KENT COUNTY

BROADCASTING

INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

show — part of a long-term Pepsi drive
to build more distribution in military
posts, where Coca-Cola has the edge.
No great shakes as a musical show
(its Nielsen never got much beyond

video network for a three-a-week show
was difficult; at one time Pepsi had
only a half-dozen live stations, and had
to make widespread use of kinescopes
to cover the rest of the TV markets.

l's and 2's), the Regan series at least
held the fort until Pepsi could arrange
sizable spot radio campaigns, in cooperation with Pepsi dealers in nonTV areas. Then, Regan bowed out.
The snowy-shouldered Miss Emerson
was more durable, but several serious

With this huge off-balance of kine
markets vs. live markets, the reproduction quality of the show suffered. Ratings, never sensational for an interview type of show, were a disappointment. Time slots varied all over the

problems plagued Pepsi with the Emerson series despite its over-all success.
For one thing, clearing time on CBS's

lot, adding difficulties to merchandising and publicity campaigns.
All of this added up to problems that
were beyond solution. Last April, the

Faye Emerson show was dropped.
At the moment, the demise of both
shows doesn't matter much to PepsiCola. Both shows had virtually accomplished their missions when they went
off the air. And, with the current summer having hit record peaks in temperatures all over the nation, per-capita consumption of soft drinks this
year — including Pepsi — has been hitting all-time highs. Coasting along on
the air push given earlier this year,,
and with the continuing weight of other Pepsi advertising as well as the hot
weather's impetus, Pepsi has been racking up sales gains during July and
August that
parative have
figures bytopped
25%. 1951's comSays Pepsi Advertising Manager
Wheeler: "We've got the bottlers solidly behind us now, and the sky's the
Pepsi's domestic advertising is continuing at an all-time high. At present
rates, sponsor estimates $6,000,000
will be spent by the soft drink firm this
year, with a large amount of this kingsized budget being spent cooperatively
limit.''
with Pepsi bottlers. There's even a special $500,000 campaign, incidentally,
currently running in Sunday supplements that's designed primarily to plug
the Pepsi bottlers in large-space, fullcolor ads, stressing their local role.
By the end of 1952, Pepsi will have
spent, it's estimated, some $2,000,000
of its ad budget for national air advertising, primarily in TV. Spot radio
and spot TV — which still use the original jingle, but without reference to
size or price — come out of dealer coop funds, with Pepsi matching bottler
air expenditures.
This month, Pepsi plans to spring
something quite new in network TV
shows. Although all recent trends in
TV drama have been toward the halfhour length. Pepsi's new show — a Bernard Prockter film series titled PepsiCola Short-Short Drama — is only 15
minutes in length.
However, Pepsi plans to make up
for the capsule size of the program by
airing it at least twice a week in all

^/roadcaiti^tg Corpurratwit
RAND

BUILDING,

National Representatives:

BUFFALO

3,

N.

Y.

Free & Peters, Inc.
Leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpatrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry
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of the major TV markets. The thinking behind this new Pepsi show is very
revealing: Pepsi executives feel that the
quarter-hour O. Henryesque films will
be far easier to fit into tight station
schedules than a full half-hour.
That this thinking is accurate is reflected in the type of clearances which
NBC TV has already lined up. Pepsi
is shooting for a total of some 50 marSPONSOR
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5
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kets, and expects to have its quota
when the show premieres later this
month. With the program already being on film (at a cost estimated by
spoasor to be 25' ( more than comparable live production), quality of
reproduction won't suffer on stations
that have to air it from film prints
on a spot basis.
Also, Pepsi is not trying to snare
prime evening slots for its new show.
Most stations will carry the program
in an early-evening slot, 7:15 to 7:30
p.m. E.S.T. on Tuesdays and Thursdays: afew will air it later.
Thus, Pepsi bottlers are assured of
a TV show that has multiple impact,
good reproduction quality, and which
can be placed on a spot basis if necessary. Also, they are bound to be
pleased with the billboarding on the
show itself, which is geared to the
theme of "Pepsi-Cola and its bottlers"
presenting the series.
Even the success Pepsi had with
Faye Emerson has a counterpart in
the show. Acting as hostess for the
program and as sales personality will
be Ruth Woods, whom Pepsi Ad Manager Wheeler describes as having
charm, grace, and the ability to sell.
In a nutshell, here's how Pepsi's do-

mestic air operations shape up today :
Network TV — The new Pepsi film
series, by Prockter Productions, will
start early this fall, via the Biow
agency, on NBC TV. This series of
twice-a-week, quarter-hour shows will
be the keystone of the Pepsi air opera-

"The role of arithmetic is — or should
be — a minor one in advertising. Many
advertising people are are too much concerned over a variety of subordinate appurtenances in a hopeless attempt to
make a slide-rule science of what is
an

•

art."

JAMES D. WOOLF
Advertising
Consultant
Santa Fe, IS. M.

•••••••

tions, and will be surrounded by heavy
merchandising and publicity support.
Nettvork Radio — None was planned,
as sponsor went to press. Because
Pepsi is sensitive to the feelings of
bottlers in non-TV areas, the door is
not firmly closed to a good radio buy.
However, Pepsi doesn't want a onceweekly network radio show.
Spot Radio — A great deal of spot
radio (sponsor estimates the total expenditure at nearly $1,000,000) will
be bought
cooperatively
with local

Film Libraries-/
Now is the time to CHECK your prints y

Are some of your old films

Are some of your new films

□ Dirty?

□ Tacky?

D Oily?
□ Dried out?

□ Scratched?
□ "Rainy"?

If the answer is "Yes" to any of these questions,
your next step is to have such films

PEERLESS- Serviced
Services include cleaning... repairs... rehumidification... scratch removal. ..and the famous PeerlessTreatment that guards against future damage,
makes your films screen better and last longer.

JEERLESS
FILM PROCESSING

CORPORATION

165 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 36, NEW YORK
959 SEWARD
STREET, HOllYWOOD
38, CALIF.
When you write,
maximum number
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please mention size of your library and
of prints you could spare at one time, for
cleaning and treatment.

franchised bottlers, with extra funds
available for bottlers as their sales increase. Primary spot device: the old
reliable Pepsi jingle, now dressed up
with new lyrics that don't mention size
or price, with transcriptions furnished
by the parent firm.
Spot TV — The situation is similar to
spot radio. Bottlers are given advice
and commercials (film adaptations of
the radio jingle) if they want to get into spot TV. Several of them are already using local-level video in the U.S.
The durable Pepsi-Cola jingle was
dashed off originally in five minutes
by the then-new team of writers named
Alan Bradley Kent and Austen Herbert
Croom Croom-Johnson. First recordings of the jingle created a sensation
in the fall of 1939 when they made
their New York debut on WOR and
WINS. Sales skyrocketed immediately
in the New York area and Walter Mack
sent the jingle out to other areas as
fast as they could be opened up. In
the period between 1939 and 1947,
when versions of the jingle using the
"twice as much" phrase predominated,
it was played some 10,000,000 times
on radio stations all over the country.
This helps explain why the public got
so lasting an impression of the twiceas-much theme.
Although the original jingle brought
them only $2,500, it spelled success for
the team of Kent and Johnson. They
quickly became identified in agency
circles as "the guys who wrote the
Pepsi jingle" and went on
jingles for Armour, National
Ford, Mission Bell. Procter &
and others. They eventually
and have since gone separate
the radio-TV field.

to write
Biscuit,
Gamble,
split up
ways in

There's another area of Pepsi air
advertising that's literally a story in
itself: the overseas operations. Pepsi
is sold through more than 190 independent bottlers and a dozen Pepsiowned plants in some 44 countries,
with total populations of approximately 166 million. While some 3,000.000,000 bottles of Pepsi are consumed annually in the U.S., nearly half again
that much is consumed outside the
country; thus, the Pepsi foreign markets represent a neat one-third of all
Pepsi consumption.
As might be expected, Pepsi exports
its air techniques with the product.
From Canada to Latin America, from
Africa to the Philippines, the familiar
Pepsi jingle is aired on outside-U.S.
stations. Languages used range from
SPONSOR

Kenny CLICKS!
He sells as he sings as he
plays

as he

jumps — and

his all-age audience
all 30 minutes

KENNY

loves

of his new

ROBERTS

SHOW

Pulse' 11 prove this: Singin', strummin',leapin' Kenny Roberts
is just as popular with his WHIO-TV audience as he is with
the national audience that watched him perform with Arthur
Godfrey, Al Morgan and other headliners. He's explosive! He's
likable. And he's a darn good salesman. Here's how good:
WHIO-TV staged a big Polio Benefit Show early this spring.
Kenny stopped it with his unusual act — viewers jammed the
telephones with "contributions for Kenny." The city of
Dayton wanted to put over a $12,000,000 school bond issue
last fall. Kenny talked it up for 7 weeks on a special show*
aimed at children — the issue passed by a 2-to-l majority —
and the bond committee gave Kenny a large share of the
credit. No room for other examples.
Sometime during his new 4:30 to 5:00 p.m. program, originating from WHIO-TV studios, Kenny will have time to turn
iml in y°UT Product name here)
his selling talents to
George P. Hollingbery, national representatives for WHIOTV, has complete information on the participating spots
now available.
*Kenny's school bond show was aired over two stations at the same
time. WHIO-TV [pulled twice as many viewers as the other station.

CBS

• ABC

• DUMONT

o-tv
DAYTON,
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French and Spanish to Arabic and
Tagalog, and even Chinese.
However, although results are often
■excellent, planning air advertising overseas for Pepsi presents many problems.
As John Soughan, ad manager of

we strongly urge bottlers to use broadcasting wherever possible." (For fillin on overseas radio and TV, see International Basics section in 14 July
1952 Fall Facts issue.)
Radio has proved particularly effective in developing Pepsi sales in Central and South America, and in the
Caribbean, particularly in areas where
literacy is low and commercial radio
is virtually the only mass advertising
medium. Pepsi announcements are
aired in Cuba. Mexico. Venezuela, Panama, Guatemala, and Ecuador, and will
move into Brazil as soon as that mar-

Pepsi's Export Division, put it to
sponsor: "Pepsi advertises and sells
in more than 40 countries. But, in
15% of these countries, radio and TV
are not open to commercial sponsorship, and we have to use other local
media, ranging from newspapers and
other publications to outdoor advertising and display material. However.

Europe has very little Pepsi radio,
and no TV. Radio Eire carries announcements for the Irish Pepsi bottler. In Africa, announcements in Arabic are aired on the commercial station in Casablanca to reach the rapidly developing Pepsi markets in the
Moslem region, and local programs are
aired out of Johannesburg in South
Africa to reach the remainder.
Other Pepsi radio announcements,
programs and jingles are aired in parts
of the Middle East and the Orient, in-

how important is

cluding Hong Kong and the Philippines. (No Pepsi-Cola is sold behind
the Iron Curtain, Pepsi believes.)

WSAZ-TV

The booming foreign markets are
under the supervision of First Vice
President William B. Forsythe, who
hops around the world in the classic
traditions of a diplomatic courier, although bearing Pepsi contracts rather
than military secrets, in his briefcase.
Forsythe is himself a great believer in
air advertising, and is constantly ex-

to
you?

WSAZ-TV,

with its Huntington-Charleston

HOMETOWN

PROGRAMING,

is close to the

hearts and the purse strings of over 2,000,000
persons in the rich Ohio Valley — 67 counties in
West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Virginia.

1
These loyal WSAZ-TV
$1,446,895,000

viewers spent

in retail sales

in 1951.

Could your sales be better in this area?
Sales can always be better?
So WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV

is very important to you!

sells more goods to more people more

often than any single medium in West Virginia.
Let WSAZ-TV

sell for you!

Affiliated with all four Television Networks

WSAZ-TV

HUNTINGTON, W. VIRGINIA
represented by the KATZ AGENCY

84,000 watts on channel 3
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ket is s>pened by the soft-drink firm.
TV, both film announcements and live
local shows, is being used by Pepsi
bottlers in Mexico City and Havana.

plaining many of
radioTV techniques
to Pepsi's
bottlers U.S.
in foreign
countries. The close teamwork between Pepsi President Steele, and export expert Forsythe pays off well.
Pepsi is beginning to rival Coca-Cola
closely in areas where the two compete. Often Pepsi — with its bigger bottle, sweeter taste, and harder-hitting
advertising — is ahead.
Someday, Pepsi hopes to catch up to
giant Coca-Cola in over-all volume,
even though rival Coke has a net income that is 60 ft of Pepsi's total
sales today and has a big lead in fountain cola business.
With Pepsi-Cola bottlers planning to
invest some $7,000,000 of their own
money this year in new plant expansions, with a new management team
guiding the company, and with new
advertising philosophies beginning to
show real results, Pepsi today looks
confidently into the
Already ahead of
now feels that hitting
pot is just a matter

future.
the game, Pepsi
the ultimate jackof time.

As Al Steele recently wrote: "Ours
is a business where volume is rewarding, where profits rise rapidly as sales
climb. With more and more of our
bottlers expanding their investments
and efforts, we may confidently expect
sales to continue to increase."

* * *
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Here are sponsors tcfio alternated their

I

programs

ABC

oh network

TV during seeond quarter of 1952
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WAVE-TV
OFFERS TOP

BENDIX
C.

A.

"MAN

ON

THE

STREET-

FORMAT: On-the-street in
terviews by Foster Brooks

appliances
margarine

SWANSON

HAZEL

BISHOP
TONI
CELANESE

FRIGIDAIRE
GREEN

GIANT

PETERS

SHOES

JACQUES

Foote,

Cone

Ellington

appliances

Foote,

shoes

Leo

carpets
watchbands

KREISLER

Spector

institutional

Cone

&.

Belding

&

Belding

Burnett

Henri.

MASLAND

Name's
Name's

Tatham-Lalrd
Raymond

lipstick
Pron:

AVAILABILITY!
A few excellent spot participations are still available on
WAVE-TVS unique audience-participation show

Tatham- Laird

the
the

&

Cairns

Hirshon- Garfield

Same
Same

with

Super
Talcs
Tsles

Linkletter

Circus
of
of

Space

Louisville's most colorful
television personality! Thea
ter tickets and prizes
awarded to people interviewed and to those who
send in questions.

CARNATION

FOSTER
BROOKS:
A top
notch MC and wit — has
appeared with Arthur Godfrey, Vaughn Monroe, Spade
Cooley and others!

GOODYEAR

evap.

RONSON

milk

Grey
Erwin,

Wasey

elec.

SCHICK

razor
Rise
Rain

SSCB

institutional

Young

Nalr.
White

CARTER

City

SSCB
Kudner

Foote.

Cone

&

Belding

TONI

PILLSBURY
TONI

flour,

mixes

home

permanent

Leo

&

Rubicam

Burnett

Foote.

Cone

&

Belding
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Th.

7:30-8

p.m.

8-8:30

p.m.

alt. F 7:30-8 p.m.*
alt. Sun. 5:30-6 p.i
alt.

F 9:30-10

alt.

Sat.

p.m.

Tomorrow
Tomorrow

Patrol

Burns
£. Allen
Star
of Family

lighters
Am nl
etc.

CARTER

W

Music
Music

RALSTON-PURINA

CBS

alt.

Celanese
Theatre
Pul.
Prize
Playhouse
Life

Hurst. McDonald

Anderson

Stop
Stop

the
the

Hospital

Crime

Syndicated

Crime

Photographer

Crime

Photographer

6-6:30

p.m.*

alt.

T

8-8:30

p.m.

alt.

T

9-9:30

p.m.

alt.
alt.

T
T

9-9:30
9-9:30

p.m.
p.m.

alt.

Th.

10:30-11

p.n.

Greatest Story

monthly

Godfrey's
Godfrey's

alt.

W
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Th.

alt.

M

9:30-10:30

p.m.

alt.

M

9:30-10:30

p.m

alt.
alt.

W
W

8:30-9
8:30-9

alt.

Th.

Winchell-Mahoney

alt.

M

8-8:30

p.m.

Winchell-Mahoney
Sky
King
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M

8-8:30

p.m.
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Sun.

5:30-6
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Sun.

5:30-6

Goodyer.r
Playhouse
Philco
Playhouse

alt.
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Sun.
Sun.

9-10
9-10

Ruth

Lyons

alt.

W

Show

of

Shows

Show

of

Shows

alt. Sat.
alt. Sat.

Friends
Friends

Sun.

mat.

8-8-30

p.m.

DU MONT

TIME: 11:45 to 12:00, Monday thru Friday- -popular
"rest period" in which thousands of extra housewives
watch TV!
AUDIENCE: Large and loyal
a "guess-the-correct-answerby-telephone" part of the
program had to be discontinued because it always
swamped our switchboard
for hours!

GRUEN

I

watches

McCann-Erickson

Gruen

Grey
BBDO

Robt.

Montgomery

Robt.

Montgomery

Playhouse

AMERICAN

TOBACCO

S.

C.

ANSON
B.

T.

BISHOP
TOBACCO

CROSLEY
SPEIDEL

F.

Strike
Needham.

FOODS
LEES

Kate Smith
W.

Bab-0
lipstick
Regent

LEHN

&

FINK

KELLOGG
PET
SNOW
LIGGETT
LIGGETT

&
&

MANHATTAN
MILES

H.

Weintraub

Raymond

SFD

appliances
watch
bands

Benton
SSCB

Peter

Needham.

Pan

Kffte Smith
Cameo
Cameo

Spector

D'Arcy
Brooke,
&

Bowles

Meet

tires
TV
sets

autos
H nds

Cream

cereals

Young
&
Hutchins

Rubicam

Schleider,

Beck &. Werner

W.
H.
Lennen
Kenyon

Weintraub
&
Mitchell
&

Eckhardt

Gardner
Maxon

MILK
CROP

ovap. milk
frozen
foods

MYERS
MYERS

Fatima

Cunningham

&

Walsh

Chesterfields

Cunningham

&

Walsh

Sweetheart
soap
Alka-Seltzer

Schleider,

SOAP
LABS.

Beck & Werner
Wade

the

Masters

third

Star

*Other week

10:30-11

p.n.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

12:15-12:30

p.l

10-10:30 p.m.
10-10:30 p.m.

Sat.

8-9

p.m.

Revue

Dragnet
Gangbusters
One
One

Man's
Man's

Family
Family

alt.

T

9-9:30

p.m.

alt.

T

9-9:30

p.m.

alt.

Sat.

7:30-8

p.m.

alt.

Sat.

7:30-8

p.m.

NBC • ABC • DUMONT
SOURCE: Rorabaugh and TV networks

p.m.
p.m.

All Star Revue
All Star Revue
All

Geoffrey

Theatre
Theatre

Louis & Brorby

carpets

HEUBLEIN

KAISER-FRAZER

Louis & Brorby

jewolry

BABBITT

HAZEL
uli, I. in

G.

Lucky
waxes

JOHNSON

GOODYEAR
PHILCO

sustaining

FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives,
6S

p.m

NBC

DERBY
JAMES

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

9-9:30
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ALTERNATE

WEEK

(Continued from page 37)
every week rather than every other.
This is far from the whole story, for
there is still the matter of total advertising impressions, which is often more
important to a sponsor than the number of different homes in which he can
plant his message. In the matter of
impact, the analysis was not as conclusive as the cumulative home figures.
The every week Godfrey sponsor
made 183.5 impacts per 100 homes in
those markets where the show was
broadcast during an average four week
period. This figure is gotten by multiplying the cumulative or unduplicated
audience figure by the average number
of broadcasts tuned in per viewing
home, in this case the latter figure being 2.5. The comparable figure for
Toni and Pillsbury was 1.4 for both
sponsors and their impact-per-100homes total came to 76.2 and 80.2, respectively.

\ m sa>N

fygy caflW
BOMWN

On Kate Smith's program, Reynolds
made 52.7 impacts and Babbitt and
Anson made 29.6 and 28.1, respectively. A comparison of the two programs
shows that the alternate week sponsors
averaged 43% of the every week sponsor's advertising impressions on the
Godfrey show and 55% on the Kate
Smith show.
While this comparison does not suggest any clear-cut answers it does show
definitely that the every week sponsor
does better in terms of total advertising impression than in the total number of different homes reached. This
could well be assumed without research, of course, but only in rough
terms. As in the case of the cumulative audience figures, it is fairly certain that the alternate week sponsors
on the Kate Smith show are not getting as much out of their advertising
dollars as their opposite numbers on
the Godfrey show because of the lower
ratings of the former.
As a matter of fact, the low ratings
suggest the reason for the 55% figure
for Anson and Babbitt. Being on a
lower-rated show, they can expect more
turnover in the audience, whereas Godfrey's popularity would more likely
make for more loyal viewing. Hence
the lower 43% figure for Toni and
Pillsbury. As it happened in this particular case, the Nielsen researchers
theorized, the every week sponsor on
the Kate Smith program suffered more
from the tuning out than the alternate
S SEPTEMBER

see
difference on
WESTERN

ujbns-tv
COLUMBUS,
CHANNEL

CBS-TV NETWORK
WBNS-AM
•

OHIO
10

•
Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch and
General Sales Office: 33 North High Street
REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV

ROUND-UP

One of WBNS-TV's
powerful
sales-pulling
daily
programs
that
draws such voluntary
letters as the one reprinted here. Your products too, will know a
sales volumn increase
beyond your fondest
hopes on the top-rated
Western Round-Up program . .4 :45 to 6 :00 P.M.
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week sponsors did. But it could have
worked the other way.
The story is not complete without
taking into account discounts for the
advertiser. On CBS sponsors get a
straight 5'j discount for 26 alternate
weeks while the discount for 26 straight
weeks ranges from 21/4-15' < depending on the number of "station-hours.
A half-hour program on 10 stations
means five station-hours, for example.
The discount structure thus allows
2y2% for five to 10 station-hours. V ,
for 10 to 20 station-hours, and so
forth. The 52-week advertisers on
CBS get a 10'v annual discount plus
the station-hour discount, which means
thev can get up to 25 % off.
On NBC the advertiser gets no discount for 26 straight weeks but 8r< for
26 alternate weeks of a half hour and
,",' ■_.' , foi 2(> altei n, ilc weeks ol a lull
hour. For 52 straight weeks the discount is double the 26 alternate week
schedule. It is apparent that NBC is
making a play for the alternate week
sponsor.
Whatever the actual cost for each
advertiser, it is plain that there is a
lot to be said for the alternate week approach, especially where the advertiser

wants to spray as many homes as possible with his message. The foregoing
survey is not meant to be a definitive
answer. It is, after all, an example of
only two programs during a limited period of time. But it does suggest some
of the more important factors for an
advertiser to weigh when he is consid********
"The high cost of television is forcing
its customers to give television probably
more study than any other medium ever
got. From this study we are beginning
to understand the greatness of television's power. It is head and shoulders
above
everything
else."
HENRY SCHACHTE, Adv. Dir.
The Borden
Co.

********
ering the pros and cons of alternate
week advertising.
It is quite possible that Schick, for
example, took the cumulative audience
figures for their Crime Syndicated
program into account when they decided to switch from every week to
alternate week sponsorship. Nielsen
figures showed early this year that by
using the program every other week,
they would only miss reaching 27% of
the homes they would otherwise get to
on an every week sponsorship basis.

Schick went into an alternating
schedule in March, while in the in-between weeks Carter Products brought
City Hospital over to CBS from ABC,
where it had been running on alternate
Saturday afternoons. The two programs follow each other in the 9:009:30 p.m. segment.
One advertising man gave another
example of the usefulness of the cumulative audience figures. He mentioned
an expensive, high-rated variety show
where the cumulative audience, because
of steady listening, is almost the same
for three weeks as it is for four.
"What would the sponsor lose," he
said, "if he dropped one week out of
four? I'm sure a sponsor could be
found to come in every fourth week.
Goodyear was on TV once a month
with The Greatest Story Ever Told.
And how about Buick coming in every
fourth week in the Berle time slot?"
This suggestion to a sponsor to hit
the broadcast audience 12 or 13 times
a year would have caused advertising
hands to rise in horror perhaps even
changing.
five years ago. But the climate is
The new attitude runs something
this: What is so sacrosanct about
vertising every seven days? The
that a week is that long is no proof

THIS BRAWNY LAD
MOVES MERCHANDISE!

advertising is most effective when re-

You can sell Seattle faster, cheaper

lar, repetitive pattern? Don't Jack
Benny, Bob Hope and Martin & Lewis
draw big audiences in their occasional
appearances? How often should mail
order advertising be used?

peated that often. Don't some advertisers use monthly magazines successfully? Are spot radio and TV announcements always used in a regu-

with the powerful, thrifty KRSC
Salemaker spot plan. Costs you no
more than one spot per day on a
network station but gives you terrific all-day impact. Even during
the first week your product moves!
Merchandising? Man,

KRSC

is

Seattle's First Merchandising Station.

The questions, of course, answer
themselves and point up the inference
that the answers are flexible. It depends, in short, on the product, the
geographical distribution of the product, the goal of the advertising campaign, the type of person the advertising is tiser's
aimed
budget. at. the size of the adver-

SALEMAKER

For example, on the Godfrey show,

FACTS . . .

Liggett '& Myers advertise Chesterfields
every week
advertiser feelsbecause
he must the
ride cigarette
herd on the

Write

or wire

Bill Simpson,

consumer. Some admen feel that the

KRSC

National

sales, or our

basic strategy is to link Godfrey and

nearest

representative —

Chesterfields in the public's mind, an
opinion strengthened by L & Ms use
of Godfrey in the print media.

EAST: Ceo. W. Clark, Inc.
LOS ANGELES: Lcc F. O'Conncll
SAN
FRANCISCO:
Western
Radio Sales

powered and programmed to cover
the profitable
Seattle
trading
area

However, American
plugs Lucky

70

like
adfact
that

Tobacco

Co.

Strike on Robert MontSPONSOR

gomery Presents every other week for
an hour. Tobacco experts say the com-

III

pany's strategy in this case is penetration, not dispersion. Furthermore, the
sponsor identification factor is negligible. The actors and actresses are not
well known and the agency, BBDO, reports that letters from viewers about a
play put on during the week when
Lucky Strike is sponsoring the show
are often addressed to the Johnson wax
people (the alternate sponsor), and
vice versa.
Lucky Strike had these programs on
TV at the same time, and weekly, so
as to get its full required quota of impressions: Meet the Champ (ABC),
This is Show Business (CBS), and
Your Hit Parade (NBC).
Using the alternate week approach
doesn't mean that the advertiser is necessarily forgotten during the in-between weeks. At the end of each Robert Montgomery Presents show, there
is a cross plug inserted for the following week's sponsor. On All Star Revue,
where three sponsors rotate sponsorship, two sponsors each get a one-minute cross plug each week while the
third
gets the lion's share of the commercials.
Carter Products gets across its required quota of ad messages every
week by using two alternate week
shows. As mentioned previously, Carter sponsors City Hospital on CBS but
it also shares Vve Got a Secret (which
replaced Crime Photographer) on CBS
with the Toni Co. Vve Got a Secret is
an audience participation show and
Carter (as well as Toni — with Godfrey) is thus able to attract a wider
variety of viewers than it would get
with one of these shows every week.
The cost is not much higher, either. In
these cases, too, cross plugging keeps
the brand name before the viewer's
eyes as often as possible.
While it is true that participations
may solve the same problem answered
by two alternate week shows, there are
a couple of reasons why participations
may not be preferred.
The sponsor
who buys 15 minutes of a half-hour
show will normally pay the higher 15
minute time cost. Two sponsors shar
ing a program on the same week may
have disputes about the program for
mat and other elements of production
There, too, many sponsors like a com
plete program to themselves.
A drama
program, for example, can be used to

READY FOR MERCHANDISING
WITH A CAPITAL "M"
Recognizing the vital importance of merchandising, and
its relationship to sales, "SPEEDY"

sleeves for action. WSPD's newly augmented Merchandising Department, with its eye on every cash
register in Toledo and close contact with retail and
jobber outlets will become

1952

an integral part of every

local sales organization. For 32 years this Pioneer
Station has reached the consumer and created buyer's
desire — now we are reaching out as a working partner
to the point of sale. From shelf to cash register —
Northwestern Ohio's leading sales staiion is ready to
Merchandise your product with a capital "M" — to
"RING UP" more sales than ever before.

AM TV

tie in the sponsor's name, like the alter8 SEPTEMBER

has rolled up its

Storer

Broadcasting

Company

Represented Nationally
by KATZ

than one because of the possible duplication ofdirecting and acting talent.
Most admen urge that when alternating programs are used they be of a
similar type. Dragnet and Gangbusters
are an example of this. Some agency
experts warn of the danger of a weak
program pulling down the rating of a
strong alternating show. However,
there is no cut and dried evidence that
this will happen. Nielsen rating figures
for Burns & Allen and Starlight Theatre (the weaker show), which alter-

nating Philco TV Playhouse and Goodyear TV Playhouse.
The question of program alternation
(sponsors alternating shows in the
same spot) in addition to sponsor alternation isanother issue that has heen
agitating agencymen. The alternating
of programs has the advantage of variety, but there is the belief among
most admen that the every week listening- or viewing-habit is still a force to
be reckoned with. Two programs may
be
more
expensive
productionwise
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"Intensified selling and advertising are
necessary to educate and stimulate the
desires that can lead to a higher standard of living."
ARNO H. JOHNSON, V.P.
J, Walter Thompson

advertising) brought out that 68.2%
of those questioned preferred the
weekly show, 11.7% preferred the alternate week show and 20.1% had no

partners will drop out. If he cannot
be replaced, and the network can sell
the time every week to one or more
other sponsors with a different show,
the remaining partner may have to go
hunting for TV time.
One of the long range issues having
to do with alternate week advertising
concerns the networks themselves.
Will rising costs limit network TV to
the big advertisers? Many admen say
that the networks, for their own good,
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TIME

LISTENING:-

Inc. N»w York, Chicago, LEE F. O'CONNELl

Research

every week program. The other alternate show would, of course, go down
the drain with it. Even in the case of
alternate sponsorship of the same show,
there is the chance that one of the

Pulse surveyed and rated. Here's the latest
score,STATION
STATION
WHEC
FIRSTS.. . . .216.
TIES
. . . 35.

Advertest

being dropped eventually in the onestation markets and replaced by a good

RecoR» W

h'I
lhe-aS
season

An

preference.
A sponsor who buys one of two alternating programs always faces the
possibility of coming up against this
problem: If one of the programs has a
low rating, it stands a good chance of

*
M
i
T
G
M
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for
B^ftSkS.
National
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This appears to be just as true of regularly scheduled shows as a one-shot
Jack Benny production. It appears to
be true, strangely enough, despite some
evidence that people prefer a weekly
show.

year on alternating of programs (one
of the few studies on alternate week

In Rochester Radio!

IN ROCHESTER

All the evidence points in this direction: A strong show will hold its own
whether it is on every week or not.

********

WHEC
^jpPtag

nated during the !50-'51 season show,
for example, fairly parallel ups and
downs between the pair, but nothing
that indicates that one has any strong
effect on the other.

NEW

YORK

5,000

WATTS

CO., los Angeles, Son Franc, sco

should try to bring in as many advertisers as possible, that TV will be
healthier in the long run if that is
done. It may be that new methods to
do this will be developed in the future.
Right now, alternate week sponsorship
shapes up as a pretty good answer,
not only for the networks but the advertiser. ** *
SPONSOR

MOVIES ON THE AIR
{Continued from page 39)
cy, Donahue & Coe, had to settle for a
one-minute film commercial consisting
of an original jingle, a quartet, and a
rain effect. Use of this film on TV,
according to an agency spokesman,

Irs Stfoiv/A/G/A/
COL UMBUSfiEOfiG/A'

"Gave us a slight improvement in some
situations, but the cost of the campaign didn't seem to justify itself."
It seems paradoxical that Metro,
Avhich played such a prominent part in
building the "star" system should be
unable to use its most valuable assets
to hypo the box office. Metro withheld its key performers from radio for
many years, but recently made a deal
with Mutual Broadcasting Ssytem for
10 packages showcasing Metro talent.
Indications are that Metro is now
negotiating with Screen Actors Guild
to permit use of clips from its pictures
for advertising and promotion via TV.
But Metro is definitely cutting back
its radio advertising budget. As recently as a year ago the company was
spending an estimated $800,000 for a
52-week schedule of radio announcements over 100 stations in 50 cities.
Today, Metro has 52-week schedules
in less than a dozen markets, seems to
be concentrating its efforts on such
high-budget items as "Quo Vadis" and
"Ivanhoe."
Although both Metro and its agency
refuse to comment on the company's
advertising policies, it is logical to assume that the principal reason for elimination of the 52-week schedules is
that the studios are not turning out
enough pictures to warrant year-'round
ladio efforts. Like its fellow film-makers, Metro is cutting down on "B" pictures, pinning its hopes in the battle
with TV on super-duper "A" productions to lure patrons into theatres. A
general financial belt-tightening has
been put into effect.
Twentieth Century-Fox has been

Yes, Sir! There's enough snow on our TV screens to
blanket an area almost as large as the coverage area of
WRBL!

The BIG difference is RECEPTION— satisfac-

tory reception, that is. In Columbus, RADIO is more effective than ever before. WRBL and WRBL-FM completely blanket the Columbus
Share -of-Audience ...
Number

Trading Area. Tops in

Morning, Afternoon, Evening.

One in ratings ... 115 out of 163 reported

periods. 18.7% MORE

COVERAGE

than ANY

OTHER

Columbus advertising media. Nearing our 25th Anniversary, WRBL is FIRST ... in POWER,
in PRESTIGE, in PROMOTION.

in PROGRAMS,

indirectly affected by MGM's non-TV
contracts. Getting ready to give the
all-out treatment to Hemingway's
"Snows of Kilimanjaro," Twentieth
had to eliminate TV plans because the
co-star of the movie, Ava Gardner, is a
loan-out from Metro. Actually, it is
only in recent
Twentieth's
contract
with months
its starsthat
have
included
the TV-for-advertising-only clause.
Consequently, Twentieth has only
used TV experimentally to date. But
this studio has made extensive use of
radio. Buving patterns have evolved
and a Twentieth Century
spokesman
8 SEPTEMBER
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YOU NEED

says, "After the results we've had in
the past, it would be ridiculous to leave
radio out of our advertising plans."
Every key Twentieth release gets a
solid radio buildup. But, according to

*

THE 17" STATE
TO WIN!

Marty Michel, Twentieth Century's
director of radio and TV, "The gimmick has to be there. If the announcement you dream up is such that you
could use it for a different picture just

Yes, you should surely include the
tremendous W GY coverage area

angle, but it's worth it to get a disIn thetinctive
casecampaign."
of the Bette Davis and

''candidate's'"

Gary Merrill movie "Phone Call From
A Stranger" the problem was simply

in making your
campaign plans.

by switching titles — well, you've got a
bum announcement. Sometimes you
have to stretch a point a little for an

WGY is a "/mist" market area
for you and your sponsor. Covering 53 counties in Eastern Upstate
New York and Western New England for the past 30 years, WGY is
the top station in the area.
Not
confined
to a single city.
WGY
blankets
22 cities with
a

that of having a "name" actress in a
picture that would draw only so-so reviews. The campaign used in drawing
crowds to New York's Roxy Theatre
radio strategy.
illustrates
Twentieth Century's general
Using WNEW, WMCA, WMGM,
and WINS, New York, a teaser campaign was started a week prior to the

population of 10,000 or more.
Just look at this market data!

Chicago

in population,

Compared to the major metropolitan centers in the nation and
based on figures in the 1952 Survey
of Buying Poiver,
the WGY
area
is exceeded only by New York and
total retail sales and
food sales!

The WGY area ranks 4th in Furniture-Household,
and Automotive Sales and 5th in General Merchandise
when

compared

film's
times
heard
which

Ring of telephone .
1st Voice: Hello
2nd Voice: This is a
I was with your wife
1st Voice: Where

Drug
Sales

. . repeat
stranger calling.
last night.
is she? What

have you done to her?
2nd Voice: If I could see you . . .
1st Voice: Who is this?

to the major cities of the country.
the 17th

2nd Voice: This is a "Phone Call

State* represents a true cross section of the country. Make
sure your sponsor scores plenty of votes for his product in

Morea Stranger."
than 400 announcements were
from
used in the 10-day period, and the

Containing

large rural and urban

the form of sales by including
campaign plans.

populations,

the 17th

State* in your

Roxy Theatre could see tangible results from the opening day onward.
The theatre had been averaging a twoweek run for its pictures, but had to
hold "Phone Call" over for an additional week to accommodate the crowds.
The success of the campaign makes

YOU CAN COVER THE 17th STATE*
WITH ONLY ONE STATION
*The WGY coverage area is so named because
its effective buying income exceeds that of 32
of the nation's States.

WGY
Studios in
SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.

by

a study of its planning and execution
of value not only to members of the
motion picture industry but to other
air advertisers as well.
"We believe that the audiences gathered by network radio stations are very
selective and tune in only for specific

Represented
Nationally
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opening date. From five to 12
daily, listeners of each station
a 10-second transcription of
this is one example:

HENRY I. CHRISTAL

programs," the Twentieth Century
spokesman explained. "On the other
hand, independent outlets seem to have
very loyal listeners. Then, again, buying a saturation campaign on a network station is a very expensive proposition and you've got all kinds of headSPONSOR

aches about getting spotted next to a
top-rated show.
"Adjacencies are a tricky subject,
anyway. We believe that people have

n left

a pretty good idea of what they're going to listen to throughout the entire
evening and have a tendency to switch
to the next program before the one
they are listening to is completed. For

hook is good

9:.

f >

' '

^\

that reason," Twentieth's executive continued "we'd buy a pre-spot rather
than a post-spot when we use network
stations. We'd also prefer to get a
spot between shows rated No. 3 and
No. 4 than between a No. 1 show which
is followed by one that is rated No. 15.
"For the 'Phone Call From A Stran-

-so's o
right cross

ger' campaign we had a natural gimmick. We know darn well that few
people concentrate their attentions on
listening to the radio. Most folks are
only half-listening and you have to do
something to attract them from their
reading, housework, or other occupations. The ringing of a telephone made
them stop and listen to our announcements because they weren't sure whether the noise was coming from the radio or whether it was their own telephone ringing.

ONE-TWO
does the
trick

"The first sentence spoken after the
phone stopped ringing incorporated the
name of one of the stars. For instance:
Ring of telephone . . . repeat
Gary Merrill: Hello.
Girl's Voice: Fd like to talk to Gary
Merrill.
Gary Merrill: Well, this is Gary Merrill speaking.
Girl's Voice: Well, this is a phone
call from a stranger.

to sell Memphis

you need Both

Gary Merrill: Hey! that's the name
of my new picture!
Girl's Voice: Yes, I know, Mr. Merrill. That's why I called. And I think
you are just divine in "Phone Call
from a Stranger."
Gary Merrill: Thanks, that's mighty
nice of you.
Girl's Voice: It's so seldom that one
sees a picture so full of heart and
warmth. And I think the other stars
are wonderful, too: Bette Davis, Shelley Winters, Michael Rennie — not to
mention my favorite, Gary Merrill.
Gary Merrill: Well, you've really got
me blushing.

— to give you the selling punch
in this two billion dollar market

Girl's Voice: Fd like to tell you that
you are terrific and especially in
"Phone Call from a Stranger." I can't
remember a be!ter picture.
Gary Merrill: Well, I certainly can't
remember when Fve had a nicer phone
call.

By the way, what's your name?
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owned and operated by the Commercial Appeal
National Representatives - The Branham

Company
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p

ARE Won A MR.
SPOT

UHttflfy?

RADIO?

Spot radio lets you hand-pick the station which will
do the best selling job for you — market-by-market.

Girl's Voice: Let's just let this be a
"Phone Call from a Stranger." GoodGary Merrill: Goodbye. Thanks for
bye.
your phone call, Stranger.
"We don't know whether the series
had an 'annoying factor' or a 'pleasing factor'," the spokesman says, "but
it certainly drew the crowds to the
Weird cries and sound effects are

SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA?

Southwest Virginia, of which Roanoke is the hub,
is a complete market within itself. It represents
about one-fourth of Virginia's total buying power.

WDBJ?
WDBJ is a 28-year-old pioneer in this rich market
— a consistent leader year after year in listener
loyalty, prestige, coverage, and sales results! Ask
Free & Peters!
Established 1924 • CBS Since 1929
AM . 5000 WATTS . 960 KC
FM

FREE

& PETERS,

. 41.000 WATTS

. 94.9 MC

ROANOKE,

VA.

le TIMES-WORLD

CORPORATION

ringing cry of "Kangaroo" was used
successfully in making housewives cut
off their vacuum cleaners long enough
to find out what kind of noises were
coming out of their radios. Twentieth
Century received compliments from exhibitors all over the country for a series of transcriptions they made in connection with the Jane Froman pic-

cerpts from five of the
the announcer
picture's songs
in the background,
gave
a real pitch for "the heart warming
story of the girl who survived a horrible plane crash, married her rescuer,

In One Ear...
. . . but NOT out the other! Central Ohioans listen to WBNS-Radio
with both ears. We know they pay
attention to commercials as well as
popular CBS and local programs.
It pays to point selling messages at
an audience of I-I/4 million which
responds to selling messages because it hears them. Products advertised over WBNS earn impressive sales figures and a large share
of this 24-county Billion Dollar
market.

ASK

JOHN

BLAIR

WINS POWII
—
S.000
WHO

FM— 53.000

(OLUMIUS.
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through the streets yelling "Viva Zapata" at the top of their lungs. The

ture, "With a Song in My Heart."
With the Froman voice singing ex-

INC., National Representatives

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY

frequently used to attract attention.
During the "Viva Zapata" campaign.
Twentieth Century amplified a heavy
Roxy."
radio schedule by hiring kids to run

OHIO

OUTLET

after." spend
sangof happily
the movieevercompanies
andNone
much on radio "A" time. Their schedules lean heavily on early morning,
daytime, and late evening spots. Twentieth Century's Marty Michel says,
"Your well-established independent
stations have loyal audiences throughout the day, winter and summer. We
think that we get a lot out of the autoradio listeners. Our main purpose is
to familiarize the audience with the
name of the picture, the stars, a hint
as to the picture's content, and the
name of the theater in which it's playing. Then when the husband, or wife
as the case may be, suggests a specific
movie the other members of the family
will be sufficiently familiar with our
current offering to cast a vote for our

Despite the proved effectiveness of
radio, newspaper advertising continues
to bulk heavily in motion picture adproduct." vertising, most of it done on a co-op
basis between the picture producers
and theatre owners. Because of the
government decree ordering the divorce between the producing and exhibiting ends of the business, individual advertising contracts between the
SPONSOR

producers and theatre owners vary
greatly with a good deal of dickering
going on between the two factions.
But over and above the efforts of
the individual companies to promote
their specific products are a number
of developments which indicate the
growing understanding and cooperation between the motion picture industry and broadcasts.
Less than a year ago, Dr. Ernest
Dichter, a psychological consultant,
published "A Pilot Study on the Relationship Between the TV and Motion
Picture Industries." Among his findings was the conclusion that TV and
motion pictures are compatible under
certain conditions and that the problem is not TV versus motion pictures.
Said Dr. Dichter, "We find that the
TV set owner is not the theatre's 'lost
audience.' Rather it is the movie industry that has lost a channel of communications with the TV viewer and
has failed to keep pace with his change
of psychological attitude toward selection of entertainment."
The psychologist also pointed out:
"The film industry has failed to sell
one of the most important appeals of
theatre attendance: the 'festival atmosphere' of movie-going. Depth interviews show that there is excitement in
the preparation to go to the movies,
in the selection of a film, in the anticipation of pleasure during the journey
to the theatre, in the 'festival atmosphere' of the theatre itself and in the
good emotional reaction after leaving
the theatre. For these very reasons,
popcorn is an essential part of a movie evening. The movie industry must
now use 'psycho-popcorn' in its sales
approach."
Out of this study a program called
"What's Playing" was developed by
Dembv, Broun & Co. (then The Dem-
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by Co.). The program consisting of
excerpts from current and preview
movies, as well as interviews with movie stars, was aired over WJZ-TV for
39 weeks commencing last winter. Using first Maggi McNellis, and later
John Conte, as m.c, the show received
enthusiastic cooperation from some of
the movie companies, lukewarm help
from others.
Picture excerpts were

•

•••••••

"The

combination of the sales effectiveness of radio, the great size and
continuing growth of radio, the enormous uncounted audience to radio and
its huge counted audience — this combination of facts convinces me completely
that the years ahead will be bright ones
for network radio."

JOHN

•

KAROL.
V.P.
CBS Radio

•••••••

supplied by Universal, United Artists,
Columbia, Republic, RKO. Twentieth
Century and Paramount supplied stars
for interviewing purposes. MGM came
through with a pair of sandals worn by
Robert Taylor in "Quo Vadis."
At the end of the first 13 weeks, a
survey of viewers disclosed that 80%
of those responding had been influenced in their movie attendance by
"What's Playing"; that 60%

could

name specific movies which "What's
Playing" helped induce them to attend.
Myron L. Broun reports that sponsors are now being lined up and the
show will be back on the air very
shortly. Also that national syndication
is planned.
The most recent mutual-appreciation
development was announced by Ted
Cott, NBC v.p. and general manager
of WNBC-WNBT, New York. He announced that NBC's flagship stations
were combining forces with the Motion Picture Industry Committee of
Greater New York. This plan encom-

passes approximately 500 theatres in
the New York area and about 30 theatre chains including Brandt, Skouras,
Loews, Century, RKO, and others.
The project, designed to give "editorial support" to the movies, kicks
off 8 September on the Skitch Henderson Show on WNBC with a listing of
current and popular movies to be given by Skitch on his morning and evening radio shows. Other promotional
projects will include a Hollywood,
V.S.A. weekly variety show.
Also, a documentary series of programs, dramatizing the men who make
the movies, the director, writers, etc.
One of the major promotional plans
of the tie-in will be a "super movie of
the month." WNBT-WNBC plan to
make a tie-in with major supermarket
chains, many of whom are already a
part of the station's "chain lightning"
operation, to promote the picture of
the month. Proprietors and managers
of supermarket chains will select the
top picture of the month, through specially arranged previews, and will promote the movie chosen, in each of the
participating stores.
On TV, Station WNBT will present
a daily list of current and popular
films, at intervals throughout the day,
and beginning 15 September, a fiveminute, five-a-week program will be
presented in the early evening hour,
featuring interviews with the top stars
and using clips of the forthcoming pictures whenever available.
Just how much cooperation the picture producers will give this cooperative effort is not known at this time.
\ou may be sure that exhibitors will
bring pressure to bear on their suppliers. The theatre owners read the
trade papers; they know how radio
and TV advertising can stimulate their
box offices.

* * *
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ROUNDUP
{Continued from page 43)

KFMB

Kenyon & Eckhardt: John McQuigg,
Detroit manager, Lennen & Newell.
The model is now on display in the
television department of the J. L. Hudson Company, Detroit department store.

Channel - 8

DIEGO'S

SAN

* * -xIn an effort to explain motion picture making so that anyone can understand it,Charles W. Curran, president
of Times Square Productions, New

TV STATION

York, has written a "Handbook of Motion Picture Technique for Business
Men." Aimed at ad managers, agency
and TV executives who deal increasingly with film, the book covers everything from costs to production details
to a glossary of terms peculiar to the
business. The manual is available for
$1. 00 from Times Square Productions.
145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.
* »
*

*U«teto, CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET
FOUR

San

Diego's
MAJOR
AIRCRAFT PLANTS have

36,617 employees!

Wise Buyers Buy
KFMB-TV, AM
TV - CHANNEL -8, AM - 550 K. C.
KFMB • 5th and Ash, San Diego I, Calif.
Represented by
The Branham Co.

If it's a

University Town

Montana State
with

WNEW, New York, uses singing
commercial-style jingles to popularize
fine arts and culture. Aired since June,

2500 students
Bonus

these transcribed "Lively Arts Jingles"
cover modern art. architecture, opera,
classical music and literature in catchy

250 Watts
Night & Day
ANACONDA
BUTTE

Ujl||0ltf

MONTANA
TREASURE

STATE

OF

THE

43

Representatives:

Gill-Keefe b Perna, Inc.
N. Y., Chi., LA., and S.F.
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public relations to radio and TV programs and announcements. In photo
above, Henry J. Kaufman, president
of the agency, accepts the trophy; (1.
to r. I Harry Hoffman, Hoffman &
York, Milwaukee; Kaufman; Oakleigh
R. French. Oakleigh R. French Associates, St. Louis; William F. Sigmund.
partner and creative director of Kaufman. * * *

Take some home today and don't forget to 'Call for Philip Morris'."

7<k /fat Tfatfat Stefan*

THE

Some years back one cigarette company struck a highly competitive attitude toward the candy industry in its
advertising. Today, and in contrast,
Philip Morris & Co., Ltd. has joined
hands with the sweets business in a
partnership sales effort. That company
is distributing its third series of stickers to boost candy sales; it has previously placed more than 250,000 in
candy, cigar, drug stores, on vending
machines, etc. On the current sticker,

18 awards in 15 classifications ranging
from magazines, house organs, and

Philip Morris' Johnny points to the
slogan: "Everybody loves good candy.

you want,
We have it too.

51100 Watts
Night &. Day
MISSOULA

ing Agency Network.
Competing with
29 other agencies, Kaufman received

BOB
TREBOR

#!P3.«B**
{ton* 6"

commercial style, incorporate live announcements on current cultural ac-

9 na

V3

sj/ev« &

o*»»

tivities in the area. New York's Museum of Modern Art, among other organizations, has contacted the station
with thanks. Audience mail asking for

WATTS
5000

specifics has been heavy, and 11 stations have requested permission to use
the jingles.
*
*
«For the second year. Henry J. Kaufman & Associates, Washington. D. C.
has captured the Carfield Trophy,
which is awarded annually to the advertising agency winning the most
j awards in the creative competition
Advertisby the National
! sponsored

IN

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOUING
COMPANY

SPONSOR

NBC TV nettcorh sponsored shoivs

(ontinued from page 31)
PROGRAM

COST

Cavalcade of Sports
Colgate Comedy

Hour

Dennis DayDinah Shore
Dragnet

TYPE

TIME

Boxing
$40,000

$50,000

AGENCY

SPONSOR

Varies
length

with
of event,

Gillette

l/wk

Colgate

Comedy

Variety

l/wk
1 hr.

Musical

Variety

30

mln.

l/wk

Musical

Variety

15

min.

2/wk

ORIGINATION

Maxon

N.

Y.

Sherman- Marquette
Hlywd.

$20,000
$22,000
$21,000

RCA

J.

Chevrolet

Campbell-Ewald

Mystery &. Detection

30 min.
alt/wk!
with
Gangbuster;

Comedy

30

mln.

l/wk

30

mln.

l/wk

P&G

30

mln.

l/wk

Ford

15

min.

5/wk

Quaker

Oats
&

Liggett

&.

Myers

Walter

Thompson

Cunningham

Hlywd.
Hlywd.

&

Walsh

Film
Film

Eddie Mayehoff
Firestone

Theatre

Variety

$20,000
Drama

$20,000

Drama

Ford Theatre

Reynolds

Buchanan

Metals

Film
Compton

J.

Motor

Walter

Thompson

Film

$22,000

Gabby Hayes Show

$7,000

Children's

Show

Gangbusters

$13,500

Mystery & Detection

30 min.
alt/wks
with
Dragnet

Liggett

Goodyear Television Playhouse

$28,000

Drama

1 hr. alt/wks
with
Philco

Goodyear

Sherman

Myers

Marquette

Cunningham

Young

Tire

&.

&

&

N.
Film Y.

Walsh

Rubicam

N.

Y.

Film
Cayton

Greatest
Hallmark

Fights

Hall of Fame
Hawkins Falls
Howdy

Doody

$2,500

Drama

$13,000

Soap

$10,000

$1,450
(per 'A

15

min.

l/wk

Chesebrough

30

min.

l/wk

Hall

15

min.

5/wk

Lever

30

min.

5/wk

Kellogg
(two
'/* hrs.)
Colgate
Continental
Baking
Standard
Brands
Welch
Grape Juice
International
Shoe

Sports

Opera

Children's

Show

hr.)

Foote.

Brothers

N.

Bros.

Cone

W.

Leo

&

Beldlng

N. Y.
Chicago

Ayer

Burnett

N.

Ted
Bates
Ted
Bates
Ted
Bates
Doherty,
Clifford
Henri,
Hurst &

Y.

& Shenfleld
McDonald
Film

I Married Joan

$29,000

Kate Smith

Comedy

Situation

Musical

Variety

30

mln.

1

hr.

l/wk

5/wk

$3,500
(per '/4 hr.)

Kraft Theatre
Kukla, Fran & Ollie
Lights Out
Martin Kane, Private Eye
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General

P&G

Electric

(four

'A

Y&R

hrs.)

Nestle
Doeskin
Prods.
Johnson & Johnson
Pillsbury
Mills
Gerber
Products
Penick
&
Ford
Minute
Maid
Simoniz
Knomark
Glldden
Toni
1

Drama

hr.

l/wk

Katt

Foods

N.

Grey
Compton
D'Arcy
Cecil &

Y.

Presbrey

Young
& Rubicam
Leo Burnett
BBDO
Ted
Bates
Emll
Mogul
SSCB
Meldrum
&
Foote.
Cone

Fewsmith
& Beldlng

J.

Walter

Thompson

J.

Walter

Thompson

Chicago
N. Y.

$20,000
$4,000

Children's

30

mln.

l/wk

RCA

30

min.

l/wk

Pearson

30

mln.

l/wk

U.

Show

Drama

Pharmacal

$10,000
$13,500

Mystery &. Detection

S.

Tobacco

Harry

B.

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

Cohen

Kudner
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\ ISl TV networh

sponsored

shows
ORIGINATION

Med

the Press

TIME

TYPE

COST

PROGRAM

Forum.

$3,500

Wv Hera

Discussion

Drama
$23,000

On the Line With Considine

Forum.

$2,000

Discussion

Drama

One Man's Family

$10,000

Paul Winchell & Jerry Mahoney

$16,000

Comedy

Variety

30

AGENCY

SPONSOR

nun

|/wk

Revere

Copper

St.

Morris

Biow

30

min.

1 wk

Philip

15

min.

l/wk

Mutual

of
Labs

30

min.

l/wk

Miles

30

min.

l/wk

Crosley

Omaha

Television

Playhouse

$28,000

Red Skelton

$40,000

1

Drama

hr.

with

alt/wks

Philco

Corp.

&

Keyes

Washington.

D.cJ

Film

Bozell

Speidel

Philco

Georges

N.

Y.

Wade

&

Jacobs

N.

Y.

^,

Hirshon-Garfield
Benton
& Bowles

N.

Y.

Hutchins

N.

Y.

Goodyear
P&G

Robert

Montgomery

Presents

$30,000

Roy Rogers

$22,000

Comedy

Variety

30

min.

1

Drama

Benton

l/wk

hr.

l/wk

American
S. C.

Western

Drama

30

min.

l/wk

15

min.

2/wk

Tobacco

Bowles

BBDO
Needham.

Johnson

General

&

Foods

Louis

Benton

&

Film

&

N.

Brorby

Bowles

Y.

Film

rs.)

Short,

Short

Stories

(tWO

''4

Texaco Star Theatre (Milton Berle)

$65,000

The Doctor

$17,000

This is Your Life
Those Two
Treasury

Men

in

Action

Ttco for the Money
Voice of Firestone
We the People
Welcome

Travelers

You Bet Your Life (Groucho Marx)
Your Hit Parade
Your Show of Shows

Drama

$18,000

Pepsi-Cola

Comedy

Variety

Drama

hrs.)
$15,000
(three <A

1

hr

Musical

Variety

3/mo

min.

$10,000
(for
simulcast)

least)

Quiz,

Aud.

Partic.

Musical

Company

l/wk

Interview

$16,000

Quiz.

Aud.

Partic.

Quiz.

Aud.

Partic.

$18,500
Musical
$30,000

hr.)

Variety

Comedy

Variety

$27,500

Hazel

Bishop

Raymond

Faith for Today
Hollywood Screen

80

Test

Spector

min.

l/wk

min.

3 wk

P&G

Benton

30

min.

l/wk

Borden

Doherty.

30

min.

l/wk

P.

Lennen

30

min.

l/wk

Firestone

Sweeney

Gulf
P&G

Young

&

Benton

&

Lorillard

&

Hlywd.

Bowles

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

Mitchell

N.

Y.

James

n

y.

Rubicajn

N.

Y.

Bowles

Chicago

Clifford
&

&

&

Shenfield

30

min.

l/wk

30

min.

5/wk

30

min.

l/wk

DeSoto-Plymouth

BBDO

Film

30

min.

l/wk

American

BBDO

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

Oil

I'/i

hrs.

l/wk

R.

J.

1

Tobacco

Reynolds

S.O.S.
Benrus
Griffin

(yfe

hr.)

(Partic.)
Watch
(partic.)
(partic.)

Children's Show

30

min.

l/wk

Quaker

Oats

wks)

Wm.

Esty

McCann-Erickson
J. D. Tarcher
Bermlngham.
Castleman
Calkins
&
Holden

&

Pierce

| McCann-Erickson
| Lennen
& Mitchell
Needham.

Louis

&

Brorby

Chicago

$3,000

spon sored shows

TV networh
TIME

Comedy

Situation

30

min.

AGENCY

SPONSOR

TYPE

l/wk

American

Chicle

ORIGINATION

D-F-S

N.

D-F-S

Film

Y.

P&G

$9,500

Ellery Queen

Film

15

'/j

A Date with Judy

Drew Pearson

D-F-S

Y.

$4,500

COST

Chance of a Lifetime

n.

$18,000
(for simt

ABC

Beulah

Kudner

30

Drama

$14,000

Texas

Prudential
I'/i hr. alt
alt &wks)Fink
Lehn
('; hr.

PROGRAM

Fiim

P&G
30

Drama

$12,000

(per

Zoo Parade

Biow

f

Comedy

Situation

30

min.

Iwk

30

min.

1 wk

15

min.

l/wk

$17,000
Aud.

Partic.

$6,500
$8,500
(TV and

$12,000

$2,000

radio)

News

Mystery & Detection
Religious

Drama
$7,250

P.

Lorillard

Carter

Prods.

Cigars

30

min.

1 wk

Bayuk

30

min.

l/wk

Voice

30

min.

1 wk

Ironrlte

of

Phophecy

Lennen

Ted

&

Mitchell

Bates

Ellington
Laughlin,
Persons

Wilson,

Brooke.
Smith.
Dorrance

Baxter

French

&

&

SPONSC

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

N.

Y.

Hlywd.

)R

N.

Y.

ABC TV networh sponsored shows

I

PROGRAM

Hour of Decision
Lone Ranger
Mystery Theatre

Religious

$3,500

30

Western

$18,000

Drama

Mystery & Detection

$11,000

I
min.

min.

30
30

ORIGINATION

Billy

Walter

Graham

l/wk
General
American

Mills
Bakeries

F.

Bennett

Various

D-F-S
Tucker- Wayne

Film

D-F-S

N.

l/wk
min.

I wk

Sterling

Drug

Y.

Film

Ozzie & Harriet
Pud's Prize Party

$35,000
(TV and

radio)

$2,500

Children's

Show

$4,500

Children's

Show

Patrol

Stu

Erwin

$11,500

Comedy

Circus

$14,000

Children's

Tales of Tomorrow
The Name's

the Same

Tootsie Hippodrome

Walter Winchell
You Asked for It

(per ! ■.. hr.)

$12,500

to

Hollywood

Captain
Cavalcade

Video
of Stars

Famous Fights From
Madison Sq. Garden
Happy's
Keep
'

PartyPosted

Kids & Company
Life Begins

at 80

Partic.

Children's

$15,000
(TV and radio)

News & Commentary

Variety

$4,500

$7,500
$16,000

min.

l/wk

min.

l/wk

Lambert

Maxon
Lambert

Fleer

Lewis

H i.l

1

Musical

Ralston

Purina

Gardner

Mills

D-F-S

1 /wk
Mars

Leo
Leo

News

Hirshon-Gar field
Anderson & Cairns

30

min.

l/wk

C. A. Swanson
Bendix

min.

l/wk

Sweets

15

min.

l/wk

30

min.

I wk

min.

30

min.
1

hr.

15

min.

50

min.

30

min.

30

min.

Forum.

30

min.

Mystery & Detection

Burnett
Burnett

Kreisler
Masland

Children's Show
Discussion

Film
Film

l/wk

30

30

Phila.

Gllman

min.

Variety

Show

Feasley

30

Co.

min.

N.

Y.

Tatham-Lalrd
Tatham-Lalrd

N.

Y.

Moselle

N.

Y.

&

Eisen

McCann-Erickson

Skippy

TIME

Show

&

General
Kellogg

Peanut

Butter

Guild,

Bascom

&

Bonfigli

shows
SPONSOR

Tydol

Children's

&

Chicago

1 hr.
30

30

Children's

$6,500

1 wk

Variety

$1,250

$3,000

min.

30

TYPE

Sports

$2,500

30
30

1 wk

IIO VI nettvorh sponsored

$2,750

$2.50C

min.

Show

$11,500

Plainclothesman

8 SEPTEMBER

Show

$4,500

COST

PROGRAM

Situation

Drama

Aud.

$7,000

DU

,

Situation

Space

Super

Broadway

Comedy

Lennen

&

Foods

Benton

&

of

Product

Gasoline

ORIGINATION

AGENCY

|

Mitchell

N.

Y.

1 'wk
5 wk
l/wk

General
Druggists

America

I 'wk

Bowles
N.

Y.

N.

Y.

Hlrshon-Gar field

N.
and

Y.live)(film

Pittsb.

Adv.

1 wk

Florida Citrus Commission

D'Arcy
J. Walter

Curtis

BBDO

l/wk

International

l/wk

Serutan

l/wk
1 wk

Larus &

Publishing

Bro.

Corp.

Thompson

Washington.

Shoe
N.

Y.

Franklin

Bruck

N.

Y.

Warwick

&

N.

Y.

Legler

1952

31

D.C.

N.
N.

Ellington

Ringside Interviews

$1,250

Rocky King

Mystery & Detection

Sports Shoivcase

15

min

l/wk

Bayuk

Cigars

30

min.

l/wk

American

15

min.

l/wk

Boyle- Midway

Chicago

Chicle

W.

Earl

Bothwel

$1,500

Where Was I?

30 min.

$7,500

I wk

Wine

Corp.

of

America

Weiss

&.

N.

Geller

Sponsored network radio shows with their talent and production costs
will be published in 22 September issue of SPONSOR

SPONSORED

NET

TV

(Continued from page 29)
and as a prestige builder for its product line and salesmen, the show, say
Colgate executives, has been a highly
successful operation. From here on in,
add these executives, the tendency of
the Colgate research department will be
more in the direction of measuring
sales.
6. Sponsors and agencies who are
critical of the price increases on their
packages contend that regardless of
what the networks may say about
union charges there is still room for a
lot of economic trimming in production setups and techniques.
The net-

works' answer to this is that they have
been reorganizing their operations
and paring costs vigorously in the past
several months. Said a network official: "It is true we are now making a
profit on our program production operations, but it's a comparatively small
profit in relation to the investment in a
show. Even though our nighttime
schedule is pretty well sold out, we recognize the necessity of preventing program costs from crashing through the
ceiling and are doing all we can in
finding devices, both mechanical and
human, that will reduce costs for the
program buyer.
7. Network executives appraise the
lineup of sponsored programs for the

fall as a huge improvement in quality
as compared to the 1951-52 season.
One of them noted that sponsors are
willing to pay the price to stake out
strong TV franchises on established radio properties, citing General Foods'
sponsorship of Our Miss Brooks and
Life with Luigi as cases in point.
(Miss Brooks is quoted at $30,000 and
Luigi, at $25,500 in the table of network TV programs and their costs on
pages
30-31.) the networks have put
8. While
their already sold shows on a profittaking basis, they are willing to maintain the old policy of price concessions in regard to shows that advertisers will underwrite in what the networks call "trouble spots." For instance, CBS will absorb up to $5,000 of
the cost on any one of four of its
packages that it would like to pit
against Milton Berle and Your Show

FIT NICE AND EASY!
They're not too tight for
comfort . . . not so loose they're
baggy —just good and easy!
You see, like the old. ..but so sage
...story of the big frog in the little
pond, we believe in concentration!
And, it's more than paid off. By
staying in and growing with our
own familiar neighborhood where
we know our way around...
where everybody knows the
service we've rendered these past
26 years... we've built a solid,
ever-growing following among
the local boys (the boys who stay
home too, and check results).
And, if you've any doubt about
the kind of a selling job WIOD
can do for you here in our
billion plus, lower East Coast
neighborhood... just ask your
Hollingbery man!

James

M. LeGate, General Manager

5,000 WATTS • 610 KC • NBC
National Rep., George P. Hollingbery Co.

of Shows on NBC. These "bargain"
packages for sponsors comprise the
Red Button Shoiv, the Alan Young
Show. Leave It to Dad (with Eddie
Albert) and U. S. A. Canteen (with
Jane Froman). NBC is prepared to
make similar "contributions" to the
costs of a program that a sponsor
would agree to place opposite CBS'
top-rater, / Love Lucy. (Ad agencymen are prone to describe these manoeuvers to crack the other network's
top rating positions as the "battle of
the9.concessions.")
The ad manager for a company
whose TV show budget this year will
go over the $5,000,000-mark told
sponsor that he was beginning to look

with dour reappraisal at the "magazine pattern" which the networks, especially NBC, have been touting. (This
pattern is predicated on the idea that,
the network furnished the editorial, or
show, material, and the advertiser's
role is limited to furnishing the copy,
or commercial. Commented this ad
manager: "In theory the plan suggests
a sound economic setup for the adverSPONSOR

82

Y.
Y.

Y.

tiser who wants to get in on a highrating, prestige program. But the basic idea begins to appear awry when
the advertiser is slapped with a succession of stiff increases. We didn't
expect the networks to go on taking a
loss from their shows, but we didn't
think they'd start pricing us out of the
medium so abruptly."
10. The number of network TV
shows produced by ad agencies reaches
its lowest ebb with the fall alignment.
At the rate things are going agency activity in this phase of media preparation will probably be reduced within
the next two or three years to negligible proportions.
11. Another distinguishing feature
about the fall's sponsor lineup is the
unusually small percentage of turnover. TV from all evidences has become a 52-week operation as far as
network sponsorship is concerned.
Advertisers have become increasingly
loath to retire network participation
for the summer out of fear of not being
able to regain the stations they want in
the fall. Again, there appears to be a
tendency to stick by their chosen programs for longer periods; hence an appreciative drop in the rate of casualties
associated with network program
sponsorship.
12. Ad agencies report they find
that the business of TV film production has become pretty well standardized as to costs. Established freelance
producers are offering their wares at
about the same prices. Half-hour dramatic shows with semi-names now fall
within the limited margin of $22,500
to $24,000. Agencymen take this as
a marked sign of stabilization in the
film producing field.
In commenting on the complaints
about program cost hikes from spon-

8 SEPTEMBER

1952

>or quarters, network officials state
that their explanations do not imply
their being on the defensive. Said a
CBS official:
"The way prices are going up on
our packages does not indicate necessarily the way costs are going up for

"At one time and other advertising has
devised ethieal codes, codes of business
practice, and the like. I have no quarrel
with these; they serve a useful purpose.
But in the last analysis, a code, however good in theory, in practice is only
as good as the integrity of the persons
who subscribe to it."
DEAN JAMES E. MeCARTHY
College of Commerce
Notre Dame University

age of dramatic fare and audience
participation shows are both up, as
compared to the 1951-52 season. Of
the 142 sponsored TV network programs, 59 (with comedy situation
show included I fall within the dramatic classification, representing 11'.
Quiz and audience participation shows
are now at a high mark of 20 in number, with two of them supplied by such
newcomers to the networks as Sealy
Mattress and the Simmons Co. Comedy variety shows are up by only one,
the Jackie Gleason hour, while kid programs remain static at a total of
14.
• ••

Madison
us. The advertiser last year in many
instances bought below cost. He is
now paying the full price, but that is
what he should accept as a logical and
sound business practice. Sponsored
live shows may be in a profit position,
but the advertiser is still buying his
film product below cost, with the network hoping to catch up on residuals."
In the matter of price levels this
fall the networks will have for the first
time, four programs whose talent and
production cost is each over $50,000.
They are the three veterans, Texaco
Star Theatre, Your Show of Shows,
The Colgate Comedy Hour, and the
newcomer, The Jackie Gleason Show.
The last program puts CBS into this
price bracket for the first time. (Individual costs for these shows are contained in the network program tables
on pages 30-31.)
Several marked trends in the types
of sponsored network TV shows are
evident in the breakdown of these types
in the table on page 29.

The percent-

{Continued from page 15)
station as an accomplice, he has chiseled on an established, big-name manufacturer who supplies his wares. Not
oidy does he lack confidence in the
effectiveness of radio — he shows as
well a lack of confidence in the product he has to sell. Just as the radio
salesman who instigated the quick
shuffle lacks confidence in himself.
And, likely as not, such accounts
will end up on the delinquent list with
even the minor amount billed the
"sponsor" left unpaid. That's how the
poison of shady co-op deals spreads to
foul up the whole system.
Yes, radio will, at times, become a
victim of its own fear or insecurity —
and will then try to place the blame on
television, or whatever indirect contributing factor happens to be handy.
Bill Bennett, Publicity Dir.
WKBZ
Muskegon, Mich.
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but we're satisfied
After all, the trade magazine that pays for its survey is entitled to
show up #1.

And invariably does.

We're satisfied, because SPONSOR
made, yet inevitably pops up #2.

never has paid to have a survey
Once we hit #3, but we figured that

something was wronger than usual (And there was.

We'll be glad to explain

this privately, if you're interested.)
The fact that he who makes a survey always lands on top shouldn't
necessarily sour you on all surveys.

If you'll take the trouble to figure

out how the questions are slanted, why they're slanted that way, and how the
different magazines measure up against the slanting you can often
make good sense out of these things.
If you can't — well, there's always your wastebasket.
As we were saying, we always seem to end up #2.
with another paper footing the bill?

That's not bad, is it,

The USE Magazine for Radio and Television Advertisers

SPOT BUYING

TRENDS

(Continued from page 33)
change can vary from 'increased product competition' to 'wider choice of
media' — but the results are the same.
"Fewer agencies today gear their clients' broadcast advertising campaigns
to what might be called 'the U.S. market.' Those who do are living in the
early 1940's. More and more clients
and agencies today demand flexibility
as the big requirement in air advertising. They approach each market as an
individual problem.
"Today's spot advertiser, whether
he's in radio or TV, wants to remain
in a very fluid advertising position in
the market he's chosen. He doesn't
want to tie up a big hunk of his air
dollars solely in long-term network
contracts. He wants to be free to increase or decrease his spot campaigns,
to bolster weak markets, and to pull
out when he's good and ready. As I
see it, that s why there's been such a
strong gain in spot billings — often
even at the expense of other 'national'
media."
Duke Rorabaugh's views are borne
out in the spot practices of the numerous major advertisers who are using

heavy spot campaigns this fall. Here's
a partial list of these blue-chip accounts:
Procter & Gamble (with some 12
spot campaigns now running in radio:
some 18 in spot television) ; most of
the major appliance manufacturers,
often on a co-op basis with dealers, including General Electric, Westinghouse, Lewyt, Crosley, Philco, Sylvania, etc.; most of the major drug
firms, particularly with toothpaste and
analgesic products, including Colgate,
Bristol-Myers, Block Drug, Sterling
Drug, Miles Laboratories, and Vick
Chemical; and of the major food and
cereal companies, including General
Foods, Standard Brands, Campbell
Soup, Kellogg. Best Foods, with campaigns that include everything from radio station breaks to spot-placed TV
film programs; jewelry firms, including TV-minded firms like Bulova and
Benrus; and a long roster of other
well-known national advertisers like
Armstrong Rubber. Shulton, Liggett
& Myers, Rayco Auto Seat Covers, National Biscuit, Pan American, United
Airlines, and leading breweries.
sponsor has examined in detail the
spot radio and video campaigns of
these clients to find what changes in
advertising approach underlie
creased spot schedules. From
sponsor editors picked Block
being most representative of

UV
FORD
NELSON

One of
many famous
personalities
WDIA'S

TIDE RENEWS
WDIA, MEMPHIS
FOR ITS 2ND YEAR!
And

the

list of national

HOOPER

Tender Leaf Tea. Pan-Am
Get full facts today.

RADIO

AUDIENCE

WDIA

MEMPHIS
John

INDEX

F.

Pearson

Co.

TENN.

Representative

BMI
Music

and

Sports

new continuity series,
BMFs
"Stories jrom the Sports Reca complete
ord" gives you
ng your
featuri
package
script
own talent with records . . .
available three times weekly as
a 15-minute presentation.
Here are thrilling eye-witness
accounts of dramatic action as
baseball
they happened on the ring—
on
in the prize
diamond
ere—
elsewh
and
on—
the gridir
near-great and
to the great, thewho
played the
the unknowns

forts. But Block Drug's ad manager.

to win—
stake
at often
game and
was more
thereplayed
when
than just the game itself.
This new Sports Series, as are
no cost.
. .
all BMI continuities, is a regular service to BMl-lieensees at

sponsor chose as a highlight the campaign for Amm-i-dent dentifrices, via
Cecil & Presbrey. About $1,500,000
is spent currently to promote Amm-ident on network TV; another $500,000
or so is spent in spot radio.

"Last fall. Block sales and advertis-

advertiser. Proctor

City:
Memphis.
Tenn.
Months: June-July
1952
Time
Sets
WDIA
B
C
D
E
F
G
T.R.T.P.
11.4
24.1
20.5 15.1 15.0 11.3 9.4 6.7
(Notp: WDIA's share Saturdays- 27.5: Sundays: 29.0)

George J. Abrams, and Block's ad
agencies (there are six) have worked
out streamlined formulas — valuable to
every broadcast user — for fitting spot
radio and TV into a $5,000,000 advertising program.
Of the several Block spot campaigns,

Block
dent : spot operations that sell Amm-i-

national

advertisers that also Includes

Jello. Bayer Aspirin.
Gas and
many others.

their inthem all.
Drug as
the new

Here's how one of Cecil & Presbre) s
radio-TV executives summed up the

great

year. WDIA's complete dominance in selling to the
439.266 Negroes in WDIA BMB .Counties can mean
new and greater sales for your product, too! Join

thinking that's being done regarding
spot radio and TV broadcasting.
Block Drug, makers of a wide line
of drug products (from toothpaste to
cough drops I . is not the largest-budget
spot advertiser scheduled for this fall.
Nor is it the most unique, in the sense
of some new gimmick in its spot ef-

86

so another

and Gamble's TIDE, proves the great selling power
of WDIA as they renew for their second straight

To insure Hour receiving
"Stories from the Sports
Record" regularly, *™WV
send .»<"<< request toBMij
Station Service Department.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
580 FIFTH AVE.,
NEW

YORK

• CHICAGO
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8 September 1952

Dear

Sol

Taishoff:

ling how some advertisers and
We've just seen your survey tel
radio news trade magazines.
Agencies (286 of them) rate
first, Sol.
It's only right that you came out
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ing executives sat down and figured
out just what Block's total U.S. sales
expectancy for Amm-i-dent should be.
Then, they worked out an advertising
budget which was based on this expectan.
"Next step was planning national
media strategy. To do this, Block
figured out the basic things it wanted
to do for Amm-i-dent — such as network television, newspaper advertising,
magazines, display pieces, and the like
— and measured them against the budget. What was left after this became a
fund against which Block could draw
to run ad campaigns in specific markets as the necessity arose.

■mimia y.

KflRK
s4i&<ih6<14

^xe^enfied Station

• T. K. Barton, Vice-Pres. & General Manager
• Julian F. Haas, Commercial Manager
• National Representatives. Ed. Petry & Co.
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WJIV

Savannah,

I/IA/TM

KGOV

Ga.

Wcst Memphis, Ark.
Memphis, Tenn.

"Of course, this raised the immediate question of 'how much money goes
into what media in what market?'
The next phase of the planning was for
client and agency to work with maps
and market lists, arranged in order of
their importance to Block in terms of
sales of Amm-i-dent. We knew, on the
basis of our national media plans, that
Block would be spending a certain
amount of money for national Amm-ident advertising on a per-market basis.
This we measured against the sales potential of the market.

CALL

STARS,

FORJOE

OR

ATLANTA

"It takes perhaps three times as
many man-hours of work at the agency, and long hours of work for our
client to keep abreast of a campaign
handled this way — but the pay-off
comes to us in increased billings, and
to the client in greater sales."
Experienced admen will undoubtedly recognize the great difference between the present modus operandi of
Block Drug, outlined above, and the

"If we were equal with the sales
potential, we more or less left the market alone, and went on to the next. If

A WINNER AGAIN

our 'national' ad spending was under
the sales potential, or if it was a nonTV area or a weak market, we concentrated on adding extra advertising.

InRADIO
Jewel Shortening's
STATION
PROMOTION
CONTEST

"You can see why spot broadcasting fits in so well with our advertising
plans at this point. We can add just
as much or as little of it as we want,
reduce expenditures in one market and
shift them to the next as we need
extra push.
"During 1952. we have operated on
this flexible basis with Amm-i-dent air
advertising. The primary broadcast
push in TV areas has been with network TV, notably Danger on CBS TV.
In non-TV area, we have balanced this
with heavy spot radio drives. In certain TV areas, where we felt that the
network impact was not enough, we
have added supplementary spot radio
campaigns.
"Last March, we introduced our

Valdosta, Ga.

on our network show as soon as distribution was secured. As soon as this
was done, we shifted gears again, and
put much of the spot and newspaper
money into national magazines around
July. Now, we are tapering off our
magazines, and going back to heavy
spot radio with TV spot planned.
"This flexibility is of great assistance
in building our sales. We are free to
operate quickly, and are not tied down
tight in all of our media operations.
Actually, we do most of our radio buying in early morning announcement
strips, and we stay in any one slot for
an average of 26 weeks. But. should
the need arise or the audience potential be exhausted for our pre-tested
copy appeals, we will switch to other
slots, or other media.

First in January 1951
Second in July 1952
El Paso's CBS Radio Network outlet not
only takes advertisers1 messages more effectively to more people in the El Paso southwest, but it goes all out on promotion, merchandising and service to advertisers — to
make their advertising sell more goods.

f
greater than any other station
p?-y*min El Pa jo, regard lest of power

CBS

and backstopped the explanatory newspaper cop) with spot radio. Meanwhile. we were plugging the new paste

IN EL PASO

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY THE 0. L. TAYLOR CO.

chlorophyll Amm-i-dent. To do this,
we
shifted
of our
funds
into part
R.O.P.
color'beyond-national'
in newspapers,

RADIO

KROD-TV
Channel

NOW

UNDER
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CONSTRUCTION

typical approach of the average ah advertiser back in the 1930's and early
1940's. Then, it was usual to view the
U.S. as a "national market," and t<>
think in terms of "national media."
Often, an advertiser would allocate
80% or 90% of his ad budget for
magazines, newspapers, and network
radio at the beginning of the year,
putting relatively equal amounts ol
money in each. Most of the money
left over went for other year-'round
promotions, and a small part was set
aside for special promotions, new product pushes, and for spot broadcasting.
This method gave him fairly steady
sales throughout the year, but left
little flexibility in the advertising.
Today, in an economy that is furiously competitive for any major advertiser, this kind of conservative operation is no longer possible. That's
why Block Drug — and the Block philosophy isfairly typical of most of the
big spot users — approaches its markets
on an individual basis, once the few
major year-'round media efforts have
been chosen.
Clearly indicated, too, in the Block
approach is the average sponsor's
view today of the effects of TV on radio. As sponsor, BAB, station reps,
network researchers, and many others
have often pointed out in recent
months, radio is far from being dead;
in fact, it is still one of the primary
advertising forces in this country.

However, m<»i aii advertisers l«-<l
that TV has made a dent in radio
values in TV areas, despite the growth
of secondary-set listening, auto-set
listening, and the lack of proper radio
audience measurement in TV markets
where the two compile.
TV is today one of the major reasons behind the swing to increased use
of spot radio. Many present-day spot
users were formerly major users of
network radio — Borden's is a good example, as is General Foods' Jell-O.
But TV's effect, as the charts in
sponsor's 14 July Fall Facts issue
showed, is not uniform. All daytime
radio, despite competition from T\ .
has thrived, while nighttime network
radio has largely languished. Radio
networks have tried to meet this competition in many ways, but they are
limited, after all, in the extent to which
they can reduce the "must buy" list
of radio outlets and set new rates.

Spot TV has boomed this fall, also
at the expense of network broadcasting— but for different reasons. Here,
it's a matter of price. Russ Walker,
an executive of the station rep firm of
John E. Pearson had this to say of an
equally sizable upswing in TV spot
business:

8 Reasons

sponsors it's becoming a matter of
compromises, such as alternate week
programing and network TV participations. Among the compromises is
TV spot — a good medium in itself —
which has been getting a considerable
boost in business because campaigns
in spot TV can be tailored to fit any

Why

The foremost national and local ad
vertisers
use
WEVD
year
year to reach the vast

afte>

Jewish Market
of Metropolitan New York
I. Top adult programming
2. Strong audience impact
3. Inherent listener loyalty
4. Potential buying power
Send for a copy of
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
HENRY GREENFIELD
WEVD

8 SEPTEMBER

Managing
Director
117-119 West 46th St..
New York 19

1952

KMBC
KFRM

Early-morning and daytime radio are
more a province of stations than of
networks; hence a shift to spot for
advertisers who want to achieve radios
fullest values in both TV and non-TV
markets.

"Costs of network TV have risen to
the point where only the well-heeled
advertiser can afford to include a major TV show as a weekly part of his
advertising plans. For more and more

£

Ideal home for permanent tenancy!
Perfect location (8:30-9:00 a.m. Monday
through Friday) in well established
neighborhood (Kansas City Primary
Trade area). Dedicated recently by Bea
Johnson (formerly Joanne Taylor) to the
women of the Heart of America and operated strictly according to the Heart of
American plan. Immediate occupancy for
advertiser wishing to reach large wealthy
group who dominate 66% of Midwest
purchases. The KMBC-KFRM "Happy
Home" is open for inspection at all times.
Call, wire or phone your nearest Free and
Peters office or KMBC-KFRM, Kansas
City. Mo. Locations in the new development are moving rapidly and immediate
committments are recommended.

budget and still be flexible."
TV has affected spot buying in another way, particularly in the spot radio field. With the added competition
of TV to face, many a radio outlet has
grown increasingly active in the field
of merchandising as an added inducement to radio spot sponsors. This, in
turn, has boosted radio's values and
has held many a radio client while
adding new ones, primarily those to

of Kansas

City

for Rural Kansas
• • • 6th oldest CBS Affiliate • • •

Mr. L. J. Schultz
V-P in Chg of Statist/' s
The Branham Co.
Chicago, 111., U.SA.
Dear Schultzie :
H'it wont be long

now before youre
gonna git apFi^J^j
copy ov a new newzlettur
th' boss is startin . Itll be filled
with stuff about
the W .Va. markil

.,

WLtt

for th' Branham
Boyz so's they 11
be rite up to date.

Jllrft
^Tn^,^>— f/ ^K

i IE

m *^

/

11^*

^i§r

**t&X^/"'/\
^JB?rT\V~^
\?"
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boss has found
Fer
th'
thet example,
there are
more radios rite
here in our home
total of all daily
county then th'
newzpapers
and
all th' top 10
magazenes
. . .
and with 13,000
radios left ovur.
Ov course, W CHS
with 5,000 on 580
is heerd more on
Aygy
I them
sets then
any
othur
shun.

sta-

H S

Charleston,

W.

Va.

whom good merchandising is a "must.
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typical id such sponsors who prefer
the spot route because of station cooperation is Charles Antell. whose
whirlwind rise in the cosmetic industrv has been largely due to a hard
hitting radio and TV spot campaign
that costs nearly $5,000,000 annually.

from

recommends

"Stations have played a key role in
helping us to secure some 9.000 An-

TEXAS'5thMARKET

tell window displays
in drug
stores."
Al Behrens,
advertising
executive
of
Charles Antell told sponsor recently.

the rich, industrial
tri-city area

BEAUMONT,

OBfHKSON

"Because our spot campaigns have
meant new business to them and added
revenues, they have in turn helped us
in getting the support of local retailers
who handle the product. And, since
<><•' i of the Antell business brought in
by radio and TV has brought repeat
sales, the merchants now look upon
both stations and us as real business

"VORANG

E

CO.) x

KPAC serves a population of 236,100
in the rich Beaumont — Port ArthurOrange
metropolitan
tri-city area.
KPAC is the No. 1 radio salesman
tor local sponsors in the world's No.
1 oil refining area.

\

JOHN
E. PEARSON
CO
National Representatives

5000 WATTS

boosters. We're not opposed to network selling; it's just that our spot
operations have been succesful for
everybody concerned, and have done
us tremendous good in building locallevel relations with our merchants."
The experience of these companies
— pioneers in major concentration on
spot media — indicates that the flexibilit) of this ad approach will become
the policy of an increasing number of
air advertisers.

There's

More

SELL

UJRIU
RICHMOND
VIRGINIA
910kc-5kw
ABC
AFFILIATE
National
Representatives

EDWARD
PETRY

INC.

the question for Citizens' because of
the limited advertising budget.
One-minute commercials, written by
Clark & Richard copywriters, are produced at United Sound System in Detroit. They usually involve about a
dozen people — musicians, singers, actors. First comes a 20-second singing
commercial or playlet, followed by 25
seconds of straight sell. In the final 15

seconds the local agent's name
address are mentioned.

and

And adds Ad Manager Stipe, "There
is no reason insurance commercials
have to sound as if they were being
delivered by a grave digger. Sure, insurance isa serious business, but what
business isn't? Our commercials are
designed to attract the listener and
then sell him insurance with a smile.
The scare technique has been over-

CITIZENS' AND

RADIO

(Continued from page 41)
easier to represent a well known company than an unfamiliar one. are com-

on

& CO.,

■* * *

City; WSGW, Saginaw: \\ SOU, Sault
Ste. Marie. In addition the company
sponsors an 8:00 a.m. newscast over
CKLW. Detroit, five-minute baseball
scores following all Detroit Tiger ball
games over WKMH. Dearborn, and a
five-minute sports roundup preceding
all Tiger games over WCAR, Pontiac.
The company pays the lion share
of the costs of these sports- and newscasts, because Detroit is a major market which must be covered whether the
agents come in on the program or not.
However, sponsorship of complete radio shows in all communities is out of

pletely sold on spot radio. They're especially enthusiastic because they find
that the copy stresses the agent, the
Citizens' Man, not the company. Agents
in radio areas have found it generally
easier to gain entrance because prospects have become familiar with the
name of the company and are therefore
more receptive to the call.
Mutual now has a schedule of one
minute announcements on the follow-

used for years in insurance selling."
Radio is Citizens' main tool in building recognition of the company name.
With a total advertising budget of
865,000 for 1952. Citizens' apportions
about 29% of the total — that is, $18,000 — to radio. The breakdown by media, in order of projected expenditure.
is as follows: $18,000 for radio; $13.700 for outdoor; $9,000 for publications; $7,280 for novelties; $6,300 for
brochures ; $5,500 for miscellaneous activities; $2,000 for television (more as
a safety valve in case TV coverage be-

in- Michigan stations: WATZ. Alpena; WHBV. Ann Arbor: WBCM. Ba\
City; WTVB. Coldwater; WklYlH.
Dearborn: CKIA\. Detroit; WJLB,
Detroit; WBBC, Flint; WATC. Gaylord; WHDF, Houghton: WMIQ, Iron
Mountain: W1KB. Iron River; WJPD,
Ishpeming; WKZO. Kalamazoo; WILS.
Lansing; WMDN, Midland; WCI.Y
Mt. Pleasant: WkBZ. Muskegon;
VVOAP. Ovvosso: WCAB. Pontiac:
WHLS, Port Huron: WHAK, Rogers
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comes* necessary in a market, but al
sponsor's press time, this part of the
budget had not been touched I : $1,720
for fairs and expositions; and $1,300
for theatre advertising. The $18,000
expended by the compam is matched
approximately by the agents, giving a
total radio expenditure of $36,000.
Citizens' experimented with television advertising in 1051. They sponsored a kiddie show, called Happy
Birthday, in Detroit, paid for in pari
by the company and partly by a pool
of 78 agents, each contributting $6
each week throughout the 26-week run
of the show.
The format of the show, a half-hour
program at 2:30 p.m. on Saturday >.
was an informal birthday partj for
nine children between five and 10 years
old. The kids celebrated their birthdays while Jim Deland ni.c.d the fun.
The program averaged more than
1,000 pieces of mail a week during the
run of its contract, mainly requests for
children to appear on the show. The
n; me of each of the nine children sc-

finally rejected because of the high cosl
of TV, which would make it impossible for agents to carry their share of
the cost burden.

Robb Sr. In the first 32 years. Citizens'
(oncentrated on keeping harmonious
and close contact yy'ith its agents rather
than on consumer promotion.
Whatever advertising y\as done prior
to 1047 consisted mainly of direct mail,
novelties, billboards, yyilh some use of
the black and yvhite media. In this
policy. Citizens' was completely in step
with traditional automobile insurance
In 1051. Citizens departed Irom
strict specialization in automobile insurance and began writing fire and
general casualty as well. At present,
the company still writes only in Michigan, but future plans include possible
expansion into bordering states. When
that happens, spot radio, which today
covers some 20 Michigan markets, will
undoubtedly travel ahead or along \silli

urgedoffer
to call
uponthethechild
child's
and
to drive
to theparents
show
on Saturday. Agents were told not to
try to sell an insurance policy to these
people, but rather to leave a brochure
or follow-up material such as a card
or calendar.

MEN, MONEY

became difficult to convince the participating agents of the show's long-term
benefits. Most of them expected an
immediate return for their investment.
The idea of calling on the parents of
the children to appear on the program
struck many agents as a wasted call, if
thev could not follow it up immediately with a sales presentation.
The ouestion of renewing the contract for Hamn Birthdav was discussed
at length bv the contributing agents,
and it was finally decided to discontinue soonsorship.
RaMnswise. the program had suffered from the severe competition of
live baseball telecasts and the Kefauver Crime Committee hearings — the
latter having forced the shoyy to cancel
a couple of times.
The idea of buving TV
nouncements yvas discussed,
8 SEPTEMBER
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spot anbut was

CBS

AUGUSTA,
MET.
PIUS POP.

WRDW

GA.

179,272

H-BOMB PLANT
CAMP GORDON
85,000

ft.

ABC
COLUMBIA, S.C
MIT. POP.
WW
\J \J O
llf
Z1
(\ 0

144,000

PLU$

FT. JACKSON
60,000

promotion.

the Citizens' Men.

However, because of the very nature

STATIONS

Citizens' Mutual was founded in
Howell, Mich., in 1915 In William E.

lented every week was turned over to
an agent in the neighborhood of that
particular youngster. That agent was

of the approach — the way the tie-in
with the local agents, for example, was
handled — there were no startling: immediate results in terms of sales. It

THE
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page 01
concern advertising?
intellectual exercise.
a century show busiits box office woes on

''radio.'' Now television is the readyto-hand explain-all. Passed over are
the period of theatrical prosperity when
either full employ ment or strong nun ies
or hit shoyvs draw full houses. A prosperous movies exhibitor or a high-riding Broadway impresario abvays credits his own genius; a complaining
movie exhibitor or a legit Jeremiah
blames the sponsors of "free" entertainment, whether radio or television.

Helps you to J

Your

"SPOT%
KW)J spot announcements bring
big results to advertisers who
want to cover the Portland Area

Prospect"

The moribund state of the American
legitimate theatre is a matter of genuine regret to all who love the art and
regard the stage as the great fertilizing ground of ideas, personalities, and
technical skills. The reasons for the
decay of the theatre are many. The
advertising mind, we suspect, would be
quick to sense that in stressing the
necessity for smoking-drinking-lolling
privileges, Hoyvard Cullman is saying
that the legit is strictly carriage trade.
And that may be the real story of why
it keeps shrinking.
* * *

with a small budget. KVVJJ's program variety, its listener popularity and its 10,000 watt coverage give you an advertising buy
that is an unusual Radio Value.

KWJJ
OREGON'S MOST POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT STATION
STUDIO & OFFICES
1011 S. W. 6th Ave.
PORTLAND 4, OREGON
Natl. Representatives

WEED
New

& COMPANY

York, Chicago. Detroit, Boston. Atlanta,
Hollywood, San Francisco
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where to survive these by sticking to
one's own code of good business precepts takes a mighty amount of acumen and resourcefulness. The latter is
what they are particularly known for
in show business.
As far as radio is concerned their

SPONSOR
SPEAKS_

advent may turn out a thing of fortunate timing. Radio is being sold
down the river mostly by bad practices on the selling front. The influence of the UPT men could serve to

U.P.T.'s bow holds much promise
The imminent entry of United Paramount Theatres into network TV, as
a result of the merger with ABC, should
serve as a shot in the arm for the entire industry. It will bring into the air
media executives who. though engaged
in one of the toughest competitive businesses— motion picture distribution
and exhibition — gained fine reputations for the high levels on which they
conducted themselves and their company's operations. Exhibitors who
have had to vie with them for the box
office dollar will attest to this estimate.
In addition to coming in endowed
with sturdy business principles the
UPT contingent can be expected to
contribute lots of solid showmanship.
They come from a school where they've
learned that the show is the most important thing, after all. A field also
where sharp practices are legion and

both stabilize and inject a sense of confidence in a commodity that still has
sterling values. In their own field they
are known as operators who are not
given to quick switches of the admission price when the traffic dips and the
competition resorts to free dishware
or two-for-one nights.
Film shows keep spiraling
Half-hour dramatic shows on film
I which include situation comedies)
seem to be cutting a wider swath than
ever on the networks. In compiling the
list of sponsored network TV shows for
the fall (pages 30, 31) SPONSOR came
across this fact : the percentage of such
film shows as against live half-hour
dramatic shows had within the short
space of a month jumped from 53%
to 64%. sponsor cited the 53% quo-

bert Pharmacal), as well as others.
One factor that may expedite the
trend is the difficulties some sponsors
are experiencing in getting sufficient
clearances on network affiliated stations for alternate week live programs.
A couple of the agencies involved have
disclosed that as an alternate to this
situation they are considering recommending to their clients that they go
in for film on a spot basis. The theory
here is that they may find it much
easier to get on the air that way.
Hitching a local idea to your star
Here's the case of an agency that
appears to be on its toes when it
comes to getting the maximum value
out of a star for a sponsor.
General Electric recently bought the
Bing Crosby show on CBS Radio
through Young & Rubicam. After the
deal was closed, it occurred to the
agency that in practically every market there's a program built around
Crosby's phonograph records. Why
not, asked the agency within itself, enhance the client's association with the
big name through such local programs? GE does a lot of cooperative
radio and, it further occurred to the

tient in the 28 July 1952 issue ("Is

agency, that money would be put to
smart use if dollars got themselves allied with such local Bing Crosby pro-

theAmong
rush to the
film economically
sound?'*)
films that have
since
then found themselves niches on the
network are Biff Baker, U.S.A. (Lucky
Strike), / Married Joan (General Electric), My Hero I Philip Morris), and
Ozzie & Harriet I Hot Point and Lam-

the information on availability of esgrams.
tablished Crosby disk shows, preferably in the markets where the CBS
program will be broadcast, with a view
of recommending the project to GE.

At this writing Y & R is lining up

Applause
Merchandising that hits the spot
Merchandising has become

more

than a premium \ ou lo»> In a radio advertiser. It's become an important service that the network, or station, can
render in support of the sponsor's program or advertising message. In bis
report on the first six months of his
department's operation (see Sponsor
Reports, page 1), Fred N. Dodge,
\ IJG merchandising director, sketched
., pattern of service that should retain
the long time loyalty of many an advertiser for the medium.
NBC's ip no hit and miss technique.
90

It's all astutely and efficiently integrated. The basic purpose is to help the
sponsor sell his product and the method is so designed as to make the affiliated station in the market as much a
part of the merchandising enterprise
as the network itself. The NBC merchandising representative in the territory assigned him, as resourceful and
diligent as he may be, can only delivei
;. portion of the potential. For a real
bang-up job he must have the affiliated
station with him. And NBC seems to
be getting a solid measure of help from
that source.
Dodge

make*

an

irrefutable

point

when he says: "Only a radio or a TV
network, of all media, has the means
at hand to permit the building of a
trulv effective merchandising service.
The reason is simply that all merchandising islocal, and no other medium
could afford to foot the bills accruing
to the establishment of local operations
in all the key markets. A network, and
only a network, can possibly provide
these facilities because it is represented in these markets by its affiliates."
As a key figure in the merchandising
project, NBC Sales Chief Jack Herbert
merits a nod of appreciation from
broadcasters and advertisers alike.
SPONSOR

ofAm&&ca

The American farmer has always been the backbone of
America. Through far-reaching changes in the last twelve years,
the farmer has become one of America's most important consumers as well.
Here are some of the factors that have made him "Your Best Customer:"
In 1940 income from farming was less than $11 billion; in 1951 it was $37.5 billion.
In 1950 the farmer's purchases of consumer merchandise were 2/2 times
what they were in 1940.
In 1940 total farm assets were $54 billion. By 1951 they were $153 billion.
In this same period, mortgages, in relation to assets, were reduced 67%.
In 1940 the spendable cash held by farm families was $4 billion; in 1951 it was
nearly $20 billion — $3,178 per family — many times the liquid assets
of the average city dweller.
These are just a few of the statistics that illustrate how important
it is to reach the rural market — your best customer. In WLW-Land,
WLW radio reaches more of them more often for less
than any other medium. Ask to see the WLW

story

of "Your Best Customer".

WLW

The Nation's Station

fllStiOIIIO

for every penny! Transit radi
delivers buying listeners
C.

■ess than $1 per thousand!

You know

exactly what you get when you buy TRANSIT

America's booming new advertising medium. TRANSIT

RADIO

RADIO

—

delivers

your advertising message to a paid circulation audience — by actual fare
count — at less than $1 per thousand!
thousands of home
TRANSIT

RADIO

listeners to WWDC-FM!

KXOK

- FM —

St. Louis

WGTR

- FIY1 —

KC.MO
WKRC

- FM —
- FM —

Kansas City
Cincinnati

WKJF
KCBO

— Pittsburgh
- FM — Des Moines

WTOA

—

KTNT

—

WBUZ —

Get the unique story of

from your Forjoe man.

Transit Radio also available on these
other good stations:

Trenton

In addition, you get a bonus of

Worcester

Tacoma

Bradbury Heights, Mil.

WWDC
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

and all other Transit Radio stations
represented by Forjoe & Co.
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Going Strong!
Back in 1935... when Oshkosh B'Gosh, Inc., started

advertising on WLS... their product consisted chiefly of overalls
and their annual sales volume was quoted in six figures.
In 1952... after seventeen consecutive years of
WLS advertising... Oshkosh B'Gosh products include more
than thirty classes of work clothing such as jeans, matched
shirts and pants, coveralls, coats, caps, etc., in addition
to overalls . . . the floor space of their plant has been
increased nearly fifty per cent, and the efficiency
more than doubled... and their sales
volume amounts to millions
of dollars annually.

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

•JO

Alternate week
sponsorship
links Hamilton,
Int. Silver

itrAtf*

Hamilton Watch and International Silver have joined for alternateweek spot sponsorship of half -hour film program in about 20 markets.
To give dealers close identity with project, series will be billed as
Your Jeweler's Showcase.
Campaign idea developed at BBDO, which has
Hamilton account ; Young & Rubicam, representing International, acted
quickly

on BBDO's invitation to become part of intra-trade merchandising plan. (For analysis of this type of operation see What do you
know about alternate-week sponsorship,_ SPONSOR 8 September 1952. )
-SR-

Scott Paper,
in upgrade move,
sponsors
$25,000
variety show

Affiliate
compliance
takes NBC
off big hook

FTC
probing
chlorophyll
deodorant claims

CE may add
second radio
network show

Scott Paper will star Patti Page and Frank Fontaine in half-hour TV
show, costing around $25,000, on NBC Wednesday nights, starting 8
October.
Program will be produced by Scott's agency, J. Walter Thompson. Scott will alternate with Cavalcade of America (DuPont).
This
is Scott's first venture in either TV or radio nighttime network sponsorship. Scott had hitherto confined itself to daytime television
participations and radio spots.
-SRAcceptance by radio affiliates of NBC's rate adjustment proposal
solved what could have been quite a dilemma for network.
Like CBS,
NBC when pitching several months before for renewals had assured clients of rate decreases in fall.
Among those mentioned in this classification was such a consistent heavy NBC customer as Alka-Seltzer ,
whose News of the World strip and One Man's Family could amount to
around $6,000,000 in time and talent billings.
NBC packages both
shows.
Account that CBS definitely gave similar assurance to was P&G.
-3RFederal Trade Commission poking into chlorophyll deodorants and indelible lipsticks to check on manufacturers' claims. Collection of products in chlorophyll category is reported to be wholesale.
-SRGeneral Electric may be bellwether for appliance field in network
radio.
Even before it has debuted Bing Crosby Show (CBS), GE is showing interest in acquiring a second network program.
GE's radio splurge
is expected in broadcast trade circles to spur similar action from
other appliance leaders.
GE also sponsoring two TV shows, Fred Waring
(CBS) and I Married Joan (NBC).
-SR-

Candidates'
TV drawing
power not yet
measurable

Lucky goes
to college

Trendex doing special job on viewi'ig of Presidential candidates, but
data to date has been too sparse to determine whether Adlai Stevenson
or General Eisenhower drawing bigger home audiences.
Trendex figures
it will be able to make valid comparisons mid-October.
BBDO, one of
agencies for Eisenhower, has special rating studies under order.
--SRLucky Strike, embarking on college radio, has deal with 50 college
stations to broadcast 2 programs daily — one, news; other, sports and
music throughout entire school year.
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Advertisers,
agencies not
pressing for spot
adjustments

for 22 September

1952

Flurry of letters from advertisers and agencies asking about prospect
of cuts in national spot rates did not follow this fall's revision of
NBC and CBS network rate structure.
This is in sharp contrast with
situation which followed network rate slash year ago. As yet few
agencies have addressed queries to stations on matter.
One probable
reason:
National spot business is booming; another: Stations have
sold hard on theme national rates shouldn't be tied arbitrarily to
network compensation.
(See page 38 for detailed treament of topic.)
-SR-

K&E

absorbs

$4,000,000
worth of liquor
business

Two more New York agencies have gone through absorption process. Effective 3 November, 4 accounts held by Owens & Chappell move into
Kenyon & Eckhardt and 0&C dissolves.
K&E gives the acquired billings
(all liquor accounts) as $4,000,000, which more than makes up for
K&E's loss of PM and Piel's Beer.
Other agency which gave up its
identity by similar switch of accounts was W. Earl Bothwell, Inc.
Geyer, Newell & Ganger was recipient of Bothwell accounts.
-SR-

NBC
mood

joins

WLW's
programing
experiment

NBC has tossed its research facilities in with WLW, Cincinnati, in
experiment by station on block programing in radio.
WLW, in scheduling distinct type of programing for each night of week this fall, obtained NBC permission to slot network shows as station saw fit. While
mood programing idea is nothing novel, WLW holds view full effect of
such policy

can't be measured

unless

carried

out from fall to summer.

-SRARF

will have
ANA floor

For first time Association of National Advertisers has invited American Research Foundation to participate in open session of ANA convention, when ANA meets at Hotel Plaza, N. Y. , 29 Sept. through 1 Oct.
-SR-

Peter Paul
in all-out
spot campaign

Peter Paul concentrating

its budget for remainder

of year on what it

terms

"greatest localized advertising program in history of the confectionery trade." Using local programs and announcements in 150 urban and rural trading areas, plus TV announcements and local participations. (Strategy is in line with basic theme of SPONSOR article 11
August 1952, page 30, namely, trend toward market-by-market buying
in lieu of national coverage by buyers of radio and TV time. )
-SR-

Radio copy
least
criticized
by FTC

ABC

acts
revise
rate structure

Radio appears

to be least suspect

among the checkers

of commercial

copy on Federal Trade Commission.
In latest FTC report on "percent of
advertising continuities set as possibly false or misleading" standings of each medium for first 6 months of 1952 fall within following
percentages: radio, 2.85%; TV, 4.8% ; newspapers, 4.9%, magazines, 5.1%.
--SRABC expects to put its own radio rate cut into effect 1 October, leaving MBS only network standing pat with present rate card.
Nighttime
will be reduced by 25%, and morning time upped by 5%.
-SR-

Linkroum

for

Pepsodent

Pepsodent's Cynthia Stone-Jack Lenraon show, on CBS TV Tuesday and
Thursday (7:45-8:00 p.m.) will be directed by Richard Linkroum.

SPONSOR

at home

in new haven

This trademark of the Marlin Firearms
Company of New Haven symbolizes
the ingenuity and scientific pioneering
that have been common to residents
of New Haven since Civil War days.
Marlin Firearms Company is just
one of the huge firms in New Haven, a
manufacturing center of over 550
industries. Its healthy economic life
means more business for you.
Best place to reach and sell
the buying audience in New Haven
is at home through WNHC-Radio.
Tailor made local programs and top
NBC Radio attractions keep
listeners tuned to their hometown station.
And they respond to sales messages like
gunpowder to a match.
Your match is WNHC-Radio.

n h c

PIGW
h3V6n
New England's first
complete broadcasting service
Represented nationally by the Katz Agency
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ARTICLES

II air lab caught up
MEN,

MONEY

& MOTIVES

6

Fab's $3,000,000 budget for air media was the prime factor in jumping the detergent from Nth to second place in little more than a year. With radio running
interference, TV is expected to carry sales to a $45,000,000 high for 1952

510 MADISON

10

NEW

U

IVet radia clients ivant provetl slums

MR. SPONSOR:

That's the main trend among many spotted by SPONSOR in this round-up of v
breakFollowing the article, you'll find a complete
programing facts.
network
down of network programs with production costs, sponsors, agencies

How TV pill ort»r a coffee vendor
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reports on NCS and SAM competitive air circulation measurements:
How will they affect agency time buying? What changes will they bring about
in matching air expenditures to distribution areas? What are the main points
of difference between them?
Which is best-suited for agency use?
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R-M sells coffee dispensers at $740 each. Their customers: businessmen managing large plants and offices. Could a mass medium like TV sell such a product?
Yes, say R-M executives, after a successful
10-week test on WCAU-TV

Abe Kanner

RADIO

COMMERCIAL

Retail ad traditions, not logic, account for grocers spending little co-op money
in radio-TV. Included in this exploration of the problem are tips on how food
manufacturers could stimulate use of radio-TV co-op to their advantage

problem that's been

RENEW

P. S.

MR.

Jtffcfio-TV co-op needn't he food iiehl stepchild

One of them may solve a production

AND

you

Will niitionul spot radio rates he cat?
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A few stations will cut soon due to net radio's rate reductions. But most stations
will move slowly, an extensive SPONSOR
survey indicates
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A sponsor's guide to regional networks
How many of them are there?
What advantages do they offer clients?
These
are some of the questions this facts-and-figures article will answer
(' Orl '*l»«*r
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Piatt
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Shearman

ffoic* to convert a radio soap opera for TV
"Guiding
Light" made a successful transition.
It's an interesting case to study
in the
not only for potential soap opera sponsors but for any client interested
differences between radio and TV programing

Wlnj Old Spice spends S' 100.000 on air advertising
Spot radio and TV split this amount in fall through Christmas campaigns
have helped make product No. I in after-shave lotion sales

which
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"KWKH

uniformly

is

satisfactory"
Says W. T. HANNA
General Manager, Andress-Hanna,

PROMINENT

Inc.

SHREVEPORT

CAR DEALER

Selling big-ticket items such as Lincoln and Mercury

w

automobiles, as well as bargain "leaders" such as service specials, Andress-Hanna, Inc. certainly knows the
relative values of various media in Shreveport. That's
what makes us particularly proud to quote from a recent
letter from Mr. W. T. Hanna:

are now well into the fifth year of our daily

tewscasts over KWKH and our continued sponsorhip stands as conclusive proof of the high value we
'lace on this advertising. We have checked results
epeatedly by switching from one department to another. Whether we emphasize new cars, used cars,
ervice or parts specials, the returns have been uniormly satisfactory.
««
(Signed) W. T. Hanna

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

Texas
SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio

The Branham Company
Representatives

P

Arkansas

Henry Clay, General Manager

a market
to turn
your head
Robert J. Landry

Bankers, admen, and TV film
The Bankers Trust Company of New York City has hired a trade
paper film editor to research and okay applications for loans from
producers of television films. Remark this fact well, Mr. Advertiser.
It is historic. It clearly hints that competition among banks is developing. They want in on the new gravy train of films made for
home consumption and advertiser sponsorship.

Until practically this present moment of writing most bankers
have remained aloof from TV film financing. TV films seemed too
new, too risky, too tricky, and delayed in their bookkeeping payoffs.
Significantly, neither the Bank of America in San Francisco nor the
First National Bank of Boston, both long associated with the supply
of credit upon which Hollywood studios turn out their features for
iheatre exhibition, were impressed by video movies.

\m

Suddenly comes this break. Things were happening too fast. The
demand for TV-on-film was too vigorous. No matter how the existing TV film producers financed themselves, by hocking the family
jewels or razzle-dazzling their wealthy pals. No matter that many
an amateur and many a no-talent director turned out mediocre
movies. TV was a consumer of any and all kinds of plausible entertainment product.

Mr. Advertiser, you should be as cautious as the banks will be.
TV film has big promise. Also large pitfalls. Very definitely, specially qualified skeptical intelligences will be required to sift the goats
from the sheep. This lush new field will attract phonies by the peck.
As a hedge against phonies, Bankers Trust turned to Herb Golden,
with a record of 14 years on hard-boiled Variety. And don't think,
Mr. Advertiser, you aren't witnessing history when a tradepaperman,
any tradepaperman, is suddenly transformed into a banker!

BOOMING

BATON

ROUGE:

Population up 257%
the last decade; 195 1
retail sales over $160 million.
Reach thi
Alarg,
..i audicna
on WJBO,
5, lino
watt affiliate
in NBC's
Baton
Rouge, La. Affiliated with the
State-Times and Morning Advocate.

Advertisers have:, understandably, taken the position that they will
share some of the risks of TV film production, but they will not,
in the main, lay it on the line in advance for the full negative cost.
TV film will get "first run" money from big national advertisers and
'"second run" money from regional and local advertisers; and
"■residual" money from re-runs and re-uses over a period of years.
On paper it looks good but ultimate dividends may be held in abeyance for long delayed playoffs. Hence, at more than one point in the
procedure, the producer may need bank support to carry him. Suffice, Mr. Advertiser, that you will be party to an entirely fresh kind
of film exhibition economics, bearing only superficial resemblance to
the traditional financing methods for full-length Hollywood features.
(Please turn to {Hige 82)
SPONSOR
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and here's why..

Diversified industry is the main reason why Milwaukee
maintains top rank as one of America's leading markets.
Diversified local programming is the main reason more
people in Milwaukee and in Wisconsin listen to WTMJ
than any other radio station.
One example of listener pull: Annual early morning program promotion, a Gourd Give-Away, set a 1952 record of
23,435 packages mailed out.
Your Henry I. Christal representative will tell you, "You
can't do a successful radio selling job in Milwaukee and
Wisconsin without WTMJ, because only WTMJ gives you
primary blanket coverage of 628,916 of Wisconsin's total
of 968,253 radio homes." Ask him for all the facts on how
WTMJ dominates in Milwaukee and Wisconsin.

Represented by THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO. New York • Chicaao

These prog7~ams earned for CBS Television advertisers the highest average rating
of all the networks for the broadcast season just past— from October througlCJune.
In this period advertisers increased their investment on CBS Television
by 95.2% over the corresponding period of the year before. . .
a rate of increase 37% greater than that <f any other network.
We've spent the Summer

building an even stronger program schedule,

adding new shoivs, new personalities, to last year's sturdy structure.
So keep your eye on CBS TELEVISION

@

Your customers do.

itfadison

^qV- " '9S.

30
YEARS

your
THE CHICAGO

CONVENTIONS

If you would like to bring your article on the Chicago convention television up to date, you might make mention of the fact that there was another
sponsor besides Philco, Westinghouse,
and Admiral.

IN FRENCH CANADA
This year, as the pioneer
French language station
in America, we take humble pride in celebrating
our Thirtieth Anniversary
. . . with the knowledge
that now, as always, we

Specializing in women's films, we
produced and are now releasing a series of 26 reels known as Women of
John

Wald,
the "Richfield
Reporter,"
delivered the commercials
during
the conventions

In Los Angeles, which is quite a
television area, both conventions were
put on in their entirety by Richfield
Oil Corporation.
Because of Richfield's traditional
policy of moderation with respect to
commercials, many people in this area
thought the Richfield convention telecasts were the best available.
Fred M. Jordan, Adv. Mgr.
Richfield Oil Corp.
Los Angeles

are serving consistently
more listeners than any
other private station in
Province of Quebec.

CBS Outlet In Montreal
Key Station of the
TRANS-QUEBEC

radio group

f CKAC
MONTREAL

730 on the dial

•

10 kilowatts

Representatives:
Adam

J. Young
Omer

10

Jr. - New
Renaud

FILM PRODUCERS

We were the first to produce a women's series for TV, known as Woman
Speaks, which has played two-thirds of
the stations from coast to coast.

TO ALL CLASSES

'

"Ad managers I like best and why,"'
from your March 10 issue of sponsor.
S. A. Waterman, Editor
Chicago
Publishers Digest

been supplying film series and features
to the TV stations since 1945.

FAITHFUL SERVICE

A

generosity and request permission to use part three of the series,

Since our services weren't mentioned
in the Fall Facts issue, I wish to advise that Film Studios of Chicago has

OF

the

utive," in our July Advertiser's Digest.
We like the reception accorded the article so much
that we are pressing

PERSONNEL

SERIES

Your very excellent series of articles
on the personnel of the advertiser-agency relationship was one of the finest
that I've seen of its type. The merit of
these articles lies not only in the fulldrawn picture of the man and his job
but also of the interrelationship of the
whole concept of advertising and promotion in the larger scheme of business. Your editors are to be congratulated for a comprehensive job, interestingly presented and well done.
The work of Si Frankel calls for
special mention. His art perfectly complements the subject matter. It was
clever, pungent, and most graphic.

York, Chicago
& Co. — Toronto

Through your courtesy, we were allowed to reprint a condensation of part
four of the series, the "Account Exec-

Today, covering activities of the modern women of today who have made
the papers, magazines, radio, stage,
screen, and television during the last
few years.
H. A. Spanuth, Mgr. Dir.
Chicago
Film Studios of Chicago

CANADIAN

MARKETS

In reading your very interesting section on the Canadian market in the August 11th edition of SPONSOR, I noted
that Harry Ferguson, Inc., manufacturers of the Ferguson Farm Tractor
was not included in the list of Canadian or U. S. companies using Canadian
radio.
The fact is that since the week of
March 17, 1952, we have placed the
Ferguson Farm Press News with Jim
Coulter, a Canadian commentator on
21 Canadian stations once a week via
transcription, on a continuing basis, in
addition to transcribed spots for over
a year.
My reason for calling this to your
attention is not entirely to protest the
omission. However, it is possible that
since we did not negotiate with the
networks but with the stations individually through their representatives that
such sponsorship may have been overlooked in the CAB survey.
Chick Lind, Assoc. Dir. of Films
Fuller & Smith & Ross. Inc.
Cleveland
SPONSOR

"»W

Programming

click:

WLAC

vlisil makes

with personalities who draw, hold and SELL listeners!

This is GENE

NOBLES, WLAC's famous all-night disc |Ockey, who for five years has held the
undisputed claim to selling more recordings by direct mail than any other announcer in the world.
His average of 2,000

This is ANDY

orders

WILSON,

one

per day the year 'round

of WLAC's

many

(December, 1951) achievement of pulling 40,952
in three

weeks

This is AUDREY

gives

him

HOLMES,

top billing

in this

has never

been

challenged.

popular folk music (hillbilly) stars, whose
pieces of mail from 3,387 towns in 25 states

field of entertainment.

the "Question-Answer Lady" of the CBS Garden Gate show, whose own

"Lady of the House" program on WLAC has frequently led all daytime Hooperatings in Nashville.
Her sales ratings on products advertised have kept pace with her Hooperatings.

This is YOUR

ESSO

REPORTER,

Standard Oil Company.
radio's

now in his 13th year of 4-a-day news broadcasting for the Esso

Over 16,000 programs for a single sponsor earns for WLAC

a niche in

Hall of Fame.

This is MARY

MANNING,

producer and announcer

of two of WLAC's

most sought-after shows-

"Woman's World" and "Interesting People". An independent survey proved that, out of four media
used, her advertising messages were the most often remembered.

This is F. C. SOWELL, WLAC's radio-newspaper editor (and general manager) whose weekly summary
of news from county newspapers has cemented strong bonds of friendship between WLAC and the
rural editors.

Over 1,000 complimentary press

notices

in 5 years.

All these and many more — plus radio's best network programming, via CBS
Radio, combine with 50,000 watts power to make WLAC a productive station.

WLAC -Nashville's SALES Power Station
THE KATZ
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ADVERTISING

REPRESENTATIVES

11

it's the most

TV CENTER
WTVN
CHANNEL
(3
t i rtr i<ftt idit".

TV
<^4 MORE o£ eventftfattty

rlrhen you specify WTVN

to do the job for

you in the Giant Ohio market, you'll receive the
ultimate in programming and production facilities engineered to your needs, and merchandising assistance plus. Television Center WTVN is
designed to sell products quicker and cheaper.
Remember, Columbus, Ohio is served and sold
by WTVN. Write or telephone for complete
information today.

COLUMBUS

OHIO

but MOST of all...

by WTVN

Channel 6

Write for details today

Edward 1l/iV | j\| ») Enterprises Inc.
Edward Lamb Enterprises, Inc., Hotel Barclay,

12

7 7 7 E. 48th St., N. Y. C

WICU-TV— Erie, Pa.— Headley-Reed Co.

WHOO— Orlando, Fla .— Avcry-Knodcl, Inc.

WTOD— Toledo,

WTVN-TV— Columbus, 0.— Headlcy-Rced Co.

WIKK— Erie, Pa.— H-R Co.

ERIE

DISPATCH,

0— Headley-Reed
Eric.

Co.

Pa— Reynolds-Fitzgerald,

Inc.

SPONSOR

New and renew
1.

AGENCY

SPONSOR
French

2.

\etworUs

\<-ir on Radio
Sardine

Co

Rhoades

Inc

General
Ceneral

Electric Co
Mills Inc

Gillette

Safety

Andrew

Jergens Co

Razor

Co

Young
& Rubicam
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Maxon

CBS 200
ABC 327

Robert

CBS 110

W.

Wildroot

Co

Inc

Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
BBDO

Wildroot

Co

Inc

BBDO

Leo Burnett
Leo Burnett
Mathisson
Biow
William

Cork

Benton

(De

Doherty,
field
BBDO

Soto
Co
Co

Culf Oil Corp
Miles Laboratories
Inc
Miles Laboratories
Inc
Orange-Crush Co
Ralston
Purina
Co
R. I Reynolds Tobacco
Co

Serutan Co
Toni Co
Co

time,

CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
CBS

173
180
118
155
194

ABC

323

MBS

516

Titus Moody

MBS

516

52 wksQuestions;
Twenty

AGENCY

Colgate- Pa Imolive-Peet
Colgate -Palmolive-Peet
General
Foods
Corp
Culf Oil Corp

Wildroot

323

start,

duration

Sep; 39 wks
Houscparty;
T, Th 3:30-45
pm; 2 Sep; 52 wks
People Are Funny; T 8-8:30 pm; 30 Sep; 52 wks
First Nighter; T 10:35-11
pm; 7 Oct; 52 wks
What's
My Line; W 9:30-10
pm; 3 Sep; 52 wks
Football Scoreboard; Sat 5:30-45 pm; 4 Oct; 9 wks
Mystery Theatre; W 8-8:30 pm; 8 Oct; 52 wks

STATIONS

BBDO

Co

Association
of American
Railroads
Bristol-Myers Co
Corp

Esty

PROGRAM,

Arthur Codfrey Show; T, Th, alt F 10-10:15 am;
2 Sep; 52 wks
Bing Crosby Show; Th 9:30-10 pm; 9 Oct; 52 wks
Time for Betty Crocker; M-F 7:40-45 am; 2-2:05
pm; 3:55-4 pm; 1 Sep; 52 wks
iPDTi
Cavalcade of Sports; F 10 pm-conclusion;
5 Sep;
52 wks
Jergens
Hollywood
Playhouse;
Th 9-9:30
pm;
4

Speaking; T, Th 7:55-8
Sat 8-8:15

pm;

pm; 4 Oct;

30 Sep;
52 wks

on Radio Networks

SPONSOR

Chrysler

ABC

Orr

Co
0 Co
Tobacco Co
Inc

Renewed

CBS 187

Davis

Kellogg Co
Mars
Inc
Miller Brewing
Philip Morris
R. ). Reynolds
Sterling Drug

Armstrong

3,

&

STATIONS

Inc

&

Bowles
Clifford &

Shen-

wksPROGRAM,

time,

CBS 189

Theatre

of Today;

NBC

192

Railroad

Hour;

ABC

322

Break

191

You

NBC

William Esty
William Esty
Benton & Bowles
Young & Rubicam

NBC 182
NBC 179
CBS 158
ABC 227

Young & Rubicam
Geoffrey Wade
Geoffrey
Wade
Fitzmorris & Miller
Gardner
William Esty

NBC 138
CBS 151
CBS 152
MBS 244
ABC 318
NBC 179

Franklin
Bruck
Tatham-Laird
BBDO

NBC
ABC
MBS

190
261
535

the

Bank;

M

Sat

start,

8-8:30 pm;
M-F

Bet Your Life; W

duration

12-12:30

pm;
29 Sep;

11:30 am-noon;
9-9:30 pm;

20

Sep;

52

52 wks
22

1 Oct;

Sep;
52

52
wks

Strike It Rich; M-F 11-11:30 am; 29 Sep; 52 wks
Bob & Ray; M-F 11:30-45 am; 29 Sep; 52 wks
Wendy Warren; M-F 12-12:15 pm; 15 Sep; 52 wks
)ohn Daly & the News; M-F 10-10:15 pnj; 15 Sep;
52 wks
Counterspy; Sun 5:30-6 pm; 5 Oct; 52 wks
Hilltop House; M-F
3-3:15
pm; 52 wks
Curt Massey; M-F 5:45-6 pm; 29 Sep; 52 wks
Creen Hornet; W, F 5-5:30 pm; 10 Sep; 52 wks
Space Patrol; Sat 10:30-11
am; 6 Oct; 52 wks
Camel Caravan Starring Vaughn Monroe; W 8-8:30
pm; 3 Sep; 52 wks
Victor Lindlahr;
M-F 8:15-30 am; 8 Sep; 52 wks
It Happens Every Day T, Th 2:30-35
pm; 2 Sep;
52 wks
The Shadow; Sun 5-5:15 pm; 5 Oct; 52 wks

\ew National Spot Radio Rusiness
SPONSOR
Ford

Motor Co

Oakite

PRODUCT
Lincoln-Mercury

Products

Inc

Pinex Co
Procter & Camble Co

Oakite
Cough
Duz

syrup

div

AGENCY
Kenyon
(N.Y.) &

Eckhardt

Calkins & Holden,
Carlock.
McClinton
&
Smith
(N.Y.)
Russcl M. Seeds
(Chi.)
Compton
(N.Y.)

STATIONS-MARKET
Memphis
Scattered

mkts

33 Northern
mkts
South;
Southeast

CAMPAIGN,

Anncmts;
Anncmts;

In next issue: New and Renewed on Television
(Network and Spot);
Station Representation Changes; Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

22 SEPTEMBER
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start, duration

Chainbreaks; anncmts; 29
4 wks
Partic; 29 Sep; 13 wks

Sep;

13 Oct; 21 wks
1 Oct; 13 wks

Numbers after names
new category
1h
refer to Neiv and ReSherman Headlc\ I(5)
II
■I/Ian Kalmus 13
E. G. Smith
N. S. Ginsburg
Duty Edouarde
(4)
(4)

22
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1952

National Broadcast Executives

\ew and renew

FORMER
John L. Akerman
Morton A. Barrett
|oc W
Bcncs
Don
Bishop
Gale Bloc k i
William
K. Brusman
Bernice
Coe
Clare Copeland
Robert
Criar
Doty Edouarde
E. E. Eshleman
|r
Clenn
W. Gilbert
Norman
S. Cinsburg
Norman
Cittleson
Sherman
Headley
Leroy E. Kilpatrick
Auriel
Macfie
Garvin
Meadowcraft
Lincoln
W
Miller
Paul Mowrev
Fred W. O'Brien
|r
Lawrence
H. Rogers
Edward G. Smith
Bernard
Tabakin
Alan Torbet
Harry Barnes
Gene
Wilkey
Meg

5.

Tremaine

Zahrt

KMOX, St. L., gen mgr
WCBS-TV,
N.Y., sve mgr
KCOY, Santa Maria, gen mgr
NBC,
N.Y., magazine editor
John Blair, Chi., vp
WHK. Cleve., sis
Sterling Television,
N.Y., sis
All-Canada,
Montreal,
stn rep, prog sis
Kenyon
& Eckhardt,
NY.,
radio-tv prod
NBC TV, Hlywd.,
west div mgr spot sis
Paul H. Raymer, Chi., sis exec
Armed
Forces, captain
DuMont,
N.Y., stns prom
mgr
W|AR-TV,
Providence, sis, prog mgr
WJCO-TV,
Mnpls., dir of tv
WSAZ
Inc, Huntington, W. Va., chief enj
NBC,
NY., asst magazine editor
WKMH,
Dearborn, sis
KXA, Seattle, vp
ABC TV, N.Y., prog sis dept
KVOD,
Denver
WSAZ
Inc, Huntington, W. Va., chief eng
ABC, Chi., mgr radio net (Central div)
MCA,
L. A., head tv operations
KROW,
Oakland,
gen mgr
Esquire Magazine, N.Y., space
WCCO,
Mnpls., gen mgr
BAB,
NY., asst dir

CBS, NY., radio spot sis
Same, operations, sis sve mgr
KDB,
Santa
Barbara,
mgr
Same, press dept tv mgr
BAB,
Chi., office mgr
Same, gen sis mgr
Same, tv stn sis vp
CKWX,
Vancouver,
asst sis mgr
WNS,
NY., prog dir
KK'BH, Hlywd., sis mgr
Same,
N.Y., sis exec
WGAR,
Cleve., local sis rep
Same,
adv, prog prom
mgr
Same,
Same, mgr
asst tv
mgroperations
Same, vp-tech dir
Same,
magazine editor
WjBK,
Detroit, sis rep
K'RO, Seattle, asst to pres
W|Z-TV,
NY.,
prog mgr
WWJ-AM-FM-TV,
Detroit, merchandising,
publ
Same, vp-gen mgr
WTCN,
Mnpls., gen mgr
PSI-TV,
Beverly
Hills, West
coast operations
office: 218 North Canyon
Drive)
KSFO,
S. F., gen mgr
Paul H. Raymer,
N.Y., acct exec
KMOX, St. L., gen mgr
WCAR,
Cleve., sis staff

vp

FORMER

NEW

AFFILIATION

(new

AFFILIATION

Goan
S. Could

WAYS,
dept Charlotte, gen mgr
General Foods Corp, N.Y., asst mgr institution

Macmillan
Petroleum
Corp, Charlotte,
distributor
Pabst Brewing Co, Chi., on-premise merchandising

Robert

G.

Sylvania Electric Products Inc, Buffalo, asst *o
adv mgr (radio-tv div)
NBC,
N.Y., tv press mgr
Lcntheric
Inc, N.Y., pres
Dolcin Corp, N.Y., pres
Sharp & Dohme, Phila., pub information mgr

Same,

mgr

Lever
Dolcin

Brothers,
NY.,
press
Corp, N.Y., pres

Same,
Lever

board chairman
Brothers,
NY., community

Hamilton

radio

sis

mgr

(radio-tv div)
bureau

mgr
relations

mgr

iVeie Agency Appointments
:ponsor
Acrisoil Co, Newark
Alol
Products
Inc, Carmel,
N.Y.
Crispie Potato
Chip Co, Stockton,
Defiance
Corp,
Detroit
Cold Medal Candy Corp, Bklyn.
1. J. Grass Noodle Co, Chi.

PRODUCT

Cal.

AGENCY

(or service)

Soil conditioners
Alol for poison ivy
Potato chips

Hutchinson
Chemical
Co, Chi.
Insect-O-Lite Co, Cine.
Iron City Chemical Co, Valencia, Pa.
Mennen
Co, Newark
Modern
Floor Coverings Co, Schen.
Phillips and Buttorff Mfg Co. Nashville
Rox Products Co, Detroit
Sup erne Wines Inc, N.Y.

-freeze

Insect spray, air sanitizer, anti
Bonomo's turkish taffy
Mrs. Crass' dehydrated soup, n oodle
Waterproof
products waxlamp
Insect-O-Lite
Mennen foam shave
Glvcolato'
Floor coverings
Enterprise
gas, electric
Masonry waterproofing
Imported wines

ranges
paint

Lewin,
Williams
& Saylor, Newark
Lewin,
Williams
& Saylor, Newark
Botsford, Constantine & Cardncr, S. F.
Russ Green, Detroit
Emil Mogul,
N.Y.
Phil Gordon,
Chi.
Roberts, MacAvinche & Senne, Chi.
Farson, Huff & Northlich,
Cine.
Dan W. Frye, Pittsb.
Cecil & Presbrey,
N.Y.
John L. Halpin, Schen.
Noble-Dury,
Nashville
Clark & Rickerd, Detroit
Emil Mogul. N.Y.

Numbers after names
New and Reto category
refer new
• 4)
(4)
Norm (Cittleson
Gale lilocki
L. II. Rogers

/,. /.. Kilpatrick
11 . K. Brusman

Paul Mowrey
Robert Criar
11 alter Goin
A. //. Eshleman
II. B. Tremaine

14

mgr

Walter
Robert

Allan H. Kalmus
Charles A
Mooney
Victor van der Linde
George
H. Weiler
|r

6.

sis

AFFILIATION

Sponsor Personnel €ltantfes
NAME

,~=r\

NEW

AFFILIATION

ill

(4)
(4)
( [)
( Ii

(5)
(4)
1 ii

SPONSOR

/

O-O-H
(Out-of-home)

listening!

1.

A recent Pulse Report (July, 1952) showed a big bonus
audience for West Coast radio advertisers— the mobile millions
who listen away from home. KMPC dominates Southern
California's out-of-home audience, as shown in this Pulse report :
(a) KMPC tops all other Los Angeles radio stations with the
highest individual O.O.H. rating— 21 % on Saturday afternoons!
(b) KMPC tops all independent stations in L.A. for total weekly
O.O.H. ratings! (c) KMPC tops all but one network station in
L.A. for total weekly O.O.H. ratings!

2.

Southern California's
one-station network!

You could buy 38 stations, and still not cover Southern
California the way KMPC does— primary coverage in 205
Southern California communities.
If you'd like to talk about the O.O.H. audience, and other
differences in the Southern California market, we'll be happy to
supply the facts and figures.

50,000 watts days. 10,000 watts nights
Represented nationally
by H-R Representatives, Inc.

KMPC
RADIO
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IS

AMERICA'S

GREATEST

ADVERTISING

LOS

ANGELES

MEDIUM
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in Wisconsin

SPORTS
BROADCASTING
Exclusive!

• Marquette University Football
Exclusive!

• Milwaukee Brewers Baseball
Exclusive.'

• Milwaukee Hawks Basketball
Exclusive!

• Wisconsin Univ. Basketball

NOW
exclusive in
Milwaukee

ALL

GREEN BAY
PACKER GAMES
• This year thirty-eight Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota and
Iowa radio stations chose for
their home town audiences the
exclusive play-by-play reports of
the Green Hay Packer Football
gamesGillespie.
originated by WEMP's
Earl
Further proof that WEMP is
\oui best round-the-clock Milwaukee radio buy. Dollar-wise,
statistics show you get 2i/2 times
more audience on WEMP than
any Milwaukee network station.
Get the facts before you buy . . .
call, write or wire collect your nearest Headley-Reed office or WEMP,
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin.
Com file te Coverage— All
Major Milwaukee and
Wisconsin Sports . . .

WEMP
AM-FM 1340 K. C.
24 Hrs. Music • News • Sports
MILWAUKEE

Abe Kanner

fc mum
Globe

Bottling

Co.,

President
Los Angeles

Soft drink manufacturers gloomily refer to the Southern California
market as "a graveyard for new beverages." While it may seem
peculiar for the land of bathing beauties, sunshine, and glamor to
he tabbed this way the barrier against new brands can be blamed on
very intense competition between Coca-Cola, Pepsi-Cola, Canada Dry,
Seven-Up. and local brands.
Among the locals is the Globe Bottling Company, a firm that has
always fared well. One of the main reasons is 60-year-old Abe Kanner, an aggressive fellow who. competitors have found out, seems to
thrive on rugged competition. New York-horn Kanner is reticent
about his own background but he's quick to talk about Globe
Bottling and its Wilshire Club line of soft drinks.
"Three years ago when we introduced a new beverage, Creme-OCoco, we knew we had a fight on our hands. Yet I was convinced we
had a money maker. People like chocolate in candy, pastry, fountain
dishes — why not in a soft drink?"
Kanner. previously strictly a printed-media advocate, decided on
television to introduce the new flavor. He chose, through FactorBreyer. NTG's Hollywood Road to Fame, a weekly talent show I Friday, 7:00 to 7:30 p.m.).
He attributes the switch to TV strictly to "sales sense.
oration he adds: "I thought goodwill and public acceptance
uct can better be achieved if the advertising message is
with a program that not only entertains but also makes some

' In elabof a prodassociated
contribu-

tion to the community, such as Hollywood Road to Fame's development of young talent. Associate your product with something bright."
In actual practice Kanner's philosophy works. In three years
Creme-O-Coco has chalked up sales amounting to 48% of Globe's
annual gross. This in "the graveyard for new beverages." More impressive isthe sales graph showing of the 11 traditional flavors of the
Wilshire Club line which continue to sell solidly.
How good a job the KNXT show does is evidenced by its most
recent merchandising success. A few months ago. viewers were offered a set of eight glass tumblers for two Creme-O-Coco bottle caps
and $1.24. Within two weeks the show- "sold" two carloads — over
i. 000.000 glasses. Kanner. who insists his only hobby is developing
better beverages, smiles broadly as he visualizes all of those glasses
filled with beverages from the Wilshire Club assortment. * * *
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SPONSOR

FIRST QUARTER

AVE RAGE... 1952 vs. 1949*

Daytime audience

higher

Evening audience

higher

...and network
LOWER

rates are currently

than they were in 1949!

{Pacific Nielsen Ratings, Full network average

audience, Monday

thru Friday.

rr

On the Pacific Coast, only don lee has network facilities comparable
to those used on the Eastern seaboard. Every East Coast network
uses at least 40 stations to achieve local coverage for areas equal in
size to the Pacific Coast. And only don lee can sell your customers
locally in the 45 important Pacific Coast markets from their own
local network station, don lee has the flexibility to match your distribution. You buy what you need, where you need it... without waste.
That's why don lee consistently carries more Pacific Coast regional
business (with more regional shows in the top ten) than any other
network. Advertisers who know the Pacific Coast best also know
the best Pacific Coast sales medium . . . don lee.

The Nation's Greatest
Regional Network

DON

LEE

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

1313 North Vine Street
Hollywood

28, California

byRepresented
John Blair &National!)
Company■

New developments on SPONSOR

stories

*>
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TV got half of "High Noon" budget in L.A.; theatres were sold out on opening night

|) \\1

St'<»:

"Movies

on

tin- air"

Issue:

8 September 1952, p. 38

Sullied:

Moticn picture companies find radio
and TV do highly effective job

Add the job that television did for the picture "High Noon" in
Los Angeles last month to the other movie air successes sponsor
cited in its recent article.

KFWB's

John I. Edwards & Associates. Hollywood, agency for the Stanley
Kramer production, decided to split the budget for the local exploitation of the picture, half for newspapers, half for television. The T\

in the "Pulse" rey shown
graphicall
one is released. During
ports as each
the past year, KFWB, as a result of

campaign, under the aegis of Jimmy Vandiveer, the agency's TV
director, was concentrated on two Los Angeles stations, KLAC-TV
and KTTV. It consisted of theatre trailers adapted for 20-second
television announcements, with heavy emphasis on various gimmicks
such as clocks placed on the title (part of the sentionalism in air
approach found effective by movie advertisers I .
Backing up this effort, both KLAC-TV and KTTV provided opportunities for stars of the picture to appear on several of their programs,
as did Los Angeles TV stations KNBH, KECA-TV. and KNXT.
Results: In Southwest Los Angeles all seats for the theatre showing

audience has been growing
with each succeeding month and is

many tests and studies, has re-aligned
its programs, shortened commercials,
been selective in its type of advertisers, with one thought in mind — to
increase its audience and in turn benefit it, client-advertisers. The PLAN
has proved to be a successful one as
borne out by <>ur constantly increasing
audience.
Never

before has KFWB

been a

now, KFWB's 23%
better buy
increase
is athan
big one. It represents

"High Noon" were sold out by 8:00 p.m. opening night. The four
first-run houses in Los Angeles exhibiting the movie also reported
complete sell-outs on opening night, with patrons lined up for the
last performance. This, according to the John I. Edwards agency,

Pulse vs. the Match-April Pub.-,
which is the accumulative result of

constituted "the biggest Los Angeles opening night in two years."

many months of serious effort to make
KFWB a belter and better buy.

"Wherever
28 January
Subject:

1952

in the May-June

yon go . . . there's radio!"
1952, p. 37

BAB
launches
its first paid-space
campaign
to plug radio

The opening gun of the BAB's new paid-space campaign on behalf
of radio as an ad medium was fired on 8 September when the first
of a series of three full-page ads appeared in leading newspapers and
business papers. The comprehensive two-month drive by the BAi>
and its 660 member stations to reach advertisers on the national and
local level also embraces direct mail campaigns based on the ad copy,
plus intensive on-the-air promotion. Space ads will run at three-week
intervals until 17 November. McCann-Erickson is the agency on the
* * *
campaign, with Arthur Kemp account supervisor.
22 SEPTEMBER

the increase shown

19

/*
%

9

To develop bigger sales on the West Coast you have to know the
layout and dimensions of the vast Coast market.
The seven most important metropolitan areas on the Coast
account for 65.6% of the Coast's retail sales. But an important 34.4%
of Coast sales is made beyond metropolitan market boundaries.

Enlarges your sales!
The Columbia Pacific Network blankets both the metropolitan
and the rural areas at the same time. Columbia Pacific's
maximum -power stations in the big markets are carefully balanced
with lower-power stations in the more compact markets.
Columbia Pacific has power where the people are, covering
an area where 95% of the Coast's population is located . . . where
94.6% of the Coast's retail sales is made.
And Columbia Pacific has higher average ratings than any other
regional network — proof positive that your sales message on
Columbia Pacific consistently reaches the Coast's biggest audience.
To hypo your sales on the entire Pacific Coast— city, town
and country — ask us or CBS Radio Spot Sales about program
availabilities on Columbia Pacific.

COLUMBIA

PACIFIC
NETWORK

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Sources: Sales Management, May 1952
BMB

1949, CBS nighttime minimal estimates

Pacific NRI total day, January-June 1952

■

v Lim

elevision

...now
1

\

has been

L

A

added

C

\ fo make I

~\

it... f~_

V

CCO
Basic CBS Affiliates

IN

THE

MINNEAPOLIS-ST.

PAUL

MARKET

Represented Nationally by

Radio Spot Sales . . . for Radio

•

Free and Peters . . . for Television

ioGRIxh!-'
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6/2 million
Admen believe radio-TV were

cases sold

major factors in Fab's surge
3/4 million A
cases sold

SOURCE: SPONSOR estimate

How Fab caught up

Brand was in 11th place

among soaps and detergents in the spring of *51. Now it's seeond only
to Tide due to market-by-inarket campaigning, uses heavy spot and net TV
The bare-knuckled competition among packaged soaps
and detergents is one of advertising's
great battles. As everyone in the advertising field knows, it is practically a
private race among three colossi, who
are (in alphabetical order, anyway):
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Lever Bros.,
and Procter & Gamble.
It is natural, therefore, that when
one of the brands shows an unusual
burst of speed there is more than the
normal amount of feverish activity
along agency row and in Jersey City,
New York City, and Cincinnati, the
22 SEPTEMBER
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respective soap headquarters.
Such a situation exists at present as
the Big Three pore over their 1953 ad
figures. The reason : Colgate's successful efforts in doubling the sales of
Fab. its heavy-duty detergent, in a
little more than a year's time. In the
spring of '51 Fab was way down in
11th place among the packaged soaps
and detergents. Todav it is second
only to Tide, P&G's heavy-duty entry.
In doubling its share of the soap
and detergent market, the Fab people
marked up no mean accomplishment.
In no other business are advertising

dollars spent with more lavishness and.
contradictory as it may seem, with
more care. National advertising expenditures for soaps and detergents,
excluding spot radio and TV. have
jumped from $19 million in 1946 to
$56 million last year. Among the s)nthetic detergents alone the leap was
from $1.4 to l(>. 1 million. The stakes
are big, too: about two billion boxes
or one box per U.S. household per
week, with a total consumer take of
about $600 million.
Trade

sources

estimate

that

Col-

23

gate's total ad and promotional spend-

Packaged

soap-detergent ad spending* tvay up
CHART

I— MEDIA

1946

1947

19.9%
12.9

Newspapers
Magazines
Network
Radio

....

PERCENTAGES
1948
43.5%
11.5

33.8%
14.7
51.5

67.2

45.0

1950

1949
44.5%
13.5
40.5

41 2%
10.8

1.4

2.4

1951
9 3

45.6

Network TV
TOTAL

the soap race with keen interest and
their interpretations, backed by advertising experience, were utilized in filling out the picture. One attitude frequently voiced, for example, was that
radio and TV had more to do with

27.9

Fab's present standing than any other
media use in soap advertising.

23.9

$$

Here are some of the specific ele-

(in millions)
$26.5

$19.1
CHART

II — EXPENDITURES
(in

Soaps only
Synthetics only

L**

$33.3

$36.2

BY TYPE
OF
millions of $$)

5139
1.7

$17.2

$15.6

$23.1

$37.5

PACKAGED

11.3
$16.9

13.9
$14.6

16.7
$11.6

$28.2

$28.5

$28.3

38 9'
$55.9

1. After a false start with an inferior product four years ago, Fab
was introduced via what has become a

PRODUCT

26.4
$10.3

5.9

TOTAradio and spot TV not included. The spot figures are quite important (and probably
$36.7
'Spot
substantial) since detergents are commonly Introduced on a market-by-market basis backed by a lot of spot
advertising.
'"These totals do not add up to totals in first table because they do not Include expenditures for
combination advertising of both types of packaged products.
SOURCE:

ANPA

Bureau of Advertising

llllllllllllil!llllllilililllilllll!l!lll!:illlllllilllll!!l!

do with Fab's rise to second place.

classic opening wedge for a new detergent - namely, market-by-market
couponing, beginning in hard-water
areas and heavily backed by spot radio, spot TV, and newspapers.
2. Colgate has set out to do for
Fab on TV what P&G did for its soaps
on radio — carve out daytime franchises in certain time segments. It is
now seeking to build TV franchises
with two audience participation shows.
Strike It Rich in the morning and The

III!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

ing may top $35 million this year. TV
may eat up a third of this. As for Fab
itself, with sales expected to reach $45
million, the 1952 figure for broadcast
and newspaper advertising ( no magazines are used ) is estimated at about
$6 million. Fab will probably divide
this figure half and half between the
broadcast and local print media.
A generous slice of the air budget
is apportioned to spot, for from the
very beginning Fab has been a heavy
user of local broadcast advertising.
Accurate figures are almost impossible
to pin down, but it is the feeling among
those in the soap trade that (1) Colgate bets particularly heavily on spot
end 121 its consistent use had a lot to

ments that account for Fab's jump into
second place:

Such is the general picture of Fab's
rise. But how about specifics? How
did Fab do it? What kind of broadcast tactics were utilized
The question is not an easy one to
answer. The soap business is big and
complicated with new products springing up like weeds and tricky variations in the local market picture. Even
if a definitive answer did exist it would
be jealously guarded in Jersey City
headquarters and the Fab agency, William Esty & Co. The secrecy in the
soap business puts the Iron Curtain
countries to shame.
Things have a way of leaking out,
however, and some of the answers lie
on the surface for all to see. Many
agencymen outside the soap field watch

Big Payoff in the afternoon.
3. For "prestige" (a big show with
big names I Colgate gave Fab plugs on
its Comedy Hour. Some agencymen
point out that this prestige device was
aimed not only at the consumer but at
the retailer, thus arming Fab salesmen
with a foot-in-the-door and some solid
sales talk.
4. The three previous elements
combined were important in getting
Fab supermarket distribution. Without
a solid footing in the big chains, Fab's
fight upwards would have been severely crippled. The couponing and
market-by-market advertising attacks
got the supermarkets to stock up and
the TV shows kept Fab on the shelf.
5. An improved Fab formula is winning the loyalty of an increasing number of housewives. The false start
mentioned previously refers to an early
formula which wouldn't work in washing machines. Fab was withdrawn and
reintroduced two years ago in a new
formula.
6. The ad theme that had most to
do with Fab's success is this: "Fab
washes clothes whiter without a bleach

fejfl
"Kings

Row,"

early

Fab

radio

soaper

"Miss Susan" on TV with Susan

Peters

I'oor ratings caused Fab to drop soap operas
Fab's first network efforts in 1951 were made with two soap operas, shown above, but
they were dropped in favor of quiz give-away shows. The fact that "Kings Row" was
opposite three audience participation programs may have given Colgate the idea

24

than any soap with a bleach." This
theme is still pushed vigorously. Backing up its use is another chemical contribution— the optical bleaches. Fab is
not the only packaged soap and detergent using optical bleaches, nor is it the
only one advertising the fact. ( Note
Rinso's solium. I But the astute ColSPONSOR

Fob's current strategy:
to establish TV franchises
"Strike It Rich" (top), and "The Big Payoff"
(center), are in daytime slot for long term.
"Comedy Hour" (bottom), Fab's prestige show

gate-Esty team were the first to emphasize the idea that its product was superior to a combination of soap and
chemical bleach.
(The best evidence of this astuteness is the fact that Tide, which had
been claiming that it gets clothes
cleaner than any soap, began saying
this year that "Now, Tide washes
clothes whiter than you can bleach
them!"
I Optical bleaches are not bleaches
in the true chemical sense. They are
compounds which give off a white luminescence when excited by ultraviolet light, which is a component of
sunlight. The use of optical bleaches
plus Fab's formula problem spotlights
the fact that some of the crucial battles
of today's soap business are fought in
the test tubes of the organic chemist.)
7. Last of all, there are what might
be called the unknown or mysterious
factors. Many an adman, with true
humility, will admit that things happen
in the advertising game that just can't
be explained. Sometimes these things
are just too subtle and complicated.
Sometimes things happen because a
fortuitous combination of advertising
and marketing tactics will suddenly
snap into place without any apparent
reason and without any planning aforethought. This is not meant to suggest
that Fab did not correlate its various
ad tactics. Fab went into groups of
markets with a definite ad pattern.
{Please turn to page 78)

Large slice of Fab
air budget goes to spot
Fab has been a heavy user of spot
radio and TV from the beginning
and soap trade people say it had
a lot to do with Fab's success.
Spot was particularly important
during Fab's early days since Fab
was introduced by the market-bymarket method with air advertising backing up

11 SEPTEMBER

heavy

1952

couponing

abc

With

Bill

Ring

(above)

as

one

of

the

jockeys, ABC's
lone commercial
innovation
is a heavy schedule of afternoon hillbilly
music.
On the night side the novel
feature is the fact that W inchell, Ozzie &
Harriet are shared with TV.
Combined
Ozzie
& Harriet price for radio and TV: $35,000

cbs

B hile the CBS
sponsored
lineup offers
nothing new to listeners, it does retain the
powerhous
combination
of Jack Benny,
Bing Crosby, and Edgar Bergen.
As a
result of these sales the network
also managed to clear the decks of all its
commitments
to radio talent

let radio clients want shows with proo
Networks are trying to dispel "bargain counter" mood they created, but most she

hSBI?

Despite the expanding
competitive pressure from
television, sponsored network radio has embarked on (he 195253 season with a trim lineup of promam fare. The pessimistic forecasts
of wholesale dispersement of top-rating personalities from the medium.
which were commonly bantered about
the trade a fcv\ months ago, have failed
In materialize.

I\\en though

the sur-

ger) performed on program costs has
been quite severe, the lad remains thai
i In- galler) of radios marquee reliables
ha- come through almost intact.
In compiling a status report on spon26

sored network radio programing.
SPONSOR interviewed advertisers, agency executives, and network officials.
The highlights of the facts and opinions emerging from this survey were:
1. Advertiser resistance to programs

mood they themselves created. Now
that the rate structures have been readjusted, the networks are making an
effort
to avoid
program "deals" and
reestablish
list prices.

network programing v. p. put it: "When
you submit a program nobody asks
what s new or different in the idea ol
the show: instead they want to know

3. Agencymen voice the belief that
it would be futile for them to recommend untested programs or program
ideas so long as there are available
name packages for which the networks
are contractually committed. Such
commitments are regarded as an open
sesame to the buyer for bargaining.

\\ hat is its 'track record'."
2. The networks are finding it difficult to dissipate the bargain-counter

4. CBS is completely "out of the
woods" with regards to obligations for
the radio services of talent in whom it

that haven't passed through the crucible of previous sponsorship has become more encrusted than ever. As a

SPONSOR

mbs

As would
be natural for a network
which
hat found news a highly marketable
commodity,
Mutual' s lone newcomer
to its
sponsored list is a character
commentator.
Titus Moody.
Last season's daytime
programs
are
carried
over
practically
intact in format
and sponsorship

nbc

The S(de of Martin
& Lewis
(above)
mayrate as NBC's
big coup
of the fall,
but the network
still has
an obligation
to find a radio sponsor each for
two other comedians — Bob
Hope
and
Red Skelton.
Meantime
Skelton
becomes a Tandem
Planner

'!l|lill!;lll|];illlilll!i;illlllli;illi;illliilll!ll!!l!llll!!l!M

performance
tall

have

a track

record

has a corporate interest. These sales,
which comprise Bing Crosby, Edgar
Bergen. Jack Benny, and Amos 'n' Andy, serve the twin purpose of maintaining a strong programing structure and
substantially liquidating talent investments. In the instances of Crosby, Bergen, and Benny the network absorbed
a portion of the package cost. ( See
pages 28, 29 for prices paid by their
respective sponsors.)
5. While it succeeded in disposing
of Martin & Lewis and Fibber McGee
on similar cost-sharing arrangements,
NBC has still to find sponsors for two
(Please turn to page 891
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Types of sponsored network radio shows
tworlcs

BASE:

Programs scheduled for fall

1952 as reported
Number

ABC

Type of program
Children's Shows
Comedy Variety
Daytime Variety
Drama: Straight
Mystery & Detection
Science Fiction & Adventure

2
4
2
2

Soap Operas
Westerns

1

Interviews

Women's Service
Sports

3
8
1
5
2
1
1

Total

32

Musical & Musical Variety
News & Commentary
Quiz & Audience Partic.
Religious
Situation Comedy

(as

of

by ne
on

each

12 September

I9S2)

network

Mutual

NBC

Total

l
2
102

i

l
l
i

3
3
165
19

6
12
15

4
2

1
1
10

1
2
2
48

CBS

155
4

1
8
6

I

6
—

5
5
1

72

1

30

4
2
284
3
17
10
32

—
4
1
1

11
4
2

188

54 costs listing
See next page for program
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SPONSOR

15 min.

5/wk.

General

Mills

15 min.

5/wk.

General

Mills

30

5/wk.

Bristol-Myers

Service

Musical
$2,000
Quiz-Aud.

$8,000

i;-':;!!:1!!!:

shows

AGENCY

FREQUENCY

TYPE
Women's

$3,500

ill'Mli

LENGTH

COST

Betty Crocker

^t1
1
1
N H1
1
1
;:1
1
1
:

RADIO

sponsoi 'cd radio shows

ABC
PROGRAM

iihiflli;

NETWORK

Partic.

min.

D-F-S
D-F-S
Doherty.

Clifford

4

Shenfleld

Tatham- Laird

Breakfast

Club

$4,000
per

Cal Tinney
Defense

Attorney

Drew

Pearson

Edwin

C. Hill

Gillette Fights
Greatest Story Ever Told
Henry

J. Taylor

Herald

of Truth

Hour

of Decision
Jack Berch

John DalyLone Ranger

Daytime

Musical

$1,750

Drama

$3,000
$6,500
(radio &. TV)

Opera

5/wk.

TonI
Co. Corp.
O-Cedar

30

min.

5/wk.

General

30

min.

l/wk.

American

15

min.

l/wk.

News

News
Boxfng

$2,500

15

min.

5/wk.

45

min.

l/wk.

Religious

30

min.

l/wk.

15

min.

l/wk.

News

Old Fashioned

Theatre

Revival Hour

Ozzie & Harriet

Roundup

Ted

Maxon

Razor

Goodyear

Tire

&.

Rubber
Kudner

Genoral

Motors

Church

of Christ

30

min.

l/wk.

Religious

30

min.

l/wk.

15

min.

5/wk.

Prudential

Daytime

$4,500

$500

Variety

Bates

Hutchins

Religious

$2,000

Billy

Kudner
Ross Roy

Graham
Ins.

Walter

F.

Bennett

Calkins

&

Holden

News

15 min.

l/wk.

Gulf

Western

30

min.

3/wk.

General
Mills
American
Bakeries

Tucker-Wayne

30

min.

l/wk.

Electric

N.

l/wk.

Texas

Situation

Comedy

hrs.

Oil
Young
D-F-S

$6,500

Companies

&

W.

Rubicam

Ayer

Co.

Musical

2'/4

News

15 min.

l/wk.

Christian

Drama

25

min.

5/wk.

Sterling

Drug

Mystery & Detection

30

min.

l/wk.

Sterling

Drug

Religious

30

min.

l/wk.

Gospel

$8,000
Science

Kudner
Walton-Butt

Monitor

$5,250

erfield

D-F-S
D-F-S

$1,500
$1,500
Situation

Comedy

30 min.

$35,000
(radio & TV)

Hotpoint

l/wk.

l/wk.

Burton-Dixie

5 min.

l/wk.

General

$350
Adventure

Drama

H.

Alber

Maxon
Lambert

15 min.

News

Silver Eagle

R.

Broadcasting

Lambert
News

$1,250

News

D-F-S

$600
$1,500

Paul Harvey
Sanka

(partic.)

Products

Gillette

$350

Mystery

D-F-S

Chicle

Phiico

$4,000

Views and News
My True Story

Turner Adv.
J. Walter
Thompson
Hutch Ins

Mills

Carter

$40,000
(for simulcast)

$3,250

Metropolitan

hr.

Swift
Phiico

Meet Corliss Archer

Monitor

1

Variety

hr.

'2

&

Feasley

Turner

Foods

30

min.

2/wk.

General

Mills

30

min.

l/wk.

Ralston

Purina

Drama

30

min.

l/wk.

Eguitable

Life

Mystery

30

min.

l/wk.

American

Chicle

30

min.

l/wk.

Voice

Prophecy.

15 min.

l/wk.

15 min.

5/wk.

Young

&

Rubicam

Knox-Reeves

$2,750

Space Patrol
This is Your FBI
Top Guy, The
Voice of Prophecy
Walter

Winchell

Whispering

Streets

Science

Fiction

$1,500
$4,500
Drama

Gardner
Warwick

&

Legler

D-F-S

(partic.)

$3,000
Religious
$1,500
lincl. M iitual i
$15,000
(radio & TV)

News

&

commentary

Inc.

Western

General

Adv.

McCann-Erickson

Gruen

Drama

$3,250

of

Mills

Knox- Reeves

1

CBS sponsored radio shows
COST

PROGRAM

Allan

Jackson

&

ISews

LENGTH
&
FREQUENCY

TYPE

News

15

min.

5/wk.

$1,250

SPONSOR

Metropolitan

AGENCY

Life

Young

Dl JRCE: Show cos
tsare SPONSOR'S

Sept

ember

&

Rubicam

1952 estimates;
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COST

PROGRAM

Amos

'n' Andy

$15,000

Theatre

$4,000

Armstrong's

A. Godfrey's Morning

Situation

Comedy

Drama
Daytime

Show

variety

30

min.

1 wk.

30

min.

1 wk.

60

min.

5/kw.

AGENCY

SPONSOR

LENGTH
&
FREQUENCY

TYPE

Rexall

Drug

BBDO
BBDO

Co.

Armstrong

Cork

Co.
Foote,
Cone
& Belding
Rhodes
&
Davis
Foote.
Cone
&. Belding
Fuller,
Smith
& Ross
Ruthrauff
&
Ryan
McCann-Erickson

Frigidalre
French
Sardine
Co.
Toni Co.
Owens-Corning
Flberglas
Lever
Bros.
(Rinso)
(Pcpsodent)

Leo Burnett
McCann-Erickson

Pillsbury
Mills
National
Biscuit
Liggett
&
Myers

Godfrey's Talent Scouts
Aunt Jenny
lie ul ah
Big
Bill

Shadel

Sister

&

News

Bing Crosby

Musical

$8,500

Variety

30

min.

Thcmas

l/wk.

J.

Cunningham
Young

Llpton

&

Soap

$2,950

Opera

Situation

$8,000

Comedy

15

min.

5/wk.

15

min.

5/wk.

Lever

Bros.

Prcctor

&

&

Dancer.

Gamble

Hawk

Brighter

Day

Carl Smith

Show

Choraliers
City Hospital

Club 15
Curt Massey

Time

Soap

$2,850

Opera

15

min.

Procter

5/wk.

Fitzgerald

5 min.

$450
$1 6.000 1

Musical

Variety

30
30

$8,000
NBC)

(includes
$3,750

Quiz
Soap

Opera

Music
$1,250
$3,000
$2,350

&

1 wk.

min.

l/wk.

Sales

General

Electric

Young

Autry Show-

Give and Take
Grady Cole Show
Grand

Central Station
Grand

Slam

Guilding
Hallmark

Light

Playhouse

&

Rubicam

House

Carter

$1,750
$3,650

min.

3/wk.

15

min.

5 wk.

Variety

30

min. /I

wk.

30

min./l

wk.

15

min.

5 wk.

30

min.

l/wk.

Partic.

$3,000

25

min.

30

min.

l/wk.

30

min.

l/wk.

15

min.

l/wk.

Drama

30

min.

l/wk.

15

min.

5/wk.

15

min.

5/wk.

Opera

Drama
$9,500
Soap

Opera

Aud.

Partic.

30

min.

l/wk.

15

mint

5/wk.

15 mint

5/wk.

30 min.

5/wk.

Co.
Brewing

Toni

Jr.

Foods

Co.

Continental
Procter
Hall

&.

Katz

&

Gamble

Mystery &. Oetection
Commentary

-Sold

•

"Edga
0"
00ck
5,Ja
$1•"
$14,000

Comedy

Variety

Music

min.

Quaker

Young

&

Rubicam

Foote.

Cone

&

Foote.

Cone

&.

Belding

&

Belding

5 min.

30

min.

l/wk.

15

min.

5/wk.

simulcast basis — time
plus talent:
$I,40C*.000
annually
Bergen
receives $16,000 for the package
from
CBS.
Benny receives $20,000 for the package from
CBS.
Crosby receives $18,000 from
CBS
for the package.

fBing

roundup of fall 1952 programs is from the networks designated

Pearson
Toni

6 wk.

Bates

Foote.

Cone

Leo

Mills

Robertson

wo

TV

&.

Frank

Burnett

Leo Burnett
N. W. Ayer
Leo

Burnett
B.

Cohen

Pharmacal
Tatham-Laird
Weiss &. Geller

Co.

Procter

t

Wade

Oats

American

lor

Belding

Compton

Inc.

Green
Giant
Lever
Bros.
Kellogg
Co.

l/wk.

Ryan

Laboratories

Pillsbury

30

Rubicam
&

Geoffrey
Miles

Eckhardt

Ruthrauff

Ted

Baking

Brothers.

Joseph

Young

Mills

General

&.

SSCB

Foods
Wrigley.

Kcnyon

Campbell-Mithun

Chicle

Cannon

Wade

McCann-Erickson

American
Oil
Theo.
Hamm

Wm.

Wheelock

Geoffrey

Hudnut

General

1

Ward

Laboratories

American

Bennett

SSCB

Soup

Richard

A.

Harry

on

1952

Miles

Rubicam

Burnett

Price,
Music

$4,500

$1,250

22 SEPTEMBER

Campbell

l/wk.

Music

Quiz
Soap

Products

Chesebrough

$4,500

$2,350

Simms

15

&

Victor

l/wk.

Aud.

$2,250

Leo

Co.

min.

Western

$11,000

Every Day

Jack Smith-Ginny

Kellogg

30

Mystery & Detection

$4,750

Inner Sanctum

Show

5 wk.

Young

Gamble

Drama

Mystery & Detection

Party

Jack Benny

5 min.

News

$6,000

It Happens

l/wk.

Esty

Reynolds

Longines-Wittnauer

$5,000000"*
$12,

$2,650

Folks

min.

J.

Procter &

l/wk.

Comedy

Hilltop House
Home

R.

l/wk.

min.

Drama

$3,975

Gene

15

min.

30

Music

$10,000

in Peace & War
Gangbusters

Sample

Gamble

Campana

Music

Music

$12,500

Edgar Bergen

FBI

&

Wallaco-Ferry-Hanly

News

$7,000

R. Murroiv

Ryan

Compton

Dr. Christian

Edivard

Walsh

Rubicam

Ruthrauff

William

Bob

&

BBDO

Tobacco
&

Dancer.

Gamble

quarter-hours

and

Iwo

and

a

ha 1 radio

Fitzgerald

quarter-hours

&

Sample

per

week.

(Please turn to page 85)
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PROBLEM: radio-TV are
little used in food co-op
Mum

looil manufacturers put radio-Tl on

their list of approved media tor co-op. But
leu push the air media to retailers. Hence
the grocers go on using media which are
their traditional tin or lies newspapers and
circulars. Though food manufacturers know
radio-Tl are effective anil spend air money
health on the national level, tew of them
have sought to educate their representatives
in the field about air advertising. One Ion
reason lor this: Co-op money is irei/uenth
used more as a lever by the sales depart
merit than as a pure advertising venture.
Sales executives, not being familiar with
media values, are little inclined to be concerned with whether a disproportionate sum
goes to neii spapers or not. Meanwhile the
double rate structure helps newspapers to
hold onto food co-op money. Papers charge
stores at the local rate and the stores in
turn are reimbursed b\ food linns at the
national rate. Stores often end up making
u nice profit on their co-oped newspaper

ads.

Radio-TV co-op needn't be a food

Little of $35,000,000 spent by grocery manufacturers for eo-op goes on the air due i< i
Nothing is easier to find
than grocery products being advertised on the air- nationally .
From soaps to cereals, from pickles to
polishes, the products sold through the
nations 400.000 grocery outlets are

over-all

among

radio and TV's biggest customers. Just look at the figures. The
Grocery Manufacturers Association
currenth estimates that between a third
and a half of the $350,000,000 its bluechip members are spending this year
in national media will eo for broadcast
Network and station merchandising, such as
WGAR, Cleveland plan, has made grocers
more
aware
of pull of broadcast
advertising

advertising, including network and
Because of the tremendous trend to
spot.
self-service grocery stores — 40% of the
total sales volume is now done in selfservice supermarkets — these manufacturers put their advertising emphasis
on pre-selling the customer early and
often. Broadcast advertising, with its
saturation coverage and proved results,
is therefore a keystone in the national
process of pre-selling.
You'd think that the constant, heavy.
hard-hitting broadcast campaigns of
the General Foods and the General
Mills and the Procter & (iambics would
naturally find a counterpart in the
ana of cooperative, or shared, advertising between grocery manufacturers
and grocer) retailers. The assumption
is a natural one; grocers are constantly exposed to the national pull of radio and TV. Daily they see it do everything from building actual product
sales to distributing enlr\ blanks in a
big radio or TV-promoted contest.
Bui nothing is harder to find than a

30

food retailer or food chain that is engaged in a cooperative air venture with
one or more big grocery manufacturers. In this area of grocery advertising, almost everyone seems to operate
as though broadcasting was still just
a faint gleam in the eye of Guglielmo
Marconi. Well over 95$ of the $35.( 100.000 which the GMA feels its members now spend annually in grocery
co-op goes into local printed media —
newspapers, circulars, letters, and postcards— or combinations of these media
and promotional displays.
This peculiar contrast of air-mindedness at the national level and an apparent anti-airselling outlook at the local level is a puzzle that has long been
the despair of many a conscientious
grocer\ product advertising executive.
However, most of them do attempt
an answer of sorts. In talks with advertising and sales executives of nearly two-dozen leading food and nonfood grocer) firms, sponsor heard this
explanation cited most often: "Retailers in the food and grocery field just
SPONSOR
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SOLUTION: grocery manufacturers can encourage
effective use of radio-TV co-op by these steps
7. Approve broadcasting in co-op deals
Mum grocery co-op contrails are written to cover only printed media, circulars, direct
mail, and special promotions. Before you can net into co-op broadcasting with grocers,
you must add broadcasting to the approved local media
list in your co-op contracts.

2. Increase co-op budgets if necessary
Allocations of co-op funds are traditionally based on neu spapet ad practices of grocers,
where many co-op advertisers are damped in one big ad and the costs divided. Strict
fewer co-op grocery products are likely to be crowded into am single air venture, it may
be necessary
for you to set higher co-o;> allotments
to cover
co-op broadcasting.

3. Establish radio-TV training for co-op admen
The sales executives, district managers, distributers, jobbers, wholesalers, etc., icho now
ride herd on your end of a co-op campaign may lack specialized knowledge of broadcast advertising. Special training sessions in radio-TI nun be necessary. In turn, this
knowledge will aid them in setting up and overseeing co-op broadcasting at local level.

4. Furnish tree radio and TV material
Almost all co-op manufacturers spend large sums to furnish free cuts, mats, copy slants,
promotional material and the like to aid grocers in their newspaper co-op advertising.
Transcribed or filmed open-end spots and programs should also be made available. Thus
the same expert planning that goes into your national air selling will also aid gnu its.

5. Pass on specialized air knowledge
All grocery manufacturers who are network and spot
knowledge about airselling their own products. An
a manual of time-buying tips, audience information,
themes, promotion and publicity
ideas that apply

air advertisers have acquired spc< ml
invaluable, aid to grocers would be
program pointers, commercial copy
to airselling
your product
locally.

iclil stepchild
tail grocer ad traditions
don t look upon radio and TV as something that will sell specific 'price-line"
items. Grocers have always used newpapers as their biggest medium: we can
do nothing to tout them awa\ ."
But this theory is contradicted by
fact. Some of the large grocers do use
broadcasting. The Supermarket Institute recenth announced almost 50$
of the stores and chains in the supermarket class I by SI standards, a "departmentalized food store with a minimum sales volume of $500,000 a
year" I use air advertising. Almost all
of this consists primarily of announcements or participations used to push
house brands or meat-and-produce specials on peak shopping days. The ranks
of these supermarket air users include
such names as Food Fair. Kroger. A&P.
Safeway. Grand Union. Market Basket. Weingarten. and others.
A close-up view of this new trend in
air advertising discloses another interesting fact. These
few grocers are
largely spending their own money to
I Please turn to page 06 I
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EXAMPLE: Grand Union tied in with four foods
Recent example of grocery retailer who has taken rare plunge into cooperative broadcasting was TV panel series, "Starring the Editors," on New ) ork's WABD. Show was
sponsored by Grand Union, growing Eastern supermarket chain, on a co-op basis with
four grocery manufacturers: Weston Biscuits. Vanity lair Facial Tissues, Chun King
Chinese Foods, and Ward's Tip-Top Bread. Lansing I'. Shield, Grand Union president.
is standing in photo above. Cooperative sponsors were lumped with fewer advertisers
than printed media, received longer, belter-planned co-op mentions. Grand I nion deal
opened eyes of mam other grocers to possibilities o\ co-op sponsorship of other local
or syndicated
radio anil Tl
programs.
Grand
Union
now
plans
second
series

1952
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SHOW

COST $4,000

FOR

10 WEEKS,

PULLED

350 INQUIRIES.

ABOVE

A/E ROBERTS, SALES MANAGER

MANNING

GO

OVER SLIDES

How TV put over a coffee vendor
In 10-week test WC AC-TV, Philadelphia, weatheroast sold 175 dispensers
at $740 eaeh— and sold Kudd-Welikian on an expanded air campaign
SB%#
jB

Can television sell a vending
machine designed for office
and industrial use and cost-

ing $740?
That was the question the RuddMelikian Co. sought to answer last
filing when they put their coffee vendor on TV in Philadelphia. The results
have proved so good that the approach
may soon he tried in dozens of R-Mfranchised markets around the country.
R-M made 173 sales (a gross of
Sl2()..")()()i in only 10 weeks on the air
and I lie TV campaign cost them just
$4,000. The machines, called Coffee
Cuhs. were demonstrated only once
a week on a WCAI -TV weather report
at 11:15 p.m. Sundays.

32

Rudd-Melikian is but one of many
firms now manufacturing machines for
the burgeoning vendor business. Their
success with TV ( and an experiment
just getting underway in radio) may
spur interest in the air media among
other vendor firms. Its a fast-growing
field, anxious to capitalize on promotion opportunities. I Soft drink vendois
sold $234,361,400 worth of drinks in
1950; $320,619,841 in 1951. Coffee
dispensers sold $10,415,000 worth in
1950; $23,389,339 in 1951.1
The promotion problem faced last
spring b\ R-M was a fairh specialized
one. The original R-M units had been
designed for use in large factories,
heavy industrial plants, and bus) of-

fices; they were large machines
equipped to serve f,000 cups of coffee.
To advertise these machines. R-M had
used mainly trade papers and direct
mail.
However, when the firm's engineers
developed a new. more compact unit
in 1951, with its 1.000-cup capacity
condensed into a unit no larger than a
water cooler, the companx saw its potential market in the home territory of
Philadelphia expanding from a handful of large industrialists to some 40,000 prospective customers.
The Roberts agenc\. which had handled R-M advertising since the agency
began in L951, mulled over the problem. After studying the market potenSPONSOR
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tial of the Coffee Cub, Account Executive W. S. Roberts, president of the
agency, and TV Director Franklin Roberts both recommended television.
Their reasoning:
This machine was a new product —
it offered a service the public had not
been able to buy the same way before.
Television would educate the public in
its use. It would show the machine in
operation and create demand for it.
Resides educating the public, a television demonstration would serve as a
sales demonstration to prospective customers. Television would also increase
the demand and indirectly promote
sales of the coffee dispenser by making employee organizations aware of
automatic hot coffee service.
Rudd-Melikian agreed to the agency
recommendation on a test basis. Television would have to deliver direct
sales, and be paying for itself by the
end of the test period.
This period, the agency set at 10
weeks. Furthermore, television was
given a handicap. To put the job unquestionably upto the medium's ability to sell, the test was scheduled for
late spring through early summer, a
time in which interest in hot coffee is
likely to lag considerably because of
the weather. Since the Coffee Cub
retails at $740, each program had to
produce eight sales for TV to pay its
own way in the test period.
With the preliminaries agreed upon
between company and agency, Wil and
Frank Roberts mapped out their TV
strategy.
For the specialized adult audience
that the product demanded, the agency
decided to buy time at night. Though
the viewers might be numerically fewer
at that time, they would also be more
relaxed and better disposed towards
concentrating on the commercial presentation. To test the validity of these
assumptions, viewers were asked to
write or phone for further information.
The copy was to stress two points:
How a coffee break raises employee
morale, and how the Coffee Cub with
its on-the-spot service eliminated time
lost to the employer in sending out for
coffee.
The agency then bought an 11:15
p.m. slot on WCAU-TV Sundays.
The program vehicle was to be a 15minute discussion show entitled No
Holds Barred. Gordon Walls, WCAUTV's sale? rep. helped in the arrangements; the station's feature film originally scheduled for 11:15 p.m. was
22 SEPTEMBER
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moved up to follow R-M's program.
The 11:15 to 11:30 p.m. time slot
seemed ideally suited for R-M's needs:
The period delivered about 109? of the
1,052.259 set market, reached a strictly
adult audience as the product demanded, and out-rated the two other stations
combined.

Strategy R-M used in TV
I.

itself. Each urogram had >a mill
eight sales to pay television cost.

The program was to feature a threeman panel, and the subject of discussion for the opening night was the rearming of Germany. Members of the
panel were an instructor of Political
Science from the University of Pennsylvania, former
a
member of the diplomatic service, and a member of the
British Labor Party who was then doing graduate work in this country.
Although the projected program
sounded promising, the agency executives felt that it would be an unfair
test of TV's efficacy in selling coffee
dispensers. "Why make this a test of
a new show idea as well?" thev

4 10-week period was set is the
maximum time Tl had to prove

2.

3.

To get an adult audience a late
evening
time
(11:15
p.m.)
was
chosen.
A tried and true weathercast format was sponsored by R-M .
Copy

stressed raising morale o)

employees
and savings
to angoing
employer of time
help spend
out of office to bin
theit coffee.
4.

Actual demonstrations were used
and viewers were ashed to phone
or write in for further information.
Show aided salesmen considerably.

Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiinimiiiim

thought.

It was decided, therefore, to let the
10-week television test run with an
established public service feature —
quite in keeping with the nature of the
product. A five-minute weather forecast was chosen and scheduled for
11:15 p.m.
The first R-M sponsored weather report was aired on 20 April 1952. Fifteen leads resulted from this first television demonstration. The second
week, requests and inquiries really began rolling in.
During the third week, the weather
was o nthe side of Rudd-Melikian. As
it happened. Philadelphia underwent a
regular deluge the week preceding th<
third spot. The commercial showed a
messenger boy fighting his way through
wind and rain carrying a tray with sopping wet coffee containers. Said the
voice-over copy, through sounds of a
fiercelv whistling gale. "Through wind
and sleet, through rain and hail, the
coffee must go through!" The subsequent demonstration of Coffee Cub
proved without a doubt that coffee-onthe-spot would eliminate rain-diluted
coffee in soggy containers. Within
three days following this third Sunday
demonstration, 60 leads for the dispenser had poured into the agency
office.
The 10-week test, which had cost
some $4,000, netted the following results for Rudd-Melikian: The firm received 350 inquiries directly attributable to the air campaign. Of these
[Please turn to page 58)
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Don't lei this happen le YOU!

First
proving

cartoon

pitch

gave

convenience

of

Coffee
Cub
is
it bro^d
appeal

way

to

on-the-spot

live

sell

coffee

water
cooler
size,
giving
for offices
and
factories

Two new coverage tools and
what !Iiey mean to sponsors
Within weeks, up-to-date eireulatioii data on radio-TV will be in use.
are inside details of how MS and SAM services will differ
In a matter of weeks, broadeast advertisers of all types
and their agencies will have
at hand the most comprehensive data
on U.S. radio coverage any adman has
ever seen. They will also have the
first reports of comparable TV coverage. Together, these data will:
• Enable major network advertisers
to determine just how many families
are tuning regularly to a given radio or
video network, and just where these
families are located in the U.S.
• Allow skilled agency timebuyers
to match spot radio and TV coverage
to distribution areas or dealer districtthroughout the U.S.
• Permit advertising managers of
large and small companies to work out
formulas of radio-TV expenditures vs.
-ales expectancies. <>ncc the average
pulling power of a spot campaign or
program venture has been pre-tested or

determined in advance.
• Provide stations and networks
with accurate circulation data comparable to that of Audit Bureau of Circulation used by printed media.
• Chart for all buyers or sellers of
broadcast advertising the true size and
scope of U.S. air media all the way
from the top networks down to the
small stations in outlying communities.
All of this is welcome news to tinaverage national, regional, or local
sponsor. Having struggled along on a
mixture of guesswork and outdated
1949 BMB data, most are anxious lo
know the present size of radio and television, and their effects on each other.
The rose-tinted outlook is clouded considerably, however, by a problem which
the industry has yet to solve.
In the realm of printed media, one
organization — Audit Bureau of Circulation— serves as the official oracle of

Here

newspaper and magazine circulation.
Nobody disputes ABC figures am
more than the average American questions his bank statement. But in the
realm of broadcast coverage measurement, where recently nobody was
counting the noses, there are now two
firms doing just that. Already there is
indication that they wont be in agreement, and already there is confusion.
Both of the firms are big, and both
of them are honest. Each of them will
be spending about the same amount —
in the neighborhood of $750,000 — to
measure approximately the same thing
this year. The first is Nielsen Coverage Service, offshoot of giant A. C.
Nielsen Co., the world's largest marketing research organization and a familiar name to rating-minded air advertisers. The other is Standard Audit
and Measurement Service, an offshoot
(Please turn to page 90)

What SAM and NCS station reports will contain
Total COMPOSITION OF TOTAL WEEKLY AUDIENCE
1952
Weekly
6 or 7
3 or more
Radio
Audiences
Days or Nights
Days or Nights
Families
Families
% t
Families
%
Families
'

STANDARD

STATION

COVERAGE

DETAIL

BY

N C S AREAS
Weekly

4-Woak Cum.

Total

rJlELSEu

DAYTIME

Radio Homes
in Area

NCS Ore.

%

*

NCS Circ.

Average Day

V
NCS Circ.

El

c

SERVICE
4-Week Cum.

NIGHTTIME
Weekly

Average Day
NCS
MARKET
INDEX

Total
Hornet
in Area

Dr. Ken

Baker heads up SAM,

uses

BMB-type

mail

ballots to check

Art Nielsen's personal-interview surveys show U.S. 98% radio-saturated

How SAM and NCS coverage services compare
NCS
SAM
Survey

method:

Audience circulation of air outlets is checked

in some 3,100 U.S. counties. National "quota sample" is used. Data
are gathered through some 670,000 mail ballots, in technique similar

Survey

method:

in 1,500 "NCS

Audience circulation of air outlets is checked

Areas." Counties over 10,000 pop. are separate; the

smaller ones are "clustered." Sample homes were decided on area

to 1949 BMB study. Personal interviews are not used. Repeat mail-

probability system, based on U.S. Census. Data gathered through

ings of ballots are made until at least 40"% have answered. No crosschecks are made on circulation data on basis of rating information.

over 90,000 personal interviews, some mail ballots. Audience mem-

Radio-TV

hotne

base:

Total U.S. homes are based on county-

by-county estimates of Sales Management.

Radio and/or TV homes

ory factors compensated
Radio-TV

home

are derived from NCS

homes in 1950 census against 1952 Sales Management

total

Radio-TV

data:

Are measured on the same yardstick to show

relative coverage of radio and video outlets, in terms of circulation

to ugencies:

Since costs of SAM

marily bystations, one set of 400 SAM

survey are borne pri-

station reports will be sent to

agencies for free. Special tabulation work, area studies, are available at nominal cost. SAM
stations

subscribe;

Primary

area

costs to agencies will go down as more

reports

may

be

tools: Agencies using SAM

buying tool the for-free SAM

free

when

list hits

600.

will employ as basic time-

station reports, instead of area reports.

No data on out-of-home, multiple-set listening/viewing is shown in
these reports, qualitative factors are not reported. SAM
very

similar

to

1949
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BMB

1952

data

that

has

been

used

data is

by agencies.

to

Total U.S. homes are based on countyRadio and/or TV homes

area probability sample measured against SM

reflect

data:

on NRI-NTI Audimeters.

1952

growth.

U.S.

Census

cooperated.

Are measured on the same yardstick to show

relative coverage of radio and video outlets. Some data on non-subscriber stations appears in NCS

Area Reports, more is available at

extra cost. Circulation of both radio and TV stations are in Area Re-

mation on competing non-suscribers, may pass it along to agencies.
Costs

homes,

Radio-TV

of subscribing stations (around 400). Agencies will not be given data
on non-subscribers, although subscribing air outlets can buy infor-

base:

by-county estimates of Sales Management.

are derived by measuring county percentages of broadcast receiver
county homes.

by controls based

ports. Subscription is set up in two grades: "Basic," "Comprehensive."
VostS

to agencies:

NCS

prices are determined on sliding scale

of discounts. For "Comprehensive"

U.S. Area Reports (48 states)

price to agencies/advertisers is $6,000 less discounts based on
air spending etc. plus more for extra services. Median

price to

average-sized

stations.

Primary

agency
tools:

should

be

around

Agencies using NCS

$3,000,

less

to

will probably employ as

their basic tool NCS's U.S. Area Reports ("Comprehensive") in buy35
ing spot radio or TV time. Data on out-of-home listening and viewing
is shown in NCS Station Reports, which agencies will also use. Additional data on audience characteristics, etc., can be had at extra cost.
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Video-Cast

Animated commercials can be produced
for as little as $250 for three minutes with
new technique of New York's HowellRogin
Studios.
Widely
used
in recent
NBC
TV convention
coverage,
trick
involves

projection
oj "live" drawings
on
black cellophane to TV cameras
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TV's cost-cutting gadgets

Can they solve a program or commercial production problem for you?

"Wel
I'"'
nailed
In come
the door toda)
at TV networks for the
man who can invent a better gadget or
process for cutting TV program costs.

General Electric. Waring's sponsor,
went up. Visions of elaborate Hollywood-type sprinkler systems. Niagaras
of piped-in water, vast run-off tanks
and flooded studios danced expensive-

That's because major TV advertisers
today, glumly watching video costs
going through the roof, are now guarding their TV dollars the way settlers
counted bullets during an Apache raid.
And. the TV webs are getting results.
From million dollar laboratories, and
from the lunch-table doodles of admen
are coming a stream of electronic and
mechanical devices for TV that have

ly before the eyes of GE's admen.
Paul Wittlig. director of CBS TV's
New Effects Development section,
tackled the problem with the Waring
staff. Wittlig. who has come up with

fBifeJI
VB

one purpose in common:

to save the

sponsor's money. By judicious use of
this new crop of postwar gadgets, alert
producers can today bring in the average TV show at last year's prices, despite upward trends in talent and union
scales. In some cases show costs can
even be lowered.
Sometimes, these money-saving gadgets are merely some form of common
object with an ingenious TV twist.
Take CBS TVs rain-making gadget as
an example. \ot long ago, Fred Waring let it be known thai lie wanted to
do a production number on TV of
"Singing in the Rain" complete with
rain.
Dollar-conscious
eyebrows
at
36

many a similar money-saver that's now
a standard item in TV production, soon
had the answer. It was simple enough :
a motor-driven, rotating drum which
nib c<»\ered with Mark, sparkling finery cloth.
With the drum spinning at a certain
speed before a camera, TV screens
showed a realistic rain effect. Later,
superimposed over Waring's dancing
ensemble and chorus, few viewers questioned the authenticity of "Singing's'*
auiiaBaiiiiuaBuuaiiuuu
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Superimposition
Device known as Electronic
Matting
Amplifier
gives
low-COSt
tricL
optical
elicits iii commercials. Electronic
"ludc"

is cut

in

another camera

one

scene:

image

is inserted in

from
"hole"

rain. For a clincher, when the ensemble danced past a fountain, an offcamera prop man sprinkled a few handfuls of rice into the pool as the scene
faded out. Result : critical huzzahs for
the movie-like effects. Cost of rain effect: practically nothing.
Not all of the new money-savers in
TV production are Rube Goldberg gad
gets. Some of them are intricate sys
terns of standardization, or assembly
line methods for producing the neces
sities of TV programing.
Like Napo
leons famous law code, they are de
signed primarily to tie a lot of small
operations under one big roof in order
to save time and money for all concerned.
The major TV webs, for instance,
are now working toward the day when
almost any kind of TV scenery can be
put

together

from

standard,

inter-

TelePrompTer
Sponsors' fears that actors, announcers
may forget TV lines and ruin expensive
show are licked with TelePrompTer, seen
in use unwinds
at left. Setup
"readers"
above
giant of
TV movable
script like
piano roll out i>t (iimera range during
show, rents for $30 an hour minimum

■v-%----%s-.-.v.

changeable parts. In TV's early days,
one shows art director would snootily
refuse to use material originally designed by another. Today, putting a
set together is fast becoming no more
difficult than building a model drawbridge from an Erector set.

costs, wounded egos and expensive reshooting. Story boards are being used
increasingly as a means of visualizing
both film and live TV effects, and as a

By investing in storage space, networks have been able to build up ever-

Many of these and other developments are already familiar to TV-wise
clients and agencies. However, in its
investigation of the problem of TV
program cost reduction. SPONSOR
turned up four items which are worthy
of detailed treatment. All four are in

growing "libraries" of everything from
scenery and props to costumes and film
clips. These are saving sponsors hundreds of dollars each week, and arc
breaking the stranglehold of outside
suppliers who could charge what they
liked because studios needed them.
Another battlefront of the war
against rising TV production costs is
being fought in the area of pre-planning. This is the realm of the calculated guess, where TV knowledge acquired painfully by trial-and-error
methods is being put to work before a
show even goes into rehearsal.
Writers are now briefed in advance,
to avoid things like mob sequences, impossibly quick costume changes and
over-elaborate sets. Conferences between agencymen, clients and film producers are clearing away many obstacles which could later result in hi<rli

■ ■ ■ ■ ■AW/A

Rear-view
projection
Standard Hollywood trick of hating

actor perform daredevil stunts before
rear-]>rojected film clips has been
perfected for TV through new lighting.
Costs are low but realism is high
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means of cutting down expensive camera rehearsal until "the right shot" is
found.

the class of being simon-pure gadgets.
They include: the TelePromTer, Video-Cast, rear-view projection and the
electronic matting amplifier.
This quartet of devices is more-orless familiar to admen, but SPONSOR
feels that several recent improvements
in most of them necessitates a review
of their functions. On the following
pages therefore, sponsor presents capsuled profiles of these TV money-savers
which may aid admen to decide just
how they fit into fall TV plans.

TelePrompTer
A moving scroll with script lines on
it. this device is an outgrowth of the

■.■.".■.■.■.".

"prompter's box" familiar to operagoers. Patented by an independent concern, TelePrompTer Corporation, the
machines are rented out for a fee of
$30 an hour (four hours minimum I
and are already becoming a low-cost
insurance policy to many a TV advertiser against air "fluffs."
TelePrompTer's "Class A" batter\
consists of four reader units, a master
control panel, a monitor and an operator. Itprovides a sponsor's show cast
with an entire TV script typed in jumbo letters readable at a distance of up
to 25 feet. Tests have shown that home
viewers cannot tell when an actor or
speaker is sneaking a look at the device
to prompt himself or to watch for cues.
The TelePrompTer. appropriately
enough, is the brainchild of Broadv\a\
actor Fred Barton, who soon saw the
problems of memorizing TV lines in a
hurry. Basically, the TelePrompTer
consists of a set of rollers, housed in a
portable cabinet, on which a roll of
paper carrying the script is rotated at
a controlled speed. The machines are
placed at various positions on the
stage, out of camera range but easily
readable by the actors. Through a reI Please turn to page 60 I

Their union in Chicago
touched off speculation about spot radio
i

As soon as CBS, followed
ing what would

by NBC,

happen to spot.

reduced

rates, admen

started

ask-

Shown at historic Chicago "rate-cut"

meeting are (I. to r.) Adrian Murphy, pres. CBS Radio; John Fetzer,
meeting chairman; Frank Stanton, CBS pres.; Richard Salant, CBS v. p.

Will spot radio rates be cut?
Few stations will change rate cards following' net reduction, survey shows
\\ illi nrtwoi k

\

i ates now

formula applying to all affiliates, any

4. Many stations will raise rates for

down, will national spot rales

national spot changes — up or down —
will be based on individual circumstances.
2. A few stations which had been

morning time, where business is booming, when they get around to reducing nighttime rates. But simultaneous
adjustments for day vs. night are by
no means inevitable at all stations.

\ttj^/F soon follow?
I hat's a question admen have been
asking ever since CBS and NBC announced new discount structures resulting in nighttime cuts of an average
of 25% for CBS and of 23 to 30?? Foi
NBC. To gel the answer, sponsor surveyed stations and their national representatives as well as timebuyers askin- what the) thought would happen
nov\ to national spol rates. In summary, here's the outlook as the sellers
of radio time see it :
I. There will be no countrywide
pattern for changes in national spot
rates or discounts. While the network
reductions were made according to one
38

reevaluating their rate structures long
before the network cuts were made official will probably reduce nighttime
spot rates within the next few weeks.
Many other stations, though eventually
likeh to cut their evening rates, will
take
move. plenty of time before they make a
3. 1 he fact that national spol business is booming now for many stations
will tend to stiffen resistance to agenc\ adverti er suggestions that now is the
time to cut national spot rates "in light
ol the network cuts."

Some will raise mornings without reducing nighttime and vice versa.
5. Eventually, perhaps within a
\ear. there will be a major trend toward the single rate for day and night,
as TV spreads atid more stations reduce night rates.
6. A return to rate-card selling, long
hoped for by both buyers and sellers
of time, is the likely outcome of the
current round of reevaluation atid rate
lowering at stations. By next fall, mam
feel, deals will be a rarit\.
SPONSOR

Rate reevaluation will pick up speed
within a few weeks when Standard
Audit and Measurement (SAM) and
Nielsen Coverage Service (NCS) issue
complete reports to stations and agencies. With the first county-by-county
coverage measurements in three years
in front of them, stations will be in a
position to make logically based rate
card decisions. (See story page 34 for
full description of what SAM and NCS
will measure and how.)
Another factor which may accelerate
rate reevaluation is the seasonal slump
in spot business which usually follows
Christmas. Spot business is better now
than some stations have seen it in years
and breaking monthly business records
for others. But after the fall drug and
other seasonal spending levels off. and
following the Christmas rush, station
management will be more inclined to
take a look at the rate card. In the
long run you can count on supply and
demand to set prices for radio time as
much as for any other commodih .
Some client advertising executives
have expressed the opinion to their
agencies that national spot radio rates
would decrease "automatically" because the networks had made their
cuts. But agency buyers were quick to
report that national spot and network
radio had to be viewed as completely
separate media. "If magazines cut
their rates," said one buyer, "would
newspapers have to as well? It would
all depend on a newspaper's competitive situation and that, of course, is the

wa\

you have to look at spot radio.
In general, timebuyers queried by
SPONSOR felt even more certain than
radio representatives that no immediate wave of rate reduction was imminent. Unlike the situation which prevailed shortly after the first network
rate cut in 1951, the present reduction
has not as yet touched off a round ol
letters from agencies requesting national spot rate adjustments. Though
stations anticipate pressure from major spot clients, it appears that agencies
will wait to see what the stations do in
the next six months before making serious overtures.
Because the network rate cuts were
in the form of changes in the discount
structure, you might wonder whether
the stations will also use this technique
in cutting rates. If they do, time buying will he tougher. Estimators will
spend long hours with the rate cards,
reading the fine print, and wearing
down slide rules to dope out what a
schedule will cost. For that reason you
can bet reps will take a dim view of the
discount route to rate redueti^rl and
put plenty of pressure on their stations
to stay away from it. They want to
make buying spot easier, not more
complex.
However, some stations may try the
discount approach if it's mainly pressure from the major advertisers they
have to bow to. They'll reason this
way : We have to cut to hold the big
boys but meanwhile medium-sized and
small advertisers are less of a problem.

"A.
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A.

A.
Are deals on the way out as a
result of rate reevaluation?
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with the understanding thai neither
those quoted nor their organizations
would be identified. You can get an
idea of what segment of the industry
these various spokesmen represent
From the generalized identification profirst. vided here. Reps being closer to pricing strategy than the buyers are quoted
Sales executive of rep firm in middle
ranks: "We've been analysing the situation for our stations and have made
recommendations. Now we're waiting
for each of the stations to make a decision. What we're concerned about is
that the cost per unit of time in some
of our markets is liable to be out of
line with what the same unit of time
costs on a network basis. In other
words if they can get a half hour on
the network for too much less than
what it costs as a spot program, the
stations will have to come down in
their spot rate.
"We hope that a lot of the stations
reduce their nighttime rates within this
coming year so as to help turn the
thinking of advertisers in that direction. If just a few stations here and
{Please turn to page 95)
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No. There will be a few stations reducing rales, but no
* flurry. Within the next six months, hoivever,
many stations will be reducing night rates
and/or raising the price for mornings.
Rate changes wont be on a formula basis as was
* the case with the networks.
Each station ivill decide
what to do on the basis of competition.

In what kind of pattern will cuts
be made?

Is the single rate for day and night
time coming soon?

To give you an idea of how both
process?
buyers and sellers look at the rate situation, here's a cross-section of quoted
opinion. These are frank statements
because they were made to SPONSOR

These are the answers, based on
a SPONSOR survey among sellers

Here are questions at! men have
been ashing about national spot rates

Will a lot of stations soon cut
their national spot rates?

Why not slant the discounts to encourage the heavy spenders and maybe
stimulate more 52-week business in the

A.

You'll hear of raises as well as cuts.
Yes.

Pressure is building up in all segments of the

► industry to squeeze out the under-the-counter
tactics.
Stations are now reevaluating their
cards with the hope of attaining stability.

rate

Yes. Within a year, many believe, there will be a
> major swing toward this pricing system. Many
.stations have already adopted it and their ranks will
groiv as nighttime rates are brought down.
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Ifr. D. has talent

He can't twirl an Indian club or swallow
a sword. But Mr. D. has talent, no doubt
about it... a wide variety of local live
talent in seven of your most important
television markets.
Put him to work on your TV campaign,
and you'll get a personality or a show
which will assure you of making the
right impressions. (And plenty of them!)
For the people on his list belong to the
local scene. They talk the local language.
And, because our Mr. D. represents the
best station in each of his seven markets,
they are the best— and the most popular—
people in town.
It's easy to see why far more advertisers
than ever before are choosing our Mr. D.'s
local live availabilities.
Mr. D. would be happy to show you his
cast. Even more happy to cast you a show.
Just ask him for more details.

CBS

TELEVISION

SPOT

SALES

Representing WCBS-TV, New York; WCAU-TV, Philadelphia;
WTOPTV,

Washington ; WBTV,

Charlotte ; WAFM-TV,

Birmingham ;

KSL-TV, Salt Lake City ; and KNXT, Los Angeles.

*Mr. William 11. Davis of Chicago, or Messrs. Thomas
H, Dauson or Sam Cook Digges oj Aett' York. Orrjust
01 easily, our Messrs. A. through /.

HOTEL
SPONSOR:

Hotel

Bader

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
had a minimum of 15 rooms
fill these vacancies, the client
Abe Lyman Show. After one

York

AGENCY:

Direct

This hotel with 85 rooms
unrented. In an attempt to
bought participations on the
announcement daily for 19

days Bader had achieved 100'
Figuring two people per room
$60 this represented a $9,000
week season from a $215 radio
WLIB. New

HOUSES

ROOMS

< rental for the summer.
at a weekly minimum of
gross increase for a 10campaign.

PROGRAM:

Abe

Lyman

Show

SPONSOR:

Mercury Building Co.

Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This firm built, as a trial,
several houses in the $8,000 class and offered them to
Latin Americans. The medium : Spanish language announcements. After two weeks, they had sold houses for
a total of $40,000. The firm now also has such a large
prospect list that they're contemplating a 300-home project also for a Latin American clientele. Announcements
cost: $167, or less than one-half of 1% of gross sales.
KCOR,

San

PROGRAM:

Antonio

RUG

Announcements

CATALOG

SPINSOR:

results

AGENCY:

Olson

Rug

Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Olson wanted to obtain inquiries for its rug catalog at a cost not to exceed 750 per
request. With the catalogs in listeners' homes
hoped to stimulate rug sales, draw attention and
remembrance to its lines. A four-iveek campaign
ticipations was scheduled on two long-established
maker shows. Response was so great (thousands
quests) that the schedule was lengthened to 12
Cost-per-catalog request: under 530.
KM A, Shenandoah, Iowa

PROGRAM:

Olson
brand
of parhomeof reweeks.

Kitchen Klinik;

Homemaker's Visit

RESTAURANT

SPONSOR:

CAPSULE

FISH

Al Mastro Spaghetti House

AGENCY:

Direct

CASE HISTORY:

A year and a half ago this
popular restaurant bought two announcements iveekly on
the Bill Gordon Show to plug its delicacies.
Cost: $31
weekly.
Now, the owner reports, business is up 300%,
or thousands of dollars, with radio the sole advertising
medium
during this 18-month period.
Business is still
grousing as a result of the $31 WHK expenditure.
WHK.

Cleveland

PROGRAM:

Bill

Gordon

Show

GARAGES

SPONSOR:
CAPSULE

Arioto's Fish Market
CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY:
Direct
Announcements
beginning

at 4:00 p.m. Saturday advertised fresh tuna at Arioto's.
By Sunday the campaign sold 8,000 pounds of fish. On
Monday Arioto's received another 8,000 pound shipment.
Arioto's aired announcements again beginning at 10:00
cm. and by evening they were sold out. Total sales, all
retail, reached nearly $5,000. Radio cost: $123.40.
KYNO, Fresno

PROGRAM:

Announcements

STRAWRERRIES
,. _

SPONSOR:

Real

Estate

Mart

AGENCY:

Direct

SPONSOR:

■ \ l'H LE CASE HISTORY:
This real estate agency had
custom built garages for sale for $7(10 per garage.
To
advertise this buy, the organization contracted for two
announcements daily for 14 days at about $6.50 per announcement. Within those two necks 37 of the custom
built garages were sold. Gross sides were $25,900 as a

CAPSULE

Green Lantern Fruit Stand

AGENCY:

CASE HISTORY:
This produce dealer was interested in reaching the general shopping audience.
As

a test, he bought seven announcements, one a day, plugging the sale of strawberries. Announcement cost: $34.30.
After the seven announcements were aired. Green Lantern reported it sold an entire carload lot of strawberries. Further, many prospective purchasers had to be

direct result of Real Estate's
announcement
campaign
• ostmg well under $200 and outers are still coining.

turned away because of the sell-out worth $1,200.

KOOK,

WLNR. Binghamton, N. Y.

Billings, Mont.

PROGRAM:

Announcements

Direct

PROGRAM:

Announcements

THERE'S ONLY ONE MAYBE
IN THIS MERCHANDISING PLAN!
KRSC

guarantees counter displays, window

displays,

full mer-

chandising promotion by key drug outlets doing over 50%

/

of

all retail drug sales in the big Seattle market.
The KRSC SPOTLITE

drug merchandising plan

schedule on KRSC sells all the big Seattle m
impact per dollar, lowest cost per listener
demand
even

right now.
better

when

SPOTLITE

And you can
you

take

make t
advantage

merchandising.

NO MAYBE

HERE!

We operate on

tractual agreements with key dn
Our trained merchandising staff
every store, installs your point
sale material and arranges for
support of your sales effort.
It's another KRSC exclusive
— at no extra cost.

HERE'S THE MAYBE
Maybe your product can get in this bright SPOTLITE
picture, which
is limited to ten non-competitive
drug
store items.
Only
one
opening
currently.
..for tull information
call or wire Bill Simpson,
,^KRSC
National Sales, or our nearest representative —
";:.'. EAST:
Ceo. W. Clark, Inc.
LOS ANCELES:
Lee F. OConnell
SAN
FRANCISCO: Western
Radio Sales

And KRSC SALEMAKER makes the
picture brighter yet! This potent
saturation spot plan gives you
terrific all day impact to sell
Seattle faster, cheaper.
22 SEPTEMBER
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sells ALL the big Seattle market

Can spot radio alone be an effective advertising
instrument for a national advertiser?
William

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Stroben
My immediate reaction to that
question is to ask
another. Can il
he possible that
in 1952 there is
anyone who
doubts it? And
when you tapped
a guy who has
been occupied
with radio advertising exclusively for 20 years ( plus
the combination of radio and TV for

D. Stroben

less than the other's outlay. Some of
the failures that have been chalked up
result from using a pea-shooter budget
instead of a heavy gun in a highly competitive, important market. In certain
cases it pays to forget the normal ratio
of advertising cost to sales, and make a
capital investment to achieve your objective. After all, when you have seen
spot radio alone carry an unknown
product in one of our largest markets
to second place in its field in less than
one year's time, can doubt remain?
And where all the ingredients of a
campaign are right, the successful ac
complishments of yesterday will be duplicated for a good many tomorrows.
William Rogow
President

five years more ) to answer it. you
must have known what to expect. Of
course it can. From the late 20's

Neff-Rogoiv,
New York

through the depression 30's and the
war-torn 40's right on up to the present day, advertising history will furnish enough examples of highly successful campaigns to convince a regiment of skeptics that spot radio alone
has done, and can be expected to do
for a good many years to come, an
effective job in increasing sales for a
national advertiser.

There is no doubt

Unfortunately, there is no universal
formula for the successful campaign,
and it is no more than fair to add that
the flops outnumber the successes by a
wide margin. What makes a perfect
sei-up for advertiser "A" in a given
market with a budget that's economically sound, may not get advertiser
"B" to first base in that same market.
The irony of it is. that all too often,
"B" could have reached his goal with
a different program choice — for even
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Inc.

in my mind that
spot radio can
compare or exceed inthat
effectiveness
of any
other advertising
medium. In my

Miss Zogheb

opinion one of
the most important factors in its
behalf is that

spot advertising gives the buyer specific selection of the choicest of markets, resulting in maximum productivity for each dollar spent. In network
advertising where the buyer cannot exercise complete control over the station
lineup, the same results cannot he exTo a large degree spot radio can be
pected.
regarded
as a much
more
accurate

Advertising, Sales Promotion Manager
Radio & Television Division
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., Buffalo

measuring rod for research purposes
than network radio. Secondly, on a
spot basis it is possible to saturate d
market more easily, and less expensively, but the procedure is slower and
more detailed. Based on pre-established time patterns there is little difficulty in determining a spot schedule
in a given city with only a negligible
amount of time spent in the clearance
of same and at a lower, more effective
dollar budget. For the most part, I
think these concepts will hold true
primarily where an advertiser has only
limited distribution, and is directly interested in having his campaign designed to tap only certain areas and
certain audiences.
Where distribution is not considered
a problem and the product has general
mass appeal, I would revise my thinking somewhat. Providing you have
overcome these barriers, it is a simpler operation, logistically speaking, to
buy network schedules, and from my
particular standpoint a little easier to
control the mechanics of the operation. I would like to point out.
though, that I have seen spot radio
produce such overwhelming results
that when compared to network, were
found almost incredible. Yet, here
again, certain situations prevailed.
Therefore, because of endless variables, voicing an opinion on such a
question can very rarely be a definitely
positive or negative one. Certain situations pertinent to an account would
be the determining factors as to whether spot radio could be fully effective.
Lillian Zogheb
Radio & TV Timebuycr
Huber Hoge & Sons
New York
SPONSOR

This question is
not at all as academic as it may
sound. Long before radio was
such an adequate
mass medium, the
principle of concentration inone
class of media
well adapted to
Mr. Flanagan
the product had
been proved over and over again. One
of the best early examples for a modern product was Camels' full showing
of 24-sheets year after year, in the
1920's, starting at a cost of $3,000,000
a year.
But radio is now the largest mass
medium by far that advertisers have
ever had at their command. It is still
growing in number of radio broadcasting stations, in number of sets, in total
hours of listening, in number of families owning sets, in secondary sets, in
auto sets, in portable sets, even in the
number of hours on the air.
Spot radio boasts success stories in
many fields of consumer products and
services. The most dramatic of these
stories are the ones where this medium,
used countrywide and year 'round, and
the only medium, successfully launched
products and built them into large volume and leadership in their fields.
No one could consider this question
without evaluating the effect of television on radio listening. Television
must be rated a powerful medium. At
this moment, it is predominantly urban, spotty, high cost, its homes of
above average income. Soon, however,
its geographical coverage will approach
that of radio. But far from diminishing the strength of radio, it is increasingly apparent that it merely changes
the time and place of radio listening.
If this were not true, what would account for the large increase (13% I i»

ONE-TWO
does the
trick

to sell Memphis

Both

you need

spot radio time sales in 1951, a television year, and the current 1952 ruddy
glow of health in the spot radio figures?
It would be too much to assert that
spot radio will for all products and
services exclusively encompass all media needs. But it has done that successfully, and is now for many advertisers doing it.
T. F. Flanagan
Managing
Director
NARTSR
New York
22 SEPTEMBER
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— to give you the selling punch
in this two billion dollar market

owned and operated by the Commercial Appeal
National Representatives - The Branham

Company
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by Bob Foreman

A

the succeeding years shorten
my temper and lengthen my fits of
depression, 1 seem to devote more
and more time fretting over the
great waste that is so clearly apthe profession of advertising. parent in
Each page of the newspapers we
read, each sentence of the chainbreaks we hear bear mute or blatant testimony to this, replete as
they are with bad advertisements,
poorly thought out advertisements,
advertisements built upon impossible themes or no theme at all, advertisements chockfull of cryptic
copy designed to lure where there
is no allure, couched in appeals of
little consequence, based upon no
desire ever found in the minds or
emotions of the beings to whom
they are supposedly addressed,
casual ads on tense subjects, selfconscious ads, ads that are mere
reflections of the advertiser's ego.
Daily we witness such works of
waste a> these and we can only
wonder what, if anything, our business is coming to. But this is the
old complaint, I am sure.
When in such a darkling mood,
it is doubly refreshing for me to
sit myself on the commuting train
beside a particular friend who is
employed by one of our country's
"hard hitting" agencies. This chap
is completely immersed in his
shop's copy methods and practices,
as everyone there must be. As he
joins me in perusing the daily
newspaper, folded from lop to bottom, together we malign I he I oiks
and the agencies who have perpetrated the ads we hold before us.
Westport to New York
the
With
run more than an hour in length
.in<l two New York newspapers
containing so much upon which we
46

can spit our venom, this is a most
enjoyable voyage.
However, there is one item of
encouragement on which I can always count. Before we reach 125th
Street in New York City, my fellow traveler is sure to set forth the
theories of good advertising as
practiced by his agency — an approach which has made this company immensely successful. Translated from my companion's deep
Southern accent and segregated
from the irrelevant noises of the
New Haven Railroad's coaches, the
credo goes something like this:
First you find the big reasonwhy. That's not easy. Best source,
of course, is within your product
itself. You're way ahead if it's an
exclusive, an advantage, a basic
difference. If not, you find it in
your market — or you coin it. But
once you've got the approach,
you sweat to express it— simply,
concisely, dramatically. Simply
enough for all to understand it.
Concisely enough to have it fit
your headline or lead-in. Dramatically enough to have it heeded and
remembered.
Now

pounding this philosophy — especially to those technique-happy TV
writers and art-happy film folk we
run into daily in this new era of
that old trade — advertising!

comes

the big secret,

though. Once you've got it, brother, you ride it. Leave it alone—
not just for months but for years.
Don't change it every time an ad
manager grumbles or a copy cub
has a bright new thought or when
you move from space to TV. Leave

it be!

It's difficult enough to get a single idea across to an indifferent
public, but four times as difficult
to gel two across. Furthermore.
since good ideas are hard to come
by, once you've got one, let it ride!
To all this— I say "Amen!"
There ought to be more people ex-
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Wave

Home

McCann-Erickson,
Participations

PermaN.V.C.

Not being well versed in the differences
between the various new home permanents,
I'll still venture to say that the Shadow
Wave approach to the market is both
sound, advertisingwise, and convincing
from the standpoint of how the medium
of television is used to put a message over.
In the first place, Barbara Britton is a
really attractive gal, well filmed, and she
delivers a message in a most convincing
manner. In a first-person monologue, she
related how the product works which was
followed by a tight close-up of Miss Britton demonstrating the way to put the curlers in and brush on the whatever-youbrush-on — all forcefully presented, easily
understood. No tricks, photographically
speaking, are employed to dissipate the
impact and sincerity of this straightforward copy line until the sign-off where an
effective optical serves to reiterate the basic
advantages of the product — a superimposed spelling out, in sync, of "No neutralizing, no rinsing, no timing." Which
leads me to say — no better way of doing
this copy — at least as far as I can see.
sponsor
agency : :
PROGR \ M :

Chevrolet
Campbell-Ewald,
Detroit
Dinah Shore Show

Dinah Shore's return from vacation not
only brought back this terrific little lass to
a sadly languishing medium but ushered
in a nice, if not awfully hard hitting, set
of Chewy commercials.
On this particular stanza, Dinah showed
some silent film of herself, husband, and
daughter shot on vacation while the voiceover commentary was delivered live by
herself. At appropriate (that is, natural)
points in the footage the Montgomery
family and their friends climbed in and
out of Chevrolets.
Without so much as a pause for a sin-

SPONSOR

"The

Family

SENA
In Campaign

oi r.srio v

Four*

present

T OH

O FA IP

Interview

number

Senator, what

two:

in the world

are you doing straddling that
fence?

ANSWER:

/ am not straddling this fence,
sir, nor was I driven up on it.
I simply climbed up here to do
a little crowing about the way
the Family Group of stations
satisfy their more than five
million listeners.
Our audiences
love our three R programming.
The advertisers are delighted
with our selling power.

And

the alert time buyer has no fear
of introducing

a bill which

produces more

results per

dollar spent.

ss

*WE AS
*KWEM
*WJ I V
10,000

1000

WATTS

WATTS

1000

•

Atlanta - Decatur, Ga.

West Memphis Ark. - Memphis, 7enr

WATTS

Savannah, Ga.

WGOV

5000

WATTS

Valdosta, Ga

gle sentence of factory talk, Dinah registered the fact that her family and their
acquaintances were pretty well satisfied
with their Chevrolets.
A straight, but very short opening and
closing added a wee bit more commercialism to the 15 minutes, but the bulk of it
was endorsement, put and simple, from
one of the most gracious, poised, and talented gals ever to appear before a camera
— TV, motion picture, or Brownie.

station:

Four
station-break
(see names
below)
WPIX

sponsors

All four of these products — Philip Morris, Biow Co., N. Y. C; Nob Hill Coffee,
M. E. Harlan Adv., San Francisco; Buf-

LlntxoducLna . . .

ferin, Young & Rubicam, N. Y. C; Ballantine Beer, J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.
C. — sent their commercial messages out
into the New York market within 60 sec-

MR. W. D. CLICK
filjl

AVAILABLE

MIJK

SEPT.

15th

TIME:

TIME: 7:00 - 7:15 AM
Monday

thru

12:00 NOON

29th
Monday, Thursday,
Friday
SEPT. B
E
LA L
I
A
V
Program
Information
©A
. . . Interviews with National and Local Farm
Personalities . . . Farm
Products of Local Nature
will be Viewed by TV
Audience . . . Farm Information, Stock and Grain
Market Data, Gardening
Procedure, will be integrated in this New Farm
Program.

Saturday

Program Information
... Mr. Click will Interview Agriculture Agents,
Farmers ... he will give
daily Market Reports on
Crops and Livestock, as
well as all available Farm
Information to benefit
the Farm and Family . .
Radio WSAZ Covers the
Tri-State . . . Kentucky,
Ohio and West Virginia.
%

onds of each other, bearing out the fact

Radio Station WSAZ
"The First Station of

#

W. Va." operating on
5,0 0 0 Watts, Covering
29 Counties of the TriState Area.

WSAZ-TV . . . First
and ONLY
TV Sta-

tion in W. Va
World's Most

put a 42nd Street subway guard to shame.
The four above-mentioned advertisers
each got a lick in prior to Mickey Mantle's first time up. Number one, Philip
Morris, sponsoring a Joe DiMaggio interview program, had its closing commercial
backed right up with a 20-second film for
Nob Hill Coffee, followed by a station
identification that attempted to extol Bufferin and mention that WPIX

is the "sta-

Television Station" . . .
Channel 3 100,000 Watts.

could blink an eye, Ballantine's three rings
were milling around at us to herald that
the Yankees themselves were on camera.

WSAZ

48

sandwich commercials into the pre-game
minutes of their baseball schedules would

tion of champions," but before anyone

"HOWS YOUR GARDEN" for The Huntington Herald-Dispatch in addition
to his many other activities. The veteran county agent will conduct farm information radio and television programs, as well as personal appearances,
writing of farm letters, etc. For more information, call or write: L. H. Rogers,
General Manager, WSAZ-TV, or Tom Gartin, Station Manager, Radio Station WSAZ, Huntington, West Virginia.

\

to a feature (as each spot was sold, I'm
sure). The way the independent stations

"The
Powerful

MR. WILLIAM D. CLICK, widely known in the Tri-State Area as "Farmer
Click," was Cabell County agricultural agent for 22 years and for nearly 38
years served as a county agent in West Virginia. Mr. Click writes a column

...RAOiO

that it's good to get in front of big league
baseball — a prime TV attraction — but
again raising the question of how many
advertisers can actually be called adjacent

TELEVISION..

uacyjKicD,OK]©ir(§)Ki jssm.

It seems that this is a plethora of copy
ideas to expect anyone to pay attention to,
much less remember.

* * *

• ig to Hollywood?
r to see television
uction facilities that
have been dreaming
about?
. . . Just drop in on the
new Telepix building . . .

1515 N. Western Ave., Hollywood
155 E. Ohio Street, Chicago

SPONSOR

YES, WMAQ

is the Chicago Radio Station that Sells and Sells

No matter what the product, more and more advertisers daily get new proof that
Station WMAQ delivers sales.
For example, DOWNTOWN

NASH,

a Chicago automobile agency, currently

sponsors 75 minutes weekly on Station WMAQ

and according to Mr. M. Barkas,

president of Barlit Productions, Inc., the DOWNTOWN

NASH

advertising

agency, the results have been more than satisfactory. In fact, he wrote:
"We know that many, many people are hearing about DOWNTOWN
NASH
and their automobiles though . . . WMAQ. Comments from DOWNTOWN
NASH customers prove that."
• •

^
# **•

Yes, SOME SPOTS ARE BETTER THAN OTHERS*?;?
in Chicago and they're on WMAQ. A WMAQ
or NBC
Spot salesman
has the details.

Represented
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«

Spot Sales
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dle boosted the sponsor's sales 150%.
WWIN, Baltimore, began broadcasting in 1948 as an FM station with a
policy of serious music. When the station was granted its AM license not
long ago. the classics were abandoned,
for the most part, in favor of a schedule with greater mass appeal.
In making this change, no one took
into consideration the jilted good music listeners, who, it developed, had re-

This SPONSOR department features capsuled reports ot
broadcast advertising, significance culled from all seg-i
welcomed.
are
Contributions
industry.
of the
ments

Local sponsor's program builds international good will
How a local sponsor can expand his
program's influence far beyond the
limits of its one-station listening area
— even across to another continent —
has been demonstrated bv a bakery
companj in California.

Show got foreign plaudits, upped baker's sales

Baker Boy Bakeries, Inc., sponsors
a program on KFAC. Los Angeles,
called Viennese Varieties (5:30 to 6:00
p.m. daily). The show was dreamed
up by The Mayers Co., Inc., of Los
Angeles, agency for Baker Boy, as a
program that would fit the company's
product, a Viennese pastry. It depicts
Austrian habits, customs, dances, mum< and personalities via word pictures
by narrator Dick Crawford and the
records he plays. Members of the local
Austrian colony in and around Los
Angeles have rallied energetically to
help Crawford gather material and recordings for the program.
Recently, the program came to the
attention of two Austrian officials in
this country. They were highly impressed. "This program is doing more
to bring a true picture of the real Austria to the American people than a
million speeches," lauded Dr. Frederick
Waller, Austrian Consul-General for
the Western half of the U. S.
Leo Gruenberg. Consultant for the
Austrian Society for Foreign Trade,
agreed. So high was his esteem for
/ iennese Varieties that when he left
for Austria a few weeks ago, he took
with him a group of recordings of the

52

show to be played on the State Radio
in that country.
On his return trip to the U. S.,
Gruenberg, according to KFAC, plans
to bring back a wealth of material,
both written and recorded, for presentation on the program. This exchange ofmusic and ideas, in the opinion of both Waller and Gruenberg, if.
a strong good will builder between
peoples of different countries. The
sponsor, says the station, has received
a good measure of praise for creating such a program and boosted business as well.

Happy at the international effectiveness of Viennese Varieties are (photo.
1. to r. ) Philip Green, chairman of the
board. Baker Boy Bakeries; Leo Gruenberg; Dr. Frederick Waller; and Milton Katz, general sales manager, Ba
ker Boy. Account executive for Baker
Boy at The Mayers Co. is Mike Gold.

• • •

Loyal classics audience
rallies to support FM
The FM classical music audience is
such a devoted one, it is even willing
to pay to keep its highbrow fare on
the air. That's what at least two FM
stations, WFMT. Chicago and WWIN,
Baltimore, have discovered.
When WFMT appealed for funds to
stay on the air last December, $11,000
in contributions poured in from the
station's small audience. Several volunteers even went out in search of
sponsors. Now WFMT is operating in
the black. The station specializes in
serious music.

garded WWIN-FM as an "oasis." Immediately, the station was bombarded
with letters and phone calls requesting
a return to the original programing.
These classical music enthusiasts indicated a willingness to patronize FM
sponsors as a means of assuring the
permanence of the classics on the air.
As a result, it was decided to resume
the fine music policy.
Because of this experience, many
vertisers are now regarding their
operation with renewed interest,
WWIN. which may presage new
sibilities for FM in the future.
*

adFM
says
pos* *

K1\X d.j. tapes plugs
at point-of-sale
Hawthorne, radio humorist on KNX,
Hollywood, recently decided that the
participating sponsors on his twice-aday shows deserved some personalized
attention. I Hawthorne's two KNX
shows are a 15-minute stanza. Monda\
through Friday at 4:45 p.m., and a full
hour
every) midnight. Monday through
Saturday.
He felt that an effective approach
would be to tape record on-the-spot, ad
lib commercial copy at the sponsor's
place of business — for use on the air.
Taking a CBS engineer, a publicity
photographer, and a microphone, he
made his first call on a sponsor: one of
the Angelo's restaurants in Los Angeles. He interviewed patrons while
they dined; talked with the chef, waitresses, and with Angelo
himself.
A

If WFMT is a commercial success,
it is so despite the restrictions it places
on sponsorship. Sponsors cannot
choose the selections to be played and
cannot use attention-getting gimmicks.
Commercials are limited to one minute
in length and a maximum of 150 seconds in any hour. In spite of these
curbs, results are good: a commercial
for a diamond-tipped phonograph nee-

Sponsor

eats,

d.j. tapes.

Result:

commercials

SPONSOR

firm believer in Elmer Wheeler's sales
maxim, "It's the sizzle that sells the
steak," he held his microphone close to
sizzling steaks, recorded the sound of
Angelo eating homemade cheesecake
fed to him by the cook who makes it
(see photo). For an hour he tape-recorded assorted comments and sound-.
Later, he edited the hour clown to several one-minute commercials.
The restaurant chain had been a participating sponsor on Hawthorne's
midnight show for the past year. After Hawthorne's visit, Angelo signed
* * *
up for another year.

Briefly . . .
WJR. Detroit, recently captured two
major public service awards — all in the
space of one week. One was a citation
from the Michigan American Legion
Auxiliary, recognizing, on the station's
25th anniversary, its "fine programs,
consistent support of American principles, and loyal, patriotic service to the
community, state, and nation." The
other award was a "Certificate of
Achievement" from the U. S. Department of the Army for WJR's cooperation with Michigan Military District.
*

•::•

-x-

WNHC, New Haven, Conn., invited
executives from both its network —
NBC,

WHNC

and

outing

its

rep

informalized

organization — the

net, rep

relations

Katz Agency, to its annual outing late
in August. The event, held in conjunction with WHAY, New Britain. Conn.,
took place at the Quono Club, Guilford,
Conn. Among those attending were
I photo, front row, 1. to r. I Vincent
Callanan, v. p. in charge of sales,
WNHC and WNHC-TV; Pierre Hathaway. Paul Rittenhouse. and Thomas
Knode, all of NBC ; ( back row. 1. to r. )
Ollie Blackwell and Morris Kellner, of
Katz; Aldo DeDominicis, sec'y-treas.,
Elm City Broadcasting Corp.; Edward
Codel, Katz; Patrick J. Goode, pres.,
and Edward C. Obrist, mgr., Elm Citv
Broadcasting.
{Please turn to page 74)
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Adam J. Young Jr., Inc.
National Representative
Guardian Building

Detroit 26, Mich.
J. E. Campeau, Pres.
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The Stage
Is Set at
WHEN
MOVIE
MATINEE

MEMO

Paul Louis
agency prttiile

V.P. & radio-TV dir.
D'Arcy Advertising Co.

Here's a show tailored
for ideal afternoon
viewing... a daily
full length feature
film plus newsreel
and short subjects...
a complete theatre
program, combining
drama, music and news.
When the curtain goes
up on Movie Matinee
you will reach a top
audience of Central
New York housewives.

South how to sing "Carry Me Back to Old Virginny"' isn't fazed by
the problems of putting a program on the air.

A spot in this outstanding participating
show will provide...

Today. Paul's biggest job is keeping TV commercials in harmony
with the quality impression which D'Arcy steadily seeks to build
for such products as General Tires, Coca-Cola, Budweiser beer, Ger-

An advertising version of "The
Paul Louis. He was brought over
Kostelanetz program for Coca-Cola
in the Spotlight Bands and Morton
D'Arcy ever since.

Man Who Came to Dinner" is
to D'Arcy to produce the Andre
in 1943, soon was up to his hips
Downey shows and has been at

Producing as many as 15 programs a week at the agency may seem
like a pretty hectic schedule. But Paul found it relatively relaxing
after some of the tussles he went through with temperamental singers
he handled while working for Columbia Artists Management. Anyone who could persuade the late Grace Moore to finish a program
after a Hungarian conductor tried to tell the great singer from the

ber's baby foods. "TV has so powerful an impact," he says, "that
we must be careful not to wear out our welcome. One of the toprated shows on TV today, which shall of course remain nameless,

FOR YOU
Represented Nationally
by the Katz Agency

CBS

•

ABC

•

DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

.SYRACUSE.
A MEREDITH
54

STATION

has succeeded in spite of its commercials. A lesser show couldn't
survive such ineptness."
Although a product like Coca-Cola is not limited in its appeal to
any specific segment of the market. Paul likes to supplement the
over-all appeal by tailoring programs to particular groups. For
example. Kit Carson was TVed to the kids, Mario Lanza wooed teenagers via NBC Badio, and Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCartln
brought messages to the whole family with its broad, general comedy appeal.
Before joining D'Arcy Paul had a diversified background. After
attending the Universities of Chicago and Michigan and N. Y. U.,
he put in some years in the advertising and editorial departments
of the Chicago Daily News and Chicago Tribune. Even took a crack
at music critic chores. Then, at NBC in Chicago, he wrote, directed,
and produced a number of radio shows.
Paul doesn't lose all contact with show business when he gets to
his home in Huntington, L. I. His wife is a former Metropolitan
Opera Company ballerina and his two daughters practice entrechats
all over the house. For relaxation he sails his boat on Long Island
Smiml

~k ~k ~k

SPONSOR

In 1922, the year WREC was born, the first commercial program was broadcast. From those pioneer
days through 3 decades of constant growth WREC
prestige has been built upon superior service to
listener and advertiser alike. Engineering perfection,
quality programming and adequate power continue
to gain an ever-increasing audience of interested
listeners. Through this policy of operational super
ority we shall continue to grow.

REPRESENTED
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TOP

What's New in Research?
Poll rates Tide «.v brand

which tnost viewers

said they switched to since owning

HOOPER*
Jimmy Lewis on

"JIMMY

LEWIS

SHOW"

4:45-5 P.M. Mon.-Fri.
K-NUZ
Net. "A"
Net. "B"
Net. "C"
Net. "D"
Ind. "A"
Ind. "B"
Ind. "C"

2.5
1.8
1.1
. 2.5
0.7
0.0
0.9
0.7

The advertising class of Georgian Court College, Lakewood, N. J.,
conducted a poll of 1,200 homes in the New York metropolitan area,
Boston, Pittsburgh. Louisville, and the Camden-Trenton-Philadelphia triangle in the spring and early summer of 1952 via mail and personal interviews. One of the questions asked was: "Have you changed to any
products advertised on TV since you have owned a set? List th-em."
Of those replying to the first part of the question, 633 said they did not
change to any product advertised on TV, while 376 answered in the
affirmative. Those who did the switching gave as many as six products.
The answers were tabulated as handed in. and the 20 brands that got the
most mentions were:

BRAND

NO. MENTIONS

NO. MENTIONS

Tide

H4

Charles

27

Colgate
Pillsbury
Chlorodent
Snow
Crop
S.O.S.

Antell

25
22

V/z YEARS OPERATION

Lipton's Tea
White
Rain

22
17

412 YEARS OF TOP HOOPERS
and PERSONALITIES

Stopette
Fab
.
Amm-i-dent

17
15
15

Joy

15

1952

BRAND
Kraft

Johnson's Wax
Chesterfield

April,

TV set

(Toni)

Lipton's
Rinso

13
11
9
9
9
7

Scup
_

Old Gold
Ballantine
_

7
7
6
ft

Top 10 TV shows
PROGRAM
I.
2.

Pabst Bouts
Godfrey & Friends

3.
1.
5.
(i.
7.
8.

(Liggett & Myers)
Godfrey
Talent Scouts
My Little Margie
Dragnet
Big Town
Godfrey & Friends (Toni)
Racket Squad

9.
10.

Robert Montgomery
Presents
(American
Tobacco)
Gangbusters

RATING
31.8
31.7
30.5
29.8
29.3
28.4
28.3
27.5
26.7
26.«

NETWORKS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
WBC
CBS
CBS
CBS
MJ<
I%BC

SOURCE: A, C. Nielsen Co (copyrighted)
PERIOD: Two weeks ending 9 August 1952

TV families like radio news, survey shotvs
In a survey which Pulse conducted for tt OR, New

York, during the first

week in August following the political conventions — when listening is
customarily at a low point the following two high points developed:
• 1) 86.1% of all the families surveyed listened during the week to radio
news broadcasts; (2) even, among TV families radio continues as a major
conducted a poll of 1,200 homes in the New York metropolitan area,
news source, with 82.6% of such families interviewed reporting that they
listened during the week to radio news. The breakdown of the figures on
news listening by New York stations showed K OR ahead of the parade.
HOUSTON'S

56

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

SPONSOR

LEADERSHIP

IS EARNED

• LEADERSHIP

IS EARNED

30 years of skilfully fitting a top-quality medium to
a top-quality market is ringing cash registers
all over rich Central New York for WSYPv's and
WSYR-TV's local and national advertisers.
Write, Wire, Phone or Ask Headley-Reed

ACUSE
AM
NBC
22 SEPTEMBER

• FM*

TV

AFFILIATE — The Only Complete Broadcasting Institution in Central New York
1952

• Lfc

COFFEE

VENDOR

they had seen on TV. Prospects whom

[Continued from page 33)
leads. 175 developed into actual sales,
either immediate or projected for the
fall. Television had more than paid
for itself. Television had proved to be
a successful salesman for the coffee
dispenser.
R-M salesmen were as enthusiastic
over the campaign as management. Not

salesmen were seeing "cold" and for
the first time frequently were far more
receptive than the salesmen might have
otherwise expected. They had seen how
the machine worked on the TV demonstration. A lot of the preselling had
been accomplished before the salesmen called. Television had educated

only had several hundred "hot" leads
developed, hut some of the previously

the coffee-dispenser market to a new
need, creating demand for the vendor.
Money for the test campaign had
heen diverted from other media and

"cold" terestones
were ofshowing
renewed inas a result
the demonstrations

supplemented by new allocations. However, a separate television budget is

I C

A

G

O

A K IIM A
If your account's eyes are on the national market . . . you won't overlook
Chicago because the "Windy City" and
some sixty other major metropolitan
areas are first on every time buyer's
list. But once you've ordered Chicago
and the others, then come more difficult decisions — the choice of independent and productive secondary markets.
Then comes Yakima, Washington . . .
a rich and rare secondary market,
geographically and economically isolated from the influence of key city media.
And, it's a fact! More national advertisers every year have found this $200
million dollar Yakima market an increasingly profitable secondary market
of first importance in the West.

YAKIMA,

** • ■■• ««4»J»i«B

KIT-

THE
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C
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COMPANY

WASHINGTON

dD'tef
B

KYAK
GEORGE

W.

-

CLARK

S

K II IMI A
WEED

AND
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i**

COMPANY

now being established in view of the
test results.
While R-M has not yet settled upon
its national television policy, the medium will definitely play a major role
in the firm's over-all advertising campaign for the coming year. The more
than 200 R-M dealers in the country
are located mainly in television areas.
And, having learned the results of the
Philadelphia test, most of them are
eager to try the same advertising approach in their area. R-M is setting up
a cooperative fund which will provide
for a cost-sharing between individual
dealers and management for the advertising budget. Television is assured of
a considerable percentage of this fund.
However, the type of program that
R-M will sponsor is still not determined by its admen.
Radio, which in the past had gotten
but a small share of the R-M advertising budget, is now also being tested
more thoroughly. At the moment, the
Roberts agency feels that the visual
approach is more effective in selling
the machine, since the entire idea is
still new, and the public needs to be
further educated. However, in view of
the spiraling demand for the "Coffee
Cub," it is likely that radio, too, will
be better evaluated for direct pull
strength.
R-M is testing radio via a five-minute weathercast and participations on
a morning d.j. show. Results from both
have been encouraging.
The agency has chosen radio time
with a different purpose in mind than
the appeal to a general audience at
which it aimed its telecast. With television the theory had been that a relaxed
Sunday evening audience would necesinclude many
businessmen
who'd
be in sarily
a. direct
position
to contemplate
buying the machine for their employees. In the case of radio, the agency
has been looking into already established programs with a set type of audience— shows that were known to attract alistenership largely composed of
businessmen. The d.j. show currently
being used is that type of program,
scheduled at an early morning hour
when this audience can be reached.
The R-M firm, which was started by
two ex-servicemen in 1946, grossed $1
million by 1951, and is expected to
reach a new sales peak of $8 million
in 1952. Lieutenant Lloyd Rudd and
Sergeant Cy Melikian, both Air Force
engineers, thought of the market possibilities of a hot coffee dispenser
SPONSOR

Since August, 1950
BILL GORDON*

has sold more
goods and services
than any other
Cleveland radio or

television personality!

S}» Winner
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for the 2nd

consecutive

year ....

Cleveland

Preis Radio

Poll

when they were turned away emptyhanded from the Wright Field cafeteria
on a bleak morning in 1944 because

TV GADGETS

the kitchen wasn't open yet.
"Why can't you drop a nickel in a
machine and get hot coffee instead of

mote control system, worked electronically by an operator, the scripts on any
number of machines can be revolved

a cold drink?" they asked themselves.
Within the next few years they found
numerous answers to the rhetorical
questions.

PINPOINT
YOUR
PERSISTENT
! SALESMAN

i UNDUPLICATED
1 COVERAGE IN
i 225,000 HOMES
i WITH PERSISTENT

"You measure advertising efficiency
just like any other machine efficiency.
When it reduces the cost, it is efficient
advertising. When it does not reduce
the cost it is not efficient advertising.
The problem that faces a businessman
is the problem of reducing the cost of
trading. That is the problem advertising can help solve. That's why advertising exists."
JOHN D. YECK, Pres.
Yeck and Yeck. Dayton

Material shortages were the first difficulty. With their extremely limited
operating capital, they put together
their first coffee-vending machine from
the smashed parts of an old soft-drink
machine which they salvaged from a
Dayton junk yard.
Next they found that the coffee
clogged up after the machine had
served the first few cups of coffee.
Kxperimentation showed that the powdered coffee, not the machine, was at
fault. The two young entrepreneurs

J PEOPLE . . .
I IN PROSPEROUS

therefore hired a frozen-food specialist who developed a new liquid coffee
concentrate — which the firm now markets separately from the machine as a

| SOUTHERN
! NEW ENGLAND

profitable side-product.
Even when the model machine was a

J SELLING TO MORE
I THAN 675,000

working success, and duly patented, the
inventors' problems were far from over.
They canvassed all of Greater Philadelphia for financing, and in 1946,
Rudd-Melikian was incorporated with

*

CIS"

^WOK

{Continued from page 37)

in synchronization. The operator hastens or slows the speed at which the
script moves over the rollers, depending on how rapidly the actors are performing the script.
Preparation of the piano-roll script
is done on a specially designed Underwood electric typewriter called a video
printer. This machine prints characters approximately an inch high, can
handle four copies at a time, with an
operator transcribing at a rate of 50
words per minute. The paper on which
the script is printed is perforated. After the carbons have been separated bv
another machine, the paper is threaded
into the TelePrompTer itself.
Units are then placed around the
studio floor at sites selected by the
program director. Each machine is on
rubber wheels, so that it can be moved
silently around the stage. About the
size of an overnight case, each machine when loaded with script for a
one-hour show weighs approximately
20 pounds.

KFMB
Channel - 8

/£7 'tutd
ty
S
GO'
SAN DIE4*
TV STATION
4l<ut6ete CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET

capitalization of $75,000. At this crucial beginning of the firm's career, the
major officers of the enterprise were 26

Represented Nationally by

Weed

In New

60

Television

England — Bertha Bannan

years old.
Helped by increased demand for the
automatic coffee dispenser and by the
flexible co-op advertising program
which R-M management is setting up.
the Roberts agency ( whose principals,
incidentally, also average only 30 years
of age) is envisioning a year in which
R-M will be using broadcast media not
only with the type of sponsorship they
have already tested successfully, but
with shows as well.

* * *

San Diego's 1951
FOOD SALES were
$145,424,000

Wise Buyers Buy

KFMB-TV,
TV - CHANNEL

- S,

AM

AM
• 5S0 K. C.

KFMB • 5th and Ash, San Diego I, Calif.
Represented by
The Branham Co.
SPONSOR

Channel 4 will sell more in San Francisco
Bay Area

Now in "First 10" group of U.S.
markets in TV set ownership . . .
San Francisco Bay Area is ideal
for TV test campaigns !
LEADER by every yardstick of San
Francisco's three established TV stations, KRON-TV...
• has the market's highest antenna,
providing clearest signal and un"Clear Sweep"Bay
coverage
of the Sanparalleled
Francisco
Area,
Northern and Central California
• serves the largest number of advertisers {Rorabaitgh)
• offers the greatest percentage of
audience... both day and night, and
throughout the week* {Pulse)
• presents the largest number of toprated shows — more than the other
two stations combined {Pulse)
^except Saturday

The San Francisco TV Station that puts more eyes on SPOTS
SAN

FRANCISCO

CHRONICLE

• NBC

AFFILIATE • CHANNEL

4

Check with FREE & PETERS for availabilities!
Offices in New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, Fort Worth, Hollywood. KRON-TV offices and studios
in the San Francisco Chronicle Bldg., 5th and Mission Streets, San Francisco
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In return for the relatively small outlay for use of the system, the advertiser is assured of word-for-word delivery of his commercials, fluff-free
performance of dramatic lines and song
l\ii<s, a greater degree of confidence
on the part of his actors, and a sharp
reduction in expensive rehearsal time.
Used on videos first soap opera. The
First Hundred Years, for over 400 performances, not a single script deviation was noted. According to Benton
& Bowles V.P. Walter Craig, "We saved
about $250 a day in rehearsal costs bv
using the TelePrompTer equipment. On
more than one occasion an actor was
sick and with only a couple of dry
readings of the script was able to give
a perfect
performance."
The latest
model mounts on the TV
camera itself, above or below the taking lens, and permits a newscaster, announcer, or politician to look straight
into the camera and deliver a "sincere"
pitch without the viewer tumbling to
the fact that he is being read to.
Newscasters love the multiple-reader
set-up because it frees them from their
desks, permits them to wander around
from map to globe or use other props.
One top news analyst uses TelePrompTer. but glances down
at a dummy

sheaf of papers from time to time; his
audience thinks he has a terrific memory and his rating has gone up.
Executives of an electric shaver company, watching their TV show last
month, dropped their highball glasses
when the announcer fumbled around

half dozen bloopers as a result of his
reliance on a cheaper hand-cranked
device, whose operator got confused
when Ike interpolated a few remarks
not in the prepared script. A national
drug outfit had to talk fast to the Pure
Food and Drug Administration and
Federal Trade Commission after an
announcer adlibbed a commercial.

"Let's have a redediealion to the cause
of good advertising. Let's get religion
again. Let's not be afraid of the words
honesty, truth, integrity, sincerity, serv-

Despite the hiring of expensive talent, what the TV advertiser spends his
money for is a well-delivered sales
pitch to the audience drawn by the

CARROLL
ice."

B. LARRABEE, Publisher
Printers' Ink Magazine

********

for a while, then blurted, ' — electric
shavers make your beard grow faster!"
Less than a week later. TelePrompTer
Corp. had a new customer.
Use of TelePrompTer could have
eliminated many a recent, expensive
TV snafu. After delivering Westinghouse commercials flawlessly at the
political conventions (using TelePrompTe,r ) Betty Furness blew her
lines on the Studio One program recently when officials decided that a
buck could be saved by doing without
the device. Mr. Eisenhower's address
to the American Legion contained a

Another 1st for WOW-TV

"LIVE" CAMERA FACILITIES
is first in the rich Omaha

Use this new

flexibility, low cost, and convenience — PLUS —
sales results.
For full information* rates,
and availabilities
write or

or

EBENER,

phone

any

one

of

the

Sales

A
N

62

MEREDITH

Mgr.

offices

— — — ■ JOHN BLAIR-TV

The increasing use of local cut-ins
on network shows makes this a likely
market for TelePrompTer. With rehearsal time cut down, local talent can
be used on more shows.
Film makers, too, are learning to
use the device. Dragnet producers have
cut rehearsal time 50% by means of
a bank of readers outside camera range
but in sight of the actors. More film
shows are expected to follow suit.
Live or film, fear-free performances
given by actors and announcers guarantees the advertiser his money's worth
out of a program as well as out of the
commercial presentation.

interest in an up-and-coming service
by Howell-Rogin Studios of New York:
Video-Cast.
Used for some time on the Fred

at

service for advertising impact,

FRED

riety of programs. Fees from CBS TV
alone will run about $1,400,000 this
year. Now the TelePrompTer Corp ,
headed by Fred Barton, Irving B. Kahn,
and Hubert Schlafly, plans to offer the
device, on a lease basis, to individual
TV stations throughout the country.

Advertisers who recoil at the cost
of animated commercials are showing

market

to offer advertisers "LIVE" COMMERCIALS
any time during the telecast day!

prosperity to its backers. Three networks (CBS, NBC. DuMont ) now lease
the device and use it for a wide va-

Video-Cast

from Sign-On 'till Sign-Of f!
WOW-TV

program.
Ter fits in.That's where the TelePrompThe need for the device has brought

Waring Show, Lucky Strike Hit Parade, Your Show of Shows, Camel
News Caravan, Today, and many other
productions, the techniques of Tom
Howell and Milton Rogin got widespread publicity during the recent political conventions.
Under contract to NBC TV for the

of

——

STATION

B C. and DUMONT AFFILIATE
Frank P. Fogarty, Cen. Mgr.

draw-3,
Howell's
whingdings,
Chicago
ings of Ceneral
MacArthur,
donkej
elephants, and coonskin caps were superimposed over pictures of appropriate personalities. A moving arrow
pointed out various celebrities as they
SPONSOR

Late evening, July 3, 72% of all
TV sets in use in the vast Los Angeles area
were tuned to KNBH . . . Channel 4.
Why? Because, as late as midnight, KNBH was
bringing to well over half a million viewers an exclusive
telecast of the heroic attempt of Florence Chadwick
to swim the Catalina Channel.
Again — on July 9 — KNBH was on the air with live shots of
the dramatic fire at Warner Brothers' Studio
one and one-quarter hours before any other station!
Still again — on July 21 — when the earthquake struck at
Tehachapi, KNBH was the first station on the air with the news.
And hours ahead with films taken hy KNBH newsreel
department, flown in hy chartered airplane!
When you huy time on KNBH Channel 4 in Los Angeles,
you're buying the complete world-wide facilities of NBC — the
imagination, ingenuity and creative personnel which are
making KNBH the most popular TV station west of the Rockies.
Consult KNBH, Hollywood, or your nearest NBC Spot
Sales Office for complete details on availabilities.

NBC HOLLYWOOD

TO SELL THE BUYING
AMERICA'S
22 SEPTEMBER
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Howell drew the cartoon with a stylus on specially treated black cellophane. As the stylus point penetrated
the coating, a line shone through the

drawings or pictures, each done on a
sheet of acetate and arranged in sequence. Working like an overlay Army map. the individual sheets of acetate, each containing one or more elements of the entire drawing, are flipped

the sheets have been flipped the finished
drawing or picture is fully exposed.
Both techniques use a system of continuous projection onto a screen from
which the video camera makes its

glass-topped light box over which he
worked. As he drew, the picture was
projected line by line onto a screen
behind him, thence imposed onto the
TV picture for transmission.
The Video-Cast projection device is
also used for the team's low-cost method of obtaining animated effects. The
basis of their technique is a series of

one on top of the other until the finished product results.
A reverse technique starts with a
number of layers of acetate piled up;
each sheet contains a blackened portion which covers a particular area of
the drawing. Flipping each sheet back
reveals another part of the drawing in
a sort of TV striptease, and when all

The "Streamlined Disney" reputation of the team sterns from their trick

appeared.
Here's how
worked :

these tricks

pickup.

of manipulating various components of
the drawing in such a way as to get
a fully animated effect. For example,
the arm of a character is drawn on a
separate sheet of acetate and by wiggling the sheets the same effect can be
gotten as would ordinarily be possible
only through a large number of individual drawings in the usual animated
technique.
The Howell-Rogin techniques have
two factors of interest to advertisers:
(1) low cost; (2) speed. For example,
they prepared a three-minute commercial for Admiral in one day at a cost
of $250. The same job animated would
have run to $2-$3.000.
Under their exclusive contract with
NBC TV they think nothing of doing
an overlay series for a news show in
20 minutes. Working from a stockpile
of maps drawn on acetate they can
quickly isolate a specific area that is in
the news. Flood courses and earthquake scenes are pinpointed in order
to orient the viewer rapidly.
The inexpensiveness of the VideoCast process can be realized by Tom
Howell's statement, "We have never
gotten more than $350 for a single job.
and that includes some mighty complicated three-minute
Now moving
into commercials."
the film field.
Howell-Rogin plan to do a job comparable to the finest animation for half
the cost and in a fraction of the time.
A four-and-a-half-minute test film was

Only ONE Station DOMINATES
THIS RICH, CROWING

15-COUNTY

WITH

MARKET

completed in two da\s; a job thai
would require two to three weeks in
animation. Just shows what you can
do with a bottle of ink. a brush, and
an idea — as well as skill, of course.

of Buying Power
DRUG SALES1952OFSurvey$16,147,000*

Rear-view

Soles Management

projection

Borrowed originally from Hollywood's sound stages, rear-view projection techniques for TV have been improved in recent months to the point
where advertisers have to revise their

/%? yatt^tui/^eHZc^te/ £u<%0?t
AM-FM

WINSTON-SALEM
NBC Affiliate
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former
The
onto a
actors

estimates of this money-saver.
principle of projecting a scene
screen from the rear and having
emote in front of it while the

cameras grind is old stuff to movie
companies.
But pulling the same trick
SPONSOR

s
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eniority
WWJ,

ounts

world's oldesf radio station,

celebrates its 32nd

Naturally, WWJ

Anniversary

is proud of its seniority status in the

nation and its own market — Detroit. The wealth of
experience acquired through the years continually serves as
the guiding influence for WWJ's pioneering and aggressive
programming. This spirit has built for WWJ a loyal
audience that responds enthusiastically to the sales
appeals of WWJ

advertisers.

WWJ
(NATIONAL
HRST

FIRSTS)

radio station, August 20, 1920

FIRST election returns, August 31, 1920
HRST

radio dancing party, September 4, 1920

HRST

fight results, September 6, 1920

FIRST vocal concert, September

23, 1920

FIRST World Series scores, October
FIRST church chimes, December,
FIRST symphony

5, 1920

1921

concert, February 10, 1922

FIRST radio orchestra, May

28, 1922

FIRST radio wedding, June 18, 1922
(MICHIGAN FIRSTS)
FIRST eyewitness football game, October 25,
1924 (Mkh.-Wisconsin)
FIRST
HRST

eyewitness
baseball game,
1927 (Detroit-Cleveland)

April

19,

eyewitness boat races, August 2, 1924
(Gold Cup)

FIRST Michigan FM station, May

9, 1941

THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION
Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

Dorothy Gish at the microphone of the original
DeForest transmitter used by WWJ in 1920.

Basic NBC Affiliate

<«
i"

'» « hoc reus -sooo watts
<»'«»n ?«*-♦; i MiGAcrcus

First Michigan
TV Station,
WWJ-TV
National Representatives: THE
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GEORGE
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Auociatt Television Station WWJ-TV
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in IA "s early days, due to lighting
problems, was something else again.
Realism was lacking because of a
lack of light intensity. Incandescent
projector lamps developed only 60-70
foot-candles of light. Now arc lamps
have a power of 150-200 foot candles.
A large library of "stock" shots is
being gathered by TV networks and
independent film libraries. Both slides
and movie footage may be used, with
screens capable of accepting movies up
to 9 x 12 feet and stills blown up to
14 x 20 feet now possible.
The dollar-saving potentialities of
this technique are great. Multiple
screens placed at right angles to each
other can be used to give almost complete set effects. Scenery construction
costs nosedive. Walking on treadmills
in front of the screen enables actors to
be shown strolling down Michigan
Boulevard or Times Square at the flip
of a projector switch. A few sticks of
wood and the proper slide are all that
is necessary to situate the hero in front
of his campfire in the wilds of the
Lone Prairie.
Development of new equipment to
TV network specifications promises to
allow TV to out-Hollywood the movie

makers and. at the same time, permit
advertisers to pocket large savings out
of their production budget.
Electronic matting amplifier
Ever jealous of Hollywood's highly
vaunted technical know-how, video engineers are not only mastering the best
of the West Coast's tricks, but added
a fillip or two of their own. Eventually some advertiser finds a way to make
the trick sell his product better.
Of all the gimmicks in the CBS TV
locker, the Operation Department's
Manager of Production Carlton Winckler is proudest of the electronic matting amplifier system developed by
Paul Wittlig.
Superimposition of images from two
video camera used to result in a
washed-out effect. For ABC TV's Space
Cadet program, George Gould, Roll
Drucker, and David Fee devised a"Giznto" (reported in the 14 January 1952
issue of sponsor) which electronically
cut a "hole" in one scene and inserted
an image picked up by another camera.
According to CBS, their technique
of doing the same trick is more effective, simpler to do and there is less
danger of it getting out of whack.

An excellent demonstration of its
commercial possibilities was given on
a recent Fred Waring Show for General Electric. Fred told viewers that
he would give them the "inside story"
of a GE refrigerator. A moment later
a miniature Fred Waring was seen
strolling through the shelves of the
refrigerator, pointing out various features and jumping nimbly from shelf
to shelf to door. You may be sure that
viewers paid close attention to that
commercial while they tried to figure
out how it was done. Costwise, the
trick
hearsal.required only a 20-minute reSimilar reversals of "normal height"
Soup. to commercials for Campadded bell's
impact
Advertisers and agencymen today
find themselves in a situation akin to
that of the military armament designer
who must concentrate on finding new
defensive measures to counter constantly improving offensive weapons.
As soon as a special effects genius or
weary producer dreams up a new TV
gadget, gizmo, device, or process, you
may be sure that some alert adman will
figure out some way to put it to work
moving some client's goods off the

shelf.

* * *

1000 WATTS

Charleston's most far reaching statio
n
"Hey, we're introducing a brand-new personality, and a brand-new program. It's 'Corrine
Esther Bradford, Home Economist', and she is
heard at 12:30 p.m. every day, Monday through
Friday.
Corrine has household hints and recipes for
our negro audience — strictly housewife appeal
— and the program is tops, believe me, tops!
It's the only show of its kind in this area, and
the audiences are Iappin' it up. Since it's
brand-new, there are some availabilities left.
If you're appealing to the housewife, 'Corrine
Esther Bradford, Home Economist' is built just
for you! . . .
Get

in touch

with our

reps, pronto!"

RADIO-TV CO-OP
(Continued from page 31 I
go on the air — despite the fact that
there's a $35,000,000 co-op advertising
kitty that could conceivably be tapped.
In the most rare instances are these
campaigns shared cooperatively between manufacturer and retailers.
This is the case despite the fact that
grocers — large and small, chains and
independents — are now an integral part
of a new trend in broadcast advertising: that is, the trend toward merchandising both radio and TV advertising
through tie-ups with stores. The networks and many local outlets in the
country have merchandising plans
which include promotional deals and
guaranteed displays in retails stores —
and these stores are almost always grocery stores.
While perhaps half of the supermarkets in the U. S. buy radio and TV
time, this represents only about 2%
ill the total number of all grocer outlets and about 20' , of total grocery
-ales. As many as 10 to 20% of all
the food outlets arc tied into network
or station merchandising arrangements,
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JOHN DEERE WILL INVEST
$20 MILLION IN KVOO AREA
Approval has been given by stockholders of
Deere and Co. to construct a multi-million-dollar
chemical plant near Choteau, thus assuring Oklahoma one of its biggest new industries.
Deere and Co., makers of John Deere machinery,
is the nation's second largest farm implement manufacturer.
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INDUSTRIAL
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The new Choteau project is expected to require
between $18 and $21-milIion for construction costs,
equipment and initial working capital.
The plant will produce chemicals used for fertilizer
ingredients. Principal products will be ammonia,
urea and urea ammonias solutions.
L. A. Rowland, Deere vice-president who will
head the company's chemical activities, said construction ofthe plant may begin within six weeks,
but said much of the work is in the engineering
stage. He said the plant is scheduled to be in production within 18 months.
Rowland said the chemical plant will look similar
to an oil refinery and that much of the chemical
processing will take place in the open.
The Choteau project will be the company's first
venture into producing chemicals. Rowland explained

The KVOO area, comprising only about a third of the state's land
area, already has nearly half of the manufacturing establishments of
the state and more moving in every month; over 50 percent of the
factory workers; and nearly 60 percent of the annual wages paid to
factory workers in Oklahoma. It also has 48 percent of the stote's
bank deposits and over 43 percent of retail sales. Tulsa, the hub of
this market area, is the Oil Capital of the World, having more oil
producing, refining and marketing companies maintaining home offices
there than does any other city in the world. This insures a consistent
high level of income. Tulsa is the center of a rich agricultural region
of diversified interests.

KVOO

AREA

About 200 persons are expected to be hired by
Deere to man the plant. The majority will be highly
trained technicians.

RADIO

MANAGER

ScUf4 , . . .
There's a real thrill in working
with the progressive people in the
KVOO area who know what they
want and mean to get it!
No wonder this part of America

the fertilizer program follows Deere's policy of
"assisting the farmer in producing crops."
The plant will be located on 320 acres optioned
by the Pryor chamber of commerce from the Grand
River Dam Authority. The site is about AVi miles
southwest of Pryor, less than 50 miles from Tulsa
and in the heart of the KVOO primary area.
The plant will use steam, water and electrical
power furnished by GRDA and natural gas tentatively scheduled to be furnished by the Oklahoma
Natural Gas Co.

DEPARTMENT

is attracting so many new industries.
We're
prepared
to provide
plentiful low cost power, fuel,
tremendous
quantities of fresh,
De Vore

pure water, and ideal living conditions
among
happy,
friendly

people, the finest kind of neighbors and most capable workers in the land.
Drop me a line for any detailed facts you want
or need about the KVOO area.

STATION

KVOO

N6C AFFILIATE

EDWARD
50,000

RETRY

AND

CO.,

INC. NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES
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on the other hand, and these stores
represent over 50% of the total volume
of grocery business.
The rapid growth of merchandising
plans such as Mutuals "Plus-Value
Stores" (a tie-up with 5,500 outlets of
the Independent Grocers Alliance I and
the "chain lightning plan" of NBC
Spot Radio Sales, to name just two,
are therefore making great and quiet
strides in conditioning grocers to air
advertising. They. too. are concrete
dail) examples to grocers of the pull
of broadcasting, and its ability to build
store traffic and sales.

Why. then, with grocery manufacturers already air-minded and grocers
becoming much more air-minded are
radio and TV missing from grocery
co-op?
The answer, sponsor editors learned,
lies largely in the traditional methods
by which grocery co-op campaigns are
administered, and in the complex channels through which co-op money has to
filter down from national manufacturers in the grocery field to local retailers.
About one out of three big grocery
product firms has a co-op plan of some

kind. Several of the industry's leaders,
like General Foods and Standard
Brands, are completely opposed to grocery co-op advertising. But many more,
like Armour, Swift, Colgate, American
Home Foods, etc., are all for it. In
total numbers, about 100 large concerns— from the giants like P&G
through medium-sized firms like Beechnut and Corn Products to independent
meat packers like Oscar Mayer — share
advertising costs with retailers.
The methods by which grocery co-op
budgets are set boil down to two basic
systems : 1 1 ) a per-case allotment
which the retailer uses for advertising
the product, and (2 \ a percentage-ofsales deal. A good example of the first
is the 22f£ which Colgate sets as the
grocery co-op fund for each case of
144-count Palmolive soap, with relatively similar arrangements covering
other Colgate products sold throuah
groceries. A typical example of the
second of these systems could be Gerber Baby Foods, which sets a 4%-ofwholesale price co-op allotment.
Under the terms of the Robinson -

You can't cover Indiana's #2
market from another state.
Our rates are local and include
complete

merchandising

distri-

bution and promotion assistance.
We

serve 400,000

loyal listen-

ers in Negro, rural, industrial,
and four nationality groups.
Only the Gary Sales Plan sells
Indiana's second market.
Call us without obligation.

Gen. Mgr.-WWCA

WWCA
Gary2 In
eta's
rkan
No.
Madi

Pat man Act, co-op funds must be available to all grocers. But since co-op
money averages out to about 5% of
the quarterly wholesale dollar volume
of those firms who extend co-op support, it naturally favors the major independents and chains; the more you
sell, the more co-op money you have.
Despite the Robinson-Patman Act,
grocery co-op money is frequently the
bargaining point in back-room deals.
Many a grocery manufacturer knowingly lets himself be overcharged on
co-op advertising in order to get the
best shelf positions and promotional
support from leading retailers and
chain operators. SPONSOR learned.
Although advertising managers and
advertising departments keep a fatherly eye on cooperative advertising in
the grocery field, it is seldom — strictly
speaking — in their domain. It is not
handled through advertising agencies,
who therefore do not collect 15% on
the billings and who do nothing to encourage more up-to-date use of local
media in co-op. In the radio-TV field,
co-op advertising also bypasses station
reps, who are inclined to do nothing
to stimulate further use of radio and
television in co-op campaigns. Thus,
grocery co-op exists as a sort of $35,000,000 stepchild that gets little or no
parental guiding from admen.
Where the administrative responsibility of grocery co-op does lie is near-
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This
wide circle represents
Northern California coverage pattern of radio KNBC's
50,000 watt transmitter, non-directional
this v

narrow elipse
7
. . . while
represents the coverage pattern of the other two dominant
50,000 watt San Francisco stations, both directional
this
. . . and

^

tiny circle represents Northern

California's TV coverage.
Now put them all together, and you get
a complete and accurate picture of radio and TV coverage
in the great Northern California markets
— a coverage pattern like this

\

o

r

KNBC's wide circle coverage . . . plus KNBC's

low frequency (680 KC) which gives more "muscle"
to its 50,000 watts... plus KNBC's program popularity
... all combine to make ...

>

v

o

VJ?
N

^
"9

JvJN13v> in San Francisco
the No. 1 Advertising Medium
in the thriving markets of
Northern California
Represented by NBC Spot Sales. In the Southern States, represented
by Bomar Loivrance and Associates, Inc., Charlotte, North Carolina.
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1\ always in the
manufacturers"
departments.
Since
the size of sales
any
grocers co-op allotments is determine 1
by sales volume, sales executives feel
that it is only natural that co-op should
be under their thumbs. At the same
time, salesmen are usually lacking in

afternoon !
MELODY
BALLROOM
WFBR

crack disc

jockey show — is
the No. 1 radio
record show in
Baltimore in the
afternoon !
Looking for a participation show you can brag
about, instead of having
to justify? WFBR's
home-grown Melody
Ballroom carries more
audience than any other
afternoon radio record
show — more than highcost TV shows! Make
sure your radio dollar's
well spent in Baltimore
— buy Melody Ballroom
on WFBR. Just ask
your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

specialized advertising knowledge, particularly about radio and TV. Therefore, when client-level decisions about
local grocery co-op media are made b\
the sales department, they nearly al
ways take the simplest and most conservative route: newspapers. This situation is likely to change only when
big co-op users set up special training
sessions for their sales executives covering radio and T\ .
At the other end of the line, the reason why radio and television are such
a minor part of co-op media decisions
made by grocers is also found in a
web of traditional thinking. For some
20 years, newspapers have used even
promotional trick in the book to keep
the co-op money flowing their way.
A veteran editor of one of the leading trade papers in the retail grocers
jfield sorexplained
this way: the situation to spon-

"'Most bi» retailers have nothing
against radio and TV. but newspapers
have set them up with a good thing.
| For instance, a supermarket operator
plans to run a big full-page ad on
Thursday in his local newspaper. Mayj be it costs $500 — at local rates. Into
this ad, he tosses 20 or 30 grocers
I items with co-op budgets. The newspa' per keeps mats in stock, so product
pictures are no problem. In the same
ad. he'll have a large blurb for his own
meat and produce.
"Now. when it comes to paying for
this ad. the supermarket operator staridipping into co-op funds, figuring the
manufacturere s costs at the national
rate. This is more-or-less legit, since
newspapers do maintain the double
rate structure. Then, if the grocer has
been keeping careful track of the co-op
money that's due him, he can make
HO' i to 909? of his ad costs out of
co-op funds, and sometimes even make
money on the deal.
"'The bi<! food retailers have tliisystem worked out to a fine science,
getting what amounts to free advertising for their own meat and produce departments— where they reallj make -i
profit — at the expense of national advertisers. With general profit margins
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getting tighter in the grocer} field, particular!) for the big supermarkets in

competitive areas, they "11 often confine
the majority of their newspaper advertising to this system and spend only a
traction of their own money in media
like radio and TV to promote their
picture which the veteran foods
ownThebrands."
editor sketched for SPONSOR is revealing in many ways. It helps greatly to
explain why there's little attempt and
little encouragement
te break away

('Advertising is today increasingly important as an economic and social force.
Intensified effort is needed now to a
greater extent than ever before to build
markets that can absorb our production
and provide employment when defense
slows down. We do not have the huge
backlog of deferred demands that helped
us over the transition period after World
War II. We must create new demands."
ARNO H. JOHNSON, V.P.
J. It niter Thompson

**••*•••

from a s\stem that has thrived on laziness and lagniappe.
The blame for lack of progress in
grocery co-op does not lie entirely with
the retailer. Although most manufacturers interviewed by SPONSOR stated
that their co-op contracts included radio and TV on the "approved" list ol
local-level
the\ don't do much
more
than media.
that.
The candid comments of an advertising executive of a medium-sized food
manufacturer with a New \ork address were typical. He told SPONSOR:
"We got into co-op advertising about
a year ago, at the urging of our sales
department. At that time, we helped
our sales executives draw up a master
contract, and then the advertising department virtuallj stepped out of the
"Since we are users of radio and TV
picture.
at the national level, we naturally recommended these media to our sales
executives as approved media for co-op
use. But to be cjuite frank, we didn't
go beyond that point in trying to educate our salesmen in the use of broadcast advertising so thai they could in
turn make specific recommendations to
grocers. Sure, practically all of our
co-op money is now going into newspapers and special promotions that
don't involve air advertising. We
haven't got the time or the manpower
to do anything but leaye the media
choice up to the grocers.
The situation, however, is not as
dark as it might seem for radio and
T\ in grocer) co-op. The Broadcast
SPONSOR

LIES AND

TRUTHS

about the Texas Panhandle
(each carefully labeled)

"This country is, and must remain, uninhabited forever," said one Captain R. B.
Marcy in 1849. He was reporting on the
Texas Panhandle, and he is one of the
earliest recorded Texas liars.
More in character was the circus gentleman whose honest enthusiasm led him to
proclaim that we have the largest midgets
in the world.
Captain Marcy was just plain wrong. The
man from the circus was an authentic liar —
one who knows whereof he speaks and
knows that his audience knows too, so nobody's fooled.
When we tell you the Panhandle temperatures range from 103° summergrade to
—15° in the winter, that's neither wrong nor
authentic lie. It's weather bureau true, and
the plus-two-million people in KGNC's
trading area have a fat stake in our live forecasts presented from the U. S. Weather Bu-

reau: Weather is a vital factor in the everyday lives of our citizens. It can and does
change violently — as much as 40° in a few
hours. Advance warning enables cattlemen
to protect herds; it enables mothers to know
how to dress their school-bound offspring;
it helps out-of-doors workers plan their activities.
Weather reports, flash and routine, help
KGNC merit the loyalty of the folks who
give U.Amarillo
the highest
retail
the
S. Exclusive
regional
and sales'"'
nationalin
programming help make KGNC the one (and
only ) ad medium which covers Amarillo's 78county trade territory. You reach a hot market, air-conditioned with wherewithal, when
you use KGNC.

KGNC
marillo

* This is an authentic truth, courtesy of Sales Management: $5490 per family per year: $1728 per
capita per year. Amarillo also leads the nation's
cities in percent of gain in business volume over
the previous year.

NBC AFFILIATE
710 KC
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Advertising Bureau has recently taken
up the cause, and is now busily engaged in missionary work at both ends
of the manufacturer-retailer axis.
BAB's Kevin Sweeney has already
started a round of calls on leading grocer) co-op advertisers to persuade them
to put more emphasis on broadcasting
in their co-op plans, stressing that it
will thus make grocers more aware of
air advertising done nationally and add
to its effectiveness. At the same time,
BAB is helping local stations to set up
program and participation deals designed to catch the eye of grocery re-

tailers, and is advising stations on
methods for cutting through the red
tape surrounding grocery co-op funds.
""If nothing else." Sweeney told
sponsor, "co-op advertisers in the grocer) field should try to see that the
millions they are now putting into circulars and throwaways, which have dubious circulation value at best, go into
co-op broadcasting instead. Both the
grocery retailer and manufacturer
would benefit from such a change, and

clients would know what the\ "re buyThis kind of plugging is beginning

*
"
"
*
'
$P
ing."

to produce results. BAB executives told
sponsor that there was a growing concern among big grocery manufacturers who are national users of broadcasting about the lack of radio-TV use
in their co-op campaigns. One such
firm, Green Giant Co.— a $2,500,000class advertiser who annual!) spends
about $500,000 in radio-TV— recently
huddled with BAB to discuss ways and
means of stepping up broadcasting in
Green Giant co-op advertising.
"Green Giant is serious about its
plans/' a BAB spokesman told sponsor. "They felt at first that it would
be extremely difficult to determine
standards of payment for broadcasting co-op. They asked questions like
'Should we limit the radio and TV
co-op to announcements
only?
and

•

•••••••

"Current high production, employment, ineome, and savings levels call
for the use of maximum advertising lo
bring producer and consumer together."
T. F. FLANAGAN, MRr. Dir.
ISARTSR

'What yardstick can you use to figure
how much we should pay for how many
mentions within a program or announcement?' But having tackled the
problem, they are beginning to find answers, and now feel that ultimately
broadcast advertising will play a large
role in their grocery co-op campaigns.'
I For practical tips on how a firm
can make better use of radio-TV in
grocery co-op, see box on page 31.)
Just as grocery firms are now putting more emphasis on radio-TV in
their co-op advertising, so are retailers doing some pioneering efforts at
the local level. A virtual prototype of

According to an independent survey made by students
at North Dakota Agricultural College, 17 out of 18
families within a 90-mile radius of Fargo prefer WD AY
to any other station. 3,969 farm families in the rich

what may be an important segment of
local-level broadcasting was found by
sponsor in a recent TV program series
of Grand Union, one of the leading supermarket chains in the East.
Grand Union has become increasingly air-minded in the past couple of seasons for two reasons. For one thing.

Red River Valley were asked, "To what radio station
does your family listen most?" 78.6% said WDAY,
with the next station getting only 4.4%!
Fargo-Moorhead Hoopers credit WDAY with much
the same overwhelming popularity "in town". Despite
the fact that the other three major networks are represented with local studios, WDAY consistently gets a
3-to-l greater Share of Audience than all other FargoMoorhead stations combined!

it is a participant in the merchandising
tie-up of NBC which promotes sponsoring products in food outlets. For
another, it has lately been putting
some of its own money into periodic

WDAY is one of America's great radio buys, serving
one of America's great farm markets. Write direct or
ask Free 8C Peters for all the facts!

WDAY

•

NBC

•

970

KILOCYCLES

.

5000

WATTS

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

spot campaigns, which have done well
in boosting store traffic and making
sales for all types of products.
Accordingly. Grand FJnion set up a
co-op TV series, Starring the Editors,
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Salesmaker
to the
Central South
This past winter the Soltice Division
of the Chattanooga Medicine
Company used WSM's Crand Ole
Opry and the extraordinary selling
ability of the Grand Ole Opry stars
as the basis for a two state test
campaign.
The result — super -success! This
fall the Chattanooga Medicine
Company plans to extend this
history making sales formula into
the entire Central South area.

Nashville
Clear Channel • 50,000 Watts
IRVING
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on DuMonl's WABD which started 28
November 1951 and which went off the
air — after a backstage talent ruckus —
ast month. Four advertisers split the
tab with Grand Union on a co-op basis: Weston Biscuits, Vanity Fair Facial Tissues, Tip-Top Bread I Ward
Baking Co. I . and Chun King Foods.
A Grand Union advertising spokesman told sponsor: "It was a very successful deal all around. Sharing the
(<ists enabled up to go beyond our
newspaper advertising and get into a
medium which we feel will play an important part in retail grocery advertising of the future. The advertisers who
co-oped with us added to the impact
of their own advertising on the air, or
'n other media. We have other broadcasting plans in the works, on a co-op
basis, and feel sure that other big grocery retailers are coming
around
Other trends are in motion, sponsor

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

ONE

MARKETS

LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

ROUNDUP
{Continued from page 53)
Both as an audience-builder for his
new Freedom, U.S.A. radio show (in
which he stars) and as a public service, Tyrone Power is recording a special patriotic-commercial slogan series
for all stations carrying that program
1 which will make its air debut in late
September l . Each station will get an
individual recording; for station WOST
in Atlanta, for example. Power will
say, "This is Tyrone Power. I like
America. In Atlanta I like WOST."
John L. Sinn, executive v.p. of Frederic W. Ziv Company, producers of
Freedom U.S.A., predicts that many
stations will use the campaign extensively through the first 52 weeks they
carry the show.

learned that several of the leading radio transcription and TV film producers are beginning to eye the $35,000,000 grocery co-op field as a potential
market for their open-end program
products. Local station groups are
meeting with, and making pitches to,
local grocer groups, with both learning

That people in Canada are consumed
\i ith curiosity about the processes and
personalities behind radio was shown
recently when CFCQ in Saskatoon
set up broadcasting facilities at the
Saskatoon Industrial Exhibition. The
broadcasts drew such densely packed

much about the other's problems and
advertising backgrounds.
Even the National Association of Retail Grocers, traditionally a newspaperminded trade group when it comes to
retail grocery advertising, is becoming
alert to the necessity today for more
flexibility and productivity in grocery

stopped traffic. Not only that, but other exhibitors complained that everyone
was watching CFQC and no one was
looking at them. The Exhibition Board
was forced to ask the station to move
its shows elsewhere. It did — to a hast-

crowds that they blocked entrances and

ad practices. In its recent booklet "An
Advertising
for out
Food some
Retailers"
the NARG Guide
sketched
basic

Sales-winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally
include this pair of topproducing CBS Radio
Stations. Results prove
this! Write, wire or phone
our representatives now
for availabilities and
rates !

National Representatives

JOHN
74

BLAIR

&

CO.

pointers of newspaper advertising, but
added as an important conclusion:
"Always remember that changes
must be made in advertising methods
and media, as well as in store layout,
equipment, and merchandising. Don't
be afraid to try something new — especial y ithe
f
present advertising is not
productive. Compare successful advertising and adopt the success techniques.
Advertising is one phase of the retail
store operation where ingenuity, originality, and individuality can pay big
In the last analysis, however, individends."
creased use of radio-TV in grocery coop campaigns is up to grocery manufacturers. They have to overhaul their
co-op plans from the top down to sell
the grocers on the broadcast advertising which already works so well at lb"
+ -k ■*
national lc\ el.

£
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The foremost national and local advertisers
use
WEVD
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after
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— ■
Jewish Market
of Metropolitan New York
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I. Top
adult
programming
2. Strong
audience
impact
3. Inherent listener loyalty
4. Potential buying power
Send for a copy of

"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD''
HENRY GREENFIELD
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Managing
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'Ah! — I have caught zee
true spirit of Louisville!"
Measure the WAVE-area audience in "family-hours-per-week" and
you get an amazing total of 5,142,000 hours a week devoted to radio!
This is many more hours than are devoted to TV

is 310.7%

more hours than to newspapers !
That's another reason why WAVE
Louisville buy. Ask Free & Peters!

radio is your best

Facts above are from scientific, authoritative survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper (head of the
Psychological Services Center, University of Louisville)
in WA VE area, March, 1952.

5000

WATTS

NBC

WAVE
LOUISVILLE
75

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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il\ constructed out-oi-the-\vay platform
in a faraway corner. The crowds, nevertheless, still came. An estimated 140,722 people — triple the population of
Saskatoon — attended the Exhibition.
*
#
*
As a selling aid to stations which
have purchased the group of 26 Hollywood feature films offered by Peerless
Television Productions. New York, that
company has prepared a special brochure aimed at prospective sponsors of
the films. The booklet gives complete
information about each film including
cast listing, story outline, director, producer, running time, and original release date — so a sponsor will know exactly what he is getting. Among the
films in the Peerless collection are Man
in the Iron Mask, My Son. My Son.
Count of Monte Cristo, Last of the Mo-

hicans, Getting Gertie's Garter, Breuster's Millions, International Lady.
«

-.i

«

WJAG, Norfolk, Neb., believes that
giving listeners extra services builds
more faithful audiences. One of
WJAG's services is its annual Nebraska
State Fair Caravan. For a package
price, the station offers round-trip bus
fares, reserved grandstand seats, and
admission to the State Fair Grounds.
The first Caravan in 1951 had 150 participants. This year's Caravan on 31
August had a roster of 300 participants, filled eight Greyhound buses.
*

«

•::-

Everyone got a salami when the Hebrew National Kosher Sausage Cornpan) launched a new sponsorship on
WMGM.
New York, this month.
To

announce that Hebrew National would
bankroll a 15-minute segment of the
American-Jewish Caravan of Stars on
WMGM as of 7 September, the station
sent samples of the company's tasty
sausages to columnists and trade editors. Sponsors of the three other 15minute portions of the Sunday 12:30
to 1 :30 p.m. live show are Barricini
Candies. I. Rokeach & Sons, and Streit
Matzoh Companv.
«

*

•::-

A "shirt sleeve"' sales clinic was
sponsored 4-6 August in Seattle by
the Washington State Association of
Broadcasters I WSAB ) ; Maurice Mitchell, v.p. and general manager of Associated Program Service, presided.
The clinic was devoted to driving home

Most Everyone in
HANMBALAND* Listens

KHMO

/ f \\
* HANNIBALAND -the large 41 county
area surrounding Hannibal, Alo.,
Quincy,
III. and Keokuk,
Iowa.
*

Chytil. KELA, Centralia-Chehalis; Fred
Chitty, past president, WSAB; Bob
McCaw.
KXRN, Renton (all Washington .)
#

«

•::■

Hours oneod^-rfayafter
day, toKHMO
offers"~a~~variety
drama<rTews,
sports and music
th^240,470
radioAamiliesof

"How to Sell More Radio Sets with

io live in the rich Hannibaland aFea. T\\xr~majority of
these families tune and stay tuned to KHMO, because
KHMO gives them what they want in radio.
For satisfying results and service in the mid-west put your
sales message on KHMO. Write, wire or phone KHMO or
Pearson today for availabilities.

FM-phasis" is the title of a manual
recently issued by the NARTB for use
in broadcaster-manufacturer radio-setselling campaigns. Based on a formula

These families represent those in the 41 county area surveyed where KHMO shows its share of audience. There is a
larger number of families in KHMO's 0.5 millivolt contour.

Representative
John E. Pearson Company
•
Mutual Network
Hannibal, Missouri
5000 watts day
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down-to-earth sales points, new sales
techniques and how radio can sell competitively with other media. Those attending included (photo. 1. to r. ) Leo
Beckley. president, WSAB; Bill Simpson, chairman. WSAB Sales Clinic;
Allen Miller, KWSC, Pullman; Rogan
Jones, KVOS, Bellingham: Maurice B.
Mitchell; Carl Downing, WSAB; Joe

•

KHMO
1000 watts at night

developed from "test" campaigns
staged by the NARTB and the RadioTelevision Manufacturers Association
in North Carolina. Wisconsin, and the
District of Columbia, the book sets
forth in detail a step-by-step promotion
campaign to hypo radio set sales in an
area. The next two NARTB-RTMA
campaigns based on the manual will
be in Philadelphia in October and in
Alabama in November. The book is
not for sale, is available only to FM
members of NARTB.

* • •
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On the
publication date
of this magazine,
U.S. population
reached

shows

a net gain of one

according

person,

to this "electric score-

board" in the

Commerce

Dept.
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Every month, in fact, your potential U.S.

medium that reaches 96 percent of all homes.

market grows by 240,000 customers. They

And for the most effective use of radio, with

are people moving up the economic ladder
—people who may never have heard of
your product. You have to keep telling your
advertising storv over and over and over again!
What's the most efficient way to cover this
ever-changing market?

Radio!

It's the only

WESTINGHOUSE

KDKA • KYW
National Representatives,
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practical help in program selection and promotional activities, depend on Westinghouse
radio stations. Thev are at your service in six
of the nation's leading sales-areas: Boston,
Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort
Wayne, and Portland, Oregon.

RADIO

• KEX • WBZ
Free & Peters, except

STATIONS

• WBZA
for

WBZ-TV;

Inc

• W0W0
for

WBZ-TV,

• WBZ-TV
NBC

Spot

Sales
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HOW

FAB CAUGHT

UP

each of them. Here, indeed, are stunning successes.
Can the success of the detergents be

{Continued from page 25 i

Whatever the truth may be concerning the unknown factors, one thing is

explained?
If any one thing can be considered
more important than the others, it is
the fact that detergents work in hard
water. This, in turn, influenced the
method of introducing most detergents. The hard water markets were
the soft underbelly of the conventional
soaps and what was more logical than
attacking them at their weakest point?
This local market attack had the further advantage in that by the time the
detergents really got rolling after the
war. conventional soaps had become
rigidly wedded to national advertising
media.
The market-by-market attack paid
off and is still being used. When Armour introduced its new detergent last
r<7
year (see sponsor. 24 March 1952)
it chose Ainarillo. Tex., where the wa-

sure: Fab's fight has only begun as a
quick look at the standings of the
heavy-duty detergents will show.
Tide. P&G's undisputed leader in
the field, has been a bell-ringer from
the beginning. What with P&G's all-out
determination to push it. Tide is currently credited with 30% of the packaged soap and detergent market. It is
followed by Fab with 8% , Levers
Sui ! with 5' , , and P&G's other heavydutv detergent. Cheer, which also has
about 5' < . Cheer illustrates the peculiar propensity among soap firms to
put out two similar brands and pit
them against one another. These four
heavy duties can claim, according to
a consensus of the trade, about 80f(
of all detergent sales to consumers.
This means that all detergents now
have about three-fifths of the entire
^packaged soap and detergent market,
a much higher figure than is commonly bruited about. Tide alone now outsells Rinso, Super Suds. Duz. and
Oxydol
combined,
and Fab outsells

ter was described as so hard "it chips
dishes unless you put 'em in easy."
Cheer. Breeze, Trend. Kirkman's detergent (a Colgate subsidiary): All are
fairly new detergents and all are using
the local market approach to build up
steam.

liVBNS-RADIO reaches
rural areas, too!
Sponsors eager to reach rural — as
well as city customers — get both with
WBNS-Radio. Small town and farm
populations make up a large part of
Central Ohio's 24-county BILLION
DOLLAR market. There's l-l/4 million potential customers here. Like
their city cousins, rural listeners go big
for WBNS programming — well-balanced entertainment that combines top
CBS

shows with popular local pro-

grams.

ASK

newspaper ads. And they've been doing a thorough job with Fab in each
market. As a matter of fact. Fab only
completed its national distribution a
month ago when the last holes in its
distribution pattern were plugged up
in New England.
Lacking a realization of the importance of the local market and coupon
approach may have been the source of
some of Lever's troubles. Some agency
people feel that Surf got off to a bad
start under the Charles Luckman regime because of the emphasis at Lever
on network shows and big names.
P&G. which would rather be caught
dead than do anything in a small way.
composed a variation to the couponing
and local market tune. Coming into
the field early. P&G gave away about
20.000.000 boxes of Tide in a stupendous promotional operation. That
means every other home in the countrx
received a free sample. It is said this
cost P&G 35^ a box, which is a nickel
more than the present retail price.
This massive opening barrage, of
course, opened up a new market for
its competitors, too.
Couponing, however, is a two-edged
sword. If it can be successful for a
manufacturer it can also be a menace
to him when used by a competitor. If
practiced too freely by all the brands
it can undermine the brand loyalty that
is the final aim of all advertising. One
agencyman said that a good rule of
thumb would be that half the housewives will be fickle toward their present brand when a coupon is shoved
under their noses and half will not.
The major job after the couponing
operation, therefore, is to keep the customers who try the new detergent. Fab
went to the networks early in 1951. by
which time there was a semblance of
national distribution. Its initial strategy was to use two soap operas, one
each for TV and radio.

BLAIR

Fab got plugs on Kings Row, a radio show (on CBS. later NBC), and
on Miss Susan, an early CBS T\

WINS
— 53.000
S.000
WE1D-FM—

soaper. Both were 15-minute weekday

JOHN

COIUMIUS.

OHIO

OUTLET
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY

Fab has ben coupling this markethopping method with generous couponing. Both Colgate and Esty recognized that couponing is the most powerful brand-switching device in the
soap field, especially when it is shored
up with heavy spot broadcasting and

strips. The ratings weren't too good
but Fab sales were doing nicely, and
Colgate held on to the shows until early
1052. Kings Ron had the misfortune
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the only all Negro station in New Orleans
announces the appointment of . . .

O^

t^c

San Francisco

£epresentatiyes

The Number One Independent
in New Orleans
See Pulse, May-June,

Ask

about

1952

VVMRY's

merchandising

continuous

service

High ratings ... low cost ... big merchandising "plus"!
LET THESE PERSONALITIES DELIVER YOUR SALES MESSAGE TO THEIR PEOPLE:

Vernon
Winslow

Laura Lane,
WMRY
Homemaker

Dr. Daddy-O

Joseph Lanier
Spider's

Rev. Millard
Noonday
Smith

1952

Morning
Eugene
Willman

Web
Spirituals
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Ernest Bringier
Ernie the Whip

Southernand
Spirituals
Melodies
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to he opposite Queen jor a Day, Grand
Slam, and Break the Bank, all giving
give-awa) shows.
\\ hether that gave Colgate brass the
idea that quiz give-aways were the
thing to buy or whether they were primarily looking for any better cost-per1.000 purchase is not known. Whatever the reason. Fab soon blossomed
out, during the spring of '52, in commercials on two quiz shows, both packaged by Walt Framer Productions.
They were Strike It Rich and The Big
Payoff.
Colgate liked the two shows well
enough to make multiple use of them.
Strike It Rich was telecast in the morning and evening as well as broadcast
on radio in the morning on CBS. It
still is. Fab gets no mentions on the
evening TV show but the morning programs on both radio and TV carry Fab
commercials. The morning TV show
goes on for a half hour at 11:30 and
its opposite number on radio begins a
half hour earlier.
The Big Payoff was substituted for
Miss Susan on NBC in the 3:00 p.m.
segment and lengthened to a half hour.
Like the TV Strike It Rich in the morn-

ing, it is sponsored three times a week.
The audience participation shows
were good buys. Their ratings were
better than the soap operas, they were
popular with women, and they offered
the opportunity of multiple mention
of the band name. It is believed that
Colgate's current plan is to keep the
shows going as long as they pay off
and. in the event they are dropped
I this eventuality is a long way off, apparently), to replace them with shows
in the same time slot. In other words,
Colgate wants the TV audience to get
used to tuning in to their programs at
11:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.
Here are some of the rating figures
(Nielsen) for Fab shows:
Toward the end of Miss Susan s career— during the two weeks beginning
7 December 1951, to be exact — her
rating was 7.8. A month and a half
later her replacement. The Big Payoff, was delivering a 64% greater audience. The rating: 12.8. When The
Big Payoff replaced the Colgate Comedy Hour this past summer on Sundav
evenings at 8:00 it outpulled some of
the Ed Sullivan shows opposite it and
got ratings in the low 20s.

Fab, how-

ever, was not plugged on the Sunday
evening spot during the summer.
As for Kings Row, during the week
of 19 November 1951, the ratings averaged 2.1. The Strike It Rich replacement on radio averaged ratings of 4.9
two months later. At about the same
time, the TV version of Strike It Rich
during the day was getting ratings of
17 and thereabouts. Outside of Howdy
Doody, the daytime Strike It Rich
show, has been getting the best ratings
of any daytime TV show. When Colgate first put on the morning TV
version of Strike It Rich, incidentally,
it opened up a lot of stations that had
not been on the air.
The Comedy Hour, which cost Colgate about $3 million a year, has been
its most successful venture rating wise.
The rotation of top-flight comedians
has proved to be a smart operation.
Martin & Lewis have gotten ratings in
the 50s. (Other Colgate comedians
were Eddie Cantor, Bob Hope, Abbot
& Costello. and Donald O'Connor. )
Fab was brought in the Colgate product lineup during the fall of '51. Its
participation will be continued this fall,
and Fab commercials will also be con-

tinued on the two audience participation shows.
The fact that Colgate will lay out $3
million on the Comedy Hour is no sign
that its money is ladled out indifferently. Colgate, as well as the other soap
people, go far beyond the rating figures
in their search for ways to use their
advertising dollars most efficiently. Because of the comedian rotation on the
Comedy Hour, it is obvious that ratings tell far less than the whole story.
Colgate itself makes spot checks the
day after each broadcast to gain some
clue about consumer reaction to each

listening and viewing by income, sex,
and age. They get comprehensive
analyses of one, two, three, or more

just as well be used to light a cigar.
The theme that "Fab washes whiter
without a bleach than any soap with

programs as a group. They get comparisons of each program vs. their
entire lineup. They get comparisons of
radio and TV programs, comparisons

a bleach"' was chosen with the knowledge that comparisons among heavyduty detergents are made by housewives on the basis of their usefulness
in the laundry.

"Today, television offers more circulalion than Life, Saturday Evening Post,
and (Collier's combined. And I don't
think it is necessary for me to tell this
audience that television has greater sales
impact than printed media."
FRED
M. THROWER,
V.P.
CBS

TV

comedian. Sponsorship of its TV audience participation shows three times
a week instead of five is further proof
of the watchdog attitude toward the
advertising purse.
Some of the basic analyses of the
effectiveness of the advertising dollar
are provided by the A. C. Nielsen Co.
Each one of the Big Three subscribes
to various Nielsen services. Level is

for.

reputed to spend $1 million for this
information. The big soap companies
not only get audience figures for each
program but complete breakdowns of

Programs, of course, are not the
end-all of broadcast advertising. Without a good, solid selling message,
broadcast
advertising
dollars might

of TV vs. non-TV areas, comparisons
of one region of the country vs. another. It can be seen, therefore, that
when any one of the Big Three lays
down a dollar for radio or TV advertising, they know what they're paying

The heavy-duty detergents all carrv
a subsidiary advertising message pointing out that they can be used for
dishes also. However, so can light-duty
detergents, and it is doubtful whether
the housewife can tell whether dishes
are cleaned better with light- or heavyduty detergents. When it comes to the
tougher laundry job, however, the difference becomes more obvious. Hence,
the effectiveness of the laundry apWhile the light-duty detergents were
first on the market ( P&G's Dreft came
out during the middle of the '30s) they
were
peal.overtaken quickly by the heavyduty synthetics once the chemistry
problems were solved after World
War II. Just as the soap firms went
for packaged soaps because they offered abetter profit mark-up than bar

Turnover!
If you're selling in Boston's big A & P or Stop & Shop chains,
you'll get faster turnover (and bigger sales) by using weei
SUPERMARKETING, Boston's most effective merchandising operation.
Because SUPERMARKETING is a two-edged weapon which
first delivers your sales messages to the biggest audience in
Boston*— then backs up those messages with mass product
displays in 263 A & P and Stop & Shop markets.
To get turnover in Boston supermarkets, bring the full impact
of Boston's most listened-to station right to
your point of sale . . . with weei superm arreting.
*In every report since Sept.-Oct. 1949. Pulse has shown that
weei has a larger average audience than any other Boston station.

In Boston . . . the station is

WEEI

Represented by CBS Itadio Spot Sales

soaps, so did nie\ go later for deter- 11I-. which offered a better profit
mark-up than the packaged soaps.

Here would be brand competition
with a vengeance. Each of the Big
Three would have five or six deter-

The soap business is rapidly becoming a detergent business and the day
may come when the conventional

gents competing against one another
and also competing against competi-

-naps will be an infinitesimal part ol
the sales volume. Uready, detergent
bars are being prepared for the big
push and more than one advertising
man has suggested thai the conventional packaged soap- be changed to
detergents. The well-known brand
names
would, ol course, lie retained.

tors" detergents. The principle would
not be a new one. Any soap man will
tell
that it's
good one
idea brand
for one
firm you
to have
morea than
of
a similar product, for the philosophy
of the trade is: '"What's the difference
what you call it as long as you get
volume."

He

MEN, MONEY
(Continued from page 6)
All of the involved theatrical and
cinematic unions are watching these
developments with the utmost interest
and question. Currently there is a
strike of the Screen Writers Guild in
Hollywood against the local Alliance
of TV Film Producers with a segment
of individual Radio Writers Guild
members in the role of strike-breakers.
by SWG

interpretation.

might well also say:

"Boy, is this a crazy business."

* * *

The impression has lately become
strong, in Eastern circles, that the TV
film producer cannot wait too long for
his profit. If the "first run'' advertiser
is committed for royalties and rentals
only to the extent of. say 75% of the
negative cost, the producer in addition
to his overhead and bank charges has
to wait for collections way down the
line of subsequent royalties and rentals. The significance of his economic
dilemma should be increasingly e\ident in another year or two after the
new medium of TV films has further
shaken down.
Note that writers and actors have

§5

THIS RICH MARKET
Radio delivers MORE

sets-in-use in the South

Bend market than before TV! . . . Hooper Serveys for Oct. -Nov. 1951 compared with Oct.Nov. 1945 prove it. Morning up 6.8, afternoon
up 8.0 and evening up 4.4. Television is still

%

been pushing hard in TV for profit
participation in perpetuity. That is to
say. talent is unwilling to sell itself on
a one-time salary basis as in the past.
Talent dreams of a deal in which the
second, third, fourth, and umpteenth
"run'' still accrues agreed added fees
to them. This factor alone, regardless
of how it is finally compromised, drastically alters the TV movie as against
the theatre movie. Theatre movies, lest

insignificant here because no consistently sat-

anybody forget, were remarkably attractive to the banking mind for one
reason true in verv few businesses:

isfactory TV signal reaches South Bend. Don't
sell this rich market short. Wrap it up with
WSBT radio.

namely, there were no accounts receivable, the box office did business entirel\ in cash, silver, and banknotes. * * *

30

Years

on

the Air

DOTHAN, ALABAMA

'5000/560
NON-DI

National
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RECTION

Representative
Stan and »yer

AL

Southeast
Dora-Clayton Aaemy

SPONSOR

EENY
MEENY
MINEY
MOE
Will She Dial Your TV Show?
In metropolitan New York, TV viewers select their programs from seven channels. Every
sponsor hopes the viewer will tune to his show.
In many cases that's where it rests — just a hope.
Because a sponsor invests hundreds or thousands of dollars on a TV program, he feels that
this tremendous expenditure is sufficient. Instead of protecting that investment as he ordinarily
would do for any expensive property, he trusts to Lady Luck to attract the viewers that he hopes
to reach. This is sheer business folly, especially since the advertising columns of TV GUIDE are
available as protective insurance for these tremendous sums.
You can protect that investment — increase your viewing audience — and decrease your cost
per thousand in reaching them — all at one time. Tell the viewing public about your show in the
very publication they consult for exactly this typ? of information — TV GUIDE. These 400,000
families comprise a total viewing audience of approximately one and a half million people in the
metropolitan New York area.

Pin-Point

Performance

Your ad in TV GUIDE will be exposed to these people at the precise moment they are selecting their viewing fare. It is doubtful that you can achieve so quick a response in any other
medium.

Follow "Wise"

Money

These television sponsors, among many others, have advertised in TV GUIDE
build and maintain larger viewing audiences.
American Tobacco Co.
Best Foods
The Borden Co.
Canada Dry Co.
Esso Standard Oil

General Foods
Nash Motors
F&M Schaefer
Bendix Home
Blatz Brewing
Bristol-Myers

Corp.
Brewing Co.
Appliances
Co.

to attract,

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
Ford Motor Corp.
Kratt Foods
Procter & Camble
Tydol Oil Co.

We offer you the same insurance on your TV investment. Invite these avid TV
viewers
today. to tune in to your show. Schedule your tune-in advertising in TV GUIDE

For
full particulars,
phone, write or wire
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Guide

251 West 42nd Street, New York 36, New York, BRyant 9-0050
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CBS sponsored radio shows

Continued from page 29)
COST

PROGRAM

Jergens Hollyivood Playhouse
King Arthur Godfrey & Court

Drama

$8,000

Daytime

Life with Luigi

$6,000

Louella Parsons
Lowell Thomas
Lux Radio Theatre
Ma Perkins

min.

l/wk.

Andrew

Jergens Co.

30 min.

l/wk.

5 min.

l/wk.

Robert

Orr

Warwick
Kingan

&

News
Children's Show

25

min.

l/wk.

Situation

30

min.

l/wk.

Comedy

5 min.

News. Commentary

$1,000

15

min.

Cream

of Wheat

Wm.

Wrigley.

l/wk.

Colgate

5/wk.

Procter

$15,000
Soap

$3,250

Mr. & Mrs. North

Opera

60

min.

l/wk.

15

min.

l/wk.

Procter

&.

Jr.

Gamble

&

30

min.

l/wk.

Colgate

Music

30

min.

l/wk.

George

30

min.

l/wk.

R.

15 min.

l/wk.

Dr.

Ludgin

Arthur

Meyerhoff

Lennt-n

&

&. Co.

Newell

Compton
J.

Bros.

Mystery & Detoction

Lcgler

Corp.

$3,750
Lever

Associates

&.

Co.
Earl

Lurry LeSueur
$2,250

30

AGENCY

SPONSOR

Variety

$3,000

Let's Pretend

LENGTH
&
FREQUENCY

TYPE

Gamble

Walter

Dancer,

Thompson
Fitzgerald

Sherman

&.

William

Esty

&

Sample

Marquette

$4,500

Music with Hormel Girls
My Friend Irma
Old Dominion

$3,000
Situation

Comedy

$7,000

Barn Dance

A.

J.

Hormel

Reynoids
Pepper

Ruthrauff

Co.

SI. 750

Our Gal Sunday
Our Miss Brooks
Pabst Bouts
Peggy Lee

Opera

15 min.

Situation Comedy
Boxing

Soap
$2,300
$7,500
$35,000
(radio &

American

30 min.

l/wk.

Colgate

45

min.

l/wk.

Pabst

15

Home

Sales

Products

&V

F.

Warwick

Co.

Ryan

Murray

&

Legler

TV)

$4,000

People Are Funny

5/wk.

Jo' n

Aud.

Partic.

min.

2/wk.

D.

30 min.

l/wk.

Leo

P.

Brother

Burnett

$4,500

Perry Mason

Detection & Mystery
$3,500

Philip Morris Playhouse
Renfro Valley Gatherin'
Robert Trout & News

15 min.

5/wk.

30 min.

l/wk.

15 min.

l/wk.

General

5 min.

l/wk.

Ford

$4,000
Music
Sl.:,l:0

$1,500

Benton

Procter &. Gamble
Philip

Foote.

Foods
Motor

General

Co.

Romance

of Helen Trent

25 min.

l/wk.

Admiral

Soap

Opera

15

min.

5/wk.

American

$2,700

Soap

Opera

15 min.

5/wk.

Procter

&.

l/wk.

General

Foods

Sanka Salutes
Second Mrs. Burton

5 min.
$750
Soap

Opera

15

min.

5/wk.

30

min.

l/wk.

General

Home

Gamble

Foods

$3,000

Stars Over Hollyivood

Carnation

Co.

$4,750

Suspense

Mystery & Detection

30 min.

l/wk.

Music

30 min.

l/wk.

30

l/wk.

Thompson
Bowles

Wasey

Products

Geycr,
Newell
&.
John F. Murray
Benton
Young

4V
&

Benton

Erwin

Ganger

Bowles
Rubicam

&

Bowles

Wasey

Ruthrauff
Electric

&. Belding

Corp.

$2,800

Rosemary

Cone

J. Walter
Benton
&

Foods

News
$450

Bowles

Morris

Erwin

Robert Trout-World Neivs

&

&.

Ryan

Auto-Lite

$7,000

Symphonette
Tarzc

$4,500
S2.350

min.

Longlnes-Wittnauer
General

Foods

Victor

A.

Foote,

Cone

Bennett
&. Belding

85
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COST

PROGRAM

This is Nora Drake
Vaughn
II hat's
Wendy

Monroe
l/»

Warren

Young

Line?
& News

Dr.

Malone

Soap

$2,850

Toni
Si, man

15

30

min.

1 wk.

R.

Quiz

30

min.

l/wk.

Philip

15

min.

5 wk.

15

min.

5 wk.

Panel

min.

SPONSOR

Opera

Music

$5,000

AGENCY

LENGTH
&.
FREQUENCY

TYPE

5 wk.

Foote, Cone 4 Belding
William
H. Weintraub

Bros.

Reynolds

William

Morris

Biow

General

Foods

Benton

Procter

&

J.

Esty

$4,500
$4,250

News

$3,750 es
(includ

NBC)

Soap

(Women's)
Opora

Gamble

&.

Bowles

Compton

MBS sponsored radio shows
PROGRAM

COST

Back
Bill Henry

to God

& The News

Bobby

Benson

Religious

30

$750
$1,500

News

min.

l/wk.

Christian

5 min.

1 wk.

Johns-Manville

30
Children's

Carl Smith

Musical
$750

l/wk.

Kraft

Foods

10 min.
5 min.

5 wk.
l/wk.

S.

Johnson

5 min.

5/wk.

5 min.
5 min.

5 wk.
2/wk.

Musical

Time

& Ernest

Variety

Religious

15 min.

5/wk.

15 min.

l/wk.

15 min.
15 min.

News
News

Headline

The

Juvenile

Drama

$3,500

News

5/wk.

30

min.

(with

J. Anthony

Hour

Labs

Dawn

Bible

Students

Fed.

of

Hearing

Labor

Aid

Louis

4

Brorby

&
&

Brorby
Brorby

Burnett

Needham.
Needham.

Louis
Louis

Win.

Wade

Gleeson

&

Co.

Furman.

Felner

Co.

Olian

i

5/wk.
2/wk.

Frank

Advtg.

Walter

Thompson

Credit
Union
Nat'l.
Association
Deepfreeze Appliances
Murine Co.
Noxzcma
Chemical

Roche,
BBDO
SSCB

Williams

VCA

Duane

Jones

Labs

Orange
S.

C.

Fitzmorris

Crush Co.

Needham.

Johnson

&

&■

Cleary

Miller

Louis &

Brorby

Slngis-

Aud.

Partlc.

30

min.

l/wk.

Sterling

Drug

Aud.

Partlc.

25

min.

5/wk.

Sterling

Drug

Religious

30 min.

l/wk.

Interview

30

min.

l/wk.

Mystery

25

min.

l/wk.

Libby.

McNeill

Interview

15 min.

3/wk.

Amana

Refrigeration

Mystery

25

min.

l/wk.

Seabrook

Aud.

30

min.

5/wk.

P.

$1,500

Ladies Fair

Thompson

Geoffrey

Miles

Boltone

5 min
6 wk.
(with Holland Engle)
5 min. 6/wk.
er)
(with
Sam
Hayes)
5 min.
l/wk.

News
$350

John

Thompson

Walter

J.

5 min.

Hornet,

Walter

Leo

5/wk.

(Each
sponsor
has 15 min.)

Green

J.
J.

Needham,

Company

American
$750
$1,500
per '/* hr.

min.)

Glenn-Jordan-Stoetzel

Association

Edwards

Gabriel Heatter

(15

S. C. Johnson
State
Farm
Mutual
Automobile
Insurance

$750

Frank

C.

Kellogg

$6,000

Frank

Church

News

$500

Curt Massey

Reformed

min.

News

$350

Commentary

SPONSOR

$500

Capitol Commentary

Cecil Brown,

AGENCY

LE.NGTH
&
FREQUENCY

TYPE

Thompson- Koch
D-F-S

$3,500

I^utheran
Man

Hour

on the Farm
Nick Carter

$700
$750

Lutheran

$1,850

Paula Stone Show

Quaker

Laymen's

&

$2,250

Private Files of Matthew
Queen

Bell

for a Day

Rod

& Gun

$5,500

Bible Class

Club of the Air

Partic.

Religious
$350
$1,000

Sergeant Preston of the Yukon
The

Shadow

Titus Moody
True Detective Mysteries
Twenty

Questions

Farms

libby

Gotham

Adv.

Sherman

&.

J.

Walter

Maury.
Hilton

&

Marquette
Thompson

Lee & Marshall
Riggio

$1,750
Lorillard
(15 min.

Quaker
(15

Radio

League

Oats

Sports
Adventure

$3,500

min.

l/wk.

Radio

25 min.

l/wk.

Pal

30

2/wk.

Quaker

min.

l/wk.

Wildroot

5 min.

2/wk.

30

$750

Bible
Blade

Class
Co.

Lennen
Sherman

Stanley
Al

Oats

Paul

Sherman

&

Mitchell
&.

G.

Marquette

Boynton

Lefton
&.

Commentary
Mystery

(15

min.)
BBDO

Wildroot

BBDO
30

min.

alt.

wks.

Williamson

Candy

Aubrey.

Finlay.

$2,100

30 min.
$2,000

Marquette

Mystery
30

$2,750

min.

5/wk.)

Oats
min.
2/wk.)

l/wk.

Wildroot

(15

min.)

BBDO

Quiz
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SPONSOR

Marlcy

&

i\

LENGTH
&
FREQUENCY

Vicks News (Ed Pellilt)
I oice of Prophecy

5 min.
Religious

Bob

& Ray

Brighter Day

30

min.

l/wk.

25

min.

3/wk.

LENGTH

TYPE

COST

PROGRAM

Big Story, The

Morse

Kellogg

V/cstern

Co.

Leo

Soap

$2,700

Opera

Mystery

&

Detection

Daytime

Variety

&

$4,000

Soap

CBS)

Opera

Scoreboard

15

min.

30

min.

P&G

D-F-S

5/wk.

American

Coiga'e-Palmolive-Peet

15

min.

l/wk.

15

min.

5/wk.

Cavalcade

of America

Cities Service Band

of America
Counterspy

Dial Dave

Garroway

Dr. Paul

15 min.
$1,250

AGENCY

SPONSOR

Tobacco

BBDO

$6,500

- $3,750
(incl.

Adv.

Burnett

FREQUENCY

P&G

R.

Sports

William

Esty

Young

5/wk.

Camel

International

sponsoretl rctclio shows

NBC

Wife

Chemical

Voice of Prophecy

$500

Wild Bill Hiekok

Backstage

Vick

l/wk.

$350

1.

William

Reynolds

Drama

30

min.

l/wk.

DuPont

Musical

30

min.

1 wk.
l/wk.

Cities Service

Drama

30

min.

Commentary

15

min.

Soap

Opera

15

min.

Soap

Opera

15

min.

Aud.

Partic.

&. Rubicam
Esty

BBDO

$8,000
$7,000
$4,250
$3,000
$3,250

Gulf
l/wk.

5/wk.

Ellington

Oil

Armour

&

Co.

Wesson
Oil
Sales Co.

&.

Snowdrift

Young

&

Rubicam

Foote.

Cone

Fitzgerald

&

Belding

Adv.

5/wk.

Doctor's
Double

Wife

$2,850

or Nothing

$7,500

Dragnet
Duke

of Paducah

Father Knows
Fibber McGee

Best

& Molly

First Nighter
Front Page Farrell
Grand

Ole Opry

Great Gildersleeve,
Hollywood

Star Playhouse
Howdy

Inside News

The

from

Doody

Hollywood

Just Plain Bill

In Boston

30 min.

Ex-Lax
5/wk.

Warwick

Campbell

Soup

Ward

&

Legler

Wheeloek

5/wk.

$3,500

Mystery & Detection

30 min.

Musical

30

min.

Liggett

&.

Cunningham

Myers

l/wk.

$3,500

Situation

Comedy

30

min.

Situation

Comedy

30

min.

$5,500
$9,500
Drama

25

min.

Locke
1l/wk.
wk

General

l/wk.

Benton

Foods

Reynolds
Miller

Soap

Opera

Musical

$5,500

Variety

Situation Comedy
$6,000
Drama

$4,750

15

min.

l/wk.

30

min.

30

min.

30

min.

15

min.

5/wk.

R.

Children's
Commentary
Soap

$2,800

Opera

5 min.
15

min.

J.

l/wk.

Kraft

Pharmacal

F.

Esty

Needham.

Foods

American

Baker's

International
l/wk.

Hazel

Shoe

Bishop

Henri

&

&

Hurst &

Raymond
John

Whitehall

Louis
Cone

F.

McDonald

Specter
Murray

Pharmacal

L

A

RAY D0REY

at

sells for you
6 A. M. to 9 A. M.

WHDH
50,000 WATTS

OWNED

22 SEPTEMBER

AND

OPERATED

BY THE BOSTON

HERALD-TRAVELER

CORP.

Brorby

Belding

Assn.

l/wk.

5/wk.
5 wk.

Murray

Reynolds

Foote,
l/wk.

Holden

Bowles

Mathesson
John

William

$1,500
$1,250

Whitehall

&

Walsh

&.

Buchanan

Metals
Brewing

$3,250
$2,800

&.

Potts-Calkins

Stove

John Blair &. Co.

1952
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D'Arcy

LENGTH
&.
FREQUENCY

Life Can Be Beautiful
Lorenzo Jones

15

min.

5,/wk.

Opera

15

min.

3/wk.

30

min.

l/wk.

30

min.

l/wk.

Comedy Variety

30 min.

l/wk.

Women's

30 min.

l/wk.

Pet

15

min.

5/wk.

Miles

Labs

Geoffrey

Wade

Drama

15

min.

5/wk.

Miles

Labs

Geoffrey

Wade

Commentary

15 min.

l/wk.

Mutual

15

min.

5/wk.

30 min.

l/wk.

Soap

$2,250
$8. COO

Martin Kane, Private Eye

54.500

Martin & Leu-is

Mystery & Detection

$11,000

Mary Lee Taylor

Service

Benton
Hazel

Bishop

U.

Tobacco

S.

Liggett &

News

$1,500

One Man's Family
On the Line With Bob Considine

$2,850

$750
$3,450

Pepper Young's Family
Phil Harris & Alice Faye

Soap

Opera

Situation

Comedy

15

$3,500

Hour

min.

5'wk.

30 min.

l/wk.

15

5/wk.

$11,000
Soap

Right to Happiness

Raymond

Spector

Cunningham

Myers

&

Opera

min.

of Omaha

Bozell

&

Jacobs

Benton

&

Bowles

J.

Walter

Leo

Pure

Oil

Assn.

of Amerkan

Railroads

Thompson

$8,000

Stella Dallas

5/wk.

Western

30

min.

l/wk.

Soap

Opera

15

min.

5/wk.

Aud.

Partic.

30

min.

5/wk.

Calgate-Palmolive-Pect

15 min.

5/wk.

Sun

Oil

30

l/wk.

Bell

Telephone

General

Foods

Sterling

Drug

Bcnlon

$2,850

Strike It Rich

$8,000
News

Sunoco Three Star Extra
$2,250

Telephone Hour, The

Mus;cal

$12,500

Theatre Guild on the Air

min.
hr.

l/wk.

$12,000

Truth or Consequences

Bowles

Esty

Hewitt.

Ogilvy.

N.

Ayer

W.

Pet

30

min.

l/wk.

P.

30

min.

l/wk.

Firestone

30

min.

l/wk.

15

min.

5/wk.

Soap

Opera

$2,750
Quiz-Aud.

$18
500 & TV)
(radio

Partic.

Soap

Opera

30

min.

l/wk.

15 min.

5/wk.

15

5/wk.

&

Newell

Tire

&

Rubber

Sweeney

&

James

DeSoto

Soap

Soap

Opera

Scheldelor,

Beck

Motor
Biow

CBS)

$2,500

min.

30 min.

l/wk.

Sterling
American

Drug

D-F-S

Tobacco

********
"Most

Here's what...

5000 watts

COUNTIES IN NORTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA

covers when you buy it on...
N. E. PENNSYLVANIA'S MOST
POWERFUL STATION DAY & NIGHT

ON

ttpretenltd Nationall, by CEOHGC

ATLANTA

YORK

•

.

CHICAGO

SAN

P

TMI

HOUINCBIKY

LOS

ANGELES

918,000
POPULATION

CO.

v

4,193,607,000
BUYING

POWER

'735,441,000
RETAIL SALES

OKI

FRANCISCO
.

broadcasters and most radio receiver manufacturers undersold radio in
the early days of television. This was a
mistake, since the demand for radio sets
continued to rise steadily and radio
broadcasters have never done more
business. Much of the radio broadcasters' business is coming from a
source — from the local retailer whonewis
awakening to the tremendous advantages of this low-cost medium. Radio has
never been stronger. In my opinion, it
will remain strong. It is the best buy
you ean get for the money you spend in
most lines of merchandising and sel'ing.
So television is not proving a bogey-man
at all. Like most things new, the people— providentially, perhaps — were prepared for a magnificent new product
of science: as they were ready for the
steamboat, the airplane and the unfolding of atomic dvelopment."
HAROLD E. FELLOWS, Pres. NARTB

*••*••••
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M

Lorillard

P&G

Young Widder Brown

WAX*1590

&

Milk

Manhattan

$4,000

SCRANTON

Benson

P&G

In My House

Your Hit Parade

&.

William

Lenrtn

Travelers

$3,750
(includes

Bowles

Gardner

Musical

Young Dr. Malone

&

Steel

l/wk.

$18,000
(for simulcast)

You Bet Your Life (Groucho Marx)

S.

min.

$10,000
(for simulcast)

Voice of Firestone

U.

30
$4,500

Two for the Money

Benton
D-F-S

min.

Opera

Burnett

Compton

15

Soap
$3,250

Roy Rogers

NEW

Walsh

Milk

$2,850

Road of Life

Woman

Bowles

$12,500

Pure Oil News Time

Welcome

&

$1,700

TSeics of the World

Railroad

Opera

Soap
$3,500

Mario Lanza Show

AGENCY

SPONSOR

&

Werner

NET RADIO PROGRAMS
(Continued from page 27)
of its big name packages which it has
under heavy guarantees, namely, Bob
Hope and Red Skekon. NBC's guarantee to Skelton is reputed to be $11,000 a week for 39 weeks, whether sold
or otherwise. NBC last week undertook to liquidate the Skelton obligation partially by linking up the comedian with the Judy Canova and Barrie
Craig Shows in a Tandem Plan. Hopes
three-year deal with NBC, covering his
services in both radio and TV, is reported to guarantee him $1,100,000.
6. The number of sponsored programs making their debuts on the networks this fall as untested elements can
be counted on the fingers of one hand.
NBC has in this category the Jergens
Hollywood Playhouse and Two for the
Money, an audience participation program emceed by Herb Shriner. ABC's
newcomers to the sponsored schedule
consists of two recorded hillbilly musical shows (General Mills), jockeyed
by Cal Tinney and Bill Ring. The innovation on Mutual is the five-minute
Titus Moody commentary, with Wildroot paying the bill.
7. Two other vintage shows that
are back on NBC with sponsors are
Truth or Consequence (Pet Milk)
and The First Nighter (Miller Beer).
In terms of sponsored service, Nighter
ranks as perhaps the oldest half-hour
dramatic show in network radio. NBC's
last season commitment on Father
Knows Best turned out a worthwhile
investment. After a layoff interval.
General Foods has again taken the situation comedy under its wing. On the
other hand, NBC is still holding an option on Halls of Ivy, with no prospects
reported at this writing.
8. The over-all cost of sponsored
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network programs this fall will probably run about parallel in terms of percentage with network time billings.
The weekly program outlay by advertisers on the four radio networks comes
to $890,000, which is around 35%
under what it was last year. Broken
down by network this weekly program
tally (calculated on the estimated costs
contained in the charts on pages 28,
29) figures as follows: CBS, $420,000;
NBC, $278,000; ABC, $124,000 and
MBS, $68,000. Just as a point of con-

"There are only two things today that
offer greater impact than television —
women and liquor. And on a cost basis,
television can lick both of them."
JOHN A. THOMAS
Head of TV Account Service
BBDO

•

•••••••

trast here's how the weekly total program bill shapes up in sponsored network television: CBS, $1,100,000;
NBC, $990,000; ABC, $212,000, and
DuMont, $58,000.
9. Several of the major advertisers
broached in this survey indicated thev
were considering plans for expanded
participation in nighttime network radio, but the buys, as one of them expressed it,"would have to be along economical lines that fit the present picture. 'Said one of these ad managers
(a major drug company) : "Ours is a
national market and we need the attention of those non-TV homes, which we
estimate will still he over the 50%mark through 1953. However, whatever budget shifting we do back into
nighttime radio will be with the explicit thought to give them personalities and program with which
they are thoroughly familiar."
10. Like NBC and its Tandem Plan,

CBS is back in the field with a saturation spot offer with Meet Tillie, Mr.
Keen, and Your FBI as the programing bait. The latter two shows each
have a record of sponsored service.
Of all the networks CBS is most aggressive inseeking to develop new personalities and new dramatic packages.
It's been putting the sales emphasis on
such shows as December Bride, with
Spring Byington, the London-produced
Horatio Homblower, and Gunsmoke,
a psychological Western. CBS admits
that with all its efforts there hasn't
been even a nibble from an advertiser
on any of the three newcomers to the
fold of network radio. The efforts included putting the programs on lon^;playing records and distributing copies among agencies. CBS is in the process of getting out a questionnaire to
these recipients, asking which of the

programs they liked.
Most of the program buying executives in agencies contacted by sponsor
appeared to be of the opinion that it
would be quite futile to try to sell an
advertiser on a new program or personality until such time as the networks no longer have on the shelf and
under commitment shows or personalities with high rating backgrounds.
Quipped
an agency
executive:
offer something
unknown
to a "Why
client
when for not much more money you
can get a network off the hook with
regards to a well established star?"
A breakdown of sponsored network
programs by type (see chart on page
27) discloses somewhat of a dip in
mystery shows and quite a jump in
musical shows of various descriptions
as compared to a year ago. Straight
dramatic shows exceed for the first
time in years the quota of crime-themed
fare, while situation comedies are holding their own.

* * *
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YOU NEED

COVERAGE

SERVICES

{Continued from page 35)
of Statistical Tabulating Co., probably

*

THE 17" STATE

TO WIN!

Yes, you should surely inelude the
tremendous WGY coverage area
in making your "'candidate's**
campaign plans.
WGY is a "must" market area
for you and your sponsor. Covering 53 counties in Eastern Upstate
New York and Western New England for the past 30 years, WGY is
the top station in the area.
Not confined
to a single city,
WGY
blankets
22 cities with a
population of 10,000 or more.
Just look at this market data!
Compared to the major metropolitan centers in the nation and
based on figures in the 1952 Survey
of Buying Pouer.
the WGY
area
is exceeded only by New York and
Chicago in population,
total retail sales and food sales!
The WGY area ranks 4th in Furniture-Household, Drug
and Automotive Sales and 5th in General Merchandise Sales
when compared to the major cities of the country.
Containing large rural and urban populations, the 17th
State* represents a true cross section of the country. Make
sure your sponsor scores plenty of votes for his product in
the form of sales by including the 17th State* in your
campaign plans.

the world's largest firm handling financial and business tabulations.
i The growing competition between
these two coverage services has often
been headline news in the trade press
in recent months. Background to the
controversy, which has largely centered
on methods and techniques, can be
found in two earlier sponsor articles.
The first, "The 1952 BMB:

figures." appeared in the 25 February
1952 issue. The second, "Coverage
controversy : Is BMB method obsolete?" in the 16 June 1952 sponsor.)
Choosing between the two firms has
become an increasingly tough problem
for the average adman. Some of the
charges, counter-charges, and statements from Nielsen and SAM have
been as heated as the politicking of
the upcoming Presidential election —
and often as confusing. Networks and
stations who have purchased one or
the other of the two coverage services
have joined the ruckus, until the air
has been filled with a partisan bombardment of research blockbusters.

571,000

$420,267,000

PEOPLE

Effective Buying Power

$367,535,000

Camden, Ark.
IVWfVlV
IAM-FMI
Tex ark ana, Ark.- Tex

ft GOLDEN
RICH,
ONE

Studios in
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
90

TRIANGLE

GROWING

ORDER

•
ONE

Sold

Represented
Nationally

KAMD

Hot Springs, Ark.

*The fVGY coverage area is so named liecause
its effective buying income exceeds that of by
32

WGY

Retail Sales*

KWFC

YOU CAN COVER THE 17th STATE*
WITH ONLY ONE STATION
t>l the nation's States.

facts and

singly

ONE

IN A

MARKET
CLEARANCE

BELLING
or

in

groups

For details, write to:
FRANK
O. MYERS, Gen.
Mgr.
Gazette

Bldg.,

Texarkana,

Ark-Tex.

HENRY I. CHRISTAL
SPONSOR

"Why are there two coverage services measuring the same thing?" admen ask. "What's the difference between them?" "Which of the two is
best for my purposes?" "What are the
differences in costs to an agency or client between NCS and SAM?" "Which
provides the most extensive circulation
data on radio and video?"
It is not the purpose of this SPONSOR
analysis of the two coverage systems
to state, on the basis of the first round
of reports from both companies, that
one or the other is a "best buy." Too
many factors of agency and client size,
investment in radio and/or TV, type
of campaigns most often used, extent
or distribution of product preclude any
generalized answers. Agencies and clients alike must decide for themselves,
on the basis of individual needs measured against what the two services actually provide, which of the two they
will swear by in daily use.
However, sponsor feels that a survey of the main functions and differences of both Nielsen Coverage Service and SAM's Standard Report, in
the light of advertiser needs, will help
many a puzzled adman to make up his
mind, and to view both coverage services in their proper perspective.
Q. When will data be available?
A. sponsor checked with both coverage services, who gave these as their
approximate delivery schedules:
Nielsen Coverage Service — Has released a set of figures covering "Toreleased a set of figures covering "Total U.S. Radio Homes" (43.849,170—
up three million over 1950) and a series of state-by-state radio ownership
figures. Other data upcoming:
• NCS county-by-county
1952 ra-
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dio/TV homes totals have been partialis released to stations, starting 10
September, and continuing currently.
• iVCS Station Reports, which show
a station where its audience is, and the
first of the NCS Network Reports will
be sent out starting early next month.
• A U.S. report, covering 48 states,
will have been completed by late Oo-

"Radio

has gained its unparalleled circulation because it reaches Americans
through more than 105 million radio
sets. The need for radio — the continuing need — is built right into the
fact that last vear people bought 10,000,000 additional radio sets. All this
money is not being invested in radio
sets so they can be used as bookends.
They're being bought because people
use them — because radio is an integral
part of our way of life and of our quest
for entertainment and information."
JOHN

KAROL.
V.P.
CBS Radio

tober or early November. This will
show what stations (radio and TV)
get into what counties throughout the
U.S.; is in the form of 48 state books.
• An NCS "Complete Circulation
Report," which will cover all figures
for all stations in all areas plus a lot of
qualitative data, will be ready for agencies and advertisers by the early part
of 1953; includes non-subscriber data.
• NCS Special Reports will be prepared for clients who want to match
radio and TV coverage with sales territories, or other similar breakdowns,
at extra cost. These will proceed, on
agency demand, as soon as the Area
Reports are developed.
Standard Report — As sponsor went
to press, SAM had already released
BMB-type data covering more than 20

states, in terms of county-by-county,
city-by-cit) reports on the number of
radio families represented therein. Full
SAM data covering the size of audiences of air outlets by counties and
cities should be in the hands of stations and timebuyers by "late November," according to SAM's Dr. Kenneth
H. Baker. Thereafter, special tabulation jobs— similar in some respects to
the NCS Special Reports — will be done
to order.

Q. Who has signed for what?
A. Both NCS and SAM were adding
to client lists as this report was being
written. Competition is keen when it
comes to station subscribers, since
SAM must make its living primarily
on station support. SAM has lined up
"around 400" stations in all parts of
the country, both radio and TV; Nielsen would not disclose his station subscriber figures, but it is believed to be
around 100, and possibly less.
At the network level, competition is
equally keen. SAM has signed with
CBS Radio; NCS has lined up NBC
Radio and CBS TV. NBC's video web
has an option on NCS. ABC and Mutual are still making up their minds.
SAM isn't faced with the same kind
of problem as NCS in lining up agencies and clients, since SAM will distribute much of its data to them at
little or no cost. NCS is just beginning its sales pitch to agencies.

Q. As far as spot timebuyers at agencies are concerned, which service gives
the most comprehensive data on radio
and TV circulation?
A. Cenerally speaking, Nielsen Coverage Service provides a more extensive
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Now available in reprint form

4 BASIC TOOLS FOR SPONSORS
Please send me

Radio Basics (revised, 7952;

RADIO

... copies

BASICS

and

16-page supplement reprinted from 1952 Fall Facts ►:

Bill me later

of

issue. Includes 31 charts and tables statistically outlining the vital facts of radio distribution, listening,

15c. each for
25 or more;
gle copy.
25c. for sin-

cost-per-thousand, out-of-home listening, comparative
AVE.

media costs, hour-by-hour listening, effects of TV, etc.

first)

TV

BASICS

22

copies of

and Bill me later

10c. each in
100 or more;of
quantities
15c. each for
25 or more;

Name
Firm
Address

habits, cost-per-thousand, comparative media costs. 22
charts presenting the case for TV as gathered from the
best available research sources.

SPONSOR

►:
(showing TV locations and network links)

gle copy.
25c. for sin5'°

MADISON

AVE.,

Please send me
TV MAP

III dp

YORK

MADISON

Please send me
(a SPONSOR

16-page reprint of supplement appearing in sponsor's
Fall Facts issue. Statistical data on TV homes, viewing

IV

510

NEW

NEW

YORK

22

copies of

and Bill me later

10c. each, 50
or more; 20c.

Name

Shows every TV market and stations; lists number of
sets in market, net affiliation of stations ; representative
for each station ivith New York phone number.

►'

SPONSOR

TV Basics

10c. each in
quantities
100 or more;of

each,
or
more; 10
single

Firm

subscribers;
map free to

Address

additional
copy, 25c.

SPONSOR

MADISON

AVE.,

Please send me „

International Basics (Radio & tv Abroad)
Basic data on stations in the 50 countries outside

5,°

INTERNATIONAL

tf

NEW

YORK

22

copies of
BASICS

and Bill me later

Name

10c. each for
copy.
50
or more
oer
single
copies;
20c.

U.S.A. that permit commercial broadcasting. Charts
of international market and radio coverage; comparison with newspapers; U. S. imports; U. S. advertisers
and moneys spent; agencies doing business abroad, etc.

SPONSOR

The

USE

Firm
Address

SPONSOR

5,°

MADISON

AVE , NEW

YORK

22

magazine for radio and TV advertisers

breakdown of how many people are
listening to a radio or TV outlet, and
where (geographically) they're listening.
Timebuyers who work with NCS
data are most likely to he using the
Comprehensive Area Reports. These
are state-by-state reports on daytime
and nighttime coverage. They are
broken down by "NCS Areas" (counties or clusters of counties) and show
the total radio and/or TV outlets that
are tuned to in these areas. The coverage data include: a percentage of total
homes in the particular NCS Area dialing the stations entering the area, figured on a combined day-night basis

$sm§

. . . it's wonderful!
. . . we've been going steady
with seasoned national and
local advertisers for over 18
years, so we're inclined to
agree. Make a date with
KFYR to cover the agriculturally wealthy North Dakota market.

over a month; daytime coverage data
(four-week cumulative, weekly, average day) ; nighttime coverage data
comparable to daytime, and the percentages ofradio or TV homes.

hog and is buying the "Comprehensive" rather than "Basic" NCS station
service, all of its area circulation figures are shown; if it is a non-subscriber station, only its "Market Index"
( percentage of total homes dialing
regularly in a month) is shown. Agencies, who want data on non-subscriber

WASHINGTON, D. C— New car
dealers in nearly every community
in America will offer voters free
transportation to the polls in this

stations, will have to have "Special
Report" made at extra cost.
Timebuyers working with SAM data
will work mainly from SAM station reports. The difference is roughly this:
Like the old BMB reports, SAM station reports show the counties that a
station penetrates, often cutting across
state lines, and do not show on each
individual station report the circulation in the same counties of competing
radio and/or TV outlets. Also, SAM
station reports give data primarily on
total weekly audiences, and then give
further BMB-type composition figures
on these total weekly audiences.

year's
tion. important presidential elec-

Q. Can agencies get data on the nonsubscribing stations, both radio and
TV, from either of the services?
A. To a certain extent, the answer is

in the privilege of the ballot. This
is a nonpartisan effort to turn out
a record breaking vote. Keynoting

"yes" regarding both NCS
non-subscribers. Obviously,
organizations are offshoots
concerns who hope to make

you please, but VOTE."
Participating dealers recognize
that voters must know of the availability of transportation and many
will use posters and window strips
to catch public attention. Many
new car dealer-groups will use
promotional kits, being prepared

and SAM
since both
of private
a business

profit, getting non-subscriber data isn't
a cinch. The idea behind this is equally obvious; stations who don't subscribe, and thus don't have their facts
and figures before the eyes of timebuyers, may get lost in the buying shuffle.
However, as pointed out in the previous question and answer, NCS provides akey nugget of information — the
"NCS Market Index," a percentage of
total homes dialing a station in an area
over a month's time — on all stations in
its area reports. After that, as far as
non-subscribers are concerned, agencies and advertisers who have taken the

data in the form of Special Reports direct from NCS.
SAM
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and Dealers

It's well to point out that the amount
of information on a station's circulation is directly relative to the extent
of its NCS subscription. In other
words, if a station is going the whole

NCS "Comprehensive" subscription
can order some of the non-subscriber
5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair

About Automobiles...

The country's new car dealers
are local businessmen close to the
people of their communities, and
are in the unique position of being able to offer free transportation to those who'll need it.
Dealers are being urged by
their national association to use all
available cars for bringing to the
polls voters who might otherwise
not be able to get there and thousands are responding!
New car dealers offer this public service in a wholehearted belief

action is their slogan . . . "Vote as

now,

containing sugges'ed newspaper ads, logotypes, radio copy,
press and radio releases, etc. Mats
for ad-use will be made available
to these groups.

One of a series from the National Automobile Dealers Association — Any material contained herein may be reproduced
without
permission
for further information or research
material on New Car Dealers, write or
DIRECTOR
phone:

OF

PUBLIC
NAD A

RELATIONS,

1026 17TH ST. N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
REPUBLIC

6946

just doesn't send to agencies

93

am

The August Issue of
le vis i on
V

^Atuaience of ^Jodau
covers the subject

wintertime

o . .

^Jelee vision

sort of station report on non-subscribers, sends only the reports of stations who do subscribe. Subscriber

stations, however, can order special reports from SAM ( at nominal tabulating costs I for their own use which will
inc lude non-subscriber data insofar as
these outlets compete in the subscribing stations coverage area. Then,
this may be passed along to agenices.
Q. Apart from their value as time baying tools, what are some of the changes
that are likely to take place in the industry as a result of NCS and SAM?
A. SPONSOR interviewed several lead-

This study is basically concerned
with answering the following
questions:
WHAT is the average daily time
per individual, during the
summer, spent on TV as
compared with radio, newspapers, magazines and books?
WII VI is the availability, and use
of the TV set, b) hourly periods throughout the average
summer day?
WHAT happens when a winter
program is replaced by a summer program? What percentage of the audience is retained? What percentage of
the audience is new?
WHAT happens when a winter
program continues through
the summer? What percentage
of the audience is retained?
What percentage of the audience is new?
HOW important a lac tor is "vacations" in the si/e of the
summertime audience?
HOW

do television owners evaluate television as a form of
summertime entertainment?
How

do they feel this summer's programs compare with
List summer's?
For the answers to these and
other questions about summer
television,
order
your
copy

ing researchers, agency executives, network sales executives, and others on
this question. Here is their concensus:
1. Although sponsors may not be
affected directly, radio networks may
readjust their network payments to
radio stations on the basis of the new
coverage data. Hints of this have already come from NBC. It works like
this: If a stations circulation has
dropped off, perhaps because of TV
competition, its rate of payment from
the network may be cut. If a stations
circulation has gone up, because of
power increases or lack of TV competition in non-TV areas, payment to it
from the network may go up.
2. Some adjustments may be made
in the Nielsen Audimeter samples as an
outgrowth of coverage data. NBC Director of Plans and Research Hugh M.
Beville recently stated to sponsor:

90 BAYARD
NEW

BRUNSWICK,
CHarter

94

ST.
NEW

7-1564

JERSEY

Consistent
audience
leader since 1943.

ratir

WHEC
ROCHESTER,
5,000

N.Y.///

WATTS

1

EVERETT-McKINNEY,
Inc., N.w
York, "^
Chi
Representativt
...
LEE F. O'CONNELL CO., Los Angetei, San Fran,

KWJJ

"SPOT

Helps you to

the NRT sample." Nielsen isn't exactly duty-bound by contracts to do this.
However, Nielsen has "declared his intent" to adjust the NRI sample, which
presently
set homes. contains about 25' < multiple3. A new perspective may be put cm
television circulation as a result of the
NCS county-by-county and city-by-city
estimates of families that have TV sets.
ly relied on NBC Television's research
department for market figures on TV

-^TcLvertest rCesearch

WHEC WAY
OUT AHEAD!

"NCS will give Nielsen reliable data to
serve as a basis for correcting the proportion of multiple-set radio homes in

So far, the entire industry has general-

NOW

Same old story
in Rochester . . .

set counts. NCS's probability sampling
should give more accurate figures.
4. Generally speaking, the new7 coverage dala will add the final dimension
lo radio-TV research. With the advent of NCS and SAM, radio and television become the "mo.-l rescarihed
of all advertising media.
• • *

KWJJ spot announcements bring
big results to advertisers who
want to cover the Portland Area

Prospect"

with a small budget. KWJJ's program variety, its listener popularity and its 10,000 watt coverage give you an advertising buy
that is an unusual Radio Value.

KWJJ
OREGON'S MOST POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT STATION
STUDIO & OFFICES
1011 S. W. 6th Ave.
PORTLAND 4, OREGON
Nat'l. Representatives

WEED
New

& COMPANY

York. Chicago, Detroit, Boston, Atlanta,
Hollywood, San Francisco

SPONSOR

SPOT RATES
{Continued from page 39)
there reduce nighttime rates it may not
have much of an effect. Clients may
not want to bother going back into
night just for a station here and there.
If they know that they can buy nighttime most everywhere at a reduced
rate and without making deals, we may
have a better chance.
"Our stations will be watching the
picture closely all fall and the thing
will probably jell one way or another
by the first of the year at the latest.

How to sell a bank
...via radio
*

These banks are sold on radio because they sponsor
Fulton Lewis. Jr.
Name of Bank

Location
Andalusia, Ala.
Anniston, Ala.
Dothan. Ala.

many independents: "Cut rates? Most
of our stations will raise. In some

Covington County Bank
First National Bank
Dothan Bank and Trust Co.
Traders & Farmers Bank
American National Bank & Trust Co.
Burns National Bank
Colorado Savings and Trust Co.
Security Trust Co.
Florida National Bank

Haleyville, Ala.
Mobile, Ala.
Durango, Colo.
La Junta, Colo.
Wilmington, Del.
Lakeland, Fla.

areas the population has doubled since
the stations set their rates. In those

First Trust and Savings Bank
Continental American Bank & Trust Co.

Davenport. Iowa
Shreveport, La.

cases the stations are justified in getting increases.

Jackson City Bank
Jackson. Mich.
Traverse City, Mich
First Peoples State Bank
Commercial National Bank and Trust Co Laurel, Miss.
American National Bank
St. Joseph, Mo.
Fremont, Neb.
Fremont National Bank
New York, N. Y.
Chase National Bank
Shelby, N. C.
Union Trust Company of Shelby
Columbus, Ohio
City National Bank and Trust Co.
I ronton, Ohio
First National Bank
Chickasha, Okla.
First National Bank
Erie, Pa.
Union Bank of Erie
Clarksville, Tenn.
Northern Bank of Tennessee
Elizabethton, Tenn
Carter County Bank
National Bank of Commerce
Jackson, Tenn.
Laredo, Texas
Laredo National Bank

Those that don't reduce nighttime then
will follow within the next six months."
Owner of rep firm with list including

"Of course we've run into difficulty
at night in TV markets. The deals are
fast and furious. Big network affiliates
have undercut us to take announcement schedules away. We'd like to see
an end to that kind of business because
everyone is hurt eventually."
Executive in charge of spot sales for
important block of poiverhouses: "We
have no immediate plans for a reduction. We're going to play it by ear.
Business is rolling along well so why
change things. If business drops off,
well go into it. The type of reductions
to be given eventually will depend upon
the business problem. If the large advertisers are pressing us, we may take
the discount route. If it's a general
problem, we'll lower the rate card."
V.p. in rep firm with list of major
stations: "My only thought is that
every case is individual. There can't
be any cross-country formula. Each
station will set its rates according to
how strong the competition is and how
business shapes up."
Owner of rep firm in the middle
ranks by billings: "We've talked to
many of our stations. With few exceptions there will be no cut until they're
pressured by circumstances. For us
nighttime business just doesn't exist in
the TV markets. It seems dubious right
now that even a substantial nighttime
cut would help. We're hopeful that
eventually it will snap back, however.
As far as daytime rates are concerned,
we've discussed raising some of them
when the SAM report comes out."
22 SEPTEMBER
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Peoples National Bank
Waggoner National Bank
American National Bank & Trust Co.
Peoples National Bank
Flattop National Bank
Merchants National Bank
First National Bank

Station
WCTA
WSPC
WAGF
WABB
WJBB
KIUP
KBNZ
WAMS
WONN
KSTT
KENT
WKHM
KFEQ
.WTCM
WLAU
KFGT
WOR
WOHS
WHKC
WIRO
KWCO
WLEV
WBEJ
WJZM

Aberdeen, Wash.

WDXI
KUOZ
KGKB
KVWC
WDVA
KXRO

Bluefield, W. Va.

WKOY

Tyler, Texas
Vernon. Texas
Danville, Va.

Montgomery, W.Va.WMON
Rhinelander, Wis.
WOBT

Currently sponsored on more than 350 stations by 752 local advertisers, Fulton Lewis, Jr. offers a tested means of reaching customers
and prospects. There may be an opening in your locality. Please
check your Mutual outlet.
jfi For copies of material showing actual results,
use this coupon.
Cooperative Program Department

Mutual Broadcasting System, Inc.
1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
Please send data on Fulton Lewis. Jr.
Name
Company
Address.
City

Zone

State
95

ll'h IN EFFECTIVE
BUYING INCOME

Owner of another rep firm in same
size range as above: "The nights are
sad. I'd say 85% of our billings are
daytime. At that rate I think the night
rates will have to come down. I feel
we could do good business if there was

per CAPITA
among
162

Sales
Management's
Metropolitan
Areas

distributors and merchants
here are pleased that the
Quad-City area has moved 3
steps ahead to Nth place in
the effective buying income
category. This great depth
of quality among 240,500

a reduction down to what's being given
anyway in special package deals.
Eventually the one-rate system for
nights and days will come into being.

Quad-Citians is a pretty
good promise of success for
the advertiser who has quality merchandise to sell and
does it wisely through the
use of WHBF-TV now re-

"I'm against discount juggling as the
way to reduce dates. Once you do that
you add to the trouble timebuyers have
to go through. Let's keep spot buying
as simple as we can. With big chunks

ceived by over 123,000 TV
set owners.
Les Johnson.
V.P. and Cen.
Mgr.

of money spent, it's all right to have
tricky discounts in network buying.
(Editor's note: It's said that it took
NBC two weeks to figure out just what
the CBS rate cut by discount meant
before NBC acted. ) But spot buying
has enough complexities already."
Sales executive with list of powerhouses: "There will be no national spot
reductions according to a formula. At
some stations there is more listening
now than in 1948 for some parts of
the day. The changes in listening pattern vary considerably from city to
city. It all boils down to a matter of
how many listeners are you delivering.
For our stations, which are in the

WHBF
TEIC0 BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Aver y-Knodel, Inc.

be.RW

cream class, I'm sure that based on the
homes using radio we could easily sell
out evenings by making a small readjustment ofnight rates. Such a change
is not unlikely in the next few months.

COMPLETE BROADCASTING

"We're not discouraged about the
loyalty

really

pays

off!

';";

ADIOS TOP
•
•

PERSONALITIES

•

MARKETS

Yes, on all 3 vital points,
Rahall Stations deliver the

1320(a)
KC

(b)
500 W

NORRISTOWN.PA.

1110 KC

(b)
1000 W.
National

and

(b) WALKER

RAHALL
96

8ECKLEY, W.VA.

Representatives

(a) WEED

tive in major agency: "There's no way
you can generalize about what's going
to happen to stations right now. But
the trend will be toward a single rate
for days now
and nights.
The stations
change
when business
is upwon't
but

goods.

, PA.

CO.
&

rsienmond

and more men in the audience."
Veteran timebuyer and media execu-

AUDIENCE

ALUNTOWN

INSTITUTION IN

evenings. We've been selling hard and
making good sales. We think nights
still have advantages for the advertiser
in the way of more listeners per set

620 KC

they'll move when they have to.
"What I'm hoping for is that
tions will recognize the philosophy
hind the CBS and NBC cuts and
the under-the-counter business. If

stabeend
thai

comes out of the network cuts, they'll
have accomplished a lot for the industry. We're all sick of that kind of buying, but you can't expect us not to ask
for a price when we know someone else

W M BG »
i

W C 0 D-™
W T V R-«

First Stations ot Virginia
WTVR

Blair

TV

Inc.

WMBG

The

Boiling

CO.

STATIONS

Veteran time buying executive (on

Co.

the distaff side): "There won't be anv
)OE

RAHALL,

President

got it."

SPONSOR

BMI

quick cut in evening rates. Stations resisted the network cuts and they certainly don't feel they've lost their audience to television. When NCS and SAM
some out, I think stations will have
substantiation of their claims that people are still listening.

ARITHMETIC

SIMPLE

"I don't go along with what the ratings say. They don't measure multiple
sets and out-of-home. It makes me mad
every time I read about ratings being

MUSIC LICENSING
BMI LICENSEES
23
Networks
2,346
AM
340
FM
107
TV _
4
Short-Wave
Canada
J50

down
ment. when they're not a full measure"1 think radio's present rate fiasco is
due to failure to get together as an industry and come to a conclusion several years ago on a coverage service.

TOTAL BMI
LICENSEES. .2970

It was needed to prove the industry's
case.
Timebuyer working under one of
best known buyer-executives in major

You are assured of
complete coverage
when you program
BMI -licensed music

agency: "I figure within the next year
most stations will have one rate, equalizing night with day. Some, of course,

*As of Sept. 11, 1952

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
580 FIFTH AVE., NEW
NEW

YOIK

• CHICAGO

YORK

19

• HOLLYWOOD

already have this. Anyone who's paying night rates now in TV markets is
crazy. In some cases nighttime is being
sold cheaper than days.
"Advertisers aren't interested now
in nighttime even in the non-TV markets. They've gotten out of the habit of
thinking about nighttime radio even
though we in the agency would be
happy to see them buy nighttime in
non-TV markets or in TV markets

Mr. John L. DeBevec
Assoc. Media Dir.
J.
Walter Thompson Co.
Chicago

where the price is right."
Chief timebuyer medium-sized agency: "I don't think stations will cut immediately. Business has been good to

Dere John :
Th' fall weathur

the point where it's a seller's market.
In three or four months cuts will accel-

PJ^L

erate, ifthere's a slump.
"Frankly, I hope they arrive at a
stable rate card system soon. It's surprising now to see some of the stations
that give you deals. It's no good for an
agency to buy on a deal basis because
who knows what the next fellow got.

haz purty
turned sights.
th' WestI
Va. hills into mighty
think our scenery

^MiM
A Wir\

J scenery
is rite purty.
too Th'
but
boss
likes th'

)
L
W
1
W

"It's my personal view nighttime can
be revived. The rise in TV costs is
■ ^ ^ T* 11^^

of buying network TV goes up. How
many clients will be able to stand the

\%/vJ\\
\*S» SvAii

gaff? There's no reason why under
that
back. circumstance radio can't come
"The medium can come back in audience, too, since listeners will tire of

JOHN
E. PEARSON
CO.
National Representatives

5000 WATTS
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TV. But radio has to make sure there's
something for its listeners to come
back
effort to by exerting more creative
• • •
on programme

here is reportin
an increase this

1 fA

causing clients to jump back to radio
and as new stations are added the cost

figgers
up
he also racked
likes th'
by bizness here
in th' state. Dep't
sales are up real
big and our huge
power plants is
rackin' up new
Th' postt o toffuce
output
ul s .

mm

year in a row.
year
20th
Thingsfor isth'good
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and you, know
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Charleston,
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS^

What Printer's Ink and the advertising columns neglected to state was that
they meant only network radio. National spot which has been decidedly on
the upswing for some time, would have
changed the picture decidedly. Since
accurate estimates on national spot

sponsored network TV 60% of the cost
goes for talent and production and
40% for time. In comedy -variety the
production percentage is considerably

aren't readily available we urge advertising columns and advertising publications, when referring only to network billings, to use the qualifying

TV sparks the small agency

word. That's the fair thing to do.
Despite all the selling-down-the-river
tactics, radio continues as a virile and
growing medium. Whom does it serve
to give a false and negative impression?
Radio: media whipping boy

Speaking of distorted impressions,
we should mention also the ad that

We've commented editorially on the
raw deal that radio gets in the advertising columns of newspapers like the
New York Times and New York Herald
Tribune as well as some advertising
trade papers. No matter how dominant
radio (and television too) may be in

Life ran this month, comparing its advertising billings with those of other
media for the first six months of 1952.
Life in the ad ranked itself first with
a total of $48,573,615, and gave second place to NBC TV, whose time billings for the period tallied $41,067,493.

an upcoming campaign it's the black
and white media selected ( and especially newspapers ) that get the big
play. The air media are usually listed
as the also-rans.
We get a little tired of seeing radio

As invariably happens in such comparative media, the ad disregarded an

kicked
around
it hasn't
let
learned
how simply
to flexbecause
its muscles
and
protect itself in the clinches.
What brings this on is the publicity
impression gleaned recently that radio
is fast falling into limbo. A release
from Printers' Ink which made the advertising columns in mid-September
stated that in July 1952 all national
media "were up over July of last year
except radio, which was down 19%."

equally important element of the advertiser's expenditure on a TV network:
the cost of talent and production. For
the same six-month period the over-all
program cost for sponsors on NBC TV
came to at least $35,000,000. When
that sum is added to the $41 million
you get an entirely different result.
NBC TV is way out in front of Life.

higher.
Comparisons can often be not only
odious but way off the track.
The local agency is becoming more
and more alerted to the fact that TV
affords opportunity not only for its
own expansion but for the expansion
of the clients budget. The medium
has stimulated small agencies to try
new approaches in copy, marketing,
and merchandising. It's been not merely a case of getting an advertiser on
the bandwagon but compounding ways
of getting the most out of the advertising dollar. TV has brought the small
agency into a closer affinity with and
understanding of all broadcast advertising. The contact with TV has often
lead to a reappraisal of the job that
radio can also do for the client and
how the two could be adroitly harnessed for the same objective.
As a case in illustration, take the
Curt Freiberger agency in Denver.
The opening of KFEL-TV proved one
of the most spectacular in the country.
The station found that it had a citizenry that was really TV-happy. It
didn't take long for the Freiberger
agency to go into action and marshall
its clients into the parade. Around 1
October it will have four clients each

Adding the cost of plates would not,
by the way, make up the difference.
The production expense for a color
magazine page is but 10%. of the space
bill. For a half-hour dramatic show in

sponsoring an established TV film
show, with the joint budget for time

president, has put all the devices and

gratis service that is available to them
and (2) blueprinting the plan of operation for dealers so that the machinery
will be functioning at top efficiency on
election day. The output of material
from the NADA includes car cards and

and show running over the $100,000mark. It's also got a couple of 15minute sponsored films in the offing.

Applause
Putting a program

in action

sponsor has commented

at several

times on the part being played by advertisers, agencies, and broadcasters in
the campaign to get out the vote. But
there's one facet of this drive that
merits special spotlighting. Namely the
job being done by the National Automobile Dealers Association among its
35,000 members on what certainly can
be called a "program in action" — furnishing transportation to the polls.
John

98

Saxton

Lloyd,

the

NADA's

paraphenalia of a modern-day advertising campaign behind the project.
The object is to make it a coast-to-coast
undertaking, and not a spotty one.
So far 3,500 dealers have pledged
themselves to the program, which
basically calls for pooling their cars
and setting up a central system of communication between the voters and the
car dispatchers.
The task that the NADA

has set for

itself falls into two parts: (1) making the voting public aware
of the

various types of posters and a kit containing continuities for radio and TV
announcements, newspaper ads, logotypes, and press releases. It is anticipated that considerable money will be
spent by the dealers promoting on
three different levels: statevvise. local
groups and individual dealers.
SPONSOR
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KMBC-KFRM is wise in the ways of a woman. So is Bea Johnson, newly
appointed KMBC-KFRM Director of Women's programs and conductress of
the "Happy Home," (8:30-9:00 AM, Monday through Friday). But that's not
all. Women in the Heart of America know all about Bea Johnson, too. They
know her as housewife and mother, and one whose wide experience can provide them with the answers to their problems. That is the reason why they
requested her return to the air. As Joanne Taylor on KMBC from 1936 to
1941, she was one of their all-time favorites.
So now, more than ever before, the relationship between The KMBC-KFRM
Team and the women of the Kansas City Primary Trade Area exists as a very
effective cycle. These women are well acquainted with Bea Johnson. Bea and
The Team are likewise well aware of the wishes of these listeners and are first
to supply them with the program material that they want. The association
of Bea Johnson, KMBC-KFRM and the lady listeners is an unbeatable combination—for the advertiser. Bea's sincere recommendation coupled with the
prestige of KMBC-KFRM is certain to make sales of any product or service
carried on "Happy Home."
*

This is the third of a series on The KMBC-KFRM
in the Heart of America.

Call KMBC-KFRM

know-how

which

spells

or Free & Peters for the story of Bea

dominance

and

"Happy Home." BE WISE-REALIZE. ..that to sell the Whole
of America Wholeheartedly, it's "Happy Home" on...

the

Heart

^KMBC-KFRMCBS RADIO

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY

FOR THE HEART
DLAND

OF AMERICA
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The KRSC Salemaker spot package is sales
dynamite in the profitable Seattle market.

age 36
WILL
SAI

Terrific all-day, all-week impact. More listeners per dollar — moves merchandise right

DEMANDS HURT
SPOT TV?

iow! And it's easy to use, easy to buy.
For Salemaker facts call or wire KRSC
National Sales or our nearest rep:
EAST: Geo. W. Clark, Inc.
WEST:

Lee F. O'Connell

Co., Los Angeles
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AMERICAN

E IH33

DOES

A

COMPLETE

JOB

.

WMBG

SO

DO

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

Inc.

Motorists watch
Amoco

STATIONS

WTVR
I WCOD

for the red and white

oval sign of greater value as they

travel through the 19 states from
Maine to Florida. They know that Amoco-Gas,
Permalube Motor Oil, and other products
of the American

Oil Company

result of expert and rounded

are the quality
knowledge.

Virginians see in Havens & Martin Stations
(WTVR, WMBG, WCOD) the same calibre of
know-how

in radio and TV broadcasting.

That's why they look to
Havens & Martin Stations for
their entertainment
Together, Havens

and public service.

& Martin Stations comprise

the first complete broadcasting

institution

of the South. Today they represent the
most efficient way

to sell Virginians.

WMBG
FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

Havens

*« WCOD

& Martin Inc. Stations are the onfy

complete broadcasting

institution in Richmond.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.
WMBG represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

» WTVR

o
Motorola
goes on
big spot
splurge

AFL opposes
Government
suit to
release films

Ralston, BC,
Dodge tops
as spot
buyers

Motorola launches radio spot saturation campaign 12 October.
Will
use 64 TV cities and 30 non-TV cities plugging both TV and radio sets
via minute and 20-second transcribed jingles.
Several stations will
be used in each market with largest number (8) assigned to New York.
Campaign winds up 22 November.
Tom Ross is A/E at Ruthrauff & Ryan.
-SRAmerican Federation of Labor is backing Screen Actors Guild's stand
against Department of Justice suit to force motion picture industry
to release its films for TV. AFL Convention passed resolution condemning action as threat to theatre exhibition business. Resolution
was also sponsored by stage hands union as well as California State
Federation of Labor.
-SRRalston Purina, BC Headache Powders, and Dodge Motor rank, in tntn.
order, as biggest year-round users of spot radio.
Station list:
Ralston, 563; BC, 550; Dodge, 426. Biggest seasonal spot buyer: Lipton (iced tea), with 367 stations.
Source of information: National
Association of Radio & TV Representatives.
-SR-

"Freedom"
500-station
program

CF's Hope
deal NBC
bonanza

Sales of Ziv Co.'s "Freedom, U.S.A." has gone over 500 station marx.
Transcribed radio series, which premiered last week, has accumulated
imposing list of sponsoring insurance companies and other large national, institutional advertisers.
-SRGeneral Foods'
off $1,100,000

dual buy of Bob Hope, daytime and nighttime, takes NBC
contractual hook.
Network had guaranteed this income

over two-year period.
General Foods' Hope buy includes 5 15-minute
taped shows Tuesday or Wednesday night — all on NBC.
Hope's management
says deal entails $1,700,000 in talent services and time costs. GF has
option on Hope's TV services after June 1953 when he will have completed his 10 appearances, for "Colgate Comedy Hour."
-SR-

Cinerama
debut backed
with AM-TV

California
dried fruits
coordinating
campaign

AP sets up
broadcaster
advisory
group

Two-week radio-TV campaign of 20 and 6-second announcements is being
used along with newspaper to introduce Cinerama, 3-dimensional movie
projection system, to New Yorkers.
McCann-Erickson* s Peter Schaffer
supervises campaign, with Ted Kelly buying air media.
-SRRadio and TV are included in $1 million nationwide promotion for California dried fruits.
Participating: California Prune Advisory Board,
California Fig Institute, Dried Fruits Association of California, California Dried Fruits Institute, California Advisory Board, and brand
advertisers.
Coordinating agency yet to be named at presstime.
-SRAssociated Press has appointed committee of station subscribers to
help it find ways to "refine news for broadcast to meet changing times
and interests."
It's first time news organization has invited broadcasters to participate in continuing study of medium.
Sub-committee
will specialize in exchanging programing ideas.
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CBS, Fox
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newsreel
proposition
Y&R

rich

again with
marquee
names

SAC studies
poser raised
by commercial
producers
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Coronet Magazine is doing market survey on TV with view to entering
film production.
Research is covering viewer preferences, spot advertisers' budgets, and local program structures.
Coronet thinking is
along lines of short subjects.
-SRCBS and 20th Century-Fox may wind up as allies in newsreel field.
From present discussion arrangement could emerge whereby Fox would do
all CBS' newsreel work and participate
electronic sets and backgrounds.
-SR-

in network's

experiments

with

Young & Rubicam's signing of Bob Hope for General Foods and other recent doings show agency has staged comeback namewise in recent months.
Its list now also includes Bing Crosby, Joan Davis, Charles Laughton,
Eve Arden ("Our Miss Brooks"), Arthur Godfrey ("Talent Scouts"), Ronald
Colman, Charles Boyer, Dick Powell, Joel McCrea ("Four Star Playhouse").
-SRScreen Actors Guild has deferred further discussions with New York
film commercial producers about agreement to cover on- and off-camera
talent until it can study technical question advanced by producers.
It deals with repayments to announcers after commercial has been used
on air for specified periods.
Producers argue SAG may be justified in
asking for residual payments when announcers are seen, but feel
Guild's stepping out of its jurisdiction when announcer is employed
exclusively for sound track.
(See report on negotiations, page 38.)
-SR-

NRDCA executive
sees Xmas TV
only for kids

TV crime
no thrill
for Ohio
youngsters
Emerson
warms up
Tandem
Plan
Spanish
language
stations
prosper

Howard P. Abrahams, promotion manager, told fall conference of smaller
stores division NRDGA Christmas will be good this year but he thinks
TV will not benefit much from it. He said department stores last year
found TV most effective when programs were slanted at children.
Abrahams reported stores regularly using radio propose to keep it up for
Xmas.
One idea is to have Santa reading kids' letters over air and
not only draw writers but make parents "captive audience."
-SRAfter-school viewing doesn't rate high among youngsters in central
Ohio.
They prefer to do their viewing "after supper."
Murder mysteries aren't among their favorite programs.
These findings are from
study of viewing habits conducted by Franklin County (Ohio) Television
Committee for White House Conference on children and youth.
-SREmerson Drug has been landed by NBC Radio as first participating sponsor in network's group of three Tandem Plan shows for 1952-53 season.
Trio consists of "Red Skelton," "Barrie Craig, Confidential Investigator," and "Judy Canova Show."
-SRSpanish language stations in Southwest have been doing exceptionally
well this year.
About 80 national accounts have used them during
1952.
These include Procter & Gamble, Colgate, American Tobacco, R.
J. Reynolds, and Sterling Drugs.
Texas University and Joe Belden, independent research organization report these facts: (1) 3,000,000
Mexican Americans now reside in Arizona, California, New Mexico, and
Texas; (2) Spanish-speaking population of Texas has increased
since 1920 — from 504,000 to 1,300,000.
(Please turn to page 82)
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WLAC chalks up another first
When WLAC's election returns indicated that the Hon. Frank G. Clement had won Tennessee's
recent Gubernatorial Primary, Mr. Clement turned from his radio and said . . . "I'm ready for
that WLAC microphone."
WLAC was ready too. Standing by in the candidate's hotel suite, WLAC's Esso Reporter
staged another scoop with an exclusive pickup of the nominee's first acknowledgment of victory.
As in every election year for the past 25 years, listeners wanted
WLAC get returns 30 minutes ahead of everyone else" . . .

to know

Congressman

airs

. . . "how

does

victory

Since first campaigning over WLAC 12 years ago, J.
Percy Priest, Democratic Whip of the U. S. House of
Representatives shown acknowledging his 7th consecutive victory, has made WLAC his first port of call on
election night.
Whether it's a Public Service assignment . . . or a job
of selling merchandise . . . WLAC programs with personalities who know how to attract and hold radio
listeners . . . best . . .

WLAC
CBS RADIO

50,000 WATTS

NASHVILLE,

TENN.

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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Highway
Skies. . • •
High quality programming keeps listenerinterest going up at WREC. Listener-confidence and prestige continue to insure a
steady sales climb for advertisers. Yet, the
cost per thousand listeners is 10.1% less
than in 1946! With the highest Hoopcr
rating of any Memphis Radio Station,
WREC offers you the shortest route to inthe

creased sales at lower cost — and, the sky's
limit in this $2,000,000,000
market!

MEMPHIS

REPRESENTED
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KROW

The Profession of Pessimism
The other day one of the merchants of inside economic data, a
patent holder and purveyor of private statistical prophecy, slipped
into the mails his considered warning to the business community of

reaches more
Listeners-per- j
than any other
San Francisco or
Oakland Station*
'PULSE for Oakland and for San Francisco,
June, 1957

a big collapse in ''about a year." He declared, in effect, that neither
Democrats nor Republicans, neither world affairs nor native ingenuity could halt the certain downward spiral. It was his best
advice to businessmen that they tighten up, batten down, steady
their minds for real rough going in the near future.

This piece of gloomy foreboding arrived, in sealed envelopes, at
(be start of a season which finds all advertising in excellent condition,
television selling out and radio still doing surprisingly well. As for
employment, it is practically at an all-time peak, and the immediate
predictions of many a periodical, such as Business Week, point to a
vigorous consumer market well ahead; granting that well ahead is
never, nowadays, too far into the future.
*
*
«
Now the melancholic mailing from the economist-at-large-to-corporation-brass raises in your present columnist a strange uneasiness.
Not on the score of whether this Jeremiah will be proven right or
wrong. Only time can argue that. Rather this latest toot on the horn
of pessimism-in-the-midst-of-many-good-omens raises the uneasy suspicion that we have in the United States a fully developed and assiduously cultivated market for economic-emotional crepe-hanging
dressed up in the prestige of science. It is as if these mail order

BEST BUY IN 2 MARKETS!
There's a billion-and-a-half dollar
market on each side of San Francisco Bay! Over 150 result-conscious advertisers... local, regional, national . . . now use KROW
of Oakland to reach both of these
markets at the lowest cost-perthousand of any station in San
Francisco or Oakland. Incidently,
there are comparatively few TV
sets in these markets.
For details, see
PAUL H. RAYMER

COMPANY,

KROW

INC.

Ph.D.'s were happiest when gloomiest, as if they made a statistical
translation of every new-born babe into a prospect for the embalmer.
In short,
capitalistic
thing more
sion which

we are suggesting here and now that it is a curious bit of
folklore which refuses to believe that prosperity is anysubstantial than a transitory myth and a strange profescaters to this folklore of inevitable disaster.

All this very much concerns advertising for ihe simple reason that
advertising thrives on a sanguine state of mind in the business community. Panicky executives, or executives warned against confidence
in the future, are not likelj l<> respond to recommendations for larger
time and space commitments when threatened with economic disaster.

Radio Center Bldg.

Do you think we over-characterize the profession of pessimism?
II so. consult any financial journal, or financial section. Note the

19th A Broadway • Oakland, Calif.
Serving the Entire Oakland-Sen Francisco Bay Area

systematic peddling of "warnings.'" In large display type, soothsayers
Inquire il you are prepared to face the next 62 days, the next 199,
ihe next ,''.(>.">:' i Judge Rutherford

used to ad\ertise:

"Are '^ "ii Pre-

I Please turn to page KH>l
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All It Took was a Haircut...

To unseat Samson

as the most powerful member

"Long hair" might have helped Samson

of the "long-hair" set.

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to 6
P.M., Monday through Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., 1951,
thru August, 1952.)

perform wonders with the jawbone of an ass,

but it doesn't build a radio audience. KOWH

bypassed the "Highbrow"

rollicking entertainment. Everybody gets in the act— and the Omaha,

in favor of

Council Bluffs area

Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period,
of any independent station
in
all America! (August,
1952.)

loves it! You'll love the resulting Hooper, averaged below for the eleven-month period
from October, 1951, to August, 1952. Big happy audience. Lots of money. Big sales!

36.3%

Sta. "A'

OTHER
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fflfflif
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A

Station"
Independent
Most
"America's
CO.
By The BOLLING
Storz; Represented Nationally
Todd Listened-to
General Manager,

Her picture

appears —yet li
^ople know
what she looks

They've never seen Grace Matthews in
magazines, movies, or television . . . but as radio's
"Big Sister," her image is as clear as can be in the
minds of her many listeners. They know her smile,
her hair-do, her walk, the clothes she wears.
And no listener would trade her own idea of "Sister"
with any other.
It's the same with the millions of listeners to "Our
Gal Sunday". . . or "Young Dr. Malone". . . or
"Aunt Jenny". . . or 10 other daytime serials on
CBS Radio.

.T.6V6i

million
exactly
ike!

What listeners create from the things they hear is
what they'd like to buy. For people buy their
own notions of what you'd like to sell— for their own
special needs and wants.
And so, through radio, through these Mondayto-Friday dramas, a voice becomes a person . . . and
a product comes into one's own home.
All day long, radio is all through the home. It has
a facile way of going wherever people go — of
fitting most everything they do.
This happens with the greatest enjoyment— and
advertising effectiveness— on CBS Radio. For here,
daytime radio is not only the most popular
serial drama— but it's also Arthur Godfrey . . .the
gayest music . . . the best news service . . . the most
enter ed-into audience participation.
it's the kind of listening that livens up a day's
routine . . . that can make the difference between
spirited housewife and treadmill Hausfrau. It's the
kind of listening that last season gave CBS Radio
nine of radio's top ten daytime shows. They continue
into the new season, building images— and sales.
This fall you can easily tell where radio is at its best
as a household medium :

The weekday schedule on CBS RADIO
is completely sold out.

Th ere 9s On iff

JWadison

do with most goods and services. This
point may be a bit more difficult to
perceive for research work, but it applies nevertheless.
Irvin Dunston

BACK

TV Station in
Onttthn

I hit 4:

m

LEADS
IN
AUDIENCE
Latest Pulse figures (August 1952)
show that KMTV leads again in
audience in the Omaha area. Of
the top TEN once-a-week shows telecast in the Omaha area, NINE are
seen on KMTV!

HAS HUGE
EXPANSION
PLANS
KMTV recently announced plans
for a tremendous remodeling program. There'll be a new, modern,
air conditioned, acoustically treated
studio, which will more than double
present studio space. A new film processing room, news room, control
room and offices are being added.
These new facilities will enable
KMTV to give advertisers greater
audience — audience
better service.

GIVES OUTSTANDING
RESULTS— BEST TV
BUY FOR ADVERTISERS
KMTV carries shows from 3 top
networks — reaches the big share of
audience in the Omaha area. Results
for advertisers are amazing. And,
KMTV's low rates, its 52 week rate
protection plan plus its stronger signal in the fringe area give you the
best TV buy in Omaha.
Get all the tacts from your Katz
Rep. or call KMTV

today.

KltlTV
OMAHA

DUMONT
ABC

2, NEBRASKA
CHANNEL
3

Represented

10

CBS

by KATZ

AGENCY

Kenyon Research Co.
New York

ISSUES

Thanks to your fine binders we are
able to keep complete and up-to-date
files of sponsor. However, "before
binders" is another story. We kept the
indexes but we don't have a complete
set of the magazines any longer.
In the August 14, 1950 issue you
carried a very good story of Shell Oil
Company's use of radio. Would it be
possible for you to supply us with a
copy of the magazine, or, if you have
them, a reprint of the article? We will,
of course, expect to pay for the issue
if you have it.
Frances Austin
/. Walter Thompson
San Francisco
• Most back issues are available to readers who
wish to make their binders complete. Binders,
each capable of holding a six-month supply of
SPONSOR, cost $4 each, two for $7. Bound
volumes containing 1950 and 1951 issues are
available.
Cost is $15
per year.

POST CARD

RESEARCH

After reading "Program research
with a post card" in your August 25th
issue, I have a suggestion you might
pass on to Mr. True. While teaching
at Notre Dame, I suggest that he take
a course in elementary statistics and
follow up with another emphasizing
sampling theory and practice.
You can't even make a good logical
argument that this "method," as presently developed,
cheap. Costs
be considered
in aisvacuum.
They can't
must
be weighed against value and quality
received, just as you do when you buy
a suit, a pair of shoes, or a fishing rod.
On this basis, the costs of this method
are excessive; it produces no information of value for guiding action, but it
involves some expense.
This is the costliest kind of research,
as others have pointed out. It can be
even costlier when action is guided by
estimates affected by large and unknown biases, and it turns out to be

•

SPONSOR

was

careful to advise readers of

the limitations of the "post card"* technique. The
method was publicized only after SPONSOR carefully checked research specialists to determine
whether such a method had validity. We were
advised that because of (1) economy, (2) speed,
it offered sufficient advantages to warrant publication and consideration.

CORRECTION
We found your issue of September
8 to be a very interesting and enlightening one. However, we wish to
point out two errors in your editorial
matter which you as publishers of an
accurate journal of the advertising
profession will, we feel sure, want to
have set straight.
The first of these (in a feature article. "What you should know about
alternate-week sponsorship" ) indicated that the agency for Bendix is
Tatham-Laird. Your not naming us,
who became the agency for the Bendix account some months ago, might
be explained as an oversight due to
the more or less recent change.
However, in your listing of CBS
network shows where you identified
Benton & Bowles as the agency for
All Purpose Rit (The Best Foods,
Inc.) in connection with the Garry
Moore Show, we are at a loss to explain the inaccuracy. Not only have
we handled the Moore show for Rit
for the past 12 months, but we have
been the agency for All Purpose Rit
even for years before it became a
member of the Best Foods family.
May I repeat that we have found
your past issues very enlightening and
beneficial. We look forward to coming issues of your fine publication.
Roger F. Moran, Acct. Exec.
ChicagoLudgin & Co.
Earle
•
ing

We regret that an error was made
sponsorship
with the networks.

in

cheek-

incorrect action. When you can't get
a budget adequate for a job of mini-

CANADIAN
MARKETS
1 want to let you know

mum quality, you're better off, in most
cases, when you make your decision on

were very pleased indeed with the job
you did in the Canadian section of
sponsor on August 11th. We heard

judgment alone. Then at least you're
not putting misplaced confidence in
slipshod survey findings.
You get what you pay for in consumer and audience research as you

that we

a good many comments about it—
all of which were favorable.
I think that sponsor should be comSPONSOR
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e'll stuff in those GLADIOLA

biscuits until he

can just hardly see . . ." Ah, the lilt in those honeyed words ! This has been the basic pitch for GLADIOLA

Flour on WFAA — and for fifteen years it's stirred the
heart of the housewife who stirs up those light, fluffy
GLADIOLA biscuits.
Fifteen years ago, the Fant Milling Company — millers of
GLADIOLA — was a husky country youngster with lots of
vision, plenty of courage, and an excellent product to sell.
>9

"Lady, your man 11 In love
Gladiola biscuits!
1937, the opener was a five-minute WFAA newscast.
Today, our regular noon news across the board is
GLADIOLA news — has been for many years ! Add to this
a walloping whoop-de-do known as the Saturday Night
Shindig, 30 minutes once a week, in its eighth year ! Then,
another 4 shows a week with Murray Cox, WFAA Farm
Editor, for SUNGLO Feeds.

news and
whoop-de-do help
Texas housewives
agree • • •

Results? Today, more Texas housewives buy GLADIOLA
flour than any other
family flour !

WFAA
8 2 O

Success? The Petry
man sells it. Its call letters are WFAA !

NBC-TQN

EDWARD

PETRY

& CO..

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

•

ALEX

KEESE,

Station Manager

•

RADIO

AFFILIATE

SERVICE OF THE DAllAS MORNING

NEWS

12
SPONSOR

plimented on doing a real educational job, which is of great assistance to
the U. S. manufacturers that distribute their goods in Canada.
Adam J. Young. Jk.
Adam J. Young Jr., Inc.
New York

tion in town that even attempts to program for Negroes and we have been
doing so for over two years.

PINPOINT
YOUR

Now, sponsor, with its large readership among agency people, tears down
the costly build up that we have had
over a period of two years by listing

SALESMAN

one of our competitors as "the only
Asheville station which has programCongratulations on your 1952 Canadian Section — also your Fall Facts
edition. Both are excellent!
The Canadian Section is the most
informative and usable I have seen to
date. I would like to see our industry
arrange to have a copy of this issue on
the desk of every national advertiser
in the U.S. and Canada.
Chuck Rudd, Mgr.
CHUB
Nanaimo. B. C.

NEGRO PROGRAMING
Congratulations on your fine presentation on Negro-appeal programing in
the United States.
WBGE, now operating under new
ownership, has inaugurated a Negro
program called Blues in the Night,
three hours nightly, seven nights a
week, 9:00 p.m. to 12 midnight, featuring one of Atlanta's best-known Negro radio and TV personalities, Ray
Mclver, and should be listed with stations which have programing beamed
at Negroes.
In fact, WBCE is the only full-time
station in Atlanta beaming programing to the Negroes, and Blues in the
Night is the only nighttime program in
Atlanta featuring a Negro disk jockey.
Robert N. Pinkerton, Pres.
General Broadcasting Co., Inc.
Atlanta. Ga.

Just received your July 28 issue of
sponsor and enjoyed reading your articles on Negro programing by radio
stations.
How could you have missed the boat
in Asheville as far as you did! You
completely ignore the fact that WI.OS
is the only Asheville station that presents programs appealing only to Negroes. WLOS has the only Negro disk
jockey in town, WLOS is the only station in town that does live remotes
from Negro night clubs and the only
station in town that carries a Negro
religious program every week. In fact,
so far as we know, we are the only sta-
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ing beamed at Charles
Negroes."B. Britt, V.P.
WLOS, WLOS-FM
Asheville, N. C.

Congratulations on your excellent
and timely Negro market section in
the July 28th issue.
Now I have news for you. There is
one New York TV station already programing to this great Negro market
(over one million people and one billion dollars in this area). WJZ-TV is
the station; Spotlight on Harlem, the
show. We put it on the air June 9th
with the famous Ralph Cooper as m.c.
It's a top amateur show with the best
Negro pros in the business making
guest shots. And, I'm happy to say,
despite Convention competition which
put Spotlight off the air for two weeks,
we're already getting over 1.000 pieces
of audience mail a week.
Trevor Adams. Mgr.
WJZ-TV
New York

FALL FACTS IN HAWAII
Please enter our agency subscription
to sponsor for one year.
According to all indications, television will come to Hawaii some time
during the second quarter of next year.
In the meantime, it is our plan to prepare material for prospective advertisers which might serve educational purposes in preparing them for this new
medium.

UNDUPLICATED
COVERAGE IN

Your sixth Annual Fall Facts issue
contains much information which we
would like to include in these bulletins.
We would very much appreciate having your permission to extract such material as would apply to this market.
We are particularly interested in the
feature "TV Results." We would like
to have any other such case history
material as you might be able to furnish us from your files.
Earl J. Goris, Acct. Exec.
W. H. Male Advertising Agency
Honolulu. Hawaii

225,000 HOMES
WITH PERSISTENT
SELLING TO MORE
THAN 675,000
PEOPLE . . .
IN PROSPEROUS
SOUTHERN
NEW ENGLAND
Represented Nationally by

Weed
In New

Television

England

—

Bertha Bannan

13

American
Con
announces th

EDWARD PETRI
as representatives for station.

EFFECTIVE

IMMEDIATELY

Broadcasting
oany
appointment of

l COMPANY, INC.

ECA -LOS ANGELES -KECATV
l/rrA

#

Los Angeics

5*
*£

•
.

New York
San Francisco

•
•

.— -w

WJZ-W
KGO-TV

ever use a sun dial in the dark ?
Useless to try to tell time that way.
But not so different from trying to buy radio or TV time in the dark.

sir
'/.'.
'.''•.^''I'i'i'i/J*'

%;

In an age of change and flux in media values, of ever-growing costs, you're
faced with the ever-growing problem of saying This little dollar went to market
. . . and every cent of it counted.
Consider, then, that there's a shining new light to help you solve problems
of radio and TV time-buying: NIELSEN COVERAGE SERVICE. Never before
have you, or anyone in the ad business, had available so complete,
so dependable a guide to market-by-market station selection.
What you get in NCS is a comprehensive, up-to-date coverage analysis of
every area in the country, showing the daily, weekly and four-week day and night
circulation of radio and TV stations . . . market data . . . audience characteristics.
Plus individual station summaries. Plus special reports to tie in with your own
particular distribution patterns.
What you get out of it is a spanking new addition to your media selection tools.
NCS Reports will arm you with facts: the newest, broadest set of coverage facts
on radio . . . the first complete set of coverage facts in television's history.
To keep your media buying
at peak efficiency, you'll need
NCS Reports in front of you
always. They're at the printer's
now. Gall or write your nearest
Nielsen office for details.

NIELSEN
COVERAGE
SERVICE
2101

Howard

First Measurement of
Radio and TV Coverage
a Service of A. <7. Nielsen Company

Street, Chicago 45, 111.
HOllycourt

5-4400

500 Eifth Avenue, New
PEnnsylvania

York 36, N. Y.

6-2850
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New and renew
1.

New on Television Networks
Bishop

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Cencral
Cigar Co
Gillette Safety Razor
Oil

James

Co
Co

Corp

Scott

Paper

Co

Sealy tnc
Shwayder

NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC

TV
TV
TV
TV

To be announced; T 8-9 pm; 7 Oct; 10 progs
Mr. & Mrs. North; F 10-10:30 pm; 3 Oct; 52 wks
Herman Hickman; F 7-7:15 pm; 3 Oct; 52 wks
World
pm
to concl;
1 Oct;
about Series;
7 daysdaily 12:15

Young &

NBC
NBC

TV
TV

NBC

TV

Short

Short

J. Walter Thompson

NBC

TV

To Sep;
be
alt

52 wks
announced;
wks

Grey
Olian

CBS

TV

NBC

TV

&

Spector

Rubicam

61

52

Bronner

Meet the Masters; alt Sun 5:30-6 pm; 19 Oct
progs
Cult1 1 Playhouse;
F 8:30-9 pm; 3 Oct; 52 wks

29

Benton

|ergens Co

Kellogg Co
Longines-Wittnauer
Co
P. Lorillard Co
Mars
Inc
Pabst Sales Co

Welcome

&

Young

&

Robert

W.

Bowles
Rubicam
Orr

Leo Burnett
Victor A. Bennett

Watch

NBC
NBC
NBC

TV
TV
TV

T

6

alt

W

Budget;

Travelers;

CBS

TV

ABC
CBS

TV
TV

Th

7:15-7:30

8:30-9

Sat

pm;

10-1:30

pm;
8

pm;

Oct;
18

F 3:45-4 pm; 26 Sep;

30
26
Oct;

52 wks

RCA Victor
Revere Copper & Brass
Simmons Co

|. Walter Thompson
St. Georges & Keyes
Young & Rubicam

NBC
NBC

TV
TV

42

CBS

TV

29

Sterling

Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Foote, Cone & Belding

Inc

ABC
CBS

TV
TV

48
36
52

30
62

start,

duration

to Me; alt Sat 6:30-7

Super Circus; 5-5:30
Longines Chronoscope;

43
29

TV
TV
TV

time,

You Bet Your Life; Th 8-8:30 pm; 2 Oct; 52 wks
Roy Rogers Show; Sun 6:30-7 pm; 28 Sep; 52 wks
Goodyear
26 progsTV Playhouse; alt Sun 9-10 pm; 12 Oct;
wks
It's News

CBS
ABC
CBS

Co

PROGRAM,

62
42
58

Lcnnen
& Newell
Leo Burnett
Warwick & Legler

Drug

Dramas;

Balance
Your
26 wks

STATIONS

AGENCY
BBDO

DeSoto Div, Chrysler Corp
Ceneral
Foods
Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Toni

10-10:30 pm; 1 Oct; 53

on Television Networks

SPONSOR

Andrew

duration

Kudner
Sherman 0 Marquette
Donahue & Coe
Maxon
D'Arcy

Bros

Renewed

start,

wks
This Is Your Your Life; W

Biow

Co

time,

TV

Lees

Pepsi-Cola

3.

PROGRAM,

NBC

Raymond

Buick Motor Div

Gulf

STATIONS

AGENCY

SPONSOR
Hazel

2.
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pm;
M,

28
W,

Oct;

25

Sep; 52 wks
F 11-11:15 pm;

pm;

11

22

Sep; 52 wks
The Web; Sun 10-10:30 pm; 28 Sep; 52 wks
Super Circus; 5:30-6 pm; 14 Sep; 52 wks
Pabst
Blue Ribbon
Bouts;
W
10-10:45
pm;
14
Sep; 52 wks
RCA Victor Show; F 8-8:30 pm; 3 Oct
Meet the Press; Sun 6-6:30 pm; 5 Oct; 17 wks
wks
It's News to Me; alt Sat 6:30-7
pm; 4 Oct; 26
Inspector Mark Saber, Homicide; M 8-8:30 pm; 6
Oct; 39 wks
Arthur Codfrey & His Friends; alt W 8-8:30 pm;
1 Oct; 52 wks

Station Representation Changes
AFFILIATION

STATION
KECA,
Los Angeles
KELO, Sioux Falls, S. D.
KCO, S. F.
KCO-TV, S. F.
KREL,
Houston-Baytown,
Tex.
KVOR, Colorado Springs, Col.
WBEN,
Buffalo
WDOK,
Cleve.
WENR,
Chi.
WENR-TV,
Chi.
WHOO. Orlando
WHUM-TV,
Reading,
Pa.
W|Z,
N.Y.
WJZ-TV,
N.Y.
WXYZ,
Detroit
WXYZ-TV.
Detroit

In

next

National

6 OCTOBER

issue:

Netv

Broadcast

1952

and
Sales

NEW

ABC
NBC
ABC
ABC
Independent
CBS
NBC

John Blair, N.Y.
Blair-TV,
N.Y.
Avery-Knodel, N.Y
H-R Representatives,
Edward
Petry, N.Y.
Edward
Petry, N.Y.

ABC
Unannounced
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC

Executives,

on

Networks,
Sponsor

REPRESENTATIVE

Richard O'Connell,
N.Y.
George
P. Hollingbery,
N.Y.
Henry 1. Christal, N.Y.
Joseph Hershey
McGillvra,
N.Y.

Independent
ABC
ABC

Renewed

NATIONAL

Edward
Petry, N.Y.
O. L. Taylor, N.Y.
Edward
Petry, N.Y.
Edward
Petry, N.Y.

N.Y.

John
Blair, N.Y.
N.Y.
Blair-TV.

Neic

National

Personnel,

'New

Spot
Agency

Radio

Business.

Appointments

Vumbers ajtei names
refer newtocaterer
New \ and ReH. N. Volhmar (5)
Anthony La Sala (5)
Kenneth Hoel (5)
John H. Owen (5)
Fred J. Harnm 17 (5)

1 952
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4.

IVeir «iid Renewed

Spot Television

\ew and reneu

American Maize-Product
American
Maize-Product
Bristol-Myers
Co

Co
Co

nc
Brown tj Williamson Tobacco
Canada Dry Cinger Ale
|. H. Filbert Inc
Grove
Laboratories
Inc
Crove
Laboratories
Inc
Crove
Laboratories
Inc
Crove
Laboratories
Inc
Crove
Laboratories
Inc
Thomas Leeming & Co
Nestles
Chocolate
Co
Pond's
Extract Co
Shulton
Inc
Shulton
Inc
Standard Brands Inc
Sun Oil Co

nc
nc

OR

WBZ
TV,Phila.
Boston
WPTZ.
WDTV,

WDTV.

Pittsb.

Mathes

WDTV.
WDTV.

SSCB
Harry
Harry
Harry
Harry

B. Cohen
B. Cohen
B. Cohen
B. Cohen

WNBW
WNBK,
WPTZ,
WNBQ,

Pittsb.
Pittsb.
Pittsb.
Wash.
Cleve.

WABD.
WABD,
WNBW

Compton
Hewitt, Ogilvy, BenBBDO
son & Mather

Phila.
Chi.
NY.
N.Y.
Hlywd.
N.Y.
Chi.
N.Y.
Wash.

WBZ TV,
WNBT.
WNBK,

BBDO
BBDO

WNBT,
WNBK,

BBDO
BBDO

Vick Chemical Co
Vick Chemical Co

Pittsb.

WDTV.

WABD,
WABD.
WNBQ,
KNBH.

PROGRAM,

STATION

|. M.

Cecil & Presbrey
Wesley
Wesley
|. Walter
Thompson

Vick Chemical Co
Vick Chemical Co

Boston

Cleve.
N.Y.
N.Y.
Cleve.

time, start, duration

FORMER

NAME

Bradley

Paul

L.

S. Campbell
Chappell

10-sec anncmt; 25 Sep; 52 wks
1-min
1-min
20-sec
20-sec
1-min
10-sec;

In)

anncmt, 23 Nov; 52 wks <nl
ancmt;
18 Sep; 15 wks In)
anncmt; 30 Sep 22 wks in>
22
anncmt; 30 Sep; 20 wks (it)
partic; 20-sec ancmt; 1 Oct; 22
20-sec;
1-min
anncmt;
1 Oct; wks

20-sec anncmt; 5 Oct; 22 wks
I n ) 20-sec anncmt; 7 Oct;
10-sec,
1-min anncmt;
23 Oct; 10 wks
20-sec anncmt; 23 Sep; 15 wks
1-min partic; 26 Sep; 13 wks
1-min anncmt; 27 Sep; 13 wks
20-sec anncmt; 22 Sep; 52 wks
20-sec
i n) anncmt; 28 Sep; 13 wks

(n)
12 wks
(n)
(n)
in)
in)
In)
In)

10-sec;

29

20-sec
1-min
(n )
10-sec
10-sec

20-sec;

1-min

partic;

wk
in

(n)

20

wk

20

wk<

Sep;

anncmt; 29 Sep; 20 wks (n)
partic; 20-sec anncmt;
29 Sep;
anncmt; 30 Sep; 20 wks <n)
anncmt; 6 Oct: 18 wks In)

NEW

AFFILIATION

Executive Research.
Inc., NY., mgr
Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY., TV copy superv
Owen
& Chappell,
N.Y., exec vp
Capitol Records,
LA., adv mgr
Allan |. Copeland Adv., Chi., owner

Coerne
Allan
lohn S.| Copeland
. DeWolf
George
Eisenberg
|ohn B.W Duram
Nat
Bessie Galbraith
Harold Crater
David Hale Halpern
Fred |.
Hamm
Kenneth
Hoel
Richard
|, Keegan
Chet
K ulesza
Bernard London
Anthony La Sala
Lester 1. Mallets
Russell F. Manney
McManus
lohn F. H. Niewenhous
Siebrand

C. M
Basford, N.Y., group acct mgr
Ceyer Adv., NY., media
dir
Al Paul Lefton, NY., tv prod-dir
Foote, Cone & Belding, Mexico City, regional dir
Norex Company, N.Y., gen mgr & vp
Owen & Chappell,
NY., vp
M. H. Hackett,
NY., acct exec
Harris Theatres,
Pittsb., head adv, pub
Vick Chemical,
N.Y., exec
Ellington & Co., N.Y., head TV comml dept
CBS, NY., sports & special events dir
Ceyer, Newell & Ganger,
N.Y., acct exec
Harry B. Cohen,
N.Y., acct exec
BBDO.
Detroit, mkt and mdse mgr food accts
Thayer, Gardner, Mass., adv mgr
BBDO,
Pittsb., acct exec

)r
Robert L. Nourse
Patrick E. O'Rourke
Don Ot IS

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
L.A.,
Grant Adv., Hlywd,
vp & mgr
Hlywd
free lance disk m.c.

Owen
George
lohn H. A. Rink
Rhoda
Rosenthal
Allen F OSS
Richard
Harvey
lohn T
David

Southwell
H. Talmadge
N. Volkmar
Youner

\<*»r

Owen

&

Chappell,

N.Y.,

acct

exec

pres

American
Home mag, staff member
WNBC-WNBT,
N.Y., asst to gen mgr
WOR,
NY.,
producer
BBDO,
NY.,
radio-tv dept
G. M. Basford, N.Y., group acct mgr
Kenyon & Eckhardt,
NY., acct exec
Shephard & Edwards, NY., prod mgr & acct exec

AFFILIATION

Grant Adv., Hlywd,
vp & mgr
Sherman 6 Marquette,
N.Y., TV copy superv
Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY., consultant, vice chairman review board leff 3 Nov)
Elwood
|. Robinson,
L.A., creative dir
Paul Crant
Adv., Chi., dir & vp (merger of both
Same,
vp
agencies
under Crant
name)
Same,
vp
Emil Mogul,
N.Y., creative
programing
superv
Foote, Cone & Belding, LA., acct exec
McCann-Erickson,
vp & gen exec
Biow, NY.,
acct superv
Ceyer, Newell & Ganger, N.Y., acct superv
G Norman
Burk, Pittsb., dir prom, pub rel
Sherman & Marquette,
N.Y., acct exec
Sherman & Marquette, N.Y., dir of TV film commls
Kudner,
NY., TV producer
Same,
vp, asst to gen mgr
Emil
Mogul,
NY.,
bus
mgr
radio-TV
Ralph Sharp. Detroit, vp
Zimmer,
Keller & Calvert. Detroit, acct mgr
SSCB,
NY., exec
Roy S. Durstine,
L.A., acct exec
Hixson & (orgensen,
L.A., acct exec
M. B. Scott & Assoc, Hlywd
(new agency), acct
exec
Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N.Y., vp. acct superv
(eft 3
Earle
Chi, acct exec
Nov) Ludgin,
Rand,
N.Y., dir of tv
M. B. Scott & Assoc, Hlywd
mew agency), media
dir
Same,
vp
Hirsch & Rutledge, St. L., vp, radio-tv dir
Ceyer
David

Advertising,
NY.,
Youner Assoc, N.Y.

acct superv
(new agency),

J. T. Southwell
J. W. DeWolj
K. II. Talmadge
1). H. Halpern

Charles Chappell
A. J. Copeland
David ) ouner
N. B. Eisenberg
< hei Kulesza

owner

\gency Appointments

KCBD.
Lubbock, Tex., formerly Mutual,
now NBC
KFLW,
Klamath
Falls, Ore , formerly
ABC
now CBS
KFMB, San Diego, former ABC, now CBS (eff 12 Dec)
KHUM,
Eureka. Cal., formerly ABC, now CBS
KRNR, Roseburg, Ore., formerly Don Lee-MBS, now CBS
KWIE, Kennewick, Wash., formerly
Independent,
now CBS

KYIC,
Medford, Ore., formerly ABC, now CBS
KPOL, LA., 5,000 watts, 1540 kc on air 15 Sep (Studios:
5087 Huntington Drive N) Owners: Coast Radio Broadcasting Corp, Hugh
R. Murchison.
president
WCRO, Bay City, Mich., purchased by owner of WAB|,
Adrian,
Mich.

\umbers after nnmcv
icier to New and Renew category

(5)
l.-.l
(5)
(5)
(5)
<(5)
') )

(5)
(5)
(5)

Harold (.nilii

18

■

1-min anncmt; 1 Oct; 13 wks (r)
1-min partic; 7 Oct; 13 wks ir)
20-sec anncmt; 20 Sep; 12 wks (n)

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

Charles
James

6.

Kenyon & Eckhardt
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Doherty, Clifford &
Shenficld
Ted Bates

Harry B. Esty
Cohen
William

Vick Chemical Co

5.

NET

AGENCY

SPONSOR

SPONSOR

STATION

WHO

MANUFACTURER

INDUSTRIAL
TO

OTHER

SELL

HELPS

INDUSTRIALS!

INDUSTRIAL
ADVERTISERS
AND AGENCIES!
Here

is a true story

about the use of consumer media to attack
and overcome one of
the most difficult
problems an industrial
manufacturer can
face. It carries hope
and inspiration for
thousands of industrial
manufacturers who
have hitherto been
"butting

their heads

against stone walls".
Read it — then write
WHOforfurtherfacts!

Spot radio, state farm papers, and direct-mail were used.
WHO, one of two great farm stations employed, carried
fifteen 1 -minute announcements per week. 10,000 inquiries
poured in from the farm market. Result: Auto Specialties
has booked more tractor brake business during the past
twelve months than during any other period in its history
— and their brakes are now used as original equipment on
over 100% more tractor models than before the start of
the campaign — though they had been selling brakes to
tractor companies for fourteen years.

IJLuto Specialties Manufacturing Company

of St. Joseph,

Michigan, an important manufacturer of parts for the automotive industry, makes extremely effective, high-quality
tractor brakes primarily for use as original equipment
on new tractors.
Many tractor manufacturers have long agreed that this
brake is a big "plus", but have feared that its necessarily
higher cost would price their tractors out of the market.
So . . . Auto Specialties and their agency (Van Auken,
Ragland & Stevens of Chicago) decided on a rather
unusual plan. They would go directly to the farmer, tell
their story, and depend upon consumer-demand to do
their hardest job.

Whatever you make or sell — if it's good, if it makes a
contribution to people's welfare or happiness, WHO can
help you sell it. Put your problem up to us, and let's see
what can be developed. You'll find our ideas and advice
to be completely sound and sincere — fully reflective
of the top position this great station holds in the heart
of America's farm belt.

WIKI©
+/©r Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines

...

50,000

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyel, Resident Manager

FREE

& PETERS,

National

IMC.

Representatives

W illrSouth's Greatest Salesma
NEW

ORLEANS

We<*&$

7x

*

aim vmm

1&

WWL New Orlean
sells to mor
Southerner
than any othe-4
advertising mediuri
because WWL recrc/iei
more Souf/iernerl

i

loves All These Famous Brands . . .
IvftHY

[turn

w- •■>-» »r>

\

cs/Mrr r

AJAX
ClEANSf

\

13*

BEST|
!:\
xxxx
lsbui7s.?
Pii

QraicMBfU**

MEXSAW

€sso

0

50,000 watt clear channel coverage over
4-state area still unquestionably radio
dominated.

Let WWL, South's Greatest
Salesman, Sell for You!

Highest ratings earned by brightest CBS
stars and home-grown personalities.

0

Extras for advertisers — Drug Store and
Super Market displays, newspaper ads,
24-sheet posters, streetcar and bus signs
— more selling support than from any
other station South.

NEW
CBS Radio Affiliate
A Department

of loyola Univeriity

ORLEANS
50,000 Watts
•

Represented

Clear Channel
Nationally by the Kati Agency

IrJpiiir

Willicim T. Farivii
Association

of Anerican

President
Railroads

It may or may not be significant, but it was the year after Bill
Fancy was elected president of the Association of American Railroads that the organization used net radio for the first time.
Starting its fifth season on the air this week, the Railroad Hour
has proved to be a consistently effective vehicle for carrying the
messages ol ibe railroaders into Vmerican homes. \n \. C. Nielsen
rating of 9.3 last spring indicated that listeners in almost 4.000.000
homes were tuned in.

CHOOSE

Says Bill Faricy, "I'm convinced that radio is doing a good job
for the railroads. This medium affords us an opportunity to get
tcross to the public our four points: Railroads are essential, they
are enterprising and progressive, serve the public well and economically, and they can do a still better job if given an even break in

FIRST
CftN&DA'S
STATION...

regard to their competition."
Bill's opinion is backed up by a recent Opinion Research Corp.
study which indicates that 87% of the people queried were definitely
against government operation of our railroad system. As this figure

you

was only 80% the previous year, there's every reason to believe that
the general public is showing a greater understanding of the railmails' problems.
Whether TV will be deemed effective as an opinion maker won't
be known for at least another year or so. As a spokesman at AAR's
agency, Benton & Bowles, puts it, "Bills approach to the possible
use of TV clearly indicates his legal training. When he tackles a

Rpfail Sales up 365*
CFCF local sal««

yw« lew iuh. ' w

problem he really 'covers the waterfront* and studies every angle
before coming up with a decision."
The way Bill sees the problem, "By our use of the full NBC
Radio network of 192 stations we reach practically every county in
the country. And inasmuch as our member railroads operate throughout the country we believe it is equally as important to beam our

In+U U.S.,9e<Wee<l*C>.
In Canada ,A||~CAM*<t».

message into Montana as it is to reach the New York audience."
So AAR's entry into bigtime TV hinges upon the medium offering
greater coverage — and the members anteing up the neeessan cash.
But although TV may be a new subject to Bill, railroading definately isn't. He's been associated with various railroads ever since
be took his LL.B. I magna cum laude) at St. Paul's College in Minnesota. Prior to his present job he was v.p. and general counsel of the

22

CFCF

'

Chicago and North Western Railway.

* * *
SPONSOR

NEWEST STAR
in WJBK's
All-Star Talent Line-Up

TOM
STARS SHINE
NIGHT and DAY
on WJBK

Air
H

The Station with a Million Friends

NORM

YOU

6:00 to 7:30 A.M.
&

Without

Peer

Wheeling, with his casual, relaxed, wonderfully
selling technique.

LENHARDT

GENTILE

Salesman

Broke all records for sales results on powerful WWVA

TOP TALENT TO DO A
TOP SELLING JOB FOR

GEORGE

>T

Starred on Station WOR,

New

"M

Master of ceremonies and star of his own
full NBC network for 13 weeks.

"real"

York.

BINGE
7:30 to 9:15 A.M.

DON

McLEOD
9:15 to 11:00 A.M.
3:30 to 6:00 P.M.

BOB

MURPHY

TOM

GEORGE

11:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon

HEADLESS
KEN

NOW

12:00 Noon to 3:30 P.M.
7:00 to 8:00 P.M.
HORSEMAN
6:00 to 7:00 P.M.

doing

the

same

ON

terrific

show

on the

WJBK

selling

job

4!/2

hours

a

day

CLINE

(12:00-3:30 p.m., 7:00-8:00

8:00 to 10:00 P.M.
LARRY

p.m.)

GENTILE
10:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.

A
TOPS
National

in

Sales Mgr., TOM

STORER
MUSIC,
HARKER,

Represented
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STATION
NEWS

and

488 Madison,

Nationally

by THE

New

KATZ

SPORTS
York 22, ELDORADO

AGENCY

23
5-2455

Weir developments

on SPONSOR

See:
Issue:
Subject:

stories

"How to sell a candidate:
24 March 1952, p. 34

1952'

spend $2,000.000
for radiohackers
and TVto announcement
Eisenhower
campaign

General Eisenhower's bid for the Presidency will be considerably
intensified in about a dozen key states via a $2,000,000 radio and
TV spot campaign, bankrolled by the National Citizens Committee
for Eisenhower.
The General himself is featured in air announcements which will
run in concentrated 'round-the-clock schedules the last four weeks
of his campaign. He has made a total of 80 different recorded announcements— 40 for radio, 40 for TV — which vary in length from
15 seconds to a full minute and are in the form of brief "man-in-thestreet" interviews. They will be aimed at areas where the Republicans
lost by slim margins in 1948.
Ted Bates & Company, New York, is handling the campaign. The
idea originated with Rosser Reeves, a partner at Bates, and was developed incollaboration with Alfred Hollander, partner in the Louis
G. Cowan, Inc. radio-TV production firm.
This marks the first time that a Presidential nominee has used

These
Figures
Will Make
You

such an air approach to promote his candidacy, according to the
National Citizens Committee for Eisenhower, although campaigns of
this type have been used to help elect state governors (Thomas E.
Dewey, New York and Chester Bowles, Connecticut).

in

prosperous,
progressive
Mobil

See:
Issue:

"How can radio fight back?"'
4 December 1950, p. 28

Subject:

Big radio tonetpromote
uses editorial
approach
shows

NBC Radio has come up with something new in audience promotion, afictitious personality named "Bob R. MacKensie."
MacKensie is "the man who knows all about NBC Radio programs
and stars.'' He headlines both a new weekly program series. Radio
City Previews (Fridays, 10:35 to 10:45 p.m.). just launched on the
net, and a twice-weekly column of the same title now appearing in
newspapers across the country.

Numb r Electric
Meters
1940
24. TO

Metropolitan
Population
1940
1 14.906
1951
231,105
% Increase
101%

I 1951
55,178
% Increase
1
128%

aft* Mj*

MacKensie's voice on the air is actually that of NBC actor Bob
Haag, chosen because of its friendly quality and its accent "somewhere west of New York." On his program, MacKensie interviews
stars (via transcriptions), plays excerpts of coming attractions on
NBC and gives inside news about shows and stars on the net. He
is also heard several times daily on the network in announcements
previewing the day's shows.
The editorial-style columns with MacKensie's byline are actually
paid-space advertising in the tradition of Nancy Sasser: they are

CALL
Adam

Young,

National

or

Representative

F. E.

General

Jr.

Busby

Manager

written by the NBC promotion staff. Brightened with performers"
photos, they present the day's programs with background stories
about the stars, the songs they will sing, appetite-whetting scenes
from dramatic shows. The twice-weekly schedule of the columns is
rotated regularly so as to cover every day in the week and every
show on the network. Each column calls attention to MacKensie's
air show on the local NBC station.

ON THE DIAL 710

:bs
Mobile, Alabama
24

Plans for the MacKensie campaign were formulated 1>\ Jacob A.
Evans, director of NBC advertising and promotion, and Clyde L.
Clem, supervisor of radio audience promotion. NBC's regular fall
audience promotion campaign also includes intensive on-the-air announcements, recorded star announcements, and complete promotion
* * *
kits for stations.
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Just released . .
a comprehensive

surveu,

of adult radio-television
listening habits in New/ England.

compiled

bu, Dr. Forest L. Whan
This complete, fully documented, up-to-date report is of

A partial list of contents
Ownership of multiple sets in the home
Rooms in which sets are located
Simultaneous use of radio and TV

tremendous value to advertisers interested in New England sales.
Copies are limited but you may see one by getting

Share of audience going to radio and TV,
by quarter-hours
Stations preferred for news, weather,
early morning entertainment, auto listening
Ownership of automobile radios
Car radio ownership by counties
Use of car radios, different days of week
Recalled use of time spent with various media
Media preferred for broadcast news
location of TV sets, by counties
Extent of TV reception
Size of the daily television audience
Share of audience by stations
Homes equipped to receive FM
location of FM sets by counties
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Up ! In towering New York and its fabulous suburban market, WCBS
stays way up above all the other radio stations, delivering your sales message to 30 per cent more potential customers than any other station . . . winning

Wsy

10 out of the top 10 daytime and 6 out of the top 10 nighttime programs!* And
advertisers— in a wise new reckoning of radio— are investing 28 per cent more
on WCBS this year than in '51. Want your New York sales to reach new heights?
Let us give you a lift. Just get in touch with CBS Radio Spot Sales or WCBS,
the number one station in the number one market.

62 words about Selling
Farm Folks . . .

and why Maynard
Maynard Speece Qualifies . . .
A boy on a farm at Meadowlands,
Minnesota . . . truck driver, steelworker, tann hand, U of M graduate.seed analyst in state laboratory.
County Agent . . . then, to charge
of agricultural radio at the State
University.
From 4 years as assistant director
of office of information for U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture at Washington . . . Speece came to WCCO as
Farm Service Director.
This is the background which
makes rural confidence in him evident as he talks farming ... to
farmers!

Speece can do it!

In Minnesota — plus much of Dakota and Wisconsin, where Farms and Farm Families are the
core of our prosperity . . . this is what it takes to
sell them:
You must be a sincere friend and know
situation.

their

You must convince them that you speak as one
of them — and with their interest at heart.

ceo

You must know what you are talking about.

Basic CSS Affiliates

MINNEAPOLIS

- ST. PAUL

Represented Nationally by
Radio Spot Sales. ..for Radio

28

•

Free and Peters. ..for Television

SPONSOR

SAME GROUP

PRODUCES

P&G RADIO-TV COMBINATION.

(L. TO R.) TED CORDAY,

Is this Tf/radio's
programing pattern
of the future?
P&G airs "Guiding Light" on radio and TV
without simulcast ing, sells four key brands to
separate audiences.
6 OCTOBER
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Here's how it works

fLUCY
fl BFERRI.
y

DAVE LESAN, JOHN

EGAN

Few sponsors realized it
at the time, but a brandnew era in network programing may have begun on 30 June.
That was the day when P&Gs perennial radio drama The Guiding Light
became the first ''combination radioTV show" on the major networks. It
was also the date when a widely held
advertising theory — that radio and TV
programs, outside of simulcasts, have
to be planned separately for each air
medium — was exploded.
One of the brightest stars in Procter & Gamble's sudsy galaxy of some
dozen daytime serial dramas in both
radio and video, The Guiding Light
is unique in air advertising today.
The program is on twice daily ; once
for radio, and once for TV. In both
shows, the story, cast, and production
staff are the same.
It works like this: The 2,750.000
housewives who dial the domestic troubles of the radio Guiding Light each

29

weekday at 1 :45 p.m. on CBS Radio
hear a show that continues the story
ol heroine Meta Roberts in the same
radio format as in the past. Then, at
2:30 p.m.. another million housewives
— and there's little duplication between
radio and TV audiences — see and hear
the same script acted out by the same
cast, with only minor changes in format, on CBS TV.

>.

Net result for P&G: The radio version holds its regular audience (the figures above are Nielsen averages) in
non-TV areas, and its big radio audience in TV areas. The TV version adds
a new audience on top of the AM version. P&G thus has a continuous hedge
against the day when TV will cover
the nation, and will have made serious
di tits in daytime network radio.
Guiding Light does a better-thanaverage job of being a good show in
two media at once. The radio version
is not merely the sound track for the
T\ show, as is the radio version of
Groucho Marx's You Bet Your Life;
it is done in a way consistent with the
highest standards of radio dramatic
production. At the same time, the video version is not just a radio show with
a radio cast before a TV camera, as
often occurs in simulcasts like Voice
of Firestone or We, the People.
And. this tricky balancing act has
been achieved without blowing P&G's
costs sky-high. By sponsor's estimate,
production of the radio version of
Guiding Light costs P&G about $3,000
a week, more or less. This is well in
line with the cost average of the two
dozen daytime serials presently on the

air in network radio. The TV version
is brought in for about $8,500 for
production costs. Figuring in time
charges, this means that the radio version of Guiding Light delivers audience
at the rate of about $1.65-per-1.000homes. The video version delivers
viewing homes at the rate of about
$8.00-per- 1.000 (which is slightly better than average in TV ) .
The value of this fence-straddling
is clear when these costs are combined.
For a production outlay of an estimated $11,500 a week (excluding time
charges), P&G has a program operation that is delivering between 3,750,000 and 4.000,000 radio listeners and
TV viewers each weekday. This is
likely to remain constant for a long
time; radio audience losses are expected to be compensated by TV gains.
sponsor doesn't suggest that P&G's
successful combination of radio and
TV in Guiding Light is the answer to
all of network radio's problems. But
many of the problems which P&G and
Compton Agency solved in bringing
Guiding Light across the electronic divide into TV virtually intact would
have to be faced by almost any radio
advertiser who contemplates a similar
jump with his radio show.
Therefore, SPONSOR made several detailed interviews with the backstage
staff of Guiding Light and with executives and supervisers of Compton. ad
counsel for the four P&G brands —
Ivory Flakes and Ivory Soap, Duz, and
Crisco — sold on the two shows. What
they told sponsor reveals that, like a
magicians
trick, when everything
is

explained it's actually very simple.
Here are highlights of how Guiding
Light's production team — producer
Dave Lesan. radio-TV director Ted
Corday, production and business manager John Egan, and assistant producer
Lucy Ferri — make one show behave
like two:
1. The program's scripts are written just once, unlike the radio-TV Mr.
District Attorney (see sponsor 22 October 1951 ) where two separate scripts
are used for the AM and video versions. Writer Irna Phillips turns out
what is essentially an "actable" radio
script, sends it in with a description of
how she visualized the action when she
wrote it. (This is a money saver. Miss
Phillips doesn't have to
much time and be paid
as she did when writing
scripts in the radio-only

spend twice as
twice as much
Guiding Light
days.)

2. The scripts themselves are done
in radio style, but are typed and mimeographed using the right-hand half of
the page. The left-hand half is blank,
as in TV scripts. Thus, the scripts do
double duty; they are used in their
original form for radio, then used
again for TV with cuts and pencilledin action. Saving is about $125 a week
in mimeo charges.
3. Radio rehearsal is skillfully utilized to give what director Ted Corday
calls "a leg up on TV rehearsals." The
radio show is rehearsed for its regulation hour and 45 minutes the day before the live TV show. It is then taped
for radio presentation the following
day. While the actors are still in the
i /'lease turn to page 90)

These Compton executives ride
herd on AM-TV "Guiding Lights"
Eight vice presidents of Compton are in group
at left of 10 account and creative people
closely connected with the two "Guiding
Lights." Seated, left to right: A/E and V.P.
Chester Dudley (Ivory Flakes); A/E William
Dahlman

(Duz); A/E and V.P. H. Reginald

Bankart (Crisco); A/E and V.P. Allen Flouton
(Ivory Soap). The four brand accounts are
supervised by first two men standing at left,
V.P. Barton Cummings (Ivory Flakes & Duz),
and V.P. George Chatfield (Ivory Soap &
Crisco). Others standing are key creative executives: V.P. and Radio-TV Director Lewis H.
Titterton; V.P. and Radio-TV Commercial
Head Muriel Haynes; Lloyd Durant, manager
of TV Film Commercials; V.P. and Art Director
Loren B. Stone. These agency executives work
as a team
to organize
AM-TV
programs.
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If OH* the radio and
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TV

"Guiding

Lights"

Compare

(Photos show same scene in radio and TV versions of show)

RADIO
Airtime:
Costs:
Ratings:
Audience:
Cost-per-M:
Rehearsal:

Brands Sold:
Compton Staff:

1;45 to 2 p.m., EST, Monday through
Friday on CBS Radio
$3,000 a week (sPONSOK-estimated
production costs, net, exclusive of time)
NRI 6.4 (for third week June 1952)
Estimated 2,750,000 homes daily iNRI)
About $1.65-per-l,000 radio homes
3:15 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday,
including taping of radio version for
following day's broadcast.
( After 5 p.m.
start TV rehearsal for one hour)
Procter
& Gamble's
Ivorydaily)
Flakes and
Duz
(brands
alternating
David Lesan, producer; Ted Cordm.
director; lrna Phillips, writer; John
Egan, mgr.; Lucy Ferri, ass't. producer

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

TELEVISION
Airtime:

Costs:
Ratings:
Audience:
Cost-per-M:
Rehearsal:

Brands sold:
Compton Staff:

2:30 to 2:45 p.m., EST, Monday through
Friday on, CBS Television

$8,500 a week (sponsoR-estimated
production costs, net, exclusive of time)
NTI 5.6 (for week ending 8 August 1952)
Estimated 950,000 TV homes daily (NTh
About $8.00-per-l,000 TV homes
5:00 p.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through Friday,
following taping of radio shoiv. Next
day, 9:30 to 11:30 a.m., dry rehearsal:
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., lunch; 12:30 to
2 p.m., facilities and dress rehearsal
Procter
& Gamble's
IvoryandSoap
commercials
daily) ; Duz
Crisco(two(one
commercial, alternating)
Same as radio (see above)

llllll!lllll!!!lllllll!lllillllllllll!lll!lill!!!llllll!!l!llll!lll!!l!ll!!ll!!^

Iloir

to produce

the Same

Show

in radio and

TV

(Based on P&G's techniques with "Guiding Light")

I_. If the TV show is to be done live, put the radio version on tape

5.

recordings; pThis cuts down on radio rehearsal, insures a fluff-free radio
performance, eases the load on talent. A taped show can be done at

program, don't try to find a rrfaster format that fits both radio and
TV. Sometimes, the most effective arrangement of commercials and

any tifrtp,' This flexibility makes it easier. to integrate with televison
rehearsals, and avoids scheduling problems inherent in two live shows.
+2. Script writing costs can be held to a minimum by having just one
script written for both the radio and TV versions of a show. This is

drama in radio will not be^e'ffective in TV, and vice-versa. Best bet:
Keep the radio show in tif present over-all format. Then, design your
TV format to be rougjrfy similar, but geared around minute TV film
commercials. This is more expensive, but the film commercials can then
do double and triple cjuty in other TV shows or in spot campaigns.

essentially an "actable" radio script. By typing and mimeographing
these scripts down the right-hand side of a page, room can be left on
the other side for pencilled-in TV directions. Also, by having the
scripts reproduced once instead of twice, mimeo costs are halved.
The
saving
is sizable;
in a year
can
be
as much
as $6,000.

of a combination radio-video program. This will reduce the number of
TV fluffs, give a better show, and give the cast a feeling of security
that is well worth the added
costs of using a prompting
device.

3. With a double-function script, radio rehearsal and recording can
be used to get a head start on TV rehearsal. Following the radio recording, while the actors are still assembled, the director can block
out the radio script in TV terms, and make cuts for TV. This lowers
rehearsal charges, also serves to use up left-over radio rehearsal time.
4. Memorizing TV lines and direction is a heavy strain on talent.
Plan the stories and the show so as to use more actors, and use each
actor less frequently than you might in a radio-only show. Rotating
the load of work among
the cast insures a fresher performance.

6 OCTOBER

When

you make a radio show over into a combination radio-TV

fi. Use the TelePrompTer, or a similar gadget, in the TV production

7. Try to integrate most of the radio production staff into the TV
version. By doubling in brass, salaries of the production unit will be
less than those of two separate units. Also, the staff won't have to be
"broken
in" to the radio show's already carefully established
style.
ft. You have to work much further ahead in a combination radio-TV
show than in one that is radio-only. While the lag between the end of
preproduction planning and actual broadcast in radio can be as tight
as three or four days, in TV the lag can't get any smaller than three
weeks in TV. Otherwise, the strain on producer, director, and cast is
too

great,

and

the

quality

of

the

two

shows

is certain

to

suffer.
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Florida
€itrus:

How JUT keeps 14,0011

With state's growers depending on advertising to up demand, spot radioThe
role
of advertising
ranks with that of the sun
and the rain in insuring the health of
the citrus fruit industry in Florida.
For unless advertising succeeds in
steadily increasing consumption of
oranges over the next two decades there
will be fruit rotting in groves from Key
West to Tallahassee. One carefully
worked out guesstimate puts the likely
increase in production of Florida
oranges at 125% between 1950 and
1970. and the U. S. population is rising
at no such pace.
Florida citrus growers, however, can
look at the future without blanching.

over-ail

The history of their industry in California as well as in Florida ha< taught
them that consumer demand is as re-

Tlits JWT

sponsive to careful nurturing as an
orange tree itself. They have seen per
capita consumption of oranges increase
annually from 35 in 1907 to 150 today.
It is through an organization called
the Florida Citrus Commission that the
state's growers exert their industrywide effort to build demand. The Commission isunique among trade organizations inthat it is actually a branch of
the state government which annualK
taxes growers to raise money for consumer education.
This year (1952-53) the Commission
will spend $2,300,000 on advertising
through its agency, J. Walter Thompson. As much as a quarter of this sum
may go to radio and television, an
amazing total when you consider that

team wants U> change your breakfast habits

Key Florida Citrus Commission objective is to increase amount of orange juice consumers
Just adding half an ounce to amount people use daily would create need
drink every morning.
for 60 million more boxes of oranges yearly. Shown
listening to a Florida Citrus e.t. are the men
J. Walter Thompson has assigned to this demandcreating job. (From I. to r.) Darby Perry, radio-TV
writer; Julian Watkins, account's copy group
head; David Cory, account representative;
Don Francisco,
whom
JWT calls the
account's "backstop"
(he is a JWT
v. p. and director, and, pre- 1920,
Sunkist ad manaqer); Jim Luce,
Hmebuyer.
Not shown
in
picture are Jack Forshew,
account contaci in Lakelank, Fla.; Harry Herrmann, New York radioTV overseer; Jan
Hibbs, travelling
radio-TV contact

m

4?

#

#•

citrus
many
media
pages,
The

industry advertising had for
years been mainly in printed
(Sunkist's traditional magazine
for example I .
story of how Florida Citrus employs advertising as the handmaiden of
agriculture is worth detailed consideration bysponsors and their agencies
because:
1. It contains valuable lessons on
how industries of any type can work to
build a consumer habit;
2. It represents virtually a classic
argument for the value of advertising
in the national economy and is hence
an effective case history to throw up at
critics within the ranks of universities,
government, and even management
who still exhibit antediluvian attitudes

mors happy
et increasing share of budget
toward advertising in general;
3. It proves that it is possible to
combine tradewide objectives with
hard, practical, market - by - market
radio-TV selling no less strenuously
exerted than the efforts for a single
brand;
4. It is a unique case of a campaign with 14.000 sponsors, for that is
the number of Florida planters JWT
has to keep happy with its strategy.
Thompson won the account from
Benton & Bowles three years ago. Florida Citrus was then splitting its budget
two-thirds to national media, one-third
to local; JWT changed it to exactly the
reverse. From a dominant role, magazines shrunk, while the market-by-market media — spot radio-TV and newspapers— became dominant.
In the agency's first year (1950-51)
Florida Citrus' budget was $1,610,000,
and spot radio and TV accounted for
14.6%. Last year the proportion of the
budget spent for radio and TV combined rose sharply to 34.5% ; radio
and television together got a larger
slice of the budget than any other medium. This was due to the last-minute
addition to the schedule of two network TV shows which were needed to
help lick an unexpected marketing
problem. This year (1952-53) radioTV are down for 22.1% of the $2,300,000 expenditure but there is a good
possibility that market conditions or
other factors may again bring the percentage up.
JWT bases the present emphasis on
market-by-market media on the Florida
Citrus distribution facts of life. Sales
of the fresh Florida fruit are concentrated in major markets east of the
Mississippi. Why, reasons JWT, should
advertising dollars be spread thin
across the nation with an overflow of
waste
where
hauls,
fruit

circulation going into areas
Florida Citrus has longer freight
more competition, and few fresh
consumers? Instead it concen-

Network

test of kid shoiv to cost S50,000

Four-stalion net carries "Happy's Party" in 17-week, $50,000 test to see
whether it can build big audience. If Florida Citrus likes results, show will
go on film, be aired via national spot. Above (I.to r.) show's writer, Bill Putch,
Ida Maher, puppet's voice, Vic Skaggs, production direction of WDTV, Pittsburgh, where "Happy" originates. Tab for film show would be $5,000 a week.

IllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH
Florida fresh fruit distribution is

To give you an idea of just how
much the distribution pattern is tipped
in the direction of the major markets,
consider these facts about the 1949-50
crop. New York City alone got a
whopping 24.3% of all Florida orange
shipments. The first 10 cities of the
U. S., including New York, accounted
for 52.9%. The second 10 cities accounted for 10.9% of all shipments.
The third 10 took 6.4 % ; the fourth 10
4.3%; the fifth 10 3.1%; the last 11
2.8%. All other U. S. markets rolled
into one amounted to just 19.6%.
Distribution of Florida grapefruit
and tangerines falls in a like pattern.

strong in the major East Coast centers
and thins out west of the Mississippi
for two simple reasons: (1) because
with a product which has virtually universal appeal your sales naturally fall
in direct ratio to population concentrations and (2) because costs of shipping the fruit beyond the Mississippi
tend to make it too high priced in the
West to compete with California
oranges.
But fresh fruit is no longer the sole
big factor in distribution of Florida's
orange crop. Today about 60% of it
is processed — canned or frozen-concen-

piiffliiiiinii
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Spot radio and TV campaign sells hard on theme
'Drink hi a full glass daily'
Florida Citrus concenfrales spot barrages
in top 20 U.S. markets where citrus consumption is greatest. Copy, frequently
ad libbed by women's show talent, is
built around big glass theme also used
in

magazine

and

newspaper

advertising.

trates spot radio-TV and newspaper
ads in the top 40 consuming markets.
6 OCTOBER
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trated. This means distribution needn't
be limited by the cost of shipping the
perishable fresh fruit; eventually this
ma) shift Florida Citrus' media needs
toward increased national coverage. (A
network radio or TV show is one possibility as distribution grows.)
Though Florida and California slug
it out for first place in a few Western
markets, the two states are not actually
such hot competitors as many people
suppose. This is because Florida is so
far ahead nationally. It grows twothirds of the oranges sold in the U. S.
and supplies fruit for 90% of the processed product. California, on the other
hand, has more of a "Cadillac operation." Its oranges are higher priced
and more of the eating variety. Also,
California's selling season is year
around while Florida's fresh fruit season is from November through May
exclusively.
All of these marketing facts are directly reflected in the Florida Citrus
Commission's radio-TV and print advertising. Thus the over-all advertising
objective is first to sell more citrus
and second to sell the superiority of
Florida fruit. Florida can concentrate
on expanding the market for all citrus
because it will almost inevitably gain
business in proportion to any increase
in national consumption. Similar situations prevail, of course, in other industries where one producer is dominant. In razor blades, for example.
Cillette has some 70% of the market
FCC
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USED

NET TV TO

MEET

SUDDEN

NEED

and has accordingly just launched a
campaign designed to up the total use
of blades (see item page 78) .
Florida Citrus advertising embraces
grapefruit and tangerines as well as
oranges. The strong fresh grapefruit
push comes in the winter and spring
months and tangerine selling is concentrated around the holiday weeks
between Thanksgiving and Christmas.
But oranges are the big product Florida has to sell and get the major portion of the commercial attention from
the beginning of the Florida Citrus
Commission's spot radio and TV campaign in mid-November through the
spring.
As you read this, timebuyers at J.
Walter Thompson are busy lining up
the stations for this year's spot campaign. Based on what they bought last
year (no basic changes in buying
strategy are likely), here's the way the
campaign will shape up.
Spot radio: The budget will be
divided so as to cover the top 20 markets in Florida citrus sales with the objective of buying up to 13 announcements per market weekly. A housewife
audience is sought and buying is concentrated during the day. Buying is
not done according to any rigid pattern and last year the schedule showed
variations ranging from participations
in musical clock . shows to station
breaks between afternoon soap operas.
Probaby the bulk of the money went
for participations in morning shows,
FOR

HARD

SELL:

DOODLES

WEAVER,

afternoon cooking shows, and a few
variety programs. But at least a quarter of it was spent for station breaks.
If it could get them, the JWT timebuyers would probablv buy more cooking show participations. But in many
markets cooking shows are sold out or
sold to other clients whose products
conflict. JWT won't buy into a show
which has another citrus account —
even if it's one of the many Florida
brands. The time buying department
reasons that messages from both a
brand citrus advertiser and the Commission in the same program would
give unfair advantage to that brand.
Time buying for Florida Citrus is
done under the supervision of Jim
Luce, one of the three veteran buyers
placed in charge of JWT time buying
when Linnea Nelson resigned a year
ago to the quiet of housekeeping land
the not-so-quiet, more recently, of a
temporary time buying role at the Kudner Agency for the duration of the
Eisenhower campaign i .
Here's the way David C. Cory, who is
FCC account representative at Thompson explains the role of spot radio
in the over-all campaign: "Spot radio
functions as reminder advertising. It
drives home Florida Citrus' campaign
theme, 'for the vitamin C you need
drink a full big glass of Florida orange
juice'eVery day.' Throughout the day
we reach the housewife in our major
markets with the repeated suggestion
{Please turn to page 99)

IN SUMMER
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IN WINTER
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How TV upped
s
sales m
j

Nehi in Miami boosted WTVJ

show's

impact with strong follow-through
Hopalong Cassidy meets

(■kktt

Im

10-year-old in cowboy suit who delivers Nehi commercials

yeai

oi television
foi thi
sales
Ei ■■ sponsorship,
Nehi Bottling Co. of Miami

shot up 200^ . But Nehi didn't achieve
this record by putting its messages on
the air and sitting back to wait for
customers. Instead it teamed television
with a community-relations program
which multiplied the impact of its air
sponsorship many times over.
What Nehi of Miami did in that
market is being done increasingly by
national, regional and local clients of
every type throughout the country.
There's a growing trend toward
squeezing the most out of air advertising— radio or TV — by first choosing
a programing vehicle which is "merchandisable" and then exploiting these

merchandising opportunities to the hilt.
Here's the way the Miami
bottler
put that philosophy to work.
1. Anxious to sell the youth market. Nehi chose Hopalong Cassidy on
WTVJ (10:00 to 11:00 a.m. Saturdays .) The choice was a natural, of
course, what with Bill Boyd's proved
ability to attract attention to himself
and his Hopalong Cassidy by-products
above and beyond the time he's actually exposed to viewers. But the Miami
firm worked out some tricks of its own
in exploiting the Cassidy sponsorship.
2. Chief among these was a community-relations program which included :
(a) Saturday morning visits to the
Nehi plant by Cub Scouts who came to
watch the show from there, tour the

NEHI EXPLOITED EVERY CHANCE to link itself with Hopalong.
Delivery trucks, take-home cartons carried tune-in promotion. Parties
were held tor Cub
Scouts, including
Negro
troops like one below.

NEHI FLAVORS

'■'■'{Hopalong Cassidy
t WTVJ
C/heAestt~

Bi<

EVERY SM. MORNING
, IO&HAM

plant, and drink all the bottles of Nehi
they could hold; ibl similar TV parties in youth centers and churches.
3. To further build up identification
of the kids with the Nehi program, the
firm chose a 10-year-old to deliver its
commercials on the air.
4. No opportunity was missed to
merchandise the connection between
Hopalong and Nehi. Mr. Boyd's features were splashed over deliverytrucks, Nehi take-home cartons, carcards, billboards, and newspaper ads.
5. A schedule of participations was
bought on WTVJ to reenforce Hopalong's impact and extend it to other
audiences.
The Nehi concern assumed sponsors/ease turn to page 84)

Kids who came to parties at plant, youth centers, or churches saw
show over sets provided by DuMont distributor. Children got all the
Nehi they could drink plus coupon
entitling them
to free carton
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What are the facts on radio's
nighttime audience?

Newly released Columbia

Paeif ie Network study points up eontinuing strength of radio at night in U.S.
Not always understood, or
even appreciated today is
the fact that nighttime radio is still
bigger than daytime radio, both in
terms of homes and people. A careful
look at research figures and regional
surveys (such as the Columbia Pacific
Network report, just released, to be
discussed later in thi^ articlel verifies
this statement.
For instance, A. C. Nielsen Co. reported to SPONSOR for the month of
March 1952:

tails of this picture. Nielsen's Cincinnati report (actually, it covers the
WLW listening area — all or part of six
Midwestern states) is one of the most
interesting. For March, the Nielsen
Cincinnati daytime figures were 21.5%.
The nighttime figures were 26.5%
larger than the daytime averages.
• In the large Nielsen-measured area
around
Pittsburgh
( actually, the big

KDKA-covered area I radio again held
the edge at night during March. The
figures: 16.6% during the daytime
period; 19.3% at night. The nighttime figures are 16.3% more than the
daytime level.
• Even the TV-saturated New York
City area does more radio listening at
night, according to Nielsen, than in the
day. The margin is close, but night-

Radio's big nighttime audiences are increasingly important as trend to nighttime shopping grows

• That the average amount of radio
homes in the U. S. tuned to radio between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. was
19.0', . During the same month, the
nighttime average between 6:00 p.m.
and 10:00 p.m. was 22.6%. Nighttime radio during this winter-spring
season month was exactly 15.3% bigger than daytime in terms of the number of homes list< ning to radio.
• Measured on the same yardstick,
Nielsen area studies show specific de36
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of
time radio tops daytime in the face
the country's biggest battery of TV
stations. The figures: 15.3% for dayAbout 1.3r/f
time; 15.59? at night.
more New York area homes are tuned
to radio between 6:00 p.m. and 10:00
New
p.m., as opposed to the number of
York homes tuning to radio between
8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
Comparable figures from the Pacific Nielsen studies, however, are eyeopening. During March 1952, daytime
listening on the Coast stood at an average of 21.7%. Nighttime listening was
bigger than the
28.59. — just 31.5%
daytime figures. This was also about
twice as much as national night-overday figures.
Of course, this picture isn't true of
every market in the nation, particularly when the measurement of listening
oliis generally held within the metropPulse
tan limits of a city, as in the
technique. If the market is a TV area,
then nighttime radio often bows to its
daytime counterpart.
March-April Pulse figures for Boston, for example, show that the average
bepercentage of homes-using-radio
tween 6:00 in the morning and 6:00
in the evening was 22.1%. Between
6:00 in the evening and midnight, the
•

figure was 20.9' < .
This means that in the Boston area
measured by Pulse, which reflects the
strength of Boston's two TV stations
s
but not the full strength of Boston'
radio outlets, daytime radio is 6%
larger than nighttime, in terms of Boston sets-in-use.
Even so, nighttime radio has an ace
up its sleeve that advertising executives
sometimes forget: there are more listeners-per-set at night. According to
sponsor's estimates, based on Pulse
listeners-per-set averages for a number
of leading TV and non-TV markets,
every 100,000 radio homes tuned in
during the daytime (8:00 a.m. to 6:00

study

Highlights of new CPN

p.m.) represent about 150.000 people.
Every 100,000 radio homes tuned in at
night (6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.) represent about 180,000 people (20r/r more).
The significance of this is clear
when this factor is measured against
Nielsen figures showing the number of
homes tuning to radio. Besult: (ll If
more U.S. homes tune in at night, and
I 2) there are more people per home

ChaHs

below are taken from study of radio at

night on West Coast, made by Columbia Pacific Net. Data also applies to other markets

The 1952 radio rating
point represents 29.4%
more radio families

listening at night, then the total number of people listening to radio at night
will be considerably larger than the
daytime figure.
For the month of March 1952, using
the above method, here are the figures :
There were an estimated 38.8r/ more
people tuning to radio at night in the
U. S. than in the daytime.

than were

represented

by a 1946* rating point.
i

■■■- ~ '■'• '■" -

i

f 29.4% «...

Weighed against the lowered costs
of nighttime radio and the increased
costs of daytime radio, this makes radio between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and
10:00 p.m. a far better advertising buy
than many a client today suspects.
But in no single major region does
nighttime radio cofme off as a better
buy than in one of America's most important marketing regions — the Pacific
Coast. This has been brought out in
a new study, "The Nighttime Market
on the West Coast," prepared by the
Columbia Pacific Network, which
claims nocturnal listening leadership
over the other regional webs in that
west-of-the-Rockies area.
This study has been prepared in
presentation form, and is currently being pitched by a special team of CPN
sales executives — including Ed Buckalew, sales manager of CPN, and Bert
West, Eastern representative of CPN—
to agencies in the East.
sponsor feels that the Columbia Pacific Network study is not as atypical
as might seem at first glance. Even
though its nighttime radio listening

1946

1952

J, 689, 000
tadio Familic*

k

A

f

1

4,774.100
Radio Families

At night
radio advertisers
reach more members of
the .family buying unit.
LISTENERS PER SET

r

1.53
8 a.m.- 6 p.m.

6 p.m.- 10 p.m

1.91

25.0% more

country's
turn tothan
pagethe104)
much higher
edge isI Please

In Los Angeles
Radio listening in

radio's nighttime dimensions? Here are figures:
that
Many an advertising executive today would be willing to bet
daytime
nighttime radio has shrunk to smaller audience sizes than
radio. It just isn't so. The true facts: In the month of March 1952,
homes tunaccording to A. C. Nielsen figures, there were 15.3% more
p.m.) than tuned radio in the daying rculio at night (6:00 to 10:00 With
more people home at night,
lime (8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. I.
terms of people (based on
In
greater.
even
are
s
audience
nocturnal
about 38 8 « more
figures)
Nielsen home and Pulse listeners-per-set
1952 '.than tuned
March
Americans tuned to radio at night during
ad buy.
excellent
an
still
is
radio
me
Nightti
during daylight hours!

Do you know
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television homes

is

steadily increasing . . •

up 22.4% since 1950
AVERAGE QUARTER-HOUR
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TV HOMES USING RADIO

r
What SAG demands
would add to costs of each of
these basic types of
spot TV commercials
sponsor has collected examples of three leading
types of film commercials and set down the following
comparative estimates for each example: (1) what
the talent receives in the current market and
I 2) what the advertiser's talent bill would come
to over a period of 52 weeks under new SAG formula

Live Action, Audio Camera
This is one of three film commercials which the Blackburn Twins made
on a single order for the Pure Oil Company. Over-all cost of three films
was $8,000 and the Twins received $1,000 per commercial, or total of
$3,000. If the SAG formula had been in effect at the time and if Pure
Oil had elected to use the film for 52 weeks, the Twins would have
netted $42,000 from the date.
Producer of commercial was Rockhill.

'

Will SAG demands drive small clients
Agencies, NARTSR

term unions proposed system of repeat pa?

appearing in film commercials
■■ikA
^S

/ topic o) majoi conversalion in the topline agencies is
the efforts of the Screen Actors Guild to surround the usage of
film commercials with various restraints. Following is a status report
on the negotiations between SAG and
producers on an agreement covering
film commercials and an analysis of
these restraints.

uses a few stations for a TV campaign.
The demands being made by the Guild
in regard to film commercials puts the
small advertiser in a position reminiscent of the old-time car owner: It
wasn't the initial payment but the upkeep that proved staggering.
The implications of the SAG demands seem to have caused the sever-

between the Screen Actors Guild and

est repercussions in the ranks of station representatives. They see the system of extended payments to talent
used in film commercials as a serious

the Kilni I'roducers \ssociation of New
Vnk. Inc.. is the small advertiser who

threat to spot business. The reps contend that under the repayment formula

The parly willi the most perplexing
slake in the negotiations now going on
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unrealistic burden

advanced by the Guild the average
small advertiser will find the over-all
cost of his film commercial — especiallv
if he uses a jingle — so burdensome as
to drive him out of the medium.
As shown in the table on the adjacent page. J!!)', ol the products advertised in TV are carried on four or less
stations. Says T. F. Flanagan, managing director of the National Association of Radio and Television Station
Representatives: "The film commercial
for a national or regional spot advertiser has become practically indispensible. If after making an investment in a
SPONSOR

•

Live Action, Voice-Over

Animated Jingle, Oft Camera

In the case of a top grade account it is customary to pay the off -camera
announcer a minimum of $50 a commercial regardless of the numher
he makes at a single session. That $30 represents full payment for his
services at present. Since SAG's formula guarantees a minimum fee
of $70 at a session, the announcer after a year's use of his commercial
would have collected $910. This commercial was produced by Caravel.

This commercial entailed the audio, off-camera, services of seven
vocalists and an announcer. Under present arrangements the total
payroll for the vocalists would be around $325' per spot and around
$50 for announcer, or jointly $375. If the SAG formula were to
apply, on a basis of 52 weeks of use, the talent cost of this Transfilmproduced commercial would come to $4,875 or an increase of 833% .

it of W

NO. OF STATIONS

use few stations
predominate

in

USES

NO OF PRODUCTS

21 and over .

(80% of products
less stations)

827
247
162
84
185
71

58

Total

film of say, $2,000, the small advertiser
is faced with additional talent payments that triple his investment, the
odds are that he'll shake his head in dismay and plan to put his next campaign
elsewhere. The repayment idea will certainly discourage test campaigns. The
price will be too stiff for the advertiser with a limited budget."
Here is what the Guild is demanding
in terms and conditions for the making
of filmed commercials:
1. Actors and announcers on camera (visible to the viewer I minimum
off camera, $45 per film an-

6 OCTOBER

TV

use four or

SOURCE:
N C.
quarter 1952.

ounter proposals offered

fee $75;

1
2
3
4
5-10
11-20

Advertisers who

Spot

o all performers

PRODUCT

Rorabaugh,

second

''" 1<0«»«>

►

nouncement, with a minimum guarantee of not less than two announcements
to be made in a one and one-half hour
session.
2. Singers on camera, minimum fee
$70 per announcement; off camera, $45
per announcement to be made in a
four-hour session. If the singing is
integrated elsewhere the singer collects
a minimum of $22.50 for each integration in another commercial.
3. A film commercial may be used
but once in a network program for the
original fee. For each recurring use on
a network the performer is paid the

products 'No of sponsors to-

tals only 1,384 because some have more
than one product )

full fee that he received originally.
4. In spot TV the original fee covers but four weeks of use. For each
successive four weeks the performer
must be paid the full original fee.
5. If the same film commercial is
used on network and in spot, the performer collects two separate fees, according to the terms of points 3 and 1.
0. A film commercial may be used
on a network for a year, but in sjiol ituse is limited to six months.
The argument put forth b\ S \(, for
these terms and conditions are basicalI Please turn to page 94 I
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Me /asfesf-grotPY/tp &6aw/7g Crea/ns

This way
to the best
shave of

... m0

your life./

lis color ad will appear in 10
of the nation's top magazinesSeptember, October, and
November:
i life
t Argosy
> Christian Soence

Monitor

I Collier's
f Look
> New

Yorker

) Pared* *
t Saturday

tve rung Post

» This Week"

ftomoKoii*
Old Spice
t Shulton
Greatesin
History
... begins September 24
Chock stock and get your order \r. this week. Use the rush order sheet enclosed, and your
If size of order warrants, you will receive

O'ci Spice will be shipped in ?ifr»e so you *on't miss out on a single <a!e!

hondsome, full-color counter and window
displays that tie in with the advertising
themes. Created to prove how richly

Old Spice for Sales Spice

"Display Will Pay!"

MAILING

TO

DEALERS

INCLUDES

ORDER

FORM,

STRESSES

RADIO-TV;

^SeptemberOctoberNovember
PERSUADE
RETAILERS
TO GIVE
DISPLAY
SPACE

IT HELPS

What spot did for Old Spice
Now No. 1 shave lotion, this class product uses air to reach mass market
Man) admen would consider

spot

the Old Spire line of men's
toiletries a natural for magazine advertising exclusively. After all,

their reasoning might run, it's a line
built around a prestige package. Therefore itmight seem best to slick to magazines with their illustration and fulleolor facilities.
Despite the seeming logic of this line
of reasoning, the manufacturers of Old

Spiee, Shulton, Inc., have recently begun to divert a substantial portion of
their advertising budget to radio and
television.
Last year. Shulton spent $300,000
for spot radio and TV; this year over
$350. 000 will go for air advertising in
an effort to top what the trade estimates was a $10 million-plus gross in
L951. In return for its big ad outlay
Shulton can now boast of holding down

the No. 1 spot in the after-shave lotion
field and having the fastest growing
line of shaving creams.
Shulton has learned how to use radio
and TV to sell its distinctive packages.
The one-minute TV announcements devote afull quarter of their time to displays of the distinctive Old Spiee motif. Radio announcements remind listeners to "look for the Old Spiee shave
creams in the clipper ship tubes, and

40
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Old Spice after shave lotion in the distinctive potglass bottles."
The high quality of Shulton's packaging has won year round sales of sets
and individual items but sales go way
up at Christmas and Father's Day due
to gift-buying volume.
This added Christmas gift business
is the impetus for a heavy push in the
fall to stimulate pre-Christmas selling.
(A spring radio campaign is designed
to do the same kind of a job as magazine reminder messages carried year
round. )
The fall radio-TV campaign kicks
off during the last week in September.
About 75 cities are covered with approximately 10 one-minute radio announcements aweek, usually using two
stations in each city. This schedule is
maintained from late September
through Thanksgiving. Time is bought
so that the transcribed messages either
catch the man while he's shaving in the
morning or in his car on the way to
work. Studies were made in the various markets to determine just when
the bulk of the men leave for work in
order to cash in on the potent auto
radio audiences.
The TV campaign starts at the same
time in 17 markets (all of which are
also exposed to the radio barrage ) ,
concentrating on the men's line until
Thanksgiving. During the following
four weeks one-minute TV films pound
home the Christmas set theme ot both
men's and women's lines in a total of
25 markets.
Shulton uses a heavy color ad schedule in women's magazines year round
for its women's lines (Early American
Old Spice, Desert Flower, and Friendextra

ship's Garden I but adds TV to get an
push for the gift assortments

around
the various holiday seasons.
As Shulton advertising manager
Maxine Rowland puts it. "The Christmas TV commercials are used to give
a gift catalog effect, making it cas\
for gift hunters to spot our lines when
they
out TV
shopping."
Andgo the
advertising has another
valuable effect. According to a Shulton spokesman, "Dealers used to be
most highly impressed when you told
them you were taking a page in Life.
Today, it's the TV campaign which
helps to get that valuable window and
shelf space which is so helpful to our
sales. Let us get those colorful packages within reach of the customers and
we'll get their money."
Whether gifts or self-purchases, 36' !
of the toiletry industry's products are
sold during the last quarter of the
year. Shulton's air buying matches that
pattern : A heavy campaign during the
last quarter accounts for two-thirds of
the air budget, with the remainder used
in the spring when gift supplies seem
to run out and men have to stock up
themselves.
The TV time buying technique differs radically from that used for radio.
Mass rather than specialized audiences
are desired for the gift package pitches,
so adjacencies to high-rated programs
are most sought. If sports adjacencies
are available (and they seldom are), a
men's line film produced by Tempo
Productions is used. One of Shulton's
time buying headaches revolves around
the fact that the company feels it can't
tell its message in less than one minute, possibly because it involves selling both the product and the package.
But shorter time segments are a lot
easier to buy.
Although
Shulton
does
as much

Father and
son team put
Sh itf ton over
The

late

W.

L.

Schultz founded Shulton, Inc. in 1933
when he was 57
years old. Old Spice
prestige toiletries line, marketed four
years late, got shot in the arm by addition to firm of Schultz's son George,
a chemical
engineer,
now
president

long-range planning as the next company, itis always alert to a good buy.
An incident last tall gives a good indication ofthe alertness and teamwork
of the advertiser and its agency. The
Wesley Associates.
Account Executive Charles O'Connor
Sloane, Jr.. got wind of what seemed
to be a good buy. Bromo-Seltzer had
signed
for half of
Herman which
Hickman's
All American
Preview
was
scheduled for 1 December during the
lime between the Army-Navy game in
the East and the Notre Dame-Southern
California game out West. NBC TV
couldn't guarantee any specific amount
of time for the show but offered to prorate any time less than 15 minutes and
to toss in all time in excess of the first
quarter-hour.
Sloane immediately checked the starting and finishing time of those games
during the past 10 years, found that
the time between games averaged 28
minutes. Getting in touch with the cliI Please turn to page 97 )

Shulton TV eopy contrasts
ancient vs. modem

shavina

Catchy films are used in 1 7 TV markets to
point up comfort of modern shaving methods,
pound home Old Spice selling points, fully
familiarize viewers with eye-catching package
designs which characterize line of men's toiletries. TV copy is very similar to radio approach, gets effect of repetition at low cost

Typical TV copy goes like this: "The early Indian buck had to be brave to win his sguaw.
He remembered how he pinched his fingers
with cla.n shells; so why not use the darn device and remove hairs by the thrice. Oh — oh —
oh — ouch! But it was worth it' To look >"vir b"**
in tomahawk territory you had to be a 'brave'
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Every Fourth One Belongs!

*

* EVERY FOURTH RADIO STATION IN AMERICA
IS A KEYSTONE AFFILIATE .... AND YOU MAY
USE ONLY A PART OR ALL 615 OF THEM TO
REACH HOMETOWN AND RURAL AMERICA!
Only the Keystone Network offers real flexibility— only
the number of stations you actually need, where you need
them and announcements

or programs

at the time of day —

that produces the best results for you in reaching the purses
of this RICH market— Hometown

and Rural America!

BONANZA/

Read

more

about this rich

hometown and rural marketwhere more than half of the
nation lives and buys. Send for
BONANZA, our informative
brochure on this market!
?iVi

KEYSTONE BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
■\>w
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Regional networks: 1952
Their importance

to national account* is growing.
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Regional networks are cutting themselves a bigger slice
of the radio pie than ever before. There are a number of
reasons for this, but the most timely ones are these: I 1 I
The national video advertiser has to fill in the gaping holes
left open by present TV coverage, and 1 2 ) the growing
emphasis by sponsors on market-by-market advertising.
The regionals are already in a healthy financial state.

If on* regional networks
ore tie i hied in this survey

sponsor estimates that nearly 1'A of the $132 million spent
on spot radio time last year — or about $9 million — was
rung up on regional net cash registers. This is about 4%

Though there are exceptions, most regional
operations
fall within the following

higher than the regionals' cash intake last year.
This special SPONSOR section on regional networks is designed to give advertisers an over-all grasp of how regionals fit into the national spot radio picture. Within the next
few years, it is probable regionals will keep growing in
billings and importance. Television, among other factors,
is accelerating the tendency of stations to band together
for group selling as well as regional programing. In examining the growth of regional nets. SPONSOR talked to reps
and agencies and sent questionnaires to regional networks
in the I nited States. Hawaii, and Alaska.
On the pages that follow regional networks are treated
under these headings: 111 advantages in using regionals,
l2l rates, (3l programing. 1 4) merchandising, and (5)
national advertisers who use regionals.
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definition: "A regional network is a
group of two or more stations generally
located in a distinguishable geographic,
political, or economic
area which
offers
common programing, centralized sales
facilities, a discount structure or any
combination of the three."
The size of a
regional may vary from just a few
stations in a small area on up to
regionals with as many

as 60 stations.
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iiewi,

Twi m

„iows are lecjional
mentators (seated) from
Don

neiworn staples,
Lee
Network

1. Advantages
To the advertiser, the recent talking
points for using regional radio networks sound similar to the arguments
for spot radio in general. Sometimes
they are. But regionals also have advantages which the advertiser cannot
find in buying an individual station.
Here is what an executive of a prominent rep firm says about the subject:
"While it is true to some extent that
the growth of regionals is due to the
increase of national spot radio business, regionals can stand on their own
feet and are doing so. Besides, there
are many stations or groups of stations
outside the metropolitan areas which
are by-passed normally in a national
spot campaign but pick up business as
part of a regional buy.
"A few years ago advertisers like
Procter & Gamble wouldn't even sniff
at the smaller regional groups. But today they are attentive to sales pitches
and presentations offered by these reRegionals. of course, have been
gionals."
around foi a long lime, and some advertisers have been buying them consistently since the '30's. Many of the
arguments for regional advertising
were just as true 15 years ago as they
are today. The following reasons wh\
advertisers are taking (or should take I
i closer look at what regionals have to
offer contain the tried and true arguments as well as the new ones.
I. I he basic argument for any medium is that it is a good per dollar
buy. Regionals offer this plus intensi\e local (overage of markets touched
more lightly by powerhouse stations.
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ihree news compose with
writers

„ane d'Otee, wno broadcasts a daily morning farm topic show on Maine
Broadcasting System, chats with members of Hancock County 4-H Clubs

Nowadays, an advertiser
$l-per-l,000 listeners is
tal lished standard on
works and can often
cheaper price tag.

will find that
almost an esregional netfind an even

One rep cited the case of an advertiser on the Lincoln Dellar stations
who got 1,000 listeners for 25(* on the
basis of Hooper figures. Some of the
inexpensive regional buys are in the
nature of a bonus. An advertiser may
buy the important markets from a regional net and find that for a few extra dollars the net will include extra
stations for an exceedingly low costper-1,000 figure.
2. Many of the regionals are secondary market combinations I outside
major markets I put together for the
primary purpose of fighting the powerhouse stations with their wide, "umbrella" coverage in the large, metropolitan centers. Theje regionals contend
that, while the powerhouse stations
may have an umbrella signal, they have
little umbrella listenership ; that the
smaller towns are covered best by their
local stations.
Here is the argument worded by Bill
Hoover, president of the 12-year-old
Oklahoma Network, which covers seven secondary
Oklahoma
markets: that
"It
is the
contention
of this network
an advertiser, when purchasing a metropolitan station, is buying coverage
in that market only. The day of splashover advertising, as far as power stations are concerned, is dying. It is impossible for a power station to program and dominate a secondary market, pitting its programing agaimt the
local programing and against the sales
appeal of a good local station."

A variation of this approach is presented by the Metropolitan Network,
a group of five suburban-based stations all well within the Washington.
D. C, trading area. Metropolitan is
aimed at the advertiser looking for a
reasonable buy and interested in reaching listeners who live in the suburbs
as well as city dwellers.
While most regional groups consist
of lower-powered stations in secondary
and tertiary markets, there are some
metropolitan power stations within the
regional
nets themselves.
CBS' example,
Columbia Pacific
Network, for
boasts four 50,000-watt stations, three
of them in the rich California market.
3. Smaller stations stress not only
the loyalty of their listeners but point
out that sales taking place in local
markets are often underestimated. An
elaborate study of local market sales
was made by the Keystone Broadcasting System, a sales and transcription
network consisting of more than 600
stations all over the U.S. While KBS
is not a regional network in the technical sense of the term, advertisers often buy regional groups of KBS stations.
The KBS study was aimed at advertisers who estimate the value of a market on the basis of its wholesale sales.
Taking the over-all U.S. figure that it
requires 46<* of wholesale sales to make
$1 of retail sales. KBS found that a
good part of the wholesale figures credited to a major market are actually
sold outside that market.
Example: One U.S. market (Kansas
City, Mo.) had total retail sales ol

$990,626,000. On the basis of the
above

ratio, the wholesale

figure

for
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Regioral

nets

Kiikwood

Show"

keep

tabs

eyes

on

symbol

local

evenis.

Star

of Washington

the market should have been $455.688,000. It was actually $1,010,002,000, according to U.S. Census of Business figures. In other words, $554.314,000 in wholesale sales was retailed
outside the metropolitan area.
4. Regional networks, say their
boosters, offer some of the same advantages as national networks.
The national network-type advantages listed are that advertiser ( a ) deai
with one office, I b ) sign one contract
for one purchase, (c I get network discounts,d( I study one set of data for
audience facts, I e ) get the advantage
of a network alliance with its greater
resources for programing, publicity,
talent, and special events.
5. The regional network offers the
advertiser an opportunity to break into
a homogeneous regional market with a
new product or with an old product
never before sold in the region. It may
be used to test a new ad theme or even
an new kind of program.
6. Regional networks are flexible
buys. Many of them will tailor almost
any combination of stations the advertiser wants, and still give some kind
ol discount.
( It might also be pointed out that
the national nets themselves have
shown in recent years that they will
build a regional skein of stations if
the advertising cash is important
enough and if the technical barriers
are not too high. In addition, some
transcontinental or TC network shows
are sold regularly. CBS* This Is
Edward R. Murrow, a 15-minute
newscast, is bought by Amoco in the
East and Creen Giant and Household
Finance

in
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West,

for

example.

ot

Applo

Ujn

Lee:

Blossom

,,a>. .

Local high
broadcasts.

Festival

school
Many

fooiban
;eui.i is covered
by Ucd .ou>.i network
regionals were originally for. Tied to cover sports

Some TC net co-op shows are bought
legionally. There are also cases where
ad\ertisers will cross network lines
and, themselves, construct a regional
group of stations for such things as
sports events.
I The regional purchases of TC network shows and the special regional

nets put together by advertisers are,
strictly speaking, regional buying and
do not come under the heading of regional networks. However, they do
point up the importance with which
some advertisers regard regional buying. I
7. Regional areas offer natural pos-

How a regional net tailors rates to compete with single powerhouse station
Georgia Trio chart shows how three-sta'Aon rate ( with 15' < discount I is
often lower than WSB, Atlanta, alone. Counter-claim by WSB points out
its day or night penetration of 50' < or more
THE

GEORGIA

TRIO

(3 MARKETS)

RATE

(1949 BMB)
VS.

WSB

is far greater
(ATLANTA

COMPARISON
A71ANTA

THE

VACON
ATlANtA

SAVANNAH

MACON

WAGA

GEORGIA

WTOC

Individual
Sum Of
Stations

$13.50
10.15

9.40
$12.50

42.05
$56.00

40.00

37.50

142.50

$47.60
35.74
121.13

28.15

106.90

90.87

SAVANNAH

WMAZ

DAYTIME* 8:00 AM-6:30 PM
t time

1 MINUTE
260 times
1 time

15 MINUTES
260 times

NIGHTTIME*
1 MINUTE

65.00

30.00
48.75

TRIO*

6:30-10:30 PM
1 time
260 times

15 MINUTES

22.50
(30.00

1 time
260 times

•<;«orsi« Trio Rale* r«prr>tnl
NOTE : Hair, art thoie ihown

79.00

40.00
20.00
30.00
90.00

15.00
60.00
45.00

67.50

W'/r dureunl Irom mm
of individual tint ion
in Standard Rale and Data Wtire, N**., .93

19.00
14.25

59.25

75.00
67.15

60.00

50.36
56.00
42.00

206.00
154.50

175.10
131.33

162.00
129.60

45

Camel ad executives, who find Wisconsin Network football coverage
a potent sales weapon, receive gifts from network manager at game

sibilities in building sales and appealing to the listening audience. The McClatchy Beeline stations, for example,
cover the lush central valley of California and the residents there have a
common interest — the farming of fruit.
The Beehive network I another example .I comprising five stations of the
CBS mountain group, was formed in
the past year to appeal to the farm
radio listeners of Utah and Idaho.
The West Coast as a whole is probably the prime example of regional
consciousness. The Pacific states are
not only furthest removed from Eastern business and financial centers in
terms of time and space I main Eastern corporations have special West
Coast subsidiaries I but they have developed different habits.
I It was logical therefore that the
W est < ioasl became the area in u hrich
the first television regional network
I CBS Television Pacific Network I was
formed. This network, at present, comprises five stations: KFMB-TV. San

Star joins station, ad execs in making
plans for Wells Co.
juice) sponsorship of Hopalong Cassidy series on Columbia

gional web of ABC-affiliated outlets.
These networks are drawn to the
same scale as networks that cover
the entire U.S.. and are major chains
in their own right. Their programing
is more generalized than are the specially-tailored programs of state webs
like Iowa Tall Corn. Texas State Network, and Louisiana Network.
L .S. territories also represent particular sales problems and unconventional buying habits. Radio covers
Alaska like a blanket for a very good
reason: Having no rural free delivery,
the Alaskan may have to walk or drive
into town to pick up a newspaper. Normally, he may not have the inclination
to do so. When it snows, he certainly
wont.
Alaska has 10 radio stations, includ-

MANY

REGIONAL

NETS DO

EXTENSIVE

(Betsy Ross
Pacific Net

ing two opened last month. The) are
divided into two regional networks —
the Alaska Broadcasting System and
the Midnight Sun-Aurora Broadcasting
System. In the Hawaiian Islands the
advertiser can use the regional facilities of the Aloha Network.
8. Spot radio is often the answer in
filling holes in the nationwide TV map.
but regional nets with their discounted
rates, programs that are often superior
to what an individual station has to
offer, and the ease of dealing with one
office can be a better answer.
Even with the coming increase in
TV stations, it's questionable whether
TV will ever blanket the U.S. as radio
does now. TV waves, which cannot
bounce off the sky like radio waves,
I Please turn to page 49)

MERCHANDISING.

TYPES OF PROMOTIONS

INCLUDE

Diego; KNXT. L..s \ngclcs: kl'IY
San Francisco: KSL-TV, Salt Eake
City; KPHO-TV, Phoenix. With station time identical to network station
rates and a rate structure and discount
structure patterned after CBS TV. this
regional network was formed not to
compete with its national affiliate, but
rather to fulfill the specialized needs
ol the three states — Utah. Arizona, and
California — -where 7.V , of the population can now be reached b\ lele\ ision. i
\l!< . - \\ estern Radio Network wraps
the Pacific Coast, the Kockv Mountain
areas, and Colorado-New Mexico-Arizona Southwesl under a 35-station
blanket. In much the same area operates VBC's Pacific Network, a large re46
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(L. D

magazine

appliances

NETWORK:

Intermountain

NETWORK:
SPONSOR:

SPONSOR:
International
Harvester
Co., Refrigerator Department

Firm has used regional net exclusively for the past two years to
promote its line of appliances. Its
broadcast advertising has led to
more sales of International Harvester appliances per capita than
any other division of the company in the entile United Stales.

drug
NETWORK:
SPONSOR:

Miles

NETWORK:

"PRODUCT

WEEKS";

ALASKA

BROADCASTING

6E0RGE WASHINGTON

Life

five Montana stations to increase
its Northwestern circulation. Heports from news agencies in four
Montana markets showed increases
ranging from ll) to 33%. One
agency said unsold copies dropped
from 202 to one in three weeks

SPONSOR:

McClatchy

Beeline

The Drackett Co.

Philco

Selling refrigerators to the Eskimos ivas practically accomplished
when Philco decided to sponsor
the 1952 political convention
broadcast in Alaska. Dealers reported that even refrigerators,
among other appliances, went welt
as a result of the convention news.

Wiles has been using "Alka-Seltzer
Newspaper of the Air" on the Don
Lee chain since 1934. Advertising
agency reports that this program,
which has a top rating on the West
Coast, is considered the "backbone ojthe Alka-Seltzer advertising campaign in the Pacific slates.

Net

Advertiser used announcements on

NETWORK:

Broadcasting

System

Laboratories

SPONSOR:

XL STATION'S

Alaska

Bar

home cleaners

refrigerators

Don Lee

"Z"

CO.'S WINDOW

DISPLAYS:

MAINE

BROADCASTING'S

Firm bought several participations
in the "Kelly Barton Show" for
two of its products — W index and
Drano. Later, the firm told the
network manager that the show
was "quite instrumental in helping
to step up our sales and distribution." The firm bought more time.

POSTERS;

CPN

TIE-IN PICTURE

Smoking Tobacco

MacWilliams
SPORTS JOURNAL
ffts.

at6:I5p.«
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Regional
REGIONAL

radio networks

NETWORK

HOME

ami

REPRESENTATIVE

OFFICE

ABC Pacific Network
Airline Network
Air Trails Network
Alabama
Community
Network

1539 No. Vine, Hollywood
WSGN, Birmingham, Ala.
121 No. Main, Dayton, Ohio.
Albertsville, Ala.

Arizona Broadcasting System
Arizona Network
Arrowhead Network

Heard
Building,
840 No. Central,

Bay

State

Group

arosips in the U.S.
ABC
Spot Sales
Harry E. Cummings
H-R
None Representatives,
Paul H. Raymer Co.
John Blair & Co.

Phoenix
Phoenix

WEBC
Building, Duluth,
John Hancock Building,

George
P. Hollingbery
Kettell-Cartor

Minn.
Boston

Beehive Radio Network
Beeline,
McClatchy
Broadcasting Corp. of America ._
Cactus
State
Network
California
Northern
Group

Union Pacific Building, Salt Lake City
911 Seventh St., Sacramento, Cal.
3401
Russell St., Riverside, Cal.
III East Fifth St., Odessa, Tex.
KBLF, Red Bluff, Cal.

Columbia Pacific Network
Columbine
Network
Connecticut State Network
Cotton Belt Network
Dairyland
Network

Columbia Square, Los Angeles
Security Life Building, Denver
555 Asylum
St., Hartford
KT3F, Texarkana, Tex.
307 W. Sixth St., Willmar, Minn.

Don Lee Broadcasting System
Garden State Network

1313 No. Vine St., Hollywood
WTTM, Trenton, N. J.

Georgia Assn. of Local Stations
Georgia
Trio
Granite State Network
Great Northern Broadcasting System
Guy Gannett Broadcasting System
Hoosier
Network
<FM)
Industrial Broadcasting System
Intermountain
Network
Iowa
Tall Corn Network

87 '/2 Fairlie St., N. W., Atlanta
WAGA,
Atlanta
155 Front Street, Manchester, N. H.
107 First Ave., N. W., Manden, N D.
Gannett Building, Portland, Me.
Colonial
Building, New
Castle, Ind. ...
547 Fifth Ave., McKeesport,
Pa.
146 So. Main St., Salt Lake City
Des Moines, Iowa

Lincoln Deller Stations

P. O.

Linder

307 W. Sixth St., Willmar,

Group

.....

NBC Western Network
Oklahoma
Network

Sunset Boulevard & Vine St., Hollywood
1800 W Main St, Oklahoma City

Oregon
Trail Network
Palmetto Network

KBKR,
Baker, Ore.
One
Martin St., Anderson,
Paul

Bunyan

Building,

Traverse

Relay

Network

144 Westminster St., Providence

Rocky
Rural

Mountain
Broadcasting System
Network
<FM)

KUTA, Salt Lake City
306 E. State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

Network

City,

WFAA,
Dallas
120 W. Lancaster Ave., Fort Worth

Network

Forjoe
None
None

806

Odd

Building,

Kettell-Carter
Kettell-Carter
None
Edward
ABC

Petry & Co.

Radio Sales

Co.

Hal Holman
Co.
Weed
& Co.

Mich.

Kettell-Carter
_.

P. Hollingbery Co.

Headley-Reed Co.
George
P. Hollingbery
Gill-Keefe & Perna
Bul.ner & Johnson
O. L. Taylor
None

Free
John
N. C.

Tri-City Network
Union Broadcasting System
United Broadcasting Network
Upper Midwest Broadcasting System
Western Slope Network
West
Texas Packaged
Stations
Wisconsin
Network

4646 S. State, Murray,
Utah
136 State St., Albany,
N. Y.
Eighth & I, Washington, D. C.
...
Northwestern
Bank Building, Minneapolis
Hillcrest Manor,
Grand
Junction,
Col.
KGKL, San Angelo, Tex.
Wisconsin
Rapids, Wis.

Wyoming
Cowboy
Network
Yankee
Network

KFBC,
Cheyenne,
Wyo. ....
21 Brookline
Ave., Boston

48

Avery-Knodel
Weed
& Co.

Robert

Raleigh,

Co.

Burn-Smith

Square,
Dallas
Floydada, Tex.

Fellow

&

O. L. Taylor Co.
None

326 WCCO
Building, Minneapolis
201 Radio Building, El Paso, Tex.

Texas Quality Network
Texas State Network
Tobacco

Avery-Knodel
John E. Pearson Co.
John Pearson

George

Herald
KFLD,

Reps

None

W. Va.
Boston

Texas Broadcasting System
Texos Plains Stations

& Associates

Avery-Knodel
Inland Newspaper

S. C.

WJLS
Building, Beckley,
John Hancock
Building,
WJDX,
Jackson,
Miss.

Agency

Co.
Lawson

John E. Pearson Co.
Weed & Co.

146 So. Main, Salt Lake City
26 Grove St., Hartford, Conn.
John Hancock Building, Boston
John Hancock Buildinq, Boston
107 W. Portage Ave., Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
3415 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Southern Minnesota
Southwest
Network

Boiling
Orvllle

Minn.

Personality Stations
Pine Tree Group
Rebel
Network

Sales
Co.
Co.

F. Besf

None
None Kati
The

Box 94, No. Sacramento, Cal.

Montana
Metropolitan
Markets Group
New England Regional Network
New
Hampshire
Group
North
Eastern
Broadcasting
System
Northern Network
Northwest
Network

Network

Hil

Radio Spot
H. Raymer
E. Pearson

Terry Moore & Associates
CBS
Radio Spot Sales
Keenan, Hunter & Dietrich
None

__..

WCHS,
Portland,
Me.
Munsey Building, Washington, D. C.
1700 Mutual
Building, Detroit
Gilmer Hotel, Columbus
Miss.

Bunyan

CBS
Paul
John

Co.

Devney
& Co.
John E. Pearson Co.
John Blair & Co.

Maine Broadcasting System
Metropolitan Network
Michigan Radio Network
Mid South Network

Paul

Inc.

Co.

Co.

S. Keller
& Peters, O.
Blair & Co.

John E. Pearson
Grant
Webb

L. Taylor,

Edward

Petry

Co.

Joseph Hershey McGillvra
United
Broadcasting Co.
Orville Lawson 4 Associates
Hal
Holman
Co.
John E. Pearson
Devney & Co.
Joseph
Hershey
McGillvra
H-R Representatives
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buy A COMPLETE
RADIO

PACKAGE

ORVILLE LAWSON
Founder and President

/ I \\

The radio network that gives you

TWO-FISTED
DEALER

SALES IMPACT

MERCHANDISING

UMBS offers a h point merchandising plan to its advertisers . . .
absolutely free! This plan practically assures solid distribution of
acceptable products within a broadcast area. This merchandising'
plan does this for its clients:
1. Store posting service (radio station personnel cooperating with Company field men and
sentatives).
2. Personal letters to designated dealers.
3. Free spot announcements (product plugs).
4. Special 5 minute salute program to the sponsor and his show once every 6 weeks.

repre-

This service is indispensable in making anv advertising campaign
click.

^SELLING

AT THE

LOCAL

LEVEL

When your sales message goes out over a UMBS station you're
talking and selling on a "home folks" level. Home town radio stations have a local interest that is impossible to obtain through large
metropolitan stations. Programming is keyed to local conditions and
interests. This naturally brings about a much greater listener response to your advertising message.

/IN

60 Stations
that "Blanket"
Upper Midwest
KAYL-Storm Lake the MONTANA
KF1Z Fonddu
Fargo, N. D.

Comprised of:
MINNESOTA

KASM-Albany
KXRA-Alexandria
KBUN'-Bemidji
KLIZ Iirainerd
KBMW-Breckenridge
KROX Crookston
KDLM Detroit Lakes
WREX Duluth
WEVE Eveleth
KDin, Faribault
KSUM Fairmont
KODE Fergus Falls
CKFI-Intei national
Falls Ft. Francis
KVOX-Mooihead-

KM'J New I'lm
NORTH DAKOTA
KDLR-Devils Lake
KVOX-Fargo-Moorh ead
KNOX-Grand Forks
KGCU-MandanHismarck
KLPM-Minot
KVOC-Valley City
KGCX-WillistonSidney, Mont.
IOWA
KASI Ames
KCOG-Centerville
KXIC-Iowa City
KJFJ Webster City

KSTT Davenport
KSMN-Mason City
KOKX -Keokuk
KCHA-CharlesCity
Kliiz Ottumwa

NEBRASKA
KCMI-BrokenBow
KJSK-Columbus
KFGT Fremont
WJAG
KNAH Norfolk
Scottsbluff
ILLINOIS
WMRO Aurora
VVCAZ Cathage
WLBK De Kalb

KXGN-Glendive
KGCX-Sidney

SOUTH DAKOTA
KABR Aberdeen
KDSJ-Deadwood
KIVJ-Huron
KORN-Mitchell
KGFX-Pierre
KIHO-Sioux Falls
KWAT-Wateitown
WISCONSIN
W1II1Y Appleton
WATW Ashland
WBEL lieloit
WBIZ Eau Claire

A MAJOR
MARKET

Lao
WJPG-Green Bay
WLCX-La Crosse
WLDY-Ladysmith

WIBU-MadisonPoynette
WLIN-Merrill-Wausau
WOBT Rhinelander
WTCII Shawano
WF1IR Wisconsin
Rapids
MICHIGAN
VVDBC— Escanaba
WHDF -Houghton
WIKB-Iron
River
W.IMS Ironwood
WJPD-Ishpeming

POPULATION
6,727,640
RETAIL SALES $6,765,470,000.00
FOOD SALES $1,335,352,000.00
DRUG SALES
$163,760,000.00
RETAIL SALES COMPARISON
1. New York
$13,652,066,000.00
2. UMBS Land
3. Chicago
6,765,470,000.00
6,407,157,000.00
4. Los Angeles
5,060,687,000.00
5. Philadelphia
3,619,860,000.00
6. Twin Cities
1,415,943,000.00
(Source:

1951-52

Consumer's

Markets)

AT A COST AS
LOW AS $2.01
PER SPOT
• CONVENIENT SERVICE
• SINGLE PURCHASE
• SINGLE BILLING

Phone, Write or Wire

UPPER

MIDWEST

935 Northwestern
6 OCTOBER
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BROADCASTING

Bank Building • Geneva

9631

SYSTEM

• Minneapolis 2, Minnesota
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REGIONAL NETWORKS

2. Rates

{Continued from page 16)
often limit the effective radius of a
video station to about 50 miles. In
mountainous areas, this radius may
even be less. It is true that "Community T\ " can bring in programs from
far-off antennas to small hamlets, but
there is still the problem of local appeal plus the question of whether small
markets will be able to support their
own TV stations both with enough
sponsorship and. for that matter, where
listenership is concerned.
9. The strong tendencv among national advertisers to put more emphasis on individual market strategy may
or max not push up regional network
sales. But reps point out that marketing difficulties are often regional because consumer product prejudices are
often regional. In deciding whether to
overcome these regional product prejudices through individual stations or regional webs, the advertiser may choose
the latter for the reasons cited under
point 8 — discounts, programing, and
the ease of buying time through one
office, rather than dealing with several
stations, thus eliminating a need for
extra bookkeeping.

One big advantage of spot buying to
the national advertiser is its flexibilitv.
Regional networks are acutely aware
of this. and. even while trying to peddle their entire station group, they
more often than not offer almost as
much flexibility (with discounts I as a
spot buy would.
Sometimes this flexiblity is practically complete. The Oklahoma Network, for example, gives a 2' i discount for two stations and an additional 2' ( for each station added to the
purchase. This goes up to 12' r for the
entire network of seven stations. The
Mid-South Network jumps the discount
5' < for each additional station.
Columbia Pacific works it another
way but the effect is almost the same.
The net offers station-hour discounts
for 13 or more consecutive weeks, thus
combining a frequency discount with
a station discount. The formula is further weighted in this manner: An hour
on one station, day or night, is considered one station-hour: a half -hour on
one station, day or night, is considered
.6 of a station-hour: a quarter-hour on
one station, day or night, is considered
.4 of a station-hour.

National Advertisers
SUPPLEMENT

WBNS

WITH . . .

SPOT COVERAGE

National advertisers add "spot coverage" on
WBNS Radio do reach this Billion-Dollar market
with 1-1 /4 million prospects. WBNS,

the only CBS

outlet in Central Ohio, gives national advertisers
increased coverage at minimum

cost. These spots

produce results for sponsors whose regular proWBNS

grams are missed in this sales-productive area.
has more listeners than all other local stations combined !
ASK

JOHN

BLAIR
POwll

WBNS
—
S.000
WHO FM— 53.000
(01UMBUS.

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY

50

OHIO

OUTLET

The CPN discounts are then stepped
up as follows: less than 10 stationhours per week, no discount; 10-14 sta71/2%.
tion-hours per week. 21l>rf ; 15-24 station-hours. 5%; and 25 or more.
Some regionals require a basic
group to be bought before any substantial discount is given. The Wisconsin Network gives a flat 35 % discount
for 11 basic stations and further cuts
tions.
the purchase of the 12 "associate" staThe
stations
variety
needs.

Intermountain Network of 45
is sold in one package or in a
of groups to meet specific
Purchase of the Montana state

group earns the advertiser a 4%
discount. Purchase of the entire net
means a 16% discount. Frequency discounts are added on top of that, so
that a fullv discounted buy can reach

about 30%.

The Alaska Broadcasting System of
six stations sets up a rate structure that
permits four distinct kinds of buys:
111 individual station buvs, (2 1 a
northwest group of three stations, I 3 I
a southeast group of three stations,
and l4l the entire net. A fully discounted half-hour on the entire net
comes to $124.50 compared to $199.50
if the six stations are bought on an
individual basis.
Some groups require the entire network to be bought before any discount
is given. The Georgia Trio offers a
15% discount for all three stations,
and the Wyoming Cowboy Network
gives 25% for all seven stations.
Then there are groups which give
no station discount at all. The Texas
Quality Network, which is one of
these, sells itself on its ability to build
regional network shows with strong
appeal and low cost-per- 1.000 figure.
It does give frequency discounts, however.
The "Z,: Bar Net. a group of five
"XL" stations in Montana I part of the
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters) provides special rates for programs or announcements that are broadcast simultaneously on all five. No further discounts are allowed, either for frequency or time classifications.
The secondarj market nets commonly tailor their rates to attract advertisers away from metropolitan powerhouse stations. One group offers an
hour <»f Class A time for $300 and
points out that an hour of Class \
time for two power stations in the
area is double that figure. \n advertisSPONSOR

Qamee
*

COLGATE

DENTAL

GROVETON

YANKEE NETWORK
NEWS SERVICE

CREAM

PAPER PRODUCTS

MILK-BONE
FIRST

WITH

NATIONAL

STORES

PERTUSSIN
S.O.S

This integrated place in prosperous key communities
provides acceptance that gets consistent sales action.

KIWI

It insures stocking and displaying merchandise by hometown dealers . . . and purchasing by consumers.

JELL-O
TETLEY TEA
GROVE'S BROMO-QUININE
KRUEGER
BEER & ALE
IVORY

The FIRST, (and still the BEST), New England radio
news service . . . heard through the local station . . . .
is as much a part of home town life as the post office.

FLAKES

As one homemaker remarked, "It's like having a
neighbor recommend a product to hear about it on the
Yankee Network News."
Get a welcome hand for YOUR
Go Yankee

QU1NTONE
MY-T-FINE DESSERT

8 A.M.

BLACKSTONE AND
YANKEE SUPREME CIGARS

with the Yankee
9 A.M.
Ask

Network

1 P.M.
the

brand ... Go YANKEE!

Man

News

6 P.M.
fro m

H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

The Yankee Network
DIVISION

21 BROOKLINE
6 OCTOBER
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OF GENERAL

AVENUE,

TELERADIO,

BOSTON

INC.

15, MASS.

Service
11 P. M.

er can reach both secondary and primary markets by spending half oi the
$600 on the regional net and the other
§300 on one of the power stations.
Mention was made previously in the
article of cases where an advertiser gets
a rock bot'om cost-per- 1,000 figure in
small markets if he buys the big markets first. Don Lee offers a deal like
this. One-minute particpations in eight
large markets cost $250. but if the advertiser will buy the full network, the
one-minute participation cost is only
$25 more for 37 additional sations of
the network.

graming

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

ONE

The first thing that strikes the eye
in a review of regional network programing isthat six categories of shows
generally dominate the picture: news,
weather, sports, farm topics, religious,
and homemaker shows.
The latter, for some reason, seem to
have special appeal in New England.
The six-station New England Major
Markets carries Yankee Kitchen five
times a week for a half hour. The New

MARKETS

LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

England Regional Network also carries a 30-minute weekday strip, the
Marjorie Mills Show, a strongly merchandised program with 15 years of
successful selling behind it. On the
Granite State Network (six stations in
New Hampshire. Massachusetts, anr!
Vermont I there is the Connie Stackpole Show with a three-year record ol
listener loyalty.
In the Southwest, too, the farm-type
programing finds great listener response. The Arktex Stations — a network including KAMD. Camden. Ark.:
KCMC. Texarkana. Tex.; and KWFC.

Sales-winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally
include this pair of topproducing CBS Radio
Stations. Results prove
this! Write, wire or phone
our representatives now
for availabilities and
rates !

National Representatives

JOHN

BLAIR

&

CO.

Hot Springs, Ark. — concentrate heavil\ on farm topics and news, as well
as homemaker programs like Marx
er's
shows. McRride s and licit) < 'm ',\laigarcl
Since many of the regional net- arc
outside the metropolitan centers, there
is naturally a great emphasis on farm
shows. These have been a successful
springboard for advertisers interested
in reaching rural America. Paired up
with farm topic programs arc the
weather communiques, all-important t<
those who make their living from culti\ ating the land.
The Mid-South Network in Missis
si|)|ii State College for \\ omen.
McClatchj Beeline also broadcast- farm
information
of interest
to listenerthroughout the San Joaquin-Sacramen-
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to Valleys. The "Z" Bar Net in Montana features a Fanner's Hour. The
three-station Maine Broadcasting System has developed Jake Brofee's Maine
Farm Topics into a popular offering
which is carried on two additional stations, one of them in the heart of the
Aroostook's potato empire.
Jake Brofee. a teacher of agriculture, is sold to advertisers on the basis
of his wide acquaintance with farming. He is a good example of how regionals reach listeners who are only
brushed lightly by TC nets or local
stations.
Regional news gets heavy emphasis
in almost all cases. Mutual's Don Lee
and Intermountain Networks, for example, go in heavily for news. The latter gives four newscasts daily seven
times a week. It has good local news
sources since many of its members
have newspaper affiliates. Also, the net
draws on the local news bureaus and
local correspondents of the 5a// Lake
Tribune and Salt Lake Telegram.
The Tobacco Network, concentrated
in eastern North Carolina, originates
nine regional programs for its eight
members and "bonus" stations. Five
of the^e are news or weather shows.
The two Alaska networks — Alaska
Broadcasting System and Midnight
Sun-Aurora Broadcasting System — fill
in the special need of Alaskans lor regional news, especially such things as
the annual spring ice thaw in the rivers and popular dog-sled races.
Regional sports are not only popular but in some cases are the heart of
the regional net's programing. The
Texas Quality Network was formed in
1934 to carry Southwest football
games, although now it also carries
such programs as the Houston Symphon) Orchestra concerts (Texas Gulf
Sulphur Co. I and an A & M College
agricultural program for the benefit of
farming and kennel interests on a public service basis.
The Wyoming Cowboy Network was
set up this year as the outgrowth of
inierest in University of Wyoming
sports. Similarly, the Wisconsin Network considers the University of Wisconsin Football games I sponsored by
R. J. Reynolds for Camel cigarettes)
an important part of it- programing.
The portion of the broadcast day
stations ihii'i' to regional programing
varies
greatly.
advertisers
necessaril)
have Bui
to Inn
regional don't
program- as such. The two Mutual resionals in the West sell station breaks
SPONSOR

Soap or soup, the way to sell in inland California and western
Nevada is . on the BEELINE! It's the five-station radio combination that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More than any competitive combination of
local stations . . more than the 2 leading San Francisco stations
and the 3 leading Los Angeles stations combined.
(BMB State Area Report)

LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable
Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per thousand

listeners.

(BMB and Standard Rate & Data)

Ask Raymer for the full story on this 3%-billion-dollar market —
inland California and western Nevada.

McClatchy Broadcasting Company
Sacramento, California

KOH

KFBK
Sacramento
50,000 watts

Paul

(ABC)
1530 kc

Reno (NBC)
5000 watts, day; 1000
watts,
night 630 kc

V

6 OCTOBER
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H

Raymer,

National

KERN

Bakersfield (CBS)
1000 watts 1410 kc

A million

Representative

KMJ

KWG
Stockton
(ABC)
250 watts 1230kc.

people

Fresno

(NBC)

5000 wotts 580 kc

listen

to the

Beeline every day

$000

SSI

SERIES OF

TELEVISION

DRAMAS!
.:■>:■'

YOUR BEST TV BUY!
Always rated high* among the nation's
leading television programs . . . "Your TV
Theatre" (originally on Network as "Fireside
Theatre" for Proctor & Gamble) is consistently tops! Month after month it maintains
its high position . . . beating many of the
supposed-to-be best programs on TV! For
record-breaking, sales-making success . . .
make

"Your TV Theatre" yours!

'-""' S ** -£?ki

* Ratings on request.

S3
Ivis

ffl

%

lf&l

HQHnHHH

HOWMANSHIP!

JBBB

■MH

MBS

I

V

-■-»■.■
■.■■•■"■-

'-

SHU**6

IV TELEVISION PROGRAMS, INC.
529 MADISON ROAD, CINCINNATI,
JEW YORK
m
Holl

*

FOR AN ALL-MAINE MARKET
MeBS RADIO IS CHEAPER . . .

MeBS

is Maine's

first regional

network.

MeBS

is Maine's only regularly programmed
Topics, Sports Journal, other features.

most completely covers Maine's concentra-

4. Merchandising

tion of buying power — 260,000
all counties.

MeBS

Farm

homes —

offers one-contract buying — three stations —
one contract — additional discount.

MeBS

nine programs in the morning for a
total of one hour and 15 minutes. The
Intermountain Network handles about
three hours of its own programs dailv.
In the Hawaiian Islands, the Aloha
Network devotes 40% of its time to
regional programs coming out of
Honolulu and the remainder is reserved for local offerings.

gional— six newscasts daily, Maine

MeBS

re-

and announcements throughout the
day and this is true of a great mam
other regionals. Discount buys on a
five-station regional can mean the advertiser's message is linked with five
different local programs or the same
program transcribed at different times.
In other words, regional programing
in the sense of simultaneous network
broadcasts is by no means the rule.
Few regionals will carry a sustaining
program on the entire group. Some
have no network programs at all. There
are some groups, however, which have
definite network schedules.
The Tobacco Network carries its

offers the lowest cost-per-home package of
any

regional network

buy in Maine.

The merchandising efforts that main
small and medium stations will make
for local and national spot accounts
are often along these lines: The station
manager will take a walk to a retail
drug outlet and ask the manager or
owner ( with whom he went to school ) :
"Joe. I just got a good account and I
want you io do me a favor and put up
some displays for the product. ' Joe
will usually oblige. Greater power hath
no merchandising man.
Something of this quality is to be
found in regional network merchandising. A lot depends, of course, on how
much money an account is spending.
The three Personality Stations in
West Virginia frequently exert strong
local pressure. So do the seven stations
of the Oklahoma Network, and station

MAINE

managers met last spring to start the
ball rolling on a unified merchandising
plan. Intermountain Network station
managers hahitualh make calls on
dealers, jobbers, and distributors to
check stocks and improve displays. Station personnel are encouraged to become active in trade associations.

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM

Intermountain Network stations also

WCSH

WRDO

PORTLAND

AUGUSTA

REPRESENTED

56

BY

WLBZ
BANGOR

WEED S. COMPANY, Nationally
BERTHA BANNAN, New England

supply courtesj announcements, dealer
mailings, store displays, newspaper ad
mats, and point-of-sale material tyinsi
in the radio program. So does the
I pper Midwest
Broadcasting
S\stem
(currentl) 60 stations and expanding I.
SPONSOR

hi

it may glitter* -but is it available to you?
Next time you buy spots for Los Angeles, San Francisco,
San Diego, be certain that the rating . . . the glitter

"ALL THAT

that's offered is available to YOU. A rating that belongs
to someone else won't do you a bit of good.
When DON LEE tells you about a rating, you can buy it.
And it will go right to work selling for you.

GLITTERS

While you're checking availabilities, be
sure the coverage
offered you will fit your market plan. You don't
need a jet engine, and you don't want a rubberband motor. With KHJ, KFRC and KGB, you'll
get coverage and cost to fit your needs exactly.

DON LEE'S great variety of excellent programs gives you
the best consistent choice of availabilities. Our low station
rates deliver complete coverage at a lower cost per thousand families reached than any other advertising medium.
Call your DON LEE or BLAIR man when scheduling spots
for Los Angeles, San Francisco and San Diego and compare
the value. We are sure you will choose KHJ, KFRC and KGB.

KHJ I KFH€

LOS ANGELES
5000

6 OCTOBER

W

1952

930 KC

SAN

5000

FRANCISCO
W

610 KC

KGB
SAN
1000 W

DIEGO
1360 KC

DON
BROADCASTING

LEE
SYSTEM

The story behind the first 8,000 pages
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

W
shop.

£ were showing the station manager from San Francisco around our
After a ivhile he said,

"You boys are muffing your opportunities."
"How's that?" we asked.
"I've always liked SPONSOR,"

said the man from Frisco, "but you've

done a lousy job of keeping me posted on your progress. Why wasn't I
told before about your Readers' Service Department — or your emphasis
on home subscriptions — or your increase in personnel? Don't you think
I'm interested in your reprint service or your 1952 philosophy of putting
out a broadcast advertising trade paper? You felloivs have gone a long
ways in five or six years.

Why don't you tell us guys ivhat's happening?"

Down to basics: Some 8,000 pages have been put to
bed by SPONSOR

since November, 1946. In tune with

scribers isbeing installed on the 5th floor of our New
York headquarters. Readers' Service is now a fullfledged, full-time operation serving many of the biggest

our pinpointed editorial objective, they've been beamed
virtually 100% at sponsors, prospective sponsors, and
their advertising agencies. Advertising pages in 1951

agency and national advertiser firms every day.

averaged about 105 monthly, a 33%

increase over

Editorial concepts: The highly pictorial, easy -to-read,

1950. These were matched by a like number of editorial pages. Full-time personnel (excluding printing

facts-and-figures formula that SPONSOR unveiled in
1946 has made its imprint on most other advertising

personnel) jumped from 6 in 1946 to 25 in 1952. Fulltime branch offices are maintained in Chicago and
Los Angeles. The New York office occupies two floors
(3rd and 5th) at 510 Madison plumb in the middle

trade papers. Today we are more pictorial than ever.
We adhere rigidly to a policy of writing every word
of editorial content for the benefit of radio and TV

of Manhattan's advertising industry. Paid circulation
(at the high rate of $8 for 26 issues yearly) represents
nearly 70% of all copies printed; we plan to increase
the press run to 10,000 in 1952.

A library for sub-

j:i :,: jl, ::,:.,,:.;: i;: i :,::;, ,,!!,:i:.. :ii: ;:;,!i: i ,ir, ;ii'

buyers. We allow no puff-stuff, protect this policy by
staff-researching and staff-writing every article and department. Sponsor experience stories are basic, but
additionally a single issue will contain interpretive articles on programing, research, merchandising, costs,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiituiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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39%
current problems, buying tips — covering both radio
and TV. As many as 12 departments supplement the

($8 per year) keep mounting at the present rate. The
latest breakdown shows:

seven or more interpretive articles highlighting each
issue, plus two industry-famous columnists.
What about merchandising: Editing a top-notch trade
paper is only 50% of the job. The other 50% is inducing busy executives to read it. SPONSOR achieves
this by putting a heavy effort on mass and selective
merchandising. Merchandising cards highlighting each
issue, individual notices about articles, paid space in
newspapers and trade papers, reception room copies,

Circulation Breakdown by Readers
Sponsors and prospective sponsors
Account
executives, timebuyers,
radio
and TV directors, etc.
Radio and TV station executives
Miscellaneous

3316
2634
1738
702

Total

8390 100%

31
8
22

Paid-subscriber Analysis

newsstand distribution are all part of our merchandising strategy. Home readership (which we consider far
weightier than office readership) is another goal.

Advertisers
Advertising Agencies
Presidents
9%
Presidents
18%

Readers' Service, which in 1951 handled
inquiries than in 1950, is a vital element
dising; phone calls, letters, and wires
from advertising agencies and national

Vice presidents
16
Ad managers, radio
and TV managers 65

105% more
in merchan(about 80%
advertisers)

are answered with dispatch by a Readers' Service specialist. Reprints, too, help merchandise the magazine
and build readership; reprint requests in 1951 were
240% ahead of 1950.
Circulation statistics: In keeping with SPONSOR'S editorial direction, most of its circulation goes to national advertisers, regional advertisers, and advertising agencies. Among agencies placing 90% of national
spot and network business (both radio and television)
SPONSOR averages about 16 paid subscriptions —
every one to a broadcast-minded reader. Some agencies have 40 or more subscriptions. Our press run is
still under 8500, but in contrast with earlier days of
controlled circulation this is nearly 70% paid — and the
press run may soon go up to 10,000 if subscriptions

Others

10

Totals

100%

Vice presidents and
account men
26
Timebuyers, media,
100%
radio/TV men.... 42

Others

14

Our pledge: We're doing a good job, we think, but we
can do better. You can look to SPONSOR for steady
improvement, for courageous trade paper journalism,
for ever-increasing service to advertisers and prospective advertisers, for progressive merchandising. We
pledge our 100% loyalty to radio and TV — the most
productive advertising media the world has ever
known. Our keynote for 1952 (and the years to come)
is a better use service for broadcast advertisers and a
better advertising medium for broadcasters.

S P O AI S O R
the

|USE J magazine

of radio and
television advertising

which adds to this list letters to the
clergy, since General Mills sponsors its
Hymns oj All Churches program.
For its half-hour nighttime music
program. The Roundup, the Texas
State Network built up a well-coordinated merchandising project of personal appearances, city and town salutes, contests, point-of-purchase display— every type of merchandising, in
fact, to make people conscious of the
program and its star.
On the broader network level, there
are many examples of first-class merchandising. One of the most effective
is the cooperative merchandising plan
of the Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
("XL"' stations I which is clubbed "PaProducts.*"
Thisrade ofis how it works:
If the advertiser's budget is bin
enough to do what PNB considers an
"adequate" selling job, PNB will set
up a "products week" for that client.
The PNB stations provide Ilia sufficient number of specially printed posters and banners tying in the product
the air advertising and the "week"
withcover
to
the stores designated by the
advertiser, l2l a quarter-hour intro
when the "week"
ductoryandprogram
starts,
(3) announcements
during
the "week" featuring the product and
the "week" theme.
All this is provided at no cost to the
advertiser providing he cooperates as
follows: (ll The advertiser or representative must make the necessary arrangements for an adequate number of
store displays of the product. I 2 I He
must arrange for "test" stores I at least
10% of the total display stores I to
take inventories for PNB of the featured product before, during, and after
the "week." I 3 ) He or his agency must
supply copy for a 10-minute interview
type of program and at least three different 100-word announcements plus
sugestions for poster and banner copy.
Many of the best regional network
shows are followed through with hardhilling merchandising pressure. Here
are some examples:
\l<u jorie Mills Show — This popular
offering on the New England Regional
Network incorporates a 52-week merchandising plan. 11 provides for co-op
sales, as well as personal appearances
li\ Miss Mills. The show has ils own
crew ol merchandising men who \isii
stores to push products advertised on
the -how, check stocks, and give ad\ ice on displays.

Connie Stackpole Show — This Granite State Network show works partly through the Associated Grocers
of New Hampshire, a cooperative of
185 independent food stores. I Miss
Stackpole was recently appointed
"home economist" of the store group. )
The stores give preferential treatment
to accounts using the program and the
net cooperates with display cards, contests, point-of-sale advertising, and
"Recommended by Connie Stackpole"
stickers for preferred products.
The Kelly Barton Program — A daily
15-minute program of human interest
stories, the show is broadcast by the
McClatchy Beeline stations. The merchandising setup is divided into three
parts: 111 No product is ever mentioned on the program unless it has
been passed by 30'v of the "Kelly
Barton consumer panel." 1 2 1 Barton
sends letters, post cards, or jumbo
cards to retailers, wholesalers, chain
store headquarters. (3) Barton himself
goes out into the field on dealer calls
with the sponsor's salesman and makes
reports on the store interviews.

A big talking point for any medium
is the advertisers who use it. A listing
of national advertisers who use regional networks reads like a roster of blue
chip names among U.S. consumer industries. The big categories of users
are drugs, foods, soaps, tobacco, gasoline, airlines, railroads, beer, and automobiles.
Most of the advertising consists ol
announcements but there is a health)
smattering of participations and sponsored programs as well as seasonal
sponsorship of sports events
Regional networks like the Yankee
Network covering the New England
area, frequently have long lists of major national advertisers. Among those
presently sponsoring programs aired
over the Yankee Network are Camel
cigarettes, General Foods. Standard
Brands, and P&G.
Other examples: Wildroot. National
Biscuit, and Studtbaker sponsor news
broadcasts on the Intermountain Network. R. J. Reynolds sponsors the
University of Wisconsin football games
on the Wisconsin Network I for Camel
cigarettes), and the Don MacU illiams
Spoils Journal on the Maine Broad
casting System (for George WashingIon smoking tobauro I . Chevrolet deal-

ers sponsored the 1951 Oklahoma University football schedule, both home
and away games. As mentioned before.
General Mills sponsors a religious program over the Upper Midwest Broadcasting System stations. General Foods.
Best Foods, and Colgate-PalmolivePeet buy network participations on
Don Lee.
The Alaska Broadcasting System
boasts a record of 52 national advertisers with never a cancellation. Some
of Don Lees advertisers have been
steady users of the net for 16 years.
During the first half of 1952. 61 national and regional advertisers bought
203 quarter-hours on the West Coast's
regional skeins of the four major radio
national nets. During April of this
year the Intermountain Network had
109 regional and national accounts,
half of whom used the entire 45-station web.
Here are some of the big users of
regional nets, listed by industry, according to a careful check of about
one-third of all the regional networks:
Drugs — Sterling Drug, Wildroot Co.,
and Whitehall Pharmacal top the drug
list. Other big users are Block Drug.
Murine Co., Norwich Pharmacal. and
Carter Products.
Food — Top names in this category
are General Foods, General Mills. Best
Foods, National Biscuit. Borden, and
J. A. Folger. Others are Standard
Brands. Durkee. Pillsbury, and Ralston
Purina. The names of meat firms pop
up occasionally. Among
our. Hormel. Cudahy.

them: Arm-

Soap — As might be expected, the
Big Three — Procter & Gamble, Lever
Bros., and Colgate - Palmolive - Peet
dominate the list in this category. Both
the Los Angeles I White King) and
Manhattan I Sweetheart I Soap companies use regionals to a lesser extent.
Tobacco — R. J. Reynolds with its
widespread advertising lor Camels
leads the list here. Others are Liggett
& Myers, American Tobacco, Brown
& Williamson, and Philip Morris.
Automobiles — Ford and Chevrolet
appear to be first among regional net
users in the auto group. Studebaker
and Lincoln-Mercury are also prominent.
Miscellaneous — Here is a sampling
of assorted advertisers who use more
than one regional network: Bulova,
I'alisl Sales Co.. Miller Brewing. Standard Oil of California. Union Pacific
Railroad, and Pan American Airlines.
• • •
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"Spots Before and After AP News
Easy to Sell."
"We've found that featuring AP news
every hour provides our best adjacencies.
All 60 AP news programs per week are
sold, as are all the adjacencies. Many
sponsors take the adjacencies while waiting to grab the next available 5-minute

Jerry Stone, General Manager
WNDB, WNBD-FM,
Daytona Beach, Fla.

news program."

AP NEWS Sells

Adjacencies, Too !
"AP Adjacencies Make Other Selling
For full information on how you
can put Associated Press news to
work for you and your sponsors,
contact your AP Field Representative or write

"KBOE gives much credit for its phenomenal success to The Associated Press. LisEasy."
tener competition is terrific because all
four networks come into Oskaloosa strong.
But we've never been without a sponsor on
an AP newscast. And the adjacencies to
these programs are so desirable that they
make it easier to sell other programs."

KBOE,
Ken Kilmer, Manager
Oskaloosa, Iowa.

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride

"THIS STATION IS A MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.'

BISCUITS

FOODSTUFFS
SPONSOR:

Logan Bros. Supermarkets

AGENCY

: Walter Speight

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Logan Bros, utilizes Tennessee Jamboree, a live talent folk music show. Their
purpose: "To pinpoint outstanding newspaper ad values
by merchandising them on Tl ."' One weekday the stores
promoted a strawberry value on television, gave each
store a normal weekend supply. The Tl push, however,
caused all nine stores to be sold out by 9:30 the next
morning with hundreds of dollars of produce sold.
WSM-TV,

PROGRAM:

Nas

Tennes-ce Jamboree

SPONSOR:

Ballard & Baliard Co.

AGENCY:

Leo Bum. it

I APSULE

CASE HISTORY: Ballard Biscuits in the Baltimore area have maintained pretty steady sales figures.
In September 1951 they began TV advertising with three
weekly participations on the Mary Landis Kitchen Show.
These monthly sales increases over 1950 were an immediate result: October. 21)')', : December,

oil', : January

L952, 400 to 500', over January 1951. Sales increases:
thousands of dollars. Weekly cost: $187.50.
\\ BAL-TV, Baltimore

CHILDREN

PROGRAM:

S SHOES

SPONSOR:

Poll Parrot Dealers
of Cincinnati

< VPSULE

CASE HISTORY:

a pre-noon

.Mary Landis Kitchen Show

AGENCY

: W. F. H(

The Poll Parrot dealers run

participation ($55) on Uncle

Vl's Corner.

Main purpose: to increase store traffic and children's shoe
sales by offering free trinkets and gifts to kids. A ring
promotion, extremely successful, was followed up with an
Uncle Al crayon offering. In six weeks, the nine participating Poll Parrot dealers reported over 3.500 request,
for the crayons with a noticeable upsurge in sales.

SLEEPING
SPONSOR:
I APSULE

Pacific
CASE

WCPO-TV,

Cincinnati

SPONSOR:

Roller Derby

PROGRAM:

Uncle

U's Corner

BAGS

Sin pinHISTORY:

AGENCY:

Patten-Holloway

This organization purchased

CAPSULE

CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Direct

The Roller Derby ran a sin-

an $80 announcement in Monte Hall's Corral Show. With
their first announcement they emphasized values in sleeping hags and air mattresses. The day after the announcement. Tl -influenced customers purchased 10 sleeping
bags and six air mattresses north several hundreds of
dollars. The account is enjoying similar successes saleswise on olhei specials plugged on the program.

gle 10-second announcement advertising ticket sales to the
week-long derby. To test announcement pull, the company gave a telephone number which was not used in any
other advertising. Within two hours of the 6:45 p.m.
broadcast over 1.000 calls came in for the $1.25 to $2.50
tickets. Over $2,500 worth were sold at a total announcement cost of only $100.

kl-Mi:. San Diego

KTLA.

PROGRAM:

T-SHIRT
SPONSOR:

Monte Hall's Corral Show

Los

ELECTRIC

OFFER

Hi-Land Dairy

VGENCY:

Axelson

SPONSOR:

PROGRAM:

Angeles

Announcement

FANS

Thomas-Field & Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

tensive promotion to boost .sales of collage cheese, lis

CAPSI LE CASE HISTORY: This II estinghouse distributor ran a 20-minute household comedy film on a Monday

offering: a child's T-shirt for 500 and three cottage cheese
l'ii\ lops. On II . the offer was made through participa-

al 9:00 p.m. The commercial laglinc: "If your local
dealer can I supply you with a \lohilaire. telephone or

tions on Sliciill Jim's Sagebrush l'la\ house Monday
through Friday k30 to 5:45 p.m. The final tally: 2,505
carton tops. 2,505 half-dollars, and 835 T-shirts requested
pom Playhouse viewers oi nearly 500 more than obtained
b\ all olhei media.
( .ost : about $37 per participation.

visit Thomas-Field. . ." There nas no other advertising.
/>'i 11 :00 a.m. the next day. 65 fans on hand were sold.
Additionally, Thomas-Field piled up a backlog of hundreds oforders, and 300 fans distributed to dealers before the telecast u ere sold out. Program cost: about $180.

CAPSI LE CASE

HISTORY:

KS1 TVfSall Lake ( itj

Hi-Land

PROGRAM:

Dairy ran an ex-

Sheriff Jim's Sagebrush
Pla) house

WS \/ -T\ . Huntington, W . \ a.

PROGR

\M: 20-Minute Film

'7e/ews/bf?
brings

JLt Monday

you

Farmer

up-to- the-minute

through Friday, at 12:00

noon, the latest developments in the field

news

• .•

w

"Television Farmer," a program designed

of agriculture unfold before the eyes of

specifically to keep WGAL-TV's wide
farm audience in touch with the latest

farm viewers, on WGAL-TV's

popular

farming information, is another of this

show, "Television Farmer." Recently, an
unusually interesting show on contour

station's many significant public-service

farming was presented. To bring viewers
the new and dramatic story of contour
farming, a WGAL-TV

cameraman was

flown over southeastern Pennsylvania,
where this technique is used with out-

programs.

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA
A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.

standing results.

Represented by

ROBERT
New
6 OCTOBER

York
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MEEKER
Chicago

ASSOCIATES
San Francisco

Los Angeles
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. a name to remember
The year was 1892. The place was New York City. The executives of the recently organized telephone company watched
anxiously as Dr. Alexander Graham Bell closed the circuit that
connected him with Chicago. The words he spoke that eventful
day traveled 800 miles over a thin wire to be heard for the
first time at such a distance. The event, coming only 16 years
after Bell's first successful experiments in voice transmission,
is a tribute to the genius and courage of a man whose
unwavering belief in a principle revolutionized communications and speeded progress throughout the civilized world.
To the discoveries of Bell we owe not only the telephone but
radio as we hear it today. Started commercially in 1920, radio
was dedicated to broadcasting in the public interest ... a
principle that the STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY has staunchly
guarded throughout a quarter century of service. Popular
programming, guided by this public trust, has gained faithful
listeners for storer stations in the seven rich markets they
serve. Those are the stations where wise buyers hear what
wise sellers have to say.

STORER

BROADCASTING

WSPD, Toledo, O. • WWVA,
WGBS,

Miami, Fla.

WJBK-TV,

•

Detroit, Mich.

Wheeling, W. Va. • WMMN,

WJBK,
•

Detroit, Mich.

•

WSAI,

Fairmont, W. Va. • WAGA,
Cincinnati, O.

WAGA-TY, Atlanta, Ga.
•
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS

488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455

•

COMPANY
•

WSPD-TV,

KEYL-TV,

Atlanta, Ga.
Toledo, O.

San Antonio, Tex.

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498

Can many products vom manly termed "seasonal"
be sold on the ulr effectively all year round?
Robert

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Harris

This question immediately raises
a

second question, and that is:
"What products
today are trulj
No! Negative !
Unh - unh! They
ought to put a
lighthouse on
those rocks!
A seasonal
product
be
sold
allcan'tyear
round on the air

or anywhere else
on a bet. And
you better get out
I be life preservers any time you decide
to try. There'll be a man overboard —
and it might be you.
Put your money where your market
is when your market has the money —
that's my advice.
If you're out to bend a seasonal
sales drop into a happy-times-are-hereagain. look around for a merchandising idea that eliminates the "seasonableness
inherent in the product.
You can turn your train around and
sell tickets to the South in the winter
after you've been selling them to the
North all summer. That's one way to
eliminate "seasonableness." Or you
can set up a ski center and keep some
traffic going North. But if you ever
think you can just "advertise" 'em into
going North in the winter, before yon
spend a nickel, go up and have a good
hard look at the shuttered summer resorts who don't have winter sports
facilities.
Budd Getschal
President
The Getschal Company, Inc.
Neiv York
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M.

Harris

Advertising
Stahl-Meyer
New York

Manager
Inc.

sell them regionally or locally to fit individual climate and taste patterns.
Robert F. Lewine
Director Radio & TV
Hirshon -Gar field. Inc.
New York

seasonal?"'
recent years, In
many
jfl
fit A
JH
Mr. Lewine

i ' v.it —d
products
ed
as seasonal
ice cream
and
beer, for example

With

very few

exceptions,
almost every prod-

— have become year-round items due
to increased research, product development, and consumed education. Today, ice cream and beer are both sold

sonal" "seacan be
uct termed
sold on the air

effectively on the air all year "round.
Not so long ago, the advertising of
cold remedies was virtually confined
to the winter months, but a smart advertiser, realizing that people catch
colds during other seasons, started a

ducements incost
ing special
inor convenience to
stock up out of
season, by changing the sales appeal
to create out-of-season demand or suggesting out-of-season uses for the product, and by keeping the brand name
constantly before the public.
The real problem is in the word
"effectively." Most advertisers have a
fixed total advertising budget for the
year. Should this money be spent on
"in season" advertising, when it will
produce the greatest number of actual
sales per ad dollar by taking advantage

year-round promotion. Success followed.
It would appear then that the list
of truly seasonal products is diminishing as research and product development increases. Naturally, this means
that as products lose the strict seasonal
stigma and develop year-round usage,
they can be sold effectively on the air
all year.
But this doesn't mean there aren't
many products commonly termed seasonal that are truly seasonal. These
include such items as suntan oil. bathing suits, electric blankets, and, I suppose, even ear-muffs. To attempt to
sell these on a year-round basis in am
medium would be wasteful and ineffective.
Probabbj there is a wa\ in which
truly seasonal items can be sold effectively the \ear round, and that is to

all year 'round.
That is. by offer-

of the already-present consumer demand? Or should a part of this budget be spent out of season, when the
sales per advertising dollar would be
lower but the "new" market created
might very well compensate in time for
the higher cost per sale?
There are advantages to the latter
method. If successful, it means steady
all-year-round sales and production
for the company. The pioneer in outof-season selling has less competition
and can usualh establish enough brand
SPONSOR

preference to corner the major portion
of the "new'" business created.
Naturally, in no instance should the
seasonal selling be sacrificed entirely.
Research must be done to determine
how best to convert the product to outof-season selling, and research must be
relied upon to find whether the potential for the product warrants diverting
""sure sale" money.
The safest procedure after the proper research has been done is to select
test markets, and use enough strength
in these markets to find if the advertising stimulates sufficient sales to indicate a worthwhile return.
Cliff Botway

Timebuyer
Donahue & Coe.
New York

Inc.

RADIO PUTS GALES
IN TV
Yes... it took Radio-WDSU
radio— to stir up the air waves
and send TV set sales "billowing" for a New Orleans de• Here's howpartmentitstore.*happened: the
store decided to test the effectiveness of its advertising
with a special sale of television sets. For the test, onehalf the advertising budget
was used for radio spots on
WDSU. A competing medium
was allotted the other half of

the budget.
This

is a pretty

tough
question.
Past
experience
has taught us that
certain products
are
by
nature
"seasonal"
with
very definite sales
peaks
at given
times of the year.
Mr. Washburn

I wouldn't like
the job of selling
Christmas tree lights in Julv or Easter
bonnets in December.
On the other hand, some merchants
and firms have managed to even out
the seasonal peaks and valleys through
special sales and merchandising efforts
Summer lay-away plans for blankets.
August fur sales, and summer buying
of coal and fuel oil are examples.
To be specific in answering this
question, one would have to analyze
individuallx the problems of each ad\ertiser.

An impartial survey groupAdvertising Research Bureau
Inc. — interviewed customers
who had been attracted to the
sale, and found that 47.2%
had learned about it from listening to WDSU. Only 20.8%
had been attracted by the
other medium. WDSU's mag\netic air waves produced
over twice as many prospective buyers!
• And

when

figures,

it came

to

sales

WDSU's
radio
cuspent 44.8%
of the
ar volume, as comth the
the total.
other medium's
r dollar-WDSU
your

can

sales ... and

m filled in the "Bilr New Orleans Marnd details on request)

In general. I would say that off-season advertising on radio and television
would help level out the sales curve,
provided the advertising stands on a
firm and realistic sales base.
John L. Washburn
Radio-TV Manager
C. I. LaRoche & Co.
New YorkAny questions?

SPONSOR welcomes questions for
discussion from its readers. Suggested questions should be accompanied byphotograph of the asker.
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REPRESENTING
LEADING RADIO
EAST,

STATIONS:

SOUTHEAST

WBZ-WBZA
WGR
KYW
KDKA
WFBL
Syracuse
WCSC
Charleston, S. C.
WIST
Charlotte
WIS
Columbia, S. C.
WGH
WDBJ
Norfolk-Newport News
WPTF
Raleigh-Durham
Roanoke

Boston-Springfield
Buffalo
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

MIDWEST,

SOUTHWEST

WHO

Des Moines
Davenport
Duluth-Superior
Fargo

wowo

Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Louisville
Minneapolis-St.
Omaha
Peoria
St. Louis
Beaumont
Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston
San Antonio
MOUNTAIN

Boise
Denver
Honolulu-Hilo
Portland, Ore.
Seattle

AND

WEST

woe

WDSM
WDAY

Paul

WIRE
KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
WTCN
KFAB
WMBD
KSD
KFDM
KRIS

WBAP
KXYZ
KTSA

KDSH
KVOD
KGMB-KHBC
KEX
KIRO

REE&
Pioneer Radio m

I - I GUESS
Why

THEY JUST
READ THE STORIES

do you often find that your beautifully-planned advertisements
have made no impression whatsoever on "constant readers"

of the very printed media you've been using for years? Is it that the
competition from "reading matter" is too tough?
of editorial to advertising" is too high?

That the "ratio

Or what?

Planned right, the commercials you use in National SPOT
RADIO

can get just as much attention as the rest of

the program. They are not in competition with "editorial" —
are in a fully-acceptable "ratio".

Planned right,

SPOT RADIO can't fail to make impressions — can't fail
to sell anything that really deserves a market. . . .
National SPOT RADIO

reaches a lot more people, a lot more

times, a lot more inter ruptively, for a lot less money.

ETER& INC
'vision Station Representatives
tee 1^2

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
DETROIT
FT. WORTH
HOLLYWOOD
SAN FRANCISCO

• •

31

department is to the space copy
writers. In fact, they may even be
more important. A good many

Radio
O

N

*S o

"5

space copy writers can get a\\a\
with their own layouts, since basic

«..—■•«—

SJg.

Av Bo6 Foreman
i /",/ //Ac /<> deviate slightly from
mv usual format and devote two
columns to a subject I believe to be
vital to the creation of sound T\
advertising — television art. Here
is Part I.)
/V. "v artist from the print department of an agency or manufacturer who can't tell the difference between a line drawing and
a half-tone is sure to he considered
inept at his job. Likewise if he
doesn't know the differences in
technique used to create each type
of art, the difference in cost, the
difference in the speed and the cost
of engraving each, and where each
can best be used from both a media
as well a> effect standpoint, he i>
less than a master of his trade.
This simple bit of know-how is
a necessary part of his artistic
ability and advertising savvy.
Along with the above knowledge
go other essentials such as what
yon can do on coarse screen news
Story

boards

like these

(Nat'l

Cranberry Assn.)

stock and how four-color plates
are made and what retouching can
do to an engraving to highlight a
photograph or to soften a line.
To be worthy of the title of art
director, a man must understand
all the varied tricks of the trade,
the techniques as well as the mechanics, that go to make a good
layout better when it finally appears in print.
This may seem like a lengthy
and irrelevant introduction to a
tract devoted to television art. ( I'm
referring only to commercials, story boards, telops. flip cards, and
things pertaining to the advertising
phase of TV. ) But I'm continually
amazed at the way advertisers and
agencies alike seem to ignore, in
television, things they have long
accepted in the older media.
The importance of artists who
understand not only advertising as
such but are experienced in the
techniques and mechanics of television is as vital to a television
copy department
are

necessary

a- the print art

to sell advertiser

on

commercial

concepts of space-art are far -Ampler than those of television. \~
for the mechanics of each, television production, live or on film, is
1,000', more involved, more dif— consuming.
ficult, more time — and personnel
No one questions the fact that
a good art man can take a piece of
print copy and make a better ad
out of it. But he can do even
more for a piece of television
copy. His story board must sell
the idea to the advertiser ( and a
story board is a far more difficult
thing to create than the most detailed comprehensive layout). The
frames he draws, his selection of
props, choice of opticals, and his
adroitness with backgrounds serve
as a guide to the producer who will
carry out what the advertiser has
bought.
He can double the cost and
length of time the spot takes to
film (or do live). On the other
hand, he can halve it.
If he's an adept TV art director,
he can offer tremendous followthrough assistance — essential help
in the selection of the concern
which films the commercial, approval of preliminary sketches.
sets, casting — every step right up
to the okaying of answer prints.
But. to perform these function-,
an artist must know his ua\
around in television production
and to achieve this, he must have

VIDEO:

CAN 01 OCEAN SiPHAI SLIDES

AUDlu:

(SLIDE VnlSTuI)

months and preferably years of access (very difficult these harried
days) to the medium in every aspect. This doesn't mean just a
working background of production
but a thorough knowledge of ad-

IN
VIDEJ:

Cranberry oauce of course £
For taat real Cranberry flavor —

70

fwvh. IN SWuU I'Jh CU OF CN WITH
CNIOICEN PEEKING IN SIDE OF FHAHE.

GIRi, (CnlCaEK
Get Jcean Spray toduy!

~Lr SEiC)

vertising as well.menThat's
why this
breed of TV-art
is numerically small indeed. Furthermore,
from what I've seen, we're only
training a fraction of those we
need now. and what's worse, an
infinitesimal number of those we'll
be needing for TV's future.
SPONSOR

Advertisement

T. V. story board
A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SARHA
NEW
YORK:
200 EAST
56TH
CHICACO:
16 EAST
ONTARIO

"

--————

LONG
MILEAGE

STREET
STREET

The latest ol a continuing series oi distinctive 20-second animated cartoon
spots for Sunoco products. The filling station man in the poster "(onus
alive" and goes into action while a "voice over" chorus sings a rollicking
song with a lyric that packs a sales punch lor Dynalube Motor Oil's long
mileage story. SARRA Vide-o-rigitial prints give the film maximum clarity
and sparkle. Produced for Sun Oil Company through Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather, Inc.
SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago:

16

East

Ontario

Street

Captive carbonation is the theme of this new one-minute TV commercial
for Hoffman Mixers: Club Soda and Pale Dry Ginger Ale. Bubbles tell the
story . . . bouncy, smiling cartoon bubbles merging into actual photographs.
Prestige settings with lively bubbles rising in glasses . . . strong Hoffman
bottle identification . . . skillful video and audio combine to put over an
effective sales message. The brilliant reproduction is a good example of
SARRA's Vide-o-riginal laboratory craftsmanship. Produced by SARRA in
cooperation with Warwick & Legler, Inc. for Hoffman Beverage Company.
\SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago:

16 East

Ontario

Street

Just released — three 1 -minute commercials created by SARRA for Sylvania
Electric Products, Inc. through Roy S. Durstine, Inc. "HaloLight" — the easyon-the-eyes feature of Sylvania TV sets — is demonstrated convincingly
through live action human interest situations. Shots of the set's chassis with
parts popping up illustrate power and proficiency, while closing views show
the artistry and styling of the cabinets.
SARRA. Iik.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago:
16 East Ontario Street
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commercial

reviews

TELEVISION
Dunhill cigarettes

SPONSOR:
AGENCY:
PROGRAM:

Blow Co., N.Y.C.
Announcements

Perhaps the best use of opticals that's
come down the pike appears in the series
of new announcements

aired by Dunhill

cigarettes. From the intro, which is a dramatic zoom back from a cigarette plus an
iris out to a girl smoking, we proceed, all
within the narrow confines of 20 seconds
of the chainbreak I caught, to the Dunhill
visualization of screening out irritants, letting flavor through.
Here we get a good chance to see what
motion adds to the interest and impact
of a visual gimmick, for the same device
which appears in the Dunhill space copy
comes alive in television. Not having to
share its place as in newspapers with headlines and text — appearing all by its lonesome in extreme close-up — the simple
drawing of the screen has the word Dunhill bouncing off it as the irritants are filtered out, then sifting through to visualize
the flavor getting through.
Here's a lot of motion but all of it
relevant, all of it well done.
sponsor:
agency:

PROGRAM:

Chlorodent toothpaste
J. Walter Thompson, N.Y.C.
Music Hall, CBS TV, 7:458:00 p.m.

The Chlorodent copy on this pleasant
1 5 minutes of music was convincingly presented without gimmick or any other unusual video. George Bryan, a capable announcer with conviction in his voice and
assurance in his delivery, offered the one
point and did this effectively; namely, that
many chlorophyll toothpastes contain just
enough of the green stuff to get away
with mention of it.

differesi
you
Your

uibns-tv
COLUMBUS, OHIO
CHANNEL

CBS-TV NETWORK
WBNS-AM
•

10

•
Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch ond
General Sales Office: 33 North High Street
REPRESENTED BY BIAIR TV

spot campaign

can produce the same
tremendous success as
RKO'S

record breaking

local attendance to King
Kong — a direct result. of
participating spots on
such programs as WBNSTV's popular Armchair
Theatre shown nightly at
11:15.

On the other hand, Chlorodent, stated
Mr. Bryan as he scrawled the crucial words
on a blackboard, has five times more
chlorophyll than any other toothpaste now
being marketed.
I daresay a blackboard does help the
video along, but it is becoming an awful
TV

cliche. Nevertheless, the message came

over in a clear forceful way and should be
easily remembered.

11
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THE BEST ADVERTISING

BUY

IN LOS ANGELES
ANY

NIGHT

IN THE WEEK!

I\ I Ln
HOOPEREPORT
SHARE OF LOS ANGELES
TELEVISION AUDIENCE
Evenings — Sunday thru
Saturday, 6:00 p.m. to
11:00

p.m.,

May

'52

Average TV
Sets-in-Use

41.2%

LA's
KTShare

23.5

creates its own

top-rated TV pro-

grams-shows that win and hold large and
loyal audiences. Sponsored on a participating basis these KTLA programs produce
highly satisfying results-more sales per advertising dollar!
Typical of KTLA-developed
"Bandstand

19.9

STATION "A"

programs is

Revue"— Sunday night 9-1 0

P.M., a sparkling music and variety hour

13.6

STATION "B"

featuring the nation's top bands and musical personalities...
13.4

STATION "C"

. . . Popular singing

star

Harry

Babbitt

10.6

STATION "D"

emcee's "Bandstand

Revue" which or-

10.5

STATION "E"

iginates weekly in
STATION "F"

9.2

"studio

theatre."

KTLA's

Hollywood

Participating

sponsorship

^/

in 20-minute

segments are now available.
For an audition print, wire, write or telephone . . .

*■***+*

*M

'■

KTLA
HA*

■£■

■ *

KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • HOIIywood 9-6363
Eastern Offices
PAUL

•

1501 Broadway, New York 36

H. RAYMER

COMPANY

• NATIONAL

•

BRyant 9-8700

REPRESENTATIVE

New York • Detroit • Chicago • Boston • Memphis • Hollywood • San Francisco

BY A
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"films for television"
a inning

«.»

I— Films Produced for Television
T.me
3RAMS
M»

a new section to appear every month
in TELEVISION RATES AND DATA

TYPE & NAME
OF SHOW

Dulr.butor. Available

Number

Coit Range

QUARTER

HOUR

/

Fit

M.ruitM

1

THE CMLMPS
Consol. TV

Child-*"'.

ROADS
Syndicate

KING'S CROSS

ferlu

Stirling TV

starting in November

Dromo-

The increasing use of film in television has created
a new need — the need for a comprehensive, organized
source of information for film buyers .

HOPALONG
YV*)>r«rn

Standard Rate now fills this need with "Films for
Television" in TVRD, every month, with in-between
Bulletins as required . Here is a market place for TV
films — where producers and distributors show their
available and forthcoming film products — where
buyers of film see what's being offered .

THAJLH4YSEE

*100-J»S0

FUN WITH FELIX
FUNNY BUNNIES

104

Drama—
CASSIOY

Jerry

ftcfigiova

SartiL

JR SCIENCE

IT5J700

NBCF.Im

TIME FOR

Syndicate

UNK AND ANDY
BEANIE

Open

HALF HOUR

FILM PROGRAMS

SHORTS:

1-lOMINUTS

FUNNY BUNNIES
Commtntory
2b win.
Tf LEfrLSION
CfWcWn'.

II— Producers of Film Programs for Television
(Producers of Films Listed in Part I are marked with *)
"De-.ilu Productions
CALIFORNIA-Hollywood
9908 Santa Mnmra Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
Allegro Productions, Inc. (Republic Studio)
Tel: Cr- 17258 — Jess Oppenheimer
4024 Ratford Ave., No. Hollywood, Calif.
Tel: Sunset 2-1121 — Mr. Wm. Lava, Pres.
ILLINOIS-Oak Park
Atlas Film Corp.
•Wiliam F. Broidy Productions,' Inc.
5545 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
1111 So. Blvd., Oak Park, III.
Tel: Hempstead 6844 — Wm. F. Broidy
Tel: Austin 7E-8600 — L. P. Momlnee
'Cathedrol Films
ljJO N Hollywood \Nay, Hollywood^Calif

Films produced

Dpwtk

for television, listed

under HOUR, HALF-HOUR, QUARTER-HOUR,
j£Z*.
and 1-10 MINUTES for quick use by film
buyers and users.
J Film producers, listed alphabetically
" by states and cities (shown here) and also
separate alphabetical listings by name.

Ill— Distributors of Films Produced for Television

Film distributors, listed alphabetically!
by states and cities. An alphabetical list,!
by name, of distributors also included.

(Distributors of Films Listed in Part I are marked with *)
DuMont Film Department
515 Madison Ave., N. Y. 2, N. Y.
Tel: Murray Hill 8-2600 — A. Stewart

CALIFORNIA-Hollywood
'Consolidated TV Sales
Sunset at Van Ness, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Hollwood 9-6369 — Peter M. Robeck
'Jerry Fairbanks, Inc.
6052 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Tel: Hudson 2-1101 — Ralph Cattel, v.p.

MASSACHUSETTS-Boston
Beacon Television Features
420 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

IV— Distributors of Feature Films Available for Television*
(Produced for Theater, Education, Etc.)
CALIFORNIA-Hollywood
Baker Distributors
100 W. Sunset, Hollywood, Calif.
Tel: Hi 2-9700 — Mr. Morris De Mayo
Features: 29 — Romantic; 6 — Comedy; 2— Adventure

Features: 58 — Drama-Various Types
Shorts: 43 — Documentary; 16 — Sports

ILLINOIS-Chicago

•Jerry Fairbanks, Inc. (Branch, see Hollywood
551 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.
*INS-Telenews
Tel: MU 2-5171
45th
17, N. Y.

A Feature film distributors, listed
^ alphabetically by states and cities,
including type and number of films
available.

Quality Film Co.
630 N. Dearborn, Chicago, III.
Tel: Wa 2-9716 — Mr. Martin Worth
Shor

Commercial films producers, listed
alphabetically, including the names
of the products for which they have
produced films, and the advertising
agencies handling the accounts.

DuMont Teletranscriplion
515 Madison Ave., N. Y. 2, N. Y.
Tel: Murray Hill 8-2600.

V— Producers of TV Film Commercials, Showing Products and

CALIFORNIA-Hollywood
Jerry Fairbanks, Inc.
6052 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Tel: Hudson 2-1101 — Jerry Fairbanks
White Owl Cigars — Young & Rubicam
Five Star Productions
6526 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Tel: Hempstead 4807 — Harry Wayne McMahan
Cory Corp -Dancer — Fitzgerald & Sample
CALIFORNIA- Lo. Angeles.

Tel: Whitehall 4-6971 — A. G. Dunlap
0'Cedar — Young & Rubicam
KlingN.Studios,
601
FairbanksInc.Court, Chicago, III.
Tel: Delaware 7-0400 — Fred Niles
Admiral — Erwin Wasey & Co.
NEW YORK-New York
American Film Producers
1600 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Tel: £Jaza 7-5915 — Robert Gross

television
stations

..an added service for:

advertising
agencies
advertisers

two-way

opportunity for

film producers
film distributors
"Films for Television" as a part of TELEVISION RATES AND DATA, an
SRDS publication, now brings valuable, wanted information to the one
place where time buyers, film buyers, and advertisers have for years
looked for rates, facilities, and technical requirements of TV stations.
Those who produce films for television and those who distribute film
programs and feature movie films released for television gain in two ways
from this added service:
Free listing of your services ... as illustrated on page opposite.
Be sure to send necessary information AT ONCE to Standard
Rate and Data Service, Inc., 1740 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.
A good place to describe your service, your films, your availabilities, your rates or terms. Advertising rates are the same as for
the regular section of TELEVISION RATES AND DATA.
TO EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS— "Films for Television" provides the
logical spot for description of cameras (accessories, sales, rentals) , film
laboratories, film servicing and editing. TO OTHERS — And for services
such as talent agencies, music, costume rental, etc.
Important note— Closing date for listing data is the 12th of the month preceding publication;
for advertisers, the 17th of the month preceding publication. The subscription price, $10.00 a year,
entitles subscribers to between-issues Bulletin Service.

S
STANDARD
the

national

%

RATE

V
&

authority

s

DATA

serving

the

SERVICE,
media-buying

INC.

function

Walter E. Bofthof, Publisher
1740

RIDGE

AVENUE

• EVANSTON,

ILLINOIS

SALES
AND
SERVICE
OFFICES:
NEW
YORK
•
CHICAGO
•
LOS
ANGELES
publishers of consumer magazine) rates and data • business publication rates and data • national network radio and television
service
• radio rates and data
• television rates and data
• newspaper rates and data
• transportation advertising
rates and data • A. B.C. weekly newspaper rates and data
• consumer markets, serving the market-media seltotion function

The Stage
Is Set at
WHEN
MOVIE
MATINEE

MEMO

Harold L. McClinton
agency proiilv
Here's a show tailored
for ideal afternoon
viewing... a daily
full length feature
film plus newsreel
and short subjects...
a complete theatre
program, combining
drama, music and news.
When the curtain goes
up on Movie Matinee
you will reach a top
audience of Central
New York housewives.
A spot in this outstanding participating
show will provide . . .

FOR YOU
Represented Nationally
by the Katz Agency

CBS

ABC

DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

SYRACUSE
A MEREDITH

76

STATION

President
Calkins &

Holden,

Carlock,

McClinton

& Smith,

Inc.

"Hay" McClinton is an agency president with the refreshing idea
that there's very little difference between selling insurance policies
and cans of baked beans. Does it work in practice? Ask StokelyVan Camp, Inc. and/or the Prudential Insurance Co. of America.
Both are Calkins & Holden accounts; both have bright sales records.
Some people have questioned the advisability of Prudential's alternate-week sponsorship of a half hour of Your Show of Shows, but
McClinton says: "Why not? The program has established its ability
fo draw a vast audience and gives us a 'guaranteed circulation' for
our sales messages. And I do mean sales messages. There's nothing
institutional about Prudential's air advertising — it's pure hard sell."
Of course, you can't get viewers to sign on the dotted line while
they're watching the show, but, as McClinton points out, you can
build up your prospect list by offering a booklet and having a salesman follow it up with a personal call. Within 48 hours after the
first announcement of a Social Security booklet on Your Show of
Shows, over 10,000 requests were received. That means 10,000
more names for Prudential's prospect list. Prudential's Jack Berch
radio show (292 stations, ABC) has pulled an average of 43,000
requests a month for the past two years.
But successful as air media have been for clients, they are subject
to constant reevaluation. Says Hay, "With the coming of TV we had
to revise our media buying patterns. We found we had to think in
terms of smaller program segments and less frequency, but the tremendous selling power of TV makes up for the economic necessity
for diminished frequency."
Agencymen usually listen pretty closely when Hay talks about
broadcast media. He's one of the few men heading up an agency who
came up from the ranks of radio. His journalism degree from the
University of Washington and newspaper background made his entry
into N. W. Ayer & Son via the publicity door a logical one in 1928.
At Ayer he was associated with some of the most important accounts
;ind programs in radio during the next 21 years.
When he left his post as an Ayer board director and v. p. in charge
of radio-TV in 1950 to join C&H as a partner, he was known as one
of the most enthusiastic broadcast mediamen in the trade.
McClinton was born in Port Townsend, Wash. With both children

married, he and his wife have moved from Westchester to N.Y.C. ***
SPONSOR
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Here's the combination for real saturation — of a rlci
spending market. There's proof in just one look at the figures.

WHIO-TV

WHIO

coverage

14 of the top 15 once-a-week shows — seen on
WHIO-TV. 8 of top 1 2 multi-weekly shows, with
locally-produced WHIO-TV "Front Page News"
leading them all. (July Pulse)

coverage

37.9% of the total radio audience. This compares with 13.5%
for Station B; 26.5% for
Station C; and 14.1% for Station D.
(Hooper average for the past year)

THE DAYTON

MARKET

1,293,595 prosperous prospects — 366,457 families. Payrolls in
Dayton for 1951— $630,951,822. Retail sales for Dayton and
Montgomery County — $475,000,000. Average weekly industrial pay check — $83.67— highest in Ohio, one of highest in
the country. Dayton has been designated a "Preferred City"
by Sales Management for the past 19 months.
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forgets to buy new blades," explains
Smith. '"Just how much money is lost
on the last blade in a package is anyone's guess. We do know that it's in
the millions, however. We estimate that
a man uses his last blade nearly twice
as many times as he does the others in
This SPONSOR department features capsuled reports of
broadcast advertising, significance culled from all seg-(
ments
of the
irrdustry.
Contributions
are
welcomed.

WOR-TV

life after-midniyht show building audience

That after-midnight television pulls
a substantial audience has already
been proven by such stations as
WDTV. Pittsburgh, round-the-clock
pioneer: WCBS-TV, New York; and
WTMJ-TV. Milwaukee. Late-night programing on these stations, however,
has consisted largely of film features.
Now WOR-TV, New York, is demonstrating just how much of an audience
a live TV show can attract in the wee
hours of the morning.
WOR-TV launched its live-talent,
midnight-to-4:00 a.m. All Night Show
in July. In response to various audience-participation contests staged on
the show, says the station, viewers sent
in more than 10,000 telegrams — for
which they spent about $7,400 — in less
than six weeks. And this was in the
summertime.
The All Night Show, sold participating to sponsors, features d.j. Fred
Robbins as m.c, has a format of personal appearances and interviews with
celebrities, news, sports, weather reports, telescriptions. and audience participation contests. It is seen Monday
through Friday, 12 midnight to 4:00
a.m. and on Saturdays from 11:30
p.m. to 6:00 a.m. (The station signs
on agaiti at 1:00 p.m. in the afternoon.)
Of the 10,927 wires received between 23 July and 31 August, more
than 30' '^ came from points beyond
the city. Telegrams were received
from viewers in 31 counties of New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and
Connecticut.
A breakdown of 2.206 telegrams received during the week of 28 July, an
average week, revealed that three out
of four wires were sent after 1 :00
a.m.. with almost as many coming between 2:00 and 3:00 a.m. as in the 12
midnight to 1 :00 a.m. period. Here's
the breakdown: 12 midnight to 1:00
a.m.: 539 wires; (25%) ; 1:00 to 2:00
a.m.: 703 (35'i ); 2:00 to 3:00 a.m.:
545
125', i: alter 3:00 a.m.:
339
'i5';).
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a package. 'How're ya fixed for
blades?' is designed to serve as a

Sponsors participating on the All
Night Show include Food Foundation,
a food-freezer plan; Val Worth, a mail
order house; Murray Sices, women's
Clothing; Johnny Mop. household
brush; the Kiplinger Letter; and Amerling Pianos.
* * *

%«••«• Gillette theme aims
to boost all blade sales
The Gillette Safety Razor Company
has just introduced a new campaign
theme via radio and TV calculated not
only to boost its own sales but those

tm

memoryjogger."
The "memory-jogger"
received a big
send-off during the World Series week,
when Gillette spent 25' i of its annual
ad budget. On radio. Gillette bankrolls
the Series on virtually the entire Mutual Broadcasting System, on the Dominion Network of the Canadian
Broadcasting Company, as well as on
additional supplementary stations in
both countries. On TV, the NBC TV
network carries the Series for Gillette,
as do several non-NBC affiliates, including WOR-TV, New York, WNACTV. Boston; WGN-TV, Chicago; KHJTV, Los Angeles.
The agency handling Gillette air advertising isMaxon, Inc.; Ed Wilhelm
is radio-TV account executive.
* * *

Stores ean sponsor TV
show, pay only time costs
An opportunity to sponsor a weekly
15-minute film show locally and pay
only the time costs is being offered to

All Gillette TV, radio pitches carry new slogan

of the whole industry. Gillette, which
sells some 55% of all blades, is likely
to get a proportionate slice of any industry sales increases.
It was on the Gillette-sponsored
World Series broadcasts that the new
theme was launched. It centers around
the phrase, "How're ya fixed for
blades?"', an expression that Gillette
hopes store clerks will make a part of
their greeting to customers. It is featured in song on every Gillette broadcast; after the World Series, it will

big department stores by George Kamen, Inc., New York marketing firm.
The scheme is a slight variation on
co-op advertising and about a dozen
large stores around the country are
already sponsoring the open-end show
on local video outlets of their choice.
The show, which features Ed and
Pegeen Fitzgerald giving household
hints, integrates commercials by national advertisers whose products the
stores carry. There are three such oneminute commercials in each 15-minute
stanza; the number of shows for which
a given advertiser contracts is flexible.
Among national accounts using commercials on the program are Bendix

continue on Gillette's Cavalcade of
Sports programs (boxing bout simulcasts) over NBC TV and ABC Radio.
Fridays, 10:00 to 10:45 p.m., and on
all other Gillette-sponsored sportcasts.
When pretested for effectiveness in
several high-traffic stores. "How're ya
fixed for blades?"' scored shaving
goods sales increases up to 000' , . according toA. Craig Smith, Gillette v. p.
in charge of advertising.

"A man jusl

Big-sponsor

plugs

run

in local-sponsored

film

SPONSOR

Home Appliances, Gorham Company,
Coro Jewelry, Parker Pen, Tappan
Stoves, Simtex Mills. Ekco Products.
The department stores obtain the
show free of charge from the George
Kamen organization, which produces
it. Then they place it on the local TV
station they want, pay only time
charges, and make their own pitch in
live opening and closing announcements.
The show went on the air 22 September. Department stores using it
and the stations they've placed it on,
include: the Hecht Company. Baltimore, WBAL-TV; Rike-Kumler, Day-

Disaster Regions
Named as a Step
To Drought Loans
Crop Losses Are Rising

xteHJ

Livestock Endangered;
Is Worst Hit

ton. WLWD; Kaufman's. Pittsburgh,
WDTV; D. H. Holmes, New Orleans,
WDSU-TV; Burdine's. Miami. WTVJ;
Thalhimer. Richmond. WTVR; F. & R.
Lazarus, Columbus, WBNS-TV; Famous Barr, St. Louis, KSD-TV; Pizitz,
Birmingham. WBRC-TV; Carson. Pirie & Scott. Chicago, WGN-TV; J. L.
Hudson, Detroit, WWJ-TV; Woodward & Lothrop. Washington, D. C,
WNBW.
* * *

Brietly . . .

***•*<* **"?
IOWA CORN OUTLOOK

P. Lorillard Company managed to
attract dramatic attention to its Old
Gold radio and TV programs during

"Miss

America"

throngs

saw

Old

Gold

float

the Miss America Pageant in Atlantic
City last month. That company's merchandising staff rigged up a float which
joined in the parade and was seen by
some 175,000 spectators. The float, on
a base of six giant cartons of the cigarettes, featured a 12-foot ash tray in
which the Old Gold Dancing Pack and
Match Book performed. Four shapely
damsels represented Old Gold air
shows, wore sashes identifying them
as Miss Original Amateur Hour I NBC
TV and ABC Radio; sponsored by Old
Gold till recently ) ; Miss Chance of a
Lifetime (ABC TV) ; Miss Tuo for the
Money (NBC TV) ; Miss Queen for a
Day (MBS I. The float was halted in
[Please turn to page 86)
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What's New in Research?

R*

WAVE TOP~TV
OFFERS

p.

Study of Arthur Godfrey simulcast
autlienee in ]%.Y. shows more women
watch on TV than listen on radio

d SP0NS0R origindl

AVAILABILITY!
A few topnotch spot participations are now available on
"POP THE QUESTION",
WAVE-TV's hilarious studioaudience participation
show!
FORMAT: Each contestant is
interviewed briefly, then pops
a balloon which contains a
question. If answered correctly, the contestant wins a
prize and is eligible for the
big jackpot question . . .
Show also interviews celebrities and stages skits and
pantomimes!
BOB KAY and ROSEMARY
REDDENS are the dvnamic
MC's of "POP THE QUESTION". Two of Louisville's
most sparkling television personalities, both have made
numerous network appearances. Bob is particularly
well-known for his smooth,
persuasive delivery of commercials !
TIME, Tuesday from 1:00 to
2 :00 — a wonderful weekdayafternoon time slot!

AUDIENCE: Big and getting
bigger — home viewers are
invited to participate by telephone, jamming our switchboard for hours!
CHECK

WITH:

F&P!

WAVE-TV

V

Have you listened to or watched the
Arthur Godfrey morniny proyram in your
home duriny the past weeh or so?
Yes

31.6%

No

68.4%

|l

Hare you watched it on television?

O.

Have you listened to it on radio?
Watched on TV ONLY

9.1%

Listened on radio ONLY

4.3%

Watched on TV AND listened on radio. 18.2%
Total watching Godfrey on TV

27.3%

Total listening to Godfrey on radio .
SOURCE.

Advertest
September

RESPONDENTS:

Research

study

conducted

exclusively

for

22.5%
SPONSOR

4

and

14

1952

766 personal contacts in TV homes throughout the New York metropolitan area

Key observations emeryiny from study on
morniny simulcast watchiny and listeniny
With women given to much moving around the home in the
morning, the question has often arisen : With both TV and radio
available to them for a given program just which of these media
are women disposed to use more? Some agency research directors queried on the findings of this survey expressed surprise

FIRST IN KENTUCKY

at the proportion in TV's favor in this study; others said the
study confirmed previous conceptions that viewing and radio
listening to a morning simulcast came to half-and-half in TV

(2&aK*tel

homes. Said one: "Your study points up the fact that, even in
the daytime, when given a choice of ivatching TV or listening

NBC • ABC • DUMONT
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representative.}.

to their radio, people will favor their TV sets.'' Another remarked: "Your figures point up the fact that women are moving in and out of their living rooms. What is more important
to us is how often are they in front of the set when the commercials are on; but this is a difficult figure to determine."

SPONSOR

Want More
Sales
FOR YOUR PRODUCT
NORTHERN OHIO

RETAIL's
WGAR
SPECIALIST
help you

WGAR

announces a new service,

designed to boost in-store promotions
and to build store traffic —
and sales !
Here's a new specialist at your
service. Miss Meg Zahrt has joined
the WGAR staff directly from
Broadcast Advertising Bureau
— to climax a career of
successful programs and promotions.
She has been, successively,
advertising manager,

consult MEG ZAHRT

sales promotion manager,

NORTHERN OHIO'S ONLY FULL-TIME
RADIO RETAIL SPECIALIST

public relations director
and radio director

ihe SPOT-fbr

for major department stores in Ohio
— and knows every aspect of
radio promotion of retail sales.

SPOT RADIO

RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST
ADVERTISING MEDIUM

WGAR

Cleveland

. 50,000 WATTS

• CBS

'/) CASTERH OFFICE: 665 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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^

"A

TH?1*^"

Represented Nationally by The Henry I. Christal Co.
In Canada by Radio Time Sales, Ltd. Toronto.
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TV favored over radio
in Godfrey simulcast

of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

WSYR

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

Covers ALL
of the Rich
Central N.Y. Market

Arthur Godfrey's morning simulcast gets more people
viewing on TV than tuning in on radio in New York
metropolitan television homes.
Ratio of watching
to listening was 27.3% to 22.5% in TV's favor.
Further details of study conducted for SPONSOR
Advertest on this subject on page 80.

by

Syndicated
sharply
up TV business
TV film syndicators generally report sales are
sharply over what they were at this time last year.
This is particularly so with CBS Television Film
Sales and Ziv.
CBS' syndicate operation lists among
its new sales such accounts as Peter Pan Baking
Company, Perfect Foods, Southern Gas Company, Red
Dot Foods, Peter Meats, Bell Brook Dairy, Purity
Baking Company, and Ford Dealers of Detroit.
ARF radio-TV committee
starts rating study

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed

American

Research Foundation will have four subcommittees doing individual studies at one time on
radio and TV rating methods.
Dr. E. L. Deckinger,
Biow's research chief, who is chairmaning the project, unveiled details to panel of ARF officials.
One group — headed by Y & R's Max Yule — will set up
ideal standards.
Another group, directed by Campbell

Soup's Gordon Snowcroft, will try to find out the
difference between what method ideally does and how
it is practiced.
Third group, shepherded by Deckinger himself, will analyze data already available,

Fitting a Medium
to a Market

w

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

Covers ALL
of the Rich

a\ wiv i iHnnrnTsn
Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed
82

while fourth subcommittee, with Colgate's Harry
Wolfe as leader, will probe special projects; for
instance, Blair-Hooper controversy.
Committee is
operating on $25,000 budget.
New AM station shows profit
despite 7 TVers in market
Interesting insight into what happened to new radio
station in intensively competitive TV as well as AM
market: KBIG, Catalina, Cal. , in county with 7 TV
stations and 23 radio stations, reports itself
in black after only 3 months on air.
Gillette making final payment
to Harrises 1 January
Gillette within three months will make final payment on $20 million it paid for Toni to Harris Bros.
Toni division, added to Gillette holdings 1 January 1948, now reputed to account for most sales in
Gillette organization.
Meanwhile 5 other brands
have been added to list, including: Prom, White
Rain, Toni Creme Shampoo, Toni Rinse, and Bobbi.
SPONSOR

Account

Executives!

Time Buyers!

No Other Radio Show
The Merchandising

Offers
Extras

of Kitchen Karnival!
Ki itchen

Karnival is the daily half-hour radio show that offers
you capacity merchandising in the Baltimore area food stores.
Here are the important extras that Kitchen Karnival gives you.
Your product is mass displayed at luncheon broadcasts and
at church and civic broadcasts in and around Baltimore.
Your product is offered as a prize at each weekly broadcast.
Your product is actually sampled by luncheon guests and
audiences numbering over 500 each week. Surveys show that
each participating housewife will tell 6 others about her experience. Hence, 3,000 per week.
Your product gets special point-of-sale display and active instore promotion from full time merchandising men.
The Merchandising Department works for the advertiser in the following
manner • Advertising matter is displayed in preferential places • Obtains tie-in
ads in newspapers and hand bills • Special merchandising manager plans
campaigns and promotions for each sponsor, sets up luncheons, shows and displays and personally visits dozens of chain and independent stores weekly • Stores
not handling advertisers' product are encouraged to do so,
obtained, forwarded to wholesalers • Stores cooperating are
on the air • Competitor survey made available to you •
report of activities and progress of the special Kitchen
promoting your product.

50,000

WATTS

NATIONALLY
6 OCTOBER
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bona fide orders are
given courtesy plugs
You receive weekly
Karnival campaign
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NEHI ON TV

tive at WTVJ, instituted the public relations program that has provided the

{Continued from page 35 I

program's follow-through.
Right after the first of the year all
of the Cub Scout troops in the greater
Miami area were invited to meet at the
Nehi plant on Saturday mornings to
watch the Hopalong Cassidy show and
then tour the building to see how Nehi

ship of the Cassidy film program starting in June 1951. The derision to use
this program as their primary TV sales
vehicle was reached after a company
survey indicated that the cowboy series
reached and held the 7-to-14 age

is prepared and bottled.
The initial response was overwhelming and interest mounted so rapidly
that additional tours had to be arranged to accommodate the overflow.
Some 60 Cubs see the TV show at the
Nehi plant each Saturday morning.

group. Both R. H. Anderson, the firm's
general manager, and Jack Holliday.
sales manager, were convinced that if
they could sell this age group, the children in turn would sell their parents
on the merits of Nehi.
Marion Davis. Nehi account execu-

how important is

WSAZ-TV

WSAZ-TV,

to you?

with its Huntington-Charleston

HOMETOWN

PROGRAMING,

is close to the

hearts and the purse strings of over 2,000,000
persons in the rich Ohio Valley — 67 counties in
West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Virginia.

$1,446,895,000

viewers spent

in retail sales

in 1951.

Could your sales be better in this area?
Sales can always be better!
So WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV

is very important to you!

sells more goods to more people more

often than any single medium in West Virginia.
Let WSAZ-TV

sell for you!

Affiliated with all four Television Networks

WSAZ-TV

HUNTINGTON, W. VIRGINIA
represented by the KATZ AGENCY

84,000 watts on channel 3
84

arranged Hopalong Cassidy parties at
14 youth centers and churches each
Saturday morning and these attract an
average of 1.300 youngsters weekly.
The demand has continued to be so
great that arrangements are being
made to have once-a-month Hopalong
Cassidy shows — via TV — in the cityauditorium. This hall will accommodate 3,000.
There is no admission charge to any
of these shows. Each youngster is given as many bottles of Nehi as he can
drink together with a coupon which
will entitle him to a home carton from
bis neighborhood store. This often
turns into a sales bonus for the Nehi
dealer in cases where the family
doesn't usually shop at a store that carries Nehi beverages.
During the past school year groups
of junior high school students made
the Nehi tour each Tuesday and Thursday afternoon. These tours were made
on those days so that the students
could see the University of Miami art
TV
appreciation
while they were"Telecourses"
at the plant. via
All Nehi route delivery trucks have
banners reminding viewers of the Hopalong Cassidy show. Pictures are taken of the Cubs and students watching
TV — and drinking Nehi — and these
are shown over WTVJ to promote the
tours. Newspaper ads, carcards, and
billboards all tie in with the Hopalong
Cassidy show. All of the take-home
cartons of Nehi are imprinted with a

^

These loyal WSAZ-TV

In addition to the Cubs, Nehi has

Hopalong Cassidy-WFVJ slug. Commercials on the program are handled
by 10-year-old Bobby Kissell. resplendent in a Hopalong Cassidy outfit.
Bobby has become somewhat famous
in greater Miami and is viewed by other youngsters as a "cowboy" expert.
Nehi's success in combining TV with
community public relations in Miami
has attracted widespread attention in
the soft drink field. Nehi bottlers in
other Southern TV markets have indicated that they will institute such programs in their cities as soon as the
necessary arrangements can be made.
WTVJ reports.
The success of the Hopp) show has
made the Miami Nehi firm stout believers in the video medium. Says General Manager Anderson: "In my opinion, we can reach the youth of our
I country better through TV than am
other medium and sell our products in
a manner
which will hold them for
• • •
vears.
SPONSOR

In Philadelphia
PEOPLE
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TV STATION*
WPTZ
NBC-TV

AFFILIATE

1600 Architects Building, Phila. 3, Pa.
Phone LOcust 4-5500, or NBC Spot Sales
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ROUNDUP

KFMB

(Continued from page 79)
front of the reviewing stand to be
greeted personally by the city's Mayor
Joseph Altman. Newspaper and newsreel photographers recorded the exhibit on film. (Agency for Old Gold is
Lennen & Newell. I

SAN DIEGO'S
j£J <cutd onlf
TV STATION

WFBG, Altoona, Pa., has inaugurated a new daily 15-minute program to
let the public know about the work

4la«tet*, CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET

being done at the city's Tuberculosis
Hospital — as well as to provide special, personalized entertainment for the
hospitals patients and personnel.
Called Skyline Reviews, the program
is basically a musical request show,
but also features tape-recorded interviews with almost-recovered patients,
with staff members on subjects pertinent to the work, plus the reading of
poems and inspiring quotations. Show
was the idea of WFBG manager Jack
Snyder, came to him when he found

Wise Buyers Buy

KFMB-TV,
TV - CHANNEL - 8, AM
KFMB

AM
- 550 K. C.

• 5th and Ash, San Diego I, Calif.
Represented by
The Branham

Go.

s

Advertising Impact
— Flexibility
— Low Cost
PLUS-SALES RESULTS
with

"Live" Commercials

WOW-TV
OMAHA

Now — you

can

have

live camera

facilities from Sign-On 'till Sign-Off.
WOW-TV is first in the rich Omaha
area market to offer you these special facilities.
For full information — rates and availabilities
— phone or write
FRED

EBENER,

SALES

MGR.

JOHN
BLAIR-TV
A Meredith Station
Frank

P.

Fogarty,

Gen.

out that many people in town didn't
even know the hospital existed or had
the idea it was an old-fashioned sanatorium.

Mgr.

Charles Antell, Inc.. which currently sells some $12,000,000 worth of hair
preparations a year, has adapted its
whimsical, "pitchman" approach — created on radio and TV — to magazine
advertising. The firm ran a full-page
ad with cartoon-copy format in a recent (20 September) issue of the Saturday Evening Post (ads have been
run previously in Life and Pictorial
Review, but of a different format).
The Post ad faithfully follows the
tongue-in-cheek, carnival-barker spirit
of the air pitch, is written in radiocommercial style, even to proclaiming:
"Ladies and Gentlemen! Here's the
i ■onmiercial, here's what I'm promising, here's what I'm giving away. . . ."
XnlcH's agency, Television Advertising
Associates (account executive is Michael Davidson), prepared the ad. will
run half-pages in similar style in the
Post the rest of the vear.

KWKH,

Shreveport. La., reports

that its Groovie's Boogie show, which
is beamed to the Negro audience, has
ret -rived 10,325 cards and letters within a two-week period. Helping to stimulate this gratifying audience response
is the touring that d.j. Ray Barlletl
(the show's m.c.)

86

does over a radius

of 200 miles with his five-piece Negro
band, playing personal appearances at
fairs, dances, picnics, church functions,
and other Negro gatherings. That the
audience is responsive to sponsor
pitches on the show is proven by the
rise in sales, for instance, of the
Shreveport Syrup Company: using only Groovie's Boogie and another strip
on KWKH, the company's sales rocketed 102.7' ( in two vears.
Traditionally, household hint and
cooking shows are on in the daytime.
But last month, WPIX, New York,
premiered a cooking program slotted
late at night — from 11:00 to 11:15
p.m. — on the theory that late-viewing
housewives often like a cooking hint
for the morrow. Called Menu for Tomorrow, the program stars JerryWayne in a musical, but practical, approach to culinary problems. Seen
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, the
show is sponsored by Amanda Products Corporation, Long Island City,
N. Y., through the Maury, Lee and
Marshall agency.

Future plans of the recently organized Chicago chapter of the A.A.A.A.
were discussed at the first meeting of
officers and the board of governors recently. The new chapter has an initial
membership of 44 Chicago advertising
agencies. Heretofore the Chicago work
of the national association has been
carried out by the central council of the

A. A. A. A. Attending the board meeting were (seated 1. to r.) : John L.
Willem of Leo Burnett Co.; Harold H.
Webber, of Foote, Cone & Belding;
August Nelson, representative of A. A.
A. A.; Clinton E. Frank, of Price, Robinson & Frank, chairman. Standing
1 1, to r. I : George Bogart of J. R. Pershall Co.; Henry H. Haupt. of BBDO;
Robert R. Burton, of Young & Rubicam; and James Cominos. ol Needliam.
Louis & Brorby, vice-chairman. Hervey
L. MacCowan. of MacCowan AdvertisSPONSOR

;vttwjMMiM^Muujt>
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1920

NEW

FRONT

PORCH

Television has brought campaigning a long way from
1920, when candidates campaigned from the front porch
of their homes. Today, presidential candidates simply
step before the television cameras and are seen and
heard by many millions of people.
The first intercity network television broadcast using
todav's methods took place between New York and
Philadelphia, only seven years ago. In the relatively short
period since then, the Bell System has expanded its television network from coast to coast ... so that 99% of

BELL

TELEPHONE

OF THE NATION
the country's television sets can receive the same program at the same time.
Such development, at such a pace, requires great
investments of effort, ingenuity and moncv. Radio-relay
and coaxial cable routes have to be built. Special equipment has to be designed, and special personnel trained
to install, maintain and operate it.
Yet the cost of the service is low. Bell System charges,
for use of its intercity network facilities, average about
10 cents a mile for a half hour.

SYSTEM

ing, i hapter secretary-treasurer,
unable to attend the meeting.
*

*

of money, inscribed plaques and Ronson lighters. The contest will be held
during October and November; prizes
will be awarded in January. Judges include: E. J. Watley, Ronson ad manager; James Morgenthal, Ronson account executive at Grey Advertising.
New York; Esse Ljungh, CBC producer of // Happened Here; and Eleanor
Swan. Ronson -Xpublicity
manager.
-W
#

was

a

Ronson Art Metal Works in Canada
is running a promotion contest among
the 33 CBS Dominion Network stations which carry its // Happened Here
drama series. The three stations
judged as doing the best promotion
job. to boost the show — via spot announcements, advertising tie-ins with
Ronson retailers in the area, window
displays featuring the show, original
publicity ideas — will each get awards

With the aim of getting more people to go to church, the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod launched a 26-

week dramatic series on 35 TV stations in September. Titled This is the
Life, the series was produced in Hollywood and cost $500,000 to film— as
much as 20 weeks of / Love Lucy costs
Philip Morris. The Missouri Synod
hopes to reach an estimated 29.500,000
viewers who are non-churchgoers. This
is the most ambitious TV effort of its
type to date. Stations are carrying the
show as a public service.
* «
*
Radio's "unseen audience" is losing
some of its anonymity — at least to
WAVZ, New Haven, Conn. That station has two large albums full of the
likenesses of listeners. Here's how it
happened: D.j. George Lezotte presides
over the stations daily four-hour Tune
Inn program (11:00 a.m. to 3:00
p.m. I . Lezotte. being handsome, was
receiving a heavy volume of requests
for his autographed pictures. He told
his listeners that he would respond only
to those requests which were accompanied bya snapshot or photograph of
the sender. Result: the albums. WAVZ

NEW

reports that main \ isitors to the station's studios ask to look through the
albums; it is anticipated that as the
collection grows, a special room will
have to be reserved for this purpose.

ORLEANS

YAKIMA

An all-night. 16-hour Telethon over
WHAS, Louisville, on 13-14 September, resulted in over $100,000 in

It doesn't take a half page ad in
Sponsor to sell a time buyer on New
Orleans. He'll take New Orleans and
about sixty other major metropolitan
markets without so much as a peek at
the census.
But when

budgets demand

some pro-

ductive secondary coverage, it's not
such a simple matter.
Every year, more national advertisers
take Yakima, Washington, as a first
choice secondary market. Yakima,
they've found, is a clearly defined,
agricultural-industrial market of 173,000 who spend $162 million dollars annually ... at home! And, they've found,
radio sells this secondary market of
first importance in the West.
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pledges for United Cerebral Palsy of
Kentucky. The Telethon featured the
CBS-TV Garry Moore Shoiv cast and
songstress Rosemary Clooney, plus local TV stars. Attendance ran between
20,000 and 25,000
program director
clared the Telethon
most successful
Louisville.
*

persons. WHAS-TV
Ralph Hansen dewas the biggest and
ever presented in
*

«

Forerunners of nationwide T\

in

Canada, the two new Canadian Broadtasting Company television stations —
CBLT, Toronto, and CBFT. Montreal
— officially started operations 8 September. Though more than 100.0(1(1
sets are alread\ in use in that country,
many are out of reach of the two new
stations and will still rely on outlets in
the l.S. The first U.S. network television show to be regularlj scheduled
on the two video outlets (as of 22 September) is DuMont's Johns Hop/tins
Science Review, telecast Mondays, 8:30
to 0:00 p.m.

• • *
SPONSOR
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BECKLEY — 560KC

PROMOTION
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to help promote
product.
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jointly and staffed by competent, capable personnel who live . .
love . . radio.
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CHARLESTON — 950 KC
ABC Radio Network Affiliate
5000 W DAY • 1000 W NIGHT
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P&G'S "GUIDING LIGHT"

fancy TV

studio, Corday starts to block out the
TV show and gives the cuts which will
bring it down to the right length for
television. About $50 a week is saved

such trimming was told to SPONSOR byProduction Manager John Egan. "A
recent script called for a scene to be
played in a car. Then, the car was to
crash in the fog. and roll over a couple of times. This was easy to do in
radio with sound effects. In the TV

[Continued from page 31)

in rehearsal hall charges. (That's
$2,600 a year.) Also, the tape recorder saves money in radio rehearsal,
gives a "fluff-free'' show.
4. The TelePrompTer is used on the
TV show. While this gadget costs a
minimum of $30 an hour for the "Class
A"' battery (three reading units, plus
equipment and operator), producer
Lesan feels that it actually saves money
in the long run. "We don't let our
actors use it as a crutch," Lesan states,
"but it does give them a sense of security and cuts down on the amount of
rehearsal we need. Also, this feeling of
security is transferred to the quality of
the show, and gives the sponsor a better program for his money, which is
itself a saving."
5. Special effects are held to a minimum. The TV Guiding Light is done
with a bare hour and 30 minutes of
camera rehearsal daily, so there's no
time to fool around with trick shots or

KWJJ
Portland's Family Station

Local News

Edited for Portland listeners— KWJJ
news is carefully spaced to give Local
people a complete coverage of local
and national events.

Local Sports
No other Station in Portland gives such
complete coverage of local sports
events. KWJJ carries exclusive Baseball,
Basketball
and Football broadcasts.

Local Music
KWJJ's two popular disc jockeys bring
Portland the kind of music it wants to
hear. Local preferences guide the selection of all KWJJ
music.

KWJJ
Studios & Offices
1011 S. W. 6th Ave
PORTLAND

version, we played the identical scene
on a park bench instead of in a trick
car set, and saved ourselves about $300.
Then, we had the car crash offstage."
6. All sets and props, down to the
last item, are rented from CBS TV.
Reason: After careful study of the relative merits of stockpiling its own properties and sets vs. renting from the
network's extensive supply, Compton
felt it would be cheaper to use the latter method. This way, a minimum of
Compton manpower is involved in keeping track of sets and props, and the
network must handle all the repairs
and maintenance of permanent sets.
These are just a few of the problems
and solutions which Compton has dealt
with in handling the two-way serial.
There were many others, some large
and some small.
"One of the first things we learned
was to respect the physical capabilities
and tempers of our cast, which we
brought over virtually intact from radio into TV," producer Lesan recalls.
"Irna Phillips is famous for her scripts
which center around the dialogue of
just two people. In radio, this is easy.
A week of two-character dialogue in
TV would put the actors in the hospital. The strain of memorizing and acting would be tremendous, and the rehearsal would wear them out.
"Compared to our old methods in
handling the radio-only Guiding Light.
we used more actors and we use each
of them less frequently. All of our basic cast is under contract, and we guarantee them a certain number of appearances within each 13-week cycle. This
keeps our cast happy, because a day's
work on the TV show practically removes the possibility of their doing
other TV work for two days.
"We also work much further ahead
in all phases of the show, both in the
drama content and in the commercials.
It used to be in radio that we could
work on changes and substitutions as
tight as three days ahead and still get
away with it. Now, the smallest lee-

OREGON

way we allow ourselves is three weeks."
Since almost any major TV show
has

90

production. A sample of

far

more

"delayed

broadcasts"

than a major radio show, due to the
clearance problem in the large number
of one-station and two-station TV markets, some special difficulties had to be
solved by Compton.
Of these, perhaps the biggest headache was in dealing with a favorite
commercial tactic of Procter & Gamble
- — premiums and contests. These are
fairly simple in radio. The commercials
start plugging the offer or contest when

"Television will always prosper beeause
it provides demonstration — sight with
sound. And radio will always prosper
beeause it gives greater saturation than
all other media — because it is more intimate, because it is more flexible, because it is personal selling."

HAROLD

E. FELLOWS, Pres.
1SARTSR

it starts, and they stop plugging it when
the promotion is over. In TV, with
some kinescope stations running three
weeks behind the radio schedule (although they are day-and-date in all the
interconnected TV areas where the
show is seen live) the problem was
different. Some TV stations, Compton
realized, would be starting a premium
offer in the kinescope commercials long
after it had started on radio. Later,
they would still be making the offer
while the radio version was concluded.
How Compton got around the problem: A traffic system was set up to
route film commercials to the kinescope
stations for local insertion. Commercials containing a P&G offer are sent
to these stations so that they can be
spliced in for a simultaneous start with
radio. This is continued until the kines
catch up with the offer. Then, when the
kinescopes start to run past the closing
date of the offer, film commercials
minus the offer are sent to TV stations
so that the out-of-date commercials can
be removed locally.
(This problem is not peculiar to TV
in Guiding Lighls air operation. Several radio outlets air Guiding Light
from transcriptions. Here, the agency
sends out special
revised
commercials
similar e.t.'s
to thewith
revised
TV
kinescopes.)
In many ways, the radio-TV Guiding
Lights are designed around the commercials, just as their production and
rehearsal schedules are geared around
the physical capabilities of the production staff and actors.
SPONSOR

YOU MIGHT GET A 12' 8"
BLACK MARLIN BUT...
YOU NEED
THE FETZER STATIONS
TO LAND BUSINESS
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!
Whether you use radio, television or both, the
Fetzer Stations are by all odds your best advertising "hooks" in Western Miehigan!
RADIO: WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand
Rapids, are among the most produetive radio buys
you'll ever find, anywhere. Together they give you
about 57% more Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids
listeners than the next-best two-station eombination
in these two cities — yet cost 20% less! And "intown" superiority is only part of the story. The
1949 8MB Report shows that WKZO-WJEF have
greatly increased their unduplicated rural audiences over 1946 — up 52.9% at night, 46.7% in the
daytime!
TELEVISION : WKZO-TV is the Official Basic CBS
Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. Its brilliant

Channel 3 picture effectively serves more than a
quarter million television homes in America's 18th
television market — a 28-county area with a Net
Effective Buying Income of more than two billion
dollars. This is actually a larger TV market than
Kansas City, Seattle or New Orleans! And here's
the payoff: An August, 1952 Videodex Diary Study
proves that WKZO-TV delivers 93.4% more television homes than W estern Michigan's other TV
station !
Ask your Avery-Knodel man for all the facts on
WKZO-WJEF and WKZO-TV.
Or write direct.

*fre 1926 Laurie Mitchell got one this long, weighing 976 pounds, in Bay of Islands, ISew Zealand.

'
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For one thing, Compton discarded
the idea of doing a simulcast of the
two shows (apart from artistic problems) in order to get the maximum
value from the two types of commercials. In radio, P&G feels it does its
best selling job on Guiding Light with
alternate sponsorship each day, using
a format that calls for a billboard
opening and a teaser dramatic scene.
The commercials are written in odd
lengths of about a minute and 20 seconds. Generally speaking, the show's
radio commercials are designed to be
used only on network radio.
The TV commercials are something
else again. Compton deliberately revamped the TV format so that it contains essentially the same amount of
drama as the radio show, but has an
open-middle-close commercial format.
Each commercial is a minute in length,
and is on film. Result: The film commercials, being a standard length, can
be put to double and triple use. In the
case of the P&G film commercials on
Guiding Light, a good deal of money
is saved all around by doubling the
films on a traffic schedule as commercials in the P&G-sponsored Fireside
Theatre. Then, they are put to even
1 uither use as minute film commercials
in P&G TV spot campaigns, since they
are designed to stand on their own feet,
out of program context.

99 OUT

100

OF EVERY

YOU

MEET

Here in the prosperous Toledo area the successful
businessmen use WSPD in overwhelming preference
over other stations. They know that for 32 years
WSPD has been the Voice Of Toledo, that it has
consistently done the TOP radio selling JOB in
Northwestern Ohio and Southern Michigan. 99 out
of every Hundred

local merchants you meet, that

use radio, request availabilities from WSPD

first —

confident from proven performances it's the finest
buy for their advertising dollar. Wise men prefer
the best in bourbon, beef, blondes and — broadcasting—and the best in Toledo is Ohio's Pioneer
Station— WSPD. Sell this BUYING MARKET— check
availabilities first on the station that's FIRST in Sales
— then buy as Toledo merchants buy — on WSPD.

AM-TV
Storer

HIM MARKER

NAT

Broadcosting

SALES MCH

Company

488 MADISON AVE.

NEW YORK

Represented Nationally
by K A T Z

"As far as actual P&G product selling goes," states Constance Reid, assistant to the head of Comptons Radio-TV
Commercial Department, "both radio
and TV commercials use the same
basic themes when products are being
sold in both media. The difference is
in the commercial technique. Generally, radio commercials for a product
like Duz will cover more product points
with more copy than TV. A television
commercial will cover fewer points with
fewer words, and put much more emphasis on the visual aspects."
P&G had thought of trying a combination radio-and-TV arrangement on a
daytime serial long before it actualK
happened with Guiding Light. About
a year ago, the first major step was
taken by making up pilot kines of
two Guiding Light scripts chosen at
random, bringing them in lor a total
of $5,000. "We made these pilot films
to answer just one question," Compton's V. P. Lewis H. Titterton, agency
radio-TV director, told sponsor. "We
wanted to know if sight could be added
to a simple radio script to give you a
SPONSOR

good TV show." Agency and client ran
the kinescopes off again and again, and
finally decided that writer Irna Phillips wrote with such a visual touch that
remaking her show for TV would be
feasible. Also, the cast members looked
and acted their parts, particularly since
Irna Phillips had long been writing the
show to fit the actors.
But only when Compton reported
last May that the show was ready to be
produced, did P&G commit itself to the
deal. "Many problems outside of production had to be worked out," Compton V.P. George Chatfield, who supervises the Ivory and Crisco accounts,
told SPONSOR. "The show is a kind of
common property, in varying degrees,
of several P&G brands the agency represents. Alot of meetings had to be
held to work out the details of what
brands would be featured on the show,
to what extent they would be featured,
how the whole thing would interlock
with other media campaigns of these
brands, and from which brand ad
budgets the money would come."
As SPONSOR went to press, this was
the lineup of products on the two
shows. Costs of the operation are distributed among the brands in accordance with the extent to which they are
featured.

One-arm

••

so is one-arm

The AM version of the soaper now
sells Ivory Flakes, and Duz. There are
two main commercials in the show, of
odd lengths. Ivory Flakes has full
sponsorship one day, Duz has it the
next, then Ivory Flakes again, etc.
The TV version of the program sells
three products: Ivory Soap, Duz, and
Crisco. Three one-minute film commercials are scanned in each show. Two of
them always feature various uses of
Ivory Soap. The other minute slot is
alternated between Duz and Crisco. As
a brand, Duz is the only one which is
on both radio and TV shows.
Has P&G's operation with the two
Guiding Lights set a pattern for a new
brand of combined radio and TV programing? Within P&G's own tremendous broadcast campaigns, there is talk
now of making similar conversions of
Big Sister and Ma Perkins. Other serial
sponsors, like Lever Brothers, General
Foods, Sterling Drug, have followed
the operation closely.
Says Producer Dave Lesan: "With
careful planning, any radio sponsor
with a good radio show can do the
same thing, getting the same potential
results."
• • •
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SAC CONTROVERSY

would sit in as "observers." Because of
the import of SAG's demands to spot
!ii oadca^-l in» the I oin V- included the

[Continued from page 39)
ly economic and they run as follows:
• Unemployment among actors in
Hollywood (with TV a major factor)
has resulted in a large scale migration
of Guild members to New York and it
is imperative that their level of compensation beproperly underpinned.
o Added employment must be found
for these actors by restricting the uses
of commercial films in which they appear. The Guild charges that it has
been the practice among advertisers to
impose exclusivity clauses among actors that prevent them from appearing
for competitive products for time periods ranging from a year to three years.
Cited as an advertiser with a penchant

After extended debate over the validity of the repayment principle itself —
whether a performer is entitled to re-

manufactures. It sells. It uses research.
It has people who keep hooks; those
who work at benches; some who draw
pictures; others who write.'9
T. H. YOUNG, Adv. dir.
Vuited Slates Rubber Co.

the latter invited the Four A's to designate a committee of agencymen who

curring compensation beyond the price
of the job — the agency group drew up
what it terms a "set of principles
which might serve as a basis for negotiation" with the Guild. These "principles." which are relayed to the SAG
board in Hollywood for review, were:
1. The advertisers object to payment

to recognize that some sort of additional compensation be paid for extended use of a film commercial, the
yardstick for such payment should be
the degree of audience saturation experienced bya commercial. Extended
pa\ inrnls should he detei mined b) such
factors as (a) how the performer is
used in a commercial and lb) whether
the commercial has been used nation-

of salaries on a per spot basis. The arrangement should preferably be similar to the one which prevails for actors

ally, regionally, or locally. The geographical bases in terms of stations
would be: national, over 30 stations;
regional, six to 30 stations; local, one
to five stations.
4. The idea of measuring periods of

employed in TV film programs — per
diem.
In other words, compensation

repayments in terms of time is not
equitable. The formula, instead, should

TO COVER LONG ISLAND YOU NEED WHLI

WHH

THE

BIG

POPULATION
NET

Flanagan in the observing

"To me advertising i> a business just
like any other business. It creates. It

for particularly long-term restraints is
Gillette.
• The actor or the announcer is a
salesman of the product and hence is
deserving of the utmost economic consideration and treatment.
When the top executives of the Guild
plus its chief counsel came on from
lloll\ n
I i
-gotiate w ith the \>-w
York producers of film commercials

ik

reps' Tom
crew.

should be measured by the time put in
and not according to the film commercials made.
2. The advertisers object to the
loosely described demarcation between
working on camera and working off
camera. The counter proposal in this
regard is that the distinction be broken
down into four divisions: (1) seen and
heard, (2) seen but not heard, (3) off
camera and alone I usually the announcer), and (41 off camera in a
group I usually jingle vocalists).
3. While advertisers may be inclined
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be based on tbe actual number of times
the commercial is used and the degree
of audience saturation. For instance,
if the commercial is used nationally,
the weight given to its use should be
greater than if it were used regionally
or Locally. In developing a formula
along this line, the number of uses allowable for national televising of the
commercial would be set at "X" number of times. Regional use would be
equivalent to two times "X," and the
number of times the commercial could
be used locally without another payment would be pegged at three times
"X." ( It is the opinion of the Four
A's negotiating group that the exposure of a commercial locally for 52
weeks is equivalent, in audience saturation, to the exposure of the same commercial nationally for 13 weeks.)

Coming Up~
Per/ect
Precision
Prints

5. The advertiser or agency should
have the privilege of buying out the
talents "equity" in a commercial for
a lump sum and thereby gain unlimited use of the film. (SAG negotiators
have already indicated they might
agree to the idea of the advertiser
"buying out" the talent after the commercial had been in use a year.)
The Four A's delegation which participated inthe feeler discussions with
SAG and drew up the set of basic principles was representative dominantlv
of major agencies with multi-milliondollar accounts. Among the arguments
that the agencymen put across the table
to counter the proposals and statements
which came from the Guild's spokesman were:
• SAG's demands were placing too
big a burden on a medium already
overloaded with costs.
• SAG lacked a working knowledge
and understanding of the advertising
business and that it was way off base
when it applied Hollywood studio
standards of compensation and working conditions to film commercials.
• A Compton executive related that
his agency had just compiled an estimate of what the eventual talent cost
would be on a film commercial series
it recently completed if SAG's repayment formula went into effect. The
original talent cost for the series was
$8,700. Were the series to be used on
network and in spot over a period of
six months the cumulated talent bill
could come to $104,000. (Compton's
No. 1 account is Procter & Gamble. I
•

Adoption of the repayment principle as outlined by SAG would require

6 OCTOBER
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WE
CALL
IT
"VELVETING"
Every original submitted to the
Laboratory is carefully cleaned
at the outset and kept that way
throughout every operation. Specially designed cleaning machines exclusive with Precision,
do the work . . . supplemented
by careful hand cleaning, or
"velveting."

YOUR ASSURANCE OF
BETTER 16mm PRINTS
15 Years Research and Specialization in every phase of
16mm processing, visual and
aural. So organized and equipped that all Precision jobs are
of the highest quality.
Individual Attention is given
each film, each reel, each scene,
each frame — through every
phase of the complex business of
processing — assuring you of the
very best results.
Our Advanced
Methods and
our constant checking and adoption of up-to-the-minute techniques, plus new engineering
principles and special machinery

enable us to offer service unequalled anywhere!
Newest Facilities in the 16mm
field are available to customers
of Precision, including the most
modern applications of electronics, chemistry, physics, optics,
sensitometry and densitometry—
including exclusive Maurerdesigned equipment— your guarantee that only the best is yours
at Precision!

PRECISION
FILM LABORATORIES,

Precision Film Laboratories — a division ofJ. A. Maurer, Inc., has 14
years of specialization in the 16mm
field, consistently meets the latest demands for higher quality and speed.

INC.

21 West 46th St.,
New York 19, N.Y.
JU 2-3970
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the same principle has been in effect
for some years with regard to radio
transcriptions. Part of the rejoinder
was: In radio the initial payment to
talent for a transcribed commercial entitles the commercial weeks of use without further payment, and if there is
any further payment it is on a basis of
13-week sequences. In radio these subsequent payments do not include the
rehearsal, whereas the SAG formula
requires that the repayment fee be the
same as the original fee with the rehearsal scale included.
Among the other points raised at

the maintenance in agencies of a special crew of bookkeepers just to keep
track of uses and payments due.
• By yielding to SAG, advertisers
may in due time find themselves faced
with similar extended payment demands from other organized groups
engaged in the making of film commercials, such as cameramen and
scene painters.
When the agency "observers" posed
an objection to the repayment principle at the initial meeting with SAG
spokesmen, the latter expressed surprise. AGuild official pointed out that

these talks with Guild officials was:
What happens when an advertiser uses
a series of celebrities or names for his
film commercials and pays anywhere
from $1,000 to $2,500 for each personality? Must the advertiser pay the
same fee to the name for every four
weeks he elects to use the commercial?

6'INow that producers, with years of experience in producing entertainment for
visual media and with adequate financing to assure a steady flow of top quality
film productions, are available, the advertiser is able to buy filmed programs
for television with the same degree of
confidence as he is able to purchase any
commodity from a reliable supplier."
GEORGE T. SHUPERT. V.p.
Peerless Television Productions
New York

\h-. Florence Marston, executive secretary for the Guild in New York, explained that the extended, or repayment, formula applies here as well as
lo scale performers, unless the name
agrees to this sort of arrangement: If
Ihe guarantee is, say, $2,500 the original fee may be declared to be $1,000
and the balance of $1,500 applied as a
i i ri I it for subsequent uses.
The terms and conditions contained
in SAG's proposal for film commercials constitute somewhat of an increase over what advertisers have been
paying to actors, announcers, and singers for their film commercial services.
Agencies have been going by the AFRA
radio scale for announcers which is
$30 plus a rehearsal fee of $8.75.
'" stak
e

$15 plus $8.75 for rehearsal. If the
SAG proposition goes through, actors
will receive $75 for each film announcement they make.
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SAG's proposal calls for $70 on camera
and what actually amounts to $90 off
camera. For actors the fee has been

•

CHICAGO

n

Ph°on,,your

MUSIC, INC.
•

HOLLYWOOD

Vocalists have been receiving from
$15.60 to $24, plus $8.75 rehearsal fee,
for their work in film commercials.
Under the Guild's scale it will be $70
on
camera and $45 off camera, per announcement.
It is the intention of SAG to bring
everybody participating in the filming
and sound tracking of a commercial under its jurisdiction eventually. This
will include, according to Mrs. Marston, models and extras. About the only
exception will be people used in the
background as atmosphere, such as
those who sil around tables in the
out-of-focus distance.
SPONSOR

The Guild is under pressure to complete adeal by .31 October. This race
against time steins from the fact that
the certification to represent performers in TV film production it got from
the National Labor Relations Board expires on that date.
Meanwhile it has advised the producers of film commercials, over 80^
of which are made in New York, that
the basic agreement which now exists
between them and SAG. expires 23 October. SAG officials in their discussions with these producers have made
mention of the word strike. Agencymen express themselves as scarcely disturbed by such an eventuality. They
say that the business has enough film
commercials in the vaults and files to

OLD SPICE

For this particular show. Shulton
used two one-minute film commercials

the program and were convinced that
this particular manufacturer was giving them good sales support.
That this heavy advertising expenditure pays off is easy to prove. From a
cold start 14 years ago, Old Spice after-shave lotion has become the top

on the men's line, and a one-minute
film for the Xmas packages of all four
lines during the 29-minute interval between games. For $13,500, Shulton
slammed home three hard-selling messages to a large audience.
Shulton salesmen got many warm
handshakes from dealers who had seen

dollar getter in the field. Shulton's top
competitor in the line, Mennen's Skin
Bracer, while admitting that Shulton
has the greatest dollar volume, claims
higher unit sales. Mennen, with its
Sy^ oz. bottle selling for 59£, has grocery store and supermarket distribution— a field not yet tackled by Shul-

{Continued from page 41 I
ent. a decision was reached in less than
20 minutes and the buy was made.

WYLLYS

keep going for many months.
The situation is not without a political undercurrent. The relations between SAG and AFRA (and. because

In Scoring Run,*—

AFRA figures so importantly in TVA's
composition. TVA may be included )
are not overly cordial. In the battle for
control of TV film talent. SAG emerged
the victor. AFRAites in their subtle

WHEC
In Rochester Radio!

intra-union heckling of the Guild cite
the circumstance that only 225 persons voted in the election that earned
its certificate from the NLRB. AFRA
officials describe SAG as being in a
field which it neither understands nor
has a close identity with. They say
that SAG finds itself in the position
of having to consummate a "strong
deal" on film commercials because of
what these AFRA officials term the
"disgruntled outcome" of the Guild's
negotiations with the producers of TV
film programs. According to the rival
union, actors with SAG membership
cards are not happy over the fact that
the Guild obtained but I00r4 over
their original fees for unlimited use of
their TV film shows.
However, the impression prevails
within AFRA that SAG will obtain an
extension from the NLRB of its right
to bargain for all talent concerned with
the producing of film commercials.
One impression that both the producers and the agency gained from the
contents of SAGs proposed agreement
and the comments of SAG officials is
that the document had been drawn up
without much research — either in the
"modus operandi" of film commercial
producing or the varied ways that talent fits into the business. Also the
ramifications of spot broadcasting.
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432 weekly quarter hour periods are

Pulse surveyed and rated. Here's the latest score, ~
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carries ALL of the "top ten" daytime shows)
carries SIX of the "top ten" evening shows
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A Challenging Research Problem!!
This is an interesting story of how a research organization
and a radio station combined efforts to tackle and solve a
challenging research problem. The station — WHOM. The
research organization — Advertest Research.
In the winter of 1950, WHOM
discussed with Advertest
Research the problems that faced a foreign language station. Data on the following items was needed.
ACCURATE AUDIENCE FIGURES
AUDIENCE COMPOSITION
FOREIGN GROUP MARKET DATA
EVIDENCE OF THE IMPACT OF LANGUAGE
BROADCASTS.
After several months of study, Advertest found the following steps necessary to the collection of such data.
PRELIMINARY RESEARCH AND FIELD WORK
ESTABLISH BOTH AMOUNT AND LOCATION
FOREIGN

GROUPS WAS
CURATE SAMPLING.

PREREQUISITE

TO
OF

TO AC-

QUESTIONING MUST BE CONDUCTED BY LANGUAGE SPEAKING INTERVIEWERS TO ESTABLISH
MAXIMUM LIAISON. NATURAL RELUCTANCE
TO REPLY MUST BE OVERCOME.
QUESTIONING MUST BE PHRASED TO OBTAIN
MAXIMUM UNDERSTANDING BY RESPONDENTS.
MORE THAN ONE FAMILY MEMBER MUST BE
INTERVIEWED PER HOME, SINCE LANGUAGE
LISTENING WAS HIGHLY
INDIVIDUALIZED.
In February 1951, WHOM
authorized the first study by
Advertest which was devoted to the Polish speaking group.
The results of this initial effort fully exhibited the value of
the carefully prepared operation.
The Polish operation was followed in March, 1951 by an
Italian audience study.
Dining the balance of 1951 and through 1952 to the present
the following additional projects have been conducted:
German, Spanish, Jewish, and two studies of the Negro
audience.
rhe number and continuity of studies illustrates more fully
than any other evidence the success of the projects.
II as an advertiser, or agency, you are considering the foreign language field — Advertest data and background in the
field ol research should be of interest to you.
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ton for its 4% oz. for $1.00 Old Spice
after-shave lotion. Shulton believes
that its heavy sales in class department
stores and armed service exchanges
equalizes the situation.
But Shulton doesn't have the airlanes to itself. Mennen has used spot
radio for years to plug its line of
shaving creams and after shave, recently discontinued Twenty Questions
via DuMont TV net. hut expects to get
hack into video shortly. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet gives its shaving accessories
regular plugs on NBC TV's Colgate
Comedy Hour. Seaforth used a lot of
spot radio before being taken over by
Vicks, now limits radio use to tie-ins
with drug chain promotions and hopes
to get some TV announcements on
shopping programs around Christmas
for its gift assortments.
In order to fight its competitors on
their own grounds, Shulton reduced
the price of its shave creams last year,
now claims to have the "fastest growing" brand in the field. The low price
of the creams and the comparatively
high price of the after-shave lotion
makes a somewhat unusual copy approach necessary.
The lather and brushless creams as
well as the lotion are all included in
the same commercials. This permits
Shulton to emphasize comfort, economy, and the 50<£ price tag, then slide
into the "good-to-be-alive feeling" pitch
for the lotion without referring to its
higher price. Every commercial, of
course, punches home the "clipper ship
tubes" and special after-shave bottles.
The cumulative effects of Shulton
advertising show up clearly on the
books. Sales for the first six months
of 1952 are up 12%, and Shulton is
confident that sales this year will far
exceed the record sales peak of 1951.
It was not always thus. William
Lightfoot Schultz sold his soap business to establish Shulton, Inc. in 1933.
He was then 57 years old, had more
courage than capital, a good credit rating, and a wealth of good will. In a
small loft in midtown Manhattan,
Schultz turned out private-label goods
and novelty toiletries. During the next
three years he manufactured soap and
limited for a theme for a distinctive
line of his own.
Inspired by the Rockefeller restoration of Williamsburg, Va., he drew upon sources as varied as a carpet in the
Metropolitan Museum and the lore of
his Pennsylvania Dutch-English ancestors for a package design. Working
SPONSOR

with Enid Edson and A. J. Grodin
(still the firm's packaging expert)
Schultz settled on the design for a line
to be called Early American Old Spice.
Memories of the rose and spice scents
of his
jar for
led
to
the grandmother's
selection of thepotpourri
basic scent
the line of soap, toilet water, perfume,
bath salts, and dusting powder.
Launched in September 1937 ( with
the help of orders from 60-odd department stores across the country), total
sales for the first year came to $80,000.
Expansion the following year began
with the addition of the Old Spice line
for men. Sales skyrocketed to $800,000
that year and have been growing ever
since.
From the beginning, magazines were
used to familiarize the public with the
packages which, by their simplicity and
color, distinguished them from the
splashy European type of packaging
which had dominated the toiletry field
for many years. Two other women's
lines, Friendship's Garden and Desert
Flower, were added in 1940 and 1941
respectively.
To the magazine schedules, Shulton
added newspaper coverage for special
promotions at Christmas, Mother's
Day, Father's Day, and Easter. It
wasn't until 1949 that Shulton took its
first stab at radio — and missed the target at that. No one seems to remember
who made the decision to use the Harry Hirshfield Show over WOR, New
York, but it was obvious at the end
of the four-week test period that the
program was not a suitable one on
which to sell a line of toiletries. A
Shulton spokesman says, "This flyer
was for the purpose of a general test
and to give additional support to the
New York metropolitan market."
The following year Shulton plugged
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the men's line via High Adventure over
NBC on Sunday afternoons from 4:30
to 5:00 p.m. The program seemed to
be doing the trick and, after the first
26 weeks, was renewed for a like period. While the second cycle was underway the network preempted the time
to put an hour-long show in its place.
Unable to find another time to its liking, Shulton stepped out of radio
again.
When

William Schultz died in November 1950, his 33-year-old son
George stepped up into the presidency
of the company. A strategy conference
was called. Attending were president
George Schultz, Shulton ad manager
Elizabeth Shoemaker; sales manager
Frank Carpenter; Leland G. Wesley,
partner in The Wesley Associates agency and Shulton account supervisor. It
was at this meeting that the decision to
enter spot radio and TV was made.
Says a Shulton spokesman: "We wanted to get a stronger impact in the
larger markets at the local level."
Taking advantage of the recent price
cuts on the shaving creams, Shulton
started its spot campaign last fall plugging the men's line exclusively until
the Thanksgiving switch to gift packages. The resulting sales and enthusiastic dealer response convinced Shulton that it was on the right track. The
25% increase in the air budget for this
year was the result.
Hitting hard in high buying power
markets, Old Spice also used the airwaves to bolster sales in cities where
the competition seems to be getting the
jump on it. Via word pictures on radio and drawings on TV, Shulton packages are becoming ever more familiar
to the rbuying public, making it easier
for dealers to translate stock on shelves
into cash in register.

* * *

FLORIDA CITRUS
{Continued from page 34)
that the 'full big glass' is vital for
health. On participation programs, we
can offer recipes designed to stimulate
new and increased uses for the fruit.
"Another value spot radio as well
as TV and newspapers have for us is
that copy can be changed at the last
minute or schedules revised to cover
some need of the moment. That's important when you're selling an agricultural product whose supply can change
drastically due to a hurricane or whose
price can rise or fall suddenly due to
natural and other factors."
One of the most interesting things
about the way JWT carefully doles
out dollars for Florida Citrus spot radio is the system it has for keeping
the names of women's participation
shows on file and getting the most out
of them by using the personal touch.
But details on that will follow under
spot TV, since the system applies equally to both radio and TV.
To give you an impression of what
the radio schedule was like last year,
here is a handful of the stations and
programs used.
KNOX, St. Louis, Houseivives' Protective League, which includes merchandising; WTOP, Washington, D. C,
Sundial plus announcements; WRC,
Washington, D. C; Here's Archer plus
announcements; Metropolitan Network
(around suburbs of Washington,
D. C), various programs; WWDC.
Washington, D. C, participation in
two programs; WMAL, Washington,
D. C, The Town Clock; WWJ, Detroit,
Cinderella Weekend, plus announcements; aheavy schedule of announcements and participations in Louisville,
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ARE VHt A MR.
SPOT
ft

0ftty?

RADIO?

Spot radio lets you hand-pick the station which will
do the best selling job for you — market-by-market.

SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA?

Southwest Virginia, of which Roanoke is the hub,
is a complete market within itself. It represents
about one-fourth of Virginia's total buying power.

Kentucky, over WHAS. WKLO. WAVE, WINN, WKYW; in New York
City there is a heavy schedule of participations on WNBC, qualifying the
account for special merchandising aids
in supermarkets as part of the station's
merchandising plan (Operation Chain
Lightning) ; WNBC shows range from
Herb Sheldon in the morning through
Ken Banghart Neivs at 6:00 p.m; other
stations used in New York include
WOR,

with Martha Deane and Rambling with Gambling participations;
WNEW Anything Goes; WQXR special announcement package of station
breaks throughout the broadcast day;
in Philadelphia, WIP's Kitchen Kapers,
which offers merchandising, was used
as well as live afternoon station breaks

WDBJ?
WDBJ is a 28-year-old pioneer in this rich market
— a consistent leader year after year in listener
loyalty, prestige, coverage, and sales results! Ask
Free & Peters!

on WCAU, KYW's Ruth Welles at
Home plus announcements, and WPEN's 950 Club; in Baltimore another
program which offers merchandising
was bought, Kitchen Karnival on WBAL, and other buys in the market were
WCAO's Musical Clock and WFBR's
Club 1300.
Note that four of the buys mentioned
above involved merchandising tiedns.
Merchandising is regarded as important for the account since it seeks to

n'mrnmi
Mr. Kelso Taeger
McCann-Erickson Inc.
Detroit,
Wolverine State, iU.S.A.
Dere Kelly
Football seasen is rilly in jull swing
rite now ai id we got a grate show on
th' air with foot— « ball stuff evry
p/jr»j * Fru. nite. Aftur
the games ovur,
Ernie Saunders
takes phone calls
1 reportin' on what
fc happened
and
L puts thirn rite on
A th' air. We git1 tern from all ovur
H this here half of
W th. state. 1 dont
know rite whin a

t^Js

Lrl

u

program
caused
sich talk. Ov

course,
news is ma
old kin'
stuff
to these folks
here at WCHS
with 5,000 at 580.
^f45^fl
*^»d
^ Whin thirn guys
puts on a pro%fjjA/$\
Jr gram or a promoshuri,
hits
ft^_JW
Yrs,rilly a fine one.
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Charleston, W. Va.

get its display material mounted in
stores to give its advertising point-of
sale follow-through. However, the major job of merchandising for Florida
Citrus is done for it by its own staff of
44 field men in major citrus markets.
These field representatives also function as the local eyes and ears of the
account, reporting back to Commission
headquarters in Lakeland. Fla.. on
their local market conditions. They
have thus far been enthusiastic about
the stepped up air campaigns of the
past two years.
Part of this year's spot radio schedule will consist of 17 stations in Southern markets which will use a 15-minute transcribed show by the Florida
Sunshine Crusaders, a popular male
quartet. The show will be slotted in
early-morning time and consists of
folk and spiritual music popular in the
area.
This years 17-markct schedule in
the South represents an increase from
six markets last year to match increasing Florida sales in this growing area.
It also reflects troubles Texas citrus
growers have been having. The Texas
crop suffered severe freezes in the last
three years and will not be a serious
competitor
for several years.
In the
SPONSOR

meantime, Florida Citrus is pushing
hard to increase its distribution in
areas normally held tight by Texas.
Hence markets on the schedule include
Houston, Dallas, and San Antonio.
Spot television: In 11 of the 20
radio markets used last year, JWT also
bought TV. Radio was bought in more
markets because its lower cost made
wider coverage practicable within the
budget's limits. In no case was TV
used alone in a market without sideby-side radio coverage.
Woman's cooking and household
shows predominated in the TV schedule to a greater degree than in radio,
mainly because TV's visual qualities
allow for demonstration of recipes. Another major type of buy on the schedule was filmed announcements.
Woman's shows bought last year by
Florida Citrus included : Shop the
Town with Dianne Cameron. WTTG.
Washington. D. C. ; The Modern Woman, WMAL-TV, Washington, D. C;
Strictly lor the Girls, WSB-TV, Atlanta; Creative Cookery, WBKB, Chicago; Bob and Kay, WENR-TV, Chicago; Hi, Ladies, WGN-TV, Chicago;
The Woman s Angle, WMAR-TV, Baltimore; Shopping Vues, WNAC-TV.
Boston; Charm Kitchen, WXYZ-TV,
Detroit; Hello Girls, same station;
Dione Lucas, WJZ-TV, New York:
Josephine McCarthy, WNBT. New
York; Ted Steele Show, WPIX, New
York; The Kitchen Show, WCPOTV, Cincinnati; The Mixing Bowl,
WEWS, Cleveland; Idea Shop, WNBK.
Cleveland; Home Highlights, WCAUTV. Philadelphia.
Commercials on most of these shows
are done ad lib in the style of the talent
to get the maximum effectiveness. Similarly, commercials are ad lib on many

OWNED
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AND

OPERATED

of the radio women's shows. To ride
herd on all those performers delivering Florida Citrus commercials in a
variety of styles, JWT relies on a member of the time buying department
named Jan Hibbs. Miss Hibbs is the
funnel through which all commercial
copy suggestions (low to the TV and
radio women's shows.
This is no mere traffic routine. Miss
Hibbs personally visits all performers

"With its great influence, broadcasting
carries a great responsibility. On the
one hand, it has the responsibility of
avoiding vulgarity or material in bad
taste. On the positive side, broadcasting
has an opportunity and a responsibility
for serving the public as an influence
for good."

CHARLES

R. DENNY, 1SBC
F.u..

Florida Citrus merchandising men.
In some instances air advertising tics
in with magazine insertions. Example:
Performers were asked to devote some
commercials last year to pointing to
an ad in Life, showing it to viewers
and giving the page number so as to
add to its impact. (The Florida Citrus
magazine schedule embraces 13 coloi
pages each in Life and the Saturday
Evening Post and six half pages in
Ladies' Home Journal. In addition,
half pages in color are used in the
Eastern editions of two Sunday suppleWeekly.)
ments, This Week and the American
Miss Hibbs is in charge of JWT's
up-to-date file of woman's radio -T\
shows in addition to her work as contact with talent. It is with this file as
a starting point that Thompson timebuyers are currently making up the

who deliver ad libbed Florida Citrus

1952-53 air schedule. JWT's file on
woman's shows is used for other accounts as well as FCC though probably
more traveling is done for the citrus

comercials at the beginning of the campaign and indoctrinates them on policies and objectives of the account. She
air checks the talent at that time and
leaves behind a complete mimeographed
brochure on each of the Florida fruits.
This brochure outlines the commercial

Cory insists on a lot of traveling." explained one timebuyer, "because the
copy story needs thorough explaining

copy approach, including dos and

to the talent if we're going to get the

don'ts. (Example: Don't deviate from
the exact copy story on the Vitamin
C content of oranges or you risk censure of the account by the FTC.)
Having become acquainted with her
personally, talent are more receptive
to copy suggestions from her by mail
when she returns to New York. All
copy going out each month is accompanied by a personal covering letter
from Miss Hibbs. She also sends out
bulletins on special fruit promotions
staged during the season, enabling air
comercials to tie in with the efforts of

BY THE BOSTON

HERALD-TRAVELER

account than for some others. "Dave

most
of it."among other members
Thisoutbuyer,
of the radio-TV department, had gone
out on the road herself to help Jan
Hibbs launch last year's campaign.
Her impression was that "more traveling would help many advertisers raise
the level of their commercials. I noticed
that far too often woman's show commentators haven't been given a proper
understanding of what it is they're
supposed to be doing. The result is
lackluster delivery and a weak sell."
All during the radio and TV spot

CORP
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campaigns a close check is maintained
on commercial delivery. In some cases

THE

transcriptions
of a performer's
ad
libbed radio commercial
are sent into
the radio department to be gone over
by Darby Perry, radio-TV writer on
the account. And if JWT gets reports
from rival stations, or Florida Citrus

Ideal home for permanent tenancy!
Perfect location (8:30-9:00 a.m. Monday
through Friday) in well established
neighborhood (Kansas City Primary
Trade area). Dedicated recently by Bea
Johnson (formerly Joanne Taylor) to the
women of the Heart of America and operated strictly according to the Heart of
American plan. Immediate occupancy for
advertiser wishing to reach large wealthy
group who dominate 65% of Midwest
purchases. The KMBC-KFRM "Happy
Home" is open for inspection at all times.
Call, wire or phone your nearest Free and
Peters office or KMBC-KFRM, Kansas
City, Mo. Locations in the new development are moving rapidly and immediate
committments are recommended.

KMBC
of Kansas

City

KFRM
for Rural Kansas
• 6th oldest CBS Affiliate • • •

field men. that a performer's delivery
has slipped, someone from the department travels out to air check the talent.
The flaws are corrected or the show
changed.
The campaign gets the same kind of
attention as JWT might give to one
designed to sell a specific brand prod-

lack of a trademark on the word "Florida "on every fruit and label, is, however, ahandicap as far as selling Florida fruit specifically over other citrus
from California, Texas, or elsewhere.
The Florida Citrus Commission has
no trademark because it acts for hundreds of Florida firms who all have
brands of their own. It is an association for promotion of all Florida growers, shippers, and processors rather
than a sales and marketing representative— as is the case with Sunkist in
California. Sunkist is the sole trademark of California and Arizona growers (75% of them) who belong to Sunkist Growers (formerly The California

Surveys have indicated that Florida
fruit per se have built little brand identity among consumers. To counter
this, JWT has urged that all of Florida's brand merchandisers include the
state name prominently on the package.
The difficulty of selling consumers
on Florida fruit specifically is not considered discouraging because the account's primary objective is to increase
overall orange juice consumption,
whether consumers remember it is
Florida oranges they are buying or
not.
To show you how the campaign's
objectives are expressed in the radio
and TV copy, here is a representative
one-minute radio announcement:
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CBS

"The big new crop of Florida Oranges

AUGUSTA,

GA.

MET. POP.
179,272
PLUS
H-BOMB PLANT A
CAMP GORDON

WRDW

85,000

ABC
^

111 p A
If VVO

uct. There is nothing "institutional"
in the approach of the agency. The

Fruit Grower's Exchange). Sunkist
markets fruit cooperatively and taxes
growers in the same way Florida does.
Its advertising budget is estimated at
close to $4,000,000 annually and dates
back to 1907 when the first orange advertising campaign in history was
launched in two Iowa newspapers on
a budget of $7,000.

5000 WATTS

STATIONS

COLUMBIA,S.C.
MET. POP.

Q

NBC

w VDrv I*A- Y,i>k
"„,

NBC

rVBML

144,000

PLUS
FT. JACKSON
60,000

COLUMBUS, GA.

^

POP.

169,921

MET.BENNING
FT.
42,000

MACON,
BIBB CO.

136,300

WARNER
27,000

ROBINS

PLUS

GA.

for complete information
coll
HEADLEY-REED
CO.

customers for
every penny!
You

know

exactly what you get

when you buy TRANSIT RADIO
— America s booming new advertising medium. TRANSIT RADIO
delivers your advertising message
to a paid circulation audience —
by actual fare count — at less than
$1 per thousand! In addition,
you get a bonus of thousands of
home listeners to WWDC-FM!
The unique story of TRANSIT
RADIO is ready for you. Just
ask your Forjoc man.

WWDU
WASHINGTON,
and other Transit

O. C.

Radio stations

represented by For joe & Co.

SPONSOR

is here . . . oranges picked 'just days
ago' in sunny Florida. Florida Oranges
are the sweetest and juiciest you can
buy. And they're rich in Vitamin C
one vitamin your body doesn't store
up. You need a fresh supply daily.
You'll get it
Oranges . . .
full-strength
Fresh-Frozen

now in tree-fresh Florida
and all the year round in
Florida canned juice and
Florida concentrate. So

why take 'half-measures' with halfportion juice glasses? For bright-eyed
energy . . . for a pleasant picker-upper
from breakfast till time for bed . . .
drink a full, big glass of Florida -Orange
Juice, sent to you by the Florida Citrus
Industry. Get Florida Oranges at your
grocer's."
Announcements are always tied in
with the arrival of either the oranges,
grapefruit, or tangerines as well as
continuing throughout the respective
seasons. Note these other facts, too,
about the commercial approach.
• It hinges heavily on the fact that

count spervisor in JWT jargon) on the
Florida Citrus account and one of the
best respected men in advertising. He
was one of those who over an L8-yeai
span helped to build the Sunkist name
when he served as advertising manager
for Sunkist. He has had a varied career
embracing the study of horticulture.

•»li is important to note that there is a
great deal of individuality in the operalion of each radio station. In time, each
station develops a 'program personality. "
This becomes a major theme of its promotion in securing listeners and sponsors for its programs. Most of the people in our country have a diversified selection of radio programs from which to
make
choices for listening."

RALPH

Government

W. HARDY

Relations Director

fruit inspection in California, and public affairs.
Francisco was probably a major fac-

the body can't store Vitamin C, making daily citrus consumption a wise
step.

tor in JWT's acquiring the account.
It was he who made Thompson's presentation before the Commission and

•

his background must have weighed
heavily in its decision.
Since the Florida Citrus Commission is a state agency, its annual advertising meetings are open to the public.
Any rival agency can sit in when JWT
presents its new campaign plans. Any
grower can come to listen and learn
how his tax money is to be spent.
Ralph M. Henry, FCC advertising manager, presides over the budget with all
the caretising v.p.of a commercial firm's adver-

It stresses use of a full big glass.
These two themes run throughout all

copy used in the campaign. In magazines and on television as well as newspapers this full big glass theme is expressed with a drawing of a glass and
a hand spanning it to show it is waterglass size.
"You can understand the importance of the full big glass theme," says
Don Francisco, JWT v.p. and director,
"if you realize that if people can be
educated to dring only one-half an
ounce more juice than they ordinarily
drink daily 60 million additional boxes
of oranges each year will be needed to
supply the demand."
Don Francisco
is "backstop"

(ac-

It is said around the Benton & Bowles
shop that JWT got its chance at the
account on a fluke. B&B people aver
that one of the commissioners felt an

accounl back in 1950 after l>&B had
been handling it for seven years. Bui
his fellows on the Commission refused
lo allow an) change in the agencj without throwing the business open to several solicitations. It was at this point
that JWT got is opportunity lo make
the presentation which eventually landed the account.
Whether this story about the solicitation is accurate or not, the Florida
Citrus Commission is regarded as an
important account in the JWT shop.
It's felt that it has tremendous potential for growth.
Consider these facts compiled 1>\
JWT's Lakeland, Fla.. representative,
John H. Forshew:
• Packaged soaps, with $347 millions
in sales, spend an estimated $40 millions annually on advertising.
• Cold cereals, with $210 millions in
vertising.
sales, spend over $30 millions on ad• Citrus fruits, with $650 millions in
sales, spend not over $10 millions for
individual brand and industrywide advertising inthe entire U. S.
With the Florida citrus crop growing rapidly, it is probable that the
state's advertising effort will keep in
step. The account may, as was mentioned earlier, move into network radio
or TV as distribution of the frozen
concentrate expands.
Actually, Florida Citrus already is
a network advertiser. It sponsors a
kid show. Happy's Party, on four DuMont TV stations. This program is in
the nature of an experiment in reaching children. Says Dave Cory: "We
recognize the strong pull children have
on the shopping bag and if junior
drinks a full big glass of orange juice
we're building long-range consump-

agency in the Midwest should get the

tion."
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The show was bought last year in
Pittsburgh after a tip from a local Florida Citrus field representative. It is
built around a puppet dog called Happy, and it did so well last year that
Florida Citrus decided to test it for national use. Still originating from
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season. As they put it at JWT: "There
was a big inventory hanging over the

76e Ant THetfat Station*
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250 Watts
Night & Day
ANACONDA
BUTTE

MONTANA
TREASVHE

STATE

OF

markets. It's probable that Florida
Citrus would then buy all rights to the
program from its present producer in
Pittsburgh, Tom Maher, for an estimated $400,000. Production on film
would probably be done in Pittsburgh,
home town of Ida Mae Stilley Maher

processed citrus products or risk having a backlog during the fresh fruit

2500 students
Bonus

THE

The show will cost about $50,000
for 17 weeks with production at $1,000
weekly. Should Florida Citrus decide
to expand the program nationally it
will probably be done on a film basis,
and aired, on a spot basis in large

Prior to Happy's Party, Florida Citrus was in network TV on a short-term
basis. It sponsored Doodles Weaver
for five weeks in the summer of 1950
when there was a need to push sales of

Montana State
with

5000 Watts
Night & Day
MISSOULA

thought; color picture membership certificates will be offered too.

who is the puppet's creator and voice.
Cost of the film show is expected to
come to $5,000 weekly.

University Town
We

WDTV in Pittsburgh, Happy's Party
on 6 September added WABD, New
York, WNBW, Washington, D. C, and
WJBK-TV, Detroit. Early in December
the FCC and JWT will decide whether
to continue the network test, junk it, or

THE
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Representatives:

Gill-Keefe & Perna, Inc.
N. Y., Chi., LA., and S.F.

fresh crop." Had the inventory gone
unsold, the price of the fresh fruit
might have plummeted due to distress
selling by processors.
Weaver, as everyone in the trade was
quick to jibe at the time, laid an egg.
But JWT points out that it was a good
buy for them in their 1950 crisis. The
show was priced very low and started
off with high ratings because it was in
a good Saturday night slot. Field men
reported on it enthusiastically despite
the snickers among New York sophisticates.
A second network TV show, Dave
Carroway's Today, was used last winter when the bottom dropped out of
the orange market in Florida.
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Respon-

sible for the crash was a big crop accompanied byupheavals in the frozen
concentrate industry. Concentrators
stayed out of the market long enough
to crack prices. Meanwhile, JWT added Garroway to plug the "full bi<;
glass" and use up the surplus of canned
and frozen orange juice that was clogging the industry. Florida Citrus was
the first big national account landed
by Today and NBC TV helped the
Commission promote its sponsorship,
by making up a special brochure with
pictures and facts for the field men to
take around on their trade calls. The
field men were reported as enthusiastic
about network TV. Like most other
merchandisers, they have
perienced the power that
seems to exert currently
and retailers in smoothing

probably exthe medium
with dealers
the way for

special promotion efforts.
Fewer difficulties hang over the crop
of oranges for this year, JWT executives believe. They can point to lower
inventories of canned and concentrated
juice this year than last, and rumors
have it that some of the major brands
may even run out of product before
the crop is in. But there is always
danger in advertising an agricultural
product that something unexpected
could happen. A hurricane cutting into
production would, for example, force
a cut back in radio-TV and newspaper
advertising or at least a delay in the
start of the schedule. Or a huge crop
beyond anybody's expectations accompanied by further troubles in the concentrate business might swing events
the other way and again touch off an
emergency air effort like last winter's
Today or the prior summer's Doodles
Weaver. Again the appropriation for
radio and TV may end up as the major
slice of Florida Citrus' budget due to
the flexibility of the air media.
Whatever the immediate twists and
turns of campaign strategy, at JWT
eyes will be on the future and that
bumper 1970 orange crop.

* * *

RADIOS AUDIENCE
{Continued from page 37)
as a whole, many of the things which
cause this are beginning to be increasingly true of the whole U.S. Also, the
Pacific Coast by itself is a booming.
important market area to any major
U.S. advertiser and the strength of radio in this area requires new agency
SPONSOR

thinking about broadcast advertising
values west of the Rockies.
Here, then, are highlights of the new
CPN study which admen might do well
to paste in their hats:
7. Marketing, development: On the
West Coast, over half of all the food
and grocery store products are sold
through supermarkets — a type of selfservice selling that was pioneered in
the Pacific area. As any grocery manufacturer knows, the bulk of the buying
in these stores on any one brand is
is closely linked to how much hard-hiting advertising in mass media is done
for the brand.
In the largest cities of the West
Coast, a growing number of supermarkets (and other stores, too) are
staying open evenings and Sundays to
accommodate buying trips by the entire family. For example, in San Francisco in 1947, only 20% of the markets
were open nightly. Today, this figure
stands at 55%, according to a CPN
checkup. In Los Angeles today, some
33% of the store traffic in eight big
downtown retail establishments comes
at night. One big Los Angeles furniture store reports that 42 % of its sales
are made at night.
(This night retailer's pattern is not
restricted to the West Coast. From
New York to Denver, food chains, department stores, and retail outlets in
key cities are finding that the nighttime shopping trade is increasingly important. The trend to de-centralized
shopping facilities — suburban branch
stores with big parking lots, etc. — is
also doing much to accelerate nighttime shopping throughout the U.S.)
2. Broadcasting developments: The
West Coast is radio-saturated, but not
much more than the nation as a whole.

CPN's new study gives a radio saturation figure of 98.1% for the Pacific
area, based on Sales Management family figures and up-dated BMB ownership percentages. In terms of people,
this means that some 4,774,100 families are within reach of radio on the
West Coast. Latest Nielsen Coverage
Service figures for the U.S. put the radio saturation figure at around 98%.
The West Coast has kept up with TV
development, but Pacific TV hasn't
made quite the dent in radio that some
may think. Los Angeles, for example,
is the country's second-largest video
area. But in the metropolitan areas of
the four West Coast TV markets combined, radio families outnumber TV
families nearly two-to-one.
TV rating averages for the West
Coast lag behind the national average;
in Los Angeles, the lag for the period
October 1951 through April 1952 was
32' < . In many ways, this is due to the
fact that Los Angeles viewers lived
largely on a diet of kinescopes and
local shows during this period. But despite the coast-to-coast TV cable, this
situation still exists.
On the other hand, national radio
programs get higher ratings on the
West Coast. According to CPN, the

same Winter-Spring
season.
Computed with Pulse listeners-per
set figures, this means that total audiences (people) were 67.6% bigger during the 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m period
than they were during the 8:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. period.
Qualitative analysis of these audience figures reveals other key points
as to radio's value as an advertising
medium on the West Coast in particular, and in the U.S. in general. Biggest
point: If you want to reach an audience with considerably bigger masculine proportion than the daytime radio
audience, nighttime radio is your cup
of tea. According to CPN's figures,
based on Nielsen and Pulse, there are
145.6% more men (as well as 32.7',
more women) tuning to radio at night
from 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. during
the winter-spring season as tune to it
during the daytime.
"At night," points out CPN's study,
"you can reach more working men and
women, dealers, salesmen, students,
and professional people."
Still another plus for nighttime radio is its out-of-home audience. On
the West Coast (with its Mediterranean-type climate) the winter season
radio audience outside the home com-

"top 10" Nielsen-rated radio shows
in the nation got ratings that were

pares favorable with that of the outof-home audience in summer. In Los

15' i higher on the West Coast than
they did nationally during the period
mentioned.

Angeles, for instance, the Pulse March April figures for 1952 showed that
some 15.4% of the nighttime audience
was out-of-home; for the summer
months of July-August 1952, the figure was 20.6% — not drastically higher.
This pattern is repeated in other parts
of the country with mild climates, and
even
east. to a large extent in the North-

3. Day vs. night radio: All of the
factors above add up to a strong nighttime radio picture on the West Coast.
During the entire winter-spring season
of October 1951 through April 1952,
according to Pacific Nielsen figures,
nighttime radio reached 34.3% more
homes than did daytime radio in the

4. Conclusions:

The Columbia

Pa-
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ROCHESTER
TAKES TO
AIR
%
% THE
neudtef
HERE'S

PROOF

. . .

A RBI surveys show that Rochester radio listeners spend more
. , . BUY more . . . than newspaper
readers. ( Copy of surveys on request. )

WVET IS 'CARRYING THE
BALL' IN ROCHESTER
. . . with more local accounts than
any other three Rochester stations
put together!
5000
WATTS

cific Network study is important for
several reasons. For one thing, it shows
the importance of nighttime radio in
a section of the country which is a
basic portion of any leading advertiser's national campaigns. For another,
it points the way to further revaluation of nighttime radio in the entire
nation, or in specific markets, since
many of the findings of the study are
roughly true of other areas.
Advertisers would do well to examine nighttime radio from yet another
angle: ratings. During the past five
years, many a sponsor has groaned as
he watched his U.S. program ratings
fall off in radio, feeling probably that
his audience was deserting him in
wholesale lots for TV. A rating that
has gone down somewhat in the past
few seasons may, paradoxically, reflect
a gain in audience.
Here's why: In 1946, a Nielsen radio
rating of 1.0 projected to the U. S.
meant that about 340.000 radio homes
were tuned to the program. In 1952, a
radio Nielsen of 1.0 means that about
438,000 U. S. homes are tuned to a
show — about 30'/ more

per rating

Putting it another way, if a spon-

1280

IN

ROCHESTER,

KC

N. Y.

CM^T

Represented Nationally by
THE
BOLLING
COMPANY

point. sor's rating on a network radio show

today is only two-thirds of what it was
five years ago, the number of homes
he is actually reaching in terms of his
rating is the same as it was five years
earlier.
In any case, advertisers can ponder
one big fact:

S^" u*

Nighttime radio in the U.S.. between 6:00 in the evening and 10:00
at night, still tops daytime radio — both
in homes and in listeners. * * *

their own
timism?

selections.
«

*

What

price op-

*

Private economic prophecy as practiced for a profit by professors of pessimism matured its techniques during
the depression years. The appetite for
bad news then grew enormously among
certain spiritual kinsmen of the classic
wailing wall of the Holy Land. Psychologists have long remarked the
fondness of a certain type of human
being for attendance at funerals. In
economic terms a morbid taste for impending catastrophe became a market.

*

-::- *

The professors were quiet for a little while after the 1941 jolt of Pearl
Harbor. But by 1944 they were back
with fresh warnings of calamity to
come, this time the threat of peace —
meaning, they said, guaranteed unemployment. From how many professors
of pessimism, since 1944, have you
heard how many warnings of troublejust-around-the-corner? Our point
here is cast in the form of a question:
What law of God or man compels you
to oblige the profs of pessimism? Hal
Fellows pointed out recently that although we have more advertising media today, we have more advertising
volume. Also, we have added population, added technology, added dynamics in every direction. We are not
obliged to respect old superstitions that
good fortune can never last. It has
been well argued that prosperity is. in
substantial part, a state of mind. So,
too, its opposite. In the words of a
19th century philosopher: "You are
today where your thoughts have
brought you: You will be tomorrow
where your thoughts take you."

MEN, MONEY, MOTIVES
{Continued from page 6 I

£
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Director

pared to Face Eternity? ') And here's
a quaint quirk of some of the professors ofpessimism: Although prompt
to see delusion and deception in outwardly healthy omens of prosperity
and ever ready to warn against the

A pox, say we, on private peddlers
of professional pessimism. Need we
oblige them by having a depression?

• • *

acceptance of such surface indications
yet at the same time they will urge you
to consider buying some "under-evaluated" stock of their own discovery
which has been bidden from everybody else's knowledge for three decades. They are gloomy about conventional readings of trend but singularK
confident
about the ros) future ol

SPONSOR
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.INTERNATIONAL REPORT TO IMIMII**
U. S. exports,
foreign radio time
sales rise

| NTERNAT|0NAL REPORT TO SPONSORS • • • INTER

^

_ _ _ | _ _ _ _

_

U.S. exports are running 8% over last year. First six months: $7,974,000,000, against $7,366,100,000 same period
1951.
This is reflected
in radio buying increase abroad through U.S. reps.
Among those reporting upsurge are Vincent Ramos of Melchor Guzman, Art Gordon of
Pan American Broadcasting, Steve Mann of Adam Young International.
-IRS-

TV score in Four foreign commercial TV stations opened past two months to bring
Americas outside Western Hemisphere total to 17 (outside U.S.).
New: HIT-TV, Ciudad
U. S.: 17 Trujillo, Dominican Republic (owner, Gen. J. Arismendi Trujillo, brother of Pres. Hector Trujillo and ex-dictator Rafael Trujillo), 1 Aug. ;
CBFT, Montreal, 6 Sept. ; CBLT, Toronto, 8 Sept. (both Canadian stations government-owned); XHGC-TV, Mexico City (owner, Guillermo Gonzales Camarena), 18 Sept. About to open: XEAC-TV, Tijuana, Mexico
(Jorge I. Riviera, owner).
Scheduled for November: CMBF-TV, Havana,
as 6th outlet of CMQ-TV Net owned by Goar, Luis Augusto, and Abel Mestre.
-IRSU. S. sponsors
jump TV bandwagon abroad

List of U.S. sponsors on TV abroad is growing.
Here are a few: CMQTV Network, Havana (Melchor Guzman, U.S. rep) — Frigidaire, Sterling
Products, Zenith, Colgate, Admiral, Corona cigarettes, Westinghouse,
P&G, DuMont, Hallicrafters, Esso Standard Oil; CBLT, Toronto — Westinghouse ("The Big Revue"), Canadian General Electric ("Your Host"), Ford
("Ford TV Theatre"), Campbell Soup ("The Aldrich Family") and Bulova
announcements.
In Mexico City Ford is sponsoring "Ford's Air Theatre"
a half -hour weekly over KHTV (U.S. rep: Adam Young).
-IRS-

U. S. radio
package shows

popular

Harry Alan Towers, 31, president of Towers of London, Ltd., international radio program producer and distributor, says most popular U.S.
radio package shows abroad are Ziv's "Bold Venture" and MGM's "Dr.
Kildare" and "The Hardy Family."
He gave SPONSOR this tip: "If you're
going into a radio-underdeveloped country, be sure to package something so simple the local man can't louse it up!"
-IRS-

Lourenco Marques
regains Colgate,
Lever accounts

Lourenco Marques Radio (U.S. rep: Pan American broadcasting), which
reaches all of South Africa from Portuguese East Africa, says it's now
carrying a record number of sponsors despite competition of government-owned commercial Springbok Radio in South Africa.
Colgate and
Lever Bros., which jumped to Springbok two years ago when it began,
are returning to Lourenco Marques. Springbok, however, stays sold out.
-IRS-

Saarbrucken
will write
your pitch

6 OCTOBER
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Radio Luxembourg (Guy Bolam, rep) is also sold out — with 151 sponsors
for its French and English programs.
But Radio Saarbrucken (Pan
American Broadcasting) with 4.7 million Germans in its 65-mile coverage area, wants to add to its list of 45-50 sponsors so badly it will
plan your entire radio campaign there down to writing the commercials,
according to Hans H. Tuxen, the commercial manager, who has just
visited New York on his recent U. S. tour.
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mental expression. What is being done
about it by the networks? Virtually
nothing. Young as the medium is, networks have virtually lost their interest
in experimentation.
As a case in point, take CBS. In the

is the fact that NBC and CBS have each
on deck two masters at creative channeling inPat Weaver and Hubbell Robinson.

earlier days of radio, CBS's programing instincts and novel conjurings
shone like a beacon. It came into com-

An undertaking that will be followed
with a lot of interest — and hope — by
air advertising is the American Research Foundation's four-group study
of radio and television ratings. With
the highly capable Dr. E. L. Deckinger,
Biow research director, as coordinator

mercial eminence with the great allurement of radio's top comedians. But
the things that actually gained fame,
honor, and admiration for CBS were
its labors off the beaten programing

Missing from network TV: experiment
The value of a nighttime half-hour
in TV has acquired such a premium
value that the networks appear to have
overlooked an important point. A great
medium of communication does not
live by commercial fare alone. It derives nourishment — not to say a genuine sense of creativeness — from experimenting with forms and ideas addressed, largely to the inquiring mind
and the imagination.
Above any other mode of communication, television offers probably the
greatest opportunity for such experi-

path — such things as the original Studio One and Columbia Workshop conceptions and the memorable documentary formats. Today in TV CBS is content, itwould seem, to turn all of this
over to an outside organization — the
Ford Foundation. As highly commendable as is the Foundation's forthcoming
Omnibus, the abdication seems particularly strange in light of the network's
past. The contrast applies just as
pointedly to NBC and ABC.
There must be a wealth of talent and
ideas right within each organization
that with a little encouragement could
be marshalled to fill this increasingly
noticeable void. What makes sterility
along such directions harder to excuse

ARF off on the right track

of the project, expectations are bright.
Whatever conclusions the over-all committee emerges with, after everybody
has emerged from the maze of rating
methods, the upshot can't help but be
more light than controversy'.
Advertisers and agencies say that
ratings are an integral part of the business but they wish the different methods didn't make it all so confusing. In
the blueprint of the project's approaches and directions (see details,
Report
to sponsors,
pagesense.
82) there's
sound method
and good
It's to be hoped that cooperation
from the various rating services and
other sources will be unstinted all along
the line.

Applause
Rochester derides double billing
Despite the rantings of headlinehunting politicos, the broadcasting industry has always shown a knack for
cleaning up its own derelictions or
abuses, whether these apply to program
content or business practices. A good
case in point' is an action just taken by
the Radio Broadcast Management
Council of Rochester, N. Y.
Deals involving double billings,
while not rampant, have been quite a
source of irritation to broadcasters and
advertisers — especially those in the
electrical appliance field, sponsor's 16
June 1952 issue gave the subject a
pretty thorough going over under the
headings: Co-op radio's biggest headache.
The reaction to the article from station men revealed for the most part a
strong sentiment for "doing something
108

about it." And that is what five stations in Rochester have done. Their
action can't help but gain the plaudits
of advertisers throughout the country.
Recognizing the dangers of double billing and the inherent unhealthiness of
the practice, the Rochester
Council
passed a resolution which is certainly
worthy of attention. Here it is:
Whereas: The radio industry has sustained harmful effects through
double billing procedures
(both
local and national rates) and.
Whereas: such operation methods have
and,
brought
about a blacklisting of
stations involved in such practices,
Whereas: the entire segment of the radio industry in one community
has been blacklisted by national
advertisers and advertising agencies even though only one station
in said community has been guilty

of the double billing malpractice.
Now therefore be it resolved: that the
Radio
Broadcast Management
Council of Rochester, New York,
hereby subscribes
to a loyalty
pledge of totally abstaining from
tice, and, of double billing pracany form
Be it further resolved : that the member
stations of the Radio Broadcast
Management
Council do hereby
affirm by signature hereon their
approval
of this resolution and
maintain that they will not indulge
in any form of double billing prac- '
tice.
The signators of the resolution were
Samuel W. Townsend for WARC; William Fay, WHAM;
Cunnar
Wigg,
WHEC; W. E. Huff, WRNY; Ervin F.
Lyke, WVET.
Their concerted example could be the spark for similar action by the NARTB.
SPONSOR
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WLW-TELEVISIO
can do for YOU***
WLW is radio's most famous merchandising
and promotion organization.
Now, to WLW-Television, comes this same
know-how . . . experience . . . vigor . . . But
Expanded!
It's the WLW-Television Client Service Department . . . with
20 . . . yes, 20 complete and distinct services ... all at work
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All-inclusive promotion campaigns.
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fays, KAWs Qot Someth'm'
This month Broadcast Advertising Bureau opens

the most comprehensive and effective drive in Radio's history
aimed at making American advertisers
more conscious of RADIO and its RESULTS.
The value of this campaign is obvious to every broadcaster
in the nation, large and small. THE MATERIAL FOR
STATION USE IS AVAILABLE TO EVERY STATION INTERESTED
ITS OWN

FUTURE, REGARDLESS

IN

OF BAB MEMBERSHIP.

In urging all stations to get in and pitch during this
industry-wide drive WEAS salutes BAB for service and
ice unavailable from any other source.
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ISD AYTIME
OVERPRICED?
w spot radio campaign
aimed at women sparked
Ruppert comeback

en doily by a

sizeable

Ih that communism
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population,

to convince

10 TV seconds

John

couldn't produce the food direly needed by the settlement.

0 Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to 6
P.M., Monday through Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., 1951,
thru August, 1952.)

|i> work ... no eat," was the doughty Captain's dictum cancelling out America's
; Utopian experiment.
re's no snoozing in the competitive Omaha,
e-awake KOWH
srprising

manages

(free, of course)

Council Bluffs area either . . . yet

to stay head and shoulders over all comers.

Cast an

dJJ) Largest share of audience, in

any individual time period,
of any independent station
in all America! ( August,
1952.)
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Five ways to promr*
your TV program
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sn't radio wond^rfcill

...says Les Cottrill of

E. C. Fuller, of Nutrena Mills home office,
has forwarded the following report from Les Cottrill,
their St. Louis Division Manager:

"An inquiry to station WLS

unci our follow-up

of the inquiry bus sold two loads of egg mush crumblized for
7000 pullets utnl now the /nun wants to know what a
carload of chick starter will cost him for 10,000 Leghorn
pullets that will arrive March 13. Isn't radio wonderful."
This one inquiry represents the responsive and highly
profitable nature of the WLS

market

one of many

such reasons why Nutrena Mills has used WLS

regularly

since discovering what this popular radio
station can do for them, more than six years ago.

You, too, will find that sound appeal to the vast WLS
audience will get comparable results for you. ..will step
up your sales and profits, particularly throughout
the great mid-west, where WLS
nation's most prosperous and

reaches millions of the

progressive people.

Better see your John Blair man... or contact

WLS GETS RESULTS

us. today... and start enjoying the kind of results
WLS

AGRICULTURAL

can deliver for you and your products.

CLEAR CHANNEL DOME of the NATIONAL EARN DANCE
890

KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR

& COMPANY

!S°E2
O

to
Agencies

putting

plea for 2%
cash discount
on slide film

National
Biscuit

sweetens
spot pot

20

s
,t4SO*
A952

Four A's is stepping up its campaign for 2% cash discount from stations. Slide-film presentation on subject will soon be shown reps and
later broadcasters through association's local chapters.
Purpose: to
give industry clearer understanding of agencies' case, urge that
future rate card revisions be made with 2% discount in mind.
-SRNational Biscuit Company moving into ranks of top 10 spot sponsors.
Latest plans through McCann-Erickson (William Conine, group head) call
for appropriation of another $1 million for spot TV. Station list
will be practically nationwide.
Account (George Oliver, ad manager)
is also inveterate user of spot radio.
-SR-

I.D.'s gain
increased favor
among

national
advertisers

Agency tab
for NCS
runs as high
as $6,000

Popularity of I.D.'s has reached point where sponsorship is now evenly split between national and local advertisers.
Prior to standardization of I.D. requirements (see story page 34), business in sponsored
I.D.'s throughout

country was 75% by local accounts
-SR-

and 25% national.

A. C. Nielsen getting as high as $6,000 for its coverage services
(radio and TV) from agencies.
Among those signed up are Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample, Ted Bates, Y&R, Benton & Bowles, Foote, Cone &
Belding, Marschalk & Pratt, Morse International.
Stations will be
getting their individual NCS radio reports end of October.
-SR-

deal

Willys-Overland Motors' sponsorship of New York Philharmonic over CBS
radio network rates as biggest piece of over-the-transom business this
season.
Ward Canaday, W-0 board chairman and president, wrote CBS'
Frank Stanton asking whether there was chance of buying Philharmonic.
Package for 28-week run will come to something under $1 million.

Mixing network
and spot buys
for film shows

-SRTrend seems to be developing among national advertisers using TV film
programs to buy what they can on network and fill in other markets
with spot buys.
Reasoning: You have prestige element which comes from
show being associated with network and at same time are in position

CBS'
overtransom
$1-million

getting

common

to select best spots available.
In case of DuPont's "Cavalcade of
America," lineup comprises 22 stations cleared by NBC and 11 markets
bought on spot basis, as well.
-SR~
Lancaster

case

complicates
WBKB,

ABC-UPT

deals

CBS hierarchy believes network's acquisition of WBKB, Chicago, could
be delayed for several years (growing out of precedent set by Lancaster case now before FCC. Network officials express themselves as reluctant to put up $6 million for station which could be eliminated
if CBS had to go into competitive hearing over proposed change of
WBKB's channel.
Lancaster case could also have effect of jamming up
ABC-UPT merger since ABC would have 2 stations in one city — Chicago.
(In Lancaster case WGAL-TV finds itself in ticklish sport over FCC
order to move to another channel.
Before it can comply with order,
WGAL-TV must go into competitive hearing with new channel applicant.)
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KEPORT

"Dr.

TO si'OVSOHS

Christian"
heads for
TV films

CBS canvassing
TV affiliates
about

lowering of

daytime

rates

for 20 October

1952

McCann-Erickson1 s Dorothy McCann discloses plans under way for conversion of "Dr. Christian" into TV film series.
Radio version has
been on air consistently for 16 years under same banner — Chesebrough.
-SRCBS TV is apparently doing something about requests from several major
agencies that it revise daytime rates (see story page 30). Network
President Jack Van Volkenberg has been holding
with CBS affiliates on rate-revision subject.

"feeler"

discussions

-SRWLW's
merchandising

new
plan

WLW unveils new merchandising plan — POP! (point-of -purchase )— to advertisers and agencies next week.
Plan, which expands station's
merchandising functions on huge scale, includes offer to put product
displays in 1,000 supermarkets, 500 top drugstores in WLW area.
-SR-

2-market

link

Announcement that WOR-TV, New York, and WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, are
availablD as linked markets raised this question in trade:
Could it

sparks guessing
about O'Ncil's
TV net plans

be initial step in long-bruited Tom O'Neil-MBS TV Network? Project
which O'Neil has under contemplation is predicated on use of TV film
packages, but trade now speculating he may also be thinking of regional network extending from Philadelphia to Boston where he owns
WNAC-TV.
Area constitutes one of country's
cludes over 35% of nation's TV homes.

Penn

McLeod
authorizes

U.

S. service

Boerst owns
spot report

richest

retail areas,

in-

-SRA. S. Bennett-Cy Chaiken market research organization has been chartered by Canadian Penn McLeod to use latter' s technique and name for
rating service in the States.
Will probably cover several smaller
markets (TV and radio), including Buffalo, before moving into N.Y.C.
-SR~
James M. Boerst, compiler of programing, timebuyer directories, which
many in trade deem exceptionally useful, is now operating spot report
service.

Boerst bought N. C. Rorabaugh's "Report on Spot Radio Advertising" and Rorabaugh will confine himself to publishing TV report.
-SR-

3 experts
crystalball

television

Add predictions on TV's future horizons: Sidney W. Dean, Jr., McCannErickson director of marketing services, tells ANA TV homes in December 1954 will number 21,600,000. Ted Bergman, DuMont sales director,
tells Television Association in Philadelphia over $1 billion will be
spent in network and national spot in 1956. RCA's Dr. E. W. Engstrom
states 1957 will see 50 million TV homes. Here's TV's present status
according to NBC: approximately 19,100,000 sets as of 1 October.
-SR-

Revised
discounts
aid ABC

Credited to adoption new discount structure by ABC are these 2 new
pieces of business:
Old Gold bought 2 Sunday quarter hours of news,
one following Walter Winchell and other, "Monday Morning Headlines"
(6:15 p.m.) ; Toni added to its ABC bill 15 minutes of "Breakfast
Club."
Under new "vertical contiguity" plan contiguous discounts for
non-contiguous periods are allowed.

SPONSOR

Community service is its own reward,
but enterprise that wins such ar\ award as this
means audiences that reward the Advertiser.
For greatest shows,
brightest stars,
richest returns, it's

TELEVISION CHANNEL C
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 9
Affiliated with CBS and DuMont Television Networks
20 OCTOBER

1952

represented bq the Katz Agencq
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ARTICLES
Facts unlimited

MEN,

For past 15 years Forest Whan studies on air audience in Iowa (for WHO) and
in Kansas (for WIBW) have given advertisers valuable data. This year New
England area as well is covered (for WBZ), increasing value of Whan studies to
advertirers;
detailed
Midwest
data is compared
with New
England
facts

25

Is daytime TV overpriced?

:to

Some agencies think so. They say daytime audiences are out of line with daytime
rates, suggest rates be revised downward as much as 50%. Here in detail is the
agency (mainly those with P&G business) point of view and network rebuttal

NEW

the teamen and wan

510 MADISON

16

MR.

changing

Haw

beer's fornula;

(3)

spending

$100,000

on

spot

radio

in one

SPONSOR:

month

ta seil in 10 TV secands

Increasingly,
national advertisers
are made
turningit to
I.D.'s
of
virtually industrywide
standards has
easier
to now
use that
them.adoption
Facts and
figures in this report are designed to help those contemplating an I.D. campaign
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Kinyan is happy with a 1.5 raiiny
What's important to this Indianapolis meat firm is results, and its Sunday afternoon taped Godfrey show on CBS Radio has delivered for them in terms of expanded distribution, sales. Merchandising bjilt around Godfrey was big factor

R. C. Palmer

P. S.

AGENCY

32

6
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COMMERCIAL

After three years of operating in the red, Ruppert comeback in 1951 was based
on three unconventional moves: (I) seeking to sell hardest to women; (2)

& MOTIVES

RENEW

MR.

ffoir Ruppert waned

MONEY
AND

IN

SPEAKS
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If ayeney presentatians put you ta sleep . . .

Managing
Editor: Miles David
Senior Editors: Charles Sinclair, Alfred J. JaHti

. . . you'll get a kick out of this article by Shirley Stone, assistant radio-TV research director at N. W. Ayer. Miss Stone kids dullness in presentations so effectively her article may go a long way toward getting researchers — in and out of

Department
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yaur TV prayvam

Promotion is to a program what advertising is to a product.
But some clients
miss out on chances to built TV audience via these proved techniques

Advertising Department:

COMING
Hattest thiny in radios early marniny

time

Stations and networks are doing big-time promotions of early morning news,
music-and-news, chatter, and service shows. The results? Spiraling sponsorship
and listenership for early morninq time slots

3 November

Haw

ta handle kids and animals an TV

Everything from rare Amazonian monkeys to elephants has appeared on TV commercials and programs. In view of increased TV use of children and animals,
how can a sponsor be sure of an accident-free performance? Station and agency
directors te'l the hows and wherefores

3 November

Are elections wan an the air?
SPONSOR studies the air campaigns of both the Republican and Democratic
Presidential candidates: (l) comparison of spot campaigns; (2) study of time
buying approach;
(3) ratings of each candidate
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" Whole -hearted
thanks to

KWKH"
Says M. A. DICKSON
President, Shreveport Druggist, Inc.
(Operators of Super Drug Stores)

IMPORTANT

DRUG

CHAIN

EXECUTIVE

As President of a group of aiert drug merchandisers,
and as a resident of the area which KWKH serves,
Mr. Dickson is well-qualified, indeed, to select wisely
among the advertising media in Shreveport. Late this
summer, Mr. Dickson wrote us as follows:

JL lease accept our whole-hearted thanks for the
job which you are doing for us with "I Was A
Communist". It is indeed a pleasure to have such
a program on your station, in view of the competent services you have rendered us . . . and the
low cost-per-listener on KWKH. We are proud to
have our program included on your Fall lineup
which promises to be such a terrific success.
(Signed) M. A. Dickson

11

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2 — Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texa9 counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio

The Branham Company

I

AplfAftCAC

Representatives ItrRttflSaS
Henry Clay, General "Manager

/^

Robert J. Landry

The bust it ess press

that's what
you like about
the South's

Baton Rouge

But let us not have quibbles over firsts. The interesting point is
less whether sponsor was the true pioneer in recognizing the importance of TV films. Rather the interesting point is that by now so
much publication space is being devoted to the subject. Billboard
has a quarterly survey. Variety has a weekly TV film department
and a studio shooting schedule. Broculcasting, Ad Age, Radio Daily,

. . . because your sales story
on WJBO.

the booming voice

of Ba!on Rouge, reaches the

Television magazine, Martin Codel's newsletter, Judy Dupuy's TV
Film Directory, and others all exhibit an appreciation of trend.
Latest of all — coming up in a month or so — Standard Rate & Data
will include a TV film section in each subsequent issue.

largest overall audience of any
station

Your conscientious motive-anaI\zer is of the conviction that SPONSOR was first among business publications to devote important
journalistic attention to the preeminently significant subject of television films, sponsor has published, early and recent, a series of
special round-up articles charting the course and predicting the
growth of TV films. In addition to this it lured, from Advertising
Agency magazine, vastly knowing, judicious-eyed Bob Foreman of
BBDO to conduct a regular critique of TV movies as employed in
advertising copy as well as live commercials.

in (he market.

The South, traditional land ol
Back to motives. Plainh all these publications, including sponsor.
have one motive in common. They wish to render a useful service
and to derive, out of that fact, future revenues, whether in the form
of circulation, or advertising, or both. The business press stakes

cotton, has become the dynamic
land of new industry. Baton
Rouge typifies the South's industrial -- and agricultural -

its whole right to exist on "use' and "usefulness*" and gambles that
businessmen will "appreciate
service.

growth. I se Baton Rouge as a
test market, or use it as part of

At sonic risk of seeming to be discovering, rather belatedly, the
value of the trade press we presume to suggest that many a businessman has. in fact, a totally inadequate appreciation of business journals and of how bereft of comfort, convenience and. yes. inspiration,
he would be without them. Try to imagine fashion without Women s

an integrated marketing plan
but use it— for results.

A
NBC's Ji 1 5,000 watt affiliate in Baton Rouge, La.

Wear or Tobe's Guide. Food without the Food Field Reporter.
Et cetera. On the level of high executive briefing the business community's debt of gratitude to Fortune and Business Week is incalculable. These books do much of business' thinking for it.

WfttlATEO

WITH

THE

STATE-TIMES

AND

fURTHER DATA FROM OUR NATIONAL

GEORGE
6

MORNING

ADVOCATB

REPRESENTATIVES

P. HOLLINGBERY

CO.

That last remark is no exaggeration. Business executives often
cannot see the forest for the trees. Nor do they have the leisure or
opportunities for wide-roaming curiosity which is the mark of the
best business journalists. This is not to inipK that an\ business
journalist is ever more knowledgeable of a given company than that
company's administrative officers. Far from. Obviousb
(Please turn to page 04)

business

SPONSOR

in new haven

at home

Flashlight "saturation" \
in the U.S. almost equals that
\
of radio. More than 95% of all
American homes have at least
\
one flashlight. Many of them come
\
from New Haven's Winchester
\
Repeating Arms Company, maker
\
of flashlights and batteries in a
complete, raw materials-to-finishedproduct operation. It is
New Haven's largest industrial firm,
employing almost 7,000 persons.

^QQ>

Winchester and more than 550
other industrial firms make New Haven
a prosperous market worthy of
your attentionNew

/

Haven homes
/

have a preference for WNHC-Radio,
a strong "community center"
for entertainment and news. Why
not join the families at home in New Haven
via WNHC-Radio, the best place to
reach and sell them?

/
/
/

./

n h c

new haven New England*, first
complete broadcasting service

Represented nationally by the Katz Agency

/
/
/
20 OCTOBER
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SURPASSED

ONLY BY METROPOLITAN

NYC AND CHICAGO . . .

Big Aggie Land—
a countrypolitan market
IT'S A MARKET

made cohesive by one radio station, reached by one

station, sold by one station. One of the world's richest agricultural
areas, Big Aggie Land's million radio families last year enjoyed an
effective buying income of $4.2 billion, spent $3^ billion in purchases
at retail.

Only two areas spent more — metropolitan NYC

BIG AGGIE

LAND

and

Chicago.

is the 267 counties in Min-

nesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa covered
by W'XAX. To the farmers and townspeople of
Big Aggie Land radio is news, weather and farm
data, entertainment and social life — and radio is
W'XAX.
809?

Radios are found in 97.39J of the homes:

listen to WXAX

3 to 7 times a week.

0
7
5
X
A
wN
ANKTON-SIOUX

Radio
->

570 KC

CI

5000 WATTS

*
^J

I

*

LATEST

DIARY

STUDY

PROVES

Big Aggie Land
dominated by WNAX
THIS YEAR,

as in 1950, 1948, 1946 and 1945, Audience Surveys, Inc. conducted

a listener diary study in 80 Big Aggie Land counties representing 5 states.
Trends established in earlier studies continued in 1952. There are more radio
homes (up 27%*) ; more sets in use (up 69.3% daytime, 32.6% night) ; higher
WNAX ratings (up 50.7% daytime, 16.1% night) ; and bigger WNAX average
audience

(up 91% daytime, 47% night).

WNAX

HAS

THE

TOP

RATING

in 97.3% of the 500 quarter-hours covered

by the diary, up from 87.8% in 1950. On an overall share-of-audience basis,
WNAX

averages more than 3 times that of its nearest competitor. Locally produced shows account for 48% of the quarter-hours covered by the diary, with a

28% average-share-of-audience, fantastically high in view of the fact that 52 stations received mention in the study.

THE DIARY STUDY** proves the unquestionable dominance of WNAX. Big
Aggie Land is a rich, fertile area well worth your cultivation. One radio station,
and only one station, delivers it — solidly. That's WNAX, where you belong to
keep your sales up and your sales costs down. Further information from The
Ivatz Agencv.
All'; comparisons express 1952 increase over 1945.
' • I-01 .1 copy, write Don Sullivan in Yankton, S. Dak.

a. 9
groping
for tv
program
time?

you can do
better
with Spotmuch better

There's no groping when you buy national TV coverage
on a Spot basis : Full choice of markets and time offerings
... no minimum group requirements . . . wholehearted
station cooperation . . . better picture quality than
kinescopes . . . savings in time charges — enough to cover
film prints, their distribution and other costs.

Get the full details from your Katz representative.

THE
488 MADISON

KATZ
AVENUE, NEW

AGENCY,
YORK 22. NEW

YORK • CHICAGO

INC.

• LOS ANGELES

10

National

• SAN FRANCISCO

Advertising
• ATLANTA

Representatives

• DALLAS • KANSAS

CITY • DETROIT

SPONSOR

New and renew
1

Chicle
Co
Chicle
Co
Chicle
Co
Company

CBS
CBS
CBS
MBS

SSCB
SSCB
SSCB
Erwin,

Wasey &

Chevrolet
Cencral
Ceneral
Ceneral
Ceneral
Cencral

Motor
Div of
Motors
Foods
l|i II 0
Foods
(jell-O)
Foods
Mills

Campbell-Ewald

Gillette

Safety

Maxon

Crass

Hudnut

Phil

Co

Co

NBC
NBC
MBS
CBS

1952

&

CBS
Eckhardt

U. S. Rubber
Co
Willys-Overland
Motors

Fletcher
Richards
Ewell 6 Thurber Assoc.

Esty
Esty

CBS
CBS

198
33

duration

Space
Adventures
of Super
Noodle;
Sat
10:1510:30 am; 11 Oct; 39 wks
Edgar
Bergen
& Charlie
McCarthy;
Sun
8-8:30
pm; 5 Oct; 52 wks
lack Hunt; M-F 8:30-8:45 am; 1 Sep; 39 wks
East-West
27 Dec

MBS
CBS

start,

Bob Hope; M-F 9:30-9:45 am; 10 Nov; 35 wks
Bob Hope; W 10-10:30 pm; 7 |an '53; 26 wks
Calen
Drake;
Sat 1:55-2
pm; 4 Oct; 52 wks
M-C-M
Series B programs;
M-F 8-8:30 pm; onemin partic; 29 Sep; 13 wks
Blue-Cray
Football Came;
Sat 2:15 pm to concl;
27 Dec only

563
60
63
203

194
554
181

rime,

General

Football
only
Eisenhower;

Came;
Th

Sat

4:55

9:30-10

pm

pm;

to

25

concl;

Sep

only

Camel Caravan; Sat 7:30-8 pm; 4 Oct; 52 wks
M-C-M
Series B programs;
M-F 8-8:30 pm; onemin partic; 29 Sep; 13 wks
Calen Drake; Sat 10:05-10:10 am; 20 Sep; 8 wks
New
York
Philharmonic
Symphony;
Sun
2:30-4
pm; 19 Oct; no. wks not available

on Radio Networks
AGENCY

SPONSOR

STATIONS
ABC

Walter F. Bennett

Billy Graham
Evangelistic Foundation
Cannon
Mills Inc
Carnation Co

Young
Erwin

Carter Products Inc
Club
Aluminum
Products
Co
Derby Foods
Free Methodist Church
of North
America
Ceneral
Foods
Cruen
Watch
Co
Pet Milk

CBS

& Rubicam
Wasey

SSCB
Buchen

19

Co
Brorby

Foote, Cone
& Belding
McCann-Erickson
Cardner
). Walter
Buchanan
William

R. J. Reynolds Tob Co
Sterling Drug Inc
Sterling Drug Inc

&

Thompson
Co

Esty

Thompson-Koch
Co
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
|. Walter
Thompson

Co

286
152
155
174

CBS
ABC

Needham,
Louis &
Walter
F. Bennett

RCA
Victor
Reynolds
Metals Co

&

CBS

Kudner
William
William

543
155

CBS
MBS

Campbell-Mithun
N. W. Ayer

PROGRAM,

FBI in Peace & War; W 8-8:30 pm; 1 Oct; 13 wks
Meet
Millie; Th 8-8:30 pm; 2 Oct; 13 wks
Mr. Keen; F 8-8:30 pm; 3 Oct; 13 wks
Football digests; Sat; 5 min progs before & after
Came of Week; through 6 Dec
Election returns; T 4 pm to concl; 4 Nov only

MBS
CBS

Cordon

Kenyon

201
201
201

MBS

Pillsbury Mills, Ballard
Div
Plymouth
Motor Corp, Div
of Chrysler
Corp
Republican
Natl
Committee
R. |. Reynolds Tob Co
R. j. Reynolds Tob Co

Renewed

3

Co

Young
& Rubicam
Young
& Rubicam
Young
& Rubicam
Tatham-Laird

Razor

Noodle

Sales

STATIONS

AGENCY

SPONSOR
American
American
American
Barbasol

Swift

OCTOBER

on Ratlio Networks

\ew

1. |

20

MBS
ABC
CBS
ABC
NBC

558
168

MBS
CBS
MBS
ABC

325

NBC

time,

start,

duration
52 wks

Give
Stars
52
City
Club

52 wks
4 Oct;

& Take; Sat 11:30-12 noon; 4
Over
Hollywood;
Sat 12:30-1
wks
Hospital;
Sat 1:30-1 55 pm; 4
Time; Sat 5:45-6 pm; 1 Nov;

Oct;
pm;

Oct; 13 wks
52 wks

SkywksKing; T, Th 5:30-5:55 pm; 9 Sep; 39 wks
Light and Life Hour; Sun 8:30-9 pm; 26 Oct;

328
192
57
180
57
181
400

NBC

PROGRAM,

Hour of Decision; Sun 2:30-3 pm; 2 Nov;

558

52

Crady Cole Show; M-F 4-4:15 pm; 29 Sep; 52 wks
Walter Winchell; Sun 9-9:15
pm; 5 Oct; 65 wks
Truth
or Consequences;
Th 9-9:30
pm; 23 Oct;
wks
Phil52 Harris;
Sun 8-8:30 pm; 5 Oct; 52 wks
Fibber
McCee
& Molly; T 9:30-10
pm; 7 Oct;
52 wks
Bob Hawk;
M 10-10:30 pm; 6 Oct; 52 wks
John ). Anthony Hour; Sun 9:30-10 pm; 39 wks
Ladies Fair; M-F
11-11:25 am; 29 Sep; 39 wks
Breakfast Club; M-F 9:15-45 am; 20 Oct; 52 wks

Veiv National Spot Radio Business
STATIONS-MARKET

CAMPAIGN,

20 major markets, coast
to coast
15 stns, incl Calif, Chi,
Phila, Providence,
Boston.
Miami
5 stns, Calif
Markets
from
Maine
through
the Carolinas
23 stns, Michigan

In next issue:
Station

New

and

Renewed on Television

(Network and

start, duration

One-min
e.t. anncts;
5-15
weekly;
6 Oct; 26 wks
One-min
e.t. anncts;
end of
Sep, beg of Oct; 26 wks
Anncts;
Anncts;
12 Oct; 6 wks
through
fall & winter
Hockey
games;
9
end of season

Spot);

Representation Changes; Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

Oct

through

Numbers alter names
refer to New and Renew categoryFred Birnbaum (4)
(.has. D. Miller (4>
Rich. Hasbrook I 1 1
Geo. B. Faulder I 1 i
Stanley Reulman (4)

20 OCTOBER

1952
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4.

\ati*»nal Broadcast Executives
FORMER

20

OCTOBER

1952

Charles F. Abbott,
Warren
Abrams
Claude
Barrere
Fred Birnbaum
Morton
Brandes
Matty Brescia
Norman S. Brett
Vin Callanan

\eir and renew

Jr.

Ceorge
B. Faulder
William
Finkeldey
Robert W. Friedheim
Thomas D. Geoghegan
Richard
Hasbrook
Tom
Hicks
Robert S. Hix

Cjpitol Records
Broadcast Sales Div., exec
World
Bdcstg System,
NY.,
gen mgr
Jam Handey.
Wash.,
DC.
rep
Avery-Knodel, mgr LA. office
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, NY., exec TV prod
KFH, Wichita,
Kans., sis mgr
WINS. NY., sis mgr
WJZ-TV,
NY., prog dir
ABC-TV Spot Sales, N.Y., natl mgr
Young & Rubicam, Chi., mgr radio & TV prog
ABC-TV,
NY., telecast coordinator
Screen Cems-TV, NY., admin exec & bus mgr
World Bdcstg System, NY., exec
Oregon Trail Network, adv mgr
Free lance program
consultant,
midwest
KH|, LA. and Don Lee, acct exec
WCN, Chi., acct exec
WIND, Chi., staff
WTCN,
Mpls., dir radio oper
NBC
TV, NY.,
purchasing
mgr
WNHC-TV,
New Haven, Conn., gen mgr
Univ of Denver, coord of student
personnel
Katz Agency,
head Pacific Coast sis activities, hdqtrs in L.A.
KWKH,
Shreveport,
La., comml
mgr
WTOP, Washington, DC, asst radio, TV prog
serv dir
Will continue current affiliations <pres., Town
& Farm Co.: pres, Searle & Parks'
WBTM,
Danville. Va., sis mgr

Roy H. Holmes
Hal Hough
Don L. Kearney
Fred Kilian
Bertha
Kurtzman
Sam
Lake
Richard
Lawrence
Milton
L Levy
Ray Linton
Terry Mann
Paul W. Mensing
Robert
F. Meskill
Charles D. Miller
I Robert
Myers
Fdward
C. Obrist
Roger
Rambeauz
Stanley
). Reulman
B. C. Robertson
Patricia A. Searight
Searle

Norman
Simpson
Warren
Wade
Allen Wannamaker
Pierre Weis

5.

FORMER

NAME

vp

acct

and

gen

mgr

exec

WMAL-TV,
Wash.,
D. C, TV acct exec
Katz Agency,
mgr L.A. office
WDSU. New Orleans, prog mgr
Missouri
Valley Bdcstg
Corp, St. Joseph. Mo., exec vp;
KRES, St. Jos., gen mgr
vVPAT,
Paterson,
N. J., natl sis mgr
WCBS-TV,
NY.,
prog dir
ABC
Owned
TV Stations, natl sis mgr
WENR-TV
& ABC-TV
Central
Div., Chi., dir of TV prog
WJZ-TV,
N.Y., operations mgr
Guild Films, N.Y., gen sis mgr
Same,
sis mgr
KLX, Oakland
Cal., adv mgr
Charles Michelson,
mgr new Chi office
KHJ, sis mgr
NBC
Radio Spot Sales, Chi., sis stf
0. L. Taylor, Chi., sis staff
WCCO-TV, Mpls., prod mgr
NBC
Prod Dept, N.Y., dir prod controls
WNHC and WNHC-TV,
New Haven, gen mgr
KLZ,
Denver,
prom
mgr
Same, new hdqtrs in S.F.
KTHS.
Same,

Little Rock, Ark., gen mgr
dir of prog oper for radio

KOA,

KOA-FM,

WBRK,
Same,

Pittsfield,
mgr

Denver,
Mass.,

exec

vp

sis

mgr

&

gen

mgr

WBIC,
Greensboro,
gen mgr
Same, gen
mgr

AFFILIATION

NEW

AFFILIATION

Lever Brothers, N.Y., brand adv
Same,
brand prom
mgr
Reynolds
Metals Co, Louisville,
Same, asst adv mgr
Same,
gen mgr

Alfred

Pepsi-Cola, N.Y., vo & adv mgr
S. C. Swanson,
NY.,
acct exec
Kellogg Company,
Battle Creek, Mich, merch
mgr, feed div
Lever Brothers, N.Y., display mgr Pepsodent
NBC, N.Y., merch mgr, o&o stns div
Household Finance Corp, branch office exec

American
Safety Razor
lacob Ruppert
Brewery,
Borden Company,
N.Y.,

J. Coetz
Could
C. Holcombe

Same,
Lever
Same

mgr

for Rinso & Spry

dir of

radio

&

TV

Corp, Brooklyn,
N.Y., adv mgr
N.Y., asst pub rel dir
adv mgr special prods div

brand prom
mgr
Brothers,
NY.,
brand adv
district adv mgr, midwest

mgr for Surf
area

&

Swan

New Agency Appointments
SPONSOR

Brothers,

Weston

Biscuit

\ umbers after names
Vew nml Rerefer newi»category
( . Richard Evans
Tom Geoghegan
Tom Hn/.I in ('.illinium
Edward Ohrisi
Hits' in

Raj I.I
n Ion
Sum
I. ill.
e
A. If fiiiiiiiiiinl.i
Don Searle

(4 •
(4 1
I1
IIi
(4)

PRODUCT
Flower
service
National
Crest
Watches

(or service)
coffee

Anacin
Mary toothbrushes,
Jane shoes
Tek
Hughes
brushes
Kohler
headache powders
Spry
Rinso

Co,

N.|

Marlboro
cigarettes
Beverages
"Slim'' non-fattening
Paper Mate
pens
Custom
Record
Div
Admiracion products,
Biscuits & cookies
preparations

milk

AGENCY
Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago
Hoeter,
Dieterich
& Brown,
S.F.
Doyle, Dane, Bernbach,
N.Y.
Dillon-Cousins
& Assoc.
N.Y.
Product Services, Inc, N.Y.

personal

BBDO, N.Y.
Herschel Z.

(eff 1 Jan '53>
Dcutsch & Co, N.Y.

Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N.Y.

N.Y.

Philip Morris & Co, N.Y.
Orange-Crush
Co, Chicago
Page Milk Co, Pittsburgh
Paper Mate Co, Culver City, Cal.
RCA
Victor Div, RCA.
Camden,
N.J.
Turner
Hall Corp, N.Y.

12

stn mgr
Sales, N.Y.,

E. B. Baker
M. W. Bates
|ohn H. Boyle
Robert K. Byars
James
P. Delafield

Lever

\lnii\

WMPS.
Memphis,
Same, vp
Consolidated
TV

Personal
Products
Corp, N.J., prod dir
Lever Brothers, N.Y., personnel placement asst
WAVE-TV.
Louisville. Ky.. dir of TV
Standard Oil Co, NY., asst to the adv mgr
mgr Eye Div, Ceneral Foods, NY., asst mktg
Birds

Allied Florists' Assn. Baltimore
George W. Caswell Co. S.F.
Croton
Watch
Co, N.Y.
Home
Products
International,
N.Y.
|ohn Irving Shoe Corp. Boston
Johnson
& Johnson,
Watervliet.
N.Y.
(Tek-Hughcs
Div)
Kohler
Manufacturing
Co, N.Y.
Lever Brothers,
N.Y.

* fm

stn, gen mgr
System,
Honolulu,

NY.,
prod
TV Theatre"
, WOR-TV.
WCTM,
Wilson,
N.C., "B'way
gen mgr
World
Bdcstg System,
NY., sis mgr

Harold
Johnson
H. Norman
Neubert
Edward
D. Podolinsky

1*

New
Denver
TV
Hawaiian
Bdcstg

gen mgr
mgr

Sponsor Personnel Changes

Joseph
Eugene

6.

AFFILIATION

WJZ-TV,
NY., acct exec, TV sis dept
Same,
mgr Detroit office
BAB, NY., dir of member service
WCAU,
Phila., asst radio prom dir
Consolidated
TV Sales. NY.,
acct exec
Southern TV & Radio Sales, Decatur, Ca..
Same,
DuMont vp TV Net & WABD,
N.Y., sis prom

Exec, sales development
field
CBS TV Spot Sales, N.Y., res dept
Radio & TV Exec Soc, N.Y., secy
SPONSOR Magazine, NY., dept editor
Frederic
W. Ziv, NY.,
acct exec
Libert Bdcstg System,
dir press & pub rel
Mervin & Jesse Levine, N.Y., media dir
WNHC,
New
Haven,
Conn ,
comml WNHC-TV,
mgr
KRON-TV,
S.F., prog mgr
KSL and KSL-TV,
Salt Lake City, vp and
gen mgrNashville,
WMAK,
mgr

A. H. Constant
C. Richard
Evans

Don

NEW

AFFILIATION

product

Eska perm wave

Foote, Cone
& Belding,
N.Y.
(eff.
(eff 2 Jan '53 )
Cecil & Presbrey,
N.Y.
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago
Wasser,
Kay & Phillips, Pittsburgh
Jan '531
Erwin,
Wasey
& Co Ltd, L.A.
Ross Roy, Inc, N.Y. & Detroit
Anderson
& Cairns, N.Y.
Geyer

Advertising,

N.Y.

2
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and here's why • •
WISCONSIN'S MOST EFFECTIVE SIGNAL — WTMJ,
5,000 watts, is first on the dial at 620 KC.

with

»*w""

COVERAGE — Primary coverage alone blankets 628,916 of
Wisconsin's total of 945,635 radio homes.
INCREASING LISTENERSHIP — Although more people in
Milwaukee and in Wisconsin listen to WTMJ than any other
station, WTMJ continues to increase listenership. Current
WTMJ newspaper ad campaign, pointing up local shows and
personalities, includes three separate display advertisements
daily and Sunday, plus colorful, full-page ads in Roto Section
of Milwaukee Journal (circulation, daily, over 333,000; Sunday over 450,000) .
Your Henry I. Christal Representative will help you plan a
successful campaign via WTMJ.
Why not contact him now?

Represented

THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL RADIO STATION
5,000 WATTS

• 620 KC • NBC

by

Chicago
THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL
CO.
New York

/

/.

■"■"■■■"■>

*Hfc

*

CT PN
the first regional TV network
If you sell your product west of the Rockies,
these letters label an advertising package
that is put together especially for you. One
you have needed for a long time.
It's a new regional television network,
the nation's first, tying the scattered major
TV markets of the West into a unit which
is not only easy to buy and use, but as salesproductive as any you will find.
It brings together more than 75 per cent
of the people of California, Arizona and
Utah in a single $10-billion market area.
And it carries with it opportunities not
available till now to tailor your sales message to a Western audience ... to closely coordinate your merchandising. . . to program
with a regional touch — and with the full
production resources of CBS Television in
Hollywood at hand.
It's here now, and your CBS Television
Spot Sales representative will be happy to
show you what it can deliver. It's . . .
CBS

TELEVISION

PACIFIC

NETWORK

including knxt. Los Angeles, kpix. Sun Francisco, KPMB-TV, Siin Diego.
ksl-tv. Salt Lake City, and KPHO-TV, Phoenix.

competition
driving
vou
BUGS?

/TT\
Madison

w

TELEVISION

BASICS

We can all agree that television has
been confusing. I rely, however, on
publications such as yours to lift the
veil on some of the confusion. Instead,
you've made my confusion complete.
I am referring to "Television Basics"
as reprinted from your 14 July 1952
issue.
Among several seemingly conflicting
charts are Charts 1 and 3 under "Cost
of Television Advertising." In Chart
1 you show the average time and talent
cost of reaching 1,000 people by
television as $3.36. The chart makes
the point that television is cheaper
than some print media. Chart 3 on the

Itelax
use CKAC
Montreal
e

o>

opposite page shows the cost-per-1,000
of network programs by types with
•

1. Huge coverage — 2 out of
3 French radio homes in
Quebec.
2. Hundreds of thousands of
faithful listeners day and
night, as
B.B.M.

reported by

3. Selling power second to
none — 6,000,000 box tops
in 1951.

CBS Outlet in Montreal
Key Station of the
A

TRANS-QUEBEC

radio group

CEAC

MONTREAL
730 on the dial

•

10 kilowatts

Representatives:
Adam

J. Young
Omer

Jr. - New
Renaud

York, Chicago
& Co. — Toronto

the lowest — quiz and audience participation— shown as $8.74.
In Section I, "Dimensions of TV's
Audience," the first table shows 109
television stations. Table 4, on the
other hand, dated a month later shows
108.
The answer to these discrepancies is
not vital, but they would help dispel
the pall of confusion that hangs over
the medium.
Victor Armstrong
/. Walter Thompson Co.
Detroit
• SPONSOR erred in not labeling its *veost-perl.OOO" figures more clearly. The NBC figure,
properly labeled, is for 1.000 people. The figures
for program types, which were not completely
labeled, are for l.OOO homes. There is no significant discrepancy in the figures when you consider
that each home has three viewers per set. The
second discrepancy referred to in Mr. Armstrong's
letter arises because there is one non-U. S. station
on the Mexican bonier whi'-h covers U S. territory. It was included in the first total referred
to above, not in the second. SPONSOR regrets
any confusion such discrepancies may have caused
readers, wishes to point out that it is just for such
reasons as this that all advertisers should demaml
clear definition of terms when they are presented
with rating, cost-per-1,000 or other research data.

POST CARD

RESEARCH

This is just to tell you how much I
appreciated the story you did on my
TV Score Card in the August 25th
issue of sponsor. I have had many
favorable compliments on it. I certainl\ hope that anyone in the advertising
and television profession will feel free
to adapt it and use it in any way that
will benefit the industry.
My one apology, of course, is that
I didn't have more pictures taken of

viewers taking the cards or filling them
out. For the few that I did get I am
greatly indebted to James Seidcheck,
a free-lance Chicago photographer,
who did an excellent job in taking such
authentic, on-the-spot shots without the
viewer's knowledge.
Finally, I would like to offer my
personal help to any of sponsor's readers who plan to do future experimentation with the TV Score Card method.
G. Herbert True, Asst. Prof.
Notre Dame University

FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

MARKETS

Many thanks to you for the publication of the thumb nail sketches on the
foreign language markets in your Fall
Facts issue.
On page 90, I note that you list my
name as being one of the "experts" in
the Spanish language field. I beg to
disagree with you on this score, however, one always does appreciate publicity. It's pretty hard to be expert in
a field that you have only spent three
and a half years working on. Let us
say that I have information available
that probably cannot be gotten through
many other sources. Anyway, I do appreciate the plug.
May I offer some suggestions? Our
organization is also listed in San Francisco, Chicago, and New York, so that
those advertisers have the latest available information on the Spanish language market in this country at their
finger tips.
Let me correct your third paragraph on page 86 wherein you list the
radio stations in some of the Mexican
markets with
which should
radio stations
"X" in their

a prefix letter of "Z"
be corrected to "X." All
in Mexico begin with an
call letters.

For your information, and for the
information of anyone who may query
you, our organization now has available the latest 1950 U. S. Government
breakdown by county of LI. S. citizens
with Spanish surnames. This information may be important to advertisers
who have never had anything but estimates in such states as New Mexico
and California. This information is
available to any advertiser who would
care to inquire at one of our offices or
write direct l\ to this office.
Again many thanks to you — you are
doing a fine job!
Harlan G. Oakes
Harlan 0. Oakes & Associates
Los Angeles
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And keep 'em up... with
FRONT PAGE DETECTIVE starring
Edmund Lowe. Ratings and sales curves reach
for the sky when this top mystery- detective film

*
»

series is aimed at
'»
5th most popular TV show
Among the Top 10
Sponsor's sales up 42%

local markets. Here's proof:
in San Diego.*
shows in Baltimore*
in just 26 weeks.

Raise your sales sights faster with "Front Page
Detective." 39 complete half-hour episodes.
Still available in many markets. Call or write...
• ■■

Salt,

. Consolidated Television Sales
5746 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, HO 9-6369
25 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 17, MU 6-7543
520 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago 11, Ml 2-5231

DISTRIBUTORS

OF FILM

FOR

TELEVISION

• HOLLYWOOD

• NEW

YORK

• CHICAGO

• ATLANTA

• PHILADELPHIA

. HOUSTON

• CINCINNATI

Wisconsin
Spot "
foinpSPORTS

BROADCASTING
7th

Year!

• Marquette University Football
Exclusive!

• Milwaukee Brewers Baseball
F xclush el

• Milwaukee Hawks Basketball
5th Yv~!

• Wisconsin Univ. Basketball

NOW
exclusive in
Milwaukee

ALL

GREEN BAY
PACKER GAMES
• This year thirty-eight Wisconsin. Michigan, Minnesota and
Iowa radio stations chose for
i Ik n home town audiences the
exclusive play by-play reports of
ilu Green Bay Packer Football
games
originated by WEMP's
Ear] ( rillespie.
Further proof thai WEMP is
youi besl round-the-clock Alii
waukee radio buy. Dollai w ise,
siatistii s show you get -i g limes

more audience on WEMP than
an) Milwaukee network station.

Get the facts before you buy . . .
ca!I, write or wire collect your nearest Headlcy-Reed office or WEMP,
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin.
Complete Coverage— All
Major Milwaukee and
Wisconsin Sports . . .

WEMP
AM-FM 1340 K. C.
24 Nrs. Music . News • Spirts
MILWAUKEE

Robert C.

lr. %inr

i*€tlmer

President
Flako Products Corp., New Brunswick, N. J.

When a lawyer steps up to the presidency of a food manufacturing
eoneern. you might expect that highly conservative business poli< :ies
would follow. This was not the ease when Boh Palmer and his associates acquired control of Flako Products Corp. in April 1952.
The company, which manufactures Flakorn Corn Mulhn Mix. Cuplets Cup Cake Mix. Flako Pie Crust Mix. and Flakies Cookie Mix. had
always concentrated most of its advertising appropriation in newspapers with only occasional excursions into other media. Now the
firm, while protecting its longtime investment in a "newspaper audience." has expanded its promotion to embrace radio-T\ . trade papers,
and magazines to push its four major baking mixes.
In fact, about 50'/ of this year s ad appropriation will he spent in
the air media via H. B. LeQualte. Inc. Currently, Flako sponsors
('•alcn Drake on 49 CBS radio outlets every week. Through TV spots
Flako gets across 63 LO-second announcements a week over 12 station-.
Palmer puts heavy stress on teamwork in everything lie does. In
speaking of the company s future plans he emphasizes thai am plavs
called are the result of coordinated efforts with hi- associate, vt illiam
II. Sheffield. Jr.. executive \.p. and treasurer.
The same thinking is reflected in his marketing concept "Nol only
aie u< expanding in our use of media, hut almost all of our advertising is now deliberately geared to help the food retailer by the promotion ol store-wide food items which he sells in addition to our mixes.
\\ t feel thai our most effective selling i> that which helps buyers."
Mill in his earl\ forties. Palmer had been a director of the company lor five years before taking over active control. "Turning to
radio and l\. he explains, "seemed a perfect way ol demonstrating
to our dealers the vigorous, aggressive management my associates
and I planned lor the company .
Actually, almost the first ration taken by Bob Palmer and his
associates aftei they have acquired control of Flako Products Corp.,
was to authorize a statement to the food industry, published in paid
space, pledging just such management.
Married, and the father ol three children, Bob Palmer is a graduate of Yale and the Y i. I . Law School, lie served in the Navj
('in mil:

the

landi

war

and

was

honorably

discharged

a-

a

lieutenant
• • •
SPONSOR

WGN
NOW
ONE

50,000 Watts
A Clear Channel Station

OFFERS
RATE

MORE

FOR LESS

from 7:00 A.M. to 10:30 P.M.

EFFECTIVE

NOVEMBER

1, 1952

NOW, more than ever before, WGN
the greatest buy in the Middle West:
Radii) Homes

Six Years Ago
One Month Ago
NOVEMBER 1

In WGN's

Coverage Area*

3,761,000
5,079,000
5,079,000

is

Homes Available
Per Dollar**

4,178
5,643
11,287

This means, as of November 1, you can reach 7,109
more homes per dollar than you could six years
ago, and 5,644 more homes than a month ago . . .
WGN, the BEST advertising buy in the Middle West.
* Nielsen Radio Index

A Clear Channel Station . . .
Serving the Middle West
MBS
Eastern Sales

* Based on Class A, I time, hour rate

V^fsJ

Chicago 11
Illinois
50.000 Watts

720

On Your Dial

Chicago office for Minneapolis-St. Paul. Detroit. Cincinnati and Milwaukee
Office: 220 F. 42nd Street. New York 17. N. Y. for New York City. Philadelphia and

Boston

Ceo. P. Hollingberjr ( •
Advertising Solicitors for All Other cities
I os \njieles — 411 \\ . 5th street
• Sew York— 50ii 5th \\rnin• Atlanta — 223 Peachtree Street
t in. .i.-.. — 307 N. Michigan Avenue
• San Francisco — 625 Market .Street

19
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Ears and towers, sales and dollars— these make modern heraldry for
The Plus Network. +Ears to mark the 17 million radio homes
in NON-TV AMERICA (dominated 2-1 by mbs) and the 73 million
family-hours-a-day of radio listening in TV America

y

(where mbs alone is gaining listeners).* A neighborly
radio tower to set the mbs pattern of the most
stations nearest the most people (560 affiliates—
nearly double any other network's). + Sales gains

BQ IgjgLW <§> m B<

to show what mbs is doing for clients (and
billings up 13% here, 1st 9 months
over '51). + Stretched dollars to
represent mbs economy (lowest costs
in all broadcast advertising).
+ + + + These four forces, put together
Plus way, can herald new profits for you
Mutual Broadcasting System • 1440 Broadway • New York 18 • LOngacre 4-8000

New developments on SPONSOR

stories

KFWB
LOS ANGELES

LEADS

ALL

LOS ANGELES
INDEPENDENTS
according to 1952
Pulse Out-of-Home
Listening Survey

LOS ANGELES

is

FIRST
in total number of
automobile

radios with

837,000

WHEN

YOU

BUY

GET THIS

MAKETHE

WISE BUY!

THE
BRANHAM
COMPANY
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
IOS ANGILIS
CHARLOTTE
OETROIT
ATLANTA
MEMPHIS
ST. LOUIS
DALLAS

22

27fWM
of service in
THIRD LARGEST
America's
MARKET

LOS

ANGELES
HARRY
Pn»J<ml

MAIZLISH
G,*„*l Mwg.r

Griffin's

merchandising

of new

TV

sponsorship

includes

SOOJ

"Griffin:

ISSIIC:

10 March

SliniCCtl

spot
Veteran
new
launches

subway

17-year

posters,

spot

car

cards

wonder"

1952. p. 25

Griffin
radio user
TV
via net
product

Till this fall, the Griffin Manufacturing Co. never wandered very
far from relying on spot radio as the mainstay of its advertising,
spending about two-thirds of its over-ST.000.000 budget in that medium. But the company was recently faced with a special sales problem which its agency, Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, felt spot
radio alone could not solve — with the necessary speed.
Griffin wanted to launch a new product. Microsheen Boot Polish,
and get it rolling on the market this fall. To do this, they sought a
vehicle which would give the new product a big. attention-getting
lendoff and help get it across to dealers and consumers as quickly as
possible. A high-rated network TV show seemed to be the answer —
and NBC-TV's Your Show of Shoivs I Saturdays. 9:00 to 10:30 p.m. I
was elected. Griffin now bankrolls a 10-minute segment on the show.
The company is merchandising its Show of Shows sponsorship to
the fullest extent. It has issued subway station posters and car cards
which prominently feature stars Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca, and
boost one or another of the Griffin products — Microsheen. Liquid
Wax. or ABC Polish. Subway and train riders in all major cities in
ihe East and in Chicago are seeing lots of the comedy duo in this
way; they're pictured on posters in 11 different poses (a measure
t£ken by Griffin so that people will not tire of seeing the same photo
all the time). Sid and Imogene are similarly starred in other Griffin
merchandising pieces, counter cards, shelf strips, as well as in its
current trade advertising.
Actually hea\ \ merchandising of air campaigns is nothing new
li. Griffin; they've been doing it all along with their radio advertising to assure their items good shelf position and favor with retailers.
For most of the year, Griffin has been using some 300 stations in
its radio spot schedule. With the new TV campaign and the usual
seasonal slowdown in the months around Thanksgiving and Christmas, they have presently reduced the spot schedule somewhat; their
plans, however, include the balancing of the TV network coverage
with spot radio in markets not reached or not completeh covered ]>\
the Show oj Shows.
I Griffin used TV once before; they sponsored Paul \\ hiteman s TV
Tern Club I ABC-TV I from March through June. L950, but dropped
it because its circulation wasn t wide enough to do a proper job).
Jim Walker. Griffin account executive at Bermingham. Castleman
S Pierce, reports an enthusiasiic response from die trade on the
Show of Shows venture, though no concrete sales results are available a> yet.
* * *
SPONSOR

Hell lift Your Sales
to a new high
in the Great Seattle Market

The KRSC

Salemaker Spot Plan will boost

your sales in the Seattle market to an alltime high — right now! Terrific all-day, allwaek impact! More listeners per dollar!
And, the Salemaker is easy to use, easy to
buy. Eight spots per day cost you no more
than a one-a-day schedule on a network
station.

Bj

For complete

Salemaker

KRSC National
sentative:

facts call or wire

Sales or our

nearest

repre-

EAST:

Geo. W. Clark, Inc.

WEST:

Lee F. O'Connell Co., Los Angeles
Western
Radio Sales, San Francisco

u
1
1I
1 M 11

A

ml 1 IIP

( |

sells
the

1
1I

A Bfc

all
big

Seattle

market
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Handsome, affable Jim Patterson, MC of WBT's
afternoon-antic show, "By Jimminy", is deft with discs and
cunning with commercials. Sponsor messages, introduced by any
prologue from a storm at sea to a 10-second playlet
(all Patterson voices), rate high attention — and an audience
larger than the next two most popular Charlotte 4:30 P. M.
programs. For serene selling to 3,000,000 Carolinians,
COLOSSUS

OF TUF CAROLINAS

investigate "By Jimminy"!

CHARLOTTE

NORTH

CAROLINA

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

COMPARISON

OF WHAN-MEASURED

AIR

DATA

IN MIDWEST

WITH THAT OF EAST IS NOW

Fads unlimited
Forest Whan

diary-interview studies give

unique qualitative look at radio/TV
in Kansas, Iowa, and New England in 1952

W hat new Whan studies mean to advertisers
1.

Radio/TV set saturation in two typical Midwestern
areas and one major Eastern area are now on a
comparative
basis for study by all broadcast users.

2.

The extent of out-of-home listening, in cars and elsewhere— such as in restaurants, for example — is charted,
along with qualitative facts on usage and air preferences.

3.

Special diary studies record the amount of time spent
with leading ad media, show that radio is still ahead in
Midivest and East among competing indoor ad media.

20 OCTOBER

1952

POSSIBLE WITH

NEW

STUDIES

Timebuyers and admen,
who have long used the annual Midwestern radio-TV audience
studies of Dr. Forest L. Whan as keystones in the planning of farm-area
hroadcast campaigns, received some
welcome news this month. For the first
time, admen can compare the Whanmeasured broadcast habits and preferences ofKansas and Iowa with those
of the industrialized, highly urbanized
Eastern United States.
What has made this possible is the
recently released and newest of Dr.
Whan's area reports, entitled "The
Boston Trade and Distribution Area."
The study is new in scope, but old in
method ; the same meticulous yardstick
that had been applied for more than a
decade and a half to Kansas and Iowa
was applied to New England. Thus, all
three areas studies are now comparable to each other.
Credit for adding this new dimension to the earlier Whan studies, and
for producing a valuable piece of reWBZ

search in itself, goes to Westinghouse's
and WBZ-TV. and to Free & Pe25

ters. WBZ's representatives. Determined to prove that radio remains a
powerful medium even in the TV-con-

THREE STATIONS SUBSIDIZED NEW

WHAN

SURVEYS (L. TO R.) WHO'S

PAUL LOYET, WIBWS

scious area around Boston, WBZ courageous!) subsidized the new report, at
the recommendation of Free & Peters.

audience, coverage, and station preferences for both areas, representing
key time buying information.

I The word "courageous" applies.
Dr. Forest L. Whan specifically warns
stations that if they intend to publish
the report, they must publish it in full
— whether or not the station looks good
in all of the findings. I

7. An exploration of the public's attitudes toward radio and TV, and their
recommendations for improvement.

It's clear that the release of the
"Boston Trade and Distribution Area"
report, in conjunction with the Kansas report ( subsidized by Topeka's
WIBW) and the Iowa study (subsidized by Des Moines' WHO) will be
a broadcast research milestone in f 952.
The facts speak for themselves; by
comparing the two Midwestern studies
with the new Boston-area report, admen can now evaluate East vs. Midwest radio and television audiences on
such yardsticks as:
1. Radio set ownership and use. including much valuable data on multiple-set use. in the Midwest and in
the F>ast.
2. Television set ownership and use.
including data on simultaneous use of
radio and video receivers in homes, in
both Eastern and Midwestern areas.
'). Out-of-home radio listening habits, with qualitative data on where the
listening is being done and how long.
4. Auto-radio listening facts and
figures, showing the amount and time
of car radio listening, program and
station preferences, etc.
5. In-home work, leisure, and comparative media activities in the Midwest ami East, which throw much new
lighl on radio's strength.
6. Hadio and TV stations' share "I
26

8. A complete profile of listening
and viewing habits, covering share of
audience by quarter hours for weekdays and weekends.
As Dr. Whan himself states, "To
pick from this wealth of material the
most outstanding finding in the surveys is quite impossible. The surveys
are a gigantic sales tool for both radio
and television."
In the charts on these pages, and in
the report which follows. SPONSOR has
attempted, however, to select many of
the most useful and thought-provoking
findings in the studies. They are not
a summary of the complete report by
any means, since each of the studies
comprises nearly 100 pages of charts,
maps, graphs, findings, and conclusions, sponsor strongly recommends
that interested agencies and clients obtain copies of the full reports from the
sponsoring stations, or from Dr. Whan
himself at the University of Wichita,
and then pan even more nuggets from
lhi> gold mine of research.
For advertisers with a special interest in the habits and preferences of
farm-area broadcast audiences, there is
much to be learned bv comparing the
findings of the 1952 Kansas and Iowa
Whan studies with previous radio-TV
measurements by the famous researcher. Using a "stratified" personal inlerview-plus-diary technique of surveying, Dr. Whan's research

learns

have

SPONSOR

BEN LUDY, AND WBZ'S W. C. SWARTLEY

built up a continuous record of broadcasting impact in the Midwest, for 16
and 15 years respectively for Kansas
and Iowa. I See "Radio listening in the
Midwest:
Spring 1951.1
1951," in sponsor
for 19 November
Most leading advertisers who have
products to sell in all parts of the
country are, understandably, most interested in what Dr. Whan's studies
show about radio-television in the East
as compared, on the same yardstick,
with the Midwest.
Therefore, what follows below are
key comparisons from the three 1952

TW
iMoand
set own ersWp (

Researcher

Advertiser's view
on YV/i<tii reports

Forest L. Ilfinii

I). Clements

Educator, researcher, and
authority
on radio/TV,
Dr. Forest L. Whan designed the meticulous
surreys of broadcast
audiences in the Midwest
and East which hear his
name.
He is chairman
of

ad

manager of Oklahoma
Tire &■ Supply, is a big fan
of WharCs, uses the survey
data extensively in spending a $600,000 budget
in spot radio throughout
four big Midwestern
states.

the University of Wichita's
Committee on Radio-TV .

Says

Sperry:

mendous

"Tre-

information !"

area studies by Dr. Forest L. Whan:

sets. In Kansas and Iowa, the figures

the charts show. However, in the total

1. Radio and TV set ownership —

are slightly higher — 99$ and 99.2$
respectively for at least one radio.

area surveyed by Dr. Whan in New
England, some 21.1% of the city and

Proof of the "dispersal effect" of
TV — that is, when a TV set comes into
the home, people buy more radios, and
put them all around the house — can
be seen in the figures on multiple-set
homes in these same charts. The Bos-

country homes — and that's about one
in every five — have three or more radios. This reflects the fact that some

ton area, with its higher degree of urbanization, more TV stations, and better TV reception because of proximity
to TV outlets, is ahead of the Midwest
on the score of TV set saturation, as

the figures on multiple-set homes are
also lower. About 13. 3' < of the homes
in Kansas have three or more radios;

East and Midwest. It's generally accepted, though not always remembered, by every adman that radio
throughout the nation is at near-saturation levels. Just how big radio really is in these two key areas can be
judged from the charts on this page.
They show, for example, that 98.6%
of the total homes in the multi-state
"Boston Trading & Distribution Area"'
are radio-equipped with one or more

listening to radio is done on secondary
sets due to TV. In Kansas and Iowa,
where the impact of TV has been less,

in Iowa, the figure is 15.1$ • Bostonarea families are ahead in extra sets.

IN NEW ENGLAND

IN MIDWEST
Kansas
an survey covered all of state of Kansas, using a "stratisampling technitiue.
In all, same
7,(150 families were
•rvieuetl in urban
areas, villages, and farms;
-15.2^/q of
• e same families
filled out tme of four different
ratliodiaries.
Whan
surrey
period:
13-20
April
1952.

Ownershio
pentage
of home;
pped
with:

Iowa

Boston Trade & Distribution Area

Whan survey covered all of the state of Iowa, using a
"stratified" sampling technique. In till, sttme 9,143 families were interviewed in urban areas, villages, anil farms:
some 43.4% of these families filled oat one of four different radio-TV homes
diaries.
Period:
20-311 March
1932.

Whan survey covered virtually all t>f Massachusetts;
all of \eu Hampshire; 12 counties of southern
Maine and eastern half of Vermont. Some 10,0**:i
families acre interviewed per sttn ally ; 1,107 homes
reported uith diaries.
Period:
17-28
January
1952,

of radio sets in the home
Total
Area

Farm
Homes

Village
Homes

Ownershio
Urban
Homes

Percentage
equipped

of homes
with:

of radio sets in the home
Farm
Homes

Total
Area

radios

more radios

.0'
99.1
46

* more

radios

13.3

r more

radios

3.4

37.0
98.4'
7.8

99.1%

99.3%

42.1

54.6
18.3

11.3

1.2

5.2

1 or

more

radios

2 cr

more

radios

3 or

more

radios

4

more

radios

or

99.2
51.6
15.1
4.2

%

99.2^
48.2
10.7

Homes

Percentage
equipped

of home*
with :

46.2
12.47r;
98.

19.3
56.4
6.0

of radio sets in the home
Metropolitan
Boston

Total
Area

98.6%

99.4%

2.2

3.1

Ownership

Urban

Village
Homes

If more

Sperry,

1 or

more

radios

2 or

more

radios

3 or

more

radios

4 or

more

radios

Outside
Area

98.4%

98.7
55.0
6.8
20.2

21.9
57.1

55.9
21.1
7.2

7.7

3.2
Jc

Ownershio

of TV sets in the home

Total
Area

entage
of all
•s with TV
sets

Farm
Homes

Village
Homes

Ownership
Area

11.7%

10.0'

of TV sets in the home

Total

Urban
Homes

Percentage
homes
with

of all
TV
sets

Ownership

Farm
Homes

Village

Urban

Homes

Homes

30.9%

Total
Area
Percentage
homes

.0'
' yet11operating
outlets6.8as
in the

of TV

with

of
TV

sets

in

the

Metropolitan
Boston

home
Outside
Area

all
sets

49.5%

67.4%

32.2%

of Kansas.
However,
viewing is done to a TV
et in Omaha, Neb., two in Kansas City, Mo., and
stations telecasting from Tulsa and Oklahoma City.

NOTE: One TV outlet is in the center of the state of
Iowa at Ames; another is on the border at Davenport.
Two Omaha TV outlets,
in Rock Island are
25.7' and one
21.2' viewing to others.
viewed in Iowa, plus some minor
21.0'

NOTE: Aiea is sirred primarily by tiro Boston
T) outlets. Sunn- viewing in area is done to
Tl nutlets in New Haven. Schenectady, but
Boston stations hare over 90% of audi

ICE: "The Kansas
>r Forest L. Whan

SOURCE:
"The
Dr.
Forest
L.

SOURCE:
"The
Kansas
Radio-Television
Audience
1952" study by Dr. Forest L Whan,
April 1952

TE: There are no T\

Radio-Television
Audience of
of the University of Wichita,

1952"
April

study
1952

1952
Whan,

Iowa Radio- Television Audience
Survey"
by
University
of Wichita,
March-April
1952

of

%% Mo radio)
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and use j
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and

Ownership

of

Pi rvrntag.es
suits
of all
Owning
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radio-equipped

families

see

radio-equipped
ownership

of
car
radio
interviews

auto:
All

Iowa

ered,

home

previous

lee

Ownership

automobiles*

are based
on
re*
each
group.
all
famili ps in
Car owning
All families
families
questioned

58.8%

questioned

page)

60.3

Farm
Village

families

Urban

families

60.6

Urban

families

Radio \s. TV" in the Bos-

Car
own inn
families

67.4%
67.8

65.7

families

63.9

51.4
55.9

68.6

Car radio use by riders in radio-equipped ou

Percentages based on replies from riders in such cars:
used
1,809 teomen, 7B1 men "1interviewed
; 990 diary-reporting men. Figures
are
for car-radio-owning "1 families
used
It:

Percentages based on replies from riders in such cat
1,717 teomen* 1,125 men interviewed; 1*138 diary-*
porting men.
Figures are for car-radio-owning familie

1

used

the

radio":

All

reporting
riders

....

riders
riders

....

car

radio
yesterday"
Women
terviewedInterviewed
Men In-

49.6%

car

SOURCE-

ter-Hours
28

on
groutt\

Car radio use by riders in radio-equipped autos

53.5
49.4
47.6

57.7%
61.1
53.5
55.5

"I
re porting
Men diary-

64.8%

Whan,

"Yes,
car
All

I

Village
Urban

66.1

used

the

used

the

car

riders
riders
riders

46.1
44.4
46.2

51.3
53.4%
55.0
55.3

During January 1952 in the "Boston
Trading & Distribution Area," when
every other home could potentially be
reached by television, radio accounted
for an average of 90% of the total
broadcast audience or better, quarterhour by quarter-hour, between the
hours of 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. on
weekdays. ( This should at least prove
the tremendous strength of early-morning radio in heavily populated, TVconscious areas.)
However, radio continues to hold up
during the rest of the day, when listening and viewing in the Boston area are
compared.
of the total Radio's
broadcastpercentage
audience share
from
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. still gives radio figures in the 80's and 90's, TV
percentages, in the 10's and 20's.
In fact. TV doesn't really make its
mark until around 4:00 p.m.. when the
begin to drop to the mid-50's
figures
for
radio on a percentage share of the
total air audience. In the early evening, between 6:00 p.m. and 8:00
p.m., radio jumps back strongly, until
the balance is often 70-30 in its favor.
Then, late at night, radio picks up
steam again for a strong finish.
SPONSOR

used

66.8
63.7'
67.0
60.8

sured this factor for a number
of years.
The numc
of radio-equipped
cars jumped
47%
between
1949 a
1952 in Kansas,
39%
in 45Iowa
.9' The number of radi

1952

ton study clearly shows.

"I

radio
yesterday"
today'
Women
InMen In* Men diaterviewed
tervlewed reportln

radio"
:
reporting
Farm

today"

63.7
63.7

"Data
concerning
the continuing
growth
of the number
of radio-equipped cars can be found in both the Kansas
and
Iowa
1952
Whan
studies,
since both
have
mea-

labelled "Share of \udienee 1>\ Ouar-

families

questioned

66.5
71.5

Urban

ity of TV's growth, the feeling that it
is an exciting new medium, the clamor
of sales departments for TV advertising— have contributed to this.
Dr. Whan's figures for the Boston
stud) which covers almost all of Massachusetts, allof New Hampshire, half
of Vermont, and southern Maine —
show that practically one out of every
two homes in the area (49.5^ of the
total homes) lias a television set. and
can get reception on it. (In metropolitan Boston itself, this figure rises to
nearK seven out of 10 homes having
T\ : (.7. 1', of the total.)
But these homes are far from lost
as far as radio is concerned, as a chart

families

56.0

Farm

they are not in use. However, the extent to which radios are used in the
Midwest and in the East is a surprise.
Radio usage in areas underneath the
umbrella of TV outlets is generally
thought by most advertisers to have
suffered terribly from TV competition.
Many factors — the widespread public-

automobi

58.3%

All

57.9

families

All

radio-equipped

families

Farm

Village

ing— East aandlot Midwest.
radio'sa
advertisers
of radios To
around
house mean less than nothing when

a

Village

"Yes,

listening and view-

Owning
auto:

rodio-equipped

page I

of cur
radio•'.' tninership
all
families are in based
each
Interviews

questioned

65.5%

the

2. Radio-TV

of

Percentages
suits
of all

previous

The big wallop of TV in an area
where every other home has a TV set.
according to Whan's study, therefore.
looks more like a quick jab. TV is
strongest from about 8:00 p.m. until
around 11:00 p.m. Then. TV walks
off with something like 55' v to 60%
of the air audience, leaving the rest
divided up among radio outlets.
However, it should be pointed out
that in some 7% to 13% of the TV-
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Boston Trade & Distribution Area
(For
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Ownership
Percentages
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a

ed,
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of

see
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radio-equipped

of car radio
9,995
families

automobiles*

ownership
are
interviewed
in
All

radio-equipped

based
radio

families

questioned
Boston

Outside

area families.

Urban

families

on rehomes.

Car owning
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families

questioned

Metropolitan
families

page)

46.1%

62.0%

46.4
45.7
46.1
46.1

67.0
57.8
64.2
52.2

Car radio use by riders in radio-equipped autos

"I used the car
"I used
it
radio
yesterday"
today"
Women
InMen In- Men diary
terviewed
tervlewed reporting

the

50.7%

All

reporting
Metropolitan
Boston
Outside area
Urban
Rural

53.5
47.4
50.7
50.8

51.6
52.4
52.0'
51.9
52.3

60.0
55.4'
61.1
56.8
50.3

quipped cars in the Boston Trade &

1 ' ( of the tractors have radios. Their
use brings the Midwest back in line
with the East on mobile radio usa
3. In the East, half the women and
a little more than half the men who
ride in cars that are radio-equipped
use the radios. For the Midwest, tinfigures are almost exactly the same.
4. In the East, about one out of four
women riders and one out of five male
drivers who use the car radio turn it
on within the first five miles. In the

3. Out-of-home radio listening —
East and Midwest. Two different

Midwest, the "turn-on" time is even
faster. About one out of every three
male and female drivers alike in the
Midwest who use a car radio snap it
on within five miles.

types of out-of-home listening were
measured by Dr. Forest L. Whan and
his associates in making the two Midwestern reports and the report in the
New England area. The first of these
was auto-radio listening which accounts, according to Pulse studies, for
some 50% or more of out-of-home radio listening.

Percentages based on replies from riders in such cars:
1,028 women and 969 men interviewed ; 2,055 diary-reporting men.
Figures are for car-radit>~owning families:

"Yes.
I used
car radio":

of listening and viewing done in homes
in the East and Midwest, as shown in
the chart at bottom of page. In the
East, the average male adult spends
about 130 minutes a day listening to
radio; the average female adult spends
about 174 minutes. In the Midwest,
the combined average is around 180
minutes a day spend with radio by
male adults; about 340 minutes by
adult females.

The other phase of out-of-home listening checked by Whan concerned
the amount of listening done in noncar locations, such as business establishments, restaurants, and the like.

Distribution area

an't be traced on a iong-term basis, since this is the
■rst Whan survey conducted
in the New
England
area.

Here are some of the highlight findings on auto radio listening (for further data, see charts at top left of
1. In the East, nearly half (46.1%)
of all the families in the Boston area
equipped homes on week nights, and
from 7% to 16% on weekends. Boston-area families were listening to radio while other members of the family
were watching TV. not to mention the
large amount of out-of-home radio listening done in cars and outside locations of various sorts.
This type of pattern is also true of
the Kansas-Iowa studies and can be
measured off against the total amounts

own radio-equipped cars. In the Midwest, the figures are: Kansas, 58.8%;
Iowa, 58.3%.
Of such families:
2. In the East, about half of the
women and more than two-thirds of
the men ride in these cars on an average day. In the Midwest, the figures
are slightly less, but almost as large.
(Note: In the Midwest, between 10%
and 15% of the trucks used in agricultural work are radio-equipped;
some

IN MIDWEST
area
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20
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page)
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minutes,
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Watching
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Reading

a

magazine

see

four media
average
day

minutes,
ided
by

( Figures

100 miles, slightly less than seven out
of 10 women and slightly more than
seven out of 10 men will turn on the
radio during the trip. In the Midwest,
for the same distance, about threequarters of the Iowa females and eight
out of 10 Iowa males will use the radio; about eight out of 10 adult Kansas females and nearly nine out of 10
Kansas males will also turn on the
radio in their cars.
6. Generally speaking, the more
miles that are driven in a radioequipped car, the more likely is the
radio to be used. The same applies to
the number of trips taken each day in
a radio-equipped auto. Interestingly,
the place of residence ( urban or rural )
doesn't seem to have much effect on
the use of car radios, both in the East
and in the Midwest.
As for other forms of out-of-home
listening, about one out of 10 persons
{Please turn to page 87)

IN NEW ENGLAND

Kansas
(For

5. On a long haul, the set in a radioequipped car gets lots of use. In the
East, if the distance traveled is over
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NOTE: The figures in the three charts above reflect the activities of adult ing to add that radio manages to get into the act during every media activmen and women in these three areas with four leading ad media. However, ity except that of TV viewing. About 25% of the time spent in reading
they do not show media activities of teen-agers and children. It's interest- magazines and newspapers is also spent with radio turned on while reading.
SOURCE:

Whan,
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Is daytime TV overpriced?
\ group (if important agencies has been bringing repeated pressure for the past
several months on the TV net work- to
reduce their daytime rates. What gives
this "movement"" significance is the
fact that the agencies which have been
nudging the networks hardest on the
subject — Compton. Benton ii. Bow les,
and Young & Rubicam — each have a
stake in the advertising budget of
Procter & Gamble. It will be recalled
that the stand taken by P&G on nighttime rates had much to do with sparking the rec< nt round of nighttime rate
cuts on the radio networks.
In exploring the topic among agencies, sponsors, and networks, SPONSOR
found that the feeling about daytime
TV rates in most agenc) quarters was
far more intense than it had been about
cutting radio nighttime rates. Here is
howr one agency executive accounted
for this upper emotional register:
"The problem of daytime rates is
serious because it has created an economic roadblock for us. As much as
wed like to go on exploiting the possibilities of daytime television we can't
justifx the networks" pricing formula.
It's unrealistic, inequitable, and devoid

PRICED RIGHT:

o| economic logic. Were excited about
finding out how: daytime TV can be
made to click, but we'll have to do it
on the basis of showing the client that
dollarwise it's relatively as good, if not
better,
than what he
at night."'
The discussion
on gets
daytime
TV rates
between the agencies and the networks
has so far been highlighted by an exchange of research data. Compton and
Benton & Bowles have figured as the
chief protagonists on this front. They
have been centering their fire around a
sheaf of research charts, prepared at
Compton. which, thev contend, prove
that network daytime TV is improperly
priced. Summarized, the charts showr:
1. In 1948 the percentage of homes
using radio at night was 36.1. while the
percentage of homes using radio in the
da> time was 25.3. With the figure 100
representing the nighttime percentage
ol sets-in-use. the ratio of daytime to
nighttime listening was thus 70'v. At
that time the network's davtime rate
was 50'/ of the nighttime rate.
2. In 1951 the percentage of homes
using TV at night was 56. while the
percentage of homes using TV during
the day was 19.8. With the figure l(ll)
representing
the nighttime
level of

"Kate
Smith,"
NBC,
"Strike
But tew daytime shows have

viewing, the ratio of daytime to nighttime sets in use was only 36'/ . The
network daytime rate at the time was
l as still is I 50' < of the nighttime rate.
Though pegging day TV rates on the
same 50' i formula as in radio, the nets
were not delivering equivalent audience.
Statistically. NBC seems to have
been carrying most of the rebuttal battle with these two agencies. NBC recently compiled some figures of its own
on the subject. They were based on TV
audience averages compiled by A. C.
Nielsen for the first quarter of 1952.
\\ hile the figures showed a rise of 21.1
for daytime viewing, the nighttime
quotient also went up — to 59.2. In the
final analysis the daytime levels were
still 36' i of the evening levels.
However. NBC was not fazed b\ this
development. Using the same period
(the first quarter of 1952). it dug into
the question of average ratings for all
TV network advertisers, and came up
with this information: The average rating for all sponsored programs between
1 :00 and 5:00 p.m. weekdays was 12.3.
The average rating for all sponsored
programs between 1:00 and 5:00 p.m.
weekdays was 12.3. The average rating:

It Rich,"
CBS,
are among
daytime
done as well and even "Kate
Smith"

shows
isn't

which deliver low cost-per- 1 ,000.
sold out this year as it was last

rlajor agencies, mainly P&G*s, are now bringing pressure
in nets to cut rates, claiming audience is iiia<ficc|iiatc

YES

agencies
base request
ior rate eut
on tin if si nit' telerision sets -in -use fitfttres
Agencies point to daytime sets-in-use for 1951 as prime
argument for reducing rates. Full-year figures nut lay-

|\||J nets point la lower
program
eosts,
low cost-per-M, ehanee to built! Srttnehise
0

Daytime TV advertiser can get low cost-per-1 .000 since
his programing costs tend to be much lower. Hut some
sponsors lost out by spending too much on fancy production instead of buying
lower-cost
participations

0

There is little competition for audience today sitae CHS
specializes in mid-mornings, NHC in later afternoons.
Thus advertisers can get a bigger piece of the daytime

time listening at '.id'} of nights for '51; '52 sets-in-use
are about the same.
Hut time costs 50%
of night rate
Traditionally, network radio rate structure put daytime
at 50' ( of nights. Agencies say folloning suit in TV teas
arbitrary more which has not been justified by audience
delivered.
Many doubt day audience icill build up soon
Majority of agencies surveyed by SPONSOR

feel daytime

audience pie today than they're likely to in years to come
%

TV rates should be pegged at 35(i of night rate. Other
opinions ranged between 25 and 40l"r of nighttime rates.
Compton, ll&li. 1 &R are leaders in effort to change rates

for all sponsored programs between
0:00 and 11:00 p.m. all days of the
weeks was 24.9. And the average advertiser using daytime TV, henceforth,
had a rating which was 49% as large
as the average evening advertiser. At
that time, as NBC pointed out in submitting the figures to Compton and
B&B, the daytime rate was about in the
same proportion, nameh
509? °f tne

TOO COSTLY:

rate for night lime.
Compton and B&B

Advertisers in daytime TV should think of it in longrange terms and take advantage of their opportunity
to build a franchise as many of them did in radio.
Value of frttnehises will outweigh
rate considerations

label this as

'nothing more than an iffy argument."
Say the agencies: These figures are
based on an artificial situation, one in
which practically no competition exists
and where the advent of competitive
programing could radically change the
share-of-audience and rating pictures
over night. The nstwork may prefer to

u;e ratings as a yardstick of measurement, but an agency is accustomed to
measuring a buy in terms of cost-per1.000. And the measurements so far,
with but few exceptions, have disclosed
that on a per-1.000 basis network daytime rates as compared to nighttime
costs are way out of wack.
The majority of agencies and adver{ Please turn to page 88 I

"Ruth Lyons," "Bill Goodwin,"
both NBC, are two of daytime TV's casualties. Audiences they built weren't
large enough to justify their cost. Agencies say there may be more sponsors dropping out if rates aren't cut
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Ruppert sales climbed out of red
ii'ith strong push front radio and TV
YEAR

1948

1949

THESE

FACTORS

AFFECTED

GROSS

SALES

Five-week wildcat strike

PROFIT OR

Three-month strike crippled

NET

$1,662,465

$25,799,000

NET

Downward trend arrested, but

LOSS

$1,610,379

$30,309,000

lack of demand limited sales

LOSS

$85,167
LOSS

$39,761,000

started sales skid

production, maimed distribution

1950

NET

SALES

NET

LOSS

Unprecedented $100,000 spent in
1951

$479,098

$38,806,000

30-day spot radio campaign

NET

PROFIT

heralding new beer, Knickerbocker

1952
(first half)

Heavy air campaign spearheads
$748,760

$22,483,000

drive for new business, promises

NET

PROFIT

record sales and profits
I95I
which

show with Dagmar
began

beer

was

firm's

part of Ruppert
return

to

black

air effort
ink

status

lllllllllilllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM

How Ruppert wooed the women
gl

|/|/ 1

After taking heavy losses for Hire*' years,
Ruppert created new Knickerbocker beer,

used saturation daytime radio to win female acceptance and skyrocket sales

City's Jacob Ruppert Brewery was the
room housing the gleaming copper
mixing kettles. Sales had hit a new

to throw away the red ink, mark up
profits of $479,098 for 1951, and
$748,760 in profits for the first six
months of 1952.
How did Ruppert do it?

low and the company's hooks showed
a net loss of almost $3,360,000 over a
three-year period. Yet, in the 18
months that followed Ruppert was able

Said a competitor: "They tried
techniques which everyone in the industry had previously believed to be
wrong and ended up developing a new

Back in early 1951 the only
bright spot in New York

32

marketing concept. First, they practically threw away the name Ruppert
which had been associated with beer
for over 80 years. They followed that
by starting their campaign for the new
Knickerbocker brand in March 1951
— fully two months before the 'beer
season' starts. Worse yet, they tried
to introduce the new brand in the naSPONSOR

Ruppert strategy tettmmates
President

Fred Linder, v.p. & sales director

Herman

A. Katz, and ad manager J. J. Taylor

(1. to r.) headed up group which devised
advertising and marketing concepts to put
over new

tion's toughest beer markets: New
York and New England, both of which
are under a steady sales barrage by
established brands."
The competitor groaned as he added.
"But the topper was the fact that although Ruppert was just about up
against the wall financially, they threw
$100,000 during that first month into
daytime spot radio — daytime, when the
great bulk of your listeners are women.
How did they put these unorthodox
factors together and make them click?
You tell me!"
The answer lies in the old adage.
"Necessity is the mother of invention." Itdidn't take an exhaustive survey at the end of 1949 to discover the
fact that Ruppert beer wasn't pleasing
either beer drinkers or retailers; the
company's
profit
andclear.
loss After
statements
made that fact
all too
much
research and experimentation. Ruppert
came up with a new beer, new name,
and a new marketing concept.
The new beer was designed to please

the American palate which has shown
a pronounced taste for lighter, drier
i less sweet) fermented beverages. The
new marketing plan was designed to
cash in on the trend toward increased
sales of packaged beer in preference to
draught beer.
Says Larry Milligan, then Ruppert
account executive at
pert gave us a new
Knickerbocker beer,
limited budget, and

Biow Co.. "Rupproduct named
a comparatively
orders to get it

off the ground — and fast!"
Top Ruppert executives who formed
the new policy included President Fred
Linrler; V.P. and Director of Sales
Herman A. Katz; Advertising Manager
and Marketing Director John J. Taylor.
The financial straits of the company
didn't help the situation any. The difficulty of the problem is explained by
Larry Milligan who says, "The trouble was that we didn't have time to
give the new Knickerbocker brand a
slow buildup. We needed new custom-

new-

Knickerbocker beer in tough markets.

ers in a hurry. We decided that in
view of our regional distribution
(Maine to Florida, but heavily concentrated inNew York and New England ) the most economical way to
reach a large mass of people quicklv
was through spot radio. And because
packaged beer far outsells draught
beer, making it a grocery store item,
we decided to concentrate on the women. Besides, it's easier to change a
woman's
At the mind!"
time the new brand was introduced Ruppert was represented on
TV by Broadway Open House — a show
for which Anchor Hocking Glass Co.
(Ruppert's bottle supplier) was paying
production costs and for which Ruppert paid time charges in selected markets. This show was continued until
August 1951.
On radio, Ruppert had the Kenneth
Banghart newscasts via WNBC at 6:00
p.m. This program drew a large family audience.
[Please turn to page 80)

Ruppert uses air merlin
to win it display spaee in
chain stores and taverns
Use of WNBC's "Chain Lightning"
merchandising plan got Ruppert top
display space (see picture at right)
in over 1,600 grocery chain stores.
Mailing
piece to all dealers pointed
up balanced use of air media on 37
stations to keep sales messages
constantly
before
beer drinkers.
Football
forecasts by noted pigskin
prognosticator are sent to draught beer
outlets each week,
tie in with
weekly
radio program
slanted
at
predominantly male audience.
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SAM HAYES' FAMOUS
LAST-MINUTE FOOTBALL FORECASTS
FRIDAYS

Stations, broadcasting more than
500 Radio and TV Knickerbocker ^=7-~~
sales messages each week!
gfijflOtfS
News Broadcasts, Participation Shows,
Disk Jockeys, 3-per-week TV
^^ftV
Shows, Musical Programs, M/£SAfff^^t
Sports, Straight "Spots
" £/ja/^/

10:45 P.M.

-vT" y~y— - .TT-ni

r

WN8C..660

ON YOUR

DIAl

Sam Hayes Picks these Winners
for Saturday j£
Games
DARTMOUTH

PENNSYLVANIA
HOLY CROSS
TENNESSEE

20
26
14
14

GEORGIA
TEXAS
A. & M.
MICHIGAN STATE
PURDUE
TEXAS

17
14

20

28

NORTHWESTERN
WISCONSIN

7
21

DAYTIME THRU NIGHTTIME
i^S
EVERYBODY - EVERYWHERE
^\V
IS HEARING ABOUT

1952

S2S

FATHER KNICKERBOCKER BRINGS YOU

* V

NEW

YORK'S

FORDHAM
DUKE
NORTH

2t
14
CAROUNA14

KENTUCKY
OREGON
STATE
OHIO
STATE
NOTRE
DAME
VANDERBILT
ILLINOIS

13
7
7
26
7
6

N
\

WCAli TV

O/d way: lack of
I.D. standards in TV
resulted in lack
oi uniformity

*&

Bulova's

4Z

10

'

"J

6

$

in late

no two stations

the

used

same

Balops at left had to

custom-made

s

I.D.'s

by the tact that

format.

CHANNEL

pioneer

1948 were hampered

for

each

I.D.
be

outlet

How to sell in 10 Tl seconds
Standardization of video "I.D." announcements

has opened the door to the

multi-market use of these low-cost, readily available "talking billboards'*
^»«, a> As a
i Vv
spread

technique
for widenational advertising.

*

the I.D. is one of TV's newest. Its real birth, as far as many major clients are concerned, was during
May of this year, when a TV conference held at New York's Biltmore Hotel laid down the first "national" set
of standards for the 10-second TV
commercials that are linked to station
call letters I see sponsor 14 July 1952) .
This historic meeting was largely
unnoticed at the time. However, the
outcome of this friendly get-together
of agencymen and station representatives is beginning to be of major importance. Sponsored by the National
Association of Radio and Television
Station Representatives, under
rection of T. F. Flanagan, the
produced a scl of television I.D.
rules that were the consensus

the disession
ground
ol such

well-known spot TV personalities as:
Susan Mumford, Anne Wright, and
Fred Raphael of J. Walter Thompson;
II. Norman "Red" Neubcrt of NBC
Spot Sales; Bill Schneider, Irwin Segelstein. and Herb Leder of Benton &
Bowles;
Don
McClure
of McCann-
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Erickson; Jack
fin of Free &
and Jim Neale
brod of N. W.
Esty.
Y&R; and Ted

Brooke and Lloyd GrifPeters; Russ Raycroft
of D-F-S; Dave GudeAyer; John Freese of
Grunewald of William

I The TV I.D. standards established

fit the vagaries of individual station
rules. Film was almost out of the question; lengths of video and audio material varied widely, and the running
time of film is a fixed quantity. The
"nuisance costs" of making up each

by this group, and now agreed to by
over 85 TV stations, appear in the box
at upper right on these pages.)

set separately quickly reduced the overall effectiveness of the technique as
more and more TV stations came on
the air in 1948. 1949. and 1950.

Only a handful of pioneer TV advertisers— notably, of course, Bulova
Watch Co. and P&G— can tell you
what a difference there is between

NARTSR format makes possible such I.D. campaigns
as this Transfilm
series
for the
1953
Buick
autos

having the new set of national I.D.
standards in force today and a situation where every TV station went its
own way in setting local requirements.
"In the days before standardization of
the audio and video in I.D.'s. working
out an\ kind of uniform I.D. spot campaign was like trying to send a railroad freight car from New York to
San Francisco in tbe days before the
track widths of 1 .S. railroads were
standardized," one TV adman recalls.
Every set of I.D.'s and the\ were

usuall) slides-plus-copy had to be
custom designed and custom written to
SPONSOR
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New

Ill Illlllllllllllllllllll

way:

TV

Illllllllllllllllllllilllllll!

industry

standards

set

by

NARTSR

make

I.D.

7. Trade Name of I.D. Segment — // was agreed that for purposes of standardization and definition of the si>ot as a specific segment of time these spots would
be identified by the agencies, as well as the stations, as 10 seconds even though the
actual commercial and stations I.D. portion totaled only eight seconds a/together.

TV

quarters of screen area, leaving upper right quarter of screen area for station
identification, which would show call letters and location of individual TV stations.

of agency
station

7 952

(see
of

story)
NARTSR

brought
about
shown at left.

the standards
More than

85

have

TV

outlets

TV format

accepted
for I.D.'s

live action

Between 1949 and early 1952, the
use of TV I.D. announcements was almost entirely the province of local

Multi-market use of Buick I.D.'s is
practical since call letters are printed
optically
by Transfilm
using
master.
Action shows the new
with

animated

lettering

movie
Buick.

superimposed

animation

I.D.'s, regardless of cost, to establish
good time franchises.
In the few months between May of
this year and this issue of SPONSOR,
the situation has changed rapidly. TV
stations which once hung out the

May

possible

and

sponsorship

this new

4. Timing
The actual timing would be: 1% seconds
(36 frames) — Open;
6
seconds — Commercial Audio; 2 seconds — Station Identification Audio; Vj. second
(12 frames) — Close. This timing is considered best by station reps and agencymen.

TV advertisers, who didn't have to
worry about the headaches of multimarket differences in format. If you
searched long enough, you could find
a handful of national advertisers — like
Procter & Gamble, Colgate. Benson &
Hedges, the big watch firms, and a few
others — who continued to use TV

in

under

Agencies agreed to utilize three-

meeting

executives

reps

2. Position of Station
I.D. Audio
// was agreed that the position of the
audio portion of the station identification would follow the audio portion of the
commercial for the sponsoring product
or service in giving
station call letters.

3. Position of Station I.D. on Screen

uniformity

Historic

II1!1

Illlll Ill1

I

Mil

Illlllllllllllllllllll

Illllllllllll

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllll

llllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllBIIIIIIIIII^

Simple

animation,

plus artwork

of

product package does the job for l'&G
in current widespread I.D. campaign
for Tide.
Call letter format here was
developed

'"Standing
Room have
Only" found
sign to
video
advertisers
thatspot
in

prior to new

NABTSB

rules

adopting the NARTSR standards they
have almost doubled the amount of
their spot availabilities. Advertisers
and agencies who have vainly sought

balopticon

such choice spot slots as "the station
break before / Love Lucy" on CBS TV
affiliates have found that such choice
spot positions do show up these days
in the form of station identifications.
From the client's standpoint, the situation is still far from perfect. Variations and peculiarities in I.D. formats
persist among some of the top TV stations. For example, the seven TV outlets represented b\ CBS Television
Spot Sales will all take the NARTSR-

Low-cost

stop motion

approved I.D.'s. but give preference
to an earlier CBS format in which the
upper 25' i left-to-right slice of the
screen (as opposed to NARTSR's "upI Please turn to page 74)
20 OCTOBER

slides, with live voice over,

have
done
much
to boost
New
York's
"TV Guide" to top spot in local video
fan magazines.
Slides portray cover of
the current issue, plug leading features

Eye-catching

effects

of

moving

cigarettes
in Parliament
I.D.'s are
done with frame-by-frame
exposures as in animation,
deliver
a

well-remembered

message

for

firm

1952

F/%
parliament/ i

kiiip iiis

happy with its
4.5 rating
Intensive merchandising of "King
Arthur Godfrey" show has substantially
widened meat packer's distribution

ffl By

King Arthur Godfrey and
His Roundtable has an

average rating of 4.0 or
4.5, and its sponsor, Kingan & Co.. is
perfectly satisfied that the show is doing a good job.
Why is this meat-packing firm content with the results of its Sunday afternoon CBS show despite the rather
unspectacular rating? The answer is
threefold: (ll Kingan's peculiar distribution problem; (21 the firm's relatively small advertising budget; (3)
the problems of the meat-packing industry in general.

Ad
sales

Supervisor

Bob

meeting

with

Pruett
help

(left)

points

of agency's

up

John

new

When Kingan decided to go into
network radio about a year ago ( at the
recommendation of Warwick & Legler,
its agency since April 1951). the company's distribution was almost, but
not quite, national. With headquarters in Indianapolis, Kingan branches
stretched out to the West Coast, the
South, the Southeast, the Midwest, and
the East. The Rocky Mountain area,
for one. was not covered.
More important, until after World
War II, Kingan hadn't concentrated on
the branded manufactured items which
actually are the money-makers in the

Kingan

Warwick,

slogan

Allan

at

Bishop

meat-packing field. And until 1951,
Kingan had no sustained merchandising and advertising program for its
manufactured items. Hence there was
little consumer demand for the product, and Kingan's distribution remained inadequate in proportion to
the firm's potential.
In 1951, N. Bruce Ashby came to
Kingan as sales manager I he is now
v.p. in charge of marketing). Together
with Robert P. Pruett, advertising supervisor. Ashby consulted Warwick &
Legler to map out a strategy which
would
bring the Kingan
name
into

N. Bruce Ashbv. v.p. of sales (left), urged Kingan to concentrate on processed meats. Discussing radio show with him is Hal Ranck, mgr. of adv.
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homes across the country. At the agency, co-Account Executives John Warwick and Allan Bishop summarized
the problems of the Midwestern company thusly:
• Like other meat packers. Kingan
was faced not so much with the need

show without definite format, it has
spontaneity and timeliness. And as a
salesman of food products, Godfrey,
of course, has proved himself to a long
list of other sponsors — Lipton, Nabisco. Pillsbury. and numerous others.
The fact that the show is taped kept

of educating the public to the advantages of processed meats per se, but
with the problem of stamping the name
of their product in the minds of housewives. Brand competition is hot in the
meat-packing business.
• Kingan did not have complete dis-

the cost of production down. A 39week year of sponsorship cost Kingan
under .$500,000 for time and talent.
For Kingan, however, this is hefty

tribut'on. The problem was, therefore,
to build demand for the product on
the strength of which Kingan could get
into more stores. Sales increases and
spiraling demand would be automatic.
These two factors pointed to a need
for a strong sales personality, someone
who would tie in well with the extensive merchandising which Bruce Ashby as well as the agencvmen thought
essential to increasing distribution.
CBS' package of a half-hour taped
Arthur Godfrey show was the answer
to Kingan 's advertising problem. This
show is a taped digest of "the best of
Godfre\" from his regular daily morning program. "A sort of soap opera
with variety entertainment." as Producer-Director Will Roland puts it. A
20 OCTOBER

spending. With a total 1951 advertising budget of approximately $625,000.
the plunge into network radio absorbed the major portion of the budget.
The agency has recommended a slightly higher budget for 1952. It was not
set at presstime. I Kingan during October is undergoing merger with another firm; this has delayed final budgetary decisions. Time for the next 13
weeks of Godfrey is already contracted
for. starting 12 October. I
Despite the fact that its shows is
on the network. Kingan managed t<>
maintain many of the advantages and
flexibility of spot coverage in selected
markets. Originally, CBS sold the show
to a specially tailor-made Kingan network of 04 stations. With the exception of two markets network coverage
jibed with areas in which Kingan had
salesmen.
In those markets where Kin-

gan had no salesmen, canned meat
brokers handled the line.
This year Kingan is again sponsoring the Godfrey program, but on a
104-station CBS network. This expansion in markets reflects the success of
the first year of sponsorship.
The 5:00 to 5:30 p.m. Sunday time
of the show suits Kingan very well
since it reaches not only the housewife,
but also Kingan salesmen and the retail grocer on his "day off." The average retail grocer is unfamiliar with
air advertising. Since he rarely has a
chance to hear those daytime programs
on which foods are mentioned, the grocer fails to understand the importance
of air advertising in moving goods.
In order to tie in the Godfrey name
more closely with Kingan & Co., the
show is called King Arthur Godfrey
and His Roundtable. The agency also
recommended a slogan for the company— "King of Fine Foods" — to tie
in with the show. To carry out this
theme. Godfrey appears on in-store
posters and other display material
wearing the Kingan crown. The intensive merchandising program has
been spearheaded by Hal Ranck, manager of the Kingan merchandising and
advertising division, as well as War(Please turn to j^age 60)
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Do your agency's presentations
Ulll

I Ull

lU

51LCU

t

They're bound to it they're anything

like the devilish c| nick sands for the mind described herein
// you ve ever [seen bored, dazed, or otherwise put to
.slumber by a presentation, you'll enjoy the article at
right by N . W . Ayer researcher Shirley Stone. What
Stephen Potter has done for games with his book on
(Gamesmanship (or how to win without actually cheating). Miss Stone does for the world of research presentations. Byspoofing the dull delivery which some-

limes mars even the best radio-TV presentations — in
and out of agencies — she casts light on how presentations can be made more interesting. Her satire highlights flaws in delivery everyone who gives presentations should learn to avoid (see flaws listed directly
below, and for a biographical sketch of Presentationship Specialist Shirley Stone see page opposite).

The Research Expert is the
new medicine man of the
advertising profession, but few people
outside the research business know the
most important ingredient of his magic. It is his sedative ability. In a business fraught with neuroses and ulcers,
a good research man can soothe the
agency to slumber, and if necessarj
calm the most captious client. His
soporific? The Presentation.
Nowadays it seems that every new
statistic, every new survey, calls for a
presentation. I he uninitiated see chart
talk piled upon chart talk, and wonder
why they are necessary. Half of these
talks, as a kind estimate, actually have
something to say. But the other half?
As a long-time giver and attender
of presentations. I have made a discovery about that other half. They are
meant to have nothing to say. They
are meant not to be heard. The\ are a
new invention in good employee and
client relations, a calm in the middle
of a storm, the pause that refreshes.
They are the advertising profession's
answer to the psychiatrist.
Yet up to now, there has been no
scientific guide for the research man
on this important pubic service he can
render. This is a gap that must be
filled if we are to reduce the national
blood pressure. Here, for the first time.
I propose to deal methodically with the
problem as follows:
I. The Sample To prepare the
ground, you must first be sure to size
up your audience. Only in this \va\
will you know what your basic strategy
must be. A representative audience to
a research presentation is composed of
the following people:
1. The Copy Writers. They were
asked in because the presentation deals
with Gust, the new detergent made
with chlorophyll. At any mention of
research they always say proudly,
"Never went beyond long division in
school." Figures frighten them, and
they are pretty easy to knock off.
2. The Account Executives. These
men are fond of telling you that "figures don't lie but all liars figure." Account executives are pretty easy to put
to sleep, but it is most difficult to know
when they are asleep, since they are
trained to drowse with their eyes open.
3. Assorted Art Directors, Producers, etc. I hey thought it was a movie
on the Caribbean, and will remember
an

urgent appointment shortly.
4. The Client. Does not listen.
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Will

ask you to explain this to him a couple
of weeks later, when you can tell him
anything that pops into your mind.
5. Timebuyers. Ten minutes after
the) get there they're called away because a "crisis" has come up in their
department, or they recall they're due
at another presentation ( by a network
or station rep i and they pack off to
that one.
('. The Amateur Statistician. You
will find one of these at every presentation. Can be distinguished by the small
piece of scrap paper on which he scribbles fiercely. This bo\ is taking a second semester in statistics at N.Y.U..
and if given the opportunity, will tear
your presentation to shreds. If you
know he is planning to come, send him
to the public librar\ or City Hall on
any pretext. If he turns up. refer to
my section on special problems later
in this guide.
7. The Head. This man has soaked
up a lot of research through the pores.
Has a mind like an IBM machine. Notoriously good at staying awake. He
can be fixed only if you have excellent staying power. See section on
special problems.

Shirley Stone is
iV. W. li/er uss't. director
of radio-TV research
Horn in Boston, Shirley Stone
worked her way through Bates
College as a nail/ess. udder.
housemaid, salesgirl, assistant in a
printing shop. She graduated
magna cum laudr. won Phi Beta
Kappa key. She has an M.A.
from Columbia, also attended V.
of Mexico on a fellowship from
the Pan American I nion. She
says: ''After I flunked out as
a secretary {no typing or shorthand). Ibecame assistant manager of advertising research
for Schenley Distillers from 1946
to 1948."' In 1948 she came to
IV. W . Ayer as assistant director
of radio-TV research where she
has worked on radio-TV accounts
solely, including AT&T. National
Dairy. Atlantic Refining,
Cannon Mills.

II. Setting' the Stage Setting
the stage properly is of primary importance. With a little luck, a proper background can do half your work for you
in a few minutes.

First arrange the chairs so the high
ones are in front. If possible, put all
tall people in these chairs. Uncomfortable chairs are most likely to divert
the audiences attention from what you
are saying. If you can swing it. dim
all the lights except for one 40-watt
spot over your head. The audience will
often hypnotize itself without any effort on your part. Delsarte Finch,
grand old man of research and frequently regarded among savants as the
most soporific presentation specialist
of them all. once managed to have this
spot wink off and on at regular intervals. He says the audience fell like
flies. Of course, this may be difficult
to arrange.
With the lights down, of course,
you're not sure about measuring the
effect of your system. Some people prefer to leave the lights on and count the
scalps as they fall. Delsarte. for instance, sets up a par score for each person in the audience. If the victim
doesnt go to sleep on schedule. Delsarte fines himself by doing all calculations longhand the next day.

But these are not maneuvers for a
beginner. Let us go on to the actual
presentation.

III. The Opening Move

There

are several good ways for you to begin
a presentation. The standard opening
is the Long Silence. Shift nervously
from foot to foot, and stare into the
distance as if vou were contemplating infinity. Ibis immediately assures
the audience that you are hardly aware
of their presence, a feeling that soothes
them. An advanced variation of the
Long Silence is the Punctuated Silence.
In this technique, you clear your throat
and stop, and so on. This can be \aI Please turn to page 85 •
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1. Appearances

TV star appearances are big audience builders, can be used in many ways.
Jackie Gleason banners tie in political convention with Detroit appearance

Top, "Foreign
Intrigue" star appears on WAAM
Captain
Video's rangers, bottom,
in children's

show.
parade

Five wap to promote your T
You're losing out on chances to build audience if you give promotion sliruggin
are souse techniques which have proved most effective for many national televisio
VP%f
^S

It 1 1 1 a\ -i- -i 1 1 a truism to sa\
thai a I \ advertise] must
sell his program to the public before lie can sell bis product but
the point has not penetrated as deeply
a^ might be supposed.
On the one band there are national
advertisers who. realizing the impact
and promotional opportunities inherent in TV personalities and programs,
hand over a substantia] promotional
budget to their agencies. Their object: tu insure that the largest possible
audience i> on the receiving end ol
their TV commercials.
On the other band there are advertisers (some ol whom have substantial
investments sunk
40

into TV

programs)

who refuse to spend a ptnn\ for promotion. They look to the TV networks
and stations to carry the brunt of promotional activities, and some leel that
TV program promotion is something
they should get for nothing.
While it is true that the effect of
almost any kind of promotion is hard
to measure (and some kinds are impossible) there is evidence that TV
program promotion pays oil. Some recent confidential surveys, SPONSOR
learned, have been made b\ agencies
following heav) promotional barrages
in ke\ markets. The studies showed
slow but steady rises in the number
of viewers. Moth advertisers and agencies were satislied that the promotional

effort was the cause of the increase.
The fact that some of America's
largest and shrewdest advertisers and
agencies bet heavily on promotion
(along with publicity) is further proof
that it pays off. In this article, sponsor will discuss some of the most effective audience promotion techniques
used by sponsors and agencies as well
as point up what networks and stations
are doing to back up their clients.
After a quick look at what is being
done in TV program promotion, one
thing becomes readily apparent: The
visual impact of TV is opening up new
avenues never used in radio promotion
and

repaving old ones which

have a

SPONSOR

•SCOSMETICS

Xto^S&XxW*

CAN
CrtAMNIL

S

(EHmiiikStctti?

iwa Welcomes

2. Displays

ED SULLIVAN
IN

- LINCOLN-MERCURY

PERSON
dealers who bring you fine can

deliberately designed

fo* MODERN

LIVING ore proud

to bring to you tha to8s*T«s'er of
"TOAST

OF THE TOWN"
'I

TUESDAY.
0 ISA

Au«est

24

Auquit

27

I

Store display tying in product with
TV show is common merchandising
technique, but sometimes technique
is effective for show promotion
alone. DuMont uses window of midtown New York City drug store to
promote quiz show "What's the
Story?". Display points up heavy
mail
response,
ties in show
stars

' 2 n*0«L AJ,tri(. ',g■ I tl ■
■■ ■

H«J *»d St«t» ' -

,2 P. M.

WEDNESDAY

Left

i

Givt

£d

3. Trailers

Sullivon

- tY DEALER

MID-TOWN

motors,

14th and Locust

•

Des Moines

•

inc.
Phone 2-8323

Des Moines Lincoln-Mercury dealer runs ad on Ed Sullivan's
•our through city, gives program a plug as well as himself

irogram
tention.

Herein

Here coming-attraction plugs used
in movies, TV get new twist. Picture is from series of "Who Am
I?" teasers made up by BBDO to
promote DuPont's "Cavalcade of
America." Agency sends four slides
for each teaser to stations showing
interest in using them. Audience
finds out answer in last slide. The
scene pictured is from "Poor Richard," a story of Benjamin
Franklin

4. Newspapers

5. Magazine ads

Nets, stations advertise TV shows
but often run long lists in one
ad. Ford dealers run newspaper
ad of their own, list future shows

National Dairy ads in "Life" and "Saturday Evening
Post" are keyed to its "Big Top" show on CBS TV.
Colorful circus theme makes good copy; agency can
thus bring attention to program, net at top of ad

^sponsors, agencies

Announcing
a fuw

Ford
long record of success in the movie
exploitation business.
In radio, for example, a soap opera
actor or actress was nothing more than
an anonymous voice. A faithful listener could trip over his favorite soap
opera character in the street and not
know who it was. On TV, soap opera
faces are almost as well known as
brand names and they can be used to
promote the program in a manner undreamed ofin radio promotion.
As for the movie angle, promotional
men are learning (there is still a lot to
learn about TV program promotion I
that some of the classic movie exploi( Please turn to page 64)
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THEY

RE ALL

BACK

. . and out front with the customers
You might easily picture this time clock in stores
■ ■ ■ .-■:■:■■'.■ '" - ■

all over the country. And with the same names. For
Benny, Bergen, Crosby, Godfrey, and company have
started a new fall season on CBS Radio. And they're
giving their greatest performances not only in 43

11

million homes and 27 million cars— but as salesmen
behind counters from coast to coast.
There's no sales force like them — for selling more
things to more people in more places. . .
It makes a difference that so many of the leading
/
7kc &*^tu£L

shows are heard on the same network. (More of
them are on CBS Radio than on all other networks
combined.) For they bring all the network's
sponsors into a main stream of customer traffic.

-o A7.

--

They create the best locations in all advertising.
For this reason 25 per cent more time is sponsored

no. *»

J>£oA4 t$rCis

on CBS Radio than on any other network. And the
time-slots still available have all the "crowd"
advantages of stores next to Macy's or Gimbel's.

%

Around the clock CBS Radio's star attractions
assure the greatest carry-over of listeners from show
to show . . . the largest average audience . . . the
lowest advertising cost
You too can be out front with the customers

on the CBS

RADIO

NETWORK

note: Sunday, 2:30 to 4:00 pin (Slot 77) has just been filled by the
New York Philharmonic-Symphony for Willys-Overland Motors, Inc.

CATALOG
SPONSOR:

Montgomery

CAPSULE

CASE

SUEDE

OFFER
Ward

HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Montgomery

Ward

Direct
catalog

office in Worcester offered copies of their new fall catalog
via announcements on WORC, asking listeners to call in
their requests. In one week, 124 requests came in (some
written ) from all over the county. As a direct result of
the books placed, orders averaging between $15 and $27
started pouring in before the neek ended. The sponsor
netted over $2,500 in sales from an expenditure of $48.
WORC.

I'llix.i; \M : \nnouncements

Worcester

SPONSOR:

REVITALIZER

Sterling Drug Co. (retail)

Direct

a single announcement in the KTMS participating program. The Jane West Show. On the two days following
this announcement, the store sold almost its entire stock
of Leprechaun Mist.

Announcement

KTMS. Santa Barbara. Cal.

SPONSOR:
CAPSULE

Merkin Paints

cost: $5.

PROGRAM:

HOUSEHOLD

results

AGENCY:

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When the Sterling Drug Co.
in Santa Barbara began to stock a new suede revitalizer,
Leprechaun Mist, the oivners of the store decided to see
what radio would do to move the product. They bought

The Jane West Show

PAINT

AGENCY:

CASE HISTORY:

Friend, Reiss & McGlone

Six months

ago, Merkin

Paints started sponsoring this five-minute newscast at
12:00 noon, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, for a
13-week test. An offer on the show of a free booklet and
color card pulled an average of 150 to 200 requests a
week. Local Merkin dealers also reported a big demand
for the booklet plus hikes in sales. Sponsor is so impressed with the "tremendous increase" in sales since he
started using the program, he has renewed for the fourth
13-week cycle. Cost: $408 per tveek.

'..

WNBC.

FURNITURE
SPONSOR:

Phillips

New York

PROGRAM:

GARMENT

Radio & Furniture

AGENCY:

Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When a fire caused considerable smoke and water damage in this store, it decided
to run a fire sale. On 1 July, the day before the sale,
Phillips ran 10 announcements over CKNW at a cost of
$47. Next morning crowds besieged the store and the first

SPONSOR:
CAPSULE

News at Noon

RAGS

Bintz Brothers
CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Direct

Just before a big "Dollar

Day" was to be held by the merchants of Zanesville, Bintz
Bros, department store received 12 dozen plastic garment

lial 'I-day's gross ivas upwards of $8,000 ( selling was halfday only since Wednesday is an early closing day in that
area I . Campaign was sustained and July became Phillips
biggest month ever.

bags too late to be included in the store's full-page newspaper ad. To move the bags, the store took two announcements on WHIZ the day before the sale. When the doors
opened the next morning, nine or 10 customers of the
group wailing outside immediately asked for the bags.
Result: The entire lot was cleaned out by 2:00 p.m.

CKNW,

WHIZ. Zanesville, Ohi.,

New

Westminster, H. C.

FISHING
SPONSOR:

Ward's

PROGRAM:

Participation

PLATE

REELS
\rmj & Nav> Store

\GENCY:

Direct

SPONSOR:

I MM II. ( w: HISTORY: Ward's wanted to get rid
of over 50 fishing reels a lough job at the end of the
fishing season. Price of each reel: $14. Store bought a

CAPSULE

daily one-minute participation on a new d.j. show, Matinee with Paul Coleman, heard Monday through Friday,
12:15 to I :30 p.m. After mentions on five days, the sponsor called a halt: All the reels were sold and customers
were still demanding them. Cost of five announcements:
$22. Revenue from sale of reels: $700.
WINK.

Binghamton, V

Y.

PKOCK

\\I:

Matinee with
I loleman

Paul

GLASS

Pittsburgh
CASE

PROGRAM : Announcements

Plate Glass Co.

HISTORY:

AGENCY

: Direct

This participating d.j. show,

broadcast daily 2:30 to 5:00 p.m., originates each day
from the place of business of a different sponsor. On
Thursdays, it is broadcast from the Pittsburgh Plate
Class Co. retail store. Sponsor reports some 00 to 100
calls from potential customers during each broadcast : up
to 70 people come into store to see each show. At cost of
$01 per tveek. sponsor found this July's business up 2\'/<
over same month last year, gives McAnulty Show credit.
kW.I.I. Portland, Ore.

PROGR

\M: Bob MeAnult} Show

almost

off the

nation's
Si sales
take place
.....-■-■\

WJR's
primary
"-v*

coverage

the GREAT
VOICE

area
*°X

'"':,„■■ :■:'■ -■

%

of the

\

GREAT

*)•/**■

WJ R

MARKET

LAKES

DATA

(Primary Coverage Area)
% of U.S. Total

Population
12,601,300
8.3
Radio Homes
3,784,170
8.1
Retail Sales
$13,613,431,000 9.3
Food Sales
$ 3,266,766,000 9.4
Drug Sales
$
464,447,000 10.3
Filling Station Sales
$
739,614,000 10.1
Passenger Car Registrations. .. .
4,116,934 10.V

Almost 10% of the total U. S. (national) sales are made within
WJR's primary signal area. Get your share of sales in this rich
market. When you set your budgets and plan your schedules, use
WJR, the only single medium that reaches this entire market
effectively and economically! Contact WJR or your Christal
representative today!
Radio — Imerica's Greatest

idvertising Medium

WJR, Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan
WJR Eastern Offices. 665 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Represented nationally by the Henry I. Christal Company
Canadian representatives: Radio Time Sales, (Ontario) Ltd.
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50,000 walls
Clear Channel
CBS Radio
Network

WJR

Detroit
The Goodwill Station
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What is the basic formula or criterion for a time'
buyer to use iti determining station selection?
President

Michael J. Merkin

The
piekecl panel
answers
Mr. Merkin

areas, we can compare stations on a

If there is such a
thing as mula
a it"forhas
more ingredients
than an Irish
stew. Certainly
there is no single
factor or set of
statistics which
Miss

Dunlavey

will provide the
answer. Before

starting to select
stations, a timehuyer must know the
answer to the following questions: Is
the clients sales problem local, regional, or national? Who are the customers or potential customers, and what is
their age and income level?
After these facts are known and decisions have been made regarding the
markets or areas in which advertising
i^ needed, it is time to analyze data
which relate to the stations directly.
These include coverage, cost. t\pe of
programing, audience size at various
times, length of time the station has
been on the air, history of the station,
and the caliber of its management.
The careful checks we make, area b\
area, of sales results in relation to advertising expenditures, lor each of our
clients, is an invaluable help in selecting stations for each succeeding year's
campaign for large spot advertisers
like l-\\a\ Cold Tablets. I.wlia K.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and
Black Draught, each of whom use hundreds ol stations.
B\
using ofstations'
rates within
and thetheir
total number
radio homes

cost-per-1,000 basis for radio homes
that could be reached. However, stations which show the lowest cost-per1.000 on this basis may show the highest for homes actually delivered when
Hooperatings. Nielsen, or other rating
services are used to estimate the size
of the audience.

client's advertising message to the largest possible number of potential customers— not the largest number of people. Therefore, sometimes the station
with the smallest audience in numbers
of listeners mav offer the largest potential. Itfollows that to reach a specific grouo. we might use a station that
is programed 100' < with classical music, foreign language, or Negro disk
jockeys.
A station that has one outstanding
personalis or program ma) be a good
buy onl\ if that specific program or
personality is used: therefore a station
list that is prepared in advance ol a requesl for availabilities rhaj have to be
revised then actual buying is initiated.
The selection of stations is not based

Inc.

on any magic formula; it requires continuous evaluation of all available data
in relation to a client's needs.
Mary Dunlavey
Chief Timebuyer
Harry D. Cohen Adv. Co.
New York

In multi-station
TV markets, for
all intents and

Any formula for selecting stations
must include the matching of distribution areas with station coverage as
closely as possible. Otherwise, the client may pay for coverage from which
he cannot possibly benefit.
Ratings are analyzed in evaluating
stations, but, of course, they cannot be
used as an arbitrary yardstick. In some
circumstances, enthusiasm for high ratings must be tempered with the understanding that rating points can be offset partially by the audience loyalty
that exists for some personalities and
programs with relatively low ratings.
The basic idea behind the use of any
station is. or should be. to deliver the

Merkin Paint Co.,
New York

station
has each
equal
purposes,
coverage. The
tion selection
for
problem
of staannouncements is
met by resorting
Miss

Carayas

to the cost-per-

rating
point formula. However, this is
not necessarily
an iron-clad rule, for one must sometimes take into consideration the product in relation to the type of audience.
For example, it would be wise to surround a nail polish comercial with
women's programs at a higher eost-perrating point than around a lower cost
kiddie or sports program.
As to programs: In today's tight
market, beggars can't be choosers. If
you can clear choice time in a onestation market, you deserve a pat on
the back. Even in multi-station markets, the problem in good time clearance is difficult, but if you do clear
time, you have to be careful not to be
up against anv top-rated program.
Radiowise on announcements: The
cost-per-rating point is a good guide
here also, but unlike television the difference of coverage ol stations in the
same market must be considered. Obviously, iftwo stations in a market
have an equal cost-per-rating
point
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SPONSOR

with the kind of adjacencies you want,
the nod should he given to the higher
power stations.
On programs, this can really be a
chore. Consideration must be given to

rTm convinced

KBIG gives us

adjacent programs, ratings, sets-in-use.
power,
and
frequency,
competition,
and station promotion and merchandising. The final decision then resolves
itself to intuition — perhaps that is why
there are so man) women timebuyers.
Maria Carayas

T WE WANT"
WHA
says George Oliver, Adv. Mgr.
Leo J. Meyberg Company

Radio-TV Timebuyer
Roy S. Durstine, Inc.
Neiv York
'We need

There is no rigid
set of rules which
will govern every
station selection
for every client.
However, this

a medium

as big as

Southern California, because that's
our territory— for RCA, Bendix and
other products. So KBIG intrigued
us. Focused power and salt-water
conductivity are not new in radiobut the way KBIG uses them to cover
the whole Southland is new, and
made sense . . .

procedure will be
helpful wherever
it can be used.
Mr.

done.

"What

The second step is to obtain availabilities from all stations under con-

sion with an open mind — he will never be open to just criticism.
Every station has a prestige, coverage, or rate story to tell. The wise
timebmer weighs these stories objectively before he makes his decisions.
Charles J. Lonsdale
Timebuyer
Meldrum & Fewsmith, Inc.
Cleveland
20 OCTOBER
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WL4
■ ■Ml.

~'19^l
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opened

^7^H

my eyes, though,

Southern California. KBIG's signal
was amazing through the entire trip
— in San Diego, in El Centro, in San
Bernardino and in between too. In
some places, KBIG was the only
station we could pick up on the car
radio . . .

big is his market?
Who are his prospects? What is his budget?

ent's objectives in mind. And they
must be weighed with each station's
frequency, power, coverage, network
affiliation, local programing, program
adjacencies, expected audience, rates.
No one factor can be the vardstick.
The timebuyer must have or must
obtain a good understanding of the
market. He must be familiar with each
stations value during specific times of
the day and seasons of the year.
The one single factor which can be
the greatest help to the timebuver is
open-mindedness. If he is fair to station personnel and representatives by
obtaining all available facts, if he is
fair with himself and forms his deci-

^-*

""7:

was a business trip by auto all over

First, the staLonsdale
tion depends upon the job to be
What is the clients aim?
How

sideration. Naturally, these availabilities must be considered with the cli-

m

M

"That sold us. That and the
grams. KBIG

pro-

is heavy on music,

light on talk, and that's refreshing
whether I'm at the wheel or home.
We're selling a lot of RCA 45s with
our spots and 'Are Ya Listening?'
segments on KBIG, and we're glad
that KBIG is going all-out with RCA
45s in programming its music. It's
really very simple— KBIG gives us
what we want, so we bought it."
KBIG gives advertisers what they want in rates, too —
costs realistically geared to today, with a one-time hour
rate of $118, spots as low as $9. Make the Whole Sale at
a Wholesale Rate— get to aM of Southern California, \ViV%
of U.S. Buying Power, with

KBIG

10.000 WATTS
740 KILOCYCLES

STUDIOS IN AVALON
AND HOLLVWOOD

GIANT

SOUTHERN

PACKAGE

CALIFORNIA

OF

RADIO

John Poole Broadcast in ii Company
BUSINESS

OFFICE:

-_ •=--'- "HOLLYWOOD
REPRESENTED

ECONOMY

BY ROBERT

MEEKER

6540 SUNSET

BLVD.,

28, CALIFORNIA
&. ASSOCIATES,

INC
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THE MOST AMAZING
RECORD OF
SALES IN THE HISTORY OF RADIO!
BANKS

like these are grabbing "Freedom, U. S. A."!

•
•
•
•

FIRST AMERICAN STATE BANK, Wausau, Wise. • ■ • ■
PERPETUAL BIDG. ASSOCIATION, Washington, D. C. - - •
CROCKER FIRST NATIONAL BANK, San Francisco. Calif. - PLANTERS NATIONAL BANK I TRUST, Rocky Mount, N. C. - -

WSAU
WTOP
KGO
WFMA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RHINELANDER BLOC. I LOAN ASSOC, Rhinelander, Wise. - ■
FIRST NATIONAL BANK, Odessa, Teias
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LEWISTON, Lewiston, Pa. • • •
BUDGET FINANCE CO., Las Vegas, Nevada
• - •
FIRST CITIZENS BANK I TRUST CO., Fayetteville. N. C. - CITY NATIONAL BANK OF CENTRALIA. Centralia, III. • • •
AMARILLO NATIONAL BANK, Amarillo Texas
MIOLAND NATIONAL BANK, Midland, Texas
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF THE BLACK HILLS, Rapid City, S. 0. MOUNTAIN NATIONAL BANK OF CLIFTON FORGE. Clifton Forge, Va.
SOUTHERN ARIZONA BANK I TRUST CO., Tucson, Ariz. • •
FIDELITY NATIONAL BANK, Twin Falls, Idaho
• ■ • •
FIRST NATIONAL BANK, Missoula, Mont.

W0BT
KOS
WMRF
KLAS
WFNC
WCNT

BAKERIES

•
•
•
i

U. S. A."!

HOME BAKERY, Laramie, Wyoming
MULLER GROCERS BAKING CO., Saginaw and Bay City, Mich.
SUPREME BAKING CO., Des Moines, Iowa
HONEYCRUST BREAD, Somerset, Ky.

BREWERIES

i
»
t
»
>

like these are presenting "Freedom,

KCRS
KOTA
WCFV
KCNA
KTFI
KGVO

like these are signing up "Freedom,

KOWB
- WSAM
KIOA
WSFC
U.S.A."!

GREAT FALLS BREWERIES, INC.. Great Falls, Mont. • • • KF8B
VALLEY DISTRIBUTING CO. FOR GREAT FALLS. Livingston. Mont. - KPRK
FLATHEAD DISTRIBUTING CO. FOR GREAT FALLS, Kalispell, Mont. • KGEZ
FRED KOCH BREWERY, INC., Dunkirk, N. Y.
WFCB
GEORGE F. PFALMER CO., Colorado Springs, Colorado - • • KRDO

\\l

\\ I 1.1I J
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FEATURING EDWIN C. HILL WITH THE DAVID ROSE ORCHESTRA,
JIMMY

WALLINGTON,

AND

AN ALL-STAR SUPPORTING

CAST!

SPONSORS GET RESULTS BECAUSE ZIV MAKES THINGS HAPPEN!
Ziv doesn't just sell you the show and leave you to promote it
the best way you can. Ziv provides brilliantly planned,
elaborately produced, dynamic selling tools to assure you of
tremendous listener response!
THE GREATEST PROMOTION
EVER BUILT AROUND ANY
RADIO PROGRAM!

VBBtt

Just look at the attention-getting, audiencearresting promotional materials shown on
the next page ... all art salesmen-inwaiting . . . ready to go to work for you
when you sponsor the most timely and important radio program on the air today I

*»«£0,S0« 10
4,, .

Radio
oi
...and now a message hom oni s_ponsTV
by Bob Foreman
i Here is Part II of a discussion
I began last issue on television
artists. )
W
Hat actual functions does a
full-time television art man perform? Well, let's look at the more
obvious, the most essential. Although a space writer can put his
copy (with or without a rough layout) in an outgoing box and send
it to his art man, confident of a satisfactory job, not so the TV copywriter.
So much is left unsaid in even
the most detailed commercial
script that the progression of visual action is more implicit than
explicit; for example, transitions
optically or otherwise achieved are
expressed in close-up, medium shot,
long shot, etc.—yel all these instructions are so broad that they
leave more to the imagination than
they really clear up. But the artist
must select the exact angle as well
as the specific field for each camera shot before he draws a single
frame, however rough the story
board may be.
As for the story board itself —
the artist, preferably with the writer, must decide how many frames
to put into the board. Every added
frame costs extra money, uses up
extra time. Yet the vital scenes or
takes or set-ups (call it what you
will) must all be depicted in one
in more frames if an account man
and advertising manager are to be
given a lucid picture of how the
copy goes. How detailed must tindrawing be? Again a vital decision upon which a lot oi cost and
lime — and eventually the okav <>l
the copy rot.
So T"d say no story board will
be really great from either an ad50

vertising or production standpoint
unless it is the joint endeavor
[worked on simultaneously from
the start) of a writer and an artist.
This is true if the TV art man
doesn't add a single thought to
what the writer comes up with—
merely mechanical know-how and
techniques.

spite the fact that the main title
will be run weekly for 39 weeks or
even five years — a real false economy!) as a case in point, take a
look at the / Love Lucy opening
and closing. Here is a topnotch
example of what well-integrated
title and sign-off can do for a sponsor. The Philip Morris copy and
show are beautifully wed, each enhancing the other. The choice of
opticals (irises) and technique
(live combined with animation) is
>uperb, relevant, dramatic, exThese are just a few of the vital
functions a TV art man can perplicit!
form. And with just these purposes, Idon't see how we can get
along without him.

On the other hand, the good TV
art man, adroit in advertising and
competently creative, will do as
much to make the commercial effective asdoes the writer. (This is

commercial

rarely true in print copy!) That's
because of the simple fact that TV
is visualization in motion!

program:
sponsor:

So much for the story board —
perhaps the heart of the business
of commercial television. What
about sponsor identification on
programs? The creation of main
titles for shows is one of the most
important, yet most neglected,
phases of television programing to
date. MGM spends hundreds of
thousands of dollars per year on
artists and art work to produce
main titles that will send a motion
picture off to a good start. How
many television shows begin with
a dull thud caused by two static
cards or a few block letters on
film. Here is the place where you
get your audience or lose it— right
at the start. Here is where you link
up program and product — right at
the start. What more important
commercial spot is there in your
show?
Main titles must be worked out
with the program producers so
that they can bear constant repetition, so that they will intrigue
and sell at the same time! This is
basically your TV art man's problem (and he's usually hampered
with a $500 production budget de-

AGENCY:
STATION:

reviews

SIMULCAST
Clare Booth Luce
BBDO
Republican
Nat'l Committee
WNBC — AM
10:30-11:00

and
p.m.

TV —

Whether or not this program, a simulcast, should be considered here and given
a "commercial critique," I can't say. Nevertheles , shall
I
do just that because certainly the program, from start to finish
on both media, was not intended as entertainment. To the contrary, it was prepared
to sell a candidate and as such I'd say it
went a long way toward accomplishing its
mission.
The reason? An

old axiom of radio

and one we learned recently though quickly in TV. I'm referring to the fact that
straight talk, however vital, however well
prepared or well presented, cannot sustain
interest. But break this palaver up with
well-spaced inserts, verbal in the case of
radio, visual-verbal in the case of television, and you've got yourself a program
that should hold the attention of your
audience.
That's just what Clare Boothe Luce did
as she discussed the Communist problem
in Washington on the TV

hookup, with

film clips of pertinent investigations, and
just the audio of these clips for her radio
broadcast. Thus Mrs. Luce not only made
her presentation

far more

interesting but

SPONSOR

you're right on the button with Waterbury!
Waterbury's largest single employer is Scovill
Manufacturing Company, one of America's leading
brass mills and makers of metal products.
No company better exemplifies the steady expansion
of Waterbury industry than Scovill. It began in 1802
with the manufacture of brass buttons. Today Scovill employs
over 8,000 persons who turn out products as diversified
as paper fasteners— aircraft parts— metal containers for
drugs and cosmetics— and, of course, brass buttons.
In fact, everybody in Waterbury turns a button daily—

the one that tunes to WBRY!
Radio dials in Waterbury "stay put" at WBRY.
For YOU, this means ANY time is GOOD time on WBRYCBS in Waterbury. The March, 1952, Pulse study
shows WBRY

FIRST by far in 44 of 48 daytime quarter hours.

Get your product in use in the lucrative Waterbury
market. Just rely on WBRY!

ask Avery-Knodel for the WBRY story
Waterbury.
Conn.
CBS
5000 Watts
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added tremendous impact and credibility
to the entire message. Authenticity as well.
This device or technique or what-haveyou has too long been something many
politicos have shied away from on the
grounds that it smacks too much of show
business or that it tends to sound phoney
or perhaps because they are smugly convinced that their own charms can sustain
interest for 30 minutes.
Here is another case in point that the
selling ideas, political or product, have
more in common than many will concede.

One-arm

driving is fine

•••

We're getting more evidence of this fact
each day now.

TELEVISION
SPONSOR:
PRODUCER:
AGENCY:
PROGRAM:

Colgate Dental Cream
Robert Lawrence Prods.
Ted Bates
Announcements

Here's a slick use of the "news approach" to television copy and one that
comes off extremely well. It is chosen because this technique will help Colgate combat the actual news value in the chlorophyll dental field.
The Bates TV staff has utilized a West-

••so is one-arm

"park benching"

brook Van

Voorhis type of voice a la

"the voice of the March of Time," to set
the pace for the announcement. It's this
ringing voice that we hear over an excellent series of scenes matted by a map of
the United States. Within this framework, we have doctors and crowd shots
(wonder if they have releases from everybody here) and charts, etc.
In two places there is sound shooting

<$)

••but it takes
two arms to get
the best results

both with "dentist-type" narrators describing on camera the effectiveness of the
product in combating bad breath and tooth
decay. An excellent slap at chlorophyllcolored products is made with a close shot
of Colgate Dental Cream being placed on
a brush as the voice-over makes hay of the

to sell Memphis you need BOTH

WMC
NBC— 5000W
790 K.C.

WMCT
Memphis' Only
TV Station

owned and operated by the Commercial Appeal
National Representatives • The Branham
52

Company

point that it's pure white in color.
The net result of the entire conception
of this spot is a hard-selling announcement, well paced and interesting throughout. As a competitive piece of copy, it
leaves nothing unsaid. Every optical used
furthers the copy story rather than appearing for mere effect. In other words, here
is the professional approach to TV copy
for a drug product and it may well serve
as a model for those who are wandering
off into animation and the other "charm
schools" of advertising.
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and Ernie,
the Hamburger
King

Procter & Gamble is the biggest advertiser in America.
Last year they spent over $18,000,000 in radio. Like the National
Biscuit Company, Liggett & Myers and many other of America's largest
advertisers, they invested more money in radio than in any other medium.
Ernie, the Hamburger King, of 118 Pike Street, Seattle, is one of
the smaller advertisers in America. Last year Ernie spent approximately
$7,000 in radio. Like countless other local merchants from coast to
coast, he invested more money in radio than in any other medium.
Sales results? P&G

had the biggest year in its history. So did Ernie.

-''

(In fact, Ernie's sales climbed to an average of 1,200 hamburgers a day.)
The truth is that at both the national and local level, radio offers
economy and flexibility that no other medium can touch. And do you
realize how much the radio-listening population has grown? Today
there are 105,300,000 radio sets in the U. S. A. Virtually every home is
a radio home — and over half of them have two or man sets.

Broadcast
Advertising
Bureau, Inc.
HAH is an
organization
supported
bv
independent
broadeasters,
networks and

The average American now spends more time with radio than with
magazines, TV and newspapers combined.

station
representatives

Beyond question, the smartest buys in all advertising are being made
in radio. And they're being made right now.
20 OCTOBER
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agency profile

g. B. Geyer
President and Chairman of the Board
Geyer Advertising,
Inc.

It s no trick to figure out how Pat Geyer got the idea for the famous
Man of Distinction campaign. All he had to do was to look into his
own mirror.
Dapper and urbane on the outside though he is. Pat Geyer
theless contemplative and analytical by nature. A bear for
figures, he keeps his research department busy analyzing
ments in radio and TV as fast as they come along. Every

AND
CENTRAL
MOST

ALREADY
NEW

YORK'S

POWERFUL

TV STATION
Represented Nationally
by the Katz Agency

CBS

•

ABC

•

DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

SmACVSEJj

A MEREDITH

STATION

is neverfacts and
developprogram

appearing on Nielsen's radio and TV indices is cost-analyzed and
broken down to a cost-per-commercial-minute figure. His associateknow Pat much prefers to trust the charts, graphs, and studies with
which he surrounds himself rather than the often high-blown sales
pitch of someone with an axe to grind.
With his interest in research, he was a natural selection as Chairman of the Board of the Advertising Research Foundation. Under
the Foundations recently expanded scope, ARF may be destined to
play a major role in radio and TV research. (See "Does radio research need a 'seal of approval?" sponsor, 28 January. I
As Pat Geyer points out. "We've barely scratched the surface in
the field of radio-TV research. That's why I'm particularly interested in Larry Deckinger's Committee on Radio-TV Rating Method-.
We expect this ARF committee to come up with an extremely valuable
tool when it gives its appraisal of the various rating systems now in
use and. possibh. the reasons for differences between the ratings obtained bydifferent methods."
Still another aspect of TV causes Pat some concern. He wonders:
"Are we doing the right thing carrying over radio time buying cycles
into TV? When the new medium's coverage expands to truly national
proportions, will not all but the richest advertisers be frozen out?
Because of competitive factors, radio has recently had to offer greater
flexibility in order to permit an advertiser to match up his production and distribution patterns with his radio advertising. As more T\
time and stations become available, it seems to me that the magazineinsertion type of lime Inning will afford the advertiser an opportunit) to hit hardest at appropriate times and. by means of this flexil>ilit\. get the most out of his advertising dollar."
Personally, Pal depends upon IK casting, ping pong, tennis, and
-oil to maintain a physical flexibility and an athletic prowess that
• • •
shames main \ ounger men.
SPONSOR
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Prestige and listener-preference give
WREC advertisers an anchor to get a
firm hold on this great $2,000,000,000
market. Planned, high quality programming keeps a steady audience of
interested listeners. (WREC has the
highest Hooper rating of any Memphis
Radio Station). Yet, the cost is actually
10.1% less per
in 1946. Tie up
the Mid-South
message on the

thousand listeners than
your sales program in
by keeping your sales
station your customers

prefer— WREC.

MEMPHIS

REPRESENTED
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Rtnlio eontest. Bob Hope

Mind u

go to bat for Jell-O

General Foods is currently giving its

This SPONSOR department features capsuled reports of
broadcast advertising, significance culled from all segments of the
industry.
Contributions
are
welcomed.

HHCi

<*<fiii|)<fi«;ii helps retailers revive ailing business

WWCA, Gary, Indiana, has come up
with a prescription that is currently
getting healthy results for the recently
ailing business of retailers in downtown Gary — and has hiked its own
revenue to boot.

was offered to the Gary Downtown
Merchants' Association at a cost of
$500 per week, and the Association accepted itas set forth. Each of the 20
participating retailers receives an average of eight commercials a week.

Knowing that business in downtown
Gary had been dropping off and convinced that radio could help. WWCA
carefully worked out a proposed air
promotion campaign and presented it
to the Gary Downtown Merchants' Association. The promotion, to run from
7 September through 20 December,
was designed to stimulate store traffic
in the afflicted area by luring back
Gary residents who were shopping elsewhere and attracting shoppers from
surrounding towns and rural areas.
It was planned to reach every segment
of the potential 500.000 listeners in
WWCA's coverage area. It embraced
1. Commercials in broadcasts of
high school football games played b)
Calumet area schools.
2. Commercials on the 7:00 a.m.
WWCA newscast Monday through Friday (the first newscast of the day I .
3. Five announcements
per day.
every day, scheduled in programs designed to reach different audience segments: farmers, suburbanites, Negroes,
foreign-language audience.
4. A contest to run the full 15 weeks
awarding $4,000 in prizes I $200 in
merchandise to each weekly winner,
and at the end of the contest, a $1,000
jackpol plus a vacation trip to Mexico
to the grand prize winner I. To enter
the contest, listeners had to write on
the back of entry blanks (available
only in the downtown Gary stores I
why the) liked to shop in Gar) .
5. Extra promotion and ballyhoo,
including a daily 15-minute program
describing the contest and listing the
prizes: courier announcements plugging the participating merchants; window streamers and decals for the merThe
56

chants; point-of-sale cards.
entire campaign,
all-inclusive,

Jell-0 products a big hypo via radio —
both on the local and national level.
It is 111 running a contest to promote
Jell-0 items on about 250 radio stations (6-31 October land (2) scheduled to sponsor two new programs starring Bob Hope on the NBC Badio network, also for Jell-O.
One of the Hope shows will be a
daily 15-minute morning stanza on
NBC to start 10 November; the other
will be an evening program, Wednesdays, 10:00 to 10:30 p.m., slated for
January 1953.
The current contest is of the writein-and-tell-us-why-you-like-our-productand-send-three-box-tops variety. It is
being promoted via one-minute participations in local live shows on the individual stations, as well as in a few

I he whole promotion centers around
the contest which is directly calculated
to stimulate store traffic. Each commercial bears a tag line urging listeners to stop in at that particular store
and pick up a contest entry blank. By
the end of the second week of the campaign, the original distribution of
5,000 entry blanks had been exhausted.
At this rate, the station anticipates that
100.000 blanks will be issued before
the contest is terminated in December
—with a commensurate increase in
store traffic.
WWCA is delighted wtih the hypo
this campaign has given its business,
and with the newr radio-consciousness
in the entire area. Six of the Association s participating retailers had never
used WWCA previously; the station
also acquired eight new accounts whose
purchases of time were directly influenced by the campaign. They expect
a hike in station revenue of at least

regional network programs (such as
Frank Goss News on the Columbia Pacific Network). Types of shows used
range from homemaking to cowboy to
special-interest commentators, each
picked for local popularity'. Typical:
Feature Foods, WLS, Chicago; Barbara Bavne, WFOF. Minneapolis:
Johnny Gee Show, KOB. Albuquerque:
Martha Deane. WOR. N. Y.
The sponsor is offering not only local and national prizes for contest winners, but is providing incentive for the
show m.c.'s to exert themselves in
pushing the promotion. The m.c. who
does the best job on the contest — bv
pulling the most returns as related to
the size of his listening audience and
at the lowest cost-per-return — gets a
trip to Paris.

• • •

Omaha bakerg finds two
tgpes of Western fan
Peter Pan Bakeries. Omaha, had a
problem. It had to choose between
two Western TV film series — the Gene
Autry Show and The Range Rider-

10', for the last quarter of this year.
Responsible for working out the
campaign were WWCA Commercial
Manager Joseph M. Fife and WWCA
Account Executive Jim Fitzgerald. The
contract was signed for the Gar)
Downtown Men hauls' \ssociation b\
George Fanning, its president.
* * *

Range Rider" does daring stunts; Autry sings

SPONSOR

and decide which one it wanted
to
sponsor on KMTV, Omaha.
Both Peter Pan and its ad agency.
Allen & Reynolds, knew that Westerns
have long proven a successful type of
programing for bakeries (see "Bakers
on the air, sponsor, 25 September
1950). But in studying the problem,
they came to realize that the programs they were considering actually
covered two types of Western fan —
those who would favor a singing cowboy and those who would be more intrigued bya rootin'-shootin' hero who
does brave stunts ( The Range Rider
Result: In order to reach both audiences and get maximum coverage, Peter Pan decided to sponsor both shows
on KMTV on an alternate-week basis
(Sundays 5:30 to 0:00 p.m.. starting
12 October). According to CBS Television Film Sales (which distributes
both syndicated Westerns) this is the
first sponsor to bankroll both the programs, and other sponsors are displaying interest in the idea.
• * •

Briefly . . .
WNHC's new four-story radio building in New Haven, Conn., was recently
dedicated to "The People of New Haven" in special ceremonies.
A half-

WNHC

pres.

Goode

makes

opening

official

hour radio program featured guests
representing the National Broadcasting Company, the Katz Agency of New
York, and leading broadcast trade
journals, as well as WNHC officials.
Cutting the ribbon to officially open
the new building (see photo) is Patrick J. Goode, president of the Elm
City Broadcasting Corp. Looking on
are (1. to r.) : George Hicks, NBC special events reporter; William Celentano, Mayor of New Haven; Fran
Gregory, NBC singer-actress; Edward
C. Obrist, station manager; Aldo DeDominicis, secretary-treasurer of Elm
City Broadcasting.
(Please turn to page 921
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What's New in Research?

Non-parents show more critical attitude
than parents on Western viewing for children

afternoon !
MELODY
BALLROOM
WFBR

crack disc

jockey show — is
the No. 1 radio
record show in
Baltimore in the
afternoon !
Looking for a participation show you can brag
about, instead of having
to justify? WFBR's
home-grown Melody
Ballroom carries more
audience than any other
afternoon radio record
show — more than highcost TV shows! Make
sure your radio dollar's
well spent in Baltimore
—buy Melody Ballroom
on WFBR. Just ask
your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

idvertest Research took a poll on the subject of Western
films among 766 families during September 1952 in the
New York Metropolitan area — making a special effort
to compare the viewing habits of children under 12 with
those of teenagers and adults. Following are findings:
0

70% of the families with children considered Westerns
as good entertainment for the children, while only 59%
non-parents agreed with this point of view.

0

23%
of the parents thought that Westerns lead children
develop bad habits, while 36%
of the non-parents were
of this belief.

0

5% of the parents were in favor of banning Westerns from
TV. while 13% of the non-parents expressed the
same attitude.

0

6% more families watch Westerns
than did when
Advertest
took a similar poll in 1951. Adult viewing was 18% greater
in homes where there are children.
The total number of
families that reported watching Westerns regularly was 60%
of the TV audience.

0

60%
of the families watching Westerns regularly preferred
historical stories with an authentic background over musical
Westerns and purely fictitious Western stories.

0

On the critical side, 7.3%. of all interviewees thought the
Westerns should contain less fighting, shooting, robbing,
and killing.

0

The popularity count on Western series ran as follows:
(1) Hopalong Cassidy. (2) Cisco Kid. (3) Lone Ranger,
(4) Roy Rogers, (5) Gene Autrv. (6) Six Gun Playhouse,
(7) Gabby Hayes. (8) Wild Bill Hickok, (9) Western
Roundup, and (10) Western Prairie Theatre.

to

National ratings top 10 programs
(Pe rcentage of homes reached in program station area)
Nielsen Radio 31 Aug. 6 Sept.
Telel »ulse 2-8 Sept. 1952
RANK
1
2
3
4
5

PROGRAM
Talent
Show

Godfrey's
Friends
i.. mi. In- Marx

My

Little

Philco

7

Pabst

109

Margie

Playhouse
Boxing

What's

My

Hit

33.7
37.3

Parade

RANK
7
2
3

RATING
7.3

PROGRAM
Dragnet
You

Bet

People

Your
Are

4
5

Cavalcade

26.7

6

Eisenhower

26.4
25.6

7

(ABC.
Thu.)
Great
Gildersleeve

25.2
25.2

8
10
9

6.0

Funny

26.7

Dr.

6.7

Life

27.7

Line

Gangbusters
Your

RATING
33.5

Scouts
of Shows

6

8

58

of

6.0

Christian
of

FBI

in

Life

With

Father

America

5.8

Speech

Peace

and

5.5
War

5.5
5.7

Luigi

Knows

Best

5.5
5.5
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ONLY
ATLANTA

A COMBINATION
OF STATIONS

WAGA
5000w

CBS

CAN

COVER GEORGIA'S
MAJOR MARKETS
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WMAZ
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advertisers at
one low cost:
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•
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LOS ANGELES

SAN

FRANCISCO

KINCAN AND GODFREY
{Continued from page 37)
wick & Legler. their advertising agency.
The sales force was supplied with a
presentation brochure at the time Godfrey went on the air for Kingan. That
brochure cited past selling successes by
Godfrey as an inducement for retail
dealers to go along with Kingan-andGodfrey. His picture, wearing the
crown, appears in numerous point-ofsale pieces, tie-in advertisements for
retail ads. and more recenth in a packaged promotion for chains and independent group participation.

Kingan produces a varied line of
processed meats and no one product
is spotlighted on the Godfrey program.
A set portion of the commercial time
is devoted to purely institutional copy
selling Kingan as a company. The rest
is split up between two products per
program, these being chosen to tie in
with scheduled selling campaigns by
the Kingan sales organization.
John Warwick, who does most of the
commercial copy
commercials
are himself,
written remarks:
as close"All
to
Mr. Godfreys style as possible. His
great selling power is due to his informal and believable presentation of

the sales message. Will Roland, who
produces and directs the Godfrev
morning shows, also produces the
Roundtable. He's done such a smooth
job of putting the show together that
many Kingan dealers and most of the
listeners don't even realize that the
show
taped."
A is
representative
late-spring commercial for one of the Kingan product*
goes like this:
"Say, you got that barbecue whatjamajig out of the garage and ready for
action yet? Boy. it's gettin' along
about that time now! And if you want
to start that first barbecue off with a
bang, get yourself a big supply of
Kingan s Reliable Wieners. When you

ANOTHER BLUE RIBBON ACHIEVEMENT
THOUSANDS

SAY 'I AM A KFAB FAN"

lay
about Wieners
a dozenacross
of those
Kingan's
Reliable
the grill,
the
whole neighborhood!! probably come
arunnin'. That's how good they'll smell
when you get that charcoal going under them. Some people call 'em 'hot
dogs' or 'frankfurters' or 'wienies."
Doesn't make any difference what you
call 'em as long as they got that name
'Kingan' on the package. That's the
word that makes the big difference, believe me. because Kingan's Reliable
Wieners are made from only the very
best cuts of choice beef and pork.
That's all that goes into 'em: the very
best
of commercial
everything." approach got the
This
following sales results in a representative 26-week period during which Kingan sponsored Arthur Godfrey:
Item A — a 69.4% increase; Item B

The Nebraska State Fair — Nebraska's biggest show —
is KFAB's biggest show and is this month's achievement
story. Thousands of KFAB fans from the form, from the
small towns and the cities of the Midwest Empire meet at
the Fair every year. They come to exhibit their crops,
their stock and their handiwork. They come to see new
things in machinery, tools and conservation . . . and they
come to see the big KFAB shows which originate at the
Fair. Over 100,000 men, women and children watched
and took part in KFAB shows this year. KFAB's yearly
achievement at Nebraska's big agricultural exposition results in daily achievements for the advertiser. Get the
facts on the "achievement
& Peters man or General

station" today . . . from a Free
Manager Harry Burke.

5i#
28
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'
&
>
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— a 45.3% increase; Item C — a 34.6' ,
increase; Item D — a 32.2% increase.
To boost distribution directly, the
following commercial was delivered by
King Arthur G.
"Say, did you ever find yourself
coming home from the grocery store
thinking to yourself — 'Gee, I just spent
10 or 15 bucks back there and I got
about enough food here for only four
or five meals!' If you have, I want to
tell you again about those two Kingan
money-savers (and I'm talking about
real money; not just one or two pennies). Kingan's Lima Beans and Ham
and Kingaris Noodles With Beef. Both
are wonderfully delicious maindishes
that you can serve for only 251? a portion. Imagine that! About 250 a generous portion. And what wonderful,
tasty eatin". Kingan's Lima Beans and
Ham is a delicious combination of garden-fresh tender, tasty Lima Beans and
big chunks of Kingan's Reliable Hani.
And that Kingan s Noodles With Beef!
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WWJ's

BOB

MAXWELL

. . . Fraternity of

Early Risers. A Aeut
6:30 A. M. Monday

TOM

MacMAHON

jdilt&n. at

through Friday.

. . . News From

The Editor's Viewpoint. A A/eu*
Jlilten at 1:00 P. M. and 2:00 P. M.

titmi

JOHN

MERRI FIELD . . . News

for

Detroiters. A Afeu* Jliiten. at 7:00

VICTOR LINDLAHR . . . "To Your
Health." A JVeUA £iUe*t at 9:15

A. M.— 9.00 A. M.

A. M. Mondoy

ROSS MULHOLLAND . . . Detroit's
most-quoted disc jockey. A /Vein

CHARLES PENMAN . . . The Voice
With Music. A Aetu Jliltest at

Jdilten. at 1:05 P. M. Monday

7:00 P. M. Monday

through Friday.

throwgh Friday.

through Friday.

Detroit's

Station

of A/eiV JlHie+lb

. . . .

The best in programming — for the best in listening
THE

WORLD'S
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of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

WSYR

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

Covers ALL
of the Rich
Central N.Y. Market

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed

Boy. there is one of the hest meals you
ever had. Tasty noodles cooked just

terial the Kingan company provides.
Unquestionably, the program is the

long enough to make 'em tender and
more than a quarter of a pound of
good, lean beef in every can.
'"And the gravy is real beef juice —
none of that water or beef sauce busi-

mainspring of Kingan's entire advertising campaign. Both the results of
King A.'s commercial delivery and the
extent of merchandising built around
the show and his personality justify

ness in Kingan's Noodles With Beef.
And look, if your store doesn't carry
these Kingan products, let me know
about it, will you? Just drop a card
or a letter — to me, Arthur Godfrey.

the sizable portion of the firm's advertising expenditure going into one
medium — network radio.
On the side of spot radio, Kingan
confines itself mainly to Indianapolis.
On station WIRE. Ind'anapolis. Kingan has grown from a $59 spot adver-

CBS, New York . . . tellin' me the
name of your store — and 111 get a Kingan man to call on your grocer."
This write-in campaign had spectacular results for the Kingan people.
Cards and letters poured in to CBS
who turned them over to Warwick &
Legler. who in turn passed them on to
Bruce Ashby at the Indianapolis office
of Kingan. Typical result: R. L. Webster, district manager of a major North
Jersey market, wrote that, armed with
letters from consumers to Godfrey, he
got six new store accounts for Kingan
in Northern Jersey within eight days.
"Kingan's advertising budget," says
John Warwick, "though smaller in
comparison with other meat packers of
comparable size, is being made to pay
off on a dollar-for-dollar value through
hard-hitting merchandising tie-ins."
In preparation for the second year
of the Kingan-Godfrey combo, the advertising team of Ashby, Pruett. and
Ranck from the company, and Warwick and Bishop from the agency visited the sales force I as they had done
the \ear previous). They briefed salesmen on the purpose of the campaign
and explained how to sell dealers on
the advantages of having America's
foremost food salesman pushing their
Kingan
product for them.
In-store promotions are to be expanded, and Kingan-Godfrey Carnivals
and Sales are being planned in the various consumer markets. Replicas of
the Kingan crown which Arthur Godfrey wears were given away at the Indiana State Fair this summer. So great
was the demand for these multi-colored
paper crowns with Kingan s name on
them, kids lined up for hours in order to get them. Within eight days
some 68,000 crowns were distributed.
Pictures of Godfrey and his cast were

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed
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given away at point-of-sale — at least
100,000 of them.
Every salesman has just sent out
about 75 post cards to his key accounts
telling of King Arthur G. and mentioning some ol the lie-in display ma-

iil have the ability to sell because I'm
on the level, and thev know I'm on the
level."

ARTHUR

GODFREY
CBS

*••••*•*

tiser five years ago to a $40,000 account in 1952.
Kingan first tried radio in 1948 via
a series of announcements in 55 markets. On WIRE the cost of these first
announcements totaled $59. Later.
when the firm decided to introduce a
new product — "Seafoam" shortening
—they consulted Daniel C. Park, general sales manager of WIRE, Indianapolis, on the type of program to
choose. Dinner Winner became the
first of a series of such programs that
Kingan sponsored in Richmond. Va..
and Atlanta. Ga.. as well as on WIRE.
WIRE's efficacy in promoting the
new product for Kingan was indicated
by a 1949 "Consumer Analysis" which
listed "Seafoam" as second out of
eight leading non-vegetable shortenings in Indianapolis consumer preference.
By 1951. Kingan sponsorship had
expanded beyond the one Dinner Winner program. Their schedule included
the Indiana High School Athletic Association basketball tournament which
increased
ticeably. dollar volume in stores noIn August 1952 Breakfast with
Paula supplanted Dinner Winner,
which Kingan thought to have reached
its point of diminishing returns. This
morning chatter and guest program is
broadcast across the board 8:45 to
9:00 from the Coffee Shop at the
Clay pool Hotel in Indianapolis. Tom
Carnegie, formerly m.c. of Dinner
Winner, made his debut last March
with Kingan's Klubhouse. Kingan's
third WIRE program is Dick Stone's
Eat-itorially Speaking. 11:30 to 12:00
SPONSOR
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$150,000.00 TO $200,000.00
PER MONTH £<**? MONTH
"We receive an average of one hundred and fifty to two hundred thousand dollars every month from
out of the State sources as a direct result of our KVOO ten o'clock newscast! We know that the news
brings it in for we always write and ask the folks how they happened to open an account with us. And
today, we have savings accounts from people living in 43 of the 48 states!" So said Mr. Louis W. Grant,
President of Home Federal Savings and Loan Association of Tulsa, on the occasion of the beginning of his
firm's 12th consecutive year of sponsorship of the ten o'clock P.M. newscast over KVOO.
Our congratulations go to Mr. Grant and his staff as they reach this radio milestone. During the past
eleven years on KVOO

Home Federal has grown from a five million to a thirty-four million dollar organi-

zation! This is a great record and is convincing proof of Home Federal's wise and astute business acumen.
KVOO

is proud to have been of such important service to this great financial institution and we look

forward with confidence

to Home

Federal's continuing growth and increasing prosperity!
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brated Home Federal's signing of their
12th consecutive sponsorship of KVOO's
ten P.M. newscast. Enjoying the steaks
and
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noon, Monda) through Friday. With
its full spot radio schedule. Kingan is
reaching Indianapolis listeners morning, noon, and night.
In 1952. Kingan is planning to sponsor \\ IRE football hroadcasts, including the nine top games of Indiana and
Purdue I niversities.
Kingan has experimented with TV
on WTTG in Washington. D. C. The
company sponsored Shop the Town, a
morning home economics chatter program, with considerable success. Both
Warwick & Legler and Bruce Ashby
feel that live local home
economies

shows would be successful in other TV
markets, however no definite plans
have been formulated to-date for a
spot TV campaign.
Kingan was original!) established in
1862 as a British corporation and for
many decades was mainly a meat packer. When the company turned to producing more manufactured meat products afew years ago, the meat industry
was undergoing considerable financial
pressures because of OPS. so that despite a growth in the industry's gross
sales on the over-all. these increases
were not in proportion with the expan-

sion of the economy in general. In
1939, the housewife's meat dollar was
distributed in the following proportion: 26.80 to the packer; 25. 10 to the
retailer; 47.50 to the farmer. Today,
the meat dollar is divided as follows:
18.30 to the packer; 190 to the retailer; 62.70 to the farmer. Therefore,
despite the fact that more of the housewife's dollars are spent on meat, a
smaller proportion of these dollars —
compared to a decade ago — is going to
meat packers. However, with the increased cost of living, the meat-packing industry has been expanding at a
fairly steady pace.
Kingan, which ranged eighth among
meat packers, made sales totaling
$212,916,809 in its 1951 fiscal year.
With the planned sale of control in the
company to Hygrade Food Products
Corp. on 12 October, the combination
Kingan-Hygrade would rise to fifth
position in the meat packing industry,
immediately behind Cudahy, who ranks
after such giants as Armour. Hormel.
and Swift.

PROMOTE

* * *

TV SHOWS

{Continued from page 41)
tation methods are adaptable to TV.
Both NBC and CBS, as a matter of
fact, have hired men with movie exploitation experience to add a fillip to
their TV program promotion. NBC reports that its movie exploitation ideas
are still in the experimental stage but
CBS has gone ahead and plunged right
into Hollywood hoopla. They gave
Jackie Gleason a pre-program premiere
buildup, complete with a cigar-champing advance man. in seven cities during July and August.
The Jackie Gleason buildup is an
example of one of the most important
promotional devices for TV programs
— personal appearances. It was especially important to CBS for a number
of reasons: (1) The program had no
audience as such since it was not yet
on; (2) CBS was still selling Gleason
to advertisers (the network eventually
convinced Schick, Thos. Leeming i\

Edward I i/j/j j\\ ») Enterprises
Edward

Enterprises.
Inc.. New York Office. Hotel BarclayHome Office 000 Security Bldl).. Toledo. Ohio
WIKK— Eric, Pa.— H-R Co.
WICU-TV— Erie, Pa.— Headley-Reed Co.
WTOD— Toledo,
0— Headley-Reed
Co.
V/TVN -TV— Columbus, 0— Headley-Reed Co.
WH00 — Orlando,
Fla. — Avcry-Knodcl,
Inc.
ERIE
DISPATCH,
Erie, Pa.— Reynolds-Fitzgerald,
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Lamb

Inc.

Co., and American Chicle) ; and I 3 i
Gleason was costing CBS a pretty penny until married to the sponsors.
CBS chose seven TV cities for the
Gleason tour. They were Pittsburgh.
Chicago, Detroit. Cincinnati, Cleveland. Akron, and Boston. The CBS
comic did more than show his face;
SPONSOR

Somewhere

West

of

Eustace
or

The

Ti I ley

Flowering
of Amarillo

Geography is one of the many things
we have a lot of around Amarillo.
About 25 years ago a fellow could
stand at the Santa Fe station, squint
his eyes, and see right into the next
week. Lately, though, all the irrigation-fostered trees, the oil wells, and
grain elevators would get in his way.
If he was looking for business, he
wouldn't want to look much further
than our trading area anyhow.

more than 4,000 oil wells. ( "Cattle
can't drink that stuff," said an outraged rancher when oil was found on
his land.)
KGNC's 10,000 watts cover our
vast trading area effectively. Last
year the Texas State Soil Conservation Board wanted to determine the
most effective means of getting
weather information to an area up
to 80 miles from Amarillo. They
found out with their own survey.

Amarillo is a long way from everywhere, up on the high plains which
climb to the Rockies. Five other
state capitals are about as near as
Austin, the Texas capital. Seventyeight counties in Texas, Colorado,
Oklahoma, New Mexico and Kansas,

Radio got 96% of the vote -- and
88% of the 96% said KGNC.
When asked, "What's your favorite
farm program?" 67% named KGNC
programs; all other stations combined got only 33%.

are served by Amarillo's network of
highways and railroads — 1,853,000
people in 166,875 square miles. This
large trading area helps make Amarillo first in the U. S. in retail sales

There's a story about a fellow
from Washington, D. C, who was
riding across a flat stretch of windblown road with a Texas rancher.
A colorful bird fluttered into and
out of sight. The Easterner asked

per capita.
Amarillo is so far north of South

what it was. "Bird of paradise," his
host told him. There was a long
pause, then the man (from D. C.

Texas that we're sometimes called
Yankees. But it's close to the stuff
an advertiser looks for when he
wants business. The Panhandle has

commented, "Pretty far from home,

the world's largest wheat field, the
world's biggest natural gas field, the
second
biggest
cattle
ranch,
and

he?"as far as it used to be.
wasn't
It isn't
And the gap is closing.

KGNC
marillo
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in- appeared in \audeville and at least
one theatre marquee I a Loews house
in Pittsburgh I mentioned that he was
a "CBS TV comedy star."
As alicity
publicity
Chief Dave bird-dog.
JacobsonCBS'
sent Pubout
Jack Goldstein, a veteran of 30 years
in the movie business. Goldstein once
headed David Selznick's publicity setup as well as 20th Century Fox's Eastern publicit) office: he was also Eastern studio rep for RKO. According to
one CBS source. Goldstein's know-how
kept tour exnenses to such a low figure
that it was "a crime to mention it.
Goldstein beat the drums to the

paper stories. And you can never tell
where the publicity will pop up. When
DuMont's Captain Video appeared as
Grand Marshal last month in the annual Fort Jay Children's Parade in
New York City, the story and picture
were picked up by the Frackville, Pa.,
Ledger. The Gleason tour resulted in
some priceless page-one stories. Although the Range Rider film is not
shown in New York City, a rootin',
tootin' demonstration of Mahoney 's
horsemanship in Central Park for the
benefit of kiddies deprived of the program was converted into the lead feature story in a New York City paper.

trade press and newspapers, arranged
for billboards and two-sheet posters,
helped set up guest appearances on local TV shows, and tried to wheedle as
many mentions of CBS TV as possible.
He also played some of it by ear.
When Gleason arrived in Detroit during the Democratic National Convention, he was greeted by a group of

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

ONE

young fans with signs saying "We're
Wacky About Jackie." ( Gleason broke
box-office records in Pittsburgh, a fact
that was merchandised to the trade

MARKETS

LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

L
Sales-winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally
include this pair of topproducing CBS Radio
Stations. Results prove
this! Write, wire or phone
our representatives now
for availabilities and
rates!

National Representatives

JOHN

BLAIR

&

CO.

press for the benefit of potential sponsors as well as to CBS salesmen.
CBS TV didn't invent personal appearances, ofcourse, nor did TV itself, for that matter. But the fact remains that they are considered powerful audience builders.
This is especially true of young audiences. The use of appearances by
such Western stars as Gene Autry and
William "Hopalong Cassidy" Boyd is
well established in TV. Autry himself
used them to ballyhoo his protege, Jack
Mahoney. into prominence. Mahoney,
a pure TV personality, is star of the
Range Rider series, which is produced
with CBS financing by Autry 's Flying
A studio.
Autry and CBS paired up to send
Mahoney on a 20-day cross-country
tour. The exploitation treatment included motorcades, appearances in department stores, hospitals, schools, and
orphanages, and the use of Range
Rider comic books. The appearances
were backed up with newspaper advertising, direct mail, and point-of-purchase promotional cards.
The promotion cost was about $25,(100 bill nobody begrudges it. Mahoni'\ became popular enough to be the
first TV star to be plugged in a movie
because of his video reputation.
Tours

are

great

sources

for news-

"Today, although we have only 111
television stations on the air, two-thirds
of the Ameriran households are already
within range of these stations and there
are more than 18.500,000 reeeiving sets
in use."

PAUL

A. WALKER.
Chairman. FCC

Tours are an indirect form of promotion in the sense that they may be
merchandising efforts as well as attempts to push a personality on the
theory that if someone sees the personality or hears about him. he may tune
in on the program. Some of the more
direct promotion aims at telling the
viewer exactly when the program will
be on. and it may disclose something
about the program itself to arouse further audience interest.
A good deal of this direct promotional burden is borne by the network
but there has been an increasing load
taken on by agencies. The reasoning
behind this is simple: If an advertiser
sinks millions into a TV program, he
should protect this investment with a
sizable promotional budget. Main of
the larger agencies (such as B&B,
BBDO. JWT, Y&R) have equipped
themselves over the years with large
promotional and publicity departments.
The agencies realize more and more
that video programing should take advantage of video-type promotion.
BBDO. for example, which handles
TV's new Cavalcade of America for
Dupont over NBC, has developed a
"Who Am I" teaser for the historical
personalities portrayed on the program. These teasers consist of four
slides together with appropriate eop\.
The first three slides tell of little-known
incidents in the life of the personality
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NORTH CAROLINA IS THE SOUTHS NUMBER ONE STATE

North Carolina rates more firsts
in recognized market surveys than
any other Southern state. More
North Carolinians, according to
BMB
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to any other station.
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to be portrayed without mentioning
the name. The fourth tells who the
person is. This promotion is bracketed
fore and aft with program name slides.
The time of the program is inserted
verbally since seven of the 29 stations
carry the program on a delayed basis.
The cost of the slides and copy is a
client expense but the time is supplied
gratis by the station. BBDO will send
the material to a station only if the
station indicates interest. (The problem of just how much promotional aid
a station will offer to its clients will

be

discussed later in the article.)
Trailers are another video device

finding favor with agencies. BBDO
makes 20-second trailers of Cavalcade
of America. They are edited on the
West Coast from the actual film of the
show, and are set up so that the local
announcer can insert five seconds of
information on telecast time. These
also come under the heading of courtesy announcements as far as station
time is concerned. Y&R also makes its
own trailers from film, excerpting them
from its Joan Davis and Eve Arden

shows. Four trailers of each program
are sent to every station carrying the
show, which includes every major market in the U.S.
A third technique along the lines
mentioned are the trailer or near-trailer devices tacked on to the end of the
actual program. Ed Sullivan gives a
run-down of the next weeks Toast of
the Town lineup. Fireside Theatre runs
a "live trailer" showing an intriguing
scene from the coming weeks drama.
On-screen program promotion by
the agencies often is formidably backed
up by the networks and stations. Obviously alot depends on the station
and network as well as on the program
itself and its competition. When TV
nets make their presentations to induce
an agency or client to let them carry
a new show, one of their big talking
points is the amount of promotional
backing they promise to give as well
as their past history of promotion.
There are unquestionably big promotional promises made, although the

WASHINGTON

D. C.

:YAKIMA

Look at it this way. You're buying
time for national accounts. You know
Washington, D.C., is among the sixtyodd major metropolitian markets in
the country. So you'll take it (and the
others) and that's that. But, choice
secondary markets are a different
story and that's why we boast: "After
Washington, D. C, comes Yakima,
Washington."
Yakima is a choice secondary market
with a buying income in excess of $200
million dollars. Big city media have no
influence in Yakima. The 173,000 farmers, merchants, industrialists and all
the others spend over 90% of their income at home. Those are the plain
facts that make Yakima a secondary
market of first importance in the West.

YAKIMA,
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nets cannot always speak for the stations, especially where a station is the
only one in a particular market. As a
rule, the nets can show good past performances asfar as TV program promotion goes. TV webs like ABC and
DuMont. where time is not too tight,
have room for frequent promotional
announcements but the busier nets also
put in a goodly number of program
Most CBS system cues are nowplugs.
used for program promotion, including
nighttime spots. Naturally, they will
not toss out a paid announcement for
a courtesy program plu«. Sometimes
a sponsor, during a big promotional
campaign, will pay for a program plug.
CBS TV recently tallied up its program promotion impressions for 103
network advertisers during the 195152 season. It came to a grand total
(network plus stations) of 1.75 billion
impressions a week. This was broken
down as follows:
Coast-to-coast 20-second trailers using the program stars themselves
I these are considered potent selling
tools!: 128 million impressions per
week. The station total for the same
kind of trailers (each show is entitled
to 10 during the season) came to 384
million. Another 1.25 billion impressions were made each week by network
and local live announcements, each
used as background for a slide showing a picture of the star. A new slide
goes to each station every eight weeks.
SPONSOR
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network feeds from the
South s boss salesmaker
With Quaker's

"Aunt Jemima's

Home

Folks'' to CBS and

Locke Stove's "Duke of Paducah and The Opry Gang'' to NBC,
WSM now originates twenty-five network programs weekly.
The fact that more and more smart national advertisers keep
drawing on the vast talent reservoir and equally impressive
programming and production facilities of WSM,
means just
one thing:
Radio, WSM-style,
appeal unequaled

has a freshness and an audience
anywhere in America . . And an ability

to move merchandise which makes the South's Boss
Salesmaker a must to any advertiser who wishes to
sell the Central South !

Sfrong words, but Irving Waugh

or any

Petry Man can produce carefully documented evidence to back them up.
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For sponsors who make their own
trailers. CBS will process the prints
and send out copies to stations who
will use them. Most TV stations, especially the smaller ones, look to the
networks and agencies for live copy
used in program promotion.
Promotion-conscious agencies and
sponsors are not satisfied soleh with
network impression totals or any kind
of sales talk, for that matter. More and
more, advertisers and their agencies
are asking for proof of performance
where promotion is concerned. As a
result. TV stations and networks are
spending more time not only on promotion hut on promotion reports.
Promotion reports are, frankly, a
headache for networks and stations
hecause of the time-consuming detail
involved and the danger that the pro-

motion people will get bogged down in
paper work. But they find reports necessan not only to keep current clients
satisfied but to sell new business to
agencies which receive reports.
The amount of work put into these
reports varies. Ideally, they should include every on-screen plug ( including
copy and picture of slide ) . newspaper
ad. dealer mailing, all point-of-purchase display material for stores, lobby display pictures, etc. Some stations
save time by throwing in a copy of
tbeir log and encircling the clients
promotional material. One value of
this is that the client and agency can
tell at a glance what the program adjacencies are.
WTOP-TV in Washington developed
a simplified system whereby a form envelope has space on the flap for a mark

K H M 0 Pays Off In
HANNIBALAND*
*HANNIBALAND— the large
41 county area surrounding
Hannibal, Mo.,
Quincy, III.
anil Keokuk, Iowa.

every time a promotion announcement,
ad, picture, or newspaper story is put
in the envelope. When the reporting
period is over, the envelope is merely
sealed and dropped off in the mail
room. The station leaves it to the client to add up the marks on the flap.
Some promotion-wise stations add
up the value of promotion announcements and ads, and then stamps the
word "paid" on the report. This is
more than a gimmick. Agencies and
clients are extremely interested in how
much the dollar value of the promotional aid comes to. Some types of
publicity, such as page one story
breaks are, of course, not measurable
in terms of dollars. But a definite price
can be put on a program announcement or newspaper ad.
A check for SPONSOR of three typical
half-hour TV shows by BBDO I one
drama, one musical, and one comedy
show ) showed that average measurable
promotional value came to $353,286.08.
Ibis is an average figure for nine
months. Evaluations of this kind are
a time-consuming problem for the
agency, too. Stations often don't have
the manpower to add up the measurable cost of program promotion so the
agency itself has to pull out its SRDS
book and go to work with a calculating
machine. BBDO has three full-time
employees who do nothing else but calculate the dollar-and-cents value of
program promotion by both stations
and networks.
This kind of information becomes
extremely valuable to an agency. After a certain period of time, it becomes
obvious to agencymen ( especially timebuyers) what stations and nets are doing the best promotional job. The promotional chiefs also get a good picture of which client gets the most pro-

For profitable sales results— let KHMO deliver your message
to the majority of the 240,470 radio families living in the
41 county Hannibaland area.
Year after year KHMO programming has earned the loyalty
of these families who have the purchasing power to buy
your product.
Write, wire or phone KHMO
abilities.

KHMO

Representative
John E. Pearson Company
•
Mutual Network
Hannibal, Missouri
5000
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watts day

or Pearson today for avail-

i

1000 watts at night

motional boosting and which doesn't
get enough. When arguing for more
promotional ammunition for a client
who is being by-passed when the promotion pie is being cut up. an agencyman can point to black and white figures to bolster his stand.
With or without this kind of information, agencymen often have to go
out on the road to push program promotion activity for their clients. This
is another element of program promotion, although it is not so obvious as
direct appeals to the viewer. The end
result, if successful, is the same, however, whether the agenc) traveling man
tries to sell a station or a TV newspaper editor with wide readership.
SPONSOR

Take a GOOD

look
at radio in Kentucky!

In Kentucky, you don't have to "cover
the State" to do a really swell radio
job. 55.3% of Kentucky's retail sales,
51.3% of its food sales, 59-8% of
its drug sales are made in the compact
area covered daily by WAVE, alone.

you all the juice you need to cover this
golden part of Kentucky, plus an
important hunk of southern Indiana
(with another quarter billion dollars in
effective buying income!).
Ask Free & Peters to show you how
little competition WAVE

Yet WAVE'S rates are low — are
based on 5000 watts of power. It just
so happens that 5000 watts give

has.

And the "exclusive accounts" who've
found that it pays to use WAVE!
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Wooing the press is a job undertaken by stations and networks as well
as agencymen but the latter have more
time for a single show and can work
harder at it. The methods of persuasion are many. They include the personal, friendly touch, program kits,
gifts, cocktail parties, and the whole
gamut of written publicity — releases
about the coming program, pictures,
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and biographies of program personalities as well as pre-written copy based
on special publicity or promotional
campaigns. Two weeks ago. for example, Y&R brought 40 key TV editors
out to the West Coast to watch the filming of the Joan Davis show. Chained
to the film lot because of a tight shooting schedule, Miss Davis has not been
available for personal junkets so the
agency decided to do the next best
thing it could.
Press publicity is an old promotional
standby in radio (as well as the movies)
but many agency people feel that TV
makes better copy than radio. The
newspapers, furthermore, don't seem
so dead set against TV as they were
against radio. Agencies, and networks
too, go after big stories in the magazines as well as small squibs in the
syndicated newspaper columns.
Ford Theatre, handled by J. Walter
Thompson, got a number of column
breaks before the show hit the air this
season. In promoting the show the
agency has the help of the producer,
Screen Gems, a subsidiary of Columbia Pictures and owner of residual
rights. This ads a touch of movie promotion background to the show, although policy and the nature of the
show bans any razzle-dazzle.
The networks carry on a similar line
of promotional activity and very often
there is a duplication of effort. Some
agencies, according to one agency promotion executive, don't care about the
duplication since they feel they have
to do most of the promotional work
anyway and the amount of overlapping
is small. Other agencies try to coordinate their promotion with networks
and stations so as to get the most out
of their promotional dollar. Another
agency promotion executive said that
a personality conflict problem between
an agency and network man may crop
up occasionally. He warns that such a
situation should be looked for when
an agency makes long-range plans for
program promotion.
Ads in print media are another im-

portant kind of promotion. Those run
in newspapers by stations and networks
are gratefully accepted by sponsors but
many of them are program round-ups
containing a long list of shows. To
get more powerful and exclusive plugs,
the sponsor ( or local dealer I will often
buy his own program ads. This direct
advertising is especially useful to a
sponsor where he wants to tell the viewer of programs coming in the weeks
ahead. A show with alternating comedians, adrama program with new and
different story lines each week, a show
featuring different entertainment personalities on a quiz panel — all these
types of programs need enough newspaper ad space
to warrant
client's
spending
his own
money tothekeep
his
audience interested.
Sponsors are now beginning to benefit indirectly from free station plugs
outside of broadcasting media. This
comes under the heading of "trade exchanges" between stations and other
media. While specific deals are confidential and some stations involved will
not even admit taking part in them, it
is known that newspapers and broadcasting stations have been exchanging
free space and time for quite a while.

KFMB
SAN

DIEGO'S

TV STATION
4l*«6eto, CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET

Wise Buyers Buy

KFMB -TV, AM
TV - CHANNEL

KFMB

- 8,

AM

- 550 K. C.

• 5th and Ash, San Diego I, Calif.
Represented by
The Branham

Co.
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That's right— 240,000 new U.S. customers
who may never have heard of your product!
240,000 more customers than there were
in September. . college students, brides
and grooms, craftsmen and farmers and
executives!

OO^Wl

We didn't invent the figure. It derives
directly from Census Bureau statistics. And
it proves once more that you must keep
telling your advertising story over and over.
There isn't any short-cut. But there is a
way to get the longest mileage from your
advertising dollar. That's radio. And in
six of the nation's biggest market-areas..
Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne, and Portland, Oregon
. . vou'll find powerful and popular Westinghouse stations to help reach both new
and old customers at consistently low cost.

240,000
fimr

Cw$m$.
WESTINGHOUSE
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On

the day

this magazine

was

published, U.S.

population totaled 157,971,050 — according to the
"electric scoreboard" in the Department of
Commerce.

RADIO

STATIONS

Inc

KDKA • KYW • KEX • WBZ • WBZA • W0W0

• WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except

NBC

for

WBZ-TV;

for

WBZ-TV,

Spot

Sales
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There are also a number of magazine
deals, especially with periodicals aimed
at radio and TV audiences. One metropolitan TV station has shaken hands
on a quid pro quo deal with a large
outdoor advertising outfit.
Magazine ads cannot easilv he used
as program reminders for a specific
week or dav. But main national advertisers insert a line about their TV
program in their product advertising.
National Dairy lias built its Sealtest
magazine ads in Life and the Saturday
Evening Post around their CBS TV circus show. Big Top. The layout and
cop) involve circus themes and the ads
prominently mention both the program
name and network.
\ great deal of solid program promotion isdeveloped through merchandising. Sometimes program promotion
is the primary aim but more often it is
a l»v -product since merchandising is
concerned mostly with product sales.
But any kind of merchandising which
mentions a TV program, whatever the
purpose, is bound to acquaint more
people with the program.
Point-of-purchase displays which use
a TV personality to sell the product can

certainly, be considered
motion. So can putting
Hopalong Cassidy on a
I Sometimes, of course,

program prothe picture of
loaf of bread.
a station or

network can wrangle a store windowjust to plug a particular program. As
an example. DuMont persuaded a midtown New York City drugstore to let
it have a window to promote one of
their quiz shows. The display plaved
up the mail pull of the program. I
One promotion man with long experience offered the opinion that when
it comes to promotion there is nothing
so effective as a truly imaginative campaign which is tied to a hasicallv good
program idea.
"li mi can t get viewers for your
show by giving TV editors cocktail
parties or hassocks." he said. "All the
publicity in the world won't help a
poor program, although a good program can suffer from lack of promoIt is probably safe to say that any
advertising man would agree with that
last sentence, especially if you substition."
tute the word "product" for "program" and "advertising" for "promotion."' ** *

10 TV SECONDS
{Continued from page 35)
per right-hand quartei I is reserved
for station call letters. A few stations,
like WOAI-TV in San Antonio, KSDTV in St. Louis, and Buffalo's WBENTV. either rule out the use of I.D. spot
announcements which show both call
letters and commercial in the same picture, or else bar the use of sponsored
I.D.'s altogether.
But. the trend toward uniform standards is firmly established, and a moving in by national advertisers is under
way. Here are several of those who are
now extensively engaged in using TV
Autos: De Soto and Buick; BeverI.D.'s: ages: Schaefer and Goebbel Beer, Dr.
Pepper; Maryland Club. Old Dutch,
and Savarin Coffees; Confections:
Beech-Nut and Clorets Gum; Drugs:
Bromo Seltzer. Chlorodent. Vicks;
Foods: Ideal Dog Food. National Biscuit Co.. Flako Pie Crust Mix; Soajis:
Tide. Dif. and Ivory Snow; Tobacco:
Kools, Parliament. Viceroy, and Ronson Lighters.
Advertisers who use I.D.'s are almost universally happy with them.
"The public is growing used to seeing
a commercial in the lower three-quarters of their TV screens," Kenyon &
Eckhardt's Richard Bourke. assistant
A/E on the Beech-Nut account, told
sponsor. "Beech-Nut has been using
TV I.D.'s. and plans even more extensive use of them in major video markets next year. We feel that the 'reminder' punch I.D.'s can deliver will

some

In Los Angeles your best TV spot
buy is KNBH. Participations are
currently available in Komedy klub,
featuring Uncle Archie and hilarious
old-time movies. Klub has membership
of over 150,000, over 5000 weekly
mail pull; is on Monday thru Friday,
6:30-6:55 PM.

spots
are

better
than
others

For the best spot, at the right time,
at the right place use

KNBH
HOLLYWOOD

Channel 4
Represented by
NBC SPOT SALES

be a big TV factor in our 1953 'Ease
the tension with Beech-Nut Gum' cam"Ronson's
spot campaigns now
client."
paign for out TV
account for the major expenditure in
our consumer advertising budget. ' a
Ronson advertising executive stated.
"We consider both 20-second and 10second announcements to be an excel-

Going
to Hollywood?
Want
to see
television
production
you have
about?

facilities that
been
dreaming

. . . Just drop in on the
new Telepix
building . . .

* m

• • • »

Jjirp
1515 N. Western
Ave.,
155 E. Ohio Street.
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>J<Not our estimate but ARB figures
for the entire year of 1951 and
the first six months of 1952

WPTZ
NBC

- TV

1600 Architects

AFFILIATE
Building,

Phila.

3, Pa.

Phone LOcust 4-5500, or NBC Spot Sales
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the nation's
first commercial
UHF television
station . . .
announces
the appointment of

NBC Spot Sales
as National Spot
Sales Representative

Portland, Oregon's
first television
station
KPTV • Portland • Oregon
UHF Channel 27
Started Operations September 20, 1952
Owned by Empire Coil Company, Inc.
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lent buy. You can take advantage of
high audience circulation of shows
which precede or follow such spot announcements. Ifyou cannot find just
the slot you want for a 20-second announcement, you can very often find
one just as good in the 10-second 1. 1)."
The use of I.D. spot campaigns isn't
restricted to TV advertisers with huge
bankrolls and batteries of timebuyers.
or even those who can afford to hire
film producers to make I.D. announcements. Typical of the successful use of
I.D.'s as I®\\ -budget "reminder" advertising isthe campaign in the New York
area sponsored by TV Guide, a show
listings-and-features magazine that now
sells some 400,000 copies to TV fans
each week within reach of N.Y. outlets.
Diana Stark, promotion director of
TV Guide, told sponsor: "We're using a simple balopticon I.D. slide, plus
live copy, on four New York TV outlets— but we use them as often as we
can find a good slot open. Each of
them shows the cover of the current
issue of the magazine, plus a short,
punchy plug for the main feature article. They've done a wonderful job in
reminding viewers to buy their copy
of TV Guide every week, as well as

sponsored station identification in TV
might be this: a commercial for a
product or service which is telecast b)
local stations on a spot basis in the
eight-to-10-second time slots reserved
between programs for the FCC-required announcement of station call

"quickie" length — from other TV commercials used between program (oneminute; 20-second breaks) in that they
show TV station call letters on the
screen during the commercial.

letters and location. The advertiser's
video message appears on the same
frame as these call letters, and the last
three seconds or so of the audio portion are given over to a verbal identification of the station.

Q. Do they comply with FCC rules?
A. There's nothing in the FCC rules
which bar their use. Section 3.687 of

I.D.'s

differ - - apart

Students at North Dakota Agricultural College recently
conducted an independent survey among 3,969 farm
families in a 22-county area around Fargo. Each family
was asked, "To what radio station does your family
listen most?" 3,120 of the families named WDAY; only
174 named Station "B"! WDAY WAS A 17-TO-l
CHOICE OVER THE NEXT STATION— A 3»/2TO-1 FAVORITE OVER ALL OTHER STATIONS
COMBINED!

they interfere with FCC rules and regulations? Are they a campaign in
themselves, or are they a supplement
to a campaign?
These questions are typical of those
advertisers have been asking. To find
answers to them, and to uncover other

Fargo-Moorhead

facts about TV I.D.'s, agency timebuyers, account men, and TV art directors
as well as a group of film producers
and station reps were interviewed.
Here, in a handy question-and-answer
form, is what sponsor learned:
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establishing the current 'look' of the
publication on the newsstands."
Even though the use of television
I.D. announcements is growing, and
knowledge of their use is becoming
widespread in the industry, many video advertisers ( and some who would
like to find an inexpensive way to get
into TV) feel they would like to know
more about them. What do they cost?
What rules do you follow in preparing
audio and video selling for such a
short space of time as 10 seconds? Do

Q. What exactly is a sponsored TV
I.D., and how does it differ from the
usual short TV announcement commercial?
A. The handiest
definition of a

from

"FCC Rules and Regulations for Tel.
vision Services" states: "A licensee of
a television broadcast station shall
make station identification announce-

Hoopers

prove that WDAY

con-

sistently gets a 3-to-l greater Share of the "in-town"
Audience than all other stations combined*!
BMB figures and mail-pull stories also prove that
WDAY "hogs the show", throughout the entire Red
River Valley! Write for all the facts today, including
availabilities.

4r

'^Despite local
the fact
that the other three major networks
maintain
studios!
WDAY

•

NBC

•

970

KILOCYCLES

•

5000

WATTS

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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ment I call letters and location I at the
beginning and ending of each time of
operation and during the operation on
the hour . . . by both aural and visual
means. Other announcements mav be
by One
eitherstation
aural operator,
or visual means."
familiar with
FCC rules, pointed out to sponsor that
clients might slip up on the matter of
proper station identification. "Outside
of the I.D. spot that comes on the
hour, he said, "call letters and location can be given aurally. In other
words, they don't have to be on the
screen in sponsored I.D. spots used at.
sav. 8:15 p.m. or 9:30 p.m. But. it's
good 'station relations' for an advertiser to make sure the right call letters
and location are on all his I.D. announcements. Alocal announcer might
forget to read the proper call letters
and the station might be called on the
FCC s carpet."
Q. W hal arc the primary uses oj
I.D.
announcements in TV spot advertising?
A. In a recent presentation on the
use of TV I.D.'s. Edward Petry & Co..
station reps, listed these seven major

Goodyear Tire Dealer
Keeps Sales Rolling
With Fulton Lewis, Jr.

advertising on days
uses1. ofReminder
I.D.'s:
your sponsored TV programs are not
telecast on stations and networks.
2. Additional hard-hitting advertising in highly competitive markets, and
markets where sales are lagging.

Herb Quinn and Horace Hodgson (left to right
above) took to the air to promote Quinn-Hodgson
Tire Service. Well into their second year of sponsorship of Fulton Lewis, Jr. on KOLN, the Mutual
station in Lincoln, Nebraska, they report:
"We continue to be amazed at the
brought to us by our sponsorship
Lewis. Our firm works on a modest
tising budget; because his listeners
loyal, Fulton Lewis gives us maximum

results
of Mr.
adverare so
results

from our ad dollars."
The 5-nights-a-week Fulton Lewis program, with
a ready-made audience and the prestige of the
largest national network, is available for sale to
local advertisers at local time cost plus low, prorated talent cost. Currently sponsored on 364
Mutual stations by 752 advertisers, Fulton Lewis.
Jr. offers a proved and tested means of reaching
customers and prospects. Check your local Mutual
outlet — or the Co-operative Program Department,
Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway,
NYC I!! (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11).

3. Extra advertising during the days
I such as weekends) when your product is most heavily bought.
4. Advertising to reemphasize simple but important news: product improvement, price change, premium offer, new package.
5. A supplement to regular campaigns during special seasons when
your product is most in demand.
6. Advertising to give consistency
to
your frequency.
selling effort, through I.D.'s
low-cost
7. Greater impact to both outdoor
and TV advertising by using the same
lax out elements and the same cop3
theme in both, more than doubling the
remembrance factor.

Q. What
station 1.1).
A. After
station reps

arc the time costs oj TV
spots?
checking the majorit) of
who handle national TV

spot business, sponsor found the followiii" to be true of I.D. time costs:
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1. The pricing formula at TV stations are remarkably similar; in most
cases the "I.D. rate" is about 50% of
the "Station Break" 1 20-second ) rate
in all time classifications. In other
words, if a single Class "A" 20-second
or one-minute spot costs $100 in time
charges, the I.D. slot next to it will
cost $50. A few stations charge as little as 30' t of the "Station Break" rate.
2. These rates are beginning to
show up on new rate cards, whereas
in the past the price was often set by
haggling. Also, minimums set on the
volume (number per week) a sponsor
could buy have largely been lifted.
Sponsors can often make a good buy
in terms of volume discounts, incidentally, since a dollar goes about
twice as far in buying I.D. time, and
results in twice as many slots adding
up to a discount. Many package deals
I such as the various "nine-a-week" and
"12-a-week" plans of CBS TV Spot
Sales) are now being offered by reps.
3. Here are some typical dollar
prices of Class "A" I.D. slots, all in
prime evening hours and all between
well-rated shows, based on latest onetime rates:
Market

Station

Atlanta
Birmingham
Charlotte
Chicago

WSB-TV
WAFM-TV
WBTV
WGN-TV
WBKB

Dallas
Houston
Los Angeles

WFAA-TV
KPRC-TV
KTLA
KNBH

Philadelphia
New York
Okla. City
Omaha

WCAU-TV
WOR-TV
WJZ-TV
WKY-TV
WOW-TV
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Cost
$46.80
$40.00
$62.50
$125.00
$150.00
$47.50
$58.50
$115.00
$150.00
$150.00
$125.00
$332.50
$55.00
$35.00

Richmond
WTVR
San Francisco KRON-TV
Tulsa
KOTV

$45.00
$80.00
$50.00

Washington

$65.00

WTOP-TV

Discounts of uj) to 45' , can be
achieved by buying part of the I.D.
slots in Class "A" time I as above I and
then buving a specified amount of time
slots in cheaper lime classifications,
sponsors should note.

Q. What are the production charges
forA.TVUnlike
I.D.'s?
time charges, production
costs of TV I.D.'s vary rather widely,
depending upon how simple or how
fancy the advertiser wants the presentation of his message to be. For instance, ifhe should choose to have the
I.D.'s done from a simple slide-pluslive-voice, his production costs might
be for the original artwork, plus $3.00
to $5.00 per slide per station, plus a
possible talent fee (very minor ) for a
specified local announcer.
On the other hand, if he should go
whole hog with a film I.D. series that
is 100% animation, his costs might
go as high as $150 per foot of 35 mm.
animation — and there are 15 feet of
35 mm.

film in an I.D. -length announcement. Then, there would be the
costs of the second track, the printing
costs of film copies for each station,
the film distribution expenses, and so
forth. Each "master" may cost $3,000.
In other words, one advertiser can
be spending 20 times as much for the
production of a widespread TV I.D.
campaign as another advertiser. There
are, however, some rule-of-thumb
pointers which will help keep expenses
down in any large I.D. campaign:
1. The costs of filmed I.D. an-

nouncements can be cut if they are
made as part of another film job. That
is, if a series of one-minute or 20-second films arc heinu shot lor ;i I \ advertiser, I.D.'s can be made In ij ~- i1 1 u
some of the left-over footage, plus extra shooting on the sets with the same
talent while everything is still ass
bled for the job. It's well to remember that a special set-up I cameras, sets,
actors, lab work, etc.) for a film I.D.
would cost almost as much as a full
20-second announcement.
2. I.D.'s
advertising
than do
Therefore,

have a much longer useful
life, most film-makers feel,
20-second announcements.
fewer are needed to do the

job. Remember, too, that standardization of format has meant much less
waste motion in agency preparation
and in the making of films or slides for
station use.

Q. What rules can be jollotcetl in
creating a good TV I.D.?
A. These creative pointers were
passed on by several admen to SPONSOR:
•

Making a good TV I.D. is like creating a good highway billboard. It
should be not try to ease the viewer
gently into a "sell" message by way
of some kind of clever tie-in. By the
time you do this, the I.D. is over.
• The copy with a TV I.D. should
be short and punchy, and have plenty
of memory value. Don't get involved
in long declarations, or a multiplicity
of copy points. Say it quick, and say
it simply. Make each word count.
• Don't be afraid to seek the advice
of specialists in making I.D.'s. It
isn't as easy as it looks to sell properly in eight or 10 seconds. Talk to
your agency art directors, and to film
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producers. Explain your problem, and
then listen to their suggestions,

1000 WATTS

Charleston's most far reaching sta
tion
" 'Member

me

telling you about the First Anniversary

celebration of Emmett Lampkin's "In The Garden"
program? Well, we held it Sunday, September 7th,
at the Morris Street Baptist Church here in Charleston. The two-hour program featured the *In The
Garden Chorus and Ensemble'; Dr. Frank Veal, noted
Negro Minister; the Carole Priester Singers; and of
course,
our own
Emmett
Lampkin.
There were 1,700 of our Negro friends in attendance,
plus a good showing of white friends, also. Oyer
300 were turned
away I
Now,

that proves

Negro

listeners

to me

where

the loyalty of our

lies.

Completely and irrevocably (is that a good word?)
dominating the Negro Market in Coastal Carolina is
W P A L.
Better contact our reps, and get on the Band
for some

Wagon

o The pictorial portion of a good
I.D. is simple, and can be grasped
quickly by audiences. Stay away from
too-tricky shots, crowded effects, and
don't let the picture become static. You
have to have full integration of audio
and video to be successful; they must
work as a team to get across one good
simple idea in a few seconds,
o Don't compromise with quality in
a big TV I.D. campaign. Although a
bad TV I.D. can't hurt you very much
in that short a space of time, a good
one can do a wonderful low-cost job
of reminder advertising for almost any
television

advertiser."

-k -k -k

real, effective fait selltng!"

RUPPERTONTHEAIR
[Continued from page 33)
The big break with tradition was

•. ■

-

John E. Pearson Co.,

of
CHARLESTON
SOUTH
CAROLINA

S.I.: Dora-Clayton Agency
P.S.— TOP

HOOPERS,

Since

TOO'

T947
Right
now, are
WIOD'S
local
time sales
the highest
since 1947!... a great record
in view of competition
from 10 radio stations
with 43 local salesmen
and one TV station with
11 local salesmen.
And, we got this business...
not tobyour
selling
ratings"
local"high
advertisers...
but by
'em results !
Askgetting
your Hollingbery
Man for facts!

James M. LeGate, General Manage

5,000 WATTS • 610 KC • NBC

National Rep., George P. Hollingbery Co
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Ruppert's decision to spend $100,000
in one month on spot daytime radio,
limiting the sales messages to hard sell
with a minimum of frills.
The strategy behind this move is explained by Ruppert's Herman Katz.
who told sponsor: "After studying the
advertising and sales methods of competitors, we agreed on a plan that
would capitalize on the weak spots in
their armor and emphasize our own
strength.
"First, since our advertising budget
was not as large as competitors, it was
agreed that rather than dissipate our
strength through use of all media, we
would dominate as much as we could
those media we did use.
"Secondly, we would use a particular medium consistently and strongly
enough to make a real impression.
"Third, since we noticed competition didn't bring up their big advertising guns until late spring or early summer, we felt we could get the jump by
launching our campaign on 1 March,
while advertising competition was not
The results were immediate. Consumer demand was quickly transmitted
as great."
to retailers. Ruppert's sales force found
itself warmly greeted when making the
rounds. And sales leaped from $6,712.573 for the first quarter to $10,161,791
for the second. That this was not a
(lash in the pan was proved by third
quarter sales of $12,097,466. By the
end of the year the books showed a net
profit of $479,098 versus a net loss of
$1,610,379 for the year 1950.
SPONSOR

With the effectiveness of air media
proved. Ruppert devoted almost 60',
of the $2,000,000 advertising budget in
1951 to radio and TV. Stepping up TV
activity this year means that Ruppert
will have to earmark about 65' i of an
estimated $2,750,000 budget to air advertising in 1952.
After the first spurt of sales the
Ruppert strategists increased the pressure as more advertising dollars became available. In August 1951, when
Anchor Hocking dropped out of Broadway Open House, Ruppert wasn't able
to carry the load alone. A comparatively inexpensive syndicated film show
Candid Camera I of Candid Microphone fame) was picked up and used
over WJZ-TV, New York, and in various New England markets.
Came the fall and Ruppert bought
$19,500 worth of time on WNBC, New
York, in order to get in on that station's "Chain Lightning" merchandising plan. Under this arrangement Ruppert was guaranteed exclusive displays
in over 1,600 chain stores — accounting
for 62' '< of the retail food business in
the vital New York market. Of equal
importance to Ruppert was the fact
that the plan gave them a great degree
of flexibility because they were not
committed to a specific number of announcements or station breaks during
a specific week, but could juggle the
schedule to fit in with special promotion plans. The only limitation was
that the total amount of time had to
be used during the 13- week period
ending in December.
The value of this type of merchandising is attested to by Ruppert Merchandising Manager Ted Brady, who
says, "During the week in which we
are permitted our extra display, sales
for Knickerbocker increase on an av-
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into 300%.
erage
d inA aTOO','
was experience
creaseof 250
store in
Astoria,
At the L.
end I."of the first cycle, Ruppert
signed a 52-week contract with WNBC
for $97,000 worth of time in 1952, this
to include the thrice weekly newscasts
of Kenneth Banghart from 6:00 to
6:15 p.m. Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday which Ruppert sponsors.
"Radio advertising will grow another
$250,000,000 in the next five years, although the radio broadcasting industry
is in for another two years of purgatory
before it cleanses away all its sins."
KEVIN B. SWEENEY, V.P.
Broadcasting Advertising Bureau

steam was turned up even higher. I!ii|>pert knew that it couldn't ignore sports
coverage but for a number of reasons
it wasn't interested in going in for the
play-by-play radio and T\ com
done by two of its competitors, Ballantine (Yankees) and Schaefer I Dodgers). In the first place Ruppert didn't
have that kind of monej to spend on
sports; secondly, the top audiencedrawing teams were tied up with longterm contracts; thirdly, Ruppert still
had an eye cocked on that woman
shopper.

A schedule offered by WNEW, New
York independent, seemed to fit Rup-

********

pert's specifications to a "T." Spotted
throughou
t the day, depending upon

Under the new contract WNBC arranges for display space four times a
year for one-week periods in each of
the chains participating in the plan.

the playing schedule of New York's
three major league teams, the station
broadcast the schedules and scores of
the local teams. A tricky jingle opened
each segment, then the scores followed

Ruppert is thereby able to plan in February its merchandising operation for
the whole year and its sales force
makes certain to hit the designated
stores at the appointed time in order
to insure good display space.
The necessity for the advertiser to
follow up on this type of plan is pointed out by Ruppert 's Assistant Advertising Manager in charge of point of purchase activities Lincoln Allen : "Getting
a front-of-the-store display gives us an
opportunity to reach the shopper with
a variety of packages and sizes of one
brand before she reaches the regular
beer department where we have to
compete with many packages of many
By keeping the advertising pressure
brands."
on
all winter Ruppert held sales slippage during the cold months to a minimum.
When

spring

rolled

around,

the

by the "Knock, Knock for Knickerbocker" jingle. This schedule of 40 announcements a week was designed to
appeal to the housewife who likes music while she works, is interested
enough in baseball to want to know
the scores, but either too busy or not
sufficiently interested in the sport to
want to see or hear a play-by-play account of a game.
Outside the New York area Ruppert
uses a heavy announcement schedule
in New England markets, backs it up
with some local programing.
By the end of the baseball season
Ruppert was willing to try to prove
that "there ain't no seasonal aspects to
selling beer." The current fall and winter lineup runs from early in the morning until after midnight, with heavy
emphasis on radio in the daytime and
wide TV coverage at night.
Morning coverage starts with Bill
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Leonard's Newscast I WCBS I from
9:00 to 9:05 a.m., Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Announcements and
station breaks via the WNBC pool use
the hard-sell technique throughout the
day. then Ken Banghart's news is
beamed from 6:00 to 6:15 on Tuesday.
Thursday, and Saturday.
Swinging over to TV for after-dark
coverage. Ruppert picks up the tab for
Bill Leonard s Today's Feature on
WCBS-TV Monday through Friday
from 6:05 to 6:10 p.m.. continues the
hard sell on The Late Show, WCBS-TV
from 11:15 to 12:45. Monday. Tues-

day, and Wednesday; participates on
the 11th Hour Theatre via WNBT on
Thursday and Friday nights.
With sales booming in the grocery
outlets. Ruppert is now able to devote
some funds to bolstering the draught
beer sales. Although many commercials on its other programs announce
the availability of Knickerbocker on
tap, the latest program to be added to
the
schedule.
Sam Hayes'
Last Minute
Football
Forecasts
on WNBC
from
10:45 to 11:00 p.m. on Friday nights
is pinpointed at the draught-beer drinking males.

For Ruppert to ignore the over-thebar market would be wasteful. The fact
is that the New York area is the largest
"on tap" market in the country. Although the national ratio of package to
draught sales runs about 76 to 24,
Ruppert's sales in the New York market average about 64 to 36. So, despite the national trend, which in the
last 12 years has shifted from a 50-50
ratio to the figures cited above. Ruppert intends to protect its interest in
the draught sales which built the company to its peak.
It was 85 years ago that Jacob Ruppert, Sr., then in his early twenties,
cleared some woodland in the Yorkville section of New York City. He
erected a 5,000-barrel capacity brewery which has grown to the present
2,500,000-barrel plant which still
stands on the same site.
Under his son, Colonel Jacob Ruppert. "New York's Famous Beer" became nationally known and attained
industry sales leadership. In addition
to owning the New York Yankee baseball club and stadium, the Colonel invested so much of the family money in
his native city that the Ruppert family became the second largest real estate taxpayers in town.

You can't cover Indiana's #2
market from another state.

Stepped-up competition during the

Our rates are local and include
complete

merchandising

depression weakened Ruppert's dominance. Staid management policies

distri-

didn't keep up with the aggressive selling tactics of competition. Throughout World War II. Ruppert profited by

bution and promotion assistance.
We

serve 400,000

loyal listen-

the seller's market, but mounting production difficulties were catching up
with the brewery.

ers in Negro, rural, industrial,
and four nationality groups.

A change in management brought
in a new president who tried to cover
losses in the New York market by
spreading distribution. This widened
coverage, with an accompanying
stretching of the promotional dollar.
was only a stop-gap measure.
By September 1948 the structure was
getting shaky. Fred Linder, a 40-year
man at Ruppert — now president — assumed responsibility for the brewery's
management. A wildcat strike of five
weeks' duration hit the company a
month later. Many dealers, unable to

Only the Gary Sales Plan sells
Indiana's second market.
Call us without obligation.

Gen. Mgr.-WWCA

WWCA

get Ruppert's beer, dropped the line.
A three-month total work stoppage the
following spring was the straw thai

Gary2 Ind
keta's
No.
Marian
Radio
Chicago's
Monster
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broke the brewery's back. Competitors
rushed in to supply the beer taps which
had formerly borne the Ruppert brand.
Looking around, the company discovered that despite its financial reverses one of its distributors was still
SPONSOR

doing very well. Herman A. Katz, who
was sales agent for Ruppert in the
New England territory, had built the
brand to top-seller position during the
16 years he had been associated with
the company. Linder called in Katz
and shortly thereafter announced that
the first step must be the development
of a new beer.
Katz explains this move thusly: "Today's market for beer is a young market. It is made up of young people,
and it is nearly as much female as it
is male. Today's beer drinker is a sociable drinker. This calls for a different kind of beer — different from the
kind our forefathers used to drink. It
calls for a fine-flavored beer, easy to
drink, not gassy, not bloating. In other words, less filling. And that's our
slogan, 'Extra light. Irosty-dry — less
filling'."
Another key factor in the new
brand's success was the revival of a
real Father Knickerbocker, long accepted as a symbol of New \ork City.
Although Ruppert contends that Father Knickerbocker is being developed
"not as a beer salesman but as an Ambassador of Goodwill for the world's
greatest city," the association in people's minds between the living symbol
and the beer is inevitable. Seemingly
born to play the role, Jim O'Neill as
Father Knickerbocker appears not only
in all Ruppert's advertising in newspapers, point-of-sale material, and TV.
but at civic functions, historical pageants, conventions, and sales meetings.
But although Knickerbocker beer is
Ruppert's trump, the company has other cards in its hand. Ruppert Light
Ale is very popular in New England,
and a recent addition has been Mory's
Stock Ale, an aged (one year) stock
ale which is the pride of the brewery's

ale brewmaster, Tom Morton.
Also on the fire is a campaign for
Ruppiner, a dark, Bavarian-type beer
which has, the company believes, excellent potentialities, particularly in the
German-American market. Test campaigns in German language radio in
New York City are being contemplated
and promotional activity on this item
will probably be stepped up shortly.
It would be typical of Ruppert to
cash in on a minority market.
Since

i'llow any advertisement above the lollypop level can make any sales sense at
all when it fails to discuss price and
value is a question that completely escapes me. Yet the majority of national
advertisers seldom quote prices."
JAMES D. WOOLF
Adv. Consultant
Santa Fe, N.M.

the introduction of Knickerbocker, the
company has backed up its large space
ads in The Daily News and Journal
American with frequent insertions in
Amsterdam News (Negro), Morning
Telegraph (horseplay ers ) , Irish Echo,
Civil Service Leader, and New York
Czas (Polish).
Pinpointed at the housewife is a new
seven-ounce bottle of Knickerbocker
called "Little Knick." Recently introduced in grocery store?, the bottle sells
for 100 and is designed to attract those
who like their beer in small quantities
or with between-meal snacks.
Nevertheless, the big "minority"
group Ruppert is currently wooing is
the draught beer drinker. The continued shrinkage of this group is based
on several factors.
As far as the beer drinker is concerned, TV in the home has certainly
been a key element in the switch of his

drinking habits. Also, mam of today's
beer drinkers first imbibed in the military service where they acquired a
taste for a light, mild (3.29? alcohol),
bottled beverage which has a slightl)
different taste as a result of having
been pasteurized. Pasteurization is
necessary in bottled beer to give it
longer shelf life.
I he other side of the coin is reflected in the growing attitude of the
bar operator in favor of the bottled
product. This is particularly prevalent
with the more recently opened taverns and bars. Among the reasons ^\\en for the switch to the packaged product are:
1. It costs approximately $4-5.000
to install the cooler, pipe lines, and
icebox storage facilities for keg beer.
2. Maintenance of the cooler, coil-,
and pipe lines is a constant expense.
3. Bottle beer gives better cost control over bartenders.
4. There is a higher profit per sale.
5. Certain locations (the financial
district, for instance) operate only a
limited number of hours per day and
tap beer must move fairly fast to maintain its best qualities
Despite the fact that the packaged
product is more profitable per sale to
brewer and tavern owner alike, Ruppert is taking steps to stem the tide.
Savs one Ruppert sales executive,
"Many bar operators don't realize that
they are cutting their own throats by
switching to packaged beers. Here
they have an exclusive commodity —
draught beer — and instead of playing
it for all they're worth, they put themselves in a position whereby they have
to compete with the supermarket. So
why should a guy pay a bartender 250
or more for a bottle of beer when he
can get the same thing in a grocery

In Boston
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► undupMcated
► practical
► factual

► readable
► your best adv. buy
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store for a dime less? To help the bar

PRESENTATIONS

operators, with whom Ruppert's has
always maintained excellent relations.
we have men going around instructing
bartenders how to draw the best glass
of beer, keep beer at the proper temperature, and the pipe lines in perfect

l Continued from page 39 i

condition."
Another step in the campaign to influence the bar operator is Ruppert's
distribution every week of a forecast
of scores in upcoming football games.
This forecast is prepared by Sam
Hayes (a noted sports handicapper)
and ties in with Ruppert's sponsorship
of the Friday night radio program
Sam Hayes' Last-Minute Football Forecasts over WNBC, New York.
Already the company's increased production has had an effect on the national picture: The New York metropolitan area has regained from Milwaukee the title of No. 1 U. S. beer
producing area.
The brewery is cutting into the sales
of both local and premium beers. But
Ruppert isn't worrying about whose
sales go down as its go up. The strategy, according to Biow Account Executive Dave Halpern, is simply "to
concern ourselves with selling our own
product and not to waste money fighting competition."
This attitude is exemplified by Ruppert's refusal to spread itself thin by
expanding into other markets at this
time. The company plans to solidify
itself thoroughly in its present markets
before stepping out.
But it is a safe bet that when Ruppert does decide to expand it will follow the strategy used in its sensational
comeback: pick the weak spot in the
competition's armor, and saturate the
area with air advertising to get the
greatest effect in the least time.

* * *

ried by saying "er."" Delsarte used to
go "hmmm" between silences, but this
is tricky, and should definitely not be
attempted by amateurs.
We generally suggest starting with
some provocative statement like:
"/// 1843, when this company was
founded, the assistant treasurer said a
few words Fd like to repeat to you
now'' ... or even better:
"The place of research in modern
advertising is too often misunderEither of these openings snags the
weaker
diately.
stood." part of your audience imme-

IV. The PrescBBtatioei Proper
Alivays speak in a mumble.
This is a must! Sometimes a nervous
member of the audience will ask you
to speak up. Raise your voice for a
sentence and then slide down to your
original pitch. After two or three requests, he will give up.
Make sure that you use a large number of passive verb forms and abstract
nouns. Here are a few foolproof ones:
"The data found in the following
pages can be accepted as representing
the habits and preferences of the Uni."
"Oneverse . . discrepancy
should be noted
in the table . . ."
In the left hand column, percentages
based on typical cells among the 2.000
cases are presented . . ."
This part of the technique is quite a
bit of sport. As you gain confidence,
you will begin to work out fascinating
variations like the Hidden Verb technique, the Boomerang Participle, or
the Multiple Adjective Strategy, which
you can pick up from any copywriter.

An eminent presentations practitionei
once picked off two account men at
the same time with this: "Afterwards,
notwithstanding somewhat controverting data, and while some doubt as to
validity was still predicated, reliable
limits were nevertheless determined."
Beautiful sentence, that, but not for
novices. As you can see. ever) word
in it is relatively familiar. You always
run the clanger that a slip of the tongue
will make the sentence understandable.

Beginners are usually better off learning some good technical words and using them liberally. Kurtosis is a good
word, for instance. Dichotomization is
excellent. Pearsonian coefficient, factor analysis, Gaussian curve — all will
do. For the adventurous. I have a list
of special technical phrases that I have
made up myself. One of my favorites
is the Mercedes-Benz Factorial Compensation Line. The Amateur Statistician will never admit that he hasn't
heard of it. If someone else asks what
it is, smile knowingly at the Amateur
Statistician and say, "Mr. Durfee.
don't you think that's a little involved
for the two of us to talk about now?"
He will agree enthusiastically. If he
ever gets you alone and asks about it.
look at him with surprise and say,
"Why, it's in any good elementary
An easy aid to all these techniques is
textbook."
to
read your talk. If the presentation
is completely verbal, keep your eyes
glued to the page. This produces the
effect that you are talking to yourself,
and the audience feels no obligation
to listen.
If the presentation does have charts,
imagination can run riot. There are
several tested and approved methods
for putting your audience to sleep with
a chart presentation :
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1. Read all printed material on the
charts. If Chart No. 4 says "1,200
carefulh stratified homes were sampled."" read it all — very slowly, as if
the audience could not see. An experienced lecturer will punctuate this sentence with coughs, wheezes, foot shifting, etc. The audience generally finishes the page three minutes before
you. While the\ wait for you to finish,
they begin to think about the mortgage, abirthday present for the bain.
what to do on vacation — and so to
sleep.

A variation of this is to read nothing. Let the audience read, but give it
a good five minutes on every page.
Here, of course, the danger is that you
yourself may fall asleep.
2. Stand with your back to the audience while you look at the charts.
This eliminates the possibility that a
spot on your tie or an expressive moustache will keep them alert.
3. Refer to previous charts. Fumble
around for a while before you find
them. Then reread them to the audience more slowly than ever.

SELL MORE IN THE

SOUTH'S No. 1 State!

4. Quote all figures. Presenting figures is an art by itself, but these are
the high spots. First, show several figures on a page — the more, the better.
Figures should be small, badly printed,
and close together. Second, run a lot
of lines on a page — five or six trend
lines weaving in and out of each other
are excellent. Third, mix up pie charts,
bar charts, etc. Change your chart
scales frequently.
5. If this is a slide presentation, it
helps to have the slides slightly out of
focus. Do not let a slide appear upside down. This generally gets a laugh
and stirs up the audience.
If you have followed these basic instructions carefully, your weaker lisasleep. teners should by now be peacefully

Special Problems

Occasionally,

after following the above instructions,
you find that a hard core of the audience is still awake. This is usually

* ««*

* Winston-Salem
is the home of
R. 1. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

composed of the Amateur Statistician
and the Head. Let us take up theStatistician first, for though he is fiercer, he is more subject to intimidation..
With the Amateur Statistician, you:
use the two fold ( or dichotomized I approach of Confusion and Superiority..
By now you should be half way
through
the presentation.
Instead flip
of"
reading each
figure in the charts,
the pages rapidly, touching upon this
and that. Throw in several tabulations
not on the charts. This will further
confuse him.

W

Then sav casually, "Of course, these
figures will all be in the printed re-

*T

The Statistician will subside. He
would like to impress the Head with
his critical ability, but vour reference
to the Mercedes-Benz Factorial Com-

Uth*<rf alt

Recent official Hooper Ratings
show WSJS, the Journal-Sentinel
Station, FIRST in the morning —
FIRST in the afternoon FIRST in
the evening! For the finest in
AM-FM coverage, it's WSJS
in Winston-Salem.
Represented by: HEADLEY-REED

CO.
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DRUGS

pensation Line upset him. and he's
afraid of looking foolish. He'd feel
safer examining the printed report
with textbook in hand. If, later, he
asks for the report, which of course
does notport."
exist, inform him stiffly that

N-

WINSTO

'S

,M.E«
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only a few copies were available, and
thev went to top executives.
This leaves only the Head. He has
trained himself to stay awake through
thick and thin. Uncannily, he has understood the figures and made somesense out of the mumble. He would
rather resign than read any printed
data on this thing, so he is determined
to stick it out. You must concentrate
on putting him to sleep.
It is the meeting of two strong perSPONSOR

(OH

sonalities. You might try intoning a
long table, looking straight at him and
swaying rhythmically from side to
side. Sometimes this hypnotizes him.
Or you might lose your place in the
notes for a few moments. Delsarte
Finch used to insert a page of some
other report, and intersperse, for instance, a table of logarithms or the
Yankees" batting averages. This often
does the trick.
If neither of these methods work,
there is one further technique. Explain
at length that the survey suffered from
inadequate funds. Plead for a larger
appropriation for the next survey.
This works every time.
Well, everyone is fast asleep! Murmur softly to yourself for a moment or
two — Delsarte memorizes cube roots at
this time. Then boom out in your loudest voice. "Well, it was a tough job,
but worth it."
Fling open your jacket and displayon your chest a large Phi Beta Kappa
key. which may be easily rented or
borrowed.
Immediately everyone will awaken,
startled and guilty. No questions will
be asked. Some people will slink out.
Others will come up, and congratulate
you on a brilliant job. Tell them that
this was only a brief discussion that
you'd be glad to expand on later.
No one will ask you to.
Any questions, anyone?
Hey, wake

• • •

up!

FACTS UNLIMITED
(Continued from page 29)
in the East listens to an out-of-home
radio set, other than a car radio, on
an average day. About half of this
listening is done at "Place of Work,"
and about a quarter of it is done at
the homes of neighbors and relatives.
In the two Midwestern studies, no comparative figures (out-of-home minus
the car radio listening) are available,
although several charts explore the location of sets in the total out-of-home
radio listening.
4. Special features of radio-TV
audiences — East and Midwest. The
three Whan studies give a valuable index of radio program tastes among
both Eastern and Midwestern audiences, as well as an opportunity for
comparison. The research method used
by Whan was a simple one. Listeners
were asked to select from a list of some
16 basic

types

20 OCTOBER

of program

materials

the five types they liked best. Here are
highlights of these findings, covering
total areas involved. Percentage score
indicates number of respondents who
put this show type among five best
liked category.
A.

NEW
RADIO

ENGLAND

WOMEN

TYPE

RANKING

Complete drama
News broadcasts ..
Comedians ....

62.0%
60.3
53.2

Popular music ..
Aud. participation
Variety shows _
Talks, comment
Sportscasts _
Classical music ..
Serial drama

49.4
48.7
42.9
28.9
27.0
26.2
24.3

Religious
programs
Old time music ..
Homemaking
shows
Brass band music...

17.4
16.7
16.4
10.9

Farming talks ..
Market reports

3.1
0.6

Note how Eastern women turn most
to drama, secondly to news, and thirdly to comedy entertainment. This is
in contrast with masculine tastes in the
East which show:
B. NEW
RADIO

ENGLAND

TOP

MARKET
MARKET

DATA

for Counties Covered
by
K-NUZ— Houston, Texas
Population
1.119.800
(Negro 160,000)
Radio
Homes
327,240
Retail Sales
$1,392,525,000
Food Sales
$327,587,000
General
Merchandise
Sales
$164,284,000
Apparel Sales
Home
Furnishing

$103,232,000

Sales

$82,885,000

Auto Supply Sales
Bldg. & Hardware
Sales
Food & Beverage
Sales

$103,547,000

Drug

Sales

$123,998,000
$96,328,000
$42,083,000

SRDS Consumer Markets 1951-1952
for all market
figures.

MEN

TYPE

RANKING

News broadcasts .... 71.3%
Sports broadcasts .... 58.7
Comedians
58.3
Complete drama
Popular music __
Aud. participation ....
Variety programs ..
Talks, comment
Classical music
Oldtime music _ __
Brass band music ....

54.0
45.0
35.6
35.4
34.1
20.7
18.7
13.7

Religious
programs.. 11.7
Serial drama
11.0
Talks on farming ..
6.6
Homemaking
shows..
3.6
Market reports .
3.0
Contrast these Eastern program
preferences with those of the Midwest,
and some interesting conclusions arise.
For one thing, Midwestern women
seem to have stronger tastes for news,
audience participations, and serial
dramas than their Eastern distaff
cousins. Midwestern men, at the same
time, share the taste for news that men
have in the East, but Midwesterners
are more fond of comedy shows and
slightly less fond of sports programs.
For the Kansas-area study, the male
and female preference figures were:

« FORM
General Manager
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A. KANSAS

The September
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This study was basically designed
to measure habits and attitudes
of TV owners toward Western
Programs.
Each TV owner was thoroughly
questioned about viewing of
western programs. Information
resulting from this questioning
includes:
1. Economic status as a
factor in viewing.
L'. Children as a factor in
viewing.
3. ing.
Sex as a factor in view1. Regular viewing of specific programs.
5. Favorite western programs, and reasons for
selection.
6. Types of Western programs preferred.
7. Non-viewers objections
to Western programs.
Respondents were also shown a
list ol statements about Western programs and asked to
agree or disagree with each
statement. The results are of
great importance since it is
shown that, strangely enough,
much ol the sentiment that
Westerns are harmful to children comes from families without children.
It's an interesting and valuable
study — one you should have.

— ^rauerteAt iKeiearcn
90 BAYARD
NEW

BRUNSWICK,
CHarter
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JERSEY

TYPE

News broadcasts .
Featured comedians..
Popular music ..
liul. participation
Complete drama _
Religious programs ..
Sports broadcasts ....
Serial drama
Old time music ..
Classical music .
Variety programs .
Homemaking shows ..
Talks, comment ..
Market reports ..
Brass band music _.
Talks on farming ..
B. KANSAS
RADIO

B.

WOMEN
RANKING

71.5%
57.1
46.3
45.2
43.7
34.8
28.5
27.4
24.8
18.9
18.0
16.5
15.5
15.4
14.9
10.2

MEN

TYPE

RANKING

News broadcasts ..
Featured comedians .

80.7%
59.8

Sports broadcasts .
Popular music
And. participation
Complete drama .
Old time music ..
Market reports .
Religious programs ..
Talks, comment _.
Classical music .
Talks on farming ..
Brass band music ..

51.9
38.8
35.2
32.3
29.0
27.7
23.7
23.0
16.2
15.6
15.3

Variety programs .
14.7
Serial drama ..
14.4
Homemaking shows .. 4.2
There are enough slight variations
— although the pattern is basically
similar — between programing preferences in Kansas and those in Iowa to
make an intramural study in the Midwest of interest.
A.
RADIO

IOWA

WOMEN

TYPE

RANKING

News broadcasts .
Featured comedy _.
Aud. participation ..
Popular music .. ___.
Complete drama .
Sports broadcast _.
Religious programs ..
Serial drama ..

73.4%
57.5
49.9
47.9
41.9
31.8
28.8
25.3

Variety programs ..
Oldtime music
Homemaking shows ..
Market reports ..
Classical music .
Talks, comments .
Hand music [brass)..
Talks on farming

22.0
20.8
18.9
17.0
15.9
15.7
12.5
11.3

RADIO

IOWA

MEN

TYPE

RANKING

News broadcasts _.
Featured comedy
Sports broadcasts ....
Popular music ..
Aud. participation ..
Market
reports _
Complete drama
Oldtime music _ ....
Talks on farming ..
Talks, comment ..
Religious programs ..
Variety programs .
Band music (brass)..
Serial drama .
Classical music .
Homemaking shows __

79.1%
63.2
52.5
42.3
39.6
31.7
31.3
27.3
21.1
20.9
19.5
18.7
14.2
11.1
9.8
4.3

The many more facts which can be
obtained by a close study of all three
of the 1952 reports of Dr. Forest L.
Whan, can give advertisers and agencies alike their most comprehensive
view of the differences in preferences
and behaviors of East and Midwest
audiences yet available in radio-TV
* * *
research.

DAYTIME TV
[Continued from page 31)
tisers polled by sponsor voiced this
one point: The networks made a mistake in adopting for TV the same day
vs. night rate structure which prevailed
in radio, and by continuing the system the networks are compounding an
error. Also most of those polled
thought the daytime price should be
geared to a graduating scale, based on
the growth of daytime sets in use. As
the daytime audience grew in ratio
with nighttime levels, the rates for daytime could be increased. There was a
wide diversity of opinion as to starting
level for daytime rates. The suggested
figures ranged between 25 and 40% of
the nighttime rate. Majority opinion

DOTHAN, ALABAMA

5000/560
NON-DI

Notional

RECTION

Rtprtimlali«t
Stan anal Ayer

AL

Sou»hto>t
I Doro-Cloyton A|«i<y

SPONSOR

was for a peg of 35%.
On the matter of daytime TV's value
to the advertiser, the poll disclosed that
advertisers and agencies were doing
anything hut selling it short. They considered its prospects bright and unlimited, and that the only two things hampering its development at the moment
were a miscalculated price formula and
failure to find the right programing
pattern.
Meantime the over-all daytime sales
picture doesn't shape up too strongly
for the networks. Only CBS has
claimed that it is in a better position
than it was a year ago. Its sales status
daytime as of 10 October was 18 hours
sold, an increase of about three hours
over last year. NBC is down to six and
a half hours (with Kate Smith but 70' <
sold), as compared to nine hours sold
last year. Both ABC and DuMont were
likewise considerably better off a year
ago. Two shows that added a lot of
time and billings weight to last season's schedule were Bill Goodwin (General Electric) and Bert Parks (General
Foods). Between them the two shows
accounted for five half-hours a week.
Daytime TV hasn't experienced any
windfalls similar to these since the two
shows were cancelled.

the rate cards of their own m&o sta-

"We urge that the networks, instead
of resorting to a lot of sophistry involving program ratings and share-of-audience, put their daytime rate structure
on a realistic and equitable foundation by revising the rates in keeping
with the ratio of daytime audience to
nighttime audience.
Nothing could be

•

tions you'll find the daytime rate ranging between 30 and 40'v of the nighttime rate. We've asked the network to
answer this question: \\ hi< h of these
price structures do you consider the
more equitable and economic? So far
we haven't had an answer.
"The advertiser should not he asked

•••••••

•• \- an instrument of broad national
coverage, television will have a strong
chance for advertiser aeeeptance if it is
sold in the magazine tradition — with
advertisers allowed to buy just an ad,
not a show, and to buy not necessarily
on an every-week frequency but only as
often as they want, or can afford."
HENRY SCHACHTE, Adv. Dir.
The Borden Co.

•

to pay a ratio that existed in the heyday of radio unless television gives
quick promise of delivering a like ratio. We don't think that will happen
and so we have called on the networks
to make their m&o rates the national
scale, and also to the daytime, or C,

*••••••

rate from 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. We're convinced that, regardless of the counterarguments, expectations, and hopes the
networks may have to offer, they

fairer than this request. As this ratio
moves up the networks could gradually
increase the daytime rates. For a starter we suggest that the daytime rate be

should proceed at the earliest to convert their pricing formula into some-

a third of the nighttime rate."
Compton — "Reduced to simple terms,
what we're objecting to is the networks
charging our clients for 50 units of
cost and delivering but 36 units of effect. Here's how inconsistent the net-

thing that makes economic sense."
Young & Rubicam — "Here's a good
index to what our agency thinks of network daytime rate structure. A year
ago we ranked as the No. 1 agency in
daytime TV. We had 18 quarter hours
of programs running on the networks.
This season we're down to one-third
sponsorship of Search for Tomorrow

works are: On a network basis they're
charging us 50% of the nighttime for
a daytime period, but if you'll look at

In conducting its survey on the question of whether network TV is overpriced sponsor found agency officials,
advertisers, and network executives

WBNS Doesn't Fall

more than ready to express their viewpoints— providing that they as individuals were not quoted. A cross-section of these viewpoints follows:
Benton & Bowles — "After a thorough analysis of daytime viewing as
compared to homes using TV at night,
we have asked the nets to make a reappraisal of their daytime rate structure.
We feel that the networks have erred in
carrying over into television the radio
practice of setting the daytime rate at
50% of the nighttime rate. The daytime listening habit in radio moved as
fast as it did because of the kitchen set.

Back on the "NET"
With the greatest of ease
. . . WBNS programming
swings back and forth
from top CBS shows to
locally-produced programs
built around beloved Ohio

personalities. Blessed with
a choice of all the best
CBS talent, WBNS knows
sponsors can't
local favorites
endorsement
Ohio.
messages
aimed

and it doesn't look as though history
will repeate itself with TV.
"We recognize that TV is still in a
developmental stage but we strongly
oppose the idea of our advertisers being asked to pay rates that are grossly
out of proportion to what they can get
at night while this experimenting is in
progress. Dollar for dollar the advertiser doesn't as yet get anywhere near
the audience break that prevailed in
daytime radio.
20 OCTOBER
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I I'&G ) and a quarter hour of Kale
^inith I Johnson & Johnson) .
"Before recommending to our client that they pull out of daytime TV we
conducted numerous studies on viewing audience ratios, day vs. night, and
costs-per-1.000. In terms of rates alone
we couldn't do other than point out to
our clients that nighttime TV was a tremendously superior buy. ( Incidentally,
most of our clients who quit daytime
TV arc now to be found on the nighttime TV schedules.)

Same old story
in Rochester . . .

"One of the things that strongly influenced our reactions toward daytime
costs was the summer problem: Sets-inuse dropped oflf spectacularly in the
summer time, particularly in the afternoon. We bring this up because we
think that if an equitable ratio of day
time rates is to be arrived at this summer factor must be taken into consid-

WHEC WAY
OUT AHEAD!
Consistent audience rating
leader since 1943.

WHEC
ROCHESTER,
3,000

eration: Any figure on homes-usingdaytime-TV must be taken over the
span of an entire year and not by quarters or from September through May.

N.Y.///

WATTS

t*pr»t»ntativ$ ...
IVIIITT-McKINNlY,
Lit f. O'CONNEl

Inc., N.w

"The daytime rate structure is a serious problem to us because it keeps us

^
*

York, Chicago

I CO., lot Ang.l.i, San Franciic.

from doing many of the things we'd
like to do with television. When you're
hard put to justify a rate, you're just

MEMO-GRAM TO
Timebuyers

William Esty & Co. — "We have what
in."
penned
is
probably the lowest cost-per-1,000
per-minute-of-commercial (SI. 35 1 in
the Strike It Rich program (Colgate).
but we still think that the pricing of
davtime network TV is in sore need of

We

polls

adjustment. We have made studies that

WE DO SELL MERCHANDISE

show there's quite a gap between the
SO'/' rate charged for daytime and the
actual ratio of daytime and nighttime
viewing. The daytime audience may

don't sell surveys,
or ratings . . .

W

E AS^-

DECATUR- ATLANTA

J |V

SAVANNAH

GOV

VALDOSTA.

KWEM

WEST

GA.

MEMPHIS-

MEMPHIS

'The Family Stations"
Race — Rural — Religion
Check
MUNTZ-TV
on an
All-Out
BANGUP
SELLING
Performance

Contact FQRJOE now or
STARS, INCORPORATED
Candler
Box

142,

Bldg., Atlanta
Memphis,

Tenn.

daytime as compared to nighttime?
( The rating services are certainly wide
apart on daytime ratings.)
"When a daytime strip costs an advertiser around $2,000,000 a year he
should know the extent of the actual
audience, the number of homes that
use daytime television, and whether the
rate he pays is in the right proportion
to what he could get for the same
money in terms of viewers at night."
ABC — The network's position revolves around these points:
1. 1951 was a developmental year
and should not be used to determine a
price ratio for the 1952-53 season.
2. Because of the competitive setup
— or rather the lack of it— the advertiser gets a bigger piece ' of the daya
time pie than will prevail nin years to
come. CBS concentrates its programing in the morning, while NBC has
elected to make the most of its afternoon schedule.
3. NBC fully appreciates the fact
that it must find a way to solve the
summer replacement situation when its
ee,

key daytime show — Kate Smith — drops
out.fairButto in
the meantime
it wouldn't
he
include
the summer
months

Miss Lorett 7 Mahar
Krasselt Co.
3uren St
733 N. 1
Milwaul
Wis.
CramerHere Loretta:
want to ta fee time out frum
I gist
to tell you about a show I
my broom in
on WCHS.
>f<^L- heerd
Seems thet a fly-

\ *J&

in saucer landed
in th'miles
hills 'bout
90
frum
and scared

rft *"here
^
folks

half
to
death. Ov course,
WCHS intervued
thim folks in a

eventually reach that 50r< level, but
meanwhile something should be done.
"By the way. we have found that
there's quite a spread in the percentage
of homes viewing as reported by the
various rating services. That circumstance will also have to be considered
when and if the networks decide to adjust daytime
Biow
Co. — rates."
There is some evidence
that the attention daytime television is
getting is nowhere what it was in ratlin's formative years. Daytime television is also very much slower in developing than nighttime television.
Aside from oilier factors, such as measuring the viewing attention of the people reached, daytime television poses
this big question mark: What is the
true ratio of homes usim: TV in the
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in citing the percentage of homes using
davtime TV when it comes to discussing the ratio between daytime and
nighttime viewing.
4. With but two years of experience
behind network daytime TV it is much,
too early for anyone to try to decide
what it is worth.
5. The time has not yet arrived
when the network need entertain any
thoughts of daytime rate adjustment.
1 he network, after all, is still under
obligation to its affiliates not only to
maintain the rate structure but to
strengthen daytime schedules with
quality programs around which the affiliates will be able to sell spot time.

Again, the networks must look to daytime sales for their additional profits.
Nighttime is virtually sold out and
NBC, specifically, is reconciled to the
fact that it cannot raise nighttime rates.
6. Some of the big advertisers expected too much of daytime TV. Instead of dipping their toes into it
via participation in network-produced
shows, they put on their own half-hour
programs — some of them relatively expensive— and when the resulting costsper- 1,000 looked staggering they and

•

•••••••

"Advertising doesn't cost 25c; V>c%
"very little.' Advertising; doesn't cost
anything. It cuts costs. It saves money.
If it didn't we wouldn't have advertising.
It's that simple. We have advertising
hecause it is economicallv valuab'e."
JOHN D. YECK, Pres.
Yeck and Yeck

their agencies were inclined to settle
the blame on rates.
CBS — This network seems to feel
that while the points made by agencies
and advertisers may have merit, any
reexamination of rates would have to
be in light of station operating costs as
well as the level of set use in the day time. Stations can't be asked to cut
their rates if by doing so they incur
losses on their daytime operations. In
any event, if there is to be an adjust-

Ever Get That
"Tired" Feeling?
Take a tip from little Bismarck
— you'll sleep like a baby if
you've put KFYR to work, selling families with the 4th highest buying power in the nation* ... in wealthy North
Dakota.
*SM 1951 Survey of Buying
Power.

I HAVE AN
A PROBLEM

IDEA THAT
TO:

IT'S

Develop a fresh, saleable programming
approach
Build

for

ratings

your
in

station
your

market

Achieve or maintain leadership in the
vertisers
eyes of your community and your adSell your product under a new
competition

high in

I have
an idea that you'dyoung
be interested
in
a thoroughly-seasoned
program
executive (with excellent background for
TV) who has helped meet and successfully answer those problems
I have an idea we can work together — ■
profitably.
If you like the idea, write:

BOX

1

5 1 0 Madison Ave.
IDEA

SPONSOR
N.Y. 22, N.Y.

FOR

ACENCIES: add agency experience, years of colorful production
and
copy. Interested in your
ideas, persuasive
too.

ment it probably
takestations
place
until there
are manycouldn't
more TV
on the air and the competitive picture
makes such an adjustment look like a
natural sequence. CBS also had this
comment to make on the line of argument advanced by agencies:
1. Advertisers are getting a specialized consumer audience in daytime
viewers, and they should be willing to
pay more, even if the sets-in-use ratio
seems to dictate lower prices.
2. The daytime network TV advertiser is still getting a relatively good
value in cost-per-1.000 since it costs
him so much less to program in daytime than at night.
3. An advertiser should look at his
participation in daytime television on
a long-range basis and think in terms
of building up a franchise through the
years, as he did with radio. By worrying about exact price ratios at this

5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair

20 OCTOBER

stage of the medium's development, the
advertiser could lose sight of what consistent participation in davtime network TV would mean to him in economic, as well as franchise, terms two
or three years hence.
* * *
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ROUNDUP
{Continued from page 57)
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The Seaboard Container Corp.. an
industrial firm, is sponsoring the public interest series. Freedom, U. S. A.,
over WIP, Philadelphia. The show is
aired at 6:30 D.m. on Sundays and follows another Frederic W. Ziv Co. transcribed series, / Was a Communist for
the FBI. Prior to the show's debut on
28 September.
Benedict
Gimbel, Jr..

• PERSONALITIES
• MARKETS
Yes, on all 3 vital points,
Rahall Stations deliver the
goods.

1000 W.

AUENTOWN

, PA.

(a)
1320 KC
(b)

500 W

N0RRIU0WN.PA.

1000 W.

National

BECKLEY, W.VA.

Representatives

(a) WEED
and
CO.
(b) WALKER
& CO.

RAHALL
JOE

STATIONS
RAHALL,

President

1110 KC

620 KC

WIP president and general manager,
held a special luncheon at which civic
officials, military representatives, and
Philadelphia area educators auditioned
the new series. Seen in photo (1. to
r. I : Gimbel; Louis P. Hoyer, superintendent of public schools in Philadelphia; Frederic R. Mann, pres.. Seaboard Container Corp.
*
->:- *

formance. KYA sports director Les
Keiter — who promotes the Minx on his
sports shows — was no exception. Soon
after that, four KYA staff members
went
Minxes.out and purchased their own

Fifteen months ago, M. E. Blatt
Company, Atlantic City, N. J., department store, switched from extensive
newspaper advertising to using only
radio for its daily advertising. How
this came about is told in a brochure
distributed last month by the BAB to
ad agencies and member stations.
Titled "The Queen Keeps Her Crown
— By Using Radio", the booklet relates
how store bigwigs decided that, in the
face of rate increases, newspapers were
not reaching enough of the market for
the price. When they looked at radio
and found it offered nearly 1009c saturation, they cancelled all daily newspaper advertising and took on an extensive radio schedule ( using WFPG
and WMID. Atlantic City, and WOND,
Pleasantville). Result: climbing sales
volume at no increase in the ad budget.

THE STARS ARE BACK ON CBS
iiifflMJtutri

Each fall, to herald the beginning of

YORUEACAR
NG'T
HIEN
LOS ANGELES' MAJOR

Negro
Market
unless you're buying

HUNTER

HANCOCKS

"HARLEMATINEE'

a new TV season, the Milwaukee Journal publishes a special television section. This year's section consists of
18 pages of eight-column sheets, fronted and backed with full-color photographs. The editorial material covers
TV from all angles — origin of the medium, programing, personalities, backstage problems, TV in relation to politicians, farmers, educators, industrialists— even statistics such as sales of
TV sets compared to radio sets. ( One

There's a Spot
for YOU

it i

LINE
-DP
£
o's
Pas
El
SCB
:;
STAR
ALL
V
fc:

sidelight: "Radios are still outselling
television sets by two to one." ) Most
of the material in the section was naturallv related to the Journal's own video outlet. WTMJ-TV. Milwaukee.
Rootes Motors. Inc.. British firm
which makes Hillman Minx cars, is
opening an unexpected market for its
autos in the course of its current radio

Benny, Crosby, Lux Radio Theater and a
host of the brightest stars are back on
KROD. Your advertising will be in the best
of company here, will sell more because
more people will hear it. Call your nearest
Taylor
office today.

/

(lVL=UiJ£-L?

greater than any other station
in El Paso, regardless of power

campaign here. At least, what happened recently at KYA, San Francisco,
would indicate so. Rootes has established the practice of providing all radio personalities doing Hillman Minx
commercials with one of the cars to
give them first-hand knowledge of per-
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CKAC, Montreal, celebrated its 30th

COMPLETE BROADCASTING
INSTITUTION IN

programs revived the station's broadcasting history, worked up to the present until on 11 October, some of

f\icnmonci

W C 0 D-™
W TVR «
First Stations of Virginia
WTVR

Blair TV

WMBG

The

THE

Inc.

Boiling

Co.

QUAD-CITIES

in

POPULATION

82nd Sales Management's
among
162 Metropolitan Areas
All people are consumers. lint
quality people are better customers. The depth of quality
in the Quad-City market is an
outstanding asset of 240,500
people who live here. Good
ancestry, fine geographical location and diversified means of
livelihood all contribute to the
high standard of Quad-City
living. WHBF is favored with
the loyalty and friendship of
Quad-Citians, accumulated during 25 years of service in
radio broadcasting.
Les Johnson — V.P. and Cen. Mgr.

WHBF,
TEICO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Aver y-Knodel, Inc.
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anniversary this month with almost .~>0
special programs in one week. The
kiekoff day, 5 October, was dedicated
to CKAC stars and staff personnel of
another era, saw former CKAC announcers and artists taking over the
stations microphones. The weeks

CKAC's most promising young talent
was introduced in a forward-looking
presentation. Another of the anniversary week's features was a special Hollywood-produced broadcast on which
such stars as Denise Darcel, Corinne
Calvet, Leslie Caron, Lauritz Melchoir.
Charles Boyer, and Cary Grant were
heard. CKAC is a French language station, owned and operated by a FrenchCanadian newspaper. La Presse.
*
Stations WNBC

*
•»
and WNBT

in New

York came up with a catch-phrase in
connection with the register-and-vote
campaign which caught on like wildfire in and around the big city. The
phrase: "Don't be a ianovoc'." It was
aired in more than 400 announcements
and station breaks a week for several
weeks around registration time — at
first in a teaser campaign, then in an
"explanatory"' campaign telling what a
"Ianovoc" is and why it's so so important not to be classified as such. E. g. :
a "Ianovoc ' is a "lazy, non-voting citizen."New
(
York's record registration would indicate that this and other
vote drives have been highly effective.)

■x- *

•: -

"The Frenchman" and "The Baby"
have nothing on comedian Ernie Kovacs who stars in a new WCBS-TV
(New York) picture presentation
aimed at stimulating additional sponsor interest in his show, Kovacs Unlimited. It's made up of expressive
photos ( TV-screen-shape I and informal running commentary by Kovacs in
his own uninhibited style. Kovacs extends a genial invitation to sponsors
to "C'mon over to the studio. Nobody
knows who belongs on the show, so if
you walk in front of the camera you
may become a TV star ( no charge for
this service). If you care to, bring
along a sample of your product I for
this build-up, we charge a little)."
Kovacs and cast appear on WCBS-TV
Monday through Friday. 12:45 to 1:30
p.m.: the show is all ad lib. has won
praise for its scriptless success. * * *
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| Am I your ]
I man ? I
TV-AM

general or sales manager:

Experienced all phases broadcasting with emphasis on sales and
promotion, both station and network. 8years top- flight radio
station; 4 years TV. $15,000,000
Tl

time and program sales to

nation-:! advertisers since I'll!!.
Seek permanent Tl or TV-AM
station connection, established
or expanding, with opportunit\
to purchase equity on demonstration ofresults and sincerity.
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MEN, MONEY, MOTIVES
[Continued from jiage 6)
journalists depend for their data in
part upon confidences given by such
administrators. The advantage of the
business journalists is that he may talk
to the "other" elements in the industry,
can relate and recall, sift the significant
from the so-\vhat.

MACK
from

recommends
'VORANG

An object of satire for 30 years in
radio, and now again in television is
the sponsor who doesn't know what he
is doing, or why. True, TV costs have
made the species less common than in
radio. Nonetheless there still appears
every now and again some corporation
innocent who dislikes the effort of
reading business periodicals. Usually
he argues that there are too many of
them, or that thev are dully reported.
as they sometimes are. or that he is
CLOW
BOTCH-A-ME
STRING
ALONG
VANESSA
HAVE
A COOD

better briefed than any business journalist could be. The last may be a
dangerous assumption indeed if the
executive has embarked upon strange

TIME

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
580 FIFTH AVE., NEW
NEW

YORK

• CHICAGO

YORK

19

• HOLLYWOOD

Portland's Family Station
Edited for Portland listeners— KWJJ
news is carefully spaced to give Local
people a complete coverage
and
national
events.

of local

Local Sports
No other Station in Portland gives such
complete coverage of local sports
events. KWJJ carries exclusive Baseball,
Basketball
and
Football
broadcasts.

Local Music
hear.

Local preferences guide the se/^7i
lection of all KWJJ
^///

KWJJ
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and hence never sees, the "warnings"
as published, he is really inviting acute
embarrassment upon himself.
-X-

*

Admittedly it is always hard to get
honest counsel in business, what with
everybody on the make. But business
journals, of the reputable sort, come
as close as anybody to dishing out
* * *

editor's note: Columnist Landry's
sentiments, expressed with Landry-

Studios & Offices

s
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KPAC serves a population of 236,100
in the rich Beaumont — Port ArthurOrange
metropolitan
tri-city area.
KPAC is the No. 1 radio salesman

\

for
sponsors
I oillocal
refining
area.in the world's No.

JOHN
E. PEARSON
CO.
National Representative*

50(10 WATTS

#

bias-free "guidance."

1011 S. W. 6th Ave.

OREGON

*

practically no butter but venal business journals lay it on with a trowel,
like a talent broker. If a business administrator with a blind spot of personal vanity is being given the artistic
build-up by experts in bewitchment
and if in his conceit he scorns to read,

*

KWJJ's two popular disc jockeys bring
Portland the kind of music it wants to

PORTLAND

pitfalls of the market, and is depending upon angle-shooters for advice.
Executive vanity is not often mentioned out loud but vanity is the most
dangerous motivation factor of all.
Reputable business journals spread

Local News

BEAUMONT,

waters, if he is 1 uying talent, for example, without I nowing any of the

K

KWJJ

E
TEXAS'5thMARKET
the rich,area
industrial
tri-city

esque
precision,
be the
closer
to
our own
if wed couldn't
suggested
topic
which we didn't. Giving advertisers
facts of value to them in their business
is just what we had in mind in adopting the slogan si'ONsou ISK magazine for radio and TV advertisers.
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Required
by the Act of Congress
of August
21.
1012, as amended
by the Acts of March :i. 1933,
and July 2. 1946 (39 TJ.S.C. 233).
Of SPONSOR,
published bi-weekly at Baltimore,
Maryland,
for October 1952.
The names and addresses of the publisher, editor
and business managers are:
Publisher N. and
R. Glenn. Mamaroneck.
Y. Editor: Norman
Managing Editor: Miles David, New York. N. Y.
Manager:
Bernard
Piatt,
New
York.
N.Business
Y.
The owner is: SPONSOR
PUBLICATIONS
Im . .
New York, N. Y.
stockholders of one percent or more of stock are:
Norman R. Glenn, Mamaroneck. N. Y. ; Elaine C.
Glenn,
Mamaroneck,
N. Y".Baltimore.
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K. Strouse.
Md. Baltimore,
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O'Neill,
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Washington,
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corrects

Aussie

radio

facts in Int'l.
Basics section
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Leonard Blanket, editor of Broadcasting & Television, Sydney, sends
these corrections to Australian radio facts in International Basics
section of SPONSOR'S 14 July Fall Facts issue: There are 103 commercial stations in Australia and 40 Government-owned stations.
Latter
do not accept advertising.
There are 2 main national networks:
Macquarie (53 stations) and Major (17 stations).
Country had
1,898,291 licensed sets in August or 22.23 per 100 population.
Station 3DB Melbourne costs $104 an hour night rate, not $149; 100 words
are $8.58. Plans for one Government-owned TV station have been shelved.
-IRS-

Fiji Islands
have commercial
station

Fiji Islands' 500-watt ZJV in Suva, the capital, is not only continuing to accept commercials but is expanding to 2,000 watts, according
to C. T. Sproule, advertising manager, Broadcasting Dept., Amalgamated
Wireless (Australasia) Ltd., the operators.
SPONSOR had omitted Fiji
from its world commercial radio map in 14 July issue. Fiji has 284,950
inhabitants (5,000 Europeans), 2,000 licensed receivers (1949).
-IRS-

Ruppert in
Virgin
Islands

Ruppert Beer (Biow) has scheduled an intensive spot campaign over
WIVI, Virgin Islands.
Pan American Broadcasting is rep.
(For story
on Ruppert air advertising in U.S., see page 32.)
-IRS-

Two

Canadian
TV

ratings
released

U. S. sponsors
active on
Panama

Net

Penn McLeod and Elliott-Haynes Ltd. have just released their first
television ratings covering Toronto's new TV station, CBLT.
Both show
big opening-night audience (82.5 to 86% of sets tuned in 8 September).
Audience then dropped to about 25% for rest of first week.
Canadians
prefer WBEN-TV, Buffalo.
McLeod 's comment in New York: "The Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. may have to revise its rates" (now $1,600 an hour).
-IRSHere's what American sponsors are using in Panama (4-station RPC
Network): Swift's Florecita butter — "Los Apuros de Ramona" ("Ramona's
Troubles"); Kellogg's products — "Montana Kid"; Colgate Palmolive — "El
Gato" ("The Cat") and "Un Amor Frente al Destino" ("Love Before Destiny"), and Esso — "Tierra Adentro," one-hour show about hinterland
life.
Melchor Guzman represents RPC.
-IRS-

Two

drugs boost
foreign

radio

budgets

Radio

Ceylon
adds to

sponsor list

20 OCTOBER
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Pleased with this year's results, Alka-Seltzer (Robert Otto) and Norwich Pharmacal (National Export Advertising Service) wi.ll_spend_more
on foreign radio in 1953, reach more countries, according to reports.
--IRSRadio Ceylon, 100,000-watt Far Eastern international outlet (Pan American Broadcasting is rep), has added following sponsors: Goodyear,
Lipton's, Standard Vacuum, Pan American Airways, Air France, Knox
95
Products.
Station carries shows like "Superman," "Front Page Lady."

•

INTERN

ship; out-of-home listening; auto-radio
listening; comparison of media activ-

SPONSOR
SPEAKS_

ity: profiles of listeners' and viewers'
habits and program preferences and
recommendations for programing imof
valuable toolsprovements.
for They're
botha cornucopia
the seller and
the bin er.
Its to be hoped that other radio or
TV stations will follow the lead of
WIBW. Topeka; WHO, Des Moines,
and WBZ, Boston and provide the industry with even more of Dr. Whan's
area measurements, done on a comparable yardstick.

Whan

reports have broad use

Readers of the summary and commentary on the Dr. Forest L. Whan
studies (starts on page 25) will readily
agree that the researcher has come
through with an absorbing assortment
of material. His findings should hit
the interest target not only of media
people but those in the advertising field
who specialize in programing. Dr.
Whan includes a batch of information
on regional program preferences that
is likely to arouse much discussion
among the agency experts whose job it
is to determine what types of entertainment can have the strongest cross-section appeal.
Dr. Whan's reports on the Iowa.
Kansas, and Boston areas are exhaustive in the scope of data they cover:
radio set ownership;
TV set owner-

I.D.'s: a case of solid cooperation
1 he standardization of TV I.D.'s
will in time probably come to be cited
as a classic example of how close cooperation between the seller and the
buyer can save as well as make money
for both. As related in the article on
page 34, the fact that I.D.'s are becoming increasingly important to national
advertisers is due to the way NARTSR
and a group of agencies worked out a
system of standards for film and audio
length. Credit is also due the 85 stations which have accepted the new TV
format for I.D.'s.
Before the adoption of the standards, the I.D. was more popular with
local advertisers. Now that the same
I.D.'s can be used on the vast majority
of stations, the pendulum has swung
the other way.

At present use of I.D.'s

is evenly split between national and
local advertisers, and if the present
trend rate continues the ratio by this
time in 1953 could easily be 75'v national and 25'r local advertisers.

Hadacol is back with "deals"
Harry B. Goldsmith, who garnered
quite a reputation as a hard-fisted buyer of radio while an official of Groves
Laboratories, is back on the special
propositions
trail.
This hetime
it's intook
behalf of Hadacol.
which
recently
over as president.
Goldsmith is bent on doing a blanket
spot job in Southern states, and is talking about using around 230 stations,
and of investing part of a $250,000
budget in that direction. But Goldsmith's method of buying has a strange
little twist.
According to himself, quite a number of stations not located in Hadacol's
primary selling area think so much of
Hadacol's ability to stage a comeback
that they are willing to run Hadacol
announcements without compensation.
1 hat arrangement would continue until all the Hadacol retail inventories in
that area had been exhausted, and then
when these same stores started reordering the speculating stations would be
rewarded with paid-for time.
Smart dealing, if you can get away
with it. but it ain't cricket, partner, for
all the rest of the advertisers who make
a habit of paying for what they get —
and at the start of the campaign.

Applause
Self-respect transcends the code
For articulate statesmanship and
frank appraisal of his own industry
James C. Hanrahan. vice president
of Sci ipps-Howard Radio. Inc.. and
WEWS. Cleveland, has built up a reputation thai ranks him in the top brackets. What Hanrahan bad to say at a
recent annual conference of the Association of Heller Business Bureaus was
very much in keeping with the sort of
forthi ightness that can be expected of
him.
I he subject was the TV code de\ ised
b) the N \l! I B. Hanrahan. who was a
member
of the subcommittee
that

worked on the code, said that be had
"great faith" in the code, and then he
added this "however ":
"We put reliance upon codes, upon
laws, upon the Federal Trade Commission, upon Better Business Bureaus.
but all of these are relatively unimportant unless the operator of each individual station brings to his operation,
his l>ol judgment, his i nth e conscience and the knowledge within his
soul that unless be operates even hour
in ihe interest of the public, he is sunk.
He will not succeed. He ma\ temporarily make a profit, but if in the long
run he fails full\ to serve the public,
he II be washed out.

At another point of the discussion
Hanrahan said: "They (station operators) have more to lose than your Bureaus do. They may forfeit their licenses and their right to live and do
business, so I hope that none of you assume that you are the only one in
charge in your community of guarding
the public interest, because that is the
basic responsibility of the ownership
andIn management
of the Hanrahan.
station." with
these few words
his usual directness, has expressed a
philosophy of conduct that sound more
cogent than the terms of the code itself.
It should win the heartv accord of all

advertisers.
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Team and It's
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cMtea- JViAe " . . .*
Tt/
is wise in the ways of a woman. So is Bea Johnson,

KMBC-KFRM
newly
appointed KMBC-KFRM Director of Women's programs and conductress of
the "Happy Home," (8:30-9:00 AM, Monday through Friday). But that's not
all. Women in the Heart of America know all about Bea Johnson, too. They
know her as housewife and mother, and one whose wide experience can provide them with the answers to their problems. That is the reason why they
requested her return to the air. As Joanne Taylor on KMBC from 1936 to
1941, she was one of their all-time favorites.
So now, more than ever before, the relationship between The KMBC-KFRM
Team and the women of the Kansas City Primary Trade Area exists as a very
effective cycle. These women are well acquainted with Bea Johnson. Bea and
The Team are likewise well aware of the wishes of these listeners and are first
to supply them with the program material that they want. The association
of Bea Johnson, KMBC-KFRM and the lady listeners is an unbeatable combination—for the advertiser. Bea's sincere recommendation coupled with the
prestige of KMBC-KFRM is certain to make sales of any product or service
carried on "Happy Home."
\/
**

This is the third of a series on The KMBC-KFRM
in the Heart of America.

know-how

which

spells

dominance

«•&*« kr

Call KMBC-KFRM

Ifltt

or Free & Peters for the story of Bea
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and

"Happy Home." BE WISE-REALIZE .. .that to sell the Whole
of America Wholeheartedly, it's "Happy Home" on...
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page 25

Bayer stays on top

by astute use ot radio
to blanket nation

NP "pot luck" at this house!
//

page 28

Steak everyday! Which means prime coverage of
the vast WNHC-TV audience. Television means

Kids and animals:
tips on using them
in your show

WNHC-TV to families not only in all of Connecticut,
but in eastern New York, Massachusetts,
western Rhode Island and much of Long Island.
91 publications carry WNHC-TV

7'

listings.
page 30

fLong Island
WATERBURY

v Western Rhode Island

jw Haven

BRIDGEPORT
Westchester
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Does 4
spot TV contrac
reduce flexibility?
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page 37

Why clients compete
for early morning

N,w England's firsl

radio availabilities

complete broadcasting service

'"MittyM

i.

L.n

ATLANTIC

REFINING

CO. does

a complete

job
WMBG

SO

DO

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

Inc.

STATIONS

WCOD
WTVR

"Atlantic keeps your car on the go"—
slogan for Atlantic Hi-Arc gasoline and
Atlantic Aviation motor oil— expresses the happy
result of the Atlantic Refining Company's
"complete job" from oil wells to service stations.
Havens & Martin Inc. provide Virginians with
another kind of "service stations"— complete
entertainment and public service via WMBG—
WCOD— WTVR. They comprise the first complete
broadcasting institution of the South. Today
advertisers are as enthusiastic as audiences—
and vice-versa— about Havens & Martin Stations.
That's your cue, Mr. Timebuyer.

WMBG
FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

am WCOD

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.
WMBG represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

m WTVR

tv

■

EPSS2
S
,*4S\O9*&
CBS

points
finger at
NBC
regarding
merger rumor

CBS hierarchy attributes to NBC source of report published in trade
press to this effect:
CBS will soon follow NBC lead and merge its TV
and radio operation.
CBS retorts NBC is smarting under displeasure
NBC affiliates have allegedly expressed toward merger and hopes to
lessen the heat from this quarter by needling CBS into adopting the
single executive platoon similar to its operation.

3^'

-SRNumber
stations
1
up

TV
by

January
live
to predictions

CBS moves
sales
strategist
into films

Thompson's
radio-TV
tops magazine
billings

One facet of TV that is living up to predictions concerns number
TV stations to go on air between lifting of freeze and 1 January 1953.
Figure generally cited at time of thaw by various trade sources, including SPONSOR, was 12 stations.
And that guess looks good today.
-SRTransfer

of Wilbur

Edwards

from KNX, Los Angeles,

to sales director

of CBS' film syndication division was prompted by fact he is one of
ace sales strategists in CBS empire.
Fred Mahlstedt remains with syndicate division as head of administration and operations.
-SRAir media have become dominant with New York office of J. Walter
Thompson.
For first time, agency this year will bill more radio and
TV business than magazine.
Thompson for many years prior to radio
ranked as top magazine agency.
In fact, Thompson got its start as a
broker of magazine space.
-SR-

Stations
urged to save
campaign data

NARTB anticipates spate of Congressional probes into Presidential campaign. It is urging station members to keep detailed file on all
negotiations and contracts for political time and make sure all dealings have been reduced to writing.
NARTB figures radio and TV will be
singled out for major scrutiny when spotlight is put on huge campaign
expenditures.
Summary of role air media played in election is contained in article on both candidates' campaigns starting on page 25.
-SR-

TV

syndication
for fractional
audiences

TV now appears big enough to support hour-long variety shows aimed at
fractional audiences.
Such a show built around Molly Picon, Yiddish
comedienne, is being produced for syndication by David D. Polon
packaging firm.
Miss Picon, who for many years headed her own show
over WMCA, N.Y., is also syndicated for radio.
-SR-

53

million
listened
to Series

Survey conducted by MBS disclosed 53 million listeners in approximately half of the 44 million homes in the U.S. heard one or more of the
World Series Games.
The female audiences for these games were surprisingly large, according to special study by Advertest for SPONSOR.
(See "What's New in Research," page 56.)
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AFTRA expected
to follow SAC
in commercial
film talks

for 3 November

Producers

1952

of TV film commercials

in New York say they are not alarmed

by Screen Actors Guild's threat to call strike.
They expect collapse
of negotiations between themselves and SAG to have following consequences: (1) Newly merged American Federation of Television and Radio
Artists will petition the NLRB for another election to determine which
organisation (AFTRA or SAG) should have bargaining power; (2) AFTRA
will oust SAG from its authority to negotiate, and (3) AFTRA will pick
up where SAG left off. (See SPONSOR, 6 October 1952, for SAG demands.)
-SR~

Agencies oppose

TRA's
pension AF
demands

CBS'

November
TV billings
60%

above

last year's
UPT
installs
TV in 5 more
houses

AFTRA has run into headlong opposition from ad agencies on one phase
of its new proposals for compensation on live TV commercials and radio
transcriptions.
In addition to 15% increase in wage scales, union is
seeking extensive social welfare benefits.
These include insurance,
hospitalization, and retirement payments.
Agencies ask how can they
be expected to grant pensions to actors, who have status of independent contractors, when their employees don't have such benefits.
-SRCBS estimates its TV network billings in November will exceed time
Increase of billings for
sales for November 1951 by at least 60%.
Network anticipates total for
October 1952 over October 1951 was 51%.
1952 to top last year's gross by 80%.
-SRUnited Paramount Theatres has added theatre TV installations in Dallas
and Houston.
Also planning installations in Los Angeles, Salt Lake
City, and Buffalo, which will give chain total of 14 installations.
-SR-

Soap opera
may
become
next field for
fact searching

Judging from murmurings picked up by members of SPONSOR'S
agencymen, soap opera may soon be coming in for some sharp
praisal. Queries being raised are: Despite good ratings,
soapers played to same audience year in and year out with

staff among
reaphaven't
recruitment

of new listeners of paltry proportions? Haven't older line of operas
completely exhausted their prospects? What proof is there that point
of diminishing sales return hasn't set in
possible thorough-going survey would show
continuous stream of operas with such low
she would be hard put to identify product
Elections

boon to TV
set sales

CBS will
share guests

with NBC

some time ago?
Isn't it
average housewife absorbed
level of consciousness that
advertised with opera?

-SRTV set manufacturers credit Presidential election with giving sales
tremendous boost in older TV markets.
Only one venturing estimate is
President John S. Meek of Scott Radio Laboratories.
He figures urge
to watch conventions, campaign, and election results will be largely
responsible for sales of about 2 million sets this year.
-SRCBS TV will give NBC break during junket former

is arranging

for

newspaper and tradepaper people to unveiling of CBS' Hollywood TV
studios 14 November.
If visitors from East would like to see NBC's
new Burbank studios, CBS will provide auto service.
CBS' invitation
list may run as high as 200, with choice of train or plane.
(Please turn to page 58)
SPONSOR

what
makes
WLAC

Coverage
• • •

FOR

ONE

THING

As enthusiastically reported in a recent independent 12 State
survey of Station coverage for the J. R. STRICKLAND CO. of
Memphis, Tenn. . . . scheduling 11:00-11:45 six nights a week on
WLAC since 1950 . . . the Strickland program is being received
SOLID IN 143 OF THE 175 CITIES SURVEYED.
This report indicating "WLAC . . . SOLID AT NIGHT"
in city after city prompted the Strickland Co. to write this . . .
"it's a genuine pleasure to buy WLAC . . . and if you don't quit
producing such outstanding results for us, who knows, we may
schedule 5 or 6 hours a day."

For a greater listening, audience .
gramming results

143 cities
in 12 State area report WLAC
"SOLID AT NIGHT"

for proven pro-

WLAC
CBS RADIO

50,000 WATTS

NASHVILLE,

TENN.

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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1952

advertisers use
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II hut air media did to siring (fir rod*

MEN,

So important were radio and TV in the election that their use for the first time
became a campaign issue. Here, just in time for post-mortems, is an objective
report on each party's air drive, including names of admen who helped; the
facts on the Republican
"$2,000,000"
spot "blitz"

25

Bayer thrives on loir east -per- I MOO
Anyone can make and market aspirin yet one brand is out in front by far while
selling at as much as 10 times the price of competitors. Bayer holds its lead
by painstakingly careful use of advertising — mainly radio

28
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16
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SPONSOR,

television. Children, and animals as well, can add charm to any show but it's
wise to be forewarned of the problems as outlined herein

W. R. Harmon

P. S.

22
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like these: (I) How
well do they
How much do they cost?
(3) Will the networks clear them for you?
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Pacific Coast Borax believes in putting all its eggs in one basket. TV version
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of mornings
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If you've got a new product ready to bring out, Coty's radio-TV-merchandising
technique may suggest an approach for you

Hon
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HAS TURNED SO. CALIF.
RADIO UPSIDE DOWN!

OF LOS ANGELES

THE FIRST TIME IN THE HISTORY

RADIO

-AN INDEPENDENT STATION, KLAC DELIVERS MORE TOTAL
AUDIENCE THAN TWO OF THE LARGEST NETWORK STATIONS.
HOOPER
SEPTEMBER,

1952

TOTAL* RATED
TIME PERIODS

SCTS
9.9

*Every rated hour given equal weight.

rnD-5

RAD/O

SHARE

IN0-4

OF

NE-T-4
3.0t

8.6

1 l.

AUDIENCE 6j INDEX

rwo-3
RAD/O
AUDIENCE^ "Nf
KLAC
NET-3 /

NET-2
5.8

16.2

1.2

1
14.6

V

^„21.5
NET-I

IMO-2

jZ^OTH

i*o«7
wo* 6
I.I

2. 1

For this reason this Total Index

it not an arithmetic average of the Day-Part Indexes.

t The above measurements are adjusted to compensate for the fact that
7:00 PM in September.

Independent Station

#5 signs off at

;5.7

6. 1
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Robert J. Landry

. . . any way
(g*j
you figure it /M/

KROW
reaches more

Only millionaires need apply

.

Listeners-per- j
than any other
San Francisco or
Oakland Station*
* PULSE for Oakland and for San Francisco,
June, 1952

Last issue we discoursed on the business press in general, expressing our conviction that trade journals were usually useful but often
inadequately appreciated. For example, trade papers provide an
absolutely indispensable forum for the close inspection and candid
discussion of program costs. Nothing could be more useful in so
new and so unsure a medium as TV.
Think on this. Apart from the deflating sense of trade journalism.
the whole organized razzamatazz of ballyhoo is in the service of the
big expensive shows. Stars make news. Stars give or are given
parties. Sheer celebrity commands attention. Prestige wears a halo.
Above all success squares everything. Who challenges the expense
account of a high-powered salesman? Easy to understand how there
grew up in radio a philosophy, now transferred intact to video, of
gladly paying the premium charges exacted by established success.
Why not? It was happy-making.

*

-»

«

Well and good and hurray for Santa Claus. Beautiful is as beautiful does. It may even seem quaint to be told that as early as 1935
the Association of National Advertisers was complaining that talent
and production costs were running 40% and higher of radio time
costs, a ratio that then seemed appalling to conservative, audited
business minds. In the light of today's TV finances the anxieties of
1935 cannot be taken too tragically. They never had it so good.

BEST BUY IN 2 MARKETS!
There's a billion-and-a-half dollar
market on each side of San Francisco Bay! Over 150 result-conscious advertisers . . . local, regional, national . . . now use KROW
of Oakland to reach both of these
markets at the lowest cost-perthousand of any station in San
Francisco or Oakland. Incidently,
there are comparatively few TV
sets in these markets.
For details, see
PAUL H. RAYMER

COMPANY,

KROW

INC.

Radio Cantor Bldg.
19th & Broadway • Oakland, Calif.
Serving the Entire Oakland-San Francisco Bay Area

The case for big-time success need not be over-elaborated here.
Suffice that in radio as now in TV it was recognized that beloved
entertainments assured manufacturers and distributors of products
a royal welcome and a dependable escort into the intimate family
circle of the most sentimental, most grateful, most responsive, and
most spending-inducible people in the world. For that assured welcome and escort, the talent costs may be entirely nominal. Fantastic
sales results will justify fantastic operating costs every time.

»

*

#

Clear enough? It's nice to be a multi-millionaire sponsor with
valuable household franchises and doing business with multi-millionaire comedians. General Foods can contract for comics years in
advance like crops. But suppose, just for make-believe, natch, you
aren't a multi-millionaire sponsor at all. You might just as well be
righl off the boat from Lebanon.
Nobody speaks your language.

Bruce Stauderman, a program supervisor oi \\ M.I.. a Cleveland
TV station, recently spent a fortnight in New York in quest of lowcost formats or low-cosl talent. Everybody, mind you, was extremely
polite to him. but. oh. so condescending to Cleveland money standl Please turn to page 87)
SPONSOR

All It Took was a Honest Buck...

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to
6 P.M. Monday through Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., 1951,
thru Sept., 1952.)

To start an Indian war. His denial of having kidnaped a settler's child called a lie by
a hotheaded young lieutenant, Cochise stalked from a meeting and ignored the shavetail's ultimatum to return. When the foolish soldier hung his brother in reprisal, the
Apache Chief took his tribe on the warpath. It was later established his denial was the
truth.
All it takes is a couple of honest bucks (a surprising few) to start an uprising in the
Omaha, Council Bluffs area ... an uprising sales record. Just invest them in spots on

Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any independent
America!
(Sept., station
1952.) in all

KOVVH, sell to the big, "buy-happy" audience indicated by the Hooper averaged below
for the twelve-month period from October, 1951, to September, 1952.

36.*%

OTHER
STATION RATINGS

Sto. "A'
Sto. "B"

Sto. "C

Sto. "D'
Sta. "E'

IT
O

M

A

"America's Most Listened-to Independent Station"
General Manager,

Todd Storz; Represented

Nationally By The BOLLING

CO.

LU

KY

?

.

tt

Sure. We can't guarantee we'll win 7 of the top 10 every time, as we did the first time up.
(Let alone 4 of the top 5 ... or 13 of the top 20.) But when you add ratings like that to our usual
highest average nighttime audiences in all television . . . starting the new season even further
out in front than last year. . . a pattern begins to emerge. And the whole thing begins to look
less like good luck than good programming.

THE

CBS

TELEVISION

NETWORK

^e^ifuM
The
FIRST

fact

that

the

audience comes

continues to keep WREC

in front as Memphis No.

out

1 Station. In

providing a service dedicated to public
interest, WREC is proud of the engineering perfection, adequate power and
prestige that work to the best interest
of advertisers, too! Here are two facts
that prove our point: WREC has the
highest Hooper rating of any Memphis
Radio station. Rates are 10.1% lower
per

thousand

listeners

MEMPHIS

REPRESENTED

BY THE KATZ AGENCY

•

than

in

NO.

1946.

1 STATION

AFFILIATED WITH CBS. 600 KC. 5000 WATTS

10
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New and renew
1.

Charles

AGENCY

Antell,

Television

Inc.

Buick Div., General Motors
Corp.
Cillerte Safety Razor Corp.

Adv.

STATIONS

Watch

P. Lorillard Co.
Pearson
Pharmacal
Co.
(Ennds)
Philip Morris
IDunhill
cigarettes)
Procter Cr Camble
( Ivory
Flakes)
Vitamin
Corp. of America
Willys-Overland
Motors
Young
People's Church of
the Air

Kudner

NBC

TV

Maxon,

CBS

TV

McCann-Erickson
Buchman & Co.
Victor A. Bennett

CBS
ABC
CBS
CBS

TV
TV
TV
TV

Lennen & Newell
Harry B. Cohen

NBC
NBC

TV
TV

Biow

NBC

TV

Compton

DuMont

Kastor. Farrell, Cheslcy
& Clifford
Ewell & Thurber Assoc.
J. M. Camp

ABC

Inc.

PROGRAM,

TV

time,

start,

duration

Live Like a Millionaire;
Sat 7:30-8
pm; 18 Nov;
only
52
wks
Buick
Circus Hour; every 4th T 8-9 pm; 7 Oct;
10 progs
64
49
64
36
54
64

1953

Orange

Bowl

Came

Th

Burns & Allen; alt Th 8-8:30
Walter Winchell; Sun 6:45-7
All Aboard; Sun 12:15-12:30
Thanksgiving
Day, Xmas
Day
2 bdcsts
Smbassy Club T 10:30-10:45
Hollywood
Opening
Night; M

38
39
25
36

1:45 to concl;
pm; 16
pm; 5
pm; 19
progs;

1 Jan

Oct; 52
Oct; 65
Oct; 13
Th 5-6

pm; 7 Oct;
9-9:30 pm;

13 wks
6 Oct;

wks Sat 7:30-8 pm; 8 Nov; 65 wks
My 52 Hero;
Rocky
King,
Detective;
Sun 9-9:30
pm; 5
39 wks
Sun 6:30-6:45
pm; 5
Billy Daniels
Show;

TV
37

52 wks
Omnibus; Sun
Youth
on the
52 wks

CBS TV
DuMont

4:30-6
March;

pm;
Sun

wks
wks
wks
pm;

9 Nov; 26 wks
10:30-11
pm; 12

Oct;
Oct;
Oct;

Ri'newed on Television Networks
AGENCY

SPONSOR

Reynolds
Metals
Serutan
Co

Co.

Russel M. Seeds
Franklin
Bruck

Sylvania

Prods.

Cecil

Electric

STATIONS

Cecil & Presbrey
Dancer- Fitzgerald -Sample
J. Walter Thompson
Cunningham
& Walsh
Lennen
& Newell

Block
Drug
Co.
Ceneral
Mills
Lever
Brothers
Liggett & Myers
P. Lorillard Co.

&

Presbrey

station Representation
STATION

CBS TV
ABC
CBS TV
TV
CBS TV
ABC TV
NBC
TV
DuMont
CBS
TV

PROGRAM,

time,

start,

duration

62
55
55
63
62

Danger; T 10-10:30 pm; 16 Sep;
Stu Erwin Show; F 7:30-8 pm; 17
Lux Video Theatre; M 8-8:30 pm;
Perry
wks Como; M, W, F 7:45-8 pm;
Chance of a Lifetime; Th 8:30-9

9

Mr. Peepers;
Sun 7:30-8
pm; 26
Life9 Sep
Begins
F 9-9:30;
1955 at Eighty;

39
39

Beat

the

Clock;

Sat

7:30-8

pm;

52 wks
Oct; 52
29 Sep;
29 Sep;
pm; 18

wks
52 wks
52 wks
Oct 52

Oct; 39 wks
3 yrs through
27

Sep;

52

wks

Changes
NETWORK

Cadena
Azul
(Blue Network! ,
9 stns, Cuba
WCMA,
Corinth,
Miss.
WDXE,
Lawrenceburg,
Tenn.
WDXI,
Jackson, Tenn.
WENK,
Union
City, Tenn.
WKE.
Newport,
Vt.
WILS,
Lansing,
Mich.
WPTR,
Paris, Tenn.
WTWN,
St. |ohnsbury. Vt.

4.

ABC

Assoc.

BBDO

B. F. Goodrich Co.
Gruen
Watch
Co.
Lionel Corp.
Longines-Wittnauer
Co.

3

1952

I%etv on Television Networks
SPONSOR

2.

3 NOVEMBER

AFFILIATION

Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Independent
Mutual
Independent
IndeDendent

NEW

NATIONAL

Adam

|. Young

REPRESENTATIVE

International

Robert
S. Keller, N.Y.
(For promotion
N.Y.C.) only,
Robert
S. Keller, N.Y.
Robert
S. Keller, N.Y.
Robert
S. Keller, N.Y.
Kettell-Carter, Boston
O. L. Taylor, N.Y.
Robert S. Keller, N.Y.
(For promotion only, N.Y.C.
Kettell-Carter,
Boston

><•«• National Spot Television Business
SPONSOR
Anahist

Co.

California Lima Bean
Crowers Assn.

AGENCY

PRODUCT
Super-Anahist

Ted

Lima

Mogge-Privett,

beans

Bates,

STATIONS-MARKET
27

N.Y.
LA.

TV stns, coast to
coast
5 markets:
WBEN-TV
Buffalo;
WHAM-TV
Rochester;
WAVETV, WHAS-TV
Louisville; WTVR Richmond;
WSAZ-TV
Huntington, W. Va.

CAMPAIGN,

start, duration

One-min
anncts;
20 Oct;
13
wks (plus radio campaign)
Anncts;

15

Oct;

13 wks

Numbers after names
new category
refer to New and HeIn next issue: ISew and Renewed
National

3 NOVEMBER

Broadcast

1952

Sales

on Radio Networks, New National Spot Radio Business.

Executives,

Sponsor

Personnel,

New

Agency

Appointments

Philip W. Lennen
Adolph J. Toigo
H. W. Newell
Walter O'Meara
C. F. Southward

11

(5>
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5>

3 NOVEMBER

>«•»«• National

1952

Spot Television Business

SPONSOR

PRODUCT

Hamilton

Watch,
International Sterling
< alt. sponsorsl
National
Cranberry
Association

Retail

Philip

Dunhill

Morris

&

jewelers

BBDO.
Young
NY.
BBDO.

Ocean Spray
cranberry
sauce

Co.

King

AGENCY

Size

Biow,

Tea

5.

Distributing

Council

Dowd.

Hot

Leo

20

Robert
J.
Les
Barry
Deimar
Robert
H. T.
lames

N.Y.

Stns in Baltimore. Boston, Chicago, Detroit, MinneapolisSt. Paul, N.Y., Pittsburgh, St. Louis

One-min,
anncts;

20-sec,
52 wks

5

Contest;

plugged

N.Y.

|r.

Beman.

Sr.

F. Bender
Brettelle,
|r.
B. Briggs

George
D. Bryson
Thomas
B. Coleman
A. B
Dicus
Edgar
Donaldson
H. H. Dobberteen
Donn
Fahnestock
Bruce D. Hall
Rollo Hunter
Ceorge
Kern
Stanley
). Keyes,
|r.
Philip
W.
Lennen
Henry C. Little
Robert
E. Lusk
Havs
MacFarland
Robert C. McCormick
Chester F. McSpadden
H. W.
Newell
Walter
Don

O'Meara

Quinn

Maubert
|.

H.

Vaughn
Charles
Stephen

St.

Shedd
W.
Shugert
Siddle

Swysgcod

Adolph

J, Toigo

coast

Chicago

10 ed)major

includ-

markets

13

Chi,

exec

NEW
vp

Same,

AFFILIATION

pres

Same,
chmn
of the
bd
Guenther,
Brown
& Berne,
Cinci,
acct
exec
Curt
Freiberger & Co,
Denver,
asst
tv dir
Langhammer & Assoc. Omaha,
acct exec, also chg

O., exec
& prod
Omaha

Same,
Erwin,
vp
Ceyer

&

Bowles,

NY.,

Co.

Chi,

acct

(other

timebuyer

exec

Ohio.
NBC
TV
CBS TV primary

than
TV affil
to 1000
to go on

affil,
affil

eff

Robert Sn \ \l-uoi!
Robert K. Lusk

(5)
(5)

D. Hall

12

news

One-min
film anncts; also 15min
partic
Ruth
Lyons
WLW-TV,
Cinci;
Dayton,
Columbus
One-min
anncts,
stn breaks
day & night; 1 Nov, 20 wks
Budget:
$450,000

Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove, Pittsb, radio-TV
Foote, Cone & Belding, NY., vp chg media
|ohn
Mather
Lupton,
N.Y,
acct exec
mgr Tulsa office
Wasey & Co.,
L.A. , radio-TV
Adv.,
N.Y,
media
dir

Same,
pres,
chief exec
Lennen & Newell, N.Y,
Same,
pres
Same,
pres

chmn

of the bd

Same,
chmn
of the bd
Lloyd,
Chester
&
Dillingham.
N.Y,
acct
exec
Hazard
Adv
Co,
N.Y,
acct
exec
Lennen
&
Newell,
N.Y,
pres
Lennen
& Newell,
N.Y, sr vp, exec
dir creative
depts
Doherty,
Clifford.
Steers & Shenfield,
head
timebuyer
Same,
chmn
of the
bd
L.A.
(new
Shackelford
Adv.
Agency
owner
Yambert-Prochnow.
Beverly
Hills,
Cal
Benton
& Bowles,
N.Y,
acct
exec
Same,

media

dir chg of purch

agency*,

all radio-TV

time

Kiesewetter
Assoc,
N.Y,
vp, partner
Southward
& Assoc. Chi
(new agency),
pres
Doherty,
Clifford,
Steers
& Shenfield,
N.Y,
Curt
Freiberger
&
Lennen
& Newell,

Co,
Denver,
tv dir
N.Y,
exec vp & gen

Young & Rubicam.
Hywd,copy
hd superv
radio-TV
Ellington
& Co,
N.Y,
Comstock
& Co,
Buffalo, exec
SSCB.
N.Y,
vo
Ted Bates & Co. N.Y, acct exec

'53

WKOZ. Kosciusko. Miss, WABG, Greenwood. Miss, WKRD
Rockland, Me, KSCA. Redmond. Ore . KOSF. Nacogdoches.
ABC
Tex, KRBA. Lufkin, Tex, all formerly Independent, now
WNOK-TV,
Columbia,
S. C,
WXEL,
Cleveland,
now
ABC

CBS TV affil, eff
TV
primary affil

1

|an

(5)

SPONSOR

exec

mgr

comm'l

personnel )
watts
air early

prod

exec

T. B. Coleman
Barrett Welch
II. a. Little
R. J. Barrett
W. R. Baker, Jr
(5)
(5)

via

progs;riedpartic
vaprogs; 25day,
to night
53 teaser
anncts
16 Nov a wk; 4 wks through

Numbers after names
refer new
to category
Nciv anil Re-

(.. W. Shugert
Km. E. Steers

wks

10-sec

Changes

AFFILIATION

WKY-TV,
Okla
City,
Drod
mgr
Win.
Esty.
N.Y., vp, dir of res
Young
& Rubicam.
N.Y.,
radio-TV
dept
Mo'ey,
Humm
tV lohnstone,
N.Y.,
acct exec
I. M.
Mathes
N.Y,
adv & mdsg exec
Foote, Cone & BeMine.
NY.,
dir mktg
res
Kenvon
&
Eckhardt.
N.Y.

Changes

i co-op

Oct;

White Adv, Tulsa & Okla City, radio-TV acct exec
John
I. Edwards
& Assoc,
Hywd,
copy
chief
Benton
& Bowles, N.Y,
media
dir
St. Georges
& Keves.
N.Y., exec
vp
Lennen
& Mitchell,
NY.,
chmn of the bd
Camobell-Ewald,
Detroit,
exec vp
Benton
& Bowles,
N.Y,
exec
vp
M.irFarland.
Aveyard
& Co.
Chi,
pres
Allied
Public Rel Assoc,
NY.,
acct exec
Fuller & Smith
& Ross,
NY.,
acct exec
Geyer. Newell & Ganger, N.Y, exec vp
|. Walter
Thompson,
NY.,
consultant

KBTV,
Denver, new stn, CBS TV and ABC
KBUC,
Corona,
Cal,
power
increase,
500
KHQ-TV,
Spokane,
Wash,
NBC
TV affil,
in '53
WFMJ-TV,
Youngstown,
W|TV,
Jackson,
Miss,

&

N.Y.

Shell Oil Co, asst to mgr, sis prom-adv
Bcmingham
Castleman
&
Pierce,
N.Y,
space
buvcr
Royal Lace Paper Works,
NY.,
vp chg adv & sis
Harrv Atkinson
Adv,
Chi.
vo
Doherty,
Clifford
& Shenfield,
NY.,
vy & secy

Ray Warner
Rita
loan
Wagner
Bryan
Warman
Barrett
Welch
William
R. Wright

Station

Burnett.

New York; WCAUTV Phila.; WNBW
Washington,
D. C.
17 markets coast to

in

Haehnle Adv, Cinci, exec
pub Mather
rel
John
Lupton,
NY.,
acct
exec
Geare-Marston,
Phila,
vp & acct
superv
vp
Same,
NY.,
vp & contact
superv
SSCB,
N.Y,
vp
Same,
exec
vp

Caoles

H. Bechtel Smith
Charles
F. Southward
William
E. Steers

Your Jeweler's Showcase, wkk/
halt-hour drama
series;

cities WMAR-TV
Baltimore; WNACTV Boston; WABD

St. Georges
&
Keyes,
N.Y,
pres
Allen
& Marshall
Adv.,
LA.,
partner

Shackelford

markets,
coast

WKRC-FM,
Cinci, sis & gen
mgr
Oldsmobile
Div., Gen. Motors Corp., Detroit, exec
Charles
Blum
Adv.
Phila,
vp
Young
& Rubicam,
Ltd,
London,
mng
dir
Biow,
N.Y., acct exec
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co, Chi, vp
WSYR-TV, Syracuse, superv TV prog oper
Benton
& Bowles,
N.Y,
vp & dir of media
Conti
Adv.,
Ridgewood,
N. )., vp

Senton
Georges

Robert

Redtield

MacFarland,
Aveyard
& Co,
Benton
& Bowles,
NY.,
pres
Howard Swink Adv.
Marion,
KFI.
KFi-TV,
LA.,
TV
dir
Pub rel & mktg
consultant,

Barrett

W.

FORMER

TV
to

started

Personnel

NAME

key
coast

start, duration

NY.
& Rubicam.

lohnstone,

tea

Advertising Agency
A. E. Aveyard
William
R. Baker,

6.

Blensol
color
shampoo

CAMPAIGN,

STATIONS-MARKET

cigarettes

Rapidol
Corp.

(eon tin tied )

dept

WA RADIO
USERS SPEND
MORE

THAN

ICE
AS MUCH

TIME

ith RADIO
WITH ALL
OTHER MEDIA
In the 1952 Iowa Radio-Television Audience
Survey, just completed by Dr. F. L. Whan

of

COMBINED!

Wichita University and his staff, every third family reached by personal interview was asked to
keep an "In-home Activities Diary", quarter-hour by
quarter-hour, the day following the interview.
The graph above shows one significant finding from
this diary study. Dozens and dozens of other new
facts also merit your carefid study.

W IKI ®

9,143 families were personally interviewed for the
1952 Study. Their response has furnished much new
and authentic data which will be of greatest value
to every advertising and merchandising man who has
a stake in Iowa. Write today for your copy of the

+/©r Iowa PLUS +

1952 Survey — or ask Free & Peters. It will be sent
you free, of course.

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

Des Moines

. . . 50,000

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National

3 NOVEMBER
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Representatives
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What Leading Advertisers Thin

Edward

Arthur

R. Mitton, President

Jordan Marsh Company
"Jordan Marsh is pleased to begin its fifth consecutive year with WHDH. Our exclusive fifteen
minutes of news every morning 7:30 to 7:45 on
this station plays an important part of our radio
advertising."

G. Plante

Ass't Vice Pres. Public Relations
New Haven Railroad
"Our sponsorship of the radio coverage of the
Democratic and Republican National Conventions
over WHDH exclusively was one of the most
effective advertising promotions ever used locally
by the New Haven Railroad. It was an excellent

Ralph Carey, K E. Manager
Shell Oil Company
'Shell Oil Company has sponsored five-minu
news programs at least twice daily over VVHD1
for the past five years. When motorists drive in (
service stations with requests for the produc
advertised, we know WHDH

is producing."

supplement to ourcontinuing sponsorship of'Hal
Clancy Reports the News' 52 weeks of the year."

What Leading Agencies Thinl

Francis W. Hatch, Vice President
Batten, Barton, Dnrstine ScOsborn, Inc.
"Our programs for the First National Bank of
Boston have been on WHDH without interruption
during the past 2'_> years. This continuing campaign has been most effective in helping to promote
bank services."

J. Paul Hoag, President
Hoag &c Provandie, Inc.

Jerome O'Leary, President
Jerome O'Leary Advertising Agency

"For many years we have bought substantial
amounts of both program and spot time on WHDH
for various clients. Listenership figures provide a
measure of the large and loyal audience that
WHDH enjoys. Our own experience proves its
responsiveness, measured by outstanding sales

than any other medium. Our agency's radio billinfl
is among the highest in New England. More ad1 1
vertising dollars are placed on WHDH than oi
any other individual radio station."

results."

Owned

and Operated by The Boston Herald -Traveler Corporation

•

I

"We find that Boston radio, used intelligently!
will produce more customers per advertising dollai

Represented Nationally by John Blair 8c Company

bout Boston's Leading Radio Station

Arthur J. Chanter
Neio England Regional Manager
Studebaker Corporation
i tudebaker's sponsorship of the 6:00 P.M. news
,;htly over WHDH is now in its fifth year. Such
lgevity would never have been possible without
i full support of individual dealers. Nor would
it support have been forthcoming but for the

H. Gilson, President
Washburn Candy Corporation
"The Washburn Candy Corporation has made
great strides in the promotion of its Waleeco
Cocoanut Bar; in this, WHDH has played a major
role. Our program sponsorship is now in its

Ralston H. Coffin
Director of Advertising and
Sales Promotion, Consumer Products
Radio Corporation of America
RCA Victor Division
"WHDH's promotion for 45 rpm records helped
to spearhead our national campaign. Their ideas,
follow-through, and cooperation have been out-

fourth year."

monstrated value of the program."

standing."

ibout Boston's Leading Radio Station

Gabriel M. Stern, Exec. Vice Pres.
Hirshon-Garfield, Inc., Boston
I ur numerous weekly radio programs on WHDH
I ;e all done effective jobs for our clients in the
Id, clothing, houseware, and luxury product
1 ds by creating strong New England consumer
i i i.i ii c 1 for the clients1 products, at a comparaI ;ly small cost."

John C. Dowd, President
John C. Dowd, Inc. of Boston
Dowd, Rcdfield & Johnstone, Inc.
of New York
"Placing business from New York as well as Boston,
our agency realizes the stature of WHDH as one
of the country's leading independent stations. We
feel it is an extremely effective vehicle in any local
advertising campaign."

850 KILOCYCLES

• 50,000 WATTS

• BOSTON

George C. Wiswell, Treasurer
Chambers 8c Wiswell, Inc.
"WHDH and Curt Gowdy make a great sports
team. We are currently sponsoring a very successful sports program on WHDH five nights per
week for the Chevrolet Dealers Association."

WHDH

Madison
TV

You Cant Get
\. --\
Results in the
RURAL MIDWEST
with

a

"TWO-LEGGED
SCHEDULE!
STOOL"
KMA offers impact in 140
RURAL counties of Iowa,
Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas
. . . 21 ■■> million farm and small
town listeners that are NOT
reached by Omaha-Des
schedules.

PULSE

PROVES

Moines

IT!

In 23 rural Iowa, Nebraska
and Missouri counties, KMA was
the MOST-LISTENED-TO station during 234 quarter-hour
segments each week — more than
ALL other stations heard in this
area combined.

FILM

BUYING

We are faced with a problem of talent clearances, guarantee of sole ownership, etc.. when purchasing TV animated film, live films, platters for radio use and layouts, artwork and photographs for general use.
Is there a standard contract form in
existence and available that we as a
purchaser or agent can use, to the effect that a seller, a producer of a film,
animation, slide, photographs, or any
other of -the many recording devices,
guarantee to us, his complete release
of claim on said material and that he
guarantees and insures us against any
and all present or future claims made
by talent, models, announcers, musicians, etc.?
The form should cover the intended
market and/or media, and should, if
possible, have provisions by which to
specify the permissible market and/or
media. It should also cover guarantee
against possible copyright or patent
infringements.
We are completely open to suggestions on this matter. If such a contract
or standard form has been prepared,
please advise us as to where we may
obtain same.
John H. Miller, Prod. Mgr.
Llovd Mansfield Co.

Buffalo

KMA
SHENANDOAH,
Represented
Avery-Knodel,

IOWA
by
Inc.

• So far as SPONSOR can ascertain no standard
contracts such as reader Mi'ler requests are in
use. An apency tailors. SPONSOR learned, the
protection clause according to the requi-ements of
the particular ease. If a«-one knows of a set
form of this nature SPONSOR would appreciate
a copy of it, or information as to where it mav
be obtained by anyone else who may be interested.

FAB STRIKES IT RICH

liam Esty Co., who have certainly given
this success a great personal touch.
The success of both Strike It Rich
and The Big Payoff are not purely accidental. Iam sure you will agree that
the success story is in the basic approach: selling a product like Fab
through the heart of the women of
America. This is an old basic idea
which most admen are discovering
anew, that the best selling of all is
what you sell through the heart interest
of such
The
Big shows
Payoff. as Strike It Rich and
Walt Framer
Walt Framer Productions
New York

SPOT

BUYING

A postscript to your excellent September 8;h article, "Fall trends in spot
buying".
You can. . find many national advertisers who have considered their total
sales area as a series of specific market
targets. Just a few. though, have taken
the important second step to insure
peak results. . . programs or recorded
announcements geared to the folks they
want to sell.
Today, there is more truth than fiction in that old saying, "It takes a
Southerner to sell a Southerner."
Radiozark, producers of programs and
spots designed for the South, can testify
to the results to be obtained by following the "natural" advantages of spot
market radio as offered in your article
William K. Ermeling
Radiozark Enterprises
Springfield, Mo.

I am grateful to see that our client,
Rayco
story. Auto Seat Covers, was included
in your spot buying trends round-up
It even makes up for the fact that

Your wonderful and very erudite
article on success, which Colgate has
had with Fab on Strike It Rich and The

you did not mention Esquire Shoe Polish's return, after many years, to spot
radio.

Big Payoff, certainly deserves approbation from your readers.
We who are the creators, producers,

As you may know, we manocuvered
the first buy of its kind for Esquire by
renewing on the Kate Smith afternoon
show this year on an alternate-week
basis, adding spot radio, plus Life,

packagers of both Strike
The Big Payoff, are very
the recognition you have
two shows. I would like

It Rich and
gratified of
given these
to take this

opportunity to augment the success
slor\ of Fab li\ fixing a well-deserved
pal on the back to Les Harris at Colgate, and Sam Northcross at the Wil-

Look, Saturday Evening Post, Collier's,
the Metro Group, the American Weekly, and The New York Times Magazine^
Nort Wyner, Ass't. to the pres.
Emil Mogul Co.
New York
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SEE THE MOST THOROUGH
AUDIENCE SURVEY EVER
COMPLETED IN

Interviews conducted in one of
every 181 homes

To give educators and advertisers acomprehensive picture of
adult radio-TV listening habits
in New England, Dr. Forest 1..
Whan has compiled a studv that
penetrates more deeply into this
audience than any heretofore
published. Interviewers visited
more than 10,000 New England
homes. . one out of every 181 in
the area. Each county, city, village and farm section received
its proportionate share of the
sample, based on the Federal
Census of 1950. Sampling was
also controlled on a basis of
geography, urbanization, and
economic standards.
A new diary technique

Part of the survey was achieved
through the use of written diaries
left in the respondents' homes.
A diary record of listening or
viewing (by quarter hours) on
each set (separately) was kept
by selected families for a 7-day
period. The results offer an excellent criterion for judging the
effectiveness of various quarterhours over the full range of the
broadcasting week.
Set ownership and operation

If you're selling in New England, you can't afford
not to use this new Whan report!
Tells you the best hours, the best programming,

the best station!

BOSTON

KYW • KDKA • WOWO
National

RADIO

STATIONS

Inc

• KEX • WBZ • WBZA • WBZ-TV

Representatives, Free & Peters,
WBZ-TV, NBC Spot

except
Sales

for

WBZ-TV;

common than might be anticipated. Other findings, expressed
in tables and charts in the printed
report, include data on out-ofhome listening; "'listened to
most" and "heard regularly" ratings for both radio and TV stations; shares of audience by
quarter-hours; size of customary
audiences; preference for type

WBZ / WBZ-TV
WESTINGHOUSE

Among the 70 pages of findings
are these: 98.5% of the homes
checked have radios. Almost
60% have two radio sets or
more. About half of the families
own a TV set. Simultaneous use
of radio and TV sets is more

for

of program.
With this report at hand, you
can tell in advance just where
and how an appropriation can be
spent most effectively on New
England airwaves. We invite you
to use the study for this purpose,
and to choose media impartially
for vour own best interests. II
you haven't a copy in file, get in
touch with these stations, with
Free & Peters, or with NBC
Spot Sales.

3 NOVEMBER
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\\ . R. Harmon
Sales

and Advertising Director
American Maize Products

When American Maize Products was ready to hit the market with
a new, stream-lined Amazo Instant Dessert in 1948. the company
started with a heavy black and white campaign, augmented by some
spot radio. In 1950 Sales and Advertising Director W. R. Harman —
or, "Harm," as his friends call him — decided to put American
Maize's entire ad budget into the air media for an intensive radio-TV
campaign.
Since then — 1950, that is — sales increased some 600%.
"This dessert is so easy to make,'' "Harm" Harman explained, toying with one of the colorful samples that were sitting on his desk,

WHEN
you
CHOOSE

"that only an actual demonstration will persuade the housewife of
the speed with which it can be served. We find, therefore, that either
an explanation of how it is prepared by a well-known food personality like Mary Margaret McBride on radio, for example, or an actual
TV demonstration, is much more effective in putting the product

FIRST
CANADA'S
STATION...

over than a fancy jingle or musical ditty."
In line with this type of reasoning is American Maize s sponsorship
of announcements on some 150 different radio and TV programs
ranging from morning and early afternoon women's participation
shows to reach the housewife to a wide range of nighttime programs
designed to appeal to career women. Falling into the latter category
are one-minute announcements on such programs as Night Owl
Theatre on WBZ-TV, Boston, at 11:00 p.m.

Retail Sales up 31
CFCflmlMk^

Working closely with Kenyon & Eckhardt, American Maize's agency since 1945, "Harm" Harman either personally sees the m.c.'s who
sell Amazo throughout the country, or arranges for representatives
from the firm to furnish them with material about the product.
"But we don't believe in writing the commercials for them." he
added. "We just provide them with product information, and let
them ad lib in their own style. We find that this type of sell by a

K"« ICrtF Raf« [

ln4U

U.S., sec Weed * Co.

Im Canft^a, AiI-CahmI*.
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woman with her own loyal listeners — and. incidentally, the m.c.'s
we sponsor are almost all women — is most com incing to consumers."
A New Yorker by preference, "Harm'" has been in the food business in one capacity or another lor better than two decades. Before
he came to American Maize six years ago, he was a v. p. of American
Home Foods.
Though his interest in football at the Universih of Nebraska was
al an active level, he is satisfied today with watching the games. "I
like action." he sa\s. "as long as I'm just watching it.
* * *
SPONSOR

Exclusive on WJBK!

HOCKEY CHAMPS ON
DETROIT'S CHAMP SPORTS STATION
WJBK

Key Station for

Complete

DETROIT

Schedule

RED WINGS

HOCKEY
At Home

No

wonder

of

WJBK

GAMES
and Awayf

always

sports fans throughout

scores with

Michigan!

For

many years the key station for Detroit
Tiger baseball broadcasts, WJBK now

Al Nagler

comes up with another "must" for sports
minded listeners ... all the games of the
Detroit Red Wings, the National Hockey

WJBK's POPULAR
SPORTSCASTER
Every Red Wing game

comes

League

alive

with Nagler's graphic play by play
description of each home game
and vivid recap of all games away.

champions

and winners

of the

Stanley Cup. That's another good reason
why your best buy in the nation's hottest
sports town is WJBK, Detroit's leading
sports station.

A
CBS and DUMONT

STORER

Television . . . Tops in MUSIC, NEWS and SPORTS on Radio

National Sales Mgr., TOM

HARKER,
Repreienled
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Here is the all-new TV camera the
industry is talking about. The camera
the leading networks are planning to
use in their new Hollywood studios!
The camera which will be used in
most of the new stations this year —
and next!
Leading network engineers (after

fyff~IAf

7-inch viewfinder
picture
tube
produces
larger,
brighter, and sharper pictures to help
the cameraman.

careful tests) have proclaimed the
TK-11A the finest camera ever produced, easiest in the world to handle,
and the simplest one to get at.
The TK-11A has all the proven
performance of the world-renowned
RCA TK- 10 — plus these new features:

for
blower
plug-in
ing the deflection
coil cooland
fi/r~lA/
the Image Orthicon!

lity
highplug-in,
fjIj
* video
er stabi
//[yjE
*+-*
amplifi
— with frequency response uniform to 8.5 Mc!

sysfylyVT»>^eleetronicE*tTW
*em guardsprotection
your Image
Orthicon against deflection failure, or
loss of driving signals.

alignment,
-position
fixed
the Image Orthicoil for
&*■**
fg\/PlA/
con. Electrical control of coil eliminates
all mechanical adjustments!

burden
off Image
nff'lA/
"overscan"
controlOrthicon
takes
during warm-ups and rehearsals; new
vertical reverse switch for film pick-ups.

For complete information on the TK-11A,
call your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative.
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I he makers of Jonny Mop (a disposable toilet mop new on the
market I felt that their product could best be sold via visual demonstration. The ideal medium: TV. But Jonny Mop was a ticklish
product for video. Would it be commercially acceptable to TV stations? Could they devise commercials that would be in good taste,

progressive

port of
Mobile . . .

Where

puppets,

on SPONSOR

yet put the product over?
Executives at Personal Products Corp. and agency BBDO approached the situation cautiously. In the fall of 1951, they made
their first TV experiment, using live one-minute participations in
daytime shows on WBNS-TV and WTVN, Columbus, WHIO-TV,
Dayton. Ohio. The tests were encouraging, according to Robert W.

your

gest w

Johnson, Jr., Personal Products* v. p. in charge of new products.
The station people pooh-poohed the company's initial anxieties.
Much reassured, the company decided to use TV film commercials
in opening up the Southern California market. They created a commercial but before shooting it sent the storyboard around to about
20 TV stations for reactions. Comments ranged from "Nothing doing!" to "Wonderful !" The commercial I which shows a comelyyoung lady demonstrating the mop) was released in California in
March. This summer, they made additional film pitches featuring two
spinsterish but appealing puppets. A few lines from one pitch:
ANNOUNCER: Ladies, have you tried the revolutionary new
way to clean bathroom bowls . . . more easily . . . more quickly?

CALL
Adam

Young,

National
General
or

F.

Jr.

Representative
Manager
E.

Busby

ON THE DIAL710
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Mobile, Alabama

It's Jonny Mop — and here's how it works. Simply slip a flushaway Jonny Mop pad onto the permanent Jonny Mop handle,
and swish it around. The Jonny Mop pad foams, sanitizes, deodorizes, and cleanses even in hardest water — then flushes away!
Currently. Jonn\ Mop film commercials appear on 20 stations in
12 cities: Los Angeles. San Francisco. San Diego, Seattle. Chicago,
St, Paul-Minneapolis. Washington, D. C. Baltimore, New York,
Philadelphia, Lancaster, and Wilmington. The emphasis in mosl
markets rests heavily on TV, though newspapers are also used.
"Not only have we gained acceptance for Jonny Mop in virtually
every TV outlet we want," glows Vincent J. Robinson, Jonny Mop
product director, "but we've gotten loads of praise."
* * *
SPONSOR

Now free" to all TV advertisers, i\BC offers the finest merchandising service in
advertising. Why finest'.'' Because no other can offer you the local, in-the-market
support afforded by NBC's co-operating affiliated stations. Under the
leadership of NBC's twelve district supervisors throughout the nation,
NBC affiliates will work actively to sell your products.

Here's how it works:
The NBC Merchandising Department will consult with you on all phases of

the first

your merchandising and advertising program. It will merchandise your
total campaign — all media, not just radio and television. It will function
as a trouble-shooter, making spot checks and surveys, helping to get

national

distribution or displays in problem areas, training your salesmen
and those of your distributors or wholesalers.

merchandising
service

The best way to evaluate how well NBC Merchandising will work for you
in television is to see what it has already accomplished in radio.
Here are a few examples:

NBC Merchandising has helped:
A major beer company sell more beer in supermarkets — A well-known
laxative manufacturer get better drugstore shelf position ... A proprietary

in

manufacturer sell over 233.000 cookbooks in a special offer ... A national
drug firm get food store distribution for its toothpaste . . .

television

These are just a few of the many services NBC Merchandising in
co-operation with its radio affiliates is performing in radio and will perform
for you in television.

NBC Television sells more than time and programs
Television is unquestionably the most effective ma9S selling medium ever
conceived. But even television must be properly merchandized to realize its
greatest potency. That's why NBC introduces its merchandising service now.

Selling your product is our primary concern
This service offers no pat solution for merchandising your product. It is
completely flexible. Only after personal consultation with you, will a plan be
*All service is
furnished free; special
materials at cost.

designed. And it will be created to fit your specific needs. NBC Merchandising
is the most personalized merchandising service available anywhere.
To learn just how NBC Merchandising can help you, we suggest you
call or write us today.

ATIONAL

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

a service of Radio Corporation of America
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MORE

t

. . . on top of the highest /» the
Minneapolis-St. Paul Market of

WCCO-TV
Everyone up here knows the Foshay Tower,
site of our antenna, is the tallest building in
the Northwest; but few will notice the 80 feet
added by the new WCCO-TV— 6-Bay antenna;
even fewer know an mv/m countour from an
end run— can't count the 11,400 watts in
power we added on November 10th.
But thousands of viewers know that WCCO-TV
is better than ever before . . . down around
Owatonna, out Hutchinson way, up at Pine
City ... in scores of towns 50 to 70 miles and
more from WCCO's extended antenna.
This is just the first step . . . power up . . .
higher antenna . . . 2964 new square miles of
fine, consistent TV service from WCCO-TV;
Ml that means more everyday viewer-buyers.
Early in 1953 we will have* the maximum
allowable*ppwer on the air . . . 100,000 watts . . .
for still better service ... to still more people
from WCCQ-TV.

*FCC permitting

co^j
MINNESOTA

^BS
Nationally represented by
FREE & PETERS for TELEVISION
RADIO SPOT SALES for RADIO
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Democrats* See
Radio-TV Blitz
For Eisenhower

Dramatic defense of expense fund by Sen. Nixon (shown above with dog
Checkers) reached 9,136,000 TV homes, drew "soap opera" charges,
pulled 2,000,000
letters.
Kudner's
Jim
Ellis, jr. produced
program

Charge that Republicans planned to spend $2,000,000 for last-minute
"blitz" campaign focused attention on role air technique played in
campaign.
George Ball, shown making charge, led Democratic volunteers

What air media did to swing the vote
Full report on most professional use of radio-television in politieal history
M

his year, for the first time since

radio and television broadcasting began, air advertising techniques became
an issue in a Presidential campaign.
The Democratic Party singled out the
ad fraternity for special opprobrium.
It punched hard at the accusation that
the Republican Party planned an advertising agency-inspired $2, 000. 000
spot
radio-TV
"blitz"'
as well
jibing
that Sen.
Richard
Nixon
had asresorted
to "soap opera" techniques in his air
appearances.
The charges launched bv the Democrats were only one symptom of the
3 NOVEMBER
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important stature radio and television
had attained in the campaigning. More
money was spent on the air by both
parties than on any other advertising
medium or other single form of communication.
To delineate the part radio and television played in the campaign. SPONSOR
presents this report based on interviews
with advertising agency and National
Committee executives who had major
roles in the air campaigns of both parties. It is designed to describe objectively the air strategy of each part)
without attempting to reach anv con-

clusion as to effectiveness. (Presstime
for this issue was during the week before the election so that no last-minute
changes in strategy are reflected in this
sponsor's
editors hope that the facts
report,
i
which follow will furnish observers
among advertiser and agency ranks
with the basis for their own speculation, analysis, and Wednesday-morning

25
quarterbacking. Though coming "hot
off the griddle," it is also intended to
serve as a reference source in planning
radio and television strategy for fu'.ure
political campaigns.

► ►►

Republican /Ltf-TV strategy
was built annual lice's fame
1. Extensive use of national TV wasn't
deemed necessary in early part of battle because General was public figure
2. Lse of regional radio and local TV
permitted candidate to stress policies
which were popular in each locality
3. Saving air budget in early stages
permitted GOP to splurge at finale,
sandwiching Dan's last half -hour pitch
4. High-powered 20-second TV spot
campaign in homestretch was first
political use of time-tested, commercially successful saturation-type technique

miiiiiiiiiuniiMiiiiiNiiifl!tiiiiNiiiii!:>iiiiii:;!M

REPUBLICANS:
SLOW

BUILDUP

The Republi-

can Party's air campaign started out
quietly. It wasn't until the last two
weeks of the campaign that the opposition began to wonder whether it was
true (as the Republicans had claimed!
that a lack of funds had kept GOP
radio and especially TV to a minimum
early in the campaign — or whether the
Eisenhower-Nixon team had mousetrapped
strategy. them with a "hold yoar fire"
Compared to the Democrats, the Republicans got off to a late start. They
didn't appoint an advertising agency
until three weeks after their candidates
were nominated. The Kudner Agency,
which had successfully worked on Sen.

Kudner's Jim Ellis and BBDO's Ben Duffy joined
in formulating
plans for Ike & Dick campaign

Agencies held air fire far snot, net surge in last two weeks
Robert Taft's Ohio campaign in 1950,
got the nod. Impressed with the size
and scope of the task ahead. Kudner
President J. H. S. Ellis invited Ren
Duffy to have BBDO share the task.
In time for the official Labor Day
opening of the quadrennial campaign,
faces long familiar on Madison Avenue
began appearing in Republican war
councils in New York. Washington,
and Denver.
Jim Ellis. Ben Duffy, and Gen. Eisenhower conferred in New York. Kudner's Frank Armstrong turned up in a
huddle with GOPmen Robert Humphreyspublicity
I
chief) and Edward
Ingle I radio-TV director) at Republican National Committee headquarters
in Washington.
Dick Farricker was designated account executive for Kudner and Jock
Elliott was his BBDO counterpart.
Ike's campaign train took on a BBDO
crew : Walter Tibbals to produce the
General's radio-TY appearances; Hugh
Rogers. Don Rowe, Jeff McGuire, and
Jim Bridges working as leap-lrogging
advance teams for broadcasts.
Rushed to the Kudner office in
26
Washington
were Joe McParland
to

deal with air activities and Wendall
Gibbs to supervise film and tape details.
Back in New York. BBDO's Carroll
I' Newton was picked to head up
radio-TV time buying activities and
Kudner hurriedly recruited former J.
Walter Thompson timebuyer, Linnea
Nelson.
Aboard Sen. Nixon's train were Ted
Rogers (on leave from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
). and Kudner's Bruce
Allen.
Throughout the campaign, cooperation between the two agencies resulted
in an even distribution of the work
load and exceptionally smooth relations were maintained, the agencies
told SPONSOR.
LITTLE

EARLY

TV

Eisenhow-

er's appearances on TV at the Convention had helped generate tremendous
interest in him as a person. His pledge
to visit "every nook and cranny" of the
country brought in thousands of requests for personal appearances. He
was eagerly sought by veterans' groups,
and celebrants of every kind of event
I Please turn to page 89)
SPONSOR

With Stevenson "unknown,"
frequent TV use tens a tnust
1. To familiarize public with Adlai's

features and policies, Denis relied most
on network television-radio simulcasts

2. Personal-appearance schedule was
set to insure that Stevenson would be in
city with

II

facilities on preset dates

3. Appointment of agency in advance
of national convention allowed purchase
of prime time without preemption cost
4. Supplementing national coverage,
task forces made radio pitches to women, liberal, labor, nationality groups
with

load

groups

paying

the

bills

m\immm\\m\m\\m\mmmm\mm\tmmimimmmum\mmmmmumnmmm\wmim\mnmmmmm\m
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Twice-weekly

EARLY START
It was in May
that the Joseph Katz Co. of Baltimore
and New York was selected to guide
the advertising strategy of the yet-tohe-selected Democratic candidate. With
a tentative budget of $2,000,000 to
work with, the agency's president, as
his first move, huddled with Democratic National Committee Radio-TV
Director Ken Fry and Katz Media Director John T. McHugh.
From the start it was agreed that air
media would play an important role.
A decision to buy a time segment as a
regular "franchise" during the fin 1
eight weeks of the campaign was followed by a strategy conference covering these two points:
1. What is the best time segment for
us to use? The Democrats decided that
10:30-11:00 p.m., E.S.T..
cause itwas not too late to
audience in the East, but
for live broadcasts and

was best bedraw a large
late enough
telecasts to

reach the other regions of the country
at a reasonable hour.
2. What are the most desirable
nights to use? The Democrats reasoned that Saturday and Sunday evenings were loaded with top-rated TV
3 NOVEMBER
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simulcasts acquainted

shows which would be too expensive
to preempt and too popular to buck.
And Sunday was never considered a
good night for political discussions.
Monday night they ran smack into Studio One, CBS TV. Wednesday night
was Pabst Blue Ribbon fight night on
CBS TV, and Friday evening Gillette
tied up the audience with its Cavalcade
of Sports bout on NBC TV. That left
Tuesday and Thursday.
Accordingly, in late Ma\. the Joseph
Katz Co. bought 18 half hours of prime
radio and TV time for the Democrats,
covering the Tuesday and Thursday
half hours from 2 September through
Election Day. An important element in
the thinking here was the desire to
build an audience listening habit on
these two nights.
At the same time, negotiations were
opened to tie up the 10:30-11:00 p.m.
segment on all four radio and TV networks for 3 November, Election Eve.
By making arrangements this early for
the last-minute barrage, the total outlay for preemptions was held to $700.
AIR

STRATEGY
When the Democrats nominated Gov. Adlai Steven-

27

public with Stevenson

son in Chicago, air plans were worked
out in detail. As Joe Katz explains it:
"We had a three-phase program. First,
get the candidate seen and heard by as
many people as quickly as possible.
Second, make the Governor's policies
on every topic known. Last, answer
attacks and mop up in the crucial
With the campaign under way, Ken
Fry moved to the Springfield headquarters to coordinate Stevenson's travel plans with radio-TV schedules.
Under
areas.'' the direction of Joseph Katz,
the following assignments were set up:
Radio Director Robert Swan worked
closely with Gov. Stevenson;
Lloyd
i Please turn to page 92)

Joseph Katz heads up aqency which qot off to
an early

start,

bought

Democrats

"franchise"

Bayer thrives on low cost-per-1,000

Radio is firm's major medium

M ou've heard il said again and
again: "Aspirin is aspirin. There's Utile difference between one brand and
another." Yet Bayer Aspirin, selling
for as much as K) times the price of
«-oiiipeiiiig brands, leads all others by
far. More than for almost any other
type of product, advertising makes the
big difference. And in the case oi
Baser radio has been the major factor.
From 66 to ')()', of its ad budget has
gone into radio ever since it entered the
medium
with
sponsorship
of
the
I incur, in llbum oj Familiar Music in
L931.

\ top-le\ el exe uth e of the Bayer
28

hckc*ause it reaches most people per dollar

Co. (a division of Sterling Drug Inc.)
puts it this way : "We are the Cadillac
of aspirins. Radio and other advertising: has done that for us — though I assure you the product itself merits respect; we go far beyond government

they don't know because the standard
marketing surveys like Nielsen Food
and Drug Index don't go into bars, gas
stations, and lunch counters where
many smaller brands are sold. But
when it comes to the regular channels
of distribution
stores 50%
Bayer's
own
estimate isvia
thatdrug
it makes
of
the sales. In terms of dollars, the percentage ishigher because of the price
differential.

requirements
unilorm.

in making

it pure

and

No one can say just how hig a slice
of the aspirin market belongs to Ba\er.
Even compam
oflicials will tell \ou

Just how large a market aspirin has
is indicated by Drug Topics estimates
of the 1951 retail sales of aspirin. The
magazine puts spending for aspirin in
all outlets at $46,420,000; spending in
SPONSOR

drug stores only is estimated at $23,080,000. Bayer sales figures have never
been published I the annual report of
Sterling Drug lumps sales from all divisions Ibut trade observers say a
gross of from $12 to $15 million, wholesale, is a conservative guesstimate.
The advertising strategy Bayer relies
on to keep its sales leadership has classic simplicity. "We just keep wetting
down the ground all the time. It's a
sprinkling-can operation," says a Bayer
spokesman (company policy rules
against statements mentioning individual executives by name I .
Radio does most of Bayer's sprinkling. Ithas four network radio shows
and a 52-week spot radio campaign embracing over 500 stations. The rest of
the budget goes for one network television show and magazines, Sunday
supplements, and newspapers.
When Bayer started in radio with
the American Album of Familiar Music
in 1931. it cut back printed media to
about 10% of its budget. But in 1940
the company decided that maintaining
visual identification of the package was
important enough to justify reducing
the radio share of the budget — despite
the success it had experienced on the
air. Printed media's share was accordingly increased to one-third of the
expenditure where it remains today.
Bayer regards radio as the lowest
cost-per-1,000 buy among all media.
( For example. Stella Dallas on NBC
during July 1951-June 1952 averaged
a cost-per-1.000 listeners of $1.28, Nielsen.) The company likes radio, too.
because there is more audience research available for the air medium
than for any other. "We know what
were getting when we buy radio," is
the company's attitude. "With printed
media, its often hard to say how many
readers saw your ad. We can assume
that most of the people who listen to a
program heard the commercials."
Another reason radio fits Bayer's
needs is that it enables the company to
reach its potential customers during
varied segments of the day. People get
headaches at different hours and "we
believe in reaching them when they
need the product with the suggestion
that it can bring them relief." (Copy
for Bayer commercials on early morning spot radio shows, for example, asks
the question : "Did you get up with a
headache this morning?")
Bayers four network radio shows
are: on MBS. Ladies Fair, Mondav3 NOVEMBER
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Friday 11-11:25 a.m.: on ABC, Mystery Theatre, Wednesday 8-8:30 p.m..
My True Story, Monday-Friday 1010:25 a.m.; on NBC, Stella Dallas,
Monday-Friday 4:15-4:30 p.m.
Two of these shows, My True Story
and Stella Dallas, are on for 52 weeks.
The latter soap opera is a longtime
Bayer vehicle, dating back to 1937.
Dancer- Fitzgerald -Sample is Bayer's
agency concentrating on the air media;
Thompson-Koch is its agency for print
and both associations date back for
over 20 years.
As the current lineup of network

"American Album of Familiar Music" was Bayer sponsored for 20 years, starting 1931 on NBC (it ran on
ABC in final year). Firm still receives mail about show

shows indicates. Bayer doesn't go in for
star vehicles or lavish productions.
"We never buy names." the company
told sponsor. "You lose control of
your show and your costs when you
do. We'd rather have an average good
rating and keep a show's cost at say
$4,000 year-in, year-out than start with
a $20,000 vehicle that costs you $30.000 the next season. A lot of advertisers entertain themselves. We're just
trying to entertain the people who II
buy our product."
When Bayer picks a show, it's with
the expectation of long-term sponsorship. To keep costs from spiraling.
Bayer signs programs up to a "real estate"' contract, eliminating yearly renegotiation. Bayer's current soap opera. Stella. Dallas, is produced by Frank
and Anne Hummert. It was Frank
Hummert who as a partner of Blackett.
Sample & Hummert created the American Album of Familiar Music and
brought Bayer to radio; he remained
producer of the show throughout its
run. ( When Hummert left the agency
to concentrate on show production, its
name became Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Bayer in the years afterward had
as many as half a dozen Hummert programs on the air concurrently.)
Though Bayer believes in buying
programs for the long haul, it keeps
(Please turn to page 84)

Kauev

has

four net

rtiriio shows

"My True Story," ABC, on 52 weeks, M-F. Shared
sponsorship with other Sterling brands
cuts cost
"Mystery Theatre," ABC, on TV as well as radio.
TV version, on film, is only Bayer TV entry to date
"Stella Dallas," NBC, is soap opera produced
by
Frank, Anne Hummert; been on for Bayer since '37
"Ladies
Fair," MBS, has advantages
of informal
sell. Firm prefers low-cost shows to star vehicles
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fVhy baby film
meant headaches
The picture- at right show a rare moment of
tranquility during the shooting of a TV commercial with a 10-month-old hahy as the star.
The scene took place during an exasperating
morning recentlj at the Ben Gradus Studios of
the International Movie Producers Service,
which
produced
the commercial.
Filming was supervised hy the Grey Advertising Agency for the Mennen Co. Bahy Products line and the commercials will he shown
starting 6 November on the new Mennen show.
Oh, Baby!, which is being placed on a spot
basis.
Below

is a description of what the filmmakers went through in order to get a single
five-second sequence for a Mennen commercial.

M. he entire crew is standing around — waiting.
The props and flats are in place. Lighting
and camera have been checked. A dozen as
sorted technical and creative people are waiting. But 10-month-old Warren Clark is sleeping in the completely equipped nursery provided hy the studio for his care, comfort, and
contentment. So is the alternate baby, William Conron, 12 months, who must be kept
on hand in case Warren is not in a good mood.
I Please turn to page 82 I

To get five-second baby film . . .
In picture at left. Doris Pinner, child photographer, whose main job is to keep
10-month-old Warren Clark in a good mood, does her stuff as assistant to the
cameraman
checks lighting.
Among others required to produce
Mennen
com-

Kids and animals: tips on handling Ihe
They can acid zest to a program but they'll give you headaches aplenty
ifMmong radio and l\ directors v\ho
have handled children successfully,
there's one rule which is often quoted:

Never let a child performer take the
script home to memorize.
Old hands at directing the young
have found that children who come
home to momma with scripts under
their anus almost invariably arouse
momma's theatrical instincts. Result:
momma almost always ruins hours of
n hcarsal b\ coaching junior to do
things
blow hiswhich
top. will make the director
Hob Smith
of "Howdy Doody ' helps kid
audiences hlon
off steam
before shoic

Not only
handlers

71
on

lions, but all animals need
video, according to experts

This is but one example of the ways
in which directing children on the air

30
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. . . // took all these people and an entire morning
mercial and keep baby happy and protected are. in picture at
right, Al Mozell, cameraman, tvith eye to camera, surrounded by
I. to r.. J. Stanley Neill, who keeps watch for Society for Preven-

in pur show
• ii lack the know-how

tion of Cruelty to Children ; Frieda Newman, nurse; Hen Gradus.
producer; Jerry Ford. Grey Ailvertising; Robert I'eyson. agency
executive TV producer; missing: Joe Richards, studio art director

To compile tips for this article.
sponsor queried casting people, directors, legal experts, and program stars.
In it advertisers will learn how to find
children and animals, how to handle
them, and what laws are in force for
their protection.
CASTING: In talking about casting
moppets, let one thing be understood

differs from the handling of more mature talent. Pointers like this can be
valuable background for anyone involved in the buying, building, or okaying of radio or TV programs. Unless
you know the stumbling blocks, the
tricks of the trade, and the sidelights.
putting kids (and animals, too) on the
air can be a headache. But, properly
handled, children and animals add zest
to shows when they're worked into the
format — with the proper precautions.

progra
3 NOVEMBER
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at the outset: There's is no shortage of
children to either act. dance, sing, walk
around, or merely look sweet — though
there may be a problem in finding
first-class material.
Talent specialists who've cast hundreds of children over the years told
SPONSOR they look for children who
project naturalness rather than precociousness. In short, what is wanted is
a child who looks like a child and not
a walking copy of an adult.
Watch out for the phonies. If there
is anything that casting people can't
stand it's a boy rigged up as Buster
Brown or a girl stepping out from between the covers of Louisa Mav Alcott.

Of course, the phony getups are not
the kid's idea. But they are prima
facie evidence of a mother who's going
to be a problem. Other symptoms of
the stage mother are: ( 1 I glowing letters describing a youthful combination
of Eleonora Duse, Sarah Bernhardt,
and Jenny Lind; (2) the mother who
takes the director aside and tells him
that Junior responds best to direction
in a soft voice and "we wouldn't wan I
to cause any psychological scars, would
we?" Fortunately, this type of mother
is not common, but the symptoms
should be recognized early.
If the personality of the child is a
crucial matter in casting, it's a good
idea for the advertiser to be in on it.
some agencies feel. In the case of such
an important decision the agcnc\ will
want to make sure that it's backed up
by the client. There is a lot of difference between a child performing
during an audition and turning out a
polished job under the pressure and ex(Please turn to page 64)
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(in launches a face powder
A sophisticated blonde in a Daehe hat sells New Yorkers Coty's newest
cosmetic

in a combination

it 'o you

have a new product to introduce to consumers?
Advertisers who regularly face the
trickv problems of product launching
would do well to study the newest radio-TV spot techniques of Coty, Inc.
For the giant cosmetic firm has developed an air advertising formula which
it feels is ideal for giving its new products a flying start. The kev elements:
1. Spot radio — minute announcements (transcribed) at the rate of

EXECUTIVES DISCUSS COTY AIR PLANS:

radio-television merchandising air campaign
about 15 a week, in daytime slots.
2. Spot television - - minute announcememostly
nts I
live ) at the rate
of about 35 a week, in both daytime
and evening slots.
3. Store appearances — made at the
rate of about two a week in leading department stores by the same person-

case

is t o r y

ality used in the spot air campaign.
The latest Coty air drive to launch a
new product started on 6 October for
five weeks on New York's WNBC and
WNBT.
Women tuned in the daytime to
WNBC have heard one-minute announcements— some 75 will be aired
during the five-week campaign — delivered bythe sexy, sophisticated voice
of an attractive blonde named Rita
Morley.

(L. TO R.) W. NEUBURS,

Vs

AD

MGR.;

M. HEINEMAN,

Usually,

ACCT. EXEC;

they

start

P. CORTNEY,

out

like

PRESIDENT

Keystone of current Coty

saturation drive is a

olonde actress-model, Rita Morley.

Her

voice is

being heaid 75 times in five weeks plugging Coty's
lew Cream Powder Compact in one-minute radio slots

She has been filing

Rita doubles as sales personality in leading New

a tight schedule of 192 TV one-minute announcements,

York department stores during present Coty air

mostly live, in current campaign, which is being aired

push. She has been making at least two store

on

appearances

Busiest chore for Rita is TV.

New

York's

WNBC

(radio)

and

WNBT

(video)

a

week,

plugs

them

on

the

this, with simple, straight-sell copy:
"Hello there . . . I'm the Coty Girl.
Now, I know you like the convenience
of a compact make-up. But one thing
you probably don't like is the way ordinary compact make-ups seem to emphasize lines and pores. Well . . . Coty's
brand-new 'Cream Powder' compact is
the answer. . . ."
Other New \orkers tuned to
WNBC's video sister, WNBT, have seen
actress-model Morley perform similar
one-minute TV announcements before
the cameras. Some 192 will have been
telecast before the campaign is over.
Women

Qoty s saturation formula
Radio: Basic Coty formula, which the giant cosmetic firm now
plans to use extensively in promoting new medium-priced products
during 1953, calls for the use of spot radio in daytime slots to reach
mass audience of housewives. Radio station to be used is preferably
one with a sister TV station. Commercials are of one-minute length,
recorded before the start of the campaign by same actress who delivers TV commercials, to make her voice familiar to listeners.

shopping in stores from

busy, bustling Macy's on 34th Street to
the chic Arnold Constable's on Fifth
Avenue have seen Rita in person —
making personal demonstrations of
Coty's new Cream Powder compacts behind department store cosmetic counters, at the rate of twice a week.
"We think we've managed to combine the best advantages of radio, television, and merchandising to launch
new products — and at reasonable cost,"
Mort Heineman, executive v. p. of the
Franklin Bruck agency, describes Coty's new air advertising method.
The current campaign is not Coty's
first use of its new saturation technique. In April. Coty gave the method
a trial run. using it to introduce a thennew Coty product called Instant BeauI Please turn to page 60 )
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Television: Video commercials, as Coty plans them, will be
done live primarily for flexibility, changes in copy, and to make
last-minute plugs of store appearances. If there is a conflict between
store appearance and TV commercial, film commercials will be used.
Coty will select a girl for radio-TV selling who combines a good
voice, sophisticated manner, and poise to appeal to both young matrons and career girls.
Dache
hat has become
virtual symbol.
Appeumnecs:
Live demonstrations at point-of-sale will identify product with glamor. Coty's air saleslady will appear in leading
stores, to show shoppers the most effective uses of each particular
Coty product being launched. Also, it gives Coty a good opportunity
to distribute samples to receptive audience during demonstrations.
Merchandising: To tie the three elements — radio, TV, and
store appearances — together, extensive merchandising is necessary.
Coty plans the wide use of store displays, counter cards, and the like
featuring blow-up photos of their air personality, to give extra impact to the firms air advertising, identifying oroduct with Coty girl.

air

How "Death \alley Days"
made the switch to TV
Pacific Coast Borax put almost all its acl money into
video version of radio success to push its two cleansers

Picture /luring late 30&, in heyday of "Death
shows < tist in rehearsal break. In center, with
is Mrs. Dorothy McCann, who rode herd on
entire history, noir supervises TV version for
men just in buck of her ore Jack MacBryde

Valley Days."
white sweater,
show dnriiifi
agency. Two
(dark eotii).

last "Old Ranger" on radio, anil George Hicks, well-known
announcer.
Two
women
to her left: Helen
Claire
(satin

gown) and Jean king, both program regulars. Among the
male regulars are Jeff Bryant (sprawled in front roic) and
Frank Duller, at Bryant's left, liadio show, during 14-year
life, one of longest runs in the medium, huilt up solid
brand identification with show, also developed familiar
horn theme. I total of T.'il scripts were used. Program
nas replaced
by "The
^Iwriff." which
ran for seven years

SPONSOR
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Scene above is taken from '"How Death \ alley Hots Its
Name," first film in new TV series. Radio's "Death Valley
Days" premiered with the same story. Plot concerns a
band of pioneers, trapped in Death Valley, who suffered
much hardship before rescue. Firm and agency, hoicever,
decided to use a variety of story moods during 26-tveek
run
to test audience
likes and dislikes.
TV
conversion

Ww hen the Pacific Coast Borax Co.
decided to convert its famous old radio property, Death Valley Days, into
a TV show, the following facts might
have been predicted by anyone familiar with the company's advertising history during the past two decades:
1. It would go practically whole hog
into TV.
2. It would insist on a first-class production job— and pay for it.
3. It would aim at reaching every
TV market in the country.
It would, in short, put all its advertising eggs in one basket when it came
to plugging its venerable 20 Mule
Team Borax and its newer hand cleaner, Boraxo. And that is just what the
company and its agency. McCannErickson, did. (The show had its
premiere last month. I
There were, of course, excellent reasons for concentrating on TV alone
beside the fact that the company apparently had a predilection for this
sort of thing in the past.
There was, first of all. the show itself. Itwas a natural for TV. It had a
3 NOVEMBER
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will retain familiar horn theme, one of radio's most famous program signatures. Ruth C. Woodman, who wrote
radio scripts, is doing TV stories also, flaying the part of
the "Old Ranger" is a veteran film actor, Stanley Andrews.
Each film will cost in the neighborhood of $30,000. with
annual time-and-produclion budget (assuming showings
go on) totaling $1.5 million.
Show is seen in 58 markets

name deeply imprinted in the publics
consciousness after 14 years on radio.
True, the show was dropped in 1944
after its ratings began to slide. Bui
that was eight years ago and there
would be a freshness about its appearance on TV screens. Besides, a lot
of youngsters
had never heard the

case

history

show and part of the commercial message was aimed at the younger set.
Another powerful asset was its musical theme. This horn signature, an
original composition for the radio
show, is indissolubly linked with the
name. Death Valley Days. Also linked
with the show is the character who
related its historical tales, the wellknown "Old Ranger."
Moreover, the company and ageivy
together owned a grand total of 731
radio scripts, a rich mine of story material practically begging to be converted into TV tales. Bound into 57
volumes

I plus a two-volume

index I .

the scripts make up a six-foot shelf of
books in the office of Mrs. Dorothy
McCann, who has over-all charge of
production for the agency and was
midwife at the birth of the radio show.
The scripts have been guarded jealously against offers to buy out the lot. One
script, called "Johnny and Jingo
Mine," was sold some years ago to
Warner Bros, for a movie but the
proviso was made that no mention be
made of the source.
There were other advantages, too.
The show had wonderful photographic
possibilities in the visual beauty of
Death Valley as well as other outdoor
locations. (A live show was out of the
question, of course. ) There were good
promotion and merchandising possibilities for, among other things, the pub
lie connected 20 Mule Team Borax
with Death Valley Days and the 20mule team motif was a crackerjack
trademark. Moreover, during Death
I alley Days on radio, there were
stead) increases in sales.
Last, but not least, there was Ruth
35
C. Woodman, who dup up the material

Pacific Borax sells
new TV show to retailers

ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

Both firm and agency, McCann-Erickson.
believe that "Death
Valley Days"
has good merchandising
possibilities
because of its famous
salesmen

are

name.

All

supplied ivith

program

kit containing information about
show and material for window display.
Salesmen

are urged to visit stations

with display material ideas and,
since show is placed on spot basis,
each

firm

rep must be supplied with

story line for his particular market

and wrote the original radio scripts.
Her familiarity with the story problems and her writing experience (she
has also written for Dr. Christian, Suspense, and Circle Theatre) were of almost irreplaceable value.
All these factors are the sort of
thing that might run through an adman's mind in making a decision to
enter television. But they are not the
whole story, by any means. To the
client, as well as the agency, the clinching arguments must be found in the
hard-boiled Question: How does TVs
cost-per-l.OOO compare with other media, particularly print media?
To get the answer. McCann-Erickson
ran a test last year. They chose eight
medium-sized markets — Sioux Citv.
Dayton. Utica, Madison, Syracuse, Cedar Rapids. Harrisburg. and Peoria.
They were large enough for valid reOLD
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RANGER"

PROVIDES

ERAND

sults and yet not so large that the
survey expense would be prohibitive.
The agency also felt, as so many do,
that the big cities do not always give
"average" answers. Retailer cooperation is also a difficult matter in the
larger metropolitan centers.
The cities were divided into four
groups of two each. The agency ran
TV announcements in one group, newspaper ads in another, newspaper ads
backed by sampling in a third. The
fourth was the "control" group — no
advertising was used.
I National
magazines
included in the study
since weren't
the company,
true to form, was then concentrating
nearly all of its ad budget in Lije,
Women s Home Companion, True Story, and Good Housekeeping. Results
from magazines were thus not possible
to get on a comparative basis.

IDENTIFICATION;

AGENCY

HOPES

ROSEMARY
1

I Neither was radio included in the
study- although it was taken into account when the media question was
thrashed out. Both the agency and the
firm felt that 21 years on radio gave
them enough experience in the medium
to judge it. The agency also told sponsor that it couldn't find two more comparable markets for the study and. in
addition, the client didn't want to
spend any more money
on research.
lit is the feeling among some outsiders, however, that since Pacific Borax had dropped The Sheriff from radio a short time before, the firm and
agency had already made up their
ning.)
minds that radio was not in the runA consumer survey followed the ad
campaigns to measure their impact.
W hen the figures were all in. the an[ Please turn to page 75)
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OF ADVERTISING AGENCY
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

CONTRACT

STATION

Major

NO

provisions

in TV contract which

URNISH
uct}
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FACILITIPS

TO

[Mlrtrdnt]

differ from

radio form

PROOKAM
H OF

TKLECAST-s

>» FIRST

,-

HOUR

— »

OATE

TELECAST

ONAl, INFORMATION

OF !,A>T

,— HER

WERR-

Contracts for programs of five minutes or over
are not cancellable for the first 13 weeks
Contracts for programs of less than five
minutes must be firm for four weeks, and
► mar be cancelled anytime thereafter on two
weeks' written notice

I KLfcl AST

(*u?b u prt^rifa awleri*], UdOBt, cooimrrdil «ino

If aural or visual portion of signal should be
interrupted, the amount of adjustment to agency

► is subject to negotiation with the TV station.
i Adjustments are easier in radio because
only the sound factor need be considered)
If station substitutes a sponsored program of
public interest for scheduled program, station
*CT

BASED

OV

RA

► is liable for agency's non-cancellable live
j 10 STATION

talent costs for live program and reasonable
allocated print or rental cost of film shows

1

Studio
KM
m« R*le

*_

kafp lot #_
I >I«M(«
cT cotnrnu.ion of 15% EXCEPT

on ibargwi Icdkitcd by a

mndarrf condition*

Standard
of terms,

contract's negotiators sought to make language
as well <»s order form (left), simple, unlegalistic

Member ef

AMERICAN

ASSOCIATION

OF ADVERTISING
uH'«t»i im;

I1.,. „..U..< ViTct^'lTlli'"

Spot W9s

Some admen

ntnr

been as closely identified as "spot" and
"flexibility." The degree to which this
flexibility has been impaired is the
prime question which has emerged
from the adoption last month of a
standard contract for spot TV bv the
4 A's and the NARTB.
A poll conducted by sponsor among
timebuyers.
account
executives,
and
1952

SBg BSBBj ahhm

HWnr

Is it flexible enoui?

.say no, but majority think new format meets present needs

robabl) no two words in the entire lexicon of commercial radio have

3 NOVEMBER

AGENCIES

juwumf

advertisers disclosed a division of

"To me the contract represents a

opinion on the subject of this newlyadopted contract.
A timebuyer for a top agency who
participated in the negotiations on the
spot contract form summed up his reaction to its provisions
as follows:

step backward. Spot's one great selling point has been its flexibility. That
cbaracteristic should have been jealously guarded and not shackled with
amendments to meet a current condi-

ifiiiiiiiifffiiifrMMiniJNijjiiiuijfHinirrriujjiuijiHHiifJiHfnifrHitiiNiiiiiiHiiiiiiM

From an associate media director of
another agency came this comment:
"True the sort of flexibility you asI Please turn to page 80)

controversy

tion."
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Picture. From WISC,

•1 7i « t sponsors should know about

Early morning time
Costs are low; results, good; availabilities, tight
/Worn tii<; votlio is pruvtivally
(Share of audience

HOUR
6:006:156:306:45-

(A.M.)
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00

by quarter hours, radio vs. TV.

100.0%
100.0
100.0
100.0
93.3
92.6
92.6

8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00

91.9

9:15
9:009:30
9:159:45
9:3010:00
9:45-
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100' r total)

RADIO

7:15
7:007:30
7:15- 7:45
7:307:45- 8:00
8:008:158:308:45-

add to

92.1

—TV
—
—
—
7.4
7.4
6.7',
7.9

91.1
90.0

8.1
8.9
10.0

89.6
94.5

10.4

94.7
94.8
94.3

5.5
5.3
5.2
5.7

The figures shown at left
arc bused on listening and
viewing
checkeil in a multiState area in ISew England,
in which the over-all TV set
saturation
was 49.5%.
or
about one out of every two
homes.
Village and farm
families did more
early
morning listening than did
urban
families, but the
difference was actually slight.
Urban
men
did 1.1%
less
morning listening than the
over-all average:
urban
women 0.9%
less.
SOURCE:
1952 Forest L.
"The
Boston
Trade
and

M n no other time block in radio today
are good availabilities so avidly pursued by timebuyers as in the four-hour
segment between 6:00 and 10:00 a.m.
"'I've got so many requests from agencies for good morning availabilities," a
station rep said last week, "that I could
sell all the morning programs and participations on our best stations three
times
over — if
I only timebuyer
had them gave
to sell."'
A veteran
BBDO
an
off-the-record reaction from the other

TV -proof

Percentages

Madison, V.

side of the fence. "It used to be that
radio stations would try to sell you a
package deal of announcements in
morning radio when you wanted the
choice nighttime slots." he said. "Now,
around.'"
way good
just the
it'sWhat
hasother
caused
morning
availabilities lo be snapped up like the
first batch of postwar nylons has been
a basic shift in the thinking of main
leading broadcast advertisers and
agencies regarding air advertising.
Radio research has tended, during
the

past

couple

of seasons,

to

show

Whan
study
Distribution

Area -Radio •and
Television
Audience"
WPZ-TV.
Boston.
Mass.

SPONSOR

nighttime radio audience declining.
However, morning radio seems hardly
to have been touched by the hot electronic breath of video, according to
the same research figures. Most broadcast advertisers today, feel, therefore,
that morning radio, especially when
measured off against the growing number of multiple-set homes, cannot help
but be a top advertising value.
Certainly, research figures bear out
this logic. About half of the men and
more than half the women in radio
homes usually listen to morning radio's potpourri of news, music, weather, and time signals, according to qualitative audience studies like those of
Dr. Forest L. Whan.
Audiences do a lot of listening in
whole-family groups, too. The most
common pattern is to turn on the bedroom radio around 6:30 to 7:00 a.m..
then shift the listening location to the
kitchen during the time the family
eats breakfast, and then continue after
breakfast while Mom washes the dishes
and Pop drives to work with his car
radio on.
Even in heavily saturated TV areas,
where every other home has a television set and TV outlets are airing
morning programs as early as 6:30
a.m.. morning radio walks off with
most of the honors. About nine people
are listening to radio between the
hours of 6:00 and 10:00 a.m. for
every single person tuned to TV. This
is true even of TV-conscious New York.
The tremendous current popularity
of early morning radio with national
advertisers is therefore easy to under-

Homes

Nielsen

tuning morning

Area

4.2

PITTSBURGH

2.7

CINCINNATI
CHICAGO

7.4

is still in Class "C" and "D" time.
Purchases are flexible; although networks have been opening up commercial service as early as 8:00 a.m. EST,
the 6:00 to 10:00 a.m. lime block is

215.969
59,670
291,HG

9.2

LOS ANGELES

4.0

467,268
68.000

TOTAL U. S.

7.7

3,376,000

1952

EXECUTIVE:

Robert Reuschle
New York City

of McCann-Erickson

"Morning initio is so jam-packed that clients
may well tunc to take a second look at
availabilities

in

dm turn

and

nighttime"

about 75' v '"station option time" and
is therefore sold on a spot basis.
When these morning radio advantages are added to those of audience
size, the reasons for morning radio's
transformation from ugly duckling to
advertising swan are clear. Morning
radio:
1. Has big audiences, in both TV
and non-TV areas.
2. Has low rates, thus stretching the
value of ad budgets.
3. Can offer audience compositions
comparable to those at night.
4. Has a cost-per-1.000 homes average often superior to anything else a
station may offer during the rest of

the day.

As a result, millions of advertising
dollars are now being poured into radio advertising, both spot and network
in the 6:00 to 10:00 a.m. period, from
the budgets of some of broadcasting's
biggest sponsors. Here are just a few
names on the list of morning radio
clients:
Foods: Stokely-Van Camp. General
Best Foods.
Campbell's.
Swift
&Foods.
Co.. National
Biscuit
Co.. Wheatena.
I Please turn to page 72 )

7:00-8:00
% of
homes

a.m.

AD

MANAGER:

Elliott Plowe oi Peter Paul
Naugatuck,

Conn.

"We're used morning ra iio
newscasts -- for 20 years. As
it is constantly

% of8:00-9:00

a.m.

Homes
reached

homes

Homes
reached

16.5
11.6

848,430

18.4

653,034
232,959
723.856
1,147,854
171,500

22.4
24.3
12.9

881,216

22.6
1 0.0

1,234,197
221.235

17.0

19.7

«.r»;i».ooo

12.7
10.5

7,445,000

NOTE: Figures for "Total V. .S." have been specially adjusted for
SPONSOR by A. C. Nielsen for differences in time zones, so that
each hourly heading reflects the combined average listening in each
of the four time zones at that hour. This teas done because most
pre-10 :00 a.m. radio programing
is locally produced
by stations.
3 NOVEMBER
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growing

principally
a medium,

in value

to us."

radio (G:00-10:00 a.m.) in five lieu markets and entire I'. S.

6:00-7:00 a.m.
% of
Homes
homes
reached

YORK

NEW

stand. Rates arc still relatively low:
although some stations have talked ot
putting everything from 6:00 a.m. to
1:00 p.m. in Class "A" time brackets.
most of the basic morning time block

256.369

9.00 ■10:00 a.m.
% of
homes
Homes
reached
17.7
910,134
13.0
287,300
21.9
861,546
26.6
1.351,014
17.6
301,840

21.2

9,296,000

SOURCE: A. C. Nielsen Co. six-day (Mon.-Sat.) averages for February-March
1952. (This period selected because rating and audience behavior is roughly
similar to that expected
to be true of November- December
1952.)
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O.V THE

BOULEVARD

new half-hour drama series, international
in both its setting and appeal. Based on
the fumed short stories of Leonard Merrick,
England's 0. Henry, and played by
a top flight Hollywood cast.

THE

HANK

McCUNE

SHOW

situation comedy your audience will
love at face value ...the face belonging to

Hank"Ears" McCune, high-riding Tl
comic-maniac. A new half-hour series
with many star supporting play ers.

THOSE

ll ERE

THE

D I YS

Chillies II in ni n ger at his warm and
whimsical best. A new half-hour series of
dramas which are set in the Twenties and
ii hit h will keep viewers of all generations
chuckling from start to end.

-

four top
drawing
cards !

Pick one of them, any one, and you'll have

a TV film show that can't be beat.
For they're four new ace-high series with

two of TV films' biggest names behind them . . .
Bing Crosby Enterprises as producer and CBS

Television Film Sales as distributor.
All four are sure bids for big audiences.
Now available on a national first-run basis,
they offer you broad appeal, topmost quality
(at low, low cost) and all of the production
values that are Bing Crosby Enterprises'
trademarks.
And CBS Television Film Sales' community
saturation merchandising service will help
you turn the greatest possible number of
viewers into customers.
We'll be happy to put our cards on the table
for you. For further details and a private
showing, if you like, just call in . . .

CBS TELEJJSfON

FILM

SALES

offices in Neiu York, Chicago, Los Angeles and Memphis.
Also available: The Gene Autry Show. Files of Jeffrey Jones,
CROWN

THEATRE

new edition of a top-rated
Bing Crosb) Enterprises dramatic
anthology, available for first-run
towing. Half-hour film series with
a format that's proven its power
to draw the entire family.

Holiday in Paris, The Range Rider. Strange Adventure.
\ ienna Philharmonic Orchestra. World's Immortal Operas,
Cases of Eddie Drake and Hollxuoud on the Line.

COFFEE
SPONSOR:

E. Martin

HOME
Harrel] Co.

AGENCY:

Direcl

1 M'SI IK CASE
HISTORY:
To launch his Bailey's Supreme Coffee in (he Norfolk market {it had not been offered there prior to January 1952 1. this sponsor selected
morning TV.
He took three participations
a week
on
Relax, a d.j.-rariety show seen on WTAR-TV,
Monday
through
Friday. '):<)() to 10:00 a.m.
Sales greatly exceeded expectations. In Sept, 'in her. due to the TV buildup, Harrell secured an order for the coffee from the Colonial Stores chain, giving it excellent distribution in the
market.
Sponsor has renewed for another 26 weeks.
WTAR-TV,
Norfolk
PROGRAM:
Relax

IMPROVEMENTS

SPONSOR:

Globe Home Improvement Co.

CAPSULE

CASE

AGENCY:

Direct

HISTORY:
Globe sponsors a five-minute segment each Friday on this daily 1:00 to 1:30 p.m.
woman s program, inviting listeners to phone in inquiries.
They have been averaging five calls within each five-minute segment. The calls include requests for estimates on
Youngstown kitchens as well as on home improvements.
The average kitchen sale is $1,000:
home improvement
sales average $300.
The ratio: one sale to every three
inquiries.
The cost: about $80 a program.
WMAR

T\ . Baltimore

PROGRAM

.

: The Woman's Angle

TEA
■■^■■^

TV
results

11

SPONSOR: Independent Grocers" Assn.
AGENCY: Direct
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
About 75 members of the
Indiana IGA sponsor Dangerous Assignment on WTTV,
Thursdays, 8:30
to 9:00 p.m.
A different product is
plugged on each program.
On one show in July, they
advertised tea i Lipton's 1 . These 75 grocers normally sell
about 12.000 lbs. of tea \all brands) a year. As a result
of the one program, they sold over 7.000 lbs. of tea in
one week alone — for a sales gross of about $8,000.
No
other advertising beside the one-time TV plug was used.
WTT\ . Bloomingtorr, Ind.

FRUIT SLICERS
SPONSOR:

Oregon-Washington-California
Pear Bureau

PROGRAM:

Dangerous Assignmenl

SOFT DRINK
\GK\C\ : Direct

SPONSOR:

Nehi-Royal Crown
AGENCY: Duke Kerstein Co.
Cola Bottling Co.
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
This company
had a 10year record of only modest increases in sales each year.
In February 1952 they bought the Laurel & Hardy series
on KOB-Tl , Sunday 5:00 to 5:30 p.m., incorporating a
local, live five-minute commercial.
In four months, at a
cost of $35 per program, they had a 40% increase over

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
When
faced
with a pear
surplus, mem hers of the Bureau
reasoned that if they
could gel a neic pear and apple slicer into the hands of
enough people, it would help sell more pears.
The Bureau offered such a slicer {for 250)
via tico integrated
commercials by Faye Stewart on her daily 1 :()() to 2:00
p.m. KIMX Kitchen. The two pitches {on 8 August and 4
September) brought in over 2.150 letters, ordering 3,296
sitters for a $150 air investment.
Pear sales went up too.

the previous year's business.
Sponsor has twice renewed
original 13-week schedule, is now using another film shoiv
(Dick Tracy) in the same Sunday afternoon time slot.

KPIX, San Francisco

KOB-TY.

PROGRAM:

KP1X Kitchen

SALT SHAKERS
SPONSOR: Kranich Bros.; hn'l Jewelry StunAGENCY: Direcl
CAPSULE
CASE HISTORY:
These
two
jewelry
stores
jointly sponsor Red Kain Comments on the News. Thurs-

days, 1.0:30 to 10: 15 p.m. On one of their three one-minute commercials one night they displayed a pair of novel/ | salt-and-peppet shakers selling for 390 a pair. The
day following tin- telecast both stores sold out their entire
mid hail to turn down
727 pairs
supply of the shakers
Tins was a $283 return from an
me, 200 extra requests.
ad expenditure of about $50.
\\c VL-TV, Lancaster, Pa.

PROGR

Wl: Red Kan, 1 omments on
the News

Albuquerque.

N. M.

PROGRAM:

laurel

& Ilar.lv

PIES
SPONSOR:
CAPSULE

Table Talk
CASE

Pastrj

HISTORY:

Co.

AGENCY:

Reingold Co.

After sponsoring The Range

Rider for 26 weeks on both WBZ-TV, Boston
[Sunday,
7:00 to 7:30 p.m.) and W JAR-TV, Providence (Sunday,
6:00 to 6:30 p.m.*. this pie-baking company reported a
30' r increase in business.

In the months of January and

February alone it sold over GO', more pies than in the
same months the previous year. Sponsor gives full credit
for increase to the TV show.
per-1,000 {in Boston, $1.29)
\\ BZ-T\ . Boston

He is happy with low costand has renewed program.

WJ \\{ \\. Providence

PROGRAM:

The Range Rider

w

■
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The largest stockyards east of Chicago
— Lancaster, Pennsylvania's Union Stockyards, serving Reading, York, Harrisburg,
Lebanon and other areas — overflowed
with a profusion of pigs one day recently.
Occasion was the Lebanon-Lancaster
County 4-H Pig Round-up and Sale, and
naturally, a WGAL-TV crew was on hand

Lebanon, with her carefully tended entry.
Both on its news shows and its popular
"Television Farmer" show, WGAL-TV
took its farm viewers straight to the scene
of the round-up, gave them a clear and
complete story of this interesting agricultural event.

to bring the day's highlights to the many
interested farm families in WGAL-TV's
large Eastern Pennsylvania viewing audience. The camera followed Tom King,

WGAL-TV

livestock specialist from Penn State College, ashe judged the pigs, and also caught
a glimpse of young Lorraine Eshleman, of

Pennsylvania

Represented

A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.

by

ROBERT
New York

Lancaster

MEEKER

Chicago

ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles

San Francisco
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\\ hat tape of yurdstich do you use to determine
the success of a rutlio or TV premium offer?
Samuel Mendleson

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Mendleson
The quick offthe-shoulder answer to this question is obviously
"sales" but these
are difficult to
measure due to
diversity of media used. Let s
break our yardstick up into
three one-foot
lengths and get the answer this way.
Starch has proved that devoting at
least one-half of a magazine ad to a
premium promotion produces a slight
increase in noting and a considerable
increase in reading of the product
Street

"sell" copy as well as the premium
copy. It is my belief that the same results are obtained when a premium
commercial, be it radio or TV, is used.
People sit up and watch or listen more
intently when a premium is offered.
I would argue with the typical agency measurement — cost-per-1,000 returns— because it is my belief that a
bonus of interest is created in any medium of advertising when a premium
is used. Many agencies are inclined
to charge all radio or TV programing
time to a premium and come up with
fantastic cost-per-1,000 returns.
I -i\ that even if people do not
send in for the offer, the) still pa)
more attention to the commercial and
appreciate the fact that the offer was
made. Before one return is in on a
premium offer, the advertiser has already received a bonus of interest.
4-4

would like to call "added interest."
We have been most successful recentlv in offering premiums on participating shows. The personalities on
these shows really get behind these
items, do a terrific selling job on a
person-to-person basis, offering our

would be the second notch on my yardstick: "enthusiasm" — at the station
level, trade level, sales level, as well as
at the consumer level.
The last measure I would include in
this yardstick would be comparing the
number of returns with those of other
successful users and with our own past
experience. It is important in analyzing returns to make sure that your radio and TV box numbers are separated from your newspaper, magazine, or
point-of-sale media — so the results can
be properly analyzed.
Just as there are several miserable
Broadway shows and one or two standout successes each season. I believe
that if the premium is good and is
properly promoted, it can attain the
success of the recent Lipton's Chefsaw
and the Colgate's Princess Doll.
Summing up, while sales are the ultimate goal of any premium promotion, it would be wise to consider the
interest created; the enthusiasm generated through channels to the consumer; and finally, based on experience, the results of similar offers.
James Street
Mgr.. Premium Service Office
General Foods Corp.
Neiv York

Inc.

Actually, there
are various
yardsticks depending

This first notch on the yardstick I

product's premium as a special gift.
In any premium promotion, the
trade gets shaken up a bit, and our
salesmen perk up at the same time. As
an offer gets rolling, we find that this
enthusiasm tends to snowball. This

President
B. T. Babbitt,
New York

on the purpose
for which

the

premium
promotion was planned
and the purpose

i.i .ss Harrison

may vary from
product to product, or premium

promotion to
premium promotion.
In general, we at Scheideler, Beck,
and Werner, Inc., consider the primary
purpose of premium offers that of
sampling new customers. For this reason, we have developed a follow-up research technique that quite accurately
determines the number of new users a
given premium deal develops, and that
indicates the subsequent number of repeat customers. On one promotion, for
example, by actual check, nearly 50%
of the premium purchases were made
by new customers and half of these
became repeat customers.
In order to have a common denominator for comparison of different premium promotions, one yardstick we
use is the "Inquiry Cost" — that is, the
advertising cost for the promotion per
customer order. Through such a common denominator, we can compare national deals with regional or local
ones; the effectiveness of a premium
on one product with those on other
products; and. especially, we can compare results of use of various media —
radio, IV. newspapers, magazines, etc.
for each account using premiums.
In general, daytime radio inquin
costs are less than newspaper inquiry
costs, and newspaper inquiry costs less
than magazines. This conclusion i^
based on years of experience.
In the
SPONSOR

case of television, the medium is still
so new, insofar as premium promotions are concerned, that we are still
gathering our basic data. However,
the inquiry costs on some television
promotions have been amazingly low
— in one case, two and one-half cents
per inquiry — and we already can foresee a steadily increasing use of premiums on TV.

WDSU DEVELOPS
flfOte OUTSTANDING
SALES SUCCESSES!

Margaret Harrison
Premium Manager
Scheideler, Beck & Werner
New York

• Yes . . . here in New
WDSU

Orleans,

has once again demonstrated itspower to produce

greater sales for dollar wise
clients.
• Here are the facts: to deter-

The yardstick
that I have used

mine the advertising effectiveness of WDSU, completely

in appraising the
success or failure

separate and individual tests
were conducted by four of

"I
a
premium
that is promoted
by radio and/or
television is very
rarely the number of actual reMr. MacDonald
quests for the
premium itself.
My yardstick in evaluating the premi-

New Orleans' leading retail
stores.* Each store selected its
own test item among which
were brunch coats, television
sets, cotton piece goods and
women's hosiery. For the tests,
an equal advertising budget
was allotted to both WDSU
and to a competing medium.

-ffK. ^^j

• In each store, an

impartial

um promotion is: "Did we achieve the
objective for which this premium was

survey group— Advertising Research Bureau, Inc. — interviewed customers who had

designed?"
For example, in the introduction of
a new product you rarely use a premium at the outset. Other devices such

been attracted by the advertising. Results of these individual surveys revealed that
WDSU attracted from 12.5%
to 27.4% more people to the
stores than the competing
medium. And in total dollar

as couponing and sampling and special
price concessions are usually in order.
After you have attained your desired
distribution, then you can move in
with the premium. An analysis of your
results will give you an indication of
the impact of your introductory methods. Therefore, if you find that certain
areas respond weakly to the premium,
you may find that you have a sales
problem in specific areas. The next
phase of this problem is when your
product becomes fairly well established
and enjovs good consumer acceptance.
This is the time to offer a premium that
can be related, to some extent, to your
sales. Since most radio and TV offers

volume — WDSU's radio customers spent from 17.6% to
23.1% more than did customers of the competing medium.
• If your sales picture is in the
"dark room"— dollar for dollar — WDSU can "develop"
greater sales for you in the
"Billion Dollar New Orleans

*(We'll gladly send
you
details upon request.)

complete

Market"

are send-aways, it would lie very expensive to set up the mechanics to get
a good solid answer to this problem.
The one type of premium whose effectiveness can be measured saleswise
is the point-of-sale premium. This is a
premium that is either packaged with
the product or given awav at the pointof-sale. Generally speaking, very few
adult premiums of this nature are
backed by radio and TV. This is not
I Please turn to page 88 I
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• Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR MAN!

TV

FM

WDSU
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permit the local banker and baker
and candlestick
manufacturer to

i
sage hom out sponsoTV
and now a mes

o

by Bob Foreman

'ne oi the strangest parado\e«
among man) created by the monster known as television is that a
number oi network advertisers,

and perhaps the networks themselves, dread the opening up oi
new markets. It's true there is a
crying need for other channels in
present one-channel towns. But the
spread of the medium to new territory, something that ordinarily
would he a welcomed thing, is
viewed with misgivings. Not that
anyone desires to limit the dissemination of entertainment and news
nor to prevent more people from
coming into range of the tremendous selling power of television,
but it is solely the economies of
the move that causes shudders.
That is, from the advertiser's point
of view1.
Today, even the huge expenditure is hard put to it to accommodate a full TV network. On the
other hand, many advertisers with
two- or three-million dollar budgets are used to thinking of themselves as definitely in the big
leagues and in the position of buyers in a seller's market. To their
disillusionment, these folks now
find that with talent costs so high
and time alreadx way up there,
their appropriations are looking
mighty skimpy indeed. This is especially true if they hope to have
a smidgen left over for magazines
or radio or match covers. On top

of all ihi.-. let's add a dozen or
100 or 200 stations, regardless of
their size, to the present line-up.
and you not only strain the advertiser's budget, but in a majority of
cases you rupture it completely.
Perhaps this is why we've heard
very little talk to dale, in a medium where talk is rampant, about
ulmi i- going to happen when the
46

■ .
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thousands of new channels are allocated, built, and on the air.
A few things are for sure,
though. For example, no matter
how many channels are finally in
operation, it is still going to be
true — in fact, almost as true as it
is with the present 111-odd stations— that a comparatively few
outlets will cover a goodly percentage ofthe sets as well as a nice
slice of the purchasing power of
the country. So it may well be that
the more stations added, the more
advertisers who will consider buying a limited number of stations —
only in the bigger markets. In other words, an increase in TV outlets
may actually cause a cutback in
the number which national advertisers purchase.
Whether the networks will allow
an advertiser this prerogative at
first or later or ever remains to be
seen. But as sure as a dollar is
worth 50^ today, the medium is
going to come to that, whether it
be on a spot basis or network.
Here's also something to look
for. Film programs will be bicycled from station-group to stationgroup
a hit-and-run
"flight"
basis. on
Such
an approachor presents
a fairly sound way of touching all
the bases without causing an advertiser to go broke in the process.
As for the 52-week every-week
advertiser, he is already almost as
scarce as the pterodactyl and will
soon make that bird seem commonplace by comparison.
Just in case it seems that I'm
ringing the death knell for the new
channels that will open up, let me
slate I believe just the opposite to
be true. What the above dilemma
will set in motion will be. I believe, atremendous volume ol truly local TV advertising.
It will

buy time in his own backyard—
and buy it he will.
Whether a home-town advertiser can get into the medium right
off the bat as his channel opens up
will depend, of course, on how
close to the wall the big boys are
forced who are still buying networks in all markets. Unless I
miss what is purely my guess, this
should be on the very day that a
batch of new stations go on the air.
Therefore, all of this adds up, not
to disaster, but to a very healthy
future for television as an advertising medium.

commercial

reviews

TELEVISION
PROCKAM:
AGENCY:
PROGRAM :

producer:

Lave

Soap

IP&G)

Blow Co., N.Y.C.
One-minute
announcement
Shamus
Culhane

Here's an extremely tightly packed commercial in which every frame fights for
attention and achieves it, leaving a lasting advertising impression on its viewers.
The opening scene shows a man emptying things into a garbage can and the
sound track whimsically states that here is
Dad on his day of rest. The next shot of
Dad depicts him washing the grime off
his hands with Lava. Abruptly, we leave
the realistic approach and in tight closeup, we see animated visualization of Lava's
"thousands of tiny scrubbers" at work on
the knuckles and around the nails of his
hands as they are being washed.
The animation though symbolic, gives a
feeling of realism, since it so graphically
portrays the action of the soap. Thus
the copy idea is put across in a tremendously effective way, and as only TV can
do it, thanks to the combination of sight
silly.
and motion. This same concept in a magazine, for example, might very well look
There is an excellent choice of opticals
which adds pace to the announcement

as

well as interest, especially where the word
Lava is spelled out with the familiar chant
accompanying the video. It's worth noting that this chant is worked into a new
ditty in such a way that the years of value

SPONSOR

WHAT

IS AN

INEXPENSIVE

A cheap commercial is one on which creative
and production costs have been drastically cut
at the expense of effectiveness.
SARRA does not make cheap commercials.
SARR A does make inexpensive commercials.
An inexpensive commercial is one on which
creative imagination and production methods
have been skillfully combined to do a successful selling job.
Or an inexpensive commercial may be one
so fresh and interesting that it can be used
again and again without becoming tiresome

Dealers' shelves were swept clean
of a combination offer of Stopette
Deodorant and Poof Body Powder by
first showings of this Sarra commercial on the "What's My Line?" program. Made for Jules Montennier,
Inc. through Earle Ludgin & Co.

TV COMMERCIAL?

. . . one in which the repetition has a cumulative sales value. (For instance, the Lucky
Strike opening is in its third year; Philco
opening, second year. Pet Milk, A&P, and
many others are using the same Sarra Commercials for the third year.)
An inexpensive commercial is one that comes
over the home television screen with all the
quality retained that went into the original.
To insure this fidelity Sarra makes its own
Vide-o-rigiintl prints in its own quality-controlled laboratory.

Human interest situations dramatize the various uses for Pet milk
so pleasingly and convincingly that
this series of Sarra spots is still
being used for the third year. Produced for Pet Milk Company
through Gardner Advertising Co.

Vide-o-riginal is Sana's name for a
quality -controlled motion picture
print custom-made
in Sana'sfidelity
own
laboratory
to give maximum
on the home TV screen. Every print
receives individual attention in quantities ofone . . . or hundreds.

4**4-!^*

We'd be pleased to give you case histories on why
Sarra TV commercials are inexpensive commercials.

New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

SPECIALISTS
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Lava has in it are maintained, yet brought
up to date by the incorporation within the
new jingle.

Coming Up
Peifect
Precision
Prints

Our
Advanced
Methods
and
our constant checking and adoption of up-to-the-minute techniques, plus new engineering
principles and special machinery

Precision Film Laboratories — a division ofJ. A. Maurer, Inc., has 14
years of specialization in the 16mm
field, consistently meets the latest demands for higher quality and speed.

TELEVISION
AGENCY:
PRODI I I :
PROGB

\ \l :

Pepsodent
Toothpaste
McCann-Erickson,
N.Y.C.
"Heaven
for Betsy," CBS

In this twice-weekly 15-minute epic
which somehow manages to create a situation and then resolve it plus sell two
products, the live closing commercial (in
contrast to the spot film on another prod
uct used at the opening) is worthy of a
few well sorted out picas of comment.
The stars of the program are two pleasant

Stone — and it is this couple, having settled the show situation for the evening,
who return in character and usually in

YOUR ASSURANCE OF
BETTER 16mm PRINTS

Individual Attention is given
each film, each reel, each scene,
each frame — through every
phase of the complex husiness of
processing — assuring you of the
very best results.

the most competitive advertising fields.

seem to partake of this relation. Their
names are Jack Lemmon and Cynthia

This is one of the essential departments at Precision which doesn't
depend on automatic machinery.
Only intelligence and skill can be
depended on to select a timing value
for the correct printing of essential
elements. That's what you get in a
Precision timed print — a selective
printing exposure for every scene.

Research and Specialization in every phase of
16mm processing, visual and
aural. So organized and equipped that all Precision johs are
of the highest quality.

music and straight sell, all adding up to a
fine commercial for a product in one of

young people who according to the credits
at the show sign-off are actually married.
According to their dialogue as well, they

"SELECTIVE
PRINTING
FOR EVERY SCENE"

IS Years

Lava has here, I'd say, an excellent
combination of live action and animation,

enable us to offer service unequalled anywhere!
Newest Facilities in the 16mm
field are available to customers
of Precision, including the most
modern applications of electronics, chemistry, physics, optics,
sensitometry and densitometry—
including exclusive Maurerdesigned equipment— your guarantee that only the best is yours
at Precision!

pajamas to do a verbal segue to the hardselling copy on Pepsodent.
I must confess they build this bridge
with skill. The copy is somewhat between
the cold blooded "and now a word from
our sponsor" and a real honest-to-goodness
commercial. It is a well composed and
nicely delivered 20 or 30 seconds in dialogue which launches into the product
fairly quickly and straightforwardly, and
even handles some sales points. But the
beauty of the way the device is done is
that the words ring true. Either the copyis so colloquially conceived or the commercial verbiage is so adroitly delivered that
the sound and sense of them becomes believable as well as interesting. Probably
both.

PRECISION

hunk of straight sell delivered, voice-over,
by an announcer, the video being a couple

FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
21 West 46th St.,

of telops (still pix). In this copy we
ltarn of the two types of Pepsodent and

This lead-in is topped off by a goodly

New York 19, N.Y.

get some typically commercial reiteration

JU 2-3970

of the theme line: "for that clean mouth
taste." All in all, I'd say here is a neat
little commercial package making excellent use of two capable stars and the limited time allotment in a 15-minute time
segment.

50
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SPONSOR

When you place your TV film shows on a Spot basis, you don't
get tangled up in cable allocations, "must" stations or minimum
group requirements. With Spot, you buy only the markets you wish . . .
find stations clear time more readily. And there's a saving
in time charges — enough to cover film prints,
their distribution and others costs.

Get the full details from your Katz representative.
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Jack Upton

ooo*

agency profile

V.p. in charge of N.Y. service
N. W. Ayer
& Sons,
Inc.

Jack Upton was a bit startled to discover, shortly after receiving
his degree at Yale, that the last thing in the world he wanted to be

That nice "gal next
door" knows all the
latest recipes, all
about what's new in
the stores, what to
do about beauty problems, is full of new
ideas about decoration. Kay Larson is
"the gal next door"
to thousands of Central New York housewives who take time
off each day at 3:1$
for a friendly session
with her in their TV
rooms. You'll find
this light-hearted
participation show an
ideal place to spot
your product story.
Represented Nationally
By the KATZ AGENCY

CBS

•

ABC

•

DUMONT

(when
ymcvsE,

TELEVISION

A MEREDITH STATION
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was an electrical engineer. It didn't really matter — in 1932 electrical
engineers were queued up at employment agencies like political jobseekers the day after election.
So he went to work as a tulip bulb salesman in Bamberger's department store. Four years and three jobs later, he entered the advertising field by signing up as an N. W. Ayer trainee.
Currently heading up Ayer's New York office, Jack oversees the
servicing of accounts like Lever's Surf, Cannon Mills towels, National
Dairy Products, American Telephone & Telegraph, Lederle Laboratories, Telechron clocks, and Yardley toiletries — to name a few.
Jack believes careful tailoring of an advertising program to a
client's exact sales problem is the greatest service an agency can
perform. The Sealtest Big Top, an hour-long circus show via CBS
TV every Saturday noon, for example, seems to be the answer to
Na'ional Dairy's praver for an ideal sales medium.
As Jack puts it, "Not only does the program reach a walloping
b:'g audience (Nielsen estimated 3.839,000 homes reached bv the 13
September program ) . but the circus format lends itself to a host of
merchandising gimmicks. Contests and premium offers prove the
pulling power of the show and have given us ample reason for continuing the program for more than 90 weeks. Then. too. we have six
minutes in which to promote the sales of everything from cottage
cheese to special seasonal flavors of ice cream. '
Another program which Jack things particularly suits the client's
needs is Hawkins Falls, soap opera, for Surf on NBC TV. The difference between radio and TV treatments of a soap opera is pointed
out by Jack, who says, "The impact of TV is so great that stress must
be placed on realism and naturalness. You don't have to be as emotional as on radio. You must avoid phoniness because it is too easily
detected on TV."
One subject that doesn't disturb Jack's equanimity is that of
whether you have to sponsor a whole TV show in order to get impact.
""It's just a matter of simple economics," he says. "Sole sponsorship
of a bigtime TV show is impossible for the little fellow. So what's
wrong with buying a slice of a high-audience show? Nobodv has Life
to themselves, so \\h\ do \ou have to be alone on a TV program?"

• • •
SPONSOR

Ha, ha, ain't Roger Miller a card! He's our Program Director.
Got his title (and more money) only 7-months ago... or was it 7-years?
He's never satisfied.
But seriously, that's exactly why he js our P.D. Never satisfied . . .
always popping up with new ideas for live talent Shows. And we
give him plenty to create with —
experienced employees.

a staff of nearly 50 full-time highly

Incidentally, Rog is another "fugitive" from a Fifty Thousand
in Chicago. But he's learning!

watter

So are all the rest of us —

learning a little more each week
M
Creative Radio ... in the Land of Milk and/f-fbney.

5000

Wisconsin's most show-full station
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Sponsors can mjii ttwards
in B IK "'Results'* contest

Iililllililllil

Local advertisers judged by the
Broadcast Advertising Bureau to be the
most practical users of radio advertising will receive special awards this
year in the BAB s second annual "Radio Gets Results" contest.

Renrus Caesar, Coca puppets ntake hit, speed ictttch sales
The Benrus Watch Company has
come up with a new twist in the old
practice of capitalizing on the popularity of show talent — a twisl that has
paid olT handsomely in sale-.

mercial." He added: "This commercial has brought the most favorable response we have had to any Benrus advertising thus far, both on the dealer
and consumer level. The studio audience at Your Show of Shows actually
applauded the pitch. Dealers have sent
letters of praise, have requested reproductions ofthe figurines to use in merchandising. All in all, it's been a wonsuccess."
The derful
commercial.
Benrus estimates,
will be seen by some 30.000,000 people. The firm uses only broadcast advertising. ** *

Puppet films run in both

contest, stations,
conductedaims
among
BAB's
660Themember
to obtain
result stories from the stations for BAB
to use in promoting radio as an ad
medium. Last year, award plaques for
the best stories went only to the stations; this year, the BAB will provide
duplicate awards for advertisers.
The BAB announced the details of
the contest to its member stations last
month

by sending out mock "subpoenas" requesting the stations to
"supply evidence in the case for radio." Each station may submit as many
result stories as it wishes. First, second and third prizes will be awarded
in each of nine classifications of local
advertisers:

apparel,

automotive,

de-

net, spot campaigns

Benrus has been a participating
-[ ions< >r on \BC TV's Your Show of
Shows (Saturday. 9:00 to 10:30 p.m.)
since its inception. This past summer.
it was hoping to get the show's stars.
Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca, to make
some film commercials for the Benrus
Calendar Watch, but various factors
made this impossible. "I hen the firm
and its ad agency. J. D. Tarcher & Co..
hit on the idea of using life-like puppets of the comedy team instead.
So the puppets were created and the
film commercials made, using a sound
track previously recorded by Caesar
and Coca. The pitch was filmed in
one-minute and 20-second versions.
The commercials were launched on
Your Show of Shows this fall, as well
as in the 00-market spot TV campaign.
There had been no TV advertising
on the Calendar Watch since last

Tongue-twister is de-twisted: ]%ARTSR
NARTSR

has become SRA. No more

stumbling over the right order of
words for the National Association of
Radio and Television Station Representatives. No more confusion of
\ \IMSI! with \ Mil B. Now it's just
plain SRA: Station Representatives
Association.
NARTSR. or rather SRA. was
founded in 1947 for the twofold purpose of promoting spot advertising and
protecting the reps from any tendency

becomes

SRA

of the networks to agent spot time for
affiliates, in the interim, the organization has grown to be an integral
part of the advertising business, working closeK with the ANA and the 4
A"s. It was instrumental in bringing
about the I.D. standardization for TV
I see "How to sell in 10 TV seconds"
sponsor, 20 October 1952 I . It is presentlv serving as an observer at the current negotiations involving AFTRA and
the Screen Actors Guild.

* * *

spring, when film commercials for the
watch featuring Dean Martin and Jerr\
Lewis ran on Your Show of Shows
i Benrus also uses TV for five other
watches I . When the puppet commercial made its debul on the network TV
show in September, deali i reaction was
instantaneous. According to Harvey M.
Bond. Benrus advertising director:
"There was a tremendous revitalization
ul sales and dealer advertising lor the
Calendar Watches immediately following the first showing of the new com-
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SRA is source for spot information to aid clients; above is lorn Hanagan, rep group's director
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partment stores, financial, food and
grocery stores, food and grocery products, home furnishing stores, specialized services, and miscellaneous. (Hosing date for entries is 15 November.
Judges for the contest include Paul
Penfield, president. Public Utilities Advertising Association; G. Edwin Heming, associate director of advertising,
The American Bankers Association; F.
C. Ferry, advertising manager, Grand
I n ion Company; Dr. Robert L. Swain,
editor. Drug Topics; and Pete Wemhoff. editor. Automotive News.
"Last year's contest was a great success," states BAB President W. B.
Ryan; "we had over 300 entries. We
expect to have twice that number in
our 1952 contest."
* * *

Briefly . . .
Each year, a different ad agency volunteers itsservices to the Brand Names
Foundation. The 1953 campaign for
the Foundation
will be handled
b)

YOUR CONSUMER
Agency

execs, Abt

map '53 Brand Names

plans

Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, il
was announced recently. Ad plans for
the upcoming year were aired at a recent meeting between agency executives
and Foundation President Henry E.
Abt. Present were (photo, 1. to r., seated) Frederick P. Re\ nobis. Jr.. research
director; Herbert W. Warden. Ill, account executive; Anderson F. Hewitt,
chairman of the board; Abt; David
Ogilvy, president; James M. McCaffery, media director. Standing: William S. Blair, secretary, plans board;
Judson H. Irish, copy supervisor; Larry Nixon, public relations director.
#
« •::In the five years it has been on the
air, KIXL, Dallas, has consistently
used newspaper ads, cab cards, and
transportation car cards to advise people of its programing policy: "No sob
stories, just wonderful music on

IS

WSPD'S BEST CUSTOMER
Webster

defines CONSUMER

as "one who

spends, a

purchaser." Here in Northwestern Ohio each consumer
spends $1,331 in retail buying — proof that this is a
Top Consumer

Market. But the big job is to direct this

spending — towards your product. Statistics prove radio
does that job. Here in this thriving market the total owned
radio sets is Above the nation's average — proof they're
sold on radio. The most important statistic of all — WSPD
delivers 60%

more audience than any other local sta-

tion— proof they're sold on WSPD. So, the answer is
easy — use radio — use WSPD — because Your Consumer
is WSPD's
DOLLAR

Best Customer. Sell on the station this BILLION

MARKET'S

Sold On— WSPD,

Toledo.

KIXL." Recently the station ran a
large, arresting ad in the Dallas Times

AM-TV

(Please turn to page 8" )
Storer

TOM HARKED

Broadcasting

NAT. SALES MGR

Company

488 MADISON AVE

NEW YORI

Represented Nationally
by KATZ

What's New

in Research?
G4% of women in IV. V. area
TV homes either listened to
or watehetl the World Series

a SPONSOR original

%9mDid you listen to or watch any parts
World Series broadcasts last week?

Eastern Conn . . .
Served best

of the

YES

262

(63.6%)

NO

150

(36.4%)

225

(54.6%)

75
86
64

(18.2%)
(20.9%)
(15.5%)

by its largest city
%W.IHd you watch any yames

*NORWICH thru

YES

on TV?

\W . II u w m a n y ?

ONE (1)
TWO (2)
THREE (3) OR MORE
Some

of Eastern

%Wmlfid you listen to any yames on the ntilio?

Connecticut's big
installations include
DOW

CHEMICAL
CO.

SUB
BASE,
GROTON
(Ten miles, nearly
J ^,000 people)
PHIZER

U.

S.

SCREW

FINISHING

CO.
CO.

AMERICAN THERMOS
and hundreds more.

58
9
62

(14.1%)
( 2.2%)
(15.0%)

many?

yames on TV?
(Asked

CO.

Here is the #1 Hooper station
with the best local Music
and News
programming

and NOW one LOW RATE
6.00 AM- 10:15 PM

Major Sato
of J
_ Force
Conn,

(31.3%)

\¥. During the past baseball season woultl you say
you watched many yames, some yames, or no

CHEMICAL

AMERICAN

f W . How

129

ONE (1)
TWO (2)
THREE (3) OR MORE

(Six miles from Norwich)
ELECTRIC
BOAT
(Submarines)

YES

J^

contact John Deme, Mgr.
•Norwich 37,633

MANY
SOME
NONE

only of 262

women

who watched

or listened

to the Series)

59
163
40

(22.5%)
(62.2%)
(15.3%)

SOURCE:

Advertest Research study conducted exclusively for SPONSOR during period 8-16
October 1952
RESPONDENTS:tan area412 female adults in television homes throughout the New York metropoli-

Key obsecrations emerging from stmly
on baseball dewing or listening among women
Almost 64% of all female adults in television homes watched or listened to at
least some
tarts of the World
Series baseball
games.
About
55%
of these
women W tched the gomes on Tl and 31% of them listened to the games on
the radio.
(Main
both watched and listened.)
The aiera.ge woman in a Tl home watched 1.4 games on Tl and listened to
.9 on the radio.
It was not just the novelty of the World Series that got these women to watch
or listen In the games.
About
85%
of the women
who watched
or listened
said that they had watched 'some" or "main" games during the season.
The female baseball audience, on the tmsis ni this information, is obviousl)
iituiln of serious consideration In sponsors and agencies.

New London 30,367
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Votive found ifJ
i

Ulhut?Your luckiest "find" in radio —
WERD, Atlanta! It's your
"direct wire" to Atlanta's gi
Negro audience, and to its
vast- but scarcely
tapped — buying power.

in
WERD listeners have nnnfirip.nr.fi
confidence in

Why?-

what they hear on their station— the only

Good Luck -and
Good buying actian

Negro owned and operated radio station
in the U.S. Their confidence shows where
it counts most -at the sales counter,

will be yours with this four leaf clover
in your broadcast schedule. WERD
stimulates sales. And it's the most
economical radio buy in Atlanta.

where they buy the products they
hear about on WERD. Write for WERD's
"Proof of Performance."

Remember, there's a lucrative market to
be tapped. It's yours through WERD!

RADIO

DIVISION

Interstate United Newspapers, Inc.
Represented nationally by

joe moouon
3 NOVEMBER

1952

WERD

ATLANTA

1000 WATTS • 860 ON EVERY ATLANTA DIAL
J. B. Blayton, Jr., Gen. Mgr

I

REPORT

TO SPONSORS

(Continued

WISE SPONSORS
KNOW . . .
IN SAN ANTONIO
IT'S THE

tor 3 November

1952

from page 2)

Fetzer's curbs on crime shows
intrigue admen
Agencymen

and network

producers

are speculating

over significance of John Fetzer's action in restricting crime shows on his Kalamazoo station,
WKZO-TV.
Fetzer is chairman of NARTB TV Code Review
Board.
WKZO-TV s new policy bars such shows from
Sunday schedule or before 9:00 p.m. weekdays and
limits aggregate amount of time devoted to them to
one hour nightly.
Line of speculation is whether
amount of complaints on subject to code board has
proved so distressing as to prompt Fetzer to set
example for rest of industry.

R & R treats all-media buying
on long-range basis

Ruthrauff & Ryan apparently is doing its planning
for integration of media buying on long-range basis,
Specialists in each medium are attending agencyarranged lectures dealing with other media.
Also
frequent discussion meetings are held among all
buyers with information exchanged on problems and
modus operandi for each buying division.
Extent of
uneasiness caused by integration trend among media
buyers was brought into open at 23 October meeting
of Media Buyers Association of New York.
General
complaint was agency managements were rushing integration too fast.
(See article on this development
in SPONSOR, 25 August
best for sponsors?")

^*W*fl,

%

Station KEYL-TV
Channel 5

Monday

thru Friday 2:C0 PM thru 3:00 PM

SPONSOR

LIST

Jorrie Furniture Co.
Dial Soap
Crosley Shelvador
Crosley Television
Bropar Guatemalan Fashions
Wolff & Marx Department Store
Whirlpool Washers
Easy-Off Oven Cleaner
Bruce Floor Cleaner
Hollywood Automatic Fryers

Represented

by

THE KATZ AGENCY
S8

1952, "Is the all-media

buyer

Rcid Ray goes from industrial
to TV feature films

Hollywood trend for industrial film producers to get
in on TV film programing is pointed up by announcement Reid H. Ray Film Industries (32 years in industrial field) has set up Reid Ray Telefilms, Inc.
Former Warner Bros. Producer-Director Saul Elkins
heading up Telefilms.
Set for production are 3 15minute shows, one on calesthenics , another, panel
show, and third,

"oddities."

Government seeking data
on sportsr.asting vs. gate receipts
Department of Justice is scouring field for surveys
and other data dealing with relationship between
broadcasting sports events and gate receipts. Search
is being made in anticipation this relationship
will become important issue in Government's antitrust action against National Football League.
SPONSOR

■

YOU MIGHT FLY NON-STOP AROUND
THE WORLD -

\

BUT...
YOU NEED
THE FETZER STATIONS
FOR "AIR SUPREMACY"
OF WESTERN MICHIGAN!
good reason to believe that similar increases have occurred since 1949.
If you want to see your sales soar in Western Michigan,
"climb aboard" the Fetzer stations — WKZO-WJEF in
radio, WKZO-TV in television.

TELEVISION
WKZO-TV, Channel 3, is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. It serves
more than a quarter million TV homes in America's
18th television market. This 28-county area embraces
58.1% of Michigan's non-Detroit population and 60.1%
of the non Detroit retail dollar. An August 1952 Videodex Diary Study proves that WKZO-TV delivers 93.4%
more television homes than W estern Michigan's other
TV station!
Get all the Fetzer facts today. Write direct or ask AveryKnodel.

RADIO
WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids, do an
outstanding radio job in their home cities. Together
they deliver 57% more listeners than the next-best twostation choice in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids — yet
cost 20% less! Rural coverage is equallv spectacular.
1949 BMB figures credited WKZO-WJEF with big increases over 1946 in unduplicated rural audiences — up
46.7% in the daytime, 52.9% at night! And there is
*77ie United States Air Force did, in 1949.

WJEF

WKZO-TV

ftp*
GRANDCOUNTY
RAPIDS
andin KENT

ALL THREE OWNED

AVERY-KNODEL,

GREATER
j^4 AND
IN KALAMAZOO
WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS RADIO)
AND OPERATED BY

trf>*
WESTERN INDIANA
MICHIGAN
and INNORTHERN

(CBS RADIO)

FETZER

WKZO

BROADCASTING

INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

THE COTY GIRL ON THE AIR

of these broadcast campaigns to Coty

{Continued from page 33 i

in terms of dollars and cents," Coty's
president. Philip Cortney, explained.
"\\ hen we announce a new product,
our jobbers and direct accounts place
large orders for it in almost even case.
It's not until much later that we can
even estimate how much of a given
product has been sold by a particular
foi in of advertising.

t\ . The success of this earlier campaign
caused Coty to decide to use it again.
as soon as another new product was
due I" be launched. Now. with the second campaign already a success even
before it's over, Cot) plans to use the
new air formula during L953 on a
multi-market basis, as often as necessai \ .

Each of the campaigns has cost Coty
about $65,000. However, pinning down
the tangible results is another mallei.

"However, I can tell you this. We
feel that no other promotion campaign
has done as much for new Coty products in such a short time as our radio
and TV commercials on WNBC and

"It - difficult to prove the real value

toother BLUE RIBBON Achievement
YVNBT."

0$ ?'%>£<*::*• £5

An infrequent air advertiser in recent years, Coty had felt that its primary advertising formula was the use
of national magazines, newspapers,
supplements, and other printed media
to tell its product story. The success
of the two blitz drives has changed all
that. Coty thinks today of radio and
TV as a supplementary selling tool
which can saturate an area, on a market-by-market basis, to boost sales or
launch a new product.
Like an) good machine, the Coty air
formula is simple and easy to operate.
But. the parts require careful planning
and must be built of good materials.
In its simplest form, this is how Coty's
blitz technique has been developed:
1. Air advertising — A combination
of both spot radio and TV is used. All
the radio announcements are transcribed; most of the TV announcements are live. A few TV commercials
are on film, to be used when TV schedules conflict with store appearances of
the "personality" model.
2. Time buying — After some carefullinconsideration.
agencv.
FrankBruck. feels Coty's
that the
saturation
technique is most reasonably done on

%w

just one big radio-TV outlet in a market. "If you put all your eggs in one
basket." an executive of Franklin

<f
itS'

Bruck admitted to SPONSOR, "you can
lake advantage of the best discounts in
a station's rate card. For instance, we
spent about $65,000 for time, talent,
and production on WNBC and WNBT.
For this we had nearly 200 TV and
nearly 100 radio announcements, plus
a great deal of promotional backing
from the two stations. We probably
wouldn't have gotten as main time
slots for the money if we'd tried to

This month's achievement citation goes to a KFAB staff
member — to Lyell Bremser, sports director. Bremser,
in reporting sports events to midwesterners for over
12 years, has achieved the title of "The Midwest's
Greatest Football Broadcaster." He's "Mr. Football"
to the fans whose respect and loyalty he has earned
through years of colorful, accurate, sincere reporting
from Pennsylvania and Florida ... to California and
Oregon. The achievements of Lyell Bremser in the
sports fie'd account for KFAB's top football audience.
It's another achievement reflected in sales for the
KFAB advertiser Find out more from Free & Peters
...

or contact

Harry

Burke,

General

Manager.

3. Air
selling — Officials of Coty,
it around."
spread
Inc. its ad agency, and WNBC-WNBT
decided before the start of the campaign last April that the selling on
television would be more effective if it
was done by one featured personality.
rather than by a series of pretty models
plus an off-screen announcer. The
same applied to radio, using the personality's voice.
This wasn't quite so simple as it
sounds. "Nearly 200 girls were auditioned on camera b\ the client and ourselves before we found Rita Motley—
the one girl who combined smart appearance with the abilit) to sell in
front of a camera or microphone, or
before a live audience of women in a
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Get Set with BOTH

Barrels

to Get Your Limit - - Fast !
*.

>•

>•

*: >~

*

WHIO

WHIO-TV

coverage

coverage

fat it* &<upfott

* »"

37.9% of the total radio audience.
This compares with 13.5% for
Station B; 26.5% for Station C;
and 14.1% for Station D. (Hooper
average for the past year)

The 12 top once -a- week shows
—seen on WHIO-TV. 7 of top 10
multi-weekly shows, with locallyproduced WHIO-TV "Front Page
News" the leading news show in
the area. (August Pulse)

THE DAYTON

>.*

MARKET

1,293,595 prosperous prospects — 366,457
families. Payrolls in Dayton for 1951—
$630,951,822. Retail sales for Dayton and
Montgomery County— $475,000,000. Average
weekly industrial pay check — $83.67 — highest
in Ohio, one of highest in the country. Dayton
has been designated a "Preferred City" by
Sales Management for the past 20 months.

YOU
WITH
BOTH

CAN

DOMINATE

THE DAYTON

EITHER WHIO-TV
OF

THEM

OR

MARKET

WHIO— WITH

TOGETHER,

YOU

CAN

SATURATE IT. ASK NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
FOR

DAYTON
OHIO

FULL INFORMATION

WKOW
Delivers More Homes
Per Dollar in
Wisconsin's Rich
*Moo4a Market

store." Mort Heineman. who supervises
the Coty account at Franklin Bruck
agency, recalls.
4. Merchandising — To get the fullest value from its radio-TV campaign.
Coty and the agency decided to go
along with the suggestion of Ted Cott,
NBC v.p. and manager of WNBCWNBT. that Rita Morley make tie-in
personal appearances at leading stores.
In addition to the straight publicity
value of these appearances, they enabled Coty to reach shoppers with a
much longer ( one hour, usually) pitch
b\ its blonde air saleslady. The day,
time, and name of the store are mentioned on the air during the TV commercials, one of the reasons why they
are done on a live basis.
5. Publicity — As part of the "package deal"' for the radio-TV time slots,
WNBC-WNBT also made provision for
guest appearances by Rita in several
radio and TV shows on the stations.

* Includes

50

Madison

and

counties
prosperous
in central and
southern Wisconsin

after day mail response from all over
the state and adjoining states is
proof that WKOW
is your best radio
buy
in Wisconsin.

To Coty's way of thinking, the use
of the air blitz added valuable extra
impact to the other advertising for the
new Cream Powder Compact — ads in
the October issues of five leading women's magazines, plus newspaper and
point-of-sale material — in the country's
largest and most important consumer
market.

WISCONSIN'S
MOST POWERFUL
RADIO STATION
•

10,000 WATTS
•
MONONA
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
Wisconsin

Represented
by
HEADLEY-REED
COMPANY

good conversation piece when "The
Coty Girl" guested on a homemaking
or disk jockey show.
As outlined above by Philip Cortney, president, and Walter Neuburg,
advertising manager, of Coty, and by
officials of the Franklin Bruck agency,
this is the basic formula which will be
used, with minor variations, by Coty
in the future.

Here's the one station that really
blankets the rich
"Moo-la" market of
Wisconsin. Day

Madison

This was not merely a pay-off for the
business. Rita indeed was news in New
York during the promotion, since she
was seen on TV more often than any
other actress for five weeks. Also, the
fancy Dache hat she always wore on
TV soon became a kind of visual trademark— something like the eye-patched
model in the Hathaway shirt ads — and
columnists and beauty editors soon began to write about it. This made a

1070
ON YOUR
DIAL

Some problems, of course, cropped
up in both the April saturation drive
and the October-November edition
which had to be solved as Coty and its
agcne\ went along. For instance, the
long bonis of radio recordings, radioTV appearances, and store visits
provi d In be a real strain on Rita Morlc\

during

the

first

campaign.

'I o

avoid any possibility of mix-ups in
scheduling, Bruck assigned the agency
radio-TV producer. David Davidow, to
follow her around during the second
campaign, from morning to night, just
to see that Rita didn't forget where
she was supposed to go next.
In the earlier campaign, Coty offered
free samples of Instant Beautv. to be
given away
ances. Thisduring
was a Rita's
good store
idea, appearand is
often used widely in the introduction
of new cosmetic products. But the
huge crowds which mobbed the beauty
counters of leading New York department stores brought down the wrath of
i*In five years there will lie more radio
stations by an appreciable margin than
there are now . . . and a higher pereentage of them will be operated profitably than ever before. Close to twothirds of all homes will have three or
more radio sets, and more than 90%
of all automobiles will have radios, compared with the present 30% and 70%
figures respectively."
KEVIN B. SWEENEY, V.P.

•

Broadcast Advertising Bureau

•*••*••

store officials on Coty's unsuspecting
head. Now. although sampling is still
done, it isn't talked about or plugged
on the air.
Credit for hatching the Coty formula belongs, actually, at the top levels of
both the cosmetic firm and the broadcasting outlet. It happened, as Coty
officials recall it. like this:
Early last spring, Coty President
Cortney lunched with an old friend,
RCA's General David Sarnoff. Cortney
chatted about the problem his firm was
then facing: how to launch Coty's new
Instant Beauty product. Sarnoff suggested the use of radio and TV on a
saturation basis, with New York to be
the testing ground. Then, when Cortney became interested, Sarnoff transferred the meeting to an office, and
called
Ted Cott.in WNBC-WNBT's

manager,

"Cott." Cortne) recalls, "figured out
most of the details of the combined radio. TV. and store appearance plan in
five minutes. I told him how much
mone) we intended to spend in New
York to launch the product; he gave
us the answer. We made practically no
deviations from Cott's suggestions in
the first campaign. The second campaign is virtually a carbon copy of the
Following these meetings, where the
original idea was born, the kinks in
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Here's ffie lush potential of "Personality's" half-millivolt area alonel
1 TOTAL
TOTAL

POPULATION

992,994

FAMILIES

250,337

RETAIL SALES
FOOD

$543,571,000

SALES

GENERAL

Two power-pocked
stations to provide
a double "knockout" punch . . with FM
for good measure.

POWER

The

PROGRAMMING

best

radio,

plus

in

ABC
a

and

local

CBS

flavoring

network
of

pro-

gramming and news.

$111,735,000

MERCHANDISE

FURNITURE AND
HOUSEHOLD
GOODS
EFFECTIVE BUYING

SALES

$80,496,000

BECKLEY — 560KC
CBS Radio Network Affiliate
1000 W DAY* 500 W NIGHT

WKNA

Publishing
consumer

monthly
magazines

your program

SALES

$29,969,000

INCOME

Source - U.S.

PROMOTION

Census and 8MB

$965,894,000
Survey,

and

-;.

audience-building
to help promote
product.

Operated

EXPERIENCE

and

jointly and
staffed
by competent, capable personnel who live , .
love . . radio.

1950

it costs less when

you use "Personality'

7

the personality stations 4

WKNA-FM
CHARLESTON — 950 KC
ABC Radio Network Affiliate
5000 W DAY* 1000 W NIGHT

Joe L. Smith, Jr., Incorporated • represented nationally by Weed

& Co.

the plan were hammered out between
Cot) s advertising manager, Walter
Meuburg. and the Franklin Bruck
agenc) .
Now. the formula is at a stage of development where it can operate outside
of \eu York, without the constant
watching of both client and agency.
"We ma) use this pattern in as many
as a dozen large I . S. markets to introduce new products during 1953,"
Cortne) revealed. "We've found that
it draws recognition from both customers and the trade tor our new cosmetic items.
"Above all. it sells products." he
added.
A it it

KIDS AND ANIMALS ON TV
i Continued from page 31 )
citement of an actual radio or TV
show. It is wise of the agency to have
the child it picks approved by the client. Then, if the kid doesn't click for
some reason, the agency won't have |o
hear this from the client: "How the
devil could \ou pick such a dud?"
Casting isn't always difficult. The
agenc) or producer can often turn
the problem over to a model or casting

agenc) and that will be that. The networks also have files on children. A
quick, expert look through names and
pictures and the little girl carrying the
balloon in the walk-on part is hired.
\\ hen it comes to auditioning young
children or babies — one word of warning: Stagger the appointments! There
is no way of describing a studio or office full of babies who are either crying, screaming, or wetting their diapers. The din is often increased by
the children the mother must bring
along because there is no one at home
to mind them. I Grey Advertising and
Ben Gradus' International Movie Producer's Service had to see about 100
babies before they could choose six
to appear in the upcoming Mennen Co.
Baby Product commercials for the
Barry & En right-produced TV film series. Oh Baby!)
Casting children often means a corollary casting of mothers. Glamorous
mothers are generally avoided although there is no law against a goodlooking one. Where a baby must be
handled, it is wise to cast a woman who
either has children of her own or has
handled babies frequently in commercial work.
Children

are generally

paid on the

SALES DYNAMITE
IN THE GREAT
SEATTLE MARKET!
The

KRSC

Salemaker

Spot Plan will boom
your Seattle sales to an
all-time high — right
now! Terrific all-day,
all-week impact. More
listeners per dollar. For
complete
phone

facts wire or

. . .

same basis as adults. When

to a child star, it is a matter of bargaining, ofcourse. When it comes to
run-of-the-mill casting, union minimums generally apply even where children are not accepted in the union.
The Screen Actors Guild, for example,
has jurisdiction over TV film actors
but will not accept for membership
children under 14 years.
Children appearing in TV films are
usually paid SAG daily or weekly minimums. In the case of babies, who, because of their age, are not permitted to
work too long, an hourly rate of $10
can be figured on.
The recently increased SAG minimums are $70 a day and $250 a week.
Rehearsal time is considered work
time. A "general" extra is paid $18.50
a day; an extra who does "special business" is paid $25, and a "silent bit
part" calls for $40. These minimums
apply to both entertainment programs
and commercials.
The newly named American Federation of Television and Radio Artists
has jurisdiction over all other radio
and TV actors and actresses.
Here are the AFTRA radio minimums: $59.50 for an hour show, $45
for a half-hour show, and $30.50 for a
quarter-hour show. This pay includes
rehearsal time equal to the length of
the show. Additional rehearsal is $8.75
an hour. Acting in commercials is paid
according to the length of the show.
For each commercial the minimums
are $36.25 for an hour show, $29 for
a half-hour show, and $21.75 for a
quarter-hour show. If the commercial
is transcribed, the child is paid the
same amount each time it is used.
On TV. the AFTRA minimums are
$170 for an hour show, including 22
hours of rehearsal; $125 for a halfhour show, including 12 hours of rehearsal, and $70 for a quarter-hour
show, including five hours of rehearsal. Additional rehearsal is $5 an hour.
TV commercials are as follows: $90
for an hour show, $75 for a half-hour
show, and $60 for a quarter-hour show.
DIRECTING
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CHILDREN:

The

handling of children for radio and TV
is not hard providing the right people
do the handling. One qualification for
the job of directing children can be
safely generalized: The director must
genuinely like children.
Directors of children have their own

liepreu ■
EAST:

it comes

Seattle

market

individual ways of getting good performances. Lila Mack, who has years
SPONSOR
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Dee D. Denver, Jr.,
KFEQ,
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News Director,
WKRC,
Cincinnati, 0.
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"AP news is definitely a pres"My AP newscasts have enjoyed
top Hooper ratings for years. One
of our sponsors, Farm and Home

tige program because it is accurate, factual and fast. I use AP
news every morning to sell M.F.A.
Feeds to farmers on behalf of The
Missouri Farmers Association. Mr.

Center, says its 6 AP newscasts

A. J. Loutch, Manager of the M.F.A.

per week over WKRC are an im-

rural advertising. It says AP news

Cooperative Grain and Feed Company, tells me that his customers
praise these AP newscasts as a
real service to the farm area, and

is as vital as electricity on a

that AP is a permanent part of his

portant factor in both its city and

advertising program. Revenuewise,
AP news does the job for KFEQ
farm."
and all its sponsors."

.^feb

For full information on how you can put Associated Press news to work
for you and your sponsors, contact your AP Field Representative or write

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride
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of experience in her CBS Radio show,
Let's Pretend, sax - :
"I try to instill confidence as well
as curb over-confidence. A cocky child
may learn his lines well but may develop his own ideas about how a part
should be played or how important a
certain bit of direction is. Since it is
unlikely that the child will have good
judgment, a director must make the
child understand clearly at the outset
who the boss is.
"By this 1 don't mean that the child
is ordered around like a mother might
order a child around. I never treat
my children like childen, but like
adults. I also find that childen are different enough so that the same approach doesn't always work. Some direction has to be played by ear."'
A number of directors at both agencies and networks told sponsor that
advertisers should never worry about
roles that might seem difficult for children.
"Children are actually easy to direct," one agency director said. "They
are naturally imaginative and the
younger ones like to pretend anyway.
I, for one, think that children are
natural actors."
Another director warns that adver-

tisers must understand that singing
and dancing talent in children is not
the same as dramatic talent. He pointed out that this is not only a casting
problem but one of direction. A director who is good at handling children
in drama shows, he said, is not necessarily good for pointing up style in
songs and dances.
A child must often work hard in rehearsing radio and TV shows and a
director must have both patience and
a method of keeping the child aware
of the importance of the perfection a
show often requires.
Children sometimes rebel. One story
is told of a Chinese boy who played
the part of a Korean on Pulitzer Prize
Theatre about two years ago when
Schlitz sponsored the program.
After the show was over, the sixyear-old boy turned to the TV director
and said in all sincerity: "This mediums for the birds. I'm retiring."
To the advertiser, the important fact
to know about using babies is this: ft
is often an expensive production job.
Babies are not called on to do much,
of course, but it is not easy to have
them do anything (see story on making a TV film using a baby, on page
30 ) . The film footage used up on ba-

bies is often two or three times that
used on adults.
While no accurate figures could be
learned about the cost of film commercials made with babies, one source
said that a one-minute TV job can run
well over $5,000. Sometimes cute shots
are put in the can for use in a future
commercial, a good money-saving idea.
Sometimes babies are photographed
for film commercials without a script
and the copy is written around the
footage that suggests good ad ideas.
This is rarely done, however, because
of the expense.
CHILD

AUDIENCES: Studio audiences made up of children are an
important aspect of TV programing
because they are often woven into the
show itself and used to build up greater impact on home TV screens. When
it comes to child audiences in a studio,
there are two schools of thought on the
matter. Both sides present strong arguSaid Bob Smith of NBC TV's
Howdy ments.
Doody:
"The big argument against using
children as a studio audience is that
it restricts staging. This is true. There
are lots of things we could do on
Hoivdy Doody if there were no children in the studio.
"Because they can see what is going
on outside the camera, kids in the studio often give things away to the home
audience, too. And on special occasions, such as holidays, the kids are
often hard to control.

some spots are better than others
In Los Angeles, KNBH TV spots
give you quickest sales results.
Food advertisers are scoring sensationally with integrated commercials delivered by famous Chef
Milani. On Monday thru Friday.
4-4:45 I'M, Chef Milani uses
sponsors' products in recipes, gets
messages across solidly.
For the best spot, at the right
time, at the right place use...

KNBH
HOLLYWOOD

_

Channel

[X

Q
Represented
NBC

SPOT

by

SALES

"Balancing everything, however, I
still think they add more to the program than they take away. Their enthusiasm gives the program a lift that
is communicated to the kids at home.
The audiences are a definite part of
the program and the kids at home expect to see them."
Through
experience, Smith has developed seme simple techniques to
keep children under control. Before
the program goes on the air, he goes
through routines to let them blow off
excess steam. Very young children are
put in the care of older children, who
are usually proud to have this responsibility. Awoman on the set who flips
the prompting cards (to prevent fluffing of lines! also keeps an eye on children who might have to leave the studio
other. suddenly for some reason or anJack Sterling, ringmaster of National Dairy's The Big Top, on CBS TV,
has to contend with the large audiences
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This Is Hollywood Playhouse!

A steady habit . • •

of steady buyers!

When

Hollywood Playhouse hits the screen

MON.

at 1 o'clock TV tune-ins really jump. Here is a

1

THRU
TO

2

FRI.
P.M.

show that literally captures audiences . . . it's
become

an afternoon habit with thousands of TV

fans. We

can give you one success story after

another of advertisers whose products are sold on
Hollywood Playhouse.

Represented

by EDWARD
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WAVE-TV
OFFERS TOP
AVAILABILITY!
A few excellent spot participations are now available on
'THE OLD SHERIFF*' —
WAVE-TV's amazingly popular film series, for kids of
till ages!
FORMAT: A complete Western
film or Mickey Mouse type cartoon shown each day. Film is
cleverly introduced and summarized from an authentic
Western jail setting by "The
Old Sheriff", played by
WAVE-TV's versatile Foster
Brooks.
FOSTER BROOKS— A colorful,
dynamic television personality,
known and loved by thousands
and thousands of WAVE-TV
viewers. He gives the show a
remarkable "live" touch, lifting ithead and shoulders abo\ c
conventional
film programs!
T!ME:

5:30 to 6:00 P.M.,

Monday thru Friday — a wonderful before-supper time slot!

which fill the Camden, N. J., convention hall where the program is telecast.

they may work four. But these children must go to school for three hours

'"They are no real problem," he said.
"\\ e tell them not to wave at the camera in our pre-program briefing sessions. Scouts who march in the grand
parade are merely asked to smile. The)

There are

and have at least one hour's recreation.
New York has an arbitrary cut-off
age (16 years i but the law permits
discretionary exceptions. In New York
City, the Mayor has the discretionary
power but outside the city, the local
school jurisdictions are vested with
this power.

noas that."
extra legal problems involved in
employing young audiences but when
it comes to young performers, whether
in the entertainment or commercial

Up until recently New York City's
mayors have been adamant against
using children under seven. However,
during the past few months children as

side of broadcasting, that's something
else again.

young as six months have been allowed to appear in film productions.
Each case is examined on its merits

obey most of the time. It's as simple
LEGAL

PROBLEMS:

The power to supervise the employment of children in radio and TV,
as well as the other media of show
business, rests with the individual
states. That means there are 48 different laws on the subject plus whatever
extra regulation is imposed by cities.
\ -ponsor or his agency should be
certain he knows what the law is.
An illegal step, however innocentlv
taken, means not only the possibility
of bad publicity but the chance that
last-minute program changes may ruin
the show itself.
National advertisers will, in the
main, be concerned primarily with
New York City and Los Angeles. Because of the movies, California has
developed a long and complicated list
of regulations. While there is no arbitrary cut-off age, the ifs, ands, and
buts are pretty stringent. However,
for the younger children Los Angeles
is more lenient than New York.
Here are some of the basic California restrictions regarding the use of
children for film I both movie and
TV), acording to Catherine Deeny of
Paramount Pictures:
Between the ages of 14 days and six
months, babies cannot be on the set
more than two hours. During this
time, they can work no longer than 20
minutes altogether and for only 30
seconds at one time. A nurse must hi'
in attendance.
From six months i<> two years of
age. children ma\ he on the lot for
four hours but m;t\ not work for more
than two hours. A nurse is usually on
hand though one is not legally re-

NBC • ABC • DUMONT
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatiie<
68

From two to six years, children ma)
quired.
be on the lot lor six hours and ma)
work three hours of thai lime.
on

From six i<> 1<"> years, the) ma) be
the l"i for eight hours, of which

by the Mayor's Office. Does the program or commercial justify using a
child? What provisions will be made

********
"With

the growth of television, advertising agencies found themselves assuming functions which they had never anticipated: In addition to having to hire
film editors and cutters to handle their
clients' commercials, some have leased
warehouses in which to store scenery
and have had to revamp their offices to
provide space for projection and viewing rooms, but none, 1 am sure, ever
anticipated the necessity of putting on
a 'station relations staff* whose function it is to tour the country in an effort to clear time on station* for their
clients' programs."
TED BERGMAN, Dir. of Sh.
DuMont Television Network

********

for the care of the child? How long
will the child be kept in the studio?
The Mayor's Office will still not permit children under seven to appear in
live radio and T\ productions, despite
pleas from producers. All applications
for children under 16 must also be
approved by the local Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children,
which has a semi-official status in this
matter. Advertisers and agencies
should be careful not to file applications at the last minute, since at least
48 hours must elapse before final approval can be given.
The Mayor's Office has eased up in
its attitude about very young children
because of efforts to prevent the city
from losing business in the making of
TV films. Since the TV film business
has been mowing so fast. TV interests
have been working with the SPCC and
the Mayor on a voluntary code of compliance. The idea is to avoid complicated legal regulations.
ANIMALS: When it comes to animals, the legal requirements are fairl)
simple. The\ are actually no different
SPONSOR
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than they are outside of radio or TV.
The animal must not be treated cruelly
and there must he provision for his
feeding and care. Advertisers would
also he wise not to suggest cruel treatment of animals on their programs,
even where there is actually no cruelty
involved. One network producer with
experience in using animals on TV told
sponsor there is a vociferous minority
among TV viewers who feel very
strongly about the proper treatment of
animals and don't hesitate to write letters about it.
In case an advertiser has any doubts
about what is permissible, the answer
is easy : Consult the American Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
Radio has no need for animals, of
course, and one might figure that they
are hard to come by for the inexperienced. This might be true outside of
metropolitan centers, but TV people
say there are always ways of finding
animals in the big cities. And all kinds,
too. Practically every popular species
( and some not so well known I of animal or bird has appeared on TV
screens. Garry Moore, and others, have
brought an elephant into the studio.
When it comes to performing animals, an advertiser will find that some
of the networks have files on them.
Circus acts, such as those that appear
on The Big Top, are gotten through
experienced booking agents. Companies that supply animals to zoos are a
good source. Animals have been rented from pet shops in the city as well
as farms in the country.
Aside from circus acts, animals costs
vary. If
time to
In ran
money.

UNDUPLICATED
COVERAGE IN
225,000 HOMES
WITH PERSISTENT
SELLING TO MORE
THAN 675,000
PEOPLE . . .
IN PROSPEROUS
SOUTHERN
NEW ENGLAND
Represented Nationally by

Weed

In New
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Television

England

—

Bertha

Bannan

an ad agency or producer has
scout around, he will find
sometimes bargain and save
Animals, too. come cheaper

by the dozen.
Here's a tip: You will find that some
animals are cheaper to buy than rent
if they are going to be used a few
times. Bobby Keeshan, who plays Clarabell on Howdy Doody, was told by a
Madison Avenue pet shop that an lri-li
setter which rents for $25 a day could
be bought for $75. Bobby liked the
friendly look in the dog's eyes after
one performance, so he threw in another $50 and kept the dog as a pet.
Now. the Howdy Doody show will never he at a loss for a trained dog.
Animals differ in their ability to
learn tricks but one experienced animal seller told SPONSOR that, given
enough
time, an experienced
trainer

can teach most animals to do the sort
of thing necessary for a TV program.
You may be interested to know that
zebras are particularly stubborn.
There are naturally special problems with animals. There's storage, for
one thing. The Big Top has about half
of its auditorium set aside for keeping
animals. Many of them, however, have
their own vans or trucks and can be
kept there when not before the TV
camera. When a program is telecast
from a studio in the middle of a city,
it is usually arranged to bring the animal up the freight elevator just before
"The frontiers of television still extend
to the 'blue skies' of marketing! You
(the advertisers) have been the frontiersmen of this, the greatest expansion
of the mass-selling frontiers, since the
opening up of the radio frontier, a
quarter of SIDNEY
a eenturv W.ago."
DEAN, JR., F.P.
MeCann-Erickson

***•*•*•
he appears and take him down as soon
as he's through.
Opinions differ about the house-broken angle. Animal suppliers assured
sponsor there was nothing to worry
about but some program people told
another story. In no instance, however, was the audience aware of what
happened. The cameramen had been
thoroughly briefed beforehand and the
control booth switched cameras in
time. Keep a pail and broom handv,
just in
Since
well as
to leave

case.
animals don't take direction as
humans, it is also a good idea
room for flexibility in the program. Have a short sequence which
can be added or left out without destroying the continuity of the program.
Or develop a sequence which can easily
he lengthened or shortened in case of
a lazy or balky animal.
Some of the special animal problems
can be solved by quick thinking. Take
this story, for example:
A couple of years ago, a seal was
hired to play the mouth organ. It so
happened that its entire repertoire consisted of "Popeye, the Sailor Man."
The day the program went on there
was an ASCAP dispute and all ASCAP
music, including the above, was banned
in TV temporarily.
After a little hair-pulling, the director decided to call the music "Jeannie.
with the Light Brown Hair"' because it
was in the public domain. It was announced as such. The TV audience
never knew the difference.

* * *
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In Philadelphia
• • • people watch

WPTZ
more than any
other TV Station!

*

*Not our estimate but ARB
figures for the entire year
of 1951 and the first
6 months

of 1952
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EARLY MORNING

KFMB
SAN

DIEGO'S

TV STATION
4l**tet* CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET

Wise Buyers Buy
KFMB-TV, AM
TV - CHANNEL -8, AM - 550 K. C.
KFMB

• 5th and Ash, San Diego I, Calif.
Represented by
The Branham Co.

150,
NOW!...

000
SETS
IN THE

RICH

WOW-TV
AREA

Yes, two out of three homes in this
rich mid-west market are served daily
by WOW-TV, who will soon serve this
rapidly expanding market even better
by increasing
its power nearly 65%.
National Representatives — BLAIR -TV
A MEREDITH
STATION
OMAHA
Fred
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to find that even these can do a good

{Continued from page 39)

selling job — both to rural and city

Imiili-n'-. Continental Baking. Pillsbury, and Florida Citrus Commission.

(For information on the developaudiences."
ment of morning "personality selling,"
see "Morning men," sponsor, 2 Julv
1951, page 19.)
So widespread has been the stampede into morning radio by broadcast
advertisers that stations from Provi-

Drugs: Bristol-Myers, Musterole. !Way Cold Tablets, Vicks, Pertussin.
Block Drug, and Serutan.
Automotive: Armstrong Rubber, Esso, Socony. Tidewater. Skelly, Prestone, and Shell.
Household and personal: General
Electric TV sets, Mennen Shave Products, Bab-O, Old Dutch. Ajax, Blue
Coal, and Camels.
Eyeing the dollar volume of morning radio business represented by such
advertisers as those mentioned above,
the networks have begun their own explorations ofthe early a.m. Both MBS
and ABC have capsule early-morning
network shows for leading advertisers.
Mutual has sold a five-minute commentary with Gabriel Heatter to the Vitamin Corp. of America, in an 8:55 to
9:00 a.m. slot. Competing in the same
time on ABC is a capsule musical show
with John Conte for Stokely-Van Camp.
NBC has sold part of its network, a
28-station hookup, to Skelly Oil for an
8:00 to 8:15 a.m. newscast series in
Skelly 's Western marketing area. Only
CBS has made no real move into weekday morning radio, although it has
signed General Foods for the weekend
Sunday Morning Gathering, 8:30 to
9:15 a.m., on 107 radio outlets.
However, these shows are a drop in
the bucket compared to the spot business done in morning hours. One station rep estimated that between $15,000,000 and $20,000,000 worth of
morning spot business will be aired in
radio between 6:00 and 10:00 a.m.
during the current final quarter of
1952.
Most reps feel, too, that clients will
be getting vertisers
their
money's the
worth.
have learned
value"Adof
buying a well-rated morning personality on a participation basis," an executive of the Raymer Co. stated. "You'll
still find that many timebuyers ask first
for 'good minute adjacencies' or 'wellrated newscasts' between 7:00 and
8:00 a.m. in most markets, but there's
a growing use of personality selling
rather than an ironclad sticking to
transcribed announcements. Since the
situation on radio availabilities is tight
in the mornings, many clients have had
to experiment with some really marginal slots, as early as 6:00 a.m. Most
of them have been pleasantly surprised

dence's WPRO in New England to San
Francisco's KGO on the Pacific Coast
are displaying the "Standing Room
Only" sign during the breakfast hour,
and some serious-minded agencymen
have become genuinely alarmed.
"Radio is getting to be so jampacked with commercials from 6:00 to
10:00 in the morning, that I'm beginning to wonder if the effectiveness of
anything but the heaviest schedules
isn't being impaired." Robert M.
Reuschle, associate media director of
McCann-Erickson, told sponsor.
From the advertiser's standpoint, the
situation in morning radio boils down
to this: (a) Those advertisers who already have tied up the best time slots
and program availabilities are holding
onto them, and (b) those advertisers
who are just beginning to think in
terms of morning radio will have to do
some real digging to find a choice buy.
There are, however, some guide
posts which advertisers and agencies
can follow in getting a foothold — even
today — in the peak hours of early
morning radio. As cited by several
station reps, experienced timebuyers,
and a representative selection of morning radio advertisers, these time buying tips for morning radio are:
1. Chousing stations: The leading radio outlets in both radio-only
and radio-TV areas are either completely sold out, or close to it, during
the prime segments of morning time.
However, since a lot of sponsors can
get by almost as well on the reduced
coverage of smaller stations, it's wise
to check with reps to see what availabilities are to be had on the secondary
stations and community stations in
most radio markets.
"Some sponsors are too concerned
with the prestige of buying time on a
big outlet, in order to impress retailers
and distributors in a particular area
with the quality of their advertising,
to pa\ much attention to smaller stations." one rep pointed out. "A lot of
good buys get lost in the shuffle. sini|>!\
SPONSOR

BILL McDOUGALL
(next to camera)
with 4-H Boys, Adult Leader
and County Agent . . .
RFD-TV, 12:30 p.m.
KPRC-TV daily

Bill McDougall and the Farm
Heart
est farm
included
has more

of the Gulf Coast section of America's greatstate is Harris County, which, despite being
in the metropolitan area of Greater Houston,
cattle than any other county in Texas.

One year ago, on October 1, 1951, a young fellow
named Bill McDougall looked into the television
cameras of KPRC-TV and walked straight into the
hearts and lives of thousands of agriculturally-minded
folks on the Texas Gulf Coast.
Bill's program, "RFD-TV" is televised on KPRCTV at 12:30 every day, Monday through Friday. It
combines live appearances of those who actually DO
the farming with film clips of on-the-scene activities.
Bill actually films these scenes himself, taking daily
trips throughout the Gulf Coast area. To date, Bill has
filmed approximately 13,000 feet of farm and ranch
scenes, and has traveled over 12,000 miles to find subject matter of interest to his viewers.
The live interviews, the demonstrations and the
films used on RFD-TV bring the Farm Folks closer to
the urban TV viewer. They enable numerous farm
agency' workers to SHOW to those they serve many of

the solutions to farm problems and methods of improved practices that heretofore were only written
about in circulars or letters.
Now, approximately 260 shows later, more than
1,200 individuals, representing every recognized Agricultural Agency, have appeared with Bill on "RFDTV". These agencies and organizations have been regularly scheduled: Texas A. & M. Extension Service, i. e.,
County Agriculture Agent, County Home Demonstration Agent, Assistant Agents representing Boys and
Girls 4-H Clubs, College, Extension and Experiment
Station specialist; University of Houston Agriculture
Department, i. e., Faculty and Students; Houston
Chamber of Commerce Agriculture Department, i. e.,
Specialists, Committeemen, Directors; Public Markets,
i. e., Livestock officers, producers, breeders, traders and
Farmer's Co-op Produce officers and farmers; Farm
and Ranch Club, i. e., directors, officers, farmersranchers; Vocational Agriculture, i. e., FFA and FHA
Advisors; Southwest Milk Producers, i. e., directors,
dairymen, and distributors. In addition, there are many
unscheduled appearances of visiting groups and individuals concerned with and serving Agriculture.
SERVICE TO AGRICULTURE is an important
phase of KPRC-TVs contribution to the living and
working habits of viewers in the Gulf Coast area . . .

HOUSTON
JACK

to whom Bill McDougall
an
haveaudience
a vital meaning.

HARRIS,

and "RFD-TV"

Vice President and General Manager

Nationally Represented by EDWARD

PETRY

& CO.

because some spot advertisers feel they
will 'lose face' if they are on the Number Two or Number Three station in
a market, rather than the Number
There's some really practical advice
One."
in the station representative's remarks.
Smaller radio outlets do mean less coverage than the big 50,000-watt powerhouses. But, a dollar goes a lot further
on them, availabilities are better, and
often the same results can be achieved
at the same price by using a combination of medium-sized and small stations, as on a power-house.
2. Choosing programs: Apart
from such network-level developments
as the capsule John Conte musical
show at 8:55 a.m. on ABC and the
upcoming General Foods Bob Hope
morning show on NBC from 9:30 to
9:45 a.m., there hasn't been much development (or even major shift in audience preferences) in morning programing in the past 10 years. The
same old reliable formulas — the "musical clock" show, the "morning man"
disk jockey, the farm news shows, the
straight newscasts, the "Mr. and Mrs."
participation shows, the morning serv-

ADVERTEST

ice and shopping shows — are still popular, and advertisers can judge them
on their audience and cost merits.

parative preference study in the same
1952 Whan study of New England listening and viewing, and edged out

However, it's interesting to note that
there's been a strong upswing in preference for radio news in the past few
seasons, particularly in the mornings.
In the recent Forest L. Whan study of
the New England area, in which both
urban and rural radio tastes were carefully measured throughout an area
where the over-all TV saturation
is

newspapers as a primary source of national and international news.

•

•••••••

*'There is a gradually increasing awareness among radio advertisers that size
of andience is less important than audience composi'ion."
HORACE SCHWERIN, Pre*.
Schwerin Research

********
nearly 50%, this was evident.
Of all listeners, both urban and
rural, who listened "regularly" to radio news, some 71.7% of them said
they listened to "morning newscasts."
This puts morning newscasts well
ahead of other news series during the
day, since the other figures were:
noontime news, 47.2%; supper-time
news, 56.8%. ; and late-evening news,
34.8%. Radio news ran well ahead of
TV news (about four to one) in a com-

is pleased to
the

ADVERTEST
MARfcET
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MEDIA

NEW
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BRUNSWICK,

as director of

AGENCY

who wanted nighttime minute slots— is
repeating itself to some extent currently in morning radio. Advertisers may
find that gearing their spot campaigns
to 20-second station breaks, or even to
10-second I.D. announcements, may be

out, "there haven't been any morning

SleUl

RESEARCH

AND

that they couldn't find buyers for packages of attractively priced 20-second
station breaks during these hours, often sandwiched between the very programs that had long waiting lists of
advertisers.
Since this is the case, it might be
well for sponsors to remember that the
pre-television situation in nighttime
radio availabilities — where stations
couldn't take care of all the clients

radio rate increases that weren't justified," advertisers should remember
that what is a wonderful bargain now
may soon become just a good buy.
Stations are definitely in the mood
to raise morning rates these days, and

7-1564

m«e*

competition for minute availabilities or
participations between 6:00 a.m. and
10:00 a.m. in key markets. However,
several reps complained to SPONSOR

4. Choosing a good rate structure: While, as one station rep pointed

appointment of

CHARTER

"hard sell" in radio copy, advertisers
for the most part seem to feel that they
need more time to tell their story. The
result has been a furious time buying

all that's needed to open the door on
scarce morning availabilities.

RESEARCH

announce

3. Choosing announcement slots :
Because of the current trend toward

RELATIONS

N. ).

to make legitimate spot "package
deals" and other handsome discount
offers at night. When this is measured
against the nighttime radio audience
(see "What are the facts on radio's
nighttime audience?", SPONSOR, 6 October 1952) on a strict cost-per-1,000listeners basis, the values of nighttime
radio increase slightly while those of
morning radio go down a peg.
Naturally, the advertiser who signs
for a morning radio campaign is assured of various kinds of rate protections, usually of the six-month variety.
But today there's little guarantee that
when his contract expires he may not
be faced with a sizable morning radio
rate increase.
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"DEATH

VALLEY

DAYS"

(Continued from page 361

swer seemed to say: TV offered the
lowest cost-per-1,000 buy. But the answers were not as clear-cut as the client and agency would have liked them
to be. The final decision to go into
TV, according to the agency, was
based on the following reasoning:
1. Death Valley Days had been a
big success in radio and it should be
just as popular on TV.
2. The kind of stories available and

*"- won
■
*
«
m
*
M caw

the nature of the locale were easy to
translate into effective TV fare.

fCeidQifu, SaCea Company,

Finally, young, aggressive James M.
Gerstly. president of Pacific Coast
Borax, was a firm believer in the future

Mr. Robert Thomas
c/o Television Station
Columbus, Ohio

of TV and felt it offered the best possibilities for a long-term advertising pro'gram.

Dear Bob:
Just finished looking over the outstanding report of the merchandising
efforts from WBNS-TV in the launching of the "Wild Bill Hickok" series.

Having made the decision, the agency cast the die (the talk of converting
to TV had been going on for years).
One might well ask: Isn't it rather
drastic for a company to sink practically all its money into one medium?
How about radio in non-TV areas?

Bob, please accept and convey our
thoughts to those in your organization, our sincere appreciation for
this outstanding work in support of
the Sugar Corn Pops campaign. It is
stimulating and encouraging to work
with a station that is so keenly aware
of the value of merchandising in an
advertising campaign.
Yours most sincerely,
KELLOGG SALES COMPANY

The agency answer is simple. It has
no prejudice about radio. As a matter of fact, it would like to launch a
radio campaign in non-TV areas. But
there isn't enough coin jingling in the
purse. The agency is also convinced
that TV viewers, as far as its product
is concerned, are no different than nonTV viewers. TV is spread over all income groups, for one thing. The TV
family profile follows the company's
customer profile to a "T".
Furthermore, and this brings us to
points No. 2 and 3 among those listed
at the beginning of the article, because
of the high TV production costs of
Death Valley Days it would not be economically sound to cut down the number of TV markets and throw the extra
money into another medium. The more
TV markets used, the less the production cost per TV market.
While the agency would give no figures on the production cost of the
show, Mrs. McCann made clear that
there is no attempt to cut corners except for the fact that no big names are
used. A consensus of TV film sources
put the production nut at about $30,000 per film, possibly more. This is
higher than the average. With 58 markets scheduled to see the show at the
present time, the time costs for one
3 NOVEMBER
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Carl W. Weber
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WBNS-TV pride themselves on their integrated merchandising
and promotion. This
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western
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area distributing free
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Pops and
stimulating
interest in the
Hickok show
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of tie-in merchandising
available

to
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Him are a little less than $30,000. That
makes the annual cost for alternate
weeks (assuming the present 26-week
contracts are extended beyond next
spring! about $1,500,000.
Films are produced at Gene Autry's
Fl\ ing "A"" studios. They take about a
week to shoot after about three weeks
of preparation.
For some of the films
oxen had to be trucked to the Death
Valle\ location scenes from Los An
geles and the cast flown to a nearby
airport in DC-6s. Production and di
rection are under the McGowan broth
eis. Dorrell and Stuart, respectively

and Mrs. McCann is production supervisor for the agency.
The job of converting the radio
show to TV was basically a simple one.
The film starts with the familiar horn
theme and a picture of a 20-mule team
I in the old days, it was actually. 18
mules and two horses).
Then the "Old Ranger" appears,
first leading into a commercial and
then beginning the narration. Stanley
Andrews, whose face will be familiar
to movie goers, was picked to play the
TV role. He is the fourth actor to play
the role. The first radio "Old Ranger."

Tim Frawley. is dead and the last one
to appear on radio. Jack MacBryde, is
retired and living in St. Louis. The
one between was Harry Humphrey.
In choosing scripts from the huge
collection of radio tales, it was decided
to experiment with a variety of story
moods and see what the audience reaction would be. Leading off the list
as in radio ( the spot premieres ranged
from 2 October to 1 November I was
"How Death Valley Gots Its Name."
It is a grim story of death, fortitude,
and the burning sun. with the faintest
suggestion of romance and more than
an occasional nod in the direction of

"The consumer holds the key. The
level of living he chooses from now on
can mean either a depression or a onethird increase in civilian markets — an
increase of one-third in the over-all standard of living in the next five years."

ARNOLD

H. JOHNSON,

J.

•

Walter

V.P.

Thompson

••••*••

religious faith. There will also be stories in a humorous vein as well as
sheer adventure material. All the stories are based on fact. Those chosen
naturally had strong pictorial elements
to recommend them.
The company and agenc\ intends to
place the films in every TV market —
there are 65 in the U. S. at the latest
count. Denver, with 8.2' \ of its families able to tune into the new KFEL
and still newer KBTV. has already
been bought and Portland. Ore., will
probably be included when the number
of TV families increases somewhat.
Even in cases where two markets overlap, both were purchased.
Buying time was quite a chore for
the agency because of the coverage desired and the S.R.O. signs for afterdark TV. The idea of a top-rated
nighttime network slot was discarded
as impracticable. The spot lineup at

^/jfloadca4tlnq Corp&Ktfloti
RAND

BUILDING,

National Representatives:

BUFFALO

3,

N.

Y.

Free & Peters, Inc.
leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpatrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry

present is splattered all over the nighttime map with every day in the week
included and the time segments ranging the gamut from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
The bold step of competing with } our
Show of Shows (in Baltimore) and
Milton Berle (in Rock Island I was ac1 1 1 a 11\ taken. Of course, the flexibility
in spot buying gave the agency the
opportunity, where possible, of getting
those time segments that are best for
a particular market.
The fact that the films are telecast
on alternate weeks made the problem
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unduplicated

practical
factual
readable
your best ad buy

0 1 U li 0 U It the magazine
radio and TV advertisers use

of finding open time easier in one respect, harder in another. In many
markets, the program conveniently alternates with Du Pouts new Cavalcade
of America. There were also a few
good spots where it could be slipped in
between alternate-week telecasts of
Dragnet and Amos and Andy, both
well-rated shows. Where the agency's
timebuyer was up against another buyer with a new every-week show, the
sledding was tougher and Pacific Borax had to settle for a less valuable
time franchise.
The client could, of course, have
kept out of a larger number of TV
markets than it did. But it was occasional y a case of simply taking what
was available or having no advertising
at all in a particular market. (The
company is still six markets shy of
100% TV coverage.) Some markets
were just too important to 9tav out of
for the program is a valuable lever in
getting retailer support.
The account executive at McCannErickson, Art Esslinger. feels thai tin
program, because of its color, lias good
merchandising potential. Pacific Borax
salesmen are supplied with the story
line for their particular market every

other week as well as a kit containing
information about the program in general and banners for window display.
The salesmen are also being urged to
visit TV stations with suggestions for
local store displays.
Esslinger said that stations are giving the program good promotional
support. They have, he pointed out, a
couple of good reasons for doing so.
Since the show is placed on a spot basis, the stations get more money out
of it than they would a network program. Its established name gives the
stations a firm platform for building
up steady viewing habits among the
TV audience, although this is not an
important factor in the 40-odd onestation markets.
Pacific Borax allocated a publicity
budget to help push the show and
turned the problem over to Margaret
Ettinger & Co. Besides going after the
newspapers and magazines, the Ettinger firm has been trying (as was done
in radio) to interest school, religious,
and historical groups in the program.
Mrs. Woodman, the writer, was made
an honorary member of the Death Valley Association and the "Old Ranger,"
Andrews, spoke at the association's an-
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a four-week period. Since the cast
changes in every film there is a continuous stream of material for hometown newspaper stories. Most of this
part of the publicity is handled from
Hollywood where the biggest pool of
film actors is located. The Hollywood
office also handled the invitations to
TV editors when they were invited last
month to watch the filming of one of
the Death Valley stories.
The "Old Ranger" is not only good
promotion material but is intimately
connected with the commercial end of
the program. Except for close-ups, he
is usuallv shown with both products
in his hand and his lines usually lead
directlv into the commercial proper.
As for the commercials themselves,
the ad strategy is twofold:
I 1 ) Commercial copy persuades the
housewife not only to buy the two
products but to use them consistently.
(2) Most of the advertising appeals to
the young mother because of her longer "purchase expectancy." However,
stressing the safeness and mildness of
Borax products for children will also
be an effective sales pitch to the nonmother, the agency feels.

Listeners' Menu!

RADIOASK

nual convention. Releases have been
sent to PTA groups. Clergymen were
invited to the New York City press party which was given to mark the TV
premiere of the show.
Supplying the newspapers is mainly
a timing problem because the same
film is shown in different markets over

In applying this strategy to 20 Mule
Team Borax, the commercials (as well
as copy on the box) still hit hardest at
its laundry use. The agency realizes
that it is bad practice to make too
many points in a TV commercial. Nevertheless, Borax, which is described as
a combination odorless cleanser and
water softener, is still primarily an
additive to soap as far as laundry goes.
So its other uses must be plugged too.
Among them are (1) a deodorant for
garbage pails and (2) an insecticide
again roaches.
In building up its use as a deodorant
for clothes (especially diapers and
work-shirts) the agency has coined the
term "Borax-sweet." TV commercials
will also reintroduce the "sniff test"
that was once used in 20 Mule Team
Borax advertising. The housewife will
be told to prove to herself how well tinborax deodorizes by dipping a section
of a dirty piece of laundry into a borax
solution and tben sniffing.
SPONSOR

The same general strategy applies to
the hand cleaner Boraxo, which differs
in one important respect from the Borax. Boraxo has a number of direct
competitors, ranging from P&G's nationally advertised Lava Soap on the
one hand to the many regional hand
cleaners on the other (borax is not
directly involved in the rugged laundry soap and detergent competition).
Most of the hand cleaners are made
for the use of industrial workers, who
need more than a bath soap to clean
their hands. Pacific Borax is seeking
to make Boraxo a steadily useful item
in the home, good not only for men
but for the dirty (but delicate) hands
of children. The Boraxo can is, therefore, designed to look well in the bathroom and the directions for its use
point out that Boraxo (a combination
of borax and soap) contains no grit
or abrasives.
The selling job on the commercials
is handled by Rosemary De Camp and
Pacific Borax would not be unhappy
if she turned into another Betty Furness. Miss De Camp, whose children
are also used in the commercials,
played Nurse Judy Price in radio's Dr.
Christian for many years, and has also
appeared in 36 motion pictures. Her
face and voice are, therefore, familiar.
The two products mentioned comprise Pacific Borax's big consumer
line but they are not the biggest part
of its business. The biggest use of
borax in the United States is in the
glass and ceramic industries. Pacific
Coast Borax Co., a subsidiary of the
British-owned Borax Consolidated.
Ltd., supplies most of the borax products used in these industries as well as
in boric acid, fertilizers, and boron
steel for hardening.
The company has been around a
long time but its present corporate setup dates from 1899, and the name Pacific Coast Borax Co. goes back nine
years before that when Francis Marion
Smith, the brains and energy behind
the company, consolidated a number
of Borax holdings. An ambitious empire-builder, Smith overextended himself and his widely ramified financial
interests collapsed in 1913. He sold
out his interest in Borax Consolidated
to his partners the next year.
The 20 Mule Team brand of borax

WRBL — FIRST in share of audience . . .
Morning, Afternoon, Evening. FIRST
in Ratings ... 115 out of 163 reported
periods. FIRST in coverage . . . 18.7%
MORE
COVERAGE
than
ANY
OTHER

advertising media. In Colum-

bus TV is "snowed in" and RADIO is
more effective than ever. The only way
to completely blanket the Columbus
Trading Area is with WRBL

and

WRBL-FM. Buy the FIRST station in
POWER, in PROGRAMS, in PRESTIGE, in PROMOTION— WRBL.

was a household word before Smith's
collapse. In the years 1904-1906 an
actual 20-mule team was used to promote the product around the country.
The same idea has been toyed with in
3 NOVEMBER
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recenl years but it was felt that the
expense would not warrant it and. besides, itis mi cinch h> na\ igate a Midfoot long team of mules in citv streets.
W hen Pacific Borax went on the air
with Death Valle) Days in 1930, it w is
almost in the nature of an experiment,
although there had been drama programs mi radio previously. It was a
great success, both saleswise and programwise. I!\ 1944. although Borax
sales were rising rapidl) because of the
shortage ol tallow for soap, the compain and agencj fell the program had
outlived its usefulness. (Nielsen ratings tor the second half of Januarv
I'M.; .iml I'M I. were, respectively, !!.7
and 14.3.)
Substituted for it was The Sheriff,
a Western adventure show. Like its
predecessor, it carried the bulk of Pacific Borax advertising and was on 52
weeks a year. The Sheriff was dropped
in 1951 alter luw ratings began to crop
up insistently. The compan) then went
into national magazines until this fall.
It is too early to sav how the TV
show will fare. It would not surprise
McCann-Erickson, however, if TVs
Death I alley Days also turns in a 14year record.
* * *

ABOUT

SPOT TV CONTRACTS
{Continued from page 37)
sociate with radio spot has been appreciably reduced by the terms of the new
I \ contract form, but this limited flexiliility is one of necessity. What the
agency and the advertiser gives up in
flexibility is balanced by stability. Until there is some real station competition, restraints on cancellation privileges work as much to the advantage
of the buyer as the seller."
Sharply critical of the provision in
the contract form which binds an advertiser with a program of five minutes
in over to a run of 13 weeks was an
account man for an automotive firm.
Said he:
"An advertiser who has been accustomed to free wheeling — moving in
and out of a market as his campaign
needs or budget dictate — won't like
that. Take for instance the predicament my client would find himself in
in the event of a sudden steel strike.
This business of putting limitations on
something which helped build spot
strikes me as a case of trying to eat
your cake and have it too. Flexibility
shouldn't mean one thing in radio and

25
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in a seller's market, and when you're
on the buying end you try to make the
best terms you can. looking forward to
the time when the top position will be
in your favor. We'll just have to do
our planning in spot a little more cautiously so as not to get ourselves too
out on a tolimb."
farReduced
essence, the basic terms
of the 4 A's contract for spot TV isn"t.
outside the termination factors, much
different from the terms that have prevailed for many years in spot radio.
Flexibility in spot radio meant that
any contract, unless otherwise stipulated, could be cancelled on two weeks"
notice. Under the 4 A's TV contract
form, a commercial program of five
minutes or over stays put for 13 weeks
and may be cancelled by either station
or sponsor on 28 days' notice thereafter. Contracts for TV programs of
less than five minutes" duration are
firm for the first four weeks, after
which either part) can cancel on 14
days' written notice.
The only other provision that was
the source of more or less extended
debate had to do with the broadcast-
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another thing in television."
The ad manager of a major food
company chose to take a more philosophical view.
"This revision of the concept of flexibility should be looked at from a
broad, practical aspect. Television is

er's obligations to the agency in the
event of displacement of a scheduled
show by a program of public interest.
The
negotiators
on that
the the
broadcasters'
side of
the table felt
following
should suffice: Stations assume liability for the agency's non-cancellable live
talent costs for a live program, and
the "reasonable allocated print or rental cost of films scheduled for the prescheduling.
empted time and not usable for future
Some of the agencj spokesmen argued that these conditions didn't suffice to guard the agency's interests.
One of these objectors, following the
adoption of the contract form, said:
"'A station can preempt any pro-

grams itelects to in the public interest
with impunity and the agency can be
left holding the bag. In the case of a
package, the agency's commission is
customaril) tacked onto the price, and
I and others felt that whenever the station replaci - a scheduled live show with
a sponsored program — like a sports
event — the compensated (inure should
be gross and

not net."
SPONSOR

The substitution terms contained in
the 4 A's form are basically the same
as originally advanced by the broadcast contingent. The majority of agencymen agreed with the view that even
in the instance of a sports event a station nets scarcely anything from a preemption ;also its remote and other expenses often add up to a loss.
Another line of counter-argument
that brought about a retreat on the demand of an added 1 5 r y commission
for agencies when preemptions were
adjusted was this: Under the terms of
their licenses, broadcasters are required to keep the public interest firmly in mind. Even if the broadcasters
were inclined to agree with the agency
position, there was a moot legal point.
Could a broadcaster compensate an
agency without the act being construed
as indicating that advertisers were in
effect discouraging stations from carrying public-service programs?
With but one exception, the agency
representatives on the negotiating committee at the wrap-up of the contract
form thought what resulted constituted
a good compromise for the advertiser.
Here are their salient reasons:
1. It meets the present needs of the

unless the minimum
13 telecasts.

advertising business.
2. to
Theliveadvertiser
and agency
won't
have
with it forever.
It must
be
remembered that the 4 A's standard
contract for spot radio was revised
three times over a period of 10 years.
3. Flexibility a- it has operated in

"Where is the eenler ring of advertising? Ithink it i«. spread all over America— wherever there is business, press,
radio, and a post office. By and large,
th hig part of advertising is ydu, in your
own local community — and the 25.0(H)
of your fellow advertising men and
women who further the services, and the
professional interest of advertising with
your 150 advertising cluhs. You give
advertising its flavor."
FREDERIC SCHNELLER, V.P.
D,Arcy Advertising Co.,
St. Louis

radio could have its drawbacks for the
agency when applied to TV. It takes
much longer to set up a *~'~- :~-V~. campaign and an agency invests considerably more man-hours in the preparation of a TV program.
4. Talent can't be signed for TV on
less than a 13-week basis; nor is it
possible to get good TV film shows

guarantee is for

5. A longer and firmer commitment
tends to keep down a station's rate in
this respect: It's not as easy to replace
one sponsor with another in TV as it
was, or is, in radio; hence there's a
wider gap between sales. Also it is
much more expensive in TV than in
radio to fill in with a sustaining program. The broadcaster, the agencj mei
reasoned, would eventually be prone
to take these two economic factors incard.to consideration in revising his rate
Among the interesting background
sidelights of the negotiations are these:
• The talks started over two years ago.
• The broadcasters were first represented bythe Bureau of Broadcast Advertising. When BAB divorced itself
from TV and confined its interests to
radio exclusively, the matter lay dormant until several months later when
the NARTB agreed to become a party
to the discussions.
• The turnover of broadcaster representatives on the negotiating
among commitagency
tee was around 90r
people this turnover in the two years
was 40%.
This turnover meant there

th
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were about 30 different broadcaster
delegates and about 25 different persons on the agency side of the table.
• Altogether between 80 and 90 persons— broadcasters, station reps, and

of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

WSYR

ACUSE
NBC

AFFILIATE

agency people — were involved in either
the negotiating or scrutinizing of the
contract form at some time or another; and this does not include the
parade of lawyers for both sides.
One proposal from the broadcasters
for the standard contract that raised
no demurrer after a while was the one
limiting the rate protection to six
months.
At the finishing
line the telecasters"
committee
was chairmaned
by Ted
Bergman.
of sales,
while
FrankDuMont's
Silvernaildirector
of BBDO.
was
chairman of the agency committee.

Covers ALL
of the Rich
Central N.Y. Market

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed

Grouped with Silvernail were Elizabeth Black of Joseph Katz agency. Jim
Luce of J. Walter Thompson, and
George Kern, formerly of Benton &
Bowles, and now with the Geyer Agency. Bergman's associates included Bob
McGrady of WCAU-TV. Philadelphia.
Jack Kennedy of WHAM. Rochester.
Ed Codel of the Katz Agency. Inc..
and Edward Petry.

* * *

HOW TO FILM A BABY
(Continued jrom page 30)
Mrs. Clark had explained somewhat
apologetically to Producer Ben Gradus
that Warren often gets a little sleepy
about 10:00 a.m. Gradus is helpless
before this act of nature for if there is
one thing he needs this morning, it is a
happy (consequently a rested I baby.
As he nods understandingly to Mrs.
Clark the thought suddenly occurs to
him that it must be nice to be paid $10

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed

an hour for sleeping and it's too bad
Warren can't appreciate it.
Gradus is also doing some rapid
arithmetic in his mind. He looks over
in the direction of a prettv, young
blonde woman. She is Doris Pinney. a
talented child photographer, who has
three children of her own. Gradus
hired her for the purpose of making
Warren smile, stare, suck his big toe
or — as in this particular scene — keep
an over-large yachting cap on his head.
This is no simple matter. It had been
tried earlier in the morning and Warren good-naturedly knocked the cap
off continually until, at the first sign of
crankiness and to avoid tears, he was
whisked off to the nursery.
In
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between

calculating

the

cost

ol

wasted film. Gradus thinks proudly for
a moment about what a nice nursery it
is. There are cribs, pictures on the
wall, bottle warmers, sheets, diapers,
and all kinds of toys. Last, but not
least, there is motherly Frieda Newman, a registered nurse, whom Gradus
also had to hire.
In another part of the studio is Robert Peyson. executive TV producer at
Grey Advertising. The idea running
through Pey son's mind is what an easy
job this yatching cap scene could have
been. After all (he says to himself I
there is no sound track to worry about.
No one has to handle the babv. There
are not even any other actors in this
particular scene.
Sitting with his chin in his hand.
Peyson automatically runs over in his
mind the commercial copy:
". . . You can take your pride and
joy south for the winter. You can
take him north for the summer . . .
but nothing can contribute more to the
comfort of his delicate rose petal skin
than Mennen baby powder. . . ."
The commercial is voice-over (the
announcer is not seen ) and the entire
scene in question is concerned only
with the first line of the copv. All
Warren has to do is sit on the sand
I real sand sprinkled with talcum powder to make it look more realistic I and
smile at the camera for a few second^
with the yatching cap on his head.
"He's up," somebody says suddenb.
The studio is transformed into activity again. The lights are switched
on. Cameraman Al Mozell makes a
quick recheck with his light meter.
Peyson lifts his head expectantly as
does his assistant. Jerry Ford. Studio
Art Director Joe Richards makes sure
the cardboard palm tree is standing
securely. Miss Pinney runs for a rattle. J. Stanley Neill. the man from the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children ( which must okay the
whole setup before the baby can be
photographed I goes back to his perch
on a high stool off to one side of the
camera.
Miss Newman smiles.
His Royal Highness appears in the
arms of his mother, grinning. As Warren is seated gently in the sand, Miss
Pinne\ takes over with assorted
"kootchv koos" and rattle-shaking. He
is unquestionably a charming child,
Peyson says to himself, thinking of the
two-day job of picking six babie- for
the three Mennen commercials.
Miss

Pinney

has

to

go

through
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warm-up period with Warren to make
him feel secure in his new environment. When Warren appears sufficiently "warmed-up"'
putshisthehead.
cap
on his head.
Warren she
shakes
The cap falls off. Warren coos happily.
Miss Pinney tries again. The cap
stays on. She carefully backs up out of
camera range.
"Smile, baby," she says through
pearly teelh. "Smile. Smile. Yes, that's
right, smile. C'mon, smile."
Warren has no visible teeth but even
if he did, he is not inclined to show
them. The cap is still on his head,
however, so everybody gets into the
act. Peyson takes off his jacket and
waves it. Gradus wiggles his fingers
at Warren. Mozell starls the camera
rolling, just in case a smile should appear. Ford struggles to remember his
baby-talk language and comes out with
some unintelligible phrases. The stage
hands add their voices to the chorus.
In the midst of this din, Warren begins to look puzzled, then his mouih
begins to tremble downward at the
corners. Miss Pinney quickly whips
forward and picks him up with soothing words.

"The sand is wet," she says meaningfully.
While Warren is being diapered and
powdered by his mother in the nursery, everybody in the studio resumes
the familiar waiting pose.
Warren is soon back on the sand.
Miss Pinney, tirelessly cheerful, finally gets the cap on together with a
smile from Warren. She backs up
slowly, keeping up her patter, while
everyone holds his breath.
"Now!" hisses Gradus, as if he's
going over the top into No Man's Land.
The camera begins to roll but after
about two seconds, the large cap suddenly falls downward over Warren's
face. In two more seconds howls come
from behind the white circle of the hat.
However, Warren forgets the incident in jig time and the yachting cap
project continues. In about another
half hour, after other minor mishaps.
the five-second scene is wrapped up
and a duplicate shot is taken as a precaution. To put this five-second sequence on film it had taken a total of
two and a half hours or 9,000 seconds.
As Warren is bundled off, Gradus
says to no one in particular:
"I hear there's a good producer's
job open in East Africa." * * *
3 NOVEMBER
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To a time buyer
who wants zein
We've been pressure-cooking John Crosby's
latest column on Madison Avenue prose, and
just about have it house-broken. He had us
downwind for awhile — we were soft as a
grape — but. after spitballing the whole picture with the top brass, we have most of the
egg off our face.
Except one thing. "You got to have enough
protein," he indicates. If he means edestin,
we're at the end of our hemp. If it's glutenin
he's kicking around, it jells — we're almost
up to our armpits in wheat. But if he's finalizing on zein, we're really on the green. Zein.
it says in our encyclopedia, is a corn protein.
Man, we have zein. Iowa again promises to
fill the nation's bins with 647,940,000 bushels
of corn this fall.
That'9 protein which turns into purchasing
power which turns into sales which turns into
another reason for you to call the Katz
Agency and try the WMT market for size.
It fits big sales and small (or large) budgets.

CEDAR
600 KC

•

5000 WATTS

RAPIDS
•

BASIC

CBS RADIO

NETWORK

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
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BAYER ON THE AIR

with families do most of the aspirin

line with its philosoph\ of trying to
reach consumers at the different times

"Another case in point is the audience-participation program. We feel
that if this type of show has a higher
cost-per-1.000 than say a mystery, its
inherent qualities help compensate.
You get more product mentions during
the course of the program and the commercials are delivered in more relaxed

of the day when they're likely to need
the product. All of the programs are
full network. Bayer wants to reach into
all corners of the nation with its sprinkling can because every man, woman,

bu) ing.

i Continued from page 29 1
reviewing costs constantly. If the costper- 1.000 for one of it* shows comes
up higher than the average for all, it's
likel) to be replaced. However. Bayer
doesn't lx'licw in a rigid use oi costper-1.000. ■"Our preferred audience is
women.'' says the company. "Therefore we can afford to pay more proportionate!) for an all-women audience
than we can for one that's mixed. Men
arc important to us. too. hut women

Bayers network shows are slotted
throughout the broadcast day — morning, afternoon, and evening. This is in
st\ le."
No. 39 OF A SERIES

CHARLIE

BRICKLEY

In Field Goals, —

pounding repetition. Almost for its entire air history it has followed the practice of dividing sponsorship of its
shows, except in the earlv days of the
American Album.

i>NC r/M*
RtCORV W

The Album went off the air in June
1951. This brought to an end one of

432 weekly quarter hour periods are

Pulse surveyed and rated. Here's the latest score,STATION
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can within the limits of our budget. '
What helps Bayer do this at low
cost is the fact that it is part of the
Sterling Drug family of products which
includes Phillip's Milk of Magnesia,

In Rochester Radio!

WHEC
B
216... 159
35... 35

those Mutual is always talking about,"
says the company, ''they all get headaches. And we don't believe in going
after the so-called mass and class audience separately. We want to reach
everyone in the country as often as we

Dr.
Lyon's
tooth
Fletcher's
Castoria,
Molle,
and powder.
some dozen
others.
Thus Bayer can combine with other
Sterling brands to sponsor network
shows. For example, Bayer and Phillips share sponsorship of My True
Story and Stella Dallas, each getting
one of two commercial on each show
daily. This cuts the amount coming
out of the Bayer budget to half what it
would be under solo sponsorship —
without proportionate reduction in advertising effectiveness. What Bayer is
after is great masses of listeners, not

WHEC

IN ROCHESTER

and child is a potential customer. "We
don't sneeze at towns of 10-20.000 like

STATION

E
0
0

STATION

F
0
0

radio's historic prestige sponsorships.
The program was one of the first major vehicles for light music and
through the years developed a strong
following. Singers who were regulars
on the show included Frank Munn,
Frank Parker. Thomas L. Thomas, Jean
Dickenson. Felix Knight. Gustave
Haenschen was conductor for the program's entire history.

LATEST

BUY

carries ALL of the "top ten" daytime shows!
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Though Bayer never regarded the
Album as a hard-sell vehicle, the program was important in giving the name
Bayer a connotation of quality. Bayer
kept coming into American homes on
Sunday night for over 20 years to work
a deep impression on the minds of consumers.
Meanwhile.
Ba\er"s
many other network
shows
added
frequency
and
impact to the company's campaigning.
The Album started on NBC with the
net's 1931 total of 135 stations.

It re-

SPONSOR

mained there until 1950 when it was
brought over to ABC to help cut
costs. The show was by that point
ning into heavy opposition from
vision in its 9:30 to 10:00 p.m.

time
runteletime

slot. Finally, in June 1951, Bayer decided to call it quits, reasoning that Ed
Sullivan on CBS TV and the Colgate
Comedy Hour on NBC TV had made
inroads on its metropolitan audience
which brought the show's cost-per1,000 up too high.
Throughout the course of i(ts network sponsorship from 1931 to 1951.
Bayer had never been in spot radio.
But shortly before it dropped the Album, in 1950, it decided to put some
money into spot radio.
Bayer chose early-morning time for
its tiial. reasoning that: (1) mornings
were least vulnerable to television and
therefore were the surest bet for building longtime franchises; (2) morning
time was low cost; (3) mornings were
the best time to get a strongly female
audience. The company, through D-F-S,
set out to buy one-minute announcements in some of the major markets,
preferably in established wake-up and
d.j. shows between the hours of 7:00
and 8:00.
After letting several months go by,
Bayer then checked its rate of sales
growth in these markets against markets where it had no spot radio. It
found that the spot radio markets
showed definite sales gains attributable
directly to spot radio. ''Sales gains due
to advertising are never phenomenal
with a product as widely sold as ours,*'
says the company, "but in the case of
our initial trial of spot radio we had
conclusive evidence of selling power."
Accordingly. Bayer increased its
spot-radio allocation and set out to
buy time in all major markets through

the top 100 and beyond. It has kept to
its original spot buying approach and
stays on the air 52 weeks a year. The
company gives up a time slot onlj
when research indicates costs on that
station are out of line with its average
cost-per-1.000. Buys are either five
days a week or six depending upon
whether or not a six-day buy earns a
better discount. As many as 10 stations are used in major markets and
in most markets it's a multi-station
campaign. There are at least 500 stations on the Baver schedule.

"As a triumph in radio exploration, the
opening of the UH.F spectrum may well
he compared with the historic Lewis and
Clark expedition that opened up the
northwest wilderness and made valuable
scientific collections and observations."
GENERAL SARNOFF
President. RCA

Bayer finds the flexibility of spot
radio advantageous in making quick
switches in its commercial copy to
match changing weather conditions.
During the cold seasons or if a flu
epidemic bursts out. Bayer is in a position to switch its copy to stress the
value of aspirin for relieving the annoyances of a cold. Bayer Aspirin is,
by the way, regarded by the makers of
cold remedies as one of their major
competitors.
Bayer says of its entry into spot radio: "The best research is to try it.
Then the cash register gives you your
answer and not some dubious sample
Network radio had never provided
technique."
Bayer with as clean-cut an instance of
sales effectiveness as Bayers spot radio trial run. This is because blanket
network coverage of the nation gave

the compan) no point of comparison.
However, the cash register furnished
empirical evidence, year-by-year. Bayer sales rose steadily from 1934 onward (with the exception of the 1938
''recession7' I and are still rising. The
increase has been faster than the
growth of the population and is deemed
strong evidence that the sprinkling-can
theory coupled with radio works.
What Bayer spends in radio to get
results like these is a closely kept secret. A fair guesstimate is that the total expenditure is about $3,000,000.
perhaps 40' A of it for spot radio. Bayer can do so much with so little — relatively speaking — because of its painstaking adherence to time buying and
production economies, as detailed
above. (The Nielsen cost-perl. 000 listener impressions Bayer gets with its
soap opera. Stella Dallas, comes to
just $.43 for the past year, i
Since October 1951 Bayer has also
had a television program on ABC TV.
This program, whose cost is split between three Sterling products, adds
perhaps another $400,000 to the Bayer
air-media allocation. It's called Mystery Theatre, growing out of the Bayer
radio show of that title. Twenty-nine
stations were on order when the program went on the air 6 October but by
presstime
only 14 stations had been
cleared.
Half in jest, Bayer executives will
tell you: "We wish television had never
been
invented."
Bayer's
management team, far from
holding this opinion out of resistance
to progress, is merely expressing what
they have learned to date about TV's
sales potential — for them.
"We've tried to find out," says a
spokesman, "whether we're gaining
strength faster in TV markets than

In Boston
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Cut TV commercial
■film costs in half!

elsewhere but the indications are
mixed. Were thus far of the opinion
that TV hasn't demonstrated its ability to sell a product that's bought infrequently and in small units. It seems
to work better for frequently purchased products of general appeal like
foods or those with something to demBayer's commercials on the Mystery
Theatre
onstrate."show are on film as is the show
itself. They use drama technique in
which one actor tells another to take
Bayer for his headache; or they bring

. . . Howell-Rogin can do the job at half
the price. Now you can get two commercials
for the price of one through Howell-Rogin's
revolutionary new animation process. A
process so low in cost that it actually
permits you to see your story board on
film before the final shooting. No longer
need you take a chance between pencil
roughs and the finished film. From story
board to the finished commercial and for
your every TV art need Howell-Rogin
open 24 hours a day to serve you.

is

One of our representatives will be glad to
show you sample film and furnish you with
a complete list of prices.
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to life Bayer's oft-repeated ad about
the glass of water test for quirk dissolving. The show is filmed by Roland Reed Productions.
All Bayer copy — print, radio, or TV
— sticks to several basic themes. Customers are urged to take Bayer for
headaches, muscular pain, and colds or
sore throats. It's as simple as that
with elaboration in terms of the speed
of relief and the fact that Bayer is best.
No sound-effects devices are ever used
and there are no other spectacular effects sought. The company reasons that
dignity is essential in maintaining the
product's status as a "pharmaceutical,"
not a patent medicine.
Recently, there have been two major
additions to Bayer copy : (1) introduction last spring of a sweet-flavored aspirin for children via all Bayer media; and (2) a current 10-week institutional campaign in newspapers which
will also be used on the air.
The children's aspirin was brought
onto the market following several years

it is sold on the basis that it prevents
ill effects from taking aspirin alone.
While Bayer officials maintain Bufferin
shows no signs of having hurt their
sales, they are probably inclined to sell
aspirin institutionally — just in case.
Not since pre-World War days had
Bayer been interested in institutional
selling. The drug's history goes back
to Germany where it was invented by a
chemist named Hoffman who worked
for the Farbenfabriken vom Fr. Bayer
& Co. in Leverkusen. The patent on it
was issued in this country in 1900 and
it was sold for 17 years on doctor's
prescription.
During World War I the Germanowned Bayer Co. of New York was
seized by the Alien Property Custodian
and in 1918 was sold to Sterling Products (now Sterling Drug Inc.).
During that period litigation ensued
between Sterling and other companies
over the use of the word "Aspirin."
The final ruling was that "Aspirin" was
no longer the exclusive trademark of
the Bayer Co. and had become a part
of the language.
Ever since that point Bayer has had
to sell its brand name hard to maintain its leadership against all comers.

MEMO-GRAM TO
Timebuyers
We

don't sell surveys, polls
or ratings ...
•

of successful selling of a flavored as-

WE DO SELL MERCHANDISE.

pirin by one of Bayer's chief competitors, St. Josephs. (St. Joseph's Aspirin,
children's and adult combined, probably ranks second in sales to Bayer followed by Squibb, Norwich. McKesson,
and Rexall in approximately that order

W

and depending on such seasonal factors as one-cent sales, special drives.)
Bayer expresses itself as well satisfied
with the sales of its children's product
since spring. Its morning radio was
an important factor in getting the
product known to mothers.
The present institutional campaign
sells aspirin as a product, citing the
opinion of doctors that it is "the safest and most efficient of the pain-relieving drugs."' This campaign probably reflects the fact that all aspirins
are now facing competition from such
products as Buflerin I Bristol-Myers)
which is an aspirin plus an antacid;
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Literally anyone can get into the aspirin business. The bulk product is
manufactured by several leading chemical companies and is sold by the hogshead to firms of every size. Bayer,
however, makes its own mono-acetic
acid ester of salicylic acid — aspirin.
One of the most unique things about
the Bayer story is the fact that Bayer
has no advertising manager. The company's president and his executives
make advertising policy decisions but
all of the usual functions of a company's advertising department are left
to Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample and
Thompson-Koch.
The two agencies meet together with
Bayer to formulate plans, sharing in
copy creation. The basic division of
functions between the two is along lines
of media — D-F-S handling all of the
Bayer and other Sterling air campaigning and Thompson-Koch concentrating
on printed media. Thompson-Koch
was the original Bayer agency, D-F-S
entering the picture to put Bayer in
radio when it was Blackett, Sample. &
Hummert.
George D. Tormey is the Bayer account supervisor at D-F-S and has had
the account since 1931. A. W. "Bud"
Spence has been the account executive
for 10 years. Another longtimer is
timebuyer Frank Moriarty who has
been working on Sterling Drug for
over 15 years. E. J. Gorman handles
Bayer in Canada for D-F-S where as
much radio is used proportionately to
sell Bayer as in the U. S.
Unless there are sudden changes in
the cost-per-1.000 picture. Bayer plans
to stay with its current radio end TV
lineup. Its still traveling basically the
same road it started out on 21 years
ago, sprinkling its messages evenly
over the country as it goes. * * *

MEN, MONEY, MOTIVES

ROUND-UP

{Continued from page 6 I
ards. DuMont's new
troit. Dick Jones, has
sensational challenge
daytime TV costs in

man from Deinaugurated a
of New ^ oik
the form of a

"one-woman soap opera." This dail\
strip literally requires the services of
only one actress, and/or one actor, and
goes on the air daily with but 45 minutes of camera rehearsal under Director Larry Menkin. And what has been
the immediate reaction? Well, first of
all no spontaneous thanks for somebody trying something to beat the cost
rap. Certain admen are sympathetic
and watching. Here is a cheap, meaning really cheap. TV format. Other
comment has been frankly scornful.
What, no scenery? No fancy props?
No dancing elephants?

*

*

(Continued from page 55 i
Herald. It consisted chiefly of white
space; there was only a pair of hornrimmed glasses in the upper left-hand
corner with a series of dashes from the
glasses leading to a squib of cops in
the lower right-hand corner starting:
"You can't SEE a thing on KIXL . . .
but it's there!" The ad was prepared
by Laughlin. Wilson. Baxter & Persons
of Dallas.

The Atkinson-Dauksch Agencies in
Columbus are an insurance firm selling
all kinds of insurance. Becently they
tested a late-night program on WBNS,
Club 33 (10:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.) to

*

In recent semesters the conventional
quip directed at DuMont's lone wolf
devotion to low-cost programing has
been a variation of the deadly adjective, "shoestring." And yet quite a
number of DuMont programs have
scored against depressing odds in the
popularity sweepstakes. I It was inevitable that somebody would eventual Iv
speak a kind word for DuMont! I
The story of magazine advertising is
not limited to Life or the Saturday
Evening Post. Nor is the story of TV
advertising limited to Ed Sullivan and
Milton Berle at $30,000 to $60,000
each per week. It is a part of the consistently useful job of trade papers,
such as this one, to call attention regularly to the worthwhile middle-cost and
low-cost programs, to systematically
debunk the razzle-dazzle of the flesh

• * •

see if they can sell polio insurance direct-by-phone. When they sold over 100
policies in one week, using a total of
six announcements, they promptly contracted for 52 weeks of participations
in the show. In the photo, the show's
m.c, Gene Fullen. and WBNS Sales
Manager W. I. Orr smile happily as
Carl Dauksch makes it official.

Amos 'n Andy will offer their 10,000th broadcast on 16 November over
CBS

Radio. On this milestone program, they will recreate highlights of

their show over the past 25 years. * * *
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ASKS

{Continued from page 4"> i
true of the juvenile held. Products that
have an appeal to children such as
cereals, candy, ire cream, and some
drug products like tooth paste are promoted on radio and TV by programs
with a high juvenile appeal.
Since, in this t\pe of offer, the consumer !<vci\cs the premium at pointof-sale, a careful stud\ of \ our pre-deal
level and your post-deal level can give
you an indication of its pulling power.
Robert Malcolm MacDonald
Director of Premiums and Contests
Marketing
Dept., BBDO
Xeu
York

said to be a good one. But he sure to
examine your results from both trade
and consumer angles.
Sidney B. Silleck, Jr.
Merchandising Executive
kenyon & Eckhardt
\ ew York

The

yardstick of premium success tod a y, regardless
of the media
chandising plus
used, is the merachieved. In my

fvir. 1 h jne

What yardstick
do we use? That
depends on the
objectives of the
particular premium promotion.
Too often
premiums are judged

NOW UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

by mere returns
alone. Sure, reMr.
Silleck
turns are important, but there
are many other factors to consider.
The objective may be to increase
distribution or get mass displays for
a product, in which case the promotion
should be measured by the degree of
effectiveness for this particular phase.

important

opinion, the most
important are the
amount of dealer

cooperation and
consumer good-will engendered.
I say this in all due respect to the
number of returns a promotion may
pull. Box top returns and cost-per-return are not true gauges today of premium success. In fact, they can be
very misleading in the present-day promotional hysteria.
Returns are often directly related to
the amount
of advertising and mer-

Manufacturer's salesmen, who call on
stores regularly, need something new
to talk about to the retailer and a good
premium promotion can well answer
that need. If a dealer gets excited
about a particular premium promotion, this results in increased display
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space both in the store and in windows, increased features in the dealers
local retail advertising, all of which
should naturally result in increased
sales of the product. Often a premium
which out-pulls another on the actual
number of returns, may not be as effective a promotion as the one which
brings in fewer returns. The latter
may have been the means of obtaining
far more displays and features and
hence, may have done more for the
sales curve than the one which pulled
the larger number of returns. And
that's what counts in the final analysis
-that old sales curve.
So. if a premium stirs up strong
tiade activity, and at the same time,
brings in a lol of box tops, it can be

Ideal home for permanent tenancyl
Perfect location (8:30-9:00 a.m. Monday
through Friday) in well established
neighborhood (Kansas City Primary
Trade area). Dedicated recently by Bea
Johnson (formerly Joanne Taylor) to the
women of the Heart of America and operated strictly according to the Heart of
American plan. Immediate occupancy for
advertiser wishing to reach large wealthy
group who dominate 65% of Midwest
purchases. The KMBC-KFRM "Happy
Home" is open for inspection at all times.
Call, wire or phone your nearest Free and
Peters office or KMBC-KFRM, Kansas
City, Mo. Locations in the new development are moving rapidly and immediate
committments are recommended.

KMBC
KFRM

of Kansas City

tor Rural Kansas
• 6th oldest CBS Affiliate •
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chandising support — with the actual
premium item being of secondary importance. Ibelieve it's more important to have 400,000 requests for an
item and have 390.000 consumers satisfied than get 1.000.000 returns and
have only 200.000 satisfied.
If you're counting box tops, radio
and TV premium returns must be anal\zed with care since the credit which
is given to some other media ( lik"
point-of-sale coupons) often gets its
initial impetus from the radio or I \
commercial.
The end result of advertising and
merchandising being an increase in
product sales, this brings me to a listing of all the important yardsticks
which, singly or in combination, can
be far more valuable than mere box
top returns: (ll dealer cooperation
and in-store displays. 1 2 1 consumer
good-will. I 3 I increase in product distribution. (4 1 hypo for company's
sales force. I 5 ) increase in both product and ad observation and readership,
and (6) just a simple change of pace.
With a plethora of merchandising
promotions vying for the consumer
franchise, brand loyalty is at an all
time low. Thus, a premium promotion,
being but one part of an integrated
advertising and merchandising program, can assist in giving a sponsoring product stature and permanence
through the aforementioned merchandising achievements. The degree to
which these yardsticks serve your
product through increased sales is the
measurement of the premium promotion's success.
Walter N. Thune
Premium Merchandise Buyer
Cunningham & Walsh, Inc.
I\ etc York-

The

answer

i<>

this question depends very much
on the purpose
of making a premium offer.
If the purpose
is to determine
the

responsiveness of the audience, the number
Mr. Degen
of requests thai
result from an offer is a good yardstick.
On the other hand, if the premium
offer is intended primarily for merchandising purposes, and not so much
for the actual response, the yardstick
is quite different. Here the\ would be:
1. Enthusiasm of the company's
own sales force for the premium being
offered on the air.
2. Enthusiasm shown by the trade
for the premium.
3. The point-of-sale activity resulting from the merchandising of the
premium: product merchandise displays, posters, shelf-talkers with order
forms, featured in the store's own advertising.
4. Merchandising cooperation from
stations carrying the offer — to the
trade, publicity, etc.
We know a product displayed at
point-of-sale tied in with a premium
offer will make many sales to the consumer. However, the premium offer
on man) such purchases may never be
taken advantage of.
Should a manufacturer receive a big
response from point-of-sale merchandising of the offer, in addition to a
good response from the same offer on
radio or TV. this then would be an excellent yardstick of the effectiveness of
the premium. A case in point is a
timely offer made only once on a chil-

dren's T\ program for a 50P selfliquidating premium which produced
1 2."i. 000 requests. The point-of-sale order form response, however, on this
same premium, produced over 800,000
requests. In addition, a lot of displays
were obtained in stores which otherwise never would have been possible.
Robert F. Degen
Account & Merchandising
Executive
Ted Bates & Co.
New York

REPUBLICANS

ON THE AIR

[Continued jrom page 20 I
from Pancake Days to Watermelon
Festivals. A long whistle-stop train
lour was given top priority.
With a candidate as well known as
Eisenhower, the need for television
earlv in the campaign wasn't deemed
nearly as acute as for the Democrats
with their "unknown." The big whistle-stop tour would serve to heal rifts
in the party caused by the Convention
battle and. at the same time, prove that
the General had "grass-roots appeal.'
When the big push began officially
on 4 September
with Eisenhower's
simulcast
from Philadelphia.
A. C.
Nielsen figures indicated that his first
major speech reached 5.320.000 TV
homes and 2.440,000 radio homes. But
the newsreel cameramen got to the
scene first and covered the podium
with their lights, which produced too
high a contrast for the more sensitive
TV cameras; Eisenhower appeared
aged to home viewers. In later speeches
these flaws were corrected.

PREEMPTION

PROBLEMS

Cne of the headaches facing Republi-

In Boston
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TV Station in
Own a ha That:
1
LEADS IN
AUDIENCE
Latest Pulse figures (August 1952)
show that KMTV leads again in
audience in the Omaha area. Of
the top TEN once-a-week shows telecast in the Omaha area, NINE are
seen on KMTV!

2
HAS HUGE
EXPANSION
PLANS
KMTV recently announced plans
for a tremendous remodeling program. There'll be a new, modern,
air conditioned, acoustically treated
studio, which will more than double
present studio space. A new film processing room, news room, control
room and offices are being added.
These new facilities will enable
KMTV to give advertisers greater
audience — audience
better service.

a

GIVES OUTSTANDING
RESULTS— BEST TV
BUY FOR ADVERTISERS
KMTV carries shows from 3 top
networks — reaches the big share of
audience in the Omaha area. Results
for advertisers are amazing. And,
KMTV's low rates, its 52 week rate
protection plan plus its stronger signal in the fringe area give you the
best TV buy in Omaha.
Get all the tacts from your Katz
Rep. or call KMTV

today.

KIHTV
OMAHA
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by KATZ

a good hour at night, but one which
bucked a top-rated show; (2) to take
a less popular time segment and hope
tc build an audience by newspaper advertising of the speech; (3) to preempt a program which had a prebuilt
audience.
Of the three, the last course seemed

CBS
DUMONT
ABC

AGENCY

many listeners and viewers as Stevenson in the early part of the campaign.
For example, Nielsen figures show that
on 4 September Eisenhower reached
2,440.000 radio homes and 5,320,000
TV homes; the following night Stevenson attracted listeners in 1.241.000
homes and viewers in 2,956,000 residences. On these programs Eisenhower had 60 NBC TV and 174 NBC radio outlets; Stevenson, 49 ABC TV
and 306 ABC Radio outlets.
In his later telecasts Eisenhower's
TV men beat the newsreels to the
lighting on location with a resulting

best, but the cost of preemption severely curtailed the number of times it
could be done. To preempt one of the
top TV shows was likely to cost as
much or more for talent reimbursements to the original sponsor as it
would cost for air time, thus doubling

improvement in Ike's TV appearance.
He was also persuaded to use a TelePrompTer battery, this despite an
earlier debacle in a Madison Square
Garden telecast when a manually operated cueing device snarled him badly.

the cost of each program. ( Eisenhower's TV appearances in preempted time,
however, consistently outdrew Steven-

NIXON BROADCAST
When the
Nixon fund story became a campaign

son's, thus holding down the Republican cost-per- 1.000. )
Financial contributions to help pay
for TV did not come in at the expected
rate. As one GOP spokesman put it:
'Those people whom we could normally count on for the maximum indi\idual contribution of $5,000 claimed
that their contributions had gone to
get their candidate nominated in Chicago. And with the cost of TV the
money we had just didn't stretch far
enough. We had to trim down our
plans for extensive TV coverage and
depend largely on radio and the newspapers to spread the General's views
on various matters.''
Another \ iewpoint on the GOP's curtailment of TV was expressed by a
Washington Democratic spokesman
who told sponsor: "'The Republicans
may have been short of cash, but that
wasn't their only reason for keeping
Ike on the rear platform of a campaign
train and off TV. In the first place,
they didn't have the problem of familiarizing the public with their candidate's face. Secondly, the type of campaign the General was waging — where
he sought to appeal to each region on
a different basis — was best suited to
regional radio and TV rather than na-

2, NEBRASKA
CHANNEL
3

Represented

ran strategists was preemption. Starting as late as they did, most of the
prime air time had already been contracted for on the networks by commercial sponsors. They found themselves with three choices: 11) To take

tional coverage."
Dining the first seven weeks of the
campaign Eisenhower made onl\ three
network TV appearances compared
with Stevenson's 11. During the same
period. Ike made eight network radio
speeches: Stevenson, more than a dozen. Eisenhower drew almost twice as

issue. Kudner's Jim Ellis, Jr., flew out
to Los Angeles to supervise the production of the Nixon simulcast. In a
presentation unparalled for drama in
the history of U. S. politics, the Vice
Presidential candidate spoke to the
American people via radio and television. This effort, generally regarded
as the most effective use of TV in the
campaign, pulled in over 2,000,000
letters and telegrams, more than $65,000 in campaign contributions, and
drew a 49.9 Nielsen TV rating, indicating viewers in 9.136,000 homes.
The rating set a new record for political telecasts.
Working in a homey background
with top-bracket lighting and camera
work, Nixon pulled all the emotional
stops as he told the story of his political life and the origin of the funds
in question. With the camera cutting
back and forth between Nixon and his
wife, many viewers got the feeling that
here was an American family man
fighting to protect his reputation and
his future. Although Democrats called
the performance "soap opera," none
could deny the effectiveness of the
presentation nor doubt that Nixon
would be retained on the Republican
ticket. It was apparent that Nixon had
made air history by showing how a
candidate could use television without
sticking to the traditional speech format previously used by candidates.
TIME

BUYING

As Carroll New-

ton got the okay from Robert Humphreys in Washington that money was

SPONSOR

available for a network program, he
passed the word to Linnea Nelson. She
put her 24 years of experience and
valuable contacts to work in seeking
to clear choice time and stations.

"$2,000,000"

In addition to actually booking the
time, Linnea Nelson had to follow up
the networks for bills — all political time

plan had been developed by Rosser
Reeves of the Ted Bates Co. with an
assist by Michael Levin ( Erwin, Wasey
& Co. creative head). Reportedly, the
plan was to spend $2,000,000, on a
saturation campaign in three weeks in
50-plus counties of 12 states lost to
the GOP in 1948.
The immediate reaction by George
Ball, executive director of the National Volunteers for Stevenson, was to

buys are strictly "cash on the barrel
head" in advance of air time. As she
put it. "The networks have their monthly billing procedures down pat, but
this day-to-day stuff has them in a
tizzy, as can readily be understood."'
LOCAL RADIO-TV
All air activities weren't handled out of the central headquarters. State, local, and independent groups came up with money
for special broadcasts and telecasts. A
New York group, for instance, got together funds for a simulcast of an address Herbert Hoover had been persuaded to make by Gen. Eisenhower.
Working through French & Preston
(with an assist by Linnea Nelson), 40
CBS TV and 184 CBS Radio outlets
were lined up. To do this, 20 stations
in one-channel markets dropped a half
hour of Your Show of Shows to accept the Hoover telecast.
Another group in Chicago paid for
the 27 October broadcast by Sen.
Joseph McCarthy on ABC TV and
Mutual.
Back in Washington, the National
headquarters was kept busy supplying
kines, films, and tapes of network
speeches to local organizations. Particularly in demand were kines of
Clare Booth Luce's documentary telecast which was notable for the use of
visual aids. This was another program
produced by the Kudner team of Jim
Ellis Jr. and Dick Farricker.

CAMPAIGN

The story broke in September that the
National Citizens for Eisenhower had
decided to underwrite a project of spot
radio and TV announcements. This

protest to the FCC that the Eisenhower
group's plan required "not only a great
concentration of money, but also the
cooperation of many large corporations who control the best hours of
radio and TV time through their large
advertising program."' Ball was indicating his belief that sponsors sympathetic to Eisenhower would step aside
and allow the Ike group to preempt
key air time without charge. The FCC
replied that it would "consider any
specific information" which the Stevenson forces could supply to back up
their charge, but could see no basis for
action at that time.
Forty 20-second films were prepared
for the spot campaign (in one day ) at
Transfilm, Inc. studios under the direction of Richard deRochemont. The
questions were gathered in sidewalk
interviews with people from all walks
of life; subjects ranged from high living costs and labor relations to corruption in Washington and decreased military spending. Later, professional
character actors representing various
types of people dubbed in the questions.
One

film,

for

example,

had

following type of dialogue:
VOICE:
Eisenhower answers!
MAN IN THE STREET: Mr. Risenhower, I need a new car but I
cant afford it at today s high
EISENHOWER:
Yes, a low-priced
car
today
includes
$024 in hidden
prices.
taxes.

Let's start saving the billions now wasted by Washington
and get those taxes down.
This is an adaptation of commercial
announcement technique used politically for the first time on TV.
One thing seemed clear as this article went to press: That the cost of the
spot campaign would not reach $2.000,000. Fund limitations were a factor and the campaign didn't get under
way
Electionuntil
Day.about two weeks before
NETWORK

PLSH

The fireworks

broke loose on the networks just before election week. The Republican
National Committee announced its network radio-TV schedule for the last
10 days of the campaign would add up
to five and three-quarter hours of
radio-TV simulcasts. On Election Eve
alone, the National Committee had
booked the 10-10:30 p.m. slot on NBC
and ABC Radio, and NBC and ABC
TV. For the 11-12 slot the same night
they had lined up all four radio and
TV nets. The expenditure for this 10day broadcast spree added up to over
S750.000 in time costs alone. Preemption costs must have been substantial
as the time cleared indicated that the
GOP had preempted half of Arthur
Godfrey and his Friends (CBS TV)
and all of the Pabst Blue Ribbon
Bouts I CBS TV and radio) on the
28th. and half of Robert Montgomery

the
Presents (NBC TV) on 3 November. '
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The spot campaign opened in New
^ oik City on 23 October, starting at
a comparatively slow tempo which accelerated day by day. With the Ted
Bates agency out of the picture i after
collecting a fee for creative efforts and
strategy advice I . BBDO handled the
time buying activities for the Citizens
for Eisenhower and the New York
State lu'publican Committee. Foi tinCitizens group BBDO spent $131,000
in the final 12-day period for radio
and TV announcements in the New
York City area. The State Committee
furnished another $90,000 for spots
used throughout the state.
With the big efforts in the spot campaign being pinpointed at the 12 crucial states, indications are that a total
outlay of $1,250,000 would be a closer
figure than the original estimate of
$2,000,000.
Typical of the jockeying for position
was manoeuvering on 27 October. The
McCarthy simulcast was handled by a
local committee in Chicago. The Dems
promptly booked radio time on Mutual
immediately following McCarthy. New
York Republicans followed the Dems
with one of their ''Eisenhower Answers" spot announcements on the
same station.

'Tis a beautiful, colorful fall in
Western Montana
No frost yet on the pumpkin
But the fodders in the shock —
or in the granary
With the money in the bank.
Yes sir! There's prosperity in
Western Montana

76* /4nt TJtotfa Station*

5000 Watts
Night & Day
MISSOULA

OjIhohm

250 Watts
Night & Day
ANACONDA
BUTTE

MONTANA
THE

TREASURE

STATE

OF

THE

48

Representatives:
Gill-Keefe & Perna, Inc.
N. Y., Chi., LA., and S.F.

The final night, 3 November, will go
down in the record books as the greatest concentration of political airtime
in history to date. Station logs were
loaded with everything from 20-second
announcements to the final one-hour,
coast-to-coast, all-network Republican
benediction.
Titled "A Tribute to Ike." the lasthour culmination of the 1952 campaign was planned to consist of endorsements of Eisenhower b) the
widest possible variety of people in an
effort to give him universal appeal.
Scheduled to put in plugs for Ike were:
working people, housewives, Democrats who had switched, first voters,
outstanding Republicans of varying
political hues, youth groups, farmers,
Negroes, and church leaders.
It has been said of this campaign
that 1952 marks the "transition" year
— that this is the year that the airwaves
were linked with the whistle-stop; that
1952 will be the year in which people
saw their last campaign train. The allout air efforts of both parties in the
final stages of the battle indicate that
this year will be a model for all future
political campaigns, with candidates
competing for votes via radio-TV. ***
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DEMOCRATS

ON THE AIR

{Continued from page 27 I
Whitebrook of the New York office
moved to Washington where the agency
established a special setup for TV operations in the Ring Bldg.
In Katzs Baltimore office John T.
McHugh served as media director, assisted byWilliam White and Jean Mitchell: Harry Kull. production manager:
George Adams, art director, assisted
by Morris Needle: Paul Green wrote
radio scripts; Edgar Kassan turned out
copy; Evans Rodgers was in charge of
Burke Crotty, executive producer of
the
whilom Celanese Theatre^ became
posters.
part of duction
Stevenson's
touring TV prounit.
All worked closely with Samuel C.
Brightman. publicity director of the
Democratic National Committee.
The Democrats felt they had a candidate who was unique in many respects. His primary attributes, the
Democrats" admen deemed, were: personal integrity, high intelligence, excellent command of the English language, governmental experience, and
well-rounded knowledge of world affairs. The trick would be to get these
qualities across to millions of voters
who referred to the candidate as "Mr.
What-vou-eall-it from Indiana or Illinois/
The old-fashioned whistle-stopping
train was too slow to do the job in
eight weeks. The plan which evolved
called for airplane jumps to population centers, with the schedule arranged
to make sure that Stevenson was in a
city capable of TV origination on the
proper nights. Radio and TV were the
principal means of projecting the candidate's personality to the vast numbers of curious voters.
According to Katzs Lloyd Whitebrook. "The Governor turned out to
be a natural for TV. His tremendous
personalitv shines right through. And
those speeches of his! We went out of
our way at first to schedule live programs because we felt that newspaper
coverage of his talks would smother
interest in delayed broadcasts. As it
turned out. we got thousands of requests for d.b.'s of his speeches from
market areas which had not carried
the program originally as well as from
people who wanted to rehear outstandAsingtheperformances."
campaign progressed Stevenson > air audiences grew.
According
SPONSOR

to Nielsen figures, for example, he
reached 1,535,000 radio homes and 2.
996,000 TV homes on 9 September. B\
23 September interest had risen to the
point that Stevenson drew viewers in
5,200.000 TV homes and an appropriate increase in the number of radio
listeners. I Same number of stations.
48, were used for both broadcasts.)
MOVIE STARS One of the most
active workers for Stevenson in broadcast circles was M. S. Novik, who was
designated special consultant to National Chairman Steve Mitchell, operating separately from the Katz group.
Working with funds supplied by the
International Ladies' Garment Workers Union, he produced a series of five
15-minute taped shows which brought
movie stars and political names together. One program featured Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall explaining why they had switched to Stevenson, and ended up with a brief talk by
Secretary of Labor Maurice Tobin.
The final one of the series, the only one
using TV as well as radio, included a
pitch by Tallulah Bankhead. followed
with a Stevenson speech. An ABC Radio network was used for the whole
series, with costs being kept down by
using only 151 stations in crucial population centers. Director of the series
was Nat Rudick. program director of
WLIB. New York, and another old
hand in politics on the air.
The Stevenson-Tallulah telecast was
filmed for initial network showing 29
October and for subsequent use by
local partisan groups.
To seek Negro votes, Novik and Rudick taped a series of 15-minute programs featuring Sen. Paul Douglas.
Sen. Herbert Lehman. Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt. Sen. Hubert Humphrey, and
Mrs. Mary McLeod Bethune. These
programs consisted of eight-to-10-minute speeches by the national figures

with open ends for introduction and
added points to be inserted by local
Negro community leaders. Originally
broadcast over WLIB, the tapes were
subsequently used in 16 areas in which
the Negro population bulks.
A Novik innovation was unveiled

town where he spoke. Then, in addition to the live broadcast, tape recordings of the speeches were played at
least once, and usually twice, over the
stations during different hours of the
same day in order to reach the widest
possible audience. When the ILGWU
broadcast a tape of Stevenson's Louisville address and offered printed copies
of the speech, more than 2,800 individual requests were received within a
few days after the broadcast.
FOREIGN

- LANGUAGE

The

Democrats retained Michel Cieplinski's
Champlain Co. to place foreign-language radio and newspaper campaigns.
"Chip" Cieplinski. formerly the publisher of a string of newspapers in
Poland, is an authority on nationality
groups. The party expected this year
that these, groups — always a strong
Democratic factor — would respond in
unusual strength.
Says Cieplinski: "While the Republicans were merely translating their
speeches from English into other languages, we were doing highly specialized programing specifically slanted to
each group. One of our biggest problems was to get these people to register.
Many Americans of foreign descent
who come from various police states
abroad are afraid to give their names
and addresses. In the old country, that
meant they were in trouble. Others are
afraid of being asked highlv personal
questions. Still others had a notion
that a person who voted had to pay

fact that there's a high percentage of
voters in Italy and that Russia claims
America is not a democracy because so
low7 a percentage ( 52% I of the eligible voters got to the polls on Election
Day in 1948.
The campaign waged for the Italian1952

'*».«*-..
many

during President Truman's final 1952
whistle-stop campaign through New
York and New England. Arrangements
were made to broadcast his speeches
over the local radio station in each

higher
taxes."
An educational
campaign in foreignlanguage radio and newspapers was
waged to destroy these false notions.
Among the arguments used was the
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CRISCO and DUZ
Join the Swing
To WDIA, Memphis!
So two more famous Procter and Gamble products
join Tide (a second -year advertiser!) in using
WDIA to reach the great Memphis Negro market.
It's further proof of WDIA's complete dominance
in selling to the 439.266 Negroes in WDIA BMP,
counties ...
a highly brand-conscious, ready-tobuy group that you should roach too! Join the list
of national advertisers that also includes Camel
Cigarettes, Bayer Aspirin, Omega Flour, Jello. Maxwell House Coffee, Grennan Cakes. Pan-Am. Diamond
-(, i
Paper Products and many other blue chip accounts.
Get full facts TODAY!
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KWJJ
Portland's Family Station

Local News
Edited for Portland listeners— KWJJ
news is carefully spaced to give Local
people a complete coverage of local
and national events.

Local Sports
No other Station in Portland gives such
complete coverage of local sports
events. KWJJ carries exclusive Baseball,
Basketball and Football broadcasts.

Local Music
KWJJ's two popular disc jockeys bring
Portland the kind of music it wants to
hear. Local preferences guide the semusic. lection of all KWJJ

KWJJ
Studios & Offices
1011 S. W. 6th Ave.
PORTLAND
OREGON
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language voter is representative of
what was also done in Polish. German.
Yiddish, and Spanish. Cieplinski produced a number of five-minute programs featuring I . S. Senator John 0.
Pastore I D.. R. I.I. Ma\or Thomas
I) Alesandro. Jr.. of Baltimore, Judge
Mussmano of Pittsburgh, and seven
Democratic Congressmen of Italian descent. These speakers kept to subjects
of interest to their audience: overpopulation iu Italy, restrictive immigration
laws approved 1»\ Republicans in this
country, equal opportunities in America, and the Democratic Party's assertion that il protects minority rights.
Cieplinski estimates that there are
about 20. 000. 000 people in the country
who listen to foreign language broadcast-.
LOCAL RADIO-TV
Members of
labor union- were reminded of their
progress in recent years on broadcasts
sponsored bv the United Auto Workers. CIO, AFL. and other labor organizations around the country.

ROCHESTER
\ TAKES TO
U

g
HERE'S

was quizzed by Doris Fleeson of The
Hell S\ndicate, Alan Barth of the
Washington Post, and Vance Johnson
of the San Francisco Chronicle. Entitled Let's Look at the Record, the program was designed to put across to
working people the advances made under Democratic administrations.
Regular and independent Democratic
groups throughout the country were
offered tape recordings, transcriptions,
and films of Stevenson's speeches at
cost. Other dramatic and documentarytype programs were prepared and offered on film and record by the Hollywood For Stevenson-Sparkman organization.
Supervising
New York State
were Dick Katz
Elizabeth Black
The Liberal
active on both

the campaign of the
Democratic Committee
and veteran timebuyer
of the Joseph Katz Co.
Party was particularly
radio and TV in New

York State, and had Nat Rudick's air
guidance. The N. Y. State Volunteers
for Stevenson, whose broadcast activities were headed up by Robert Ross
and Mrs. Morris Novik, scheduled a

man"' approach and to permit closer
timing of his speeches. He had been
cut off the air a couple of times previously when audience applause and
demonstrations threw off the original
timing of his script. Sen. Nixon, Claie
Luce, and "Veep" Barkeley used the
eye-to-eye technique very effectively,
but these uses were the exception
rather than the rule.
Tune-in ads were used extensively by
Democrats, as well as Republicans, to
help build the audience, with far greater expenditure for this form of promotion than in most previous campaigns.
FINAL

PUSH

Democratic fund

raising bogged down in the final push
and a spot announcement campaign on
a par with the Republican effort was
out of the question. Instead, the Dems
counted on the pressure built up by a
heavy concentration of 15-minute programs (mostly radio I sponsored bv
labor and sundry other groups on a
local level.
The Democratic drive was characterized by concentrated efforts by local
organizations, appealing to specific minority groups, backing up the network
simulcasts sponsored bv the National
Committee.

* * *

heavy spot campaign during the closing weeks of the battle as well as statewide network programing the last two
weeks. Agency: Furman. Feiner & Co.
Groups around the country such as
the Stevenson-Sparkman Forum Committee, the Columbus Citizens Committee, and the Volunteers for Stevenson,
sprang up for the purpose of buying
broadcast time, each of course working
under a separate Hatch Act limitation
of $3,000,000 per committee.
Up until the last two weeks of the
campaign, the Democrats had apparently spent more money in broadcast
media than the GOP. Budget planning
was tossed out of the window by both
parties with the only two considerations being the raising of funds and
the purchase of air time as fast as
funds became available.

THE AIR

PROOF

On a national level, the UAW-CIO
scheduled three half-hour panel programs via CBS Radio and TV on Sunday evenings. Moderator of the show
was Elmer Davis and Walter Reuther

. . .

ARM

surveys show that Rochester radio listeners spend more
. . . BUY more . . . than newspaper
readers. (Copy of surveys on request. )

WVET IS 'CARRYING THE
BALL' IN ROCHESTER
. . . with more local accounts than
any other three Rochester stations
put together!
5000
WATTS

I )(>|>ilr the announced

intent ol both

parties last spring to cut down on the
number of set speeches of candidates
and to devise a format more in keeping

9L

280

IN

CM^T>

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING
COMPANY

KC

with TV's special qualities, relatively
little in the way of innovation was seen
during this campaign. Stexcnson made
a number of "fireside chats"" for the
purpose
oi getting a more "man-to-
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P&G has shifted to the five-station Puerto Rican Network (Melchor
Guzman) with three soap operas: "Los tres Villalobos," "Recado Mortal,"
and "La Novela Ace." (Ace is Spanish name for Duz.
Chevrolet sponsors "Chevere Chevrolet," serial about sharpy chauffeur.
Other new
PRN sponsors: Corona Beer, Colgate, V-8, Caprici Shoes.
-IRS-

Radio Jamaica
adding
3 relay
transmitters

Radio Jamaica (Adam J. Young International) has bought three relay
transmitters of 1,000 watts each to improve coverage in interior.
Will be operating next spring. British colony has 1.5 million population, 40,000 radio homes.
Language is English.
-IRS-

30,000 TV sets
in Mexico

Mexico

has 30,000 TV sets, 26,000

of them in Mexico

City, according

to Romulo

O'Farrill, Jr., vice president of XHTV (Adam J. Young International). Station gets $1,333 for 55 minutes Class A time, $100 for
15 seconds.
Thirty-eight of its 208 advertisers are U.S.
-IRS-

International
station rep
triples

business

Pan American Broadcasting Co., which represents 112 stations in 41
countries, says its foreign radio business is up_ 300% in past two years.
Advertising Promotion Manager Al Alperton reports number of clients
has doubled.
Reason: growing awareness of foreign radio impact.
-IRS-

Belgium, Cermany
to have TV
next year

Japan gets first
music library

from APS

Belgium is expected to have two TV stations by end
French, one Flemish, according to reports received
Jr. , McCann-Erickson Overseas Office coordinator.
office says German TV will come out of trial stage
1953 but won't be commercial.
First music library

of 1953 — one
by George H. Smith,
M-E Frankfurt
sometime early

-IRSto enter Japan since war was shipped

recently

by

Associated Program Service.
APS music is now being heard over Japan's
first commercial radio station, JOHR, Sapporo City, according to
Maurice B. Mitchell, APS vice president and general manager.
APS also
distributes Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, now being used by Italian
TV, CBFT, Montreal, and soon by Mexican and Brazilian TV stations.
-IRS-

Langlois lists
popular music
programs abroad

C. 0. Langlois, president of Lang-Worth Feature Programs, reports
most popular Lang-Worth distributed shows abroad are "The Allan Jones
Show" (heard over 5 South African
stations under Firestone sponsorship as "The Firestone Hour") ; "The Cavalcade of Music" in Mexico;
"The Cote Glee Club," "The Cavalcade of Music," and "The Four Knights"
over Radio Luxembourg in Luxemburg.
-IRS-

Cuba reports
big TV audience
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Cuba has 75,000 TV sets, 60,000 of them in Greater Havana, with 4.54
persons per set in capital and an astounding 12.50 in interior, ac- 95
cording to CMQ Sales Manager M. A. Gutierrez.
U.S. rep for both
radio and TV network is Melchor Guzman Co.

SPONSOR
SPEAKS

haywire, as many broadcasters contend, and that radio is being credited
with only a portion of the kitchenbedroom-den-parlor-auto listening, it
behooves broadcasters to take active
steps to bring the true facts to life.
Personally, we believe that radio is
being given a bum count. But we also
believe that the burden of proof falls
on the medium — not the advertiser.
We're looking forward to any suggestions that may be forthcoming from
the air media committee of the Advertising Research Foundation on this big
and fundamental advertising problem.
Fight on fight news

Morning and evening
Times are different, it's true.
\nd listening habits are being radically altered these davs. too.
But we can't help but think that it
was only a handful of years ago that
early morning time was a glut on the
market and advertisers were lined up
five deep hoping to latch onto a stra\
evening break.
As we say. times have changed.
Today it's early morning time that
has captured the advertiser's fancy.
And he doesn't have to be a plow or
fertilizer advertiser, either. Nighttime
is going begging. I See article, starting
page 38, for a documented treatment
of this subject.)
There are good reasons for the daytime enthusiasm. And there are also
good reasons why the sponsor's fancy
has turned from nighttime. But facts
can alter fancy. If it's true that the
nighttime count of radio listening is

An issue that will probably wind up
in the courts arises from the embargo
placed by the promoters of the Maniano-Walcott champion fight on the use
of a round-by-round recreated report
on the air following the event. Broadcaster groups have condemned the action by resolution and the NARTB is
probing ways and means of preventing a recurrence of the incident.
Legal specialists in civil and propert) rights, consulted by SPONSOR, were
of the opinion that the promoters had
gone far afield. They questioned the
right of any sports promoter to tell
one medium when or how to report an
event once it has been released as news
to any other medium. Such discrimination, they felt, had all the ear-marks
of an anti-trust violation and censorship implications as well.
These lawyers find it difficult to believe that the promoters'
that
the recreation
of an eventthesis
in —ivords
constitutes an infringement
of their

property rights — has any chance of
standing up in court. They point out
there is no unfair competition involved since the recital takes place after the close of the event; nor do the
broadcasts involve any rights that are
lawfully merchandisable by the promoter.
Sports promoters also seem to be
treading on thin ice when they elect to
tell news services to whom to sell their
reports.
It would seem that fight promoters
have enough to contend with in regard
to good public relations without leaving themselves open to charges of news
suppression.
The Ad Council

reports

Worthy of attention by every one
concerned with advertising and public
relations is the annual report of The
Advertising Council. An attractive
brochure, the report recounts the
broad strides taken by the Council in
its 10 years of existence. Explained
are how the Council functions with the
various media — radio, TV, newspapers,
and magazines — and how advertisers
and agencies dovetail into the operation.
Highlighted in the text-pictorial recital are the major campaigns of the
Council during 1951-52. Included are
such causes as the Armed Forces blood
program, better schools. CARE packages and civil defense.
SPONSOR, incidentally, paid its own
respects to the Council's outstanding
performances in an article in the 11
August 1952 issue. "Good Samaritan
of the advertising industry.''

Applause
TV rates
Advertisers will be pleased to know
that they aren't the only ones concerned about TV rates. The subject of
TV rail's lias come up as an important
topic of discussion at practicall) every
TV session of the NARTB District
Meetings this fall.
How to price a T\ station is a problem that is causing existing lelecasters.
as well as hundreds of hopefuls, plenty
of grej hair. Alter an hour of panel
palaver dining
the Second
District
96

Meeting held at Rye. New York, in
mid-October two broadcasters decided
to do something about it.
Bill Fay. general manager ofWHAMTV, Rochester, suggested that the industry foster a research bureau to analyze and recommend TV rates. Bob
Hanna. general manager of WRGB,
Schenectady, picked up the suggestion
and offered this unanimously adopted
resolution: ". . . that NARTB be encouraged to appoint a committee to
study TV costs and advertising value
to the end that the industry will have

available reliable basic information for
the purpose of establishing a realistic
We structure."
like the idea. Why should broadprice
casters find it necessary to fly by the
seat of their pants when trying to decide how much to charge the advertiser? Why should rates be arbitrary?
Why shouldn't the advertiser have the
satisfaction of knowing that the price
he is paying for TV time has a "realistic price structure" basis?
It's your move. NARTB!
SPONSOR
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The American farmer has always been the backbone of
America. Through far-reaching changes in the last twelve years,
the farmer has become one of America's most important consumers as well.
Here are some of the factors that have made him "Your Best Customer:"
In 1940 income from farming was less than $11 billion; in 1951 it was $37.5 billion.
In 1950 the farmer's purchases of consumer merchandise were 2/2 times
what they were in 1940.
In 1940 total farm assets were $54 billion. By 1951 they were $153 billion.
In this same period, mortgages, in relation to assets, were reduced 67%.
In 1940 the spendable cash held by farm families was $4 billion; in 1951 it was
nearly $20 billion — $3,178 per family — many times the liquid assets
of the average city dweller.
These are just a few of the statistics that illustrate how important
it is to reach the rural market — your best customer. In WLW-Land,
WLW radio reaches more of them more often for less
than any other medium. Ask to see the WLW

story

of "Your Best Customer".

The Nation's Station

BY
HE PUBLIC who have given us better ratings
than ever
against tough competition.

BY NATIONAL

SPOT ADVERTISERS

who have spent more money with us in the first ten
months of 1952 than in any other similiar period in our
history.

BY LOCAL

ADVERTISERS

who spend more money on WWDC
station in the Washington area.

WWDC
The sales result station
in the nation's capital.
REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

BLAIR

& COMPANY

than any other radio

Works

for WBAY

Christmas

MA

day and night, Thanksgiving

jingle-belling from town

'til

to town, in

our 70-mile Primary Zone of Influence. Audience

Pro-
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An hour a week on WLS

PROVES RADIO'S POWER
FOR ALKA-SEITZER...
In February, 1933, Miles Laboratories decided to see what an
hour's sponsorship of the WLS

National Barn Dance would do

for its relatively new product, Alka-Seltzer.
By the middle of summer, Alka-Seltzer was selling so well in the
Chicago area that Detroit and Pittsburgh stations were added
and, eventually, this popular WLS

program was being broadcast

over a total of 133 stations for Alka-Seltzer.

Throughout Miles' fourteen-year sponsorship of the WLS
National Barn Dance, sales of Alka-Seltzer increased so rapidly
that Miles used radio more and more, until it became one of the
largest such advertisers in the field.
Today Alka-Seltzer is using a saturation schedule every Saturday
night on the WLS

National Barn Dance program. WLS

is

one of the few individual stations on the Miles' otherwise
network radio schedule. .. further proof of the pulling power
of WLS, and the importance of the vast WLS

listening audience.

If you want to put your product over in a big way
see your John Blair man, or contact us, today.
Alka-Seltzer is only one of many products which
have started on the way to fame and fortune
with WLS advertising.

The
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION

CLEAR CHANNEL HOME of the NATIONAL BARN DANCE
890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR

CHICAGO

COMPANY

7

Politics puts
radio networks
in hefty black
for October

CBS and NBC are certain to show substantial profit on their radio network operations for at least one month in 1952.
October business from
political campaign is expected by CBS Radio to make about $200,000
profit for this month.
NBC official quoted even higher figure to an
affiliate leader but it could not be confirmed.
-SR-

Reps critical
of ABC's spot
plan with
"Millionaire"

Old English
involved in
D, R & j pitch

Station Representatives Association scored ABC for offering "Live Like
a Millionaire" to its affiliates as a spot carrier, raising question:
"Is it in best interests of radio stations for networks to sell spot
announcements?
ABC prior to blast has shelved idea and put show on
sustaining basis.
Chief reason: response from affiliates unfavorable.
Proposal had been: stations to pay for program until one network announcement was sold; network to have income from second announcement,
and stations to retain income from four more announcements.
-SRDowd, Redfield & Johnstone has been getting encouraging attention from
Boyle-Midway division of American Home Products.
Product is Old English Floor Wax and W. Earl Bothwell which recently merged into Geyer
Agency holds Old English account.
-SR-

Reps'

off-hand
pick of 15
leading radio
spot accounts

Poll conducted by SPONSOR among station reps to find whom they considered the 15 leading national radio spot users in 1952 resulted in
the following composite list in alphabetical form:
American Home
Products, BC Headache Powders, Best Foods, Borden, Bulova, Chrysler
(Dodge Division), Colgate, General Foods, General Mills, Groves Laboratories, Lipton, National Biscuit, P&G, Ralston, and Vick Chemical.
-SR-

Agencies
say 1953
looks good
for radio-TV

Broadcasters
in $1 million
film syndicate

There's a bullish outlook for air media for the first 6 months of
1953, at least among radio-TV directors in major New York agencies.
Not only, they say, does flow of renewals look good, but indications
are activities on new business will pick up appreciably after first
of year.
One of fields expected to move in with sizable budgets,
especially for spot radio, is electrical appliances, which is beginning to show signs of enjoying substantial upswing in 1953.
-SRGroup of station operators have joined in organizing $1 million
Vitapix Corp.
They are: John E. Fetzer, C. Howard Lane, Harry C.
Wilder, and Richard A. Borel.
Firm will syndicate film produced by
William F. Broidy Productions Inc. (also a stockholder), and others.
Robert H. Wormhouldt resigned from Unity Television Corp. to head up
Vitapix.
Another stockholder, Washington lawyer, Horace L. Lohnes,
will serve as secretary.
Vitapix starting off with 27 Monogram Westerns and several TV series in production.
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Syndicate film
sponsors favor
stars doing
commercials

ARF

rating

probers
expand
committees

for 17 November

1952

Idea of having star of syndicated TV film series do commercial via
film specially made for individual sponsor is developing into trend.
Adolph Men j ou will do it for Schaefer Beer (BBDO) in "Favorite Story"
(Ziv), Douglas Fairbanks Jr. will do likewise for Reingold Beer (FCB)
on show Reingold has just bought.
Sponsors are finding 2 advantages
in these special film commercials: (1) impact on viewer is so much
greater when a name recommends product, and (2) star makes merchandising program to local dealers easier.
-SRFour more agency research experts have been brought into study of
radio and TV rating methods being conducted by Advertising Research
Foundation.
Added to working committee to review research practices
of various rating services are Mrs. "Teddy" Anderson, BBDO; Norman
Glenn, Doherty, Clifford, Streers & Shenf ield ; Hal Miller, Biow ; Sam
Thurm, Y&R.
Recruited for working committee to analyze data from
various rating services are Howard Kuhn, Compton, Bernard Sherak, K&E.
-SR-

Majority film
series bought
through

pilot

Inquiry by SPONSOR among filmbuyers in larger New York agencies revealed practically all important deals, both network and syndicate,
have been on basis of pilot film during past 6 months.
Among firms
rated in filmbuyer circles as having sufficient stature to rate dealing with on that basis are: Ziv, NBC Syndication, CBS Syndication,
Official Films, Hal Roache Jr., MCA, and Gil Ralston.
-SR-

Toni pressing
P&C's status
as sponsor
of most shows

Reps raising
issue about
cold

Mediator

kines

entered

film dispute
prior to strike

Toni appears fast on heels of Procter & Gamble as sponsor of most
network programs.
Toni list now adds up to 11 radio and TV programs.
Latest net programs added are "Down You Go" (DuMont) and "Crime Letter
from Dan Dodge" (ABC radio network).
Toni also just assumed a regional hillbilly stanza — Disk Jockey Tennessee Ernie.
-SRStation reps through their association are girding themselves for
assault on this network practice: treating cold kines of networkoriginated programs as network business.
Reps' contention is cold
kine does not come within classification of "delayed" broadcast since
majority of such programs are aired at different times from origination. Network rejoinder to this: Any show that originates with a
network remains under network control regardless of where, when,
and how it was broadcast.
-SRJust before Hollywood members of Screen Actors Guild voted to strike
against New York producers of TV commercials Federal Mediator had
moved into dispute.
Both sides expressed mystification over his
entry.
Spokesmen for producers and SAG denied either had appealed
to Federal Mediation Board.
In anticipation of strike, producers and
ad agencies for past several weeks worked overtime piling up backlog
of commercials.
Agencies in New York looked to complete shutdown of
all commercial-making which involved services of professional performers in view of fact all talent unions are supporting strike.

SPONSOR

at home

in new haven

The Whitney Blake Company, a specialist in
the manufacture of telephone wire since 1903, has
played a vital part in the tremendous development
of communications in this country. It has supplied
as much as 50% of the wire requirements of Western Electric, and a large part of die wire used by
the independent telephone industry, Western
Union and other large users.
Like many another industry at home in New
Haven, Whitney Blake expanded greatly during

n h c

neW

the war and today has found peace-time markets
for its products so that its workers can be kept
busy and enjoy prosperous living.
As
retailhalf
shopping
Newof Haven
serves
morea than
a millioncenter,
residents
New Haven
county,
necticut. and is the second largest market in ConMost economical way of tapping this rich market is through WNHC-Radio, the Voice of New
Haven. Folks just leave their dials set at 1340,
where they know there's always good listening. So,
if you want to keep your products in the homes of
New Haven, sell the people at home as they enjoy
the good listening on WNHC-Radio.

haVen

complete

New England's first

broadcasting

service

Represented nationally by the Katz Agency
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MEN,

With 73.5 million in sales last year, Wrigley is way out in front in the gum field.
A good slice of the credit qoes to radio, used consistently by the Chicago company since 1927 (total 25-year radio expenditure: $35 million). Here in detail
is the air advertising
philosophy Wrigley
has developed

NEW
2fi

Vo«|) operu on a shoest ring
By wedding some of radio's narrative devices to simplified TV techniques,
DuMont has built an across-the-board TV drama at what amounts to radio
prices. Keystone of the cost saving: Cast has only one member weekly, production rehearsal limited to 45 minutes daily, no sets, few props

Vhe five-minute network
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How
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WNMP, Evanston, III., is one of that group of stations which program classical
music heavily and go light on the high-pressure commercial. Recently the station
promoted its soft-sell policy with a reverse twist. It aired parodies of highpressure pitches with the interesting results reported
herein

A.

MR.

SPONSOR

meetings suggests the

New NBC TV research report shows sponsors how they can qet the most out
their TV commercials
by followinq five Schwerin
rules

16

26

Editor

answer is "yes." Television virtually dominates sessions devoted to the air media.
Admen queried by SPONSOR point out "TV's newness gives it center stage,"
but they feel overlooking radio is a mistake

E. Katz

«{f»

Are «<ft*<*t*f i.viito'.v assoviatiotis neglecting rutlio?

Analysis of the agendas of recent AAAA
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radio show

There are now 30-minute shows on network radio. Many clients like them
because they are a low-cost way to get national coverage. But, are they
harmful to the medium and to clients in the long run? This article presents both
sides of the picture on this controversial programing form

MR.
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AND

has had a varied parade of programs in its long air history.
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Office Manager:
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Shearman

Next issue's article will include some of the background on how Wrigley chooses
its programs with details on competition's ad strategy
1 December

Merchandising

bg radio stations

This controversial subject will be covered at length in a special SPONSOR section including statements from stations which favor and those which oppose the
furnishing to clients of merchandising services. The section will include descriptions of what various stations provide in merchandising and recommendations
of stations, reps, advertisers, agencies as to industry standards

f December
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Leading Jobbers
in Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas

Praise

KWKH
E. G. JOHNSON, President,
DeSoto Wholesale Grocery Co.
Shreveport, SAYS:

"We like KWKH—
it gets results"

JLf you want the truth about the impact a radio station
has in its area — the truth about its effect on its listeners'
living and buying habits — ask the progressive jobbers,
distributors and wholesalers in that station's area.
Many

of these businessmen

may know

very little about

BMB

figures, half-millivolt contours, hours per day spent

with various media, etc. But oh!, what they know about
the sales a station can produce!
GRAY McCRAW, President,
McCraw Distributing Co.,
Shreveport, SAYS:

"The agency knew, ivhen
they picked KWKH"

That's why we're proud that most of the leading jobbers
in Shreveport praise KWKH — recommend

it to their

sources — use it, themselves, when they spend their own
advertising dollars. May we send you all the facts?

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station
MASON JACKSON, JR.,
The Mason Jackson Co.,
Shreveport, SAYS:

"Outstanding results
itith KWKH"

Texas
SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA
Arkansas
The Branham CompanyRepresentatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

50,000 Watts • CBS

Radio

^

rf?

GROWTH

Robert

J. Landry

\nyel-size hisses
Nothing in entertainment, or in advertising, or in the partnership
of entertainment and advertising gets simpler. Rather, everything
grows steadily more complicated. So it is in radio and television.

that's what
you like about
the South' s

Baton Rouge
The market's rapid growth is attested by these facts:
• Retail Sales: up 597.1% hi last
decade
• Population: up 2579c in last
decade
• Housing units: up 101% in last
12 years
• Effective buying income, family
(1951): $6,079
• Value of current industrial expansion program:

.$176,655,483.00

In addition to tin- concentration of
petroleum, chemical, and 200 other
diversified industries, Baton Kmige is
the state capital, the home "I Louisiana State University, Southern University, and. although 210 mile- inland, an important deep water port
< 16th in the nation). Serving a retail
trading zone of 316,539 persons, Baton
Rouge typifies the South's industrial
and agricultural growth. Reach the
largest audience on W.I BO. the 5,000
wait NBC station. Affiliated vsiih the

So, too, in broadcasting's great rival for the attention and loyalty
of the consuming masses: the movie industry. The only thing that
is sure in time to come is that there will be increasing premium upon
showmanship despite and/or in connection with the dizzying pace
of technological innovations such as color television, or subscription
television, or the predictable appearance I in maybe five years) of
electronic tape-recording for both pictures and sound track.

Showmen will have a hard time digesting and mastering the perfected methods of the engineers. Every new thrill makes the public
harder to please and brings new skills into play. With this thought
in mind, all advertisers and broadcasters should make a point of
seeing Cinerama, the amazing new system of photographing and
projecting action by three cameras. Cinerama alone opens wide the
imagination and gives all of us a glimpse of future technologies in
entertainment. Interestingly, two men primarily identified with
radio, Lowell Thomas and Paul W. Kesten, have been the primary
promoters, in the commercial marketplace, of the Cinerama method
I invented by a Hollywood expert in trick photography, Fred Waller).

Cinerama is now selling out twice daily at the Broadway Theatre
in Manhattan. It is already recognized as the greatest innovation
in movies since Vitaphone. By re-dimensioning the movies and
broadening the era of audience thrills, Cinerama seems fated to impact all existing values in box-office entertainment. But meanwhile
economists wonder whether Cinerama will ever hit the small towns
and the jack-rabbit country. This is the same question raised concerning television, and still not answered. The old simple 35 mm.
movie, shipped in an iron can, and the old simple radio program
relaxed through space and knowing few limits of <>eograph\ had
land have I advantages of simplicity which warrant an expectancy
of survival no matter what newer thrills are provided.

State-Times and Morning Advocate.
To date Cinerama

is thought of only as theatrical diversion. It

is planned at the Hollywood level and in the frame of story-telling
spectacle. Some have doubted that so mammouth a screen could
handle the intimacj of the kiss, the palpitation of the he-she clinch,
but on tliis point your present columnist only laughs for he visualizes
Cinerama as providing the first real "close-up" in all entertainment
history. These will be angel-size kisses and barometric intimacies.
It could be embarrassing.
Yes, maybe.
But dull?
Hardly.
I Please turn to page 97 I
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Vic profit Viehm Says:
Why
Average
Zee
i
Low

when you can have
WAZL
with the 7\ rating

Why
ave the
Ordinary
Level

when you can have
WHOL
with the r\ rating
Why
ave
Less than
ost
Why
Invest in
Dead
Energy

HAZLETON, PA. NBC-MBS
ALLENTOWN, PA. CBS
(Represented by Robert Meeker Associates).

when you can have
WHLM
with the r\ rating
when you can have
WIDE
with the r\ rating

BLOOMSBURG, PA.
(Owned and Operated by Harry L. Magee).

BIDDEFORD-SACO, ME. MBS-YANKEE
(Represented by Edward Devney).

MIRACLES

MADE

^mBsm^^aaa^mm\

Television has always had to lead a soil of trailer-camp
existence. There never was time to find out exactly what
it was and what it needed for fluid, efficient production
. . . for television was in too much of a hurry to pause

EASY

for station identification.
All the same, miracles happened. Programs got on the air,
in increasing dimension, to ever-increasing audiences.
It was clear at once that television was different from any
other kind of show husiness — that it had driving demands
of its own. Speed, for instance. Last year, our New York,
studios alone produced as many hours of program
product in an average week as the Broadway theatre does
in a season, or as Hollywood's biggest studio does
in a year.
It was clearer still that television was different from any
other advertising medium. It brought a staggering
complexity., .and a thundering impact, with the most
direct and spectacular advertising results the world
had ever seen.
But the miracles had to come off more easily, speedily,
economically. So we built a factory for them to happen
in ... a factory where program product could flow on an
assembly line, from idea to show-time.
It is called Television City. On November 15, 1952
in Hollywood, the assembly line begins full operation.
Ready to produce programs as they must be done today
— with almost the speed of the light on television's
screens. Capable of growing in any direction this
astonishing medium

may take. Providing greater delight

for its constantly swelling audiences . . . and a constantly
better buy for its advertisers.

CBS TELEVISION

and ONL

Y one Fulltime Independent Station serves Springfield,

nd largest Metropolitan Market in all of Massachusetts

On the air

years with the well-known
formula of MUSIC -NEWS

&

SPORTS

Here are some National Spot
advertisers zvho know the score in Springfield.
ATLANTIC REFINING CO.
ARMY TIMES

LADIES HOME

N.W.Ayer
Clinton D. Carr

UPTON'S TEA
MILLER HIGH LIFE

bab-O
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Ballantine BEER
/. Walter Thompson
BLUE CROSS
Sutherland -Abbott
BOND BREAD
B.B.D.O.
CAMAY

CAMPBELL'S SOUP
Compton
CHESTERFIELD
Cunningham & Walsh
CROSLEY
Benton & Bowles
Ruthrauft & Ryan
/. Walter Thompson
Ruthrauft & Ryan

HELLMANN'S
Benton & Bowles
HOLIDAY MAGAZINE
B.B.D.O.
IDEAL DOG FOOD
Ewell & Thurber
ALE

B.B.D.O.

IVORY SOAP
JELLO

IRISH CREAM

Compton
& Rubicam

I AWKKMi:

Young

A. KKIM.Y.

IV... * <.« ■„.

Young

B.B.D.O.
& Rubicam
Mathisson

MRS. FILBERT'S MARGARINE
S.S.C.&B.
MUSTEROLE..
Erwin-Wasey
NARRAGANSETT ALE
Cunningham & Walsh
NEW ENGLAND TEL & TEL
_.
Harold Cabot
NUCOA
Benton & Bowles

Pedlar & Ryan

DODGE
FORD
FROSTEE

JOURNAL

PEPTO BISMOL

Benton

PUSS 'N' BOOTS CAT FOOD
ROBERT HALL

Lynn Baker
Frank B. Sawdon

SCHAEFER
SHULTON TOILETRIES
SILVER STAR BLADES
Mi

SNO-KEE
TREET BLADES
TURTLE WAX
U. S. ARMY
UTICA CLUB
r.. Nat. Rep. TIIK WALKER

CO., INC.

& Bowles

B.B.D.O.

Wesley Assoc.
McCann-Erickson
\. M. Kesslinger
B.B.D.O.
W. B. Doner
Grant Advertising
Harry B. Cohen

PUSH
New and renew
1.

SPONSOR

AGENCY
Buchanan
&
Ted Bates

Aids

Colgate -Palmolive-Peet

William

Liggett

Cunningham

tr Myers

STATIONS
75

Co

CBS
CBS
NBC

Esty

PROGRAM,

128
183

52 wks Jones; M-F
Lorenzo
&

CBS

Walsh

P.

Lorillard
(Embassy
Cigarettes
P. Lorillard (Old Cold)

Lennen

&

Newell

ABC

328

Lennen

&

Newell

Cordon
N. W.

Best
Ayer

ABC
CBS
CBS

328

Milner
Products
Co
Plymouth
Dealers,
Chrysler Corp
Riggio Tobacco Corp
Snow
Crop
Marketers

Hilton
Maxon

&

Toni
Toni

Co
Co

Foote,
Foote,

Cone
Cone

Toni

Co

Weiss

&

Renewed
Oil
Co

&
&

Celler

5:30-5:45 pm;

4 |an

53;

Robert
0- Louis; Sat 9:45-10 am; 1 Nov; 26 wks
52 wks
The Lineup, W 9-9:30
pm, 19 Nov; (unior Miss,
Th 8:30-9 rjm 20 Nov; Gunsmoke, F 8:30-9 pm;
Mr. Chameleon, F 9-9:30 pm, both 21 Nov;
one-wk
saturation
campaign
America Calling; Sun 4-4:30 pm; 19 Oct; 52 wks
Arthur Godfrey Time; alt T, Th one wk, M, W,
F the next week; 10-10:15 am; Dec; 13 wks
Breakfast Club; T, Th 8-8:15 am; 21 Oct 52 wks
Crime Letter from Dan Dodge; F 8-8:30 pm ;
24 Oct; 13 wks
Tennessee
Ernie; M-F 3:15-3:30 pm; 27 Oct;
13 wks

39
186

ABC
ABC
ABC

Belding
Belding

duration

52 Peace
wks
FBI
& War; W 8-8:30 pm; Meet Millie;
Th 8-8:30 Dm; Mr. Keen; F 8-8:30 pm; 15 Oct
to 7 Nov; partic with American
Chicle
Monday
Morning
Headlines;
Sun 6:15-6:30
pm;
26 Oct; 52 wks
Taylor Grant News; Sun 9:15-9:30 pm; 26 Oct;

104
199

CBS
CBS

Riggio

start,

328
328
158

on Radio Networks

SPONSOR
Culf
Toni

time,

Galen Drake; Sun 1:30-1:45 pm; 2 Nov; 4 wks
Doris Day Show, T 10:05-10.30 pm; 11 Nov;

199

3,

1952

New oti Rttdio Networks
Acousticon
Hearing
CBS-Columbia
Inc

2,

17 NOVEMBER

Co

AGENCY

STATIONS

Young & Rubicam
Foote, Cone
& Belding

NBC

138

CBS

194

PROGRAM,
Counterspy;
Sun
Arthur
Godfrey;
Oct: 44 wks

M.

time,
W,

start,

duration

52
F5 Oct;
10-10:15

wks
am;

27

5:30-6

New National Spot Radio Business
SPONSOR
American
Maize
Prods
Anahist
Co
Borden

Lever

Amazo

Bros,

|elke

Div

Orange-Crush Co

Seabrook

&

Kenyon

Eckhardt,

West

N. Y.

74

Heet Anti-freeze
Gerber Baby Foods

Ruthrauff & Ryan,
D'Arcy,
N. Y.

Cood

Hewitt,
Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather,
N. Y.
H. W. Kastor, Chi.

Luck Margarine

Beverages

Frozen

Farms

&

Y.
Bates,

STATIONS-MARKET

Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield,
N. Y.
BBDO, N. Y.

sets

Brer Rabbit

Ford

AGENCY

TedN.

Instant Coffee
TV

Avco

& Dougherty
Products
Co

Penick

Desserts

Super-Anahist

Co

Crosley Div,
Mfg Co
Demert
Gerber

PRODUCT

Molasses

Foods

|. Walter
N. Y.
Hilton &

Chi.

Thompson,
Riggio,

N.

Y.

Coast
cities,

About
60

8

CAMPAIGN,

markets

1-min

markets

markets

20 markets,
scattered
About 8 markets
scattered
50 markets
200

markets,
basis
markets,
southwest

East,

duration

anncts, stn breaks; 17

Nov anncts
thru March
'53 20 Oct;
1-min
& partic;
13 wks
Anncts; 20 Oct; 8 wks

nationwide

60

start,

co-op
mid-

1-min
Nov anncts, stn breaks; 3week campaign; starting 17
Anncts
Anncts, test campaign; beg of
Oct; 13 wks
Live partic anncts; 5 Ian '53;
52 wks
Local
bottlers to plan campaigns on local stations
1-min anncts; 16 Oct thru 2C
Nov
Anncts; 1 Nov; 13 wks

central,
east markets north-

National Rroadeast Sales Exeeutives
FORMER

NAME
Fred Adair
Frank Atkinson
George
C. Atkinson
lames T. Aubrey,
Jr.
Amos
Baron
lack Barton
Edmund C. Bunker
Eldon Campbell

In next issue:
Station

17 NOVEMBER

New and

NEW

AFFILIATION

KPIK, San Luis Obispo, Cal, gen mgr
ABC,
N. Y., mgr radio co-op prog dept
WQXR,
N. Y., acct exec
KNXT,
L. A., sis mgr
KECA, L. A., mgr
Capital
Records,
Hywd., exec
CBS TV Network
Sales, acct exec
Westinghouse Radio Stns, N. Y. rep

Renewed

on Television

AFFLIATION

KSFO, S. F., acct exec
Same,
mgr radio & TV co-op dept
KEAR,
S. F., vp, gen mgr
Same,
stn mgr
ABC
Pacific Coast Radio Net, natl sis mgr
NARTB, Wash.,
D. C, stn rels field rep
KNXT, L. A., and CTPN, sis mgr
Same,
gen sis mgr

(Network and

Spot);

Representation Changes; Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

1952

Numbers after names
new category
refer to New and ReWayne T.Kcarl
James
Aubrey
H. J. Schlafly, Jr.
E. C. Bunker
James M. Strain

11

14)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

17 NOVEMBER

1952

\eiv and renew

I

4.

\ational Broadcast

lames
M. Farrell
lohn Fenster
Lawrence
B. Gumbinnci
William
D. Hamilton
Bill Hunefeld
Wayne Kearl
Mai Klein
Edward
L. Koenig
Robert
L. Krieger
McDonald

|ohn Rossiter
A. H. Saxton
Hubert J. Schlafly. |r.
Clayton
Shields
lames M. Strain
William
H. Struble
Franklin A. Tooke
Myrtle
M. Tower
Carl A. Vjndagrift
R. C. Winnie
Robert
Wood
E. R. Vadeboncoeur

AFFILIATION

Same,
natl sis mgr
WCCO-TV,
Mpls, dir pub, press rels
Same,
mdsg
dir
CBS TV Film Sales, N. Y.. gen sis mgr
Crosley Div, Avco Mfg, Cinci., easte.n div sis mgr
WOXR.
N Y , acct exec
Same,
asst mgr
Same,
eastern
prod mgr
KSFO, S. F., acct exec
Hawaiian
Bdcstg System,
Honolulu,
sis. prom mgr
KECA-TV.
L. A., acct exec
KECA-TV,
L. A , acct exec
Same, asst comml mgr
Same,

superv

TV

p-og

opers

Same, comml mgr
Same,
gen mgr
Same, western div sis mgr
WMT,
Cedar Rapids, la., farm ed
NBC,
Hywd. supev West Coast TV
Same,
natl sis mgr
KDKA,
Pittsb, gen mgr

film

sis

WJTV,
(ackson.
Miss., gen mgr
Same,
mgr tech opers
TelePrompTer
Corp, N. Y.. vp chg eng
Same,
bus mgr, prog dept
World
Bdcstg System;
N. Y., acct exec
WBT, WBTV,
Charlotte.
N. C. prom superv
KYW,
Phila.. gen mgr
Same,
dir prog opers
Same,
mgr
Same, asst gen mgr radio & TV
Same, dir stn rels
Central
N. Y. Brlcstg Corp. Syracuse,

p.es

.Sponsor Personnel Changes
NAME
Charlies

H.

FORMER
Coddard

AFFILIATION

Craig Moodie,
)r.
Thomas S. Murphy
Charles
W. Nulle
Forbes A. Ryder
Robert
K. White
West
P. Woodbridge

><•!<• Aueneu
Chicle

Co,

N

PRODUCT
Y

Bristol-Meyers Co, N. Y.
Charles of the Ritz, N. Y
Coca-Cola
Bottling Co, Cary, Ind
T. N.W. C Carner Food Co., Winston-Salem.
Kramer

Radio

&

TV

Sylvania
Lighting
planning
Holzer Watch Co,
Resort Airlines, N.
Hoffman
Beverage
Same, gen
Same,
S2me,

Div,

AFFILIATION
Salem,

Mass,

mgr

mktg

Stores,

L. A.

Lergy's Jewelers, L. A.
Magic Pantry Co, L. A.
M-W
Laboratories, Chicago
Necchi Sewing Machine Sales Corp, NY
Rudd-Melikian,
Phila.
Scientific Brake
Service Labs, Chicago
Southern
Biscuit Co, Richmond,
Va.

mgr, radio-TV

hd new special
brand adv mgr

div

Sylvania
Electric Prods, N. Y., adv mgr Lighting
Div
Dad's Root Beer Co, Chi., natl sis mgr
Libbey-Owens-Ford
Class Co, Toledo,
mdsg specialist
Same,
b and adv mgr Pepsodent,
Shadow
Wave

(or

AGEXCY

service)

Dentyne,
Chiclets,gumsBeeman's.
Adams brand
Mum
lotion deodorant
Cosmetics & salons
Coca-Cola
Food products

other

Retail radio, TV sets
Credit
jewelers,
retail appliances
Built-in home
freezer
Electronic
and silverware
platers
Elna sewing machine
Kwik-Kafe automatic coffee vendor
Auto brake & wheel service
Biscuits & crackers

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,

'

I 1|

0

' -

Uh I ii miii

Don Miersi h
Michael McCabe
/, k. \U Donough
< hades II - Vulle
( . II. Goddard

12

(4)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)

^
m
^

N.

Y.

Dowd.
Rcdfield
& Johnstone,
N. Y.
Morcy.
Humm
6 Johnstone.
N. Y.
Schoenfeld,
Huber & C.i-n
Chicago
Walter |. Klein Co.. Charlotte, N. C.
Walter
McCrecy,
Bc-ierly Hills. Cal.
Factor-Brcyer,
L. A.
Walter
McCiec:y,
Beverly Hills, Cal.
Schoenfeld,
Huber & Crcen, Chicago
Doyle, Dane,
Bcnbach,
N. Y.
M. B. Scott & Assoc, Hywd
Schoenfeld,
Huber & Creen, Chicago
Compton

Adv,

N. Y.

lumbers titter names
I I)
i 1)
I li
(4)

prod

prom
section
Chlorodent.
Rayve

refe> newtocategory
\ ew and ReR. <;. Winnie
Florence Z. Cook
Dave Dedrich
// m. II. Struble

&

N Y., dir of adv
Y., vp chg Cruise Div
Co, Newark,
N. |., dir of mktg

Appointments

SPONSOR
American

NEW

Sylvania
Electric
Prods,
N. Y., div sis mgr
natl accts
Caldwcll-Clements.
N
Y., exec
Pan American
Airways,
N. Y., exec
Best Foods, district sis mgr, Phila.
Sylvania
Electric Prods, N. Y., gen sis mgr,
radio-TV
div
Armstrong Cork Co, Lancaster, Pa., copywriter
Lever Bros, N. Y., new prods mgr, Pepsodent
Div
Natl Carbon Co, N. Y., asst to sis prom mgr
Orange-Crush Co, Chi., sis mgr
Swift b Co, Chi., sis & mdsg depts
Lever Bros, N. Y., asst adv mgr Pepsodent

David Coldstein
Harold
Craham,
Jr
Michael McCabe
John K. McDonough

6,

NEW

prog Denver,
opers
KFEL,
sis staff
WTRC,
WTRC-FM.
Elkhart. Ind.. sis mgr
Crosley Div, Avco Mfg, Cinci, sis exec
WIOU,
Kokomo,
Ind., farm serv dir
Capitol Records,
Hywd,
gen mgr bdcst div
KSTP,
KSTP-TV,
St. Paul, acct exec
KYW.
Phila, gen mgr
WTVN.
Columbus,
gen mgr
NBC,
Hywd,
mgr radio opers
20th Century Fox, N. Y., dir TV res
ABC Radio Network, N. Y., prog budget dir
Capitol Records, Hywd, western region exec
WLW-T,
Cincinnati, prom mgr
WOJO,
Ft. Wayne,
prog dir
ABC
Radio Net, N. Y., asst to dir prog opers
WOWO.
Ft. Wayne,
prog dir
WTM|,
Milwaukee,
stn mgr
CBS TV, N Y., stn rels staff
WSYR,
WSYR-TV,
Syracuse,
chief exec

|ohn |. McEniry
Donald
R. McFall
Don F. Miersch
Bob Nance
Clifford Ogden
Karl Plain
L. R. Rawlins

5.

AFFILIATION

KFEL,
Denver,
comml
mgr
Excel Garment Mfg Co, Mpls, mgr adv, pub rcl
KELO, Sioux Falls, S. D., acct exec
KNXT,
Hywd.
mgr
Crosley distrib, Buffalo, sis mgr
ABC Spot Sales, N. Y. exec
CBS TV Network Oper Dept, N. Y., sr superv
ABC
Radio Network,
N. Y., sr dir prog dept
KLX. Oakland, Cal, mgr S.F. office
KNXT,
Hywd,
exec
KLAC-TV,
L. A., night opers mgr
BBDO, L. A.. Rexall Drug acct exec
WQXR,
N. Y., acct exec
WSYR,
WSYR-TV,
Syracuse,
asst superv
TV

Bill Conklin
Florence Z. Cook
Dave
Dedrick
Wilbur S. Edwards

James

Sales Executives (continued)
FORMER

NAME

&
SPONSOR

MORE

ABOUT

AMARILLO

(where does that guy get this stuff*?)

General Sherman is supposed to have
said, "If I owned Texas and Hell. I'd
rent out Texas and live in Hell." He was a
poor judge of living quarters; and not much
of a mathematician. If he had rented out just
the Panhandle of Texas for 10c an acre a
vear, he could have scraped up a fair living
out of its 14.000,000 acres.
Statisticians find themselves in clover hereabouts; there are so many millions of everything to add up. Bullet-creased old trail riders tell their progeny's progeny tales of high
adventure of the days when there wasn't a
wire fence in Texas. (Like the jackrabbit, the
barbed-wire fence is a Texas Panhandle invention.) Modern students of economics revel
in other data.

And this one: There's one ranch in the Panhandle 860,000 acres big. Yet there are
35,229 farms in the Texas area alone served
by KGNC.
And this one: There are enough revenueproducing activities in our market (oil, gas,
railroads, airlines, helium. AEC plant, carbon
black, synthetic rubber. Air Force Base) to
make Amarillo first in the nation in per capita
and per family retail sales.
One more: Texas ranges graze 85% of the
body.
nation's goats. We even got mohair than any-

Time-buyers, for example take note of this
fact: The 1951 gross cash farm income for
the 73 counties (in 5 states) covered by Amarillo's KGNC totalled $925,492,000. That's
more than the combined cash farm income of
Maine, Connecticut, Delaware, Nevada, New
Hampshire. Rhode Island. Vermont, and West
Virginia.

marillo

fIt's eclectic.

NBC AFFILIATE
710

17 NOVEMBER

KC
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•

10,000

WATTS

•

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE

O. L. TAYLOR

COMPANY

13

B

two jumps ahead with Mister

These days, when you either stay one jump ahead or fall flat on your sitzmark,
mister plus is keeping his clients two jumps ahead. First, he assures them a
2-to-l listener preference throughout Non-TV America. That's the Mutual margin
over the second-best network, as measured by a recent, 1,000,000-interview study
of the 17,000,000 radio-only homes beyond reach of TV. And second, mister plus
offers his clients the only network rate structure that's adjusted to the true
strength of radio, market by market, lor all America's 43,000,000 radio homes.
Your sales can jump furthest ahead, at lowest cost, on Mutual, the Plus Network!
Mutual Broadcasting System • 1440 Broadway

• New York 18 • LOngacre

4-8000

foinpfWisconsin
yot

//

SPORTS
BROADCASTING
7th

Year!

• Marquette University Football
Exclusive!

• Milwaukee Brewers Baseball
Exclusive!

• Milwaukee Hawks Basketball
•>th Year]

• Wisconsin Univ. Basketball

NOW
exclusive in
Milwaukee

ALL

GREEN BAY
PACKER GAMES
• This year thirty-eight Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota and
Iowa radio stations chose tor
their home town audiences the
exclusive play-by-play reports of
the Green Hay Packer Football
games
originated by WEMP's
Earl Gillespie.
Further proof that W'F.Ml' is
your besl round-the-clock Milwaukee radio buy. Dollar-wise,
statistics show you get 2\A times
more audience on WEMP than
,ui\ Milwaukee network station.
Get the facts before you buy . . .
call, write or wire collect your nearest Headley-Reed office or WEMP,
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin.
Complete Coverage — All
Major Milwaukee and
Wisconsin Sports . . .

WEMP
AM-FM 1340 K. C.
24 Hrs. Music • News • Sports
MILWAUKEE
16

ilAillff

Emanuel Katz
President
Doeskin Products, Inc.

Don't let the doe in the a hove picture with Emanuel Katz give
you any ideas about him being a rural boy who made good. Actually. Mr. Katz is a native New Yorker who received his law degree
at N. Y. U. before
he decided
that selling was his forte.
After a number of years with the Vadsco Corp., he joined the
San-Nap-Pak Manufacturing Co. in 1934. Sales that year were
approximately $500. 000. Working his way up through the sales
ranks. Katz became president of the compan) in 1949. the same year
that the name was changed to Doeskin Products, Inc. Sales for
1952 are expected to exceed $10,000,000.
Doeskin's president makes no hones about the part that air advertising played in this sales success story. "'From the time the Doeskin
name was adopted," says Katz. "air media have been the backbone
of our selling campaigns. We used spot radio to introduce it. and
were
very happy
with the made
result*."
\lthough
the compan)
a cautious entry into TV in 1947
(Jack Eigen via WABD. New York), the schedule was gradually
expanded until this fall when the decision was made to shoot the
entire ad budget in one major effort. \\ ith the exception of a few
dollars held out for cooperative efforts with dealers, practically the
whole $750,000 budget is being poured into a weekly quarter-hour
segment of the half Smith Hour over 53 NBC TV outlets.
Asked for t lie reasoning here. Katz explained to SPONSOR: "We
feel that we can operate a lot more effectively with a major TV
show. Nol only is it a powerful advertising weapon, but a highly
valuable merchandising tool. II we split up our budget we'd be
spreading thin all o\er. As it is we believe that we have minimized
the risk b\ buying a known succesful operation. Not only do we
know that Kate Smith is viewed bv a couple of million women ever)
afternoon, but we're convinced that when she tells these women to
go out and bu) Doeskin li-siies and table napkins lhe\ II do it.
Backing up tins high-powered air effort is a comprehensive merchandising campaign which reaches into almost ever) drug chain.
department store, and grocer) outlet in TV territory handling the
Doeskin line. Katz is confident that the combination <d Kate Smith
and Doeskin's rigid adherence to fair trade pricing will enhance the
firm's position with retailers and boost sales to a new peak.
* * *

SPONSOR

BUY GEORGE
the greatest salesman in the

|

SAN

FRANCISCO

BAY

AREA

,-rotAt

*n*min\
V\C*»

[0^o7

a

Trader Ed

GEORGE

KYA

RUGE

KOFFEE
6 to 9 A. M. —

KYA

Monday

KLUB
through Friday

San Francisco, Cal.

Covering Northern California s
3,000,000 people
llll
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competition
got you
up in the
AIR?

fin

Madison
MlHOFSTRA

RADIO

Congratulations to you for a very
excellent article on our "Radio Hofstra

tween the Guild and "no union," and
therefore the turnout of voters was re-

I think you did an extremely good
Study."
job
of not only reporting on the study
but pointing up its place in radio today and raising and answering significant questions about it. Your selection
of accompanying artwork was very

markably high and far above the average for such an election.
The Screen Actors Guild also has

judicious.
This was an outstanding treatment
)f a complex story. I am grateful to
\ on for handling the whole thing so
well.
Thomas E. Coffin
Mgr.
\ lit of Research

Relax . . .
use CKAC,
Montreal
1. Huge coverage — 2 out of
3 French radio homes in
Quebec.
2. Hundreds

of thousands of

faithful listeners day and
night, as
B.B.M.

reported

3. Selling power

by

second to

none— 6,000,000 box tops
in 1951.

I read with great interest your story
on the NBC Radio Effectiveness Study
— which, as usual, was a very fine
piece of reporting.
Your quotation was correct as far as
it went. But I feel it was incomplete
and therefore did not give the full flavor of my feeling about the study.
It is true that I believe that technically and mechanically this is a highly professional job. However, we have
to go further and add that this does not
mean that there isn't much left to be
desired or that the numerical magnitudes of the data obtained are not
lacking in reliability.
Among other difficulties, we still
have the problem of whether or not a
causal relationship exists. This we have
not established, nor, if there is one,
have we measured it.
Dr. E. L. Deckinger
Vice President
Biow Agency

CBS Outlet In Montreal

New York

Key Station of the
TRANS-QUEBEC

radio group

CKAC

MONTREAL
730 on the dial

Adam

18

•

10 kilowatt!

RepresentativesJ. Young Jr. - New York, Chicago
Omer Renaud & Co. — Toronto

We draw to your attention some
pertinent facts you omitted, namelv
that in the NLRB election in question,
which involved a dozen of the most
active film producers in New York,
only 323 persons were eligible to vote
and of these 323, only 3 voted against
the Guild. This was an election be-

won many other NLRB elections, some
contested by another union and some
uncontested but all by overwhelming
majorities, for the right to be the nationally recognized collective bargaining agent for actors in all films used
on television, in theatres, or elsewhere.
An impartial review of the facts
should convince you that the implication in your statement quoted above is
unfair to the Guild, distorted, and misleading to your readers.
E. T. Buck Harris
Director of Public Relations
The Screen Actors Guild
Hollywood, Cal.
• The article in question, in a passing reference to the NLRB. noted that only 225 voted.
Mr. Harris in his letter states that only 323 persons were eligible to vote hut makes no notation
of the numher that actually voted. The article
said nothing ahout the numher of persons xh«
voted for or against
the Guild.

CANCER
Item on potency of radio and TV:
The D. C. Cancer Crusade this year
asked me to do the publicity (under
the chairmanship of Clayton Sanders,
advertising
manager of Peoples Drug
Stores) .
Because it had a radio-TV person
steering it. the Cancer Crusade got
three or four times as much radio-TV
publicity as in former years.
I have just been advised that the
quota has been met and exceeded by a
good margin. And, the day-for-day
against last year is well ahead. Since
there are some goodly contributions
still forthcoming, the Cancer people are

SAC DEMANDS

not too keen about publicizing this suecess. But an item in the trade press

In an article in your October 6th
issue, titled "Will SAC demands drive
small clients out of TV?", the statement is made on page 97 that unnamed

wouldn't hold up these collections if
based on the success of radio-TV.
Methinks, for actually separating the

persons "cite the circumstance that
onlj 22."> persons voted in the election
that earned (Screen Actors Guild) its
certificate from the NLRB."

dollars from the pocketbooks, the emotional, personal, warm-voice effect of
radio and TV is most effective.
The collection side (vs. the publicity) of the Crusade was probably betSPONSOR
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There's a lot more to radio than ratings. But when you
combine radio's top ratings with continuing dominance of
Pennsylvania's top quality market, you get best value for
your money.
Harrisburg's far ahead of every major market in Pennsylvania in retail sales activity — 92% above the national
average.
Mr. 580 delivers 'way above average results, too ... in
all South Central Pennsylvania ... in Lancaster, York and
Lebanon.

HARRISBURG, PA.
5000 W
580 KC
CBS

RADIO

NETWORK

Represented by

BOLLING

ler this \ear. also . . . but I do believe
the emphasis on radio-TV had a great
part in this great success.
Cody Pfanstiehl, Dir.
.LiAuiAAAioAlj

A long drive is very

Press Information
WTOP
Washington. D. C.

SORRY, WRONG

MR. SPONSOR

"soul-satisfying"..***

a long putt is mighty
refreshing, too ••••••

Erroneously
depicted
in recent issue, here is
real Bill Faricy, American Railroad Assn. prexy

That was an interesting story you
published in your October Oth issue
about our president. Mr. William T.
Faricy. but we didn't recognize the
picture of him — for the simple reason
that it was a photograph of some other
distinguished gentleman. I am enclosing Mr. Faricy's photograph so that
like.
) our readers will know what he looks
Albert K. Beatty

••••but put 'em both together
and you'll really score!
to sell the great 2 billion
dollar

Memphis

market

you need BOTH

WMC

^

NBC— 5000W
790 K.C.
owned and operated by ,
The Commercial Appeal

WMCT
Memphis' Only
TV Station

National Representatives
The Branham Company

Asst. V.P.
Association of American Railroads
Washington, IK C.

FILM PRODUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS FORM
Some time ago we clipped an issue
of sponsor, removing for our file the
sheet
giving
the
film
Production
Specifications form. I nfortunately we
neglected to note the dale ol the issue.
Now a client is intcioted in this recommended form and I am writing to
ask how we can get another copy.
Frank Baker
Radio-TV Director
Reincke, Meyer & Finn
Chicago, III.
• The Film Production Specifications form for
advertising agencies and producers appeared in
SPONSOR'S .■> May 1952 Issue. Copies ore a»ailable bj writing to SPONSOR.
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Don Lee has the most complete, consistent, local
coverage of the Pacific Coast at the lowest cost
per sales impression of any sales medium

flWw

Averaging $125,000,000 a year, the Pacific Coast fishing industry
is the nation's largest. And don lee is the largest Pacific Coast
network ... the only one big enough to cover all 45 of the important Pacific Coast markets with local network stations.
Therefore, only don lee can consistently reach your prospects in
these widely separated markets from their own local network station. Further, only don lee has the flexibility to match your distribution. You can buy what you need, where you need it. No waste!
That's why don lee consistently carries more Pacific Coast regional business (with more regional shows in the top ten) than
any other network. Advertisers who know the Pacific Coast
best also know the best Pacific Coast sales medium . . . don lee.
Represented Nationally by JOHN
The Nation s Greatest
Regional Network

DON
BROADCASTING

BLAIR
1313 North Vine Street

LEE

Hollywood 28, California

SYSTEM
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K-NUZ
the market

POLITICS ON THE AIR
I think you did a perfectly grand
job on the politics story in
ber 3d issue of sponsor.
I do not see how you were
pin down all those facts.
Jock Elliott,
BBDO

HADACOL

the NovemI must sa\ .
ever able to
Acct. Exec.

Your editorial in the October 20
issue, regarding the new Hadacol advertising, isgood, but it seems y°ii are
placing the blame for this unorthodox
procedure on Mr. Goldsmith.
If station management is so shortsighted and hungry that it has to accept this kind of a deal, then Hadacol,
operating in a free economy dictated
by the law of supply and demand,
should avail itself of the unique
opportunity.
George Weiss, Pies.
WPAL

Yes, K-NUZ corrals the market
with programming catering specifically to Houstonians. Listeners are branded . . . namebranded, that is ... by products
advertised on K-NUZ. Advertisers who buy K-NUZ get readymade listener loyalty . . . which,
in turn, becomes product loyalty.
An increasing list of both local
and national accounts is proof
enough for timebuyers who know
that products identified with
K-NUZ programming is the
quickest route to the consumer's
pocketbook!

Call FORJOE
NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

of DAVE

MORRIS

GENERAL

MANACER

at KEy:tone 2581
HOUSTON,
TEXAS

l!i?l'H
HOUSTON

S LEADING
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products
WISCONSIN'S MARKET
RICH
*"MOO-LA"

Thank you very much for the fine
job you did in the recent Fall Facts issue on transcription libraries and transcribed syndicated shows.
It is my feeling
of this kind will go
focusing attention
offer as well as the
transcriptions play
try today.

that more features
a long way toward
on the services we
important role that
in the radio indus-

Bennett S. Rosen. Adv. Mgr.
Custom Record Sales Div.
RCA Victor, N. Y.

CANADIAN

**.

S. C.

FALL FACTS

in HOUSTON

8uucr«itCK5J5i ainq

ADVERTISING

Charleston,

THERE ARE

ISSUE

Your magazine contained a special
section on Canadian radio and TV
which I found most interesting and
useful. However, 1 can't keep it long
enough to read it all the way through.
People keep snatching it from me.
Would you be kind enough to send
me
a copy,
single
copy?please, and bill me for the
If you have tear sheets or reprints
of the section to which I refer thev
would suffice.
W. S. MacDonald
S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.
Ontario Sales Representative
Toronto, Canada
[Please turn to page 106)

Includes

Madison

and 50

prosperous dairy counties
in Central and
Southern

Wisconsin . . .

Here's the one station that really
blankets
the rich
"Moo-la" market
of
Wisconsin.

Day

after day mail response from all over
the state and adjoining states is
proof that WKOW
is your best radio
buy in Wisconsin.

UL
MOST POWERF
CONSIN'S
WIS
RADIO STATION
•

10,000 WATTS
•
MONONA
BROADCASTING
Madison

COMPANY
Wisconsin

Represented
HEADLEY-REED

by
COMPANY

ON

1 070
YOUR
DIAL
23
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Advertisers who keep close tabs on Boston media
know itfs the same happy story over and over again:
WEEI delivers a larger average total-week audience K
than any other Boston station. The simple truth is...
IN BOSTON,

THE

BIG STATION

IS

—

[

1

lillllllllflllllllllllllg

in

LOS ANGELES

market and

retail market KFWB
leads all independents*

AUTOMOBILE
RADIOS than
St, Louis and
Cleveland have

TOTAL
RADIO HOMES
* Pulse

7952 out-of-

home listening survey

»CO:

"Will spot radio rates

he cut?"

Issue:

22 September 1952, p. 38

SlIDJOC't;

More and more stations are adopting
a single day-night rate formula

11:00 p.m.. and, at the same time announced a 10' < increase in
local daytime charges.
WLAV, Grand Rapids. Mich., on 1 November set an over-all base
hourly rate for all its broadcast time, representing a reduction of
25% from its previous base rate. All advertisers received the bene-

secund largest

has more

stories

The trend toward single day-night radio rates, indicated by
sponsor in a recent issue, is getting under wa\ .
WGN, Chicago, put its day and night rates on a par by slashing
its nighttime charges 50' y as of 1 November.
KFGO. Fargo. N. D., just established one rate from 7:00 a.m. to

America's largest
automobile radio

Los Angeles

J\ew developments on SPONSOR

|

fit of the cut right away, with daytime clients getting six months'
protection against the slight over-all increase in day hours.
KSFO. San Francisco, published a new single-rate card this mouth
adjusting the day rate upward I nighttime charges were formerly
double the daytime!.
The single rate structure is nothing new to WWDC, Washington,
D. C.. which has been using such a system for two and one-half
years I it raised its daytime rates to the night level in February
1950). Ben Strouse, WWDC v. p. and general manager, feels that
much of the credit for the station's substantial rise in gross volume
the last few years can go to its single-rate policy, which has been a
big attraction to both national and local advertisers.
St'O:

"How

to sell in 10 TV seconds"

Issue:

20 October

Subject:

Using standardized
l.D.'s is not
only way to sell in a 10-second
station break

1952, p. 34
the
TV

No animated cartoons or "talking billboards'' for Chicago's State
Street Council in its nightly 10-second TV pitch on WNBQ. The
Council believes firmly in live TV commercials, complete with announcer, props, and backdrop — even for a 10-second station break.
As part of an air campaign to attract more shoppers to State
Street, the Council, through its agency, J. R. Pershall Co., placed
a station break schedule on WNBQ. That station has adopted a
policy of using live station breaks to personalize the station and the
sales message alike, though advertisers may choose other kinds.
After initial experiments with transcribed announcements over slides.
Pershall Account Executive George Bogart decided that the live
station break offered a better opportunity for creative selling.
Each commercial is actually a 10-second TV production carefully
rehearsed by announcer, director, and cameraman, according to
J. R. Pershall. The announcer sits in front of a permanent backdrop
(an artist's painted conception of State Street). He presents the
three-part ad slogan — "What do you want to buy?" "What do you
want to pay?" "State Street's got it every day" — on props as
varied as the merchandise in a State Street shop. The message may
be painted on three China plates, on different-sized fancy-wrapped
gift boxes, on three towels hanging on a clothesline.
The Council offers one such pitch on each of six nights of the
week (except Saturday), also uses radio announcements.
George Heinemann, WNBQ program manager, originated the live
station break policy for the station. State Street Council, says the
station, is the first client to attempt to develop the creative possibilities of such commercials.
* * *
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Consistently high quality programming —
planned for variety, interest and easy listening— keeps a steady audience tuned to
WREC. Alert listeners, in a receptive
mood, are assured by a perfect balance in
entertainment . . . night and day. With the
highest Hooper rating of any Memphis
station, WREC prestige carries weight
that adds up to extra sales results — Yet,
the cost is actually 10.1% LESS per thousand listeners than in 1946.

MEMPHIS
REPRESENTED

OUR
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30th

BY THE KATZ AGENCY

NO.
•

ANNIVERSARY

1 STATION

AFFILIATED WITH

CBS, 600 KC. 5000 WATTS

YEAR

21

He
makes
Carolinians
shell out
for

Shell

With a rating of 16, a 61 c/( share-of-audience and
triple the audience of the next most popular,
competitive program, Clyde McLean really "activates'
WBT's audience of 3,000,000 for Shell Oil Company.
To lubricate your sales machinery in the Carolinas,
use WBT and WBT local personalities.
COLOSSUS

OF THE CAROLINAS

CHARLOTTE,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

17 NOVEMBER
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Biitdin gat largest slice at 1052
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network radio— $2,500,000

outdoor— $ i.eso.ooo

newspapers— $1,210,000

car cards— $1,000,000

network TV— $800,000

magazines— 835o,ooo
*

total $7,540,000
•Wrigley lists $10-11

M

million

for advertising

in 1952;

some

$2.5 million

goes

for sales and

merchandising
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PART ONE
OF

1952

A TWO-PART

SERIES

Wrigley's 25 years in radio

How air strategy costing $35 million helped keep it on top in gum field
WW hen the William Wrigley Jr. Co.
aired its first radio show in 1927.
it was decided to offer a free gum

thrown it all away, but he discovered
numerous coins and checks among the

for most of the present century — has
not failed to have at least one network
radio show every year.

premium on the program. The question arose as to where to ask the audience to send the mail.

From then on Wrigley and the veep
pieces.
have been completely sold on radio.
For instance:
1 . From 1927 to date the Chicago

2. It has spent $35 million on radio.
$1.5 million on TV in that period.
3. It now devotes the biggest slice

"Oh. tell them to send it in the regular way," the sales v. p. said.
The deluge hegan the day after the
show.
For two solid weeks the v. p. had
every employee in the office digging
through
the mail.
He would
have
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chewing gum giant — leader in its field

case

h is f o r y
minimi

of its advertising budget — some 33' ,
of $10 million — to radio and TV.
4. During the 1927-52 period it has
tripled its sales despite depression and
war — from $20-25 million in 1927 to
$73.5 million last year.
5. Earliest and longest in the radio
29

Guy

Lombardo

$300-500

"Myrt 4 Marge"
anncr.)

whose

Royal

a week from Wrigley

ran

Canadians

got

back in 1928-29

(Myrtle Vail, Donna

1931-36 opposite "Amos

Damerel,
'n' Andy"

"March
of Time"
with
BBDO's
V.P.
Arthur
Pryor Jr. (left) and Westbrook Van Voorhees

field, it has successfully staved off the
challenge of its two closest competitors: American Chicle ($38.3 million
sales last \ ear i and Beech-Nut Packing Co. (estimated $26 million gum
sales only I . Neither of these has used
nearly as much air advertising although Chicle, with the introduction of
Clorets chlorophyll gum in 1951, has
stepped up its pace enormously the past
two years after sales slumped $4.5 million in 1949.
How has Wrigley done it? What's
the over-all picture of the $225-250
million industry in which some 30
companies turn out approximately 100
brands or flavors? How has Wrigley
used radio to advantage? How has its
advertising strategy differed from its
competitors? What other gum companies are profiting by what Phil
Wriglev told sponsor
mass medium in the
what conclusions may
all this regarding the

is "the greatest
world?'" And
be drawn from
future?

or $20 million of its total sales of $74.1
million coming from gum.
Wrigley "s advertising manager, lawtrained Henry Leslie Webster, estimates Wrigley has the biggest share of
the adult gum market, but the above
figures include bubble, novelty, and
chlorophyll gum. which Wriglev does
not make.
Of the smaller companies the Frank
H. Fleer Corp. of Philadelphia and the
Clark Brothers Chewing Gum Co. of
Pittsburgh are battling it out for fourth
place, with Fleer I Dubble-Bubble Gum I
apparently holding the edge. Its estimated 1951 sales: $5 million, against
Clark's $3 million. Clark makes three
brands: Teaberry. Tendermint. and
Freshmint. Both are closed corporations and don't give out figures.
The gum industry is a highk competitive business and its graveyard is
filled with corpses of challengers. Webster's little black record book lists some
800 brands manufactured by 200-some
companies during the past 50 years.
Manv sum enthusiasts have come forth

IIIIIIIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIN

These are the questions sponsor
asked in Chicago and New York
among gum people, ad agencies, and
networks. Here are some of the answers, so far as could be determined in
\ iew of the competitive secrecy that
shrouds
ti\ ities. much of each compain s acFor a thorough comprehension of
the air advertising of \\ rigley and its
competition it is first necessan to take
a quick look at the industry and see
how Wrigley got to the top.

Wrigley9 s p!«c*<* in the gum

Witrltl: Three large firms have led

the field for years. Carlton S. Drolsbaugh, executive secretar) of the National Association of Chewing Gum
Manufacturers, estimates 1951 domestic retail sales at $255 million, manula< liners" sales at $140 million. The
latter are the ones that count since 1 11<\
represent the cash the companies actual^ get.
The association breakdown (see tablc on page 32 i -hows \\ riglev on top

with 45' i of the $140 million sales or
approximate!) $63 million; Vmerican
Chicle second, with 21', or $38.3 million, and Beech-Nut third, with 19' <

30

Famous

Wrigley

Bldg. symbolizes

SPONSOR

gum

giant

with new brands and flavors, but lew

Anita Louise, Edmund Lowe, Producer Jesse Las-

have caught the public's fancy.
Here are a few old-timers:
American Chicle's Kis-Me Vanilla.

Icy, Wendy

Jucy Kiss Co.'s Ju-ce-Kiss.
Gum Laboratories' Peroxide Gum.
Wrigley's Vassar, You Can Chu I Banana .I Listerated. Yum Yum. and
Sweet Sixteen.
In addition there have been flavors
like Blatz Gum. Coca-Cola Gum, Coffee
Gum. Apple Gum, Pineapple Gum, and
Sulphathiazole.
Marvel Laboratory Co. used to make

Ben
used

Head Ake "Ake Stop'' Gum.
And the White Star Gum Co. put out
Florsheim Shoe Gum for the shoe firm.
It's no secret that America
gum-rhewingest nation in the
How did it all come about?
You have to credit four men:
General Antonio Lopez de
Ana of Mexico, who brought raw
to the U.S. in 1860.

is the
world.

Santa
chicle

Thomas Adams, a spare-time inventor, who put the chicle in the stick
(about 1869).

Barrie of "Gateway

to Hollywood"

Gene Autry, Wrigley find, is still on schedule,
gets over $% million a year for radio, TV shows
Bernie (at stand) sold gum
in 1941-43,
no announcer
in "Just Entertainment"

John Colgen, a Louisville
who put the flavor in the chicle I in
[he 1870's; he used tolu balsam, (ailed
it Taffy-Tolu).
And William Wrigle\ Jr.. who. according to Don
Warton's
the Baltimore
Sunday
Sun 26phrase
Octoberin
1947, "put the gum in our mouths.
Bill Wrigley was an uninhibited
sales genius, according to Warton, "a
complete extrovert who owned red cars
so he could find them and boasted that
he could sell pianos to the armless men
of At
Borneo."
9 Wrigley was selling soap out of
a basket in Philadelphia streets (Saturdays only). Later he drove a horse
and wagon from town to town selling
soap to merchants.
At 29 he arrived

WRIGLEY'S radio advertising philosophy
(From President Phil Wrigley and Advertising

Manager

Henry L. Webster)

1. Media are like tools. Each has a job to do. Select the right
one and go ahead.
Wrigley uses them all, with radio first.
2. Build your own show and talent instead of hiring expensive
stars.
Make the product dominate the actor, not vice versa.
3. Promote the product not the program. Wrigley never advertises a program, for the same reason it would not take a newspaper ad telling people to go and look at its billboards.
4. Disregard ratings. Wrigley has not been afraid to buck the
most popular program on the air on the theory that enough
people will still want to hear something else. Best example:
Myrt & Marge, which Phil Wrigley threw in opposite Amos
'n' Andy from J931 to 1936 over CBS ivith excellent results.
5. Pay no attention to what the competition is doing. Don't select
media that remain on the theory you'll get competitive jump.
S. Stick with whatever you start out with. Don't switch media at
the slightest whim.
It takes time to make a campaign felt.
7. William Wrigley Jr.'s slogan — "Tell 'em quick and tell 'em
often!" — still guides the company. One method used is radio,
"'the greatest mass medium in the world," Phil Wrigley says.
iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiii
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ffote
NAME

Wrigley

ilominates «/ttiit business tit advertising and sales
°o CUM

ASSETS

1952 AD BUDCET

1951 PROFITS
SALES1
AND

RADIO

TV

RADIO

SHOWS

Gene

Autry

TV Autry
SHOWS

AGENCY

BUSINESS"

1.

WRIGLEY

$79,119,572

$73,589,791
9,367,832

(4 brands)

$10-11

mil

Life

75 %

with

Luigi

SSCB,

33',
Rocky King

2.

AMERICAN
CHICLE
(7

3.

33,333,596

45'

38,350,456
4,163,637

3-3 Vi

mil

Meet Millie
FBI in Peace
& War
Mr. Keen

brands)

BEECH-NUT

45,085,256
19',

(7 brands)

26,000,000
3,919,929

24'

6-700,000

K& E
Ancmnts

2cc

Party

Pud's
4.

FLEER

(Bubble

2-250,000

closed corp.

5,000,000

Prize

Gilman

97%
5.

CLARK

closed corp.

3,000,000

unavail.

(3 brands)

197,000

Lewis &

Ancmnts

30-40',

unovail.

gum)

Agencies''

7
DFS

Jackie Gleason
Ancmnts

M-E

('51)

on $190,000
spot
1951

3'

'These figures for five top gum

companies are estimated by Natl. Assn. of

Chewing Cum Mfrs. based on $140 million estimated mfrs.' sales 1951; sales
shown above for Wrigley and American Chicle are higher than these percentages would indicate because they include non-gum products. 'Standard &
Poor's

Standard Corp.

Records;

includes all.

not

just gum

in Chicago in 1891 with $32 to start
his own soap-selling business. He began to offer baking powder as a premium. It proved more popular than
the soap. So he switched to the baking powder business. In 1893 he decided to offer two packages of gum
with each can of baking powder. The
offer was a big success. So Bill Wrigley switched to gum. His first brand:
"Lotta" (meaning the customer got a
In! nf \ alue fur his money) .

Henry

L. Webster,

ley ad manager,
helped
plan
air

horse enthusiast and Wrigon Phil Wrigley's horse, has
strategy
for past
25 vears

sales,

for Wrigley

and American Chicle 'Includes $1,090,948 from foreign subs. 'R&R, Arthur
Meyerhoff, Frances Hooper. Eddy-Rucker-Nickels, Joseph Katz, Aitken-Kynett,
Charles W. Wrigley. 'Estimated gum sales only; Beech-Nut's total net sales
1951: $74,198,373. including coffee, food products, baby foods. 'Profit on
total sales.
-For gum only; gross estimated ad budget: $2,000,000.

How was gum regarded then? Harper's wrote in 1890: "Gum chewing is
mainly a female accomplishment; the
few men who chew gum may be supposed to do so by reason of gallantry."
Bill Wrigley set out to change the picture. Twice he sent free gum to every
name in every phone book in the 1 .S.
He built a three-mile-long outdoor sign
along the Trenton-Atlantic City railway. For years he sent two sticks of
gum to as many children as possible
on their second birthday. In some
years 750.(101) children were on the
list.
During the panic of 1007 Wrigle)
< harai tei -islicalK bucked the current.
\\ illi hii>inoscs goinj: undei and others shearing budgets, he borrowed $1
million, put a card advertising his gum
into every street car in the U. S. In a
\car sales of \\'ri<dc\"s Spearmint.
which was launched in 1000. zoomed
from SI 70.000 to $1,345,000. People
complained the) couldn't get away
from either the Wrigle\ name or the
spearminl smell.
Bj 1910 sales were $4,445,000. No
Wonder
Phil Wrigley.
whom
friends

32

call a "brilliant chip off the old block,"
likes to refer to car cards as the medium most responsible for Wrigley's
early climb to the top.
The Wrigleys, father and son, made
Wrigley tops in the industry. After
William Wrigley died in 1932, Philip
K. \\ i iidex kepi it thai ua\ . He wenl
out in 1932 to learn why people chewed
gum. Salesmen and girls dressed as
Mr. Spear and Miss Mint gave out dollar bills for answers from anyone coming up with an open package of Wrigley's gum. The campaign ran for three
years. The leading reasons echoed
Wrigley ads, for example: "Relieves
nervous tension." Phil Wriglej told
sponsor: "We did it to build a fire
under the dealers. It worked. Within
an hour after our people appeared,
every store for blocks around was sold
I Please turn to page 102 I

THE

WRIGLEY

STORY:

PART

II:

The I Decembei issue will highlight Wrigley's competition; what II rigle1) learned from
25 years in radio.
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Soap opera on
A single actress, minimum
props, and creative cameramen

Producer-Director Menkin
(script in hand) pools savvy of cameramen
and
chief technician to plot episode, reduce "live" camera rehearsals, pare costs

are combined to produce TV drama at "radio" prices
M he great cry among sponsors in the
TV wilderness continues to he: "Let
us have lower-cost programing."
DuMont is meeting this challenge,
specifically in the field of soap opera.
Bv wedding some of radio's narrative devices to simplified but creative
TV techniques, DuMont is able to offer an across-the-board drama at what
amounts to "radio" prices.
Indicative of the cost-cutting possibilities of this new concept is the fact
that One Woman's Experience is being
offered by DuMonts flagship station.
WABD. New York, as a 15-minute. five
times a week package for $2,500 a
week, including time charges. On a
network basis, the DuMont sales staff
is offering the package for $3,500 a
week, plus time charges for the stations used. That boils down to from
one-third to one-half of the price of
any previously offered soap opera.
To bring this show in at the price
quoted, revolutionary techniques had
to be evolved, the most obvious one
being the use of a one-actress cast. A

Using bare stage, actress walks "into your
living room,"
starts daily tour de force

Evelyn
as she

Juster
copes

different actress is used every week to
tell a complete story in five dail\ instal menAnd
ts. I
highly competent,
thoroughly experienced TV actresses
are eager to work for scale wages in
order
force. )to get a crack at this tour de
The actress narrates I using dialogue
as if talking to another I . talks into the
camera las if talking to the viewer I.
and uses off-screen recordings I for a
stream-of-consciousness
effect I .

m in 9

llllllllllillll!

r o g r a

kin's reference to his three regular
cameramen as '"co-writers and co-producers of the show." And he means
just that. During the one and a half
hours of rehearsal and the quarterhour the show is on the air. Menkin
continues to draw on the experience
and creative talents of his cameramen.

Director
effect

calls
of

Take the program that was aired on
30 October (during the production of
which the accompanying pictures were
taken I for a typical example:
Scheduled for that day (Thursday I
was the fourth installment of a drama
entitled Fatal Decision. After the preceding day's chapter had been aired,
the star of the week, Evelyn Juster,
ran through the next day's script for
Larry Menkin and Assistant Director
Barbara Foley. Checking the Virginia
lladcliffe script for timing, and Miss

But the major dollar slashing goes
on before airtime. Key to the secret
is Producer-Director Lawrence Men-

acts, narrates, soliloquizes
wirh soap-opera
problems

bulking their efforts with his own to
turn out a program with considerably
less manpower than has been achieved
in the past.

for

actress'

Juster's reading for interpretation.
Menkin called it quits at the end of
an hour.
Thursday morning (one and a half
hours before air time) Menkin went
into a huddle with Senior Technician
Ken Reichenbach and Cameramen Eddie Andre. John Dunn, and Bert Kaminsky. With Miss Juster rehearsing
I Please turn to page 95 I

close-up
scream

to
for

heighten
assistance

Keeping hands off-camera creates illu
sion of another character torturing sta

l£

The five-minute
network radio show
Sponsors see them as advertising* bargains,
reps, some aclnien view trend with alarm
m^ike scrub pines in a forest of giant
redwoods, a bumper crop of five-minute radio programs has lately emerged
to rub elbows with full-length shows on
the four major radio webs.
There are more than two dozen — 30
to be exact — capsule network programs
now sponsored by radio advertisers
i see chart on page 80). No longer the
vehicle ol small-budget advertisers
only, the sponsoring firms read like a

Fire-inintite network
CASE

NO.

I: WEAKER

SHOW

but
n0U/C
IIC no

Blue Book, and include: General
Foods. S. C. Johnson, Vick Chemical.
Stokely-Van Camp, General Mills,
Wildroot, and Vitamin Corp. of America, as well as several others.
Pint-sized programs are today being
aired around the network clock, as
early as 8:40 a.m. and as late as 10:30
p.m. And, they run the gamut of entertainment types. Everything from
comedy and music to news and philos-

radio show's rating is dependent

FOLLOWING

CASE

NO.

Grand Central Station

Roy Rogers

Following show:
City Hospital

to get more value from his advertising
dollar and the radio networks' search
for increased flexibility in an age of
television, the five-minute show has become one of the hottest things on the
sales griddle of radio networks.
"I'd rather have four good shows in
five-minute length than one good half-

2: STRONGER

Preceding show:
Five-minute show:

ophy is being offered network listeners
today in five-minute packages.
Born out of the advertisers desire

on that of surrotinding shows

Preceding show:

It Happens Every Day

Longest-run five-minute strip in network radio is
Johns Mansville's news series (Bill Henry, Mutual)

SHOW

FOLLOWING

ObsL

i

Five-minute show:

5*1 NSf

Log Cabin, News

3.6 NR

Father Knows Best

Eiflil

Following show:

NOTE:

"Grand Central" was sponsored by Ton; in a 25-minute length, followed by "It Happens," also for Toni. Here, the five-minute show, which
was selling another Toni product than that on "CCS," rode downward on the
rating trend of its neighbors.
Toni has since re-located (he capsule show.

NOTE: "Roy Rogers"
is sponsored by General Foods in a
for Post Cereals, followed by GF's "Log Cabin News" for
Here, the capsule newscast is riding upward on the rating
fore-and-aft shows.
"Father Knows Best" is also sponsored

SOURCE: A, C. Nielsen, for 12 April 1952, covering the 1 00 to 2:00 p m.
period Saturd
n
Radio

SOURCE:
9 00 pm

A C. Nielsen for week of 7-13
Thursday on NBC Radio.

September

1952,

25-minute lengtn
Log Cabin Syrup
trend of the two
by General Foods
covering 8 00 to

illlllli!!ll!i!!IIIIUIIIIlll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!lllll!l!llllll!!IIIIIP

CASE

NO.

3: FIVE-MINUTE

SHOWS,

SPONSORED

NEIGHBORS

FIVE MINUTE

SHOWS

Average of all shows immediately

CASE

NO.

4: AVERAGE

OF

ALL

AID I
I ill I

Average of sponsored shows

O A

AID I

immediately

Oalr

Mill

preceding

A ^
L, 3

£.J^

IXlf I

Five-minute show average

i-.J.

Mill

0 7
fcB I

AID I
rlll I

Average of all shows immediately
following

A A
Z.U

k|D|
NKI

Five-minute

preceding

show

average

Average of sponsored shows
immediately following

NOTE: Placing a five-minute net show between two other longer shows
produces e sort of Chinese rope bridge, whereby rating of capsule show sags
between the higher peaks of its neighbors, if ratings of the neighbors are
approximately equal.
Raising rating on cither end does not alter effect.

NOTE: Rating sag pattern that applies to capsule show between sponsored
neighbors also applies in the broad pattern of network radio where the show
may be between sustainers. Sometimes, the five-minute show rides up in a
rating trend; sometimes, down.
The figures above reveal the general pattern.

SOURCE: A. C. Nielsen radio rating averages for all four radio networks,
we»k of 7-13 September
1952

SOURCE: A. C. Nielsen radio rating averages for all four radio networks,
week of 7-1? September
1952.
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human interest a^JlT^^TCdCj
hour .-how in network radio, a radio
executive of Young & Rubicam said.
"Sure, you're limited
maybe a minute and a
commercials, but your
can be as low as a dollar

to a minute —
half — in your
cost-per-1,000
or less. While

it's true that your rating isn't likely to
be any higher than that your neighbors
build for you, the supplementary advertising punch of the five-minute show
is hard to beat. If you're already sponsoring a show on a network, an added
five-minute show becomes a real bargain when you start adding up the discounts," the Y&R executive added.
Such partisan comments, however,
do not go unchallenged. Most station
reps, and not a few agencymen, react
so strongly to the mention of five-minute network radio shows that the subject is a hot controversy in broadcasting circles whenever it arises today.
"I'll admit the five-minute show is
spreading quickly through the networks," pointed out the Eastern manager of large station rep firm, "but
advertisers shouldn't lose sight of the
fact that a show of this length is a

hollywood

Colgate
follows
CBS Radio with

high-powered
shows
on
Columnist Louella Parsons

too Miiall and too obscure to develop
audiences. Sure, it may be a good
shot in the arm for network revenue —
but what's going to happen in the long
run as these shows increase?"
Another station rep, whose list of
radio outlet includes major stations in
both video and non-video markets, sees
a gloomy answer in the future to the
agency executive's question above. "In
the last few years, we've tried to hold
the line on "miniature* programs, since
we feel they do the over-all structure
of radio real damage. Chevrolet, for
instance, was planning to offer a threeminute comedy program to radio stations on a spot basis, a few seasons
ago. We turned clown the business,
and so did a lot of radio reps and
stations." the rep said.

controversy
"If Chevrolet had been successful, it
would have meant the creation of a

"parasitic' form of advertising in most
cases. The point may soon be reached
where the five-minute network show is
definitely reducing listener interest in
the program structures of radio net-

new rate item — the 'three-minute program.' And, what would stations do
with the remaining two minutes in a
five-minute segment, or the remaining
12 minutes in quarter-hour segment?
And. why not have two-minute pro-

works."
A veteran agency executive, who has
witnessed many turbulent years of radio and later TV advertising, told
SPONSOR: "Network radio needs sound
programing from both the webs and
the advertisers to hold its competitive
advantages among advertising media.

grams?
"I'd be the last person to say that
Chevrolet, or any of our leading air
advertisers, is trying deliberately to reduce the strength of radio. However.
advertisers who are buying five-minute
network radio programs — and the networks who are happily trying to line

I don't think that this end is being
furthered by cutting up network schedules in miniature
programing
units

up more of them — should remember
that thev may well be playing around

17 NOVEMBER
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with a loaded gun that's pointed at ra-

IllUdlbdl
m urinal

fans
with reaches
Car| afternoon
Sm!th
Kellogg
CBS Radio
hillbilly
series

dio s head, rather than helping radio.
"I'm fully aware that radio networks
can use the business. But I don't think
that networks are doing themselves am
good by slicing up their program
schedules to grab off radio spot advertising dollars. If the trend continues,
we may see a frantic spiral of more
capsule network shows leading to more
reductions in the value of network radio leading to more and more capsule
network shows," he concluded.
Controversy or no controversy, the
five-minute show has arrived in force.
The chief reason for the stttfge of capsule programs on the major radio webs
can be summed up in two words: low
costs. As reasons go, it's a'strong one.
Radio advertisers today look at slide
rules and cost figures as closely as they
once pored over National Hooperatings. And, the simple fiscal mathematics of the five-minute network radio
show, the radio time costs-vs.-copy allowances look increasingly attractive
to dollar-conscious network sponsors.
On any radio network, the five-minute program is a bargain in terms of
time costs. The usual price formula:
Five-minute programs are about 20rv
of the gross hourly time rate in an\
network classification. That's about
half what s asked for a 15-minute
show, and about a third of the halfhour rate. That may sound slightly
expensive for just five minutes, but
take a look at the commercial times
allowed the advertiser.
Copy allowances follow time costs.
The usual half-hour evening I after
6:00 p.m. I network radio show is allowed three minutes of commercial
35
copy, for example. A five-minute show.
(Please turn to page 71 I

How new hair
with spot Tl
l

rying to squeeze a new product onto America's jam-packed drug store
display counters is a tough job these
days. When a manufacturer has a hair
dye with 19 colors and he insists on
getting every one of them on the counter, the joh is even tougher.
To convince the retailer to give him
"front counter" shelf position or an
"eye level" display, the drug manufacturer has to outshout hundreds of
brands clamoring for attention — or, as
smart merchandisers put it. he has to
have leverage.
The Rapidol Distributing Corp. has
found the sales leverage needed to get
on the shelves. It is spot TV. In selling its Blensol Color Shampoo. Rapidol literally trades TV advertising for
a specific amount of counter space, as
well as sales to the retailer. The Rapidol people are well aware that modern
drug stores ( and especially the drug
chains, which are Rapidols prime target) are becoming more like supermarkets in that they capitalize on impulsepurchase displays to build up sales.
Staking a claim to good shelf space is.
therefore, becoming a must among
drug product advertisers.
Rapidol has allocated 65$ of its
$250-300.000 ad budget to shelf-grabbing video this year. TV was tried for
the first time in 1951 and, as a result,
sales this year are expected to exceed

Ifupitlol's llhnsol Color Shampoo is
sold "cautiously" bu TV in 17 markets
Bulk of RapidoVs Tl sales pitch for color shampoo
is home by jour one-minute commercials, including
one with glamor girl, Roxanne (above). Company
males sine each market is self-supporting be/ore it
hops on to next. Strategy is to make deal with drug
chain lo put a certain amount of money into Tl in
return foi specified amount of Blensol counter space

a cool milion.
up 50$ from last year's
$650,000
figure.
Although this is a handsome jump
in sales. Rapidol is far from being a
razzle-dazzle outfit. It's actually prefix cautious as far as sales strateg)
goes. Introducing Blensol in 1949.
Rapidol has made it a polity to put
each market on a self-supporting basis
before moving on to the next. As a
result, the firm has maintained a sound
financial condition — something that
can't he said for Blensol's most spectacular competitor, Tintair, whose
creditors, incidentally, have recently
36
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tint wins shelf pee
Rapidol trades video ads for counter displays.
Conssrvative ad policy is guided by

Result: Sales are up 50% over last year

acted

to reorganize

the company.

(It was Tintair's successful use of
TV, especially with Somerset Maugham
Theatre, which provided another reason for Rapidol to go into the sightand-sound selling medium. I
Rapidol's caution is also pointed up
in its advertising-to-sales ratio for
Blensol of some 25 to 30f4 . The figure may sound high but in the drug
and cosmetic business its just average.
Recent ANA figures put the average
ratio in this category at 30% and the
ANA estimates for this year and the
next are the same.

case

history

Since the 30% figure is average, it
follows that the advertising-to-sales ratio for neiv products is often higher.
And one could argue logically that for
a new color shampoo an above-average
ad budget is especially warranted.
The argument could go as follows:
Blensol is aimed primarily at women
whose hair is turning grey. As advertisers well know, the desire to look
young is one of the strongest human
motivations.
Once
a woman
starts

FIPAI

M^^^^^BK

LIKES

WOMEN'S

SHOWS,

ALSO

USES

company's president, Jim Gray Jr.,
Ed Johnstone, agency account exec

touching up her hair, therefore, she
will hardly abandon the idea of giving
up this newly found grip on youth. In
other words, Blensol can figure on
steady re-orders from new customers
once a substantial ad budget is plunked
down on introducing the product.
There have been occasions when
Blensol's ad ratio was way up. In carving out its first beachhead in Cleveland. Rapidol bet 77% of its income
from its initial Blensol order on newspaper advertising. But for the most
part, conservatism has been the order
of the day and the sales figures show
no reason to change the policy.
Blensol's TV campaign opened in
Buffalo last June. Using four one-minute films produced by Vidicam Pictures Corp. of New York City (at a
total cost of $4,000). the company rotated them over its twice-weekly earlyafternoon spots on WBEN-TV. The
Buffalo operation became a blueprint
for future operations.

spreads in magazines, but now they
say to manufacturers: 'Yeah, but what
have
you ofgot
TV?'
"One
ourontoughest
chores is getting adequate distribution in a new
market. Not only do we insist on retailers stocking all 19 shades of Blensol, but we want to be assured of desircounter space.
tleable
of selling
these That's
days. half the bat"So, we make a deal with a drug
chain to put x number of dollars into
TV in return for an order of x number of dozens of Blensol. We also get
an understanding that definite counter
space will be allotted. Once we get
the product on the counter, start it
going with an educational campaign in
newspapers, and follow it up with a TV
campaign, we're sure that consumer
demand will be heavy enough to get us

Here's how it works and here's why
Blensol uses TV, in the words of Ed
Johnstone of Dowd. Redfield & Johnstone. Blensol account executive:

continued counter space."
Psychologically speaking, there's
good reason for Blensol's use of
newspapers to get sales moving in a
new market. Explains Johnstone:
"Before a woman makes the decision
to color her hair, she wants to be assured that it will look natural, that she

"Druggists, in fact, practically all
retailers are all hopped up on TV.
They used to get excited about color

won't be mistaken for a 'fallen woman.* Also, she wants to be sure that
I Plea.se turn to page 66 I
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Radio and
limited

TV production session

radio's

role

to

title

At AAAA

only:

of

1952s AAAA
(I. to

Eastern

r.) Charles

C.

conference
Barry,

NBC

v.p.; Arthur Belair, BBDO; Gale Smith, P&G; Herbert Rosenthal, MCA;
Rodney Erickson, Y&R; Lewis Titterton, Compton; Dave Sutton, MCA

and ANA

Why is radio the agenda stepchild?
Some admen think program planners are losing sight of radio's revenue,
dynamic status.

Associations retort: Topics reflect members' interest

The critique tlial follows is not a reproof or indictment. Rather, it is a
gentle reminder of what is perhaps
basically an oversight. The genesis of
the "forget radio" trend disclosed here
can easily be imagined. Program committees ofa trade association, like the
4/4's or the ANA are heirs to a common occupational trait- -lack of enough
time to maintain a periodic appraisal
of ad problems because of the pressure of routine duties. However zealous and alert such a trade association
committee may be, it is remiss when it
by-passes an air medium that, while
not exactly new, is nevertheless passing
through a dynamic reevaluation. This
article
was
inspired
by comments
38

picked up by sponsor's staff from admen who feel that to overlook radio in
a general advertising conference just
doesn't make sense.

uin the advertising business has forLike many a remark made in jest,
this one has a serious core <>! truth.
For overshadow
the new phenomenon
\^f was
to
radio as aof common

./m group OI Madison Avenue agencymen were seated around a lunch table
recently, discussing a development in
TV. One of them, to draw an analogy,
said something about radio.
"Sure,"
cracked
another
in the
party, "radio — the $455 million medi-

problem

topic of conversation in the ad world.
Butgotten!"
what has puzzled sonic admen is
the extent to which advertising associations have participated in this trend.
Here's the line of comment projected
by these observers in regard to radio
and the associations:
With its $455 million in revenue
from time in 1951, radio did twice as
much business as TV. It is estbnated
that radio this year will do at least
$400 million, still running considerSPONSOR

ably ahead of its sister medium.

Yet

the tendency among the 4A's, the
ANA, and the AFA has been to almost
exclude radio from the agendas at national and regional meetings.
Pinpointed, the facts are these:
At the ANA's
September 1952
the agenda, print
was conspicuous

annual meeting of 30
TV got two spots on
media got one. Radio
by its absence.

At the 4 A's annual meeting of 1
April 1952 radio was also the forgotten child in media consideration,
with the radio and TV production session being entirely devoted to TV.
The situation was exactly the same
at the 4 A's Eastern conference in October. Going back to 1951 agendas for
the two associations, the 4 A's radio
and TV production session was devoted exclusively to TV topics; on the
media front, however, radios existence
was recognized to the extent that CBS'
John Karol participated in a panel on

Are the ocl associations underplaying radio?
Trade critics say

I.
The
The

I. Radio's
revenue
runs
ahead
oj
TV's so that from a business viewpoint it at least deserves periodit

2.

2. Perusal of ANA
and 4 A's agendas shows radio has become more
the forgotten
child in
oj the last few years

3.

4.

importance concerning radio problems and techniques
which
could
be included in each meeting agenda

doesn't seem to bear heavily: A medium as vital and flexible as radio can
offer new techniques of use and new
ways of increasing its effectiveness.
For instance, how can the out-of-home
set, especially auto radios, be dovetailed into the advertiser's air media
activities?

agendas

can

subjects

within

(over

only

the time

allotted. There hasn't been enough
tunc to include radio as well as II
being

newer
on

there

which

are

more

subjects

admen

need
dium

guidance in the visual methan in better-known
radio

heavily towards television, we won't
get attendance at the conferences

Production

TV's effect on media in general. The
ANA at both its spring and annual
gatherings heard about TV and magazines, but the agendas were blank on
the subject of radio.
The attitude reflected by the agendas
can't help but make an impression on
the source of broadcast advertising
budgets — the sponsor. If the planners
of these association meetings become
so deeply immersed in TV that thev
become oblivious of trends and developments in radio, it naturally follows
that policy makers among the members will be accordingly influenced.
Another factor working against radio has been the deluge of publicity
garnered by television. As readers of
newspapers and magazines, advertising
people, who customarily take a balanced view of media, have apparently
found themselves swept along by this
editorial ballyhoo of TV.
The psychological pattern implied in
all this, many advertising executives
feel, could run counter to the best interests of the advertiser. National accounts are pouring hundreds of millions of dollars into radio. But, as far
as program planning by advertising associations isconcerned, this thought

Meeting
so mam

4. Unless our agendas faithfully reflect member interests, which leans

There are undoubtedly subjects of

The aqenda describes it as a "Radio and Television

association
topics
of

interest to members and T\
spotlight
among
agencies

Television

S. Association program planners seem
to have come under the influence
oj attention
T\ gets in the press
rather than using business criteria

retort

agendas
oj trade
meetings must reflect

majoi
holds

appraisal at the trade conferences

and more
meetings

assttcUtiums

Session"

but radio was excluded

an
wnerocic
ia
diss tion
vertisin
maes.
Hutel Roosevelt
October 29, 1952
RADIO and TV PRODUCTION
Presiding:

Grand Ballroom
GROUP

MEETING

LEWIS H. T1TTERTON, Vice President and Director of Radio and
Television Production, Compton Advertising, Inc.

1. "Television Film -- Its Possibilities and Problems"
a.

"Talent Unions and TV Films" - MR. TITTERTON

b.

"The Future for Syndicated Films" - DAVID SUTTON,
MCA-TV, Ltd.

Vice President,

2. "Short Guts in Costs, in Creating Film Commercials" (with examples)
ARTHUR BELLAIRE, Head of Radio and Television Commercials,
Batten, Barton, Durstine it Osborn, Inc.
3. "What Can Be Done to Encourage New Talent? " - A Panel.
RODNEY ERICKSON, Manager of Radio and Television Contact Service,
Young & Rubicam, Inc. (Panel Leader)
CHARLES C. BARRY, Vice President in charge of Programs, National
Broadcasting Company.
GAIL SMITH, Associate Manager, Advertising Production Division of the
Advertising Department, The Procter it Gamble Company.
HERBERT ROSENTHAL, Vice President in charge of Television, Music
Corporation of America.
4. "New Techniques for Television" (with examples)
E. CARLTON

W1NCKLER,

Manager of Production, Columbia Broadcasting

System.
5. "Television on the Small Budget"
PAUL

PHILLIPS, Director of Radio and Television, Aitkin-Kynett Company.

6. "The Performer's View of Television Commercials"
BOB and RAY.

I Please turn to page 97)
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Check you r TV commerda 1
against these five Schwerin basics
New NBC TV research report distilled results of thousands of Schwerin
tests for these practical guides to video commercial effectiveness
This version was far less exciting

rilUIIADV
D \J

than the first, from an art-for-art'ssake standpoint. But when it was tested again by Schwerin, it drew 52 memory responses per 100 viewers — or
about four times the recognition it rereceived in its original version. (See
charts at right.)

■ ■ Correlate audio and video
£\

Demonstrate

The advertising executives of the
tobacco firm and their ad agency had
unwittingly violated one of the basic
rules for TV commercial effectiveness.

^J Keep it simple
%\ Use right presenter
mm
Above

Use right setting

are the five key rules for TV commercial

M

line's no Oscar given to TV sponsors for "technical excellence of commercials." Ifthere were, a multi-million-dollar cigarette advertiser would
surely have won it for a recent film
< ommercial lie planned to use on his
big-budget video show.
Camera work, and optical effects in
this particular commercial would have
done credit to Darryl Zanuck. No less
than Id seem-- were related together
and fitted smoothly into the capsule
space <>l inst (>() seconds. And, costs
for the TV film ran well into five figures for production and talent.
For sheer film technique, it was a
lulu. First, an announcer was seen
LM\im; an introductor) "sell" for the
product. Then, the video commercial
went through a series of rapid-fire dissolves with all the speed of a Mack
Sennett chase. There was anothei shol
"l the product, a testimonial from an
40

success,

based

on NBC

TV study of Schwerin

tests

athlete, another announcer with more
copy, a shot of the product in use. another testimonial, another shot of the
announcer — all this going on for a
minute. The effect was breathtaking.
The advertiser decided, however, to
test it in a qualitative research experiment before it was used on the air.
This was done by a New York firm.
Schwerin Research Corp. The results
were a shock to the advertisers.
Only about 13 viewers out of every
100 could remember just what, exactly, the commercial was all about, and
what it was selling.
The film commercial was quickl) remade. This time, the emphasis was on
simplicity. Instead of 10 rapid scenes.
the revised version had just three basic
elements: I 1 ) a picture of the product
with voice-over, (2) a single testimool
nial, and (3) a final close-up
product in use.

In their search for a hard-hitting commercial, they forgot to keep it simple.
Recently, an analysis of this case,
and others like it, was made by a team
of NBC TV research executives working with the Schwerin Corp. This was
done as part of a new NBC TV research report. "How to Increase the Effectivenes ofTelevision Commercials."
In this report, the cigarette firms error was summed up thusly :
'"The first commercial was just too
much for viewers to digest. They didn't
know what to remember, and as a result they ended up remembering very
little. The final version was simple
enough for viewers to remember the
message. And. that's the primary test
every
mustreport
pass."points out
The commercial
new NBC TV
that this is no isolated case. Situations
like the above occur every day in TV
advertising. Anxious to get the most
out of their video dollar, many sponsors lose sight of such commercial "basics" as the following:
1. The best TV show doesn't sell a
nickel s worth of the sponsor's product.
iPlea.se turn to page 84 I
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Case histories

v/i«ir how

Srhweriu

Ttr rules apply

Right presenter: "Avoid a TV 'presenter' in jour TV commercials who merely distracts the audience,"
warns new NBC-Schwerin research report on video commercials. In TV commercial for a leading hand lotion, "too much of the model was too photogenic." As a result only two viewers per 100 remembered product.

13

SIMPLICITY OF STRUCTURE

ItlipODHl POT 100 vt»W»r«

many video &
audio elements
commercial
with
few elements

S implicit!/; Cigarette commercial in early version made mistake of being too complex for viewers to
grasp; only 13% of viewers remembered the key sales message. Later version was toned down from ] 0 to
three basic scenes. Less exciting from a technical standpoint, the simplified version then scored a 52% recall.

IDEA PRESENTED

Audio only

BOTH

I

IN AUDIO & VIDE'
AT SAME TIV
Rotponxi f

Both
audio and video

Correlation: Attempts to put across different ideas simultaneously in the audio and video of 77 commercials seldom succeed. Special engineering features of TV set were discussed while announcer pointed to
cabinet; only 5(/( of viewers remembered these features.
17 NOVEMBER

Improved TV demonstration raised score to 41%.
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How to sell an advertiser
iillie painless commercial
I illl*' WNMP

usos

irritation

to

prove

the value of noI*i-n«»II

chambers, exaggerated claims, and the
other hard-sell techniques.
The group is small as yet and no one
among them will stake his reputation
on the opinion that tbe\ will in time
become a majority. Indeed, some
broadcasters are having a hard fight
right now convincing advertisers that
soft. cool, extra-mild commercials are

M here is a growing number ol
broadcasters and advertisers who feel
that the radio and TV audience is fed
ii|) with high pressure commercials.
Listeners and viewers, this group
((intends, are either gripped by an immense boredom or are restraining
themselves from bopping station executives over the head with their own
microphones every time they bear
shouting
announcers.
jingles,
echo

llaiul-boiletl

copy

good for the ears.
Among those trying hardest to con-

vottttnvreiuls

satirized by station

during

its ttvo'tveeh <*<i»tnrfi»ii
Copy was thought up by Lee P.
Mehlig, WNMP production mgr.

(COl GH!

2ND

Having smoking trouble? There's n<> need to hate a
rough, harsh hath and cough. Not when you can have
a smoother, milder smoking hack and cough, by using
MAXIMILIAN
pint-sized, tar-tipped cigarettes.

COl GH!)

3RD

ANNCR:

MAXIMILIAN, yon know, is equipped with the filter
that's three times the length ol the cigarette itself.

4TH

ANNCR:

If yoiire tired oj not gelling that pleasant after-taste,
then take our two-year. 15- minute 1/ I \l\lll.l I \ lc:l.

2ND

ANNCR:

Then. you. like millions of other satisfied smokers, will
gaily whistle . ■ ■

3RD

ANNCR:

2ND

ANNCR:

1ST ANNCR:
3RD

ANNCR:

a

million

(COUGHING

. .

fore, couldn't sell the sponsor. Still
others have had moderate sales successes but still find advertisers have to
be sold on the gentle touch.
An example of the latter is alert
WNMP in Evanston. III. This 1.000watt daytime station, which devotes
5()'( of its air time to classical, semiclassical, and opera music for the benefit of Evanston and North Shore Chicago listeners, decided some month?
ago to promote its soft-sell policy to
both listeners and sponsors.

lor

newspaper columnist put it: "'It's a
lough way to make a point— kind of
stop.
like hitting your bead with a hammer
to see how good it feels when \ou
The technique was to broadcast a
scries of commercials broadl) satiriz-

.1/ 1 WW I I.IAN.

ing the very
things WNMP's
found
objectionable.
The audience
parodies
were followed by a statement thai this
was the sort of thing WNMP does not
put on its programs.
The campaign took place last Jul\.
The result'.'' The station considers the

UP)

Don't gel excited. That's just an imaginary commercial. It simply doesn't exist on WNMP. Instead, our
sponsors respect your intelligence. \<> shouting, no
tricks an- necessary. 1 1 you approve of our commercials, say so lo out advertisers and Inn their products.

II lll!!llt!ill!ll!Jllll!!!lfl!!i!!llllll!l!^

e r c ia Is

The basic idea was a bold one: using irritation copy to point up the value of soft-sell commercials. As one

T . . . A . . . I/. /■'. I/.
Thanks

on the advantages of "non-irritating"
commercials. Others, like WBMS, Boston, couldn t sell the listener and. there-

c o

1ST ANNCR:
ANNCR:

vince advertisers are the classical music stations. It seems to be axiomatic,
so far as audiences are concerned, that
Beethoven and painless commercials
go hand in band. Some stations, like
WQXR. New York, have gone through
the mill and find advertisers pre-sold

Hill

{Please
to page W success.''
I
campaign
to be turn
a "substantial
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SPONSOR

Salemaker

SELLS
Seattle

No doubt about it. The way to SELL the
profitable Seattle market is the KRSC
Salemaker Spot Plan.
This powerful but thrifty spot plan
gives you terrific all-day, all-week impact. More listeners per dollar — moves
merchandise right now! And, the Salemaker is easy to use, easy to buy. Eight
spots per day cost you no more than a
one-a-day
schedule on a network station.

For complete

Salemaker

wire KRSC National
est representative:
EAST:

Geo.

W. Clark,

WEST:

Lee F. O'Connell
Los Angeles
Western
Radio
San Francisco

facts, call or

Sales, or our near-

Inc.
Co.,
Sales,

SELLS

ALL

SEATTLE

THE

BIC

MARKET
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IGdXHGCL ! Everyone should know by now that radio is the best

way to chalk up sales in Los Angeles. It's a principle you'll profit by.
Because 99% of all homes in metropolitan Los Angeles are radio homes.
Reducing this factor to an even simpler form, we know that for every TV set
owned in Los Angeles, there are nearly 4 radios. Radio's at the head of the class.
And for the first half of this year, KNX made the grade far better than all other
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Los Angeles

Los Angeles radio stations, winning 42.7% more quarter-hour firsts than all these
stations combined. At night, too, when TV viewing hits its highest mark, KNX

KNX

delivers more families than the average of all TV stations ... at less than y2 cost!*

Represented by
CBS Radio Spot Sales

Lesson learned? Let's go over it once again : In Los Angeles, radio reaches just
1% less than everybody! And your best sales primer in Southern California
is 50,000-watt KNX... the most listened-to station in Los Angeles. Class dismissed.

IMM1MM.

Sources:
Sales Management,
May 1952;
SRDS, June 2952,
Radio and TV Pulse
Jan
-June
1952;
of Los
Angeles,
BMB

1949

PEN

TV SETS
SPONSOR:

Osmun's Television
Sales & Service

\GENCY:

Direct

I VPSl IK CASE HISTORY: Osmun's had stocked up on
Hallicrafters II sets just before the steel strike crippled
the area's economy. They needed sales leads badly,
turned to radio. The1) bought five minutes a day for five
successive weekdays: Monday. Wednesday. Friday, 5:35
to 5:40 p.m. on a show-tune program. Manhattan Showcase; Tuesday and Thursday, 7:51) to 7:55 a.m., on a
musical-clock show, 790 Club. As a direct result, the
sponsor rang up $2,400 in TV set sales.
W \KB.

PROGRAM:

\ll,-nt..\wi. I*

Cost: $33.

Manhattan
79(1 Club

Showcase :

SPONSOR:

OFFER
Hoosier Construction
& Siding Co.

CASE HISTORY: This company wanted to
compile a mailing list. To get names, it decided to offer

a hall-point pen free to listeners writing in. via its daily
12:15 to 12:30 p.m. audience-participation program. The
m.c forgot the pen plug till near the show's end, rushed
through it in less than 30 seconds. To the sponsor's surprise. 5.170 responses — from 105 counties in Indiana.
Ohio. Illinois, and Kentucky — poured in from the one
hurried offer. The company needs no more canvassers.
WIBC, Indianapolis

SPONSOR:

■■.'■- -

PROGR

SPONSOR:

Woodward Store!

CAPSULE

HISTORY:

AGENCY:

AGENCY:

Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A regular advertiser on
< I II . this sponsor used three announcements at $2.50
each to plug "Thanksgiving Turkeys." When the store
opened at 0:01) a.m. the following day, 56 turkeys were

Direct

To plug its gala opening on

22 October and announce the nightly closing hour —
10:00 p.m. — Sports Center bought participating time on
this afternoon record show the day before. Within minutes after the fust announcement, youngsters were calling
the rink complaining that 10:00 p.m. was too early to
close. The manager rushed to the stuilio to announce that
the rink would stay open till 11 :()() p.m. The packed house
opening night spurred the sponsor to sign for 13 weeks.
WFBR. Balti.

WATER
Li.l.

Pick-a-Pocket

RINK

Sport- Center Skating Rink

CASE

VM:

PROGRAM:

TURKEYS

Direct

CAPSULE

SKATING

results

AGENCY:

SPONSOR:

CAPSULE

SYSTEM

A. Y. McDonald

CASK

Melody Ballroom

Mfg. Co.

HISTORY:

AGENCY:

W. I). Lyon

This sponsor, a manufac-

turer ofwater systems, wanted new sales leads. He bought
five minutes across the board at 5:40 a.m. on this WMT

.sold within .'J>.~> minutes, according to the manager of the
Food Department. This was a sides gross I conservatively
estimated) of over $560 for an expenditure of only $7.50.

early-morning farm program. In one week, he developed
29<i ]>rospects for a $1,500 water system. Cost: $10 a
program, or less than 200 a prospect for his relatively
high cost item, a water system for farms.

CJAV, Port

WMT.

Uberni, B.C.

NYLON
-l'ii\M)H:

PROGRAM:

\nnouncements

HOSE

HAND
AGENCY:

Crosby Shoe Store.

I \IM IK CASK

PROGRAM:

Cedar Rapid-. Iowa

CREAM

Sunrise

Hour

OFFER

Dir

HISTORY:

This sponsor bought two
a </u\ on It II IX. und seven a day on
announcements
II II DC-FM {Washington Transit Radio), to help sell its

SPONSOR: Vick Chemical Co.
VGENCJ : Morse. Int"!
CAPS! IK CASE HISTORY :
This sponsor offered a free
sample of Sofskin Hand Creme on WROL's Homemaker
Harmonies program I Monday through Friday. 9:45 to

$/ oi I, of women's hose. Campaign started 20 September
1052. Sales impact was SO immediate that on 2 October

10:00 a.m.). In response to the single one-minute announcement, 507 requests came in. Fictions to the offer,

the. client railed tO delete the hosiery, special. Crosby's
complete slock oj nylons, 7.700 pairs, was sold out in less
than a week.
\n othei advertising was used.

a cost-pei-inijuiry of 5$ had been established by the
sponsor as constituting a good return. The 507 responses
received brought the cost down to \0 per inquiry.

W W DC and

WW

1)1

W ashington, I). C.

I \l.

PROGR

VM:

\m

ncement>

WROl . Knoxvilh

PROGR

Wl: llo

uiker Harmonic-

Introducing your products or services
to the prosperous homes
of this great settlement in Central New England
"^

is a job done best and completely by WTAG

the picture is great in the

T
U OR C E S TE R,

AND

580kc

'-fL New England

WTAfi-FM

basic cbs

MAS S A C H V S E TT S

State "
REPRESENTED

BY

RAY ME It

*tt°

%V

c/e OtQ
"ce:

you can
do better

#

T**y

with- SPOT—
much better

When you buy on a Spot basis, there's no gamble on national coverage
for your TV show. You're sure of these advantages :
your own choice of markets . . . wholehearted station cooperation
that translates itself into easier clearances . . . pleasing and uniform
picture quality through film ... savings in time charges —
enough to cover film prints, their distribution and other costs.
Get the full details from your Katz representative.

B
488 MADISON

B%

3\ I mm

AVENUE, NEW

3\ ^J B Pi %t li /

YORK 22, NEW

YORK • CHICAGO

INC

• IOS ANGELES

48

* National
• SAN FRANCISCO

Advertising
• ATLANTA

Representatives

• DALLAS • KANSAS

CITY • DETROIT

SPONSOR

Anderson F. Hewitt
agency profile

Chairman of the Board
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, Inc.

Spend an hour with Andy Hewitt some time and \ou'll no longer
wonder why his shipmates in the Navy nicknamed him "Jet Propulsion. Not only does he zoom around his office, but he showers
you with ideas like a Fourth of July pin-wheel.
With his bursts of energy and creative explosions it may be a
little surprising to find that he takes a decidedly balanced view

toward advertising's glamor medium — television. His thinking on
the subject sums up like this: "Sure, TV is a wonderful sales
medium, but agencies should not let clients and dealers push them
overboard on video. We've made a study here which shows that
one of TV's biggest spenders is getting a smaller share of the market than the product did without TV. Why? Because in order to
make a big splash in TV the advertiser had to pull the money out of
other media, he unbalanced his ad budget and hadn't enough dough
left to back up his TV promotion with support in other media."

But don't get the idea that Andy is anti-TV. It's just that he
refuses to generalize on its effectiveness, and likes to analyze
its
potential results on a specific product basis. He explains it this
way: "When you're out to sell a product which is an ingredient,
TV can be highly effective to show how the product is used.
Also
how the finished product (such as a cake) will turn out as a result
of having used your client's ingredient. On the other hand, if
you're pushing a product which is complete in itself you can often
do just as effective a job of selling, at lower cost, on radio. Lots
of people are forgetting the importance of radio, and broadcasters
haven't done too good a job of providing ammunition (in the form
of research) to agencies who fight the media battle for radio."

Andy ought to know what he's talking about, for despite his
youthful appearance he's celebrating his 20th year in the agency
business. After graduating from Princeton in '32 he started as an
office boy for McCann-Erickson, worked his way up to copy, then
into radio in which he produced Death Valley Days (Pacific Borax
Co.), Stoopnagle and Budd ( Devoe & Reynolds), and other shows.
After^ hitches at J. Sterling Getchell, J. Walter Thompson, and
the U. S. Navy, Andy functioned as Swift products account executive
at JWT, personally handling all of Swift's air activities. Joining
in the formation of his present agency in 1948, he became chairman
of the board and chief executive officer this past summer.
• • •
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CENTRAL
MOST

NEW

YORK'S

POWERFUL

TV STATION
Represented Nationally
by the Katz Agency

CBS

•

ABC

DUMONT

WHEN%
MMVSE/J
TELEVISION

A MEREDITH

STATION
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Times change, Mr. Longfellow. Specifically, the early
evening TV time that children used to call their own.
Along came WCBS-TV's "Early Show" at 6:15,
and a revolution in more than a million New York

o
s ■

homes. Its top feature films drew mothers from the
kitchen, fathers straightway from work. It changed
dinner hours . . . moved TV sets into dining rooms.
While competitive shows were still attracting

Hour?

chiefly children, "The Early Show" came up with a
73% adult audience !
And this audience not only grew older. It grew
far bigger. "The Early Show" increased its shareof-audience from 23' { to 56% — more than the other
six New York stations combined.
Today "The Early Show" is New York's highestrated daily local program ... of all types. One out of
three TV families watches it at least once a week !
"The Early Show" is everyone's hour... and yours
in particular. With it, you can tell your story and
sell your product to a huge audience. At low cost!
For more details, just ask your CBS Television Spot
Sales representative or . . .
Oftannel 2 ■ CBS Owned
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Sources on request.
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6y 5o6 Foreman
Oome years ago a gentleman I
know was explaining the rating
system he was using to justify a
radio show to an advertiser. He
wound up the strengths of this particular technique by saying, "Furthermore, I'll agree it's a crooked
wheel, hut it's the best one in the
Today this same individual is,
house."*
I'm sure, taken aback by the added vagaries that television has
brought to the Numbers Racket.
Such items as two identical ratings
meaning vastly different numbers
of listeners. For example, This Is
Show Business, which follows Gene
Autry. Both shows have a rating
of fractionally over 24 points, but
the Autry audience numbers, according to the Green Book, some
2,260,000 people whereas the
panel-variety show is said to he
viewed by 3,630,000. The reason
for this divergence is based upon
the fact that Autry's program is on
a limited hookup of fl stations
whereas Lucky Strike sends its
show out to 38 stations. In radio,
to add further reason for confusion, the rating is expressed as the
percentage of all sets, not merely
the hookup.
I use the above anecdote and
case-in-point by way of introducing a topic that may give some of
us pause in our thinking when we
are faced with the prospect of buying spot television. I am cribbing
\h\- idea from one of the smartesl
gents in the field, a man who not
onl) understands the mechanics of
the various rating services but who
is a sharpshooter when it comes to
shooting each technique full of
holes.
In a session the other dav, this
chap expounded the following
seemingly
radical theory. When
52

buying spot television for products
that require long copy of an explanatory nature (in contrast to
reminder copy that is whimsical
and gimmick-y), perhaps it is better, he said to select — and get
this! — time adjacent to the lower
ratings. Thus, he added, you may
be better off in going to the independent stations.
His reasoning is based on two
principles. One, his intuition. He
states that high-rating spots,
wedged into such attractive spectacles as, say, the segments of
Your Show of Shows or between
Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts
and / Love Lucy tend to be used as
breathers by the viewer. A trip to
the refrigerator for a refill or to
other more intimate rooms of the
house is the general thing at these
breaks. Since the pace of the surrounding high-rating entertainment isso fast and the medium requires such wholehearted attention, the intervening spots can become almost essential relief as far
as the viewer is concerned. The
result, therefore, is a far greater
lack of attention as well as a great
amount of actual absence from the
room than was the case in radio.
Over and above this intuitive
reasoning, my associate leans on
some facts that he has in order to
prove his belief and to disprove
that he's being merely ornery.
These facts have been assembled
over the past two television years
by some modest-budget advertisers
utilizing spot and with whom he
has first-hand dealings. It was
found by really careful keying
and intelligent checking that some
products responded far more favorably when the announcementwere placed alongside of low-rating shows on the independent

New York City stations. In one
case, a well-controlled test for a
give-away booklet showed, beyond
a shadow of a doubt, that WORTV and WPIX not only got far
more returns than the big babies
but that on a cost-per-dollar basis
were so far ahead that they could
not he considered in the same
league. The gentleman cited therefore states that responsiveness of
audience, regardless of its size, is
the crucial factor in the success of
many a spot campaign. When it
comes to selling products or ideas,
people-in-the-mood are far more
important to yon than peoplebeing-entertained. An interesting
switch, I'd say, and worthy of
some real consideration.

commercial

reviews

TELEVISION
sponsor:
AGENCY:

program:

Now

Citizens tor Eisenhower
Ted Bates & Co., N. Y. C.
Minute announcements
and
chainbreaks

that the returns are in and the

selling power of the copy used by and
for both candidates has become academic,
I'd like to devote a few phrases to the
construction of the Ike spots prepared by
the Citizens Committee. Let me emphasize
that it's the mechanics I intend to refer
to because I'm not competent to say
whether spot-TV was either a wise usage
of the medium for politics or whether the
copy in those spots was well selected from
the political issues at hand during the
actual race.
From

a purely technical standpoint,

however, I'd say the Citizens for Ike did
prepare some rather clean, well-organized
announcements — especially in the 20-second lengths. The reason for this was that
the Bates men were fully aware of the
facts of life — that chainbreak adjacencies
are far higher in rating than those of the
usual minute announcements. So they
concentrated on producing 20s and merely
strung them together, bead-like, for their
minutes.
This is the reverse of the usual order
adopted by many advertisers who seem to
insist on making
up their minute
spots

SPONSOR

"uHfe fe CGBItoamfa
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and here's wh
Although Milwaukee is a thriving metropolis, it's a small town
in many respects. Milwaukee folks, you see, have an eager interest in both local and state news.
For 30 Years WTMJ has led the field in news broadcasting.
WTMJ's news department alone numbers seven full-time newsmen, backed by the active co-operation of The Milwaukee
Journal's
40 reporters, plus nearly 300 correspondents throughout Wisconsin.
Full local and state news coverage is one of the reasons why
more people in Milwaukee and throughout wealthy Wisconsin
listen to WTMJ than any other station.
Your Henry I. Christal representative will welcome the chance
to give you all the compelling reasons why WTMJ dominates in
Milwaukee and throughout Wisconsin.
Why not call him?

TTT

P"

THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL RADIO STATION
5,000 WATTS

• 620 KC • NBC

Represented

by
icago

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO.
New

York

Ch

ONLY

first and then do a chopping job to come
up with their shorter lengths . . . something I'm basically opposed to, since the
more important of the two time-lengths
(from an audience point-of-view)

ONE STAT

suffers.

So the Ike spots get "A" for their concentration on 20 seconds. Then they get
another Excellent for the sheer simplicity
with which they were put together. The
short, unpretentious opening stated that:

COVERS

The SEVENTEENTH STATE*

"Eisenhower Answers America," and we
then cut to a young couple, a worker, an
elderly woman, what-have-you. The selection of these people was meticulously accurate, honest, and realistic. They looked
the part mainly because most of them
were actual people, not AFTRA members.
These people then asked a very straightforward question.
The lighting and camera angles with
which these people were photographed
were excellent. The drama of reality and
candidness was made most apparent. Once
the citizen asked the question, we then
cut to Eisenhower. No ilip wipe, no split
screen, not even a dissolve thus the herenow integrity of the presentation was preserved. Ike answered with as much copy
as the time allowed which wasn't a great
deal as you can imagine, since the entire
spot ran a mere 20 seconds. The disclaimer ("a paid political announcement")
was rushed onto the end in voice-over.

22 cities

*a compact market of 53
counties in Eastern New
York and Western New
England whose effective
buying income is exceeded
by only 16 states.

458 towns
53 counties
2,846,300
840,040
only NBC

citizens

ought to be used more often by more advertisers. Itis, in fact, not purely a commercial but actually a merchandising gimmick.

station

Since both of these products are sold

more

goods purchased

more

spendable

54

ELECTRIC

income

STATION

through jewelry stores and the jewelers
themselves play a tremendous role in the

than 36 states
than 32 states

sale of the items they display, both advertisers have agreed to devote some 40
seconds of their commercial time to praise
of

the CAPITAL of the 17th state
Studios in Schenectady,
REPRESENTED

GENERAL

Int'l Silver, Hamilton Watch
Young & Rubicam, B?DO
"Your Jeweler's Showcase"
Jack Denove Productions

I'd like to mention the opening "commercial" on this film program, spotted in
some 20 markets, mainly because it is
somewhat different in concept and perhaps

radio families

WGY
A

SPONSOR:
AGENCY:
PROGRAM :
PRODUCER:

NEW

NATIONAUY

YORK — CHICAGO

BY

HENRY

N. Y.
I. CHRISTAL

— SAN FRANC/SCO

the jeweler himself.
This creed or tribute is a stet piece of

copy that appears every week at the show
opening and depicts a modest but nicely
designed jewelry store in which a jeweler
is displaying various of his wares to a
young couple. While this is going on, the
I Please turn to /></£<' 84)

SPONSOR

Thinking
about next sunun
of

Plan now for
summer sales in '53

the

GREAT

In spite of the chilly breezes of winter, many
advertisers and agencies are evaluating markets and
planning 1953 summer schedules right NOW.
When you plan your summer advertising campaigns

VOICE

remember this . . . Michigan is the Midwest's number
1 vacationland and while it is always an important
market area — accounting for almost 10% of national
sales— it is twice as good in the summer. And WJR,
the best known radio voice in the Great Lakes
region, influences more buyers at less cost than any
other medium summer or winter.

the

GREAT
LAKES

Get complete information on how
to build bigger sales in Michigan
next summer. Call WJR sales or

50,000 waits
Clear Channel

your Christal representative or . . .

WJR Detroit
The Goodwill Station

NUMBER 0Nt

-*^."» "
WJR

I&4 Bp

Write today for this important

book!

' Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan
Please send me a copy of your Michigan
Vacationland Book.

CBS Nefwork
Radio

WJR, Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan
WJR

Eastern Office: 665 Fifth Avenue, New

York 22, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by the Henry I. Christal Company
Name.

Canadian

Representatives: Radio Time Sales, (Ontario) Lid.

Radio — America's Greatest Advertising Medium

Company.
Address.
City
.State.
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SERIES OF
TELEVISION

DRAMAS!

YOUR BEST TV BUY!
Always rated high* among the nation's
leading television programs . . . "Your TV
Theatre" (originally on Network as "Fireside
Theatre" for Proctor & Gamble) is consistently tops! Month after month it maintains
its high position . . . beating many of the

i

supposed-to-be best programs on TV! For
record-breaking, sales-making success . . .
make

"Your TV Theatre" yours!
*Ratings on

request.
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Shouldn't TV stations set tip uniform standards for
cavils and slides tt/titf/ a national advertiser's TV
announcements to local retailers?
Clem W. Kohlman

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Kolilmaii

tional spot is on film, then a local film
clip is ideal, affording a natural followthrough with broader coverage of salient facts.
The difficulty with rushing into any
standardization at the moment is the
\ es, and as stations are conforming to the
I.D. spot standardization of
NARTSR. so will

^

<M

J

t li e y eventually
adhere to a set

of basic standards for tie-in announ c e m e n t s.
Mr. Reeves
These standards,
of course, will determine size, time
limitations, method of handling, and
layout proportions, but should in no
way place a limitation on copy, audio.
or video.
The content of the local portion of
the announcement should he flexible,
for the problems of ihe local retailer
must be considered if he is to use this

handicap that it gives television while
still groping with the problem of how
best to handle the commercial. Recent
research surveys have pinpointed the
same startling fact: Television is in the
experimental stage where development
of effective commercial techniques is
concerned. However, remarkable progress is taking place at the local level
where stations are developing TV commercials that penetrate the audience
with a stimulation to buy.
This is not necessarily a creative
urge but a sales prerequisite, for local
advertisers are able to instantly measure TV results on a comparative media basis.
Jerome R. Reeves

When a dealer tie-in spot is placed
in -hows with multiple sponsors, then
the program formal should be considered in determining the manner in
which the personality lead-in and dealer lie-in will be handled.
If the na58

American
Cyanamid
New York

regulation into the confused
Identification situation.

Co.

Station

Based on the inquiries we receive
by phone, telegram, and mail requesting slide and card specifications. I
would hate to be an agency today trying to set up as simple an operation
as a cut-in with slides over voice on a
network of 40 to 50 stations — especially if I were in a hurry.
And, as we all know, in the merchandising and selling of any product, the
proper localization of network programs and national spot film and live
programs can be the difference in success or failure of many important
campaigns.
Leslie H. Peard Jr.
Station Manager
WBAL-TV Md.
Baltimore,

In ic any
mechana1 operation
wherein one
source must feed

Program Director
WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio

multiple outlets,

type of TV spot to best sales advantage. These problems center on the use
of an established logo and the vitals of
address, telephone number, and store
hours. In addition, many merchants
like to si lengthen the sales message by
including price, down payment, service
policy, and other facts quickly summed
up ;is local "color." Thus an inlelligenl use of audio with video is necessar) in making the most of a short period of lime.

Advertising
Manager
Textile Resin Dept.

it stands to reason that standardization ofmaterial is not only
a boon, but a

There can be no
question but that
stations must set
up uniform
ards for standcards
.^f

and slides for local use on individual television
stations.
Il

Mr.

Peard

is remarkable that we get

any business
of
this type in the current chaos.
It is our belief that this job is up to
lln- NARTSR and to the AAAA who
recently cooperated to bring order and

Mr. Sack

>it\ . In thenecescase
practical
of an advertising agency, where copy
changes, art changes, and similar cataclysmic occurrences are the order of
the day and must be ready "yesterday," standardization of material to be
shipped to spot TV stations is a
■•must;" If all of the stations had the
same equipment, or equipment calling
for the same specifications, artwork
could be duplicated in quantity and
SPONSOR

shipped out on short notice. As of this
moment, we must be prepared to do as
much breakdown and re-do of a TV
spot campaign as we would have to do
for an entire print setup.
Fortunately, most of the TV stations
in the country have already standardized their slides at 2 inches by 2 inches
with a working field of 28 mm. by 22
mm. To those stations still using 4%
inches by 31/! inches, or 5 inches by 4
inches, all I can say is, "Please, fellows, retool as soon as you can."
Balop or telops are another story.
I think that the industry will agree that
the ideal size should be 5 inches by 4
inches, with the actual artwork area
3x/2 by 2%. Although the scanned
area might be slightly larger, this is
offset by the approximately 12% fringe
area loss after 3V2 by 2^. This, too,
should become standard, and I sincerely hope that it does soon.
Victor Sack
Manager, Radio & TV
Programing
Biow Co.
New York

Television station people are
well aware of the
desire on the part
of clients and
agencies for uniform standards
as to size and
type of transparparencies and
Mr. Swartley
opaques for use?
in slide projectors and bapolticons. It is appreciated
that this uniformity in the way of
equipment at all television stations
would simplify the preparation of such
material by clients with national distribution.
In our own case, the slide projector
equipment was purchased and installed in 1947 when the choice of
equipment was limited. Since the bulk
of our television equipment was ordered from one supplier, it was natural that slide equipment should be ordered from the same source; as it
happened, this manufacturer could
supply only slide projectors taking
2x2 transparencies. Subsequently, a
popular make of slide projector which
took a larger size transparency was
offered, and purchased by some stations.

{Please turn to page 94)
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Adam J. Young Jr., Inc
National Representative
Detroit 26, Mich.

Guardian Building
J. E. Campeau, Pres.
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What's New in Research?
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Dramatic

shuns

run ahead

other type of network

PINPOINT
.YOUR
i PERSISTENT
I SALESMAN

proyrams
TYPE

Of

of any

sponsored

in both radio and TV

PROGRAM

NO.

ON

RADIO

Children's variety
Comedy -variety
Commentary: Interviews
Drama: Situation comedy
Dramatic plays
Mystery and detection
Juvenile and Western

Forums
Health talks
Hollywood commentary
Home economics
Musical and musical variety
News
Panel quiz
Political

i
i

i UNDUPLICATED
, COVERAGE IN
1 235,000 HOMES
I WITH
PERSISTENT
J SELLING TO MORE
1 THAN 705,000
i PEOPLE . . .

j IN PROSPEROUS
l SOUTHERN
1 NEW ENGLAND

Quiz and participation
Religious
Serials
Variety-rural
Variety-straight
Variety-talent
Sports*
Variety -Western

_.

Total programs, October
Total programs, October
iDoes

not

SOURCE:

include

seasonally

Executives

sponsored

Radio-TV

HW

7952
795 7

football

210

games

Service

PERIOD:

October
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Reatliny habits hardly affected by
TV, according to Advert est study
Three of every four persons interviewed in TV homes (762) in
the New York metropolitan area by Advertest Research said that
their reading habits had not been affected by television. Of the remaining fourth, 20% admitted their reading interests had dropped
off. and 5' ( disclosed their reading had increased. (Most of this
increased interest was in news and current events. )
This ivas Advertest's second annual study on "TV's effect on reading habits." tmong the habits brought to light this time was that the
average viewer devotes 50 minutes to reading the daily newspaper at
home and 20 minutes to reading it away from home. Also about
Represented Nationally by

Weed

In New

60

30

minutes

of his

time

is devoted

daily

to

reading

magazines.

Television

England

—

Bertha Bannan
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TO SELL THE $3.5 BILLION COUNTRYPOLITAN

MARKET

.

Till WNAX's
Big Aggie Land
ONLY

METROPOLITAN

NYC

and Chicago are bigger markets — and no

comparable area is more effectively covered; by a single radio station. WN AX is
heard 3 to 7 times a week in 80% of the countrypolitan homes of Big Aggie
Land.
• That's 267 counties in Minnesota,
• That's where WNAX
its nearest competitor.

the Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa.

averages more than 3 times the share-of-audience of

• That's where WNAX has top rating in
97.3% of the 500 segments covered by the
1952 Diary Study.
THAT'S

WHERE

your Class A chainbreak

reaches 20,000 radio homes for $1. That's
WNAX, where your sales message tills fertile
ground. Further information from The Katz
Agency.

\
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Small wonder. . .
Remember when microphones were big as china plates and twice
as fragile? See what a difference research and experience have produced.
Spot radio has developed in much the same way. Gone are the hit-or-miss
techniques, the waste motion of yesterday. Today, the spot business
s a complex and vastly efficient science. And its foremost practitioner —
by virtue of twenty years of growth, study and front-line experience — is
CBS Radio Spot Sales.
Today, we're 81 people — all radio people. There are 22 account executives,
with six years' average local-station experience behind them ... so they
know station operation from the inside. (Our department heads have been
around, too. They have an average of 13 years in radio!)
The account executives are bulwarked by the biggest research, sales
service and promotion departments in spot ... so they have at their fingertips all the information you need to engineer a successful sales campaign.
They'll give you complete information on 1 3 major markets . . . provide
the best availabilities for you... and show you just how many
men, women and children your sales message will reach. (You can also
predict your results with considerable certainty. For the 1 3 stations
we represent are "Radio's Royal Family." Each one delivers the largest
average total-week audience in its market, month after month!)
Small wonder then that advertisers and their agencies find CBS Radio
Spot Sales gives them better service . . . insures bigger results.
Call us when we can do the same for you.

CBS BAD 10 SPOT SALES
Representing Radio's Royal Family: WCBS, New York — WBBM, Chicago — KNX, Los Angeles
WCAU, Philadelphia -WEEl, Boston -KMOX, St. Louis-WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul
KCBS, San Francisco- W BT, Charlotte -WRVA, Richmond
WTOP, Washington - KSL. Sail Lake
City — WAPl, Birmingham — Columbia Pacific Radio Network— Bonneville Radio Network

I—
WTOP

Foundation, revealed that the ARF will
undertake to determine standards for
rating services which are acceptable to
all branches of the industry. To do
this, said Kobak, the Foundation will
make an analysis of radio and TV rating methods, a study to be partly
financed by the BAB.

finds quick tiau to handle client promotion reports

Advertisers and agencies are more
and more demanding proof of performance in station promotion. But both
networks and stations generally regard
the making up of promotion reports as
a headache — due to the time-consuming detail involved (see "Five ways to

goes into the envelopes, there is an additional labor-saving device. On the
back flap of each envelope is a special
imprinting specifying the different
types of promotional material with
blank lines after each. Every time a
piece of promotion is dropped into the
envelope, a "1" mark is made in the
proper space. In this way, a running
total is kept right up to the minute.
Periodically the envelopes are simply removed from the files, sealed, addressed to the client and the agencv.
and mailed.
"The problem of client-agency reports comes up at every Promotion

Warren

boorom

started

WTOP

report system

promote your TV program," sponsor,
20 October 1952).
At least one station operation —
WTOP and WTOP-TV, Washington,
D. C. — has removed much of the toil
and trouble from its report procedure.
About eight months ago, Warren
Boorom, assistant to WTOP Press Director Cody Pfanstiehl. worked out a
simplified system for handling the station's promotion reports. It was put
into operation and, with early complications smoothed out, is proving quite
effective, according to Pfanstiehl. Not
only does it save the station people
time and energy, but it has received
much praise from the agencies and
clients who receive the reports.
The system is, briefly, this: WTOP
lias a file for every show on the air
and every sponsor on each show. Into
each file, they drop two manila envelopes, one to go to the sponsor, the
other to the agency. Into each envelope goes every newspaper ad, picture,
publicity clipping, on-the-air announcement— every piece of promotional evidence, including a copy of the actual
station operations log showing the lime
and adjacencies of every plug.
To keep a record of everything that
64

Managers Clinic," says Alex Kennedy,
CBS director of TV program promotion. "Most stations don't have the
time and facilities to regularly make
up a bound brochure on each show as
does, for instance, KSL-TV in Salt
Lake City. I think that WTOP's new
system is terrific — one of the quickest
and best ways to supply agencies with
promotion reports."
Here's a reaction from an agency.
Herb Landon, publicity director at
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.. volunteers:
"I want to compliment WTOP on its
system of doing promotion reports.
They are intelligently prepared and
give us the information we want. I
wish more stations would use this system." * * *

IK I-' to analyze radio-TV
rating methods: Kobah
At the annual Pulse luncheon in
New York last month, Edgar Kobak.
president of the Advertising Research

Kobak outlined ARF projects at Pulse luncheon

Kobak. speaker
at this other
vear's major
Pulse
luncheon,
also outlined
projects planned by the ARF. which
include: Ilia study of printed media
research: (2 1 an analysis of readership findings in the news and trade
paper fields; (3) a study of motivations for buying. He said that the
ARF. by setting up standards of research, hoped to receive the same industrywide acceptance accorded to
ABC (see "Does radio research need a
seal of approval?" sponsor. 28 January 1952).
Pulse holds its annual luncheons for
its clients among agencies, stations,
manufacturers, and producers. Each
year, Dr. Sydney Roslow, president of
Pulse, invites an outstanding person
from the broadcasting or research
fields to address the group. Past speakers at Pulse luncheons have been : Paul
Lazarsfeld. Robert Swezey. Hugh Feltis, Oscar Katz. Hugh Beville Jr.. Hans
Zeisel, Lou Cowan, Murray Grabhorn,
Ted Oberfelder.

* * *

KEYL-TV public-spirited
variety show pays off
One type of local live TV programing that's proving extra resultful for
sponsors is the informal daytime show7
that combines light-hearted audience
participation features with community
service and variety entertainment.
The Tommy Reynolds Show on
KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex., is one
such show. It started a year ago with
only two half-hours a week, but in the
sunshine of growing popularity, rising
ratings, and ready sponsors it has since
blossomed to five hours a week, Monday through Friday, 2:00 to 3:00 p.m.
Variety and close-to-home interest
keynote the show. Offerings include:
1. A "Good Cheer Call" feature in
which invalids named by listeners are
phoned during the show.
2. A "Party Line Quiz" wherein the
ladies in the studio call friends at home
and ask a question. If lady at home
misses, lady in studio gets a prize. (But
most of the ladies seem to prefer
straight fun rather than quizzes, says
Reynolds.)
SPONSOR

3. Every Wednesday is Grandmother's Day; it's so popular, reservations
for the hijinks must be made three
weeks in advance.

This is Mr. Deauquier

4. One new feature is the running
of films of local church services.
5. They invite groups of all sorts
to the show, for instance. Business
and Professional Women's Cluh. American Legion Foreign Auxiliary.
There are also in-person interviews
with visiting celebrities, original skits,
musical selections.
The show's first participating sponsor, the Jorrie Furniture Co. of San

This is what he says
Ladies

prefer

other

shenanigans

to

quizzes

Antonio, is still using the program,
lorries advertising manager. Roland
Ling, says: '"We are more than pleased
with what the show has done for us.
On one occasion, the sales and store
traffic resulting from one announcement were phenomenal. On another,
we tripled sales volume on a living
room group priced at $169.50. "
Other sponsors bankrolling segments
of the show include Armour & Co. ( for
Dial Soap l. Bruce Floor Cleaner. Hollywood Automatic Fryers and Broilers.
Lenel Perfumers.
* * *

"Our decision to sponsor Fulton Lewis, Jr. on
KORA back in 194$ was a wise one.
Aside from
favorable public relations and institutional value,
the broadcasts have proved to be helpful
from
a tangible new business point of view.
Our
business
(Hall Bros.
Lumber
Co.,
Bryan, Texas) has tripled in size, and much of this
growth has been since 1948 when Fulton Lewis, Jr.
started doing his terrific selling job for us."

This is Fulton Lewis, Jr.

Briefly . . .
When WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, re<cntl\ changed from Channel 11 to
Channel 12, it struck a gold mine of
audience reaction. The station was off
the air for 12 daytime hours. In that
time, 6.000 phone calls jammed the
WKRC-TV switchboard asking why the
station was off the air. The total number of calls that came in apropos the
change amounted to over 8.000. Based
on the usual small telephone percentage response to number of actual viewers, says the station, this was a revelation to them and indicated they had a
daylight viewing audience of surprising proportions in the Cincinnati area.
•x-

-::•

-::•

The Gardner Advertising Co. of St.
Louis celebrated its Golden
Anniversary in October. The company took a
I Please turn to page 72 I
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whose 5 -times-a-week program is available for sale
to local advertisers at local time cost plus low prorated tzdent cost. Currently sponsored on 364
Mutual stations by 752 advertisers, the program
offers a tested means of reaching customers and
Co-open s. Check your local Mutual outlet — or the
casting
prospect
itive Program Department, Mutual BroadSystem, 1440 Broadway, N.Y.C. 18 (or
Tribune Tower, Chicago, 11).
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HAIR TINT SELLS ON TV
I Continued from page 37 I
our product is safe. So we give her
a newspaper ad that she can clip out,
study at her leisure, and possibly discuss with her friends and husband before taking the step.
Rapidol estimates a good turnover
for Blensol once it gets going. James
Gray. Rapidol president, figures it this
way : "The package of Blensol, which
sells for SI. 25. contains enough shampoo for two applications, each one
good for six to eight weeks. Actually,
most of the women use the whole bot-

tle for the first application. That means
the druggist gets repeat sales about
seven times a year."
Blensol "s insistence on its dealers
stocking all 19 shades has eliminated,
for the time being, many small independent druggists. However, this policy makes sense for a number of reasons. Many firms selling packaged
products have had the experience of
seeing their sales shoot up when their
entire line is displayed. Pacific Coast
Borax Co., for example (see sponsor,
3 November 1952), found that 20
Mule Team Borax and the hand clean-

er, Boraxo, sold better when all sizes
were displayed on the counter.
For another thing, when selling a
hair dye a company usually finds it
necessary to promote the full color line
since the consumer will want to match
the original color of her hair as closely as possible. Blensol's shelf space,
therefore, must be adequate shelf
space and front shelf space.
Of prime importance
to Blensol's
shelf-grabbing
strategy is programing.
The agency exercises care in selecting
the type of show for its commercials.
Explains Betty Nasse. Dowd, Redfield
& Johnstone timebuyer:
"For the Blensol account we now
try to get local women's shows where
the local personality's prestige is attached to the product. Ruth Lyons
over WLWT, WLWC, and WLWD is
expected to do a grand job for us
when she gets started in a couple of

^<n

weeks. Of course, we'll settle for any

In Erie it's CSM3

ERIE, PA. - 5,000 WATTS

Time buyers agree...

high-rated show that's available because we know there's bound to be a
good percentage of women viewers.
For example, we get great results by
participating in Sun Drug's sponsorship of Boston Blackie over WDTV.
Pittsburgh. That program, by the way,
hasThis
a 50 hunt
rating."
for an audience crosses
many boundaries. Other program selections range from spots adjacent to
women's shows, to news programs, the
Al Jarvis Show, Famous Playhouse,
Foreign Intrigue, and the Maggi Byrne
Show. But regardless of the program
used. Blensol is selling well in every
one of the 17 markets entered except
Los Angeles. That great Southwest
metropolis not only has seven TV stations vying for the available audience
but Blensol banged up against a competitor by the name of Kolor-Treet.
The latter got an early foothold in Los
is giving
Angeles
tint
entry and
a tough
fight. Rapidol's hair
One of Blensol's major problems has
been the difficulty of buying good TV
time for its one-minute commercials.
One way the firm has gotten around
this problem is by buying into programs already sponsored by local drug
chains or regional druggist associations. Usually in Class A time, these

/u<f£4 INC.
Edward Lamb Enterprises. Inc., New York Office. Hotel Barclay
Home Office, 590 Security Bldg., Toledo, Ohio
WICUTV — Erie, Pa. — HeadleyReed Co.
WTVN-TV^Co/umbi/s, O — HeadleyReed Co.
WTOD — Toledo, O. — Headley Reed Co

WHOO
FRIB

— Orlando, Fla— Avery Knodel, Inc.
WIKK — Erie, Pa. — H-R Co.
DISPATCH, Erie, Pa. — Reynolds-Fitzgerald, Inc.

programs provide an excellent vehicle
for Blensol's sales messages.

method was Blensol's
thisinto
Although
many markets, the
of entr)
mode
co-op deals now form only 60rr of the
currcnl buys. National spot purchases
are now being made and Blensol is

66
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Time to count Blessings
- :■

rday Evening Post advertisemt nt o] tin ( aterpillar Tractor Company, Peoria, llh

rr

e're giving thanks for all our wonderful sponsors and
all those smart timebuyers who are finding out more and
more how race, rural and religion always equal
results on "Dee" Rivers' famous Family Hour.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

CALL YOUR NEAREST FORJOE OFFICE OR STARS, INC, CANDLER BUILDING, ATLANTA, GEORGIA

WEAS

WGOV

KWEM

WJIV

J aldosta,

West Memphis Ark.
Memphis, Tenn.

Savannah, Ga.

Atlanta - Decatur. Ga.

1000

1000

10,000

5000

Ga.

WATTS
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sometimes willing to take a low-rated
>pot at first to get its foot in the door.
\- letter time becomes available, the
firm gets first track at it.
Rapidol would like to demonstrate
Blensol's hair-dyeing
technique
from
\ to Z on a live program
but that
would require a half-hour show and

Rapidol feels it can't afford that expense now. Where a local women's
show is bought. Rapidol feels it is
more advantageous to let the female
personalitv deliver the sales message
live. But in most instances the four
film commercials are rotated.
Although the same films have been

3 times daily !

Easy to take

used in some markets for as long as
14 months. Agency man Johnstone says.
"We see no point in making new films
at this time. The ones we have conve\
our sales points effectively and seem
to be ringing the cash register merrily.
Why should we change? "
Being of one-minute duration, there
is room in the films to pound home
such points as: ''Your hair is your
crowning glorj . . . No grey hair to
betray age ... A marvelous shampoo
that actually colors your hair . . . Next
time you look in the mirror, be the
woman you want to be . . . Get professional results in 20 minutes ... 19
true-to-nature shades . . . Cleans, reconditions, and colors your hair at the
same time . . . Two hair dyeing applications for $1.25."
TV glamor
girl Roxanne is used
in one of the commercials to suggest
how beautiful a woman can become
with a Blensol color shampoo. The
demonstration on TV film also assures
the viewer that Blensol is simple to use
and that no special equipment or gad-

Sales ailing in Philadelphia? Take John Trent
.3 times daily. And now you can... because, for the first
time in HPL's history, WCAU

carries John Trent

3 times every weekday, by listener demand :
6:30 am SUNRISE SALUTE; 4:30 pm' THE HOUSEWIVES'

PROTECTIVE

LEAGUE; and now— 10:30 pm STARLITE SALUTE.

used in other markets. But the "seehow-easy-it-works" quality of TV gives
that medium first preference.
While the company stresses the ease
of use. it recognizes that Blensol must

Buy participations on any combination of these

be applied properly if the resale potentialities are to be realized. For that
reason. Blensol missionaries hit the

programs and you'll find out why sponsors call

road regularly in a campaign to edu-

Trent's shows "the most sales-effective participating

cate the drug stores' cosmeticians, managers, and sales staff.
In indoctrinating retail sales people
in the lore of Blensol. particular stress

programs in Philadelphia." He's just what the
doctor ordered... for you. Call us for the full story
on rates, availabilities, and HPL

merchandising.

WCAU

THE HOUSEWIVES' PROTECTIVE LEAGUE programs on
Philadelphia • 50,000 watts
Represented hij CBS Radio Spat Sales

*9 :00 am Saturday

68

gets are needed.
While TV has proved its demonstration ability, radio is used successfully
in Cleveland, where Rapidol co-operates with the Marshall drug chain in
daytime programs over WSRS and
WERE. This supplements a TV newscast done in cooperation with Gray
Drug stores I no relation to RapidoFs
president I over WEW5-TV. An agency spokesman indicated that when
more funds are available there is a
likelihood that AM advertising will be

is laid upon Blensol's limitations: Since
it contains no bleaching agent. Blensol
can darken the color of the hair but
not lighten it. Here Blensol differs
from the old beauty parlor preparations as well as the more modern Tintair. Using a fashion and cosmetic approach. Tintair offered, in effect, to
make a woman a brunette for breakfast, a blonde for lunch, and titiantressed for dinner — if she so desired.
SPONSOR
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Despite the difference between I intair and Blensol, the latter did quite a
bit of coasting under Tintair's advertising umbrella. According to a Blensol executive, "Tintair's campaign \\a*
something of a mixed blessing for us.
It succeeded, at least, in taking some
of the curse off hair coloring."
Tintair s difficulties, however, convinced the Blensol people that the\
have the right approach to the selling
problem. A careful market-In -market
method of distribution has been adhered to faithfully, although the temp-

tation to jump into the New York City.
Philadelphia, and Washington-Baltimore markets has been strong.
Sales resistance in Los Angeles and
Kansas City has slowed down Blensors
timetable, but with Kansas City loosening up now the firm is just about read)
to crack the Baltimore-Washington nut.
"It's tough to compete with Santa for
counter space, ' says Johnstone,
we'll probably hold off until
spring and should be able to work
way into New York City within a

"so
next
our
year

after that market catches on."

Although new to air advertising.
Rapidol is no Johnny-come-lately to
the hair-coloring field. After a successful introduction of Rapidol Hair
Dye in Europe, the company moved to
the United States in 1924 and soon
won wide acceptance with beauty shop
operators. The introduction of Toni
home permanents in the late '40s, however, signalled the demise of many
beauty shops.
With Rapidols outlets becoming
dried up. Gray and Walter Pledger
(chief chemist, senior partner, now
secretary-treasurer I set to work on a
hair coloring that could be easily and
safely applied by an untrained person
in the privacy of her home.

•

•••••••

"So far, we have gotten to the point of
knowing that the ARF ean be highly useful in increasing the effectiveness of
advertising. It can encourage the development of new and better research techniques. It can be a real aid in media
buying. It can be helpful in creative
work."

B. B. CEYER, President
Geyer Advertising, Inc.

*••••••*
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Seasoned time buyers always give Los
Angeles, and about sixty other major
metropolitan markets, first consideration when placing national schedules.
But, when budgets are planned to include a scattering of choice secondary
markets . . . there's plenty of picking
and choosing.
If this is your problem . . . after Los
Angeles, turn a calculating eye on the
rich and rare $200 million dollar Yakima market. As an independent area
in the heart of a multi-billion dollar
power industry and where hundreds
of Columbia Basin farms are harvesting their first crops, Yakima, Washington, is understandably a secondary
market of first choice in the Pacific
Northwest.

YAKIMA,

WASHINGTON
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With the new product perfected and
named, Gray squeezed a $5,000 ad appropriation out of the treasury and
took it to his agency, Dowd, Redfield &
Johnstone. Turning to Cleveland,
where Rapidols distributor had reported aflurry of interest in Blensol.
Rapidol made a deal with the GrayDrug chain to place an initial stock
of 800 dozen packages of Blensol
throughout the chain's 87 outlets on a
pay-on-reorder basis. In return, the
manufacturer agreed to put $5,000 into local newspaper advertising.
The circulation of the Cleveland
Plain Dealer extended well into the
Ohio Valley and inquiries began to
dribble in from jobbers and independent druggists. As sales increased and
the market became self-supporting.
Blensol moved into other markets.
While sales were negligible in 1949.
they reached $325,000 in 1950. jumped
to $650,000 in 1951.
Additional growth is indicated by
the recent introduction of two new
products, Blensol Steel Blue Rinse I a
non-permanent coloring for grey or
white hair) and Blensol Preparatory
Shampoo (to be used in conjunction
with the color shampoo) in previously established markets. Also in the
works is a special six-shade assortment
to be pushed verv shortly in the lucra-
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tive Negro market.
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imitations...thats

all you

can

do?"

Oddly enough, some people take extraordinary things for granted.
Like radio, for instance.
Today radio entertains, informs and sells more people in more places at lower cost
than any other medium in the entire history of advertising.
Broadcast
Advertising
Bureau, Inc.
HAH
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is an

Today there are 105,300,000 radio sets in the U. S. A.

organization

Virtually every home is a radio home— and over half
of them have two or more sets.

supported
by
independent
broadcasters,

The average American now spends more time with radio
than with magazines, TV and newspapers combined.

networks and
station

No wonder advertisers invested more money in radio
last year than ever before!

representatives
all over America
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ganize it 24

lull page ad in St. Louis newspapers
paying tribute to all those who helped
the agency grow — clients, publishers,
radio and TV networks and stations,
art studios, engravers, many others. It

Fitting a Medium
to a Market

EI

ACUSE
NBC

also listed the agency's clients in order
of the years they have been servicing
them. Their oldest accounts: the Ralston Purina Co.. Purina Mills, Pet Milk
Co.. Granite City Steel Co.. Wabash
Railroad Co.. Bemis Bros. Bag Co.. St.
Louis Independent Packing Co.. Monsanto Chemical Co.. Cessna Aircraft.

AFFILIATE

Covers ALL
of the Rich

6

It s a gala occasion in Danville, Va..
when the Tobacco Market opens each
fall. Everyone in town and from the
surrounding farms comes to the special
opening ceremonies held at one of
Danville's 20 warehouses. The staff at
WDVA. Danville, wanted to fit into the

i&MmtM

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed

Of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

WSYR

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

Covers ALL
of the Rich
Central N.Y. Market

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed
12

years

ago,

Edward

L.

[Continued from page 65 I

week-long event in some way. So they
borrowed five tractors from farm implement dealers and drove them for the
entire week to call on customers for
service and business. Each tractor
bore a banner advising all to tune in
to WDVA at 9:15 a.m. to hear the
Tobacco Auction program. Tractordrivers were (photo. 1. to r. I : Charles
Craig. WDVA news director: Dick
Campbell, program director: Stover
Morris Jr.. commercial manager: Roger Lea and Eddie Algood. account executives. Standing at left is Clyde
Vloodv. WDVA folk music director.

WCH. Norfolk. Va., observed its
24th anniversary in October. During
the special "Anniversary Week" it was
recalled that the stations first call letters were WNEW; they were changed
shortly thereafter to WGH when the
area began a "World's Greatest Harbor" campaign. Programs in commemoration of the event were scheduled throughout the week. Vice president and general manager of the station is one of (he men who helped or-

WFIL and WFIL-TV. Philadelphia,
moved into brand-new, streamlined,
designed-for-efficiency quarters last
month. All divisions of the WFIL operation— radio, television, film, and
newsreel — are now housed under one
roof. General Manager Roger W.
Clipp points out that the new improvements will be of practical value to advertisers as well as to the working
staff. In honor of the occasion, the
Philadelphia Inquirer (owner of the
stations I put out a special section devoted to the two WFILs, their past
achievements and future plans. It also
set forth basic coverage facts about the
stations, informing, for instance, that
WFIL serves nearly 7,000,000 people
in 32 counties.

Irvin Graham, who heads his own
ad agency in New York City, has just
had two books published, setting forth
detailed and up-to-date infoi mation on
the advertising industry. Advertising
Agency Practice, published by Harper
& Brothers on 15 October, covers the
organization, services, and operation
of agencies, is based on a broad survey
of agencies throughout the country as
well as the authors own personal experiences. Encyclopedia of Advertising, published by Fairchild on 20 October, isdesigned as a practical working tool for ad people. It contains facts
dealing with all phases of the ad industry: marketing, printing, production,
public relations, publicity, media.
Lester E. Cox, of the University of
Missouri, has placed himself on record
that "universities should own and operate commercial rather than non-commercial stations." Cox, a member of
the university's board of curators and
its committee on radio and TV. declared that the high cost of installing
a first-class station could be met only
by educational institutions with unlimited funds. He said that an\ institution owning such a station would
need funds to make full use of it. and
to operate only a few hours a day
would meet with severe criticism. Cox
attributed the failure of educational
radio to its non-commercialism and
lack of variety in program fare, which
did not attract and hold large enough
audiences.

* * *
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•
• FORD •
• AMAZO • UNIltL.
• MILES • BORAX • ALCOm
• CARTER • SINGER • KAISER • LUi.
• COLGATE • CHASE & SANBORN • SChu .
• DUNHILL • LEEMING • SIMMONS • KELLOGG • LONGINE • SERUTAN • CAVALIER • EMBASSY • SYLVa.
• BORDEN'S • DEL MONTE • SWANSDOWN • PILLSBURY • PALl ..
• CARNATION • OLDSMOBILE • BEST FOODS • DR. PEPPER • C & H SUo, .
• LUCKY STRIKE • CHESTERFIELD • WESTINGHOUSE • LARUS & BROS. • GENEkM.
• BRISTOL MYERS • DIAMOND MATCH • OWENS-CORNING • GENERAL MILLS • CAMHbu.
• LYNDEN CHICKEN • U. S. ENVELOPE • PHILLIP MORRIS • AMERICAN CHICLE • SCHICK • SWa
• LINCOLN MERCURY • LANGENDORF BREAD • GENERAL ELECTRIC • PROCTOR & GAMBLE • CH/
• STOKLEY-VAN CAMP • BANK OF AMERICA • HELENA RUBENSTEIN • HILLS BROS. COFFEE • WES
• AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS • WINE CORPORATION OF AMERICA • RIVIERA PACKING • SYLVA
• TUTTLE'S COTTAGE CHEESE • KILPATRICK'S BREAD • BELFAST • AUTO-LITE • BLATZ • PALL MALL •
• BENGAY • QUAKER OATS • CITY OF PARIS • GALLO WINES • CUDAHY • SHASTA WATER • M^'
• TONI • DODGE • RYBUTOL • STAR OLIVE OIL • HASTINGS • YELLOW CAB • LUDEN'* *
• GENERAL CIGAR • WATER BAKER • LUCKY LAGER • NABISCO • JERGENS • D^
• RAINIER • STOPETTE • P. LORRILARD • SPRECKELS-RUSSELL • EMD ' '
• M&M CANDIES • WESTON'S BISCUITS • AMIDENT • D*'
• TRANSOCEAN AIR LINES*
JONNY MOP • r*1'
• PACIFIC TELEPHONES TELEGRAPH • crr*
• UNITED AIR LINES • SCHLIT7 "
• CARDINET CANDY »

• GREEN
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MESSAGES ON
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TELEVISION CHANNEL
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Affiliated with CBS and DuMont

Television Networks

Represented

5

nationally by the Katz Agency

FIVE-MINUTE SHOWS
i Continued from page 35 i
also evening, is allowed one minute.
So, the three-to-one. cost-vs.-commercial ratio holds up.
I ti.it capsule network shows are a
bargain is not news. Ever since CBS
in I'Hl lopped off five minutes just before 9:00 p.m. to create an across-theboard >lot for a Jolms-Mansville news
show (then featuring Elmer l)a\isl
capsule shows have popped up. from
time to time, in network schedules.
But

during World

War

II and the

earliest postwar years, networks still
turned a cold shoulder to the client
who wanted to buy just five minutes.
Today, this icy aloofness to capsule
programs, on the part of the networks,
with the possible exception of NBC
Radio, is largely gone.
As SPONSOR pointed out in an 11
August 1952 report, titled "How TV
is changing media buying patterns":
"Network radio, in order to meet
the competition from spot radio, will
have to become more and more flexible: maybe flexible to the point where
it will be difficult to distinguish be-

SELL MORE IN THE

SOUTH'S No. 1 State!

tween
two."of the five-minute netAny the
study
work radio programs on the air today
merely proves the point: The five-minute show on radio webs has therefore
come into being because of pressures
from leading advertisers who want:
I a I rate reductions at night, or I b I
added radio pressure at low cost for
a product also sold widely via TV.
The rate reduction type of pressure
is especially interesting, since the sponsor involved is seldom looking for a
five-minute show. Rather, he is seek-

'^Advertising and the belt-line have cut
the price of practically everything the
Ameriean family uses. And advertising
made
the belt-line possible."
JOHN P. CUNNINGHAM, Exec. V.P.

•

••*••••
Cunningham & B "alsh

ing a price cut for an evening halfhour program he may be bankrolling,
and inadvertently creates a capsule
show. It works out like this:
A sponsor — let's call him the Consolidated Manufacturing Co. — goes to
the sales office of the radio network on
which lies sponsoring an evening 30minute show. "I want a nighttime rate
reduction," Mr. Consolidated demands.
"TV is cutting into my radio audience, and somethings got to be done.
The network — which we might perhaps call Universal Broadcasting Co. —
looks aghast. Radio rates have already
been pared to the bone. But. Mr. Consolidated insists on his rate cut. So,
the UBC sales brass put their heads together and came up with this answer:
"Why not cut your half-hour show to
25 minutes," UBC offers. "This means
you'll then be paying 16%% less for
the time. But, you'll only have to cut
your commercial copy down from three
minutes flat to two minutes and 50
seconds. That's onl\ 6' < less."
Not fantasy but realistic fact is the
little scene above, which has played
road engagements in the sale offices of
virtually all the major networks.
It's said, although ABC would neither confirm nor deny it. that the practice outlined above is approximately
the backstage
storyintention
behind of
ABC's
recently announced
cutting
off the last five minutes 1 7:55-8:00
p.m., Mondaj through Fridaj * <>l General Mills* alternating Lone Ranger
and Silver Eagle and converting the
segments to a capsule myster) drama.
There's another version of this type
74
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WWJ's

tiwnA

BOB

MAXWELL

. . . Fraternity of

Early Risers. A Aetu
6:30 A. M. Monday

Hi.lte.ri at

through Friday.

JOHN

MERRIFIELD

. . . News

for

Detroiters. A Afeiv Jliiten. at 7:00

VICTOR LINDLAHR . . . "To Your
Health." A AeuA £i±U*t at 9:15

A. M.— 9:00 A. M.

A. M. Mondoy

through Friday.

iWnv

TOM

MacMAHON

. . . News From

The Editor's Viewpoint. A Pl&w£ilte*t at 1:00 P. M. and 2:00 P. M.

ROSS

MULHOLLAND

. . . Detroit's

most-quoted disc- jockey. A /Veui
j£iite*t at 1:05 P. M. Monday

CHARLES PENMAN . . . The Voice
With Music. A Aleut JliUen. at
7:00 P. M. Monday

through Friday.

through Friday.

Detroit's

Station

of AfdU

Jll<Uen<i

. . . .

The best in programming — for the best in listening
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of arrangement. Several sponsors of
five-minute programs in network radio
have cut half-hour programs down to
25 minutes, and then have filled the vacancy left by the trimmed-down show
with their own capsule five-minute
show for another product. When the
network permits this practice, it's a
bargain for the advertiser. He gets a
double impact for little more than the
price of one.
Again, it s simple mathematics. In
an operation where an advertiser's fiveminute show follows the same advertiser's 25-minute show — like a rowboat tied to the Queen Elizabeth — he
will get just under three minutes of
commercial time in the first show and

about one minute's worth in the second. That's nearly four minutes in all.
The only problem is added talent costs
of the five-minute show, and these are
usually low\ particularly in the case of
news, sports results, or commentary.
There are several such cases in
which 25-plus-five equals something
more than 30 on the air right now.
General Mills airs a 4:00 to 4:25 p.m.
show, Cal Tinney, weekday afternoons
on ABC Radio. Then, General Mills
follows Tinney with a five-minute Betty Crocker Time until 4:30. General
Foods, one of the biggest of all broadcast advertisers, uses the same "hitchhike" technique on both CBS and NBC
in the following way:

LANDON
BUYS WREN...
PLEDGES
CONTINUATION
OF HIGH RATING
The purchase of station
WREN by All M. Landon and family has been
announced. In making
the announcement public, Mr. Landon said, "I
have long been impressed with the real
community acceptance of
WREN thruout Eastern
Kansas. I consider
WREN not only to be a
good investment financially, but a sound investment
in service to my community and state." Mr. Landon
paid tribute to the station's personnel and said he
plans to work more closely with the present staff.
Former governor of Kansas and well-known in national public life. Mr. Landon is a longtime Topeka
resident.

On CBS, General Foods airs the
weekly Gangbusters for Grape Nuts in
a Saturday 9:00 to 9:25 p.m. slot. Riding along behind it is a capsule show,
Sanka stant
Salutes,
InSanka in for
the General
9:25 to Foods'
9:30 p.m.
segment. In NBC's Thursday night
lineup. General Foods sponsors Roy
Rogers in an 8:00 to 8:25 p.m. slot for
two Post cereals, Grape Nuts Flakes
and Sugar Crisp. Following the Western adventures of Roy, there is a fiveminute news segment, Log Cabin
News, for
a GF breakfast product. Log
Cabin
Syrup.
Strictly speaking, such tandem arrangements are not "deals." They are
perfectly legitimate, and you'll find the
^'Advertisers have become less concerned with competilive ratings and are
realizing that sales results are the important yardstick by which any advertising
should
be evaluated."
R. DAVID KIMBLE
Dir. of Nat'l Promotion, BAB

prices on any network rate card.
Their real meaning to an advertiser
is this: By using the 25-plus-five arrangement, sponsors can guarantee
themselves extra radio coverage for a
secondary product in prime network
time, and on the same lineup of stations as their larger network show.
Although TV competition has helped
bring about many a five-minute program in network radio's current crop,
several TV sponsors view radio's capsule shows as an ideal way to achieve
extra advertising pressure in non-TV
areas and in the non-TV homes in television markets.
"A five minute network radio show
affords an excellent balance to TV expenditures, particularly if the radio
show is aired in a daytime slot. Thus
you can add solid radio coverage at a
reasonable cost-per-1,000 to the impact
of TV in video homes," J. Sherwood
Smith, board chairman of the Calkins
& Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith
agency, told SPONSOR.
This agency has worked out this
system in practical terms for two of its
leading accounts, Prudential Life Insurance. Stokely-Van Camp. In 1950
the latter firm had a twice-weekly,
quarter-hour
show with
on NBC's
web. The LittleTVShow,
Singer video
John
Conte. Practically no simultaneous radio effort was made to back up the
Stokelv TV show.
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A THOUSAND TIMES YES!"
"A thousand times, yes, is right!
More than a thousand requests came in to vivacious
Christina as a result of a single offer on her
Christina's Garden Club of the Air" program heard
Mondays, 7:15-7:30 A.M. over KVOO.

The offer?

A little folder on "Beautify America with Roses".
No wonder Christina is now in her 13th year with
this great program over Oklahoma's Greatest Station! People do enjoy Christina's garden and flower
hints . . . they do find it easy to hear it all over
Oklahoma's No. 1 Market Area . . . and they do
respond! While Christina has used many forms of
advertising during her 12 years on KVOO

her 7:15

Monday morning program has been consistently a

Christina Tinger, owner and operator of Christina's Flowers, is one
of America's top floral designers, in demand all over the country for
demonstrations and classes. Holding many honors in State and National
associations, Miss Christina still finds time to enjoy writing and presenting her own radio program each Monday morning over KVOO.
On September 15th she began her 13th consecutive year with this

happy and effective vehicle which, in Christina's
own words "Really gets the job done!"

program.

Congratulations, Christina, on a wonderfully in-

KVOO

is proud of your program! It's a great

teresting and highly successful program which you

fifteen minutes for everybody who loves flowers . . .

report has had a really important part in building

and just about everybody does! And it proves again

your fine business to its present impressive stature

— a great program and a great station are an unbeatable combination!

. . . one of America's largest retail florists operations!
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Earh this year, however, Stokel\
switched to a once-weekl\ participation

il\ with Philco Playhouse; appliances
and home freezers on our morning-

in CBS I \ 's Garry Moore, saving considerabl) in production costs while getting a roughly comparable audience.
The sa\ings were put into a five-minute
morning radio show, featuring John
( '< >n te and aired on ABC Radio. Stoke1\ s "balance" to TV currently reaches
into nearl) 750,000 radio and radioT\ homes each morning, according to
A. C. Nielsen. Many of these homes
would have been passed by, if Stokely
had remained a TV-only advertiser.
Other TV sponsors using five-minute
shows to balance their video selling in-

radio Breakfast Club," an official of
the Hutchins agency stated. "But. until rert'iitb we didn't have a good air
segment in which we could sell the new
Philco radios effectively — particularly
now that they have a short-wave service band.

clude some of television's biggest
names. S. C. Johnson, sponsor of an
expensive alternate-week Robert Montgomery show on NBC TV. keeps a
strong anchor in radio with nearly a
half-dozen different five-minute series.
Consisting mostly of news and Washington commentary, the Johnson capsule shows are aired on Mutual in daytime and afternoon slots, thus giving
Johnson air entre into both TV and
non-TV homes.
Ciant. multi-product Philco Corp.
is another sponsor in this "backstop
TV" category.
"On the air. we sell TV sets primar-

"Also, we were looking for a program arrangement whereby we could
have a local cut-in for local Philco
radio dealers. We solved the problem
by buying a five-minute package offered us by ABC Radio. Edwin C.
Hills Human Side of the News. Being
in marginal time — 10:30 to 10:35 p.m.
— we can
get a minute
half's
worth
of commercial
at and
that atime
of
night. Of this, a minute is spent in
plugging the new Philco radios to the
mostly masculine audience. The remainder istaken up with a co-op cutin for local dealers on a voice cue from

rounding, fore-and-aft shows. It's
therefore generally parasitical in its
existence, usually getting ratings somewhat lower than the average of the
shows which follow or precede, researchers point out.
Despite the discouraging elements of
this "Chinese rope bridge" rating sag.
some sponsors are beginning to put
large promotion campaigns behind
their five-minute shows, or else build
them around a strong personality in
hopes of building a regular listening
habit in radio and radio-TV homes.
That this can be done — and done
successfully — is illustrated by the success of Johns-Manville Corp., which
continues to put about 80% of its
Sl.OOO.OOO-plus advertising budget into the nightly Bill Henry and the News
show at 9:00 to 9:05 p.m. on Mutual.
J-M has done an excellent public relations and selling job for itself with
the show. One of the reasons for its

Hill. We feel it's a very good buy."
Nielsen data on page 34 shows that
the typical five-minute program in network radio lives, as one of Nielsen's
research experts puts it. "as a function

success is the fact that J-M backs up
the show with a considerable amount

of the adjacencies/'
Seldom does a five-minute show get
a better rating than that of the sur-

among J-M s potential customers.
Latest to follow in the footsteps of
Johns-Manville. in having a show
which can stand by itself, is ColgatePalmolive-Peet. sponsor of a Tuesday
night capsule show with famous Gossip
Columnist Louella Parsons. Aired from
10:00 to 10:05 on Tuesdays, the show

1000 WATTS

Charleston's most far reaching
station
'Y'know, in the kennel the other day we were talking
and yapping about things — the way us dogs do — and
the subject of service came up. A lotta stations figure
that when the contract is all signed up. their job is
over. They seem to figure that they are confering quite
enough honors on a poor, benighted sponsor just by
allowing him to put his announcement
on the air!
't ain't so here. My bosses are constantly working on
merchandising and sales promotion schemes (aside from
radio) to bolster our clients' sales through the territory.
Not only the usual window
displays, personal calls on
distributors and dealers, letters to dealers
but unique
methods such as bringing the entire George Morgan
Grand Ole Opry unit to Charleston last spring to promote International Milling's Robin Hood Flour. Lots of
folks turned out, saw a good show, and made friends
with a mighty good flour concern, too!
''Yes sirree, we try to look after those who put enough
confidence in us to entrust us with their advertising.
"And

from

the

looks

of it, we're

done

a mighty

good

of promotion to the building trade —
the real buyers of J-M products. Thus
the show develops steady listening

is in many ways a concession to Colgate. Most networks don't like to start
capsule shows on the hour and leave
25 minutes dangling in space. However, the Parsons news spot comes after a high-powered lineup of Tuesday
night CBS shows which includes: People Are Funny (8:00 to 8:30) . Mr. and
Mrs. North (8:30 to 9:00). Life With
Luigi 19:00 to 9:301. Mr. Friend Irma
(9:30 to 10:00). Louella. therefore,
doesn't break into this flow of audience: she inherits it.
"Since audienees have a choice of
switching at 10 o'clock to another show
or another network, we felt that only a
personality of the caliber of Louella
Parsons would hold this accumulated
CBS audience with just a five-minute
show," Bob Owen, an executive on the
Colgate account at Lennen & Newell
agency, told sponsor. "Ibis is proving to be correct, and the result has
been an excellent advertising buy foe

Forjoe and Company
S, E. Dora-Clayton Agency
78

All this and

Hoopers

too!

Colgate's Lustre-Creme products, as.
well as a good radio balance for the
[Please turn to j>age 82 I
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1* O-O-H

(Out-Of-Home)

listening

A recent Pulse Report showed a big bonus
audience for West Coast radio advertisers— the mobile millions
who listen away from home. KMPC dominates Southern

2.

California's out-of-home audience, as shown in this Pulse report :
(a) KMPC tops all other Los Angeles radio stations with the
highest individual O.O.H. rating— 21% on Saturday afternoons!
(b) KMPC tops all independent stations in L.A. for total weekly
O.O.H. ratings ! (c) KMPC tops all but one network station in
L.A. for total weekly O.O.H. ratings!

Southern
network

50,000 watts days. 10,000 watts nights.

California's one-station

KMPC

LOS ANGELES

Represented nationally
by H-R Representatives, Inc.
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About Automobiles...

y FIVE-MINUTE
TIME

SHOW

STARTS

AND

8:40

a.m.

W \MII\GTON, D. C. - - More than
34,000 new ear dealer members of the
National Automobile Dealers Association
are being mobilized behind a program
to stimulate state and loeal aetion leading to solution of the problems existing
throughout the nation as a result of inadequate highway and parking capacity.
A release giving plans detail has just
been made to all radio stations . . . here
are a few startling highlights:
There are more than 52 millions
of vehicles on the highways today
... an increase of 70% in seven
years!
86% of vehicular travel is on
23% of the roads. $11 billion has
been estimated as the cost of modernizing these highways.
Roadways are wearing out. It has
been estimated that 69% of intermediate-type highways in service
January 1, 1932 will be worn out
and need replacement within 10
years.
Too many of the principal streets
in every town are loaded beyond
capacity.
Losses growing out of traffic congestion and accidents have increased to the point where insurance alone can he the economic
"straw to break the camel's back"
in the family budget . . . making it
increasingly difficult for the average
wage earner to own his essential
automobile which 57% of them use
to get to and from work.
U. S. Public Roads Commissioner, Thomas H. MacDonald, the
NADA brochure points out, has observed: "We pay for roads whether
we have them or not; and we pay
than if

do."state automobile dealer assowe
Every
ciation has been urged by the national
association to make its special highway
program an immediate major activity
and to develop, in the public interest,
an immediate and specific plan of action leading to the local solution of
these
serious
problems.
One

of a series from the National Automobile Dealers Association — Any material contained herein may l>e reproduced
wit hout permission.

A brochure, "The Case for Increased
Highway and Parking Capacity,'1 containing full background information is
available, address:
DIRECTOR

PUBLIC RELATIONS,
N A D A
1026 17TII ST., IN. W.
WASHINGTON
6, I). C.
RE. 6946
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PROGRAMS

DAY

(Mon-Fri)

„_„

SPONSOR.

SHOW

AND

TYPE

Time
for Betty
Crocker
(home
service 1
Gabriel
Hea/ter
< philosophy )

a.m.

(Mon-Fri)

1 itamin Corp. of Amenta:
Kastor, Farrell, (hesley
& Clifford

8:55

a.m.

(Mon-Fri)

John Conte i music 1
Stokely-Van Camp; Calkins & Holden, Carlock,

(Sat)

1 1:25 a.m. (Mon-Sat)

ABC

AGENCY

General
Mills; DancerFitzgerald-Sample

8:55

11:00 a.m.

if we don't have them

RADIO

WORK

and Dealers

more

NETWORK

SO are sponsored on full or partial networks

NETMBS

ABC

McCliaton
it- Smith
Shaedel
&
Campana
Sales Co. ; Wal- BillA ews
lace-Ferry-Hanly
Brorby
S. C. Johnson & Son;
Headline News
Needham, Louis &

CBS
MBS

ABC
12:10
7:55
2:00

2:25

Prudential Insurance ; Cal- Jack Berch (music)
p.m. (Mon-Fri)
kins & Holden. Carlock.
McClinton & Smith
General
Foods
l Sanka ) : Galen Drake
p.m. (Sat)
Young & Rubicam
Barbasol Co; Erwin, Wasey Barbasol Lineup
p.m. (Sat)
1 sports, before
Game of Week)
Brorby
Headline
News
S. C. Johnson & Son;
p.m. (Mon-Sat)
Needham, Louis &

2:30 p.m.

(Mon-Fri)

2:55

(Mon-Fri)

p.m.

3:25 p.m. (Sat)

General Mills: DancerFitzgerald-Sample
Hazel Bishop: Raymond
Brorby
S. Spector
C. Johnson & Son :
Needham. Louis &

3:45
4:00

p.m.
p.m.

(Mon-Fri)
(Mon-Fri)

Kellogg Co : Leo Burnett

4:25

p.m.

(Mon-Fri)

General Mills: DancerFitzgerald-Sample
Barbasol Co: Erwin, Wasey

4:30 p.m. (Sat)

4:55 p.m. (Sun)
5:55 p.m.

(Sat)

5:55 p.m. (Sun)
6:25

p.m.

(Sun)

7:55

p.m.

(Sat)

7:55 rp.m. (Tue-Thu)
8:25 p.m. (Thu)

9:00

p.m.

(Mon-Fri)

9:25 p.m. (Sat)
10:00 p.m. (Tue)

10:00

p.m.

(Fri)

10:00

p.m.

(Sun)

10:30 p.m. (Mon-Tue)
10:30

p.m.

(Mon-Fri)

10:30

p.m.

(Mon-Fri)

Toni Co; Tathcrm-Laird

1 ick Chemical: Morse
International
Brorby
S. C. Johnson & Son :
Needham.
Louis &
Best Foods 1 Shinola &
Rit l ; Earle Ludgin
Slate Farm Mutual
(insurance) ; Needham.
Louis & Brorby
State Farm
Mutual
I insurance):
Needham.
Louis & Brorby

Time
for Betty
Crocker
Inside News from
Hollywood
Headline
News

Carl Smith
It Happens

(music)
Every

MBS
CBS

MBS
ABC
NBC
MBS

CBS
CBS

news)
Day
(humorous

ABC

Crocker
Time
for BettyBarbasol Scoreboard

MBS

(sports, of follows
Game
Week)
I icks News

Capital

Commen-

Larry Le Sueur &
\ CU s

Cecil Brown &

MBS

MBS
CZS
MBS

\ i U S

tary-

Cecil Brown &

MBS
MBS

News

\l ildrool Co; Batten, BarMoody Speaking Titus
(comedy)
ton, Durstine & Osborn
Log
Cabin
Neivs
General Foods
) Log Cabin
Syrup) ;
Benton
S: Hun Irs
lohns-Manrille Corp: J.
Bill Henry & \ ews
If alter Thompson
Sanka
Salutes
General Foods
( Sanka);
Young & Rubicam
( news comment I
Louella Parsons
Colgate- 1'ul rnoli i e-Pcet
(Luslre-C.reme) ; Lennen & Newell
Foul Motor Co; J. Walter Bob Trout & News
Thompson
Ford Motor Co: J. Walter Bob Trout & News
Thompson
Ford Motor Co: J. Walter Bob

NEC
MBS

CBS
CBS

CES
CBS

Trout & News

CBS
ABC

Edwin man
C Side
Hill
Huof News
International
Cellucotton : John
Cameron
Foote, Cone & Belding
Swayze & News

NBC

Thompson
Philco Corp; Hutchins

(EfJ. 5 Jan.

'53)

Press-time addition: "Cedric Adams'* for Sonotone Corp.. CBS, 4:55 p.m.
Mon.,
10:35 p.m
ing 30 Nov.
via Kudner:
"Bob
Trout
«. News''
for Ford.
10:00
p.m.
Sun.,
via J. Wal er Thompson
Sun.,
start-

SPONSOR

to figure this out!
Kentucky isn't like a lot of the other
47 States. Here, a tremendous part

n

permit you to buy the golden part
of Kentucky (plus an important
hunk of Southern Indiana, with another

of our total buying power is crowded
into a relatively small market. 55.39? of

quarter billion dollars in effective

Kentucky's retail sales are made in

buying income) at lowest cost per

WAVE's daytime area — and you need
several other stations to get the

potential good customer.

remaining 44.7' \.

you've already figured your
conclusions!

WAVE'S

Well, those are the facts. We bet

low "regional-station" rates

5000

WATTS

WAVE
NBC

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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same product s expenditures on TV
with Strike it Rich."
Some of the radio advertising dollars being poured increasingly into
five-minute network shows are also, in
a certain sense, spot advertising
lars. This has brought grumbles
station reps, who usually view the
minute network radio show as a

dolfrom
fiveform

of poaching on spot's game preserve,
but the networks are continuing their
sales efforts just the same.
\ clear-cut example of a five-minute
network show which stole the thunder
of spot competition

can

be

found

in

\ itamin Corp. of America's Gabriel
Heatter capsule show, 8:55 to 9:00
a.m., on Mutual.
"Some of the stations we had to buy
in the MBS network lineup are in markets we don't particularly care about.
But. we
a longer Heatter
and harder
with
our get
five-minute
show 'sell"
— a
minute and a half — than we would
with one-minute radio spot announcements." Alice Ross, veteran timebuyer
and radio executive of Kastor, Farrell.
Chesley & Clifford, VCA's ad agency,
revealed to sponsor.
"One

of the

principal

reasons

we

bought the show — apart from the fact
that it gives us a star salesman and no
headaches of routing spot transcriptions— is that we have the show slotted
between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. in all
of the time zones on most MBS outlets.
I hat's choice morning time in any language. Certainly, it's something the
reps cant produce in that many markets, what with the tight situation in
morning spot. The show is aired from
tape recordings, and usually lands next
to a high-rated morning news show or
morning disk jockey. We reach nearly
1.000.000 homes every morning, despite any waste circulation we may
have, at a network cost-per- 1,000 that's
highlyRoss
competitive
Miss
added. with spot radio,"
What kind of audience size can an
advertiser expect to attract with a typical five-minute show?
As the Nielsen figures in the charts
on page 34 indicate, the sponsor's
chances of attracting an audience that's
larger than that of the shows which
precede and follow his capsule program are ver\ slight. In the over-all
pattern, the rating falls off about onehalf of one rating point between the
fore-and-aft programs.
The average rating of five-minute
programs in network radio with sponsored neighbors, according to the same
Nielsen figures, is about a 2.4. That s
about 1.052.000 radio and radio-TV
homes for a full-network show.
The average rating of all five-minute
network radio shows — including those
with sponsored programs fore-and-aft.
and those with sustaining neighbors —
is about a 2.1. In terms of homes,
that's about 921.001).
Of course, this is a rough index. Any
sponsor contemplating the purchase of
a five-minute network radio show
should look carefully at the latest of
the programs which will precede and
follow his slot.

NBC

• 5000 WATTS

970 KILOCYCLES
FREE

& PETERS,

INC.,

Exclusive National Representatives
8/„

Then, he can add them together and
average these ratings. Finally, he can
lower that figure about a half-point to
a full point and this will he a reasonable guess as to the rating the fiveminute show will deliver. A projection
of this, if the show is aired on a full
national radio network, will give a
rough index of average audience size.
What does radio research reveal
about the number of times per week
that an across-the-board five-minute
show is dialed by radio audiences?
Since the majority of five-minute
-how purchases are aired on a daih
SPONSOR
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basis, this is a question many advertisers would like to see answered. An
A. C. Nielsen analysis of a typical fiveminute program — the recent daily Cedric Adams capsule show for Pillsbury
— affords an important clue:
CEDRIC
ADAMS
SHOW
(Week
of 12 April
1952 1
Number
of times
show was tuned
during week
1
2

i
i
5

Percentage
of
weekly audience
45.3%
18.2
23.4
13.1
13.1

As pointed out earlier, the five-minute network radio show seldom develops a strong loyalty pattern. The figures above would seem to indicate that

COMMERCIAL

REVIEWS

{Continued from page 54)
sound track describes the important role
jewelers play in their communities and
how they are merchant craftsmen to be
trusted as friends and counselors. As
such, this copy is a most merchandisable
entity and hence the words from the track
have been set into jewelry store displays
and are now being used across the country.
The copy closes with the fact that the
entire program is dedicated to the jeweler
for his services to the community in which
he lives.

the number of homes a sponsor hits
on any one day is closely related to the
audience size of shows which follow1

This is using a television program as a
double-edged sword, not only to move
merchandise directly, but as an influential
element on the trade itself. Not a bad

or precede the five-minute slot.

idea at all!

* * *

In HANNIBALAND
THEY have money
to spend!
* HANNIBALAND -//,f large 41 county

area surrounding Hannibal, Mo.,
Quincy, III., and Keokuk, Iowa.

sponsor:
ACENCY:
program

:

Parliament Cigarettes
Benton & Bowles, N. Y. C.
Announcements

After many months of seeing the Parliament copy used only in Station Identifications, Ifinally caught a minute announcement for this cigarette and it's quite interesting to see what 50-odd additional
seconds of time permit this advertiser to
accomplish over and above quick mention
of the built-in filter mouthpiece (which is
the sum total of the copy in the I.D.) .
Here, in the longer commercial, diagrammatical illustration explains the filter
feature and graphically portrays its advantages intrapping nicotine and so forth.
There is not only demonstration but solid
reason-why copy, comparisons drawn with
competitive niters, and product-in-use plus
an effective optical or two.
The expanded sales story points up the
hazards of running Station Identifications,
regardless of their high rating adjacencies
unless your copy-story is one of simple
brand recognition or a quick theme line
that can stand on its own feet without
further elucidation. Generally speaking,
in competitive markets, I'd say mor» time
is needed — and when this time is well
used, it becomes tremendously valuable,
despite the fact that smaller audiences will,
■*■*■*

perhaps, be available to see it.

YOUR TV COMMERCIAL
( Continued from page 40)
A good rating for a show merely indicates a big audience. Selling the
product is the job of the TV commercial in the show, and a TV commercial which isn't remembered by the
The population of the rich Hannibaland area is mostly
rural. These are the folks who have the money to spend
to buy your products. To sell 'em use the station they
listen to most— KHMO.
KHMO reaches and sells the buying power of the
240,470 radio families who live in this large, 41 county
area.
Make your selling job easy in the middle-west in
Hannibaland — buy KHMO. Write, wire or phone
KHMO or Pearson today for availabilities.

KHMO
5000 watts day

Representative
John E. Pearson Company
•
Mutual Network
Hannibal, Missouri
1000 watts at night

audience just doesn't sell.
2. Video commercials, despite great
amounts of money and loving care,
are often mediocre sales efforts. In
"How to Increase the Effectiveness of
Television Commercials" the NBC
researchers stated: "Viewers are
as familiar with, nor as interested
the sales story as the advertiser
They neither know nor care about
problems that had to be overcome

building
commercial."
3. TV the
research
studies show that
TV advertising adds extra customers.
Hut the mere fact of TV advertising
doesn't guarantee a standard amount
of extra sales in every case. Analysis
of these studies, such as NBC
"The
Hofstra
Study."
proves

84
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In England, in the 18th century
people were taught to write on
"sand tables." Novices practised
on the sand surface; the two
boards were used as

'erasers."

QC

'hough we live in one ol the world's
most literate nations, people must still be
taught to write, to read, to add or subtract.
But they never need he taught to listen.
That's why radio is and always will he
such a potent medium or communication,
of education, of advertising.
And because Westinghouse radio stations
believe in making programs listenable-first, last and always. . they continue to
increase their audiences in six leading
market-areas: Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne,

and

Portland, Oregon.
Advertisers needn't be taught that these
audiences comprise a substantial slice of
the country's purchasing power!

WESTINGHOUSE

WBZ

RADIO STATIONS

WBZA

WOWO

KYW
KEX

Inc

KDKA
WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for
WBZ-TV;

for WBZ-TV,

NBC

Spot Sales
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point. In one product categor) of the
Hofstra report, for example, one TV
sponsor got eight limes as much sales
return for his video dollar as that obtained In one of his TV competitors.
What makes (me TV commercial several limes more effective at the sales
counter than another commercial?

Schwerin has good grounds for such a
generalized remark; his firm has tested
the reactions of more than 750,000
people to some 6.000 air commercials
in the past six years.
Until recently, however, there was a
sizable Iron Curtain between the find-

"Air advertising failures can he
traced, not to poor concepts in most
cases, but to poor execution of those

ings of Schwerin regarding TV commercials and the mass of TV advertisers who want added efficiency in
their video selling.
The reasons, of course, are obvious.
No advertising department or big ad

ideas.'" veteran Qualitative Researcher
Horace Schwerin stated not long ago.

agency likes to have its mistakes exposed to the cold stare of higher brass

Win are some I \ sales points remembered, ami others forgotten?

how important is

with

HOMETOWN

its Huntington-Charleston

PROGRAMING,

is close to the

hearts and the purse strings of over 2,000,000
persons in the rich Ohio Vslley — 67 counties in
West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Virginia.

^

These loyal WSAZ-TV
$1,446,895,000

in

viewers spent

retail

sales

in

1951.

Sales can always be better?

WSAZ-TV

is very important to you!

sells more

goods to more

often than any single medium
Let WSAZ-TV

tiveness ofTelevision Commercials" is
the latest link in a chain of useful NBC
TV studies which have included "The
Hofstra Study" (1950), "Television
Today" (1951), and "Summer Television Advertising" (1952 I.
What NBC's researchers have dons
in the new study is to distill thousands
of Schwerin Research Corp. tests and

findings on TV commercials into a set
of five generic rules for the improvement of video selling I see page 40).
To a handful of TV advertisers, the
findings
will begroup
truly is"old
stuff." But
this
fortunate
an exceedingly
small minority in the opinion of those
familiar with the mountains of Schwerin TV data.
"We discovered that some of the
leading video advertisers make the
same mistakes as the brand-new advertiser," an NBC official who helped prepare the new report revealed. "It isn t
as though the TV commercials from
these leaders are amateurish in their
technique. Its just that some advertisers get much too close to their own
problems in TV commercials, and lose
their sense of objectivity and simplici-

Could your sales be better in this area?

So WSAZ-TV

been removed from Schwerin"s findings in the new study just released b\
NBC TV. '-How to Increase the Effec-

*<»lt i> entirely possible thai 1953 will
he the biggest year for the sale of sets
in television history. I think the industry
will sell at least six million sets next
year — and possibly over that figure."
JOHN K. MoDONOUGH, Gen. Mgr.
Sylrania Radio and Teleiision Dir.
********

WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV,

and the competition. On the other
hand, if an adman finds something
which looks like the hottest secret since
the Normandy invasion, he hangs onto
it with the grip of a bear trap.
But many of the security wraps have

people more

in West Virginia.

ty. That's why we feel that our new
study can be just as helpful to the
well-established, big-budget advertiser
in television as it can be to the small
advertiser or agency with his first TV

sell for you!

Affiliated with all four Television Networks

WSAZ-TV

HUNTINGTON, W. VIRGINIA
represented by the KAT2 AGENCY

84,000 watts on channel 3

Here, from NBC TV's new report,
are the five basic rules of good TV
:campaign."
ommercials. and examples of what
happens when TV commercials violate
these fundamental standards:

I. Correlate audio and
video properly:
"There are no 'short-cuts" to the
mind."" the study points out. "The advertiser who thinks that he is "ettin<:
SPONSOR

KRON-TV serves one of the nation's top TV
test markets. In number of TV sets the San Francisco
Bay Area now ranks in "First 10" market group

You'll sell more
Bay Area /

■

on Channel 4 in San Francisco

Of San Francisco's 3 established
I V stations, you can be sure that
KRON-TV consistently puts more eyes on spots because...
KRON-TV

has the market's highest antenna, providing clearest
signal and unparalleled "Clear Sweep" coverage of the
San Francisco Bay Area, Northern and Central California

KRON-TV

serves the largest number of advertisers

KRON-TV

offers the greatest percentage of audience ... both day
and night, and throughout the week* {Pulse)

KRON-TV

presents the largest number of top-rated shows — more
than the other two stations combined (Pulse)

(Rorabaugh)

* except Saturday daytime

>V«" P
1V S.a.ion
°"
more eves
Check with FREE & PETERS for availabilities! Offices in New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Atlanta, Fort Worth, Hollywood. KRON-TV offices and studios in the
San Francisco Chronicle Bldg., 5th and Mission Streets, San Francisco

SAN

FRANCISCO
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two points over at the same time b>
showing one feature of his product
while discoursing on another, is gimply deluding himself and weakening
his commercial. Failure to have the
voice and picture tell the same story,
at the same time, is probably the most
common error on the TV screen. It's
such a simple, obvious rule, it's often
overlooked."
One example of a commercial which
was committing this error, and the improved results which came with proper
correlation of the vocal and visual selling, is shown in the charts on page 41.
Eight times as many viewers remembered the key sales point of the TV
manufacturer — which dealt with the
fact that the set would not become
obsolete when UHF stations went on
the air — as soon as he showed audiences the actual rear-of-the-set gadget,
instead of the front of the cabinet.
While the example above is fairh
obvious, other violations of the rule
are often more subtle, and thus harder
for the advertiser to spot. A leading
cake mix, for instance, had a TV commercial which contained a shot of a
housewife using the mix in her kitchen.
This is perfectly good selling so far as
product demonstration is concerned.

But the copy point being made was
not "See how easy it is to use." Instead, it was the abstract idea of
"quality." The announcer therefore,
spoke about the choice ingredients of
the product as the housewife stirred,
citing them as the reasons why the
mix produced such delicious cakes. In
its Schwerin testing, this treatment
story.
won a recall of 8% for the quality

********
**A television program provides an
opportunity merely to sell a product.
Whether this opportunity is capitalised
upon is the real test of whether advertising dollars have been spent efficiently."

LEYTON

********

In an improved version — since the
""quality" aspect was considered ver\
important by the advertiser — the video
followed the audio very literally. As
the announcer's voice was heard speaking about things like "fresh, rich milk "
and "finest, freshest eggs," the video
showed milk being poured from a
pitcher, and eggs being taken from a
newly opened carton. This time, the
remembrance score for the commercial
was 21 c/< — nearly

three times higher.

Some spots
are better
than others

"People are more likely to remember
advertiser claims of product performance ifthey see that performance demonstrated. Whenever possible, therefore, a sales claim should be demonstrated and described at the same
time, ' states the new NBC TV report.
The majority of products sold on
TV lend themselves easily to visual
demonstration. Most advertisers use
this technique in TV comercials, one
way or another. But not all of them
use it correctly.
A TV commercial for a well-known
kitchen cleanser was a good example
of a misuse of demonstration. In one
version, a housewife was shown holding the cleanser in one hand and a
shiny frying pan in the other while the
announcer spoke of the fact that the
product made cleaning pots and pans
an easy chore. However, only six out
of 100 Schwerin viewers remembered
the sales claim. Viewers had to take
the "demonstration" on faith.
In an improved version, the housewife was shown holding a greasy pan.
Then, as virtually the same audio was
repeated, she was shown at a sink,
seen sprinkling the cleanser on the
dirty pan and then rinsing away the
grease. The memory value was increased more than four times; the response score for the second version
was 28%. This time, viewers could see
the product at work.
Concluded NBC TV

researchers:

"The simplest and most realistic demonstrations invariably win the highest
recall. Demonstrations which appear
to be far-fetched or which smack of
sleight-of-hand are consistently less
successful. For some advertisers, the

than 2'l> billion dollars per year, KNBH has best
spot availabilities. FOODS FOR THOUGHT, on

search for the most effective presentation device is difficult. But, once they
find the method, they can be sure that
more viewers will remember the point

Monday thru Friday, 11-11:30 AM, offers top
merchandising assistance, big audience. Stars are
hard-selling Jane Hawkins and Jimmy Wallington.

3. Keep

In Los Angeles, where retail food sales total more

For the best spot, at the right
time, at the right place use

KNBH

Channel 4

HOLLYWOOD

Q
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CARTER

Gallup and Robinson

2. Demonstrate the product:

Represented by
NBC SPOT SALES

they are trying to make."

It simple:

As pointed out earlier, in the case
of the cigarette manufacturer with the
fancy film commercial, the multiplicity
of gimmicks in a commercial can be
a danger. Too many tricks, too many
copy points, too much of an attempt
to go separate ways in audio and video
— all these lower the memory value,
and ultimately the sales effectiveness of
TV commercials.
Not all the errors of simplicity are
matters of jamming too much into the
TV commercial,
however.
Some
are
SPONSOR

In Philadelphia
PEOPLE

WATCH

jy,
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THAN ANY OTHER
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simply a matter of presenting '"cause"
and '"effect " in a confusing manner.
An appliance manufacturer, for instance, wanted to sell TV viewers on
the fact that the special insulation in
his product — a refrigerator — meant
lower electric hills. In the first Schwerin-tested commercial, the announcer
was shown holding a sheet of insulation in one hand and an electric hill
in the other. It was an attempt to convey two connected ideas at the same
time, and tests showed a 26' '< recall of
the sales point when presented in this
maimer.
The improved

version

of the same

commercial worked the same ideas out
in sequence. First, the attractiveness
of lower electric bills was made. Then,
when "Point A" had been made, the
reason for it— "Point B," the special
insulation — was shown and described.
Recall virtually doubled; on the second
version, the recall score in Schwerin
tests was 48' / . Audience conviction
that the sales claim was true, incidentally- also doubled when the points
were presented separately.

4. Use the right presenter:
"This

doesn t mean
that the commercial producer should spend all his

time in projection rooms looking for
a new Dorothy Collins or Rex Marshall," the NBC TV study explains.
"The essential fact is that whether it's
a person or animated character, he
should be highly compatible to the
selling job he's assigned to do."
Schwerin's tests and NBC TV's analysis reveals some of the basic tricks
involved in the proper use of a good
sales personality or cartoon character.
For example, memory ratings of commercials were found to be higher when
""the audience knows who is doing the
telling and the selling." This is often
just a simple matter of showing the
face of the announcer before launching
into a sequence which consists of voiceover demonstration.
Another common

TV

problem in-

volves the "compatibility" of the presenter with the product. A razor blade
TV commercial, for example, once used
a burly-looking steel worker to get
across the idea that the blades produced clean shaves on the toughest
beards — and. incidentally, that clean
shaves were important. The memory
score for the sales point in Schwerin
tests was 139c.
You can't cover Indiana's #2
market from another state.
Our rates are local and include
complete

merchandising

distri-

bution and promotion assistance.
We

serve 400,000

loyal listen-

ers in Negro, rural, industrial,
and four nationality groups.
Only the Gary Sales Plan sells
Indiana's second market.
Call us without obligation.

Gen. Mgr.-WWCA

WWCA
Gary2 Ind
keta's
Marian
No.

In another version, the same pitch
was made by an average-looking whitecollar office worker. Because the office
worker seemed to be a more logical
choice for a man who would worry
about his clean-shaven appearance,
and because viewer identification with
him was easier, the response score
jumped to 32%.
Related closely to this question of
the "compatible" TV presenter is the
use of authorities in TV commercials.
"Whenever it is appropriate, the use
of an authority increases the recall of
the sales point," the study found. However, the right kind of authority must
be chosen with great care.
While doctors and dentists are effective when used to present generic advantages of products ("Cleaning your
teeth after every meal helps reduce
tooth decay," etc.), the professional
authorit) isn't always the best.
One baking-mix video commercial
tested by Schwerin used a professional
chef, in the usual big white hat, as the
authority. While viewers watched, he
proceeded to mix up a batch of batter,
using the product. This, the client felt,
would show that even a professional
chef thought the product would achieve
>erfect baking results, while being easy
to use. The commercial drew a re-
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What was wrong with the commercial was that the chef was possibl) too
expert; what was simple for him might
not he simple for the housewife. A
second version ol the commercial went
deliheratel) in the other direction—
with great success.
\ little girl was used in the commercial, just as the chef had been. She
mixed up a hatch of batter and made
a cake. The point was clear: If the
little girl could use the product and
get good results, obviousl) any housewife could too. The second version of
the

commercial — with

the

little

mop-

pet as the "authorit)

— drew

a score

of 73',.
Sponsors who feel that the "right
presenter' should he constructed along
the well-curved lines of Marilyn Monroe may sometimes find that their
model is entertaining the viewers —
particular^ male viewers — without
necessarih selling the product. What
happened when a TV commercial for
a hand lotion was done bv a scantily
clad beauty is shown in the charts on
page 41. With her clothes on, the
model's vocal sales points went
about six-fold in memory value.

up

5.
Keep the video "setting"
authentic:
"The word 'setting' here has a much
wider connotation than the stage set
used in the commercial." the NBC TV
study points out. "The settiag should
be so planned that every element in it
should contribute to the impression
the advertiser wishes to make. No
elements surrounding the presenter or
the demonstration should be included
if As
theya detract
from that
impressiup
on.'"
good picture
is pointed
b)
a good frame, an effective commercial
is therefore done in the right atmosphere. One commercial for a food
product which attempted to violate
this, in order to "get some life into
the selling, placed the m.c. of a video
show and his assistant in a stase
kitchen to demonstrate

the product.

The result was funny, good-natured,
and boisterous — but the routine failed
as a commercial because there was
"nothing

real or

authentic

in the

A

later version of the same commercial, along more conventional lines,
situation."
showed a beaming mother using the
product in a kitchen, minus jokes, it
was perhaps more corny and less entertaining. But the sales points in the
second

version drew

a memor)

re-

sponse of 88' , . whereas those in the
gagged-up version received 42%.
In winding up their report on how
to improve TV commercials, the executives who worked on the project — including NBC V.P. Ed Madden, and
sales and research executives like
Horace S. Sehwerin. NBC's Rud Lawrence. Bob McFadyen. Hugh Beville
Jr.. and Tom Coffin — had this to sav :
"These principles are not based on
the hunches, or opinions, or even the

THANKSQIV/NQ

experiences of any single individual —
however brilliant. They have evolved
from actual tests of several thousand
TV commercials

We

at WIBW

share this Thanksgiving

for a multitude of dif-

are our close friends . . . our daily listeners.

ferent products. And, like all principles relating to creative work. the\
operate interdependent!} .

their owners the richest yield in all his-

Once again we rededicate ourselves to continuing service in their behalf . . . for it

"We do not believe that a simple
listing will automatical!) result in a

tory. The Spirit of Thanksgiving is all
about us . . . in the golden corn piled high

is only because of such service throughout

perfect batting average for even commercial produced in accordance with
these points. But we do feel the advert iser who keeps these principles
in mind, checks stor\ board elements

Simple spires such as this rise at countless Kansas crossroads. They rise above
recently harvested fields that have brought

in cribs and oversowing granaries ... in

spirit with these farm families because they

the years that we have been able to serve
our advertisers so successfully.

the sleek, white faced cattle and heavy

(y

hogs that will soon be on their way to
market . . . and in th; faces of those whose
i

labors have again heen so generously rewarded.

Gen. Mgr.
C.B.S.

-

-

WIBW

Radio

for Kansas

against them, eliminates gross violations of them, can substantialh raise
the performance

level of his TV

commercials.
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you're right on the button with Waterbury!
Waterbury's largest single employer is Scovill
Manufacturing Company, one oi America's leading
brass mills and makers of metal products.
No company better exemplifies the steady expansion
of Waterbury industry than Scovill. It began in 1802
with the manufacture of brass buttons. Today Scovill employs
over 7.000 persons who turn out products as diversified
as paper fasteners— aircraft parts— metal containers for
drugs and cosmetics— and, of course, brass buttons.
In fact, everybody in Waterbury turns a button daily—

the one that tunes to WBRY!
Radio dials in Waterbury "stay put" at WBRY.
For YOU, this means ANY time is GOOD time on WBRYCBS in Waterbury. The March, 1952, Pulse study
shows WBRY

FIRST by far in 44 of 48 daytime quarter hours.

Get your product in use in the lucrative Waterbury
market. Just rely on WBRY!

©
O

ask Avery-Knodel for the WBRY story
Waterbury,
Conn.
CBS
5000 Watts
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MR. SPONSOR

ASKS

Among the main

[Continued from page 59 I

symptoms of
television's growing pains is the
problem of how
to insert local

\\ e have found it necessary recently
to replace our original slide projector.
We are re-ordering an improved type
of projector which accepts 2x2 slides
in view of the comparatively large
slides.
of our
library
We
believe
thatownit and
wouldclient's
be a great
inconvenience to our clients to find it
necessary to replace the slides which
the\ have already furnished us — even
though we might believe that there was
more versatility to the projector designed for the larger type of slide.
Standardization will require agreement between manufacturer, station,
and client on an ideal size. I suspect
that the problems involved in changing
to a standardized size are more acute
with manufacturers than with clients
and stations. It seems to me, therefore,
that the next logical step is to expand
your forum so as to include the viewpoints of several manufacturers of
slide projection equipment.
W. C. SWARTLEY
Station Manager
WBZ-TV
Boston

Mr. Andrews

dealer identification in conjunction with a national advertisers film announcements. The

problem is important, it is current,
and it will probably continue for a
long time to come. It exists simply because there is considerable variance
in local station equipment to handle
slides, balops. telops, and opaque cords.
One advertiser, to supplement a national film spot campaign, actually
prepared individual film clip references to local dealers. This facilitated
the procedure, but the shooting and
editing charges ran to about $50 per
spot — an obviously prohibitive expense for cost-conscious sponsors.
Another, confronted with multiple
restrictions imposed by local station
requirements, simply threw up his
hands and abandoned all plans for
local tie-ins.

I here is. in wide use, a simple lowcost solution to the varied equipment
problem. It takes into account the fact
that local TV stations stand ready to
prepare slides suited to their own individual requirements almost without exception. Either the outlet possesses its
own mechanical facilities, or a local
shop is available to provide inexpensive, efficient processing services.
I In >tatinn-inade balops arc prepared in accordance with artwork forwarded by the agency. The artwork
itself, usually a photoprint with a dull
finish and mounted on stiff cardboard,
can be submitted in convenient size.
Since the majority of stations have
reached the gray telop standard of
4" x 5", it is suggested that the artwork be laid out and printed according
to these measurements. The stations
will then follow through in line with
their own specifications and bill the
agency for the locally produced slide.
The finished product, if possible,
should be submitted to the agency for
approval. Sufficient advance scheduling, always desirable, is mandatory in
this respect.
A rough estimate of the cost involved would be from $3.00 to $5.00,

depending upon the lettering necessary
and the detail in the card. Local announcer fees, if any, will be low.
Ideally, an agency prefers final supervision ofthe slide or card presented
in behalf of a client. But if a time
problem exists, or a bulk operation imposes prohibitive charges, we can only
hope fervently for the day when equipment uniformity will be observed.
Personally, I feel that the use of the
Eastman Kodak standard 2" x 2" glass
slide would provide the ideal answer
for both stations and agencies. More
than 50% of the operating stations already have this equipment and properly it should only be a question of time
before the remainder fall in line. The
slides can be made up in New York at
low cost (approximately $2.00 per
unit) and the agency can exercise full
supervision of the final product.
Television is big business. Just as
motion picture handling demands uniformity, so should the equipment that
handles subsidiary functions follow
common standards.
S. James Andrews
Director Radio & TV
Maxon, Inc.
New York

ONE-WOMAN

SOAP OPERA

i Continued from page 33 i
before the black backdrop used for the
show, the production quintet exchanged ideas for camera angles and
possible trick effects.
This interplay of ideas, with suggestions coming from all sides, resulted in
about half the shots being blocked out
in advance. The unusual part of this
proceeding is the wide freedom given
the cameramen. With only half of the
shots being blocked out, they were free
to feel their way through the rest of
the show.
What happens when the show goes
on the air is that all three cameras are
constantly "live," (constantly taking),
thereby offering the director in the
control room a continuous choice of
three shots from which to choose. The
cameras are kept moving, changing
their offerings, and if, for example,
Menkin likes a particular shot offered
by camera No. 3, he yells, "That's
good, three. Stand by, three. Take
By the same token, Menkin is conthree!" stantly rejecting shots offered to him
by the cameramen, or suggesting im-

|)ki> cini nis. As Miss Juster is building
up to a scream of terror, for example,
a medium shot may be going out over
the air from camera No. 2 as camera
No. 1 switches lens for a close-up. Menkin might direct as follows: "Two is
okay; hold it. One isn't tight enough
— get in close enough to look down her
throat when she screams. That's it;
fine. Stand by, one. Hold it. Take

It's the constant cutting back and
forth from camera to camera every 30
to 45 seconds (and often more frequently to step up suspense) that gives
'
progra
theone!
m the feeling of mobility,
keeps the viewer's mind off the fact
that she is seeing but one performer
throughout the show.
Cost-cutting is carried to the limit
when it comes to props. Working before a plain black backdrop, only such
props as are an integral part of the
story are supplied. On the day (30 October) sponsor checked the show, the
only props used were an armchair, end
table, telephone, ashtray, and bench.
The first four items gave sufficient atmosphere to suggest an entire living
room. The bench (and the actress'
words) put across a warehouse scene.

WOR sells foods, drugs, cosmetics, tobaccos, bird seed
and everything else it has ever been asked to sell.
That's why more advertisers invest more money with WOR
than with any other station in the entire country.
WOR works because it reaches the largest station audience
in America; because it provides personalities who sell;
and because it delivers more listeners who actually buy!
Let us show you how WOR can work for you.

the New York station
where listeners listen
and sponsors sell...
key station of
MUTUAL
Broadcasting System

The October Issue of

^Jne television
^Atuaience of \Jodau
covers the subject

^Jeievision $ Cuffed
on
f\eaclina ^rrabltd

nouncement which opens each day's
program. Opening with a long shot
of the actress walking toward the cam-

This study is concerned with an

era, the announcer says: "From the
naked stage of a television studio — an
actress is coming into your living

analysis of newspaper and magazine purchases and reading
habits in television homes.
The study provides a complete
picture of the HOW, WHY,
WHERE and WHEN of newspaper and magazine reading
Here's a chance to try out your
knowledge of the subject. Below
are five questions from the October issue of "The Television
Audience of Today", the answers
to which are presented at the
bottom of this page.

1. Do more 1 V families read
newspapers on weekdays or
on Sundays?
2. Do J V families buy more
papers <>n weekdays or on
Sundays?
3. Whic h sec I ion ol the newspapei is more widel) read:
lnlein.ilKin.il
ics?

news

01

lom-

I. What pen entage ol
families buy magazines?
5. What percentage ol
uals in TV homes
the same
loom
as
set, while llie set is

IV

individread in
llie TV
on?

•SM9N
|Puoift?ii.iajij| '£ •sAppjjea^
•£ •sAepuns
uo bjoui °/0fr +noqy
|

For the answer to all questions
about NEWSPAPER and MAGAZINE reading in TV homes, order your copy NOW.

^Arauertest r\eAearcn
90 BAYARD ST.
NEW

BRUNSWICK,
CHorter
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Also valuable in scene setting and
providing atmosphere is the sound effects technician. With only one microphone boom man used on the show,
the sound effects man delivers prerecorded dialogue when, for example,
the actress struggles with herself in a
stream-of-consciousness sequence.
This continuous flow of audio and
video tends to keep the viewer hooked
to the story line, so that the absence
of elaborate sets never seems to matter to the housewife.
In fact, viewer identification with
the character is stimulated by the an-

NEW

7-1564

JERSEY

cornering WABD's daring general
manager. Richard E. Jones, over a
luncheon table in New York's Hotel
Gladstone. Menkin gave a dramatic
performance which not only stopped
the waiters in their tracks, but sold
Dick Jones on the feasibility of the
idea.
With the program on the air less
than a month, advertisers and agencies
have expressed interest but are waiting for the first November Nielsen ratings before getting out their fountain

room, bringing you a story from life —
creating for you the living portrait of

**Our human behavior studies reveal
that women are deadly serious about
hair.
pens.It is evidently the key to her femininity. As a result, we found she only
responds to advertising that gives actual
data, point for point, on how to give
herself a good permanent and the practical results she ean expeet."
EDWARD
H. WEISS.Chicago
Pres.
Weiss & (teller

a woman."' This is followed by a
"hookar" scene in which the actress

•

delivers a brief excerpt from the day's
episode to grab the audience before the
flip cards even announce the name of
the program and the credits.
At the close of each chapter the audience is invited to "'Stay tuned for
another vivid true-to-life drama: One
Man's Experience, which follows imThat* another one of the cost-cutmediately."
ting secrets: two quarter-hour programs, back to back, using the same
technical personnel and studio. Less
than 30 feet away from the props used
on the first program are the props used
for the second >ei i< >. With one camera
on the flip cards at the end of the first
show, the other two cameras are moved
and read) to go into action for the second show at the end of the 20-second
break between programs.
From the maximum use of cast.
equipment, and technical personnel it
should be obvious that this new concept of TV programing is not the work
of a novice. Larry Menkin. who owns
the package and produces and directs
the show, has had a score of years in
radio and TV. He has written over
250 original TV hall-hour shows, produced 750. and directed over 100 video
programs. He has been associated with
lliimls o) \lysler\. l\o<l>] king, (rime
With Father, Captain I ideo, and Magic Collage.
After dreaming up the idea for the
one-woman soap opera. Larry formed
Unit TV Productions and tried to sell
the idea to evervone he met. Finallv

••*•*••

In sponsor's Summer Selling issue
I 7 April 1952 I it was pointed out that
production costs for IV suds dramas
ranged from $8,500 to $14,000 a week.
Taking an average figure of $10,000.
sponsor broke down the production
budget into component parts.
The biggest chunk of the budget
($2.8501
went for the cast:
On One Woman's Experience the
single actor or actress now receives
$200. will get $350 when the show goes
network. There's $2,500 a week
knocked off on just one item.
I he DuMont offering actual!) has
negligible set and costume costs because a black backdrop and street
clothing supplied 1>\ the actors suffice
in the great majority of dramas.
When Larr\ Menkin works up hi*
storj line and turns it over to one of
In- -table of six seripters there s a firm
understanding of the limitations imposed by this type ol production.
The cries of the critics notwithstanding, soap opera has a definite place in
broadcast programing. The advert isei
is interested in the size and composition of his audience — not in the type
ol program that attracts it. And Nielsen figures indicated that TV soap operas averaged a higher rating than the
average rating for all daytime proWhat s more,
audience share
grams.
well during the
other types of

the soapers average
held up remarkably
summer months when
programs
tended to

SPONSOR

slump. The retention of audience in
order to put across one of advertising's
basic tenets — repetition — has convinced advertisers of the validity ol
this type of programing. The main
thing holding hack the soapers' domination of daytime TV has been, up until now, the cost factor.
But the important thing is that someone is willing to ante up the funds for
experimentation. Sitting around moaning about the high costs of TV hasn t
solved the problem. To get TV out ol

RADIO: AGENDA

years have resulted in a tightening of
operations, a fertilization of creativity,
and a will to excellence of product. In
consequence the quality of the movies
now being turned oul is perhaps, companj for company and picture for
picture, finer than at any time in the
bump) historj of the sprocket trade.

from page
(Contin
This, ued
in essence,
is the.'>')iconiplaini oi
sundry
the ad For
association's
attitude admen
towardon radio.
obvious
reasons, these sources preferred not to

may point the way to video entertainment which pulls an audience at a
price sufficiently modest to offer the
advertiser a cost-per-1,000 for TV
which stacks up favorably with radio
— with the added impact of the visual
medium.

Ma\ be it isn't exacth comforting to
a sponsor. But it begins to look a> if
TV programs will have to get worse
before enough fire will burn under
the tired genius. Meantime even as
the TV program producers largely do
not distinguish themselves there is
work in progress within the precision
laboratories of the big communicationsserving factories which promises to
pile up added facilities for thrills. But
no machine ever invented can substitute for creative brains and showman1\ flair.
* * *

Says DuMont's Dick Jones. "We're
out to prove that creative talent and
imagination can put TV within the

COMING: "How sponsors can get

the "blue chip" class and open the door
to the low-budget advertiser, someone
had to be willing to risk a grubstake.
DuMont's backing of One Woman's
Experience and its male counterpart

reach of any advertiser."
And WABD's sales manager. Lawrence Wynn, adds: "If this project goes
over the way we anticipate, don't be
surprised if we block-program a whole
afternoon's schedule with these costcutters."
* * *

page 6 1

Always the economic question: How
shall the entertainment be financed?
How shall a profit be secured? It is
no accident or coincidence that boxoffice entertainment has dwindled away
to a shadow of the old touring show
business during the time of the rise
of the various kinds of advertisersponsored diversion. Suppose there
were some way to harness Cinerama
into the partnership of entertainmentadvertising. Conjure in your mind the
product-in-use possibilities of such
large-scale demonstrations. The fact
that there exists at this moment no
recognizably feasible way to use Cinerama in merchandising should not
close imagination to the challenge.
Something else worth cogitating
upon : Advertisers who are aware of
the deadly sameness creeping into television so young in its life should note
that the jolts, jabs, and shake-outs that
have hit Hollywood in the past seven
17 NOVEMBER
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be quoted l>\ name:
"We who put on radio programs,"
said an ex< cuth e in a major Park \\ enue agency, "are regularly asking
question- about radio that our association could handle at il- general conferenceshe
. I battle to focus some attention back on radio among our planning and account people has been a
tough one, but we in the department
have begun to make some headway.
For my money, radio today is the
greatest advertising buy and I think
that this could be brought home with
added force if ( 1 ) the networks started
selling radio as a concerted effort, instead of merely selling themselves, (2 I
if our trade association in making up
its agendas included a panel discussion
that would survey the more recent experiences ofusers of the medium."
advertising man," philosophized an agency partner who himself
supervises four good-sized
accounts,
"The

WBNS

RADIO

DOMINATES

MEN, MONEY
{Continued from

the most out ot farm radio,"

STEPCHILD

1952

CENTRAL

OHIO

We'll be a monkey's uncle if WBNS
Radio still isn't the biggest entertainment factor in Central Ohio . . . and
the cheapest! It's a fact . . . more people have radios than ever before. Listeners stay tuned to WBNS. There's
no monkeying with dials because
WBNS offers the 20 top-rated shows
with strong CBS programming and
locally-loved personalities. Sponsors
have a billion-dollar listening and
spending audience through

ASK

WBNS.

JOHN

BLAIR
POWEI

WBNS

—

5,000

WELD FM— 53.000
COLUMBUS. OHIO

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY

OUTLET
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"has a tendency to become the victim
of his own enthusiasms. It was natural

CBS
IN THE LAND

for him to get very excited about the
new show medium and want to learn
all he could about it as quickly as possible. But where he seems to have
erred is in losing his senses of proportion and reality. Here is a medium that
reaches into 98/'< of American homes
and which has many million? of links
to out-of-home receivers. Yet, suddenlv
u is made declasse in the councils of
the
hasn't
( Mi\ trade.
iini-l\ IIt\ .just
u iili
all il-made
neweisense.
developments and problems, should get

MILKand^ONEY

WBAY
GREEN

BAY

5,000 WATTS

Miss Helen Harlwig
Grey Advertising
166 West 32nd St.
New ) (irl, 1 . N. Y.
Dere Helen:
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with cle< tin ii new 1 res) dent then we
/*?
got to git reddy
Fr^L- i lor Santv Clans.
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bin
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WCHS
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ft y*~t
thet
this seems
iih e a s e e o n d
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course,
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1 n i e e Christmas

rm

n

Edfe^

f Stockin
erry day
in tli yere loaded with more
IT . 1 a. lisseners
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othur
stashnn
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tli
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^^k
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^rT-j

*)&<
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Char lest/on, W. Va.

the greater share of advertising's inquiry and discussion, but that doesn't
mean that radio shouldn't be given its
own niche on an agenda if only to
to date."' trade assostory
bring
Whatits do
the upadvertisig
ciations say in reply?

'^Consumer promotions are accompanied, as a general rule, by heavy, consistent advertising and by aggressive
work on the part of the sales force.
Advertising, sales work, and the consumer promotion itself are all members
of the same
team."
JAMES O. PECKHAM, Exec. V.P.
A. C. Nielsen Co.

A spokesman for the ANA explained
that it was traditional for that organization not to put any one medium
above the other, adding, however:
"We are not quarreling with the
premise that we at our recent agendas
haven't been giving radio any special
degree of attention. We even are quite
aware of the fact some of our members
are increasing their radio appropriations, but there is so much time that
can be allotted on an agenda, and.
since we feel that we need to learn
more about TV, it happens that radio
finds itself balanced out of the picture.
Again, as an organization composed
of buyers of advertising, we feel it
would be inappropriate for us to comment oti any individual medium."
The 4 A's also refuses to "subscribe"
to the premise that it has been brushing off radio when it come to formulating its more recent agendas. Said a
spokesman for the 4 A's:
"Our annual meetings are not
forums for indoctrination on any parlicular medium. The programing committee selects for the agendas the
subjects that they deem would be of
hottest interest to them.
"There's

no

deliberate

putting

medium into the shadow. We treat all
media on the same basis. TV hasn't
been played up for its own sake but
because the members apparently have
wanted it treated extensively. There
are just so many hours devoted to a
convention or conference and the program planning groups have got to
make the most in current appeal out of
every erate
one according
of these
It can't
opto ahours.
formula,
allowing
so much time for radio or any other
As for the fact that the recent Eastern 4 A's conference passed up the
medium."
topic
of radio as suck completely, the
spokesman has this to say: "It ought to
be remembered that the 4 A's national
committee takes no part in these regional conferences and has no influence
on the programs. Anyway it would
seem that if TV got all the attention, it
reflected the kind of show that people
ticketstheto attend."
buyHere's
recent agenda
of the 4 A's and the ANA:
ANA: 1952 I fall meeting )
TV — "Surveying

histories

the new

"What
makes
of television"

a

frontiers

commercial

Magazines and newspapers — "How
to make your advertisements inRadio: Nothing
terest more readers"
1952 (spring
meeting I
click?"
TV— "Television -- the

shape

of

"What is TV doing to printed methings to come"
"The
TV-radio
audience — Some
guideposts

for national

adver-

Magazines and newspapers — "What
makes
people read advertiseRadio alone: Nothing
1951 < fall meeting)
dia?"
tisers"
TV — "How to increase the efficiency
ofments?"
TV commercials"
TV — "The story of the Ford Foundation's workshop, etc."
Magazines — "A plan for action on
magazine
Magazines
and research"
newspapers
— "What
some
segments
of the
public
Radio:
Nothing
think
of our ads '
1951 (spring meeting)
TV— "Trends in daytime television'
"What can be done about the confusion in television and radio

am
audience

research?"
SPONSOR

"Sales results from television"
Radio — "What's happening to radio
time values?''
Magazines — "Three ANA magazine
projects planned for your beneOutdoor — "How member cooperation helped in getting up-to-date
fit"
outdoor circulation data"

4 A's:
1952 (annual meeting)
TV — "How
to write

(Continued from page

12 i

WNMP was not trying to prove or
imply that all hard-sell commercials
are to be frowned upon. Its campaign
was directed only at its own kind of
listener. However, some of this softsell philosophy exists among Madison
Avenue pundits, deep in the heart of
hard-sell territory. Some of them even

commer-

see a "trend" toward low-pressure commercials on radio.

"A cials"
Hollywood look at TV produc-

What started it? That's anybody's
guess. The classical music stations have

TV

"TV as of now"
tion"
"TV rating services"
Radio/TV — "Ethical
problems
radio and TV"
Radio alone: Nothing
1951

SOFT-SELL COMMERCIALS

in

been picking up portions, large and
small, of WQXR's serious music programing. They have also been adapt-

(annual meeting)

TV — "Can

you

make

certainly proved to a number of advertisers that soft-pitch selling can be
successful. A growing number of FM
stations (the total is 17 now) have

a

profit

uation

/TV
of
Radio TV?"— "Eval
and TV rating services"
Radio alone: Nothing

on

WQXR's
policy and
on commercials
theiringown
listeners
in some casesto

radio

are even more stringent than the flagship station.
But the great popular example of
gentle selling is, of course, Arthur
Godfrey. One soft-sell convert estimated that Godfrey and Art Linkletter between them account for about $25 million in radio-TV income. The friend-

Magazines and newspapers — "Starch
Reports. Gallup-Robinson Service and other measurements of
copy effectiveness"
1950 (annual
meeting)
TV — "Major types of TV commer"TVcials"
as it looks to agency

man-

agement"
Magazines
and Newspapers — "Ads
with a long-time pull"
Radio — "Broadcast
Measurement
Bureau's new study No. 2"
It's hoped by a growing number of
advertising executives that radio won't
get such short shift by these influential
groups in future meetings. Agencies
in particular are anxious to see radio
topics again aired fully.
• • *

ly . personal approach is more adaptable to the video than the audio medium but some of TV's well-known practitioners of this approach, such as
Dick Stark and Rex Marshall, are finding themselves in demand for radio
announcing, too.
Bob Hope will soon be trying to do
a Godfrey himself on radio five days
a week for Jell-0 gelatin. The Jell-0
pudd'ngs are already
softlv in 265 markets
ple doing the actual
mercials on the theory

being advertised
with local peowriting of comthat "a Madiron

Avenue commercial doesn't go in Madison, Wis." Hunt s lood product commercials have been cited as another
example.
Generally, when broadcasters or advertisers deliberately avoid offending
Listeners, they don't make a point about
it. However, WNMP has been promotion-conscious almost from the beginning— surprisingly so for a station
aimed at long-hairs.
This attitude dates from a telephone
survey made for the station in June
1948, eight months after it went on
the air. The Matthews-Henderson-McCann-Marsh organization, which made
the survey, concluded that better advertising and publicity efforts were
called for in view of the fact that a
majority of WNMP fans started listening to the station through accidental
tuning of the dial.
The research group didn't give the
station any advice about what kind of
promotion was best but the station, possibly because of its young staff, has
avoided the ponderous, heavy-handed,
overly serious touch.
The M-H-C-M group also found that
WNMP's program policy was right in
the groove. Once that was set, the station stood bedrock firm against "irritating" commercials. It has turned
away thousands of dollars in business
( the advertisers can't be named, but
they're big) either because the product
couldn't be plugged in good taste or
because the advertiser wouldn't budge
when copy changes were suggested.
In explaining its promotion campaign of last July, Lee P. Mehlig, station production manager, said WNPM's
objectives in satirizing commercials
were two-fold:
"Our first purpose was to make our
listeners aware that through planning.

In Boston
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and not In accident, the\ were not being subjected to the lengthy, loud, blatant commercials ever) other Chicago
station has; further, that WNMP sponsors respected their customers enough
not to subject them to the hard-sell approach. The crystal-clear inference, of
course, is that if the sponsors respect
\ou. the listener, to the extent of spending hundreds of dollars in this \\a\. the
least \ou can do is tell him \ou appre-

sm

ciate what he's doing.
"Our second purpose was to fortify
more than one sponsor who felt that
perhaps the quiet, conservative, person-

Same old story
in Rochester . .

WHEC WAY
OUT AHEAD!

able advertising technique wasn't all
that it was supposed to lie. In other

Consistent audience rating
leader since 1943.

WHEC
ROCHESTER,

N.Y.|

WATTS

00
5,0R»pr»fntativ»t
IVI«ITT-McKINNIY,
LEE F. O'CONNELL

^Jhe

■

.,
%

...

Inc., N*w

York, Chicago

CO.,lot AngaUi, Son Franci.t.

words: 'Where are the results?"'
In figuring out the best wa\ to put
across its point, WNMP brass were
conscious of one possible stumbling
block. As most people know, the longhair set holds strong opinions but seldom writes to the editor about it. It
was decided that the best way to make
listeners sit up and take notice was to
illustrate the sort of commercial that
WNMP does not permit. Just to make
sure there would be no confusion in
the listeners mind, the satire in the
commercial was drawn with broad
strokes I but not broad enough, it
turned out later). The "commercials"
were followed by a statement on
WNMP's advertising policy.
Eight commercials were written by
Mehlig. They were broadcast eight

\_Jnli

COMPLETE BROADCASTING
INSTITUTION IN

-AM

iKiclimoncl

WMBG
WOOD
WTVR

-FM

times a day for two weeks — 23 June6 July — or a total of 112 announcements on the air.
Here is some sample copy :

4TH ANNCR:
STH ANNCR:

Fans! Are you a beer fan?

Then you'll really go for R. R. Redlane's excitingl) new. refreshinglj differenl. Buffo Beer . . . direct from the

WTVR

Blair

TV

WMBG

The

Boiling

land of the sea-green seeweed. Buffo
Beer is the nation's newest taste sensa-

Co.

tion. Itcontains
that you
special
ingredient
that keep
high"low-life"
... on

100

Say

. . .

3RD MAN: "Buffo Beer, please, the
ing around."
beer
that never
ANNCR:
Buffobears
Beeranyis bitter
brewedbite."
and
bottled in Buffalo.
SOUND: CROWD UP
Other take-offs were about Finis, the
aqua-colored. "quadrangle action,"
breath-stopping tablets that contain
"Morophv llin."" and Maximilian, the
pint-sized, tar-tipped cigarettes that
"give you milder smoking hack'' and
a filter that's three times as long as the
cigarette itself (T . . . A . . . M.F.M.
for: Thanks a million for Maximilian).
At the end of each commercial ithe\
were all about a minute each in
length I , WNMP made its point. Here's
a typical pitch:
"Were you surprised to hear this
commercial on WNMP? Well . . . announcements like this one have their
place, but not on our station. We don't
mean to criticize. We just want to remind you that driving, hard-sell commercials are never used on WNMP . . .
because our listeners and advertisers
object. If you approve of our wa\ .

vertisers
their products."
WNMP and
was buy
encouraged
by the reaction. The station received 56 letters

First Stations ot Virginia
Inc.

ANNCR:

You don't exercise.
You just exist.

Here's another example:
SOUND: RECORDS— MIX CROWD
UP AND UNDER FOR:
ANNCR:

1ST MAN: "What'll you have?''
ANNCR: Don't say . . .
2ND MAN: "I'd like some of that
beer that those horses are always pull-

You don't starve.
You don't count cal-

1ST ANNCR: Ladies . . . here's the
new. fabulous Fanny Grope-Up solution to your weight problem. Worldfamous beauty consultant. Fanny

2ND ANNCR:
3RD ANNCR:
ories.

know-, has made town after town infamous the world over. So the next
time someone asks you . . .

tellSometimes
our advertisers."
WNMP punched a little
harder — almost, as one advertising
man remarked, putting in a little of its
own hard-sell:
"That's right . . . you heard a shouting, punch commercial on WNMP.
Now. we've proved that we can do w hat
18 other Chicago stations do. But you.
our listeners, object, and so, 525
WNMP sponsors say no to driving,
hard-sell commercials. If you approve
of our commercials, say so to our ad-

Grope-Up, has a new "magic reducing formula that she s imported direct
from the continental shores of belaud.

-TV

the list of all your guests. Buffo, you

and cards
directly or
the point,
The other

mentioning the commercials
indirectly. Of these, 36 got
were pleased, and said so.
20 were indignant protests.

The) either 1 1 1 did not see any justification for running such commercials,
or (2l did not get the humor.
There were also 108 telephone calls
direclh concerning the announcements.
Practical!) all were derogatory.
Some of the comments of the softSPONSOR

sell crabs were as follows I WNMP kept
a careful tabulation on every answer) :
"I didn't even wait to hear the
rest. It's awful. What's happened to
WNMP?"
"That's the worst thing 1 ever heard
on your station!"
"Are you so hard up you haw to
take advertising like that?"
"We know you don't carr) thai junk!
Why do }ou have to tell us?"
The station was not put out by this
deadpan reaction. On the contrary, it
felt it offered the opportunity of nailing down its point once and for all.
To each telephone caller it was careful!) explained exactly why the commercials were run. More than 50' <
(60) of the callers then answered
something along these lines: "I never
looked at it that way before. Ill be
glad to mention the station's
next time I'm in one of your
stores.' Ihirt) percent (31)
had already done something
in the past.

name the
sponsors'
said they
like that

were also informed of the announcement schedule. On the whole, Mehlig
said, sponsors enjoyed the announcements and appreciated the stations efforts on their behalf. Station salesmen
were told 1>\ eight clients that people
the) had talked to were favorably impressed by the campaign.
From all this the station drew the
following conclusions:
1. I he announcements
had registered favorably with most listeners.
2. The 128 critical comments prob*'A11 television does is to increase the
chances of success or failure in putting
across your advertising message. Buying a 180 horsepower ear doesn't automatically make the driver any better;
unless he possesses the skill and knowledge necessary for the job, it merelj
makes it more likely that he'll have an
accident."
HORACE
SCHWERIN, Pre*.
Schwerin Research

ably represented the standard small

The remaining 20' v were die-hards.
Mehlig explained. "They were persons
who didn't believe in commercials on

percentage "dislike" minority, which
comes forward when any new thing is
introduced. The 128, the station points

any radio station."
As far as the 20 letters were concerned, they were answered like the
phone calls. Reaction was not limited
to mail and telephone calls, however.
Station personnel. 15 in number, were
asked to talk to about two dozen people each to get their response to the
hopped-up commercials. Here, the stor\ was quite different. Every staff
member reported that in almost every
case their interviewees ( friends and the

out, is .00005'/. of WNMP's 250.000
listening audience.
3. A valid criticism from both pro
and con seemed to be that the announcements were too long.
4. If this is ever done again, it
should be made even more obvious
that the commercials are satirical.
1 1 the campaign proved anything
else, it certainly confirmed the sta-

like) thought the point was well taken
and the commercials very funny.
Finally, there was the reaction of
the sponsors themselves. Sponsors were
told ahout the campaign, of course, but
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tion's ideas about its policy of policing
commercials and tailoring them to
WNMP listener taste. Here is what
Mehlig says about the station's attitude
toward advertisers and their commercials:
"It's

initially

understood

that

any

(lien! who advertises with us will accept our copy suggestions and revisions. WNMP's policies are explained
by our salesmen so that the client ^i\e>
us material that he has used with other
stations or in the newspapers, and we
adjust it to fit us. He allows us to
handle it a- we see fit."
This may sound like an arbitrary appreach hut it is not novel. A numbet
ol long-hair stations edit sponsors'
copj as well as ban certain types of
products I WNMP bans alcoholic beverage, tobacco, and patent medicine
advertising ) .
The acid test of this policy is what,
the sponsors get out of it. One indication is the faithfulness of WNMP's
sponsors. A tally shows that 14 accounts have been with the station a
year or more. Another indication is
the pull of the station.
Marshall Field and Co., a three-year
client, has sponsored Masterpieces of
Music an hour a day, seven day> a
week for both its downtown Chicago
and suburban stores. ( WNMP has
strong listenership
in Chicago's fashionable North Shore.)
Here are some results : ( 1 ) increased
autumn sales while other stores suffered declines during a period when
Marshall Field was using normal newspaper advertising and stepped-up advertising on WNMP; (21 the most successful college girls promotion in history for both downtown and suburban
stores while newspaper advertising was
down and WNMP advertising was up:
( 3 ) increased traffic and sales in the
record department.
Other successful clients include the
North Shore Hotel, the Korhumel Steel
and Aluminum Co., Emergency Steel
Service Corp.. and Radian Services,
Inc.

* • *
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WRICLEY

ADIOS TOP
• AUDIENCE
• PERSONALITIES
• MARKETS
Yes, on all 3 vital points,
Rahall Stations deliver the
goods.

1000 W

500 W

ALIENTOWN, PA.

NORRISTOWN.PA.

1000 W.

BECKLEY, W.VA.

(a)

1320 KC

(bl
1110 KC

620 KC

National Representatives
(a) WEED
and
CO.
(b) WALKER & CO.

UAH ALL
JOE

STATIONS
RAHALL.

KWJJ

President

Portland's Family Station

Local News

Edited for Portland listeners— KWJJ
news is carefully spaced to give Local
people a complete coverage of local
and national events.

Local Sports
No other Station in Portland gives such
complete coverage of local sports
events. KWJJ carries exclusive Baseball,
Basketball and Football broadcasts.

Local Music
KWJJ's two popular disc jockeys bring
Portland the kind of music it wants to
hear. Local preferences guide the selection of all KWJJ
music.

KWJJ

[Continued from page 32 I

million over 1951 I mainly through
vastly increased use of radio and TV
for Clorets as well as Dentyne. Chiclets,
and Beeman's — is covered later.

of gum." quality has never been sacoutWrigley's
rificed for quantity.
When World War II conditions

Wrigley's advertising strut'

caused gum supplies to dwindle, Phil
Wrigley ordered the standard brands
— Spearmint, Doublemint. Juicy Fruit,
and P.K. I Packed Tight Kept Right )
— taken entirely off the market in the
U. S. and the remaining output turned
over to the U. S. Armed Forces serving
overseas. For the civilian market a
wartime brand. Orbit, was manufactured with ersatz materials. In the latter part of the war not enough topgrade materials could be obtained even
to keep up supplying the Armed Forces
with the standard Wrigley brands, so
Wrigley stopped making them and supplied the services with Orbit rather
than put the Wrigley name on an inferior product.
Not until 1946 did Wrigley's Spearmint return to the market, followed by
the other three hrands. Meantime the
firm continued advertising its regular
brands heavily — using the famous
empty Wrigley Spearmint wrapper on
billboards and car cards, selling the
name — instead of the gum — in all its
many radio war shows.
All through the war radio got the
giants share of the ad budget among
the three main media — with outdoor
and transit in second place. For example, in 1942 Wrigley spent $2,462,069
on net radio time, against $89,466 on
magazine space, and $1,500 on newspapers. In 1947 it devoted $2,057,578 to
radio time, $54,554 to magazines, and
only $33,000 to newspapers ( PIB and
Bureau of Advertising figures). Did
this strategy of withdrawing from the
market but selling the name pay off?
Here's the answer in post-war sales
of the big three gum companies:
Year

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951

Studios & Offices
1011 S. W. 6th Ave.
PORTLAND
OREGON

Wriglcv
(millions)

Chicle
(millions)

$37.5
$50.1
$61.4
$68.4
$72.1
$73.5

$27.3
$38.1
$38.9
$34.4
$35.1
$38.3

Bee<
h -Nut
(millions)

$14.0
$20.4
26.0f
$24.2
$23.0
$22.9

•Figure
obtained
b) i. iking one third
sales (onlv figures published
II, alter figure is csi . ol Natl. \«n
ol

of total
$24.7-

Gum

Chewing

Mhs

Chicle's sensational
boost in sales
the first six months of this year — ($6
102

egg: "Tell em quick and tell 'em
often!" was William Wrigley's slogan
— and it's Phil Wrigley's as well. To
tell em the company has spent the following since it wet its feet in network
radio in 1927:
Outdoor

and

transit

....$50,000,000

Newspapers and magazines 40,000.000
Radio
....... 35,000,000
TV (1951-52) ..
1,500,000
Total .
$126,500,000
Radio is actually top medium because outdoor and transit and newspapers and magazines are lumped above.
Wrigley has spent more on radio than
on any other medium every year since
after 1936. In that year — last in which
newspapers were favored — it spent $1,017,456 for network radio time, $162,093 for magazines. $2,350,000 for
newspapers, and $10,950 for farm papers. No outdoor or transit figures are
available.
In the postwar period to date Wrigley has stepped up its expenditures in
all media to achieve the balance it feels
is justified by its experience: roughly one-third radio-TV. one-third newspapers-magazines, one-third outdoortransit.
This has resulted in an increase of
$242,327 in magazine space, $1,295,533 in network radio time, and $1,567,500 in newspaper
year nothing was
If you include an
in network TV

space over 1946 — the
spent on newspapers.
increase of $309,480
time (none used in

1946). then the air media lead the parade in budgetary increases with $1,605,015
(all figures PIB and Bureau
of Advertising).
Three men plan advertising at Wrigley: (1) Philip K. Wrigley. the president,* of whom a Wrigley executive
said : "He makes the snowballs and we
throw 'em"; (2) Henry L. Webster,
the advertising manager, and (3)
Wrigley Offield, Phil Wrigley's nephew, who is copy supervisor.
•Phil Wrigley owns the Chicago Cubs; the estate
of Wm. Wrigley, Jr., owns most of Catalina Island
and the Arizona Biltmore Hotel in Phoenix. Phil
Wriglcv mins 101,754 shares of the William Wrigley Jr. Co.; lias an interest in or a controlling
vote of 543,700 more, making a total of 648.454
,11 one third ■>! 1,968,484 shares outstanding. Down
in 34% in 1933, stock is now worth 71% on the
New York siock Exchange. If Wriglej sold out,
he would gel approximately $7,488,000 lor his
own shares.
Companj
has i_',:t7"i stockholders.

SPONSOR

Actually Phil is the "head man who
generates the ideas," Webster says. In
fact Phil and the rest of the company
see to it that the agencies have very
little to do beyond time and space buying and writing copy. "We're practically an agency operation ourselves,"
Webster says. To which Phil Wrigley
adds by way of explanation : "The
agency sells advertising; we sell gum."
Wrigley has seven agencies: Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, which handles
the Gene Autry radio and TV show
plus car cards I Howard Ketting is
A/E); Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago— Life with Luigi radio show, car
cards, newspaper comic pages I every
newspaper in every large city that
prints comics on one page is used —
650 at present) (Arthur E. Meyerhoff
is A/E) ; Frances Hooper Advertising
Agency, Chicago — women's and store
magazines (Frances Hooper A/E);
Eddy-Rucker-Nichels, Boston — street
cars (Frederick H. Nickels A/E) ; Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore — street cars
(John E. McHugh A/E); Aitkin-Kynett Co., Philadelphia — street cars (H.
H. Kynett A/E); and Charles W.
Wrigley Co., Chicago — Charles is Phil
Wrigley's uncle — 24-sheet outdoor (C.
F. Keyser A/E). In addition Weiss &
Geller, Chicago, is doing special research on gum-buying motives and running a test campaign in eastern Pennsylvania.
Wrigley's air philosophy, as Phil
Wrigley and Advertising Manager
Webster told sponsor, is this:
1. Wrigley believes in using all media.
2. It likes to build its own shows
and talent.
3. It promotes the product rather
than the program.
4. It pays no attention to ratings.

5. It disregards competitive cam-

ball forecasters in 1930, Ely Culbertson

6. It follows through once it begins
paigns.
a campaign.

in 1932,
and really
Ben Bernie'in
But
nothing
expensive. 1941-43.
Eddie Cantor came to Phil Wrigley
once and offered his services but was
turned down because of the Wri<ilc\
"sell-the-gum-not-the-star" philosophy.

7. It believes in frequency and brevity in advertising.
Webster elaborated on the above as
follows :
"We have never liked stars. We always liked to build our own show and
talent. We always picked a program
just good enough so they didn't tune
us out, the idea being we wanted the
gum to dominate the actor. We have
never advertised a show for the same
reason we would not take a newspaper
ad telling people to go and look at one
of our billboards.
"Every program we choose has a basic purpose — to sell gum. We therefore want to be sure the product is
more important than a name band or
Over the years Wrigley shows have
therefore used few stars, but quite a
number of artists later became headstar."
liners: James Melton, who sang in the
first Wrigley show, the Wrigley Review, with Harold Sanford and his orchestra; Don Ameche, who was on the
Lone Wolf Indian Tribe program in
1931-33 for the munificent sum of $35
a week at the start; the Andrews Sisters, who made their radio debut in
Double Everything in 1937; and Gene
Autry, whose Western show Wrigley
has sponsored on radio since 1940 and
on both radio and TV since 1950. In
addition Gail Storm and Lee Bowman

Eddie was told: "You're too good. People would remember you and the show
and not our gum."
Wrigley has sold more gum

than

any other company in the world — billions of sticks. Here is how radio
helped.

Wrigley's

rutlio operations:

Wrigley's 25 years in radio can be
summarized with a few facts as follows:
Total network shows ..
Total summer shows _.

. 28
. 18

(past 3 years)
Spot campaigns ..
- numerous
Total spent..— $35 million (Henry
Webster's estimate)
Wrigley has tried everything on the
air — variety, music, sports, kid, soap
women's, news, situaopera,tionbridge,
comedy, poetry, talent, Western,
drama, detective, adventure, and love
— more or less in that order.
All have worked fairly well. Fact
that it now uses Gene Autry in radio
and TV and Life with Luigi, a situation comedy starring J. Carroll Naish.
on radio only indicates Wrigley feels
this is the formula that pays.

on Wrigley's Gateway to Hollywood
(Jesse Lasky) in 1939.
Big names have been used, ranging

During the past three summers it
has bought six radio shows each season in a saturation campaign over
CBS costing $700,000, $690,000, and
$575,000 for 1950, 1951. and 1952
respectively.

from Guy Lombardo in 1928-29 to
Pop Warner and Knute Rockne as foot-

Throughout the years Wrigley has
used CBS almost exclusively- In fact

were launched on their Hollywood careers when they won a talent contest
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all lutl lour of its total oi 40 network
shows have been on CBS. I he first.

The Culbertsons gave bridge lessons
and talks in 1932. Margaret Brainard

Wrigley Review, was on NBC's Blue
Network; Culbertson on Bridge and
Bridge Talks by Mrs. Ely Culbertson
in 1932 were on NBC Red. and Spread-

ran

ing \ew England's Fame was on the
Yankee Network in 1940-41.
Here are I he highlights of the Wrigii\ radio shows down through the
\ ears:
The Wrigley Review I there's a little
confusion now over whether it didn't
begin as the Wrigley House in New
^ ork and the Wrigley Hour in San
Francisco) dehuted 2 December 1927
with two casts — one on each coast.
WJZ was the New York outlet : KGO,
in San Francisco. The theme song was
Magic Isle oj Dreams. The show went
tianscontinental 5 October 1928 at a
cos! of $867 for the line. As a result

RADIO
STATION

Wrigley challenges Cities Service in
claiming to he the first network show
sponsor. The show ran till 31 May
1929.

San Diego,
California

After Guy Lomhardo in 1928-29 and
Football Forecasts in 1930. Don Ameche came on at $35 a week in 1931-33
as "Chief Wolf Paw" of the Lone Wolj
Indian Tribe. Before lie quit the Indians, he had run up a membership ol

1
THE

QUAD-CITIES

16th IN EFFECTIVE
BUYING INCOME
PER FAMILY
among
162

Sales Management's
Metropolitan Areas

II \<Hii advertising dollai is
seeking the quality markets
Insi - then the Quad-City
area belongs on yom list,
\nd here you can enlist the
aid ol WHBF whose high
standi n g among 240,500
Quad-Citians lends acceptance to youi goods.
Lcs

Johnson — V.P.

and

Cen.

Mgr.

649.657 kids in his "tribe," distributed
10.565 tom-toms. 115.866 arrowheads,
and

156,459

tribal rings. He

could

also carry on a two-way conversation
in the Indian sign language.
Myrtle Vale meantime

appeared in

1931 with a story of a mother-daughter
vaudeville team, and Phil Wrigley was
so Intrigued by it he told Myrt to go
ahead and write and act it. She did —
telling much of the story of her own
life and casting her daughter. Donna
Damerel, as Marge. 1 he show, named
Myrt & Marge, ran daily ( 15 minutes)
for nearly five years — 1931 to 1936.
Cost: $2,775 a week. Agency: Frances
Hooper, who told sponsor Phil Wrigley purposely put the show opposite

a beauty program

in 1934-35.

Jack Fulton, one of Paul Whiteman's
proteges, sang along with the Andrews
Sisters — Patricia. La Verne, and Maxine — in Just Entertainment featuring
George Devron and his orchestra. The
show was on in 1935 and again in
1938. In 1936 March of Times daily
news dramatizations proved too hot,
aroused

too main

kicks —

especially

over the portrayal of the Bruno Richard Hauptmann execution in the
Lindbergh kidnaping case —

and was

dropped after six months. BBDO handled both the show and the Wrigley
account. Arthur Pry or Jr., BBDO v. p.
in charge of radio and television, directed the program.
Mortimer

Gooch, the salesman, sold

Wrigley gum in 1936-37. Ditto Frankly n MacCormack and Jack Fulton in
Poetic Melodies 1936-38. Starting in
1937 Scattergood Baines. a situation
comedy based on Clarence Buddington
kelland s "Satevepost stories, began
a five-year run with Jesse Pugh in the
title role. It was on 15 minutes a day
five days a week, cost $1,900 weekly.
David Owens directed the show. Guy
Kilibee. who acted in the movie version, made a short commercial film for
Wrigley to use in selling gum to store
owners. Wriglev spent $75,000 on
quarter-hour transcribed programs to
merchandise the picture in 1941-42 —
one of the few times it ever promoted
a show. The Wrigley short was then
shown in the same house with the
Kibbee feature. Free tickets were sent
to all merchants, of course.
Double Everything ( December 1937March 19381 was unusual for two
reasons: 11 did not mention Wrigley,
only Doubleminl ( which no one else
makes). Second, it had two of everything — two announcers, two orchestras, double male singers, double sex-

Amos 'n Andy (then on 7:00-7:15
p.m. EST NBC) on the theory that the
most popular radio program in the
country slill had plenty of people left
who preferred
something else.

WHBF
TELCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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"He was right." Miss Hoopei says.
"Myrt & Marge became one of the
most successful shows of the period.
Bobby Brown was the CBS writer.
director, and general supervisor of the
Harlow Wilcox (now announcer for Johnson's Wax) was the
announcer, and Actress Patricia Manner- was in the cast.

D0THAN, ALABAMA

5000/560
NON-DI

RECTIONAL

program,

National

Rtprmntatiyi
Stars and A*tr

I Southtait
Dtn-ClaytM Afta.IT

SPONSOR

lets, double piano teams, twin girl
singers, and double-talking comedians,
Shaw and Lee. In the show were
the Grenadiers, the Andrews Sisters,
George Watson, Sutton & Bliss, the
Bailey Twins. Brooks \ Small, and
mam others.
"It was the first double show in
radio," Webster says. "Might have
even been the last."
Miss Hooper relates that it sold
more gum than any other program up
to that time, but at $5,000 a week it
was too expensive and was dropped 20
March 1938.
Billy Houses The Laugh Liner followed in 1938, then in 1939 Jesse
Lasky and Gateway to Hollywood, a
talent show that launched Gail Storm's
and Lee Bowman's film careers.
Charles Vanda produced each 13week series.
Gene Autrv in Melody Ranch came
under the Wrigley banner 7 January
1940 and has been with the gum company ever since. When war came,
Autry was offered a colonelcy. Wrigley told him: "No, take a sergeantcy
instead. It's more in your line and
that of the program." So Autry did.
The program became Sergeant Autry
1942-43 and resumed in 1945 as the
Gene Autry Show.
Gene now gets $11,500 a week for
the radio show, $7,750 a week for
the TV version. Both shows are off
during the summer, so these two programs represent a gross yearly income
of $750,750 for cowboy Autry, out
of which he must, of course, meet all
expenses.
Advertising Manager Webster figures the Autry TV show costs $750,000
a year for time and talent. Two years
old, the program has thus meant an

investment ol $1.5 million since October 1950. Eleven stations arc now
used
Dear Mom,

dramatic sketches in-

volving a soldier's letters home, ran
most of 1941. Ben Bernie came on in
1941 in Just Entertainment and did so
well Wrigley brought him back in
1942-43 to run things as he pleased.
The show had no producer, director,
or announcer — Bernie acted as all
three. But illness intervened, and
Bernie died 20 October 1943.
With the war came five programs
geared to the times: First Line, featuring the Navy; Keep the Home Fires
Burning, which replaced Bernie and
dealt with the home front, as did
American Women; America in the
Air, which plugged the Air Force, and
Service to the Front, the Army show.
All ran at various times during the
war.
Les Weinrott, an independent packager in Chicago then and now Ted
Bates' radio and TV director in New
York, produced America in the Air for
Wrigley and speaks fondly of the free
hand Wrigley gave him at that time
and later with the Thanksgiving and
Christmas shows aired in 1948.
Among those appearing on the air
show was Major Richard I. Bong of
Poplar. Wis., wartime ace who was
killed testing a jet plane in California
in 1945. Rear Admiral Richard E.
Byrd was featured once on the Navy
program.
After the war came Island Venture,
running until 20 June 1946. dealing
with the postwar Navy. Then because
the huge demand for gum needed little
stimulation by the companies, Wrigley kept only one network program
going — Gene Autry — until 1950. At
that time it took over CBS' sustainer

Life uitli Luigi and ha- stuck with it
ever since. C) Howard, writer and
producer of My Friend lima, wrote
and produced Luigi, a situation comedy about an Italian immigrant, Luigi
Basco I J. Carrol Naish ) . Talent << »i $7,500 a week, according to Webster.
All the war slmws win- used to spur
recruiting, bond Inning, and war industry employment, build morale, and,
of course, advertise Wrigley gum. But
note this: Not a word was ever said
about the ersatz Orbit gum. Yet when
the regular Wrigley brands were withdrawn from the market because of lack
of quality supplies. Orbit shot to the
top of all gum sales in 1944 and stayed
there till Spearmint came back in Did.
All war advertising, incidentally,
was keyed to the basic thought that
gum helps people work by relieving
thirst, monotony, fatigue, and the craving to steal a smoke. Webster has a
notebook full of testimonial letters
from war plant manufacturers to bear
this out.
Wrigley has also experimented with
saturation campaigns and local shows.
In 1935-36 it used 25-word radio headlines four times daily between 7:00
and 11:00 p.m. on three CBS stations.
From 1940 to 1942 it tried the saturation technique on a mass scale for the
first time covering eight cities with
1,694 announcements a week each.
One-minute program capsules wenused to tell a story, give some advice,
or offer hints to homemakers. Different time periods were used to appeal
to different audiences. Theme: Daily
Moments of Pleasure and Transcribed
Enjoyment Time. Agency: Vanderbie
& Rubens. And in Texas and Newr
Mexico 24 stations were used in 194042 to carry a local gossip show daily
in which the local announcer was re-

In Boston
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quired to mention a different Wrigle)
jum merchanl ever) day.
I low does \\ rigle) feel about the
saturation technique todaj ? \\ ebster
points to the I!! shows \\ riglej has
sponsored over CBS the past three
Milium rs a> ;m answer.
* * *
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|( ontinued from page 23 I

KING ARTHUR

X Co. i- the third in volume. Cudahy,
fourth. Morrell. filth, ami Hormel.
sixth. Kingan ranks eighth and llvgrade tenth, and after the new merger.
il the) continue along about on the
same basis, this will no doubt, put
them in fifth place. However, the [joint
I am making is that Hormel is sixth
instead of being ranked with Armour
ami Swift.

C.

I was \ri'\ much

1951 Profil
interested in the

storv about Kingan and their "King
Arthur Godfrey" show. In the October
20lh issue of sponsor. Was very glad
to note that this program is proving
beneficial to Kingan as I think it ibetter lor the entire meal industr) to
have i very one in it doing a satisf actor j
business. . . .
However, in the la-l paragraph ol
the stor\ on page 63, the article slates
thai "the recent Kingan
merger would bring this new
into IHih position in the meal
industry, immediatel) behind
who

Based on the L95] dollai volume of
husiness. the I I leading packers rank
as follows, which indicates that Wilson

Hygrade
concern
packing
Cudahy.

rangs alter such giants as Armour. Hormel. and Sw ilt.

Rank

Company

1

Swift

2

\11

h

ii

Cudah)
Morrell
Mm

in.!

7
8

Rath
Kingan

9

Oscar

Id
II

prr
Dollar
of Sale

Mayer

Hygrade
Tobin

Fair was sagging and needed a new
approach. With the releases of the Department of Agriculture's findings
based on the recent census, KTFI
found that new
approach.
KTFI

found that Twin Falls County

has a right to be proud of its farming
achievements and made that part of
an appeal to the non-farmer to see
what had brought him prosperity, by
attending the fair. In the process, it
publicized to one and all, Twin Falls
County's superiority.

243,000,000
212,000,000 .6-1
.12
199,000,000
1.57
I I ! 000,000

the fair board, the granges, businessmen, and farmers. It proved once more

122,(100,(100 .76

KTFI's Farm Service Department's accomplishment as the channel of understanding between farm and city.

\~ you are. undoubtedly, more or
less interested in the meat packing
induslrv. I have gone a step farther,
in the above figures, and have shown
opposite each eompany

their profit

"per dollar of sales." in 1951. J believe you will be surprised to note
ioh low they are. On this total of
sewn and three-quarter billion dollar
volume. I hoe eleven concerns have ml
earnings of about $44,000,000, or in
the ~ales.
neighborhood
ol

'I his might stimulate other stations
to a similar successful promotion:
Promotion on the Twin Falls County

,15
.72
.58
.21
.40
.79

$2,524,000,000
2,215,000,000
823,000,000
640,000,000
307,000,000
303,000,000

.'5 Wilson

4
5

1951SaliDollar

FARM RADIO

The promotion received noteworthy
praise from the mayor, the county commissioners, the chamber of commerce,

The entire week of the Fair, a saturation campaign of short spots was
used on all available KTFI station
bicaks. A newspaper ad was run to
summarize the features. The 26,000
attendance at the fair set a record.
Could KTFI's unusual approach, its
outstanding promotion have been influential inthat increase? (It was the
lure.)
only different factor to enter the pic-

of .5.'! on each dollar

Florence
KTFI

Idaho

We are so accustomed, these days,
to using astronomical figures 1 like to
break them down sometimes from the
opposite point of view. If, instead of
'loin- seven and three-quarter billion
ollar volume these concerns would
have enjoyed only $1 ()().()()() business,
the net earnings would have been $5.' Ill
—astonishing, isn'l it? and undoubtedly not as good as the magazine pub'ishing business.

Do not want to appear presumptuous
writing this letter but I enjoy readig sponsor and circulate it to a numer of people in the office, and each
commented on the Kingan article.

Don Smith, Adv. & Sis.
Promotion
II 1 1s<m & Co.
Chicago

M. Gardner, Mgr.

CANADA
I thought the recent Canadian section put out hv sponsor was one of the
most comprehensive reports on the radio situation in Canada I have ever
read.
Geoffrey

Stirling, Pres.

The Newfoundland

Broadcasting Co.

St. John's, Newfoundland

Going
to Hollywood?
Want
to see television
production facilities that
you have
been
dreaming
about?
. . . Just drop in on the
new Telepix
building ,

* . SPONSOR
i
|a,„
Rei
Smith's
inter"" Ing
addenda
to rl„. Ki,,^,,,,
and
is
ascd to have the opportunity lo article
make Wilson's
',;'
""■■■' lndustr>
clear.
However,
> r "'-.".'
Smith , iIh
profil "per dollar
of sales"
figures
*'
!'' '''V J'"
""
"' '•> <*■ The total net
'
,""- of ""' ""al Industrj
in 1951, according
to the
American
Meal
InMir,,,,
figures,
were
S.005"
per <lullar of dales.
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'Superman" on
1 34 stations
6 more soon

,» ,„ 1,1 111.

"1

"

■

"

"

" ""■

"Superman" is now heard on 134 foreign stations^ not counting Canada:
Mexico 90, Australia 20, New Zealand 10, South Africa 10, West Indies
3, Ceylon 1 with 6 in Central America to be added 1 January, according to President Paul Talbot of Fremantle Overseas Radio, distributor. All-Canada Radio Facilities handles show in Canada.
-IRS-

Montreal TV rates
raised 50%
to $750/hr

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. upped rates 50% on CBFT, Montreal, one of
Canadian Government corporation's 2 TV stations, effective 1 November. New schedule: $750 for 60 minutes, $150 for 1 minute, $56.25
for 8 seconds. Total sets: 10,000.
-IRS-

Aussies hear
200 soap
episodes weekly

Australians love soap operas. Recent Aussie survey disclosed 200
radio serial episodes being broadcast weekly. Total listening: 50
hours. One Sydney station handles 20 serials a day.
-IRS-

CMBF

installs

10,000-watt
transmitter

CMBF, Havana (Melchor Guzman, U.S. rep), has installed a new 10,000watt transmitter extending its coverage of 3 west Cuban provinces of
Havana, Pinar del Rio, Matanzas withe population of over 2.2 million,
424,380 radio homes.
-IRS-

Lourenco Marques
airs 20 U.S.
programs

Lourenco Marques Radio in Mozambique, Portuguese East Africa, now
airing 20 American programs ranginng from Chesebrough' s "Dr. Christian'
to General Foods' "Hardy Family." Frank Lamping, managing director,
Davenport & Meyer, writes 25 U.S. firms have spot announcements going
as well. Pan American Broadcasting is rep.
-IRS-

2nd biggest U.S.
customer has no
commercial
radio

Of top 5 countries buying most from U.S. this year only U.K. has no
commercial radio. The 5, with U.S. exports to them first 6 months
of this year: Canada — $1.3 billion, U.K. — $395 million, Brazil — $374
million, Mexico — $359 million, Japan — $345 million.
-IRS-

Mexico's 183
stations blanket
country

Mexico's 3 radio networks and 183 stations cover country fully, reports William Miller, general manager, Walter Thompson de Mexico, on
a New York visit. His staff produces 22 radio programs weekly, plus
TV comedy show and children's puppet program.
-IRS-

7-plus TV
stations seen
in Latin America

CBC angers
industry with

talent plan

17 NOVEMBER 1952

RCA's Jeff Roberts expects 7 new TV stations in Latin America next
year or two plus "quite a few" in Mexico, as follows: Venezuela 2,
Guatemala 1, Colombia 2, Peru 1, Puerto Rico, 1 or 2. New HIT-TV
station in Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic, was RCA-designed.
-IRSCBC in Canada has industry up in arms over tentative proposal that
private stations broadcast Canadian talent from 50% to 48% of day.
Editor Richard G. (Dick) Lewis headed blast in Canadian Broadcaster
"Canadian If It Kills Us" and predicted compulsory listening next.
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Bill Wrigley was the first gum man
to recognize the selling power of car

blood-and-thunder it's refreshing to
note that some entrepreneurs are will-

cards — in 1907 when, amidst a depression, he spent $1 million to put a card
in even street car in the U. S. In 1927

ing to risk heavy cash on newr forms of
TV commercial fare far off the beaten

he was the first gum

manufacturer

to

recognize the selling power of radio
when he and Henry Leslie Webster, his
advertising manager who's still with
the company, ordered their first radio
network show — the Wrigley Review.
Phil Wrigley has continued devoting
up to a third of his advertising budget
to radio down through the years. In
fact, not a year has passed without a
Wrigley show on the air. Twenty-five
years and $35 million after the first

The Wrigley

story

Any compan) thai pours $35 million
into a medium in 25 years and continues to lead the field in a highly competitive industry as well should have
an interesting stor) to tell.
Wrigley has. and SPONSOR

was able

to get a comprehensive behind-thescenes account of how the worlds largest gum compan) lia> used radio to
distinct advantage during the past
quarter centur) .
The Wrigley story is essentially a
stor) of two men — William Wrigley
Jr., who founded the business and took
it to the top and his son, Philip K.
\\ rigley,
who's kept the company
since
1932.

there

network program, the Chicago chewing gum giant can look down at its
competition from the top, with confidence in the future.
sponsor

is publishing the Wriglev

story in two successive issues (17 November and 1 December I . Part one reveals how Wrigley stands in relation to
its competition and the thinking behind
its air strategy; it also details the 40
radio shows that Wrigley has aired
and tells why. Part two will discuss

Henry J. Kaufman

& Associates, a

prosperous Washington, D. C, advertising agency with a flare for creative
radio and TV, have developed and
path.
filmed Bringing Up Parents, an educational TV program with a high spicing
ol entertainment. What makes Bringing Up Parents especially unique is it>
tieup with The Association for Childhood Education. International. ACEI.
a professional organization of 05.000
and others concerned with the education and well-being of children, is so
wrapped up in the TV effort that a
member of its staff serves as permanent technical advisor. FCC Commissioner Frieda Hennock. after seeing the
preview, said, "This is a real start in
the kind of program we need on TV."
United Television Programs, a leading syndicate, thinks Bringing I p
Parents has real commercial potential
and is out selling it as actively as an)

what Wrigley's four closest competitors
are doing in radio and TV. summarize

adventure strip on its list. We hope
that advertisers, agencies, and stations
will give this promising program form

what Wrigley has learned in its quarter of a century
in radio.

opportunit) to prove its worth. For
if Bringing Up Parents can prove itself

Sponsorable education on TV

commercially, as we think it can. the
way will be open for the further merging of sponsorship and educational
(ele\ ision.

Amid

all the criticism of sponsored

Applause
How
We

to sell TV

time

have previously remarked

that

many best air buys — radio and TV
both go begging because the advertisei hasn't been sold. One ol our pet
peeves is that the art of selling air-time
isn't in the same class, professionally
speaking, with space-selling.
Put there are signs that air-media
salesmen are closing the gap, and that
before long the space sale-man will

topnotch bins. With WCBS-TV, headed by Craig Lawrence, leading the
parade, some of these stations appealed
to Tom Dawson, general manager of
CBS Television Spot Sales for help.
Dawson

was already at work on the

problem; had been for many months.
The station interest accelerated the
project. Said Dawson, "With our research specialist we began an exhaustive study and we worked out a tentative formula called the weekl) dollar

realize that the days ol' professional
ts. amateur selling are o\ ei .

volume

Mm "12 Plan" put into effeel in
Vpril L952 b) CHS Television Spot
Sales is a case in point. Stations repre-

matched our plan against their ideas
. . . evolved a rate structure. Out ol

cause

sented b) lliis (inn wen- worried belike other TV stations, the)

couldn't sell advertisers on buying
daytime announcement availabilities.
"l el

many

of

the

availabilities

were

discount plan. \e\l we approached stations we represent . . .

all these came the '12 Plan." As an important final step — llu- (irsl ellorl In
TV to provide legitimately a discount
opportunit) to all advertisers — we put
the plan into print in national mailings

and on the pages of Standard Rale and
In essence, the "12 Plan allows an
advertiser who purchases 12 or more
announcements a week in non-Class A
or ("lass A time to receive a 459f discount over and above the earned rate
card on the non-Class A portion.
How well has the Plan worked?
Data."
WCBS-TV in late October was earning 207 daytime announcements weekly; in April. 58. WCBS-TV has just
extended its broadcast day 45 minutes,
with this period (9:00 to 9:45 1 programed locally. \\ TOP-TV carried 34
dav time announcements in \pril; in
October. 223. KNX-TV went from 23
to 1(>I in two months.

WBTV.

KSL-

TV. and \\ \I'\I-T\ have just inauguthe "12 Plan": WCM
do so rated
soon.

-T\ will
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It's The

tx

y

k A

Team and It's

(MoMea/itecC cmcC Ufa/
For years, there's been a strange courtship going on in the Heart of
America. It has been the wooing and winning of the Kansas City Primary
Trade Area by The KMBC-KFRM Team. The Team was the successful suitor
— in fact the only logical suitor from the very first. KMBC-KFRM made it a
point to understand and coddle "Miss Kansas City Market" from the moment
they met. KMBC-KFRM helped the Market grow — saw her through good
times and bad — served her with the greatest in radio — was her best friend
and through this intimacy became "Market-wise".
There is no record of when the wedding of The KMBC-KFRM Team and
the Kansas City Primary Trade Area actually took place. But it's been a
tremendously successful union. The heart of the Team and The Heart of
America beat as one and advertisers will tell you that the best proof of this
union are the thousands and thousands of "sales"— large and small — begat
by this powerful voice of The KMBC-KFRM Team and the plump purse of
the Kansas City Primary Trade Area.
*

inn

Call KMBC-KFRM or your nearest Free & Peters Colonel for the
Kansas City Market Story. BE WISE-REALIZE. ..to sell the Whole
Heart of America Wholeheartedly ii's . . .

^KMBC-KFRM
CBS RADIO

OWNED

This is the fourth of a se-:es on The KMBC-KFRM know-how
which spells dominance in the Heart of America.
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Weaver's in the driver's seat!
KCBS' Bill Weaver not only delivers more potential
customers than any of his early morning
competitors in San Francisco (source: Pulse)... he
drives home more sales as well (source: his sponsors).
Witness this letter from an agency which places
several automotive accounts on KCBS:
"Weaver

has produced

such excellent results that this

agency's faith in radio has reached a new high. With only
6 announcements, for example, Weaver sold $800 worth
of auto seat covers. Similar results were reported on items
ranging from $1 polish kits to $49.50 radios.

RECEIVED
DIC i
r.:c

1952
in radio; Part

I

How CBS Radio
Spot
ears
gley'2s5 y
i
r
Y
V
I
Sales used research to
back 20 years of selling

"Another account has used Weaver for over 2 years
with gratifying results. Daily checks made at all locations
show that Weaver is one of our top buys. He has an
audience

that's almost fanatical in its loyalty to him!"

No matter what you sell ( other long-time Weaver
sponsors : Hostess Cup Cakes, 3 years ; Bayer Aspirin,
3 years; Durham-Enders Razors, 2 years), Bill Weaver
can speed up your sales in Northern California.
For a winner every time, just contact KCBS

• 50,000 watts

Mutual of Omaha spends
65% of its ad budget
on radio and TV shows

or your
page 30

nearest CBS Radio Spot Sales office.
San Francisco • CBS Owned

page 29

KCBS

MERCHANDISING
SECTION
starts

page

33

ro, con, and in-between
opinions on merchandising done by radio stations
page
36
Recommendations

by
admen, industry on
improving merchandisi
procedures

•t

BROWN

& WILLIAMSON

TOBACCO CO. do

ES

A

COMPLETE

JOB

WMBG

SO

DO

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

Inc.

STATIONS...

WCOD
WTVR

Talkin'est penguin in captivity is one Willie
the Kool cigarette penguin. His two favorite
words— "Smoke Kools!" Willie symbolizes the
excellent product that Brown and Williamson
Tobacco Corporation manufactures for smokers
who like a cool, clean tasting cigarette
In Virginia WMBG, WTVR and WCOD are symbols
for the best in broadcast entertainment and public
service. These Havens

& Martin, Inc. Stations

were pioneers in serving the rich Virginia market
around Richmond. They have built a loyal,
responsive audience

that comes

years of service. Try them
responsive this audience

WMBG
Havens
FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

and

only with long
see just how

can be for you.'

am WCOD

& Martin Inc. Stations are the onfy

complete

broadcasting

institution in Richmond.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.
WMBG represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

m WTVR

Cigarette
film clips
undergoing
surgery

Soapers rush
to change
rinse claims

in TV films

Producers of filmed commercials are enjoying special windfall from
latest ruling by FTC against cigarette advertising involving claims
one brand is less irritating than another.
Rush is on among agencies
involved to make copy conform with ruling by 1 January.
Necessitates
revising films in production and already on air.
Some agencies are
also removing "doctors" from film clips.
-SRAdditional unexpected source of income for filmed commercial producers
comes from changes in clips used by FAB (Colgate), Tide (P&G) , and
Surf (Lever).
Result of order from FTC to abandon claim these detergents wash clothes as clear without rinsing as with rinsing.
Revision costs will run into hundreds of thousands of dollars.
-SR-

Sports eds
back up

ont's
DuM
charges

Dr. Allen DuMont's attack on NCAA's policy toward televising football
games has drawn strong support from sports editors all over country.
Dominant sentiment in that quarter: Dr. DuMont has valid point when
he charges NCAA's restrictions to "game of the week" add up to monopoly. NCAA denies it is on defensive, but opinion in advertising
circles is that attacks will now snowball to point where NCAA will be
compelled to revise policy for 1953 season radically.
-SR-

DCSS
of

critical

preemption
clause

Kroger chain's
point-of-sale
study report
in works

N. Y. baseball
magnates
hopeful about

TV policies

Media department

of Doherty,

Clifford,

Steers & Shenfield

has raised

objection to one provision in 4 A's standard contract form for spot
TV. This is clause dealing with station substitution of public-service event for scheduled program.
Upsetting to DCSS is this: Under
provisions of 4 A spot radio form, station is required to compensate
sponsor of cancelled show for talent regardless of whether substituted
program is sponsored or sustaining; but in spot TV contract liability
only applies in case substitute show is sponsored.
-SRWhat could be most provocative study to date of media effectiveness
at point-of-sale will likely become available around end of December.
It's joint undertaking of BAB and Kroger grocery chain.
Draft of
findings has been in Kroger 's possession for several weeks.
Kroger
is expected to take until mid-month before issuing approval.
Kroger
study used ARBI technique wherein newspaper and radio ad effectiveness
are compared on dollar-f or-dollar basis.
-SRNew York major league teams anticipate no startling policy changes on
baseball televising to come from meetings of American and National
League moguls in Phoenix next week.
Yankees, Dodgers, and Giants feel
sure St. Louis teams' plea that they participate in Eastern teams' TV
revenues will be turned down.
Another issue on agenda: request by
New York teams to televise some of games on road.
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Cigarette
leader did
$814
in

million
1951

Net

lor 1 December

1952

sales

for R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., one of radio-TV's top accounts, jumped from $615,104,304 to $814,216,968
in period
1946
through 1951.
Source: Dun & Bradstreet
study for Time, Inc.
SPONSOR
did case history on company in 21 April 1952 issue.
-SR-

Farm

paper

may resume
net radio
in 1953

Though it terminated its Louis Broufield Saturday morning show on MBS
29 November "Successful Farming" (Meredith Publishing Co.) expects to
affiliate itself with another farm program sometime in 1953.
Bromfield show, for which Meredith paid only production costs, was budgeted for just 13 weeks.
It was first time farm paper used network
radio.
Meredith's comment: "Response was gratifying and well served
our purpose — help establish leadership in farm publication field."
-SR-

Formalizing
UPT-ABC
merger faces
new
hurdle

Agencies
think nets
will settle
with AFTRA

Campbell
testing
radio

spot

P&C's
second
effort with
dentifrice

DuPont
on

frowns

Navy
show
in alternateweek slot

UPT-ABC merger still faces big hurdle.
CBS, Inc. is insisting $6
million it has contracted to pay the merged company for WBKB, Chicago,
be put in escrow pending settlement of Zenith's bid for WBKB ' s Channel
2. UPT won't accept anything but cash payment.
Question facing FCC:
whether to approve merger right away and permit UPT-ABC to operate 2
Chicago stations (other is WENR-TV) for interim or defer approval of
merger until it has disposed of Zenith's petition.
In event it acts
on first alternative CBS is expected to make legal hay over fact FCC
rules bar ownership by anyone of 2 stations in any one market.
- SRAgency conferees who have been negotiating with AFTRA on new TV terms
see little possibility of talent union going through with threatened
strike.
They expect one of major networks at 11th hour to sit down
with AFTRA and work out settlement which will give union more or less
the 20% increase it is demanding.
Another concession would be agreement on dues check-off system.
-SRCampbell Soup will probably convert goodly portion of billings saved
from cancellation of CBS Radio "Club 15" to spot radio campaigns.
Compton has already under way spot test on pork and beans and tomato
juice brands.
Campbell has been consistent network customer but
rarely in spot during past years.
-SRProcter & Gamble making second stab at toothpaste field with product
called Gleem ; account is going to Compton.
Test on new product was
recently completed in Indianapolis.
P&G last entered dentifrice field
with liquid product, Teel, which was abandoned after costly try.
--SRReason why NBC's "Victory of Sea" series is not spotted at 8:00-8:30
p.m. Thursday where network had plans for it: DuPont as occupant of
same period with "Cavalcade of America" on alternate weeks objected
strenuously.
DuPont said it had been for years seeking to dissociate
itself from munitions business in public's mind and presence of war
film in same spot on alternate weeks would serve to undue its success.
(Please turn to page 66)
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Mumbo -Jumbo
or Merchandising?
You

pay*
WMIL

your

money

and

takes

your

choice

has never believed in — and never practiced — the kind of mumbo-jumbo

that

went by the name of "merchandising" but wasn't. We never believed that keeping
an account executive happy by going through the motions, was a good substitute
for building audiences.
We still hold to that idea.
But, beginning January 1st, food advertisers on WMIL

will receive, without extra

charge, the active cooperation of the Krambo Stores — a chain of giant super-markets,
whose annual volume exceeds $3,000,000 per store.
They will share in over 400 announcements

per week, will each receive stack displays

in every store, will obtain space in the store's newspaper advertising, shelf displays,
window streamers.
In short, good food advertising on a good radio station will, as always, create demand. But the WMIL food merchandising plan will turn that active demand into
positive active sales through the most aggressive chain of food markets in Milwaukee.
That's what we call merchandising. That's why we're doing it. Ask any Forjoe office
for the details.

WMIL
means
MILWAUKEE
REPRESENTED
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DEPARTMENTS
liai-e TV sponsors stopped taking program

risks?

"Play-it-safe" philosophy pervades many agencies today. Rather than launch
new shows in costly TV sweepstalces, many clients would like to buy into alternate
week of existing top-rated
programs and insure big audience

23
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MONEY

510

MADISON

NEW
MR.

W rigleg's 25 gears in radio: Part Mi
«»©

anniversary of CBS

Here's story of notab'e milestones in development of research-based selling
of spot radio out of which came benefits to clients, industry

Mutual of Omaha

spends 05%

to

it, really

use

firm's

program

P. L. McHugh
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Opinions on merchandising today Reactions to merchandising— pro, con, and in-between — vary widely, as these quotes from advertising, industry people show

III. Examples of radio station merchandising
description,

IV.

here's

a run-down

of the varied

*fQ

In pictures

services stations now

SPONSOR

perform

40

Recommendations

for the future Suggested improvements
in merchandising procedure run all the way from "More cooperation from
agencies with stations is needed" to "Why aren't station efforts more creative?"
Many stations recommend merchandising shouldn't be done unless it's paid for.
All shades of opinion are reflected in this round-up

48
53
56

ASKS

58

REVIEWS

60

ROUND-UP

64
REPORT

103

SPEAKS

104

Oil

33

Strong trend to increased merchandising is giving many admen, station executives strong feeling that steps must be taken to evaluate where merchandising
by radio stations is headed
II.

IN

_

RESULTS

SPONSOR

material

16
18

INTERNATIONAL

of budget on air
promotion

C. V. Schuchard

_

COMMERCIAL
£*9

Bob Con^idine show on radio and TV costs accident-and-health insurance firm
some $750,000. One proof of its success is fact that agents themselves respond
enthusiastically

SPONSOR,

13

PROFILE,

MR.

radio rep organization falls on 6 December.

8

AGENCY

TV

CBS Batlio Spot Sales celebrates 20 gears of sell

6

RENEW

P. S.

For perspective on gum qiant's sales position, article this issue rounds up
advertising strategy of chief Wrigley competitors. Among them: American
Chicle which is scooting up fast with heavy air expenditures; Beech-Nut, only
major gum advertiser not on air, and now losing ground
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€ KISSING BOOTH

you can do better
with SPOTmuch better

When you place your TV show on a Spot basis, you're on the right track
for national coverage. You go into markets of your own choice . . .
find stations clear time more readily. You get uniform and pleasing picture
quality through film. And you effect savings in time charges —
enough to cover film prints, their distribution and other costs.
Get the full details from your Katz representative.
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Robert J. Landry

afternoon !
MELODY
BALLROOM
WFBR

crack disc

jockey show — is
the No. 1 radio
record show in
Baltimore in the
afternoon !
Looking for a participation show you can brag
about, instead of having
to justify? WFBR's
home-grown Melody
Ballroom carries more
audience than any other
afternoon radio record
show — more than highcost TV shows! Make
sure your radio dollar's
well spent in Baltimore
— buy Melody Ballroom
on WFBR. Just ask
your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

"And having writ, moves on . . ."
Comes now another year-end. Time for toting up the score, a
hrief glance backward before plunging ahead. 1952 changed nothing
in international politics, everything in domestic politics. The business community now looks forward to a more "sympathetic" Administration. Big agencies, those who were "up to their clavicles in
politics," look forward to all sorts of goodies that may just drop
through the transom into their laps.
* •::■ «
Chlorophyll was the great new product-dream-come-true. There
were hints at year's-end of counter-blows but this threat apart boom,
boom, and more boom was the story throughout 1952. Once the
color of spring, green was now the color of tongues. Baby pants
were advertised as waterproof and impregnated in chlorophyll!
The American economy was neat but nervous throughout 1952,
nervous because of the election, nervous because of the many shifting
values everywhere seen or sensed. America had 504,000 food stores.
347,000 eating and drinking places. 188,000 gas stations, 115,000
apparel shops, and 2,900 book stores. Redbook reported 50,000
prosperous farmers in Iowa had no wives and Farmer's Almanac
reported 50,000 American
towns had no railroads.
Duane Jones, the agency owner, made big news in 1952 by suing
nine former employees for "conspiracy" to scuttle his business,
alienate his clients. When he won, Advertising Age dug up a precedent case in the Philadelphia courts, circa 1911, when one Howard
Ireland upon returning from a round-the-world trip for his health
found his wife had frozen him out of his own agency. He. too,
had sued, and he. too, had won the case.
-::- -x- ■*
Red Channels was a controversy and an embarrassment. Merle
Miller wrote a book attacking Channels, then found himself roasted
worst of all by his fellow-liberals who said his documentation was
sloppy and his prejudice showed almost as bad as Red Channels
prejudice. The one-time No. 2-in-command of CBS programs. Robert Heller, took up permanent abode in Mexico.
■::■ -x- *

1952 was educational television's big opportunity. The Ford
Foundation monitored all the commercial programs in Manhattan.
Seymour Siegel of WNYC travelled 30.000 miles steaming up colleges to get in on TV channels, while the getting was good. Broadcasting called Frieda Hennock "the Joan of Arc of educational TV"
while the same lady was referred to b\ the newsletter. Space & Time.
as "the sweetheart

of Sigma Delta Chi."
[Please turn to page 68)
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Your Message On America's
Highest TV Transmitter
Now Reaches 87% Of
Utah's Population!

HIGH!
Put your product on
and you're on your
America. 9,425 feet
so high an overhead

America's highest TV transmitter,
way to top sales in Intermountain
high — almost two miles up — it's
tramway will be used to reach it!

WIDE!
You'll get coverage over a wider area than TV ever
offered you before ... an area which includes 87% of
Utah's population (not to mention thousands of Idahoans
and Nevadans), 89.7% of the state's effective buying
income or $854,491,000!

HAHDSOME!
That's the word for the profits you will make if you get
on KSL-TV early ... if you beat the rush ... if you ask
us or your CBS Television Spot Sales representative for
details today.

thenew|(5L_TV

CHANNEL

5

SALT LAKE CITY

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales
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Shows

KMTV
KMTV Captures 9 of the TOP
10 Television Shows
in Omaha
All the precincts have reported, and
it is another sensational landslide for
KMTV. According to the most recent
Pulse survey (October 8-14), KMTV
carries nine of Omaha's ten television
favorites. Only the program in the #8
position among the top ten was lost to
Omaha's second TV station. Such an
overwhelming endorsement of popularity
and programming superiority is seldom
received by any one TV station.
KMTV also landed the first three out
of the top five favorite multi-weekly
television programs. The average Monday-thru-Friday ratings for the 10:0010:30 weather -news -sports summaries
also revealed KMTV's
dominance.
KMTV
#2 Station
10:00
24.3
16.0
10:15
19.6
15.2
And for still further proof, KMTV's
average week-night (6:00 p.m. to midnight) share of audience was a big 61%
as compared to 39% for the second station.
// is an unsurpassed vote o* popularity
for KMTV. When you place your advertising campaign, be sure you order the TV
station with the big audience. Order KMTV.
Check today with KMTV
or your Katz
representative for availabilities and further
particulars.

K IH T V duH°cnt
OMAHA

TEAM

2, NEBRASKA
CHANNEL
3
Represented by KATZ AGENCY

story on the American Television Society Report, "TV Film Commercials —
Agency - Producer Relationships," I
thought you would like the following
progress report:
The American Association of Advertising Agencies bought 1,200 copies of
the American Society's report, "TV
Film Commercials — Agency-Producer
Relations," for distribution to its membership. The Association of National
Advertisers also sent out a bulletin
offering copies to its members. Our
committee itself, of course, lived up to
its original promise to send a copy
of the report to every advertising agency or film producer that cooperated in
the survey on which the report was
based. The American Television Society distributed copies to all its members, and so did the Radio Executives
Club in New York. (As you know,
these latter two organizations have
since combined into what is now identified as the Radio and Television Executives Society, Inc., 25 Vanderbilt
Avenue. New York 17, N. Y.)
Times

Square Productions, Inc.,

publisher of "The Handbook of Motion Picture Technique for Businessmen," included a write up of the
project and reproduced in toto the
two-page recommended standard film
production specifications form that
sponsor carried, and, to my pleasant
surprise. Standard Rate and Data Service is including a write-up and reproduction of the entire form in its
forthcoming volume on television.
In spite of all the distributors listed
above, the Society and I have received
scores of letters for copies of the report. The letters have come mostly
from film producers and advertising
agencies, but many others have come
from stations, networks, advertisers,
associations, and libraries. They have
come from organizations ranging from
very small to giants — coast to coast,
and outside the U.S. — several, especially the smaller agencies, expressing
how helpful the report has been in
organizing departments to handle television.
One of the biggest kicks I have got-

ten is a letter from a film production
company, Goodwin-International in
Johannesburg, South Africa.
The Society is glad to supply a copy
free to any interested person or organization. Several have requested quantities up to 25. The Society provides
these at cost.
Of course, I have no way of knowing
how many have adopted the recommended standard specifications form,
but more than one producer has already notified me that he is doing so.
The committee will reconvene next
year to consider any refinements which
may have proved desirable from actual
use of the form. Suggestions from
anybody are welcome.
Gene Reichert
Radio-TV
Director
G. M. Basford Co.
New York

INTERNATIONAL

BASICS

First of all let me inform you that
I did receive on time your Fall Facts
issue of July 14th in which you included your most interesting "International Basics." so much importance to
I attached
the information provided in so clearly a manner that I requested of mv
sales manager, James Clarendon, to
pay you a call, together with Alberto
Martinez of Melchor Guzman, to provide you with additional information
and the correction of a few minor errors in the data given for the Republic
of Panama in both radio and press.
I definitely believe that your interest
in international markets will, in time,
amply justify the exacting work of
compiling data from countries not particularly aware of the meaning of statistics. Itis only because we realize
the obstacles that you, no doubt, have
confronted that we are taking the liberty of giving you up-to-date information on the Republic of Panama.
In general and although I speak with
little authority on these matters, your
publication is. in my opinion, by far
the one most helpful and of immediate benefit to media and agency readers. When I first tackled commercial
radio broadcasting, I, of course, subscribed to every known U. S. publication on matters related to my business.
However, little by little I have been
eliminating practically every publication but vours, which I read with
(Please turn to page 11)
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Now

CHAnnEL

on
We will continue to present the finest entertainment from all four networks plus outstanding productions by local sponsors.
And for the 200,000-odd defense workers
others who

finish work

have the "SWING

around

SHIFT

midnight we

THEATRE"

night-to-morn show which

and

a mid-

has evoked

wide-

spread approval.

PITTSBURGH'S
DUMONT

First TELEVISION

WDTV

STATION
CHANNEL

2

Note: As soon as transmitter alterations are completed, early in
1953, WDTV will have six times more power making a Great TV
Station GREATER.
HAROLD

C. LUND

General Manager
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WIP

Pioneer of Radio Merchandising in Philadelphia performs the MOST
COMPLETE MERCHANDISING
outstanding programs.

job in this market— through these two
•

Kite ken f\afie/l$ I Jiafit/ Bid Me
•

9:15-9:45 A.M.

*

MONDAY

*

THROUGH

FRIDAY

1:15-1:45 P.M.
MONDAY

THROUGH

FRIDAY

Get full details about WIP
Merchandising

HERE IS AN INTELLIGENT MERCHANDISING PLAN BACKED BY llllll) MEM

Write for

your free copy of this booklet. Address, Merchandising

Willi MORE THAM 20 YEARS 0E MERCHANDISING EXPERIENCE

Dept., WIP, 35 South 9th
Street, Philadelphia 7, Penna.

SPECIAL SALES

RETAIL CALLS

. LETTERS TO CHAIN STORE MGR'S&HUYERS
LUNCHEON
PROOUCT

HROAOCASTS

STORE TIE-INS

OISPLAV ANO SAMPLING

FOOD PAPER ADS
» PERSONAL

APPEARANCES
5000
WATTS

• STORE DISPLAYS

flatitmai f^efi/imnkiives
EDWARD

THE

MOST

PETRY

8

COMPANY,

COMPLETE

INC.

PHILADELPHIA'S
PIONEER VOICE

MERCHANDISING

JOB

PHILADELPHIA

the greatest of interest, in the <erlanit\
that I shall always find an idea of tangible constructive value.
Fernando Eleta A.
Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Radio Programas Continental
Panama, R. de P.

10 TV SECONDS
I found the article, "How to sell in
10 TV seconds/' extremely interesting.
However, there is one point in the
article that is misleading. On the question of compliance with FCC rules
you quote the following:
"A licensee of a television broadcast
station shall make station identification announcement I call letters and location )at the beginning and ending
of each time of operation and during
the operation on the hour ... by both
aural and visual means. Other announcements may be by either aural
or visual means."
Following is the complete phraseology of Section 3.687:
"A licensee of a television broadcast
station shall make identification announcement (call letters and location),
at the beginning and ending of each
time of operation and during the operation on the hour. The announcement
at the beginning and ending of each
time operation shall be by both aural
and visual means. Other announcements may be by either aural or visual means."
Robert G. Patt
Adv. & Sis. Promotion Mgr.
WCBS-TV
New
York

HAWAIIAN

RADIO

I am interested in finding out the
number of radio and television broadcasting stations and the number of receiving sets in Hawaii, or more particularly in Honolulu. What is the outlook for television in Hawaii? Also.
do you happen to know the number of
newspapers and their circulation?
I would certainly be grateful for this
or any other information you can supply me about Hawaii.
Devane Clark
Planning and Coordinating Committee
Dr. Pepper Co.
Dallas

YOUR

POSITS¥E

ANSWER

teiject

Precision
Prints
MECHANICAL MEMORY . . .
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
... NO NOTCHING
Each individual film has its own
Printing Control Strip, which determines printing exposures, filter
changes (for color) and effects, and
stores up this knowledge for transfer to the printing machine itself.
This Control Strip permits exact
duplication at any time.

YOUR ASSURANCE OF
BETTER 16mm PRINTS
15 Years Research and Specialization in every phase of
16mm processing, visual and
aural. So organized and equipped that all Precision jobs are
of the highest quality.
Individual Attention is given
each film, each reel, each scene,
each frame — through every
phase of the complex business of
processing — assuring you of the
very best results.
Our
Advanced
Methods
and
our constant checking and adoption of up-to-the-minute techniques, plus new engineering
principles and special machinery

Precision Film Laboratories — a division ofJ. A. Maurer, Inc., has 14
years of specialization in the 16mm
field, consistently meets the latest demands for higher quality and speed.

enable us to offer service unequalled anywhere!
Newest Facilities in the 16mm
field are available to customers
of Precision, including the most
modern applications of electronics, chemistry, physics, optics,
sensitometry and densitometry—
including exclusive Maurerdesigned equipment— your guarantee that only the best is yours
at Precision!

PRECISION
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
21 West 46th St.,
New York 19, N.Y.
JU 2-3970

• For additional radio data, check any of the
Hawaiian station reps listed in International Basies, SPONSOR, 14 July 1952. (Also, see International Report, page 103 in this issue.)
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Engineering Perfection,

Ade-

quate Power and Quality Programming make the right combination that continues to build
prestige for WREC

— Memphis

No. I Station. It means listenerconfidence that clicks for advertisers, year after year. Today,
the audience is greater than ever
before and the cost is 10.1%
LESS per thousand listeners than
in 1946.

MEMPHIS

REPRESENTED

12

BY THE KATZ AGENCY

NO.

•

1 STATION

AFFILIATED WITH

CBS. 600 KC, 5000 WATTS

SPONSOR

PUSH
New and renew
1,

Erwin

Corp

American

Chicle

Co

American Oil Co
American
Tobacco
Block Drug Co
Burton

Dixie

Carter
Derby

Co

Cecil

Corp

Products

Walter
James

Turner

Cr Sons

Motor

Car

DuMont
ABC

Presbrey

Louis

&

Franklin

Bruck

Maxon,

Co

60

CBS TV
CBS TV
NBC TV

24
61
60

56

Welcome

CBS
ABC

TV
TV

30
52

Stork Club; Sat 7:-7:30 pm; 3 Jan; 26 alt wks
The Name's the Same; alt T 10:30-11
pm; 2 Dec;

ABC
NBC

TV
TV

17

27

CBS

29

Westinghouse

Celler

McCann-Erickson

Electric

Renewed

&
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24
48
41

DuMont

2

AGENCY

Hall Brothers
Kraft Foods
Co
P. Lorillard Co
Jules Montenier
Procter & Gamble
Quaker
Oats
Co
Revere Copper
& Brass
Skipoy
Peanut
Butter
C. A. Swanson
& Sons

Fuller & Smith
& Ross
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles
Foote, Cone
& Belding
J. Walter
Thompson
Lennen & Newell
Earle Ludgin
Compton
Sherman
& Marquette
St. Geo-?es & Keyes
Guild. B;s-om
& Bonfigli
Tatham
Laird

Sweets

Co

Moselle

Welch

Crape

of

DuMont
CBS TV
CBS
TV

TV

America
Juice

Co

&

M 3:30-45

pm

seg; 3 Nov; 9

concl
Rebound;
F 8:30-9 pm; 21 Nov; 13 alt
Carry Moore;
T 1:45-2
pm; 2 Dec; 52
Arthur
Godfrey
Time
alt T, Th one wk,
the next wk; 10-10:15 am: 2 Dec; 52
Steve Randall; F 8-8:30 pm; 28 Nov; indef

wks
wks
M, W
wks
no. wks

Whiteman TV Teen Club; Sat 7-7:30 pm; 22
Nov; 52 wks
Down You Co; F 10:30-11 pm; 31 Oct; 5 telecasts, alt wks
Betty Furness;
F 10:45-11
am; 2 Jan; 52 wks

45
STATIONS
CBS
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
ARC
ABC
ABC

Eisen

Travelers;

52 wks
Rootic
Kazootie; Sat 10 30-11 am; 3 |an; 52 wks
Kate Smith Hour; M 4:15-30 pm seg; 8 Dec; 26
wks
Presidential
Inauguration; T 20 Jan; 11:30 am to

TV 62

on Television Networks

Aluminum
Co of America
Carter
Products

52

TV

DuMont

Co

Nov;
52 wks

NBC

Weiss

Toni

America

pm ; 18
7 Jan;

Drew Pearson; W 7:30-45 pm; 24 Dec; 13 wks
Sky King; alt Sat 11:30-12 noon; 8 Nov; 52 wks

ABC

ot

T 8-8:30
7:30-8 pm;

12

Alfred
I Silberstein,
Be't Goldsmith,
Inc
Moselle
& Eisen

Inc

Living;

Judy; W

12
62

Swank,

Co

With

TV

Maxon,
Inc
Cimobell
&
Maxon,
Inc

Mithun

is Worth

Years of Crisis; Th 4:30-5:30 pm; 1 Jan only
Biff
wksBaker USA; Th 9-9:30 pm; 6 Nov; 52 wks
Kate Smith Hour; T 4:30-45 pm seg; 25 Nov; 39
wks
Paul Harvey News; Sun 10-10:15 pm; 16 Nov; 52

CBS TV

Inc

Life
Date

time, start, duration

DuMont
ABC TV

Packard
Motor
Car Co
Pillsbury
Mills
Snow Crop Marketers

Sweets

PROGRAM,

31
TV

ABC

Adv

Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
BBDO
D'Ar
Needham,
Louis &
Brorby
cy

H. lohnson
Co
Lees & Sons

Packard

&

Ted Bates
Needham,
Brorby

Co

Cemex Co
S. C. Johnson

Wasey

Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Joseph Katz Co
BBDO

Products,
Inc
Foods,
Inc

Ekco

STATIONS

AGENCY
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New on Television Networks
Admiral

2.

1

TV
TV
TV
TV
TV
TV
TV
TV
TV
TV
TV
TV

NBC
Dohertv, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield

PROGRAM,

time, start, duration

See It Now; Sun 6:30-7 pm; 30 Nov; 52 wks
I've Cot a Secret; alt Th 10:30-11
pm; 16 Oct;
13 wks
Hallmark Theatre; Sun 5-5:30 pm; 4 Jan; 52 wks
Kraft TV Theatre; W 9-10 pm; 7 Ian; 52 wks
Club Embassy; T 10:30-45 pm; 30 Dec; 13 wks
What's My Line; Sun 10:30-11 pm; 5 Oct; 52 wks
Fireside Theatre; T 9-9:30 pm; 6 Jan; 52 wks
Cabby Hayes; M-F 5:15-30 pm; 2 Jan; 26 wks
Meet the Press; Sun 6-6:30 pm; 4 Jan; 13 wks
You Asked for It: Sun 7-7:30 pm; 7 Dec; 52 wks
wks
The Name's the Same; T 9:30-10 pm; 9 Dec; 51
wks
Tootsie Hippodrome; Sun 12:15-30 pm; 2 Nov; 52

48
4S
47
39
37
49
47
33
45
33

52

Howdy

29

Doody;

alt F 5:45-6

pm;

5 Dec;

52 wks

New National Spot Television Business
SPONSOR
Certina
Watch
Div,
Illinois Watch
Case
Co
Elgin-American
Div,
Illinois Watch Case
Co
Flako
Products
Corp

Gemex

Frank

R.

Compacts, cigarette
cases, lighters,

Russel

M.

Flako
pearlspie
mix

H.

Lequatte,

crust

In next issue: Neiv and Renewed
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Watches

Cemex
watch
bands

Co

National

AGENCY

PRODUCT

Sales

B.

BBDO,

Brodsky,

NY

Chi

Seeds, Chi
NY

20

mkts

20

mkts

13

stns, N.Y., Boston,
Phila,
Wash,
D. C,
Biltimore,
Pittsb,
Cleve,
Chi, Detr,

6 Johnstown
stns:
WCBS-TV,
WABD,
N.Y.;
WCAU-TV,
Phila;
WENR-TV.
WCNTV, Chi; KNXT, L.A.

CAMPAIGN,

Ian &'53 20-sec anncts; 8 wks
1-min
to

mid-Dec

on Radio Networks, ISetv National Spot Radio Business.

Executives,

Sponsor

Personnel,

New

Agency

start, duration

15 min of half-hour film series
Mike
Stokey's
Hywd
Guest
Stars; start 18 Nov
15 min of half-hour
film series,
Guest Mike
Stars; Stokey's
start 18 Hywd
Nov
10-sec s*n breaks; to run thru

Appointments

Numbers after names
new category
refer to Neiv and Re(4)
Paul Gerhold
(4)
(4)
Donal
J.
O'Brien
(4)
A. L. Hollender
(4)
J. K. Martindale
Mark J. bolters 13
;

1952

1
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Yetr National Spot Telev sion Business (continued )

3.
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SPONSOR

Sew and renew

A.

C.

Gilbert

Landers,

PRODUCT

Co

Frary & Clark

Lcvolor-Lorentzen

Mcnnen

Charles

Venetian
blind
hardware

Fricnd-Reiss-McClone.

Mennen

Co

AGENCY

American
Flye;
trains;
Erecvor
sets
Jet 99 Universal
vacuum
dearie:

W.

Hoyt,

STATIONS-MARKET
64

NY

Biscuit Co

Plymouth

Bernard

Motor

Corp

Ullman Co

Nabisco

to

Grey

Adv,

About

NY

12

WCAL-TV,
ter;
Nashville

baby

Crey

Adv,

NY

7

McCann-Enckson,

products

Phila
W. Ayer

N.

Princess
Plastic
Place
Mats;
Shelf-N-Edge

Crey

Adv,

&

NY

Son.

NY

stns

i for

WABD,
About
65

James G. Cominos
jim Coyle
Joseph Eggers
Creamer
Fred
Peter
Finney
Edward
Firestone
William
A. Foxen
Paul
Gerhold
Donald
G. Gill
Edward
D. Cottlieb
W.
Richard
Guersey
Evan
W.
Hayter
Alfred
L. Hollender
Richard
W.
Holloway
Ruth
|ones
Frank
A. Kearney
Arlene
Koch
T. W
Koopman,
|r
|ohn
Anson

F.
A.

MacKay
MacLaren

lames
Frank

K.
Martindale
McCord

Betty
Steve

McCowan
Mudge

Donal
I Peterzell
O'Brien
Noiman
Edward
Ratner
Irv R. Rill
Fred
Peter
layne

L. Rvner
M. Scutter
Smathers

H. Winslow
Sumner
Sternbe-g
F.
Stetson
lames
I- Tennvson
Winsor
H. W'tson.
|:
Arthur
W.
Weil
Robert
Mark

I.

WHhorn
Wolters

cities

47

stns

coast

Numbers after mimes
1 1 hi to New ami Renew category
Irving
Rill
I'e/ei Finney
F. It . Stetson

I mill. Met ord
II insot II . II atson
1 1 mil,
/. /.

Kearney
Temn

sun

(
I 1I

Donald G. Gill i I)

Hem i Brennei
Edward Ratnei

> 11
< 1>

Feb
'531
3 to Channel

2

Jan

'53

show;
start
13 wks

13

&

anncts

&

stn

breaks:

to

(part of big saturation campaign incl radio)
1-min partic women's shows;
15 wks thru 20 Dec

coast

AFFILIATION

Holzer Co, LA, acct exec
Same,
timebuyer
P&G
accts
Friend-Reiss-McClone,
NY,
acct
exec
Walter
McCreery,
Beverly
Hills, Cal,
acct exec
Sam, hd of firm
ion death of R. C. Comerl
Same,
dir radio-TV
dept
). E. Coyle Adv,
LA, owner
mew agency)
BBDO,
NY,
creative
& planning
staff
Holzer
Co,
LA,
acct
exec
Same, chg radio-TV,
memb plans bd
Lott
Adv,
Santa
Monica,
hd radio-TV
dept
Same, acct exec Assn of Amer
Railroads
Same,
vp chg
res
Ceyer
Adv,
NY,
vp
Crey
Adv,
NY,
acct
exec
Philippine Adv Cslrs,
NY, exec vp. gen
mgr
McCann-Erickson,
mng
dir new
Canadian
offices

C. M.
Basford,
NY,
Anderson
& Cairns,
G
M.
Basford,
NY,

acct exec
NY,
copy
acct exec

Hutchins
Adv,
NY,
vp chg
Same,
vp chg
res & mdsg
Same,
timebuyer
Same,
vp
Same,
vp
(hq
still NYl

TV

depts

chief

Philco

adv

Biow
Co,
NY,
acct
exec
P&C
Friend-Reiss-McGlone,
NY,
radio-TV
dir
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, NY, acct superv
Sherman
&
Marquette,
NY,
dir res
Foote.
Cone
& Belding,
NY.
acct exec
Cecil & Presbrey, NY, radio & TV timeb.iyer
Erwin, Wasey & Co, NY, acct exec
Sherman
& Marquette,
NY,
vp
Geyer
Adv,
NY,
vp
Same,
vp & acct
superv
Foote,
Cone
&
Belding,
NY,
acct
exec
C. M.
Basford.
NY, acct exec
Warner,
Schulenburg.
Todd
&
Assoc,
St. Louis,
prod
mgr

personnel )

KAB!,
Ketchikan,
Alaska,
new
stn, ABC
Radio
affil
K|NO,
Juneau,
Alaska,
new
stn, ABC
Radio affil
KNOG.
Nogales, Ariz, formerly indep, now CBS Radio affil
WAVE-TV,
Louisville,
from
Channel
5 to Channel
3. power
increase
to 100,000
watts
(eff
WDTV,
Pittsburgh, from Channel

cam-

Grey
Adv,
NY,
vp & dir radio-TV
Juhl Adv,
Elkhart.
Ind, hd radio
&
Compton,
NY, timebuyer
Geyer
Adv,
NY,
vp
Same,
timebuyer

McGraw-Hill
Pub
Co,
NY,
adv,
sis prom
mgr.
Catalog
Div
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
NY,
copy
vp
Cecil & Presbrey,
NY, dir res & mdsg
Henderson
Adv,
Greenville,
SC, asst timebuver
Ewell & Thurber Assoc, Toledo, mgr NY office
Biow,
NY,
acct
superv
PeVG
Grey Adv,
NY, acct exec
Product
Services
Inc. NY,
ladio-TV
copy
chief
Duanc
Jones,
NY,
vp
Dancer-Fitzeerald-Sample,
NY,
mgr
res dept
I Walter
Thompson,
NY,
acct exec
I. Walter
Thompson,
NY,
timebuyer
W.
Earl Bothwell,
NY,
mdsg
consultant
Foote, Cone & Beldin".
NY, vp, acct suoerv
W.
Earl Bothwell,
NY,
vp & copy chief
Cecil
&
Presb'ey,
NY,
acct
exec
Hirshon-Garfield,
NY,
vp & acct
superv
U. S. Rubber Co. asst to New
Engl distr sis mgr
McMahon-Horwitz
Adv,
St.
Louis,
exec

(other than

a wk

pre-Xmas

to
run
1 yr budget)
thru
Sep
'53
($1,000,000
20-sec stn breaks; 13 to 17
on each stn; wk of 20 Nov

NEW

&

thru
film
Nov;

20-sec

AFFILIATION

Louis
G. Cowan,
NY,
partner
WTRC,
Elkhart,
Ind,
gen
mgr
Benton & Bowles, NY, timebuyer
W.
Earl
Bothwell,
NY,
exec
vp
Benton
& Bowles,
NY, asst timebuyer
W.
H. Brady Co,
Milwaukee,
sis staff
Pedlar
&
Ryan,
NY,
vp

Station Chiinges

mkt;
5-min
17

NY.
mkts

TV

dir

sin;

WOW-TV
WJZ-TV
WNBT,

All

Walter
M^C.eery,
Be.e. iy Fiiiis, Cal, radio-TV
Benton
& Bowies,
NY,
hd media
res dept
CBS.
NY,
mdsg
mgr
Block
Drug Co, NJ, sis & adv mgr
Russell
C. Comer,
Kansas
City,
Mo,
partner
Needham,
Louis Cr Brorby,
Chi, vp
KOWL,
Santa
Monica,
Cal,
asst
mgr
WOR.
WOR-TV,
NY,
prom,
adv
mgr
Hixson
& Jorgensen,
LA,
copywriter
Harry
B. Cohen
Adv,
NY,
vp
Radio,
TV,
movie
actor
Benton
&
Bowles,
NY,
assoc
acct
exec
Foote,
Cone
& Bclding,
NY,
dir of res
W.
Earl Bothwell,
NY, vp & acct superv
Foote, Cone
& Belding,
NY, acct exec
MacManus,
John
& Adams,
mgr eastern
div
Goodyear
Tire
&
Rubber
Co of Canada,
mktg
adv
mgr

duration
once

15-min film series. Short Story Theatre; 13 wks each

LancasWSM-TV,

Advertising Ageneg Personnel Changes
John
Baino.idge
raul
Benson
Henry
B.enner
Watson
r. buhler
Ruth
tloise
Comer

start,

film progs;

paign; 6-8 wks
1-min partic
women's shows;
start test
|ancampaign
'53; about 15
wks;

stns;
WLW-DDayton;
WHIO-TV,
KMTV,
Omaha;
WOR-TV,

FORMER

15-min

test)
stns:
WBKB,
Chi;
WJZ-TV,
NY.;

4

NY

Automobiles

NAME

CAMPAIGN,

coast

each

products

National

stns coast

WJRD,
Wm.

Tuscaloosa,
C. Rambeau

WMAW,

Menominee,

Ala,
Co

new

Mich,

5,000-watt
new

stn,

ABC

NBC
Radio

affil,

natl

rep

affil

WOW-TV.
Omaha,
power
increase,
17.2 to 28 kw
WRNO,
Orangeburg,
S C,
from
Mutual
to ABC
Radio
affil
(eff
14
Dec)
WSKB,
McComb.
Miss, new natl rep Wm.
C
Rambeau Co

PfRCENTAGE OF "AT HOME AND AWAKE
TIME SPENT USING THE RADIO, WEEKDAYS,
IN THE HOME ONLY

WOMEN,

OVER IS

44.6%

MEN, OVER 18

33.9%

IOWA
WOMEN
SPEND

TEEN-AGERS, 12 TO 18

18.7%

CHILDREN, 4 TO 11

32.8%

The 1952 Iowa Radio-Television Audience Survey
offers new proof of radio's tremendous, penetrating
impact on Iowa families and Iowa living.
In the 1952 Survey, each of 1,164 families kept
an "In-Home Activities Diary", quarter-hour by
quarter-hour, the day following their interview.
The diaries showed, among many other things, that
radio-listening is by far the most dominant activity
in Iowa homes. Iowa people depend on radio not
only for recreation and entertainment, but also for
most of their news, their farm and market reports,
their home-making hints, their cooking recipes,
their religious and educational inspiration, etc.
Radio reflects life, in Iowa.
Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University and his staff
personally interviewed 9,143 families for the 1952
Study. Their response has furnished much new
and authentic data which will be of greatest value
to every advertising and marketing man who has
a stake in Iowa. Write today for your copy of the
1952 Survey — or ask Free & Peters. It will be
sent you free, of course.
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NEARLY

HALF
THEIR TIME
WITH

RADIOS

WIKI©
+/©r Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines

. . . 50,000

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
iN.iiioii.il Representatives

15

Iripiiir

Carl V. Sehuchunl
Advertising Manager
Benson & Hedges

A couple oi years ago Fortune described the Benson & Hedges
advertising approach for Parliament cigarettes this way : "It merely
implies that any citizen who knows enough not to eat with a trowel
will naturally elect to smoke the gentleman's cigarette." And although Parliament advertising still relies heavily on luxury appeal,
reason-why, hard-sell copy is making deep inroads.
Ad Manager Carl Schuchard puts the changeover very simply:
"'If we sold Parliaments only to those people in the top-income bracket,
we could handle production on just a handful of cigarette machines.

WHEN
YOU
CHOOSE

Instead, we've been gradually broadening the base of our market.
The use of spot television announcements has been a tremendous
help
in this respect."
Parliament
sales last year were about 1.3 billion cigarettes, a mere
bagatelle beside Camel's sales of 111.2 billion units. The important
thing to Benson & Hedges is that this was an increase of about
40%
over the previous year.
For the dime extra that Parliament smokers pay, they get not

FIRST
CANADA'S
STATION...

only top-quality tobacco and deluxe packaging but a unique built-in
filter mouthpiece. In the spot TV campaign, the filter mouthpiece
gets the big play. Starting on a single TV outlet four years ago,
Parliament's 10-second, 20-second, and one-minute announcements
are now telecast in a dozen markets.
With just under $500,000 to spend on TV (about 407c of the
to'.al budget), Carl works closely with Benton & Bowles to insure
that maximum value is wrung out of each ad dollar. "We are using
a market-by-market approach." he says, ''developing each market
along the same pattern. Open the market with newspaper ads, then
follow up with TV announcements to get that added impact. Indicative of the faith we put in this system is that we have never pulled out
of a market nor abandoned TV stations with which we start. We

CFCf 1
\»±Ue
16

U.S.,SeeWeeJ*G>.

like to use the longer announcements (one-minute) in the beginning
to put the filter mouthpiece idea across and get in a good selling
Carl's tenure at Benson & Hedges started in 1940. the year in
which
the decision was made to shift emphasis from Virginia Rounds
message."
to Parliaments. Prior to his present assignment, Carl worked in
advertising and sales promotion at Consolidated Laundries and
* * *
Comex Wine & Spirits Co.
SPONSOR

one of Detroit's
biggest TV advertisers

buys 2 hours of
radio nightly
n

■yljHfeH
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exclusively on

TV Alone
Can't Do The Job ■ ■
RADIO IS A MUST
TO COMPLETE
YOUR SALES PICTURE

JDIa
*The Program:

"Symphony

*u

Hall," presenting symphonies, operas

and

■

When Rose Jewelers — major Detroit
TV advertiser — realized this, they
chose the station that produces
RESULTS . . . WJBK. Be wise, too!

shorter clanks, with Bob Murphy as M.C., 11:30 PM to 1:30 AM, Mon.
thru Sat., 11:30 to 12:00 Mid., Sun.

Buy WJBK!

A
TOPS

in

National Sales Mgr., TOM

STORER
MUSIC,
HARKER,

STATION
NEWS

488 Madison,

and
New

Repretented Nationally by THE KATZ
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\<*ir developments

NBC

Exploitation

sent

advance

on SPONSOR

notices

SeCJ
ISSHO:

to

TV

stations

to

stories

plug

cabbies'

arrival

"Five ways to promote TV programs"
20 October 1952. p. 40

SllljJOCtJ Inoculated! with a fresh approach,
audience promotion can assume the
vigor of high-pressure movie ballyhoo
Can high-powered Hollywood ballyhoo techniques be used to promote radio and TV programs to the public? NBC has been testing
to find out for the past 10 months — with highly gratifying results.

\V

Responsible for the exploration is NBC's new exploitation staff.
An adjunct of the press department, it is headed by Norm Pader. a
recruit from the ranks of motion-picture exploiteers. Pader was
appointed by NBC Press V.P. Sid Eiges.
Paders basic approach to each show is from two angles: 1 1 ) Each
station carrying it receives a kit filled with ideas for tie-ups, contests,
stunts, other attention-getting devices; (21 a member of the exploitation staff is assigned full-time to a particular show throughout
its campaign, oversees ballyhoo personally in important
markets.
Actually, the type and tone of each campaign depend on the nature
of the show. One program might require a dignified approach involving cooperation with schools and civic groups; another (like
Roy Rogers) could be publicized by covered-wagon street parades.
Here is a sampling of some of the projects:

Here's
picture in
the prosperous,
progressive
port of Mobile |
Metropolitan
Population
Value Ala.
State Docks

1940
114.906

1951
1% Increase
231,105
101%

$20,000,000

Where

I

$30. 000.000

your

|

50%

*+

MM

CALL
Adam

or

Young,
Jr.
National
Representative

F. E. Busby
Ccncral Manager

ON THE DIAL710

18

Mobile, Alabama

Bob and Ray I Colgate-Palmolive-Peet ) : A "Bob and Ray Homecoming Day"' was staged in Boston. Climax was the appearance of
the zany duo before a crowd of 15,000 in Fenway Park. WBZ did
intensive on-the-air promotion in honor of the occasion.
Colgate Comedy Hour: Two Boslon cab drivers, emulating the
"Maxie the Taxi" character created by Eddie Cantor, did a crosscountry tour (Boston to Hollywood) in a taxi decorated with names
of the products, network, and show (see picture above). Taxi caravans met the cab in most of the 24 cities through which it passed,
and the cabbies were photographed with many of the mayors.
A Citizen Views the news (Life magazine I : The staff arranged a
tie-up with the League of Women Voters. About 400 local League

U"

\

forums ran a film of the show's star, Robert Montgomery. Department stores tied in via window displays. Culmination was a link-up
of the program with election excitement at the League's national convention (broadcast by NBC).
Other shows that received heavy exploitation treatment from
Pader's staff were Today, Gangbusters, The Ralph Edwards Show,
Hollywood Star Playhouse, and Big Story. In each case the sponsor or his agency contributed to the cost of the project.
Pader's staff include- Kathleen Whalen. Jack Sebastian, and
Shirley Gibbons. Says Pader: '•This publicity operation is not dependent on the breaks a newspaper chooses to give, and is only
• • •
limited to the extent of the exploiteer's imagination."
SPONSOR

All It Took was a Patched Peeper.-.

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to

To win a naval victory. When Fleet Admiral Hyde Parker's part of a two-pronged
sea attack became becalmed, he signaled the other prong to retire. One-eyed Lord
Nelson, reluctant either to disengage or to disobey the order, placed his telescope
to his blind eye and truthfully claimed to be unable to see the signal. He continued
his attack and soundly defeated the Danish fleet off Copenhagen.
Even a half a glance will tell you how

to out-maneuver

the Omaha,

6 P.M. Monday through Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., 1951,
thru Sept, 1952.)
Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any independent station in all
America! (Sept, 1952.)

Council Bluffs

area, too. Just cock an opportunity-seeking eye at KOWH's position on the below
Hooper chart averaged for the twelve-month period from October, 1951, to September, 1952. You'll know

who's in the best position to deliver your broadside!

362%

25.
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Nationally By The BOLLING
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what

makes

WLAC

Mr. Joe L. Hooper, Asst. Viee President of Fidelity
Federal Savings & Loan Association, says, "What makes
WLAC click is not near so important to me as the way
WLAC makes Fidelity Federal click. We have been running spot announcements on WLAC, and we have clicked
for savings accounts amounting to over $172,875.00
in deposits as a direct result of this advertising. These
deposits came from 13 states ranging from Illinois to
Florida. There has also been a noticeable increase in new
savings accounts locally. What makes WLAC click? I
would say its tremendous loyal radio audience. They
are clicking for me."

WLAC

Clicks ... Its Audience

Clicks

Whether it is selling savings accounts, a public service
assignment, cosmetics ... or a job selling any merchandise . . . WLAC programs with personalities know how
to attract, hold and SELL radio listeners . . .

VILLE.TENN

The Nashville SALES
50,000

Power

Station

WATTS

For further information contact The Katz Agency,
National Advertising Representatives
22

Inc.,

SPONSOR
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Why many plans boards are note
"'playiny it safe" in TV show buys
^^- Network TV entails an investment of $1.5 million
tor the average 30-minute night program over a period
of 26 weeks; hence the sponsor wants minimum risk
^^- About the surest way to guarantee sponsor against
tailing in TV is to get him in on a top-rating program on
an alternate-week,
every-third-week,
or monthly
basis
|^^-

/ nighttime show which has a good rating is presumed to have a good time spot; hence agency by alternate-week route solves the problem of getting good time

7>*&-

Have sponsors stopped taking
program risks in W
Buying into high-rated shows arrests ereativity, say admen
M lie discussion took place during a
very recent plans board meeting in a
Madison Avenue agency.
Director of the radio-TV department: "Here are three ideas in the way
of programs that we ought to consider.
One of them . . ."
The executive on the account: "Just
a minute, please. Do any of those inair:

volve something that's already on the

Radio-TV director: "Oh. no. They're
1 DECEMBER
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all new approaches."
Account exec: "Then. I think, we're
harking up the wrong tree. The client
won't go for
much risk —
worth. What
to buy in on
shows on an

anything that entails too
certainly not $2 millionI suggest is that we try
one of the top 20 or 25
alternate-week basis. If

surefire way, but it does strike me as
a formbe ofbetter
parasitism.
the
client
off if heWouldn't
created and
nurtured something that would be his
— and his alone — over the years?"
Account exec: "Not at the prices he
has to pay in television. Anyway, if

we check around, I'm sure we'll find a
few on-the-air accounts that will be
agreeable to such an arrangement."
Radio-TV director: "I agree its the

progra

m i n g 23

HILCO
TELEVISION
PLAYHOUSE!

BUICK BOUGHT INTO BERLE TIME SLOT, GOODYEAR BOUGHT INTO PHILCO PLAYHOUSE .
While most advertisers bent on raking the minimum of risk in nighttime TV prefer to buy into going shows on alternate-week arrangement
as Goodyear did in the case of Philco Playhouse, some are agreeable

that formula of trying to buy into
established shows with good network
spots is good enough for BBDO and
Y&R it should be good enough for us."
Chairman of the plans board: "I'll
go along with that formula — in this
< 'u-r anyway." (To the radio-TV director) "Let's look around, and instead
of talking about three untried shows
let s lr\ lo come up with three that are
doing well on the air and can be had
for alternate-week sponsorship."
Radio -TV director (crestfallen):
•Will do."
Imbedded in the foregoing spate of
dialogue is the theme of a turn on the
sponsored program front that has
elicited much controversy in ad agencj
circles. The spearhead of this turn or
development is BBDO, even though
Y&R had introduced the particular
strateg) earlier in the year by soiling
Philco on the idea of letting Goodyear
co-sponsor its Sunda) night dramatic
Imm 1 1 on \B( .
Whce BBDO and Y&R differ on the
strategem i- that at BBDO it is being
carried out on an organized basis. Va-

24

to moving into high-rated period on once-a-month basis a la Buick's
musical circus, starring Joe E. Brown (center). Texaco gladly reduced
Berle to three airings monthly, saving cost. Buick is now rated near top

rious BBDO executives approach other
agencies with this line:
"We've got an account that could
( or would I be interested in taking over
your I such-and-such I show every other
week; or. if that can't be done, maybe
once a month. Your client may be finding the load of every-week going too
heavy. Rather than your risking a
cancellation, why not ask him about
letting one of our clients share the
The calls are based on prepared
li>ts showing the top 30 programs as
reported
load?" by the American Research
Bureau.
This strategem has provoked such
comments from critical radio-TV executives as:
•

"'It s the finishing touch to any in-

centive for creating new programs."
• "if enough advertisers latch onto
this sort of a philosophy, the business
will be in the position of aetualh con•

"In duo
time most network adversuming itself."
tisers would become glorified hitchhikers- riding on the backs of what

would amount to 30 or 40 network
© "Its bad enough that the area of
experimentation has been constricted
to almost nothing, but this chopping
shows."
up into smaller sponsored pieces of
what is already on the air can only
lead to complete creative aridity."
The proponents of the buy-into-thetop-30 plan say theirs makes a very
strong case. They contend its realistic, that it recognizes future exigencies
of time costs, and that it can't help but
keep the advertiser's media picture in
balance. They point out also:
1. There isn't time for an advertiser
to develop a show. When an attractive
period springs open on a network, the
advertiser and its agency must move
fast. Corralling the spot with something untried entails a greater risk
than moving in on an established program with another advertiser.
2. Majority of network advertisers
are of the $2-million and $1.5-million
class. They are demanding a minimum
of risk for their money and. when you
make

them

a co-sponsor

of

a show

SPONSOR

that's on the air and carries a substan-

tor deplored the trend as heralding a

tial rating, you're buying a minimum
of risk.

cycle of standpatism in program development, his No. 1 aide aired the view
that the function of a good agencyman

3. Even if the program that the advertiser buys into costs several thousands more than an untried property,
the premium is worthwhile. The chips
in TV are much too big to take
chances.
4. Few advertisers can afford to
stay on weekly, especially when the
cost of time increases as new stations
go on the air. Because of this factor,
the system of alternate-week sponsorship will be, in a year or two, anyway,
the dominant one on the networks.
5. Buy a minimum of risk and you
do a better job for your client in the
long run.
As sponsor's staff probed among advertising agencies and ad managers for
the significance of and reaction to this
device of "hopping on another advertiser's bandwagon," it found several
instances of sharp division of opinion
in the top executive brackets of the
very same organization. While, in one
such organization, the radio-TV direc-

is to "get the quickest and cheapest
results and not worry about the long
range implications of a problem."
Because of this difference of opinion
within an organization admen who contributed to the following poll of viewpoints bySPONSOR asked that they not
be
had directly
to say: identified. Here's what they

Ratlio-T\ director of agency
which is among the top in
air billings: "We just had to turn
to the formula of buying into successful shows among the first 25 in ratings
because small clients came to us every
week asking how they could get into
network television with a minimum of

everybody knows and which we won'1
have to defend or apologize for.' It's
no longer a matter with this agency of
taking the line of least resistance; it's
a case of facing up to a set of economic
circumstances and doing the best you
can by them."

Executive

in

the

r.p. of an agency
$25 - million
class:

"What's happening is close to inevitable. The average advertiser of a single
product or two won't be able to afford
television every week. For him it will
be every other week or less. How is he
going to build up an audience with his
own show on that basis? He's much
better off sharing what's available entertainmentwise. It may all lead to a
rut, but it's a safe rut."

Ad

manager

for

leading

risk. 'We,' these clients tell us. 'want
something that will not only pay off

dairy
food corporation:
"I
think the idea of an agency searching

quickly in terms of cost-per- 1,000 but
won't cause any political complications
in our own organization;
something

around
for alternate sponsorships
is
commendable.
It happens that at the
I Please turn to page 84)

, NOW OTHER CLIENTS WOULD LIKE TO BUY INTO LUCY, GROUCHO, OUR MISS BROOKS ON ALTERNATE-WEEK BASIS
agencies these days is:

minimum, or none at all, by the device of paying the alternate-week

"What our client wants is talent plus a guarantee." Broken down, these
statements mean that the sponsor would like to reduce his risks to a

Remark commonly

heard in Madison Avenue

check for such upper-rating programs as "I Love Lucy," Groucho Marx,
"Our Miss Brooks." "Life with Luigi," "Dragnet," and "Strike It Rich"

PART TWO
OF A TWO-PART

SERIES

Wrigley's 25

years in radio
Consistent net programing keeps firm on top
but big air user Chiele is zooming

3"J^
1QQO

M

he first part of this article, appearing in the last issue of SPONSOR (17
November, page 29), sketched the approach Wrigley has used on the air
over the past 25 years. The story this
issue covers Wrigley 's chief competitors and their air advertising strategy
and sums up what Wrigley has learned
in 25 years on the air.
The four top gum firms after Wrigley all use either radio or TV or both.
Second biggest in the field and comis American
It's
now ingonup fast
the air
with threeChicle.
radio and
two TV shows. Beech-Nut uses some
announcements on spot radio. Fleer
(bubble gum) has a TV show and
uses radio announcements in foreign
markets while Clark airs TV announcements only. Here, company by company, are the details on air strategy.
*
*
*

American

Chicle Co.

Ameri-

year; (2) its tremendously expanded
use of network radio and TV over the
past 16 months.
Since 1937 American Chicle has had
17 network radio shows, some for brief
periods, and four TV programs. But
14 of the radio and all the TV programs have been aired since July 1951.
In addition Chicle is using magazines, newspapers, Sunday supplements,
and export publications.
Concentration on radio and TV — to
the extent of at least 75% of its budget
— is the means American Chicle is using to increase sales. Advertising Manager R. L. Harris told sponsor.
Here is what the Long Island City
company is doing now on the air:

case

h is t o r y

ployees, 2,560 against Wrigley 's $79,119,572 assets and 2,657 employees)

Television 1. Rocky King.
Detective ($10,200 a week estimated
cost), on 36 Du Mont stations, half

has risen from one-third of Wrigley's
sales in 1936, first year its sales figures are available, to over one-half last
year. And for the first six months of
this year sales have literally skyrocketed to $24,516,000 (against $18,544.000 in the same period in 1951 ) . In
<nni rast Wrigley sales rose only $1,l«J<",]29; Beech-Nut's, $1,491,000 lotfood and gum.
The gum industry has two explana

hour Sunday night. Shared with P&G's
Ivory Flakes. Began 7 January 1949,
on for Chicle since 16 September 1951.
2. Jackie Gleason Show, comedy variety ($65,000 weekly estimated cost),
on 36 CBS TV stations one hour Saturday night. Shared with Schick and
Thomas Leeming & Co. (Ben-Gav
Began 20 September 1952.
balm).
(A third TV show, Date with Judy,
will be used starting in January, over
ABC.)

tions for American
Chicle's boom:
(1) launching of its popular 150 Clorets. a chlorophyll breath purifier, last

ftfiflio ($15,000 weekly for time
and talent for these three shows on

can Chicle (assets, $33,333,596; em-

26

NBC
thrice
weekly
for
Ely Culbertson's
bridge

rur
a short we
on e-season
pointers
re aired ove'

CBS Radio) 1. FBI in Peace and War,
mystery. Wednesday 8:00 to 8:30 p.m.
2. Meet Millie, situation comedy.
Thursday 8:00 to 8:30 p.m. (Wrigley
squired Millie during the past summer
as part of its CBS saturation buy.)
3. Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons, mystery-detective. Friday 8:00
In addition American Chicle is using local radio and TV announcements
8:30 p.m.'
to
in 63 markets to supplement its network coverage. All local radio was cancelled for December, but Chicle will
be back in January with a national
spot campaign. Clorets, handled by
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, is plugged
mostly on the TV shows. The firm's
three main 50 brands — Dentyne, Beeman's Pepsin, and Chiclets — are sold
via the radio shows. Black Jack, Clove,
and Wild Cherry are not pushed. Chicle
also makes Sen-Sen, a breath confection; Cloret Mints, chlorophyll candy.
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
has been agency for the regular gum
brands since September 1951, but after 1 January 1953 the entire account
will be switched to D-F-S. Rav Cabrera, assisted by Allan Gavan, is the
Clorets A/E at D-S-F. Gordon Johnson, assisted by Alan S. Perry, will
handle the other brands.
SSCB informed sponsor that American Chicle had depended mostly on
spot radio announcements for years
before it took over the account. SSCB
prrMiaded the company to concentrate
on network radio and use additional
(Please turn to page 28)
SPONSOR
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One
of best-known
radio shows, "Scat+ergood
Baines," starring Jesse Pugh, sold gum six years

1QQQ
I 300

'Just Entertainment," musical show, with Andrews
1 QAA
Sisters who debuted in 1937 "Double Everything"

"Service to the Front," one of firm's many patriotic shows, featured
interviews
with war heroes

Here's how Wrigley spent $35 million on railio tit past 25 years
RADIO

Variety

1. WRIGLEY
REVIEW*
(Harold Sanford
Orch.
2. GUY

at

2 Dec
192731 May 1929

start)

L0MBAR00

25 Dec
19 Mar

WOLF
INDIAN
Ameche)

7. BRIDGE

ON

TALKS

8. BEAUTY
(Margaret

Sports
Kid

TRIBE

Damerel)

BY

MRS.

CULBERTSON

PROGRAM
Brainard)

OF

II. MORTIMER
12.

Music,

comedy

ENGLAND'S

FAME

Dramatic

MOM

sketch

Variety
20.
21.

JUST
ENTERTAINMENT
with Ben Bernie
BEN

BERNIE"

FIRST

15 min

15 min 5/wk

CBS

50-55

CBS

53

10 Jul-31
1938

Dec

81939
Jan-31

Dec

2 Feb
14 Dec

KEEP

THE

24. AMERICA

HOME
IN

25. AMERICAN

ISLAND

FIRES

THE

AIR

WOMEN

26. SERVICE
27.

LIFE

natl

4 Jul
CBS
CBS

TO

BURNING

Music-home
Air

front

1938

Nov

19421945

WITH

LUIGI

GENE AUTRY
SHOW
(Melody Ranch on film)

Situation

Frances Hooper

$650

Frances Hooper

plus

BBDO

Nelsser-Meyerhoff

$5,926

Nolsser-Meyerhoff

15 min 5/wk
$4,325

30 min

l/wk

$1,900

30 min

l/wk

Nelsser-Meyerhoff
Frances Hooper
Frances Hooper

l/wk

Yankee

30 min

l/wk

CBS

30 min

l/wk

Frances Hooper
Nelsser-Meyerhoff
JWT

(now R&R)

l/wk

Arthur

Meyerhoff

15 min 5/wk

Arthur

Meyerhoff

15 min 5/wk

Arthur

Meyerhoff

30 min

l/wk

Arthur

Meyerhoff

15 min 5/wk

Acthur

Meyerhoff

15 min 5/wk

JWT
Arthur

Meyerhoff

30 min

l/wk

Arthur

Meyerhoff

30 min

l/wk

Arthur

Meyerhoff

Art bur

Meyerhoff

20

min

CBS
CBS

78

CBS

115

CBS
Jul

CBS

CBS

216 Aug
June 19431944

CBS

19441945

Navy
Comedy

l/wk

30 min

810 Aug
Sept 19431944

23 June
14 Aug

JWT

Frances Hooper

5/wk

CBS

115

front

Postwar

Davis

Frances Hooper

$2,775

15 min 5/wk

30 min

FRONT

VENTURE

Stewart

$11,500

1941 1941

22
1943Fcb-30

Davis

Frances Hooper

65-71

Force

Home
Army

$35 for Ameche
$1,000

$5,000

820 Nov
June 19451946
28.

CBS

Stewart

extras

15 min

LINE
11 Jan
Nov

23.

19371938

1941
15 June
1942Feb
1943

Navy
22.

53
46

AGENCY

$300-500
$3,655'

l/wk

CBS

1 Sept-28
Variety

30 min

CBS

Jan
1940Apr
1941
7 Jan 1940
to date

Western

SHOW»

15 min 3/wk

15 min 5/wk

22
12 Feb
June 19371942

COST-

5/wk

(east)

Sept

PROGRAM

10 min 3/wk

Variety

17. SPREADING
NEW
(Billy B. Van)
AUTRY

Talent

HOLLYWOOD

Red

15 min

CBS

26 Dec
20 Mar

Variety

NBC

15 min 3/wk

30 Apr-27 Sept
1935
21
I Jul
1938 Mar

918 Nov
Mar 19361938

Variety

Red 21

l/wk

7

poetry

Situation

BAINES

NBC

WEEKLY

l/wk

CBS

9 Nov
193626 Mar 1937

16. GATEWAY
TO
(Jesse Lasky)

DEAR

June

Situation Comedy

IS. LAUGH
LINER
(Billy House)

19.

30

GOOCH

14. DOUBLE
EVERYTHING
(Robert Hatter)

GENE

CBS

3 Mar-25
1936

13. SCATTERGOOD
(Jesse
Pugh)

18.

31

News

Jack Fulton)

1 hr
15 min

CBS

TIME

POETIC
MELODIES
(Franklyn MacCormack,

26

12 Oct 1931 28 Apr 1933

4 Oct-27 Dec
1932

Women's
Music

CBS

32

427 Oct
Apr 19341935

9. JUST
ENTERTAINMENT
(George Devron Orch.)

10. MARCH

Bridge

Blue

CBS

4 Apr-13
1932
ELY

NBC

2 Sept-12 Dec
1930

215 Nov
Apr 19311936

Bridge

BRIDGE

27

DURATION
&
FREQUENCY
l/wk

1 hr

1929

Serial

5. MYRT & MARGE
(Myrtle Vale,
Donna
6. CULBERTSON

S1
DATE1928-

Music

3. FOOTBALL FORECASTS
(Anncr. Christy Walsh)
4. LONE
(Dan

NETWORK &
STATIONS

TYPE

PROGRAMS

1 Jan
1950.
to date

Oct 1950
to date

1-Summer hiatus not noted.
aTime cx>st excluded.
3T\vo complete shows, also referred to as "Wrigley House" and "Wrigley Hour," broadcast
from
New
York
and
San
Francisco until 5 Oct. 1928 when "Review" went transcontinental.

CBS
CBS

l/wk

30 min

l/wk

30 min

l/wk

CBS

CBS

II

$7,500

$3/4

mil

yr;

i$2,500 for New York cast. $1,115 for San Francisco cast.
•"^Started as "Gene Autry in Melody Ranch," became "Sergeant Autry" 1942-43, adopted
present name 23 Sept. 1945.
eBernie died 20 Oct. 1943.
'Time and talent.

II rigley's summer
Agency:
1950

1. Broadway

Is My

2. Adventures
3. Johnny

of

Nine

5. Romance

Arthur Meyerhoft

cost: $700,000 est.)

Beat

1951

(detective)

Philip Marlowe

Dollar

4. Cloud

6. Pursuit

(Time

(Time

1. Broadway
2. Rate

(detective)

(detective)

(love stories)
(mystery)

In 1951 it plunged with a big splash

1

WRIGLEY

1936
1946
1951
1952

3. Johnny

AMERICAN
CHICLE

1951
1952
(6 mos)

1936
1946

NET

6. Mr.

1951

Chameleon

(detective)

Show, comedy-variety. Thursday, Friday, and Sunday between 25 October
1951 and 25 April 1952.
3. The Will Rogers Show, five minutes twice weekly over ABC between
30 October 1951 and 17 January 1952.
4. One-minute participations on two
summer shows over CBS: People Are
Funny, audience participation, with
Art Linkletter. half hour weekly MaySeptember, and Mr. Keen, half hour
weekly May-September.
In TV
American
Chicle
signed
Rocky King 16 September 1951 and
has stayed with him at a cost of $10.I Please turn to page 76)
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Here's advertising strategy of the three top gum companies
as they compete for bigger share of $140 million market:
33%

3. BEECH-NUT — third and apparently drifting back. Sank

of

Three companies — three tccl
lues
Hon competitive
sale- picture looks
rear-end may very well influence media selection for some time to come

.11

Wrigley holds lead, Chicle coming up fast
NET

INCOME

$30,741,787
37.592.858
73.589.791
37.858.180

$8,378,713
6.503,432
9.367.832
4.560.333

10.643.270
27.341.300
38.350.456
24,516.000

3.032,228
3.149,732
4.163.637

AD
BUDGET'
(4 MEDIA
ONLY)

$2,144,000'
I.I 82.000'
4.404.977'
(8 mos)
2.048.8181'
274.616

1.997,790

,

760,398
I.I 78.0 14
(8 mos)

f: 4 ii in

$1,017,456
937.444
2.232.977
1.492.132
(8 mos)

NET

TV^

519.000
469.000
(8 mos)

Mostly0 spot
557.118
(8 mos)
658.473

61.560
467,047
(8 mos)

0
0

1

26.000.000' (est)

2,709.039'!
2.651,969''

7.000.000' (est)
(3 mos)

3.919.9291
(6 mos)

(167.635 gum)
(112.255 gum)
453.110"
131.920 (gum)
599.013'(8 mos)
639.827'

1.416.275-1
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Ines, network radio, and network TV Hast two time costs only).
National Advertising
Records, I'll!, and Bureau of Advertising
plus some
irrcctlons.
-Network radio and TV expenditures are foi facilities only; they do not Include talent.

NET

Unavail.

9,500.000' (est)

1952

28

Beat

2% of 1952 budget of $6-700,000 into radio announcements,
pulled out of TV, is betting on huge sales force.

SALES

ilMMMHI

$575,000 est.)

Dollar

5. Romance

Devotes

cost:

Line-Up

5. Romance

RACE:

1 1

BEECH-NUT

4. The

6. Pursuit

(6 mos)
1936
1946

partic.)

(detective)

and
coming
up fast.
budget on radio/TV.

GUM

(aud.

(Time

1. Broadway Is My
2. Millie
(comedy)

Beat

Dollar

■ ': i; ::■■ M' ;';■ :!'■ :!!:: :r

7. WRIGLEY
tops for most of century.
$10 million budget to radio/TV.

YEAR

Mate

Line-Up

THREE COMPANIES-THREE TECHNIQUES

16-YEAR

1952

$690,000 est.)

1. A three-show "pyramid" operation on ABC using The Sheriff. Defense Attorney, The Fat Man, Casebook of Gregory Hood, The Top Guy,
and Stop the Music at different times
between July 1951 and June 1952.
Three shows ran during any one week.
Stop the Music, which American Chicle
shared, stayed through the 52 weeks
15 minutes Sunday nights.
2. A three-show NBC Tandem operation using one-minute announcements
on Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons
(later switched to CBS); Martin &
Lewis. comed\ -variety, and The Big

in 1941 to sell Beeman's Gum; By the
Way, a Bill Henry news commentary,
in 1941-42 and 1943 over CBS Pacific
and NBC Pacific.

2. AMERICAN
CHICLE
second
Spent 75% of nearly $4 million 1952

CBS

into network programs as follows:

spot radio in selected sales areas to
supplement this coverage. Although it
i- switching again. Chicle apparenth
likes the success of its new strategy
well enough to continue.
Prior to 1951. American Chicle had
tried only three network shows: Lou
Little Football Forecast over MBS in
1937 to sell Black Jack Cum; Drama
Behind the News over the NBC Blue
Network 15 minutes three times a week

ii^1- :.i: ;" .ii: m1' ..m:" .,!' - 1!1 ■■ iP' in: .:>: i!' i^ .m:: .i1 ;;!!' " iM: i!'- . i

cost:

Network:

Is My

Your

3. Johnny
4. The

(adventure)

COMPANY

saturation radio shows

0

0

0

0

lllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllilillllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

•Excludes media used extensively by Wrigley like outdoor and transit in which
of ail budget is usually invested.
F'Kxuiudcs my; newspaper expenditures, as well as outdoor and ear cards.
•'flu in sales were roughly half sales of all Beech Nut products before war; about
since war.
dProflt based on all products.
^Advertising
for all products.

1/3
1,3
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20-year-rep
firm builds sales
with research
1941

CBS Radio Spot Sales
CBS Radio Spot Sales applied many of net's research advances to sales of
spot time.
Among
research
milestones was study of radio sales impact

is celebrating

anniversary as national rep this week

itting the program content to the personality
*^ pot radio and TV advertising as sponsors know it today
might never have emerged as an important force if not for
the formation of exclusive representation organizations in
the early 1930s. It was the reps — selling for only one
station in each market as distinct from the time brokers
who might seek business for all stations in a market simultaneously— who nurtured the spot medium. Perhaps the
most important contribution the reps made was in helping
to stimulate and apply research facts to the selling of spot
radio time.
This week veteran client, agency, and radio industry executives can be expected to do some extensive musing about
those pioneering days in commercial radio for on 6 December CBS Radio Spot Sales (original name: Radio Sales Inc.)
will celebrate its 20th anniversary.
1 QA.A.

tEACTION

By using Stanton-Laiarsfeld technique Spot Sales helped stations improve
shows.
More
world events in show above
raised its like-dislike average

TRENDS

FOR
CflS

LISTENERS

RfSEAftCH

14
_j

rr

(

]

1

r_ r

AND

DfPAftTMENT-PROGRAI*

16

PROGRAM

ANALYSIS

MANAGERS

DIViS'ON

IS

10

37

24

26

21

30

~i — i — i— i— r— i— i— i" ~n — r~
"AITHUK

GODFREYS

1ALENT

SCOUTS

'

Radio Sales Inc. came into being to make sure CBSowned-and-operated stations were adequately represented
on the national scene. In that early stage of the nationalrepresentation era, spot radio was only in an exploratory
stage, though a number of advertisers were already using it
enthusiastically. Today spot radio is a $139 million business (sponsor 1952 estimate).
In looking back on that 20-year span, sponsor has culled
I Please turn to page 99)

Series of articles on reps upcoming

i

This is the first of a series of articles on the early days
of station representation.
Further
articles will cover
other firms and other phases
of station-representation
pioneering.
Topics to be covered in detail include: How
reps got started: how business has changed since then.
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29
1946

^"^ programers attending meeting listened to Godfrey, recorded their
reactions. These differed from the average
response
(black line above)

Why Mutual of Omaha spends M
of budget on radio and Vi
linn builds prestige with a $750,000 air tab this year.

One proof of

effectiveness: Their agents really use program promotion
M. ue insurance agency manager tilted
back in his chair.
"I want to tell \<>u something about
the insurance business." he said. '"Radio and TV. especially network programs, won't sell insurance. When I
saj 'sell,' I mean there's no substitute
for an insurance agent making a faceto-face pitch in the living room or
in the kitchen."

He stared speculatively at his cigar,
rolled it in his fingers, and continued.
"But I want to tell you something
else. Every one of my agents carries
promotion material for the Bob Considine program in his sales kit. And.
brother, that's the tip-off. If the agent
carries it around, you know he gets
results
The from
agencv it. " manager

was

pilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Bob Denton looks like cut insurance agent
\ BC staff man pithed for announcer because of his "basic
puny bus found that most effective commercials are those
amount paid out in claims. Commercials also stress firm
hind in the world, seel, sales leads by urging audience to

sincerity." Cowwhich stress the
is largest of its
write for details

talking

about the Mutual Benefit Health and
Accident Association, largest exclusive
health and accident company in the
world and better known as Mutual of
Omaha. Specifically, he was referring
to Mutual's network prestige tool, On
the Line with Bob Considine, which
gets a double-barreled presentation on
NBC Radio and TV.
Mutual of Omaha agents have been
backed up by the Considine show for
almost two years. However, the technique of establishing confidence in the
prospect's mind by pointing to a network personality or program is not
recent with Mutual. They have been
building up their name on the air for
nearly nine years, part of which time
Cabriel Heatter was doing the job
that the Considine shows are doing
at the present time. Lionel Barrymore
was another big name used.
Mutual is pleased with its current
air schedule. One bit of evidence is
the fact that it is spending about $750,000 for radio and TV this year, practically all of it on Considine. This figure is 65% of its total ad budget.
What's more, the radio-TV figure is
$200,000 higher than last year. Part
of this hike is to pay for additional
stations. But the biggest hunk of it
will go for adding TV to Mutual's oneshot Yule show, Mutual of Omaha Calling. The show features servicemen
abroad talking directly to their families at home and is considered a public-service program by the company.
In 1950 and 1951, the show was sponsored on MBS alone. It will be heard
on the MBS chain again this vear and

case

history
SPONSOR
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The choice of format for the 15minute TV show suggested itself: personality interviews. The only qualification for the interviewee was that he
be interesting and/or newsworthy.
During the past summer the show (it
is telecast Tuesday night at 10:45)
was heavily larded with political personalities but Considine has also spo-

H
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B

«
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1 1 i
Bob Considine,
right, Mutual's
current prestige spokesman,
is broadcast
on both air media.
He poses with company's H. C. Carden, center, and Francis Matthews, ex-ambassador to Ireland

45 NBC TV stations will be added to

mercial identification in broadcasting.

the Christmas Day radio program.
Sales figures are another evidence
of Mutual's satisfaction with its broadcast advertising. Anticipated premium
income this year is running at about
$100 million or more, up a husky 10%

For another thing, Considine is a
relatively young man and would appeal to the age brackets in which the
insurance company is most interested.
(Mutual likes to reach families where
the parents are between 25 and 45.)
Finally, both Skutt and Carden

ken to a man who "saw" a flying
saucer, General Mat Arthur's personal
pilot, and Perle Mesta's successor in
Washington's social life.
Ad Schneider, producer of the show,
told sponsor: "From the beginning,
we decided not to dress up the show.
We just decided to let Considine be
himself. It may sound corny but I
think the thing that characterizes him
best is the word 'integrity.' He is frank
and honest. He doesn't try to trip
anybody. He just lets the person he is
interviewing be himself. If the guy

from 1951. Mutual won't go so far as
to say that air advertising is the reason but ihey are pretty well convinced
that Bob Considine is helping them.
Mutual is now far and away the
leader in selling individual (as opposed to group ) accident and health

liked Considine's personality and approach. They felt his commentary
combined a fine mixture of humor,
pathos, human interest, and shrewd
judgment of human affairs. (It might
be added that Bozell & Jacobs is full

is good, he'll stand out."
Despite the lack of a high-voltage
approach, the TV show has one of the
biggest audiences for a 15-minute,
once-a-week program. National Nielsen ratings for the last two weeks of
September 1952 averaged 18.5. This
was based on a 22-station live network.
The TV show is currently going out

policies. Mutual's premium total last
year was $91 million, all but $2.5 million of it from individual accident and

of ex-newspapermen and they know a
good journalist when they see one.)

to 21 markets live, three Western staI Please turn to page 71)

health policy sales — or A&H sales, as
the insurance professionals dub it.
Their nearest competitor in individual A&H is Continental Casualty,
with 1951 premiums of $47.5 million.
Even Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,
which led in 1951 with total A&H sales
of $168 million, can claim an individual A&H premium figure of only $19
million, the rest being group insurance. The giant Metropolitan ranks
sixth in individual A&H business.
Mutual put Considine on radio and
TV in January 1951. He had been carrying a sustaining program on a limited NBC Badio skein. For a number
of reasons, Considine looked like a
good bet to Mutual's account executive, Frank C. Miller, executive vice
president of Bozell & Jacobs, and to
V. J. Skutt and H. C. Carden, president and advertising director, respectively, of Mutual of Omaha.
For one thing, he was well known
and his fame was not limited to radio
and TV. He was a sports writer and
the male audience would go for that.
There was also the advantage of his
not having any strong previous com1 DECEMBER

V. J. Skutt, Mutual president,
feels coverage of radio-TV shotcs
has accomplished basic objectire of
making insurance firm's name a
household word throughout the U.S.

Frank C. Miller, executive vice
president of Bozell & Jacobs, is the
Mutual account executive.
He seeks
to make
the Considine
shoics
"homey, human,

[minium

and informative"

m
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build a biggS
among 3,0

TV FORECAST

TV GUIDE

in CHICAGO

in NEW YORK

185 N. Wabash Ave.,

251 West 42nd St.,
New York City, N.Y.

Chicago, III.

The "BIG 3" TV Magazine Group!

With more and more good shows on TV, the chances of Mr. and Mrs. TV Viewer tuning
in your TV show are getting slimmer — and slimmer! But there's a way to beat the
toughening competition.
The overall costs of your show are the same whether your program is seen by 100,000 or
500,000 viewers. The more viewers you attract, the lower becomes your cost per thousand
in reaching them. To sell these three million avid TV enthusiasts in these three top
markets, sell them your show in their magazine. Only the TV Magazine Group delivers
100% TV viewers — no waste circulation whatsoever.
No other medium gives you such pin-point performance — your tune-in ad is seen at the
exact moment you want it to be read — at the exact moment the viewers are deciding
which show to watch!
No one can guarantee you the big TV audience you want — but the "BIG 3" TV MAGAZINE GROUP can help you build it — and at such an amazingly low cost — only $2.59
per Thousand. This cost is a mere trifle compared to the investment in your TV show,
and should be regarded as wise insurance. Any magazine in the "BIG 3" TV GROUP
may be bought individually. When bought as a group, a special discount is available.
Before another Pulse rating is taken —
MAGAZINE GROUP for details!

write, wire or phone any of the "BIG 3" TV

•Based on ABC Publisher's statements -TV Guide 379,134; TV Forecast 198,180; TV Digest 156,045
TOTAL NET PAID JANUARY-JUNE 1952 — 733,359 (eurwil Usual tolol opproximolely 820,000)
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SOME

OF

NATIONAL

THE

MANY

ADVERTISERS

FAMOUS
WHO

THE "BIG 3" TV MAGAZINE
TO BUILD BIGGER

USE

GROUP

TV AUDIENCES.

The American Tobacco Company
Bendix Home Appliances
Bristol-Myers Company
Celanese Corporation of America
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
General Electric Company
General Foods Company
Johnson & Johnson
The Magnavox Company
Nash Motors
Proctor & Gamble Company
Radio Corporation of America
The Texas Company
U. S. Tobacco Company
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
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How much should the advertiser expect?
1952 analysis surveys the controversial picture
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Introduction:

For years, printed media and many radio outlets have
offered to advertisers extra promotional services which have
been known generally as "merchandising." But today radio
is witnessing a sudden renaissance of the merchandising

1.

and points up the need for an evaluation ofmerchandising 's future.

technique. Spurred on by the rapid growth of self-service
retailing and TV competition for air dollars, more and more

Pro and con: Many opinions
are being voiced today by admen
on the subject of merchandising.
sponsor presents the views of ad
industry leaders in an impartial
round-up. Opinions range for active praise to thorough
dislike.

radio stations are offering merchandising "bonuses" which
range from simple dealer mailings to complex packages that
include everything from displays in dozens of supermarkets
to consumer research. With this boom in merchandising has
come a series of major problems, both for the stations and
the advertisers. This special section of sponsor explores
the more pertinent issues involved in today's local-level
merchandising. At right, readers will find digest summaries
of the articles which follow. Below, there's a definition of
merchandising
which
represents
the industry consensus.

Why has mer-

chandising spread so rapid I \
among U. S. and Canadian radio
outlets? This report analyzes the
reasons behind the present trend,

3.

Examples: From today's wide
variety of merchandising campaigns, several are highlighted
here to show the scope of local
station activity in this field, from
the largest stations in key markets to smaller
radio
outlets.

Recommendations:

What

Merchant! 1st fie/ defined: In its general applications today,
radio station merchandising consists of services stations render
their advertisers to help convert air advertising impressions into
actual over-the-counter sales. Such assistance centers on the

course should merchandising follow in order to benefit both the
advertiser and broadcaster? Opinions and conclusions of leading

point-of-sale with displays, posters, banners, and the like; it
often starts before a campaign
and continues
long afterwards.

admen on this thought-provoking question are here analyzed.

1 DECEMBER
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Katlio merchandising
story told in pictures
The trend toward merchandising of
radio advertising by local I . S. and
Canadian outlets is rapidly affecting
the outward appearance of the radio
medium. In the pictures which follow. SPONSOR presents an '"armchair'
exploration of the topical subject o\
merchandising. Admen will see the
variety and scope of today's radio
merchandising promotions through
actual examples, chosen from a nationuid- sane)
of over 100 stations

Product

promotion

Air advertising and client's consumer

products arc tied together in most radio merchandising; plans by
displays, usually at the point-of-sale. Above center: WPTF,
P&G

Ra-

Fair. Seme

people attended the event, and saw tht

display. A dart game contest offered samples of sponsor's prod
ucls as prizes, wilh WPTF personalities acting as barkers. Right

leigh, built a special display of WPTF-sold products, ranging from
soaps to Peter Paul candies, at the North Carolina State

Display in a leading food chain tied in with "Kitchen Karnival"
program on Raltimore's WRAL. Show price covers merchandising
llllll!lllllllllllll!lllll!!lllll!lllll!lllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli
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Tin* merchundisiny

problem:

toward conversion of large drug stores,

1. Growth of supermarketing, TV spurred trend.
Now, stations, admen seek most constructive approach
IwM erchandising by all media —
printed as well as air — is often offered
as something for nothing. Yet advertisers traditionally partake of it with
mingled feelings of suspicion and
alarm that they are paying extra for it.
This was the case among printed
media long before the current increased interest in merchandising on
the part of radio stations. I See Printers' Ink series about merchandising
practices in printed media mainly,
starting 10 September 1952.) Why,
then, has merchandising become a
growing force among radio stations?
[ndustrj observers cite two reasons:
1. The growth of supermarketing.
2. The growth of television.
The former, with its reliance on impulse purchase instead of behind-lhecounter salesmanship, makes merchandising far more important than in the
era of the poppa-and-momma store.
I lie 1. 1 1 11 i has quickened competition
among stations and led main of them
to seek some means of giving the advertiset a "bonus."
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At this point in the evolution of merchandising among radio stations, many
advertisers as well as station executives
feel constructive analysis of the situation by the industry would be the
healthiest thing that could happen.
Few individuals take the extreme stand
that merchandising is a trend to be
squelched. Many, however, are asking
where it's headed and what the implications of the trend are.
It was to air every opinion on the
subject that SPONSOR undertook this
section on merchandising. The editors
hope that, once the problem has been
presented in print, station executives,
trade organizations, agencies, advertisers will have a clearer basis for
coming to long-range conclusions.
Whatever decisions are made in industry and advertiser circles, merchandising isvirtuall} assured of a big future role in radio. The number of
stations doing sonic form of merchandising grows b) the week. At the same
time, supermarketing continues to
sprout, with a strong trend setting in

even department stores, to the selfservice system.
Many of the stations now doing merchandising have gone into it with an
awareness of the pitfalls and are attempting to establish as sound a reputation on their own level as merchandising pioneers like WLW, Cincinnati.
have built through the years. Advertisers who've benefited from these
constructive station efforts are free
with their praise. But the heart of the
merchandising problem — for both stations and sponsors — is that merchandising is often lip service. (See sponsor article, "Merchandising is like fingerprints," 28 August
1950.)
Look at it first from the point of
view of a good-sized segment of station management.
If merchandising is set up as camouflage. in the long run the sales it helps
radio make
will backfire.
If merchandising is to make sense,
then, there's the question of where to
get the money to do a real job. It
either has to represent a rate cut for
stations or has to be passed on in some
form to ad\ertisers.
Though these are problems enough,
there are others. Among them: Will
the station's sales staff become lax and
lean on merchandising as a crutch?
Will clients who seek an easy method
SPONSOR

Lobby display by WHK,

Cleveland, plugs a spot-advertising beer

account's products and programs.

KRSC,

ation Grocer," in which 1 1 leading grocery chains tie in on a
rotating basis, with a different store group featuring WLS-sold
products every week. A minimum rate is charged by WLS for

Seattle, organized "Val-

ue Week" promotions in connection with the Big Bear cbain as a
I merchandising stunt for clients whose products are sold in grocery
outlets.

Chicago's WLS

!lli!!l!!lll[l!!!ll!ll[|l!lllll![|!lllll!ll[ll!l'llll!

offers a merchandising plan called "Oper-
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of gaining distribution be attracted to
radio because it offers merchandising,
and then buy too little air advertising
to make their goods move?
The last point is one that has a number of sober radio people cjuietly knitting their brows. Many a veteran station sales manager has seen sharpshooting clients come into his market
promising a big schedule to the station
and requesting merchandising help to
get his product distributed. Frequently
the promised schedule is pared way
down by contract-signing time, or else
cancelled in midstream. Radio, as a
medium, then gets caught in the middle. Stores which have been persuaded
to stock the item will tend to blame the
station because it hasn't moved quickly
enough — though it's really a diluted
effort by the client that's to blame in
cases of this kind.
From a client's point of view, station merchandising has other evils.
First, he may not need it. He may
have his own large and well-trained
merchandising force. Stumbling efforts by outsiders may hurt, rather
than help.
Second, merchandising done by stations may have too weak a punch to
do the job he assigns it and he may
find himself caught short for having
relied on it.
Negative

participation in the merchandising plan. Similarly, KMOX

as these
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factors

may

be,

special support via "Housewives' Protective League"
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you can find plenty of people with
strong opinions who feel that in the
long run radio station merchandising
will be established on a sounder basis
than it ever attained with printed media. Their reasoning runs along these
lines.
Many stations today are requiring
minimum expenditures in return for
support in food chainstores. Where
these minimums are set up on a sound
business basis, the station can afford to
give the client a substantial local push.
Moreover, by giving the chains on-theair promotion in return for shelf space
and displays the expense of the merchandising effort by the station is held
down to a healthy minimum.
At other stations, merchandising is
a for-pay proposition. Clients can
bin into a premium-rate show that includes well-organized merchandising
as part of the participation. Or thev
can get a tailor-made merchandising
effort for which the station bills them
over and above time rates.
Even at the smallest stations, there's
often an intelligent awareness that to
be all things to all people merchandisingwise isn't possible. Instead stations will work with clients who have a
special need in order to find some
sensible way that they can help fill it in
their area. Just taking a sponsor's
salesman into the local supermarket's

.M! ' .ll! ::iir "

" M!-
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extends

(Lee Adams)
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headquarters, and giving him a personal introduction to the head buyer is
a valuable service a station can offer.
Perhaps the best thing coming out of
merchandising by radio stations, many
of them feel, is that they're getting to
know marketing better. There'd been
a tendency for many years to sell radio
by ratings. Once a station ties in with
a self-service retailer it gets much
clearer evidence about how well it's
selling. If air advertising moves products off the shelves of such a retailer,
the station will have the figures available as stations never had them before.
That means better documentation of
radio's storv.

* * *

TV and merchandising
This section is confined to
merchandising by radio stations. At the present point
in IV 's history, factors other
than merchandising take
center stage though manj
I 1 stations hare already developed merchandising procedures. Future articles in
sponsor will talc up TV
merchandising
specifically.
Much of the thinking reported on here with regard to
radio station merchandising
is pertinent to TV as well.
35
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Hard-hitting, guaranteed

merchandising

delphia, a* pari of its "Kitchen

stant road lour of the station's area.
for "Kitchen

Kapers."
chandising.

display

show

which

is on a con-

A premium

rate is charged

advertisers

get some

but all WIP

Atlanta's WSB

is offered by V! II', Phila-

Kapers"

in

local

outlet

of

Stores chain

outlet's merchandising

for NBC Radio network show sponsored by Armour's Dial Soap.
Many stations north of the U. S. -Canadian border are in the merchandising act, from

mer-

Colonial

is part of the big Southern

Point-of-sale

display

Nova
by

Scotia to British Columbia.
Vancouver's

CKWX

Above

plugs

right:

Alka-Seltzer
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The merehandisiny

problem:

boils down

to individual need: need

for business on the part of the station,
need for a local-level push b\ the client.

2. Admen's reactions to merchandising are as
varied as fingerprints. Some like it; some don't

In attempting to refleet all shades of
opinion so as to put the entire subject
of radio station merchandising in sharp
relief. SPONSOR

it <> two people among advertisers.
agencies, stations, reps have exactly the
same point of view about merchandising l>\ radio stations. And as the pare
of merchandising activit) lias quickened at hundreds ol stations over the
I . S. the number
are "neutral
il\ dv\ indled.

of industryites who

on the subject has stead-

I be lour quotations which billow
mini up the extremes ol reaction:
The promotion manager of a large

in the radio business. Too many

radio

stations are scrambling to offer merchandising 'gimmicks,' and as station
personnel come up with new and additional offers they will be helped by
alert advertisers to do even more. This
is not fair, and actually it isn't radio's
job to do this type of merchandising.
It's too specialized an operation. The
problem should be shared bv the ad-

queried stations, reps,

advertisers, agencies. Opinions are organized below under several main
headings. Since merchandising is an
increasingly controversial topic. SPONSOR was asked by the four abovequoted individuals and by some of the
executives whose statements are presented below to withhold mention of
their names. Some agency people, for
example, are reluctant to go on record

vertiser and the retailer."
/ key executive of one of the coun-

as being enthusiastic seekers of merchandising lest stations get the impres-

Midwestern station: "Merchandising
improve- our relations with clients.
I lie success or failure of our merchan-

try's largest cosmetics firms: "'We seldom use the merchandising offered us
b\ radio stations. We have our own

sion they are "sharpshooters'* trying to
squeeze out every possible extra for
their clients.

dising efforts arc told at renewal time
and all I can sa\ is that we have almost

trained staff for merchandising efforts.

100' < r< newal business."
The advertising manager

They've been handling our problems in
this field for \ears. and they are far

J. Is merehantlisiny yood for
the radio industry? This is one

the product divisions o\ a major baked-

more experienced in merchandising our
pioducls than an\ station could ever

goods advertiser: "Local merchandising b) radio stations gives radio advertisers that added impilus thai produces

subject sure to produce contrasting answers. Those who feel merchandising is
bad for the health of the industry and

Once you jiTt av\a\ from these exbe."
hope to tremes
among viewpoints, the shades

ultimatel) bad for advertisers who depend on radio to sell their goods include the head of a large station rep

of one o\

ol diff< rence are endless. But therein
sales."
The veteran sales manager of a lewlmg radio station in one of the country sbiggest industrial areas: "We
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hangs the tale. For in the case ol meragainst

chandising whether you're for it or
it and to what degree inainl\

organization who told sponsor:
"In our contacts w ith agencies, we ve
noticed
a trend
toward
letting mer-

SPONSOR
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Fit

jei

kit

■Joston's WEEI

offers regular merchandising

services lo station

plug the advantages of Re Clean product personally to housewife

■lients, as in above left displav in grocery ehain for Colgate's

shopper in L. A. department

■"ab detergent. Shoppers in Los Angeles find KINX merchandising

neapolis, set up a special merchandising display in Donaldson's
Department store to tie in with selling job done for Sun-Filled

ie-ins for "Housewives'' Protective League" a familiar sight;
lere, HPL-man
Philip Norman
goes behind
a store counter
to

Orange Juice

by WCCO's

Allen

store. Above

Gray,

thus

right: WCCO,

Min-

helping sell 300 cases

ilillllilllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM

chandising influence media decisions.
If stations aren't careful about how
much merchandising support they offer. the\ ma\ find that time buying will
be done more and more on the basis of
how many store tie-ups and fancy promotions a station is willing to give an
advertiser for free, as well as how good
an advertising value the stations availabilities are. Such a situation could
only be harmful to stations and advertisers alike in the long run."
Ira Herbert, v. p. and sales director
of New York independent station
WNEW. expressed his opposition to
merchandising by radio stations this
way:
"WNEW will continue its policy of
avoiding extensive 'in store* merchandising projects on the basis that these
projects are discriminatory and tantamount to a hidden rate cut. It should
also be noted that the very stations
utilizing this means of lowering their
published rates are at the same time
baldly rate-cutting without the benefit
of the merchandising subterfuge."
Herbert as well as other stationmen
told SPONSOR they felt that merchandising in many cases added up to a violation of the Robinson-Patman Act which
provides, in effect, for equal treatment
to all clients.
Even stations which now do merchandising are in some cases concerned
1 DECEMBER

with what will come of the trend. Said
an Eastern station manager whose staff
now performs several extensive services
for clients: "Today we distribute posters, arrange sales meetings, and do
mailings. Will we be forced, in future
years, to jump behind the counter as
well? I'd hate to see us get into a merchandising 'gasoline war' with the other stations in this market and end up
snowed under a heap of gimmicks that
perhaps please no one very much and
yet Incost
us plenty
of hardviews
cash."
contrast
to these
on merchandising many client and agency
people feel radio can offer extra services without entangling itself in destructive difficulties. Said an account
executive in a major N.Y.C. agency:
"Merchandising, where the client
needs what a station can do. helps both
the client and the station. Recently one

this point a tide no one could turn
back. "It's a matter of how you channel it," he said. "I feel the station can
demonstrate sales results more effectively through merchandising by making closer contact with stores in its
market and thereby pay for the cost of
merchandising with increased sales
based on stronger selling evidence.
Moreover. intelligent management
needn t fall victim to competitive
scrambling to outdo what the other stations do inexecutive
merchandising."
A sales
whose station has
a premium-priced merchandising show
commented that all merchandising
needn t be in the category of giveaways. "Our clients pay for the shelf
checking, etc. provided with our merchandising show. The client benefits
and we make no out-of-pocket donation therel>\
1 here
are ."many similar shows at stations spread over the country and many

of our clients who doesn't have a large
sales force and 'detail crew' bought a
spot radio campaign and received a lot
of merchandising cooperation from
stations. The sales results of the campaign were very effective and helped
greatly in selling our client on the
values of radio. I think such station

in the industry, as well as clients tin mselves. who feel advertisers should pay
for merchandising. This brings up the
next topic.

merchandising adds a useful 'extra dimension' to air advertising and will
eventually benefit radio greatly."
A station rep executive commented
that the trend to merchandising was by

arc divided roughly into five groups
on this subject: I 1 I Stations who believe extensive merchandising suppoii
should be offered free of charge but

2. Hfto should pay ittr station mvrvhandisiny? Stations
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(Continued)
who generally base the amount of merchandising on the volume of business
placed by an advertiser; (2) stations
which charge a premium rate for participation inor sponsorship of special
-lions tied into a merchandising plan;
• 3 I stations which have no set amount
that a client must spend to receive
merchandising support but which base
it on the adaptability of the clients
campaign toward their existing merchandising deals, (4) stations which
offer a bare minimum of merchandising support "for free" to any client,
and who charge at cost for extensive extra support, and (5) stations
which disapprove merchandising by
outlets, regarding it as an advertiser
function; consequently they don't offer
merchandising, paid or free.
Advertisers will find that air outlets
who offer merchandising will do so in
just about the first four ways above.
Only a handful of major radio stations can charge for their merchandising efforts.
Here are three shades of opinion on
who's to pay for merchandising that
stations provide:
Reports a major outlet on the Eastern Seaboard. "If an advertiser needs
and wants merchandising in its fullest
concept, then such service should be
available to him in conjunction with
his advertising only through special
programs offering such merchandising
and carrying premium rates.''
From Ken Hughes, promotion manager of CKWX. Vancouver, Canada.
"The maximum amount of merchandising done for any one client on our
station is rather flexible. CKWX usually sets up a routine pattern through

3. En iicsu'rul. what tlo you
lifce or dislike most about
merchandising as done today by radio stations? In asking this question, sponsor received a
wide variety of specific praises and
gripes about merchandising from various advertisers, air outlets, agencies,
and representatives. Here are some of
the more important ones on the "we
like merchandising" side of the fence:
"Station merchandising is a valuable
'plus' in an area where the majority of
radio-sold products are retailed through
self-service grocery and drug stores.
Merchandising reminds the customer
of what he's heard, or steers a customer toward being exposed to an advertiser's commercials." (From a
Midwestern ad agency)
"Since TV came along, it's been difficult to work up enthusiasm among our
sales force and retailers for radio campaigns,
radio does
a although
big we're
sellingaware
job that
for us.
Merchandising plays an important
role in 'selling' radio to those who sell
our products." ( From the ad manager
of a household cleanser firm)
"Although we do a lot of merchandising ourselves for our products, and
prefer to do it this way, we have to
focus our attention on our major products and let our smaller and less important items virtually shift for themselves. Merchandising by stations has
begun to fill many gaps in this arrangement, and is in turn stepping up the
amount of advertising we do for our

to offer with the type of merchandising our clients need for a specific campaign. In the long run, it builds a
good relationship between the agency
and radio outlets, and adds to the longterm values of radio." (From a New
York ad agency specializing in jewelry,
textile, and other accounts that need
merchandising support)
On the "dislike" side of the fence,
admen singled out various specific
faults of station merchandising, including the following:
"Stations plug themselves and their
programs too much in their merchandising activities. We've even been asked
to pay for some merchandising stunts
in which we could barely find our own
name." (From the merchandising manager of a leading drug manufacturer I
"There isn't much originality to the
bulk of station merchandising. I mean,
promotions look the same for different
clients, and begin to fall into a rut.
Perhaps stations are trying to spread
themselves
too thin." I From an acad agency)
count executive of a Madison Avenue

are

"Merchandising tie-ups by stations
usually in grocery
outlets, and

PRO
Stations,
admen
who
toward merchandising

like trend
now state:

Opponents
advertising

I. Retailing trend in recent years
has been toward self-service stores.
Merchandising
increases
value o)
radio advertising
in such outlets.

Then, we "spend" these points for the
sponsor in various promotions, each of
which is worth so many points."
From Marion Anncnberg. promotion
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"We're definitely in favor of merchandising done by media, and we try
to get as much of it as possible for our
clients. We find that stations are willing to cooperate with us in matching
the merchandising services they have

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!

our copyright 'Promotion Yardstick.'
In ihis system, each account is accorded a certain number of points based on
the actual amount of airtime bought.

manager, \\ DSU, New Orleans, "Merchandising ofa client's schedule is an
automatic' function of WDSU. All advertisers an- entitled to, and receive,
some merchandising support. No limit
or specified expenditure has ever been
designated to qualify an advertiser for
it. Obviously, however, it would not be
economicall) sound (nor fair I to provide as much merchandising support to
the small as to the large advertiser."

company)
lesser
products." (From an advertising executive of a large food-product

2.

■mini

CON

of merchandising
industry
retort:

in

1. Advertisers complain that merchandising isuneven: its costs are
often charged to clients who
would rather handle it themselves.

Enthusiasm
of radio advertiser s local sales
iorce is greatly
increased for product, air medium.

2. Basically a chain-store operation, independent merchants are
cool to it, react poorly to products.

3.

promotional govs for local or regional radio clients, helps ad hudgets go further in air advertising.

3, Some
ing as a
more and
new spot

■4. ('lose relationship
of stations
and
retailers
in
merchandising
drives pays off when new products
are launched
via big air tie-ins.

1. Feu stations are ingenious in
their handling of merchandising,
admen complain; too much of it
looks ill ike or plugs only Stations.

i

Merchandising
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i
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i

i

i

fills
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in

ii

many

i

n

i

stations use merchandishidden rate-cut. offering
more, in order to attract
or network
air business.
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sometimes in drug stores. Seldom do
you find them in other types of retail
establishments. Since our products
aren't sold in these stores, 1 think it's
unfair that we have to pay a station
rate that often includes a charge for
merchandising we can't use." (From
an appliance manufacturer)
"Our salesmen report a considerable
amount of griping on the part of small,
independent merchants — who represent
an important part of our sales volume
— about station merchandising tie-ups
that involve the large chain stores.
This is because the chains receive a lot
of air plugs as part of the merchandising deal. Since this griping takes the
form of antagonism to our sales force
and bad display for our products in
independent outlets, we're seriously reconsidering the value of local radio
merchandising deals." (From a merchandising executive of one of the
three largest soap-and-drug manufacturing companies)

"Most of this radio station merchandising looks good on reports, but with
me the yardstick has always been how
much good does it do the manufacturer? With but rare exceptions, I've
never seen anything given away by
stations that could be rated as a solid
contribution to a manufacturer's sales
efforts at the point-of-sale. The exceptions are stations like WLW that do a
well-contrived, concentrated job, something that has become over the years
an integral part of the station's operations." (From Thomas R. Santacroce,
v.p. and merchandising director of the
Biow Company)
How admen will view merchandisin
in the future seems largely to depend
on how well stations and advertisers
correct any abuses and inadequancies
• • •
in it which exist today.

Neivsletters, schedules
An important part of radio merchandising campaigns is informing the local
dealers and retailers that a new air advertising schedule is about to start. At
right are typical station mailings to plug
the kick-off of air campaigns. Top to
bottom they include: The "Wl\AX-tra"
of Yankton's WIS AX; "Trade Winds"
newsletter to grocers and druggists from
Baltimore's WFBR; a periodic retailer
mailing from Washington's WW DC;
and a monthly program schedule mailed
by

Cleveland's
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to

its

listeners

TENDER

LEAF

TEA

PSOMOTDfG OFFEB
Vifl. WDSD ANNOUNCE*];

NTS

K(*f Cf if 1*1* mailings
Featured
products,
new merchandising
drives are plugged to retailers by stations wilh a wide variety of

Orleans; WQXR,

mailing pieces, which range from simple post cards run off on

WOLF, Syracuse, WHBC, Canton, Ohio. As above cross-section
shows, this kind of merchandising activity is not confined to the

mimeo
a typical

machines to multi-color printed folders. Above panel shows
group

of

such

mailing

items.

Top

row:

WDSU.

New

New York City; WERD,

ence, A!a. Bottom row: WDAK,

largest

markets

and

biggest
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3. Seldom are station merchandising campaigns
alike. Herein are examples which show wide scope

II

As the level of merchandising activity by air outlets and networks steps
up, this question is heing asked, more
and more. I>\ leading radio advertisers.
Hut a look at a station's call letters,
ratings, location, power, and often even
its rate card seldom uives the answer.
Mosl radio merchandising campaigns today have just three things in
common :
1. The) re available onlj to radio
advertisers using the station or network that's offering the merchandising
assistance.
2. I he\ go into action as soon as
a spol contract has been signed or a
network show clean d. and start oul b\
telling local retailer- and wholesalers
that a campaign is starting.

campaigns done at the local level by
U. S. and Canadian radio outlets, methods of payment, and the sales results
for air-advertised and merchandised
products are determined by:
• The station's local merchandising
policy, since many stations are bitterly
opposed to making anything more than
a limited effort.
• The amount of promotional ingenuity a station puts behind its merchandising campaigns.
• How much cold cash a radio station
has on hand for merchandising activities that are not strictly audience promotion stunts.

'>. Once the air campaign is rolling.
the merchandising then functions a- a
follow-up to air commercials, usually
at the point-of-sale.
Outside ol these basic similarities,

Picking "representative" examples
of station merchandising from the
over-100 replies to a sponsor survey of
this local activity, therefore, was an
extremel) difficult task. Some radio
stations do everything short of hiring
Ringling Brothers to stage a parade of
elephants down Main Street as part of
their merchandising activities. At the
same time, other stations — often in

tin

markets

rO

shape and

size of merchandising

of equal

stations,

but

is done

by

size, and

with com-

parable rate cards — feel that merchandising begins and ends with a mimeograph mailing to retailers, advising
them that a campaign is about to start.
Because of this lack of uniformity in
station merchandising. SPONSOR therefore chose a wide variety of examples
for highlighting in this report. In some
cases, these represent the ultimate in
station merchandising efforts — but only
to showr advertisers what a "maximum
effort ' looks like. Other examples are
largely "average efforts" and are much
more what sponsors can expect today
from the majority of radio stations.
A few examples are even "minimum efforts," just to add perspective.
Here, then, is a cross-section of
what'stiongoing
on today in radio stamerchandising:

WLW,

Cincinnati Since 1939,

this 50 kw. outlet in the heart of the
Midwest has headed most admen's lists
of stations which go in for big-scale
merchandising efforts. What WLW offers advertisers, therefore, is far from
Ik ing "typical" station merchandising
though its promotions have provided
the master pattern which many other
stations have followed to whatever degree was practical for them.
W'l.W doesn't charge "extra" for its
fabulous
merchandising
and doesn't
SPONSOR

Flor-

Houston:

virtually
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Tfti* mervhutnlisittu problem:

hat does merchandising consist
of at radio stations?

Atlanta; WOWL,

Columbus, Ga. ; KNUZ,

all

$274,000,000 SPENT
ANNUALLY

MINUTE RICE I

WN0X DRUG MERCHANDISING
SUGGESTION OF THE MONTH!
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Since stations do the bulk of their merchandising through tie-ins
with grocery and drug chains, most of the items promoted in station mailing pieces are from these two retail categories. However,
many stations are broadening these mailings to include all types
of dealers and retailers in their area.
Panel above shows
more

typical radio station merchandising
Memphis;

WNOX,

mailings. Top row: WDIA.

Knoxville; KINX, Los Angeles. Bottom

row:

"WBTips" merchandising newsletter from WBT, Charlotte; and
retailer mailing from WLOS, Asheville, N. C. Effect of these
mailings is to inform retailers of major air advertising campaign*.
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set minimum or 'maximum contract specifications but network and
spot advertisers on the station do pay
for what they get since WLW's costs
for merchandising are figured into its
published rate card.
The latest in a steady stream of razzle-dazzle merchandising plans to
come from WLW is one called "POP!"1
— meaning "point-of-purchase." In
the "POP!" plan, more than 1,000
leading supermarkets and nearly 500
drug outlets in the station's four-state
coverage area are tied in as part of a
huge merchandising deal which includes such "for-free" services as:
(1) Distribution checkups by WLW
experts on retailers. I 2 I building store

ated in-store displays in food and drug
outlets, (10) special displays and

support with a minimum expenditure
of $250 per week for 13 weeks.

product sales research in "test stores,"
(11) research follow-ups on brandpreference changes caused by an air
campaign, (12) assistance at sales
meetings by WLW personnel in describing the details and results of air

WGAR's Robert Smith reported on
the success of MerCHAINdising in

advertising, (13) monthly product-listing ads in retail trade papers in the
station's area, and (14) various "special handling" promotions and merchandising stunts created for specificadvertisers which interlock with those
listed above.
In all fairness, it should be pointed
out that WLW maintains a regular
staff of some two dozen men who operate as "teams" in the station's listening area to handle merchandising, and

displays, using the manufacturer's own
materials, ( 3 ) attitude surveys, to unearth the feelings of retailers about
products, (4) special demonstrations
of new and unusual products to the
trade and the public, I 5 ) extensive station mailings of letters, post cards, etc.
to local retailers and wholesalers. (6 1

practically nothing else. That's about
as many people as the majority of small
and many medium-sized stations have
on their entire payroll.

stores and pictures in the WLW-pub-

WfiAR,

lished "Buy Ways," a merchandising
house organ sent to thousands of retailers. (7) audience promotion stunts
and ads in various printed and outdoor
media which sometimes plug the advertiser or product, (8) publicity support, which functions as an indirect
form of merchandising, I 9) WLW-cre-

one of the growing number of outlets
which use some form of merchandising
based on tie-ins with chain stores. Its
plan is called MerCHAINdising and
entitles food advertisers to end or
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Cleveland

This station is

dump displays in 197 Kroger and A&P
stores throughout the WGAR coverage
area. The advertiser qualifies for this

these terms: "Lusty sales increases
continue to reward participants in our
MerCHAINdising plan. More than 20
advertisers spending nearly $100,000
have realized boosts in sales volume of
from 15 to 200%, helping their distribution as well as their immediate sales.
Latest advertisers to reap the benefits
of MerCHAINdising are Bab-0, G.
Washington Coffee. Peter Paul, Mazola
Oil. Carr-Consolidated Biscuit Co.,
Durkee's Margarine. Fab. Rival Dog
Food, and Coca-Cola."

WiV4X,

Yankton,

S. D. This 5

kw. farm-area outlet offers extensive
merchandising without setting formal
limits and contract minimums. According to WNAX, "each client's problem
is worked out as an individual case,
on the basis of the client's needs."
In brief, WNAX offers advertisers
the following merchandising support
without extra charge: window displays
in the WNAX building in Yankton,
plugs in the station's own merchandising house organ, advance letters to a
list of some 12.500 retailers and wholesalers in a five-state area, personal calls
on wholesalers and jobbers, point-of-
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(Continued)
purchase materials which plug the advertiser keyed to certain specific
\\ \ \ \ Ideal shows and in some network shows, occasional product plugs
in regular WNAX display ads, special
handling and distribution of the advertiser's own display materials, route
lists of local merchants, some survey
facilities, and plugs in WNAX's periodic special promotions such as the station's annual five state bowling meet.
"In many instances," states WNAX
Promotion Manager Dick Harris,
"we've given a small advertiser with a
schedule of 26 or 52 spot announcements on the station more merchandising support than we've given another
advertisers spending many times that
tudget. The reason is this: The smaller advertiser was in need of our merchandising services, whereas the same
thing for a large advertiser who is
geared to do his own extensive merchandising would be eyewash.
"Were we to have a set formula of
'X' amount of merchandising for a
schedule of 'X' dollars," Harris added,
"I'm sure we'd find ourselves spinning
our wheels because we had committed
ourselves to a merchandising program
whether or not it was of value to the
advertiser. Very seldom, however, have
we received an unreasonable request
from an advertiser for merchandising."
WLS, Chivago Like a growing
number of radio stations, this 50 kw.
clear-channel station prefers to center
its merchandising around a specific
plan for grocery-sold products.
WLS's merchandising is focused on
a
planworks
called
"Operation
which
in the
following Grocer,"
way:
1. WLS
has a written agreement

Air tie-ins
Everything from car cards to crossplugs
in retailer advertising is utilized by stations in merchandising campaigns to

Quick Schoregge and the News
10:00 p.m. lCST' on KFYR

on your dial at 550

call attention to (a) the air-sold products. (It) client's programs, and (c)
the station itself, .it left are typical
station tie-ins anil supporting advertising. Top to bottom : A car card from
II ILK. II ilkes-liarre ; counter card from
\\ RT. Charlotte: WTOP. Washington
tie-in grocery ad; KFYR. Bismarck, 1\.
I), window card for Standard Oil news
series; KFI. I.. A. display cards for
grocery store
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Week"

promotion
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with 11 leading Chicago food retail
groups (A&P, Kroger, Grocerland,
etc.) whereby each of them gives merchandising and advertising preference
to certain grocery-sold products qualifying by means of minimum advertising schedules on WLS.
2. Each week, one of the 11 store
groups is featured in the "Operation
Grocer" arrangement. During the
week, this store chain conducts a special sale of WLS-advertised grocery
products. The following week, the promotion and merchandising moves on to
the next store group in the list.
3. During a promotion in a particular store group, the advertisers who
qualify — by having bought a minimum
of six one-minute announcements per
week for a minimum of 13 weeks in
any WLS participating show, for instance— receive heavy merchandising
support.
This includes: special store sales
and featuring, featuring in sales bulletins, special plugs in newspaper ads
placed by the food groups, shelf-talkers
within stores to highlight air-sold products, large window banners which plug
each product an average of three times
in 13 weeks, special product mentions
in store circulars distributed to the
public, and extra tie-in advertising including brand - name mentions in
round-up announcements which plug
on WLS all the featured products and
the cooperating store chains. Participation in WLS's Feature Foods, a
premium-rate show, also earns the
above merchandising, but adds special
tie-ins which are a regular part of this
syndicated, multi-market program.
By restricting merchandising to
grocery-sold products only, WLS feels
that it can throw more promotional
weight behind them than by offering
merchandising to all comers. A typical
report on results of the WLS approach
from the Certified Grocers of Illinois
(one of the participating chains)
stated that there was "an average increase of 13 to 14% per week in all
items promoted and advertised during the WLS sale" as compared to the
previous month. On specific grocerysold items, the sales jumps on grocerysold products have been as high as
167% because of WLS's
merchandising deals.

WWDC,

Washington,

radio-plus-

D. C. A

5 kvv. Mutual

affiliate in tbe nations
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capital, WWDC concentrates on skillful programing for local tastes.
WW DCs merchandising efforts are an
important part of this "community informal plan.tegration," and are not lined up in a
WWDC's basic merchandising includes: setting up window displays
which plug both the products and the
station, circularizing the retail trade,
making personal calls on jobbers and
wholesalers to point up fact that a particular product is due to be advertised
on the station, making pilot surveys in
key stores (usually, food or drug) to
check the effectiveness of the air advertising, special tie-in featuring of drug
products in the Peoples Drug Stores
chain (65 stores) with window displays for two weeks each month, and
personal appearance of WWDC talent
(disk jockeys, mostly) in retail stores
to demonstrate or plug the advertiser's
product. Naturally, WWDC is more
inclined to put a "maximum effort" behind a leading client with a heavy
schedule, but the station tries to do
some merchandising for all clients.
"The most important result of our
merchandising efforts is that no sponsor has ever cancelled out a schedule
when a merchandising tie-in is in effect," WWDC's Irv Lichtenstein told
SPONSOR. "Secondly, sponsors who
have been getting our merchandising
treatment insist on a continuance when
renewal time comes around, and some
are even willing to pay extra for it."

WWL,

New Orleans One of the

best-known radio outlets in the South,
SO kw. WWL states its merchandising
policy as follows: "We spend a set percentage of the gross amount of a client's contract. In some cases, where a
sponsor spends large sums on a continuing basis, or has a number of products on the station — as for example
Vicks cold remedies — we may spend
more if they have a special problem
which we feel justifies the additional
expenditures."
Generally speaking WWL provides
these services to advertisers as merchandising assistance:
II) Mailings to the trade of various types to point up to grocery and
drug wholesalers and retailers that
campaigns are starting, (2) personal
calls with a manufacturers representative on leading buyers, although WWL
won't "pressure" retailers to stock an

untried line, (3) point-of-sale displays
throughout several leading drug and
grocery chains, for which WWL has
paid contracts with the chains rather
than store-space-for-airtime deals, (4)
participation in various local sales
meetings of WWL advertisers, sometimes even staging them at the station,
(5) "special assistance" to clients,
which WWL's Promotion Director Ray
Liu/za defines as "all the little things
and big things we do for advertisers
which for the life of me defy categorizing," and (6) a heavy schedule
of on-the-air and in-print audience
promotion.
Although WWL promotes its merchandising activities to potential
clients, the station's management is
careful to avoid the pitfall of using it
as a substitute for good programing.
"We know our merchandising helps
WWL saleswise," states Ray Liuzza,
"but we do not sell our facilities merely on that basis. It is a part of the
over-all package we sell, just as our
programing, coverage, power, clear
channel, and for that matter our Farm
Service Department, are parts of our
over-all sales picture. Merchandising
is a 'plus' we offer our sponsors to
help them through the full cycle of
selling, from consumer air advertising
through point-of-sale."

WDSU,

New

Orleans

Like its

neighbor station in the Crescent City,
5 kw. WDSU considers merchandising
an "automatic function" and feels that
"all advertisers are entitled to, and
receive, some merchandising support."
However, WDSU doesn't scale merchandising activities precisely to client
expenditures (although, obviously, the
break). clients would get the biggest
biggest
As summarized by Promotion Manager Marion Annenberg, WDSU offers
merchandising aids such as these "on
a continuing basis, not to hit all at
once merely to impress a client but
timed to provide the client with the
best possible results":
(1) Mailings to dealers and wholesalers, etc., consisting of jumbo post
cards, letters, and the like, (2) WDSU
monthly trade newsletters, "Grocery
Briefs" and "Drug Briefs," (3) dealer
calls, where a WDSU representative
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goes along with the advertiser's staffers
to arrange for tie-in displays, or later
to make spot surveys, (4) newspaper

(Continued)

audience promotion ads and on-the-air
products
mention
which
plugs,
shows
to local
attention
call don't
but which
which have participating advertisers.
(5) publicity and other audience promotion follow-ups, and (6) ads in drug
and grocer) trade publications in the
area.
WDSl
Points out WDSTJ promotion specialist Innenberg: "The actual merchandising support is but one phase of our
entire merchandising set-up. At the
end of approximately the first six weeks
of a schedule, the client is sent a brief
report of our activity to date. This is
then followed up with a more formal
and complete re port. These two functions have become systematized — but
our merchandising itself has not!"

W fJ.YK. iVetu York

Merchandising

is usually thought of by clients in terms
of the biggest network outlets in a
market, or the more aggressive, disktwirling independent outlets. New
York's sedate 10 kw. WQXR. which
programs high-brow music for a select-but-loyal audience of music lovers,
shows that the specialized independents
such as those who program for certain musical tastes, like Detroit's
WJBK. or racial groups, like Atlanta's
\\ ERD — can do their share of merchandising too.
WQXR maintains extensive dealer
lists, and sends out regular mailings
announcing campaigns with everything
from miniature mailers to four-page
folders in color. Advertisers with multiple outlets receive neatly printed posters in keeping with the cultural type
of programs the station offers, or else
WQXR staffers work with the advertiser in setting up his own displays.
Since WQXR publishes a "Monthly
Program Guide" with a paid circulation of some ()().()()() (as big as many
a small-market newspaper), free ads
in the "Guide" thai contain product
plugs are apportioned monthly to the
station's
rotating
Other
WQXR

leading clients on a regular
basis.
merchandising gimmicks by
take the form of a special

"Dining Out" bulletin, sent free to
listeners b) two daily restaurant participation shows, al the rati' of some
I.IKKI a month; special envelope stuffers l"i "service or institutional
clients; and various on-the-air and inprint publicity and audience promotion.
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States WQXR's Mary Rice Anderson.
"No cut-and-dried rule for a maximum amount of merchandising or size
of contract determines WQXR's merchandising aids to its advertisers. Each
case is considered from many angles,
and any reasonable request is granted.
Most of our merchandising is free,
though, in many instances, the client
pays all or a part."
WIP.

Philadelphia A further development of the merchandising technique whereby a particular category
of radio advertiser (food. drug, gro<t rv -sold, etc. I receives the bulk of the
stations merchandising is the big premium-rate show around which special
merchandising gimmicks have been
built for the benefit of the show's participating clients. By this method, a
great deal of promotional pressure can
often be brought to bear for a small
group of advertisers in a large market,
as opposed to the "shotgun" treatment
of limited merchandising which some
stations set out to give all or most advertisers.
With

their added merchandising

gimmicks, these participating shows —
such as the Housewives' Protective
League on the CBS-represented outlets
like WCCO. KMOX. WEEI. KFI. etc.
and the syndicated Feature Foods show
in several leading markets — are therefore a sort of "package" which combines air advertising with extra-fancy,
guaranteed merchandising.
Such a show is found typically in
5 kw. WIPs five-year-old Kitchen
Kapers program, aired on weekday
mornings from 9'15 to 9:45. I Anoth WIP show. Mary Biddle. similarly offers fancy merchandising at
a premium price, but is also available
to sponsors at a lower rate minus the
merchandising. I

dising and air advertising, for their
products, which consists of:
i 1 I Letters and other mailings to
all chain store buyers and managers,
announcing the campaign. l2l retail
calls on chain stores, to discuss the
campaign and improved product displays. (3) store tie-ins and plugs for
Kitchen Kapers products in the store's
advertising, (4) special sales of the
air-sold products in major chains, (5)
extensive on-the-air plugs and announcements on WIP. 16 I extensive
in-store displays, including giant posters, special arrangements, end displays
of advertiser's products. 1 7 1 trade
press advertising. (8) continuing audience promotion and publicity in a
wide variety of media aimed at the
An outstanding feature of this "packpublic.age" deal is that the Kitchen Kapers
show is constantly on a local road tour
of Philadelphia and Camden clubs,
charity organizations, churches, lodges.
These "remote" broadcasts are a merchandising special unto themselves. Big
product displays and product sampling is provided at such broadcasts —
an art which WIP has perfected in
the five years that it has aired the show.
Upwards of 15.000 women annually
see this merchandising showcase in its
tours, and the effect of the commercials
in the live show plus the plugs garnered in its tour, is sizable.
WIP. it should be pointed out, does
not start and stop its merchandising
with its star attraction. Kitchen Kapers.
The station also participates in such
MBS network merchandising deals as
the recent "Look. Mom — It's a Picnic!"
and tries to do some kind of merchandising and/or promotion for virtually
all of its network and spot clients. Howe\er. the daily participation show receives the lion'ssupport.
share of the station's
merchandising

WIP is a firm believer that "all promotion and merchandising should be
scaled in proportion to the advertiser's
expenditures" but Promotion Director
1,(1 Wallis adds that "merchandising
in its fullest concept. . .should be available. ..through special programs offering such merchandising and carrying
premium rates" since manv merchandising-conscious advertisers are willing
to pay extra to get a good brand of il.
Advertisers using Kitchen Kapers on
WIP (minimum deal: two announcements per week for \'.\ weeks I get a
fancy package of promotion, merchan-

WCSH. Portland, Me. Merchandising is by no means confined to the
big outlets in the largest cities, although their campaigns are more
splashv and likely to attract the attention of leading clients. Representative
of the type of merchandising done by
air outlets in smaller markets are the
(lloits of WCSH. a veteran radio outlet of 5 kw. in Portland. Me. As stated
by WCSH Promotion Director I. inwood T. Pitman, they are not defined
bv formal limits, but generally include:
SPONSOR

( 1 I Letters or post cards to local
trade outlets that handle the air-sold
product, since the station maintains
lists of some 400 retail grocers, 150
druggists, plus lists of department
stores and other retailers. 1 2 1 occasional newspaper tie-in advertising,
with the advertiser or distributor helping to cover costs. (3) occasional instore displays for local or network programs, but without an) steady or contract arrangements. (4) calls on local
dealers by local air personalities on
WCSH

to plug a sponsor's programs.

M-'ltV Edmonton.

Alberta.

Canada Canadian stations are following the merchandising trend, often
patterning their efforts on those done
in the U.S. Among stations north of
the border doing merchandising is Edmonton's 5kw. CFRN, whose publicity
director. Isobel McDonald, states that
the station's merchandising policy is
"still growing. * Wrote Miss McDonald :
"LOur basic merchandising for accounts placed directly with the station.
or for our more popular half-hour network shows, is as follows:
"Letters to dealers throughout the
coverage area telling them of the campaign and urging them to place the
product on the counter or in the window to increase the effective selling of
the campaign. A product that is beginning sales in our market area receives
help through letters to wholesalers.
"A special gimmick used for the 'Tomato Time' campaign for Campbells
Soups last year was an island displav
of tomato products with a loudspeaker
and a recorded pitch to the passing
customer, telling them about Campbell's products. It incorporated CampI Please turn to page 90 I

FoIIoiotftronnfi
Often merchandising plans go beyond
simple store displays and point-of-sale
promotions. Stations will in some cases
cooperate with a client's sales force in
many ways, from making calls on retailers to doing research to trace the
effectiveness of a merchandising campaign. Seen at right, top to bottom :
WWL's

Ray Liuzza calls on local retailer; W'CAV. Philadelphia. "Shoppin'
Fun" show, which originates as a complete package from local food stores ;
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WGAWs "MerCHAlJSdising'" operation ;
WOWs
IS. Y. 'Consumer
Test Panel"
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The merchandising

problem

4. What direction should be
taken by merchandising? Here
are latest recommendations
■ ncreasingly controversial, radio station merchandising today poses a major problem to both advertisers and
stations. Agreement is lacking on
everything from the size of the station
call letters in a poster to the methods
by which the merchandising costs
should be paid, as earlier articles in
this section on merchandising have indicated. Many executives therefore
are asking today: "In what direction
should merchandising travel in the
future for the benefit of all conHere, too, there is lack of agreement.
Among the ranks of clients, agencies,
cerned?"
representatives,
and stations the opinions on what should be done about
merchandising run all the way from
"We need much more merchandising
by stations" to "Let's cut out radio
merchandising entirely."
Many stations and admen, however,
have thought long and seriously about
III
the future of this extra promotional
activity, and have some useful or interesting recommendations to make.
sponsor herewith presents a cross-section of such "whither-merchandising?"
proposals:

What

stations

recommend

Some of the country's leading stations,
as comments presented elsewhere in
this section show, see merchandising as

B i guest

m erch a n tl i se r

Cincinnati's W LW

is undisputed

Tif-

fany's among stations who merchandise
their air advertisers, and has .«,«>/ the pattern fur today's trend. WLW merchandising promotions tie in some 1,000
grocery stores. 500 drug stores in the
station's big four-state area icith every
type iff merchandising gimmick. At
left: l> #,W rents space on the city's cults
on nn annual basis, plugs periodic stunts
like "Advertised Brands Meek." Few
stations, of course, are equipped to
duplicate the amount of merchandising
that WUW offers to its advertisers.
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SPONSOR

a dangerous tide which can drown the
industry in a sea of rate-reducing, prestige-reducing competition disguised as
"merchandising."
One leading Midwest radio station
voiced its recommendation in the form
of a question:
"Don't you honestly believe that
the same time, effort, and money that
such activities cost could be better directed into improving a radio station's
program and physical facilities, thus
making it a better buy for any advertiser?"
Other stations queried by SPONSOR
made comments along similar lines.
Here are a few:
• "No more than the bare minimum.
If an advertiser wants fancy point-ofsale merchandising, he should do it
himself or else pay extra."
• "This isn't our job. Radio stations should air programs, and then
sell them and the adjacencies. The industry will be better off if stations confine their outside activities of this nature to audience promotion."
• "I say, 'Cut out the merchandising.' Too many clients are using it
as ian excuse to get what amounts to a
rate reduction. Also, too many stations
are propping up their rates with it.
Let's be realistic."
On the other hand, many a station
that has tried merchandising finds it a
useful extension of air advertising and
recommends that radio stations everywhere embark on it in some form.
Typical of such comment are the remarks of an executive of a 50 kw. outlet on the West Coast:
"More and more consumer products
are being sold in self-service grocery
and drug stores where the effects of
good air advertising are diluted by
everything from poor shelf positions
to uninformed clerks. Air advertising
presells the consumer on a brand. Dealer tie-ins — which we call 'merchandis-

ought to be set up as a special department of a station whose services are
available to advertisers at an extra

to reviewing the situation and setting
up standards.

What
• "Merchandising should be restricted to premium-price shows which include the costs of merchandising in the
price."
over-all show costs. This way, a better job can be done for advertisers who
feel they must have merchandising, and
are willing to pay for it."
• "Advertisers should not sit comfortably on the sidelines and watch a
station knock itself out promoting a
program or a spot campaign. The
very least a program advertiser could
do if a station has arranged a special
store featuring or sale, for instance, is
to plug the merchandising during the

• "We're often up against agencies
show."
who
make a point of trying to line up
merchandising for their clients. We
have no argument against that, if the
requests are within reason. But I think
agencies would get more uniform merchandising, and better results, if they
would make a point of cooperating
with stations in the planning of merchandising campaigns, and adapting
what a station has to offer to what a
client needs."
As these remarks indicate, merchandising isstill in the evolutionary stage.
There are no such things as industry
standards for merchandising, as there
are for, say, program lengths or commercial length. So far, the National
Association of Radio and Television
Broadcasters has not issued an analysis. But pressure from stations which
are bewildered as to just how far to go
in merchandising may set the NARTB

clients

recommend

Like the NARTB, the Association of
National Advertisers has not adopted
any resolutions or made an \ general
recommendations on the subject of station merchandising. As gathered b\
SPONSOR, opinion among advertisers on
how merchandising can be improved
varies widely (one big reason \\h\
ANA has no particular standi.
However, some leading clients — all
of whom were involved in merchandising arrangements with stations or networks— did make comments, such as
these:
• "Too much station merchandising
is of the routine variety, the 'As advertised on WXXX.' There's no master
plan to it, and it looks the same for
different advertisers. Stations should
try to gear more of their merchandising
to pushing specific radio programs and
products, and less to pushing the station's call letters and frequency."
• "Costs of merchandising, when
they're included as part of the rate card
price, are spread unevenly over different types of sponsors. Our products
don't lend themselves easily to merchandising, and therefore we get only
token support. But we pay just as
much for time as the guy who's getting
the cream of the merchandising."
• "As an advertiser, I'm always a
little suspicious of media that offer
fabulous merchandising deals. Too
often in the past, I've found that this
merely covers up weaknesses in circulation, or attempts to bolster a rate.
I Please turn to page 97)

piiiiiiiiiiniiia

Merchandising recommendations

ing'— are increasingly essential today,
and radio should do everything it can

sponsor, on the basis of its industrywide survey, recommends the following
guideposts to stations in rendering a reasonable merchandising service.

to provide more of them."
Apart from recommendations which

1. // advertisers want something beyond what stations are set up
to deliver, stations should charge for it on a businesslike basis.

grow out of "for" or "against" feelings,
several stations made proposals to
sponsor which dealt with possible improvements intheir relations with sponsors and ad agencies, and for a more
equitable distribution of the costs of
merchandising.
A few:

air campaigns, stations should employ a merchandising contact man.

• "Good merchandising is mighty
expensive. I certainly feel there's a
place for station merchandising, but it

two services can often be combined to client's best advantage.

1 DECEMBER
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2. To acquaint distributors, chain executives, district rrianagers with

3. In their desire to do merchandising, stations should not neglect
audience promotion (which includes merchandising elements) . The
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TRIPLE THREAT

POWER
Most Powerful TV Station
in Syracuse

PROGRAMMING
Programs from three major
networks... CBS, ABC, Dumont,
and excellent local shows.

Philip L. McHugh
agency profile

Director Radio
Tracy

Many an office-bound Eastern agency man

Locke

Co.,

Inc.,

& TV
Dallas

would raise a polite

eyebrow at the sight of Phil MeHugh's expense sheet. Recently, a
week's itinerary read like this: "'Sunday, Oklahoma City, recording
for Light Crust Flour: Monday. Colorado Springs, to put new
Borden and Budweiser announcements in production at the Alexander Film Co.; Tuesday, KPRC, Houston, with Jack Harris and Jack
McGrew; Wednesday through Saturday, home office in Dallas; Sun-

PROVEN
RESULTS

day, hack to Oklahoma City for more recordings at WKY."
Phil explains all this perambulation by saving: "The client of a
regional agency expects and gets a great deal more service for his
advertising dollar. He expects a better understanding of his problems
and quicker results in his advertising. This means that the agency
has to produce more effectively and efficiently to keep ahead of the

See your nearest KATZ
AGENCY for time on Central
New York's most
television station.

looked

at

competition, whether it is national, regional, or local."'
Needless to say, a regional agency (even in Texas ) can't afford
to take the provincial approach. As Phil puts it: "Tracy Locke, the
largest and oldest agency in the Southwest, is completely departmentalized with a modern research department checking on the effectiveness of the rest of the team. A constant cost-per-l,000-home analysis
on every announcement and program the agency has on the air keeps
the radio/TV director on his toes trying to get the client the constantly decreasing cost-per- 1,000 he expects. Our clients must think
we're doing just that: Radio/TV billings are up 400r/r in two years."
Although Phil has been in the agency end of things for less than
three years, his broadcast background is a solid one. While classmates with polysyllabic names were on the gridiron gaining fame

CBS

•

ABC

•

DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

SYRACUSE
A MEREDITH STATION
I.4iflP.l»JJl..--.J.
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as "The Fighting Irish," Phil was devoting his non-curricular hours
at Notre Dame to writing, directing, and announcing several hours
of programs a week from the studios on the campus over the CBS
outlet, WSBT. in South Bend.
Joining CBS in 193<°>, Phil went through the usual apprentice training and was a full-fledged director when he took a leave of absence
in September 1941 to accept a Navy commission. During the next
five years he moved back and forth between special radio projects
and regular sea duty. Phil returned to CBS for three more years;
then became executive producer with Brown Radio Productions in
Nashville. He joined Tracy Locke in Dallas as director of radio and
TV in February
1950, and has ridden the air media boom • there
• •
ever since.
SPONSOR

FOUR months after WFAA opened The Early Birds show,
the station held an audience contest to find a better
name. Response was a ringing protest reminiscent of James
Kimbrough Jones' fiery declaration on the floor of Congress
in 1881. Congressman Jones was passionately opposed to
changing the name of Arkansas. Listeners to WFAA's Early
Birds were no less vehement in their defense of a name the
station brass thought too corny.
It all began in March, 1930. Forty-five minutes of early morning music and nonsense was ready to go . . . only the name
appeared doubtful. That doubt was erased by the ensuing
contest. Twenty-two years later, The Early Birds, the oldest
continuous variety show in radio, has yet to lay an egg.

". . . change the name Matter
of 'The
Early Birds'? Never!
of fact, The Birds take to the air so well that in
after 22 years
we think it the

»

September this year their schedule was expanded from six
to seven days a week ! They're currently feathering the nests
of fourteen sponsors — and almost that number are standing in line with automatic contracts.

most beautiful name

A saying is popular around here now : fancy names are for
the birds — it's what you do with a show that counts. The
Early Birds have sold
everything from soup
to nuts. Ask the Petry
man to tell you more.
Call him today!

we know!

WFAA
8 2 O

EDWARD

PETRY
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•

ALEX
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:diafr-

"FAVORITE STORY" WILL BE tOUR SUCCESS STORY!
Week

after week, story after

story, the most vivid and exciting dramas ever presented
to any audience anywhere!

ACTORS . . . always the perfect
cast . . . a galaxy of headliners!
• SETTINGS AND COSTUMES
an artistic triumph for each program!

• STORIES that leave this week's
audience eager for next week's show!

• MUSIC AND DIRECTION
fresh and vigorous that make each
program come vibrantly alive!

• SCRIPTS sparkling with the creative genius of Lawrence and Lee!

• PROMOTION . . . finest array
of merchandising aids in TV history!

NOT

ANYWHERE,

BY ANYONE,

HAS

TELEVISION

BEEN SO HANDSOMELY

AND

LAVISHLY

STAC

t»*

ZIV TELEVISION

PROGRAMS,

INC.

1529 MADISON RD.. CINCINNATI, OHIO
NEW YORK
HOLLYWOOD

WASHINGTON
KXLY-Spokane
KXLK-Great

\Statco4t&

16e

Falls

KXLj_Helena

S\

KXLF-Butte

r-— "'♦.IDAHO

/

KXL-Portland

KXLQ—Bozeman

\

t
I

OREGON

The Greatest Single
Advertising Medium In The

7ast growing -Wealthy
Pacific Northwest
KXL-Portland

KXLF-Butte
KXLY— Spokane
KXLK-Great

THE (XL) STATIONS
New

York 17, N. Y.

347 Madison Avenue
The Walker Company

Hollywood
6381

28, Calif.

Hollywood

Blvd.

KXLL— Missoula
Falls

San Francisco 4, Calif.
79

Post

Street

Pacific Northwest Broadcasters

1 *****

KXLQ—Bozeman
KXLJ-Helena

Chicago

1, I llinois

360 North Michigan
The Walker Company

What's New in Research?
Dit'ferenee between one ratiny and another mttu
be "statistical error" if stintple size isn't larae
How important is the difference between a 4 and a (> rating? On
the answer to that question frequently hinges the decision on what
station a timebuyer selects. But a booklet prepared by John Blair
& Co. demonstrates with charts and figures that the difference between a4 and a 6 is not significant unless the size of the sample
used is large enough to rule out large statistical errors. The chart
immediately below, for example, shows first the situation which
prevails when the sample size is 225. In this chart the curved line
representing a rating of 6 crosses the horizontal line representing
a 4 (see circle) within the "non-significant'' area. Not until the
sample size has been increased to 1.800 calls {second chart) does
the intersection of these two ratings fall well within the "significant" area. Not just a "gimmick," the Blair research is based on
well-established statistical principles. A complete set of charts
and mathematical addenda is available to admen and researchers
from John lilair & Co.. 150 East 43™? St., New York, N. Y.

SIGNIFICANT AREA < ^ NON-SIGNIFICANT AREA

HELD
SIOUX FALLS

SOUTH DAKOTA

5000 W.
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Serving

and

Selling

the

of Four States with

announces

Richest

99.3';

the

Corner

Radio

appointment

Homes

of

THE
O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
OS
National
^™^^

Representatives
^^^^m

^^^^m

^HB^

i^MH

HOMETOWN JAMBOREE . . . Plays 48
towns per year in KELO Primary. Amateur contests, plus professionals, plus the
search for Mr. and Mrs. South Dakota.
Full page promotion weekly in the Sioux
Falls' Daily Argus Leader, plus extra
hometown rural page. $200.00 per V> hour.
MARIE
Show

HORTEN

. . . Sioux Falls Women's

LITTLE OSCAR . . . Sioux Falls Only Dailj
Live Talent Show
FARM NEWS . . . South Dakota's /arm
news by South Dakota's Farm Authority,
Les Harding. On the air at farm listening
hours.
TRI-STATE

COVERAGE

.5 MV
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SIGNIFICANCE

Of

DIFFERENCE

BEIWEEN

IWO

RAIINGS

lUNIFORM

Population
Radio
Homes

SAMPLE)

Rating
A - Lower
Ratings
(Horizontal
Lines)
Rating
B - Higher
Ratings
(Curved
lines)

PRIMARY

Area

Counties
_.
&

87

AREA

._ 700,000
_ 207,000

SECONDARY

COVERAGE

SIGNIFICANT AREA 4 } NON SIGNIFICANT

_

AREA

Counties

Population
Radio

1,250,000

Homes

354,000

|'l!llllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
"The

First

With

The

Best

in

The

Upper Midwest"

!KELO |
SIOUX FALLS

SIGNIFICANCE
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REPRESENTING
LEADING
RADIO

STATIONS:

EAST, SOUTHEAST

Boston-Springfield
Buffalo
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

WBZ-WBZA
WGR
KYW
KDKA
WFBL

Syracuse
Charleston, S. C.
Charlotte
Columbia, S. C.
Norfolk-Newport
Raleigh-Durham
Roanoke
MIDWEST,

WCSC

News

Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Louisville
Minneapolis-St.
Omaha
Peoria
St. Louis
Beaumont
Corpus Christi
It. Worth-Dallas
Houston
San Antonio
AND

Paul

WEST

*

WHO

woe

WDSM
WDAY
WOWO
WIRE
KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
WTCN
KFAB
WMBD

KSD
KFDM
KRIS
WBAP
KXYZ
KTSA

Boise
KDSH
Denver
KVOD
Honolulu-Hilo KGMB KHBC
Portland, Ore.
KEX
Seattle
KIRO

a

WISTWIS
WGH
WDBJ
WPTF

SOUTHWEST

Des Moines
Davenport
Duluth-Superior
Fargo

MOUNTAIN

THEi

.REE
Pioneer Radio and

iNNOUNCER
YOU

COULD
One

SAID
GET IT FOR

ME

of the amazing things about radio is the personal equation

that builds up between announcer and listener —
"
a powerful and persuasive human relationship that never, inever,
never exists between a reader and, say, 24-point Caslon Bold Italic.
Whether you are a top executive or the newest
cub in advertising, you know that sales do depend largely
upon this very quality — and that RADIO

can give

it to you in far greater degree than printer's ink.
National Spot RADIO

also gives you the ultimate in advertising

coverage, advertising impressions-per-dollar, advertising
flexibility, advertising efficiency. Media buyers yet unborn wili
be using Spot RADIO effectively. The economics of the
communications industry permit no other thoughtful conclusion.

INC
elevision Station Representatives
Since 1932

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
DETROIT
FT. WORTH
HOLLYWOOD
SAN FRANCISCO

FURNITURE
SPONSOR:

REDUCING

ITEMS

Jorrie Furniture Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

i APSULE CASE HISTORY: This company, a participating sponsor on the Tommy Reynolds Show i Monday
through Friday, 2:00 to 3:00 p.m.). used just one announcement to plug some small cash-and-carry furniture
items. In less than 24 hours. 165 of these items — at an
average price of $3.75 each — were sold as a direct result
of the one plug. Jorrie's. the first sponsor on this year-old
audience-participation show, is still using the program.
KEYL, San Antonio
PROGRAM: Tommy Reynold* Show

SPONSOR:

CAPSULE

Lo-Calory Food Corp.

CASE HISTORY

WNBT.

New York

SPONSOR:

CAPSULE

BLIND

Grey

Here". Looking At You

SUPPLIES

McQuiddy

CASE

PROGRAM:

Printin- Co.

AGENCY:

Noble-Durj

HISTORY :

After being hired to print a
series of success stories for WSM-TV covering a wide variety of items. McQuiddy decided to see what TV could
do for office supplies. They took a short schedule of announcements, then a half-hour program once a week on
\l SM-Tl . One month later, sales for the office supply
division were up approximately 20' ', over the same month
of the previous year. By the end of the second month,
sales had jumped 5.5', . No other advertising was used.
WSM-TV, Nashville, Tenn.

VENETIAN

AGENCY:

:

This sponsor wanted to promote its RD.\ Tablets, a dieting aid. The company took
three one-minute participations a week on this daily (2:30
to 3:00 p.m.) beauty-advice program hosted by Richard
Willis. To circulate the company's special reducing plan
( and help boost sales of the tablets I . Willis offered the
firm's booklet on reducing for H)<t a copy. After just
three mentions, over 10.000 letters with dimes poured in.

OFFICE

TV
results

BOOKLET

PARTS

ELECTRIC

PROGRAM:

American
of the Ur Forum

BLANKETS

Corp.
SPONSOR:

Levolor-Lorentzen, hie.

AGENCY:

Friend-ReissMi (.lone

i \l"*l II ( w; HISTORY: This company manufactures
parts for custom-made Venetian blinds, sold nationally.
To familiarize consumers with their product and brand
name, they offered a free decorating booklet via the Ted
Steele Show (daily 2:30 to 5:00 p.m.). Three participations a week (at $125 each I produced over 2,000 inquiries
in a join -neck period. Sales of Levolor parts rose 25', in
the Seu ) ork area as a result of this and other video use
(two other stations).
Firm now uses TV in 10 cities.
W I'lV New

PROGRAM:

York

Ted Steele Show

HEADLIGHT-DIMMER
SPONSOR:

Row

Motor Sales Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

announcements per week on WOOD-Tl . The company's
general manager, Harold W. Rockwell, compared the effectiveness ofthis advertising with the getting-across of
Hydromatic lime some Id years ago. He said: " Iftet
two years of promotion of Hydromatic at that time, it was
less well known and understood than iutronic Eye is after
just a month of Tl promotion in our urea."
Grand Rapids, Mich.

PROGRAM:

General

Announcements

Electric Suppl)

AGENCi

: GoldthwaiteSmith

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: To sell its G.E. electric
blankets, this account took participations on the Del
Courtney Show (3:00 to 4:15 p.m.) three days a week.
A mail gimmick was used to test results of blanket sales:
A G.E. heating pad was offered to the viewer writing the
best letter on why he liked his new G.E. blanket. The first
two mentions of this offer brought more than 1.000 letters.
G.E. Supply was so satisfied, it decided to sell its vacuum
cleaner line on the show, too. Cost: $6.5 per participation.
PROGRAM: Del Courtney Shov
KPIX. San Fran<

COLORED

CAPS! I I! I w: HISTORY :
To explain and promote the
neu tutronu Eye (an automatic headlight-dimmer) available on the 1052 Oldsmobile, Row Motor scheduled two

WOOD-TN

SPONSOR:

SPONSOR:

CLOTH

Mystik Tape

VGENCY:

TAPE
Ceo. II. Hartman

< \ PS1 I ,E < : \sk 1 1 |sT, ,m .

This sponsor was Punching
its Mystik Tape colore// and prime,/ adhesive cloth tape
with a variety of uses in the Columbus market. It picked
\tnit Fran, a lady who tells stories to preschool moppets
daily I :()() to 1 :30 p.m. on WBNS-T] . to sell Mystik Tape
kits, a youngster's play item. Aunt Fran plugged Mystik
on alternate Thursdays. The sponsor reports: "It a recent conference of hardware operators, the representatives
from Columbus and vicinity reported more Mystik Tape
sales than those in any other area, due to Aiinl Fran."
WBNS-TV, Col uinlui-. ( )lii(
PROGR \M: Aunt Fran

•

-

Miss Claire Figg, Professor Ronlun, University of Deloware; Dr. Edgar R. Miller, heart specialist, Miss Alice Doyfe;
John Balling, heart patient; Miss Irene Blaskiewicz, and Mrs. Gloria Durham, program hostess.

PRESCRIPTION
dot Awna un&k u#ufcs rfeavC
The substitution of hope and knowledge for fear and misunderstanding
is the purpose of a series of programs on heart disease presented weekly
by WDEL-TV,

in cooperation with the Delaware Heart Association.

On "Live with Your Heart," eminent medical authorities appear
before the WDEL-TV cameras to discuss the causes, symptoms, and
treatment of various kinds of heart disease, and to present the case
histories of individual patients. A similar series last year was so well
received that the Delaware Heart Association plans an augmented
series this fall and winter— proof positive of successful programming.
"Live with Your Heart" is one of the many public-service programs
presented by WDEL-TV in the interests of healthier, happier living.

%P|iL'l
Uf|
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W
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A Steinman Station

WDEL

Represented by

ROBERT

MEEKER
New York
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Does recorded auilience laughter add to viewer
€»njoyment of a filmed TV situation comedy show?
Advertising

Eugene C. Holcombe

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Iloleoinbe

Tm sure that the home viewers go
back to the old belief that such laughter is forced applause stimulated by an
m.c. out of camera range. And when
they suspect the integrity of your show,
better watch that slipping Nielsen.
Laughter is certainly infectious,
and since a viewer is often beset
with a thousand
distractions. he

-^■*w ^M

may need his television hu m o r
cued for him.
In this sense.

Mr. Bundgus

recorded
laughter sets a mood
that heightens the humorous environment of a program, and therefore the
enjoyment. We've all heard of the
character who doesn't know when to
cry. When that character is our viewer, he will get his cue from the recorded laughter of the situation comedy,
and alter a few chuckles, will probabi)
be in a more receptive frame of mind.
But such recorded laughter must be
honest and must be spontaneous.
When il is dubbed, producers are gambling the very integrity of their program if they do not employ delicate
discrimination in evaluating the relative reaction to each gag. One phony
burst ol applause where it is not merited can lose the viewer's concentration on a do/en genuine \ ocks.
This is particularly true when
dubbed-in laughter is used for production reasons only, either to stretch
time or to heighten "reaction'" to entertainment valleys of the program.
I hei e i- nothing quite so unfunnj as
hearing a rollicking outburst of studio
audience laughter al a gag that completelj misses target.
In such cases.
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Recorded laughter is a sound device for heightening entertainment, and
when spontaneous, it is usually a great
asset. But when dubbed, it should
only be employed the way a top master chef uses his seasonings — a soupcon here, a dash there, an occasional
sprinkle, and only in warranted instances— a whole handful.
Jules Bundgus
Bus. Mgr. Radio & TV
Sherman & Marquette
Neiv York

That's not an entirely unexpected

Manager

Special Products
The Borden
Co.
New
York

Div.

fore formed to a large extent not only
with what is seen and heard on the
scVeen, but what's heard in the rest of
the audience.
That is probably one of the most
important parts of our all-over technique in filming / Love Lucy for Philip Morris and My Hero for Dunhill on
television.
For on TV it is a most important
problem. The viewer of a comedy sequence on the television screen does
not have the benefit of a large number of fellow-viewers surrounding him
and infecting him with the contagion
of laughter. If he laughs, he either
laughs alone or with very few other
people in the same room; your situation without any audible laugh-prompting has to be virtually perfect comedy.
Therefore, laughter that is picked
up on a sound track from an audience

question and I,
for one, am very

that either sees the show while it's actually being filmed, or from an audience that sees the finished filmed show,

happy at the opportunity to answer it.

has to and does substitute for the audience that watches a picture in the
theatre.

I

don't

care

Don Sharpe
Packager and Executive
Producer
of I Love
Lucy and My Hero

who your star or
stars
are;
who
Mr. Sharpe

your director is
and who or how
many
topnotch writers compile your
situations — the contagion
of laughtei
makes a funny situation funnier.

The Greeks had
'"Ill-timed laugha proverb . . .

The moving picture theatres are
proof enough of that pudding. Look
around and listen particularly the next
time you are at a movie. In a picture
house, ait \ member ol the audience
that laughs is induced b\ the laughter
of the rest to laugh louder.
So — the impression of a funn\ sequence in a motion picture is there-

ter is a dangerous evil." Now
this writer wants
no

part of a

quarrel
Greek with
scholar,a
nor does he want
to tangle
with
Mr.

Weinrott

SPONSOR

!the producer of a filmed situation comedy employing taped laughter. But if
sides must be chosen, the above-signed
will string along with the Greeks.
Situation comedies are with us in
force and the laughter on the sound
tracks is growing more and more
forced. If a pratt-fall ensues, taped
laughter resounds. So far so good.
But when a lead comic turns his head

BILLION DOLLAR
PRESENT FROM
"SANTA CLAUS"!

for a regulation take and a bellow results, it's plain downright irritating.
In other words, I'm not a laffer just
because the sound track is. I'm a member of an audience in the privacy of

Claus, brings presents to most

my living room and I don't want
canned laughter intruding when the

people only once a year. But
down in New Orleans, WDSU

situation isn't funny to me.
A number of years ago, the Marx
Brothers developed a system of testing
laughs before they made a motion picture. They took an excerpt of the comedy they were to put on film, trimmed
it down to tab size, and toured the
vaudeville and/or picture houses with
it. After the tour, they knew where
the laughs were and the motion picture was shot accordingly.
Perhaps this is one answer to the
current problem. If a real audiencelaughter-sampling were to be present
during filming, and the laughs recorded and noted, tracked laughter could
then be added to the finished product
with a natural-sounding, natural-sequenced result.
And finally, I, too, love Lucy. And

is in the position of being
"Santa Claus" all year long

That generous old gent, Santa

(366 days this annum)!

reason ... is the "gift" that
WDSU delivers — worth one
BILLION dollars!
Yes . . . the "Billion Dollar
New Orleans Market" is
WDSU's gift to alert and aggressive advertisers. In addition to a rich metropolitan
area, the powerful and persuasive voice of WDSU
thoroughly saturates the surrounding trade territory of 17
parishes (otherwise known

whose retail buying habits account for the spending of
more than one billion dollars
annually!

If your sales picture has been
"bad" . . . why not do as so
many other "good" boys (and
girls) have done. Write a letter to "Santa Claus"-WDSU
that is— and let us tell you all

Our experience
here at Y&R has
left me with the

about the wonderful "present"
we have for your future!

very definite conviction that laugh
tracks have a
value in situation
comedies.
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counties). This "present" contains over one million persons

I laugh because it's funny and because
when a thing is funny I laugh.
Maybe situation-comedy shows just
have to be plain funny and let the
laughs come
as they will.
Les Weinrott
TV Executive
Ted Bates & Co.
New York

In the
earlydays of television
Mr. Meade
— way back three
or four years ago
— we had several situation comedies
without laugh tracks, and we now have
Our Miss Brooks and / Married Joan
(Please turn to page 82)

The

Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN
BLAIR Man!

Hi&

TV

F^

WDSU

Radio
i
sage iom out sponsoTV
i
and now a mes
by Bob Foreman
It is gratifying indeed to learn
that I have a reader — to be specific, William J. Ganz of the film
company of the same name. Bill
took the trouble to write me a twopage single-spaced letter regarding
im\ recent two-part masterpiece on
the role of the artist in TV copy.
I think I'll use the letter as a
point of departure, since Mr. Ganz
launched into a subject that I've
been meaning to discuss for some
time. But first, as they say in the
commercials, I want to let my correspondent know that I'm in complete agreement with him, even
where he says he takes issue with
what I previously wrote.
Bill says there "ain't no such
animal" as an artist who understands advertising and the mechanics of television. Maybe so, but
that's the breed we should be shaping, Pygmalion-like, right now. We
sure need 'em.
Bill suggests that the team of
writer-artist be expanded to a triumvirate to include producer. A
necessary addition but one I didn't
mention, since I felt the writerartist duet must start the copy and
then, of course, a production man.
whether he be an agency employee
or from an outside film concern,
be brought into the planning at
once. Here not only can the sensible economies be effected but
added production-values can be included. The planning stage is
where to do this.
And this all brings me to my
topic lor today — one that Bill
Ganz raised. It's a problem faced
by all agencymen: that of seeing a
commercial series senl out in script
or storyboard form for estimates
from several supposedly able and
reliable film producers, then wait-
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ing breathlessly for the returns
only to discover an exasperatingly
u ide spread in price from the competing concerns. You ask yourself,
"Did they all see the same
Recently, a group of storyboards
I had something to do with
scripts?"
was returned by a trio of producers and the price range was from
$12,000 to $18,000. Each of the
bids was rendered by an experienced outfit; each came from a
firm we had confidence in; each received identical storyboards and
no one had any more to base his
price on — no inside discussion or
past experience with this specific
advertiser. All started even — and
look where they ended up!
Why this $6,000 disparity?
Well, perhaps one says a way to
reduce the location shooting is by
use of process shots (rear-screen
projection) at no loss of quality.
Perhaps another felt that the optical
work could be simplified — at a
substantial saving. And maybe the
high bidder was attempting to follow the storyboards to the letter,
even dressing them up somewhat.
These items could cause the
price differential. In other words,
two out of three of the companies
bidding very probably were trying
to hold costs down; a worthy ambition in this gold-plated medium i\f
—and it's a great big "if"-— no
loss in quality or impact were to
result.
There might very well be another reason for the wide range in the
bids submitted too. Let's be frank
and sav that one film perhaps desired lo get the agency's and client's work far more than the other
two. Perhaps they wanted to use
it as a prestige builder for other

business. Perhaps they were on
the verge of another big order
(even a program) and wanted to
make "the big impression." Or
perhaps they were actually in production on a similar job requiring
similar locations, camera crew -.
optical work, art treatment; thus
by doubling of their production order, they felt they could spread
their costs out over two jobs.
Let's also realize that there is a
figure included in most estimates
known as a "cushion." Tin-,
through sad, sad experience, most
producers have found to be very
necessary. The remakes they so
often are forced to make couldn't
be billed to the advertiser or
agency despite the fact that the new
shooting or opticals or what-haveyou were solely the responsibility
of the agency or the client.
Therefore, friends and Bill
Ganz, these are the reasons why I
think estimates vary so much.
What can we do about this? Get to
know and trust several producers
rather than a dozen. Get to know
their personnel as well as our own
so they can be brought into the
job early instead of along the later
stages of the planning. Help this
personnel to learn the productpoint-of-view of specific advertisers so this vital knowledge can be
brought to bear during each job.
It's taken the agency years, usually, to learn about a product and
the people who decide how it shall
be sold. Let's give the film producer abreak — and some of these
advantages. It will pay off if we

do!

commercial reviews
TELEVISION
sponsor:
m.i %cy:
PROGR
\M :
PRODUCER:

Marlboro Cigarettes
The Biow Co., Inc., N.Y.C.
Chainbreaks
Universal International

The theme line of "escape from the
commonplace," a rather erudite way of
selling a cigarette, comes to life in television as it could in no other medium in
the Marlboro chainbreaks. The first scene

SPONSOR

Advertisement

T. V. story board
A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SARRA
NEW
YORK:
200 EAST
56TH
CHICACO:
16 EAST
ONTARIO

STREET
STREET

Surprise is the keynote in a series of live-action spots ior Hostess Cup-cakes.
A typical example shows the jaded rajah spurning gold and jewels, but a-ah,
when the Hostess Cup-cakes appear! . . . Fantasy merges into stop-motion
shots of the cakes, a point-of-sale success story, and a home scene of happy
eating. Entertainment and persuasive selling are blended smoothly in these
productions made by SARRA for Continental Baking Company, Inc. through
Ted Bates & Company.
SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago:
16 East Ontario Street

20-second commercials made for use on the Jackie Gleason Show have a novel
twist. While a personable young man on the live show describes the advantages of Schick Electric Shaver, flashback shots of the same man in a variety
of settings show him shaving and illustrate the points he is making. Pictures
and messages combine to carry extra conviction in these commercials produced by SARRA for Schick, Inc. through Kudner Agency, Inc.
SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago:

16

East

Ontario

Street

A series of 60-second commercials for Gerber Baby and Junior Foods are
seen on the Kate Smith Hour. They combine (banning live-action shots of
babies with stop motion and sbell displays ol the products. Gerber's trademark baby and slogan, plus a logo formed lrom child's building blocks,
climax a sales-winning message with strong product identification. When
used as spots SARRA'S Vide-o-riginal prints give the same clear reproduction
as the master prints. Planned and produced by SARRA under the direction
of DArcy Advertising Company for Gerber Products Company.
SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago:
16 East Ontario Street
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is of some real high-brow sport, for example, in the spot I viewed — deep-sea fishing.
Following a nice strike, a good-looking
chap lights
ously enjoys.up a Marlboro which he obviThe sound track is entirely voice-over,
handled by David Ross.
This combination of well-spoken words
and really slick photography gives an aura
of class and an aroma of savoir faire to
Marlboro which is what the brand is after.
But the motion allowed via television gives
added interest and drama to a concept that
might well be devastatingly static and
hence excessively dull in space advertising.

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &- Bayles, Inc

43- I'IFTH AVENUE ■ NEW YORK IO

Mr.

Jerome

F. Reeves

WBNS-TV
495 Olentangy River
Columbus, Ohio
Dear

In TV, I'd say it's quite a nice way of
selling a special brand of smokes.
sponsor:
agency:

Road

program:
producer:

Tad:

Afraid

I have

you what

waited

an excellent

much

too long

Job your

in writing

station

to tell

did on the film

For those among us who feel there is too

spots for the Beeman's Pepsin commercial production
project.
So now I would like to register a most sincere
thanks to you, your Film Department and other members of
your staff who participated in this project, for your
splendid cooperation.
We all felt

the finished

results

were

most

and have just gotten approval to extend
paign in Columbus through June 30.
You may be interested
for the Columbus area

much preoccupation with the video in television copy and that the net result of all
these zooming packages, Belasco-like sets,
and braces of thespians is sheer confusion

satisfactory,

this

spot

cam-

while the ad-message becomes mired and
lost, let us discuss Dormin. The product

to know that Beeman's Pepsin sales
during the month of April showed

the improvement hoped for.
Since TV is the "plus" advertising being done on this brand in your market, this
seems to indicate that our spot campaign out there has
produced results.
Again,

my sincere

thanks

of this name, which similar to many programs in the medium, serves to induce

done.

sleep, has simplified its video practically

regards ,

(and economically) to the point of no return.
And not a bad idea as done here either.

for a job well
Best

Dormin Sleeping Capsules
Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone,
Inc., N.Y.C.
Choinbreaks
Video Varieties

~/>u£f t-6rt#U'U*K

A simple line-drawing cartoon in style of
G. William

Anderson,

Jr./fdg

a sleepsr-in-bed (actually a direct pick-up
from Dormin's animated display on Times
Square) is presented for the full 20 seconds of this chainbreak. The only concession to the fact that television permits motion ismade in the regular rising and falling of the sleeping person's chest (which
looks more like his stomach) .

you €&n see the
difference on WBNS-TV

On the other hand, great pains were
taken to add interest and believability to
the audio. Norman Brokenshire was hired
Film commercials for
the successful Beeman's Pepsin spot

mbns-tv
COLUMBUS,
CHANNEL

CBS-TV NETWORK
WBNS-AM
•
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OHIO
10

•
Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch and
General
Sales Office: 33 North High Street
REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV

campaign

were

pro-

duced in WBNS-TV's
own 16 mm. laboratory, and are indicative of WBNS-TV's all
inclusive services
available to local,
regional and national
advertisers.

for the voice-over and is given name-credit.
His delivery is smooth and convincing,
running the length and depth of the announcement to the almost complete exclusion, as I mentioned, of video-action.
Whether the approach described here gets
the most out of the medium is hard to say
but when it's contrasted with some of the
sillier video we witness these days plus the
high cost of achieving same, I'd say the
Dormin folks haven't been caught napping
• * *
at al
SPONSOR

* Everybody talks about
the weather

Mark Twain must have been referring to WSB-TV.

Because if anybody talks about the weather, we sure do! Six times daily,
either as straight weather shows or as summaries
included in news programs, WSB-TV

provides this area with

weather information. This long established service is another of the reasons
why WSB-TV

has such an overwhelming degree of audience

dominance in the Southeast. If you are interested in weather or in news
why not contact a Petry man? He might have something good for you.

WSD-fv
Atlanta, Georgia

World's largest TV tower,
50,000 watts, Channel 2.
Affiliated with The Atlanta
Journal and Constitution

*Popularly attributed to Mark Twain, most
authorities claim the expression originated
with Charles Dudley Warner. Take your pick.
1 DECEMBER
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Wheeler's sules film
van aid air pitch
Elmer ("Don't sell the steak, sell the
sizzle" i Wheeler has increased sales
for some of America's leading corporations from 200 to 2.000' { . His success
formula is depicled in a new salestraining film which had its premiere
-bowing at the New York Sales Executives (dub on 18 November.

WTVJ

plays lavish weekend

Man) agenc) timebuyers have nevei
had a chance to stud) the operation ol
a I \ station. But on a weekend earl)
in November, some 65 ol them from
various parts of ihe countn caught up
on this part of their educationthrough the courtes) of WTVJ. Miami

host to timebuyers, others
Lee Currlin; Bermingham, Castleman X Pierce— John McNeill; N. W
Aver — Jack Purses; Cecil & Presbrev
Herbert Gruber. Harry Parnas; M<
Cann-Erickson — Martin Kane. Ted
Kelley: SSCB— John McCorkle, Arthur Pardoll; Lennen & Newell — Frank

Sponsors might take extra-added interest in this film since Wheeler's five
basic principles are as applicable to
radio and TV selling as to in-person
situations. The pitch of an air announcer can be injected with the
W^heeler psychology as readily as can
the talk of a retail salesman.
The film, titled "Selling the Sizzle."
stars W heeler himself. It is a departure from run-of-the-mill, finger-pointing training movies, instead uses an
informal, rib-tickling approach. Fotovux. Inc.. Menijihis. [produced it.
The movie has two parts. The first
20 minutes set forth the basic Wheeler
psychology of selling and apply to am
type of product or service. The final
10 or 15 minutes are tailor-made to
fit the specific sales problem of a given

Part of timebuyer

group

with

WTVJ

president

lo make the occasion ol the opening of its new studios a gala one.
WTVJ invited about 150 guests. Representative- ofthe press, of broadcaster and other organizations I including
rep Free & Peters) were invited in addition to the timebuyers. Presiding
hosts at the event were Mitchell Wolfson. WTVJ president, and Lee Ruwitch. v.j). and general manager.
Timebuyers flying down from New
York included: BBDO- Mary Ellis,
Hope Martinez. Elenore Scanlan, Gertrude Scanlan, Tucker Scott, Frank
Silver nail: Scheideler, Heck & Werner
Vera Brennan, Sail) Reynolds, Jean
Sullivan; Victor A. Bennett Co. — Alice
Stamatas; Biow Ethel Wieder: Geyer
Advertising— Betty Powell;
Compton
Genevieve Schubert: Foote, Cone &
Belding Lillian Selb; Grey — Helen
Hartwig; Young & Rubicam — Frank
Coulter. Martin Murph) ; J. \\ altei
Thompson ban Jaffee, Mario kinder. Jayne Shannon, Nanc) Smith. Bill
Ihomas: Benton X Bowles Fred Apt.
lb. Ida Cordani, Muriel Mack; Ham
II. Cohen
Man
Dunlavey; Ellington
Dan Kane: William
H. Weintraub
64

Wolfson

(center);

they

were

wined

and

dined

Daniel: Ted Bates—Mac Dunbar, Bill
Kennedy. Al Petcavage; Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample— Edward Scherick.
Chicago timebuyers attending were:
Buth Babich of Earle Ludgin & Co.;
Clifford Bolgard. Sherman & Marquette: Richard Coons and Leonard
Matthews. Leo Burnett Co.; Ed Fitz-

compan) : Wheeler's aid is available on
this. Fotovox offers the first 20 minutes to companies who would like to
build the 10 or 15-minute tailor-made
addenda — for the cost of the addenda
alone. The entire film is in color.
The initial movie shown at the N. ^ .
Sales Executives Club was made for
the Receiver Sales Division of the Al-

gerald. J. Walter Thomjjson; Genevieve Lemper. Foote. Cone & Belding:
lane VlcKendrv. \eedliam. Louis &
Brorby; Louis Nelson. Geoffrey Wade
Advertising: Mary Poloson, M< ■CannErickson: Marion Reuter. Y&R: Holly
Shively, Ruthrauff & Ryan.
From Detroit came timebuyers Georgina LeFevre. MacManus, John & Adams: Carl Georgi Jr.. I). P. Brother:
Wendell Moore. Grant Advertising.
Agencv people coining from Atlanta
included: Mrs. C. C. Fuller. Tucker
Wayne & Co.; Sarah Williams. Filler.
Neal & Battle; Robert Keefe. LakeSpiro-Shurman. Memj)his: Aubrev
\\ illiams, Fitzgerald Advertising. New
Orleans; Robert Williamson. Piedmont
Advertising. Salisbury, N. C; M.
Kathrine MeGowan. Freitag Advertis• * *
ing, Atlanta.

DtMont,

Wheeler,

and

Halpin

at

premiere

len B. DuMont Labs. Photo I above l
taken at premiere shows 1 1, to r.) Dr
Allen B. DuMont. president of the
Labs: W heeler; Dan D. Halpin, general sales manager. Receiver Division.
Wheeler has been rejuvenating sales
forces of business organizations with
his "sizzle" j)s\chologv for the past 10
years. Among the 247 corporations on
his client list are Johns-Mansville,
Rcai/cr'.s Digest, Hotel Statler. \merican Airlines. Sears-Roebuck. R. H.
Macy, The Hoover Co.

• * •
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Briefly . . .

To a Time-Buyer

The "Maggie ' of seven Hollywood
"Jiggs and Maggie" movies is now
selling products for sponsors on TV.
Renie Riano. screen and stage actress,

Who

Likes

Straight Facts

"X

.«r
£

combines

glamor,

humor,

kitchen

Retail stores (NRDGA members)
sponsoring local radio programs broadcast in 1952 are eligible to enter the
National Retail Dry Goods Association's annual contest to determine the
year's most resultful radio programs,
newspaper advertisments. and displays.
Radio awards will be made in three
store-volume classifications — under $5
million; between $5 million and $15
million; and over $15 million. Entrants must submit, by 10 December,
one transcription of their program and
three scripts, as well as evidence of
other coordinated media used. Programs are to be entered in classification of audience to which they are primarily directed : children, teen-age.
general family, farm, men, women.
Saturation spot campaigns are also
eligible for the contest.
* #
-::The oldest continuous commercial
program in radio history, Grand Ole
Oprj- celebrated its 27th anniversary
on 22 November (NBC Radio, Saturday, 9:30 to 10:00 p.m.). Nearly 5,000,000 people have come to Nashville
to see the Opry since its first broadcast
{Please turn to page 97)
1952
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sense

has her own daily I 2:00 to 2:30 p.m.)
homemaking and cooking show I Star
in the Home) on WTVN. Columbus,
where she uses the enthusiasm and
humor for which she is famous to sell
products for local food companies and
for General Electric. ( Participations
are now open to national food and
household-item accounts, the station
announces. ) Renie gives her household hints, feminine chit-chat, and
many varieties of gatherings — teas,
buffets, dinner receptions — on a set
which includes a streamlined G.E.
kitchen and a smart living room.
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In Cedar Rapids, Iowa, WMT has two listeners for
every one shared by all other stations combined.
The total number of families listening every week
is 338,480 (in 87 counties). The last Hooperatings
indicated an evening share of audience of
72.2; afternoon, 69.1; morning. 80.4.
Iowa, with more than 4]/2 billion dollars annual
cash income
( half industrial, half farm ) . is
97.7% radio saturated. Eastern Iowa has one CBS
radio outlet — WMT. The station was established
thirty years ago.

To keep in touch with farm

y*«

problems. WMT's Farm Service Director operates
a farm as a service project; many farmcasts
originate there. To keep abreast of the news, the
station uses UP, AP, INS services, plus 38 Iowa
regional correspondents.
WMT sponsored a mechanical corn-picking contest
last month in Riceville, Iowa, 110 air miles from
Cedar

Rapids.

The station

must necessarily have

a wide listening area — ten thousand people
attended.
A recent count showed

189 advertisers using

WMT spots in a month.
a 52-week basis.

138 of them are on

There's probably room for one more.

5000 WATTS, 600 KC,
Represented
Nationally
by the Katz Agency

BASIC COLUMBIA

NETWORK
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Chicago spot tops

New England's

fasfesf
growing
died

for 1 December

from page 2)

is Eastern

Conn. ..Served best
by its largest city

"NORWICH thru

percentage gains elsewhere

Number of larger rep organizations report business
percentage increase out of their Chicago offices
this year will run considerably ahead of percentage of increase of their nationwide billings.
Chief cause for this differential are such Chicago
agencies as Leo Burnett, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Grant,
and Earl Ludgin.
N. Y. film commercial outlay
estimated at $7 million for 1952
New York producers of filmed commercials estimate
their income will run around $7 million for 1952.
Agencies they cite as most active in feeding them
business are J. Walter Thompson, William Esty, BBDO,
Biow, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Young & Rubicam,
Benton & Bowles, Sherman & Marquette, Compton.
NBC's sales staff merger
seen as paving policy changes

Some of Eastern

Unification of its sales divisions by NBC may turn
out to be just preliminary step to major reshuffling
of upper network echelons later this month.
Report
also current in agency circles is that NBC may at
that time announce some major shifts in sales
policy.
Heading top sales executive group, both
radio and TV, is John K. Herbert.
George H. Frey
becomes sales director of radio as well as TV under

Connecticut's big
installations include
• DOW

CHEMICAL

(Six miles from Norwich)

• ELECTRIC

BOAT

Herbert.
Walter D. Scott will also report to Herbert as administrative sales manager.

CO.

(Submarines)

• SUB

BASE,

GROTON

(Ten miles, nearly 15,000 people)

• PHIZER

CHEMICAL

• AMERICAN
SCREW
CO.
• U. S. FINISHING
CO.
• AMERICAN THERMOS
and hundreds more.

CO.

Here is the #1 Hooper
station with the best Local Music
and

NeWS

programming and

Now
one low rate
6 00 AM-1015 PM

Ike of i
Easfew

contact John Dome, Conn,
Mgr.
*Norwith 37,633
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New London 30,367

CBS Radio optimistic on resale
of cancelled evening periods
CBS Radio reports it has some prospects for 3 early
evening quarter-hour periods vacated by Procter &
Gamble and Campbell Soup.
If all prospects jell,
income from resold slots, says network, will be
substantially more than gained from P&G and Campbell. Across-the-board cancellations by P&G are
6:45 to 7:00 (Jack Smith) and 7:00 to 7:15
("Beulah") ; Campbell,

7:30 to 7:45

("Club 15").

Boom in merchandising
spurs nationwide discussion
Growing interest in merchandising by U.S. and
Canadian radio outlets is made clear in study based
on SPONSOR survey of over 100 stations, many leading admen. Merchandising is obviously here to stay
but many industryites are confused about its longterm effects on radio advertising.
Opinions divide
and reps.
stations,
agencies,
sharply among clients,
Section devoted to merchandising starts on page 33.
SPONSOR

KPIX

X

Telepulse survey of San Francisco area
election viewing showed KPIX with
nearly 20% more audience
than the second station,
66% more than the third station.

offi£ .h.*Ty
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MEN, MONEY
(Continued jrom page 6)
Big entertainment developments of
the year included Cinerama. CBS Telex ision City, and the bizarre popularity contest between His Grace. Uncle
Fultie. and His Nibs. Uncle Miltie.
Meanwhile everybody loved "Lu<\
Ball, and imitated her. Television was
wonderfully prosperous and universally criticized. Sarnoff predicted
1.500 TV stations by 1957. Weekly
movie admissions were down to 51
million from 85 million in 1946.
A

stage version of "Anna Christie" starring Celeste Holm folded abruptly
when the public had a chance to see
the same play on the Celanese Theatre
( ABC TV I . Advance ticket sale at
the box office died overnight.

Despite all the furore centering on
TV, radio held up very well indeed,
by fall was refascinating some of its
fickle admirers of yesteryear. But
there was no doubt about it being a
new kind of radio industry. Mutual
did not undergo just a change of top

personnel, but a revolution that swept
its New York station. WOR, clean.
This was typical of many a change
dictated by the new terms of competition. A big question was whether CBS
in keeping its two-platoon system had
out-slicked NBC which had merged
radio and TV staffs. The Cromwell
drug store in Radio City was pointing
no finger at anybody in particular
when it advertised, in the fall: "Perhaps you're nervous, jumpy, tense, and
you'd welcome something that would
help you calm down with no groggy

hangover?"
Kent cigarettes with the atomic-filter, so-called, made their bow in 1952.
but cement remained the safest filter
against radio-activity. After quitting
the entourage of David SarnofT. Rov
Norr, public relations man. devoted
1952 to blasting over-addiction and
over-advertising of cigarettes as a
prime suspect in lung cancer, and the
Christian Century published his blast.
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No one questions the importance of
Detroit in the national picture. It ranks
with the top sixty major metropolitan
markets that either sell or influence

There was a large number of advertising agency mergers during the year.
These involved men. money, and motivations pretty much in terms of certified public accountant recommendations on the best way to take tax benefits. For similar reasons Wayne Coy
left the FCC chairmanship and was
set up in the radio station business by
Henrv Luce.

the greater share of this nation's business. But, after Detroit — and the others— you're looking for select secondary markets.
We suggest Yakima, Washington. . . .
Here is an exceptional secondary market, unusually rich and productive, yet
unaffected by a single metropolitan
media. It is itself an influential hub in
a region of rapidly expanding atomic
and electrical power production and
one of the world's most diversified
agricultural areas. It all adds up to a
secondary market of first importance
in the Pacific Northwest.

Just for final perspective on 1952:
Parliament renewed the franchise of
the BBC, Coca-Cola was an increasingly popular drink among Moslems
whose religion forbids alcoholic beverages, Fred Waring did his darndest
to teach the unmusical Republicans to
sing, and the Incorporated Society of
Musicians complained, in London, of
"Latin emotionalism ' at concerts,
which un-British behavior was blamed
upon '"radio (sic) advertising (double

YAKIMA.

WASHINGTON

CBS

»■<
THE

68

BRANHAM

COMPANY

KYAK-*'
GEORGE

W.

CLARK

KIM
WEED

A
AND

COMPAN"

sic) and the herd instinct" ihuh). As
for Europe, a large number of broadcasters, advertisers, and entertainers
were sufficientl) prosperous to visit
there during the summer. They no
doubt appreciated Abel Green's cabled
headline in Variety: "Europe in Two
Words: Bring Cash."

* * *
SPONSOR

In one week, WNBC Spot Radio announcements
combined with CHAIN
LIGHTNING displays increased
the sale of Knickerbocker

Beer by an average

of 300%.

Quote from the feature article on Knickerbocker's CHAIN LIGHTNING
success in the October 20, 1952, issue of Sponsor Magazine:

"...
WNBC,

Ruppert bought time on
New York, in order to get

in on that station's [unique*]
"CHAIN LIGHTNING" merchandising plan . . . Under this arrangement Ruppert was guaranteed exclusive displays in 1,600 chain
stores accounting for 62% of the
retail food business in the vital
New York market . . .

"The

value

of this type of merchandising isattested to by Ruppert Merchandising Manager Ted

Brady, who says, 'During the week
in which we are permitted our
extra display, sales for Knickerbocker increase on an average of
250 to 300%. A 700% increase
was experienced in a store in
Astoria, L. I.'"

At the end of the first cycle, Ruppert signed a 52-week contract with
WNBC and increased their original expenditure by 428% in 1952.
Today the most successful radio advertisers buy more than time . . .
They buy Radio time that works in the home, as well as at the point of sale.
CHAIN
LIGHTNING is Radio at work where desire is created and where
sales are made ... in the home and in the store. It provides you with 1,600
'special display' stores in the New York market, and the plan will soon be extended
to include 3,000 cooperating independent supermarkets.
CHAIN

LIGHTNING

and KNBC

is also available at WMAQ

San Francisco, through NBC

Chicago, WTAM

Cleveland,

Spot Sales. If you are an advertiser

with 'food store' distribution, you can get the same sensational sales results
as Knickerbocker Beer. Call your NBC Spot Salesman or WNBC directly
for details on CHAIN
LIGHTNING in New York.

If 1111%
REPRESENTED

*No other radio station can
offer advertisers merchandising
support in as many chain
and independent supermarkets
as WNBC.

BY

©

SPOT

SALES

30 Rorkitilhr I'laza. AT< w York 20, N. Y.
Chicago

Cleveland

Los A ngeles

Washington

San Francisco

*Ii<>mar Atlanta*
Lawrancs Associates
Charlotte*

INSURANCE

ON THE AIR

{Continued from page 31)
tions are carrying hot kine versions,
and nine are carrying delayed kines.
An additional 11 kinescope stations
have been lined up by the agency but
the company has not yet okayed them.
The kink: good time clearances.
The radio show is carried on about
200 NBC stations and aimed at the
Sunday afternoon family audience. It
is aired from 3:30 to 3:45. The AM
program follows rather closely the
format of the TV show except that
guests are used only occasionally.
Mutual and the agency feel that radio is essential because it not only
reaches into non-TV areas but supplements TV in TV's own markets. In
other words. Mutual wants to reach as
many people as it can. This it can do
only by using both air media. Such
broad coverage is necessary because
the company has representatives in
practically every village, hamlet, and
city in the U. S.
Considine isn't asked to sell insurance and doesn't try to. The selling
on both radio and TV is the province
of Bob Denton, NBC staff man, who

the camera for the audience to see.
Through its experience on the air,
Mutual has found that the most effective comercials are those which play
up the amount of money the company
has paid out in claims. Nothing, apparently, can so convince the audience
of the soundness and effectiveness of
an A&H policy as the statement that
the company has paid out a great deal
of money during its business history.
In the case of Mutual the figure is
$460 million. This appeal is usually

appeals are specific. In the 75-second
middle commercial, in which practically all the selling is done. Mutual is
currently touting the benefits of its
"Family Security Package." This is
practically womb-to-tomb coverage
with payments for loss of income
through sickness or accident, hospital,
surgical, and "dread disease" payments, and protection in the event of
accidental death.
One recent commercial exploited
TV by having Denton use a "first aid
kit" for additional visual impact. Each
item in the kit, labeled to signify the
various benefits in the package policy,
was taken out and held up in front of
1 DECEMBER
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can possibly understand the day-today workings of insurance selling
without appreciating the importance
of leads. However, important as they
No.

40

OF

A SERIES

HARVARD
In Points Per Season*1

WHEC

In Rochester Radio!

was picked for the role after auditions
of a dozen announcers. Denton was
lapped primarily because he looks
good on TV, although he had no appreciable TV experience.
Frank Miller explains the choice:
Denton "had the basic sincerity, both
in appearance and approach, that goes
along with good insurance salesmanship. A Midwesterner. he was believed to have the appearance, voice,
and manner of delivery that would appeal to all sections of the country. This
has proven to be correct."
judgment
While the Considine programs are
considered institutional in nature, the

placed in the opening 25-second commercial.
Mutual also uses the programs to
get leads. Both the middle and brief
closing c
nercial urge the audience
to write to the company for information about its insurance policies.
To an insurance company, leads are
the life-blood of its business. No one

i0H6 TlMl

am***1'

IN ROCHESTER

432 weekly quarter hour periods are

Poise surveyed and rated. Here's the latest score,—
WHEC
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points a&ainf' This collion's 41 Poin,tS0/ .points
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are. no insurance company actually
relies on network radio or TV to get
a really substantial number of leads.
Some companies don t even try to pull
leads on the air.

-TV
VE
WA
OFFERS TOP
AVAILABILITY!
A few top-notch spot participations are now available on
"MASTERPIECE MOVIETIME", at surprisingly Ion
cost!
FORMAT: A tremendoush
popular series of topflight
modern film features never
before telecast in Louisville.
Now in its second year,
"MASTERPIECE MOVIETIME" is a master audience
puller ... a truly first-class
show.
TYPICAL SHOWS: Upcoming
features include "Without
Honor" (1949) with Laraine
Day and Franchot Tone;
"Scandal in Paris" (1947)
with George Sanders and
Carole Landis; "Johnny One
Eye" (1950) with Pat O'Brien
and Wayne Morris; and
"Don't Trust Your Husband" (1948) with Fred
MacMurray and Madeleine
Carroll.
TIME: Tuesday night at 9:45
— the perfect movie-time for
televiewers.

Mutual figures, however, that leads
developing out of the Considine shows
are just so much gravy. Miller told
SPONSOR: "'The direct results from
these programs have been gratifying.
Although not primarily designed to
produce direct inquiries, the program
has been a consistent producer from
the start. Inquiries have been of a
very high quality and have resulted
in a very high percentage of actual
insurance policy sales."'
"Naturally every astute advertising man
knows the basic emotional appeals such
as the need for love, sex, food, sleep,
comfort, warmth, health, and so forth,
as well as man's desire for power, security, and self-esteem. Why, then,
should a good creative advertising man
turn his back on the readily available
accumulated knowledge of the last 50
years in the field of human behavior
to implement
his creativity?"
EDWARD H. WEISS
President
Weiss & Geller. Inc.

One of the reasons Mutual of Omaha agents use Considine to grease the
way to insurance sales is that the company takes pains not to let them forget about him. Agents get special
mailings on the shows and read about
them in their house organs. Both Considine and Denton attend major sales
meetings and the company considers
these personal contacts as big morale
factors.
The show7 is merchandised to policyholders through premium notice inserts and posters in agency offices.
The show is also promoted in national
magazine and newspaper advertising
run by the home office as well as the
general agents.
Mutual of Omaha has had shows
to merchandise since 1944 when it
went into network advertising for the
first time. It started off with Freedom
of Opportunity, which ran over the
MBS network for two and a half years.
A show called Mystery Is My Hobby
was used for three months and then
Gabriel Heatler followed with a run

NBC • ABC • DUMONT

of about 14 months. During Heatter's
tenure. Mutual switched agencies,

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

dropping Arthur Meyerhoff & Co. for
Ruthrauff & Ryan.

FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives,

Header was succeeded by Behind
the Front I'age and then Mayor of the

Town, starring Lionel Barrymore. The
latter program ran until Julv 194')
and there was no further air activity
( with the exception of the one-shot
Mutual of Omaha Calling ) until the
Considine shows began. Ruthrauff
& Ryan was also dropped during
this broadcast hiatus.
With all the radio changes, Mutual
of Omaha sales continued rising. The
"premiums written" figure for 1947
was $67 million; for 1948, $77 million; for 1949, $85 million, and for
1950, when the company was practically off the air, the figure rose only
$3 million.
During this time there were big
changes going on in the accident and
health insurance field. To understand
what these changes mean and how
they affect Mutual of Omaha (the onh
insurance company selling A&H policies over the air nationally I . a little
background information about accident and health coverage in the insurance business is in order.
In a quiet way, accident and health
coverage has become big business in
the course of the past 10 or 12 years.
Really big. Last year total premiums
paid to insurance companies and the
various Blue Cross and Blue Shield
plans reached $2.3 billion.
More and more Americans

are

wrapping themselves in the protective
cloak of A&H insurance of all kinds.
No one knows exactly what the total,
unduplicated figure is, but take a look
at these statistics:
At the end of 1951. the following
numbers of persons were protected by
the four big A&H coverage categories:
(1) hospital, 85,991.000; (2) surgical, 65,535.000: (3) loss-of-income,
39,702,000,
(4) medical, 27,723,000.
These figures have even more punch
when you realize that in 1940 hospitalization insurance covered 6.5 million persons, surgical insurance covered 1.4 million, and medical insurance was non-existent. (Loss-of-income
protection has been around for some
time and during the '30's the A&H
emphasis was on what was then called
weekly indemnity
insurance.)
While the Blue Cross and Blue
Shield plans have given a tremendous
fillip to satisfying the yen for securitv. the insurance companies still handle most of the A&H business. Taking
the insurance company picture by itself, the life companies have underwritten half of the individual A&H
business

(that's

Mutual's

bailiwick)

11
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and about 85' < of the group A&H
business (Mutual barely touches this
field I .
In view of all this, one might figure
that the networks should have more
A&H advertising than they do. Here
are some reasons why they don't: The
life insurance mastodons like mighty
Metropolitan Life. Prudential, and
Equitable, all of whom do network
shows, consider individual A&H as a

PINPOBNT
• YOUR
1 PERSISTENT
! SALESMAN

secondary adjunct to their life insurance business. Group A&H insurance
is out of the mainstream of consumer
advertising since it is aimed at emplovers. Like industrial selling, group
insurance sales are often keyed to the
subtle factors of whom you know,
with whom you play golf, and sometimes requires a long, patient campaign
before the quarry is brought to earth.
"One of ihe most notable examples of
the power of advertising is the morning
breakfast table. Advertising put the
orange juice, the convenient package
cereal, and the coffee there."
JOHN P. CUNNINGHAM
Executive Vice President
Cunningham & Walsh, Inc.

i
i

•

i
i

l UNDUPLICATED
I COVERAGE

IN

HOMES
J
I 235,000
WITH PERSISTENT
J SELLING TO MORE
1 THAN 705,000
i PEOPLE . . .
I
I IN PROSPEROUS
I SOUTHERN
NEW ENGLAND
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Metropolitan, the only one of the
three life companies mentioned above
which sells any individual A&H worth

Weed

In New

74

Television

England

—

Bertha Bannan

The biggest excitement among the
insurance crowd is now being generated by so-called "disaster insurance."
This is a policy being written to protect families when a serious disease,
such as polio, strikes. Equitable will
introduce such a policy soon in cities
where Blue Cross and Blue Shield societies have large enrollments. The
policy will be sold as a means of covering catastrophic expenses after the
used up. and medical plan benefits are
hospital
As lor the casualty companies them-

Prudential, which recently taxed its

selves, of Mutual's big competitors
only one, Continental Casualty, is licensed to sell A&H nationally. This
firm spent $225,000 on advertising
last year, most of it in direct mail
( which is considered a prime source
of leads). Two other big competitors,
Bankers Life and Casualty and Reserve Life of Dallas are regional outfits concentrating in the Midwest and
Southwest, respectively. Hence, network radio or TV wouldn't make
much sense for them.

ad budget 50' 'i to buy circulation on
NBC TV's Saturday night The Show
of Shoivs. also has been leaning heavily toward the institutional type of air
advertising (see Radio Opens Doors,
sponsor, 30 January 1950). Equitable

Despite the huge number of families covered by some kind of A&H
protection, the market is far from the
gleaning stage. A subcommittee of the
U. S. Senate recently estimated thai

mentioning, doesn't advertise insurance as such on the air anyway.
Mighty dignified Metro sells only
health (see Health & Welfare. SPONSOR, 20 November 1950) on the theory
that if people take care of themselves
and live longer, the company will
make more money. Metropolitan is
currently using Allan Jackson on the
CBS Radio network fi\e limes a week.

promotes specific kinds of policies on
This is Your FBI (ABC Radio. Friday,
8:30-9:00 p.m.) but goes after life
insurance business.

nearh half the population of the country has no voluntary medical care
insurance.

There has been a recent stirring of

companies, is seeking to build a superstructure of complete A&H protection
upon what it considers the minimal
coverage now given by medical society

interest among

Represented Nationally by

Prudential unveiled a new individual A&H policy last summer. It took
years before the policy was whipped
into shape. It is primarily an income
protection policy but hospital and
surgical insurance can be added to
make a complete package. The policy
does not have national distribution as
yet so Prudential has not done anything about pushing it on The Show
of Shows or their Jack Berch Show
I ABC Radio, Monday through Friday,
12:10-12:15 p.m.). However, Prudention's agency, Calkins & Holden,
Carlock. McClinton & Smith, has already worked up a TV commercial for
the policy and is keeping it on the
shelf until the time is ripe.

those big life com-

panies which hitherto haven't paid
much attention to individual A&H insurance. Their eyes have been opened
by the tremendous growth of A&H
coverage and in some instances, they
have responded to the prodding from
their local agents. But it takes time.

Mutual itself, as well as some other

|ilans and other group insurance. Mutual of Omaha has paved the way in
covering the wage earners, but the
wa\ things look competition is going
to be hot from now on.

* * *
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-and a Rich Market's Yours for the scheduling !

WHIO-TV

coverage

Twelve out of the top fifteen once-a-week shows in the
WHIO-TV service area — all of the first seven shows — •,
are seen on WHIO-TV. (September Pulse)

WHIO

>

coverage

\

HX

■/

37.9% of the total radio audience. This compares with
13.5% for Station B; 26.5% for Station C; and 14.1%
for Station D.
(Hooper average for the past year)
' I

THE DAYTON
^
1/

v

MARKET

1,293,595 prosperous prospects — 366,457 families. Payrolls
in Dayton for 1951— $630,951,822. Retail sales for Dayton
and Montgomery County — $475,000,000. Average weekly
industrial pay check — $83.67 — highest in Ohio, one of
highest in the country. Dayton has been designated a "Preferred City" by Sales Management for the past 20 months.

I

\/ .
YOU

I

J7\

WHIO-TV

* ^
~

DAYTON
OHIO

CAN

DOMINATE
OR

THE DAYTON

WHIO— WITH

BOTH

MARKET
OF THEM

WITH

EITHER

TOGETHER,

YOU CAN SATURATE IT. ASK NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO. FOR FULL INFORMATION

WRICLEY

the account consists of George MacGregor. supervisor. Richard Allewelt,
and Richard Bourke.

(Continued from page 28)
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200 a week. It also sponsored Date
with Judy, a situation comedy, 10
July-2 October 1952 over ABC TV
( will have half of it starting in January again), and co-sponsored Saturday
Night Dance Party, audience participation, over 46 NBC TV stations during
the summer. Benrus and SOS shared
sponsorship. It was a half-hour show.
Chicle will spend nearly $4 million
on advertising this year — at least 75%
of it in radio and TV. ( Figure is higher than the $3-3V2 million used in
Part I ol this article because of later
estimates. I Chicle's chairman of the
board is Thomas H. Blodgett; its president is Philip L. Becker.

Beeeh-l%ut Packing

RADIO
STATION

Co. Beech-

Nut, through Kenyon & Eckhardt. is
spending $600-$700,000 on its seven
gum brands or flavors, including chlorophyll, this year. But only an estimated 2% is going into radio announcements, nothing for TV. Magazines and outdoor get the bulk of the

San Diego,
California

A REALLY

NEW

NEW YEAR'S HAHY
in the fabulous Southwest

KRCHOANDNE-L T4V

budget, according to Acting Advertising Manager John A. Ulrich, who replaced Ralph Foote when the latter
retired last summer. Beech-Nut, with
$45,085,256 in assets and 4,169 employees, has its headquarters in Canajoharie, in New York's Mohawk Valley. Gum represents about one-third
of its total sales, which include baby
foods, miscellaneous food products,
and coffee.
Beech-Nut officials should be pleased
that total sales have risen from twothirds that of Wrigley's in 1935 I $18,545,644 vs. $27,169,139) to surpass
the Chicago firm's sales last year ($74,198,373 vs. $73,589,791). However,
in the past five years alone, total
Beech-Nut sales have increased only

CBS-TV NETWORK
EL PASO, TEXAS

$13 million while Wrigley's have
gained $23 million. (American Chicle
stood still in the same period. I

With Beech-Nut cutting its ad budget for gum by some $200,000 this
year while Wrigley and American
Chicle are stepping theirs up, the industry is interested in what the sales
picture will look like at year-end.
Beech-Nut used Ida Bailey Allen in
a women's program over CBS in 1929
and Red Davis, a serial drama, in 193335 over NBC Blue, both to sell its food
products.
hasn't had
a show
since.
Beech-Nut It
chairman
is E.
W. Shineman; vice chairman, W. Clark Arkell,
and president of the company is John
Stafford Ellithorp Jr.

Frank

H. Fleer Corp.

Norman

P. Hutson, president, and Harry Ellsworth Jr., promotion manager, are
sinking 30-40% of their estimated
$200-$250,000 ad budget into TV to
sell their Dubble Bubble gum. which

ROCHESTER
TAKES TO
THE AIR
netcdUf
HERE'S

PROOF

. . .

ARBI surveys show that Rochester radio listeners spend more
. . . BUY more . . . than newspaper
readers. (Copy of surveys on re-

WVETquest. ) IS 'CARRYING THE
BALL' IN ROCHESTER
. . . with more local accounts than
any other three Rochester stations
put together!
WATTS
5000

theIskey?
air advertising — or lack of it—

RODERICK
BROADCASTING
Dorrance
Val

THE

L.

CORP.

1280

Roderick, Chm. of the Board

Lawrence

Represented

O.

D.

Beech-Nut spent an estimated $557,000 on spot TV last year to sell gum,
but is concentrating on magazines and
outdoor this vear. It believes strongly
in all forms of advertising, including

Nationally

TAYLOR

President

by

CO

radio and TV. and certainly hasn't
closed its mind to the latter. It's merely a question of economics.

IN

ROCHESTER,

KC

N. Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING
COMPANY

Kenyon & Fckhardt's team handling
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CM-^

iOU MIGHT GET A SIX-FOOT
MOUNTAIN LION —
BUT...
YOU NEED THE
FETZER STATIONS
TO BAG SALES
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!
The double-barreled power of the Fetzer operation can
help you "bag the limit" in Western Michigan. That's
WKZO-TV in television, WKZO-WJEF in radio.

TELEVISION
WKZO-TV is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet
for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. Its sharp Channel 3 picture effectively serves a 28-county area which boasts
58.1% of Michigan's non-Detroit population . . . 60.1%
of its non-Detroit retail sales. WKZO-TV reaches more
than a quarter million television homes — or more TV
homes than are available in Atlanta, Kansas City or
Seattle. And here's the payoff: The October 1952 Videodex Report credits WKZO-TV will 106.1% more afternoon viewers than Station "B" — 213.4% more evening
viewers I

RADIO
WKZO,

Kalamazoo, and WJEF,

Western

Michigan's one

Grand

outstanding

Rapids, are

radio

buv.

Both

are so far ahead of compeation in their home cities that
they deliver 57% more city listeners than the next-best
two-station choice in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids.
Yet they cost 20% less! Rural coverage is tremendous,
too. 1949 BMB figures showed that WKZO-WJEF have
greatly increased their unduplicated audiences over
1946 — up 52.9% at night. 46.7% in the daytime! And
there is good reason to believe that similar increases
have occurred since 1949.
It will pay you to get all the facts — write direct or ask
Averv-Knodel.

*.L R. Patterson killed a 276-pound mountain lion at Hillside, Arizona, in March 1917.

W4EF

WKZO-TV
w^v-i?

WKZO

^p* IN KALAMAZOO
fc*A in GRAND RAPIDS 1rf>* m WESTERN MICHIGAN
and GREATER
INDIANA
NORTHERN
AND
COUNTY
KENT
and
|o WESTERN MICHIGAN
(.

(cbs radio)

. ^n

ALL THREE OWNED

FETZER
AVERY- KNODEL,

mr

AND OPERATED

BROADCASTING

INC., EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

(Cbs radio)

BY

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

is actually not 100% competitive with

NO ARGUMENT HERE . .

the above brands. Pud's Prize Party,
a kid show costing an estimated $2,500
a week for talent and production only,
has been on in nine TV markets 15

WBNS has more listeners than
all local stations combined!

minutes Saturday morning over ABC
TV since 21 June 1952. Prior to this
year this Philadelphia
TV announcements in
in 1950, as well as The
several radio stations

All the neighbors listen in when
WBNS is on the air. And you can't
argue with these facts: WBNS has
the top 20 rated programs ... a combination oftop CBS shows and local
favorites. WBNS reaches a Billion-

time. Don Winslow of the Navy carried the Fleer banner in 1940-41 over
several stations, including WLW in
Cincinnati, then

Dollar audience of almost 1*4 million, both urban and rural. WBNS
is the neighbor other local stations
try to keep up with.
ASK

JOHN

in Look, Life, and the Saturday Evening Post: weekend supplements in
Canada, and announcements over three
Puerto Rican Network stations. Lewis
& Gilman of Philadelphia
cy; John A. E. McClave,
supervisor and Randolph
account executive.
Fleer, founded in 1849

BLAIR

COLUMBUS, OHIO

Radio
King!

Clark
STATIONS

King with the listeners!

I."i P r i - i ■ j i l < • - 1 national!)
John Blair & Co.

ABC
.
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COLUMBIA,S.C.
MET. POP.

™

1/ n |\

144,000

PLUS

FT. JACKSON
60,000

COLUMBUS, GA.
ftTbenning
42,000

U/

h

1/

A

NBC

rVBML

lllg
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A

85,000

moreof on1952
WWDC
in
theThey've
first 11spent
months
than in
any similar period in our history.
King with local advertisers!
They spend more money on
WWDC than any other radio station
in the Washington area.
Yes! The king of the advertising
buys is radio! And the king of the
stations in Washington is WWDC!
Let your John Blair man give you
the whole WWDC story.

WWDC

GA.

179,272

CAMP
si/
p 1/n u/
^s GORDON
ft
l\
If
H-BOMB
PLANT

They've given WWDC the best
ratings we ever had — against the
toughest kind of radio and TV
competition.
King with national spot advertisers !

In Washington,
on a value basis —

AUGUSTA,

MET. POP.

pl"sPOP' 169'921

MACON,
BIBB CO.
PIUS
WARNER
27,000

' .£*;<

as a flavor

GA.

Brothers

Chewing

Gum Co. This Pittsburgh firm's
sales ran about $3 million last year;
it spent some $190,000, or virtually all
of its ad budget, on TV

announce-

ments in 15 markets. This year it's in
18 markets, using some 23 stations.
Clark has been in TV for two and a
half years and before that used radio
announcements and printed media.
Strategy of President Charles T. Clark,
who also acts as advertising and sales
manager, is to "out-think" Wrigley and
the other big gum companies. Clark
and its agency (McCann-Erickson)
feel the big firms have gone along in
the same groove for years. Clark is
concentrating on TV to give it the impact a small firm needs in a world of
giants. Art Esslinger is A/E at McCann-Erickson.

136,300
ROBINS

for complete information
call
HEADIEY-REED
CO.
i

is the agenthe account
Gilman, the

house, invented the Chiclet in 1890 but
sold its rights to American Chicle
around 1908, Ellsworth told sponsor.
Then in 1928 Fleer invented the modern form of bubble gum. Its estimated
sales last year were about $5 million.

OUTLET

CBS

a 500,000-watter.

Fleer this year is also using fourcolor ads in comic books; insertions

rowi«
WBNS —
5,000
WEID-FM— 53,000

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY

firm had used
several markets
Cisco Kid over
about the same

\\ hoi Wrigley9 s learned

So

a quarter of a century in radio has
passed, and Wrigley has learned much
that's helped keep it on top in the
chewing gum
with President

race, sponsor's talks
Phil Wrigley and AdSPONSOR

Father RALPH

J. DIEFENBACH,

pastor, St. Theresa's Catholic
Church. "Strength of Our
Nation" KPRC-TV,
9:30 a.m. daily.

"Peljofo, $olo <§aob . . ."
* Psalm

133:1,

Behold, how
for brethren

good and
to dwell

how pleasant it is
together in unity.

KPRC-TV is proud of its daily religious program, "Strength of Our Nation" seen at 9:30 a.m. On
"Strength of Our Nation," the churches of Houston,
with representatives of all denominations, combine
forces to bring Faith closer to the lives of all people.
"Strength of Our Nation" celebrated its first solid
year of telecasting on KPRC-TV on October 1, 1952.
Approximately 300 telecasts had been given within
that year, including several remote telecasts of Sunday
services held within the churches, plus occasional Sunday devotional services telecast direct from the studios
of KPRC-TV.
The religious programs on KPRC-TV are planned
by a central committee of members representing the
Baptist, Methodist, Jewish, Catholic, Presbyterian,
Lutheran, Episcopalian, and Disciples of Christ denominations. The general chairman of this committee is
the Reverend Robert Copeland, pastor of Garden
Villas Community Church and treasurer of the Ministerial Alliance.
Reverend Copeland and members of the committee plan their programs in 13 week segments, meeting
for that purpose with KPRC-TV Vice President and
General Manager, Jack Harris, and Program Director,
Bert Mitchell.

Each denomination is assigned one or more weeks
for which they are responsible. Technical advisory
assistance is given individual groups by the staff of
KPRC-TV. However, at no time is material used,
edited, or controlled, except by members of the individual denomination according to their own judgment.
The "Strength of Our Nation" programs define
distinctions among denominations, discuss specific subjects with panel groups, dramatize religious scenes,
and give devotional services with music, prayer, scripture and short talks.
Thetested popularity
"Strength
of Ourfrom
Nation"
is atto by a dailyof deluge
of mail
the large
viewing audience. More significant, these telecasts
foster deeper understanding among people of all faiths;
enlighten, instruct, and strengthen the spirit of Faith
for all who view it daily on KPRC-TV.
KPRC-TV also carries additional religious programs on Sunday,
the University,
"Jack Hammand Show"
with Jack
Hamm including
from Baylor
Billy
Graham's popular series, "Hour of Decision."
KPRC-TV is proud to offer its full facilities for
the purpose of bringing religion into the homes of
its viewers with special programs and the daily devotional period.

CHANNEL

JACK

HARRIS,

HOUSTON

Vice President and General Manager

Nationally Represented by EDWARD

PETRY

& CO.

'

Fitting a Medium
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

Covers ALL
of the Rich

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed

Of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

WSYR

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

Covers ALL
of the Rich
Central N.Y. Market

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed

verlising .Manager Henn L. Webster
in Chicago, as well as with their principal competitors, point up the following conclusions:
1. The two top gum firms (Wrigley and American Chicle I use radio/
TV to a great extent and seem to be
drawing ahead of the third (BeechNut I . which uses little. The two leading smaller challengers (Fleer and
Clark Bros. ) are gambling on TV to
help them increase their share of the
market. As new TV markets open up.
chances are all the competitors will
have to plunge in more deeply to hold
their positions lest one get the jump
on the other.
2. Wrigley has, contradictorily, ignored its competition. It feels that an
even distribution of its ad budget
among the principal media — with emphasis on radio/TV as in the past three
years — will keep it on top. The strategy has worked to date, but American
Chicle has shown a big surge in the
past two years by coming out with a
15<* chlorophyll gum and sinking 75%
or more of its ad budget into radio/

RUFUS
THOMAS
One

rnany

and Gene Autry 's Melody Ranch.
4. Wrigley prefers network shows
to spot campaigns although it will use
the latter if the need arises, as it did
in 1940-42 when it aired 1.695 oneminute announcements a week. It regards all media as useful and ignores
none. It feels transit and outdoor advertising put Wrigley on top and it has
never stopped devoting up to a third
of its ad budget to these two media.
But for 25 years it has depended on
radio to give it over-all coverage. For
years radio has absorbed another third
of the budget. And today it continues
to
mo\get
ingthe
up. biggest single slice with TV
5. Wrigley continues to promote

famous

personalities
WDIA's

FAB
Renews WDIA, Memphis
For 3rd Consecutive Year!
. . . and

so the third straight yearly renewal

for

Colgate-Palmoiivc-Peet's FAB provides further proof
of WDIA's complete dominance in selling to the great
Negro segment of the Memphis Trade Area. (There
are 439,266 highly brand conscious Negroes in WD I A
BMB counties). Make plans now to join the great
list of national
Kroger Stores,
Pet Dry Milk,
Musterole.
Get

advertisers that also includes Bab-O.
4-Way Cold Tablets. G. E. Lamps,
Grcvcs Bromo Quinine. Pertussin and
the full WDIA
story today.

HOOPER

RADIO

City: Memphis,
Time
Sets
T.R.T.P.

AUDIENCE

Tenn.
WDIA

11.5

(Note: WDIA's

share

INDEX

Months:
BCD

2475

Sept. -Oct,
E
F

'52
G

22.6 18.9 12.8 11.7 10.6 5.2

Saturdays: 29.7: Sundays: 35.9)

WDIA

MEMPHIS

TV against Wrigley 's 33%.
3. Wrigley no longer builds its own
shows ( although sticking with Gene
Autry in radio and TV) but prefers
to buy packages {Life with Luigi and
its 18 summer programs over the past
three seasons ) . Reason : They're cheaper. However, amid the informality of
the Wrigley offices in the 28-story
French Renaissance Wrigley Building
at 410 North Michigan Avenue in Chicago, the Wrigley executives are always willing to consider new shows
which they might develop. This opendoor policy paid off for them over the
years — via their exceptionally successful Myrt & Marge, Scattergood Baines.

of

TENN.

John
E. Pearson
Co.
Representative
Dora-Clayton
Agency,
Southeast

KWJJ
Presents More Remote

"On -the -Scene"
BROADCASTS
than atiy other

NORTHWEST
RADIO
STATI ON
These on-the-spot broadcasts from the retailer's store surround your product with
all the personality and life of a studio
show —

effective — interesting — economical.

/^1i

KWJJ
Studio & Offices
1011S.W.6thAve
PORTLAND
OREGON
Naf'l

Reps.

—

WEED

& COMPANY

gum. not the program or the star, al80

SPONSOR

• • • Be on the Beeline

Appliances or automobiles, the way to sell in inland California and
western Nevada is ... on the BEELINE! It's the five-station radio
combination that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More than any competitive combination of
local stations . . . more than the 2 leading San Francisco stations
and the 3 leading Los Angeles stations combined.
(BMB State Area Report)

LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable
Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per thousand
listeners.

(BMB and Standard Rate & Data)

Ask Raymer for the full story on this SVz-billion-dollar market —
inland California and western Nevada.

McClatchy Broadcasting Company
Sacramento,

Paul

H.

KOH

KFBK
Sacramento
50,000 watts

California

(ABC)
1530 kc.

KFBK-FM

National

KMJ-FM

Bakersfield
(CBS)
1000 watts 1410 kc.

Fresno
97.9 megacycles
channel 50

1952

KWG(ABC)

Stockton
250 watts

KERN-FM
Bakersfield
94.1 megacycles
channel 31

A million

1 DECEMBER

Representative

KERN

Reno (NBC)
5000 watts, day; 1000
watts,
night 630 kc.

Sacramento
96.9 megacycles
channel 45

Raymer,

KMJ(NBC)

Fresno

1230 kc.

5000 watts

580 kc.

KBEE-FM
Modesto
103.3 megacycles
channel 77

people

listen

to the

Beeline every day

81

though it likes to hold on to properties

25

ABOUT

long enough for them to become synonymous with the product, i.e., Autry

%

and Luigi. The program's ability to
sell, not its rating, is important.
6. The company has proved to its
own satisfaction over and over again

OF ALL

that the late William Wrigley Jr.'s slogan. "Tell 'em quick and tell 'em often,'' is a pearl of wisdom that should
never be forgotten. And one of the
best ways of doing just this was and
remains radio.

SALES MADE IN VIRGINIA

Phil Wrigley says, "Radio became
the greatest mass medium in the world
when it began to sell its time to the
sponsor with a free hand to fill as he

ARE TO

WDBJ LISTENERS!

entertaining."
was he
long as he
pleased
Whichso medium
would
credit then
for being chiefly responsible in putting Wrigley gum on top during the
past 50 years?

answers
Phil Wrigley
And
in the past
25? : "Car cards."
• • •
"Radio has helped keep us there."

Established 1924 • CBS Since 1929
AM • 5000 WATTS . 960 KC
FM . 41.000 WATTS • 94.9 MC
ROANOKE,

VA.

MR. SPONSOR

Owned and Operated by the TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

which seem much more alive and effective because of an audience reaction
that we have become used to in radio.

In this closing year
of 1952,
we are thankful
1. For

an

efficient,
petent staff.

2. For a good
business.

BMI

com-

SIMPLE

OF

250 Watts
Night & Day
ANACONDA
BUTTE

THE

writer by having the material performed in front of an audience shows

You are assured of
complete coverage
when you program
BMI-licensed music
*As

of Nor.

20,

1952

48

Representatives:
Gill-Keefe & Perna, Inc.
N. Y., Chi., L.A., and S.F.
82

that the program's
of saying
ness was debatable.
Its all effectivethere in
black and white, so to speak, when the
audience laughs or fails to laugh.
This discipline imposed upon the

TOTAL BMI
LICENSEES . . 3000

MONTANA
STATE

ARITHMETIC

BMI LICENSEES
Networks
23
AM
2,367
FM
335
TV
H7
Short-Wave.
4
Canada
154

76e /lit Tftotfat Statuuu

TREASURE

Bits of business that aren't written in
the script result from the reaction.
The laugh track has a marked effect
on the comedy writer. It forces him to
avoid lengthy exposition passages and
makes him go harder for his comedy
points. He prepares his material as if it
were for a jury to sit in decision upon.
With the laugh track present, he cannot hide behind the comfortable device

MUSIC LICENSING

3. For the nice things people are saying about us.

THE

Something happens to comedians
when they get an instant response to
their work. A laugh lights them up.

increase in

5000 Watts
Night & Day
MISSOULA

ASKS

{Continued from page 59)

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
580 FIFTH AVE., NEW
NEW

YORK

• CHICAGO

YORK

19

• HOLLYWOOD

up in the quality of the program
In summary, the laugh track
tlio listener at home a group of
laughers and adds a theatrical
to the whole show, which would
In be worthwhile.
Everard W. Meade

itself.
gives
fellow
effect
seem

V.P. & Dir. of Radio-TV
Young & Rubicam
New York
SPONSOR

THERE'S

NO

ILL-WIND

IN TEXAS:

Like Amarillo, it's big and healthy

You may have heard about a Panhandle
wind-gauge — a concrete block at the end of
a ten-foot chain anchored to the top of a
ten-foot iron pole. If the chain and block

Cotton John also has a passel of surveys
which prove he and KGNC have a loyal
following of farmers and ranchers. Because
he was born and raised on a Texas farm and

are blown parallel to the ground, it's too
windy to work. There isn't much need for
paint-removers hereabouts, either. Folks
just put the woodwork outdoors, fasten it
down, and let the wind blow the paint off.

knows about 80% of the farmers in the Panhandle by name, he is personally familiar
with their problems. His early morning and
early afternoon farm, weather, and market
broadcasts provide information for farmers

Citizens of Amarillo, in common with
most other Texans, have a fondness for tall
tales. Actually, the biggest wind on record
was a 75-mile-an-hour gale. Cotton John,
KGNC's farm editor, says it disrobed a
young lady crossing Polk Street at Sixth (our
Broadway and 42nd). She was spared embarrassment, though, because the same wind
blew sand in men's eyes, opened a store
door, and sailed her right up to the drygoods department, where it wrapped her in
a piece of calico. Cotton John's got a piece
of sand to prove it.

and ranchers throughout Amarillo's trading
area. The programs typify the way KGNC
serves its wealthy agricultural and industrial
market.
The market is well worth the attention
of an advertiser interested in business, well
covered clay and night by KGNC's 10,000
watts of power. For further information,
please check with our national reps.

■*»■ — i
KGNC

[Amarillo

NBC AFFILIATE
•

1 DECEMBER

1952

710

KC

•

10,000

Watts

•

Represented

Nationally

by

the 0.

L. Taylor Company
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TV PROGRAMING
[Continued from page 25 I
moment I am in the market for a halfhour show. Since I've got several
brand managers to deal with I'm proceding cautiously. When you're spending S35.000 for a hookup and another
$25,000 for a program, you can't afford to take a chance. As I've got it
figured out, I'd rather buy into a show
thats in 20th place than gamble on
something new which could either land
in the first 10 or wind up No. 50.
What I'd rather do is buy talent plus
insurance of success."

Radio-T\

director

of an

agency in the over $50- mil-

lion class: "It's easy to ride on the

tail of somebody else's success, but it
takes courage and imagination for an
agency to do a good selling job in behalf of something new for a client.
"We've got some TV shows running
on the networks, but, as an agen< \ .
were not getting anything out of them

SHOTGUN

GUARD

TOLEDOS^^f

FOR

SPENDING

At this time of year throughout the nation spendable incomes are swelled by savings and bonuses
— cash registers ring extra loud as TV sets, electrical appliances, autos, clothes and foodstuffs are
added to Christmas shopping lists. To advertisers
this season can mean extra volume — if the potential buyers are guided in their purchases. Here in
Northwestern Ohio's Billion Dollar Market there is
such a positive guide — VVSPD. For 32 years people
in this area have tuned to WSPD as their Christmas
shopping advisor — have spent their dollars confident in "Speedy's" suggestions. So protect yourself
in this heavy spending season-^buy WSPD the one
medium in Northwestern Ohio that offers guided
results. In a sense — put "Speedy" on as your Shotgun Guard for Toledo's Christmas Spending.

AM -TV
$tor«r
TOM HAMfB

Broadcasting
NAT

SALES MGR

Company

488 MAOISON AVE

NEW YORK

Represented Nationally
by K A T Z

for future use. They're all on film. All
the agency does now in television, outside of creating commercials, is hire
expensive supervisory people to work
with the film producers. With the programs off in the film studios, it doesn t
help TV directors or TV cameramen.
It was quite different when the show
was built up by the agency's staff and
centered around the star and the director. The room for experimentation is
missing. You spend the client's money
with
thevalue
feeling
you've
little of
that that
you can
applyretained
to his
and vour problems in the future."

Ad manager

for a drug com-

pany: "Let's look at the case on the

other side of the ledger. With the
prime periods loaded up, your best
chance of getting as close as possible
to a maximum audience is to buy a
partnership on a substantial)- rated
program and pay the premium. \ou
know, we could risk $100,000 to audition four shows and likely come up
with a zero. It may be worthwhile for
such aibertisers as Procter & Gamble
and Lever, with their myriad of
products, to stake themselves to new
property and investment in production,
but we. with our method of operation,
look for the minimum
rather, these days, take
try to bu\ into a show
ing arrangement, and.

risk. I'd much
this tack: rir-t.
on an alternatfailing that, do

SPONSOR

what Buick did — take over a top-rating

The November

Issue of

^Jhe ^television
^rudience of ^Jodau

spot for my own show. You'll note by
the ratings that they came out of the
deal in great form." ( On the basis of
TV homes reached the Nielsen report
for two weeks ending 11 October gave
the Buick show a rating of 58.6 as
against 55.8 for Milton Berle, who ocmonth.) cupies the spot three weeks of the

covers the subject

i^omedu j roaramS

Is Available!
active in TV: "You can't blame an
advertiser for not putting money behind a show he hasn't seen. The economics of television make the device
of alternating with another advertiser

A 5,000 watt CBS affiliate
in a good Southeastern
market wants an experi-

.evidion

on

Here is a study of all Situation
Comedy programs appearing on
television. In all, 22 Situation
Comedy

Programs are covered.

Each program is analyzed to
show (1) previous radio listening, (2) present radio listening,
(3) respondents knowledge of
program, and, (4) regular

viewing of program.
Situation Comedy programs rated
by respondents as "excellent" are
analyzed to show why respondents
give a program this rating. Identical procedure is followed for
programs rated as "poor".
Additional information on Situation Comedies is presented to
show viewing by family members,
preference of story or actors,
reasons for watching, viewing by
economic groups, etc.
If you have any interest in Situation Comedies on TV, here is a
study you should have.

s^tdvertest r\esearch
90 BAYARD
NEW

Sales Position

An account executive who
supervises three accounts

Situation

TV

An Excellent

BRUNSWICK,
CHarter

1 DECEMBER

ST.
NEW

7-1564

JERSEY

enced salesman. His char**It is my firm belief that with the live
show ... to some degree on the national level and to a very great degee
on the local level . . . rests mneh of
the hope we all may have for the future
of television. Your actor, writer, director ... all the architects and builders
of thegrow
majorlike
television
. . . <I<«n"i
just
Topsy effort
and appear
on
the spot when needed. They must be
spawned
and developed."
PAUL
PHILLIPS
Radio-TV Director
The Aitkin-Kynetl Co.
Philadelphia

*•••••••
as Y&R has done for Goodyear on
NBC Sunday nights as smart an operation as current conditions dictate.
Most people in this business I've found
are still thinking in terms of radio
when it comes to programs. In radio
you figured that it would take a season
for a show to establish a rating. That
was good economics then. But compare
the costs of your program and time
then to what it costs in television today and you can't help but agree that
BBDO and Y&R are on the right

acter must be beyond reproach and his selling record must be outstanding.
Solid local station selling
experience is an absolute
necessity.

Good

draw against commissions, opportunity for

real producer to earn $10,000. yearly in a happy atmosphere.

References

and

back-

ground will be checked
thoroughly.
track."

tlutlio-TY director of an
aaency tloing S12 million in
air tneiiia hillings: "One thing

that seems to be overlooked in the

chronic cry over the high costs of TV
is that this, to no small degree, is due
to the advertisers insuring his own
success. The advertiser will gamble
anywhere from $5 million to $10 million dollars to put over a new product
or brand, but, if you ask him to gamble

Send

full
Box

information
21,

510
New

York

to

Sponsor,
Madison
22,

N.

Y.

$500,000 on a show, he's horrified.
What's the result'.'' He's paying all
sorts of premiums
on the 'surefire

1952
89

thing.' Rather than develop his own
propert) he submits to all sorts of hidden rusts in established or name properties he bins on the outside. Among
these hidden costs are rights and somei imes .1 long line of people who at some
time may have contributed an idea
here and there to the show's formula.
It all adds up to lots of padding on
the price, but if that's the sort of insurance the advertiser wants he's paying a might) big premium for it."
The foregoing reference to "hidden
ni<ls was < becked with an executive
of CBS. which produces such packages,
either
4ndy,
lima.
Luigi.

live or on film, as Amos '/(
Our Miss Brooks, My Friend
1 Love Lucy, and Life with
Said Norman Hadley. comptroller of the CBS television division:

"There is quite a misconception about
the budgetary breakdown of a package
show. What puts the price where it is
are the production elements, whether
the program is live or on film. Rovalties or rights are an insignificant part
of the cost. Some of the creators of
our shows, like Cy Howard \Irma and
Luigi) share in the profits from the
television version and these shares likewise figure insignificantly in the cost
of the show."'

* * *

MERCHANDISING

EXAMPLES

i Continued from page 45 I
bell's musical jingles, and promoted
the two Campbell network shows.
Club 15 and Double or Nothing, heard
on CFRN.
Many of the same basic problems
that plague U.S. stations who offer
merchandising also are real problems
to our Canadian neighbors. Added
CFRN's Miss McDonald:
"A great deal of our merchandising
depends on the cooperation received
from the advertiser's local representatives. Many are able to suggest and
assist to a wide extent and put the
special merchandising promotion over
the top. Others are not too interested,
or do not partake of the plan, and of
necessity the success of these schemes
leaves much

WBAL

to be desired."

and HI 'UK. Baltimore

Like fingerprints, radio station merchandising plans are virtually never
identical, and rarely will two big stations try to slug it out with similar
merchandising arrangements. Accordingly, advertisers and agency timebuyers should check carefully even within

a single market if they are on the
chandising.
lookout for a particular brand of merTypical of the wide variations to be
found within a large radio market are
the merchandising efforts of two Baltimore outlets. 50 kw. WBAL and 5 kw.
WFBR. Each goes its own way, and
each has a plan which is quite unlike
the other's, except for the basic similarities in any merchandising plan.
WBAL. bases its merchandising campaigns primarily on a single, premiumrate program. Kitchen Kamival. A
half-hour runchtime show. Kitchen
Kamival is aired twice each week from
the Gold Medal Room of Baltimore's
Greenspring Dairy I one of the show's
many sponsors i . and goes on a road
tour the other three days, playing at
women's clubs, civic groups, churches,
etc. Sponsorship is limited to food
and household product advertisers,
since the supporting merchandising is
geared to promote such accounts.
Kit Tyson, promotion manager for
WBAL, summarizes this merchandising
follow-up as "services which would cost
advertisers considerably more were
they to furnish them themselves."
Briefly. WBAL backs up its Kitchen
Kamival by having the station's mer-

the New York station
where listeners listen
and sponsors sell . . . key
station of MUTUAL
Broadcasting System

chandising staff call on a minimum of
some 100 retail stores each week.

$10,000, we feel, deserves a fuller share
of merchandising and promotion than

There, the WBAL-men plug new campaigns, arrange for store displays, and
stress the values of lie-in promotion.

the man who spends $1,000," WFBR
Promotion Director Don Spat/ ex-

Cross-plugs in the merchants' own advertising are secured to plug both the
show and its sponsors. Each week, a
report on the distribution and movement of products sold on the show is
prepared which contains information
about competing brands as well as the
WBAL-advertised items. Two broadcasts a week are luncheon shows, at
which souvenir menus I autographed
by the show's stars, Brent Gunts and
Joe Croghan) are distributed and
which plug the various products of
the shows sponsors. As the show
travels within WBAL's area, local grocers around the originating point are
alerted to put on extra-heavy promotions.
In contrast with the showcase variety
of merchandising. WBAL's neighboring station. WFBR, takes the broad approach. "We treat all clients, insofar
as possible, on an equal basis. We like
to have the small-time buyer feel he is
getting the same treatment the big
fellow gets. But of course distinctions
must be made.
The man who spends

plains.
Among the standard items in
\\ I' HI! s hag of merchandising tricks
are:
i 1 ) Featuring in a station-published
retail newsletter, "Trade Winds." which
goes to some 900 grocer members of
the Independent Retail Grocers Association and/or some 600 Baltimorearea druggists, (2) plugs in the station's published program schedules,
I 3 I window displays in the eight prominent windows in the WFBR Building,
with the station often furnishing the
display materials, (4) station ads in
the local retail trade papers to remind
retailers of WFBR-advertised products,
I 5 I use of client products where possible as prizes on local WFBR giveaway shows, (6) access to the station's
special direct-mail lists, as well as station-designed mailing pieces, (7) continuing on-the-air and in-print publicity and promotion.

radio station merchandising campaigns,
from coast
to coast based on sponsor's
recent
survey:
East: In Providence, I!. I., station
\\ HIM backs up air advertising campaigns willi a wide variet) of merchandising aids, starting with direct mail
campaigns to dealers, and continuing
through window and counter displays,
newspaper ads. promotion announcements, truck banners, and the like
Bridgeport's WICC has a flexible nier< handising arrangement which includes
similar supporting devices, and toward
which the station allots 2' < of the gross
of contracts over $3,000 with a contract
minimum of $1,500. Reports WICC's
Jay Hoffer: "This expenditure is flexible only insofar as quantity is concerned, not quality."
Although Philadelphia's big 50 kw.
WCAU offers some merchandising assistance to all its network and spot advertisers, the station centers its extra
promotions for advertisers on three

Here's an ad-

participating
shows,
tective League,
SunriseHousewives'
Salute, and Prothe
WCAU-created Shoppin Fun. Designed
for grocery and household advertisers,
these three premium-rate shows include
a sizable guaranteed merchandising

man's capsule "Cook's Tour" of other

campaign as part of the original pro-

Across the nation

The only worthwhile investment is one
that pays off.
Advertising on WOR

is really worthwhile !

For years, WOR has paid off with more sales
for more advertisers than any other
station in the country.
WOR, the most sales-effective station in the
U. S., serves 26,000,000 people in 14 states,
and provides them with programs they listen
to (WOR is first choice among listeners in

no:

both news and women's service programs).
You'll find it worth your while to learn
what WOR can do for you.

WBAL Presents a
Mighty Advertising
Merchandising Plan

Strike

twice

at your

customer with WBAL's
unique OPERATION
CHAIN-ACTION — at
home with radio commercials, and at the point of sale.
Food advertisers guaranteed
powerful point of sale promotion in over 213 leading
chain food stores coupled
with the unequalled power
of radio advertising for mass
selling.
Give your product's advertising that needed, doubledbarrelled impact with
CHAIN - ACTION. Complete details on request.

50,000

WATTS

WBAL
NBC

IN MARYLAND

Nationally Represented by

EDWARD PETRY & CO.
92

gram price. Shoppin Fun, incidentally, is a point-of-sale device in itself; it
originates each day in one of 70 major
supermarkets.
South: Merchandising displays are
a familiar sight in retail outlets below
ihe Mason-Dixon Line. Richmond's
WRNL backs up its air advertising
with a complete merchandising department, and uses such devices as: a station-published bulletin to some 550 local grocers, product displays, letters to
retailers, newspaper audience promotion, ads in regional trade papers, and

other promotional devices. Results for
the station's advertisers, from Royal
Triton Motor Oil with a transcribed
Frederic W. Ziv Bold Venture series
to Panhandle Feeders with a small spot
campaign, have been excellent.
Rockies: In Salt Lake City, stations KDYL and KSL each have mer-

various publicity stunts for advertisers' programs.

chandising specialists. KDYL maintains a two-man merchandising team
who handle most of the usual merchandising devices, and who help promote
to retailers the details of new national
and local spot campaigns. KSL has a
merchandising man who handles similar details, and who helps in handling

One of the South's big annual
whoopdedos. the North Carolina State
Fair was used recently by WPTF, Raleigh, as a merchandising showcase for
station clients. In the heart of the

point-of-sale promotions for the station's advertisers. No charges are made
by these stations for merchandising assistance. In Missoula, Mont., station
KGVO provides similar merchandising

fair's midway section, WPTF set up a
booth in the form of a country store,
stocked it with air-sold product samples, and gave them away as prizes to

services, setting up an annual cam-

the fair's visitors in a dart game run by
station personalities. Some 550,000
people attended the fair.
Midwest: Abhough WLW, Cincinnati, stands out among Midwestern stations which merchandise air advertis-

paign for the station's leading clients.
West Coa9t : Merchandising is a
growing factor in the air advertising
done in the Pacific states. Since the
West Coast is largely the home of
modern supermarketing, these merchandising campaigns usually involve
extensive tie-ins with the larger chains
of self-service food and drug retailers.

ing, itby no means has the field to itself. WSAI. for instance, in WLW's
home town, has a smaller but equally
aggressive merchandising plan which
makes available to advertisers: direct
mailings to retailers; display windows
in the downtown area; "other services
that might naturally crop up which the

>

= E 2

station could provide," according to
WSAI's Vonne Monsell.
Indicative of the fact that more radio stations are daily joining the trend
toward merchandising their air clients
is a recent report from WMIL, Milwaukee. This station has hitherto had
no specific merchandising plans to offer. Now, WMIL has worked out a
tie-up with a chain of giant supermar-

i |

kets in the area, to be called "Operation Food," due to start on 1 January.
Southwest : In the wide open spaces
of the booming southwestern U. S.,
many stations — like KVOO, Tulsa;
WFAA, Dallas, KNUZ, Houston— are
also offering merchandising aids.
Typical of these is the merchandising
assistance given by Amarillo's KGNC
to its larger (mostly 52-week) advertisers. This is a package of sales assistance which starts with direct mail to
retailers and continues through station
displays, car cards, newspaper support,

.5* *-
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AP NEWS -a "Natural'
for New Stations
"In our 2 years of operation, AP news
has produced 20-25% of our gross
revenue.

"Our first sponsor requested AP news
. . . never any renewal problems."

Wendell H. Siler
Manager

Thomas A. Rogers
General Manager

WRAD
Radford, Va.

WCLT
Newark, Ohio

"Approximately 11% of«our air time is
devoted to AP news programs. They're our,
most salable product. And they stay sold
because they produce results for spon-

'"Since we went on the air five years ago,
we've had a waiting list of sponsors for
AP news. Our 48 weekly AP newscasts are
completely sold out. A typical AP spot has

sors. Here's what sponsors say:
Our AP news appeals to all classes of potential customers . . . Maintains good will with

a rating of 19.2 compared to the nearest

present customers . . . Gives us added prestige

AP's various feature programs sell readily

...Our most effective advertising . . . Brings

—

in the traffic . . .> Exceeds all expectations. "

five days a week- by a brewery."

competitor's 2.2. In addition to spot news,

much as 'Sports Memory,' sponsored

For full information on how you can put Associated Press news to work
for you and your sponsors, contact your AP Field Representative or write

RADIO

DIVISION

THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS

50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride
n

THIS STATION IS A MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS."

Where Broadway
crosses "Main Street"
I he curtain goes up on Broadway and people in towns and on
farms across the country can
watch from front row center on
their television sets.
Seven short years ago the first
intercity television broadcast,
using today's methods, took
place between New York and
Philadelphia— a distance of 95
miles. Since then the Bell System
has expanded its network until
today it contains over 50,000
channel miles.
This expansion required great
investments of ingenuity, effort
and money. Yet the cost of the
service is low. Bell System charges,
for the use of its intercity television facilities, average about 10
cents a mile for a half hour.

BELL TELEPHONE
PROVIDING
FOR

94

TRANSMISSION

SYSTEM

CHANNELS

INTERCITY

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

BROADCASTING

TODAY

AND

TOMORROW.
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The

major

radio

networks

Once the province ol local stations who
merchandised onlv (heir spot accounts,
merchandising in the I .S. has in the
past two seasons begun to relied the
entrance of the major radio networks
into this field. Three of the four leading networks have merchandising campaigns in operation, which show up al
the local level as an increasingly important part of station merchandising.
I For the development of this trend,
see "The new network merchandising
era is here," sponsor, 17 December
L951, and "Fall Farts" issue. 14 Jul\
1952. 1
Here's the latest round-up of information regarding merchandising campaigns by the major radio webs, as
sponsor went to press:

listening to a lot "I opinions on the

iiM billing efforts in drug stores.

subject from our alliliatcs. If we have
a merchandising plan in the future,
we want il to be a lot more than
double-talk.

Mutual makes no extra charges l"i
its network merchandising services.
But, as MBS \ .P. Hal Coulter points
out: "We will alwavs treat this function as an adjunct that make- radio
work more producth civ foi the adi cr rise] not as an end in itself, nor in a
role dominant above the radio medium

Generally speaking, I IBS Radio s policy, according to Lou Hausman, i> to
build sizable audiences for the network
a~ the piimarv promotional target. After this is done, then CBS is likely to
start organizing a sizable merchandising plan, but not until then. Meanwhile, merchandising will be on a market-b\ -market basis.

>1BS Having staged a successful kickoff to its latest network merchandising
plans with its '"Look Mom — It's a picnic!" promotion last July, MBS is now
lining up such omnibus promotions on

What was true a year ago of

Mom"
'"Look plugged
basis.for The
a regular which
operation,
two weeks

ABC's merchandising plans still holds:
the network is doing some heavy thinking, but has nothing read) to pitch to
advertisers and agencies. One thing

a long list of MBS clients' products in
over 4,600 stores of the Independent

ABC

that has held up ABC's plans has been
the proposed ABC-UPT merger. Until
this is settled. ABC doesn't want to
get involved in merchandising plans
which mav have to change drastically
as program structures, local tie-in possibilities, and advertiser line-ups are
possibly altered by the blending of a
leading network with a leading movie
theatre chain.
CBS Although CBS Radio helps to
organize some merchandising plans for
clients in several key markets, the Columbia web has no over-all plans for
network-level merchandising. That's
the latest from Administrative V.P.
Lou Hausman of CBS Radio, who addfield

ed: '"We've been surveying the whole
of merchandising
recentlv. and

Grocer's Alliance, plus on-the-air and
in-store promotions, racked up a real
success for the networks merchandisers. An over-all sales increase of
25* ! was found above the previous
two weeks, and 11) MBS-plugged brands
had averaged sales increases of more

we are selling."
NBC

For a full season now. \\\(. Radio has had a heavj merchandising

plan rolling, which does not limit itself to store promotions, but tries to
do uia NBC affiliates) the kind of job
that WLW and others have long done
at the local level. The basic NBC
plan, a continuous one. includes:
i 1 i Consumer panels to test new
products and provide local research
data. (2) spot surveys of store conditions and to check the success of the
promotions, (3) display work, in which
NBC's merchandising team (12 men
located centrally in key markets I and
station merchandisers help to convince
retailers that NBC-sold products should
be promoted and displayed well, I I)

Around Valentine's Dav. MBS plans to
have a "'National Wife Week" promotion in some 5,300 IGA food outlets
(total annual volume: around $1 billion). The theme will center on giving
wives a wintertime vacation through

special NBC-created point-of-sale material for in-store use. (5) attendance
by NBC men and/or station men at
sales meetings, and 1 0 1 monthly drug
and grocery bulletins.
This NBC merchandising is done
primarily b\ NBC affiliates, with the
network keeping a watchful eye on the
proceedings. Some radio and TV
product promotions have been done
to date for major clients such as Miles

the use of easy-to-prepare meals —
using, of course, MBS-sold products.
Store displays, signs, stickers, booklets, and other point-of-sale material
will be used. Other short-term schemes
should bs due about four times a vear.

Laboratories. Pabst. Armour's Dial
Soap. Hazel Bishop, and the like. No
extra charges are made bv the network for such merchandising.
Since the merchandising is largely
up to the stations I with NBC hatching

than 14' - .
Upcoming now from MBS are more
in-store merchandising promotions.
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be sure it's available before you try to buy it!
tently gives you the best choice of availabilities. To clinch

Average ratings that belong to somebody else won't do
you a bit of good! When you schedule spots for Los
Angeles, San Francisco and San Diego, be sure the ratings

it, Don Lee's lower station rates give you complete coverage at a lower cost per thousand families reached than

quoted to you are for sale.

any other advertising medium!
So, to get real availabilities . . . not giant cardboard cones
. . . rely on your Don Lee or Blair man when scheduling
advertising for Los Angeles, San Francisco and San Diego.

When Don Lee tells you about ratings they're ratings,
not averages. You can buy them and they will start selling
for you. Our great variety of excellent programs consis-

KHJ

KFRC

LOS ANGELES
5000 W

930 l<c

SAN

FRANCISCO

5000 W

610 kc

KGB
SAN

DIEGO

1000 W

1360kc

Represented Nationally by JOHN

BLAIR

DON
BROADCASTING

LEE
SYSTEM
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the plans), some stations naturally do
better than others, depending on their
merchandising experience. But the
great majority of NBC affiliates are
now providing some form of merchandising aid for network clients.
Interestingly enough, many NBC TV
affiliates are doing a merchandising
job, too. It's felt that they are keeping a canny eye on the day when the
increasing number of video outlets will
mean stiffer over-all competition, and
that they're making merchandising hay
while the sun shines.
Moreover, the TV stations have
turned toward merchandising on the
theory that it is only by means of
close cooperation at the point-of-sale
that a medium can keep track of the
sales impact it is making. Relatively
early in TV history these stations want
to help build up documentation of sales
effectiveness against the day when it
mav be needed as sales ammunition.

* • •

RECOMMENDATIONS
{Continued from page 47)
Stations should be careful how they
'sell' their merchandising and not try
to close deals on the basis of how much
they're willing to throw in for free."
A statement aimed at both buyer and
seller is due to come shortly from the
American Association of Advertising
Agencies. Part of a planned 4 As code
of practices to be observed in agency
dealings with air outlets, the gist of
it will be as follows:
"An agency may properly accept
any amount and kind of merchandising
cooperation a radio or television station volunteers. However, it should
not demand or encourage free services

that are not a proper function of radio
and TV stations, or which are in excess
of what is generally regarded by radio
and TV stations as proper. Merchandising costs unfairly shifted to broadcasters would have a tendency to increase rates for all advertisers, whether
or not they use such services."

What advertisers ean do to
work closely with stations
which do merchandising

Here-

with is the consensus from a number

of sources — including station and network executives, agency executives,
clients, and reps — which sponsor presents as a possible guide to advertisers
in entering a merchandising arrangement :
1. Know what you want and need
before asking stations for it.
2. If you need more merchandising,
discuss it with a station. Avoid pressuring them with a contract as bait.
3. Be prepared to pay extra in some
cases for extra services. If vour whole

ROUND-UP

(Continued from page 65)

in November 1925, and it has not
missed a Saturday night show since.
Among other guests, more than 650
disk jockeys were invited to attend the
anniversary broadcast at the Ryman
Auditorium in Nashville, and a special
reception afterwards. R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. sponsors the half-hour
network portion of the show (the actual show runs four and a half hours
every Saturday night, from 7:30 p.m.
to midnight, and is broadcast locally
in its entirety by WSM, Nashville).

«■

*

*

The sight of the new TV facilities
going up — for newly licensed as well
as at already established stations — is
becoming an increasingly common one
all over the country. WAVE-TV in
Louisville is one of many stations preparing to increase its coverage next
sear. It will change channels (from
5 to 3). will go to 100.000 watts—

selling strategy hinges on merchandising, shopping around for shows which
offer guaranteed merchandising, at a
premium price, of a sort which fits your
needs may be the answer. This will
avoid starting out on a merchandising
campaign with bad feeling on both
sides.
4. Don't insist on a special brand of
merchandising tailored for you alone
if a station has some kind of special

around 1 February 1953 — and will
cover 50% more homes than it does

"omnibus" promotion into which your
product will fit nicely. Often, a ride
on such a bandwagon is as useful as
a solo flight.

now. The ground-breaking ceremonies
for WAVE-TV's new tower and transmitter took place last month atop
1.000-foot Bald Knob. Among those

5. Don't be unreasonable in mer-

present were (standing in photo foreground, 1.to r. ): Charles Leonard.
WAVE treasurer; George W. Norton
Jr.. president, WAVE: Nathan Lord,
manager.
WAVE:
General
Richard

chandising demands. Remember, you're
buying radio, an important ad medium.
You aren't buying store promotions.
• • •
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MAGAZINE

J aits

^Jribute ....

Do iL

MEDIA

BUYERS

ASSOCIATION

OF NEW

YORK

a nd

WOMEN

BUYERS

to

Hi e

of space and Radio-TV

time who are now being welcomed

into

the Media Buyers Association.

SPONSOR

MAGAZINE

commends

for this forward step, and salutes these women
an

important

place

in one of the

the organization
who have so deservingly earned
foremost functions

of the advertising profession.
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Howzie, assistant commandant, Fort
Knox; Mayor Farnsley, Louisville;
Mayor Ernie, New Albany, Indiana;
Mavor Hudenpvle. Jeffersonville. Ind.
*
«
*
National pollsters notwithstanding.
WAGE in Syracuse claims near 100/4
accuracy in the political poll conducted in connection with its Open Mike
programs previous to the recent elections. After interviewing over 350
Syracusans on their Presidential preference, the WAGE poll showed Eisenhower would get 65 % of the Syracuse
vote. On 4 November, he did. For
U. S. Senator, the poll gave Irving
Ives 64% ; official election results
showed Ives received exactly 64%.
The only office WAGE's poll missed
hitting on the nose was Congress, with
Republican R. Walter Riehlman getting 59' < of the vote — 1% less than
he made on the poll. The Open Mike
programs were sponsored by the Barry Oil Co. of Syracuse.
«
*
*
Ever since the days of "Miss Hush,"
mystery-voice contests have regularly
been invading the airwaves. KNX, Los
Angeles, is utilizing such a contest for
the purpose of hypoing listening as
well as to learn more about why people listen to the station. The contest,
which started on 17 November, features the voice of a well-known personality— a woman — who speaks a
brief sentence several times a day on
the station. Clues to her identity are
given daily on several KNX programs.
Along with their guess as to the lady's
identity, contestants must submit a slogan of 15 words or less telling why
they listen to KNX. First prize winner will get a SI. 000 mink stole; others, a Las Vegas vacation trip, a gas
range, a diamond wrist watch. * * *
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CBS SPOT SALES
[Continued from page 29 I
primarily examples of how a gradually
growing fund of research knowledge
shaped CBS Radio Spot Sales selling
to advertisers. Selling today in radio
and television is so intimately associated with bar charts, surveys, statistics it's hard for even veterans to remember the days when station coverage
data was often determined by merely
drawing a circle around the home city
with a simple compass.
From the first. CBS Radio Spot Sales
came into the business committed to a
get-the-facts polic) . Working closely
with the network research department
at first and later serviced in addition b)
its own research staff I after 1941 I . it
has been able to gather increasingly detailed data to guide advertisers.
One of the first trade-paper ads ever
placed by the organization in October
1933 reflects the research-based selling
approach. The ad. headlined "Somebody asked about WCCO," tells about
the Minneapolis stations in terms of
( 1 1 coverage, offering to submit a detailed map of primary and secondary
listening areas; (2) comparative popularity based on a survey; (3) size of
the regular audience. In that day CBS
Radio Spot Sales was thus stressing
coverage studies, which eventually
grew into the BMB. and qualitative listening reports.
Contrast this approach to selling
with the time-brokerage system then
still being practiced.
A time broker went to clients and
sold a campaign in a specified number
of markets which he then promised to
deliver. Not having an exclusive representation contract with any one station in those markets, he would in some

cases throw the business open to bids
from all the stations in the markets involved. In some instances too, time
brokers literally bought business by
plowing back part of their commissions
in extra payments to agencies. It was
partially out of discontent with such
practices that stations turned to exclusive national representatives like CBS
Radio Spot Sales. But more important
was the desire of the stations for development of a national selling force
equipped with detailed facts to sell by.

Research

milestones

In con-

trast to time-brokerage tactics, CBS
Radio Spot Sales, along with other representatives then entering the business,
set out in 1932 on a one-station-permarket basis. At the outset it represented the following: WBBM. Chicago;
KMOX, St. Louis; WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul; WJSV, Washington, now
WTOP; WKRC, Cincinnati; WBT.
Charlotte; WPG, Atlantic City, now off
the air; and the Don Lee Broadcasting
Here are some of the CBS research
System.
developments which were taken from
the network and applied to selling these
stations. (They are drawn from a 1944
CBS presentation called "How CBS is
taking the guesswork out of radio. I
1931 Shortly before inception of its
rep organization, CBS launched an area
study for each of its stations. Primitive though the methods were, they laid
the foundation for today's coverage
studies. Stations simply asked listeners
over the air for letters reporting on reception. From the replies came area
mail maps representing intensity of listening. The mail studies were repeated
in 1933 and used as a basis for CBS
country.
network coverage maps of the entire
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1935 The technique was refined that
year with separation of the day and
night audiences and the offer of a premium in return for response. Separate
announcements were made for day and
night audiences in order to gauge difference in coverage before and after
dark.
1937 Coverage was determined by
personal interviews. (Subsequently, in
1939, the method was discarded.)
Dealers were interviewed by mail to determine zones of station influence.
1939 An analysis was made of the
different techniques used till then to
measure coverage and out of this came
the controlled mail-ballot technique.
This was the greatest advance to that
date in coverage measurement, researchmen now agree. The initial study
(actually made in 1940) provided the
first county-by-county breakdowns of
circulation and allowed advertisers to
allocate their budgets scientifically for
the first time.
1940-44 In 1940, 1942. and 1944
CBS conducted full-dress coverage
studies by the mail-ballot technique,
giving its stations data similar to that
provided by the first BMB in 1946.
( The BMB technique was based on the
approach pioneered by CBS.)
1942 The CBS-sponsored Gill Roster
studies were the first recall analyses of
non-metropolitan areas covered by stations. They extended the scope of audience research beyond the five-cent call
zone.
1943 CBS Radio Spot Sales began its
series of annual diary studies which
provided qualitative data never before
available in detail on a station's listeners, including audience composition,
audience flow, audience turnover, etc.
1947 The CBS stations in New York,
Boston, Los Angeles had their pro-

OWNED
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grams studied on location on a secondby-second reaction basis through use of
the Stanton-Lazarsfeld Program Analyzer. (Washington and Chicago station shows were studied in New York
via disks. ) Applying information
gained from program analysis studies,
the CBS Radio Spot Sales stations pioneered in mood and block programing
and tailoring of shows to meet the specific needs of sponsors. Stations whose
programs were not analyzed received
the benefit of the facts uncovered
through periodic reports.
Among other notable milestones in
research which the network made available to help sell CBS Radio Spot Sales
stations was a study correlating listening and buying. Taking place in Columbus and Boston in 1941, it showed
that sales were much higher to a sponsor's product among regular, frequent,
or occasional listeners than among nonlisteners.

The 1948 FCC hearing CBS Radio Spot Sales ran smack into one of
the bitterest intra-industry controversies of all time when it expanded its
representation to various selected CBS
affiliates in 1947. The reaction against
this move served to do two things:
1. For the first time in the history
of the business non-network reps — who
had preferred always to stay clear of
any collective problem discussions —
rallied together to fight in a common
cause.
2. Also for the first time in the history of the business the FCC in 1948
hauled a network before it to defend
the operations of a sales adjunct. Howard S. Meighan. CBS vice president,
who was chiefly responsible for the expansion, was chief witness for CBS.

AND OPERATED BY THE BOSTON

1952

The ''monopoly" hearing — focused
on CBS Radio Spot Sales' expansion
stratagem — turned out to be one of the
longest FCC hearings held up until then.
CBS Radio Spot Sales did little more
expansion in the way of adding stations
to its list, but out of the controversy
there came certain expansions of service between other reps and their stations for which the CBS subsidiary
could take credit. Reps went in more
for research, the selling of programs —
in addition to just time — more frequent
on-the-road contacts with their stations
and an altogether closer relation-hip
which has since paid off in rich dividends.

Stations tntlaif The following stations and regional networks are today
represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales:
WCBS, New York; WBBM, Chicago;
KNX, Los Angeles: WCAU, Philadelphia; WEEL Boston; KMOX, St.
Louis; WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul;
KCBS, San Francisco; WBT, Charlotte; WRVA, Richmond; WTOP,
Washington; KSL, Salt Lake City;
WAPI, Birmingham; Columbia Pacific
Radio Network; Bonneville Radio Network.
Executives There are 81 employees
in the organization today. Names and
titles of executives follow: Heading up
the operations, General Sales Manager,
Wendell B. Campbell; Western Sales
Manager, Gordon Hayes; Eastern Sales
Manager, Henry R. Flynn; Manager
Sales Development, H. A. Carlborg;
Manager Sales Promotion, Guy Cunningham Manager
;
Research. Richard
F. Hess; Manager San Francisco Office,
Hugh Stump; Manager Los Angeles
Office, Ed Larkin;
Manager
Detroit

HERALD-TRAVELER CORP
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SELL CANADA
THRU CALDWELL!
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Contract Department, Grayce MacDonald.

Alumni Many CBS station and network executives have come out of CBS
Kadio S|)ol Sales. I lie li>l ni 23 alumni
which follows includes five CBS, CBS
Radio, or CBS TV vice presidents:
Howard S. Meighan, Vice President,
CBS, Inc.; J. L. Van Volkenburg, Vice
President, CBS and President, CBS TV;
J. Kelly Smith, Administrative Vice
President, CBS Radio; Carl J. Burkland, Director, Station Administration,
CBS Radio; Arthur Hull Hayes, Vice

Offering a complete distributing service
for your Radio and TV Productions

President in Charge of CBS San Francisco office; Merle S. Jones, Vice President in charge of Stations and General
Service, CBS TV; Thomas H. Dawson,
General Sales Manager, CBS TV Spot

—Active Salesmanship
—Full Scale Promotion
•

Office. Ralph Patt; Manager Memphis
Office, H. H. Holtshouser; Manager

••*•••••••••••

(Pur countries speak the same language . . . but
there are conditions and methods peculiar to both.
Your productions are best presented to advertisers
and broadcasters in a manner readily accepted and
endorsed in Canada. ICs a specialized assignment
needing specialized, on-the-spot handling.
It pays to Call Caldwell for North of the Border
selling !
We are Canadian sales representatives for U. S.
program producers. We ensure Coast to Coast
Coverage thru our nation-wide chain of reps and
offices.

CONTACT CANADA'S FASTEST-GROWING PROGRAMMING
SERVICE . . , TODAY!

Sales; A. E. Joscelyn. Director of Operations. CBS Hollywood; W. Eldon
Hazard. Sales Manager, CBS Radio;
William Hylan, Eastern Sales Manager.
CBS TV; Ernie Shomo, Western Sales
Manager of CBS Network Sales and
Assistant General Manager of WBBM;
Roger K. Huston, Assistant Western
Sales Manager. CBS Radio Network:
Kingsley F. Horton, Pacific Sales Manager, Radio and TV Network Sales;
William D. Shaw, General Manager.
KNX-CPN; Harvey Struthers, General
Manager. WEEI; Edwin W. Buckalew.
General Sales Manager, KNX-CPN; C.
Gilman Johnston. Sales Manager.
WBBM; George Dunham. General
Sales Manager, WCBS-TV; Emmett J.
Heerdt Jr.. General Sales Manager,
WEEI ; Ole G. Morby, Manager Western Division, Station Relations. Radio
and TV; Fred J. Mahlstedt. Director
of Operations. CBS TV Film Sales;
Wilbur S. Edwards, General Manager,
CBS TV Film Sales; George L. Moskovics. Manager TV Development.
CBS, Hollywood.

Head

Offices — 150 Simcoe

Bldg.

•

Commercial

St.

•

Studios — 447

Sales Offices — Penthouse,
Jarvis

St.

(across from

* * *

Victory

CBC-TV)

TORONTO
'It's easy to do business with Caldwell!'
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South

African

expert lists 7
tips on using
foreign radio

Seven tips to sponsors on using international (across-the-border)
radio from Col. Richard L. Meyer of Davenport & Meyer, Johannesburg,
commercial managers of Lourenco Marques Radio: (1) Check your coverage where possible.
(2) Avoid stations which broadcast in several
languages daily; they can't build listening loyalty.
(3) Make sure
you pay established rates.
(4) Right time slot is more important than
program.
(5) Adapt program style to listening habits of country.
(6) Have commercial copy prepared locally if experts are available.
(7) Use live commercials where possible.
(Full SPONSOR foreign radio
report forthcoming. )
-IRS-

9 Aussie,
Fiji
stations name
PABC U. S. rep

Pan American Broadcasting Co., which reps Lourenco Marques, has been
appointed U.S. rep for Amalgamated Wireless (non-connected) group of
9 stations, including ZJV of Suva, Fiji, and these 8 in Australia:
2CH, Sydney; 3B0, Bendigo ; 4T0, Townsville ; 4CA, Cairns; 4WK, Warwick;
2GN, Goulbourn ; 2AY, Albury ; 2GF, Grafton.
Maximum power permitted:
2,000 watts in rural areas, 1,000 watts in metropolitan.
-IRS-

3,660,000
radio
homes,
148,647
TV sets in Canada

Radio-TV Mfrs. Assn. of Canada reports 538,541 radio sets sold in
Canada this year through September, as against 70,209 TV sets.
(TV
began 6 September.
Total radio homes: 3,660,000 (94.4%).
Total TV
sets: 172,278 to 31 October.
-IRS-

First Hawaiian
TV station to
debut this week

Adam J. Young Jr. says 50% of Hawaiian

business

is still handled

by

export agencies or domestic agencies' foreign departments.
So International Report will list occasional radio-TV items.
Latest: KGMB,
Honolulu (Free & Peters), first U.S. off-shore TV station, scheduled
to go on air this week, affiliated with ABC 1 December.
(SPONSOR'S
complete Hawaiian radio report due soon. )
-IRS-

Mann
Adam

heads

Young unit

Stephen A. (Steve
Mann is general manager of newly founded internaCame to firm July 1951.
tional division of Adam J. Young Jr.
-IRS-

Canada
pressured
to lift ban on
private

TV

Pressure

to have Canadian Govt, lift ban on private TV stations increasing. In recent weeks Liberal Advisory Council, Canadian Assn.
Broadcasters and Assn. of Canadian Advertisers have sent separate
appeals to Ottawa.
Strongest argument: Private TV is cheaper.

of

-IRSCamay,
report

Camels
sell-out
in Liberia

Camay and Camels recently cancelled time over ELBC, Monrovia, Liberia's
only commercial station, because air plugs sold out stocks before
fresh supply arrived from U.S.
Other ELBC sponsors: Pan American
Airways, Air France, Sears Roebuck, Rheingold Beer, Shaeffer Pens,
evangelist Billy Graham.
Pan American Broadcasting is rep.
-IRS-

Mexico bans
exotic dancers

Mexican Govt, first banned exotic dancers on TV, then closed nightclub for permitting male and female wrestling, in clean-up drive.
103
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rooms, dens, and even in the bathtub
is duly reflected in ratings. And, since
research studies show that more and

The

upstairs

radio

Not so long ago an ad agency research executive was surprised on lifting his phone receiver to find he was
being surveyed by a rating service.
"What station are you listening to
now?" asked a pleasant voice. The
research man answered. "None. '
But a few minutes later he discovered that upstairs in the bedroom his
wife had been tuned in to a show.
This incident brought home sharply
to the researcher the difficultv of measuring all the radio listening (hat takes
place in a home.
SPONSOR, too, has been impressed
for some time with the difficulty of
making sure that radio listening done
in

children's

rooms,

upstairs

bed-

more radio listening takes place outside the living room, such measurement becomes increasingly important
if advertisers, stations, and networks
are to be sure of obtaining a full and
accurate count of radio listening.
For example, by I he end of 1952
there will be about five million clock
radios in use. Studies reported to
SPONSOR by Telechron, which turns out
the timing device for most clock radios, indicate that virtually all clock
radios are used every day by their
owners. The ownership of clock radios, which are mainly used in bedrooms, isgrowing rapidly. But are the
rating services growing along with distribution of sets around the home?
Are they adding to their techniques
for measuring this listening?
The problem, as sponsor scans it,
is largely one of money. It patently
would entail a much bigger expenditure to conduct a full measurement
than (he partial measurements now in
existence cost. We wonder whether it
would not be in the interests of the
radio industry as well as sponsors for
the rating services to examine the costs
of full measurement and present some
new proposals to the buyers of rating
services.
One hope for the future may be the
fact that multiple-set measurement will

come within the ken of the American
Research Foundation's current fourgroup study of radio and television
ratings. Out of the probing might
come suggestions for a pattern to encompass methods for measuring multiple sets in the home.
Another step forward may come
about the time you read this. The A.
C. Nielsen Co. was compiling, at sponsor's presstime, figures from its Nielsen Coverage Study which will provide
a breakdown of the number of multiple-set homes in the U. S. Nielsen feels
that with these figures in hand it will
have, for the first time, an accurate basis for analyzing the multiple-set measurement problem. The NCS sample
included 100.000 homes.
Re bigots and newscasting
John Crosby, in one of his recent
columns for the N. Y. Tribune, disclosed that pressure groups were beginning to work their havoc on straight
news programs. They were objecting
to air reporters giving the other side
of the news.
It might be a good idea for an organization like the N ARTB to do some
probing of its own to find out whether
its own score coincides with Crosby's.
If it does. Harold Fellow? could do
the industry a big service by making
it his major theme when playing the
chicken -and -ice-cream circuit.

Applause
Straight

talk

from

an

adman

Paul Provandie of the Hoag & Provandie agency spoke recently before
an NARTB gathering in Boston. Because of their crisp candor, some of
his remarks merit reflection.
Provandie recounted how his agency had run a campaign of 12.500 announcements on79 radio stations within five weeks for a client who had just
switched from TV, and how the saturation idea built up into an extraordinary
sales count for the advertiser's dealers.
Then he told of some of the practices
he encountered from competitive stations and what he thought of their
behavior:
"After the campaign was set, we
got phone calls from all over the coun104

try from stations. Some would say,
'You're not paying $7.50 a spot on
another station when we can give it to
you
for down
$4 a local
spot?'
Other for
stations
tracked
salesmen
our
client and told them, 'We've got a special rate for you, so why pay more on
station?"
another
"We don't
like undercover deals.
Naturally, we want value for our clients and we want to pay a legitimate
amount for the time we get. But let
me tell vou what happened in this
case. The budget was approved at national rates. However, when we set
out to buy, the offers of deals started
rolling in. I he net result was this:
Only 21 out of the 79 stations used
ended up getting national rates, and 58
stations deprived themselves of $24,000

in revenue over the five-week period.
"We are aware of the faults in the
agency business too, but we, in our
agency, are strong for hewing to the
straight line.
"You shouldn't sell radio short, but
what happens is that station people are
constantly coming into our office doing that very thing. The impressions
they seem to convey is: 'If you clients
have extra money and don't care particularly for concrete results, why don't
you give us the appropriation for radio?' We know that if agencies do
their job right, radio sells merchandise. What I'd like to see is some
standardization of ra'.es in radio. It
would benefit us all — stations, agencies, and clients."
SPONSOR

THE

AL MORGAN SHOW
with 3%

million

sales impressions a week!*

Al's back and still beating the keyboard
in the fascinating windmill style that
kept his network ratings riding high!
And he's back pulling an average of
309,168* viewers a day in WLWTelevision's rich 3-city market.
Average weekly rating— Cincinnati
Average weekly rating in all 3 cities

3 peak week-days,
Tues., Wed., Thur.
22.2*
17.3*
Nearest competition, well
established kids' show

Competition fades 19.9*
away when Al moves

c
^

" B0ys
ON

WLW

<

T
D

into the spotlight. And there's further
proof of the Al Morgan magnetism.
11.4*
Thousands tune in specifically to watch
Friday.
his show, 7:00 P.M., Monday through
Average sets in use preceding % hour show
Average sets in use during his show

24.4%*

lef Al
34.7%*

Morgan

sing a Song of
Sales for you !

WLW-T

WLW-D

WLW-C

CINCINNATI

Sales Offices: CINCINNATI, DAYTON, COLUMBUS,
NEW YORK, HOLLYWOOD

COLUMBUS

CHICAGO

AR

D (American Research Bureau)
October, 1952

'ant to Stretch

'Dixieland!

We Keally

WGOV KWEM WJIV WEAS
Valdosta, Ga

5000

WATTS

West Memphis Ark.
Memphis, Tenn.

Savannah, Ga.

1000

lOOO

WATTS

Atlanta ■ Decatur, Ga

CALL YOUR NEAREST
FORJOE OFFICE OR STARS,
CANDLER BUILDING
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

WATTS

10,000

WATTS
_
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here; average AM statior
circulation up despite

page 25

WHY MARS LIKE!
RADIO & TV BES1
page 30

Agencymen:
these
traps inBeware of

f op

E PURE
SO

OIL COMPANY

DO

HAVENS

AND

does

MARTIN,

a complete

Inc.

STATIONS...
^

The Pure Oil Company

job

buying TV films

WMBG
WCOD
WTVR

page 28

Battle of the seat cover
in New Haven shows whi

is active in all phases of

it pays to advertise

petroleum— from exploration in search of oil to
distribution to the consumer. The blue and white
Pure sign identifies more than 12,000 friendly dealers,
from Minnesota to Florida. Pure's own story of their
"complete job" is well expressed in their well known
"Be sure with Pure."

page 33

slogan

So you want to buy a
tandem"; buyer's guide
■ ith costs chart

Havens & Martin, Inc. Stations could logically use
the same phrase of confidence, for listeners and
advertisers alike know they always receive complete,

WWHAVFNS

* MARTIN

interested service from WMBG,

WCOD

and WTVR.

They

comprise Richmond's one and only complete broadcast
institution. These First Stations of Virginia reach and sell
the people in the rich markets around Richmond! For you?

INC.

TV

ievision station

WMBG
Havens

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

complete

& Martin

WCOD'"
Inc. Stations are the on/y

broadcasting

institution

in

Richmond.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.
WMBG

WTVR

represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

Phillips buys spot radio
and TV programs, varies
pitch with climate

^4

ff

COST

TOO

MUCH",

they

said ... until

people started
aslb'ng for them!
A certain manufacturer makes a tractor brake requiring
original factory installation on new tractors. It can
not be used for replacement.
This brake is exceptionally high quality . . . and has
an unusual safety factor . . . but is somewhat more costly,
so most tractor manufacturers hesitated to use it.
Their costs had already sky-rocketed . . . and they didn't
think farmers would pay more for tractors with
these better brakes. As a result, these brakes
were available on only twenty-three 1950 models.
An intensive advertising campaign on WLS "sold" the
idea and advantages of these better brakes to
farmers . . . and the demand thus created readily convinced
leading tractor manufacturers. As a result, these brakes
were offered on forty-eight 1952 models . . .
and the brake manufacturer had $3,000,000 in orders.
If you have a product or service of merit ... you'll find
the vast WLS audience equally receptive and
responsive to sound reason and sincere appeal.
Better see your John Blair man or contact us today. . .
and add yours to the growing list of success stories
being developed for WLS advertisers the nation over.

CLEAR CHANNEL Home of the NATIONAL Barn Dance
890 KILOCYCLES, SO, 000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK

CHICAGO

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

7

Bill Tuttle
heads UTP in
producer combine

United Television Programs, Inc. has entered into association with
Gross-Krasne Productions and Studio Films, Inc. Combination will
provide all-purpose organization in TV film field wherein new product,
production facilities, and film financing are merged with UTP's distribution facilities. Gross-Krasne produce "Big Town" and other
Lever Bros, properties.
Studio Films, producer of film library, recently combined with Snader Telescription Library to give SF dominant
position in musical field.
Willson M. Tuttle, who resigned as v. p. of
radio and TV of Ruthrauff & Ryan, becomes UTP's new president.
Gerald
King becomes board chairman; Milton Blink, executive v. p. ; Philip N.
Krasne, secretary; Ben Frye , v. p. in charge of sales.
-SR-

Taxes figure
in sponsor's
purchase of
"Omnibus"

$100,000
weekly gross
due from
"Omnibus"

Rolls car
resuming
American
advertising

NBC

pretesting
of film fare
reminiscent
of Coldwyn

Latest sponsor — American Machine & Foundry Co. — to sign for "Omnibus"
(CBS TV) was partially motivated by tax angle.
Company is heavily
involved in defense work and under law manufacturer of this description may deduct 60% of advertising expenditures from taxes.
Although
AM&F's 2-minute commercials will mention company's line of bicycles
and tricycles, 5-minute institutional spot, which is allowed each
sponsor in rotation, will be devoted entirely to national arming
preparations, built around Navy, Army, and Air Force.
-SRCBS TV looks to income of $100, 000 weekly in time and talent from
"Omnibus" between last week December and 3 May when program terminates
its season's run. Willys Overland, Greyhound Bus, and American Machinery are all committed through 3 May and network expects to have
fourth account on line for late December start.
Apportioned cost to
each sponsor in time and talent is $25,000 per week.
American Machinery's 20-week run, with commercials and incidentals included, will
cost close to $600,000.
"Omnibus" has been averaging 12 on Trendex
ratings.
Overall production cost of program is $56,000 weekly.
Rolls Royce is scheduled

-SRto resume advertising

in American

market

early in 1953.
Victor A. Bennett Co., Rolls' agency, is now analyzing
campaign's directions and dimensions.
Bennett reports it has yet to
decide which of air media it will pinpoint in recommendations.
Campaign will probably include manufacturer's lower-priced model, the
Bentley, which sells for $17,500.
Rolls Royce is priced at $20,000.
-SRNBC's retaining of Horace Schwerin to pretest its pilot TV films is
not exactly novel idea for motion-picture business.
Samuel Goldwyn
some years ago had George Gallup do audience testing before releasing
Goldwyn productions.
However NBC's move to reduce hit-and-miss to a
minimum in its TV film operations is original in that field.
Tieup
with Schwerin by Robert W. Sarnof f , v. p. of NBC's film division, comes
on heels of network's use of Schwerin to pretest commercials.
(See
"Check your TV commercial against five Schwerin basics" SPONSOR, 12
November 1952. )
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Martinson
uses radio
for instant
coffee debut

tor

15 December

1952

Joseph Martinson & Co. is latest coffee packer in
enter instant coffee field.
Brand name is Jomar.
being initiated with campaign on 6 New York radio
Neff-Rogow agency.
(See "Instant Coffee: bouncing
SPONSOR, 5 May 1952. ) Incidentally, William Rogow
termination of his agency as of 1 January.

New York area to
Advertising is
stations through
post-war baby"
has announced

-SRDry milk
bows in with
radio and TV

Golden State Co. introducing a non-fat dry milk — Tekko — through spot
radio and TV on West Coast — to be retailed exclusively through grocery
stores.
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, is agency.
-SR-

Hansen
heads
farm
directors

AFTRA,

nets

argue over
commentator
definition

National Association of Radio Farm Directors climaxed 2-day convention
in Chicago with election of Mai Hansen of WOW and WOW-TV, Omaha, as
president ♦ Formerly organization's secretary-treasurer, he ranks as
one of top practitioners in his field.
(SPONSOR will carry section
on Farm Radio in 29 December issue.)
-SRNegotiations between AFTRA and networks on new wage scales for actors
and announcers in TV and radio seemed about sewed up as SPONSOR was
going to press.
Union had asked for 20% over-all increase.
Settlement amounts to 12^% for TV and 10% for radio.
One of several points
to be smoothed out concerned newscasters.
AFTRA insisted on written
definition which would draw line between commentators and newscasters
so that latter could be subject to AFTRA jurisdiction.
Union's argument : It has found many newscasters get less than announcers and only
way to even things up would be to draw distinction between an H. V.
Kaltenborn and a reader of news bulletins.

N.Y. producers
fear SAC may
crack line
via Coast

-SRNew York producers of film commercials appear divided over how long
strike called against them by Screen Actors Guild will last.
Some
expect walkout to drag through January — that is, if advertiser and
agency maintain solid front.
Other producers look to their counterparts in Hollywood to crack static situation by working out settlement
with SAG. Meanwhile practically all film commercial production was
completely shut down as SPONSOR went to press.
Agencies reported
their clients were loath to have work switched to film producers in
smaller cities using non-union talent for fear of bringing on "unfair
practices" boycott by AFL.
Coast producers in meantime have been
furnished data covering previous negotiations between SAG and New York
producers.
Data was passed on by ad agency spokesman in New York.
-SR-

Freedom
backed by
merchandising

Frederic W
Ziv backing up sales of transcribed radio series, "Freedom, U.S. A " starring Tyrone Power, with exceptionally extensive
merchandising campaign.
Merchandising material consists of anywhere
from 1,500 to 40,000 pieces — depending on size of market — of such
material as store-window posters, in-store cards, "I Like America"
club membership cards, buttons, and paper hats.
Series has been
bought to date by about 600 clients.

SPONSOR

STARTS WITH A BANG
IN

MOBILE,

ALABAMA

WITH 15,000
SETS IN USE

WKAB-TV

Channel 48 on the air MID-DEC.

Another TV market is ready — an eager market,
so hungry for primary television service that
15,000 sets were installed before the announced
opening date of WKAB-TV! Mobile area dealers
are still installing sets as fast as they can get
them.
For this worthy audience WKAB-TV's schedule
is rapidly filling with top CBS and DuMont
shows under interim agreement.

"Availabilities are going
fast ! Better get in touch
with Forjoe right away!"

— KABBY

Represented
Nationally by

*fory>e
Offices

in:

New

York,

Los Angeles,
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Average ratlin station circulation up despite TV
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MEN,

MONEY

&

MOTIVES

Majority of stations in Nielsen Coverage Service cross-section show increases
since '49 BMB.
Full NCS station reports already out; area studies next month

510

MADISON

MR.
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To the man about to sign a film-show contract

NEW

Here are six basic points to check before you sign to sponsor a film show.
Among them: Are you protected against law suits growing out of film rights?
Will all the shows in the series live up to the promise of the pilot reel?

28
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best sales tools we ever had" — Jiars

30

Chicago
candy
leader says this about
air media
because:
(I) They've
kept
Mars number one in its field: (2) More than doubled its sales since it went on air
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H. Chesley ..
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Objective of this group of articles will be to help clients use farm radio more
effectively. Topics include: tips to consumer advertisers on farm radio; facts
about the farm market; farm radio success stories
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So i/o ii want to bag a "tandem'"
Here's a buyer's guide to the various types of network radio package participation plans (ABC's Pyramid: CBS' Power Plan; MBS' Multi-Message Plan; NBC's
Operation Tandem, the prototype)Gives costs, minimum
buy, cost-per-M data
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The more a type of product is advertised, the bigger its market. That's the conclusion you can draw from entry of national auto seat-cover firm into New Haven
market with heavy soot radio campaign.
Both Rayco and local advertisers gained
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More Leading Jobbers
in Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas

Q. T. HARDTNER, JR., President
Ocean Coffee Co.,
Hardtner Lumber Co.,
Shreveport, SAYS:

Praise
KWKH

"KWKH is Ark-La-Tex's
favorite radio nation"

JL>very smart, progressive manufacturer knows that a
good distributor can make all the sales difference in

HAROLD W.HARGROVE,
Sales Manager
Shreveport Beverage Agency
(Jax Division), Shreveport, SAYS:

"KWKH has been the greatest
single factor in building
demand"

the world, in any market. That's why more and more
heads-up companies are not only working with the
very best jobbers and distributors available, but are
also asking their advice about local business conditions,
regional peculiarities, and the best advertising values
in each market. They know that local men know the
local picture best.
The three men at the left are among the most successful distributors in Shreveport — the natural distribution
center for the big Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas area. Read
the excerpts we've taken from letters they've recently
written us — then ask your Shreveport distributor for
his recommendations on radio in this area!

KWKH
AMES E. CAWTHON, President
•hreveport Grain & Elevator Co.,
■hreveport, SAYS:

'For several years we have
used KWKH with unfailing

A Shreveport Times Station

Texas

SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA
The Branham Company
Representatives

Arkansas

Henry Clay, General Manager

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio

^i'.^***JCfcifc

ill lii

Robert J. Landry

9 imwM

lluns-aeross-the-screen

that's what
you like about
the South 's

WJBO

The list of consistent WJBO advertisers reads like a Who's Who of national and local business. Here are
a few of the more-than-fifty firms
using WJBO's facilities consecutively for eight years or more:
Cottons, Inc.
The Dalton Company
Gulf States Utilities Co.

15 years
15
15

Goudchaux's
Kornmeyer Furniture Co.
Esso Standard Oil Co.
Jackson Brewing Co.
Plough Sales Corp.
(Chattanooga Medicine Co.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.

15
15
14
Ci
12
10
8

■ [ 5,000 watt affiliate in Baton Rouge, la.

Ill

l]±J M )^SfK^^FTTmiSy\M
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WITH

THE

STATE-TIMES

AND

rUKTHER DATA FROM OUR NATIONAL

GEORGE

MORNING

civilized people at a time when Germans didn't know enough to
excuse themselves when they belched. The museum village exactly

Denmark's own film industry was pretty kaput. Film studios and
film technicians were not busy. Item again for economy. Finally,
out of pride, the Danish state ballet and other Danish organizations
for culture gladly cooperated on the cuff. Item for economy. Also
note: A first-class actor in Copenhagen is charmed to be paid
$150 a week.

*

*

*

The Moseby company proceeds. Native production liaisons do
the contracting and the contacting (wise in any country at any
time) and finer cooperation could not be had. The cameraman is
British, as are some of the actors, since an English language sound
track is essential to the invasion of American television and the accumulation ofyum-yummy American dollars. Carl Moseby acts as producer of the series. A Hollywood studio veteran, Malvin Wald, is
writer-director. His credits are elbow-long but he has taken up residence in a foreign land, bringing over his wife and children, because
this gives him a front-row seat in TV.

ADVOCATS

REPRESENTATIVES

P. HOLLINGBERY

We train our binoculars on Copenhagen, Denmark, and the Moseby
production company which has taken up quarters there. Denmark
provides, rent free, authentic scenery for the series. First item of
economy. It seems that during the German occupation the Danes
used up energy and expressed patriotism creating a museum village
honoring their own past. This subtly illustrated that the Danes were

derson, re-named by a Hollywood wag. Hans Non-Sectarian Anderson.

The combination of U JBO coverage.
plus the industrial and agricultural
growth of the Baton Rouge trading
area, accounts for this good company. Itstays because it gets results.

AfmiATtD

except for Mrs. Moseby having a European heiress' pressing interest
in a comfortable supply of American dollars which led her into the
production of movies for American television.

suited the needs of a series of 13 half-hour "featurettes" derived from
the 168 world-famous tales of the Danish writer Hans Christian An-

One hundred and twenty-two advertisers have been on WJBO for five
years or more.

NIC'i/

Mrs. Carl Moseby was born in Sweden, is the widow of a Rumanian-Greek actor, the wife of a Norwegian, and she lives, now an
American citizen, in swank Beverly Hills, Cal. Her wealth derives
from the Brostrom family, a name with the pong in Stockholm of
the name DuPont in Wilmington. The Brostrom properties include,
among others, the Swedish-American ship line and the Scandinavian
Airline. All of which would ordinarily be grist for the society
columns rather than this department of men, money, and motives

CO.

The movie industry of western Europe I Italy excepted) is moribund. Hence interest in American TV films is keen, especially as
[Please turn to page 85)
SPONSOR
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at home

in new haven

*Whe first vehicle-actuated traffic control service in the
world had its humble beginning in a two-room laboratory
next to the Yale Art Museum in 1928. The Automatic Signal
Corporation joined forces a jew years later with Eastern
/■Engineering Company.
Today as Eastern Industries, Inc.,
they are the largest manufacturer of traffic control apparatus
in the country. Their amazing system of traffic light
regulation, completely directed by the flow of vehicular
travel — their radar -controlled speed checking equipment —
and their toll recording devices for parkways and bridges are
in successful operation in cities across the nation. For
Eastern it is a business exceeding a milium d*>llars yearly.

New Haven is the home of over 550
enterprising and prosperous industries, large
and small. They make it a rich market of
prime importance to advertisers.

n h c

Best place to reach the people of New Haven, and to stimulate
their buying action, is at home via WNHC.
They stay tuned to
the Voice of New Haven, almost as though it were radar-controlled
by Eastern Industries. Is WNHC on your current station list?

neW

haVen

New England's firs!

complete broadcasting service

Represented nationally by the Katz Agency
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KDKA
KYW

PITTSBURGH
PHILADELPHIA

ESTINGHOUSE
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BOSTOH
FORT WAYNE

SPRINGFI

IMC
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PORTLAND
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fib

Madison
FIJI RADIO EXPANDS
Far from ceasing operations, commercial radio in the Fiji Island group
is on the eve ol considerable expansion.
ZJV Suva at present operates with a
500- watt transmitter but a new 2,000watt transmitter is on the site and
awaiting power and audio line connections.A
( hurrirane which recentlj
swept the islands delayed new works
of this description. I
Programing is of a general nature
and covers breakfast, daytime, and
evening sessions. Announcements
range from 25 to 100 words plus sessions and sessionettes of one-, five-.
10-. 15-, 30-, and 60-minute duration.
We use live copy or recorded material
of 78, 33V:5- and tape reproductions.
Program material is normally recorded at 331,-; on 16" disks.
ZJV rates are low in comparison
with your local stations rates. There
are 3.000 licensed sets in the islands.
In addition free sets are made available to Fijian native villages for communal listening. Total population is
301,959. The languages used: English
for Europeans while the Fijians and
Indians are mainly tri-lingual. i.e.,
speaking English. Fijian, and Hindustani.
C. T. Sproule
Advertising Manager
Broadcasting Dept., Amalgamated
Wireless {Australasia ) Ltd.
Sydney, Australia

BOOMING

BRAZIL

We have a good market for sponsors,
for Sao Paulo is a boom city; it is. aa matter of fact, the fastest growing
city in the world. The latest census
shows a population of 2. 600. 000 inhabitants.
Sao Paulo is the most important
road and railroad center of the country and is the natural supplier and
distributor for all the 21 states of Brazil. Itis the largest industrial center of
South America. There are only three
cities in the V. S. which are larger
than Sao Paulo: New York. Chicago,
and Los Angeles.
Of the three television stations in

15 DECEMBER
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Brazil — one in Kin de Janeiro and two
in Sao Paulo -ours. Radio [elevisao
Paulista, Channel 5. programs almost
entirely with live talent, as we have
-teal difficult) in obtaining films. This
is due both to restrictions on new films
and exchange difficulties.
Television is still such a novelt) that
there is some opposition to the prices
being paid by the sponsors, who were
used to the prires of radio advertising.
Ihe\ are not yet completely assured
that the power of a television ad is a
hundred times more effective than that

Fitting a Medium
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC

which appeals only to one sen^e.
Will radio, theatre, and movies suffer from the expansion of television?
loo bad. Wasn't the railway car superseded by the automobile and the
new concrete roads? Wasn't the steam
boat supplanted by the airplane? The
oldest must give place to the newest;
this is the law of evolution.

AFFILIATE

Covers ALL
of the Rich

Mario Monteiro Diniz Junqueira
Director-Superintendent
Radio Televisdo Paulista
Sao Paulo. Brazil

Write, Wire, Phone
RADIO SAARBRUCKEN

or
Ask Headley-Reed

You might be interested to know
that Radio Saarbriicken has made the
Pepsi-Cola jingle so popular throughout this part of former Germain
that
the children
are singing
it in the
streets.
It goes like this:
Pepsi-Cola, hei das zischt,
eisgekiihlt, wie das erfrischt.
Duft und Labsal jeder Schluck.
Pepsi-Cola gluck, gluck, gluck.
Hans H. Tuxen
Commercial Manager
Radio Saarbriicken
Saar, France
•
Pepsi-Cola's
German
jingle
Iran
English
tliuj.lv:
Pepsi-Cola,
how
it sizzles.
ice-cooled, how
it refreshes.
Fragrant
anil tasty,
each drink.
Pepsi-Cola,
gulp. gulp. gulp.

LUXEMBOURG

of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

WSYR

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

RADIO

Luxembourg Radio's French transmitter covers up to 75% of the total
radio homes in France and Belgium
plus the rest of French-speaking Europe
east to Warsaw and west to Portugal.
I France itself has no commercial radio. I There is no other effective radio
coverage for advertisers except Radio
Monte Carlo in the south. The English transmitter, operating at night
only, covers all of England.
There is

Covers ALL
of the Rich
Central N.Y. Market

Write, Wire, Phone
Ask Headley-Reed
or

0
%

»<^^^«(S?»fi?»<3?»<S?0^»d?»,S7»,S?!)<S?!!)£?i

As we say
in Quebec:

"Joyeux
Noel
et
Bonne
YLeureuse
Anneel

from Canada's

greatest

mail puller

no commercial radio in England either.
As a reswlt Radio Luxembourg is sold
out but sponsors can get time if they
are patient enough.
Radio Luxembourg had only 32
sponsors in 1946; now has 151. Biggest U.S. -origin sponsors on the
French station: Carter Products, Colgate. Goodrich, Lever Bros. Biggest on
the English transmitter: Colgate, Gillette, Intl. Chemical (Kolynos), Lever,
Mars (candy), Miles Labs., Phillips.
Carter. Wander. Seventy percent of
all French programs are produced by
one packager,
de
aris. Les Programmes

of P

Guy Bolam
U . S. representative
Radio Luxembourg

CUBAN

TELEVISION

Here is a recent list of American advertisers and their agencies using the
CMQ-TV Network in Cuba: Phillips
Milk of Magnesia (Bassave. Publicidad); Artistic Foundation, Mennen,
Pepsi-Cola. Ford, Pan American Standard Brands, Pan American World Airways, Sherwin Williams (all Godoy &
Cross); Goodrich (Grant); California Packing. Esso (Guastella-McCannErickson) ; Campbell Soup, S. C. Johnson & Son, Miles Labs., Smith. Kline
& French Labs., Zonite (all Publicidad
Inter - Americana) ; General Foods
(Publicidad Mestre, Conill & Co.);
Home Products of Cuba I Soria. Ruiz
y Cia.) ; Colgate, GE, P&G (all direct) .
M. A. Gutierrez
Sales Manager
CMQ-TV
Havana

LOURENCO
7,000,000

letters

in

1952!

CBS Outlet In Montreal
Key Station of the
TRANS-QUEBEC

730 on the dial
»>
Adam

9
10

radio group

•

10 kilowatts

Representatives:

J. Young
Omer

Jr. - New
Renaud

York, Chicago
& Co. — Toronto

MARQUES

dropped by approximately one-third,
but once the novelty appeal had worn
off and advertisers were in a position
to assess the relative merits of Springbok Radio and Lourenco Marques,
there was a slow but steady upswing
in our billings until today when we are
doing record figures and our turnover
is increasing from month to month.
As you will note from one of the enclosed leaflets, the reason for this is
largely because we are able to offer
listeners in the Union at a lower costper-1,000 than our competitor.
Springbok Radio is, of course, in a
very fortunate position as although it
operates on a national basis, it has
broadcast band transmitters in most
of the large centers.
Frank Lamping
Managing Director
Davenport & Meyer (Pty.) Ltd.,
Johannesburg, commercial managers
for Lourenco Marques Radio

SPANISH-LANGUAGE

Was interested to read your note of
Spanish language stations' prosperity
in your October 6 Report to Sponsors.
We have now established why
Spanish-language advertisers prosper.
Our "Pantry and Medicine Cabinet
Survey" in 374 Latin American homes
in the Greater Austin Area establishes
beyond doubt "percentage of usage"
and "brand preferences" in all basic
lines of food and drugs.
Copies will be made available to
interested advertisers upon request.
Manager Stewart
Frank

Network

RADIO

The operation of Lourenco Marques
Radio is almost unique since, firstly, it
broadcasts on short wave only and. secondly, although situated outside the
Union of South Africa, all of its many
sponsors are located in the Union. In
spite of the fact that it faces strong
competition from the local Springbok
Radio, Lourenco Marques billings are
the highest in its history — with no increase in rates since 1948. (Springbok
is Government-owned although commercial; Lourenco Marques is in Portuguese East Africa — sponsor.)
During the first year of operation of
Springbok Radio (1950) our billings

RADIO

KTXN
Austin, Tex.

INTERNATIONAL

BASICS

Under separate cover we are sending you an order to supply SPONSOR
for 12 months.
In the meantime, I am wondering
whether you would be good enough to
let me have two copies of your World
Commercial Radio Map, which I
understand was published in your
issue dated 14th July.
Allan Blomfield
Film & Radio Mgr.
W . S. Crawford Ltd.
London,
England
•
The
map
SPONSOR'S
International
subseriptions.

referred
to
above
appeared
Ini.
I Basics
Seetion.
Basics
Seetion
Is available
Extra
eopies eost
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MONDAY-FRIDAY
2-3 P.M.

twice
on

MONDAY-SATURDAY
9-11 P.M.

KYA
SAN

FRANCISCO

Covering Northern California's 3,000,000 People

AUKEE

ONE

OF

INDEPENDENT
RADIO STATIONS !
GREATER THAN
11% 1952

EYE Si

Largest Volume of Business
in 16 Years.

456 Satisfied Customers . . .
87

National

Advertisers

. . . Consistent Renewals
Constant

Hooper

Ratings

. . . Among Top Five Indies in Nation
Provides up to 2Vi Times
Net Stations' Audience
Dollar

Per

Top Air Personalities . . .
Air Salesmen . . . Merchandising That Moves

f
KMtllF

Harry
V.P., Coodinator

Chesley

Adverting. Sales & Merchandising
Philip Morris Co., Ltd., Inc.

That's a long title Ham carries around but he has a successful
vales record equally long to go with it. Only five months in his
present assignment, Harry came to Philip Morris after three years
as vice president in charge of national sales for Pepsi-Cola Co.
Big switch? Not according to Harry. "There's not much difference between selling Pepsi-Cola and Philip Morris cigarettes. The
common problems are distribution, display, and mass sales," he says.
He'll have a chance to prove his sales prowess — not only with the
long-established Philip Morris brand of cigarettes but with the
recently introduced king-size Dunhills. Aware of the growing popularity of the longer cigarettes. Philip Morris coupled the class name
of Dunhill with the 85 mm. length demanded by a large segment
of the public.
One of the main vehicles used to carry the Dunhill sales message
is the My Hero show starring Robert Cummings. The commercials
on this program typify Harrys approach. "We put the emphasis
on personalized selling as opposed to the technical rigmarole. No
statistics and research mumo jumbo. We tell the public 'Something
wonderful happens when you change to Philip Morris' and we mean
it. But we aho tell them that in order for us to continue to supply
them with entertaining programs the\ have to go out and buy-

All Major Milwaukee
Wisconsin Sports

and

curHarry
product."
used the personalized selling approach when he was with
Pepsi-Cola. "I believe that Faye Emerson on TV did a fine job of
getting Pepsi out of the kitchen and into many better class living
rooms. She convinced a lot of people that a Pepsi-Cola bottle wasn't

Round

the

Clock

News

Staff . . . Strong Community Affairs Voice

WEMP
HOURS
HUGH

WEMP-FM

OF MUSIC,
BOICE,

HEADIEYREED,

NEWS,

SPORTS

JR., Gen..Mgr.
Not'l

ReD.

outHis
of place
in any
first job
aftersetting."'
leaving the Chicago College of Commerce

was

with Swift & Co. Later, with the Pabst Brewing Co. (a "'premium'"
beer) he worked his way up to national sales promotion director.
During the war Harry was an aide to Gen. "Hap*" Arnold, later
he became assistant secretary of the air staff. Going back to Pabst, he
look over a West Coast distributorship. He and bis partner built up
iIk business
so successfully
sale
of his interest
in 1949. that Harrj couldn't resist a capital gains
Horn in Towson. Mankind. Ham now lives in Greenwich, Conn..
with his wife and two sons.

■* * *
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//v rA<? South's Largest Market Area
&we*ed &y Memphis No. 1 Station
If you're looking for bigger and better markets
to conquer, here are two strong points in your
favor in the Mid-South: (I) The Memphis Market comprises 76 rich counties with a buying
potential of over $2 Billion. (2) You can get
complete coverage of this vital area with a
single schedule on WREC. With the highest
Hooper rating of Any Memphis radio station,
WREC has the power, the engineering perfection and the quality programming to keep a
steady audience of interested listeners in a
receptive mood. And, WREC prestige adds
impetus to buying, too!

WREC
REPRESENTED

15 DECEMBER
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Celebrating Our 30th Anniversary Year

BY THE KATZ AGENCY

•

AFFILIATED WITH CBS RADIO 600 KC, 5000 WATTS13
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-

M
ISTER PLUS

Like everything

else wrought by

man, every advertising medium

has a

hitch in it. Skywriting is splendid —
except on windy days and during
rainy spells. Newspapers are nice —
but it takes so many of them to get
your story into different markets from
coast to coast. Magazines are mighty
fine — if only your sales and distribution
pattern happened to fit a given
publisher's total circulation. And
television is tremendous — but it still
costs so much to reach so small
a fraction of your 48-state market.

TJIFRF
K
A
HITPH
1 IIJLIIJL JuJ 11 111 1 \Jll
There is even a hitch in network radio,
the only true mass medium. All four
networks blanket the biggest centers,
of course — but recent research reveals
that only one of the four really
dominates the 17,000,000-family radio
audience throughout Non -TV America
. . . largely because this network, singlehanded, provides more stations there
than the other three combined. Mutual
is the one network with this unique
plus — and timely rate adjustments
make Mutual the one network for you
to hitch to . . . right now for '53.

MUTUAL
the phis network of 560 affiliates

waiting for
cable clearance
for your
TV film

program

i

you can do better with SPOT— much better

If your TV program is on film, you need never wait on the cable
for clearances, or be blocked out of markets because of inadequate
cable service. Build your national coverage on a Spot basis,
and you'll find that stations clear time more readily for Spot —
in markets of your own choice. And you'll save on Spot time charges —
enough to cover film prints, their distribution and other costs.
Get the full details from your Katz representative.

E
488 MADISON

lm M\
AVENUE, NEW

I Jfa

AU

YORK 22. NEW

E PI %t
YORK • CHICAGO

11/

INC

• LOS ANGELES

16

• National
• SAN FRANCISCO

Advertising
• ATLANTA

Representatives

• DALLAS • KANSAS

CITY • DETROIT
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New and renew
1
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of

Durkee

AGENCY

Wheat

Leo

Foods

Products

Packard

Motor
Bros

Car

Maxon,

1952

52 wks
Ccdric
Adams;
Sun 4:55-5
pm; 30 Nov; 52 wks:
also M 10:35-40 pm; 1 Dec; 52 wks
The Shadow; Sun 5-5:30 pm (15-min seg) ; 4 Jan;
26 wks
Metropolitan
Opera; Sat 2 pm to concl; 29 Nov;
18 bdests

166

MBS

500

Kudner

ABC

337

Eweil

&

Thurber

ABC

350

4:30 pm
Presidential

Weiss

&

Celler

NBC

186

John
Cameron
Swayze;
10:30-35
pm; 24 Nov

Motors
America

S.

Durstine

Th 2:30-45
pm; 20 Nov; 50 wks
Swayze;
M-F
10:30-35
pm; 5 Jan;

Inauguration;

T

20

Jan;

11:30

Th 20
Nov;
thru 2 |.in

M,

amW.

F

on Radio Networks

SPONSOR
Amer.
Burton

50 wks
Nora
Drake;
John Cameron

CBS

Company

Renewed

200
189

Roy

Aids
Prods

of

200
200

540
125
200
540

Kudner

Hearing

duration

CBS

60

MBS
CBS
CBS
MBS

CBS
NBC

Electric

start,

CBS

ABC

Wm.
H. Weintraub
Foote, Cone
& Belding

Svlvania

Corp

Weintraub

time,

Grand
Central
Station;
Sat
11:05-30
am;
start
13 Dec
When
A Cirl Marries;
M, W, F 10:45-1 1 am; 1
Dec; 52 wks
Hall of Musical
Fame;
M-F
10:15-30
am;
PST;
26 Nov; 52 wks
Frank Singiser; M-Sat 10:30-35 am; 1 Jan; 52 wks
What's My Line?; W 9:30-10 pm; 3 Dec; 52 wks
My Little Margie;
Sun 8:30-9 pm; start 7 Dec
Mutual
of Omaha
Calling; Th 25 Dec; 2-3 pm;
special Xmas
prog
Presidential
Inauguration;
T 20 Jan; 11:30 am-5
pm; also Inauguration
Ball; 11:15 pm-12
midn
It Happens
Every Day; Th 4-4:05
pm; 20 Nov;

Prods

Sonotonc

Wine

Inc.
H.

PROGRAM,

123

Co

Simmons

Wm.

Willys-Overland

CBS

Needham,
Louis & Brorby
Ea;[e Ludgin
& Co
Blow Co
Sozeil & Jacobs

Co

Socman
Bros
Int'l Cellucotton

Texas

Burnett

Dean

Corp

S. C. Johnson
b Son
julcs Montcnier
Inc
Philip Morris & Co, Ltd
Mutual of Omaha

Seeman

STATIONS

BBDO

Corp

Famous

Ceneral

Federation
of
Dixie Corp

Continental
Baking
Ceneral
Mills, Inc

AGENCY

Furman
Turner

Labor

STATIONS

& Feiner
Advertising

MBS

150

ABC

134

CBS
ABC

Ted Bates
Knox
Reeves

Co

Frank
Paul

53
26

PROGRAM,

time,

Edwards; M-F
Harvey
News;

10-10:15 am;
Sun 10-10:15

start,

duration
1 Jan; 52 wks
pm;
30 Nov;

52 wks
Grand
Slam, M-F
11:30-45
am; 17 Nov; 52 wks
joe Emerson's
Hymn
Time;
M-F
3-3:15
pm; 22
Dec; 52 wks
Henry J. Taylor; M 8-8:15
pm; 15 Dec: 52 wks
Greatest
Story; Sun 5:30-6 pm; 4 Jan; 52 wks
Newscasts;
M-F;
Holland
Engle,
11:25-30
am,
H. R. Baukhage, 12:15-25 pm; Sam Hayes, 2:2530 pm;
Cecil
Brown,
5:55-6
pm;
also
five
5-min
newscasts
on Sat; 1 Jan; 52 wks
Bill Hickok; M. W. F 5:30-55 pm; 1 Jan; 52 wks
Queen for a Day; M-F
11:45-12 noon seg; 1 Jan;

ABC
ABC
MBS

326
313
540

Leo Burnett
Lennen
& Newell

MBS
MBS

540
540

Philco Corp

Hutchins

ABC

330

52 wks Club;
Breakfast

Philco Corp
Toni Co

Hutchins
Foote, Cone

ABC
£BC

310
333

52 wks
Edwin
C. Hill; M-F 10:30-35 pm; 29 Dec: 52 wks
Break
the Bank;
T, Th, 11:30-45
am
segs;
18
Nov; 52 wks

Ceneral
Motors Corp
Coodyear
Tire & Rubber
S. C. Johnson
& Son

Kudner
Kudner
Needham,

Kellogg

P.

3

DECEMBER

Neiv on EiaitUo Networks
Cream

2

15

Co

Lorillard

Co

Louis

&

&

Brorby

Belding

M-F

9:45-10

am

seg;

29

Dec;

\ew Notional Spot Radio Rusiness
SPONSOR

AGENCY

PRODUCT

Colgate-PalmolivePeet
Druggists
Supply
Corp

Cashmere
Bouquet
hand
lotion
Drug
supplies

Sherman
NY
Ruthrauff

Ford

1953

J. Walter
NY
Benton
&

Dealers

General

Foods

Corp

Paint

Pontiac

Motor

Maxwell

autos

House
stant Coffee

In-

Automobiles

Lincoln-Mercury
Modene

Ford

Co

Div

Odor-Free
line

1953

Kenyon
product

Pontiac

autos

&

Marquette,
&

&

STATIONS-MARKET
Ryan,

150

Thompson,

15

Bowles,

8

NY

Eckhardt,

Frederick-Clinton
NY
NY

MacManus,
Adams,

NY

25

Co,

John &
Detroit

mkts
mkts

CAMPAIGN, start, duration
wks
Annct
campaign;
17 Nov;
3
2-wk Xmas prom campaign; st
1 Dec; 8 Dec in Tex & Okla
Annct campaign; 9 Dec; 3 ds
to 2 wks each mkt
One-min anncts; 20-sec stn

mkts
mkts

About
350 stns
coast-to-coast
6 cities: Boston,
Quincy, Springfield,
Mass.; New Haven,
Waterbury,
Conn.;
Bangor,500 Me.
About
stns

breaks;
tion short-term
campaign; Dec saturaAnncts, varying lengths; mainly early am time; Dec
Anncts,
parties, launched
progs; intensive schedule
Oct

One-min,

20-sec
anncts;
supplemented by heavy
dealer
scheds
locally;
saturation
campaign; Dec

I I)

Numbers after names
i 1)
refer new
to category
New and IReI)
RichardCamp
Rawls
Harry

In next issue:
Station

New and

Renewed

on Television

(Network

and

Spot);

Representation Changes; Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

Harold Ridalls
Bill Simpson
I ic Rowland
ii
17I 1,
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National Broadcast
NAME
Clarence
C. Alexander
William
R. Alford
George
Baron
Robert
Blake
Ceorge Baren Bregge
Harry Camp
Robert
C. Canepa
Neil D Cline
Stan Cordrey

Blew and reneu

NEW

AFFILIATION

NBC
TV, NY, acct exec sis dept
KMOX.
St. Louis, chg natl sis
Peerless TV Prod, NY, chg sis prom
W)Z,
NY, comml
mgr
World
Bdcstg, midwest
sis exec
KDON,
Salinas, Cal, comml
mgr
Pacific Borax Co, midwest div sis mgr
WSYR, Syracuse, chief radio slsmn
KCNA,
Tucson,
sis dept
KXXX,
Colby, Kans, asst mgr. chg farm prog
WPZ,
NY,
mgr
KMOX,
St. Louis, dir pub rel
WDTV,
Pittsb, sis stf
WISH,
Indianapolis,
sis stf
United
Artists TV, NY, vp
W|R,
Detr, asst treas
KXXX, Colby, Kans, mgr
John I. Edwards & Asso, Hywd, mdsg exec
WOW,
Omaha,
sis dept
ABC
TV, NY. dir stn rels
WJZ,
NY, acct exec
McCann-Erickson,
NY, assoc media
dir
KRSC, Seattle, mgr
ABC Sales Dept, NY, bus mgr
WSYR,
WSYR-TV,
Syracuse,
nrog dir
ABC Western
Div, dir radio-TV publ
W|Z.
NY, acct exec
KRSC, Seattle, sis mgr
KFI-TV, LA, gen mgr
Wm
G. Rambeau,
NY. sis mgr & vp
KXOK,
St. Louis, acct exec

Herbert
W. Hobler
Robert
Hyland
lack Ishmole
Warren
lennings
Cy Kaplan
Ann
Knowleton
Robert
E. Lyall
A. I. Marshall
|r.
lack
Martin
Ed Mason
William
M.
Materne
Ray McCarthy
Donald
Menard
Robert
Merryman
lohn Mitchell
F. Sibley Moore
Ceorge
Nickson
Kenneth
M. Quaife
lack O'Mara
Richard
B. Rawls
Michael A. Renault
Robert
M. Reuschle
Harold
Ridalls
Thomas
P. Robinson
William
V. Rothrum
Vic Rowland
Hartley
L. Samuels
Bill Simpson
Haan
|. Tyler
lames A. Wethington
lohn H. White

AFFILIATION

Great Plains TV Properties stns. gen mgr
Same, dir of sis
Same,
sis mgr
WCBS
Radio, NY, dir publ rel
Same,
sis dir
WDOK.
Cleve. vp & gen mgr
KMOX,
St. Louis, mdsg
mgr
Same,
dir radio & TV
WLW-T,
Cinci, sis rep
O. L. Taylor, NY, sis stf
WSYR-TV,
Syracuse,
mgr TV sis
WHAS-TV.
Louisville, sis mgr
Frederic W
Ziv, NY, radio sis prom dept
NBC
Spot Sales, NY, mgr sis devel & res
Robert
Meeker
Assoc. NY, sis stf
Same, dir radio & TV (Meredith owns WHEN, Syracuse, WOW. Omaha, KPHO, Phoenix)
CBS TV Network Sales, NY, acct exec
Same,
gen sis mgr
Same, acct exec
CBS Radio Spot Sales. NY, acct exec
WONS,
Hartford, Conn, sis mgr
Same, stn mgr
WLW
stns. Ohio, dir field mdsg
Same, mgr radio sis
KNOC.
Nogales,
Ariz., stn mgr
Same, mgr; also vp Western
Plains Bdcstg Co
ABC,
natl spot sis mgr, owned radio stns
Same,
acct exec
Same, opers mgr
WLW-T, Cinci, sis rep
Same,
Screen vp
Gems, NY, gen sis mgr
KEEP,
KTTV,
Same,
KPHO,
Same,

Twin
Falls, Idaho, mgr
LA, dir mdsg & prom
asst sis mgr
Phoenix,
stn
sisKPHO-TV.
mgr

mgr

WHUM-TV,
Reading,
Pa, natl sis mgr
KXRN,
Renton,
Wash,
co-owner
ABC
Stn Rels Depts, regl mgr NY &
Central
NY
Bdcstg
Corp, vp
KONA, mgr
Honolulu,
dir pub rel
Same,

New

NAME

Bernard

0.

|ohn

K.

Holsinger

Russell,

FORMER

KXRN, Renton, Wash, co-owner
Guild Films, Hywd, west coast sis dir
Same, exec vp
KMOX,
St. Louis, acct exec

Sylvania
Electric Prods, Buffalo, asst gen si
mgr, radio & TV div
Toni Co, Chi, vp
Lever Bros, NY, mdsg
mgr Pepsodent
Div
Bendix
Home
Appliances,
South
Bend,
prod
sis coordinator
Bendix
Home
Appliances.
South
Bend,
asst
mgr mktg

|r

Herbert
worth, L.II Shuttle-

Mohawk

loseph

Buff
Elec
Prod
Sylv
tric
s,
alo,
ania
Ohio,
Indiana,
Kentucky
Toni Co, Chi, dir mkt res

Fred

|. Sullivan
Willis

I\ew Agency

Carpet Mills,

Amsterdam,

Appointments

Mills, NY
Dealers of

NY

Consolidated
Home
Furn Co. Chi and SF
Dodge
Dealers Assn of Kans City
John H. Dulany & Son, Fruitland,
Md
Kyron
Foundation,
Chi
Postal Finance Co, Omaha,
Neb; and Mutual Loan Co, Sioux City, Iowa
Procter
& Gamble,
NY
Swank,
Inc. Attleboro,
Mass

NY, exec vp
distr

PRODUCT

SPONSOR
Cannon
Chrysler

NEW

AFFILIATION

p Canada
Pepsodent
Co vof
Ltd, dir
Bristol-Myers
Prods Div, NY, asst adv mgr
mktg& Co, Chi, radio-TV adv mgr
Swift
Sylvania
Electric Prods, Buffalo, field sis mgi
Natl Beer Wholesalers Assn, mdsg
dir
Bendix
Home
Appliances,
South
Bend,
mg

Wilmore
H. Miller
Alph
B. Peterson
lames W. Riley

Stockings,
towels,
Chrysler autos

sis

toothpaste
jewelry

Same, gen

(or

sis mgr

Same, hd adv C- brand
prom
Same, mdsg vp Pepsodent
Div
Same, sis mgr freezer div
Same, sis m«r
Same, pres
Same, field
Same, also

service)

clothing,

range

sis
air

depts

div

mgr
creative

adv

&

media

res

AGENCY

bedspreads

Appliances,
housewares,
Dodge
Dulany autos
foods
Medical
products
Loaning by mail
Gleem
Men's

mgr

AFFLIATION

Lever Bros Pepsodent
Div, NY, adv vp
Same, adv mgr
Pan-American
Coffee
Bureau,
NY, adv mgr
Same, asst gen sis mgr
Miller Brewing Co, Milw, acting gen sis mgr
Same, sis mgr new appliance
line

etc.

N. W. Ayer & Son, NY (eff 2 |an)
Bermingham.
Castleman
& Pierce. NY
(for TV in NY areal
Bozell & Jacobs, Chi
Scott Assoc, Kans City
Erwin, Wasey
& Co, NY
Irvin Rose Agency,
Hywd
Bozell & Jacobs, Chi
Compton,
NY
A. | Silberstein-Bert

Goldsmith.

\ ii m hers alter names
refer In New anil Renew category

Allien J. Gillen
(,. G. Alexander

Payson
Hall
II. //. Miller
II . L.Shuttleworth (5)
/.. //. Bristol, Jr. (5)

Anil/rase .1. iddis

(5)

Bernard Holsingei I 5 I
irthui A. Currie <.S)
/. /. Sullivan
(5)

18

England

Sponsor Personnel Changes
Ambrose
|. Addis
Lee H. Bristol, |r
|ohn
A. Burns
Arthur
A. Currie
R. R. Fowler
Cerald
L. Hartman

6.

FORMER

RHZ-Cadena
Azul net, Cuba, mgr ot opers
WSYR,
WSYR-TV,
Syracuse,
comml
sis mgr
KOWL,
Santa Monica,
Cal, acct exec
WOR,
WOR-TV,
NY, dir publ
WDTV,
Pittsb, asst sis dir
WQAM,
Miami, Fla. asst gen mgr
Own
food firm, St, Louis
WHAS,
WHAS-TV,
Louisville, superv of sis
Nash Motor Co. Cinci, sis prom
mgr
WOR-TV,
NY, TV sis stf
WAGE,
Syracuse,
comml
mgr
WSYR-TV, Syracuse, chg local & regl TV sis
WKRC.
Cinci. publ dir
Lester Lewis Assoc,
NY, prog prod
CBS TV, NY, sis dept
Meredith
Pub Co, Des Moines,
radio-TV exec

|ohn I.
H. Ceiger
D'Aiutolo
Fred
Albert
I Cillen
Richard
D. Gillespie
Richard
W. Golden
Byron
Goodell
Payson
Hall

5.

Sales Executives

SPONSOR

NY

"..OUTSTANDING
HUMANITARIAN SERVICE"

Community service is its own reward,
but enterprise that wins such an award as this
means audiences that reward the Advertiser.
For greatest shows,
brightest stars,
richest returns, it's

wm 5

TELEVISION CHANNEL
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Affiliated with CBS and DuMont Television Networks ... represented by the Katz Agencq
15 DECEMBER

19

1952

^

For the first time in three years, circulation figures and up-to-date circulation
values of radio have been measured. The
A. C. Nielsen Co. has just released the
results of the most comprehensive radio
survey ever undertaken, covering every
country in the U. S. In this advertisement
NBC makes the first published report on
the Nielsen Coverage Study.

Here is the truth
RIGHT

NIGHTTIME
DELIVERS
RADIO

A

NOW,

RADIO

M U LTI- M I LLI O N
AUDIENCE:*

... at the lowest cost-per-thousand circulation in
radio's history.
... at only a fraction of the cost-per-thousand circulation ofany of the nation's top magazines.
While the cost-per-thousand circulation of
printed media has been steadily increasing since
1949, the cost of nighttime radio has been
decreasing.

THE

VALUE

OF

1949-1952 TREND
OF MEDIA COST/IOOO
RADIO NETWORKS (EVENING;
PERCENT

DECREASE

NBC 17.5
CBS
14.3
MBS
9.3
ABC

9.1 ■■■
PERCENT

MAGAZINES
Ladies' Home Journal
Good Housekeeping

Better Homes & Gardens

7.7
8.4
8.9 11.8
14.5
16.0

Saturday Evening Post
McCall's

NBC's cost-per-thousand is now lower than any of the
networks . . . only 33 cents.

INCREASE

Woman's Home Companion

Life

And NBC Radio's nighttime costs have shown
the greatest decrease.

NIGHTTIME

16.9

24.6

Look

25.4

Collier's
-Radio Weekly Audience:
BMB for 1949. NCS for 1952
Masazmes:
each year

ABC first six months

COSTS, Radio: Net time cost V2 hour,
weekly frequency
Magazines: Net cost Black and
White
pageinbased
of
everyfullissue
a year.on the use

'8,335,000 new radio sets have already been sold this year

about nighttime radio
DIO

IS GREATER

THAN

EVER

NBC nighttime radio reaches more homes per dollar
than magazines, newspaper supplements, or network
television.
And NBC nighttime Radio does more for your advertising dollar than any other radio network.

BEFORE

among their listeners than among people who are exposed to all other advertising. Here is documented proof
of NBC Radio's outstanding impact on the habits of
millions.
Merchandising

—

Today, NBC

Radio is the only

Circulation — The new Nielsen Coverage Survey is
the largest personal interview study ever made (a

netwoi'k fully equipped to merchandise products successfully at the point-of-sale. Under the leadership of

sample of 100,000 homes). It shows an NBC Radio audience of more than 16,000,000 homes on the average
night . . . 25,466,870 different homes weekly . . . and NBC
reaches additional millions of homes in successive weeks.

NBC's

Facilities — The farthest reaching voice in the nation

NBC Radio's nighttime audience exceeds the next
network by 1,275,000 homes each week.

is the NBC Radio Network. Through NBC's superior
facilities, advertisers may reach millions of homes
virtually untouched by other national media.

Sales Effectiveness — NBC Radio is the only network which has tested and proven its ability to sell ad-

Here, then, is the truth about nighttime radio. Never
before has it offered better values. As Radio continues

Tertisers' products today — even in television markets.
NBC-advertised
products
sell 20' "( to 111%
better

twelve district supervisors, NBC's

affiliated

stations actively work to sell their advertisers' products.

to offer even greater values to advertisers, so NBC
continues to offer the greatest values in Radio.
Sources for all statements

available On request

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
a service of Radio Corporation of America

FACTS

ABOUT

IN LOS ANGELES

IN

America's Largesf

AUTOMOBILE
and

2nd Largest Retail
Market

y0

LEADS

than these cities combined:
Dallas,
Miami,
New
Haven,
Omahe,
Salt Lake City, Providence, Trenton,
Syracuse, Springfield,
III. have

^"-^

HOMES,

27vms

of service in

5

NIW YO»K
CHICAGO
SAN »«»NCM»
tOS ANGItl*
CMAM.OTTI
OITBOIT
ATLANTA
MIMPMtS
ST. ICUI*
PAUAS

^7^^952
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See:

"Five ways to promote TV programs"

Issue:

20 October

Subject:

The TV program guide magazines
provide a top-notch promotion vehicle for TV shows

1952,

p. 40

The program guide magazines are one of the fastest-growing
means of TV show promotion, providing advertisers with an audience of TV viewers who are not satisfied with cold newspaper
program-listings and are willing to pay for convenient-to-read
schedules.
There are some 23 TV program magazines published weekly in
TV markets across the nation. Total circulation at present: roughlv
1.200.000. Leading the field are TV Guide, with an average of
475,000 copies in New York: TV Forecast, with 210.000 in Chicago;
TV Digest, with 180.000 in Philadelphia (these three are members of ABC l .
Surveys show the influence of these magazines as program-information sources. Advertest Research recently completely a study for
TV Guide (6-16 November 19521, querying 757 TV set owners in
the New York metropolitan area on where they got TV schedules.

When Market Facts. Inc.. made a survey for TV Forecast magazine in the Chicago metropolitan area, they discovered that 174.000
families had seen the most recent issue of Forecast; 150,000 the
latest Chicago Tribune weekly TV supplement; 147,500 the Chicago
Daily News weekly TV supplement. Forecast outsells the Saturday

LOS ANGELES
HAS MORE
AUTOMOBILE RADIOS

BRANHANl
COWPAHY

stories

— to lure about as many (28.0', i information-seekers as TV Guide
alone attracted.

ali Independents*

RADIO

on SPONSOR

Of these, 28.4'/f used TV Guide. This percentage outranked the
combined showing 1 17.2' v I of respondents using full-week schedules
in Sunday or weekend newspapers. In the daily field, it took seven
major newspapers combined — New York Journal- American, Post,
World-Telegram. Times, Mirror. Herald-Tribune, and Newark News

KFWB

TOTAL

Nett? developments

THIRD LARGEST
erica's
Am
MARKET

Evening Post. Life, Time, Collier's, and all other weekly magazines
sold on Chicago newsstands, according to the survey.
An example of what advertising in such a magazine helped do for
one show comes from the Borden Co. That sponsor started to carry
"spotlight ads" on its Treasury Men in Action. (NBC TV. Thursday
8:30 p.m. I in TV Guide early in September. The show's New York
tating (American Research Bureau) at that time was 34.8. One
month later (2 October I its rating had jumped to 40.4.
TV Guide, TV Forecast, and TV Digest recently grouped to offer
sponsors special combination rates for advertising in all three. These
publications also act as advertising representatives for some 15 other
program guides (some, published in different cities, have the same
names via franchise; TV Digests, for instance, appear in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Atlanta).
Advertisers buying space in the guide magazines to give their
shows an extra push include: American Tobacco Co., Bendix Home
Appliances, Bristol-Myers, Celanese Corp., DuPont. Hazel Bishop.
International Silver, Texas Co., Westinghouse. Johnson & Johnson,
Magnavox Co.. Nash Motors. General Foods.
Here's how A. J. Segal, advertising director of TV Guide, catalogs
some of the advantages the program magazines offer advertisers and
televiewers: ( 1 I They are handier to refer to than newspapers: l2l
though issued weekly, they are used daily and kept around; this
gives a "spotlight" advertiser extra exposures; (3) the contents

XoVamoeles
HARRY
Out of -Home List'

MAIZUSH

Survey

catch the viewer at just the right time — when he's in the mood to
view; (4) they serve to heighten his interest in what he sees on
video via editorial features which personalize the stars and their
shows. Also, they assure the advertiser no waste circulation since
virtually every reader is a TV set owner.
* * *
SPONSOR

Salemaker has had . . .

a son!

. . . and his boy does a man's job on a junior sized
Like his famous
Daddy,
Salemaker Jr. gives you
smash impact spot saturation at low cost.
details call or wire KRSC
National
Sales
nearest rep.

budget!

For complete
or our

sells ALL the big
Seattle Market
Represented
by:
EAST:
Geo. W.
WEST:

15 DECEMBER

1952

Clark,

Inc.

Lee F. O'Connell
Co.
Los Angeles
Western
Radio Sales,
San Francisco

23

WBT's cheerful, chipper Fletcher Austin gives the charm
and conviction to a banquet or a break which have made
him one of the most popular of Carolina personalities —
on or off the air. Rightly representative of WBT's
superlative air staff, Fletcher can make your commercials
sing and sell among 3,000,000 WBT-Carolinians.

COLOSSUS

OF THE CAROLINAS

CHARLOTTE,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

15 DECEMBER

1952

BBDO's Frank Silvernail, manager radio-TV time buying; Hope
Martinez, timeluner : Theodora Anderson, manager of radio-Tl

research, peruse copy of NCS report. Ad agencies will lie receiling I .S. data from !\ielsen Coverage Service in January '53

eatioran dio station'e s
ag
er
Av
circul up despit TV: Nielsen
Increases since "49 BMB shown fey majority of
stations in Nielsen Coverage Service cross-section. Full NCS station
reports already out; area studies coming in January '53
m/ rom the point of view of station
coverage, how big is radio today?
What's the effect of TV on radio
during the past three years?
Are radio listeners tuning to a greater number of stations now, because
there are more radio stations today
than in 1949?
With the first Nielsen Coverage Ser15 DECEMBER

1952

vice station reports already in the
hands of stalion subscribers, and with

month, the A. C. Nielsen Co. has just
released the first round of answers to

multi-station area reports due on the
desks
of agencv
timebuyers
in a

questions such as those above.

status

report

Basis for Nielsen's findings wa> i
<ross-section group of 96 radio sta25
tions throughout the country, chosen
from the 2.300 reported on by NCS.
These stations have had no change of
power, affiliation, or frequency between

the time of the 1949 BMB coverage
studv and the NCS study, field work
for which was done last spring.
The over-all findings in this group
of station reports are eye-openinu.
The) show clearly that radio — 11 ' ',
higher in total ( . S. circulation than
three years ago — is still king of the
air media, although time Inning must
often be done carefully to achieve the
licst results. Here are the highlights
of the Nielsen investigation :
1. The average U. S. radio station
in the cross-section group showed an
increase in the size of it> "coverage'"
I i.e.. circulation among families — not
the number of square miles covered b\
the stations signal) between 1949 and
L952 h\ 11% in the daytime. The
average nighttime coverage gain was
V, in the 96-station group.
2. This 11% average increase dur-

ing the daylight hours was far from
uniform. The spread ran all the way
from a drop of 48% to a gain of
213$
among the NCS panel outlets.
3. Similarly, the nighttime increase
was not uniform among NCS stations.
1949-1952. Drop-off.-; ran as low as

buying carefully can thus look forward to audiences generally larger toda\ than they were three years ago.

However, this doe n't mean that the
day of the big powerhouse stations is
over. Far from it. Large stations are
almost always coincidentally located in
TV markets I New York. New Orleans.

6. There's still a danger in trying
to apply generalities to specific cases.
As the chart at right shows, some radio outlets went against the form
charts and made gains I often quite
sizable! against television competition.
Other stations with no TV competition,
it was found in the Nielsen data,
had sus'ained losses. The answer is
obvious: When a timebuyer gets down
to the market level and starts to weigh
one outlet against another, the choice
must still be motivated by such things

Los Angeles, e'c.) and thus are more
exposed to TVs influence. Their remaining audiences are still enormous.
5. With the average radio station

as the quality of the station's local programing, its audience promotion ami
merchandising jobs, and the know-how
of its management.

63%, and gains went up to 112' I.
4. In a general sense, increases were
found most frequently among stations
of small and medium size, and decreases were most noticeable among
large stations, according to Nielsen.

Broadcasters will be able to sell air media on basis oj new. competitive circulation data provided by NCS and Dr. Ken

HOBS-

hitting more families, the multi-market
spot radio advertiser who has done his

Baker's SAM.

NBC's chief researcher, H. M. Beiille Jr. I seated), examines media
figures with H. W. Shepard iNBC O&O stations) , NCS' s J. Churchill

illllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllll

Typical intlivitlual radio station circulation changes. 1949 vs. 1952
( These 12 stations of varying size were selected at random for sponsor by A. C. Nielsen from
its complete NCS cross-section of all U.S. radio stations with same facilities in ' \{> and '.">:> i

Station

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

*High — over 5,000

1949
Circulation
(000), day or night

Net Ami
Power*

Low
Med

High

Low

High

Med
Med
Low
Med
Med
High
High

watts;

z

10-25
25-100
100-500
10-25
100-500
25-100
25-100
25-100
Over 500
10-25
100-500
Over 500

Y
Y

Ind

X

w

Ind
W
X
Z
Ind
Y

Medium — 500-5,000

watts;

Low — under

500

1952
homes
home

ownership
1952 TV (%)

No.
of
(000).
county!

in

10-25
250-500
100-250
10-25
25-50
100-250
10-25
100-250
100-250

as

index

%

Day

— 27

—51

population;

+— 112
21

41
+55

— 4
+ 11

60-70
30-40
40-50
Under 10
Under 10
30-40

local

—
2
—+ 39
63
+
6

+ 6
+— 4
14

30-40
70-80

of

Circulation
change
in
all counties
Night

— 6

county

Under 10
10-20
50-60
Under 10

10-25
25-50
50-100

watts. tGiven

home

none

+ 100

+ 2
+

does

NOT

30
+compare

42

+

+52
with

7

+

16figure

circulation

at left.

iWore data front I%CS study: Briefly, that's the first round of nuggets panned by Nielsen researchers

BS VI It-type data of SAM
also due early next year

from
the dataAnd.
deposits
last and
spring's
field work.
since ofradio
TV
coverage were being measured on the
same base for the first time, there were
other highlights:
1. The influence of TV on radio
station circulation depends on the degree of TV set saturation in a market.
That, of course, is obvious to any timebuyer. But timebuyers are often not
aware of the fact that it takes a good
deal of TV saturation before any recognizable dent is made in radio. For
instance, Nielsen researchers learned
that among radio stations in whose
home counties the TV ownership was
10% or less, there was an average
circulation increase of 21% in the daytime and 31% at night. Where the
home-county TV set penetration was
50%> or more, daytime radio coverage
was off an average of or'y 4%, although itslumped 30% f night.
2. U. S. audiences are developing
stronger loyalties to individual radio
stations. That is, they're listening to a
smaller number of different radio sta15 DECEMBER

1952

Dr. Kenneth C. Baker, head of ihe
Standard Audit & Measurement
Service, has already
sent some
400 SAM Station Reports to
subscribing
outlets; ad agencies
will receive theirs soon

tions every week, perhaps because of
TV competition and perhaps the fact
that much of the listening done to
secondary sets ( kitchens, garages,
workshops, etc.) usually involves listening while working and thus the station dial is twisted less. According to
Nielsen, the average number of radio
stations listened to by the typical U. S.
home is down 11% in the daytime and
down 29% at night, as compared to
1949 levels.
3. As expected, when radio station
listening and TV viewing are lumped
together, the combined total shows a

greater number of tuned-to stations
than the radio-only figures for 1949 —
but not much more. The combined total number of AM and TV outlets
dialed weekly by a typical home was
5% higher than the number of radio
stations alone three years ago.
Implications of data: What do such
figures as those above, and in the
chart on this page mean to a radio
advertiser and his agency?
Simply this:
• As the NCS data arrives at agen( Please turn to page 86)
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To the ageiicpan about to
sip a film-program contract . .

A look before you leap may save many headaches plus thousands of
dollars.

Herein six practical pointers on how to he eautious

M? evv TV program vehicles are as
flexible as the spot-placed video film
show; films can cover anything from
one to 60 TV markets. But few types
of TV programing offer as many possibilities for both large and small ad
agencies to take a contractual pratfall.
For instance:
A well-known beverage advertiser.
who wanted extra TV impact in a Midwest market, was urged recently by his
agenc) to buy a half-hour spot film
program to do the job. The show was
screened for the client, who liked it
at once. The agency made a firm commitment with the film distributor, and
drew up a 26-week contract with a
TV outlet for the time. Then, the
blow fell.
Another beverage firm, the agencydiscovered to its horror, was sponsoring the same film series in another
Midwest TV market, just a few miles
away. Thousands of viewing families

show didn't tell me about that nextdoor market," he pleaded.
In turn, the distributor shrugged his

and others connected with the booming
business of TV films, produce similar
reactions. When slip-ups occur, most

shoulders and said "Look. I'm busy
24 hours a day. You didn't ask. 1
figured you already knew and it didn't

agree, it's because someone forgot to
read the fine print of a film-show contract, or else forgot to include a vital
clause.

The timebuyer who made the deal
with
the station was the next man at
matter."
bat. "No. I didn't check with the station, or the reps, to see if anyone else
was sponsoring that film series in the

Every week, situations like these
occur:

next market," he admitted.
that had been done by our
people when the deal was
the distributor. I was just

preemptions, when a multi-market deal
was being made for a syndicated film
show. The TV stations on the list, for

"I thought
production
made with
told to buy

a good
slot."
This time
embarrassing
experience for
one of the country's leading ad agencies— names are here omitted for ob-

film

lived in the large "overlap area," the
suburban area between the two TV
markets that receives a TV signal from
both. And, these families could see
the same TV films, a few nights apart.
sponsored by two arch competitors.
Meanwhile, two sets of detail crews
and salesmen were calling on the same
retailers, armed with embarrassingly
similar merchandising material and
promotion kits.
In icy tones, the beverage advertiser
phoned bis agency and demanded to
know what, exactly, did they think
the) uric doing?
The agencj was soon in an uproar.
Millings were called, and a behindthe-scenes investigation started. The

ling business," was a recent comment
from a typical film distributor, who
added "but we can't do all the thinking for everyone. Very often, agencies
won't even tell us the name of the man
we're to contact with last-minute inhumation, or else somebody always
forgets to write a memo to somebody

ag< in \ 's I \ director was called on the
carpet first.
The distributor who sold us the

Interviews with leading film producers, distributors, agency executives,

28

else."

vious reasons — could have been easily
avoided. A phone call from the program buyer to the film distributor, or
a checkup by the timebuyer would
have avoided the mishap — if the calls
had been made before the TV contracts
were signed.
"We try our best to help advertising
agencies, because this is still a fledg-

•

A major New York ad agency recently forgot to include in its time contracts with stations a clause covering

the most part, soon committed themselves to other clients for the film time
slots, since it was presumed they would
be unoccupied when the film series was
over.
During the recent election campaign,
however, there were several preemptions of the show's local slots for political or special-events coverage. The
agency's contract with the producer
called for the sponsor to pay for all the
films in the series, a standard practice.
But failure to include a clause in the
agency's time contracts with stations,
which guaranteed an automatic extension of the sponsor's original time slot,
left the agency's client at the mercy of
stations when it came to "make-goods."
Result: Several of the sponsor's best
films were shown in weird slots by stations who had nothing else to offer,
having already disposed of the time.
The agency is still apologizing.
• Not long ago, another large ad
agency lined up over 30 stations for
a syndicated film show. But the agency's TV program buyers neglected to
confer with the agency's timebuyers before the purchasing of local slots bei Please lum to page 70)
SPONSOR

Six points to chech before you sign ei film-show contract
1. Can pilot-film quality be maintained?
Pilot may have cost twice that oj run-of-mill
show in film series. Check producers reputation, and/or his other TV film programs.

4. Are you covered in case of preemption
of your TV film slot for special events?
Your contracts should automatically extend
your
regular time slot on TV
outlets.

2. Does your time buying match the mechanics offilm distribution? Simultaneous
multi-market starting dates may mean costly
extra film prints oj your client's TV show.

5. Is your '"new" film show really a new
package? Many reruns are quite successful, but your show may have been aired for
a competing advertiser in the same market.

3. Do you have market "exclusives" and
automatic "first refusals?" TV markets
sometimes overlap; a competitor may be
sponsoring your film show in one of them.

6. Are you protected against print-damage
costs or TV legal suits? Clauses covering
these possibilities should be in both the
time and film contracts dratvn by the agency.
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"Radio and TV greatest sales
tools we ever had"-MMS

Chicago candy
M

leader attributes top place

he greatest sales tools we ever

had!"
That's how Victor Henry Gies, Mars,
Inc.'s v.p. in charge of sales and advertising, describes radio and TV.
Here's why :
1. Radio and TV have kept the Chicago candy leader on top in over-all
sales in the highly competitive $180
million-a-year chocolate-covered bar
business since it plunged into network
radio in 1939. I Mars devoted $12.3
million of its $14.2 million advertising expenditures between 1039 and
1952 to the broadcast media, accord-

in field

ing to PIB and Bureau of Advertising
figures.)
2. Radio and TV have more than
doubled Mars sales in the same period—1939 to 1952.
3. Radio and TV have kept Milky
Way first in the 50 chocolate-covered
bar race.
Actually candy is a $965 million-ayear business with the chocolate-cov-

case

history

media

ered bars comprising the largest single
line. Hershey dominates the industry
with its solid chocolate bars, selling
some $70 million a year. Its sales
grossed $156 million last year for all
products. Instead of advertising, it
practices detailing, which will be explained later.
But Mars leads the chocolate-covered
bar field in sales and radio-TV expenditures. Its air philosophy, strategy,
and experience should therefore prove
of interest to admen and sponsors.
Here's the Mars story, as related by
genial,

£0

to broadcast

law-trained

Vic

Cies

and

h's

SPONSOR

equally friendly account executive,
Ralph E. Ellis, at the Leo Burnett Co.
in Chicago. Gies started with the firm
as a retail salesman in 1925 at $150 a
month; rose to veep in 1949. Ellis has
heen on the account since 1944, first
with Grant Advertising in Chicago and
then in 1949 with Leo Burnett when
Mars switched agencies.
Both point out that Mars got to the
top because it (a) introduced a new
tasty candy to America — milk chocolate-covered nougat bars ( the formula
was whipped up by founder Frank
Mars in the kitchen of his home in the
early 1920Y) ; (b) it maintained the
quality of the product over the years;
(c) it has consistently advertised mostly through broadcasting since 1939.
During this period Mars spent $14,287,471 on national advertising, according to PIB and Bureau of Advertising figures. Of this, $12,346,636
went into radio and TV, $1,598,835
into magazines, $342,000 into newspapers. Of the air total, radio got $10,488,893 and TV $1,857,743 (time estimates only).
Here is a conservative estimate of
the Mars ad budget for 1952:

TV .
..$1,100,000
Radio
600,000
Magazines .
150,000
Trade papers
30,000
Newspapers
25,000
Transit ....
15,000
Miscellaneous
80,000
TOTAL .
...$2,000.00(1
(One of Mars' biggest competitors
figures Mars actually spends $3,620,000 with at least $35,000 a month
going for TV announcements in 15
markets and $250,000 a year for comic
books.)

Mars

on the air: During the 19391952 period Mars has had 10 radio
shows and two TV programs. It is
now on the air with the $16.000-aweek People Are Funny ( CBS Radio
187 stations 8 to 8:30 p.m. Tuesday),
starring Art Linkletter as m.c, and
with Super Circus (ABC TV up to 36
stations 5:30 to 6:00 p.m. segment of
hour show Sunday ) starring Mary
Hartline. Claude Kirshner and Cliff
Saubier, and costing Mars $750,000
for the year for time and talent.
People Are Funny gets the adults:

"Dr. I.Q." starring Lew Valentine carried Mars
banner for most of 1939-49 period. It was first
Mars AM show. (M.C. Alan C. Anthony, rear)

Super Circus, the small fry and the
parents (half and half I.
Throughout the past 14 years Mars
has also used a print schedule — mostly
magazines like Life, Look, and Collier's, plus dailies for specific camIt's currently
paigns.

using

transit, namely

■II1III11IH

|

Mars has concentrated on air advertising since 1939
(Sales have risen
YEAR

NET

7939
7940
7947
7942
7943
7944
7945
7946
7947
7948
7949
7950
7957
7952

RADIO

NET

none

544,714
785,028
158,328

none

136
none

none

none
none

none
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:-.1
1ij

257,376
546,850

3,500
2,000

417

none

TOTAL

NEWSPAPERS

785,945
346,448
270,758
507,382

none
500

188,120
179,658

none

30,500
12,500

7,745,090
7,794,373

500

66,110
142,800

1,194,313

none

1,324,142
1,542,062

none

none

none
none

none

198,050

122,500

1,541,411
389,560

37,350
431,183

414,760
144,154

54,500
115,500

1,030,856
294,101

595,279
793,931

$70,488,893

$7,857,743

SOURCE:

:
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!
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1
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period)

MAGAZINES

TV

none

(6 mos.)

i
.'
:1
1
1
' .- 1
1
!
:
" :1
1
;i_■ !1
1i
:

in same

253,816

440,772
989,790

Totals

120%

7,533,792
2,079,322
7,633,267
7,080,397
7,804,465
7,774,332

none

178,330

none

86,300

$7,598,835

$342,000

$74,287,477

1MB and Bureau of Advertising (talent and production costs for radio and TV no; included, nor are spot radio and TV)
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MARS
(as expressed

1.

by

AIR
Victor

H.

Snickers, 3 Musketeers, Forever Yours,
Mars Cocoanut Bar. and the 10^ Mars
Bar.

STRATEGY

Gies,

v.p.

in charge

of sales

and

advertising)

Pick the media that give you most impact per dollar spent.
For Mars that's TV with radio a close second.

2.

After youve selected your media, try to pick the most suitable
vehicle for reaching the market you're aiming at.

For

Mars, a candy manufacturer, they're a kid TV show (Super
Circus) and the adult People Are Funny radio program.
3.

Merchandise your radio and TV programs.

Anyone who fails

to do so is ignoring the biggest factor in advertising.
4.

Integrate your commercials into the program. The public doesnt
like them.

Make them

part of the shoiv as much as you can.

the Chicago Motor Coach. New York
subway strap hangers used to see Mars
cards. Mars is also in the trade press,
especiall) grocery, confectionery, theatre, vending, tobacco distributors, and
drug trade journals at both the retail
and wholesale level.
Outdoor advertising, much used in
the 1920's, was dropped in 1932-33.
Here's a brief look at Mais" radio
experiences over the years:
Mars chose a good show — Dr. I.Q.
with Lew Valentine over NBC — to en-

ter radio 10 April 1939 at Grant Advertising's suggestion. The program
had an early success and was gradually increased from a one-station operalion to a regional network and finally
a full network by the end of the year.
Dr. I.Q. made more than a joke
famous ("I've got a lady in the balcony. Doctor!") before it was dropped
in 1949; it sold Mars candy, especiallv
Milky Way, as well as the Dr. I.Q. bars
( which were dropped with the program ) . and other regular Mars brands:

Mnis and Leo Burnett Co. officials who ]>lan Mars advertising strategy a/tend inaugural of
Mars' sponsorship of Super Circus on ABC TV early this year with ABC executives. Seated
1. to r.\ C. A. Vernon, ABC TV: Leo Burnett: George Hurley, Mars exec. v.p. and gen. mgr.;
Victor //. Gies, Mars v.p. and dir. of sis. and adv. Standing: James Stirton, ABC TV; William
Weddell, Leo Burnett Brdcstg. Dept. head: Ralph Ellis, Burnett A/E: J. H. Norton. ABC TV

Dr. I.Q. ran from 1939 to 1942, was
sponsored by Vick Chemical to 27
March 1944 after Mars let it go because of war rationing and sugar shortages, then resumed under the Mars
banner in 1944 and ran through 29
October 1949.
"We dropped it late in 1949 because
we were planning to go into TV,"
Gies said.
Dr. I.Q. was switched to ABC as a
sustainer 9 November 1949. P. Lorillard used it to sell Embassy cigarettes 4January 1950 to 22 November
1950 when it went off the air.
Meantime Dr. I.Q. Jr. ran in 1941,
1948. and 1949 over NBC as a children's show. What's Your Idea sold
Mars candy in March-May 1941 over
NBC. Then come Curtain Time hi
1945.
Starting 4 July 1945 Curtain Time
ran until March 1950 over NBC and
proved a successful vehicle for reaching much the same type of audience as
Dr. I.Q. but on another night of the
week. Dr. I.Q. was on Monday; Curtain Time, Wednesday, then Thursday
(starting 11 October 1945). It was a
three-act light comedy-drama.
Mars and television wedded in 1949,
but meantime there were these other
radio shows since Curtain Time was
dropped:
1. Falstaffs Fables, a five-minute
children's show7 five times a week over
ABC 18 September 1950 to 15 December 1950. It featured story-telling.
2. The four-show ABC Pyramid
Plan in the first six months of 1951:
Stop the Music, Inner Sanctum, Can
You Top This, and Dob Barkley,
American Agent.
Each show ran a half hour w'eekly;
they gave Mars four impacts a week,
were used to reintroduce to the public
some of the lesser-known bars, namely
the Mars Cocoanut Bar, Forever Yours,
3 Musketeers, and Snickers.
Results, according to Gies and Ellis:
"' ll did ihc job il sel oul to do."
3. People Are Funny, the Mars radio hcaw today, which Mais took up
9 October 1951 (alternate weeks) and
weekly 1 January 1952. It's on now
for a 39-week run and is taped. Art
Linkleller, the star, has sold a lot of
candy with it.
Mars likes People Are Funny,
{Please turn to page 04)
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Local

advertisers

needn't

fear entru

of national

firm

into their market if they fight back with effective air advertising. That's moral
of New Haven auto seat-cover battle described below. Rayco, national firm,
stimulated
local firm, Superior, to intensive air campaign.
Result: sales up

Battle of the seat covers
When Rayco came to New Haven with spot campaign,
local firms which advertised held own or gained as demand
M t's long been an axiom among major national advertisers that the more
a type of product is advertised by competing companies the more sales there
are for all of them. In other words,
competitive advertising doesn't necessarily benefit brand A at the expense
of brand B but may mean increased
sales for both.
On the local level, though, this axiom is often overlooked. When a national product or service enters a market with heavy advertising, local firms
are usually alarmed at the competition, assuming that their sales are now
in immediate jeopardy.
15 DECEMBER
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That local firms needn't retreat frantically insuch cases and that the axiom
applies locally as well as nationally was
demonstrated recently in New Haven
when the Rayco Manufacturing Co.
entered the market and began a heavy
radio and newspaper campaign for its
automobile upholstery.
Rayco's sales quickly started climbing but a local firm which launched
its own counter radio campaign also

case

history

expanded

spurted up. In fact the sales of most
seat-cover firms in New Haven which
advertised stayed on an even level or
went up. Rather than hurting the local
competition, Rayco's entry into New
Haven, plus the increased local advertising, actually expanded the market
for automobile seat covers.
Here's howT the New Haven battle
of the seat covers began.
Rayco, with branches in over 60
cities, went into New Haven in April
1952. It operates on the franchise system most frequently associated with
Howard Johnson, supplying local RayI Please turn to page 74)
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So yon want to buy a "tandem"

All radio nets offer package plans under various names: they all add up to
to same thing: low -eost-eireulation.
Herewith are details
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Buyer's guide to package participation plans offered by ratlio networks
PROGRAMS

COST

NO.

OF STATIONS

Cafe Istanbul
Sun.

PYRAMID
PLAN

abc

8:30-9:00

Defense Attorney
Tues.

8:00-8:30

Life Begins at 80
Wed. 8:30-9:00
Top Guy
Thurs. 8:00-8:30
Michael Shayne

$3,214-$4,119for
each anct. depending on the
frequency and
number of shows
bought. The frequency discount
given only for
buys of 52 weeks.

All 15 ancts. ar

Will sell less than

now

full net "within
reason" or if network feels that
the
will

AVAILABILITIES

open. Nev

lineup of show
offered in Oct
Pyramid wasorig

advertiser
eventually

inally a

three I

show operatioi
but was changec
to five last May

buy the full net.
Clorets first buy:
4 states

Thurs. 9:30-10:00

Adventures
Mon.
Minimum

buy:

one announcement
in

any

show

one time

MULTI-MESSAGE

mbs
PLAN*

of

That Hammer
Tues.

Falcon

8:00-8:30
Guy

8:00-8:30

Crime Files — Flamond
Wed. 8:00-8:30
Official

Detective

Thurs. 8:00-8:30
Movie Quiz
Fri. 8:00-8:30

$l,500-$2,000for
each anct. depending on total
annual no. and
the no. bought
each week. Maximum discounts
for 39 ancts., at
least 3 a week

cbs
PLANS
Minimum
three

buy:

announcements
across-the-board
one

time

OPERATION
TANDEM

nbc

Wed.

8:00-8:30

Meet Millie
Thurs. 8:00-8:30
Mr. Keen

at

higher

Red Skelton
Tues. 8:30-9:00
Barrie Craig
Wed.

10:00-10:30

Talent: $4,550.
Time: $16,676
gross. Annual
dollar plus 52week discounts
of 27.5 to 53 %

Time

and talent

package price of
$15,000. counts
Nogivendisno
the
buy how
matter

recapture.

al Mills and Camel may continu
their
participa

Sold

tions.

a split net to
food firm but

The possi

bility exists that
4 ancts. per show

firm bought entire plan in South

Full network
200

may

be offered

of

stations is

offered. Split net
discouraged for
"technical" reasons by CBS

long

Full network

does

plan beginning

not

Tandem

Openings for 2
sponsors as of
now. A
third
opening will be
available by first
of year

of

196 stations is
"75°o" formula
required. New

to

Judy Canova
Thurs.
10:00-10:30
Mutual

open but Gener

cost per anct.
and subject to

Fri. 8:00-8:30

Refers to new

31

net

All 15 ancts. arc
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FBI in Peace and War

POWER
PLAN

sell short

IllllllllllllllllllUIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllllllllllllllli:
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Will

apply
Plan

Openings for 2
sponsors as of
11 Dec. Emerson
'53 season
Drug is in for the
rest of the '52

29 December
SPONSOR

J%. dvertisers keeping their eyes
peeled for short- or long-term saturation buys in network radio have a
broad selection of "tandem" plans to
choose from these days.
Since CBS

unveiled its entry last

July, all the networks have been represented with a plan of some kind. The
plans differ in a number of respects,
so for advertisers interested in comparison shopping or finding a plan to
serve a particular need sponsor has
worked up details about each of them.
Included is information about prices
and discounts, availabilities, shows
offered, and minimum — buy requirements.
The plans have been liberalized
since NBC formally introduced the
idea with its Operation Tandem more
than two years ago. The networks are
now making more of an effort to attract small-budget advertisers and
those who want to buy in for just a
short time. But the basic idea hasn't
changed, namely that an advertiser
can reach a lot more people at less cost
through buying single participations
in a number of shows than through

programing
buying a single show complete.
As now set up, the network plans
consist of groups of three to five nighttime programs divided into three purchase-segments (each containing oneminute announcements ) plus opening
and closing billboards for all advertisers. In two of the plans, an advertiser can buy as little as one announcement in one program. In the other
two, the advertiser must buy a participation in each of the programs offered.
The nets can point to a number of
blue-chip advertisers who have used
or are using these plans. Among them
are P&G, General Mills, Liggett &
Myers, R. J. Reynolds, Whitehall Pharmacal, Smith Bros., Emerson Drug.
General Motors. Chrysler, and Ford.
The biggest user, American Chicle,
has bought 'em all except the Mutual
plan, has been selling via the plans
since the fall of 1951, and is currently
using CBS. Plan salesmen never miss
pointing out that American Chicle
sales for the first half of 1952 are onethird higher than the corresponding
period the year before.
15 DECEMBER
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But American Chicle is pulling out
of the CBS plan at the end of the year,
leaving it sponsorless for the moment.
This situation spotlights the fact that
the plans are rarely sold out and tend
to hold clients for short bursts only.
Among certain circles this causes no
great unhappiness. Their initials are:
station reps and many network affiliates. Reps and stations have been attacking the plans ever since they were
introduced and the sale of groups of
participations has become perhaps the
most serious bone of contention in
network-affiliate relations.
The stations' gripe is that tandemtype plans are taking money out of
their pockets by encroaching on national spot business. Their horrible
example is American Chicle, whose
air advertising was purely a spot operation before it took a whirl in the network tandem plans.
Furthermore, the stations say, by
going into tandems and other techniques which make network buying
more flexible, the nets are hurting
themselves in the long run by undermining the concept of network programing.
The networks deny they are hurting
themselves or their affiliates. Their
aim, they explain is to broaden the
base of network radio to make it more
attractive for smaller-budget advertisers. The flexibility is designed for
advertisers who need network programing rather than spot announcements but aren't prepared to undertake conventional sponsorship. These
plans, so the argument winds up,
strengthen the networks by making
them more attractive buys.

What

plans offer: The first plan of

this type, Operation Tandem, was introduced byNBC in November 1950.
The other nets have their own names
(Please turn to page 60)
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Four of
including

five shows
Marlene

are mysteries,
Dietrich
show
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FBI show
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aimed at late-in-the-week shopping
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New

Mammoth rehearsal halls in new, 375,000-sq.-ft. CBS Television City, located next door to big TV
studios and dressing rooms, are steps in an assembly-line technique of video program production

era

Hollywood's new Vi factories

in high-speed,

l«w-e«&si

live TV is iashei°e«l

m^ ike kids with a new and complex
set of electric trains, sponsors and
agencymen air slill ooh-ing and ah-ing

Television City — a self-contained, 375.000-square-foot mammoth with four

ovei the li'clinical uadiiclr\ of llic re-

shows are now being fed to the network: Life Willi Luigi (Mondays, General Foods); My Friend Irma (Fri-

centl) opened CBS and NBC Hollywood l\ plants withoul knowing exactlj how they're going to work, and
what the) II mean.
Already, the presence <>f these video
ories is being fell in TV network
schedules, and a new shot-in-the-arm
has been given lo li\ ■■ ! \ . From CBS

hit; live studios— the following li\e

il.-ns.

I\. J.

Reynolds! : Jack

costs

Benin,

in by CBS

and NBC

(every fourth Sunday, American Tobacco) ; Art Linkletter's Houseparty
(Monday-Frida) daytime, for Lever,
Kellogg.taining.I Pillsbury) ; Meet Millie (susNBC's smaller, hut due-to-expand,
Burbank studios are feeding two major live shows from (he one big studio
now in scrviie: All Star Revue (Saturday, for Del Monte, Pet Milk, and
Kellogg) and Hollywood Opening
l Please turn to page 72 I
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Outside, new CBS TV City is clean and functional (left, above) and provides giant parking lots
for cars, trucks. Carpentry shop (right) is 14,000 sq. ft., employs 35 people to construct sets

Gone are badly lit, crowded dressing rooms in new CBS video plant. Instead, actors make up in
spacious, air-conditioned quarters (left), perform in gadget-laden new television studios (right)

*******

********

********

*

*

New NBC video "factory" is still growing on huge, 48-acre Hollywood site

NBC

First of four big units is in operation in NBC TV Center on West Coast (left, beloiv). Inside,
large studios seat 500 people. Center has everything built in from echo chambers to prop storage
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Why Phillips

stresses spot
Regionally distributed
products dietate use of
spot air advertising
Jr^hillips Petroleum Co. stockholders
wore big smiles early this year as they
thumbed the pages of the annual report for 1951. It told them: "The
year 1951 was one of the most eventful
and satisfactory in the history of the
company.

All-time records
tablished. ..gross income for
was $610,770,667. an increase
707,111, or 14% higher than

were esthe year
of $76,in 1950,

the previous peak year."
And despite the ravenous bites of
excess profit taxes and increased provisions for depreciation, net earnings
were up 43% over 1950.
Just as bright was the report for the
first nine months of 1952: sales of
finished liquid petroleum products up
about 24 % ■ This at a time when the
industry, according to a Phillips executive was averaging only a 6% increase.
Part of Phillips" rise can be attributed to expansion in the fields of natu-

case

history

Phillips stresses pror/ratti buys
Chicago: WLS "National Barn Dance" has
been a Phillips' mainstay for a decade because
of audience size, wide promotional possibilities
Minneapolis:
Commentator
ership

Local popularity of Columnist
Cedric Adams

for WCCO's

pulls wide listen-

"Talent Scouts," aids tie-ins

1 9 markets: New NBC TV-distributed "Douglas Fairbanks Presents" film, shown in 19 cities,
replaces

38

"Game

of the

Week"

football

film

SPONSOR

ral gas and petrochemicals. But highly significant is the fact that Phillips
added the hefty sales punch of TV to
its long-successful use of radio advertising in the fall of 1951. This year.
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Phillips* 20th anniversary in broadcast
advertising, more than $1,200,000 of
the company's total ad budget of $3,500.000 will be split evenly between
radio and TV (newspapers get $1,000,000; billboards, farm papers, taxi
posters etc. get remainder I . ( For
Phillips' earlier broadcast history see
sponsor 24 October 1949.)
It was in 1951 that Phillips made its
spot TV debut, dropping network radio in order to do so. but retaining its
TV

spot radio programs. With Phillips'
sales approach pegged on tailor-making
gasoline to various climatic conditions,
the flexibility of a spot operation offered many advantages.
Frank W. Mace. Lambert & Feasley
v.p. and Phillips account executive,

offer hypoed

dealer

enthusiasm

traffic:

because

was

booklet
available

had
only

2,250,000
at

takers,

service

won

stations

footwork and newsreel precision (a
process which will be detailed later in
this article) .

was diminishing. Accordingly, the decision was made to use spot TV in the
19 television markets in our sales territory and to backstop this effort with
spot radio programs in 35 markets,
some of which were in TV areas. Our

For its entry into spot TV the company decided to sponsor Game of the
Week, a one-hour film featuring the
outstanding Big Ten or Big Seven
football games played the preceding
Saturday. This program was chosen
to reach the predominantly male audience at which Phillips likes to beam
its sales pitch for Phillips 66 Gasoline
and Phillips 66 Heavy Duty Premium
Motor Oil.

regional distribution pattern ( Phillips
is not sold on the East or West Coasts)
made a spot operation the logical

Getting a well-edited film on viewers'
screens in Tulsa, Omaha, Grand Rapids, et al., within a few days after the

conclusion."

game's

What Phillips will do then is still up
in the air. If the NCAA removes its
restrictions on live football, the oil

told sponsor: "Although we found our
network radio program was getting an
increasing share of audience, the size
of the audience itself in TV markets

completion

called

for

O. E. Bettis (top), Fred Rice hr.nl Phillips ad team
Tight
execs,

liaison

with

all agree

Lambert
with

ad

&

Feasley

manager

agency

Bettis'

is maintained

radio-TV

sales

by

Phillips ad

past 20 years.
television

We have also been substantial users of

during

programing

the past two

consistently

used

years.
can

We

feel that

be an

effective

good
means

obtaining product identity as ivell as product sales.

of

We

sincerely believe that radio will continue to be a major medium
although

the advent of television

must

necessarily

some basic changes in radio purchasing habits.

Wh,

result in

Radio time and

talent charges must be adjusted to the decline in total
radio listening,

particularly

during the prime

Our present plans call jor an approximately
of our
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broadcast

expenditure

between

AM

evening hours.
even
and

fancy

With the football season just ended,
Phillips is maintaining continuity by
using the same time slots in the same
markets to air Douglas Fairbanks Presents, a new half-hour film package
produced in England by DougFair
Productions and distributed by NBC
TV. The series will be used until next

fall.

company
probably
wouldn't
wantwith
to
buck extensive
live TV
coverage
a football film. In that event Phillips
would have the DougFair series to fall
back on.
Phillips and radio: For ils $600,000

philosophy:

"Phillips has always believed in the effectiveness of radio
advertising, and, of course, have used it continuously over the

.#%*-*-

Football

gift

division
TV."

spot radio expenditure Phillips is highly program-conscious, selecting shows
which have a definite plus value rather
than announcements in most cases. In
Chicago, for example, Phillips is in its
10th straight year of sponsorship of
WLS' National Barn Dance, a program
which Phillips aired over an 81-station
ABC network in 1949-50. The show
is broadcast during prime TV time
(8:00 to 9:00 p.m., CST, Saturday)
but Phillips feels that the wide coverage offered by WLS' 50,000 watts plus
the station's adroit promotion makes
it a good buy.
Phillips sponsorship of Talent Parade on WDAY, Fargo, has turned out
{Please turn to page 80)
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PERFUME
SPONSOR:

GARDEN

PACKAGES

Bemac Enterprise-, Inc.

AGENCY:

Marfree

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: / ia participating one-minute announcements on the Earl Nightingale radio shoiv
[Monday through Friday. 3:15 to 4:00 p.m.) this sponsor offered special perfume packages jor $1.00 each.
Marfree Advertising. Chicago, agency for the Memphis
perfume packaging firm, ran the campaign on WGN for
15 weeks. As a result of this advertising, over 18,000

SPONSOR:

CAPSULE

IMPLEMENT

Garden Tiller Co.

CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Featherstone

The Merry Tiller is a gar-

den implement which this company plugged in 105 announcements on KDYL between 22 March and 13 July

orders for the perfume packages poured in. That's a gross
of Mo. 000 from a total air expenditure of $4,275.

1052. During this period, sales of the tiller increased
more than 400' \ in this market; records showed that
each announcement produced an average of over four
sales. This radio advertising, costing a total of $682.50.
ivas directly responsible for a sales volume of more than
$85,000. Sponsor to expand radio campaign next season.

WGN,

KDYL. Salt Lake Cm

Chicago

PROGRAM:

Earl Nightingale

PROGRAM:

Announcements

' ■• ■

■ « ■- ■ •-*:■"; <■;

RE-UPHOLSTERING
SPONSOR:

results

CAPSULE

Berkley Hall Upholstering Co.
CASE HISTORY:

CAPSULE

on the station; cancelled other ads.

New Haven, Conn.

PROGRAM:

Announcement

SLACKS

Rite Men's Wear

CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY:

To put its KGHL

ing to a test, Rite Men's Wear

Direct

advertis-

decided to run one an-

nouncement every day for a week plugging men's slacks
at three pairs for $15. They used no other means of advertising, even hid the merchandise under the counter
and made

Berkley Hall was making a

The upshot was: 13 phone calls came in — a potential ofat least $900 in sales. Sponsor has since bought

a half-hour program
WAVZ,

SPONSOR:

Direct

special offer to re-upholster any three-piece living room
suite for $69.50. Netvspapers were yielding some response, but the firm wanted more business. As a trial,
they broadcast one announcement (cost, $4,501 on
WAVZ.

MEH'S

AGENCY:

the customer

ask for it. Within three days,

their entire supply of 10 dozen pairs of slacks was gone.

SPONSOR:
CAPSULE

Rothkopf Pharmacy
CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Direct

Sealwall is a ivaterproofing

paint which seals as it decorates. Rothkopf Pharmacy
invested $165 in an initial stock of the paint. Between 1
February and 15 August 1952 — a period of six and onehalf months in which Sealwall was not advertised — Rothkopf turned this stock over one and one-half times. Oh
17 August. Rothkopf started to promote Sealwall on its

Tin- radio copy was promptly changed, but six weeks later
custom eis were still asking for the slack special.

five-minute newscast {Sundays, 1:00 p.m.). During the
next one and one-half months, the same amount of stock
ivas turned over twice. Cost: about 820 a show.

KGHL,

WXLW,

Billings, Mont.

CANNED

PROGRAM:

Announcements

TUNA

PROGRAM:

Indianapolis

PARTY

Newscast

APRi
Belding

SPONSOR:

Columbia River
Packers Vssoc.

\(.l \< A : Botsford, Constantine
& Gardner

CAPS1 IK CASE HISTORY: Marl, Evans began plugging
Humble Bee Brand Tuna on his Housewives' Protective
League program early in April 1952. Food broker Clagett & DePuey Co., Washington, D. C, reported thai between IApril anil 31 August 1952. sales rose 20.5% over
i lie same period of 1051 on all Humble Bee Brand Tuna
items. This included a 32' ! increase in sales on Light
Meat Tuna. Clagett <t- Dtl'tn\ were so pleased they
recommended in the sponsoi that he renew.
WTOP, Washington, I). C

PROGRAM:

Housewives' Protective
Lea

SPONSOR:

(General
( VPSUL1

AGENCY:

La France Bluing

Foote, Cone &

Foods)

< VSE HISTORY:

For three weeks during Au-

gust 1952. this sponsor offered an organdy party apron
to all listeners sending in a La France box top plus 50f£.
WOR's Martha Deane program I Monday through Friday, 10:15 to 11:00 a.m.) — as well as more than 50
other women's shows throughout the country — carried
the offer. Martha Deane drew 2,614 requests: this not
only outpulled every other program on which the offer
ivas made,
WOK.
New

but constituted
York

20

to

25',

PROGRAM:

of total
Martha

returns.
Deane

market where people are progressive, eager for
the better things of life and have the money to
gratify their desires, here is the market for you!

adjacent to downtown Tulsa are now being
purchased for a $39,000,000 Civic Center as the
result of a $1,500,000 land buying bond issue
approved by Tulsa voters on February 26, 1952.
This means that the Oil Capital of the World
will continue to maintain and improve its

And, if you want to reach most of these people
all of the time and at lowest per customer cost
. . . PLUS additional hundreds of thousands of

enviable position as one of America's most
beautiful cities. First on the Civic Center project
is a new $4,250,000 County Courthouse which
will be under construction early in 1953. Other
probable buildings including an auditorium,
city hall, library, auto hotel and many others
will follow.

prosperous listeners within KVOO's 50-100%
BMB coverage area . . . KVOO, operating 24
hours each day, is the station for you as it has
been for informed advertisers for more than a
quarter of a century!
Call, wire or write KVOO or your nearest
Edward
Petry & Co. office for availabilities.

If you have advertising dollars to invest in a

RADIO

STATION
NBC

EDWARD
50.000

PETRY

AND

CO.,

KVOO

AfFIUATE

INC.

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

WATTS
OKLAHOMA'S
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TRULY

MOST

THE

MAGJVIFICEXT
OF

TELEVISION

DRAMAS

EVER

SERIES

PRODUCED!

MEMOU
FAVORITE
'
F
R
O
T
S
YOUR

EACH

MAGNIFICENT

STAR

HALF-HOUR
DRAMA
IN TELEVISION

AND

HOST

IN

A VIVID
AND
REWARDING
ENTERTAINMENT!

Planned for 3 Full-length
Commercials Plus Opening
and Closing Sponsor
Identification!

\

T

J J

\

EXPERIENCE

3%$SW

/

HOT MIWWJB ^ W^ai
BEYOND BELIEF]
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W

to nimstom
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FOR YOU»

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS,

INC.

152»*MADISON RD., CINCINNATI, OHIO
NEW:*ORK
HOLLYWOOD

parison between sales results of
TV areas versus non-TV areas. If
the increase in the areas which

mediate answers we hurl the
blame at television accompanying
it. like as not, with a cancellation.
Which brings me to another
bugaboo that I ran out of space before coming to last issue. I was
about to deliver a mild philippic
or two while discussing commercial film-production on the inane
ceilings put on these important efforts; money ceilings, that is. Wh)
advertisers look for $300 commercials and get apoplexy at $3,000

have the show (or spots) is sufficient to warrant the cost of the medium, ad manager and agency can
sit back and look smug. If not, off
with their heads as the White

copy (assuming it to be well
done), I don't see, since these commercials quite often run in programs costing upwards of $20,000
in time spots which cost perhaps

Radio
oui sponsoi
a„d
n.es
eSa
sgesho
arn
ge
™ now a m
flP|H
by Bob Foreman
lor a number of reasons — all of
them strange as well as unwarranted— the medium of television is
held up to criteria to which no
other advertising medium is subjected. For example, we hear advertisers state that "we've been in
TV for 13 weeks and haven't been
able to trace any definite sales re-

Perhaps it is because of the
sults."
man) and highly publicized fast
sales increases which television has
raked up that some other folks
expect the miracle daily. But since
when does the experienced advertiser expect a short cycle of promotion to change a downward
sales curve or to send soaring one
that is level or only climbing in a
steady fashion? Not in magazines
where he usually gives the campaign a year to take effect. Not
in newspapers where he usually
builds great frequency over sizable lengths of time before he expects results (I'm talking not about
retail advertising hut about normal product promotion of a national nature). Not even in radio
where his whims and expectations
are usually more pronounced than
in the space media. Why in TV?
Why TV. especially when most
advertisers have no valid ways ol
actually finding out what one medium isdoing lor them, since thev
usually run the others concurrently ? In olher uord>. they're so seldom in a position to know right off
if the medium is pulling il^ weight
and more. They can'l break on!
the sales impact ( iI any ) of T\
from the oilier advertising efforts
in which they are involved.
One of the criteria usually
heaped upon the iele\ ision advertising is a -'in 'whal loose com44

Queen said (or was it the Red

$25,000. Or perhaps the "exorbitant" commercials appear for 26
Queen?).
weeks, gosh knows how many
Yet this is a rather shoddy meatimes in, say, 30 or 40 markets,
sure of advertising effectiveness
and are spread over a time budget
for at least two reasons I can think
of hundreds of thousands of dolof and probably a dozen that you
lars in many cases.
can bring to mind. The first is the
You seldom if ever can produce
incontestable fact that TV markets are, by and large, the big ;> good space campaign for 10%
metropolitan centers where compel of your space cost. In fact, if
tition is at its fiercest and adver
you're in four-color work and have
a name artist assigned to your
Using (of all varieties) therefore
takes longer to make itself felt. campaign, you may even double
this figure. But in TV? The drySecondly, very few advertisers,
perhaps none, know exactly how
ing towel comes out at 8 or 9( ', .
long it takes any specific campaign
So all I'm getting at is in some
to catch on. Study the cigarette
ways let's not consider television
so
different. Let's give the new
field, for instance, and you'll discover in this supposedly highly
baby at least the breaks that his
brothers and sisters get. Other
responsive classification that there
is no clear pattern of how fast a wise it might wind up feeling like
campaign works or even what type
a stepchild and get a complex.
of campaign can be counted on
for success. Copy themes which
have sold cigarettes successfully
commercial reviews
vary from such appeals as throats
and doctors to the color of the
package (Lucky Strike green has
gone to war) and generic appealsuch as reaching for a smoke rather than a sweet.
Is il this year's campaign thai
is doing the selling or the accumulated effect of last year's and this
year's? Who knows? So even
within the realm of the simplertraditional media we do not know
the answers to a lol of vital $64
queries. Yel with TV we become
aw full) inquisitive and minus im-

TELEVISION
SPONSOR

:

Sauce
Foods

Arturo — Premier

IGENCY:

Peck

PROGRAM:
PRODI CER:

Announcements
Animated
Productions

N.Y.C.

Advcrtisinq

Aqency,

The only bone I have to pick with this
announcement is that the words of the
lyrics are a bit difficult to understand. On
the other hand, the animation which accompanies the ditty is excellently done and
the use of still pictures with opticals to
give the spot pace, motion, and interest is

SPONSOR

beaotv eoMisr

It's EASY

to pick the winner
in Kentucky radio!

55.3% of Kentucky's total retail sales
are made in the area covered by WAVE
alone. To cover the people who make

An impressive number of leading advertisers buy WAVE exclusively in Louisville. There must be a reason. Ask
Free & Peters for all the facts. You

the rest of the State's retail purchases,

might be surprised!

you have to use many of the State's
46 other radio stations.

WAVE
5000

WATTS

NBC

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
15 DECEMBER
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superb. Throughout the middle portion
of this announcement, these stills show the
various kinds of vegetables such as toma-

This is Miss Wilson

toes and peppers which are used in the
making of Sauce Arturo. Good taste appeal at low production cost! Each still
merely dissolves to the next; thus the laboratory provides the motion necessary to
maintain interest in the announcement.
Utilizing this same method of maintaining pace economically, we then proceed to still pictures of the various dishes
on which Sauce Arturo can be used. Here
again a simple piece of photographic art
work makes it unnecessary to get involved
with the special lighting and camera work
necessary had these dishes been actually
filmed lire. The song is reprised at the

This is what she says

end of the announcement

"The Sheffield Federal Savings and Loan
Association
(of which Miss Sarah Wilson is
executive vice-president) has long .sponsored Fnlton
Le,ris, Jr. on WLAY (Sheffield. Ala.)
He
reaches people who sooner or later are in the
market for our type of service.
We
believe tfiat the clear cut explanations which
Mr. Lewis has for his views (which we do not
always agree with) let the average person make his
own decisions.
He reaches the audience we need to
reach — consistently.
He deserves the vast
following he has in the Muscle Shoals
area.

providing a

well-packed minute full of information
and taste appeal as well as good package
identification.
SPONSOR:
AGENCY:

procram:
producer:

Robert Hall Clothes, Inc.
Frank
B. Sawdon,
Inc.,
N.Y.C.
Announcements
Transtilm,
Inc.

This well-known (it is heard in over
70 markets) radio jingle has now been
translated onto celluloid — and a rather faithful presentation results. The opening portrays the ditty in full animation
with such words as "values" and "prices"
being spelled out dramatically. The middle portion of the spot is a straight voiceover rendition of the Robert Hall con-

He is doing a good job for us."

This is Fulton Lewis, Jr.

cern's basic approach — that, there, your
money goes, not into fancy surroundings,
but into the product.
The video makes use of rather limited
animation in an effective manner, but I'd
still like to see a few feet of live film
showing the actual clothes on the racks —
just to make sure everyone gets the idea
that Robert Hall really has the goods on

hand.

The payoff is animation, too, and elucidates on the fact that the store is open
till 9:00 nightly. All in all — a pretty effective animated announcement.
whose 5-times-a-week program is available to local
advertisers at local time cost plus low pro-rated talent
cost. Currently sponsored on 'Mil Mutual stations by
752 advertisers (among them (10 savings institutions
and banks), the program offers a tested means of
reaching customers and prospects. Check your
Mutual outlet or the Co-operative Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, X.Y.C. IS (or Tribune
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Tower,

Chicago-,

\1 hui's

ifoiir opinion?

Do
you
always
aprer
v»ilh Bob
Foreman
when
he lauds or lambast* a
commercial f Hob
ami the editor!
..I SPONSOR
would
be happy
to
receive
and print comments
from
readers
in rebuttal;
in in-; in qualified agreement. Address Bob Foreman
.- o SPONSOR,
510
Madison
Ave.
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and here's why...

Diversified local programming is the main reason more people
in Milwaukee and Wisconsin listen to WTMJ than any other
radio station.
Primary coverage alone blankets 628,916 of Wisconsin's total
of 945,635 radio homes.
Thirty years of radio service to the people of Milwaukee and
Wisconsin has won a steady, loyal listenership for WTMJ,
listenership that pays off in sales results. That's why America's leading advertisers continue to renew radio schedules on
WTMJ.
Get complete, up-to-the-minute sales facts. Contact your
Henry I. Christal representative. He has facts and figures to
show you how and why WTMJ dominates in Milwaukee . . .
in Wisconsin.

Represented

■ I

• 620 KC • NBC
-———■—■■■- ■ i--— — —

icago

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO.

THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL RADIO STATION
5,000 WATTS

by

New York
I

Ch

1

. a name to remember
No one was more surprised than Thomas A. Edison when in 1877
a cylinder covered with tin foil faithfully repeated words he had
spoken. Many years later, as he listened to a modern recording, he
may well have remembered those first words. They were simple,
"Mary had a little lamb . . .", but the uproar they created swept
'round the world. They heralded a new day in the world of communications. Few people those days recognized the true scope of
this invention or even what tremendous influences it was destined to
have in almost every industry.
One of the most widespread influences has been in the field of radio.
Edison's discovery paved the way for programming as we know it
today, opening vast new opportunities for popular broadcasting . . .
opportunities that have made possible the progressive policies and rapid
growth of the storer broadcasting company. This year storer
stations are celebrating 25 years of broadcasting in the public
interest. This public trust is a responsibility that has been accepted and
firmly maintained for this quarter century. It has built a strong
following in each of the eight markets served by storer stations
. . . stations where wise buyers hear what wise sellers have to say.

STORER
WSPD,

Toledo, O.

WGBS,

Miami, Fla.

WJBK-TV,

BROADCASTING
• WWVA,
•

Detroit, Mich.

Wheeling, W. Va. • WMMN,

WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
•

•

Fairmont, W. Va. • WAGA,

WSAI, Cincinnati, O.

WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
•
NATIONAL
SALES HEADQUARTERS:

488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455

COMPANY

•

•

KEYL-TV,

WSPD-TV,
San

Atlanta, Ga.
Toledo, O.

Antonio,

Tex.

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago I, FRanklin 2-6498

ONE OF THE THREE

BIGGEST U. S. MARKETS

Big Aggie Land
Where WNAX-S70

Tops Competition 10 to 1

THE COUNTRYPOLITAN MARKET of WNAX resembles a big city market,
except that its shopping centers are 60 miles apart instead of 6. The farmers,
ranchers and town folk of Big Aggie Land think no more of driving 60 miles than
you do of driving 6. It's a thriving market with a tremendous appetite for goods
and services, a million radio families with effective buying income of $4.2 billion,
267 counties in Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa which constitute the
third largest market in the U. S.

PROOF THAT WNAX effectively taps these countrypolitan riches is again found in the 1952 Diary
Study: WNAX has top rating in 486V2 of the 500
segments covered — better than 10 to 1 over the nearest competitor. One of radio's most important buys,
with unsurpassed coverage and thirty years of listener
acceptance, WNAX merits consideration for your
1953 market plans. Five cents buys 1,000 radio
homes on WNAX. More data from The Katz Agency,
our national reps.

Hurry T rentier
agency profile

Vice President
Radio-TV
William H. Weintraub Co.

When Harry Trenner, shorthand champion of England, came to
the United States in 1923, there was every reason to believe that he
had broken the thread of theatre advertising which had run through
his family for three generations. But Harry, a protege of the shorthand system inventor John Gregg, soon became bored with penciling pothooks and symbols for a Philadelphia utility magnate.
Back to theatrical advertising he went — until he discovered the
fascination of radio in 1933. He sold time on stations in Wilkes
Barre, Syracuse, Buffalo, and Roanoke; then settled down in Binghamton for nine years, still selling time. Joining the Mutual Broadcasting System in 1942 he soon discovered that his best customer

TELEVISION
y"WHEN"
Sa
Sound
smart

your

15 DECEMBER
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product, listen to your

YOU'LL GET
RESULTS

says, "A client who's going to stay in business will have to use TV
ultimately. If he doesn't begin to learn now he is likely to be
knocked out competitively in the years to come. TV's still in the
evolutionary stage. Changes in video techniques are taking place
constantly. The pressure on the advertiser from his own retailing outlets as well as competitors is terrific. Probably there are

for throw-away bottles that it had to pull in its advertising horns."
When he's not at his desk or out on the golf course, Harry joins
his wife and son in their New Rochelle, N. Y., home. You'd never
know it from his waistline, but Harry says his hobby is eating. * * *

makes

story, and buy, when you Sell
via WHEN.

Today, as radio-TV v.p. of the agency, Harry finds himself a somewhat reluctant best man in the marriage of his clients to TV. He

One of Harry's proudest achievements came as a result of his
nocturnal habits. As Harry puts it, "It used to burn me up when the
TV screen went blank at 11 p.m. It seemed to me that those people
were trying to put me to bed before I was sleepy. So we went out
and sold the Anchor Hocking Co. the idea of sponsoring Broadway
Open House on NBC TV. Working a co-op deal with local breweries
around the country, we soon had a whale of an audience at a minnowprice. Anchor Hocking got so far behind in orders from breweries

merchandising,

WHEN your best TV "buy" in
Central New York. Here's a
rich market that will look at

was the William Weintraub Co. So he did the logical thing — went
to work for Weintraub.

more people in TV defensively than offensively. It's a good thing the
medium is turning out to be such a useful sales tool."
Harry ought to know. Bv use of the Amos n Andy show on CBS
TV I backstopped with a heavy spot radio campaign), the Blatz
Brewing Co. has bolstered powerfully its earlier entry into national
distribution, vying with Budweiser, Schlitz, Pabst, and Miller for a
slice of the premium beer market.

programming that creates viewer preference, plus

ON CENTRAL NEW YORK'S MOST
LOOKED AT TELEVISION STATION
Represented Nationally

By the KATZ AGENCY
CBS

ABC

-• -'iTiittn
DUMONT
iryitfi

WHEN
TELEVISION

SYRACUSE
A MEREDITH STATION

ffoir long should the some ilemonstration eomniereial be repeated on a network: television program?
Samuel Osserman

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Ossermasi

of the impressions being made by the
demonstration will be repetitive. This
is not necessarily bad. however, since
frequency of impression or repetition
is one of the traditional big muscles of
advertising.
To

the

above

question I have
two good answers and one
that is questionable. In order of
their reliability
the good answers
are:
1. I doiit know,
Mr.

I don't think eight weeks is too much
exposure for a good demonstration.
In fact. I think a really good one
should have an on-the-air endurance
of from 10 to 13 weeks.
CjOrdon C. Braine
Director Radio-TV Research
N. W. Ayer & Son
New York

Braine

and
2. It depends.
The third unreliable answer is considerably longer and not nearly so well
defined.

A television commercial, particularly a demonstration commercial, should be
repeated . . . but
only as often as
its selling power
remains effective.
I believe in

Before getting into it, it is necessarj
to establish ground rules in the form
of two assumptions.
These are:
a. That the demonstration commercial in question is interesting, informative, clear, and well produced.
b. That it is presented within a
complete program rating around
25.0.
A program with this order of ratmi: will in four weeks reach about one
half of the TV homes in its coverage
area. The average family which has
seen the program at all will have
viewed the demonstration twice, and
the program will still be accumulating
new viewers at a considerable rate.
For a commercial measuring up to
the standards set in assumption (a)
above, four weeks is obviousl) not too
long on the air.
At the end of eight weeks the rate
of acquisition of new viewing homes
will be approaching its limit, and most

52

Mr.

Bliss

repetition but
repetition should
be limited so that it never reaches the
point where effective selling demonstration changes to unresponsive monotonous acting.
I lure is only one way to "bake a
cake," "drink a glass of wine," or "use
toothpaste," and as long as the advertiser wishes to remain in business, he
must demonstrate to the television
audience that makes up his retail market how his product fits into the consumer's life.
The selling message of almost every
product is basically the same. Naturally, there are various approaches
and techniques in the presentation of
the commercial
message
which make

Chairman
of the Board
Acousticon
International
New York

it more digestible and make the listener more receptive. The repetition of
the demonstration depends upon the
product demonstrated and how frequently the demonstration is repeated.
In weekly programs, I believe the
demonstration can be repeated for as
long as the program is on the air . . .
if interest in the commercial is retained by changing actors, clothes,
props, and camera angles with each
commercial. Every director has his
own method of adding interest to a
commercial presentation. This flexibility, in effect, makes the demonstration appear to be continually changing, though it is actually repeated.
The flexibility found in live-demonstration commercials does not exist
where films are used. Where there is
a heavy schedule of spots, the expense
involved in the preparation of the
films makes such constant changing
prohibitive.
At our agency we had an interesting
experience during an intensive spot
schedule. We found that using only
three different film commercials, alternated during a 13-week schedule of
over 40 spots per week on a single
station, we received an exceptionally
fine reaction. The commercials advertised Chateau Martin Wine . . . and
included an animated character . . .
Gaston, the Singing Frenchman, who
"sold" the wine to the melody of a
catchy tune.
Repetition of the message, particularly of the musical jingle, gave us a
most desired impact. A check on consumer reaction to the commercials
show- that the continual repetition of
the television commercial greatly increased viewer-education on the product. They "memorized" the theme and
SPONSOR

the jingle so well that
remembered
they found themselves humming it.
There is no limit to the number of
times a demonstration commercial can
be repeated on television if the commercial is properly seasoned with a
new angle and occasionally spiced

with a "different approach" during its
schedule.
Ben B. Bliss
President
Ben B. Bliss Co.
New York

The same demonstration commercial should be
used just as long
as it can keep retail cash registers ringing.
Sales, sales, and
more sales are
Mr.

the best barometer of its effectiveness.

McGuire

Assuming then that the life expectancy of your demonstration commercial hinges on its sales effectiveness,
let's probe the makeup of an effective
demonstration commercial defining it
first in terms of simplicity and secondly in terms of its association value.
For the television viewer, alias the
consumer, forgetting is easy. Remembering ishard. Thus, it is the adver
tiser's task to make his product name
remembered above all others — to engrave it in the viewer's mind so well
that it remains there until he makes
his decision to buy.
The first cardinal rule in helping
the viewer to remember is: Keep your
demonstration simple. Make it easy to
understand; easier to remember than
to forget. Psychological studies have
proved that forgetting by the average
human being begins almost immediately. In fact, within 48 hours we
forget more than 60% of what we've
learned during the preceding day.
Recent Schwerin te;ts conducted for
NBC substantiate the fact that elaborate and arty props, dissolves, and
other niceties of television that sin
against simplicity, double TV costs
and clutter the commercial without increasing its sales effectiveness. Moreover, audience recall by nearly 1,000,000 people to 6.000 commercials was
greatest with simple, inexpensive commercials.
(Please turn to page 84)
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Adam J. Young Jr.f Inc.
National Representative
Guardian Building

Detroit 26, Mich.
J. E. Campeau, Pres.
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Sounds wonderful!
The early radio was a wonder, all right. But its 105 million modern day
descendants are phenomenal! Clock radios, for example, can start the coffee
perking at the same time they're waking— an d selling — your customers.
The spot radio business has made some pretty startling advances, too.
Today, it's on the job everywhere: in virtually every U.S. home . . .in 23.5
million cars and through other sets numbering an additional 39.0 millions.
Today, you can sell your product anywhere, at any time, in a manner as
scientific as it is persuasive, with spot radio. And you can sell more through
CBS Radio Spot Sales.
Because for twenty years (to this very month) CBS Radio Spot Sales has
pioneered the use of scientific methods— and developed newer and more
exacting ones along the way. Today, with a single call to CBS Radio Spot
Sales, you can get all the information you need to engineer a successful
campaign in 13 of your biggest markets. (Your call assures you that you
have at your disposal the biggest research, sales service and promotion
departments in all spot.) And you're assured of biggest results, too. Because
the 13 stations represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales are "Radio's Royal
Family." Each one delivers the largest average number of potential customers in its market, every week, month after month!
Sound's wonderful? You bet it is! Call us for details on any one or all
1 3 stations. Or just call to wish us Happy 20th Anniversary.

CBS RADIO SPOT SALES «
Royal Family: WCBS. New
delphia-WEEl,

York-WBBM,

Boston-KMOX,

Chicago -KNX,

St. Louis-WCCO.

epresenting Radio's
Los Angeles- WCAU, Phila-

Minneapolis-St. Paul-KCBS.

San

Francisco-WBT, Charlotte-WRVA, Richmond-WTOP, Washington-KSL. Salt Lake City
WAPL Birmingham — Columbia Pacific Radio Network and the Bonneville Radio Network

I—

erence to "Leema" and "The Leema
Neivs." This was too much. Local stations WIMA and WLOK got together
with the Lima Association
of Commerce, The Lima News, and Austin
Productions
and composed
a short
verse which would unmistakably
set
the matter straight. They sent it to all
network commentators in the form of
a small recording:

i

In the land of the llama
There's a city named Lima,

• Totlutj." horn amid doubts, lives to tell success story
It was in an atmosphere of pessimis-

Frazer, Pontiac; and camera plugs of

Such a city's in Peru, 'tis true;
But be it known, commentators,

tic prognostication that NBC TV's pioneering early-morning show, Today,
made its dehut in January of this year.

Polaroid Corp. and Sawyer's, Inc.
Pure Pac Corp. (milk containers J,
Jackson & Perkins (rose plants) and
six publications add to the sponsor
variety.

Pundits, prognosticators:
For once we've got news for you.
In our fair Ohio city
Oft mispronounced, a pity

Who in heaven's name was going to
watch video between 7:00 and 9:00
a.m.? The show quickly came up with
the answer when its very first sponsor,
kiplinger Washington Agency, pulled
1 f>.()00 requests (for sample copies of
its magazine) with its first one-minute
announcement on the show. (See
sponsor, 28 January 1952.)
Shortly, Today will celebrate its first
anniversary. Since it started, and
through the middle of November, it
has had 42 different sponsors selling
everything from cold tablets and cars
to floor wax and insurance. These advertisers purchased a total of 764 segments on the show (it is sold in five-,
seven-and-one-half-, and 10-minute segments; most sponsors buy schedules of
the five-minute slices).
According to American Research
Bureau figures, Today has also considerably increased its audience. In
January, it was reaching 542,000
homes per average 15-minute segment
(in the East and Midwest area where
it is seen); in October, it was reaching 81 1,000 homes in the same unit.
Its total audience rose from L138,000
in January to 1,827,000 in October.
(mided by M.C. Dave Garroway,
Today offers its varied fare of news,
reviews, comedy, and music Monday
through Friday morning on 40 stations of the NBC TV network. Perhaps it is because it is on at a time
of the day when it can reach the whole
family (for at least part of its twohour period ) that the program has acquired such a wide variety of sponsors.
To the ladies. Ponds Extract Co. and
Eastco, Inc. sell (osmetics; Pepperell
Manufacturing Co.. sheets and blankets; Doeskin Products, napkins and
paper plates; General Foods, Sugar
Crisps. Of greater male interest are the
automobile pitches of DeSoto, Kaiser56

Currently, and
Today has been
Christmas sales
who wish to tie

for the past month,
featuring a special
device for sponsors
in with the holiday.

r~

The remember
llama never
So
whatwas,we nor
say, the "leem" ;
It's Lima, U. S. A.,
The city's pronounced like the • bean.
• •

Voices of sponsors give
station breaks on KEPO
There is nothing unusual about sponsors using station breaks for commercial purposes. But there is something
distinctly different about the way sponsors use breaks on KEPO, El Paso.
First of all, the recorded voices of
the sponsors themselves give the station identification; and secondly, the
Nearly

2,000.000 viewers watch

"Today"

daily

From a TV shot of the world's largest
Christmas tree in Rockefeller Center,
New York (where the show originates), the camera dissolves to Garroway at his news desk looking at a tiny
tree banked with wrapped gifts at its
trunk. These are, of course, sponsor's
products which Garroway proceeds to
unwrap and plug. Sponsors using this
gimmick include Polaroid Cameras,
Noma Electric Corp., Ponds, and
Parker Pen Co.
* * +

Littifi, Ohio tells 'em how
to pronounce it via radio
The people in Lima, Ohio, have long
wanted to do something about correcting the pronunciation of those who refer to the city as "Leema." Recently
they got their chance — through the medium of radio.
When the first letter from a serviceman in the Pacific concerning the hydrogen bomb was published by The
Lima News, it was picked up by the
Associated Press and subsequently the
network commentators, who made ref-

sponsors don't pay a cent for the time.
It's all part of a new promotion scheme
KEPO has dreamed up.
The KEPO sales office contacted all
KEPO advertisers, regardless of schedule size, and personally invited the
head man at each to record two station breaks (one to run four to six
seconds, the other 10 to 12 seconds in
length). This practically all the sponsors were happy to do. They recorded
announcements which said, typically :
"This is John Doe of the Friendly Furniture Co. reminding you that this is
KEPO, the friendly voice of El Paso."
Or, "This is James Smith of X-Premium Beer saying that for premium listening it's
KEPO
El Paso."
On the
air.
KEPO...rotates
the breaks
according to the order in which they
were recorded, with proper regard for
competitive adjacencies, so that each
advertiser is heard the same number
of times.
KEPO developed the promotion with
several purposes in mind, among them:
(1) to give the advertiser a plus-service at no great expense to the station;
(2) to obtain direct or implied approvSPONSOR

al of the station from well-known businessmen in the area; (3) to give station breaks enough distinction to cause
listener comment.
"The promotion is paying off in advertiser good will and audience reaction alike," says KEPO President Miller C. Robertson. "To increase our
return, we photograph each sponsor at
a KEPO microphone, frame the picture, and send it to him — and now we
are seeing our call letters displayed on
* * *
office walls all around town."

ONLY

ONE STATION
COVERS

Briefly . . .

The SEVENTEENTH STATE*

Right on his WTVR news program
and in full view of his audience, Newscaster John Shand recently gave a pint

Shand

calmly did

newscast

while

blood flowed

of blood for Korea. On 13 November,
Shand started his noontime program
on the Richmond, Va., TV station by
introducing Dr. Robert Sturges. Dr.
Sturges stressed the dire need for blood
in Korea, then requested Shand to
demonstrate how easy it was to give
blood. Shand rolled up his sleeve, lay
down on a cot and, while two Red
Cross workers prepared his arm and
drew the blood, he did his telecast of
news, weather, and best market buys.
*
*
*
This time it's a TV channel into
which
Shirley May
France, former
English Channel aspirant, is taking a
dip. On 10 November,
Shirley May
I Please turn to page 82)

• 22 cities

*a compact market of 53
counties in Eastern New
York and Western New

• 458 towns

England whose effective
buying income is exceeded

• 53 counties

by only 1 6 states.

• 2,846,300 citizens
• 840,040 radio families
• only NBC station
• more goods purchased than 36 states
• more spendable income than 32 states

WGY

THE CAPITAL OF THE 17th STATE
Studios in Schenectady,
REPRESENTED

A
Channel

swimmer
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turns TV actress

(WJAR-TV)

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

STATION

NEW

YORK

NATIONALLY
—

CHICAGO

BY
—

N. Y.

HENRY
SAN

I. CHRISTAL

FRANCISCO
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What's New in Research?
Po// among
on

a SPONSOR original

what

showed
as

7V

set owners

party
37%

against

spent

thought

8.4°0

who

in N.

more

Y. area

in campaign

it was

Republicans

credited

Democrats

Which political party, the Republican or the
Democratic, do you think used the most time on
television
during
the Presidential
campaign?
Republican
Democratic

36.9%
8.4%

About the same

25.0%

Don't

29.7%

know

OS all the speeches and rallies that you saw on
television during the campaign, which one
event do you best remember?
Stevenson Madison Sq. Garden
#tt «■»

NOtf.

Rally

8.9%

Nixon Campaign Fund Speech
Eisenhower Madison Sq. Garden Rally

8.1%
5.7%

Eisenhower Election Eve Rally

2.6%

Stevenson Election Eve Speech

2.1%

McCarthy Speech (attack on Stevenson)
All others
No special event
SOURCE:

Advertest
Research
November
1952

RESPONDENTS:
personal
New York 7-"»:
metropolitan

studj

c

luetcd

Interviews
area

with

exclusively
men

and

1.8%
35.4%
45.0%

for

SPONSOR

women

in TV

during
homes

period
throughout

6-16
the

Key observations emerging from study on TV
viewer
impressions
about
campaign
spending

P^10

The area in which this survey was taken proved on election clay to favor the
Republican nominee. The vote in terms of percentage was: Eisenhower,

^OKCIS'IK

52%; Stevenson, 48%. The ratio would indicate that the large number who
thought the Republican had the much greater edge on spending were not
entirely influenced by political bias (that is Democrats attributing their
candidate's defeat to the probability the Republicans had lots more money
to spend). It will be noted that the number who thought the Republicans
spent more was about lour times the number who guessed the Democrats
di<l the heavier spending. This partciular ratio is reflected to a certain
extent by the interim reports on campaign expenditures which have been
filed by the New York State Republican and Democratic Committees with
the Secretary of New York Slate. The slate GOP committee reported that
its expenditures on the Presidential campaign was $647,383, while the state
Democratic committee reported an expenditure of $335,557. The ratio on
the Republican

Represented Nationally by

Weed Television

/« New

58

England

—

Bertha

side is almost two to one. Also of per/incut note in this

Stud1) are these sidelights: (1) Voters seem to be more impressed b\
i allies than by studio or special occasion speeches, and (2) controversial
subictt.,

apparently

mule

an

impression

that

is

very

well

remembered.

Bannan

SPONSOR

"she might have

my kid,.."

Ihe line of men and women
waiting to register at the Blood Donor
Center moved briskly past the reception
desk. The truck driver fingered his cap
nervously as he listened to the people
behind him. They talked about why
they had come to give blood.
He heard the young kid with the crew
haircut say he was being drafted and
figured he might soon be needing some
blood himself. He heard the blonde girl
say she was a Civil Defense worker —
and how it was important to build up
our blood reserves against the chance
of a sudden air attack here.
Then the truck driver turned and spoke
. . . the words coming in spurts as if he
were describing a picture moving before
his eyes . . . "There was no time, see?
She comes running out from behind this
parked car right under my wheels. She's
wearing pigtails, and the way the sun
is shining on her hair, she might have
been my kid. I bring her to the hospital
. . . and it takes 3 pints of blood before
she opens her eyes . . .
"I'm here now," the truck driver
added, "to make my first installment on
those three pints of blood!"

15 DECEMBER

WHO GIVES BLOOD? Different people ... for different
reasons . . . yet all sharing this great, unifving experience.
Your blood may go to a combat area ... to a local hospital
... or for Civil Defense needs. But of this you can be sure
— wherever it goes, this priceless, painless gift will some
day save an American life! That's why the need for blood
is aluars urgent!

Give Blood Now
CALL YOUR

RED CROSS

NATIONAL

BLOOD

TODAY!
PROGRAM
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TANDEM

PLANS

{Continued from page 35)
for their plan.-: \BC calls it the Pyramid Plan: CBS, the Power Plan, and
MBS, the Multi-Message Plan.
\\ hatever their names, the) all add
up to the same thing: low-cost circulation. The) are basicall) what might
be called saturation-participation plan-.
Each network has picked a list oi
three to five half-hour programs,
carved each show into three parts
I Mutual is considering four), and
offered these participations singl) or
in groups.
The selling gimmick is this: By
spreading his message in single announcements over, say, three programs.
the advertiser gets a larger unduplicated audience lor about the same
price land nun lie lessi of one complete program with three announcements. In other words, the networkpoint out. if its the greatest number
of different homes the advertiser wants,
saturation participations are for him.
I he sponsor ma\ even find — the nets
sav he will find — that these plans also
offer the best network bins in terms of
gross

lor duplicated I homes reached.

The sponsor, however, cannot get
program identification, which means
he can't usually merchandise his program to salesmen. d< al rs, and the public. He also misses the flexildlity of
spot announcement buys since he cannot choose the best time segment in
a particular market to sell his good-.
However,
saturation-participation
an-

»»Thc need for radio — the continuing
need — is huill right into the fact that
last year people bought 10 million additional sets. That's more than twiee
as many radios purchased as television
s< I- purchased. This year, radio set
sales are s! ill running two to one over
lele^ ision's."

JOHN
J. KAROL
lice President
CBS Radio

nouncements are inside the program.
not between programs, as a spot announcement would be. And the agenc\.
of course, finds it easier to buy announcements via the network plans
than via scores of different stations.
The four network plans divide nicely
into two types. The ABC Pyramid
and MBS Multi-Message Plans each
have five programs and permit the ad-

vertiser tobu) onlj one announcement
if he wishes. The CBS Power Plan
and NBC Operation Tandem are threeshow plans and the advertiser must
buy one announcement in each of the
three programs. This across-the-board
bu) can. however, be a one-shot I for
a capsule comparison, see network-bynetwork chart, page 34).
Here are the different plans in detail :
ABC: Pyramid, which has gone
through many program changes and
repricings since ABC made its initial
tandem bid in the spring of 1951, now
consists of four mystery-type shows
and one panel-type show. This emphasis on mystery shows is based on
two well-known facts: Thev are (1)
low-cost and ( 2 I popular.
ABC does not believe that four mystery shows will tend to cut down the
number of unduplicated homes listening to all four. William Fairbanks.
ABC's Eastern radio network sales
manager, feels that it isn't the type of
program that causes audience duplication but the day of the week.
The programs include:
Cafe

Istanbul — Marlene

Dietrich's

the New York station
where listeners listen
and sponsors sell . . . key
station of MUTUAL
Broadcasting System

den of intrigue has been shifted to San
Francisco from the Middle East. Its

of a Pyramid show than he would lei
a five-minute ABC show. One an-

8:30 Sunday evening time period precedes Walter Winched.

nouncement can be bought but discounts arc given for buying more than
one show a week and for 52-week buys.

Defense Attorney — It is the story of
woman attorney who champions the
underdog. Starring is Mercedes McCambridge. who won a Hollywood
Oscar for her supporting role in ,All
the King's Men. The show has been
on radio since July 1951.
Life Begins at 80 — The Jack Barry
show follows Sterling Drug's Mystery
Theatre and precedes Mr. President,
an ABC co-op feature.
Top Guy and Michael Shayne both
are presented on Thursday nights, the
former at 8:00 and the latter at 9:30.
Top Guy is a police commissioner and
Shayne is a privale-eye.
ABC does not expect to sell Top Guy
and Michael Shayne to the same sponsor, so actually the maximum lineup
for one advertiser is four shows. Pyramid started off with three shows at the
beginning but enlarged the group to
lessen the chance of product conflicts.
The rates for Pyramid are pegged to
the network rate card and the sponsor,
in effect, pays no more for 10 minutes

The prices for less-than-52-w»t kbuys are: $4,119 for one program a
week, $7,754 for two a week, $11,270
for three a week and 15,026 for four
a week. The 52-week prices an- S3. 576
for one program a week, $6,669 for
two, $9,642 for three, and $12,855 for
four. ABC estimates that a four-show,
52-week buy will deliver to an advertiser 1,000 gross homes for $1.47.
Pyramid has no takers at the present
time but ABC is making a special pitch
to the manufacturers of hair preparations. ABC circulation, the network
says, "correlates positively" with national drug sales patterns.
While ABC isn't exactly offering
short network buys on Pyramid, if it
feels the advertiser has "promise," he
can get less than a full network. ABC
originally sold Pyramid to American
Chicle (for Clorets ) in four states
but the network had a good idea Chicle
would expand its coverage. Later.
Chicle did buy the full network, al-

though ithad not made any prior commitment to do so. There is a point,
id course, at which a short network
will not pay off for the advertiser since
his talent costs arc the same, no matter
how many stations he bu\^.
miS:

Mutual will start a new Multi-

Message Plan 29 December to replace
its current plan, which features MGM
movie stars and was part of the MGMMutual deal giving the latter six hours
of programing with a glamorous Hollywood flavor.
While the MGM-Mutual partnership
looked like a good thing when it started
at the beginning of this year, ratings
didn't reach expectations. Like ABC,
Mutual figures that low-cost mysteries
are the best bet, favors mysteries four
to one.
The new plan will be part of an
hour-long block program scheme.
Here's how it will work:
From 8:00 to 8:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Mutual will offer a
tandem plan to national advertisers.
From 8:30 to 9:00 p.m., programs
of a similar nature will follow for
local and regional sponsorship.
This

In all the world there isn't another
station like WOR.
For years, its powerful voice has reached into
14 states— and today its programs serve
downright devoted audiences throughout this
26,000,000 listener market.
For years, such WOR-established personalities
as John Gambling, Martha Deane, and
the McCanns have been winning the
confidence of listeners— a must factor in selling.
WOR

also has new stars — stars who will be

selling the New York market for years to come.

'
S
D
R
O
W

That's why WOR

sells more products for more

advertisers than any other station in the world.
Let us show you how WOR

can sell for you.

ml lineup is in tune with Mutual s
longtime emphasis on co-op shows.
Monday — Adventures of the Falcon
will be followed bj Hall of Fantasy.
The Falcon is an old Mutual show
which went to NBC for a while.
Tuesda) —That Hammer Guy will
he followed by High Adventure. The
former is a new show, featuring none
other than Mike Hammer, Mickey
Spillane's fabulously popular pocket
hook creation. The sex and violence
will he toned down for radio.
Wednesday — Crime Files of Fla■nond will he followed h\ Crime
Fighters. Flamond is a psychologist
who. as MBS promotion puts it. "bypasses ballistics for brain-power." The
-how. while new to the network, produced good ratings on WGN, Chicago.
Thursday — Official Detective, now
on MBS Sundays, will he followed by
John Steele. Adventurer.
Friday — Movie Quiz will he followed
h\ True or False. The former will
feature Johnny Olsen and is a revised
version of Movie Matinee.
The advertiser buying into the MultiMe.-saiie Plan gets two kinds of discounts. One is based on the total number of announcements bought during

the year, the other on the amount
bought within one week.
For one or two announcements per
week, the 1953 rates are as follows:
total of one to 12 announcements during the year. $2,000 per announcement; 13 to 25 announcements during
the year. 81.800: 26 to 38, $1,700: 39
or more. $1,600.
For three or more announcements

i4If radio is used on a thoughtful basis
— if programs art- bought with sound
knowledge of the kind of audience thev
attract, and if commercials are planned
both to fit the program and to make
use of sound selling principles proved
by advertisers and research working together— the medium can continue to
sell goods and do so more economically
than any other form of advertising."

HORACE

SCHWERIN

President
Schwerin Research

per week, the comparable rates to the
above schedule are $1,900, $1,700,
$1,600. and $1,500. Summer 1953
buys will cost a flat $1,500 for each
announcement.
Assuming
an
average
program
rating of 2.8. Mutual
estimates that

Charleston's most far reaching sta
tion
"My boss sent a note out to the kennel
t'other day, and said I was yapping too
much in this column, that it was too
it.
long, and that you folks wouldn't read
"So, I ain't gonna talk about our exceptional coverage, wonderful personality shows, local programming, highest Hoopers, merchandising aids to
our clients, and extremely good sales
results.
"I'm mad with him, so I ain't gonna
say nothing. Just gonna sit here by my
fire plug, and sulk!
'So there!"

of CHARLESTON
SOUTH
CAROLINA
S. E. Dora-Clayton Agency
62

Saleswise, Mutual is doing better
right now than any other network so
far as tandem-type shows are concerned. Multi-Message is currently
75' i sold out. General Mills has been
running about five announcements a
week; Camels, about four. The network is split with a Richmond. Va..
food concern, C. F. Sauer. having completely bought out the plan I 15 announcements a week I in 10 Southern
states. No one has signed on the
dotted line for Mutual's new plan but
John R. Overall. MBS Eastern sales
manager, reports that chances are
very
that General
Mills and
Camel good"
will continue
sponsorship.
CBS: A newcomer to the tandem field.

1000 WATTS

Forjoe and Company

at $1,500 an announcement, the advertiser will reach 1,000 gross homes for
$1.22 or 1.000 unduplicated homes for
an additional 81 cents.

AM

this and

Hoopers

too!

CBS started out with a two-show summer entry in July and expanded it to
three in fall. (Trade sources say that
CBS wasn't overly anxious to join the
other three networks because of station opposition. I
So far. this is the sales picture.
American Chicle was the only advertiser in CBS' summer parlay and has
been the only steady customer in the
1952-53 Power Plan. Liggett & Myers
was in for a short stay.
The Power Plan pitch is pegged to
late-in-the-week shopping. Using a
Crowell-Collier study which reported
that 90' ' of all grocery sales are concentrated during Wednesdav . Thursday, and Friday, CBS laid out its
schedule accordingly. It seeks to attract grocery manufacturers with the
following trio, all starting at 8:00
p.m.: The FBI in Peace and War; Meet
Millie (with Audrey Totter I : Mr.
Kean. the latter a holdover from the
summer plan.
Each sponsor gets a one-minute commercial in each program plus billboarding at the beginning and end of
each program — a total of nine sponsoridentifying mentions per week.
CBS estimates the advertiser can
.each 9.000.000 gross homes I 23.000.001) listeners) or about 5.500.000 different homes during a week. The cost
is $4,550 a week for talent plus the
appropriate rale, in terms of the specific advertiser's discount classification
(CBS gives annual dollar discounts)
for a half-hour ol nighttime time.
SPONSOR
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Gross time for Power Plan tomes to
Sid. 070 a week with annual dollar discounts ranging from 27.5 to 44.5'*.
A 52-week advertiser also gets an additional discount of 8.5%. These discounts are applicable to the advertiser's
total purchases in CBS radio.
Even an advertiser coming in once
automatically gets a discount, since
he spends more than $10,000 a year.
A one-time advertiser, therefore, gets
Power Plan for a total of about $16.040, assuming he buys nothing else on
the network. A 13- week run means a
total weekly cost I time and talent i of
about $15,400 and CBS estimates on

SELL Your Product!
PAUL "BUZZ" BERLIN — ("Mission in
Music" — 'Dinner
Date") Houston's
Number One — the
most popular radio
personality ever to
hit town — with an
audience greater than
all other pop music
jockeys combined!

that basis, that the plan has a potential cost of $2.81 per 1.000 different
homes per week.
Theoretically, CBS will sell split networks to advertisers if the "technical"
problems aren't too great. In actual
practice, CBS is offering the plan as a
complete network package, requiring
the purchase
of 200 stations.
TCBC: Unlike ABC. which increased
the number

WALTER

COLVIN —

of its Pyramid shows,

NBC some time ago reduced its Operation Tandem from five to three programs. Since NBC has made it a
polic\ to require across-the-board buys
in tandem, it found the five-program
costs were too high for most advertisers. NBC also started out with a

("Joe's Show'' —
"Spinner Sanctum")
Known as "|oe Chrysanthemum" to a
tremendous following
of both Negroes and
whites, Walt spins
the finest platters in
the jazz, blues, and
bebop department.

requirement for 13-week contracts but
that has been cropped for the present
BIFF COLLIE— ("Collie's Corral" — "Houston Hoedown")
Imarrl-raicd
as oneBillof
the top Western jockeys in the nation.
Biff's sensational
popularity and loyalty
to his commercial
products makes him
the finest sales vehicle in the market.

FOR
PUT

CONSISTENT

SALES

YOUR
PRODUCT
PERSONALITY

RESULTS

ON
A K-NUZ
PROGRAM

Call FORjOE
National Representative
or DAVE

MORRIS

General Manager
KEystone 2581
TWX

HOUSTON'S
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HO-414

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

minimum of one week's purchase.
Operation Tandem is the only plan
in which the adventure-mystery type
of show does not predominate. Its sole
thriller is Barrie Craig, a private-eye
opus. The other two shows are Red
Skelton and Judy Canova.
NBC's price is a flat $15,000 (a new
low figure) with no discounts. The
advertiser must take the entire NBC
network of 190 stations. This hasn't
discouraged Emerson Drug, which has
bought the 1952-53 season to push
Bromo Seltzer. Smith Bros, used the

many homes as possible.
NBC estimates Tandems cost-per1.000 gross homes at $1.36 or about
$1.50 for 1.000 different homes. Last
season Operation Tandem delivered
1,000 messages at the rate of $2.00.
To equal that figure this season, NBC
-..\-. Operation Tandem would need
an average Nielsen rating per program
of 5.6 and the network is sure that it
will top this with points to spare. On
the whole, tandem plans are the newest, and at this point encouragingh
well-supported, method of time buying on major networks.

RADIO-TV

* * *

FOR MARS

[Continued from page 32 I
does the public I show rated an 8.6
Nielsen for second week of October,
reached 3.771.000 homes, which put it
in sixth place). Mars expects to stay
with it despite rising TV costs.
And money
the rising
of TV
is what's
taking
fromcostother
media,
Gies
indicated. For example. Pvlars' expenditures on Howdy Doody, its first TV
venture, over the NBC TV net tripled
between September 1949 and June
1952. when the show was dropped.
Results were good from the start, however, and Mars increased its sponsorship from one segment to three in
June 1950. then dropped back to two
in December 1950.

Current

TV

shusr: Early this year

Mars bought half of Super Circus over
ABC TV out of Chicago and for a
time, until June, had two TV shows
running. Super Circus, costing Mars
$750,000 a year, uses all available live
markets, which vary from week to
plus 17 b\ kinescope — or about
week,
in all.
36
How well did two TV shows and a
radio program pull?
Mars ran a premium offer on Howdy
Doody and Super Circus and a contest
on People Are Funny in FebruaryMarch and got over two million wrap-

plan for the five weeks ending 11
December to introduce its new chlorophyll, mentholated cough drops.
Plymouth was in recently for one week.
The Smith Bros, buy is a good example of the special uses of the saturationparticipation type of offering. In coming out with a new product. Smith
Bros, didn't have a clear idea of where
its markets were. So it took advantage of the broad coverage offered b\

to go into spot TV instead when there
arc hundreds of TV stations. Reason:

NBC's Operation Tandem to reach as

expense.

all. Mars will accept kines now
Giespers insays
where his company wouldn't have a
year ago; the quality has improved
and its harder to get openings for live
shows.
Incidentally, he predicts some current TV network advertisers will have

SPONSOR

••

Shortest distance between buyer and seller
... an elevator that takes advertisers around
closed doors. Write Norm Knight at 510
Madison Ave., New York 22, for "The
Happy Medium," with suggestions for getting the most out of your radio-TV tradepaper ads.
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As for media selection, he says: "\\ e
take the media that give us the coverage we want. In our case its radio
and TV mostly. We see no trend in
our practices, at least — exeept in the
increase of TV expenditures due to rising costs."
Cniifli/ iavts: If Gies is concerned
about costs, at least sales are also rising for .Mars.
I ries won't give out any exact figures
(.Mars is a closed corporation!, hut
here's an index of Mars sales for the

1939-52
period: 1939—100:
1951200: 1952—220 (10$ over last year).
Industry estimates are that Mars
sells approximately $35 million to $40
million worth of candy a year.
"We are making as good as or better progress than our competitors,
Gies
it's hard
determine
their says,
sales "but
because
the to
only
figures
available are the Governments, and it
gives sales of package goods, hulk
goods, bar goods, and general line
without breaking them down to chocolate-covered candy in monthly reports."

SELL MORE IN THE

SOUTH'S No. 1 State!

Annual reports do, however, although they run 14 months after the
close of the year. A glance at the
U.
S. Dept. of
Commerce's
Business
Information
Service
for February
1952 covering 1950 confectionery sales
and distribution shows the following
picture
based on reports from 74' i
of the industry:
Bar goods
$306,855,349
Molded chocolate ..
95,436,555
Chocolate-covered . 178.520.840
Other bars
32.897,954
Package goods
. 192,152,470
Bulk goods _
. 103,173,435
Penny goods ..
24,163,165
TOTAL
$684,053,946
This is based on reports from 456
confectionery manufacturers. Actual
total 1950 sales: $924 million. The)
rose to $965 million in 1951; were
$545,802,000 for 1952 (through August) or 1% under the corresponding
period of last year. Bar goods alone,

■X- Winston-Salem

'

*!*&&

is the home of
R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

however, fell off 0' , .
Gies is concerned over the decline
in per capita consumption. "In 1941
it was 19 pounds." he said. "In 1951
this had slipped to 17.4 pounds. Taking 1929 as a base, the ratio of disposable personal income spent for
candy dropped I'.-i by 1951.
this index stood at 6rV above
base. Therefore this drop in
of disposable personal income

In 1948
the 1929
the ratio
received

b\ the candy industry dropped 1 .'■>',
in three years."
Reasons, Gies sa\-:
1. Rising prices due to rising costs,
some of them unreasonable.
2. Decrease in quality and therefore less value to the consumer.
The latter is more important, he
says. Use of substitutes like vegetable
for cocoa butter, making chocolate-

_s>

looking candv that doesn't contain or
taste like chocolate, hurts the industry. Gies' reasoning: "Chocolate is the
i in i>t popular candy made. If you
don't taste it. \ou cut down on your

Recent official Hooper Ratings
show WSJS, the Journal-Sentinel
Station, FIRST in the morning —
FIRST in the afternoon FIRST in
the evening! For the finest in
AM-FM coverage, it's WSJS
in Winston-Salem.
Represented by: HEADLEY-REED

He adds: "If you can't hold the
consumption."
quantity I at the same price I, at least
you can hold to your quality. And

CO.

16-COUHy

S6
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that's what Mars has done."
Big trend, he said, is to packages
of 590 and down. This size has shown
a large increase in the past two and a
half years.
Food stores now account for a
larger percentage of total candy sales
than ever before.
Supermarkets have
SPONSOR

awakened

to the fact that candy

brings more profit for the space allotted to it than most other items. The
profit margin is 20 to 25%.
According to Gies, vending machines
are now responsible for 6 to 10' < of
all candy sales.
Who are the biggest candy consumers? Gies says the age group five to
22. "Consumption then drops slightly
to 80 or 90," he adds with a smile.
Of the 456 candy manufacturers that
report their sales to the government,
84 make chocolate-covered bars. So
Mars' competition is rugged.

production. Wilcox handles Super
Circus in Chicago; Ruggles and Williams handle People Are Funny in
Hollywood, and Minter, the TV copy.
Frank Newton is creative director of
all radio and print copy; Joe Hoffman
writes all Mars radio copy and some
of itsCreative
print copy;
TV
withJack
Don O'Kieffe
Tennantheads
the
writer on Super Circus. Leo Burnett
and the Burnett Plans Review Board
steer and okay all campaigns. Albert
Meyer, the merchandising manager,
works with the team on sale promotion, premiums, and other merchandis-

ing plans. Media director is Arthur
Porter; Ken Fleming is supervisor of
space and timebuyers; Mars print buyer is George Miller, and Mars broadcasting timebuyer is Mrs. Helen Stanley. Robert Kelly, service manager,
keeps the whole thing on schedule, for
some $2 million is involved.
The Spanish-style Mars plant, located in Chicago on the outskirts of
Oak Park, 111., has become a show
place. Its 12 acres are bcautifulh
landscaped. Inside hospital-like cleanliness prevails. There are $25,000
worth of paintings in the administra-

Mars' ad philosophy: Here is Mars'
radio and TV advertising philosophy,
as hammered out during the past 14
years that it has managed to stay on
top, according to Gies:
1. Use the media that give you the
greatest impact per dollar. Mars has
found that radio and TV do just this,
with TV ahead even though it doesn't
give the same coverage.
2. Choose the vehicle that reaches
your market. Nearly everybody eats
candy. Choose the market segments
you want and go after them.
3. Merchandise your programs
through field work and in-store material. This is one of the biggest things
in advertising. Food products especially lend themselves to it.
4. Get people to listen to your commercials byintegrating them into the

O
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Beans, boats or bonnets — if it's a national account, you'll advertise in Boston and about sixty other major metro-

program. People don't like commercials. Sugar-coat them.
Here are the people at Mars who influence advertising and sales policies:
President W. L. Kruppenbacher
(also board chairman). Executive
Vice President-General Manager G. B.
Hurley, Vice President Gies in charge
of sales and advertising, and these
sales executives, who are under Gies:
General Sales Manager Ben Bouchard.
Eastern Sales Manager C. A. McDonough, Western Sales Manager L. R.
De Rosa, Sales Promotion Manager
Harold Flaig (who has retail crews ) .
The Leo Burnett team is headed by
Ralph E. Ellis, account supervisor and
executive. Other Leo Burnett personnel dealing with the account are:
Broadcasting Dept. — William Weddell.
v.p. in charge, and David Dole, manager, assisted by George Wilcox and
on the West Coast (Hollywood) by
Wendell Williams, Gordon Minter, and
Wally Ruggles. They negotiate contract arrangements and handle show-

S

politanwhy.
markets. It doesn't take a genius to see
Your real task is the careful selection
of clearly defined secondary markets.
And that's why we say "after Boston,

r.

comes Yakima, Washington."
Many a national advertiser (and more
every year) has found Yakima a rich
and rare secondary market.
Miles and mountains define it. Rich
agricultural crops and a booming
atomic and electrical power industry
distinguish it. Yakima is a secondary
market of first importance in the West.

YAKIMA,

2222*
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tion offices. Much of the plant is airconditioned. To prevent spoilage or

Independent .
Retail Grocers
in Baltimore say:

WFBR's

the station for us !

Every year since 1936, the
powerful Independent Retail
Grocers Association of Baltimore has turned to Baltimore's
promotion-minded, knowhow station, WFBR, to make
sure their Annual Food Show,
held at the Fifth Regiment
Armory in Baltimore, goes
over with a bang.
Every year WFBR has thrown
the full weight of its promotion,
programming, merchandising
and production departments
behind this great food event.
The result? Every year, bigger
crowds, more exhibitors, better
displays — and firmer loyalties,
friendship and cooperation between the 2765 members of the
Independent Retail Grocers
Association and WFBR.
For real showmanship, solid
merchandising and active,
day-in, day-out promotion, ask
your John Blair man or write,
wire or phone . . .

deterioration, onl) a few hours' supply of milk is kept on hand. The milk
is transferred from incoming tank cars,
in fact, directly to the candy-making
vats.
President Kruppenbacher says, 'The
only waj we could make our bars
fresher would be to bring the cow
right
All into
boxestheareplant."
coded; Mars field men
can thus keep careful check on inventories of dealers, assure that bars are
kept fresh.
Frank Mars was responsible for all
this. A super-salesman of the same
stripe as the late William Wrigley Jr..

he toured America in the early 1920's
to learn what Americans liked in the
way of candy bars. He discovered they
had developed a new taste bud — especially for malted milk and particularly
for chocolate malted milks.
He returned to his Minneapolis
home and began to mix, blend, taste,
and discard perhaps a hundred batches
until he came up with a candy bar that
was different. That was Milky Way. It
not only caught on from the start but
in 10 years had grown from kitchenstove volume to a $30 million-a-vear
enterprise.
Mars died in April 1934. His son.
Forrest Mars, is one of the directors
of Mars. Inc. Forrest Mars helped
found M&M. Ltd.. of Newark. N. J..
with Bruce Murrie, son of the ex-president of the Hershey Chocolate Co.. and
is now its chairman of the board.
M&M changed its name to Hawley &
Hoops. Inc. late in October. I See
"How TV took a candy out of the
doldrums," sponsor. 16 June 1952.)

Mars' competition: What's the competitive candy picture look like?
Several facts stand out upon careful study:
• Biggest candy maker — Hersheyhas never used any advertising at all.
Nestle, one of the 10 biggest, uses no
radio or TV to sell its chocolate bars
hut employs both for its other prodtuts. Reason for HersluVs lack of advertising: large proportion of its saltconsists ol chocolate to manufacturers
rather than to consumers. Both companies practice detailing — a system
u hereby salesmen call on retailers and
pass retailer- orders directK on to
wholesalers, to whom Hershey and
Nestle sell their chocolate goods.
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Hershe) s general sales manager. J.
J. Gallagher,
told sponsor:
"We're our
not
against
advertising
but found
Nestle General Advertising and
present operation best."'
Merchandising Manager Don Cadv
said: "Currently the major part of
Nestle s expenditures on chocolate
products is in the field of Semi-Sweet
Chocolate Morsels. Eveready Instant
Cocoa, and the new7 Nestle chocolate
milk drink product. Quik. Nestle does
some advertising of bar goods in Sunday supplement comic sections in selected cities throughout the country."
SPONSOR estimates Nestle will spend
$1,000,000.
or about a fifth of its
budget,
on television
and
a lesser ■
amount on radio this year to advertise all products.
In TV it has a 15*6As we observe commercials which use
demonstrations as a form of content
we see (hat they fall markedly above
the norm — a premium against other
commercial types of about one-third,
and in the all-important area of transmilting seliing messages demonstration
does a topnotch job."

LEYTON

•

Gallup and

CARTER

Robinson

•**••••

minute participation on the Kate
Smith NBC TV show for Nescafe. In
radio it sponsored Bold Venture, starring Humphrey Bogart and Lauren
Bacall. in New York, for Nestea this
year. In addition participations on
TV shows and supplementary radio
were used in other markets throughout the country to sell Nestea.
Hershey has no agency; Nestles
agency for its chocolate products is
Cecil & Presbrey. where John Beresford is the account executive. Nestle's
ad manager under Cady is Richard
Goebel. Its office is in White Plains,
N. Y.
• Five of the top 17 firms have TV
shows, the sixth (Nestle! has one
for a non-candy product. Two have
radio programs. Four others use TV
announcements and five air radio announcements. To recap: 10 of 17
<and\ companies polled by SPONSOR
are in TV, seven are in radio.
Concentration on TV among the
cand) firms indicates thev have
learned this is the best way to reach
children I>iuai-st candy consumers.
The five companies which have TV
-hows are: Mars. Super Circus; M&M.
Candy Carnival: Walter H. Johnson,
Roolie Kazoolic (starting 3 Januarv I :
SPONSOR

Sweets

Co. of America,

Tootsie

Hip-

podrome and Paul Whiteman's
11
Teen Club ( began 22 November ) , and
Fred W. Amend, Hail the Champ (effective 27 December I .
In addition Peter Paul. U. L. Clark.
Nestle, Life Savers, and Williamson
(General) are using or have used TV
announcements this year. D. L. Clark
sponsored Time for Beanie on WCBSTV in New York until October and
Hollywood Candy bad Hollywood junior Circus out of Cbicago until March.
In radio Mars and Williamson ( True

and a list of other volume buyers
ranked the first five 100 candy items

on confectioner)
advertising in radio,
TV, newspapers, and magazines:

like this: Peter Paul's Almond Joy,
Peter Paul's Mounds, Hershey's Milk
Chocolate, Mars Toasted Almond Bar.

r. h i Paul $2, ;
sponsor estimates 5850,000
loi Mini radio, $500,000 foi spot l \
Planters Nut & Choc. $1,250,000
Hawlej S Hoops
M iM
$800,000 foi I V show
(sponsor estimate)
Life Savers-$800,000 (some spot radio and 1 V )
E. I. Brach $050,000
1). L. Clark -S600,0ll() (will use spot I V)
( urtiss -$500,000
Nestle— $500,000
(somi
spot radio and
l\ foi
chocolate products)
Fred W. Amend— $500,000 Midi have 1 V program)
Hollywood
Candv-S-i 10,000
Williamson
(General)
$400,000
(has radio

and Hershey's Almond Bar.
There are 120-some dime confections, and the trend from r><? pieces is
continuing.
Rank and sales are important when
slacked up against advertising expenditures. Here is what Candy Industry
(2 December issue I estimates Mars

spot $275,000
lV New gram,
Eng. uses
Confect.
(some spot radio)
fames O. Welch
$250,000
Sweets ( o. ol America
5250,000 'has 2 I V pro

chief competitors will spend

Waltei II. fohnson
grams
gram) l

in 1953

$200,000

(will have

I V pro-

Detective Mysteries) have the only network shows. Peter Paul, Life Savers,
New England Confectionery, E. J.
Brach, and Cadbury-Fry have used or
are using spot.
* Rank is pure guesswork. Since
few sales figures are published, the experts disagree on how the companies
rate. Hershey's $156 million sales
lead the parade, with an estimated $70
million in chocolate bars. Ralph Ellis
of Leo Burnett lists the chocolate-covered candy competitors in the following
order: Mars, Curtiss, Peter Paul, Williamson (General Candy is the holding
company), D. L. Clark. E. J. Brach.
and Walter H. Johnson.
Hershey accounts for an estimated
809? of the solid bar business. And
if you count Hershey and Nestle in the
above, Hershey would rank first and
Nestle between Williamson and D. L.
Clark, according to the industry.
A study of the candy trade, retail
and wholesale, leads to these estimates
of candy sales:
Hershey
Mars
E. J. Brach
_....
Peter Paul
_....
Curtiss
Hollywood
Candy
New Eng. Confect
Williamson
(General)
_
Life Savers
Hawlev & Hoops (M&M)
Nestle Chocolate
James O. Welch
Sweets Co. of America
_
D. L. Clark
Walter H. Johnson
Fred W. Amend

s~i\ million
35.40
million
35 million
30 million
30 million
25 million
20-25
million
_ 20 million
._ 17.4 million
16 million
15 million
15 million
_ 10 million
8-9 million
8 million
7-8 million

So far as individual pieces ( both 5<£
and \0<t ) are concerned, this survey
based on industry estimates lists the
candies in the following order: (1)
Hershey Almond Bar, 1 2 1 Hershey
Chocolate Bar, (3) Peter Paul Mounds,
1 41 M&M's Candy. (5) Hershey
Kisses, (61 Life Savers, 171 Mars
Milky Way. But Gies of Mars disagrees with this and says Milky Way
ranks ahead of all but the Hershey bars.
A recent Candy Industrv survey of
the 100 market among 2.000 jobbers
15 DECEMBER
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IS ONE OF THE NATION'S
MOST POPULAR STATIONS!
Last year, WDAY

was swamped with 145,659 letters and

postcards from its listeners! This is the equivalent of a
letter or card from over 70% of the 211,550 families who
listen regularly to WDAY — an average of slightly over
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Candy Industry estimates the confectioner) business will spend -^25 million on advertising in 1953.
'For previous SPONSOR articles on
cand) sec also "Candy on the air."
SPONSOR, Manli 1948, and "Bar candy
('n
1951.)the air," SPONSOR, 15 Januan
Concludes Mars' \ ictor Gies:
"Mosl o| the cand) companies using
the broadcast media are concentrating
on children's T\ shows to reach the
younger consumers. So are we (with
Super Circus, which of course gets
plent) ol of
grown-ups
. . .weWe're
confident
the futureloo).
because
feel
radio and television are the greatest
sales tools we c\ er had !"
* * *
sponsor thanks the following foi talking with
us editors in the preparation of this article:
Hcrshe> General Sales Manage] I. I. Gallagher;
\estle General Advertising and Merchandising
Managei Don Cady; Nestle Advertising Manage]
Richard Goebel; Petei 1'aul Vdvertising Manager
Elliott Plowe; Vice President Mark II. Byron,
Willi. mi Est} ( o, Hon (.'isviu. editor, Candy Industry; Crawford Paton, C. I. I .1 Roche & Co.'s
\ 1 foi \r» England Confectionery; John
Bercsford, (nil & Presbrey's A I foi Nestle;
lloli.nl
Gauthier,
I innerHenry
& ["yson's
foi
Mason .111
Magenhcimer;
Minor olA/1
BBDO;
loseph Gavan, Franklin Brink I \' timebuyei
for Wa'tci II. lohnson Co.; Menu Eisen of
Moselle & Eisen, A I foi Sweets Co. ol America;
and in ( hicago: Philip P. Gott, president, Na
tiona) Confectioners' Assn.; Vice President Richard
Fechheimei ol Yubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson,
A 1 for Williamson (General Candy), and officials
of tin' Waltei II lohnson < inch Co. and Curtiss
Candy, .is well .is Mars and the Leo Burnett Co.

FILM BUYING TIPS
\Conlinued from page 28 I
gan. Left to themselves, the timebuyers happily built a station lineup
in which the 30-odd markets were
scheduled to start on virtually the same
day and date.
Then, someone discovered that the
original contract with the producer
called for a maximum of 10 film prints,
virtually the standard amount for a
"national" sale. Additional ones were
to cost $40 a print. Result: The agency nearly went crazy juggling starting
dates around so that the 10 prints
could be "bicycled" I i.e., shown on
one group of stations, then routed to
the next group, and the next). Also,
the agenc) was trying hard to avoid
charges for 20 extra prints a week at
$40 each for 26 weeks.
A meeting between the distributor
cud the timebuyers. at which the agencymen would have been told how much
time is needed to route prints among
the stations, could have forestalled the
crisis. Again, someone forgot to look
before he leaped into a TV film contract.

paragraphs below, sponsor presents
six of the most common causes of hassles between advertising agencies and
film sellers. They can be used as a
handy checklist of possible errors, since
seldom do two agency film contracts —
and distributor contracts, for that matter— look
alike, as every timebuver
knows
:

I. Can l/ie film series live up to
the "pilot" filmy It's only natural that
a producer will often lavish extreme
care or extra money when making a
pilot film for a TV film series. If the
series isn't already completed when it
is offered to an agency for sale ( and
the pilot film thus proved to be a representative sample I , agencies will have
to rel) on the good reputation of a
producer or distributor to maintain
the quality. If a film series turns sour
after the first few shows, there's nothing much an agency can do. Independent producers usually get their financing for a series from banks on the
strength of a 13- week or 26- week contract: therefore, they're not likely to
offer cancellation clauses freely.

In the box on page 29 and in the
'*• Is your time buying tailored to
the mechanics of film distribution and

ve Millions of 'Em. ..But
...that's just part of the Miami story!
We've 600,000 year 'round residents
...the majority of whom derive their
income from local industry that, in
many cases, manufactures products
distributed throughout the world!
You might be
that there are
manufacturing
Greater Miami

surprised to know
better than 1,150
plants in the
area!

And, WIOD has served the Miami
market well for over 26 years!
For the details... just
call your Hollingbery Man.

routing'/ As pointed out above, the
• neral industry practice among distributors and producers of TV films
is to offer no more than eight or 10
'"free"' prints as part of the show's
"national" price. That's because much
trial and error has shown that one
print,ulewhen
put on
a "bicycling"
schedran cover
three
or four stations
without much loss of quality. About
six '"play dates'' per print is tops.
Some agencies, however, constantl}
walk into a standing order for extra
prints,cientbecause
thev play
didn't
allow
suffitime between
dates
to route
prints among stations. Other agencies
go to the other extreme, never buying
extra prints and spreading a few films
so thinK among so many TV stations
thai the prints never get back to the
distributor for a periodic inspection
against damages from normal wear
and tear, licsiilt: headaches in either
case.

3. Arc you granted "exclusivity"
in twisting and overlapping markets,
James M. LeGate, General Manager

5,000 WATTS • 610 KC • NBC

National Rep .George P. Hollingbery Co.
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and "first refusals" in neiv ones? In
toda) s brisk T\ film business, a sponsor may find someone else sponsoring
SPONSOR

the "second run" of the same film
show in the same market before he has
finished with the "first run," unless
the agency's contract with the distributor expressly forbids it. Also, he may
find that he's competing with his own
film show in "overlap" markets — such
as New York-Newark, Boston-Providence, Fort Worth-Dallas, Rock IslandDavenport — unless his agency's been
careful.
Not to be overlooked either are new
TV markets, which may often be desirable extra buys for both regional
and national advertisers with film
shows. Contracts between the film

check on a show's market ancestry. A
distributor could tr\ to palm a second
or third run at premium prices, having
added only a new series of opening
and closing titles to the show. Or,
a sponsor may buy a show for a market, not knowing — unless its discovered by the agency — that a competing sponsor has just finished a
successful run a few months earlier in
the same market with the same series.
While on the subject of reruns, it's
interesting to note that sponsors sometimes want to extend film contracts to

a second run in the same market.
Agencies should remember, however,
that this may cause trouble in onestation markets, where the station is
booked solid for months ahead. \\ illi
their time at a premium, the managements of some single-station setups
have refused to rerun films for the
same sponsor unless there's at least an
18-month lapse. If the rerun is to
coincide with any national or nearnational merchandising or promotional
effort, it's wise for agencies to clear
it well in advance.

seller and the agency should include a
"first refusal" clause covering any new
TV stations that may go on the air —
and more are coming on in 1953 — in
the sponsor's territory. And, station
lists should always be checked to see
that no new markets are being overlooked bytimebuyers.
4. Are you completely covered on
preemptions, and other forms oj
"misses" in your station contracts?
The fact that many an agency forgot
to protect itself properly against this
headache was apparent during the recent Presidential electioneering. In
one-station markets — like St. Louis
(KSD-TV) and Pittsburgh (WDTV)
— this was particularly evident. As
pointed out earlier in this report, sta-

You can't cover Indiana's #2
market from another state.
Our rates are local and include
complete merchandising distribution and promotion assistance.

tions who don't have a preemption
clause clearly spelled out aren't always
likely to offer the advertiser his regular

We serve 400,000 loyal listeners in Negro, rural, industrial,
and four nationality groups.

time slot for a "make-good." One
sponsor, for instance, was offered two

Only the Gary Sales Plan sells

"make-goods" on Saturday mornings,
8:30 to 9:00 a.m., when his choice

Indiana's second market.

mid-week evening slot was twice preempted by a Southern TV station to
carry special political shows.
Agencies should also remember that

Call us without obligation.

a serious reshuffle in just one station's
scheduling, as a result of a local preemption, can sometimes throw the entire "bicycling" operation out of
whack for the sponsor.
5. Are you sure you re about to
buy and place a new show? Distributors generallv dislike the borrowedfrom-Hollywood term "second run."
Often, network film shows like Fireside Theatre have played fifth or sixth
runs in markets with ratings and audiences as big as the original telecast.

Gen. Mgr.-WWCA

WWCA
Gary2 Ind
keta's
Marian
No.

But it's a wise move for an agency to
15 DECEMBER
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6. Ire \<>u completely covered on
any liabilities for damage to the film
prints, or any suits which may grow
out of the showing of the films?
\\ In n a film print from a show
-ci \(* is in the hands <>l an agency, the
agenc) (or its insurance compan) I is
usuall) considered directly responsible
for an) damage that nun happen to it.
\\ hen it's in the ham's of the distribu-

about
this
strike .
which has been called
by lh«' Screen Actors (iuiUI to
halt production of filmed
commercials for television.
Merits of the case aside —
because competent and informed representatives of
advertising agencies, producer* and the (>uild are continuing to make every effort
to resolve the knotty issues
standing in the way of an
agreement — what can you do
right now to satisfy your
needs for film spots?
Our organization of experienced TV film creators . . .
writers, directors, him editors, animation artists and
technicians ... is at your disposal to help you stay on tin'
air now — without violating
the Screen Actors Guild
strike edict.
Call . . . wiro . . . write
TIC WSa-'II.H and ask lor
Hm. IS urn ha m

TRMSFILM
INCORPORATED

35 West

11

4.> Street

LU

2-1400

tor, the distributor's responsible. When
it is in transit, via Air Express etc..
the shipping compan) is responsible.
But what happens if a station chews up
a print so badly — possibh because of
an equipmt nt failure, or slopp) cutting—that ithas to be replaced?
Unless the time buying contract
specifies that stations are responsible

*<»fii Cuba it is estimated that, on the
average, five people sit in front of every
TV set that's turned on. And, according
to a McCami-Erickson survey in Rio de
Janeiro — the Brazilians are even more
excited about TV. On the average,
eight people
sit in front of every set
turned
on.
And. what's more
during
the evening hours in Rio, 90% of the
sets are ill u*e! Those neighbors
ALFRED
again"

J. SCALPONE
Vice President
McCann-Erickson, Inc.

HOLLYWOOD'S

Night (Mondays, Ennds I . Some two
dozen other \BC- and CBS-aired video
shows, live and film, also originate on
the West Coast, but are not as yet assigned to the new plants.
As the pictures on pages 37, 37 indicate, the new studios are vast, intricate, functional, and house under one
roof everything from carpentry shops
and scenic storage areas to makeup
rooms and repair centers. What the
pictures don't show is that all these
physical, electronic, and engineering
improvements add up to a new concept
in TV studio operation: flexibility and
lower costs with more opportunity for
creative programing. The various large
studios at the disposal of the TV producers as well as the up-to-date equipment will be greatly encouraging to
sponsors, who will see. more than ever,
how the production money is used.
It's long been felt in New York City,
still the biggest producer of TV enter
tainment from the standpoint of sheer
volume,
that TV operating practices
there have reached the limit of efli-

CBS
RADIO

for the print when it is in a station s
hands, the sponsor may get stuck an
extra $40 or $50 for another print
plus shipping
charges — if accidents
happen.
Films max themselves bring on suits
of mam kinds, from libel to plagiarism.
Many of these, as they are in most
film legal questions, are of a crank
nature. However, agencies should
check their contracts with distributors
or producers in every ease to make
sure they contain an indemnification
clause. This should hold the sponsor
land agency) harmless from claims
and counsel fees arising from the telecasting ofthe film.
Such clauses should also apply to
anv retroactive union raises (singers.
a< tuts, writers i in connection with a
film series which has already been
completed and which is being sold as
a package. On a film deal where the
scries is still in production, agencies
ma) expect to see a clause which is
just the opposite, one which gives the
producer the option to include in the
package price an) extra union raises
he may encounter.
* * *

TV CITIES

{Continued from page 36)

SYSTEM)
(COLUMBIA BROADCASTING

^ Q 550K.C.
KFMB

Qr'

Radio

Station, San
Diego, is proud
to announce that

San Diego,

^0K^FMB

as of Dec. 12 it is

now the outlet for
the Columbia

Broad

casting System
Radio Network.
First on the
dial at 550.

l35ilTlSKii!^j
SPONSOR

o0

ciency. Larking similar "TV centers
in New York, the TV networks .-till
face a nightmare of production logistics in which a show's scenery may be
stored on the East Side, the actors re-

plants as self-contained as Ford s
River Rouge in which to work with
these raw materials.
As a CBS TV executive pointed out
to a sponsor observer at the recent

in an uptown
ballroom,
movie
converted
from a hotel's
the show hearsedaired
house on the West Side, and sound and
picture fed to network control centers
in midtown Manhattan. Trucking and
handling charges have been cut to the

dedicatory ceremonies for Columbia's
gadget-laden new TV factor) : "Because everything needed for TV production is under one roof, the adver-

hone, hut they're still a huge part of
the weekly cost of production. The
multiple rentals on dozens of large and
small New York TV warehouses, theatres, rehearsal halls, film vaults, prop
storage, etc., come to fantastic totals.
Thus, live TV costs have often soared
to the point where they begin to look
more and more like film costs. Mans
a sponsor has made the switch to celluloid for just that reason. Thanks to the
West Coast studios, live programing is
hack in the running stronger than ever,
since NBC and CBS engineers figure
that the amount of time and money
needed to put on a live show in the
two new Hollywood TV centers wi
eventually be cut anywhere from 20
•

"Today, mass advertising is employed
I© develop and sustain self-selection,
while mass promotion methods stimulate the volume requirements of selfservice."

W. DEAN

JR.

Vice President
McCann-Erickson, Inc.

•

the men and the firms chiefly responsible for the two West Coast video

supervisor of NBC construction; Gordon Strang, construction superintendent; John K. West, NBC v.p. for the
Western network; Austin Co.. build* * *
ers and engineers.

WSAZ-TV

•

•

•

•

Covers the rich
OHIO VALLEY
EXCLUSIVELY!

WSAZ-TV,

•••••••

SIDNEY

tiser will get more for his money."
Sponsors and agencies may be interested toknow some of the names of

plants now housing CBS and NBC.
For CBS: Frank Stanton, president,
CBS, Inc.; Jack L. Van Volkenburg,
president, CBS TV; Howard Meighan,
CBS, Inc.; Pereira and Luckv.p. ofarchitects
man,
of CBS TV City.
For NBC: Joseph H. McConnell,
president, NBC; 0. B. Hanson, v.p.
and NBC chief engineer; Joe Arnone,

with its Huntington-Charleston

HOMETOWN
hearts and

PROGRAMING,

is close to the

the purse strings of over 3,000,000

persons in the rich Ohio Valley —

103 counties in

West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Virginia.

••••••

to 30%. In effect, these live video factories— particularly the giant CBS TV
City — were designed to correct the
faults that still plague the TV producers in New York, just as the RCA

MARKET

DATA:

1951-52

(Total

Area)

3,299,300
812,000

Building in the 1930's was designed to
correct the shortcomings of NBC's old
radio studios at 711 Fifth Avenue.

$479,404,000
$ 48,506,000

CBS's and NBC's Hollywood TV plants
will undoubtedly serve as the model
for all future TV construction.

$1,828,557,000

One more aspect of the NBC and
CBS TV plants is likely to alter much
of the trend in TV programing during
1953: Both are located in Hollywood.
While the day has long gone when
California's biggest attraction to the
producers of assembly-line entertainment was the brilliant outdoor sunshine, Hollywood remains the nation's
chief talent center and gathering place
of production know-how. Now, sponsors will be able to draw on these talent pools as they have never been able
to before in TV — and they'll have
15 DECEMBER
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WSAZ-TV

HUNTINGTON, W. VIRGINIA
represented by the KATZ AGENCY
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SEAT-COVER

BATTLE

(Continued from page 33 I

WAVZ, New Haven independent, coupled with frequent large-space news-

minute TV announcement over WNHCTV, New Haven, at 11:01 Wednesday

co branch owners with promotion and
advertising advice. merchandising
know-how. and Rayco seat covers.
Rayco was soon the largest seat-cover advertiser in New Haven with 31
weekly hard-sell announcements
over

paper ads.
Completing
its heavy advertising
schedule. Rayco received TV support
from two weekly participations in The
Night Owl on WNBT Sunday, Monday,
and Wednesday nights. The New Haven store also shared costs for a one-

nights. I For Rayco's experiments with
network TV see "Rayco profits by its
trials and errors," 19 November 1951

Your

Pre-publication

Offer

22 TELEVISION TALKS
BMI TV CLINICS
An important hook covering
many vital phases of TV
"know-how," from
programming and film
use to operations.

Includes Chapters by
BENNETT LARSEN-WPIX,

Pre-publication

New Orleans

CHARLES F. HOLDEN-ABC-TV, New York
RODGER CLIPP-ABC-TV, Philadelphia
TED COTT-WNBT, New York
A. DONOVAN FAUST-WDTV, Pittsburgh

price:
$3.60 postpaid

The twenty-two subjects embrace all
important aspects of television programming. The book is a practical
symposium of TV data by men of wide
experience and recognized pioneers in
television.
In addition, a good portion of its more
than 250 pages is devoted to condensed
transcripts of the Question and
Answer sessions of the Clinics. These
intense general discussions by the
broadcasters attending the Clinics
raised such TV topics as how to make
use of films . . . how to cut costs . . . how
to build or remodel a plant . . . how to
maintain public service . . . how to hold
an audience ... and how to direct the
other TV operations.

JOEL CHASEMAN-WAAM, Baltimore
PHILIP G. LASKY-KPIX, San Francisco
PAUL ADANTI-WHEN, Syracuse
RALPH BURGIN-WNBW, Washington
A. A. SCHECTER-NBC-TV, New York
GEORGE HEINEMANN-WNBQ-TV-NBC
BRUCE WALLACE-WTMJ, Milwaukee
WALTER PRESTON-WBKB, Chicago
JAY FARAGHAN-WGN-TV, Chicago
HAROLD LUND-WDTV, Pittsburgh
WALT EMERSON-WENR-TV, Chicago
KLAUS LANSBERG-KTLA, Hollywood
ROBERT PURCELL-KTTV, Hollywood
GEORGE MOSCOVICS-KNXT, Hollywood
DONN TATUM-ABC-TV, Hollywood
JOE COFFIN— KLAC-TV, Hollywood
Foreword by
PAULA. WALKER, FCC Chairman
Luncheon talk

To make sure you receive your copy of "Twenty-Two Television Talks''
immediately after publication, place your order now.
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FIFTH

AVENUE

• CHICACO

Music
•

NEW

• HOLLYWOOD

YORK
. TORONTO

Inc.
36,

So. into WAVZ's sales office went
Superior's Bob Keefe. and when he
left again. Superior had bought 30
daytime
WAVZ." announcements and one halfhour program per week.
Radio

vommereials: Rayco's commercials stressed the style, price, as
well as tested wearing qualities of this
brand of auto seat covers. After its
singing jingle — "Rayco. the beautiful
cover girl"- the company's radio
pitch would run along these lines:
"The difference in looks between
Rayco Designer-Styled auto seat covers
and ordinary seat covers is so great
in looks and wear that Rayco — and
only Rayco — has won the Fashion
Academy's Gold Medal Award. . . .
The difference in quality and long
wear is so great that Rayco alone —
of all the auto seat covers made in the
U. S. A. — has received the U. S. Test-

by GOVERNOR EARL WARREN
of California

Broadcast

"We decided to throw the bulk of
our advertising into repetitive, hardselling, hard-hitting announcements on

New York

ROBERT D. SWEZEY-WDSU-TV,

YORK

Among the local auto seat-cover
dealers, the unhappiest over this advertising onslaught of the big national
firm was the Superior Auto Top Co. —
an outfit which had turned a profitable
seat-cover sideline into the backbone
of its business.

"We had certain advantages over the
competition. We had built and won
New Haven acceptance because we
were a business owned and managed bv
New Haven people.

Offered to TV, radio
and allied industries
at the cost of
transcribing and
printing.

NEW

I

Said Bob Keefe. Superior's general
manager, sales manager, and advertising manager: "We'd been in business
since 1946 and the quality of our workmanship in custom-fitted seat covers
had won us many customers. When
Rayco entered the market, we just
couldn't see standing by while they
tried to sell our business from under us.

transcribed from the

580

SPONSOR.

N. Y.

. MONTREAL

ing Co.'s Seal of Approval. . . . They're
priced as low as $12.95 — dollars less
than ordinary seat covers cost elsewhere. And Rayco's trained experts
custom-fit them in your car in just 30
minutes — at no extra charge. . . ."
To counteract these strong sales
points, Bob Keefe and WAVZ's copy
department got together and created a
SPONSOR

What radio and TV
trade magazines do
head librarians at big
New York agencies get
most calls for?

Here's what [ORE" learned frai
decision-makers at 3!

What trade papers ia the fields
off radio aad teleuisioa do you read ?
Publications

Advertising Age
Advertising Agency
Billboard
Broadcasting
Printers' Ink

Timebuyers

Radio/TV Directors

Account Executives

Total

18.5

26.1

18.8

21.7

9.9

66.7
63.0

30.4
34.8

30.6

0.0

17.4

15.7
7.8

3.7

11.8
86.3
9.8

Radio Daily

80.4

77.8

Television

37.0

Tide

49.0
11.8

Variety

62.7

7.4

92.6

68.3

30.4

13.0
21.7
69.6

8.9
68.3

37.6
12.8
72.2

1

Ageneies interviewed : N. W. Ayer & Son; Ted Bates;
BBDO; Benton & Bowles; Biow; Cecil & Presbrey; Harry B.
Cohen; Compton; Cunningham & Walsh; Dancer-FitzgeraldSample; Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shen field ; Erwin Wasey;
William Esty; Foote, Cone & Bclding; Fuller, Smith & Boss;
Franklin Bruck; Geyer, Newell & Ganger (before name
change) ; Grey; Hirshon-Garfield ; Kenyon & Eckhardt; Kudner;
Fenncn & IVIitchell (before name change) ; J. M. Mathes;
Maxon ; MrCann-Erirkson; Peck; Fleteher D. Richards;
Hut In nill & Ryan; Sherman & Marquette ; Sullivan, Slauffer,

Colwell & Bayles; J. Walter Thompson;
Young & Bubicam.

William B. Weintraub;

Purpose of Surrey : Made specifically for internal use by
SPONSOR to guide the editors in providing information of
greatest value to agency readers, and to learn what other trade
publications are doing and with what effectiveness.
Method of surveying : Exhaustive personal interviews
were conducted by trained CORE interviewers. They in no way
indicated on whose behalf the study was being made. Interview

personal interuieuus with 123
big new York aduertising agencies

Houi long haue agency respondents held their present positions
(as indication off rapid tornouer and need for constant national promotion)?
0-4 years

5-9 years
10 years and over

TIMEBUYERS
RADIO/TV

DIRECTORS

ACCOUNT

EXECUTIVES

70.6

15.7

81.5
65.2

7.4

13.7
11.1

26.1
8.7

Houi head librarians at 22 large
flew Varh agencies rate radio and teleuision trade papers
Publications

Total Libraries
Subscribing

Keep on File One
Year or Longer

Most Valuable
Trade Paper

13

SPONSOR

21

66.7

Broadcasting

17

47.1

8

Television

15

40.0

3

Radio Daily

14

21.3

1

Variety

12

33.2

3

questionnaires, which were closely followed, were
designed to favor no publication but to achieve maximum
objectivity of response.
People interviewed : Both the agencies and interviewees
within agencies were selected completely by CORE without
assistance from or knowledge of SPONSOR. Interviews were
distributed according to following ratio: chief and assistant
timebuyers — 2, radio and TV director— 1, account executive— 1.
A separate series of interviews was conducted with the
head librarians at 22 agencies.

Who is CORE: The name stands for Communications
Research, a research organization headed by Albert Shea, mass
communications specialist who edited Unesco's first edition on
World Communications. CORE is presently extensively engaged
in UN and Canadian Government projects. Main offices are
at 30 Bloor West, Toronto, with branch office being
established in New York.
When

was study done:

June-September, 1952.

i^MH^BHMOH^MH^HlMHB

570 Madison Avenue

161 E. Grand

6087 Sunset Boulevard

New York 22, New York

Chicago, Illinois

MU 8-2772

SU 7-9863

Los Angeles, California
Hillside 8089

theme for Superior which reflected the
local company's belief that once a customer had seen both Rayco and Superior seat covers, he would choose
Superior.
"Shop before you buy!" became the
theme of all Superior radio commercials. Here is part of a typical oneminute announcement:
1st Voice: Shop before you buy!
2nd Voice: Yes, the Superior Auto
Top Co. actually wants you to shop
first, to compare, before you buy your
automobile seat covers.
1st Voice: They want you to see that
you aren't just getting a set of standard seat covers out of a box, but that
Superior actually custom-tailors the
fabric you choose right to your very
own car!
2nd Voice: They want you to see the
wider choice of fabric, trim, color,
pattern, and style that you get at
Superior! . . .
To judge the results of this copy and
schedule, Superior interviewed every
customer (the store is open Monday
through Saturday I and asked him why
he had come to Superior. In this manner, the company measured how many
dollars of sales each radio advertising
dollar brought them. Here are the results of their estimates and calculations:
Average radio expenditures per business day, $18; highest and lowest volume of sales due to radio for business
days measured, $200 to $325; sales
per radio advertising dollar, $11.11 to
$18.05; percentage of radio advertising costs to radio-caused sales, 5% to
9%.
As for total sales, Superior experienced a monthly increase of up to
$500 during the peak months of April
through August 1952 over a compara-
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ble period in 1951. Bob Keefe adds
that these sales were, of course, bought

The following breakdown among the
study:
12 stores queried resulted from this

at greater expense than sales the previous summer, however he adds that

1952 business better: 2
1952 business the same:
5
1952 business worse:
5
The seat-cover business of five local
dealers had obviously lost some

"our decision to use radio was justified when sales last summer passed the
mark set during any previous season
. . . and against the toughest competition we had been up against in years!"
How others fared: Superior had
definitely proved the thesis that the
entry of a large national company into
a local market need in no way reduce
the local competitors' sales. But what
about Rayco's other New Haven competitors?
WAVZ

decided to make a survey to

"Keep up or increase your advertising
pressure during your consumer promotion; iIihi'i try to pay for the cost of
the promotion by cutting hack on your
advertising."
JAMES O. PECKHAM
Executive Vice President
A. C. Nielsen Co.

find out. In this survey, the station
research staff queried every seat-cover
shop in New Haven, as well as most
of the larger auto accessory stores
such as Firestone, Western Auto, and
the automotive department at Sears,
Roebuck.
These retail outlets were asked the
following two questions: (1) "How
did your sales for the summer of 1952
compare to the sales during the same
period of 1951?" (2) "How did your
advertising expenditures for the summer of 1952 compare to the expenditures for the assame
of arrivals
1951?"
Wholesalers
well period
as 1952
in the business were left out of the
survey.

ground since Rayco's entry into the
field. In fact, two of those reporting
business as worse, cited Rayco as the
chief cause for decreased business.
ing:But WAVZ noted the following relationship between sales and advertisThe two stores who reported in^
creased business in 1952:
Both had maintained consistent advertising for 1951 and 1952. These
stores are both large auto accessory
ularly.
stores who advertise seat covers regThe five stores who reported that
business was the same for 1951 as
1952:
One reported increased seat-cover
advertising over 1951. Four reported
advertising expenditures for 1952
equalled the 1951 budget.
The five stores ivho reported that
business had declined in 1952:
One reported that his advertising
budget had been consistent for the
two years. Four reported that they had
done
none or a negligible amount of
advertising.
The conclusions that may be drawn
from these surveys are two-fold: (1)
Local advertisers who are guided by a
flexible advertising policy which allows them to meet the challenge of new
and national competitors in their field
will continue to prosper and grow. (2)
The entry of a large national company
into a local market often leads to a
growth in demand.

* * *
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THE PHILLIPS STORY
{Continued from page 39)
to be a promotion piece calculated to
delight any advertiser. The show tours
in and around Fargo, auditioning
talent and drawing a huge paid audience. he
1 annual elimination contest

WBNS Radio has a point to
prove and facts which add up to
an answer sponsors like to hear.
Here's why sponsors profit from
spot announcements on WBNS:
Domination

of 24 Central Ohio

counties, 1% million strong, that
spend a billion dollars annually.
WBNS carries the 20 top-rated
programs with more listeners than
all other local stations combined.
For more sales, put Central Ohio's
only CBS outlet to work for you.

ASK

JOHN
WBNS

BLAIR
POWER

—

5.000

WEIDFM— 53.000
COLUMBUS.

OHIO

OUTLET

CBS

Want Your Praises
Sung In Dixie?

for cash prizes and educational scholarships reaps a happy harvest of publicity for Phillips. And the WDAY
promotion staff keeps the program and
the Phillips name before the public
throughout the vear.
In Minneapolis the name Cedric
Adams has high public acceptance.
The noted columnist and man-aboutMinneapolis is the star of WCCO's
Talent Parade, a program which, although identical in name with the
Fargo operation, is different to the extent of specializing in youthful talent
and frequent use of a name guest star.
WCCO, has succeeded in interlocking
the names of Cedric Adams and Phillips 66 in the minds of Minneapolis
listeners.
In the other 32 markets in which
radio is used a wider variety of programing is evident. For example.
Phillips sponsors Concert Hall over
KSL. Salt Lake City; a sports program
via KSD. St. Louis; a local disk jockey
on Houston's KTHT. to name just a
few. Rut more and more. Phillips is
leaning on early-morning newscasts.
not onl\ to get awa\ from the competition of TV but to reach the rural
audience from which the oil compam
gets a large portion of its business.
The company is no newcomer to the
news field; it sponsored Erie Smith
over KMBC. Kansas City for a dozen
years and is now using a substitute
for Smith only because he retired last

IN THE LAND

year from radio.
MORE THAN FIVE MILLION
SOUTHERNERS LISTEN TO
DEE

RIVERS'

WEAS
ATLANTADECATUR

WGOV
VALDOSTA,
GREEN

BAY

5,000 WATTS

GEORGIA

FAMILY

FOUR

WJIV

SAVANNAH,
GEORGIA

KWEM
WEST MEMPHIS
MEMPHIS-

Call ! i.ijoc in- Stars. Inr.,
Candler Itldtf.. Atlanta, or
Box
112.
Memphis.
IVnn.

TV

film technique: When

Phillips

(It rided T\ was eating into its radio
markets it decided to adjust its media
pattern to conform to changing conditions. A major move like this drew
the top echelon id Phillips executives
into a discussion with Lambert &
Feasley's Frank Mace and Radio-TV

Director Ray Kremer. Representing

Phillips were President K. S. Adams.
Executive V.P. Paul Endacott, V.P.
Stanley Learned I now chairman of the
board, president, and executive v.p.,
respectively i. Manager of the Advertising Department Fred L. Rice, and

Vdvertising Manager O. F. Bettis. The
80

SPONSOR

decision to sponsor the college football
films was the result.
Arrangements were made with the
Big Ten and Big Seven football conferences for Phillips to film the game
of its choice in each conference every
week and Sportsvision. Inc. of Chicago
was tapped to do the actual production. 1ime bought on the TV outlets
was all in the Class A bracket on a
Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday
night. This gave Phillips enough time
to process and edit film yet get the
game to sports fans no more than five
days after the actual game. Processing
the film in Chicago proved complicated
and transportation difficulties upset
the operation a number of times in
1951. When the film didn't arrive on
schedule, the station either cancelled
the program or put the film on at some
less desirable time.
But. on the whole, the program was
a great success. Enthusiastic reports
from dealers and customers convinced
Phillips that as far as it was concerned.
TV was here to stay. Early in 1952,
Lambert & Feasley went to work lining
up a station list. Because gasoline
sales shoot up in the summer, Phillips
has no reason to want a summer hiatus.
By making firm 52-week commitments,
the agency was able to buy choice time,
even in one-station markets ( 15 of
Phillips' 19 outlets are in a single-station cities I. and get the maximum discount.
Commencing in April. Phillips sponsored Harry Wismer's Telespor! Digest in 14 markets. Dangerous Assignment in three, and Cisco Kid in one.
In the meantime. Sportsvision went to
work on the problem of smoothing out
the film logistics. The major change
was the decision to process the film in
Hollywood.
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riming: By the time the football
season started the following procedure
had been worked out: The chief
cameraman, Jack Lieb, arrives at the
Lame site of the Big Ten contest selected the day before the game to arrange for local spotters and iron out
other details. On Saturday the threecamera crew arrives setting up a single
camera on the sidelines and two in the
press box lone is used mainlv for
slow-motion work I .
Another crew is doing the same
thing at the Big Seven game selected.
Immediately after the game, the film
is rushed to the airport and is soon on
its way to Hollywood, usually arriving
before 4:00 a.m. Sunday. Work prints
are ready four hours later. Editing
the film down to the 1.000-feet. halfhour length takes about six hours.
Narrator Jack Drees, who flies out to
Hollywood from Chicago each weekend, checks the rough cut prints
against his play-by-play description,
then huddles with his writing staff in
the preparation of a "narration guide."
With a sound-effects man standing
by to dub in crowd cheers. Drees does
his narration of both games ad lib.
checking against his guide, but calling
the plays as he sees them develop on
the screen. The narration tape is
transferred to film and an answer print
is ready by 7:00 a.m. Monday. Prints
are made and are winging their way
to the appropriate TV stations by Monday night.
The combination of luck and logistics stood up very well for the '52
season. Only one snafu developed
when Omaha was weathered in, but
even that incident turned out to have
its bright side. Realizing the intense
interest of local fans in the games,
WOW-TV rescheduled the film for the

following Saturda) afternoon right
after the Army-Nav) game.
This was the one tinu thai the
mechanism broke down. To prevent
just such happenings, Phillips now
ships a print of both the Big Seven
and the Big Ten games to i ach outlet.
The station shows Ok print of the -aimseries each week and n tain- the other
print for stand-by purposes for the
following week in case of transportation difficulties.
Despite this duplication of prints
the total cost of the program, time, and
production, comes to $18,000 a week.
Partial explanation of this low cost
lies in the fact that Phillips gets maximum discounts by buying time on a
52-week basis.
One advantage of putting the program on film is that the resulting delay
frees the game from NCAA restrictions
on live games. Then, too, film commercials aimed at specific localities can
be spliced into appropriate prints.
One of Phillips selling points is the
controlled volatility of its gasoline. By
stepping up the volatility in cold weather Phillips licks the problem of slow
starting, stalling, and engine balkiness.
Summer weather calls for less volatility. But weather conditions throughout Phillips* sales territory are far from
uniform so that the advertiser may
want to have different sales angles
being stressed in Omaha than he has
in Houston. Simply using different
film commercials makes this possible.
A traffic builder: Typical of Phillips
high degree of promotion-consciousness is the booklet "How to Watch
Football" which Phillips distributed
in conjunction with its TV show this
fall, Heavily promoted on radio, TV.
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THE

QUAD-CITIES

11th IN EFFECTIVE
BUYING INCOME
PER CAPITA

.1

among Sales Management's
162 Metropolitan Areas

#
If your

advertising dollar is

set-king the quality
markets
first —
then the Quad-City
area
belongs
on
your
list.
And here you can enlist the
aid of WHBF
whose
high
standing
among
240,500
Quad-Citians
lends
tance to your goods.
Les

newspapers, and farm papers, the booklet was issued by Phillips dealers and
had to be called for personally. The
first 2,000,000 copies were snapped up
and an additional print order of 250,000 had to be run to handle requests.
Phillips dealers were enthusiastic in
their praise of the added traffic the
booklet produced.

Johnson — V.P.

and

Air

,

accepCen.

Mgr.

^^r^M^

WHBF::

TELCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Aver y-Knodel, Inc.

COMPLETE BROADCASTING
INSTITUTION IN
f\ left mono.

-AM

WMBG
WCOD
WTVR

-FM

-TV

First Stations of Virginia
WTVR

Bl.ir TV

WMBG

Tho

Inc.

Boiling

Co.

history: The National Barn
Dance on the ABC Radio network ran
from March 1949 to March 1950. At
that time it was thought desirable to
get a program with greater Western
influence rather than the hill-billy appeal of the WLS show. Also it was felt
that the promotion possibilities would
be greater if a Hollywood name could
be used. For these reasons, Phillips
signed Rex Allen and the Sons of the
Pioneers. Allen, a Republic Pictures
star, was then in the process of getting
a big buildup. Started on a 66-station
CBS Radio net in June 1950, the program had 78 outlets one year later
when Phillips decided to drop network
radio in favor of TV and spot radio.
Phillips radio pattern has pretty
closely followed the company's growth
pattern. The firm was only 15 years
old in 1932 when it tried its wings
with a five-station airing of half-hour
across-the-board musical show called
Phillips 66 Flyers. Later it tried a
comedy-detective format, then a halfhour weekly musical-variety show
called Phillips Poly Folies which used
a 20-station net from 1936 to 1938.

Company growth: The Phillips firm
has continued to grow, particularly
since the company stepped up its use
of broadcast advertising. From a
gross income of about $200,000,000
in 1945 the company went to a gross
of $489,847,612 in 1949, the year the
National Barn. Dance was aired. In
1950. lhe gross was up to $534,063,553. Last year, Phillips first in TV.
the figures hit a peak of $610,770,667.
For the first nine months of 1952
Phillips shows a net income of $56,292.000, making it the 18th ranking
corporation, in terms of earnings, in
the country. The firm was 19th in
ranking last year, climbing from below the top 25 in 1950.
The company's expansion into fields
of petrochemicals and natural gas,
combined with aggressive advertising,
have fostered continued growth. * * *
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ROUND-UP
{Continued from page 57)
debuted in a morning (11:00 to 11:30
a.m.) comedy strip on WJAR-TV,
Providence. Titled The Wife and I it
co-stars — and is scripted by former
ABC TV star Walter Covell. Participations, both of the one-minute and
20-second variety, are sold on the program. The teen-age Fall River, Mass.,
girl is already a veteran broadcaster,
having previously had an afternoon
disk jockey show over one of her
hometown radio stations.

More than 60 broadcast engineers
from TV stations throughout the U. S.
aad Canada attended RCA's 14th Technical Television Training Program
held last month in Philadelphia and
Camden. Since RCA held its first TV
clinic in May 1947, a total of 1,026
broadcast engineers and TV consultants have taken the five-day training
course in theory, operation, and maintenance of new UHF and VHF television equipment, according to E. T.
Griffith, in charge of the clinics. Each
of the attending broadcasters at the
latest clinic received a 200-page textbook containing all material covered
at the sessions, for later use as a reference guide. The training course will
resume early in 1953.

"Continued growth of the company's business" has necessitated an expansion of the A. C. Nielsen Co.'s
world headquarters in Chicago. Construction isnow under way of a new
structure which will increase the present floor space by about 60%. "This is
the third major addition to the original building which was first occupied
in October 1935," according to President Arthur C. Nielsen. "At that time,
Nielsen employed only 130 people. Today, 2,000 full-time employees are at
work in five countries (U. S., England.
Canada. Australia, the Netherlands)
producing the various Nielsen indexes
and services. Expansion of our physical plant demonstrates our confidence
in the future of soundly conducted
marketing research."
Plough, Inc., makers of St. Joseph
Aspirin, believes in doing a thorough
job of briefing and enthusing its salesmen. From 19 December through 3
January, the firm will hold a series of
SPONSOR

sales meetings at Plough headquarters
in Memphis, which their salesmen
from all over the nation will attend.
One of the main objectives of the
meetings is to acquaint salesmen with
the various advertising and merchandising facilities backing up their efforts in the field. Plough's extensive
ad
program
use of radio includes
and TV the
in year-'round
addition to
newspapers and other media.
*
*
*KSL-TV, Salt Lake City, is now operating Americas highest video transmitter. Located atop 9,425-foot Coon
Peak, 17 miles west of Salt Lake City,
the new transmitter reaches over 87%
of the population of Utah and into
Southern Idaho, Eastern Nevada, and
Southwestern Wyoming, according to
Ivor Sharp, executive v. p., Radio Service Corp. of Utah. "Because of the
mountainous terrain and the widely
scattered population,'' says Sharp, "it
became apparent as long ago as early
in 1939 that a television transmitter
high in the mountains was the only
answer to attaining wide coverage."
It cost over $300,000 to put into operation :Roads had to be built up steep
mountain faces, materials and equipment trucked to the top, and an overhead tramway constructed. KSL-TV's
former transmitter site was atop the
Union Pacific Building. Salt Lake City.

WPIX, New York, has a new "volume sales plan" which stipulates that
any advertiser who spends $500 or
more per week for four successive
weeks for announcements and participations on the station will receive
commercial time worth $1,000 or more
per week. With this goes guaranteed

15 DECEMBER
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rate protection for a minimum

of 26

weeks. The station reports that "the ink
was hardly dry" on the new plan when
four sponsors leaped to contract for
time under it. They were Gallo Wines,
through Carlo Vinti agency; VeniPlex (Venetian blinds I, through
Blaine-Thompson; Pertussin through
Erwin, Wasey; Prior Beer through
Ward-Wheelock.
Housewives who think they can do
TV commercials are getting a chance
Rita LaRoy's Glamorit on KTTV,
prove show,
to
Session
Los Angeles.
Rita inaugurated a contest recently to
find a typical American housewife for
a series of filmed TV commercials, advertising vitamins. The finalists, chosen on the basis of letters and photos,
will get film tests. Four or five of the
better tests will run on the program
at various times through 31 January
1953, when the contest closes. The
final winner will receive a contract
from the sponsor.
Guild Films. Inc., Holhwood, has
announced a general reduction in film
program prices, ranging up to 20%,
for all the film series it represents
nationally. The rate reduction, retroactive to 15 October 1952, "is geared
to next year's expected increase in
cost of operating TV stations," according to Reub Kaufman, president of
the TV film distribution company. "As
the number of stations increase nationally, profits per unit should be cut
back, vet still afford a reasonable overall profit. We believe the time to act
is now. Lowered program costs at
this time will facilitate the entrv into

the television field of many sponsors
who otherwise would be unable to
enter into this* pay-off
*
» medium."
That radio audiences take an intense interest in the current scene is
manifested by the high ratings of the
two newest Frederic W. Ziv Co. programs which have to do with Washington and the activities of Communist
spies in America. After one month on
KSD, St. Louis, Freedom, U.S.A.,
i with Tyrone Power) earned 26% of
the audience (Pulse). It now outrates
such programs as Walter Winchell.
Drew Pearson, The Shadow, and Our
Miss Brooks. One out of the main
markets where / Was a Communist for
the F.B.I, (starring Dana Andrews)
is raking up high ratings is Minneapolis-St. Paul, where that program is
No. 1 for Thursday at 9:00 p.m.
i Pulse, September and October).
With 33% of the audience, it far outrates the next show which has 19^ .
*

-X-

*

A. A. Schechter, formerly a TV executive at the National Broadcasting
Co., has formed his own public relations firm in New York, A. A.
Schechter Associates. Schechter brings
wide media knowledge to his new organization, having been associated
with Crowell-Collier Publishing (v. p.
in charge of public relations), Mutual
Broadcasting System (v. p. for news
and public relations), the Associated
Press, and International News Service.
In 1935, he organized the NBC worldwide news organization and was its
director till he entered war service (in
a public relations capacity ) in 1941.

• • •
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The Second
Largest
Mexican City
in the World!
—THE

OF

LOS ANGELESTHROUGH

DIAS"

dispenser. or the convertible sofa "so
easy to open that a child can do it.
Once this repetition of your sales meshas burned a hole
mind, sage association
is setin the
in viewer's
motion.
Later, when the viewer's wants for a
washing machine, or razor blades, or
a convertible
sofa become
dominant
in his stream-of-consciousness. association aided by the fact that he is a
victim of habit, causes his mind's ey
to train on a mental
play-back
of
your
demonstration
(this is where
simplicity and ease of learning prove
their
importance)
connecting
his
wants to the specific advantages demonstrated by your brand.
Thus, b)
relentless repetition you set up an association pattern that
directs
the
viewer's

directly

at

your

product.
Let sales be vour primary yardstick
of effectiveness in demonstration com-

WHEC WAY
OUT AHEAD!

mercials. Then, when you've hit on
an effective demonstration technique
don t hc-itate to continue it.
Most important, especially in the
face of heckling that always seems to
plague
the long
run fact
commercial,
lose sight
of the
that by don't
your

WHEC
ROCHESTER,
M.Y.I
3,000 WATTS
T

„,

ff*pr«(«nfaf/V«i ...
"-.
EVEMTT-McKINNIY,
Inc., N.w York, Chicago
LEE F. O'CONNELL CO., Lo, Angalc-t, San Francitco
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purchases

Same old story
in Rochester . . .

Consistent audience rating
leader since 1943.

"You know if
saying to me.
some of our
vertisingadlayout
and creative peo-

The second approach to an effective
demonstration commercial
is associa-

hammering away week after week on
perhaps, the convenience and econonn
of the "weigh to save door" on your
washing machine, or the "super speed
blade changing
of your razor blade

vMfa

I once remember
a wide-awake advertising m a n

In other words, extraneous production tone he- -ri\, oiiK to call attention
to themselves, while the product and
its sales message go unnoticed and
unlearned.

let's appl)
some
simple psychology,
the theon that if two ideas have been
associated in your mind I in this case
the viewers mind I at an\ time and il
at a later date one of them is again
presented
in your mind, the second
will tend to come to mind also. Your
demonstration
commercial
ma\
he

RESIDENTS

"BUENOS

ASKS
page 53 I

tion— the most
important
condition
upon which memory depends.
Again

HALF-MILLION
MEXICAN

from

repetition the viewer actually "overlea ins. By virtue of your persistent
plugging of the same sales message
his incidence of forgetting is reduced
. . . with the difference showing up in
greater sales volume for you.
George
W. McGuirk
TV Director
Robert B. Grady Co.
New York

£•
Mr.

Gallu

writers of our

their
cue
from
pie would
take
the editorial layout staff and
leading

magazines, we

would have better ads."
The same can be applied to the advertising men in regard to television:
II our commercial writers and TV
directors would notice the great pains
taken to put originality into a TV
show, without the element of repetition, they. too. would come up with
some pretty original stuff every week!
After all. they expect a show to be
original in thought every time, and
they, the advertising men. even dare
think in terms of repeating a commercial. The very thing thev live on
is the thing that is thought of in terms
ol economj ....
It's quite amusing to me to listen
to some agencymen as they expound
on the tremendous expense of a certain
television property they just purchased
for a client, and then turn right around
and tell you how many times thev
figure to repeat a commercial. To me.
it's like a salesman using the same
pitch on you when you come into a
store to buy, and each time he dwindles down his potential sales because
his pitch becomes staler every time
he uses it.
I say that the economy in commercials should be in ingenuity of
production, not in the amortization of
a few heavy-budgeted commercials.
Let's give our weekly audience for a
specific TV program a new sales pitch
every time; in this way, we can sell
more of our viewers because we make
the rounds to all interests, emotions,
and needs.
And. while we are on this subject,
I should like to say that fresh and
different commercials should most certainly include fresh and different
pitchmen. The only thing that is accomplished with the "same announcer"
technique is to make a television
personalit) out of the announcer and
the agent.
first thing
know he'll
have
an
Hell you'll
get famous
and your
sponsor's product will revert to becoming a product of association. Or
SPONSOR

your announcer's constant face may
become trying and tiring, and so will
your sponsors product. Psychologists
call this conditioned response. Advertising men might well call it "under
the same conditions, no response."
S. George Gallu
Radio & TV Consultant
Monroe Greenthal Co.
New York

It the program is
one which has a
large and loyal
audience watching regularly, I
think that the
same demonstration commercial
should be used
only a limited
number of times,
and not on successive shows. Alternating it with other commercials so that it is repeated
only over a period of several telecasts
is, I believe, the best advertising and
Mr.

Robinson

the best way of getting your money's
worth — if it is an expensive film production. Ifthe commercial is live, I
don't think it should be repeated at all.
The reason is the very power of the
medium. People do remember what
they see and hear on television. Even
if thev did not completely understand
or believe what they saw. they remember it if it is repeated soon afcer. This
may he beneficial if the commercial
has hi<rh entertainment value I as some
animated spots do I . But the general
tendency is likelv to be dwindling attention. After all, they know what's
coming. They know that you are not
going to tell them anything new abou!
vour product.

Now. don I accuse me of advertising
heresy. I believe in the effectiveness
nl repetition in advertising. But I also
believe you must make people pay attention to what you are saying. One
ot the quickest ways to lose the interest of any audience is to let them
think they've heard it all before.
I am not saying that your product
should be demonstrated only once. A
fundamentally intriguing demonstration that puts across a real plus in your
product should be repeated again and
again. But the demonstration should
be presented in as many different ways
as possible, calling on every technique
of capturing the viewer's interest, limited only by suitability to the product,
practicality (mainly money), and the
hounds of creative imagination.
Obviously, you can think of a dozen
examples of the same commercials being repeated over and over. So can I.
But I can't think of any sponsor who
has put a commercial on film, used it
unchanged for one. or two, or three
years, and had any outstanding success. Can you?
What
I am arguing for. really, is
more creativeness
in television commercials (that goes for programing,
too ) . The fact that we have developed
a powerful medium to this stage does
not mean that it cannot be made more
vital, more persuasive, more effective.
William E. Robinson
Head of Radio-TV Copy
Grey Advertising
New York

Any

questions?

SPONSOR welcomes questions for
discussion from its readers. Suggested questions should be accompanied byphotograph of the asker.

MEN, MONEY,

MOTIVES

[Continue// from page f> i

some of the film can be re-edited for
theatre use in Europe itself. But it is
not easy for the Danes, or the Swedes,
or the French, or the British to comprehend "the middle break" required
by advertising sponsorship, or certain
other American practicalities.
Sheldon Reynolds, not yet 30, was
the pioneer, starting in Sweden but
spreading to France and other countries, producing his series, Foreign
Intrigue, for American TV advertisers. Douglas Fairbanks Jr. is active
to the same purpose outside London
and was recently visited on location by
two prospective customers, Philip Liebmann of Rheingold Beer and Frank
Delano of Foote, Cone & Belding. Peter Rathvon, a veteran Hollywood producer, has been surveying France, Sweden, and Germany with an eye to TV
film-making. Not just for pleasure did
the package king, John Sinn of Ziv,
visit cross pond. He actively encouraged European capital to come up with
duality "featurettes" for TV. William
Hodapp. Bob Wald. Bernard Procktor
are other American marketeers to scout
the continent. Also significant: The
American cartoon producer, Stephen
Bosostow. creator of Gerald McBoing
Boing, has been seeking TV cartoon
talent in western Europe.
•::•

-i

«

European picture-making for American TV has not gone far as yet, may
have natural limits. But the pocketbook appeal is obvious. If off-beatenpath film studios can turn out decent
quality half-hour "featurettes"' around
* * *
$10,000 per negative.
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- will be able to plan

?m page _~ on the I - their station purchasing
of much more than old coverage data,
millivolt contour maps,
and local pro•s
_ am ratings. They will now be able
first to judge, on an area-by-area basis,
how many families listen to what stations, and where these families are.
Then, having found the stations which
will reach the territories they want to
hit. timebuyers will be able to select
what they-:ations.
want from the availabilities

• Readjustments
in radio rates.
upward and downward, may be made
on the basis of the data coming from
Nielsen Coverage Service, and also be«e of similar data from Dr. Ken
Bakers Standard Audit and Measure Service now being distributed to
- ribing stations. This will applv
h spot rates and to network rates.

of what type of research NCS does:
1. NCS checks and reports the audience circulation of air outlets, both
radio and T\ . on a dailv. weekly, and
four-week cumulative basis.
2. The whole I . S. is measured,
having been broken down into some
1,50 "NCS Areas." with a 100.000home sample. Nielsen researchers
called on sample homes, using an area
probability system based on the U. S.
Census. This data is amplified bv some
mail ballots, and cross-checked with
NRI and NTI Audimeters.
3. Radio and T\ are measured on
the same yardstick, so that results for
each are comparable. Data on out-ofhome listening and viewing appears in
the NCS Station Reports. Agencies
and advertisers are most likely to use
the NCS Area Reports for the 48 states,
which sell for a median price of
around
$3,000.
Forstandard
comparison
purposes.
herers
what
Audit and
Measurement
service does:

- - can't — and shouldn't —
think of radio in terms of easy generality— *data has already shown,
and will demonstrate even more conlively in the future as the full rets arrive at agencies, that radio has

1. lake NCS. SAM is a measurement of the audience circulation of air
outlets. Data was gathered in all I
counties by some 670,000 mail ballots.
in a method similar to the 1949 BMB

been
nicked
T\ .Inbutfact,
hasn't
laid out
on a byslab.
both been
dav

study. Repeat mailings were made until at least 409? of the mail sample

and night averages of station circulation are higher today than they were
three years ag
- .rill be able to do much
more of their time buying on the bas of mathematical formulae, a pr<-> which many agencymen seem to admire. However, the process is far from
foolproof, and mistakes in judgment
can still be made. As pointed out earlier, radio stations — notably independent outlets — have often made gains
in circulation in the face of TV. Other
stations, outside the electronic touch
-ion. have had losses. Result:
The slide rule alone is still no match
for the shrewd, experienced timebuyer
who knows where and ho
■ for
a good station buy.
How

men

NCS

who

attd

are

S 1 >/

still

opcralc:

unfamiliar

with

the methods and findings of the Nielsen Coverage 5
as well as tl of its competitor. Standard Audit and
-urement
S<
. would do well
nsult an earlier report in "Two
new coverage tools and what
they mean
to s:
- which
appeared in the 22 September 1952 issue.

replied.
2. Radio and T\ were measured on
the same yardstick to show relative
coverage of radio and T\ outlets, in
terms of the circulation of subscribing stations I around 400 ■ . Agencies
will ers
notdirectly.
be given data on non-subscrib3. Stations pay the bills of SAM.
and agencies get the station reports —
some 400 of them — for free. Special
tabulations will be prepared at nominal cost bj SAM if agencies so desire.
4. Agency timebuyers will use the
SAM for-free station reports in their
time baying operations as thev used
the older BMB data.
* * *
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charges $27.30 to
$2,184
for time

okayed

•

air

Hawaii

You can get an hour on Sao Paulo's TV station Radio Televisao Paulista
(channel 5) for 32,184 and 15 seconds for 327.30, according to Director-Supt. Mario Montiero Diniz Junqueira.
He told SPONSOR there are
40,000 TV sets in Sao Paulo (2 stations), 10,000 in Rio de Janeiro
( one station) . U.S. sponsors on his station: Ford, Coca-Cola, GE.
Has no U.S. rep.
-IRSPanamerican Radio, Tangier, has 15 minutes available for 510, or
10-word announcements for 16c.
It broadcasts in English, Spanish,
French, and Arabic.
Chrysler uses station.
Tangier has 2 others:
Radio Africa Tangier, Radio International.
-IRSPrivate TV in Canada received green light from Government recently.
As result, flock of applications are being readied for cities which
will not be served by Government's Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
It
has TV stations in Toronto, Montreal, will build soon in Ottawa, Halifax, Winnipeg, Vancouver.
Public pressure forced moved.
-IRSJoe Bloom of Forjoe & Co. wants SFONSOR's readers to know that KONA,
Honolulu, was first Hawaiian TV station to go on air — starting date
17 November.
Voice overlap with AM KPOA, whose transmitter it was
using, forced KONA temporarily off air about 26 November.
KGMB-TV,
primary CBS affiliate, went on as scheduled 1 December.
Forjoe is
rep for KONA, Free & Peters for KGMB-TV.
-IRS-

Coca-Cola
debuts
on Aussie net
with Hornblower

Alaska

Radio

Sales'

1952

billings up 25°o
over
1951

Britain

to get

sponsored
next

TV
year

6 U.S. radio
shows

among

top

10 in Canada
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Coca-Cola plunged into Australian radio recently with Horatio Hornblower series (adapted by Harry Alan Towers of London) over Major
Network there.
J. Walter Thompson is agency.
Chemical Industries
signed a program recently.
Shell Oil has extensive spot campaign.
-IRSAlaska Radio Sales reports its 1952 billings for national advertising
rose 25% over 1951.
ARS reps 6-st^tion Alaska Broadcasting System.
Spot Sales Manager Roy Smith says these national advertisers debuted
on Alaska radio this year: Monarch Wine, Miller's High-Life Beer, P&G
for Cheer, Gold Shield Coffee, Folger's Coffee, Intl. Milk Processes.
-IRSSponsored TV is expected in Britain next year.
Present 3'2 million
viewers are expected to increase to 5% million by then.
First frequencies expected to be allotted in 5 months, with construction to
begin immediately thereafter.
Ad agencies and major advertisers
getting ready.
-IRSSix of top 10 evening radio shows and all first 5 daytime shows in
Canada are U. S. -originated, according to Elliott-Haynes rating report
covering October.
First 5 evening shows were "Edgar Bergen," "Amos
'n' Andy," "Radio Theatre," "Our Miss Brooks," "Your Host" — all but
the last, American.
Elliott-Haynes TV ratings for Toronto-Niagara
area for November showed CBLT, Toronto, with 25.5" and WBEN-TV,
Buffalo , with 74.5" of audience.
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Brand Names Foundation Awards
Advertising is doing an increasing!)
good job in educating consumers on
the meaning and importance of advertised brands. During 1952 tbe equivalent of $13,000,000 of air time and
black-and-white spare is being donated
li\ media to tell this story.
Tbe figures were revealed at a luncheon given l>\ Brand Names Foundation. Inc. in New York during which
plaques of appreciation were presented
to the five volunteer agencies which
have prepared the Foundation's campaigns between 1949 and 1952 as an
industr) service. The presentations
were made by the
man of the board.
vice president of
and Foundation

Foundation's chairJohn W. Hubbell,
tbe Simmons Co.,
Treasurer Frank

W hite, vice president of NBC. Recipient were J. L. Johnston Jr.. vice
president

of Lambert

& Feaslcv . New-

York I 1949 agenc) I : Maurice Needham, president of Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago, and Ben Duffy, president of BBDO, New York ( 1950 agencies l; Rudyard C. McKee, vice president of McCann-Erickson, New York
i 1951 agency) : and Harry Berk, vice
president of Warwick & Legler, NewYork ( 1952 agency). The 1953 volunteer agency is Hewitt. Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather. New York.
In the fight for fuller appreciation
of brand names advertising Foundation executives name radio as thennumber one medium. Daily air impressions, they say, total 3,000,000 —
tbe contributions of 1.800 stations in
the U. S. and Canada. The major portion of the $13,000,000 annual media
contribution comes from radio. And
the evidences of radio effectiveness are
outstanding.
This I Believe
Radios unique ability to serve mankind is well represented in Edward B.
Murrow's widely listened-to This I Believe, which tells in the words of prominent men and women what influenced
them toward happy and successlul
lives. The program is broadcast 2,20!)
separate times each week over 196 stations of CBS Radio.
This I believe in book form, published by Simon and Schuster, is extending the service initiated by radio.
Now the stor\ is told of how the idea
of This I Believe came about.
Over a luncheon table one day in
1949 two men from New York and

two from Philadelphia conceived the
idea. Their names: Don Thornburgh,
William S. Paley, Ward Wheelock, Ed
ward R. Murrow. Out of their noonday conversation emerged this dynamic instrument.
NCS

new vistas for radio

The cross-section analysis of radio
station circulation which Nielsen has
drawn from its 1952 coverage service
reports (see page 25 ) should prove
quite heartening to the industry as a
whole and sharply illuminating to advertisers and agencies. It's an over-all
picture that lends itself to much speculation and deduction, particularly on
the draft of audience to certain types
of stations from the programing angle.
For the first time the buyer will have
a coverage measurement in depth, taking into account the parallel growth
of TV. Also, the buyer will for the
first time have at hand radio and TV
coverage studies that have been measured on the same base.
It will be interesting to compare
Nielsen's cross-section analysis (1952
vs. 1949 BlMB I with the kindred anal\sis that Ken Baker of Standard Audit
& Measurement Service will eventually
make between his own 1952 coverage
stud) likelihood
and the that
1949 Nielsen
BMB. analysis
There's
some
will encounter critical appraisal due to
the circumstance, as one leading research director has already pointed
out to sponsor, that Nielsen and BMB
used a different basis of accumulating
figures: interviews vs. ballot.

Applause
Politz studies radio
Alfred Politz, highly respected admin s researcher, has done a great
deal of original printed-media research. But with the exception of one
validation ol a radio circulation study
he has left the 1 roadcast field severel)
alone.
I bus, it is welcome news to spon
sors and broadcasters to hear that
Politz is now deeply engrossed in a
qualitative radio research project designed to show how many and what
kind of people radio influences. Seven
top radio stations, all represented bv
88

the research-minded Henry I. Christal
Co., are jointly sponsoring the nationwide study. Field work will begin soon
on the project which will cover a
5,000-home probability sample in markets within reach of TV.
What

warms

our heart are these

facts: I 1 ) As eminent a practitioner
as Mr. Politz is doing a radio research
job. (2) A small group of broadcastCo is expending a substantial sum of
money on research that will profit the
whole medium. The stations: WBEN,
Buffalo; WGAR, Cleveland; WJR. Detroit; WDAF. Kansas
City; WH AS.

Louisville; WTMJ.
Schenectady.

Milwaukee; WGY,

The study is described as "a pioneer
project for radio in a research dimension which has been used successfully
by other major media." When the
study is completed (first findings may
be ready prior to the NARTB meeting
in April, 1953) it will be made available to other radio stations, networks,
advertisers, agencies, and associations.
The findings will not rate radio against
other media, nor one station against
another. Although nationwide, all
findings will be confined to television
areas.
SPONSOR

Team and It's

IVwMemfccC cutcC Ufa/
For years, there's been a strange courtship going on in the Heart of
America. It has been the wooing and winning of the Kansas City Primary
Trade Area by The KMBC-KFRM Team. The Team was the successful suitor
— in fact the only logical suitor from the very first. KMBC-KFRM made it a
point to understand and coddle "Miss Kansas City Market" from the moment
they met. KMBC-KFRM helped the Market grow — saw her through good
times and bad — served her with the greatest in radio — was her best friend
and through this intimacy became "Market-wise".
There is no record of when the wedding of The KMBC-KFRM Team and
the Kansas City Primary Trade Area actually took place. But it's been a
tremendously successful union. The heart of the Team and The Heart of
America beat as one and advertisers will tell you that the best proof of this
union are the thousands and thousands of "sales"— large and small — begat
by this powerful voice of The KMBC-KFRM Team and the plump purse of
the Kansas City Primary Trade Area.
\/
*»

This is the fourth of a se'ei on The KMBC-KFRM know-how
which spells dominance in the Heart of America.

Call KMBC-KFRM or your nearest Free & Peters Colonel for the
Kansas City Market Story. BE WISE-REALIZE. ..to sell the Whole
Heart of America Wholeheartedly i.'s . . .

IF™ KMBC-KFRM^
CBS RADIO
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BY
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He'll do a man's job
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on a junior sized budget!

. . . that's Salemaker, Jr., KRSC's hard-hitting
newcomer
to Seattle spot radio.
His smash
impact
spot saturation plan will move your merchandise right now
at amazingly low cost.
Easy to use, available when
and as you need him, Salemaker Jr. has unusual
discount
advantages.
For complete
details call or
wire

KRSC

National

Sales

or our

nearest

page 27

low to sell
$38-billion farm market

representative.

page 30

sells ALL the big
Seattle Market
Represented

by:

EAST:

Geo.

WEST:

Lee F. O'Connell
Co
Los Angeles
Western
Radio Sales
San Francisco

W.

Clark,

Inc.

Examples of successful
farm air campaigns
narr^mmm

PROCTER

& GAMBLE

DOES

COMPLETE

JOB
WMBG

SO

DO

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

Inc.

STATIONS

Procter & Gamble

will begin its 30th year of

I WCOD
WTVR

radio sponsorship in 1953. P & G's early "home
economist" programs, its "soap opera" successes,
ushered

in by "Ma

radio's own

Perkins" in 1933, sound

history of programing.

like

Radio, and now

television, are proud of P & G's consistent use of
the airlanes to reach and sell Mrs. Homemaker.
Havens

& Martin, Inc. Stations, also pioneers in

broadcasting, comprise Richmond's one and only
complete broadcast institution. WMBG — WCOD — WTVR
provide their loyal audiences with fine entertainment
and public service. Virginians have a habit of turning
to these First Stations of Virginia. Advertisers have,
too. It DUZ

bring CHEER,

JOY

and high TIDE in sales!

hcHMONMfW
\HAVEHS & MARTIN

INC.

mi

WMBG

am WCOD

lesouths first iclcvjsion station'
Havens
IRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

& Martin Inc. Stations are the only

complete

broadcasting

institution in Richmond.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.
WMBG

represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

m WTVR

CBS

prefers
to steer
clear of TV
conjectures

Elna using
$1 million ad
budget in 1953

CBS

top management appears to have adopted air of caution about projecting future of TV for public consumption.
Network has been under
increasing pressure from business publications and others to crystalball future of networks and extension of TV markets.
Reason for CBS's
reluctance to do this: It could through such projections make a record
that might come home to roost at future
session before FCC.
-SRElna Corp. will spend $1 million to introduce 2 new sewing machines
in 1953.
Half of this will go to national radio and TV, and balance
to local co-op newspapers and air media. Elna is subsidiary of Necchi.
-SR-

Tidy

House

into Eastern
markets via
spot

radio

Farmers
like their
viewing
around noon

Tidy House Products Co. of Shenandoah, Iowa, is introducing its
grocery line in eastern Pennsylvania markets in January through
radio, TV, and newspapers.
Orders will go for 52 weeks across-theboard.
Program will be the company-owned "Kitchen Club. " Campaign
will later be extended to Baltimore and Washington.
Buchanan-Thomas
Co. of Omaha is agency.
-SRSurvey by WKY-TV, Oklahoma, disclosed 53% of farmers said they preferred watch farm shows at noon regardless of day of week.
This is
one of the facts noted about TV in "How to get the most out of farm
radio and TV," an extensive survey on $38 billion farm market and
how best to reach it, which starts on page 27.
-SR-

No TV set
minimum
placed on
P&C buying

Inquiry among Procter & Gamble
cies has cleared up impression

account executives in New York agenwhich is rampant among station reps

about P&G policy on TV. Rep's belief is: No TV market is desirable
by P&G for spot unless it has minimum of 30,000 TV set homes.
Agency
executives say no such instructions have been issued by their client.
-SR-

CBS drops
plan for
Godfrey
night

strip

Strategy which would have found Arthur Godfrey in an early evening
half-hour across the board died aborning at CBS Radio.
Plan contemplated was to use tape of half of Godfrey's early-morning 60-minute
simulcast on strip from 7:00 to 7:30 p.m. and offer evening time to
advertisers for but 9.6% more than morning rate.
Motive behind plan
was two-fold: add $500,000 to billings and bolster evening listening.
On consideration CBS top management concluded risk might be too
great: If venture didn't result in good rating for Godfrey
provide chink in armour of CBS "wonder boy. "
-SR-

Ball

Bros.

plans
1953 campaign

it would

Ball Bros. Co. apparently plans enlarged radio spot campaign for 1953.
Account's agency, Applegate of Muncie, Ind. , is asking various stations which carried Ball Bros, business in 1952 to pass on any suggestions or comments that may be of help in framing campaign for
coming year.
Ball Bros, makes glass jars for preserves.

sponsor.
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Film men
question

Film producers are smarting under critical tack taken by radio-TV
columnists in daily newspapers toward TV film programs.
They feel

"quality"
critiques

columnists' frequent harping on "quality" of film from set reception
angle reflects two things: (1) tendency to overlook many of meticulously lighted and photographed TV film programs coming out of Hollywood ; (2) disregard or ignorance of part transmitting technicians
play in telecasting of film.
(SPONSOR in this issue, page 22, introduces at monthly feature coast-to-coast ratings of spot TV film shows.
-SR-

20th Century
embraces
TV

20th Century-Fox in announcing its purchase of ABC TV hookup for
"Stars and Stripes Forever" world premiere from Roxy Theatre, New
York, stated event marked recognition of TV as regular form of theatre
film advertising.
-SR-

Liquor bureau
bars Lombardo
pickup by
Rheingold

New York State Liquor Authority stuck to letter of regulations in
refusing to let Rheingold Beer emanate Guy Lombardo band from Roosevelt Hotel, New York, for New Year's Eve broadcast.
Authority has
rule against advertising any brand on premises where liquor is sold.
Picking up of Lombardo by beer from such premises was construed as
falling within that rule.
-SR-

Bristol-Myers
sale reduces
obligations

Sale of Alan Young and Ken Murray to Bristol-Myers for alternateweek half-hour programs, which was in negotiations when SPONSOR went
to press, would relieve CBS TV of contractual obligation to both
comedians.
Murray has been collecting guaranteed $2,000 weekly from
network since early fall without doing any work, while Young has
"standby" arrangement with CBS TV whchi assures him of $50,000 year.
-SR-

"Omnibus"
tosses in

A bonus arrangement making "Omnibus" (CBS) additionally attractive to
its participating sponsors involves use of institutional documentary.

$5,000

Program's producer, Ford Foundation, allots up to $5,000 for filmed
institutional documentary each sponsor elects to have made for inclusion on show once a month.
Producer absorbs entire cost of documentary. Each documentary runs but 5 minutes, which is equivalent of
450 feet, but producer will shoot as much as 5,000 from which sponsor
selects what he wants.
With Scott Paper Co. as fifth and final participating sponsor for 1952-53 season production cost for "Omnibus"
($56,000) is now practically covered.

CBS talent

film bonus

-SRArmy will
sponsor
TV show

KLAC-TV
testing
commcrcial
device

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample has in preparation half-hour TV show
which will be sponsored by U.S. Army.
Program's format will be of
variety nature using soldiers.
Show will emanate from Army camps.
No decision yet on network.
-SREconomic device for displaying sponsor's product during the entertainment portion of feature film is being experimented with by KLACTV, Los Angeles.
Technique calls for super-imposing of picture of
product "in natural settings" and without interfering with progression
of story.
Idea won't be offered to advertisers until after prolonged
test when group of them have had chance to pass on it.
(Please turn to page 72)

SPONSOR

the most looked-at, listened-to station
in the big, prosperous Omaha market

announces the appointment of

EDWARD PETRY* CO. inc
as national sales representatives
with offices in . . .
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Will a single rate structure sell nighttime radio?

510

Yes, say most admen, pointing to Don Lee's new single rate structure as future
trend. Now P&G is likely nighttime prospect on West Coast web. No, contend
most reps. With daytime radio overcrowded, advertisers will be pushed into
reps

these

nighttime slots anyhow,

NEW
MR.
P.

most

popular

in this

group

of 22

local

markets

MR.
£i~

As only baby food manufacturer to use air media extensively, Gerber
pointed its selective market via network TV. Appeal of Kate Smith

has pinshow to

with good time slot, and strong sales point of Gerber's
keep this baby food
manufacturer
on top

How to get the most out of farm radio and TV
1.

Latest cla<a on U.S. farm

verther-agency
consumer

2.

market:

Here's

SPONSOR'S

can't

be

advertisers:

:i. Tips to agriciillural-iirofliict advertisers:
Farmers are
shrewd businessmen; they want facts, figures in farm-product commercials. And,
they prefer them voiced
by a radio farm director
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TV

SPONSOR, as an unprecedented service for those concerned with TV film programs, introduces the first coast-to-coast market-by-market ratings of spot TV
film shows. Initial chart of this monthly feature discloses Westerns and dramatic
films as fare
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Westerns strong in spot film show ratings
adventure-mystery
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What happens when there are 500 TV stations?
Not

science fiction, but fact is prospect

of 500

video

outlets around

1955.

Already, major ad agonc"es, TV networks, and clients are deep in calculations
which will determine the entire future of TV advertising. Here's a S^ON'OR
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KFAC

LOS

ANGELES

!*

WEST

MOVES

FROM

market in which 19 radio stations and 7
television outlets compete for listeners' time
and advertisers' dollars.
Good

Neighbors

KFAC's program policy has attracted
such well-known advertisers as Owl Drug
Stores, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Barker Bros., Southern California
Gas Company and Southern Counties Gas
Company, State Mutual Savings & Loan
Assn., Union Pacific Railroad, Crawfords,
Inc., Bateman, Eichler & Co., Slavick
Jewelry Company and many others of like
reputation. These advertisers continue to
enjoy the exclusive audience which KFAC
offers . . . and count their association in
years ... as many as thirteen.
28 Tons of Music

Early '53 move of offices and studios of Station KFAC, The Music Station for
Southern California, to Prudential Building in Los Angeles, shown above,
was announced this week by President & General Manager Calvin J. Smith.

* Exactly 3.3 miles !
Audiences are big and business is good at
KFAC, the music station in Los Angeles.
And sometime in March when construction
is completed, under direction of famed West
Coast architects Wurdeman & Becket,
KFAC moves into smart new studios and
offices in the Prudential Building in

KFAC became the Music Station for Southern California, and it still is.
The Big Pay-Off
Today's high ratings prove the big decision in the 30's was right. Now advertisers
on KFAC enjoy the lowest-cost-perthousand listeners among all Los Angeles
radio stations, network or local. This in the

The world's finest music and leading performers and conductors move to Prudential
Square with KFAC. Weighing 28 tons,
KFAC's record library has more than
enough music to program the station 24
hours a day, for a full year, without duplication.
J Every month 49,000 listeners and customers ask at Gas Company offices for
regularly issued programs for The Evening
Concert now in its 12th year.
ti A call to Boiling Company offices in New
York, Chicago, Boston and San Francisco
will bring immediate response on availabilities and rates.

PrudentialMiracle
Square Mile.
on Wilshire Boulevard's
fabulous
Faith in an Idea

In Southern California

The slogan, "The Future Belongs To
Those Who Prepare For It" is the property
of the Prudential Insurance Company. But
KFAC

you'll do better with SPOT
and with SPOT in

believes in it, too, for it's the story

Southern California you'll get
more for your money
on

KFAC Manager Smith gets official welcome
to Prudential Square by Vice President
George T. Wofford, Jr. (right)
of KFAC today — from an idea that bloomed
way back in the thirties. In hectic prewar
days when all four network stations were
pounding away with chain programs and a
dozen locals yacked away all day long between run-of-the-mill records and canned
news . . . KFAC raised an eyebrow, cocked
an ear, cleared its throat and announced to
one and all its now nationally known basic
programming policy ... it proved that it pays
to be different and that there's a big exclusive audience for good music . . . and so,
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lent article 1st
on issue.
"Merchandising " in the
December
For a long while we who are mainly
interested in Spanish radio have felt
that this issue should be "aired" fairly and with a calm hand. This you
surelv have done to the benefit of all.

rd y

TELEVISION

<

Again, congrats for a swell job.
Richard O'Connell
President

WRICLEY

Richard O'Connell Co.
New York

STORY

Thank you very much for sending

IS

"0 a

me copies of the Wrigley story. I enjoyed it very much and so did other
members of our organization. It certainly was a comprehensive and accuwriting.rate, as well as interesting, job of

*
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go my sincere appreciation for their
kindly treatment of Neff-Rogow, Inc.
over the years.
William Rogow
President

I read with avid interest your excel-

Many congratulations.
You may be interested to know that
Spanish-station heads have been old
hands at special merchandising and
advocate perhaps more than anyone
. . . special merchandising to fit special needs. Merchandising in spot
radio should be made as flexible as
that medium itself.

a
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Ofi

^
^

MERCHANDISING

To sponsor and the other periodicals devoted to radio and television,

Head of Radio-TV Department
Ted Bates & Co.
New York

TERMINATION
OF
NEFF-ROGOW
For several months I have been
quietly at work to bring about the
termination of Neff-Rogow, Inc. by
January 1st. Frankly, after 25 years
of applying one's nose to the exacting
grindstone that is radio and TV, I'm
hankering for a good long rest and
will be taking Mrs. Rogow to Furope
in February for a stay of two to three
months. When I return next spring.
I'll take a fresh look around and determine my future plans at that time.
All my clients were notified of my
intentions the latter part of September.
They will no doubt be releasing word
of their agency appointments in the
very near future.

Neff-Rogow, Inc.
Neiv York

MUTUAL

OF OMAHA

CONGRATULATIONS ON
THE
VERY EXCELLENT PRESENTATION OF THE MUTUAL OF OMAHA STORY IN THE DECEMBER
FIRST ISSUE.
F. C. MILLER
Account Executive
Bozell & Jacobs Inc.
Omaha

PROMOTE

YOUR

TV SHOW

Belatedly catching up on the October 20 issue over the Thanksgiving
weekend, I note with interest your
five-point program for promoting television programs: TV announcements,
displays, trailers, newspapers, magazine ads. Let's make it six instead:
radio.
Most promotable TV shows are
scheduled at night. And most large
television markets have one or more
daytime radio stations, which can
legitimately and effectively carry plugs
for evening television (or evening radio, for that matter) without competing with themselves.
Here at KBIG we have accepted commercials advertising TV broadcasts,
and will gladly accept more.
Robert J. McAndrews
Commercial
Manager
KBIG
Hollywood

REPRINT

PERMISSION

We are again indebted to you for
allowing us to reprint an interesting
article from your publication: ". . .
and now a message from our sponsor '
by Bob Foreman in the issue of September 22. 1952. We think it will be
of real interest to our readers. The
article appears on page 28 of our
December

Advertiser's Digest.
S. A. Waterman
Editor
Publishers
Digest
SPONSOR

/

o

/o

KY.
MO.
TEMN

.

WREC
AftK

MEMPHIS

ALA

LA.

Make

YOUR

Bid for the

MEMPHIS MARKETShowmanship In selling begins with a receptive
audience. High quality programming holds the

dro

interest of alert listeners in every town and hamlet throughout this $2 Billion Market. The growing Memphis Market, comprising 76 rich Counties, keeps abreast by keeping tuned to WREC.
In addition, you get the PLUS value of station
prestige to help gain consumer acceptance. Sell

t to the
ople You
ant to SELL

MORE— at LESS COST through WREC— First
in Coverage-' — First in listeners!2
1. Last BMB

2. Latest Hooper

Night and day — Far and near,
WREC Power and engineering
perfection give you a greater
audience at 10% LESS cost
per thousand listeners than in
1946.

Abataeido
, CBSRa

MEMPHIS
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600 KC 5000 Watts

We
Blush

Robert J. Landry

to

Admit

Anatomy of mergers

this

The year now closing witnessed the demise of a number of longestablished and respected advertising agencies like Pedlar & Ryan,
Federal. Dorland, and the absorption of Owen & Chappell by Kenyon
& Eckhardt, Earl Both well by Geyer. J. D. Tarcher by Cecil & Presbrey. The list could be considerably extended, especially in the
lower billings. The interesting speculation is this: What signifies
this flurry of liquidations, mergers, and absorptions?
*
»
*
First off, these need to be put in'o proper perspective. They are
not peculiar to 1952. Agency mortality is always fairly high. There
are "cycles" in business mergers. One came around 1901,
of U. S. Steel. Another eyele developed in the 1920's. But
not evidence enough to justify talk of a "cycle" of agency
There are omens that suggest that we shall see many more

but

KSDO
#

is

in

San Diego
'C. E. Hooper
May

#

Report

through Sept.

7952

*

-: •

It may be true, or it may not be true, in a given case that either
contac.s or brains or skills have gone tired with time. There does
teem to be a creative time-span, a sort of flood tide that runs out.
Otherwise, how account for the wow of yesteryear which is the sowhat of today? But to enter that area is to get lost in metaphysical
shadows. Some admen will argue that contacts, business, sex appeal.
bargaining power for accounts e\ist almost independent of brains
and skills at the technical level. They hold that one art department
is about as good as another, one lady timebuyer about as competent
as the next. However, this philo ophy is firmly rejected in many
quarters as cynical and specious.

A recent issue of Business Wee1; had tbis to say: "The chief spur
behind agency mergers today doesn't come from hunger. In some
cases, of course, there are what amount to forced sales, cases where

KSDO
1130 KC

The problems of an agency handling S3. 000.000 or less are notably
complex today. Another set of problem? beset shops billing over
$10,000,000 but never quite able to climb to or over $20,000,000.
the round figure many admen think the gate to paradise. But at
whatever level an agency exists, the business is a combination of contacts, brains, and skills, in the order of customary esteem.

*

1

the year
there is
mergers.
in 1953.

an agency had lost its best accounts or has over-extended itself. "
The article goes on to quote John H. Owen who merged his Owen &

5000 WATTS

Representatives
Fred Stubbins — Los Angeles
Boiling Company — San Francisco
John E. Pearson, Co. — New York

Chappell into Kenyon 61 Eckhardt: "Chen's today are getting more
in the wa\ of service — more merchandising, research, media counsel.
Whether they demand it or aot, they'll continue to be offered more
and more. It was one of those things. Either knock myself out to
suppl) these services or
mergeturn
. . to
." page
into ao5.lbig agency that alread)
i Please
SPONSOR

You should be sweet on Waterbury !
The more than 150 manufacturers in the Waterbury
industrial area — among them Peter Paul, makers of Mounds
and Almond Joy candy bars — assure good incomes,
good business and good living for the people of Waterbury.
For YOU this should mean good and growing sales!
Easiest way to stimulate sales in Waterbury is through —

WBRY- Loaded with Sales Energy!
It's almost like magic. Place your sales messages on WBRY
— sales zoom up! Pick any time, 'cause ANY time is
GOOD time on WBRY - first by far in 44 of 48 Pulse-rated
daytime quarter hours. Make a note now to try WBRY
— CBS in Waterbury.

ask Avery-Knodel for the WBRY story
Waterbury,
Conn.
CBS
5000 Watts
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"WE SERVE the MARKET
WE

New

York Office— Hotel Barclay —Home

SELL the PEOPLE"

Office — 500 Security Bldg., Toledo. Ohio

National Representatives
WICUTV— Erie, Pa.—HeadleyReed Co.
WHOO — Orlando, Fla. — AveryKnodel, Inc.
ERIE DISPATCH, Erie, Pa. — Reynolds-Fitzgerald, Inc.
WTVN-JV— Columbus. O.—Headley-Reed Co.
WIKK— Erie, Pa. — H-R Co.
WTOD— Toledo, O.—Headley-Reed Co.
V/MAC-TV, Massillon, Ohio (Massillon, Akron, Canton) — now under construction
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Black

Bauer

H.

Masland

Serutan

Fletcher

(Div

Sons

TV

PROGRAM,
16

DuMont

D.

1952

CBS

Richards

TV

Hail

25

the

Omnibus;

NBC TV 40
CBS TV
TV

39
63
55

alt Sat

52 wks
Twenty
Questions;
wks

72

CBS

Champ;

time, start, duration

F

10.30-11

10-10:30

Sun 4:30-6 pm; 21

am;
pm;

Dec;

CBS
CBS

TV
TV

Anderson

Cairns

CBS

TV

44

Carry

CBS

TV

63

progs
Omnibus;

Sun

4:30-6

pm;

30

Nov;

CBS

TV

63

Omnibus;
Sun
available

4:30-6

pm;

21

Dec;

J.

Advertising

Walter

Thompson

DuMont

Ed Kletter Assoc
Ewell & Thurber Assoc

ABC

9
TV

27

Dec;

Jan;

13

Today: M-F 7-9 am; 23 Feb; 13 five-min parties
Carry Moore
Show; Th 1:30-45
pm seg; 8 Jan;
52 wks
Carry Moore Show;
Mon
1:45-2 pm; seg; 1 Dec;
52 wks
Omnibus; Sun 4:30-6 pm; 4 Jan; 18 wks
Carry
wks Moore Show; F 1:45-2 pm seg; 2 Jan; 52

Hohman

&

2

20 wks

Beaumont &
Leo Burnett

Leeford

Electric

Motors

Renewed

Mc-

Campbell-Mithun

Co

Willys-Overland

&

ABC

Earle Ludgin & Co
Cleary Williams &
Roche,

&

Remington
Rind,
Shaver
Div
Scott Paper Co

Henri, Hurst
Donald
Leo Burnett

&

Duff Baking
Mixes
(Pillsbury
Mills)
Greyhound
Corp.
Kellogg Co
C.

STATIONS

AGENCY
Co

American
Machine
Foundry
Co
Avco
Mfg. Corp
Deepfreeze

Moore

Show;

M

1:30-45

seg;

26
23
no.

Jan;

12

wks
wks

not

Wisdom of the Ages T 9:30-10 pm; 6 Jan; 52 wks
Presidential
Inauguration;
T 20 Jan; 11:30
am4:30 pm; simulcast

73

on Television Networks

SPONSOR

Hawley
& Hoops
Lever Brothers

AGENCY

STATIONS
CBS
ABC

S. A. Levyne
Rockhill Co
BBDO

Catspaw Rubber
Faith for Today
General
Electric
Inc

CBS
CBS
CBS

Wm. Esty Co
Ruthrauff
& Ryan
Kenyon &
Biow Co
Biow Co

Lincoln-Mercury
Dealers
Philip Morris & Co, Ltd
Philip Morris & Co, Ltd
R. J. Reynolds Tob Co
R. J. Reynolds Tob Co
Stokely-Van
Camp
Toni Co

CBS

Eckhardt

CBS
CBS
CBS

time, start, duration

Quiz Kids; alt Sat 10-10:30 pm; 24 Jan; 7 progs
Faith for Today; Sun 12:30-1 pm; 4 Jan; 52 wks
wks
Fred Waring Show; Sun 9-9:30 pm; 28 Dec; 52

TV
TV
TV 48
TV
TV 63

Candy Carnival; Sun 12:30-1
pm; 4 Jan; 52 wks
Big Town; Th 9:30-10 pm; 2 Oct 52 wks
Toast of the Town; Sun 8-9 pm; 4 Jan; 52 wks
I Love Lucy; M 9-9:30 pm; 6 Oct; 52 wks
My Little Margie; Th 10-10:30 pm; 1 Jan; 52 wks
Man Against Crime; W 9:30-10 pm; 7 Jan; 52 wks
My Friend Irma; F 8:30-9 pm; 2 Jan; 52 wks
Garry Moore Show; Th 1:45-2 pm; 1 Jan; 52 wks
I've Cot a Secret; alt Th 10:30-11
pm; 25 Sept:

CBS TV
TV
CRS TV
CBS

Wm. Esty Co
Wm. Esty Co
Calkins & Holden
Foote, Cone & Belding

PROGRAM,
64
11
40
64
42

TV
TV
TV

64
64
52
63
60

52

3,
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wks

New National Spot Television Business
SPONSOR
Alliance
Cameo

Curtains

Pontiac
Div,
Motors
Purity

PRODUCT

Mfg Co

General

Bakeries

Reader's

Corp

Digest

Foster &

Shir-back

Product

1953

STATIONS-MARKET

AGENCY

Motors
curtains

Davies, Cleve
Services,

NY

MacManus,
John &
Adams,
Detr
Young & Rubicam, Chi

autos

Taystee
Bread
products
Publication

Schwab

&

Beatty,

NY

50

CAMPAIGN,

start, duration

20-sec,
1-min
film
cont'g
campaign

stns

anncts;

"
8 major Tmkts at present; expect to expand to 25 mkts in
Feb
All TV markets

15-min film prog; to run thru
Jan;
Feb st new 13-wk series in

22

Half-hour TV film series; Cowboy C-Men; st 1 Jan (2
mkts already on)
TV & radio spot campaign;
wk of 1 Jan

mkts

50 radio

& TV stns

6-17 sched
Dec
Heavy

anncts

&

partic;

Numbers after names

In next issue: New and Renewed
National
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Broadcast

1952

Sales

on Radio Networks, New National Spot Radio Business.

Executives,

Sponsor

Personnel,

New

Agency

Appointments

refer to New and
new rate goryRichard
I. Clark
Robert C. Durham
J. R. Warwick
N. Blackburn
George DePue Jr.

Re(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
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\'etr and renew
Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME

FORMER

Norman
Blackburn
Roland
Brave
Richard
I. Clark
Ccorge
DePue,
Jr
Bruce M. Dodge
William
Drager

NBC,
West Coast dir of TV
Joseph Katz Co, Bait, acct exec
Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, SF, radio-TV timebuye
Robert
W. Orr, NY, acct superv

AFFILIATION

Same,
Ceyer

vp
Adv,

Same,
Same,
Same,

media dir
exec
vp chg
vp

NY,

vp, dir radio-TV

agency

opers

Weiss Or Celler, NY, radio-TV
prodn superv
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleve, res exec
Metropolitan Life Ins Co, NY, gen superv adv ser

Morey,

Emerson Foote
Frederick
Coldman
Theodore F. Coodchild
William
R. Hillenbrand
M.
Brooks
Horn
Martin
T. Kane, |r

McCann-Erickson,
NY, vp
Adrian Bauer Adv, Phila, copy chief
Albert
Frank-Cuenther
Law, NY, acct
Procter & Camble, NY, adv exec
N. W. Ayer, Chi, acct exec

Same, exec vp, memb exec comm
Same,
mdsg
dir
Horton-Noyes Co, Providence,
acct exec
Sherman
& Marquette,
NY, acct exec
Robert A. Joyce Co, Youngstown, 0, vp

Edgar
Kassan
Dick Kieling

Joseph
Free &
Cruen
Market

Robert

C.

Bernard
Fremont

Durham

M. Kliman
|. Knittle

John C.
Howard

Rome
E. Sands.

|r

Henry
Slamin
|r
Tom
Slater
Peter M. Soutter
Kenath
T. Sponsel
Edward
Sutherland
Ted P. Wallower
|. R.

Ruthrauff &

Ryan,

exec

Katz Co. Bait,
Peters, NY, dir
Watch Co. NY,
Res. Corp, NY,

Warwick

Charles A. Winchester

acct exec
TV sis prom 6
adv dir
vp

res

&

Harry B. Cohen,
NY, traffic mgr
Ruthrauff & Ryan, NY, assoc dir radio-TV depts
J Walter Thompson,
chg Cinci office
W. Earl Bothwcll,
NY, exec vp
Movie
dir tj prodr, Hywd
Bermingham,
Castleman
& Pierce,
Kenyon & Eckhardt,
NY, vp

NY,

timebuyei

Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, NY, res depl

Johnstone,
NY,

Benson

NY,
asst

&

dir of res

to pres,

Mather,

Ted Bates, NY, radio-TV
analyst
Hirshon-Carfield.
NY, prom exec
Robert W. Orr, NY, vp chg mktg
Cecil & Presbrey,
Cinci, mgr
Harry
Same,

Foreign Lang Quality
Radio Net, sis dir
Warwick
& Legler, NY, asst to dir of res
WMIE,
Miami,
Fla, prom mgr
Biow Co, NY, acct exec
Charles Dallas Reach Co, acct exec

Station Changes

Humm

Kenyon
& Eckhardt,
functions

timebuyer
Hewitt,
Ogilvy,
Same, vp

NY

Red Top
Brewing
Co. Cinci. exec
Foote, Cone & Balding, NY, acct exec
Joseph Katz Co, Bait, vp
TV Productions Co, LA, prodr

Reg Lowander
Clyde
McD.inn.ild
|ohn T. McHugh
Edward R. McNeilly
Ralph
Nardclla
Edward
W. Pearson
William Rega

5.

MFW

AFFILIATION

B. Cohen,
sr vp

NY,

&

Same,
Same,
Foote,
Erwin,

acct exec
dir radio & TV
Cone & Belding,
Wasey,
NY, vp

depts
NY, acct

McCann-Erickson,
NY, dir radio-TV
prodn
Morey,
Humm
& Johnstone,
NY, TV timebuyer
Morey, Humm & Johnstone, NY, vp, & chmn plans
bd
S3me,

acct

exec

Bristol

Myers

unit

(other than personnel)

1 Feb '53;

refer newtocategory
New and Re-
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(4)
(4)
I 11
i 11
i 11

dir of res

exec

Numbers after names

on Foote
Kenath Sponsel
Clyde MeDannald
Tom Slatei
John C. Rome

TV

MacFarland.
Aveyard,
Chi, radio-TV
dir
dept Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, NY, acct exec
Hewitt,
Benton 6 Bowles,
NY, chg special projects media

WRMA,
Ala, newNewsprs
stn to Radio
st operation
natl repMontgomery,
Interstate United
Div

i

res

The Caples Co, LA, prodn dir, radio &
Ray-f-lirsch Co, NY, vp chg new bus
Channing L. Bete Co, Greenfield, Mass,

WDSU-TV,
New Orleans, power increase:
video from 31,000
to 100,000 watts; audio, 15,500 to 50,000 watts
WILB
Dunkirk, NY, new natl rep Walker Rep Co, NY

(4)
I It
M)
(4)
I I)

radio-TV

NY, acct exec

KATE, Albert Lea. Minn, new natl rep Robert Meeker Assoc
KFMB, San Diego, replaced
KCBQ as CBS Radio affil in San
Diego, eff 12 Dec
KCCU, Bism.uck
M.ind.m
N. D
ABC Radio affil eff 1 (an
KLPM, Minot. N. D
ABC Radio affil eff 1 Jan
KROC,
Rochester,
Minn, new natl rep Robert
Meeker Assoc
KYA, San Francisco, new natl rep Ceorge W. Clark Inc
KYSM. Mankato, Minn, new natl rep Robert Meeker Assoc

Ralph Nardella
E. II - Pearson
B. M. kliman
F. J. Knittle
\1. 1 . Kane Jr.

non-admin

►
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HOURS SPENT PER DAY
IN AVERAGE IOWA HOME

^=M
LISTENING TO RADIO
10.35 HOURS

ALL OTHER (Eating, Etc.)
4.40 HOURS

"JUST RESTING1
2.06 HOURS

READING

DAILY NEWSPAPER
1.17 HOURS

READING MAGAZINE
.79 HOURS

WORKING IN THE HOME
7.92 HOURS

WATCHING TELEVISION
2.64 HOURS

OR "NOTHING*
PLAYING
1.60 HOURS

VISITING WITH SOMEONE
1.06 HOURS

READING

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER
.17 HOURS .

Radio listening is far and away the most dominant
activity in the average Iowa home. Time spent
"Working in the Home" is the only close competition!
These facts were taken from the 1952 Iowa RadioTelevision Audience Survey. They were compiled
from "In-Home Activities Diaries" kept quarterhour by quarter-hour by 1,164 Iowa families the
day following personal interviews by trained
researchers.
The 1952 Study proves again that, in Iowa, radio is
far more than a leisure-time source of relaxation.
Iowans, depend upon radio for news, weather and
market reports, for home-making hints and recipes,
for music and entertainment, for educational
enlightenment and spiritual guidance. Radio
penetrates and reflects Iowa life!
Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University and his staff
personally interviewed 9,143 families for the 1952
Study. Their response has furnished much new
and authentic data which will be of greatest value
to every advertising and marketing man who has
a stake in Iowa. Write today for your copy of
the 1952 Survey — or ask Free & Peters. It will
be sent you free, of course.
29 DECEMBER
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RADIO
LISTENING
DOMINATES
IOWA
HOME
LIFE!
and WHO is iowa's BEST
ADVERTISING BUY!

WIKI®
+/©r Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines

. . . 50,000

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE

& PETERS,

INC.

National Representatives

13

IcSpmir

WtlfictiM iitmsb<erg
Lehn

&

Advertising
Manager
Fin k Products
Corp.

Every so often Bill Hausberg feels the need to get out of the
Bronxville-Manhattan orbit in order to find out how people other
than the advertising cognoscenti are taking to the sales messages that
he prepares for Lehn & Fink products. At least that's the excuse he
uses for ihe trips he makes to his home town — Charles City, Iowa.
He's the sort of fellow who mentions that he comes from Iowa,
but neglects to say that he left the corn country when he was a youth
to study at Andover and Yale, majoring in economics and marketing.
And with 50 to 60% of the L & F proprietary budget allocated to
TV, Bill has had to blend the economics of TV with the marketing
problems of such diverse products as Lysol Disinfectant. Hinds
Honey & Almond Fragrance Cream, and Etiquet Deodorant Cream.
Bill thinks the answer has been found in alternate-week sponsorship

YOU
CHOOSt

fC1ARNSATDA'S
STATION...

Retail Sales u
m
Uufeto
o4

yw« {cm Un I M
up les£JjbaB)5%
S*seJ on /dfcrf &M 'fiatrres.

In-Ue U.S., see Weed* G>.
In Can Ad a, All-CatuwU.

of a half-hour segment of NBC TV's Your Show of Shows.
According to Bill, "We definitely see a plus in TV areas. The
name 'Lysol' has been a household word for years but until TV
came along we had a problem of showing how versatile the product
is. On video we are able to demonstrate the many uses of the product and convince the housewife that Lysol has a function in every
room in the house."
Inasmuch as the ad budget of Hinds and Etiquet aren't high
enough yet to warrant year-round plugging on this costly show, it
is fortunate that they complement each other seasonally. During the
winter the hand cream gets the heaviest selling effort, and the deodorant isa natural for warmer weather sales.
The key word in Bill's selling approach is "confidence." The way
he explains it, "TV helps us give a psychological approach to our
selling. We can demonstrate the confidence which accrues to the
user of L & F products. The confidence of having a home 'hospital( lean' after using Lysol; the confidence of not offending alter using
Etiquet deodorant cream; the confidence of having soft, lovely hands
after using Hinds
all can be shown effectively on TV."
And speaking of confidence, that's just what Bill has in his employer. He's never worked for another company I except the Navy)
since he left college in 1936. But he's got a job of education to do
on his two sons, both TV fans: The younger one is confident that
lie's going to get a pony because he sent in a boxtop recently!

14
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WATTS

in '53!

Biggest year ever in 1953!
. . . 10,000

Biggest in power

watts days, 5,000

Biggest in audience

watts

... a million new

nights!
listeners

added to WJBK's loyal following. Biggest in
results . . . greater sales pull in an even larger
segment
more

of the dynamic

Detroit market.

Get

sales . . . greatest return per radio dollar

spent on the New

WJBK,

"The

Station With a

Million Friends".

THE

NEW

vLTDjfibvCA
TOPS

in

National Sales Mgr., TOM

STORER
MUSIC,
HARKER,

Represented
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stories

**Mo\ies on the air"
8 September

1952, p. 38

TV campaigns continue to do an effective job in promoting movies

Television, the motion picture industry's supposed rival, continues
to help movies score box-office successes. And the moviemen are
making increasingly elaborate use of video to help sell their product.
To promote its "Sudden Fear" this past summer, RKO Pictures
(through Foote, Cone & Belding) ran TV saturation campaigns in
several major cities around the country. "We found that there was
a great difference in box-office receipts where TV was used to promote the picture and where it wasn't," says Terry Turner, former
director of exploitation for RKO (and presently affiliated with Mutual Broadcasting System).
"It hypoed attendance tremendously."
In New York, for instance. RKO plugged the movie with heavy
schedules of announcements and participations on WCBS TV and
WABD (total cost, about $25,000). The campaign was launched on
28 July. "Sudden Fear" opened at Loew's State Theatre, New York,
on 7 August. In its first week, it grossed $61,000. topping by far the
average opening week's gross at that theatre of $20,000 to $25,000.
It ran for seven weeks, an unusually long run for the summer season.
Another picture firm making extensive use of video is 20th Century-Fox. For both its "Snows of Kilimanjaro"' and "Stars and
Stripes Forever" premieres in New York. 20th Century I through
Donahue & Coe and Charles Schlaifer & Co.. respectively) bought
super-saturation schedules on WJZ-TV ( 75 to 85 announcements in
one week). Both campaigns were climaxed by live telecasts of the
premieres direct from the respective theatres, capturing the excitement of opening night. Hollywood style. The "Snows" opening (17
September) was seen locally only. The "Stars and Stripes" premiere
Dry
on 22 December was not only simulcast on WJZ and WJZ-TV (8:30
to 9:00 p.m.), but was carried live on an ABC TV network reaching
some 26 major cities (some of the outlets presented the telecast via
kine two nights later). This is believed to be the first time a movie
opening has been commercially video'd on a network, according to
Martin Michel, director of radio and TV for 20th Century.
Gqo*

Where

your

fas' buy
Call ADAM
YOUtMG, JR.
Nalioncl
Representative
F. E. BUSBY
General
Manager

ON THE DIAL710
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Mobile/ Alabama

"Hot
zoom

weather helps
into second"

Canada

Issue:

9 April 1951, p. 50

Sllbjeet:

Canada
Dry injects new
flexibility
and merchandiseability into TV push

In September of this year, Canada Dry dropped the network TV
show it had been sponsoring for three years on a co-op basis with its
local bottlers (Super Circus, ABC TV, Sunday, 5:00 to 5:30 p.m.).
In November, Canada Dry assumed sponsorship of a new TV film
series, Terry and the Pirates ( taken from the comic strip, produced
by Dougfair Corp., and distributed by Official Films). The firm selected Terry because (a) it has a ready-built audience from the strip's
syndicated newspaper circulation of over 21.000.000; I b I the characters are highly merchandiseable; they will be tied extensivelv into
Canada Dry's point-of-sale material as well as its magazine, newspaper, and outdoor advertising (for ginger ale as a beverage).
Presently. Terry is on 51 selected stations, scheduled lo run for a
whole year on alternate weeks. The bottlers are happy with it because itallows time-placement flexibility, costs less at local spot rate.
Canada Dry's air advertising now consumes about 35% of its total
budget. I he major pari of the broadcast money goes for Terry and
the Pirates; spot radio plugs on some 65 stations get the rest. * * *
SPONSOR

All It Took was a Tolly"...

^ttWM^AgH

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to

(Or so friends called Johann Sutter's decision to build a saw mill) to start the California
gold rush. During the mill's construction, one of the laborers digging the mill race found
a handful of glittering pebbles. When the word leaked out the pebbles were gold, the
rush was on!
There may be a shortage of gold at the grass roots in the Omaha,

6 P.M. Monday through Saturday! (Hooper. Oct., 1951.
thru Oct., 1952.)
Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any independent station in all
America! (.Oct.. 1952.)

Council Bluffs area, but

there's plenty of legal tender in the hands of KOWH's big audience. Just "dig'' the
Hooper averaged below for the thirteen-month period from October, 1951, to October,
1952. With an audience "lode" that's loaded, KOWH

36.0%

always pans out!

25.

OTHER
STATION RATINGS

20

Sta. "A'
15*
10*

Sta. "B'

Sta. "C"

Sta. "D"
Sta. "E"

fljflf
O

M

A

"America's Most Listened-to Independent Station"
General Manager,

Todd Storz; Represented

Nationally By The BOILING

CO.

WCCO-TV

has what it takes . . .
. . . studios — equipment — personnel — to
imaginative
and
good
production

When you consider spot Television
for the rich Minneapolis-St. Paul
market you are unhampered by
production limitations.
WCCO-TV has two fully equipped
studios, exceptionally flexible
mobile equipment, and the personnel to carry through your ideas.
Twenty-eight people in production

wcco

do

alone . . . men with as high as
thirty years in television and show
production ... a selling-minded staff
that works well with your client's
Twin City district sales office !
Equipment, experienced personnel,
and imaginative production . . . combine here to make spot television
more effective and profitable!

CBS
MINNEAPOLIS
Nationally Represented

•

ST. PAUL

by Free and Peter*

SPONSOR

Perplexing rate problem: Radio broadcasters in TV areas across the country are
figuratively burning the midnight oil trying to resolve, by weighing one business factor against another,
whether the single rate structure is the wisest move for their particular situation and at this time.

Will a single rate structure sell
nighttime radio?
Admen

confident it will help

but most reps appear doubtful

M

he Don Lee Network, largest regional network, announced a jew weeks
ago that it ivas putting into effect 1
January 1953 a single advertising rate
structure in which day and night rates
would be equal. Since Don Lee has become associated with the innovation of
significant business and programing
policies throughout radio's history,
much comment and speculation by advertising men has centered around the
portents

of

that

29 DECEMBER

network's

1952

decision.

W hat follows is a round-up of various
shades of opinion on economic and
other implications of the single rate for
radio spot during 1953.
The trend toward the single rate in
radio seems to be heading for a big
pickup in 1953.

To date, stations in

controversy

about 25 of the 100 leading
have published single rates.
reps report that hosts of their
have either gone, or are on the

markets
Station
stations
verge of

going, single rate, while others of their
stations are considering doing so at
what they deem the right moment for
such a rate revision.
There exists among both stations
and reps a sharp difference of opinion
as to whether the single rate is the best
key to solving the problem

19
of night-

time rate adjustment. But all agree
that the over-riding question is: Will
the single rate rehabilitate nighttime
national spot business?
SPONSOR (lolled advertisers and agencies that are important sources of national spot business on this question.
It also pursued the theme with man)
station reps and station that have the
single rate already in effet t.
Here is a quirk impression of the
reactions gathered in the survey:
"\ •es. The answers from admen could
be summed up as an almost unanimous
• Among reps, the pendulum of
opinion swung from an enthusiastic
affirmative to the cynical observation:
'"Since no big spot advertiser is buying nighttime radio anyway, what difference does it make whether he doesn't
buy it at the established rate or whethei he doesn t buy it on a single rate?"
• As for the stations that have had
some experience

with

the single rate.

those with lirief experience hailed the
Strategem as quite promising, but a decidedly different note was struck by
WFIL, Philadelphia, which introduced
the "equalized rate"' ( the merging of
the A and B rates into a single rate I
hack in March 1949. FWIL's President Roger Clipp put it this way: "Our
bulk business has gone up steadily but
our nighttime sales haven't improved."
( It would be mete to point out here
that WFIL started off the revision of
its rate structure by raising day rates
to the nighttime level.)
Admen have a ready answer to the
Philadelphia story and to other similar
tales. 1 his answer is incorporated in
the following summarized reasons advertisers and agencymen gave SPONSOR
for believing the single rate would help
nighttime national spot:
1. The vast majority of desired radio stations in TV areas are overloaded
with early morning business and national advertisers would be inclined to

They went single rate — but from opposite directions

Roger W . Clipp
The president of Philadelphia's WFIL
pioneered the single rale idea bac /,
in March 1949. Proceeding from the
premise he had but 18% of his bull,
business to risk, Clipp increased
his daytime rate to the nighttime
rate. In thai way what had been the
evening rate became the single rate.
WFIL's bulk business has gone steadily
up but nighttime has not been good.

spread their business to evening periods if the rates equalled the morning
rate.
2. Large advertising campaigns are
bought according to patterns. Acting
on the broad thesis that early morning
gives him the largest number of homes
for his dollar, the advertiser orders his
agency to buy morning periods. The
timebuyer may know of stations whose
single rate makes them good evening
buys, but as long as such stations are
few and isolated the odds are against
them.
1 he buying pattern is thus frozen
when once the campaign is approved
by the client. Today the spot pattern
is almost exclusively morning time, but
if a broad enough expanse of markets
were available at a single rate, the advertiser would be induced to change
his
and buying
evening. pattern to both morning
3.

Early nighttime radio in TV

areas can't help but be a solid buy on
a single rate basis when the following
is taken into account: The weekday
evening tune-in broadly matches the
weekday morning tune-in. hut the total listeners per 1,000 homes in the
evening considerably outmatches the
total listeners per 1,000 homes in the
morning (see Katz Agency-Pulse chart
on page 21. 1 Advertisers are deeply
interested in the latter factor, since it
would bring them in contact with the
working girl in the family — but thev
want this contact at a price which is
commensurate with morning radio.
4. There is too much money available for national spot for it to become
comfortably absorbed by daytime radio. Advertisers have been waiting for
the radio industry to "become realistic" and. as an executive of a major
soap company put it. "accept the principle that the price of a thing must be
proportionate to what it's worth."
5. If you're advantage
a big advertiser,
it's of
considerable
to include

W Met H. Brown
The Don Lee Network's president, in
pulling the single rate into effect
as oj 1 January 1953, moved in this
direction: lie brought the nighttime
nitc down li> the dm lime rale. Hi men's
philosophy, the one rate plan will
"stop for all lime the recurring confusion and constant annoyance to tidi ci
tisers and advertising agencies which
periodic

readjustments

would

incur."

nighttime in your radio coverage package. Nielsen figures show that if you
have a daytime strip you get the best
four-week listener coverage by also
having something going at night. A
single rate would tend to encourage
advertisers to act on this observation
far more aggressively.
sponsor's poll revealed a hard core
of opposition to the single rate idea
among reps, along with much doubt
over whether it would spur nighttime
spol

20

buying.

Here

are

the

salient

SPONSOR

points made by these reps:
1. The major part of nighttime radio in TV areas still delivers a bigger audience in terms of listeners per
1.000 homes than any part of the daytime span: hence there is no more
logical reasons for a single rate now
than before.
2. Adjustments in rates should be
made according to conditions in individual markets. Each station knows
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You get more radio listeners at night
This chart shows that while sets in use are slightly higher in the
morning in TV areas the difference is more than compensated for at
night by more listeners per 1,000 homes. Study, based on averages
of 18 TV cities* ivas prepared by -USE
the Katz Agency from special anal\ sis
made by Pulse covering radio listening for January-February 1952.
HOUR

best what it's worth today, as compared
to pre-TV, and should use its own
yardstick in revamping its own rate
structure. It would be absurd, accordingly, for all stations to swing to
a single rate — if only to conform to
what some advertisers choose to call a
"buying pattern."
3. With early morning radio becoming overcrowded, the national spot
advertiser will soon find himself compelled anyway to go nighttime. Under these circumstances, stations that
rush into equalizing their rates could
be giving up something that they might
later rue.
4. No small portion of the accounts
that cancelled their nighttime radio in
1952 will probably be back there in
1953. They'll be spurred in that direction by one or both of two factors:
(ll TV is too expensive; (2) lack of
availabilities in morning radio.
5. The recent behavior of some major advertisers in nighttime network
radio should be anything but reassuring on the effectiveness of rate reduction. CBS, with the agreement of its
affiliates, cut its rates, but Procter &
Gamble, which exerted the pressure for
reduction originally cancelled some
slots anyway a few month later. (The
report on this score is that P&G had
come to a policy decision that the
nightttime rate should be no more than
the daytime rate.)
In further researching the topic,
sponsor's editors found that WFIL
served as the best "experience story"
on the single rate available. And here's
what WFIL President Roger Clipp has
to say about it:
"We started on the single rate track
in March 1949 when we upped the daytime rate to the nighttime rate and established the A rate as extending from
9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. In March of
the following year the time span of the
A rate was revised to from 7:00 a.m. to
10:00 p.m. A year later the rate was
raised for A time from $300 to $315
and the starting time for this rate
29 DECEMBER
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BECINNINC

HOME
Per 100 SETS-IN
radio homes

TOTAL
LISTENERS
homes
Per
1,000 radio

Morning
Mon.-Fri.

(i
7
8
ft
10
JI

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

9.2

20.6
23.6
26.4
27.9
26.5

Mon.-Fri.

1.7

Sat.

Sun.

6.9
14.9
18.1
20.6
22.3
22.3

10.9
14.4
5.7
16.9
18.0

148

98

346

Sat.

342
365
351

234
297
346
370
368

342
Afternoon

12

noon

I
2
3
4
5

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

85
22
177
249

Sun.

299
328

18.5
24.2
23.2
23.1
23.1
22.7
22.4

20.6
20.5
19.6
20.3

21.6
21.7

21.2
22.7
24.0

19.5
21.4

338

305
322
309
316

340
359
362
353
374

341
372

e.

368
342
380
395
434
473

Evening

6' p.ttt.
7it
H
10
11

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

19.6
23.4
24.7
26.4
25.0
19.6
11.8

•The is TV markets are Atlanta
Angeles, Minneapolis, New Orleans
Seattle, Washington.
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24.2
25.5
25.1

21.2
24.3
23.6
18.7
12.2

rk.

22.6
16.9
l'hila
10.1

431
413
367
481
458

491
515

472
490
517
368
203

346
210

520
319
174

bicag
i,
lelphia. lo. (
BOStO! , Buffi Rich mond

Haiti

Cin< ,Mi i - s.m
Pj am Lsco
innati.
Detroit,
Los
St.

New

447

I

mi)

Yc

pushed back to 6:00 a.m.
"We realized three years ago that
nighttime radio was doomed to falter
badly. We analyzed our billings and
found that as far as national spot income was concerned 82 "yc of our business came from time sold prior to 6:00
p.m. We figured that we could afford
to stand pat ratewise with 18% of our
billings and see what happened.

rection. At least, it didn't work that
way in Philadelphia. 1 believe that in
a matter of 18 months or two years a
complete reversal of rate structure will
take place: daytime will be going for

"What has happened is this: Our
over-all business has been going up
steadily ever since, but our nighttime

gle rate idea has been under discussion and analysis for some time. Several of them had put their research department to work collecting data that
could he of aid in guiding them and
their stations on resolving this riddle.
[Please turn to page 89 1

sales are not good. I don't agree with
the theory that more nighttime would
be sold if night rates were reduced to
the day level or somewhere in that di-

t\\ ice the night rate."
53 leu I the reps rvpart:

Inquin

among the leading rep organizations
indicated that in most of them the sin-

21

Westerns strong in spot film slm
Jfn recent month? sponsor has received numerous letters
from advertisers and agencies located in the Midwest and

As the market became surfeited with these old Western
features it was not uncommon for admen to wonder whether

South containing this inquin : "Have you any studies showin" how T\ Western lilms are faring in local markets;

this flood wouldn't tend to depress the outlook for the
half-hour Westerns made especially for TV. Judging from

whether the trend is up or down?""
This querv is substantially answered in the first spon-

the ratings below the Western in TV is as potent as ever.
Apparently a good dramatic show can hit off solid mar-

SOR-TelePulse ratings of top spot TV film programs below.
Western films dug out of Hollywood vaults built up heft)
followings in local TV markets in the early days of the medium. In the flurry to TV film production last year many a
producer with thoughts of syndicate sales took his cue
from this status of popular favor.

ket-by-market ratings regardless of whether they're built
around a name. Witness the fact that Dangerous Assignmerit (Brian Donlevy),
Boston Blackie, and The Unexpeeled (the latter two Ziv-syndicated) — all well represented
in the markets rated below — are quite closely grouped together. Not far behind in the lineup is Foreign Intrigue,

IIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^

Period: 5-II November

.952

MOiltllly

TITLE

SPO NSOR-TelePU IS6

SYNDICATOR OR
DISTRIBUTOR

DESCRIPTION

Multi-Market
ratingt
Telepulse
weighted

Chicago

22.3
18.3

*
*

*
73.2

#

*

tfi

if.\

18.2

76.2

70.2

74.6

9.

Ziv TV Programs

18.1

5.7

79.0

72.7
74.7

72.7
74.7

23.4
78.4

*#|

17.2
17.2

79.3

CBS Television Film Sales

Dangerous Assignment
Boston Blackie

Adventure Drama

The Unexpected

Drama

Ziv TV Programs

17.6

Hopalong Cassidy

Western

NBC Film Programs

17.3

Foreign Intrigue
Kit Carson

Adventure Drama

J. Walter Thompson

Western

MCA

Superman

K'd Show

Motion Pictures tor TV

Crusade in Europe

Documentary Film

20th Century-Fox

Jeweler's Showcase
Cisco Kid

Drama

Stewart Reynolds

Western

Ziv TV Programs

Mystery Drama

CBI Television Film Sales

MCA

Jeffrey Jones
Wild Bill Bickok

Situation

stery Drama

Western

If fairs of China Smith

NBC Film Programs

22

adca i In this markel

as ol 5-1]

*

*

*

4.0

16.8

#

#

74.2

73.1

16.4

9.7

73.5

76.8

70.

*
8.5

*
9.9

77.2
79.4

9.|
*

9.
#|
*|

*
9.i

11.5

*
5.9

#
70.2

9.0
#

*
*

U.l

8.7

6.7

8.1

*

5.4

Snader Telescription Sales

5.8
7.0

*
7.<

McCann-Ericlcson

8.0

3.0

*

Unit/ Television Corp.

'

17.2
16.8

75.4
78.0
*

74.4
6.2

Comedy

■Films

#

4.2

United Television Programs

Western

*

4.2

Mystery Drama

Death Valley Days

18.

7 7.5

Hollywood Off Beat
hour el *V Bar tly

Kid Show, Serial

8.8

*

March of Time

Kid Show, Serial

79.3

12.1
11.6

Documentary Film

Captain Midnight
Dick Tracy

76.1

14.2
12.8

PSI-TV, Inc.

March of Time

Situation

Washln

78.2

15.8

William Broidy Productions

Adventure Drama

MARH

Los Angeles

Western

M

4-STATI0N

MARKETS

New York

Banye Hitler
Abbott & Costello

Comedy

7-STATION

RatJll

Hollywood TV Service, Inc.

November

1952.

tAverage

|
9.2

weighted rating

arrived

at as follows:

Individual

market

i

ratings

are weighted

SPON
SOR

* ■

in prop

First SPONSOR-TelePnIse

ratings show dramatic,
basis

action programs best bets on market-by-market

r

which likewise doesn't spot a name personality.
Curiously, no 15-minute film shows came up with strong
enough ratings in four or more markets for the period
rated (5-11 November) to warrant inclusion in the chart.
It may be mete to point out that these SPONSOR-TelePulse
rating charts, like any other program rating information,
are offered merely as a broad index to how spot TV film
programs are faring, and not as the final guide to the
buyer. The astute adman will search out for himself the
manifold factors that enter into a rating, such as the preceding rating, time of broadcast, and competition and
measure his choice of purchase accordingly. * * *
[])rn:]!::;. .:!; M' ':iii!:i!i!'.:iiii.iiii:'ii!i.:
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This idling chart, the first coast-to-coast rating
of spot TV film shows, will appear every second issue of sponsor. {Next chart 26 January). It will feature a new section devoted to
special research data, production information,
significant trends in
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f Top Spot TV films

Films

2-STAT*dN

MARKETS

3-STATI0N

Chart to he regular feature

in:

'in :

listed

are

11

film program

i; ■;

broadcast

;n, -ii ■iii; :n.

in four

'MAftKETS

I-STATI0N
Buffalo

Atlanta

Baltimore

Cincinnati

Cleveland

Columbus

Detroit

Birmingham

Ph ladelphia S in Francisco

Boston

*

*

*

*

27.8

#

26.8

26.3

*

24.0

79.5

*

*

*

#

#

#

78.0

28.5

9.0

#

76.8

77.3

75.8

7 7.3

*

70.3

36.3

*

22.3

78.5

74.3

24.8

*

78.8
79.0

*

20.0

24.0

¥

73.3

30.5
22.5

#

79.8

9.5
75.3
75.5
70.3
*

5.8

78.5

72.3
*

78.0
#

70.5

20.3

¥

72.8

#

*

75.3

72.8

#

77.0
78.8

73.0

*

*

70.3

26.3
7 7.5
27.3
#

#

24.3

78.5

*
27.5

78.8
#

#

#

*

#

*

*

#

*

*

*

72.8

*

74.0

*

#

77.8

74.3

#
78.5

15.5
*

22.3

7 7.8
*

78.8

*

*

#

78.5

72.0

9.0

75.5

*

23.5
77.8

8.8
15.3

*

27.8

*
25.0

22.0

23.5

72.3

77.8

*

23.0

29.0

#

*

73.5

7 7.8

*
76.3

*
8.3

70.8

3.5

*

*

*

9.0

*

*

25.3

77.8

10.0

70.3

70.5

74.5

72.3

8.5

74.5

7 7.0

*
77.8

*

76.3
#

#

*

*

7 7.0

#

#

*

#

23.5

*

*

*

76.5

*

25.3

*

*

76.0

7.5

7.3

8.0

*

9.3

3.3

*

8.8

*

*

*

*

76.3

*

18.8

74.5

#
70.5

the number

of TV

homes

in each

*

market.
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instance

5.8
in October

*

70.0

8.3

*
1952,

TelePulse

*
]
gave

*

8.3
75.8
*

a weight of 13 to New

York

.

*

*
20.8

27.5

*

*

7 7.0
7.8

9.0

*

*

*
27.0

74.0

53.5
* .0
f^48
22.5
36.5

56.0

78.0

8.3

47.5

*

*

74.3

52.5

*
35.5

70.5

77.5

57.0

37.5

#

25.0

50.5

*

*
24.3

#
26.8

ew Orleans

53.5

12.3

#
79.5

*

*

¥

*

27.5

*

Min

27.3

*

#

N

n.-St. Paul
Dayton

or

34.5
*
*
25.0

*

*
26.5
*
40.5
40.0

*

field.

-ii,. hi:. .:i:

more

*

!M, :im: ■

markets

MARKETS

Seattle

St. Louis

46.0
#
*
*

*
47.0
26.0

*
59.0

#
24.5

33.0
*

*

*

33.5
20.5

*
48.5
43.0

*
#

45.0

34.5

*

*
29.0

*
*
28.0

*

*

38.5

#

*

#

*

*

*
77.3

*

*

¥

*

*

*

*
23.5

79.8

*

¥

#

¥

*

#

*

#

*

*

*

as compared

with a weigh!

22.0

of 1 for Cincinnati.

52.5

70.5

23
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TV
Commercials
use babies to add impact to Gerber sales
message. Sarra. film producer, used lour- to six-month-old infants.

Best ad theme: Gerber makes baby jood exclusively. Copy minimizes
ease of preparation as agency believes mothers have"martyr complex"

Gerber gets through to the
png mother

Firm reaches selective market
with

mJ sing a mass advertising medium to
reach a selective market is a good trick
il you can do it. And the Gerber Products Co., manufacturer of baby foods.
apparentl) has done just that. For Gerbei - is using network l\ to reach the
mothers <>! babies.
I [ere are some reasons v, In < rerbei
executives can be satisfied with the
compan) - use oi network
I\ :
I. Number one compan) in Lain
food

24

sales for years, Gerber's

is slill

mass

medium:

riding high. After about 12 months of
air advertising, sales are rising at a
healthier clip than ever. This is taking
place in the face of a long-term leveling-off which is beginning to show up
in over-all baby food sales.
2. Gerber's
15-minute
segment
in

case

history

network television

the Wednesday afternoon Kale Smith
Show (4:45-5:00, NBC TV I is currentl\ sporting a higher rating than the
other 19 slots. With the exception of
kid shows, Gerber's Nielsen figure is
the third highest in daytime TV.
3. The company couldn't have
picked a better time slot to reach the
heavy late-in-the-week grocery shopping. A.bou1 90$ of all grocery sales.
according to a 1950 Crowell-Collier
sttnK. take place Wednesday. ThursSPONSOR

day, and Friday. Incidentally. CBS
Radio's tandem-type operation (Power
Plan), which covers the above three
days, is being sold partly on the
strength of the Crowell-Collier studv.
(See "So you want to buy a 'tandem',"
sponsor, 15 December.)
4. Gerber executives have every reason to believe that their waste circulation (which includes anybody who is
not a mother of a baby) on a mass
medium like TV has been held to a
minimum by adequate research on the
best listening time for mothers of
young children. They have a pretty
good idea, for example, that young
mothers like Kate Smith better than
any other TV show.

5. Gerber's has practically no competition on the air. As a matter of
fact, air advertising of baby food has
always been conspicuous by its scarceness. Gerber's is the only firm in its
field doing a sustained job with broadcast advertising. And that includes
network and spot, radio and TV.

Gerber's obviously likes its present
TV showcase; the processor is buying
so big a part of it. The company started in its Kate Smith niche in September 1951, and now appears to have
settled down for a long, comfortable
stay. The Gerber timebuyer at D'Arcy
Advertising Co. has taken practically
every TV market in sight — and a few
not even in sight. The agency has a
standing order to buy every TV station (assuming clearances are satisfactory) scheduled to see the light of
day before April 1953.

Clapp. Gerber, Heinz, and Beech-Nul
among them account for 80% of total
industry sales.
Gerber Products is the only one of

$170 million). Following Gerber's in
order of sales are four other large producers: Heinz, Beech-Nut. Libby. and
29 DECEMBER

1952

The
22',y

1953 figure is SPONSOR
estimate
based on
iiurease for first hall oj this fiscal year.

you can shake a rattle at. Pretty much
the same can be said of the product
variety of Heinz and Libby, McNeill &
Libby. Beech-Nut is heavily involved
in coffee and chewing gum. This spe-

acce/erjfes

cialty of Gerber's has resulted in a
consistency of advertising that is particularly marked in the baby food field.

u

4

Gerber's TV sponsorship begun Septembei

the above qu'ntet which makes baby
food exclusively, a fact that may have
a lot to do with its sales leadership.
Clapp is a division of American Home
Products, which has more brands than

195]
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$50
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Gerber's is spending about l'< of
its gross sales figure on advertising
and sales promotion. A 39-week run

$45

on Kate Smith costs Gerber's a whopping $600,000. The seven film commercials now used came to about $20,000. The company also buys a smattering of radio and TV spots. Together, these expenditures come to
about a third of Gerber's $2 millionplus ad budget for the current fiscal
year. Nearly another $2 million is
spent on sales promotions: conventions,
promotion to doctors, etc.
The company and its ad agency w ill
not spell out publicly, of course, the
I Please turn to page 74)
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1949

1950

"Fis(;il years erulirm 31 March

1951

trillions

1952
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Dealer trade ads:

Stores welcomed displays lying in Kate
Smith to Gerber products. TV program

Gerber tells retailer that Kate Smith was found

has

helped

open

hard-to-crack

outlets

to be most popular daytime show among mothers.
Research
also disclosed most
popular
time slot

Wbtdeyoiingfliofes
feBEST?

E wttos imt -m un sunt* ntw hst

touw moihik pom* trnm

25
I Gerber's I Gerber's

feobc«s one oua. basmess
...ou\ cnlh busuttts!
BABY FOODS

Gerber's

1953*

of dollars

Point of sale:

A quick look at the Gerber's sales
picture sheds some light on its healthy
appetite for TV coverage. The company has registered a 22% sales increase for the six months ending 31
September 1952. If this percentage
of increase holds up during the current
six-month period — and it looks likely
—it will mean a total sales figure of
166 million for the fiscal year (ending
31 March 1953). compared with, if
you want a dramatic example, $17 million in 1945. This will mean a $12
million jump over the previous fiscal
year, the biggest dollar leap in Gerber's history.
It also means an increasing Gerber's
share of the baby food business. That
share is now estimated at more than
35% (1951 retail baby food sales:

Gerber sttles are climbing last

SI5t
$20

Hold
The Heart of
The Rural Midwest
In The Palm of
YOUR Hand!
Sell the Richest Livestock
And Grain Area in the World . . .
with KMA
— The Heartbeat
of the Rural Midwest!

IX

k A

A

delivers the richest part of the rich, rural

Here are over 2l/2 million "grassroots" midwesterners who demand authenticity in the farm programs, the homemaker shows, the news
and weather casts and other radio programs they listen to.
ixf

V l^^

midwest!

They like local flavor, but it must be authentic. That's
why they prefer KMA farm director Merrill Langfitt's farm
shows over those beamed from metropolitan centers, because

KMA

Farm

Service Director
Merrill Langfitt
. . . raises registered
hereford

Rural

housewives
like theFalk,authentic
wife — Florence
shown

is a farmer
cattle.

himself

Langfitt's a farmer, too. That's why they like KMA homemakers like Florence Falk, "The Farmer's Wife," because
Mrs. Falk is a farmer's wife and knows what the rural housewife wants.
For over 27 years KMA has been the farmer's source of
news and weather, his spokesman, his business advisor and
his source of entertainment.
The farmer's got money to spend! In 1950 farm income
in KMA-Landj;was almost two billion dollars. You'll be getting the rural audience and more than your share of sales
when your message is tailored-to-the farmer over KMA.

KMA
SHENANDOAH,

IOWA

—

5,000 WATTS

—

960

KC

broadcasts
above
with

of a family.
real farmer's
her

■nilBMMI

How to get the most out
of farm radio and TV
What's the best way to reach the $38 billion
farm market?
SPONSOR survey gives answers

In the pages that follow, sponsor studies and analyzes the U. S.
farm market. In 19S3 gross income of the American farmer is expected to soar to an estimated $38 billion. Reaching this huge and
profitable market via advertising of all kinds will be virtually a
"must" for both consumer and agricultural-product advertisers. But
despite the growing fund of farm media knowledge that has been

Farm market: Fanners have
more money than ever, but sagging

1.

2.

Consumer tips: How should
air cojry for consumer products be

built up, most advertisers still have many things to learn — particularly about air media designed to provide service and entertainment
for farm families. To discover the latest farm radio and television
techniques ( Yes. farmers, too, watch TV ! I SPONSOR surveyed nearly
200 leading farm-area outlets, both radio and TV, in all sections of
the U. S. What these broadcasters replied, plus new information
from the U. S. Government, agricultural concerns, farm associations,
advertising agencies, and farm advertisers, forms the basis for this
special section. As the index at right shows, readers will find data
on the size and scope of the U. S. farm market, tips to consumer

slanted for farmers? SPONSOR article reveals latest air tips in this
new ad technique. Page 30
Farm

3.

advertisers, practical pointers for farm-product advertisers, the latest round-up of farm radio and TV facts, the latest listings of farm
broadcasters, and a round-up of farm air results. The data provided
by these reports should prove valuable to large and small advertisers, and their agencies, in planning 1953 air campaigns designed

es the coyly folksy, corned-up type of '"farm" air commercials. And,
America's factual-minded farmer can mean millions in extra sales.
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tips: Backbone of farm

broadcasting is the local radio farm
director. Here are pointers on how
best to use these air personalities,
revealed by neiv survey. Page 34
Farm

r«rfio-TV:

How do typ-

ical air outlets in farm areas o\>erate their farm broadcasting?
Here's a round-up of data to give
sponsors the latest picture. Page 36

for farm ears and eyes. With over 93 r f of American farms radioequipped (U. S. Census 1950) and about \2'/( of them TV-equipped
l latest estimate), air media have the greatest circulation among
farm families. Selling to the farmer on the air often isn't as easy as
t looks; he resents the hopped-up. high-pressure approach as well

farm prices make them close-fisted.
Five charts, full-length article details $38 billion market. Page 28

5.

Farm air results: Eight capsule success stories show farm air
advertising produces results for
consumer, farm-product advertisers, sponsor RFI) listings. Page 43
27

Farm radio and TV

ed $37*6 6iW/o0 fitt$ year

1. Farmers in 1953: fewer, richer, tighter— with
$14.2 billion net to spend
M he American farmer will gross
close to $38 billion next year.
This will be roughly one-seventh of
the total national income.
Of this $38 billion, he will spend approximately $24 billion on production.
He will net around $14 billion, most
of which hell spend on consumer items
you make or sell.
Incidentally, the farmer next year,
as in every year but two since 1940, is
sure to buy more dollars' worth of consumer goods than capital (heavy)
This fact alone should intrigue the

Why

farm market is important

1. Farmers are worth $169 billion.
2. Farmers

grossed $37.6 billion this

year.
3. Farmers will have net cash income
of $14.2 billion to spend.
4. Farmers' standard of living is guaranteed by U.S. Govt, (through parity-price ratio) — only such set-up in
U. S.
5. There are 23,276,000 people on
farms.
fi. 93.1%

of farm homes had radios in

1950 (12%

have TV

What

farmers are worth

Real estate
Livestock
Machinery

&

$94.6
1.9.6

motor
vehicles

billion
billion

J 5.S

Crops stored

billion

S.it billion

Household
furnishings
equipment

&
7.7

billion

Bank deposits & currency
15.2
U.S. savings bonds
5.3
Investments in co-ops .... 2.4

billion
billion
billion

Total assets
SOURCE:

Bureau

sets now).

of

I i. I! hiii

$169

Agricultural
$154.!

billion*

Economics

bill.on

in

consumer goods advertiser — who dabgoods.bles in farm publication advertising
but virtually ignores farm broadcast
advertising or expects his regular programs and announcements to reach
the farmer.
"Fewer . . . larger . . . richer . . ."
is the excellent way Wildrick & Miller.
New York, described the farm market
in its farm booklet published last year.
The adjectives apply equally today.
There are fewer farmers: 23,276,000
(as of 1 April 1951, latest figure available), as against 24,335,000 the year
before.
The farms are larger: 215 acres in
1950 against 195 in 1945 and 138 in
1910.

1951

The farmers are richer: They're
worth $169 billion this year, against
$154.3 billion in 1951, $53.8 billion in
1940.
Therefore it's easier to sell them as
a group, for by concentrating on the

Where farmers spend their money
Expenditures

of farmers and smalltowners
(up to 10,000 pop.)
1951
(Farmers alone account for about one-third
of total)

STORES
Food

SPENDING

stores

Automotive
General

merchandise

Lumber, building
& hardware

supplies

Eating & drinking
lishments

estab-

Miscellaneous
Apparel
Furniture

&

appliances

SI 2.2 billion
7.8 billion
U.'.l billion
1.5 billion
4.3
4.0
3.8
2. it

billion
billion
billion
billion

STORES
Gasoline

SPENDING

&
service
tions

sta-

Drug & proprietary stores
Liquor stores
General stores
Second hand stores

Ippro.v.
SOURCE:

Weekly

by stores

2.5
1.7
I.I
I HO
260

billion
billion
billion
million
in ill ion

total $52 billion

Kewspapei

Representatives,

Inc.

upper half of the farm market, "you
cover 90% of the purchasing power,"
according to Wildrick & Miller.
But one more adjective should be
added: lighter. For paradoxically purchasing power is declining. The prices
the farmer gets for his products are
down 8% over last year; the prices
he must pay have slipped only 1%,
according to the Agriculture Dept. As
a result the farmer is getting closefisted with his money. How he spends
it in 1953
and how much — will de-
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pend on you as an advertiser and
adman.
How is the farm market "fewer, larger, richer, and tighter?" And wh\
should this interest the advertiser?
Here are some figures to show why
you should take an interest:
Fewer: There were 23,276,000 people
on farms in April 1951 out of a total
population of 155 million ( 157 million today). There are 5.4 million
farm families, as against 7.6 million
rural non-farm, and 26 million in
towns and cities. The Bureau of Agricultural Economics e>timates the farm
figure will decrease to 22,402,000 by
1955 and 21,356.000 by 1960. Rural
population on the whole, however, has
been rising although at a smaller rate
than urban.
Farm decline has been generally
downward since the peak year of 1916
(32,530,0001. Depression in the 1930's
brought a temporary increase, but
World War II caused a rapid loss in
farm population. High level of nonfarm employment since 1946, plus the
post-Korea defense mobilization, has
continued drawing the boys from the
farm.
Since the early 1930's approximately 1,000,000 farms have disappeared —
over 665,000 of them in the South.
Tread to fewer but larger farms,
fewer farmers using more mechanized
equipment actually means greater efficiency— more food is produced. And
for advertisers it means it is easier to
reach the farm market.
Easiest and cheapest method is via
radio. The 1950 census showed 93.1%
of the farmers had radios, quite a few
on tractors as well as in barns, and
78% had electricity. Thus more homes
had radios than electricity (or telephones— 38.3% I. Since then all three
figures have risen. The national radiohome percentage is 98.1 f/< . And not
to be overlooked is television. Sam
Barton's Market Research Corp. of
America estimates 12' v of farm families had TV in July, a 3% rise in
three months.
Larger: Farms averaged 173 acres in
1940 — now average 215.2 acres. Total
number of farms has dropped to 5,379,043 (1950) from the high of 6,812,350 in 1935. Smaller, less efficient
types of farms are being squeezed out.
Those that remain are going in for
more and more specialization. With
mechanization, electrification, improved
{Please turn to page 48)
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U.S. farm radio is inteural
part of rural com rti tint ft/
Farmers look :<pon radio as <i basic
aid in the $3i$ billion business of
ranching and crop-growing, as u ell as
an important means oj entertainment.
In the pages that follow, SPONSOR presents a pictorial tour of U. S. farm
radio. Admen will see how farm-area
stations and local farm radio directors cover everything from state fairs
and slock shows to weather reports
and household hints for their loyal
farm listeners. Photos were chosen
from replies to recent SPONSOR surve\

Fairs, special wonts: When there's a big rural event, farmarea stations go all-out to bring reports of it to farm audiences.
Alio\e. center: Worthington. Ohio's WRFD set up a special studio
lent at last year's Ohio State Fair, drew thousands of \isilors daily,
and aired remote broadcasts to many more Midwest farmers. Right:

(holding mike at left) interviews Robert Thornburg,
Missouri's
Commissioner of Agriculture at the Missouri State Fair. Since 192(v
WFEQ has carried livestock and grain market reports to farmers
aims most of its programing during the day toward rural tastes
!I[|I!!IIII!III[I!!I!III!II!UI]||I!!IIIII!III^
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Farm

Farm Service Director Harold J. Schmitz of KFEQ. St. Joseph. Mi

ratlio and TV

2. Consumer buying by farmers may hit $14 billion in
53. But air-selling such products is often tricky
». ▼ pot radio aimed directly at such
important "fractional" audiences as
foreign-language groups and to U. S.
Negroes is now a standard item in
many a sponsors bag of consumer advertising tricks. And. an important
fund of specialized knowledge in planning such air campaigns has already
been built up by leading advertising
agencies and station representative's.
But one important segment of spot
radio advertising is still very much in
the experimental stage. That's the selling of consumer products, from cornHakes to Cadillacs, to farm families
with the aid of special!) planned farm
radio commercials.
\- the pre< eding article has shown,
advertisers who ignore the $1 I billion consumer buying power of the
nation s farm families arc cutting themselves off from main extra and sizable sales. It'- true thai advertisers
who plan major radio campaign- in
tei in- ul the broadest possible appeal
automaticall) reach a great man) farm
eai s. But, it s economically
worth the
30

effort in today's competitive market to
make the
air "push""
needed to
reach
evenextra
greater
farm audiences,
most experts feel.
Where are advertisers going to get
the kind of "specialized" knowledge of
farm radio needed to do a successful
selling job for a consumer product?
And,
needed is? "specialized"* knowledge reall)
To answer such questions with facts,
SPONSOR recently surveyed those who
are still writing die ground rules of
selling consumer products via radio to
larmers — the nation's farm-area radio
outlets. Nearly 100 replies were reccixed. containing a wide varieh of
practical advice to advertisers and

agencies.
Here arc highlights of what these
farm

radio

Tli«» best

stations

air

told

SPONSOR:

vehiele:

\dvertisers
who ha\e a consumer product to sell
to farmers have much more freedom in

picking i a i stations, and 1 1» i a\ ailabilities on these stations than do the

manufacturers of a specialized agricultural product I such as a disk harrow or a manure spreader I most farmarea stations feel.
Generally speaking, the best times of
day to reach farm families with radio
for a consumer product today are:
1. Early morning: Via programs
and/or announcements slotted on a
farm-appeal station between the hours
of 5:30 and 7:30 a.m. Although the
trend in farm habits, due to the electrification and mechanization of farms,
is toward a "wake-up" pattern that's
similar to that of cities, the early morning hours still catch most farm families at breakfast.
2. Noon hour: Again, this is a peak
in farm family listening, since it is during this period that farm stations air
weather reports, market reports, news
round-ups. and farm service shows
aimed at rural ears. Also, farm families are gathered at the table for the
big midday meal.
3. Early evening; The pattern of
listening is roughK similar to that of
the noon hour among farm families
between about 5:30 and (>:30 p.m.
Commercials which are intended to
sell an entire Eamil) group have a good
chance
of hitting the target at this
time.
1. Other limes: During the day,
when the fanner is bus\ on his job,
SPONSOR

1

Traveling public address system was provided by KCMO,

Kansas

City, at local farm event, with station's farm director, Jack Jackson,
serving as announcer (left, above). Typical encouragement of good
farming practices is award by New Orleans' WWL (center, above)
of registered white face bull to 4-H club member Leslie Bicham Jr.

Bull was a real prize; was worth over $1,000. Bight, above: Governor Sigurd Anderson of South Dakota praises KSOO, Sioux Falls,
for work in staging a statewide mechanical corn-picking contest,
and for station's stressing of farm safety in its broadcasts. KSOO
Farm

Service

Director

Stangland

is seen on

Gov.

Anderson's

left

llllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

the kids are off to school, and the
farmer's wife is running the home, a
farm woman looks to her radio for entertainment and useful advice. For the
most part, she listens to the same day
time radio fare as her city sisters.
But. many stations feel, advertisers
are overlooking a good bet in not
programing to her tastes. As WWL's
farm service director, George Shan-

sumer product advertising aimed at
farm listeners, a common mistake is
to develop only one type of copy. It's
our opinion that to sell the farm audience properly, special farm announcements should be written for farm audiences. Primarily, farmers do not like
the hard-selling type of copy which

non, pointed out to SPONSOR: "General
consumer products are bought mostly
by the farm Mrs., and yet farm radio
has only a small portion of ad money

will sell metropolitan audiences."
Another typical believer in the tailored-to-farm-ears commercial is veteran farm broadcaster Phil Alampi of
WJZ, New York, whose Farm News
show has been aired from the ABC

spent for her benefit.*"

flagship each morning for the past sev-

Tlic» correct approach: Most farmarea outlets are agreed that selling
consumer products to farmers on the
air is a specialized art. But not all are
agreed on one of the most important
considerations in any air campaign
aimed at a fraction of the mass audience— the correct method of commercial approach.
Largely, this boils down to a question of "should farmers be treated as
farmers ... or as ordinary people?"
Many stations feel that the farmer
should be appealed to — albeit with
great care — as a member of a minority
group. For example, here's how J.
Ted Branson of station KFEQ. St. Joseph, Mo., phrased it:
"In connection
with general con29 DECEMBER
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en years. Stated WJZ's Phil Alampi:
"Consumer advertisers certainly
have not utilized farm radio to their
advantage. Personally, I would slant
the consumer copy to the farmer by
personalizing the sales message. In
other words, if you want to sell coffee
or cereal, you can certainly tie it in
with the weather or with the day's
work ahead for farmers. There are
main personal ways in which this can
be done, and from my experience
farmers like this approach."
At the same time, many of the larg( Please turn to page 50)

Six farm air tips to consumer clients
1. Basic trick in selling consumer

I. Farmers seldom buy any products

goods to farmers via radio is choii e
of time
slot
with
farm
audience

on impulse basis. Commercials should
he tat lutil. and not attenij I to "push"

2. Correct appeal la Iaimers should
he carefully slanted to rural ears,
bat beware of cily-slickei approach

!i. Il advertisers' products have a
special farm use. this should tic made
clear in consumer farm radio-Tl copj

!!IIIWIIII!llliiHI!iilllilllilli

Illlllllllliilll!

;». Avoid use ot "canned" commercials, lite or transcribed, in broadcasting; let local air salesmen ad lib
G. Quality generally attracts more
farmers than does a bargain price.
Ivoid carnix

Illlllllllllllllll

I atmosphere in selling.
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"Livestock and livestock products
■:! lor more than hall the farm
income in Ohio.
Ife've purchased time
on WRFD tor the past 5V> years to
broadcast production and marketing
information
daily to our members
and
all other farmers in Ohio. The) listen
and profit by it.". . . Executive Secretary Forrest G. Ketner. Producers Livestock Cooperative Association.

"II HI I) has scried the Ohio Farmer
than any other radio station
during the past 5V-1 years. Our UO.OOO
lot m family members listen to WRFD,
SO our advertising schedules have

"WRFD is the only Ohio station that
devotes its entire schedule to the farm
family. Most of our 159,000 members
listen to WRFD regularly.". . . Ohio
State Grange Master Byron
Frederick.

always hern very productive." Executive
Secretary
John Suns. Ohio Farm
Bureau.

'Ohio farmers like II RFD programs,
and they listen. Out 33,00J members
hate always insisted on II RFD getting
the major portion of mir advertising

II RFD l ■<!, hes

more \arm<
.". . . Manager
Richard Kellogg, < cntral Ohio
Breedi

"WRFD renders more
In out sixteen member
business organizations
medium.
Prestige and

valuable service
groups of farmer
than any other
popularity

result". . . Secretary
II alter Bluck,
Ohm Council "I Farmei Cooperatives.

"It RFD has the most complete coverage of local and centra/ markets.
Farmers utilize and appreciate this kind
ol service which keeps them informed
and helps make more ]>rofits each
Mm
Secretary R. Q. Smith.
Independent Livestock Marketing
tssot iiiiion.

■

SELLS RURAL OHIO BEST
AND AT LOWER COST!
OHIO'S VAST RURAL MARKET
accounts for more retail sales than any
metropolitan market ! And, don't overlook the
fact that in 1953 Ohio farmers will have
more than a BILLION DOLLARS
the sale of farm products !

to spend from

You cannot adequately cover the rich rural Ohio
market without WRFD.
Farmers depend upon
and listen to WRFD for the best in farm
features and programs plus well produced
entertainment. Put your sales message on
WRFD, and get deeper penetration in rural Ohio
AT LOWER COST than is possible with any
other advertising medium !

OHIO'S RURAL RADIO STATION

MEASUIEDcontours
MILD
iNTENsrrr
WRFD

S KW OATTMt
MO
WOI THING TON, OHIO

RC

SELLS OHIO'S RURAL MARKET!

5000 WATTS
Telephone
Franklin 2-5342

W0RTHINGT0N, OHIO -PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORP.

i

Fairs, special Bvents: Don Dean, farm director of WABJ.
Adrian, Mich., meets his junior farm fans in person al county fair.
Dean often serves as m.c. al such events. Center, ahove: 4-H award
winner at Washington Junior Poultry Exposition is congratulated
by Dick Passage, farm director of KYAK, Yakima, Wash.
Right,

above: Farm Service Director Bill MacDonald of Omaha's KFAIS
takes pride in reporting to farm listeners via his "Down to Earth"
program the winners of awards at the 1952 Nebraska State Fair.
The two youngsters standing before the 4-H emblem are Bill's children. Most radio farm directors are veteran farmers and ranchers
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3. Station farm directors are key to top selling of
agricultural products via farm-appeal air advertising

groups in various community and civic
projects. The majority of this was
done in what might technically be
called his "spare time."
It's little wonder therefore that farmappeal stations almost invariably cite
as their chief recommendation to
farm-product advertisers:
"Buy the services of a good radio

M

here's one important (inference between selling consumer products and
agricultural products to fanners with
la i in radio.
\\ ii r i a consumer produd. it s primarily a question la) of buying i
-pot lime -lot or program which is sure
to ha\e a si/able farm audience, and

1 1) i a mailer ol slanting the copy—
jusl enough, hut not too much- -toward
farmers.
In handling a product which is an
aid to a farmer in running his business,
the above two rules
one more extra step:
be linked as closel)
air aili\ilics of a

apply. But there's
The selling should
as possible to the
local radio farm

director.
rhese specialists in agricultural
broadcasting are limited in number in
the I . S. \i latest count, there's no
more lhan about 250 of them. Hut the\
have 'Mined loi themselves over the
years a unique kind of loyalt) which
hum stations, and the farm directors
themselves, guard jealousl) .
A i\ pical RFD, as the) have called

3-4

themselves in recent years since the
U. S. founding of the National Association of Radio Farm Directors, spends
a busy life, and only part of it behind
a microphone. His off-tbe-air activities are very likely to keep him busy
10 or 12 hours a day, six days a week
in addition to what may be only an
hour or so daily on radio.
To get some idea of why the RFD
is a respected, well-liked, and wellknown figure in his territory, an advertiser need only glance at a set of
figures provided to sponsor by a typical RFD. Jack Jackson of Kansas City's
KCMO.
According to Jackson's diary, last
year be spent 124 days traveling "in
the field"; covered a total of 23,725
miles; attended 94 farm meetings with
total audiences of nearly KIO. (>()(>: was
the principal speaker at 03 of these
meetings; visited 165 farms: made 39
remote broadcasts: made six special
broadcasts for ABC network; spoke to
dozens ol retailers and dealers; and
acti\el\

agisted

some
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organized

farm
director."
While
this approach practically guarantees success — station files are filled
with results stories on their RFD's —
there are. however, some useful extra
pointers which stations feel agricultural
advertisers ought to know.
Choosing the right vehicle: Here's
what Bill Martin, v.p. of "Ranch &
Farm Radio" stations KMMJ (Grand
Island. Neb.) and KXXX (Colby,
Kan. I had to say to agricultural-product advertisers regarding the choice of
air slots:
"Be sure the stations you select are
reall)
stations.in Don't
try
to
coverfarm-appeal
the farm markets
the Central and Western areas by using only
metropolitan stations. Cheek the station program schedule carefully in selecting time. Be sure that your farm
program or announcement is in a block
of farm programs. Isolated farm programs do not have the same impact
as a farm block.
""And. he sure that the station sclectSPONSOR

Ed Slusarczyk (in tartan jacket, holding mike) broadcasts a blowoy-blow description of a local log sawing contest to farm audience*
of WIBX, Utica, N. Y. (left, above). Sandy Saunders, farm direc-

reporting later to audiences on his "Oklahoma Farmer" show
(center, above). Right, above: WIBW, Topeka, Kan., covered big
"Balanced Farm Day" event which drew Kansas farmers from all
parts of the state. Farm stations invariably cover plowing matches,
corn husking contests, USDA Field Days, soil conservation events

tor nf Oklahoma City's WKY and WKY-TV (second from left),
listens in on talk of two farm experts at farm improvement event.
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ed includes a complete farm service
schedule, that is: complete markets,
weather, farm news, and farm service
programs. Be sure that the station can
furnish you with a good farm announcer or farm director. The job of selling your farm product should be done
by a man who is respected by the
farmers."
Similar advice was offered to farmproduct advertisers by Clifton "Click"
Westin Jr.. promotion manager of
Omaha's WOW.
He wrote:
"An agricultural product advertiser
can make best use of farm radio advertising bysponsorship of a full program or segment of a longer program.
such as five minutes of weather or the
first 15 minutes of a half-hour show.
Thus, his product and the highly respected farm service director are identified together."
How to 11st' (in HI It show: To °et
the most value from a show featuring
a radio farm director, stations feel,
advertisers will have to start off by
swallowing a bit of advice which may
not be too easy to take. However, most
farm stations feel, it will ultimately
work to the advertiser's advantage.
Simply, it's this. In most "general"
radio campaigns, the advertiser frequently knows more about selling to
his audience than does the performer.
In the specialized field of farm radio.
29 DECEMBER
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it s just the other way around. The
advertiser — and his agency — aren't always right.
Without exception, the nearly 200
stations surveyed by SPONSOR recommended that the radio farm director
be given carte blanche by admen. Here
are some of these station comments:
• From Frank F. Atwood, farm
program director of Hartford's WTIC:
"We prefer live to transcribed material, and we like variety in the copy
so that the farm director is not using
the same phrases every time. With
most WTIC accounts the farm director
illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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has liberty to rewrite the material in
his own words or ad lib around a prepared script. The exception to this rule
is proprietary medicine copy, which
is read verbatim.
"With strictly farm items, we like to
personalize the approach with frequent
mention of the names of the dealers
or quotations
important to avoid from
such them.
errors It's
as talking
about profits from the sale of eggs on
the same day that the egg price has
gone down two or three cents a dozen.
The farm director can watch for such
{Please turn to page 52)
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Six tips to farm-product air advertisers
I, Buy slums which feature a radio
farm director. These experts have
loyal followings. understand farmers

4. Don't expect "next morning" sales
from farm shows. Farmers will test

2. Farm-product
commercials
arc
more effective if ad libbed by farm

;">, Mention local dealer names on
the air. This personalizes selling

director

paves way for dealer demonstrations

from

the

sponsor's

outline

*{. Farmers are businessmen. If your
product boosts farm profits, stick to
well-proved

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

facts

and

testimonials

a product.

ft. Farmers

bu\

more

it lh<'\

like

it

are nunc interested in

"quality" than "price," so avoid any
bargain-basement
theme
in selling

35
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4. American farm radio and vid
talk the farmer's language,
entertain and advise audiences
M he average big-city adman — who
spends his working days behind a desk
in a skyscraper office — knows farm radio only as a set of radio call letters
in a timebuyer's station list.
Few of these admen ever get the
chance to tour the country, and observe for themselves just what farm radio in the U. S. looks like in closeup or
in live action. For these advertisers
and agencymen, SPONSOR, therefore,
presents a round-up of capsule news
and views of farm radio, as reported in
SPONSORS nationwide survey of air outlets currently beaming programs to
rural ears.
Here, then, is a capsule cross-section
of what's going on today in the field
of farm radio, as outlined by several
leading farm-area stations:
WLS, Chicago: The big Prairie Farmei station is a legend in farm broadcasting circles. Its famed National
Barn Dance, which has been witnessed
by well over 1,000,000 visitors to Chicago, has been aired since 1932 and
still has many of the original sponsors,
like Murphy Products Co. (feeds) and
Keystone Steel & Wire Co. (fencing).
WLS, which has launched many of the
biggest names in folk music — Gene
Autry is one — and rural entertainment,
has a devoted farm listening audience

Farm

radio tti the stutlio

Local farm directors bring agricultural experts, rural personalities, and
civic leaders to their studio microphones, and often stage radio roundtable discussions. At left, four wellknown farm directors at work. Top
to bottom, they include: WOW,
Omaha's Mai Hansen, new president
of the liadio Farm Directors Association; Al Bauer, farm director of
KPOJ, Portland, Ore., supervising
farm forum ; Ray Rodgers, farm director of Sacramento's KFBK; and
WGN, Chicago's IMorman Kracft,
farm service director (extreme right)
discussing air tactics with station and
spon§or
officials of the Oliver Co.

SPONSOR

throughout the Midwest from which it
pulls upwards of a million pieces of
mail each year.
The secret of the Chicago station's success is really very simple,
WLS executives feel. For years, WLS
has beamed a daily farm service on its
50 kw. clear channel which has included: Farm Bulletin Board, Farm
World Today, Dinner Bell Time, This
Farming Business, Prairie Farmer Air
Edition, reports from the Board of
Trade, remote shows from Chicago's
Union Stock Yards, weather reports,
and special farm news. At other times,
it airs remote shows from major agricultural events in its territory and
brings to its microphones many leading agricultural guest speakers. All
this, of course, adds up to more than
a quarter century of farm radio service, and has brought corresponding rewards of both listenership and sponsorship toWLS.
WNAX,

Yankton,

S. D.: Station

Manager Robert R. Tincher reported:
"The WNAX farm service department
produces 53 farm programs every
week, accounting for about 15 broadcast hours. These programs feature
WNAX farm experts and are, in reality, 'trade programs,' helping the farmer to more productive, more economical operation."
Added Tincher: "These shows are
largely sponsored by advertisers with
a product or service used in the business of farming or ranching, and we're
nearly lOO'/o sold out.
"Other WNAX-produced programs
are specifically designed for farm and
rural non-farm audiences. The many
live talent shows and our personality
lllllllllllllliM

Farm radio tit the field
With the aid of mobile units, remote
shows, tape and wire recorders, local
farm radio broadcasters are constantly touring their territory, making onthe-spot interviews. At right, a quartet of radio farm directors bring their
mikes directly to the scene of farm
news. Top to bottom: George Shannon of New Orleans' WWL talks to
satisfied customer of his sponsor,
U.S.S. American Fence; Barney Arnold of Louisville's WHAS chats with
farmer; Herm Harney of Omaha's
KFAB interviews seed corn expert;
Merrill Langfitt of KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa, tapes a friendlv discussion with two of his radio listeners.
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4. Scope of farm radio
presentations are geared to (and command i a huge rural audience. We receive more than a quarter-million
pieces of \\ \ \\ listener mail each
war. and it's predominantly rural. Our
studies show that rural audiences spent
hours each da) with their radios
i nd are more loyal to stations and station personalities than the metropolitan listener.
"Today's
customer for
service. He
that tailors

farmer is a prospective
almost ever) product and
responds to the medium
its programing to his

needs."' Indianapolis, Inrf.: Dix HarWIBC,
per, farm service director of this 50
kw. Hoosier-state station, wrote SPONSOR that WIBC is currently airing a
solid Mock of farm-appeal programs
in the early-morning hours of 5:00 to
7.00 a.m. This block includes everything from weather and news to market
reports, farm interviews, religious
stories, and a farm job exchange
service.
I here is also a daily noontime farm
newscast, and a weekly (Saturday) re\ iew of local crop conditions, food tips,
and farm market information.
Added Dix Harper:
"WIBC sponsors the state and national mechanical corn picking contests. This is not only a listener promotion but also serves to interest farmproduct advertisers in what radio can
do. ited'Iathis
exhibour year,
stale 102
and companies
national contests
and en estimated 85.000 people came
out to see the event."

WIBX,

Vtica, iV. V.: "Our main farm
broadcast lineup is a two-hour program, 5:00 to 7:00 a.m.," Ed Slusarczyk, WII'A farm director, wrote i i
cently. "it begins with a complete New
York State weather round-up to which
we add national and local news. Then.
a half-hour period of music with a
lew comments about weather, time. etc.
plus, ol course, the commercials.
" w •>: 1 > a.m. we give a local market report broadcast direct from the
< entral New "i ork Regional Market in
I tea. I his i- a fruit, vegetable, ami
poultr) report, plus special reports
from local livestock exchanges.
With a

38

little more music added, and some commenial- again, it brings us close to
0:00 a.m. when we give a road report

lineup of farm programs, starting with
the General Store show from 6:00 to
7:00 a.m. and continuing right through

from state police and transport com-

to the evening weather and news summaries around 6:00 p.m.

"At 0:00 a.m. we have a Mystery
panies.
Melody Time. Get this — at 6:00 a.m.!
\ian\ of our new advertisers find it
hard to believe you get much of an
impact at 6:00 a.m.. but we have had
as high as 88 telephone calls trying to
identify our myster) melody. Winners
get two tickets to a local theatre, and
two tickets to the most popular square
dance in the area.

Incidentally,
selves are in a WRFD's
handsomestudios
rural themradio
center on Route 23. Delaware County.
Situated in the center of a 260-acre
model farm is the only identifying clue
which reveals that the building is a
broadcasting center instead of a prosperous farmhouse: the high AM tower.
When WRFD staffers moved into their

"Between 6:05 a.m. and 6:30 a.m..
we have interviews with farmers, agricultural leaders, etc. At 6:30 a.m. we
have 10 minutes of local news, followed by music, rural social events,
end. bless

em. more commercials."

KIHiHJ - KXXX, Grand Island.
IMeb., and Colby, firm.: These two
stations operate under the name of
"Ranch & Farm Radio," since each
serves an area busily engaged in one
or the other of these pursuits.
Don Searle, president of the two outlets, informed SPONSOR that the stations, which are specialists in farm radio, block-program the early morning
hours I sign-on to 8:30 a.m. I and the
noon hours (11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.)
to cover every phase of market information, news, crop data, livestock news,
and the like.
Proving the point that farmers and
ranchers tune to their favorite farm
outlets for information that will improve their outdoor businesses. KMMJKXXX now plan a nsw program entitled Ranch & Farm Profit Series.
Fifteen programs will be aired in the
series, which will feature some 40 careiully chosen authorities in ranching
and farming. So highl) regarded i^
the series l>\ the station, which feels it

new quarters in March 1952. well over
18.000 Ohioans drove out to an open
house at the studios.
KSOO.

Sioux

Falls. S. D.: Since

rural listeners, by the station's estimate, comprise over 70% of its regular audience. KSOO naturally aims a
great deal of programing toward ruralites. As E. C. "Red" Stanglund, farm
service director, describes it:
"We devote approximately three
hours daily to farm programing, including music, markets, weather, news,
and general farm information. The
farm director has direct control over
farm programs, and lends advice with
respect to music, news content, and so
on. I travel extensively through our
listening area in search of program material.also
I
contact agricultural leaders and organizations in order to help
them, on the air. with their activities."

H IBM . Topt'ha. Kan.: An interesting summary of the air philosophy of
a big farm station was given to SPONSOR director.
WIBW's farm servby Wes Seyler,
ice
He stated:
"Here at WIBW, we endeavor to attend every farm function in the area,
if it's physically possible. You might
be surprised at some of the affairs to
which we are invited, and it follows

will he "one (if the most helpful program services ever offered a rural audience, that regular commercial programs in the 1:30 to 2:00 p.m. slot
will he cancelled through I March
1 953 to an the show.

that you can't cover them all.
"For the past seven or eight years
we have, through the Kansas State 4-H
headquarters, awarded plaques to the
si\ outstanding 4-H clubs of Kansas.
I hese clubs are. of course, picked by
the state headquarters. The award

M BH). narlhincilan. Ohio: " \> the
call letters would imply, \\ HIT) has
devoted its entire broadcast schedule

parties have taken the form of banquets and the like. In addition, we
award $700 in scholarships annually to
the colleges of their choice to the outstanding 1-11 !>o\ and girl.
"" I hese two small gestures — along
with our regular farm programing and

to serving farm listeners since the station was -tailed in L947," reported J.
I). Bradshaw. manager. Indeed, any
average broadcast da\ on this centralOhio station shows a virtuall) solid

such

special

events

as

our

'Balanced
SPONSOR

Fanning Day,' which drew 10.000 people last year — creates a relationship
between WIBW and the farm folks
and myself beyond anything you can
imagine."

etmrul
Radio
Network,
Ithaca.
JV. V.; This upstate New York and
Pennsylvania FM network of 13 sta
tions (five basic, seven full-time affili-

ates, plus Cornell Q.'s radio station I
offers, in addition to the typical news,
market reports, and other services of
farm stations, a good deal of highbrow musical entertainment. This
comes mostly from WQXR, New York
City, which feeds the network during
the non-farm-service periods.
It may be a surprise to many bigcity timebuyers, who think that farm
and rural audiences dial only the musical talents of Roy Acuff and Gene
Autry on their radios, but RRN's listeners like its classical and semi-classical fare. As many as 1,000 a month
write the network, often calling it an
"oasis in the present desert of radioTV entertainment." RRN, incidentally, was organized by, and is directed
by, 10 leading farm organizations,
from the Poultry Council to the Dairymen's League.

WMT, Cedar Rapids, Iowa: This
big farm-area station is in the heart of
one of the richest agricultural areas in
the world. WMT figures that twothirds of its audience is composed of
rural families, and that the remainder
is directly or indirectly connected with,
or dependent upon, agriculture.
Accordingly, WMT feels "a major
I Please turn to page 56 )

■■■"■IBB^

Farm radio entertains
There's much more to farm radio
than the airing of weather reports,
market news, and crop advice. Most
farm stations heam entertainment
shows at rural audiences, typified by
the pictures at right. Top to bottom:
the "Kansas Round-up"1 show of
WIBW, Topeka; WRFD Women's
Service Director Mary Lou Pfeiffer
visits Ohio farm women in their
homes, records interviews for her two
daily women's appeal shows, "Kitchen Kettle" and "Your Home"
Thompson Holtz of KFAB. Omaha;
,
conducts spelling bee show; Hank
Thompson stars on rural-appeal
"Light Crust Doughboys" show on
24-station
hookup in southwest U.S.
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ARTHUR GODFREY couldn't appear in the latest ranking
of radio stars-he ivas busy tvith another air commitment ,
flying helicopters in the Naval Reserve. He regularly
captures 2 or 3, sometimes U, of Nielsen's top 29 places.

Our Gal Sunday

Guiding Light Jone Allison

It Y Philharmonic Symphony

Dimitri Mitroooulos

Symphonette.

Vivian Smolen

Mishel Piastro

Romance

of Helen Trent Julie Stevens

Stars Over Hollywood

William Lundigan (Oct. 25)

Big Sister Grace Matthews

Fun For All Arlene Francis & Bill Cullen

Our Miss Brooks Eve Arden

Aunt Jenny Agnes Young

Peoole are Funny Art Linkletter

Perry Mason: John Larkin

CBS

"Club 15" Bob Crosby

Vojng Dr Malone

Ma Perkins Virginia Payne

Sandy Beckei

This Is Nora Drake Joan Tompkins

Radio again delivers 21 of radio's 29 most popular

programs (even with Godrey off flying in the Naval Reserve.)*
These star attractions give CBS Radio advertisers
the biggest average audiences in network radio
at the lowest cost-per thousand
According to the latest Nielsen Radio Index summary
Theatre of Today: Palsy Campbell (Oct. 25)

rate in all advertising.

of the biggest nighttime, weekday, and weekend

THE

CBS

audiences, Oct. 19-25.

RADIO

Where Your Customers Listen Most

NETWORK

One will get you twenty thousand

in

Big Aggie Land
WNAXs

$3.5

Billion

Countrypolitan

Market

YOUR CLASS A CHAINBREAK on WNAX reaches a potential audience of
20,000 radio homes for $1. The potential approaches actuality because WNAX
i- heard 3 to 7 times a week in 80' < of Big Aggie Land's homes.
One of the reasons for such acceptance is the Farm Service Dept. It airs 53 programs every week; its personnel travel 50,000 miles annually, reporting on all
activities of interest to farm listeners. Its Farmstead Improvement Program caused
"lace-lifting" throughout Big Aggie Land — and earned the approval of just about
everybody.

ONE OF THE world's richest agricultural areas, Big Aggie Land is 267 counties
in Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa - - a million radio families with at
least two things in common: money to spend ($3^/2
and the habit of
billion annual retail purchases);
more than 3
averages
(which
WNAX
listening to
times the share-of-audience of any competing station).

\- a market, Big Aggie Land is surpassed only by
metropolitan NYC and Chicago. One station— and
only one — delivers these countrypolitan riches — solid
ly. That's WNAX, where you belong for economical
For proof, check with our national reps, the
selling.
Kaiz A.gency.

0
7
5
X
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f
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570 KC

CITY

5000 WATTS
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1 46 stations with specialized programing for farmers
Well over

1,000 stations air farm radio and TV programs, but these 746 outlets have farm directors
who are members

WSGN,
Birmingham, Ala.
KWTO, Springfield, Mo.
KMBC,
Kansas City, Mo.
WTAD, Quincy, III.
KTFI,
Twin Falls. Idaho
WMRC, Greenville, S. C.
WHO,
Des Moines, Iowa
WTTH,
Port Huron. Mich.
WRGB,
Schenectady, N. Y.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
KVOO,
Tulsa, Okla.
WOWO,F/.
Wayne, hid.
WBAP,
Fort Worth, Tex.
KRES,
St. Joseph, Mo.
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
WCCO,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
Rural Radio Net, Ithaca, N.
WOW,
Omaha, Neb.
WIBC,
Indianapolis. Ind.
WSVA,
Harrisonburg, Va.
WKAR, East Lansing, Mich.
KLRA,
Little Rock, Ark.
WSLS,
Roanoke, Va.
WIPC,
Lake Wales, Fla.
WKOW.Madison,
Wise.
WGAN, Portland, Me.
KCMO, Kansas City, Mo.
WPTF,
Raleigh, N. C.
CFPL,
London. Canada
WSBT,
South Bend, Ind.
WFIL,
Philadelphia, Pa.
KXLY,
Spokane,
Wash.
KSTP,
St. Paul. Minn.
KCBQ,
San Diego, Cal.
KMMJ,
Grand Island, Neb.
WGN,
Chicago, III.
KMA,
Shenandoah, Iowa
KHQ,
Spokane. Wash.
WLVA,
Lynchburg, Va.
KFAB,
Lincoln, Neb.
KMOX, St. Louis, Mo.
WFBM, Indianapolis, Ind.
WILL,
Champaign, III.
KDKA,
Pittsburgh. Pa.
KXXX,
Colby. Kan.
KDTH,
Dubuque, Iowa
WBZ,
Boston, Mass.
WLS,
Chicago. III.
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KPRC,
KLZ,
KXEL,
WSM,

Houston, Tex.
Denver, Colo.
Waterloo, Iowa
Nashville, Tenn.

KVSO,
WWJ
WOAI,
WLW,
NBC,
KJR,
WJOB,

Irdmore, Okla.
Detroit, Mich.
San Antonio, Tex.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Chicago, III.
Seattle, Wash.
Hammond, Ind.

KSL,
KYAK,
WRFD,
WHAS,
WDVA,

Salt Lake City, Utah
Yakima, Wash.
Worthington, Ohio
Louisville, Ky.
Danville, Va.

KVOS,
KSJB,
WEOK,
KFBK,
KTRH,
WKJG,
KPIX,
KNX,
WKY,
KNBC,
KFEQ,
WIBW,
WWL,
WIBX,
WGAR,
WCMB,

Bellingham. Wash.
Jamestown, N. D.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Sacramento, Cal.
Houston. Tex.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
San Francisco, Cal.
Hollywood, Cal.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
San Francisco, Cal.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Topeka,Kan.
New Orleans. La.
Utica, N. Y.
Cleveland, Ohio
Lemoyne, Pa.

KSOO,
WSBA,
KFEL,
KPQ,
KWKH,
WFTM,
KOKX,
WBUT,
WGY,
KWTX,
WJTN,
WBEN,
WWV A,
WHA,
WVOT,
KUOM,
WMT,

Sioux Falls, S. D.
York, Pa.
Denver, Colo.
Wenatchee,
Wash.
Shreveport, La.
Maysville, Ky.
Keokuk, Iowa
Butler, Pa.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Waco, Tex.
Jamestown, N. Y.
Buffalo. N. Y.
Wheeling, W. Va.
Madison, Wise.
Wilson, N. C.
St. Paul. Minn.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

WBNS,
WHKC, Columbus. Ohio
KERG, Columbus. Ohio
KMMO,
CJBQ,
WSAZ,

CBC,
WIOU,
WCAU,

KONO,
WJPS,
WTMJ,
KOA,
WBTM,
WHIO,
KXOK,
KTBS,

Eugene, Ore.
Marshall, Mo.
Huntington, W. Va.
Trenton, Ont., Canada
Trenton, Ont., Canada
Kokomo, Ind.
Philadelphia. Pa.
San Antonio, Tex.
Evansville, Ind.
Milwaukee, Wise.
Denver, Colo.
Danville, Va.
Dayton, Ohio
St. Louis, Mo.
Shreveport, La.

WBCM,
WEEI,
Bay City, Mich.
KTBB,
WJR,
Boston, Mass.
WJZ,
KGLO,
WTIC,
KPOJ,
WOI,
WOR,
WMBD,
KSOX,
KROC,
CFRB,
WDAY,
KARK,
WBBM,
WHFB,
WKZO,
KORG,
WCON,
WRBC,
WFAA,

KFYO,

WAVU,

WEWO,
WABJ,

WSJS,

WCYB,
KOTV,
KOAC,

KFRE,

Tyler, Tex.
Detroit, Mich.
New York, N. Y.
Mason City, Iowa

Hartford, Conn.
Portland, Ore.
Ames, Iowa
New York, N .Y .
Peoria, III.
Harlingen,
Tex.
Rochester, Minn.
Toronto, Ont., Canada
Fargo, N. D.
Little Rock, Ark.
Chicago, III.
Benton Harbor, Mich.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Atlanta, Ga.
Jackson. Miss.
Dallas, Tex.
Lubbock, Tex.
Albertsville, Ala.
Laurinburg, N. C.
Idrian, Mich.
Winston Salem, N. C.
Bristol, Va.
Tulsa. Okla.
43
Corvallis, Ore.
Fresno, Cal.
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Eight farm radio success stories
32 advertiser and agency
members of the ISARFD
Growing number oj leading sponsors.
agencies, associations, etc., show high
interest in farm air developments.

Bruce B. Brewer

Adv..

Minneapolis, Minn.

\utrenu

Mills.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Brawn

Bros.

Xtlv..

St. Louis, Mo.

\eiv iileu F«rin Equip. Co..
Coldwater, Ohio

Building Materials
Smith Dotlson Co. started to sponsor
.Ulan James, pianist and ad lib artist.
on his 5:15 {p.m.) Local program in
March 1952. At the end of the first
month, the company had doubled its
business; after the second month, business had practically tripled. Smith
Dodson was forced to cancel the sponsorship, since the company's facilities
and manpower weren't able to handle
urn more business. As the sponsor

Daneer-Fitzgcrald-Sample*

told the station: "You just sold yourselves out of business, gentlemen^

t onklin

Prog: 5:15 Local, WRFD,

Chicago. III.
Veu

A&P

Mann

*V Son.

Columbus, O.

Co..

Federle Laboratories.
Kansas City, Mo.

Quaker

Oats Co..

Chicago, II!.

Thurston Chemical Co..
Joplin, 1/".

Vfaf/itcvoti Chemical

Co..

Little Rock, Ark.

Swift & Co.,
Chicago, III.

Bert Hit tins Adv.,
Milwaukee, Wise.

fiardner Adv.,
St. Louis. M0.
St. Louis.

McKim

Prog: Mutually Speaking. WIBC, Ind'pls.

Allis-Chuhners Mfy. Co.,
Milwaukee, Wise.
MFA Adv..
Columbia,

Mo.

\at'l Ass'n of Mara. Mfrs..
Wash., I). <..
Young A. Kuhicam
Vew

Wilcox Hardware Co. had never
used radio before. As an experiment,
they ran two announcements on a
W ABJ noontime farm program plug-

The company was then doing a $3,000a-month business. Af'.er six months of
advertising on WGN only, Myzon was
able to expand to other markets. Now,
slightly more than tiro years later, the
business has grown to a $1,000,000
annual operation. It has utilized farm
radio almost exclusively, still pitches
its products via farm shows on WGN.
Farm

program,

WGN.

Chicago

York, N. Y.

Armour

Adv..

Livestock Bureau.

Chicago, III.

Park & Pollard Co..
lin Halo. v. Y.

Fihul Corp.,

Liberty Gas Co. was in financial trouble because of lack of installation for
use of their product. They had used
all methods of advertising except radio.
When they began to use WSBT — three
one-minute announcements a week between 6:00 and 6:30 a.m. — their goal
was to make 150 installations per year.
it the end of the first radio year, they
had made over 1.100 installations,
nearly eight limes their goal. They are
note doing more business per day than
they formerly
did in a whole
week.
Prog:

Farm

News. WSBT,

Soutli

Bend.

) ork, V. Y.

Vick Chemical Co.,
) ork, V. Y.

Libby-Owcns-Ford
Toledo, Ohm

(Mass Co..

Union Carbide A Carbon.
) ork, V. Y.

tiulf Oil Corn..
Pittsburgh, Pa

Grocery Mrs. of America,
) ork, V. Y.

American

York,

Petroleum
V. ) .

F. II. Brown
Chicago, III.

Adv.,

Co.,

ging their twine for tying bales. Within four hours after the first $5.20 announcement, they had sold $765 worth:
in three days, their entire stock worth
$4,000
was gone.to They
75',or
of this business
the W attribute
ABJ plugs,
$3,000 in sales from a $10.40 investment. After this Wilcox bought three
segments a week on the Farm Hour.
Prog: Farm Hour. WABJ.

Adrian, Mich.

Creamery

Adv. Ltd..

Toronto, Out., Canada

Veu

Co., in January 1952. started to sponsor a five-minute (6:55 to 7:00 a.m.)
farm commentary program three times
a week, featuring WIBC Farm Editor
Dix Harper. In February, having developed a new theft insurance coverage,
they announced it on the program.
Within three weeks, they had sold more
than one-hall million dollars north of
this new coverage alone. This at a total radio cost for the three weeks of
S155.70 [or $17.30 per program).

Myzon, Inc., makers of hog and poultry feed supplement, started to advertise on a WGN farm program in October 1950 to introduce a new product.

Gas Installations

Madison, Wise.

Veu

Insurance

Baler Twine

Ma.

Oscar Mayer & Co..

\eu

Mutual

Feed Supplement

Prog:

Balston Purina Co..

\eu

Farmers

York, \. Y.

Chicago, III.

Veu

Indiana

Armour Creameries, on their 6:45
to 7:00 a.m. Farm News program, ran
a six-week "Name-the-Calf contest to
stimulate traffic in their cream-buying
stations. Despite the fact that the contest required considerable effort on the
part of the entrants [each had to go to
the nearest Armour buying station to
get an entry blank I , and that it was
pointed directly at dairy farmers {first
prize was a Jersey Heifer calf; the
others, dairy equipment), the sponsor
was swamped with 29,535 entries.
Prog:
Farm
News,
WIIAS,
Louisville

Flour

Home Insulation

Pillsbury Mills sponsors the Jack
llunl Show Monday through lrida\ at
11:45 a.m. on KF All. To pull attend-

Montgomery Ward & Co. retail
store in Denver buys some 23 annoum emails a neck on KLZ to plug

ance for Inch Hunt's appearance at the
1052 Nebraska State Fair and to establish identification of Hunt with
Pillsburj Hour, they promoted the
event on the shoir for three weeks. Leo
Burnett, the Pillsbury agency, made a
surrey among the 100.000 lair-goers.
Results show i!5', kneu of lack Hunt
and 55', correctly identified his sponsor. Cost of the shou : $320 per week.

every type of merchandise they have.
The KLZ pitches putt inquiries and

item have soared 700', higher than
last year with the air backing only.

Prog:

Prog:

Jack Hunt

Show.

KFAB.

Omaha

sales from farms and
braska, II yoming and
item Ward's have been
sively on the radio is

ranches in NeColorado. One
flushing exclublown-in home

insulation.
to Ward's
ing materialsAccording
department,
sales onbuildthis

Announcements,

KI.Z.

Denver

id-America's
FAVORITE
Neighbors

Thousands and thousands of Mid-America
farm homes welcome these two daily. They're
Jack Jackson, KCMO's

Agricultural Director,

and Bruce Davies, Associate Agricultural Director. They're more than welcome because they

bring Mid-America farmers the kind of information that makes for profitable farming — local,
regional and national farm news, trends and interpretations, and daily market reports. Jack
and Bruce handle this assignment with
that neighborly touch that has helped make
KCMO

the most listened to station in

rural and small-town Mid-America!

rasas City's Most Powerful
Station for Mid-America

810 on your radio dial
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TRULY

THE

u»'jT magnificent
OF TELEVISION

DRAMAS

EVER

PRODUCED!

series

ADOLPHE

MEnrarou
YOUR

STAR

AND

HOST

IN

^gb^gjk

EACH

MAGNIFICENT

HALF-HOUR
DRAMA
IN TELEVISION

A VIVID
AND
REWARDING
ENTERTAINMENT!

EXPERIENCE

hot ^fiT^^
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MARKET

the advertiser is shrewd enough.

i Continued from j>ci!ze 29 I

seed, scientific breeding, and use of
antibiotics and new-type fertilizers, the
farmer is not only producing more but
increasing the yield per acre and working less. Result: more money, more
time, more comfort. 1 his makes him
a better customer than ever.
Is there money in good farming?
Look at these nel average incomes for
1951 from the Department of Agriculture:
Sheep ranches I Northern
Plains)
$20,155
Cash grain corn belt farms 11,529
Cattle ranches I Intermountain
region i
Hog-beef fattening corn belt
farms .
Winter wheat-grain
sorghum
I Southern
Plains I
Spring wheat-corn livestock
i Northern Plains) .

13,656
11,189
9,538
8.810

Average net income per farm —
$2,775. which compares favorably with
net of city dweller.
Actually the farmer is a two-in-one
market. I nlikc the < it\ dweller or industrial worker, he buys both consumer goods and capital g
Is, the
latter to produce more food. As a businessman he is therefore a superb target for both types of advertising — consumer and agricultural. Unlike agricultural advertisers, the consumer
good advertisers have yet to take advantage of this wealthy market in any
appreciable numbers.
The Publishers Information Bureau,
for example, lists only seven of the
top 20 consumer goods advertisers as
spending more than §200.000 of their
big ad budgets to reach farmers
through farm publications (1951).
Onl) lour spent over $500,000; seven.
less than $100,000 or nothing. Farm
radio figures are unavailable, but are
no doubt lowci because ol the Nearlong habit of consumer goods advertisers I" go into farm publications il they
approach the farmer at all.
Richer: The farmer is richer today.
His assets have risen this year to $169
billion from $154.3 billion in 1951.
I ,atesl Hum- in "I Agricultural Economics estimate, which reached SPONSOR at pre-- time: s 1 72 billion for
1052.) Of this, $20.6 billion is in the
bank, in currency, or in bonds liquid

assets easil) available for purchases, if
48

By year-end the farmer will have
grossed $37.6 billion, of which $14.2
billion represents net cash income
which he can spend on consumer goods.
The gross compares with the $36.7
billion of last year and is the highest
on record. In 1946 it was $28.9 billion; in 1939, $10.4 billion: in 1932.
■S'6.4 billion: in the peak post-World
War I year of 1919. $17.6 billion, and
in 1910, $7.3 billion.
Although the farmer's real estate
debt rose again (to $6.3 billion, a rise
for the 10th straight year I . it is still
lower than the $6.4 billion of 1942.
Other indebtedness surged to $7.9 billion, reflecting increases in prices, interest, and other charges.
But the rise in assets more than balances this, and over-all farm income
has also increased more sharply than
the national average.
Tighter: However, the farmer is getting harder to sell, for production expenses continue to climb. In 1952. for
example, he spent an estimated $23.4
billion (against $22.4 billion in 1951)
to produce his crops and livestock. As
a result, his realized net income from
agriculture dropped this year to
$14,200 billion from $14,299 billion
last year. If you add non-money income, total investment, inventories,
and the like, the farmer's total net income this year is estimated at about
the same as last year's $17.6 billion,
which was the second highest such figure in history (1948V $18.8 billion
was the record I .
The purchasing power of the dollar
has declined in four of the past five
years. Prices paid by farmers for
items used in family living in 1952 hit
an all-time high. Consequently as the
chart on page 28 shows, the buying
power of the farmer's net income in
1952 wa? lower than in any of the
previous 10 \ears except 1950.
Big purchases in recent \ears are
another reason fanners ma\ be less
inclined to spend their money in 1953.
The Agriculture Dept. reports, for example, that the fanners spent an average of about $1.37 billion on motor
vehicles in the five years L947-51, as
against $376 million in L939. And
their expenditures for other machiner) and equipment averaged $1.64 billion for the same L947-51 period, compared with $318 million in L939.
With no increase in farmer's gross
income expected next year and some

further rise in their expenses, farmers'
total realized net income may be reduced about 5%, according to the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
This means that the advertiser will
have to make a greater effort to sell
the farmer.
Summary!

Here then are a few facts

in summary to keep in mind regarding
the farmers as a top-qualitv market
while you're
your next advertisingpreparing
campaign:
1. There are fewer farms and fewer
farmers, but the farms are growing
bigger and the farmers are getting
richer even though they're caught in
the same price squeeze as city dwellers.
2. Total agricultural assets have
tripled since 1940 and farm income
has increased more than the national
average.
3. Farmers spend more than half
their budgets on consumer goods, as
against capital goods like machinery.
4. Better roads bring farmers closer
to the retail market. In many cases
the farmer can get to town as fast as
you can get downtown.
5. Output is up despite fewer hands.
Reason: greater yields per acre, better
utilization of labor per acre. This
means more buying power.
6. Farmers work 15% less than before World War I. This means more
time for recreation, vacations.
7. The farmer elects almost threefourths of all U. S. Senators, well over
half the U. S. Congressmen, and controls 75% of all state legislative bodies.
He is a political force to consider.
8. Farmers are better educated.
Nearly three times as many young
adults have completed high school in
proportion to those 65 and over. This
means a more literate market interested in a wider variety of cultural and
educational items as well as higher
quality entertainment.
9. The farm population, as in the
> it\. is getting older. Advertising will
have to reflect the interests of the older
group more and more to succeed.
fO. Farmers spent $1 billion on
housing in 1949. latest year available.
At least 54' < of farm homes are over
30 years old. which means the rural
housing market will grow.
11. Electrification brings a surge
of appliance bu\ ing. A U. S. Agriculture Dept. survey of 425 farm operators in the Clay Hills area of Mississippi in 1950 showed the following:
Within four years after electrification,
SPONSOR

YOU GET MORE WHEIV
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2 RICH MIDWEST FARM MARKETS
REACHED ONLY BY
RADIO
REACHED MOST
EFFECTIVELY BY
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,()' ( of the farmers had bought refrigerators; 35$ washing machines; 2.V ,

road. In very few cases has there been
an) different copy written for the farm
show than that written for general spot

water systems; 11'. cook stoves. Figures would be higher for wealthier
communities, of course.
12. Farm husbands l>u\ 90$ as

who feels that the specialized approach

main garments as cit) men in a single
year; farm wives about 85$ as many
a- < it \ wives. Former spend $80

is not a "must" is Sandy Saunders,
farm director of WKY and WKY-TV.
Oklahoma City. Saunders feels thai

against $100 for cit) men: farm wives
spend $90 against $160 for cit) wives,

the basic secret of a good approach to
the farmer lies in a question of time
Inning,
rather than copy writing.

according to the Bureau of Human Nutrition \Home Economics, which made
a surve) in Minnesota

in the 1948-50

period.
L3. The long-term outlook is good.
Farmers have the onlv guaranteed
standard of living in the U. S. — guaranteed by the Federal Government not
h, fall below the 1910-14 period. With
190 million people predicted for 1975.
I . S. Agriculture Dept. experts say
productive acres to feed 2 million more
Americans a year are not keeping pace
with this growth. Result: Farming
must lie intensified: five of the present

advertising
our station."
Another on
veteran
farm broadcaster

"Simply write the copy with the
rural listener's environment and character in mind. Use language that is
uniquely his. and avoid the corny ap"We consider the 'mass' appeal a
proach.
mistake in preparing copy for broadcast to the rural audience, which seems
to be highly sensitive to its specialized
interests. But. this should not be construed as an excuse for flooding the air
with Tobacco Roadisms. Advertisers

"The one real difference in city versus rural habits may be in early rising
habits. Most average folks, whether
living in rural areas, small towns, or in
the city have about the same desires in
life and about the same reactions to

will gain the confidence of the farm
audience by establishing that they are

radio sales messages. As for copy
slants, for general product advertising

consumer

this need not vary too greatly," he said.
"Treat the farm audience more like

interested

in the farm consumer."

Tli<» right cop;/ content:

Another

hurdle for radio advertisers in selling
products is the question of

what, exactly, should be included in
the copy in the way of copy points,
once the approach has been established.
This decision will be easier for both

the metropolitan audience," Saunders
further advised, "as there is less and
less difference in their daily lives.
Cease to talk to them like to a bunch

advertiser and agencies, most farm stations feel, if the admen will only keep
in mind the basic economic facts of

acres must produce as much as six.
This means more science, more equipment, more education, more money.

of vokels and address the sales mes-

farm life. That may sound pretty fan-

sages to a farm audience which toda\
is at the same level as the rest of our

be. cy and a little abstract, but it needn't

The farm market will dwindle in proportion to the rest of the country, but
by ils ver) nature it will always remain

society — especially as it applies to the
effectiveness of a mass medium like
radio.

ihe most \ ital part.

is thetocorrect
an Which
advertiser
take? "approach" for

* * *
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2. CONSUMER

TIPS

i Continued from page 31 I
est farm-area stations feel that this
kind of specialized approach — which
would obviously mean considerable
extra expense for a sponsor and his
ag( nc) in a large-scale consumer spot
campaign — using two sets of commercials for one consumer product is
iinl necessary. Such a reaction came
from Dick Passage, farm service director of KY \K. Yakima, Wash., a station in the heart of the rich northwest
I . S. farm
SPONSOR :

territory.

Passage

lold

"(Generally speaking, consumer advertisers who write cop) for the general public are writing cop) for farmers at the same lime, as farmers" buying habits toda) in our area are yen
little different from those of urban
dwellers. Some of the advertisers who
have -"Id consumer products on our
Farm shows include a variet) store, a
'I'm- store, an auto insurance agenc) .
■ i chain bank, a used car dealer, a new
truck dealer, a home appliance dealer,
and even
tin- Northern
Pacific Rail50

editors (becked the replies

ol nearly 100 farm-area stations for
the answer, as soon as it became apparent that there were two basic schools
of thought on the subject of approach.
In addition, SPONSOR

checked with sev-

eral leading agencies, like Young & Rubicam and J. Walter Thompson, to obtain an industry
consensus.
What is probably the safest route for
air advertising to follow was summarized neatly by Louise Schultz of station KFBK. Sacramento. Cal.. one of
the McClatchy

Beeline outlets. Miss

Schultz's suggestion echoes that of
main other stations and admen who
feel that sponsors are most likel) to
succeed when they follow a course that
combines the suggestions of the four
stations appearing aboVe.
it : This was how Miss Schultz phrased
"The general consumer-product advertiser could realize a much greater
return from his advertising dollar b)
pitching direct!) to the rural listener.
However, it's nol necessar) to reach
out into left field for an obscure quality ol the product which makes it specifically -uitcd lo the rural market.

Here's how Eric Lund, the rural
service director of WLVA. Lynchburg.
Va., explained the process:
"Farmers are actually easier to reach
and sell via radio because:
"( 1 l Their listening habits are more
specific and they can be reached more
efficiently .
"(2 I They shoo less frequently than
the city consumer, but buy in much
larger and more substantial quantity
when they shop.
"(3) Their purchasing is more deliberate and planned, and impulse buying is much less a factor in the farm
family .
"Therefore, advertising to the farmer on radio receives much more careful and deliberate evaluation and consideration, because the purchase decision suggested by the advertising may
not be reached for a period ol seyeral
days to several months.
"This is one of the reasons why advertising which gives information such
as (a I quality. I hi price, (c) construction details, id) performance,
and (el availability is better received
by the farm family than the more blatant, blaring, dramatized type of commercial which is produced strong
enough to attract the attention of a
subway rider during rush hour. The
farmer is a man you can reason yyith
more effective!) than you can push.

SPONSOR
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|snt radio wondarfull

...says Les Cottrill of

HutwnaimeC&.9nc.
E. C. Fuller, of Nutrcna Mills home

office,

has forwarded the following report from Les Cottrill,
their St. Louis Division Manager:

"An inquiry to station WLS

and our follow-up

of the inquiry has sold two loads of egg mash crumblized for
7000 pullets and now the man

wants to know what a

carload of chick starter will cost hi in for 10,000 Leghorn
pullets that will arrive March 13- Isn't radio wonderful."
This one inquiry represents the responsive and highly
profitable nature of the WLS

market

one of many

such reasons why Nutrena Mills has used WLS

regularly

since discovering what this popular radio
station can do for them, more than six years ago.

You, too, will find that sound appeal to the vast WLS
audience will get comparable results for you... will step
up your sales and profits, particularly throughout
the great mid-west, where WLS

reaches millions of the

nation's most prosperous and progressive people.

Better see your John Blair man... or contact

WLS GETS RESULTS

us, today... and start enjoying the kind of results
WLS

AGRICULTURAL
INDUSTRY

can deliver for you and your products.

^#51
CHICAGO

CLEAR CHANNEL HOME of the NATIONAL BARN DANCE
890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK

tm

hm

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR

\

& COMPANY

7

ir

Other useful tips to consumer advertisers: Here an' some other prac-

complicated and lose the essential message. The cop) should take full ad-

tical pointers in the prepara'ion and
airing of effective farm ratlin commercials for consumer products:
• From Chuck Worcester, farm service director of WMT, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa:

vantage of the farmer's seasonal needs,
noting the periods in which the farmer
prepares his budget or sells his crops.
And. remember, the farmer does his

"There are some notable opportunities for effective slanting of the cornmenial message for the farm listener
. . . recognizing a trip to town is a
problem in bus\ seasons . . . youngsters probably take the school bus . . .
ever) farm family raises a garden . . .
to name a few. For really effective use
of these differences, a copy writer who
know- farm life is a must. '
• From Sam B. Schneider, farm director of KVOO, Tulsa. Okla.. and one
of America's best-known farm broadcasters:
"The consumer advertiser must say
— 'How best can 1 reach that farmer
so that he will buy my consumer
goods?' The answer is to study the
nearest radio farm director. That RFD
is a person who has a reputation in
his territory of knowing what is best
for the farmer. He is a personalized
selling approach that beats am other
approach in radio. He is a neighbor
to the farmer. He can do the best job
of reaching into their homes to tell of
the services included in am consumer
product. And. the consumer advertiser can get his best advertising dollar
return by taking the advice of this
farm director on bow to shape the copy
to the business of selling the farmer
consumer on how this product will help
make his living better on the farm."
• From Chuck Miller, farm director
of WJPS, Evansville, [nd.:
"Farm families toda) can and do enjoy all the advantages of <il\ life, modern plumbing, electricity, rapid transportation and communication, plus the
added pleasure of breathing fresh air
and sun-bine. In a radio commercial
dealing with consumer products, and
aimed at farm families, you can stress
the same points you would want emphasized in a message to an) other
segment ol the population. Do not attempt to isolate the farm family, because rural isolation lias now passed
into histor) ."
• From Bill Loader, promotion manage] ol Louisville - \\ 1 1 \S :
"When preparing farm radio copy
for a consumer-product advertiser,
keep it concise. Short cop) is bettei
than long : the long cop) ma\ become

52

heavy shopping on the weekend.
• From J. I). Bradshaw, manager of
WRFD. Woiihington. Ohio — a station
that makes a full-time specialty of
beaming programs to families in the
rich, agricultural Midwest:
"hots of good, friendly live copy
should be used. Farm stations select
announcers that have a friendly and
sincere delivery. This type of man
wa\s sells more consumer goods
farmers I than the glib, big-city
nouncer who has lots of polish. If

al(to
anlive

cop) is used, it gives established personalities at the station an opportunity
to strengthen the sales message by a
few ad libs of their own."
• From E. C. "Red"" Stanglund, farm
service director of KSOO. Sioux Falls.
S. D.:
"In slanting cop) for a farm audience, it would seem that an informal
approach should be used. It might be
well to avoid such overworked words
as 'friends." "y'know," 'say, neighbors,'
as much as possible. I believe that
farmers appreciate a sincere message
in oreference to 'pressurized' salesmanship. Mostly, they want facts."
• From Don Dean, farm director of

tens to. and enjoys, the same programs
as the city dweller. Of course, he also
is interested in programs dealing specifically with farm topics. But advertisers of general consumer goods that
are used on the farm just like they're
used in the city can be assured of good
rural product acceptance with am
sensible advertising campaign if he
chooses a station with a good farm
audience. If his product has a special use on the farm, he should choose
a farm service program and explain
how to use the product."
• From Jack Timmons, farm director of KWKH, Shreveport, La.:
"The modern farm family wants,
and buys, a great number of general
consumer items. Their needs and desires for such merchandise are just
about the same as that of the city family. Any attempt to slant the copy
should be approached with extreme
caution. Don't oversell!"
• From Jack Jackson, farm director
of "I'm
Kansascertain
City's that
KCMO:
a farm director
can sell general consumer products.
But, I'm equally certain that he can t
sell every consumer product that comes
along and still maintain the listener respect and acceptance which most farm
directors have developed through handling specialized agricultural •prod• *

independent station WAB.J. Adrian.

Mich.:

"Consumer-product copy aimed at
farmers should be very informal. First
names of local retail or dealer personnel should be used freely. Quality merchandise should be stressed above
price, although occasionally special values could be offered to farm folks only
to check response. Farmers — in our
area, at am rate — are not concerned
with the price tag. They d rather pay
moredown
for to
quality
goods. HeAnd,
don't
talk
the farmer.
probably
has a better education than most announcers.
• From Ed Slusarczyk, farm director
of W1BX. Utica, rN.V:
"Just lei a farm director know what
the consumer sponsor is hinting at in
general idea form. Then, lei the farm
director put il in his own words. This
has sold everything from bras to Iractors on our farm show."
• From Harry Burke, general manaof Omaha's
Igerlie
average KFAB:
Nebraska

farmer

lis-

3. AGRICULTURAL

GOODS

[Continued from page 35 I
ucts."
inconsistencies
commercials.'
• From Bobin Child,
farm editor,
Rural Radio Network (a 13-station FM
web in upstate New York I :
"Advertisers who are trying to reach
the farmer with specific farm items,
such as plows, feed, insecticides, etc..
would do well to keep their copy factual. It should definitely not be
'whooped-up" with such adjectives as
'tremendous .'
• From Jesse A. Culp, farm agent
n; WAVUandW \\ I -FM, Albertsville,
Ala., came a good qualifying reason
why advertisers should allow farm directors considerable freedom in handling commercials for farm products:
"In handling farm industry copy,
the farm director should be the continuity chief. Some of my accounts
prefer thai I ad lib their commercials.
We get mil beads together ever) few
days on the point- to be sold, and the
SPONSOR

Here's the Farm Story
in Western New York

WHAM
with its clear channel
and 50,000-watt signal is the
outstanding radio station for Western New
York farmers in 23 counties. (BMB).

WHAM
is the only Rochester station that covers
this rich farming area. Out of 432 measured quarter-hours per week, Pulse showed
WHAM first in 429, tied for first in two,
and second in one — true market dominance.

WHAM
is the only Rochester station with a full
time farm director and special farm pro
graming.

WHAM
is the easiest, most efficient single medium
you can buy to reach the Western New
York farm market.

The STROMBERG-CARLSON Station
Rochester, N.Y.

WHAM
GEORGE
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P. HOLLINGBERY

Basic NBC - 50,000 watts
clear channel- 1180kc

COMPANY,

National Representative
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rest is up to me. Om basic asset "I
farm service radio program sponsorship i- thai the voice oi a respected
farm director adds a little different
touch to commercials than does thai
of the ordinary announcer.

Farmers

look on the farm director as
cultural expert, and when he
commercial, the) think of the
mentioned as having his own
endorsement.

an agrivoices a
product
personal

•

Similar advice was

offered by

Ton) Koelker, assistant station manage! of K\l \. Shenandoah. Iowa, a
station which has had 27 years of experience in beaming programs to farmers and farm families.
Said Koelker:
"The good farm sen ice director occupies a unique position ol influence
in the community. His reputation inusl
be protected and his clients should he
can lull\ screened, because personality
selling is involved. A good main KMA
clients give us permission to ad lil>
commercials. In fact, one client has
had our farm director write cop) for
the product he advertises because the
• op) his advertising agenc) turned out
didn't ring true. *
• Still more reasons wh) farm directors should have the control ol cop)
in their farm programs were put forth
by John Chase, farm program director
of W Mil', and WHFB-FM.
bor. Mich.:

Benton Har-

"The farm director ol the individual
farm-appeal station slants his views to
tin feeling of the community. By doing this, he gains the respect of his
listeners, and by giving only good factual information, he is well thought of,
and when he attempts to sell his word
i- good. Let the farm station personnel
write their own cop) from material
sent them from the advertiser. Each
locality has it- own likes and dislikes:
the local w i itei can tailor his cop) to
lit this need. And. let the local distributor and dealer have a sav in the need
of radio advertising and the cop)
points thai should be made in selling
the item locall) .
•

From

\ 1 \ ir i Bauer, director, farm

service department, KPOJ.
Ore.:

Portland.

"I feel it s vcrv important that cop)
loi consumer products should be written (or re-written) hv the farm direcioi win. icad- it. Generally, the farm
director will want to ad lib from the
basic cop) he w i ites. It - even more
important, in the case of farm producl
advertising, thai the farm directoi han
die his own cop) .
SI

(tthvr tips on RF£J
dition to letting the
prett) much his wav
product commercials,
ed a lew other basic
RFD shows.
One

ol the more

shows:

\n ad-

RID have things
in handling farm
stations suggestpointers in using
pertinent recom-

mendations came from "Chuck" Mullet, farm director of WJPS, Evansville,
Ind.. whose Home on the Farm show
is heard dailv hv farmers in three
states at the noon
Chuck:

hour.

Reported

"Remember that the farmer today
is a businessman, a skilled manager as
well a- part-scientist, mechanic, and
plant and animal husbandman. The
good farmers — and they're the onlv
ones with moncv to spend — are might)
shrewd liovs when it comes to buying
material and supplies to carry on farming operations.
"In order to sell him the advertise]
must always stress one central theme:
he must show the farmer how to increase his profits.
"If an advertiser can show the farmer how to make more money on his
farm by either increasing production
or reducing labor input — the sale is
made! The commercial message has to
be convincing, including facts and figures and genuine farmer testimonials.
Never attempt high pressure selling.
Keep the copv logical and down-toearth. Good farmers today keep up
with the latest developments in agricultural research through the extension
services provided by their county
agents and colleges of agriculture.

Ford Tractors, aired on Jack Jackson's
Roving Farm Reporter show, ft followed abrief storv bv Jackson in which
he discussed a '"Balanced Farm Meeting" he had attended in Platte City,
Mo., the previous night:
"Getting back to
meeting . . . and a
sponsor, the Ford
this area . . . one

this Platte Count)
few words for our
Tractor Dealers of
of the first fellows

I met up there last night was a young
fellow by the name of Donald Witt.
"Now. I'd say that Donald is around
13 or 14 years old. And, he told me
right off that he was one of my Ford
Tractor fans.
"And

Audon

Witt. Donald's father,

explained that Donald had 'talked him
into' switching to a Ford Tractor two
or three years ago. Said that he had
made the change in order to please
Donald . . . but that he had become
sold himself since making the change.
"Well . . . Donald simply got his Dad

to do what I'd like for you folks to do.
And that is. he got his Dad to give the
Ford Tractor a try.
"Once we can do that, we're all set.
Because . . . once a fellow sees what
this Ford Tractor and Dearborn Equipment will do . . . he's usually sold
from there on.
"Now. I'm sure that Donald and
Mr. Witt are dealing with Finley and
Ralph Mason, over there in Platte Citv .
But folks . . . regardless of where you

live . . . there's a good, wide-awake
Ford Tractor Dealer there in your
community. And. he'll be glad to show
you what this Ford-Dearborn combination will do out there on your place.
"And. once v ou've seen what it will

The) have great faith in these agencies, so never attempt to contradict
them.
This is fatal!

do . . . and how easily and economical-

"In the case of farm equipment,
main farmers will hold back until a

ly it operates ... I think you'll be sold,
just like tens of thousands of others

neighbor has bought and used a new
piece ol farm equipment or machinery.
On-the-farm demonstrations with re-

have been. At least, that's all I'm suggesting. Just give the Ford-Dearborn
combination a try, and see how you

corded on-the-spot interviews are invaluable in selling; these items." concluded WJPS's Chuck Muller.
ffoii- RFlt'vrvatfil commercials
really sound: Since most farm directors put their commercials for farm
products across in a sort of homespun,
\\ ill Rogers lashion and seldom coinmil the word-for-word results to paper,
it wasn't eas) for SPONSOR to track
down
mercial.a "typical farm product comHowever,

with

the

cooperation

ol

Kansas (jIv's KCMO, hen- is a transcription of an actual commercial for

As any adman who reads the commercial above, and who checks it with
the pointers given previously in this
like it."
report will note.
JackallJackson's
commercial
follows
the rules.KCMH
1. It is simple and sincere.
2. It avoids "talking down
ers.

to tann-

3. It makes use of current commu4. nity
It events.
uses farmer testimonials.
5. It persuades, but doesn t push.
(>. It mentions local dealers.
7. It carries the recommendation

the farm directoi.

of

-k -k -k

SPONSOR

RADIO

NATION'S
R.F.D.'S
HONOR

HANSEN
WOW'S

rr
"Bring me men ....
with empires in their purpose
and new eras in their brains
....''Walter
— Sam

Foss

Many honors have come to Mai Hansen, WOW's alert, young Farm Service Director. His latest
tops them all.
It's about the highest honor attainable
by a member of his profession!
Mai

has

been

elected

president

of The

National

Association

of

Radio

Farm

Directors.

More than 200 of Mai's fellow R. F. Ds chose him as their leader. They chose him because they
recognize him as a great national leader in farm radio.
The NRFD

honor proves Mai commands

respect of his fellow men — just as he does among

thousands of farm families who listen daily to his "Farm
Richest Part of God's Great Green World".
Mai's

commercial

messages

command

respect,

too.

His

Service Reporter", in WOW-Land,
listeners

believe

him,

Mai personally directs every activity of WOW's Farm Service Department.
backs him up with a fine staff, aggressive
promotion and merchandising.
Mai's newest honor — his presidency of the NARFD — means
every Radio WOW
advertiser.

RADIO

seek

OMAHA,

K
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advice.
management

STATION

Bill Wiseman
Sales Manager

590 KC
A

"The

greater prestige, greater values, for

Frank P. Focakty
General Manager
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•

NBC

NEBRASKA
•
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REPRESENTED
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JOHN
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& CO.

J
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Ranchers and Farmers

4. FARM

ARE PEOPLE!

responsibility for providing the very
best possible farm program service,
and a responsibility for agricultural

In the KMMJ-KXXX area there
are 1,299,819 ranchers and
farmers. ..with $1,424,392,000
ranch and farm income dollars
to spend for your products.
COVER

THE COUNTRY

BETWEEN OMAHA, KANSAS CITY, WICHITA AND
DENVER with
SOUTH

RADIO-TV

(Continued from page 39)

leadership in the area/" according to
WMT's Chuck Worcester.
The station's roots are deep in the
farm community. WMT covers, and
engages in, every sort of farm event,
from its own national farm field dav
and national clean plowing contests to
demonstrations of grassland farming.
Its service shows air everything from
the latest weather reports to special
market advice.
KGLO, Mason City, Iowa: WTAD,
Quincy, III.: These two outlets, named
the "Lee Stations" after their president. Lee P. Loomis. have had many
years of successful farm broadcasting.
KGLO went on the air in 1937; WTAD
in 1926. Since then, both have consistently aimed a sizable amount of
their programing at farm listeners,
which has paid off in loyal audiences
and successful advertising results.
For example, premium offers on both
stations (not mail orders I have often
pulled returns at a cost-per-inquiry of
\20 or so. At times, this figure has

DAKOTA

dropped as low as 1$.
Dick Arnold, a veteran farm radioman, is the farm service director of

IOWA
WYO.

Mason City's KGLO. He is heard on
such KGLO shows as the early-morning Farm Reporter and Today's Farm
Story. High listening is also gathered

DENVER

in the heart of Iowa's farmlands by the
station's noon-hour Farm and Home
Topics show at 12:45 p.m.
On Quincy's WTAD, which serves
a mixture of rural and urban areas,
I )iik baler is heard as the farm sen i< e
director.
Some ofinclude:
WTAD's Weather
more popular farm shows
and

N.M

FARM
RADIO

KMMJ-KXXX
Grand

Island, Nebraska

750 KC

As might be expected, the Lee Stations have attracted many of farm ra-

Colby, Kansas

790 KC

RANCH

0o*ttact
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H-R Representatives or
General Sales Office,
Grand Inland

Farm
Reporter at at12:30
6:30 p.m.
a.m..andKeller's
Farm Markets
Co-op
Bulletin Board fifteen minutes later.

FARM
RADIO

dio's top advertisers, including such
blue-chip names as: International Harvester Co., Nutrena Feeds. Phillips
Petroleum, Wilson & Co.. Staley Feeds,
Chevrolet Trucks. Sunrise Stock Concentrates, Mullins Hi-Bred Service Co.,
Omaha Stockyards, Lowe Seed Co.,
Hyline Hatcheries, Oyster Shell Prodmis Co.,Seeds.
John Deere
Brand
Critic Implements,
Feeds, and "K"
Dr.
LeGears Veterinary Products.

* * *
SPONSOR

Farm

TV

is growing:

The words

You Can Reach 1000 Farms
for ONLY 69 CENTS!

"farm television'1 may be a little
strange to advertisers but several of
the nation's leading TV outlets are already airing video programs to farm
audiences within range of their video
signals. These stations include: WOITV, Ames, Iowa; WFMY-TV. Greensboro, N. C; the WLW video stations;
WBNS-TV, Columbus, and WKRC-TV.
Cincinnati, Ohio; KSTP-TV, Minneapolis, Minn.; WOW-TV. Omaha. Neb.;
and Southwestern video outlets like
KOTV, Tulsa, and WKY-TV.
Advertisers, for the most part, are
playing the game of watch-and-wait
when it comes to farm-appeal television. Some of the existing farm TV
shows are sponsored by farm-equipment companies, like Ford-Dearborn
and Allis-Chalmers.
TV

stations, meanwhile, aren't always waiting for the day when the
audiences are there and the advertising money is rolling in. Many are busily developing new television techniques for farm broadcasting.
Some important TV research clues
which may guide advertisers in the future, as farm TV becomes more important in their plans, were provided by
WKY-TV, Oklahoma City. Earlier this
year, the station conducted a survey
among farm families within reach of
the station's TV signal, and discovered
the following highlights:
1. About 85 % of the farmers said
they felt that a farm program would be
of value to them. Less than 2f.i felt
otherwise about a TV farm show.

Yes.

3. The farmers in WKY-TV's area
ranked farm shows as their favorite
TV fare, even topping such other TV
types as comedy shows, variety programs, Western music, and dramatic
television shows.
4. Some 659< of the TV-viewing
farmers rated "market information" as
the type of information they wanted
most on farm telecasts, followed 1>\
data on current agricultural events
(50% ), and general farm information
(47%).
5. As for the length of agricultural
TV shows, 43 % of the farmers voted
for a 15-minute show dailv. About half
that many voted for a half-hour. * * *
29 DECEMBER

Farm Paper of the Air who

made a study based

on WGY's BMB listening audience.
Through this pioneer farm program, which

is now

in its

27th year, you have the best possible way to reach a huge
farm audience. In the 53-county WGY area in upstate eastern
New York and western New England there are:

* 96,550 Farms

2. Sunday was picked as the day on
which most farmers prefer to watch
TV (26.5%) but more than half of
them (53% ) said they preferred to
watch farm shows at noon, and weren't
particular about the day in that case.

J that is the finding of one of the present sponsors

on the WGY

if 77,265 Owner-Occupied

Farms

* 219,603 Farm Vehicles
The Farm Paper of the Air is broadcast between 12:30 and
1:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday. The last 15 minutes of
the program are available to participating sponsors. There are
only six spots now available in this top-notch farm program.
So don't delay! Contact your Henry I. Christal representative
immediately so you can cultivate this fertile field for sales
through the WGY Farm Paper of the Air!

50,000

Powerful

The Capital of the 17th State

Watts

The WGY

Affiliated With NBC

because
Studios in Schenectady,

N.Y.

income

area is so named
its effective buying

is exceeded

by only

16 states.

A
Represented

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

by Henry I. Christal Company:

STATION

New

Yorl< • Chicago • San Francisco
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MASSAGE

E MAKER

V

AGENCY: Din-el
>K: Hermitage Coffee
• I i: CASE HISTORY: The makers of Hermitage
Coffee minted to test the pulling power of II SM-T) .
The\ offered a coffee maker for $2.95 plus two empty
Hermitage Coffee bags. After just five announcements.
the sponsor was forced to withdraw the offer from the
air because the entire supply of 2. (inn coffee makers was
exhausted. Thai's a gross of $5,900 plus upped coffee
.sales
from <m expenditure of about $150.

WSM-TV,

Nashville

Announcements

PROGRAM:

AGENCY: Todd &
Associates

"4711" Ltd.

VGENCi

: Direct

I VPSUL1
CASE HISTORY:
To introduce
Sof-Set
(a
lit/aid spray to set anil hold the hair in place]
in the
\eu York mail, et. this company took a 52-week saturation schedule of one-minute announcements on WOli-Tl
starting early in June 1952. Racial by the TV advertising, gelling distribution was easy. II ithin jour weeks,
Sof-Set had become a major selling item among wholesalers in the area.
The
sales rune
rose steadily:
by
\ovembei L952, Sof-Set was the Vo. I seller in its held
among the majority of V. ). retailers carrying it. The
sponsoi gives II OR-1 1
York

ber of the store for viewers who wished a home demonstration to call. Eight calls came in; six machines were
sold. Sale, gross was $957 for a program cost of SOU.
WHAM-TV,

Rochester

SPONSOR:

AAA

CAPSULE

CASE

SPONSOR:

lull credit for this success.
PRl >< . I.' \ M : \i

PROGRAM:

Ladies Fair

SERVICE

Van & Storage Co.

HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Primarily

to

Direct

familiarize

CAPSULE

no in, m-

SETS

Sears. Roebuck & Co.

CASE

HISTORY:

AGENCY:

One

devoted a one-minute commercial

Laughlin- WilsonBaxter & Persons

Sunday

night. Sears

in its weekly Big Town

series on KPRC-TV to a "TV special": a barbecue set
consisting of a table and two benches reduced to $19.88.
The next day (Monday) the barbecue set was on sale
from noon till 9:00 p.m. only; in that lime. Sears sold
247 sets a! the price advertised, plus a good number of
higher-priced sets. In fact, according to the ad agency,
the entire home-furnishings department had a big day.
PROGRAM:
Big Town
KPRC-TV, II, Mist, ,n

USED

SPRAY

WOi; TV, New

to buy a live one-minute participation on this afternoon
women s show. Ann Rogers, femcee of the show, demonstrated the massage machine, then gave the phone num-

ral, aMonday-through-Friday 5:45 to 6:30 p.m. Western
film show. Within five minutes after the first 10-second
pitch {cost: about $40) calls began to come in, and the
company gained three immediate moving jobs. Though
he originally took the advertising for institutional purposes, the sponsor obtained concrete results right away.
K.FMB. San Diegi
PROGRAM: Channel 8 Corral

I \im II i w; HISTORY:
Let Malloy
of KGO-TV
inns a feature film on Thursday nights from 10:30 to
12:00 midnight. Participations on Movies With Malloy
cost $100 each. Workmon Homes of Saratoga, Cal..
bought a schedule of one participation each week, to
advertise its houses. Directly as a result of the show, the
sponsor says, the firm has been averaging about $54,000
in house sales each week. Within a period of two months.
firm sold I 12 homes: 25 were sold on one weekend alone.
With Malloj
k» .< i T\ . San Francisco
PROGR KM: \\>

SPONSOR:

: Hutchins

I \I'M LI CASE HISTORY: A local Rochester department store. \dcCurdy & Co., got together with Niagara

BARBECUE

W'.ikrnuii Construction Co.

M.I MA

Electric Massage

the public with their services and firm, the AAA Van
& Storage Co. bought announcements on Channel 8 Cor-

HOUSES

HAIR

Niagara

MOVING

V
T
results
SPONSOR:

SPONSOR:

MACHINE

SPONSOR:

CAPSULE

CARS
Clark Smith

CASE

HISTORY:

This

his initial II plunge on KPHO-TV

AGENCY:

used

car

dealer

Direct

took

two years ago using

a weekly hull-hour film series (Strange Adventure I . He
showed three cars on each show in live commercials. The
response was so instantaneous. Smith

enlarged his TV

budget in a few weeks. Today Smith sponsors big-name
film shows {including Range Rider, Big Town, The Unexpectedl on KPHO-TV every night except Sunday: on
Saturday, he runs a 90-minute film feature. Now the
largest used car dealer in Arizona, he attributes more
than 00', of all sales directly In KPHO-TV.
KI'IIO-TN. Phoenix
PROGR \M:

Film shows

LANCASTER,

PENNSYLVANIA

years of public service
WGAL — one of the pioneer stations in the nation —
grew rapidly into a community public service bulwark.
After World War II, FM was added to its facilities.
And, in 1949, WGAL

brought the thrill of television

to its viewers.
WGAL, in the future as in the past, is pledged to operate
in the best interests of its listeners and viewers. It is
pledged to present the best in entertainment; bring
news and sports as they happen; place public service
first and always.
WGAL, one of America's complete broadcasting services, will keep faith with its thirty years' heritage.
A Steinman Station
Clair McCollough,

Pres.

Represented by

ROBERT
New York
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MEEKER,
Chicago

Associates

San Francisco

Los Angeles

What techniques have uou found to he most effective in selling banh services on the ttir?

~«n.

Assistant Vice President and
Manager
of Advertising
Dept.
The National
City Bant
New
York

Granville S. Carrel

The
pieked panel
answers
Mr. Carrel

your approach by talking everyday
language to listeners on their own level. Don't tell them how friendly you
are — prove it by your sincerity and
willingness to be of service.
Tie in your radio campaign with
Minute participations in popular,
well-rated p r ograins, more often prove most
effective and economical. Proximity of the announcement and
the time for ac-

Mr.

Pearson

tion by the listener should be as

close as possible; therefore, the morning hours, especially in metropolitan
areas such as New York City, have
usually proved best. However. don"t
forget the ladies; they account for
considerable banking and some of the
late morning shows are excellent for
catching them.
Let the performers who deliver your
message on llic air make a personal
lour through your various banking departments for first-hand information
about the fundamentals of your services. Then, let them translate your
cop) into their own words. This inspires them to sell \our cop) to the listeners instead of men l\ reciting it.
Confine each commercial to a single
service, limed to correspond to the season of greatest demand. For example.
home modernization and auto loans,
pushed in the spring when demand igreatest; checking, savings accounts.
and safe deposit boxes for year-'round
appeal. Don't spread your effort too
thin b\ attempting to cover loo mam
services in limited time.
Vvoid stuffiness and be human
in
60

your other promotions. On special occasions, bring your radio talent to the
bank and invite the public in to meet
them. Use program display material
in your lobby and window.
Finally, measure ) our radio results,
not in terms of 13 weeks, but instead,
in terms of annual cycles. After you
have selected good programs "stay
put" for the longer you continue, the
greater your dividends.
Charles S. Pearson
President
Pearson Advertising
New York

Union Dime Sav-

Avenue subway. Whenever it is featured in the script, the requests come
in by the hundreds; not only from New
Yorkers — but also from out-of-towners.
Our map scripts point out how easy
it is to get to Union Dime by subway
from anywhere in the city. And in
many of the others we stress the convenience of banking by mail, as well
as the advantages of having ready cash
in a savings account. As a result, many
people come into the bank to open accounts; also many accounts are opened
by mail — both by people living in the
metropolitan area and by others who
neither live nor work in New York.
It is interesting to note that whenever special services are mentioned —
as, for instance, savings bank money
orders or foreign drafts — we find a
marked increase in sales in those departments.

Union Dime Savings Bank
Neiv York

ings Bank has
sponsored t h e
7:00 a.m. news
on WOR three
days
May
was
field

J. Wilbur Lewis
President

a week since
1949. Radio
an untried
for us and

Since no American bank is nationwide, banks
cannot effective-

to test the effectiveness of the

ey it takes to pay
ly spend the mon-

program we have
offered to send tree of charge bank
materia] of one soil or another — dime
savers, quarter savers, budget and othei booklets, and our map of the New
^ ork subwaxs. Kaeh lime an offer is
made, main requests for the material
arc- received in person and b\ mail.
I>\ far the most popular piece offered is the subwaj map. which, incidentally, we first started to distribute
at the time of the opening of the Sixth

for expensive
work shows. netBut
network shows
sometimes are
Mr.

Madden

sponsored,
locally and profitably,
l>\ banks in differerent cities. Town
Meeting oj the Air is an example.
Banks do build their own local programs that often get good ratings. Ingenuity, brains, and originality must
be used if they are to be effective —
SPONSOR

and not cost too much. Citizens National Trust and Savings Bank, Los
Angeles, got a 28.6 rating with Liberace, a popular pianist, on television.
More to the point, they sold 1,000 savings accounts in 30 days, each opened
with $10 or more, by offering Liberace
records, specially imprinted. The
Northern Trust Company, Chicago,
musical Northerners program is a radio pioneer with an original program.
National Shawmut of Boston is a pioneer on television. The Bowery Savings Bank, New York City, has tested
a syndicated half-hour television show
Crusade in Europe.
Bank sponsors usually test with a
booklet offer (since they can't give
away samples of their product). However, the Second National Bank, Washington, D. C, did give away $80 to
the 80th customer entering each office
on the occasion of its 80th anniversary.
Hundreds, thousands of banks find

HERE'S A PLANT

GROWS

ALL YEAR 'ROUND
IN NEW ORLEANS!
• Way down yonder in the land
of cotton . . . merchandising
is not forgotten! With a sales
climate that is favorable the
whole year 'round, WDSU
has developed a merchandisthat covers our
ing plan-t
"Billion
Dollar New Orleans
• The formula for the healthy
Market".
growth of our merchandising
plan-t is no secret ... it is a

radio or television spots, or sponsorships of inexpensive syndicated spots
or programs (recorded, for radio; on
film for television I effective in selling
"mass" bank services, such as savings,
personal loans, and personal checking
accounts. Local news and sports programs are also popular.
John C. Madden
President
Edwin Bird Wilson, Inc.
New York

^^^^
f^^^^^W

matter of year 'round attention. WDSU's merchandising
knows no season! Week in,
week out, our well-coordinated merchandising is working
for our sponsors.
• Briefly, our plan-t includes:
NEWSLETTERS
ON-THE-AIR
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEWSPAPER

Broadcast adverUsing
bymercialcombanks

falls into two categories. The first
is selling the
"mass" services,

ADS

JUMBO

POST

FRONT

PAGE

DEALER

CALLS

CARDS
HIGHLIGHTS

PUBLICITY
and a 1953 addition
OUTDOOR
• Why

such as personal
loans, special
checking, and
Mr.

THAT

SPECTACULAR

not let us put our merchandising plan-t to work for

Rooney

compound interest accounts. The
second phase is selling the bank from
an institutional standpoint to identify
it as a community service organization.
To carry out the first mission, spot
radio and TV are ideal. This includes
station breaks, participations, and news
broadcasts. Commercials should have
a definite punch to them and exploit
competitive advantages if possible.
Institutional advertising needs programing to give it weight.
Classical
music, forums, sponsorship
of local
{Please turn to page 86)
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Phone, write or wire your
JOHN
you? BLAIR Man!

FM

WDSU
TV
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the rather startling, very puerile,

•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:■:•:•:■

Radio

I::::::-::::::-::-:

and extremely exciting shenanigans ittakes for two major parties
to decide upon Presidential candi-

i
ssage hom oui sponsoTV
.and now a me
■:•:•:■:•:■:•:■:•:■:•:•:■:■:•:■:•:■:•:•:■:•:•:•:•:•:•:
by Bob Foreman

A

lthough the mantle oi seer is
sure to hang loosel) on my shoulders, 1lliink the time of year is
such that a look ahead is appropriate. But to do so, perhaps we
should first count our present
achievements, if any, before moving into tomorrow.
The critics notwithstanding. I'd
-,i\ that television programing over
the past year has improved tremendously. To the roster have
been added many new programs
of the situation species and while
none has revolutionized the medium nor even perhaps broken new
ground, the general caliber of
these is higher than the programs
which they replaced. Certainly
their audience appeal will be
greater— thai we know from radio
-and alter all, lhi> is an important criterion in a medium intended a> mass entertainment as well
as a sales-vehicle.
On the other side of the pro
PABST

DRESSES

UP

ITS

WELL-KNOWN

graining ledger, the industry certainly can point with pride to Omnibus, the CBS Ford Foundation
effort that has utilized other-thanadvertiser money to reach for goals
the salesminded seldom dare attempt. Uneven as it has been and
is bound to be. Omnibus has beyond a doubt demonstrated how
the monster we have by the horns
can be tamed and even put through
some definitely aesthetic paces.
Leaving the realm of art and
salesmanship and turning to Television-the-Reporter, the past year
has unfolded some new chapters
worthy of perusal. Riding closely
behind the Kefauver investigations which demonstrated the
probing eye of the new medium
and demonstrated the unrehearsed
eloquence possible in it, we came
even farther in 1952. We saw the
first political conventions ever to
be televised and a good part of
our country was able to witness

THEME

WITH

IMAGINATIVE

CARTOONING

Only a few months later, we
date-.
went to the polls, climaxing a campaign that set new television records once again — new in the sums
spent as well as in the techniques
used to present politicos to the
public. It is quite disconcerting
(to my knowledge) that no important research organization had the
foresight to make a comprehensive
survey 24 hours after the election
was over and thus determine which
TV-techniques as well as which
campaign appeals served to win
voters, especially those who went
up to the wire undecided. Knowledge of this order, of course,
would be worth millions of dollars
to the candidate of tomorrow.
What about 1953? We still
will be badgered by the two major
problems of 1952 — high cost and
no time. Until these factors can
be licked or at least alleviated,
the medium will achieve only a
fractional part of what its destiny
is certain to be. More film shows
are in the laboratories than ever
before and their prices, it's encouraging to note, are not still
climbing. On the other hand, these
prices have not descended. Spot
time is opening up slowly. ABC's
merger will help to create new
network availabilities. New stations will be making some new
slois available. Still the SRO signs
are very prevalent at NBC and
CBS while the cost-picture continues to I e such that more and
more advertisers arc programing
on alternate weeks or becoming
participants in the lengthy, highpriced epics.
Daytime is still in a state of
flux. Ratings have slipped -on
the other hand, the earl) morning
Oariowa\ opus after a shak) start
proved the soundness oi the lime,
program, and concept h\ reaching
good-sized audiences and racking
up some exceptional sales-results
lor a \ aried number and t\ pe oJ
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sponsors.
SPONSOR

NBC

opens

a new

era for local advertisers . . .

fine television drama
at a

practical price
"Douglas

sow
and selling
Already
sold In
28 cities,

there's Hill
lime to put

Fairbanks,

Jr. Presents

{Your Brand

No more must local and regional advertisers settle for less than the very finest
TV drama to showcase their products.
For now NBC presents 39 half-hour film
programs that measure up to the best
ever offered by network television, Hollywood, or the Broadway stage.

Douglas

Fairbanks
to work

tor you in
38 major

markets.

"Douglas Fairbanks Presents" is filmed
on location in the great capitals of America and Europe. It stars the top talent of
two continents in a variety of original
and classic stories ... it runs the gamut

Name)

Theater'

of suspense, high comedy and deep drama
. . . and its host, director and occasional
star is Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., himself.
"Douglas Fairbanks Presents" is a program for local advertisers to use with
pride, and success— similar network TV
drama rates consistently in the 30's and
40's. Best of all, it's a fine dramatic
program at a practical price.
For further information on this new film
series, and other NBC Quality Films,
write, call, or wire:

Contact your
N8C Film
representative^
at once.

NBC
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New

film programs
York 20, N. Y. • Offices in: New

York, Chicago, Los Angeles

a service of America's No. 1 Network
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mm

THE EXCELLENCE
YOUR PRODUCTION

OF
NEEDS

Perfect
Precision
Prints
These machines print the picture
portion of the film \>y ste/) method —
original and print stock both stationary and held in intimate contai I
during exposure for each frame.
Machines are automatically preset
by the Control Strip. Color balance
can be (hanged from scene to scene,
or fades and lap dissolves added.

Individual Attention is given
each film, each reel, each scene,
each frame — through every
phase of the complex business of
processing — assuring you of the
very best results.
Our
Advanced
Methods
and
our constant checking and adoption of up-to-the-minute techniques, plus new engineering
principles and special machinery

Precision Film Laboratories — a division ofJ. A. Maurer, Inc., has It
years of specialization in the 16mm
field, consistently units the latest demands for higher quality and speed.

I'd say. is rocky but not barren,
pitted with difficulties but with a
licit lode in sight. Inevitably, it
will lead us forward for the simple reason that no other medium
ever had so much to offer.

TELEVISION
SPONSOR:
AGENCY :
program :
Prodi (in:

Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
Warwick & Lcqlcr
CBS Fights
Five Star Productions

The Pabst brewers have perhaps one of

YOUR ASSURANCE OF
BETTER 16mm PRINTS
Research and Specialization in every phase of
16mm processing, visual and
aural. So organized and equip*
ped that all Precision jobs are
of the highest quality.

process which makes showmen of
hankers and hankers of showmen,
is the final harrier that is being
breached. So all in all, the future,

commercial reviews

Cl'STOM-PROCESSED
AUTOMATICALLY!

13 Years

Ahead Jit's. I'm sure, competition for NBC on this early morning effort whether on local or network level and also more programing after midnight.
The syndication of quality film,
market by market, at less than a
king's ransom is (I sincerely
hope) just over the horizon. The
financing of these efforts, a trying

enable us to offer service unequalled anywhere!
Newest Facilities in the 16mm
field are available to customers
of Precision, including the most
modern

applications of electronics, chemistry, physics, optics,

sensitometry and densitometry—
including exclusive Maurerdesigned equipment— your guarantee that only the best is yours
at Precision!

the best theme lines in advertising, and
I think television itself as well as their
use of the medium

is at least partially re-

sponsible for this fact. "Finest beer served
anywhere" is the group of words to which
I refer and those of you who watch the
fights know how effectively this theme is
posited in the Pabst commercials. But
over and above this, there are other very
memorable advertising techniques employed byPabst. For example, the catchy
phrase, "What'll you have?" has grown
from an idiom to become Pabst property.
But Pabst doesn't stop here either.
They've designed their own special glass
for the product and, from what I've
heard, the viewing of this oddly shaped

PRECISION
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
21 West 46th St.,
New York 19, N.Y.
JU 2-3970

goblet on television has resulted in more
than $50,000 worth o£ the goblets being
sold by a New

York City store; an ex-

ample of what visualization-in-motion can
do to sell even a by-product. All in all they
do an admirable copy job, using to the
fullest the medium which they employ so
heavily. It's very difficult to be different in
beer copy and Pabst has achieved this.
Their commercials are replete with gimmicks but each is relevant. Hence I daresay that results are most gratifying. * * *
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a puppet? on radio?
This, friend, is no run-of-the-sawmill puppet. This is Howdy

Doody, second

most popular mythical character in the kids' world.1 And he happens to have
fifteen minutes of network radio time every Saturday. 9:15 to 9:30 a.m., in

» « « #
» « • #

which to sell your product to tiny and moderately large urchins.2
You see, Howdy's show starts at 8:30 and lasts an hour, but the first half
is available for co-op sale, and the 9:00 to 9:15 spot is very happily occupied
by International Shoe Corporation.3 As a result, you can buy a network in
the last or highly desirable segment.
With International Shoe and the co-op sponsors contributing, your talent
cost is pared down to a slender bone. As for your time cost— the choice of
markets will be left up to you and your budget. There is one restriction

■

i

though; you can't have Canada. Sorry, it's all sold out.4
With the full network you can expect to reach I1/9 million homes containing over 2i/2 million moppets.5 And surely we don't have to point out the
merchandising opportunities inherent in Howdy's lovable white pine frame.
If you want to talk turkey to tots. Howdy Dood) is your mannikin. Ask

$

I

#

9 't

any 7-year-old.6
1. 1 he lii st , we're afraid, is Santa Claus.
2. 9:15 a.m. Saturday may seem like the middle of the night to you,
Inn the kids have been up for bonis.
3. They're probably selling shoes like crazy, but they won't tell us.
4. OgilvieFloui Mills: Kraft Foods, Ltd., St. Lawrence Starch Co., Ltd.
5. Estimated Nielsen National Ratings (January-June, 1953) .
6. II lie can't give you complete details, call us.

National Broadcasting Company
a service of Radio Corporation ol America

» #

• e • m

#«•*

■
» m m m #
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KITE gets ad space on
autos — free of charge

lililHililllil

KfTE, San Antonio, recently secured
advertising space on the bumpers of
thousands of San Antonio automobiles
free of charge — and. at the same time,
pleased a client and the client's customers.
The station liked the idea of adver-

I \ stations use
\t least two TV

movie-house

stations — WLW-T,

Cincinnati, and WPIX, New York —
are taking some rues directly from
movie exhibitors in their manner of
presenting feature-length movies
\ ideo.

on

On 13 December, WLW-T inaugurate (I its Continuous Show program
(which also runs on sister stations
WLW-D, Dayton, and WLW-C. Columbus). This plan calls for the screening
of the same movie three times during a
four-hour period (Saturday. 12 noon
In 1:00 p.m.), enabling a viewer to
i
in at an) time without missing

techniques

to show

films

the show for five days I on an unduplicated-audience basis I was 30.4.
A long list of participating sponsors
sell I and have sold I their wares on or
next to the First Show. These include
Dunhill Cigarettes, Seeman Brothers
( White Rose tea and coffee I . Bisceglia
Brothers Wine Corp., Piels Beer, and
the Tea Council.

}lore radio

-k -k -k

stations

Newly initiated "round-the-clock radio operations are bustin' out all over.
Three stations among the many which

d.j.'s — those time-tested nighttime peren ials -- during the wee hours.
movie five times a week

an) part of the program. The films are
largel) myster) and adventure and

K ROW's midnight-to-6:00-a.m. segment, featuring D.J. Pat Henry, is sponsored by the Arthur Murray dance
studios, which bankroll the entire six-

there i- a "short subject" a nev\s program between the shov\ ings.

hour period. This is "the largest block
time sale in local broadcasting his-

WI.W'I has sold out all participations on the Continuous Show; Miami

lorv." according to Don Arlett. KROW
promotion director.
The Les Sand Show fills the I :()()

Crosle) Distributors sponsors the entire four-hour period each Saturda) on
WLW-D; onl) WLW-C still has participations available on the program.
The \\ N\ innovation lakes the form
id a five-times-a-week movie feature in
which the same film runs for five weekda) nights i 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. i Each
' run commences \\ ednesda) . goes
through the next Tuesday. Called First
Show, it was launched 17 September,
presents full-length films seen for the
In -i time on T\ in New York Citv .
I he First Shou program has racked
up ratings to warm the hearts of its
station and sponsors. For example.
dui ing the first week of December, the
New ^ oik Pulse cumulative rain

to 6:00 a.m. hours at WOL with pop
and standard music, news, and interview- with "name"

artists appearing

up the stick-on bumper signs in the
colors of the various schools, each
for

(school team
gave

them to one of the station's sponsors.
Sommers Drug Stores. Sommers. in
turn, gave them to their customers.
The high school students, delighted
with an opportunity to advertise their
own school team, were happy to stick
the signs on the family car.
Result: KITE secured ad space that
could not have been purchased at any
price, while sponsor
Sommers"

customers

Sommers

were

Punch.

rs come
Sponsoalitie
s
person
on

and

pleased as
* * *

'" as
"(tlive
WNAJB

To make the station's sponsors come
'"alive" for the public — as well as to
promote radio as a good advertising
buv WNAB. Bridgeport. Conn., has
inaugurated a new series of programs
"starring" its sponsors.
The series, heard Monday through
Friday at 12:00 n

i. stresses the im-

at area theatres and nightclubs. KNX's
new music-news-banter session, from

portance of the sponsor as "the man
who makes your radio programs possi-

I :()() to 5:25 a.m.. has Hill I'.allanee as
host: first sponsor to purchase lime on
the show was Firestone Stores I through
the Irwin Co.. L. A. I.

ble." Each program features a "Sponsoi of the Day." This consists of a fiveminute interview by the announcer.

Maybe these stations have taken a
tip from A. C. Nielsen, president ol the
research linn that bears hi- name, lie
staled recentl) : "\\ hether it's the swing
-hill, insomnia, or just staying up late
that s responsible, the all-nighl audi
ence can be considered a sizable potential for the buyers of time''

66

school colors of each. Then it printed

name
. Station the
KITE."
To Idistribute
signs. KITE

All three are slotting personality

runs the same

placed on the cars.
The silk screen printing firm, Graham Process Displays, that does work
for KITE, came up with a solution. It
sent someone to all of the high schools
in the San Antonio area, obtained the
names of the football teams and the

saying: "Rootin"

stay on all night

have recently I 1 December ) added allnight schedules with a view to expanding their listening audience and sponsor-list are KROW. Oakland. Cal.,
WOL. Washington. D. C. and KNX.
Los Angeles.

WPIX

tising itself via stick-on bumper strips
for automobiles. But it faced the problem of how to get such bumper signs

* * *

Bill Edwardson. with one of WNAB's
sponsors, a different one each day. For
the interviews. Edwardson goes directIv to the place of business of the sponsor and converses with a key man
about the product being advertised, the
part that executive plavs. what radio
has done for them.
Each program also highlights radio's

SPONSOR

growth throughout the years and advances the theme: "Radio reaches more
people more often than any other medium— at less money."
According to Ray Colonari, WNAB
commercial manager, this program has
created considerable interest in radio
as an ad medium. Since the show has

Classification;
Automotive

been on, he reports, "People who have
been dead set against radio advertising
are now calling us up about a possible
* * *
schedule for them."

Advertiser:

Briefly . . .

Target:

The Storer Broadcasting Co. recent1\ ran a contest for employees of their
11 stations to get a name for the new
company publication (first issue, November.I The winning name, selected

Ammunition:

Nobody

Nobody

None

Duration:
None

Objectives:
None

Results:
Judges

chose

Storer

organ

name

over

lunch

The

ad man

at Rapids

Chevrolet

from the total of 151 suggested, was
The Storer Story; for this, Mildred

told our salesman he didn't
have the nerve to

Cogley, a secretary at WWVA, Wheeling. W. Va., won first prize (an ASR
Florentine desk lighter). Second prize
(pen and pencil set) went to Jim Whitaker, WWVA news and farm director,
for his Storer-Scope. Contest judges
were Frank Burke, editor of Radio

advertise a service special
on WMT.

Daily; Bruce Robertson, senior associate editor of Broadcasting; Fred Kugel, publisher of Television Magazine;
Norman Glenn, publisher of SPONSOR.

Reason: The last time they
tried it they got more calls
than could be handled.

Admission:
WMT doesn't do quite so well
by its other advertisers.
Good thing, too . . . otherwise
we'd be out of business.

They voted at lunch in Al Schacht's in
New York (photo, 1. to r. ) : Arthur C.
Schofield, editor of the new publication, Norman Glenn, Frank Burke, Al
Schacht, Fred Kugel. ( Bruce Robertson, unable to attend the luncheon, voted later in the day).
*
*
#
In an effort to woo audience away
from Dave Garroway and stir up new
interest in their a.m. programing,
WTAM, Cleveland, has launched an
all-live talent show from 7:00 to 9:00
a.m. daily. This departure from the
standard morning stand-by — the record-spin ing d.j—. takes the form of a
musical variety show complete with a
{Please turn to page 87)
29 DECEMBER

Submitted

by:
WMT, Cedar Rapids,
600 kc, 5,000 watts.

Iowa.

Basic CBS Network.
National

reps. The

Katz

Agency.
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WANT FULL
COVERAGE

Leo Burnett
agency profile

WHEN
TELEVISION
UJ\\\\ its new

tower

1914 feet above sea
level WHEN

blankets

the area as the most
powerful TV station in
lj Central

New

York.

Now with 50,000 Watts
See your nearest
KATZ
AGENCY
for time on Central New York's
most looked at TV station.

CBS

•

ABC

•

DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

SYRACUSE .
A MEREDITH
68

STATION

President
Leo

Burnett

Co.,

Inc.,

Chicago

Leo Burnett opened his own agency 5 August 1935 in Chicago's
London Guarantee Building with seven employees, three accounts
worth $900,000. and a wooden bowl of red apples.
The apples stood for hospitality.
Skeptics said Leo would soon be selling them in LaSalle Street.
Instead, 17 years later, he has 425 employees, 25 accounts worth
$37 million a year, offices in Chicago, New York, Hollywood, and
Toronto, and more radio and TV network shows weekly ( 64. including simulcasts ) than any other agency outside New York. And
he still displays the bowl of apple?.
How did it all come about?
Three factors stand out in a study of Leo's career:
1. He helped make Chicago an advertising center in its own right
instead of a way-station to New York.
2. He disregarded popular techniques — gimmicks — and concentrated on putting a "thought-force" into each ad or commercial —
"a central idea that offers an advantage to the reader in an interestand plausible
manner."
3.ingHe
concentrated
on air media so that today half his billings
are in broadcasting. Some major accounts using radio, TV: Kellogg.
Pillsbury Mills, Green Giant, Brown Shoe, Mars, Pure Oil, Toni.
Leo is a modest, soft-spoken man given to extraordinary courtesy,
such as taking time out while rushing to catch a plane in order to
phone a reporter (sponsor's) and apologize for not being able to
cooperate more fully in a project. Maybe it's because he used to be
a reporter himself. Born in St. John's, Mich., he worked his way
through the U. of Michigan (1914), reported for the Peoria Journal,
edited a house magazine for Cadillac, then became its advertising
manager. After a World War I Navy stint, he began his agency
career with Homer McKee Co., Indianapolis, in 1923; was in charge
of creative work with Erwin. Wasey & Co.. Chicago, when he decided to set up shop lor himself.
Neither of Leo's sons is in advertising. Peter is a petroleum engineer and Joseph is an architect. Phoebe, his daughter, is in college.
Leo's motto is "reaching for the stars,"
"Ah. but a man's reach should exceed his
for?" Says Leo: "If you're 'reaching for
sibly be caught sitting on your status quo.

derived from Browning's
grasp, or what's a heaven
the stars,' you can't posIt is suspected that status
• • *
t/iid sitting is the prime cause of 'advertising arthritis'."
SPONSOR
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What's New in Research?
Independent
Retail Grocers
in Baltimore say:

Comparison of TV program types sfiotr boxing
coiil in lies to lose viewing popularity
NOVEMBER

WFBR's

the station for us !

Every year since 1936, the
powerful Independent Retail
Grocers Association of Baltimore has turned to Baltimore's
promotion -minded, knowhow station, WFBR, to make
sure their Annual Food Show,
held at the Fifth Regiment
Armory in Baltimore, goes
over with a bang.
Every year WFBR has thrown
the full weight of its promotion,
programming, merchandising
and production departments
behind this great food event.
The result? Every year, bigger
crowds, more exhibitors, better
displays — and firmer loyalties,
friendship and cooperation between the 2765 members of the
Independent Retail Grocers
Association and WFBR.
For real showmanship, solid
merchandising and active,
day-in, day-out promotion, ask
your John Blair man or write,
wire or phone . . .

PROGRAM

TYPE

RANK

Comedy Variety
Talent Shows
Boxing

Sports News
No.

AV.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8
10

Drama,
Mysteries
Comedy Situation
Football
Westerns
Music
Musical Variety

Ouarter-Hours:

1952

RATING

SOURCE:

RANK

1951

RATING

20.5
14.3
22.0
15.7
14.9
17.3
17.6
11.1
12.5

158

9.8

No.
Multi-Market

AV.

2
7
1
5
6
4
123

3 1 .0
21.8
19.6
19.2
17.3
15.8
13.5
12.9
12.8
11.0

683

NOVEMBER

Ouarter-Hours:
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TelePulse

Comment:
Boxing started losing ground as the most popular type
of TV fare early this year, dropping to third place this fall. The program
form that has made the greatest strides in viewer favor during the past
year, according to the above TelePulse findings is talent competition.
Two other types that the comparison breakdown shows moving ahead
are drama mysteries as well as popular comedy situation programs.

CBS reports radio listening went up 17%
in TV hmnes in IS TV eiiies during past year
CBS' second edition of Radio in TV-land makes two salient points: ill
I: renin:: radio listening audiences increased in TV homes of the top 18
7/ cities between Octobet L951 and October 1952; l2l the greatest
increase in such homes came in New York, the city that has had the
most II sets the longest lime. Singling out New York for further
treatment, the CBS brochure with Pulse as its source — includes a
chart showing that in three years evening radio listening in \en } ork's
II homes has increased l(>7'r. The weighted average of sets in use
i Sunday through Saturday 6:00-11:00 p.m.) between October
L951
ami

70

October

L952

for all

I'' II

cities

showed

an

increase

of 17'..

SPONSOR

Vouve found if
/

i

What?-

Your luckiest "find" in radio —
WERD, Atlanta! It's your
"direct wire" to Atlanta's great
Negro audience, and to its
vast — but scarcely
tapped — buying power.

WERD listeners have confidence in

Why?-

what they hear on their station— the only

Good Lock -and
Good baying action

Negro owned and operated radio station
in the U.S. Their confidence shows where
it counts most— at thfe sales counter,

will be yours with this four leaf clover
in your broadcast schedule. WERD
stimulates sales. And it's the most
economical radio buy in Atlanta.

where they buy the products they
hear about on WERD. Write for WERD's
"Proof of Performance."

Remember, there's a lucrative market to
be tapped. It's yours through WERD!

RADIO

DIVISION

Interstate United Newspapers, Inc.
Represented nationally by

JOE uioouon
29 DECEMBER

1952

UIERD atlanta

1000 WATTS • 860 ON EVERY ATLANTA DIAL
J. B. Blayton, Jr., Gen. Mgr.
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(Continued

1952

from page 2)

General Mills, Toni cancel
film commercial plans

New England's

■J0\

for 29 December

J* fastest
growing
area
is

Eastern Conn . . .
Served best
by its largest city
*N0RWICH thru

General Mills and Toni have cancelled plans to
make TV film commercials under interim SAG agreement through Producer Roland Reed in Hollywood.
At
SPONSOR'S presstime status of strike which actor's
guild called against TV commercial producers in New
York 1 December was as follows:
Hollywood Alliance
of Television Producers has not acted on SAG's bid
to open negotiations by presenting any counter proposals. New York producers are looking to SAG to
resume negotiations with them in January so they
can offer certain concessions agencies are willing
to make to SAG, such as reuse payment for film
commercials used on network over 4 weeks.
SAG has
indicated willingness to lump all reuses including
spot in single
category, with actors and announcers
getting reuse fee every 4 weeks.
Meanwhile all
film commercial production is at complete standstill.
Oakite will be in 23 markets
with radio and TV in January

Some

of Eastern

Connecticut's big
installations include
DOW

CHEMICAL

(Six miles from Norwich)
ELECTRIC

BOAT

BASE,

CBS not convening TV affiliates
with new compensation plan

GROTON

(Ten miles, nearly
15,000 people)
PHIZER

CHEMICAL

AMERICAN
U.

S.

Oakite 's executive on this air media operation.
(See "Radio-TV help Oakite win the battle of the
shelves," SPONSOR, 25 August 1952).

CO.

(Submarines)
SUB

Oakite Products reports its radio-TV spot operations in January 1953 will entail 13 different TV
programs and 48 different radio programs.
The number of cities so far is 23. Frank A. Conolly is

SCREW

CO.

FINISHING

CO.

AMERICAN THERMOS CO.
and hundreds more.
Here Is the #1 Hooper station
with the best local Music
and News
programming

CBS has no plans for calling meeting of TV station
affiliates to discuss revised plan for compensation
or allocation of network commercial hours.
CBS explained its periodically making such changes, pending on the market.
NBC presented such plan for
revision at meeting with affiliates in Chicago 16
December.
Both sides toasted each other over acceptability of plan.
CBS board holding next quarterly
meeting in Hollywood

and NOW one LOW RATE
6:00 AM -10:15 PM

Major Salw
Norwich

fatten
'
force
Conn,of
contact John Deme, Mgr.
•Norwich 37,633
New London 30,367

CBS, Inc., has set Hollywood — 12 January — as next
place of quarterly board of directors meeting.
Profit statement for 1952 issued then is expected
to be percentage point or two either way in profit
difference as compared to 1951.
Books hadn't been
closed at time SPONSOR went to press but indications
were that point or two margin would be on profit
side.
Hollywood meeting will afford all non-executive members on board to see for first time CBS' TV
plant, which opened in November.
SPONSOR

1^

EASURE

FOR

MEASURE

How to Win at Poker

O OME of our best friends are surveys. Surveys are handy things. After you make one
you can always throw it away if it doesn't
show your station in a favorable light. We
just had one made and have no intention of
throwing it away. That should give you a
clue.
If you can bear to wait just a minute, here
are a couple of old Texas stories which might
be considered appropriate:
''That guy just slipped a card from the bottom of the deck!" said a naive visitor to another watcher of a poker game. The latter, a
weather-beaten old cowman, ansivered equa-

were interviewed. Results were tabulated by
counties and preferences. Of our 38 BMB
counties in Texas ( 50% or better ) . KGNC
was the undisputed first choice as a farm station in 33, tied in one. second in the other
four. Of the 53 BMB Texas counties in which
KGNC shows a BMB of any kind, we were
first choice in 41 (3 ties), second in 6, third
in 3.
Well, it's true that we were the dealer. But
the players didn't know it. Neither interviewers nor interviewees knew who sponsored the
survey. And if you want to cut the deck, our
national reps will show you a copy.

bly, "His deal, wasn't it?"
This is about another poker game. The
dealer unexpectedly pulled his gun, leveled it
at a fellow player, and ominously remarked,

KGNC

"This game's crooked. You're playing a dif-

Amarillo

ferent hand than the one I dealt you.''
About this survey: It was conducted at
Amarillo's 1952 Tri-State Fair by Market Research of Cleveland.
One thousand
farmers

NBC AFFILIATE
KGNC-1V
710

29 DECEMBER
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10,000

is now under construction, with a mid-March

WATTS

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE

target date.
O.

L. TAYLOR

COMPANY
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GERBER'S AIR CAMPAIGN

D'Arcy, Ken Plumb, told sponsor that
one of the most gratifying effects of

Kate Smith to Gerber's baby foods.
Some of the stores. Plumb said, are

detailed effects of bab) food advertising through the Kate Smith Show.
Well-informed trade sources believe,
however, there has been a marked

the firm"? TV advertising has been the
enthusiasm generated among the Gerber sales force.

still displaying the original p-o-p ma-

^Continued from page 2.>J

"Network advertising was something
new to Gerber's," he explained. "The
salesmen welcomed an additional selling aid especiall) one with the prestige

quickening in sales due to TV. I lie
compan) certainl) gives ever) evidence
of satisfaction. President Daniel F.
Gerber. who is not one given to hyper-

of the Kate Smith Show."
Trade cooperation was
Plumb related. There was no
lem convincing the stores
pomt-of-purchase
material

bole, declares: "T\ hasn't hurt us
any." Dan Gerber is not damning his
I \ effort M ith faint praise.
I lie Gerber's

account

executive

at

No.

first-rate.
real probto carry
t\ing
in

40

OF

A SERIES

had
into
also
had

terial handed distribution
out. Although
Gerber's
excellent
before
going
network TV, its afternoon show
helped them open outlets the\ had
trouble cracking in the past. The

fact that Gerber's could boast that no
competitor was represented on any
broadcast network was a potent weapon in bringing the stores around.

Why

Gerber's

uses

net

TV:

The

fact that there's little air advertising
in the baby food industry outside of
Gerber's calls for some explanation as

HARVARD

to One
why of
Gerber's
went obvious
into TV. reasons
the more

In Points Per Season*1

it. Gerber's spends more on TV than
any of its competitors spends for national advertising and local newspa-

Gerber's uses TV is that it can afford

WHEC

pers combined. But even Gerber's had
to cut out about $200,000 of its news- '
paper supplement advertising to ease
the dollar burden accruing from spon-

In Rochester Radio!

sorship of Kate Smith.
Gerber's and D'Arcy feel TV's impart will pay off. however. They also
feel that the emotional appeal of ba-

^jracina

^jriftu

^Jhree

*
*
*
*
mm

IN ROCHESTER

432 weekly quarter hour periods are

Pulse surveyed and rated. Here's the latest score,STATION
STATION
STATION
STATION
STATION
WHEC
D
B
C
E
F
STATION
.159.
FIRSTS.. . . .216..
...20. ...0.. ....0.. ... 0
...
0
TIES.... . . . 35.. . 35.. ... 0. ...0.. ...0..

WHEC

carries ALL of the "top ten" daytime shows!

WHEC

carries SIX of the "top ten" evening shows

LATEST

BUY

BEFORE

WHEC
WHERE

THEY

RE

••prtMflMnws; EVERETT-McKINNEY,

7)

PULSE REPORT

CLOSING

TIME

LISTENING:-

Inc. lUw York, Chicago, LEE F. O'CONNELL

NEW

YORK

5,000

WATTS

CO., lei Angcfet, Son Francitco

10,000 WATTS
ATLANTA-DECATUR
A "Dec" Rivers Station
Call

Forjoe

or

Stars,

Inc.,

Atlanta

SPONSOR

YOU MIGHT THROTTLE A LEOPARD WITH
YOUR BARE HANDS
BUT.

■

a

YOU NEED
THE FETZER STATIONS
TO MAKE A KILLING
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!
WKZO-TV in television, WKZO-WJEF in radio — that's
the easiest way to ehoke off competition in Western
Michigan.
TELEVISION: WKZO-TV is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. Its bright
Channel 3 picture is received by a quarter million Western Michigan and Northern Indiana television homes —
a 28-county market with a Net Effective Buying Income
of more than $2,000,000,000. And here's the stopper:
The October 1952 Videodex Report credits WKZO-TV
with 106.1% more afternoon viewers than Station "B"
— 213.4% more evening viewers!

WJEF, Grand Rapids. Both are far ahead of all competition. Together, they deliver 57% more Kalamazoo
and Grand Rapids listeners than the second-best twostation combination in the two cities. It's the same story
in rural areas. The 1949 BMB Report credits WKZOWJEF with big increases over 1946 in unduplicated
audiences — up 52.9% at night, 46.7% in the daytime —
and there's every reason to believe similar increases
have occurred since.

RADIO: You'll look a long time before you'll find two
more obvious radio buys than WKZO, Kalamazoo, and

It will pay you to get the whole Felzer story. Ask your
Averv-Knodel man for all the facts, or write direct.

*On a hunting expedition in Africa, Carl E. Axeley killed a full-grown leopard by choking it to death.

WJEF

WKZO-TV

^pA in GRAND RAPIDS
and KENT COUNTY

j

1&PA
WESTERN INDIANA
MICHIGAN
and INNORTHERN

(CBS RADIO)
ALL THREE OWNED

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

AND OPERATED

BROADCASTING

INC., EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

WKZO

^p4 and
,N KALAMAZOO
GREATER
WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS RADIO)
BY

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

bies on TV adds
powerful visual
Furthermore,
use TV because

a plus to TV's alread\
effects.
the company could
of its excellent distri-

bution. Gerber's is particularly interested in reaching urban markets of
more than 200.000 population, for it
is in those markets that baby food
sells best.
Gerber's important competitors have
national distribution to an extent, but
none have the intensive store cultivation of Gerber's. The latter, therefore
can be sure that no matter what TV
market it buys, there will be a retai
beachhead to expand or a substantia
market
to protect.
The merchandis
ing possibilities inherent in TV pro
grams was an important factor, too
In buying TV, Gerber's feels it is
buying insurance for the future, since
the spectacular growth of baby foods
during the 40's is over. Although saturation is far from 100%. all signs
point to more competition.
The high birth rate, one of the reasons (though not the most important

ROCHESTER
\A. TAKES
THE AIRTO

PARTNERS THREE
FOR '53

It isn't necessary to come to Toledo for market, programing
or availability information — because Toledo and WSPD are
expertly represented right in the heart of the nation's time
buying centers — New York and Chicago.
"Speedy's partner" in New York is Tom Harker, National
Sales Manager of Storer Broadcasting Company — In Chicago, Bob Wood, Storer Broadcasting Midwest Sales Manager.
And in 1 953 you'll find that Tom and Bob stand ready to
provide information on WSPD and WSPD-TV. They bring
Toledo and Northwestern Ohio — with its tremendous facts

HERE'S PROOF . . .
ARBI surveys show that Rochester radio listeners spend more
. . . BUY more . . . than newspaper
readers. (Copy of surveys on request.)
WVET IS 'CARRYING THE
BALL' IN ROCHESTER
. . . with more local accounts than
any other three Rochester stations
put together!
5000

WATTS

and figures of potential buying power, high retail sales, exceptional market statistics as close as your phone.' So in "53"
make a habit of contacting Tom and Bob — partners in Northwestern Ohio's Sales Stations— WSPD and WSPD-TV. It will
make our wish— "A Happy New Year to you" come true.
1280

IN

ROCHESTER,

Represented

AM-TV
Storer
TOM HARKER

NAI

Broadcasting
SALES MGR

Company

488 MADISON AVE

NEW YORK

Represented Nationally

THE

BOLLING

KC

N. Y.

Nationally

by

COMPANY

SPONSOR
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T
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Shortest distance between seller and buyer
... an oasis of radio-TV data. For complete
information, write Norm Knight at 510
Madison Ave., New York 22.
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market for strained and chopped bal>\
foods. From a high of 7.4 million in
1948, the experts are forecasting a
drop to 4.7 million in 1955.

reason) for the expansion of the l>al>\
food industry, i- expected to hold up
for a while. Although the marriage
rate lias passed its peak, new birth
figures have been fooling (lie experts
through the surprising increase in
number of second and third babies per
family. During 1951 registered births
totaled 3,833,000, compared with 2,166,000 in L940.
Despite all these promising figures,
experts have been detecting a longterm drop in the total bab) population
mider two, which comprises
the big

D'Arc) estimates the saturation percentages for l>ali\ foods I except milk I
in the I . S. as follows: cereals, 75' < :
strained foods, 05' ; : junior or chopped
foods. .'!!>' r . It is obvious there is room
for improvement in the junior foods
category. Baby food manufacturers
are also trying to get mothers to ( 1 I
feed their children a greater varietx of
baby foods, I 2 I feed them baby foods

more often, and 1 3 1 extend the age
during which children eat these foods.
For example, some mothers will feed
their three- or four-year-old children
junior foods for dessert. Very old persons and those on diets are also considered a market by the baby food
agencies and processors.
The saturation figures are high
enough, however, to make any baby
food manufacturer realize that if he
wants to reallv increase business, he'll
have to do it at the expense of his
competitor. Not that this kind of competition isnew to the baby food business. Even in its days of early growth.
baby food advertising was aimed to a
great extent at the then existing market. It is generally agreed among advertising men, no matter what product
they are promoting, that it is easier
and more economical to cultivate an

the

FOR
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existing market than to go in for missionary advertising.
Furthermore, the baby food advertiser has the peculiar distinction in
that he inevitably loses even his satisfied customers. The baby food market
consists of a flow of customers that is
continually streaming by and the advertiser must continually dip into this
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BOTH

saturate

-and a Rich Market's Yours for the scheduling !

WHIO-TV

coverage

Twelve out of the top fifteen once-a-week shows in the
WHIO-TV service area — all of the first seven shows — ■;
are seen on WHIO-TV. (September Pulse)

WHIO

coverage

x
37.9% of the total radio audience. This compares with
13.5% for Station B; 26.5% for Station C; and 14.1%
for Station D.
(Hooper average for the past year)

Xr1

THE DAYTON
v\

1,293,595 prosperous prospects — 366,457 families. Payrolls
in Dayton for 1951— $630,951,822. Retail sales for Dayton
and Montgomery County — $475,000,000. Average weekly
industrial pay check — $83.67 — highest in Ohio, one of
highest in the country. Dayton has been designated a "Preferred City" by Sales Management for the past 20 months.
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WHIO-TV
YOU CAN
GEORGE
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MARKET

DAYTON
OHIO

DOMINATE

THE DAYTON

MARKET

WITH

EITHER

OR WHIO— WITH BOTH OF THEM TOGETHER,
SATURATE IT. ASK NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
P. HOLLINGBERY
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stream to keep his business going. A
new potential customer is born to the
baby food industry every eight seconds, but so is a customer lost every
eight seconds.
For all these reasons, Gerber's feels
that it needs something like TV to
keep its grip on first place and its
name before the public.
Testing TV: Dan Gerber is no man

reetinjgs;
6(

»

to buy a pig in a poke. The first experiment with TV was in 1950 under
the aegis of the whilom Federal Advertising Co. Ken Plumb, then, too, Gerber's account man, decided upon a
two-station TV test. (Later, Plumb
went to D'Arcy along with about half
of Federal's personnel when the latter
agency split up. I
Chosen for this test were WABD.
New York, and WTTG, Washington,
both DuMont stations. The show was

We deeply appreciate

is

the opportunity of serving you
during the past year.
And for the future

The Most Important People with Jimmy Carroll and his wife. The test
went on for 26 weeks during the 195051 season.
The TV experiment was not entirely
conclusive, but the Gerber people felt
it was, at least, a foot up. Substantial sales increases were registered in

we wish you prosperity
and every
a Neiv

happiness

Year can

bring.

CBS
RADIO
KFMB

^TclverteAi
90 BAYARD
NEW

BRUNSWICK,

San Diego,
550
K.C.

f\edearch
STREET
NEW

CHarter 7-1564

California

JERSEY
John A. Kennedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Chernoff, Ceneral Manager

Represented
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For full information on how you can put
Associated Press news .to work for you and your sponsors,
contact your AP Field Representative or write

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride
u

OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS."
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Washington and smaller increases in
New ^ <irk. "\\ here the consumer had
a free choke.'" Plumb said, meaning
Washington, "the test was successful."
Federal then went ahead and made
a surve) oi it- own among mothers of
babies in TV homes. '1 he interviewers
found out a verj interesting thing:
Mosl mothers complained that they
didn't have a minute to themselves
what with diapers, formulas, and so
forth. However, the mothers usually
took quite a long time explaining all
this. Federal concluded that mothers
not onlv could find time to listen to
TV hut welcome
a break in the day's
monotonous
routine.
The next thing to find out was:
What is the best time to telecast to
mothers of babies? For this job Federal retained Pulse Inc. and Graham
lo-oarch Service for field work and
tahulation. There were interviews with
250 mothers with babies in New York
and 151 in Washington. Pulse covered, as part of its regular service,
9,341 TV homes with babies.
Here are some of the facts that
popped up:
• Among families owning TV sets,
more than IS% have children whose

age makes them baby food consumers.

between 8:00 and 10:00 p.m., during

I his is about 2r'< higher than the national figure of families with children
under two years of age.

which time the optimum mother audience was achieved.

• I \ got less attention from mothers in the morning than from the general TV audience since this is the period of greatest activity for housewives.
• A majority of mothers reported

»*\\ here product demonstration is necessary, we have found the loeal kitehen
or cooking show a good bet for the
low-dollar budget. Here again, and
very often for til t lo more than the price
of a C ass B spot, commercial mileage
frequently exceeds what you would normally expect from such low-rated
shows."

PAUL PHILLIPS
Radio-TV Director
The Aitkin-Kynett Co.
Philadelphia

********
they have certain hours free for selfselected activities in the afternoon.
The time between 2:00 and 5:00 p.m.
got the most votes with 4:00 to 5:00
p.m. registering first in popularity.
• After a TV viewing slump between 6:00 and 8:00 p.m.. a sharp
lise in viewing by mothers occurred

• Programs of entertainment were
preferred by mothers. In New York
and Washington Kate Smith ranked
first.
Although the evening hours attracted
the most mothers, Gerber felt that the
cost of nighttime TV was prohibitive.
Moreover, there was a lot of waste
male circulation at night.
Once nighttime TV was discarded,
the choice was pretty obvious.
Selling on TV: Gerber's gets about
two minutes and 15 seconds for commercial copy on the Kate Smith Show.
This breaks down, so far as Gerber 's
is concerned, into two one-minute film
commercials plus lead-ins from the
program star.
D'Arcy believes that the Gerber's
slogan — "Babies are our business —
our only business" — has done more to
sell Gerber's baby foods than any other single line of copy. This is not just
guesswork. In studies on brand preference, the commonest answer given
by women

who chose

Gerber's foods

the New York sta\
where listeners list]
and sponsors sell . . . ke\
station of MUTUAL
Broadcasting System

is that they like to huy from a firm
that specializes hecause such a firm
must surely know its business. (Gerber's gave up adult foods in 1943.)
Every one of the seven TV commercials winds up with this slogan.
The commercials abo make much
use of the Gerber's trademark — its
well-known baby picture. "Look for
the Gerber baby . . ." most of the
commercials urge. Gerber's trademark
is now 25 years old.
The Gerber's commercials stress the
variety of its baby food line. Its assortment, the biggest in the business,
now totals 56 varieties. Copy that
goes to town on superlatives and exaggerated claims has been banned by
Dan Gerber.
Commercials say. in mouth-watering
terms, that the food is tasty and nutritious. They suggest food puritv.
without making a point of it, by using the words "true-color" and "true
flavor." They are intended to make
the mother feel that baby will just
love the stuff.
The time-saving aspects are played
down. First of all. the educational advertising days of baby food are over.
Secondly, time-saving is a theme that

can also sell competing brands. Thirdly. D'Arcy believes that mothers have
a "martyr complex'' and prefer buying food for baby because they feel
its goodon for
baby and However,
not becausewhen
it's
easier
themselves.
it comes to pointing out that canned

"Agency management's responsibility
is to bring about an adequate comprehension of the agency structure and the
agency function so that the paramount
importance of creative work is recognized. It is important that such an
understanding exist, not only within the
agency
but wiih its clients."
LOUIS N. BROCKWAY
Executive V.P.
Young & Ruhicam

the Kate Smith markets are also using
spot announcements to bolster special
sales campaigns.
Five- additional stations have been
ordered and will carry the Gerber selling messages just as soon as they get
on the air. D'Arcy expects an additional 20 stations to be on the air by
31 March and the agency hopes to be
on every one of them.
Gerber's doesn't have to buy all
these markets. It could buy only 49
if it wanted, but it is determined to
get into as many TV homes as it possibly can. According to Nielsen, Gerber's was tuned in by an average of
2,411,000 homes during the two weeks
ending 25 October, the latest period
available. At thr.t time, Gerber was
on 60 stations with Kate Smith and

baby foods are easier for father when

was blanketing 97.7% of all TV homes.

mother is away, that's a strong sales

The Nielsen rating was 12.9; that's
a six-minute audience rating that
eliminates all dial twirlers. At the
same time, Gerber reached 5.5% of

These sales messages on film are
point.
going out to 65 TV markets, the whole
TV kit and kaboodle in the U.S. The
Kate Smith program itself is currently
going to 63 markets with Indianapolis
and Toledo just carrying spot announcements because of inability to
clear time for the program.
Four of

7W0MS

all radio homes, which isn't bad considering that another 1.4% would
have brought it into a rating among
the top 10 Nielsen radio shows. (Jack
Benny show)
got 9.6. Nielsen for his top-rated
radio

Word about WOR

does get around —

in the program listings of 115 daily newspapers—far more than carry the
listing of any other station anywhere !
WOR's signal penetrates 14 states and
reaches over 26,000,000 people. No
other station in the country serves as
large or as productive a market.
Word about WOR

gets around to advertisers,

too— and the word is— it SELLS. Year
in, and year out, WOR

sells more

products for more advertisers than any
other station in the United States.
Learn how WOR

can sell for you.

A 12.9 Nielsen is higher than any
other Kate Smith segment. Gerber's
has been pretty lucky all along in this
respect. The ratings will get even
higher as the season progresses, for
October does not produce particularly
heavy listening. For the two weeks
ending 9 February, this year, for example, Gerber's copped a 16.4 Nielsen
rating on an average minute basis,
which differs only slightly from the
six-minute rating.

BMB Nighttime
Audience Families

214,960
A Stable Market
Central New York i*- a big target for any national adverti-t-r. I( i» a stable, depression-proof market — a magnificent
test market .
All 20 of the industrial classifications lifted in the U. S.
Census of .Manufacturing are well represented in the
Syracuse metropolitan area. It i-. the distribution center
oi New York State— the center of a rich agricultural area.
Centra] New Yorkers are worth your best selling efforts,
directed through their radio station — WSYR.

ACUSE
NBC

AFFILIATE

WSYR -AM • FM • TV— The Only Complete Broadcast Institution
in Central New York
WRITE, WIRE, PHONE

OR ASK HEADLEY-REED

e've Millions oi 'Em. ..But
...that's just part of the Miami story!
We've 600,000 year 'round residents
...the majority of whom derive their
income from local industry that, in
many cases, manufactures products
distributed throughout the world!
You might be
that there are
manufacturing
Greater Miami

surprised to know
better than 1,150
plants in the
area!

And, WIOD has served the Miami
market well for over 26 years!
For the details... just
call your Hollingbery Man.

Another factor in Gerber's favor is
that it is on the last segment of its
particular Kate Smith hour. Since
there is a sharp drop in listening by
mothers after 5:00 p.m., as shown by
the Pulse-Graham studies, the mother
leaves
with mind.
the Gerber's message
freshest TVin her

Gerber's competition: Gerber's virtual monopoly of air advertising
among the baby food companies points
up the rare use of it in this field. Even
Gerber's had used network selling
only once before buying into the Kate
Smith show. That was an ill-fated radio venture in 1935, when the elderly
opera diva. Mine. Schumann-Heinck,
was aired for a short period. It proved

+ inMEN
Northern
California
find their
favorite TV
sports show . . .

+ WIMRLAND
WRESTLING
(Tuesdays, 9 p.m.)
on TELEVISION

•EPOS
CHANNEL

5

San Francisco

James M. LeGate, Central Manager

«5aiiK?*5aiis§s^|

Represented by The Katz Agency

5,000 WATTS • 610 KC • NBC

National Rep.. George P. Hollingbery Co.
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only one thing about network radio:
that the elderly lady's fame could not
overcome the fact that she no longer
had a voice.
Heinz used sporadic hitchhikes advertising its baby foods when it sponsored Ozzie and Harriet on radio. But
its main emphasis was on its cream of
tomato soup and its aim was to give
Campbell a run for its money.
Clapp baby foods got a nudge on
WABD, New York, with DuMont's
Starring the Editors, but it was a cosponsorship deal, with Grand Union
supermarkets being the primary advertiser. Clapp was also on "Marketcast"
for a while. This is run by the Supermarket Broadcasting System and is
not. strictly-speaking, broadcasting,
but is advertising piped into supermarkets bytelephone lines.
SBS covers 120 independent chain
stores in New York City. Among them
are Einhorn's, Food Fair, King Kullen. Associated Food Stores. According to Samuel Gellard. SBS general
manager. Clapp withdrew after a short
run because it felt its selling efforts
should be borne primarily by its own
sales staff.
The Clapp brand has gone through
a number of ups and downs during its
history. It was first on the market
with baby foods. This was back in
1924 when it was an independent company, Harold H. Clapp. Inc. Later, it
was taken over bv Johnson & Johnson,
which continued to emphasize Clapp's
drug store distribution.
Beech-Nut replaced Clapp on "Marketcast' and has been using it fairly
heavily for reminder advertising.
Beech-Nut runs 30 baby food announcements a week, five a day. SBS
backs up its clients with a merchan-

dising department which checks stocks.
Four years after Clapp broke the
ice with its introduction of baby foods,
the Fremont Canning Co. (it was
changed to Gerber Products Co. in
1941 ) came out with a similar line.
Its tactics revolutionized the business
and put it into a position of leadership which is unquestioned today.
(Clapp was claiming to be first in sales
during the early 40's but the Gerber
people insist they have been in first
place almost from the beginning. I
Gerber's (or Fremont's) revolutionary sales idea was to take baby foods
out of the drug store and put it into
grocery stores. It ran into trouble at
first from stores which refused to believe baby foods would sell. Dan
Gerber and his father. Frank ( now
chairman of the board), decided to go
over the stores' heads.
They mapped out a direct mail approach. Coupons were inserted in
magazine ads offering a selection of
baby foods for $1. Fremont lost
money on the deal I the kit cost $1.15)
but it broke down grocer resistance.
Looking back, some baby food people
consider this resistance rather strange
considering that Fremont was offering
to sell at 150 retail in a grocery store
what Clapp was selling at 350 (the
same weight I in drug stores.
Clapp was also first to come out
with junior, or chopped, foods. The
time was 1938. Heinz and Gerber's
stepped in line the following year.
This year Gerber's took the wraps off
something new of its own : a teething
biscuit for babies. The story behind
it (and the agency swears it's true)
is that Dan Gerber got the idea when
he saw his grandchild grab a dog biscuit away from the family pet.
* * *

This is WHDH's

MEN, MONEY,

MOTIVES

(Continued from page 8)

had going.
all the necessary services set up
and
* *
*
In contrast to this point of view, recall the case of David J. Mahoney. He
was 29 years of age, hot as a pistol, a
vice president at Ruthrauff & Ryan
drawing $25,000. His career seemed
assured. Yet Mahoney deliberately
elected to break away from R&R and
swing his own shingle with the $1,500,000 Virginia Dare account as a starter.
«
*
*
It is said sometimes that TV explains
current agency mergers. Granting that
TV qualifies as a migraine headache
and that its intricacies are terrifying
compared to radio one doubts that TV
alone can explain agency merger. Typically ad agencies buy TV from package program sources, simply slap their
15% commission on top of the overall package price.
*
*
*
Capital gains probably explains why
many an agency partner wants out.
He may not only stash a substantial
lump sum after paying 26% tax but
go into a new agency at a bigger salary than he previously drew while at
the same time, taking stock in the new
agency, set himself up to repeat the
capital gains payoff in another five
years or so. The dean of accountants
in the agency and media field, J. K.
Lasser, has pointed out in Advertising
Age the morbid restlessness of ad agency partners around age 50. As we ourselves have put the matter "It's sometimes dangerous for an 'old' agencyman surrounded by ruthless 'young'
men to delav taking a profit."
* * *

Christine Evans!

Mon. thru Fri. 9:35-10 A.M. and 1:00 to 1:30 P.M.

One

of the outstanding WHDH

personalities who is selling your
products to Eastern New England's
Market of over 1,500,000 Radio
Families.

Subsidiary of the Boston Herald-Traveler Corp.
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ASKS

{Continued from page 61)
functions as a public service are ways
of supporting an institutional message.
Another facet of the institutional
program is selling the bank as a good
place to work. This is particularly important today because of the generally
lower scale of bank salaries.
It is sometimes

practical to use ra-

dio to sell a banks "blue chip" services
like custodian accounts or trust services. To reach this audience, AM and
FM

stations carrying classical music

programs are the most appropriate.
In the case of savings banks, broadcast advertising must be used with caution because of geographical limitations and lack of branches. Emphasis
should be
services.

placed on

Since women

bank-by-mail

comprise the largest

group of savings bank depositors, daytime participations with a gift offer
can be an effective means of bringing

PINPOINT
YOUR
PERSISTENT
SALESMAN

n /

in new bank-by-mail accounts from
the ladies.
Edwin R. Rooney Jr.
Radio & TV Director
Doremus & Co.
New

York

WAVE-TV

OFFERS TOP
AVAILABILITY!

A few top-notch spot participations are now available on
"MASTERPIECE MOVIETIME", at surprisingly low
cost!
FORMAT:

A

tremendously

popular series of topflight
modern film features never
before telecast in Louisville.
Now in its second year,
"MASTERPIECE MOVIETIME" is a master audience
puller ... a truly first-class
show.
TYPICAL SHOWS:

Upcoming

features include "Without
Honor" (1949) with Laraine
Day and Franchot Tone;
"Scandal in Paris" (1947)

UNDUPLICATED
COVERAGE IN
240,000 HOMES
WITH PERSISTENT
SELLING TO MORE
THAN 720,000
PEOPLE . . ,
IN PROSPEROUS
SOUTHERN
NEW ENGLAND

Hi

+ WOMEN
in
Northern
California
find their
favorite TV

with George

Sanders and

Carole Landis; "Johnny One
Eye" (1950) with Pat O'Brien
and Wayne Morris; and
"Don't Trust Your Husband" (1948) with Fred
MacMurray and Madeleine
Carroll.
TIME: Tuesday night at 9:45
— the perfect movie-time for
televiewers.

home program . . .

+ KPIX KITCHEN

»

^i»o«cts'i

with Faye Stewart
(Mon. thru Fri., 1p.m.)
on TELEVISION

CHANNEL

5

San Francisco

Represented Nationally by

Weed

In New

Television

England

—

Bertha Bannan

Represented by The Katz Agency

NBC • ABC • DUMONT
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
FREE

& PETERS,

Inc.

Exclusive National Representatives,
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in my opinion,
selling securities
on the radio presents a greater
challenge than
many other sales
johs. It is essential that you win
confidence of
your listeners to
Mr. Day
a far greater extent than when
you are selling any other product.
We have found that a steady, reliable type of program, featuring, for instance, a well-known and highly regarded news commentator, is the most
effective means means of capturing the
attention of the serious type of radio
listener likely to be interested in the
purchase of investment securities.
One such commentator is Henry
Gladstone. His program (on WOR)
has had more than a fair share of suc\the
^tt

cess through the years, and has obtained for Albert Frank-Guenther Law
a very satisfactory response and the
type and quality of customer our clients desire.
Robert W. Day
Vice President
Albert Frank-Guenther Lmv, Inc.
New York

News, either
radio or television, backed up
with a good spot
schedule, in our
opinion,
best way
bank to
audiences
affordable
This is

Mr. Wheeler

is the
for a
reach
at an
rate.
based

on the findings in a survey that our
agency has recently completed, as well
as our first-hand experiences in working with bank clients.
Our three-month survey of bank advertising on TV (based on an 85 ')'r return of mail inquiry to 110 stations I
showed that in the second quarter of
1952. 78 banks were sponsoring TV
programs on 45 local stations. Of the
types of shows being used, news programs led the list with 22 bank sponsors; documentaries were next with
eight banks; panel programs had
seven; nature programs, six. Sports,
drama, variety were also represented.
Most banks are interested only in
local advertising, want to reach audiences at reasonable costs. Our client,
the Chase National Bank, sponsors a
five-minute news strip on a top New
York radio station in the morning at a
time when the sets-in-use figure is near
its peak; also one-minute recorded announcements adjacent to news shows
on other AM stations. In the evening.
Chase sponsors three five-minute television news shows a week, supplemented by TV chainbreaks next to highrated network news programs.
News shows are prestige programs,
appeal to an adult audience. Banksponsored news shows, according to
our survey, vary in length from five to
thirty minutes, range in cost from $147
for a 10-minute program in a Midwest
town, to $1,100 for a 10-minute show
in a large eastern market. With few exceptions, these news programs deliver
audiences at a very economical costper- 1,000 rate.
Clinton F. Wheeler Jr.
Director of Radio-TV
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
Neiv York

This is WHDH's

ROUND-UP
(Continued from page 67)
singing and piano-playing m.c, Johnny Andrews, an orchestra I with two
units, one for pop, one for Dixieland
renditions!, and two vocalists, one
male, one female. Morning Bandwagon, as it's called, does not neglect the
morning "necessaries" — time signals,
weather reports, and news, integrated
with its live wake-up entertainment.
Sponsors are, of course, cordially invited to participate.

Some 100 country
all around the United
to Nashville on 22
invitation of WSM,
the 27th anniversary

music d.j.'s from
States poured inNovember at the
to help celebrate
of the Grand Ole

Opry program (NBC). In addition to
the traditional on-the-air observance of
the anniversary, the guests attended a
cocktail party and dinner at the Andrew Jackson Hotel.

To help brief prospective TV station
operators on basic television operation
facts, WBTV, Charlotte, N. C, held a
"Southeastern Television Conference"
on 3 and 4 December. More than 100

potential video operators attended and
participated in a series of panel discus-

Fred B. Cole!

Mon. thru Sat. 10:00 A.M. to 12:00 NOON

One of the outstanding WHDH
personalities who is selling your
products to Eastern New England's
Market of over 1,500,000 Radio
Families.

Subsidiary of the Boston Herald-Traveler Corp.
29 DECEMBER
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OF ALL

SALES MADE IN VIRGINIA
ARE TO

WDBJ LISTENERS!

Ring & Co., consulting firm. FCC Commissioner Robert Bartley spoke at the
final session, where the above photo
was taken 1 1. to r. I : Larry Walker,
v.p.. Jefferson Standard Broadcasting
Co.; Joseph M. Bryan, president, same;
Commissioner Bartley : Charles H.
Crutchfield, executive v.p. and general
manager. WBTV.

A "1952 Television Workshop" was
conducted in Washington, D. C, recently bythe National Capital Forge, a
division of the American Public Relations Association. Over 100 APRA

Established 1924 . CBS Since 1929
AM • 5000 WATTS . 960 KC
FM. • 41.000 WATTS . 94.9 MC

ROANOKE,

sions on TV problems conducted by
members of the WBTV sales, promotion, production, program, engineering, and business staffs. Speakers at
the conference included Dick Doherty
of NARTB; Reed Rollo, Washington
attorney; Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV,
Greensboro; Howard Head, A. D.

members and guests attended; officials
of Washington's four TV stations,
WMAL-TV. WNBW, WTOP-TV, and
WTTG. participated in panel discussions. A Special Award scroll for outstanding public relations service went
to the National Bank of Washington

VA.

Owned and Operated by the TIMES-WOULD CORPORATION
FREE & PETERS. INC., National Representatives

+ inCHILDREN
Northern
California
find their
favorite TV
kid show . . .

CHS -TV and
DUMONT-TV

TAIN
+ CAPTUN
FOR E

EL PASO. TEXAS

(Mon. thru Fri., 5:30 p. m.)
on TELEVISION

Iti in -in- Television for the FIRST time
to the fabulous Southwest Market!
Nationally UpproM-ntftl l>y

the

CHANNEL

5

Represented
by The Katz Agency
San Francisco'
RODERICK
I). Roderick,

88

Chairman

BROADCASTING
Val

Lawrence,

CORPORATION
President

I>i«-k

\\ :iit>.

Sales

Manager
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for its sponsorship of the TV program,

SINGLE RATE

Your Commissioner's Report. Key figures at the workshop were ( photo, 1.
to r.) B. L. Colton, president. National
Bank of Washington; Paul H. Bolton,

(Continued from page 21)

president, APBA

Forge (who is hold-

ing a copy of sponsor's *'TV Dictionary/Handbook for Sponsors" which
came in for attention and praise) ;
and Howard P. Hudson, general chairman of the "Workshop."

Life insurance needn't be sold with
a long face, maintains Mike Carlock,
partner in Calkins & Holden. Carlock,
McClinton & Smith, New York. That
ad agency, which handles the Prudential Insurance Co. advertising, has inaugurated a new selling approach for
its client, which follows a humorous
pattern. For TV, for instance, they
have prepared film commercials on a
light-hearted note, some of which have
provoked real "yoks" from preview
audiences. The humorous vein runs

In contrast with the opponents to
the idea there were some reps who said
they looked on the single rate as the
simplest and quickest way to help a
large number of stations in TV areas
to solve their dilemmas of rate reduction. Other reps preferred seeing their
stations readjusting their rate structures according to some formula that
would weigh set tune and coverage
circulation of today as against the same
such factors that prevailed in their
area in 1949.
Still others stressed the timing element, pointing out that a station should
consider
its local nighttime commit-

"For years we've been hearing the
pessimists say that the radio business
was due for a depression. They pointed
out that saturation would curtail radio
sales . . . later they said television would
kill it completely. So what happens?
This year there will be eight million
home radios sold versus five-and-a-half
million television sets."
EDWARD R. TAYLOR, V.P.
Motorola,
Inc.

ments and calculate how much volume
it might loose by equalizing rates. If
the dollar difference from the lowered
rate is worth risking for the potential
added revenue from national spot, then
make the switch, some of these latter

through Prudentials other advertising, too. Mike Carlock contends that
the light touch makes Prudential seem
a warmer and more human organization to people, important because, as

reps urged.
Among the rep organizations with
implicit faith in the theory that the
single rate will bring with it a sharp
increase in nighttime radio are Edward Petry & Co. and John Blair &

he says, "life insurance is not a product, but a very personal service." * * *

Co. One of Petry 's 50-kilowatters,
WSB, Atlanta, has already adopted the

This is WHDH's

single rate and the Blair firm looks to
many of its other stations moving in
WSB's direction during the early part
of 1953.
Blair will have l>\ 15 January 25
stations that have gone on the single
rate or made substantial readjustments
in the nighttime rate brackets. The
Blair client whose announcement of
conversion to single rate garnered considerable attention in agenc) circles
was the Don Lee Network. The regional lowered its nighttime rate to the
daytime rate and made this single rate
applicable from 7:00 a.m. to 10:30
p.m. Dick
Blair's
v. p.said
in
charge
of NewBuckley,
York radio
sales,
that the reactions it had already received made him feel that Don Lee's
move was smart and timely. P&G, he
added, looked like a nighttime prospect
for the big West Coast regional web.
The Katz Agency reported that nine
of its stations had already equalized
their rates (two of them for announcements only), and that two more stations of single rate persuasion would
be announced around the start of January. Some of these stations, it was
explained, reduced their nighttime rates
to match daytime, while others increased their daytime rate and then
matched the nighttime rate with the
new daytime rate.
Other reports from the rep field on
the single rate development:
Free & Peters — a number of its stations have taken the matter of rate
readjustment under consideration but
none have decided to do anything
about it.
Henry I. Christol Co. — so far as
could be determined none of its stations have adopted the rate nor are
they contemplating doing it.

Ray Dorey!

6:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M. (Mon. thru Sat.) 7:00-7:30 P.M. (M-F)

One

of the outstanding WHDH

personalities who is selling your
products to Eastern New England's
Market of over 1,500,000 Radio
Families.
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Walker Co. — two of its New England stations have already gone single

STATISTICS
WORTH
STUDYING

rate and it expects other moves in that
direction from stations on its list.
O. L. Taylor Co. — has a station
which has extended its B rate to a
later hour in the evening, but its stations as a group have indicated that
they prefer to go slow on the single
rate problem.
Adam J. Young Jr. — its stations in
TV markets have been undergoing
generally a readjustment, with the pattern differing in each market. Some
have raised their daytime rates and extended the time span for B and C classifications.

Students are a hidden asset among population
figures in any listening area. Central Ohio, heavily
populated and possessing more colleges and universities than any other area of similar size, provides an extra large bonus audience. Ohio State
University, in Columbus alone, has 18,688 students
. . . few of whom are counted in the census figures
for this area.

Robert Meeker Associates — none of
its stations in TV areas has switched
to the single or indicated plans for
doing so. The philosophy prevailing
in this organization, as it does with
the majority of reps, is that each rate
adjustment move should be made on
the basis of local demands, competitive circumstances, etc.

Central Ohio with approximately 180,000 high
school and college students represents a big "bonus" market. They listen to WBNS and represent
a large buying factor, too.
ASK

JOHN

BLAIR

H-R representatives reported that
several of its stations had either gone
single rate or were mulling the idea.
Paul Raymer & Co. said it had some
who had practically equalized their
rates, while it had a number of others
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pondering what road to take in adjusting their nighttime rates. Weed & Co.
said it had only one station which has
set up a single rate.
Ted Oberfelder, v.p. in charge of
ABC's O&O stations, disclosed that the

CBS

K^hridtmad
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^/flWjy

THE

11/
D |\ 111
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car
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179,272

I
II VvV

COLUMBIA,

MET. POP.

S.C.

144,000

matter of putting ABC's five such outlets on the single rate has been under
consideration for several months. What
makes the problem somewhat more
complicated here than it would be for
an independent station is the network
relationship: It might be paradoxical
for ABC to maintain a single rate on
its O&O's and charge its nighttime network clients a rate that is higher than

ftTJackson
60,000

16* /lit 7K*4jfa Sfatouu

the network daytime rate.
NBC

250 Watts
Night & Day
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Melchor Guzman
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radio clients
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V.P. Al Martinez reports top 5 sponsors buying radio time abroad
through Melchor Guzman in 1952 were (in alphabetical order): Borden
Co., Lambert Pro-Phy-Lac-Tic Brush, Miles Labs, (for Alka Seltzer),
Norwich Pharmacal, Zonite Corp. Colgate, P&G, Sterling Drug remain
tops in most countries but place business locally, Martinez says.
-IRS-

Bermuda

station

starts year with
over 60 accounts

Panama's figures
updated: 101,000
radio homes, 33
stations

Guayaquil
Radio
El Mundo signs
Pan American

ZBM, Pembroke, Bermuda, begins 1953 with over 60 national accounts,
a record, and billings up 30%. It's only station in colony. Island
has 40,000 people, 10,200 homes, 10,150 radio homes, 15,000 sets, according to Steve Mann of Adam Young International, rep.
-IRSJames P. Clarendon, general sales manager of RPC Network of Panama,
updates SPONSOR'S figures on Panama used in its International Basics
section (see 14 July issue) as follows: December 1950 population (preliminary census figures), 801,982; radio homes, 101,000; sets per
1,000 pop., 125.94; total stations, 33 (18 in Panama City) ; nationwide networks, 1; dailies, 8 (largest — "Panama American" with 12,800
Spanish circ. , 12,600 English); 1951 imports — $66,121,000 with
$45,400,000 from U.S., $4,981,000 from Canal Zone; illiteracy 1950,
28.3%. Melchor Guzman is U.S. rep,
-IRSPan American Broadcasting announces it has become U.S. rep for Radio
El Mundo, Guayaquil, Ecuador. Ad & Promotion Manager Al Alperton lists
heavy roster of U.S. sponsors, including: Philco, Coca-Cola, Whitehall
Pharmacal (Kolynos toothpaste), Phillips (Milk of Magnesia), Pond's,
Lever Bros. (Pepsodent), RCA Victor, P&G, Colgate. Country has
3,404,000 pop., 50,000 to 80,000 radio sets, according to Alperton.
-IRS-

Honolulu

TV

range: 170
miles!

51 % of Canadians
don't read top
1 1 magazines

Jack Brooke of Free & Peters reports Russell Walker has picked
KGMB-TV, Honolulu, from Waikii Island 170 miles away. Walker's
4,500 feet, has a 21" screen. Better Business Bureau estimates
TV sets in Honolulu. KGMB-TV debuted 1 December. Rep: Free &

up
up
5,500
Peters.

-IRSLatest Canadian Advertising Research Foundation study shows 51% of
Canadians 15 years old and over do not read 11 of top magazines in
Canada; 63% of pop. in towns 1,000 or under and in rural areas don't.
In contrast 94.4% of homes have radio. (See SPONSOR 11 August 1952.)
-IRS-

Caracas station
programs in
English

ME

office opens
in Toronto

29 DECEMBER

Radiodifusora, Caracas, Venezuela, is trying to reach 100,000 North
Americans in country with one-hour daily English-language "Early Bird
Show" inspired by Milton Hoff, m.c.'d by U. S. -educated Carlos Nash.
"El Nacional" put figure at 100,000; U.S. rep: Pan American Bdcstg.
-IRSNew McCann-Erickson office
Evan W. Hayter,
ex-Goodyear

opened in Toronto this month headed by
(of Canada)
ad manager.
Montreal's next.
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guidance in getting the most dollars
and cents out of his investment and
efforts.
The importance of the radio farm
director to the farmer is a theme that

Radio pinpoints the farmer

Consumer advertisers are showing a
greater awareness of the farm market.
A strong portent in this direction is the
tendenc) among larger agencies to de\elop specialists in all facets of pinpointing the advertising message at the
Farmer. His is a market that will, by
authoritative estimate, add up to $38
billions in gross income during 1953.
Radio looms larger than ever in this
pinpointing technique. Radio offers to
the consumer advertiser an intermediary between himself and the farmer
prospect which is without parallel in
am other medium. That intermedial)
i> the radio stations farm director.
To the fanner the radio farm director
is not merely a microphone personality. Next to his own kin. the farmer
perhaps has no closer daily link than
his favorite radio farm director. He's
the fanner's main advisor and information line. Out of this relationship
the farmer derives a sense of being
on top of his field knowledgewise and
at thr same lime he receives practical

is singled out for special documentation by sponsor in the farm section
I How to get the most out of farm radio
and TV I which starts on page 27. It is
one of the many highlights of a survey
on the meaning of air media to the
farm market and their value to the advertiser, both agricultural and consumer.
For this report to the advertiser
sponsor surveyed over 100 leading
farm-area stations in every section of
the U.S. The answers contain a wealth
of data that should prove helpful to
the advertisers and their agencies in
determining how best to use the farm
market. From the various chapters in
the farm section the adman will gather
information on the size and scope of
the farm market, practical suggestions
on how he can get his story over with
maximum effectiveness, a collection of
farm radio results, and an up-to-date
listing of farm stations.
Just as an example: The advertiser
will learn that selling the farmer needs
a keener understanding of his likes and
dislikes than is commonly thought. A
conservative, factual person by nature,
the farmer is inclined to go in for
quick tests of a product unless the recommendation comes from some one in
whom he has developed a credence
land that's where the radio farm director figures eminently I . He shies
away from strident, high-pressure salesmanship as much as he takes offense
at the overdone folksy sort of commercial.

the advertiser with an unusually enticing investment for his advertising dollar. SPONSOR hopes that the arraignment of facts and opinion in the Farm
Section will contribute much toward
helping the advertiser get the most out
of farm radio and TV.
Is the single rate a panacea?

About the hottest subject under dis< ussion among heavy users of air media and advertising agencies is the
possibility of the single rate being
yvidely adopted among radio stations
during 1953.
An opinion appraisal of the topic is
treated in this issue under the headline
"Will the single rate structure sell
nighttime radio?" page 19. In surveying the field for this article SPONSOR
found but two station reps unalloyedly
disposed toyvard recommending the
single rate in TV areas as a means for
improving nighttime business. Both
reps felt that trend toward the single
rate would take on a graduated acceleration through 1953. while one of the
rep organizations went so far as to
predict that practically all stations in
saturated TV areas will in a year or
year and a half have adopted a single
rate structure.
One thing made apparent by the big
buyers of spot during the course of
sponsor's quiz in connection with the
article was this: Daytime schedules had
become too overcrowded to take care
of all the need there was for spot radio; circumstances make extending
spot campaigns to the nighttime brackets strongly advisable. The buyers said
they will be encouraged to move in

presents

that direction if "rates are realistic."
Many of the reps seemed to doubt this.

tion grants but a continuing effort at

that accompanied President-elect Eisenhower to Korea.

The

farm

market

in 1953

Applause
Highlights of 1952
ll s CUStomar) to pause for a moment of retrospect at year's cim\: to
Irs to recall the major events oi de
velopments of the preyious 12 months.
The charade, if it mas be called that,
takes on an added piquancy if there
i> no recourse to the published files.
I lere are "the
events and developments thai come readilj to mind:
I. The lifting of the TV freeze,
w Im li not < . 1 1 1\ led in a rush for sta-

92

projecting TVs future in terms of station coverage and costs I see "What
happens when there are 500 TV stations" in 12 January 1053 SPONSOR
issue i .
2. Establishment of the NCS and
S \ \i coy erage scry ico w hich gay e new
research dimensions to radio and TV.
3. Successful outcome of radio-1 \ s
insistence on having their own men
included in the correspondent
group

4. The air media's coy erage of the
Presidential conventions and campaigns which revolutionized techniques
o| politics and suggested to politicians
that the time has come for a broad revamping ofboth politicking structures.
5. Such innovations in T^ programing as ••Omnibus" I CBS I and NBC's
engagement
Robert E. Sherwood to
write originalof plays.
SPONSOR

N

r put a ceiling on what

WLW-TELEVISION
can do for YOU...
WLW is radio's most famous merchandising
and promotion organization.
Now, to WLW-Television, comes this same
know-how . . . experience . . . vigor . . . But
Expanded!
It's the WLW-Television Client Service Department . . . with
20 . . . yes, 20 complete and distinct services ... all at work
for you! W LW -Television- Albert Shopper Stopper Plan.
WLW-Television-Kroger's "POP"
Plan.

( Point-of -Purchase)

WLW-Television-Eavey's Supermarket "POP" Plan.
WLW -Television-Gray Drug Chain "POP" Plan.
WLW-Television-Gallaher Drug Chain "POP" Plan.
All-inclusive promotion campaigns.
Newspaper advertisements.
On-the-air promotions.
Cab Covers.
Car Cards.
Newsstand Posters.
Newstruck Posters.
Retail Trade mailings.
Jobber, broker, wholesale trade Mailings.
Specialty publicity releases.
Tie-in with national promotions.
Promotion consultation service.
Client rating service.
Client follow-up reports.
Client television market research department.

The Client Service Department is your creative assault unit
in the WLW-Television coverage area . . . doing for your
product everything . . . from holding dealer meetings to jetrocketing your sales charts with point-of-purchase action!
Plvssing your advertising dollar ... many fold!

WLW

Television
WLW-C
COLUMBUS

DAYTON
WLW-D

Sales Offices: Cincinnati, Dayton,

Columbus,

Chicago,

New

York, Hollywood

My, how you ve grown

I

PEOPLES DRUG STORES
SALES FORGE AHEAD
When

we tell you that WWDC

makes

businesses grow, we're not just talking
platitudes. We give you facts and figures
names and addresses — to prove what we
say.
Take Peoples Drug Stores, for example.
They started on WWDC in October, 1950.
The sales of this great retail organization
have gone steadily up ever since. In October, 1951, sales were up $115,169 over
October, 1950. And October, 1952, showed
a gain of $332,806 over October, 1951. Bill
Murdock, head of the William D. Murdock
Advertising Agency, says: "Our WWDC
newscasts have definitely helped Peoples
Drug Stores sales in the Washington area."
WWDC can help your sales in the
Washington area too. Let your John Blair
man give you the whole story.
CLAYTON

R. SANDERS, Advertising Manager of Peoples

Drug Stores, says: "We've used WWDC consistently for
more than two years. We've gotten very good results "

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.
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